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TO OUR READERS.

Ox a (lay early in the present century a little lad, sou of a poor mechanic, was sitting on a bank in the

small plot called a garden in an obscure street of London. He had " a fine rosy-cheeked Apple [we

now use his own words] , and as I cut it I observed the pips inside, and wondered what they were for.

I asked, and was told that from them the Apple trees came. The deshe to know was raised. I obtained

a place in an orchard, and felt delight in watching the developments of nature. Then I aspired to learn

about plants less familiar." Ho became part of the household of a nurseryman of strong religious

convictions, and here was led to devote himself to missionary labours. He passed to the islands of the

Pacific. He erected a residence.

"A garden was cleared and enclosed. A gi'oup of stately Chestnut trees that grew on the banks of the stream

were left, as well as several Bread-fruit trees, to shade and adorn the liomestead. Place was foimd for the newly-

introduced plants and flowers, in addition to the most useful or Ijeautiful indigenous productions of the soil. Orange

trees were planted in fi'ont of the house, and a Citron hedge enclosed the whole. The writer, though scarcely five

years old when removed from this home of his childhood, retains in his memory an indehble picture of the charm-

ing scene—the mountains, the beach, and the characteristic vegetation of the region— the plumed and towering

Cocoa-nut, the spreading, loaded Bread-fruit, and the gigantic-leaved Banana ; the bay, with its liquid crystal, the

manificent ocean beyond, and the mountains of Eaiatou, hke shadowy cloudland on the horizon."

The example was followed by the natives. " Plastered houses, neat gardening, and cultivated fields
"

accompanied conversion to the Christian faith. Ill health in the missionary's family compelled him to

return to England, and he became one of her pastors. Around the residence

" The grounds were laid out in excellent taste, all formality being avoided ; and the walks and planting so disposed

as to increase apparently the space, and to retain some of the wild grace of nature with the order of a well-appointed

garden. But the grand charm—the glory—of the scene was its Koses. They were evidently at home in the soil

and locahty, and as e\-idently the master spirit of the place loved them and knew how to grow them. The choicest

varieties might be introduced without fear of failure. The endless diversity, the profusion, the beauty, and the

deUcious perfume which this queen of flowers diffused about the homestead—meeting the eye at every turn, chmb-
ing on walls or trellised arches, spreading a blaze of blossom over beds disposed among the turf, presenting here

and there magnificent heads of exquisite bloom, or grouped or single standards, or nesthng in unexpected nooks
and corners—altogether gave to the comparatively naiTOW enclosure an attractive lovehness peculiarly home-like
in its character. A small greenhouse, adjoining one end of the dweUing, was originaUy all the glass about tho

garden ; but this was soon found insufficient, and it became necessary to build a house for their accommodation
as well as for the exotic Ferns and other tropical plants that required a high temperature. The Orchids formed
a marveUous assemblage of floral beauty. The missionary's name became famihar both among amateurs and
professional horticultmists in connection with the new plants mtroduced by him from liis new mission field,

Madagascar, particularly that marvel among Orchids, the Angrsecum sesquipedale, and the curious and dehcate

Lace-plant, Ouvirandra fenestrahs. He was a frequent exhibitor at the flower shows of the Crystal Palace and
Kegent's Park, and never faded to carry off prizes. In thus iudidging his taste for flowers he did not embarrass

'

himself by an expensive luxury; but contrived by the sale of plants to make the conseiwatory pay at least its own
expenses; so that there was never on this score an accusing conscience to upbraid him with exti'avagance."

Poultry, pets of various kinds, bees, were cherished by him and his wife. They each were dis-

tinguished literary characters, and at an age of nearly fourscore he ceased from his labours, and within

a week she was resting by his side.

That missionary was the Pievereud 'William Ellis ; and wc make this record because he is an example

of many thousands, clerical and lay, who similar in acquirements and associated tastes from whom we

gather information. They, like the missionary, are beneficial examples ; they enrich our pages by their

contributions ; they lead improvements to their neighbours ; and for them as well as for young

professionals—aye, and old too—our staff strive to bo useful. Their efforts are successful, as every day's

post and fi-om many lands tell us ; and one quotation from a Victoria letter represents the whole—" My
wife has said more than once, that little Journal has taught us much, but it also brightens remembrances

of home." Such testimony animates and invigorates your old friends

THE EDITOES.
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INDEX.

Acacia aramata, 203; whtte scale
os,2u3: cTandi8 caitare, 3t>S

Acinetas, i6i
Acomd in water, 426
Adiantams, Capiliua-Vencria culture,

14; Farleyeiise, 240, bron-n. 471,

culture, 411. 5*}5, soil, 319; culture
ami Rnvuping. 272; not thriTiiig,471

At-rides culture, 312
Agave, hybrid, 369

Ageratuin propasration, 161

Au-drit! PuuUry Show. 456

Alriborouffh and Borooghbridge Peul-
try Show. 1m4, 205

Alford Poultry Show. 2C5
Aloe dcltuidea, SIO

Alpine plants, 114

Alpines, place tor, 389
Alton Towers Flower Show, 190

AJy»sum variegatam, propagatinfr,16l
Amateur gardeners' social gathering,

American, blight, S58; famiB, poultry
on, IHl

Anemones, replanting, 449
Anglebca, 60

Annua 8. anlnmn-sown, IfiO ; for flow-

erinif in house. IS); hardy, 259;

fur spring bedding, 162; for spring
flowering. 259

Anthocera Filipendulse, cocoon, 103

Ants in greenhouse, 278
Aphelanilra Leopold! culture, 471

Aphides. 30; in 1»73, 313; in conser-
vatory. 13

Apples—earlv, 124 ; Ratlierintr, 222

:

.1 select few, 143 ; on Paradise stock,

240: for Buccession, 204; propa
gating by cultingB, 259; superior,

27S ; relaitve haroiness of blossom
4:io: mussel scale, 447 ; storinp, 380

cutting down trees, 401, scale on,

420. disease among in Niagara dis-

trict, Ul.nnfruitful, 840; tree cater

pillar, 162; and Pears early. 160;

Duck's bill. 3-^1

Apricot. Bhida. 271; trees shedding
leaves, 125. under u'lass, 331

Aqaatirs, tank for, 224

Aquilegia Icptoccras var. chrysantha,
610

Araliaspinosa- 151

AraacariMS from English 9(-ed,2y9

Ari Itlolochia, omithoccphala in win-
ter. 3h1 ; iriciiudiita, S'J7

Arbor-Vitfes propaKating, 140

Archwork, plants lor, 2i»

Arctic plants, -^96

Ardiaias, 479
_

Arrow-pf>ison of British Gmana, 62

Artichoke bottoms, to keep, 92

Anindo conspicaa, 176

Ashford Poultry Show, i^i

Asparagus—bed ^. salting, 426 ; grub,

87; sowing r. planting. 14 ; growing
fine, 911; forcing in \-iner>-. 26i ; bed.

Bindweed in, VA<J ; transplanting, 106

"Asparagus. How to grow," 310

Aobrifctia purjmrea variegata, 484

AncabaH,40 ;
propagating.. 402. 449

Auricula, culture, 247 ; 0. J. Perrj-,293

Avenues, 187

ATicttbory Poultry Show. 241

Ayr Ornithological Society's Show,
455

Azaleas, 49; culture, 33; for Binall

greenhoase. 240 ; leaves falling, 840

;

select, its, 240 ; training, 471

BACKHons* ft SoN'fl Nursery, 116, 200

Banana fruit damping, 69

BanUmti, at the Bristol Show, 866;

breeding Cochin, 130; cleaning
\\'hite, 5C2; cook broody. 225. 261;

wattrry-cyed, 209; Silver-laced plu-

mag'-. :'•*'>

Barillet-DLHchamp9.2S5
-a Baron HiU, 137; principal flower

^ ffH'den. 17«

1^ Pi\rn-»taple Poultry Show. U
2 Barrhead Poultry show. 428

Ba'h and West of England Society.

Beckett Park. 121
Bedding-out system, 592
Bedding plants, neglected, 459, 4fti

;

potting. 380, 415; propagating. 161.
204 ; soil for in pots, 279 ; summer
herbaceous, 143

Bedding, variety in. 272
Bedford Poultrv Show, 107
Beech, Purple. 212
Bees, superstitions, 17 ; wooden Lives,

18 ; hatching-time. 37 ;
profitable,

near Cardiff, clustering-out, hives,
Ac, 38; Italian, hive without
drones. 55 ; management of, cum-
motions.flowers, in adverse weather,
72; honey harvesi of 1873, 109;
Bwarras and honey harvest of 1873,
gossip, 12fl: Dumfriesshire honey
harvest. 145: dividing stock, cover-
ing hive, yellow-banded, drones, 146

;

honey show, 1873 season, trans-
porting, feeding, removing supers,
166 : and honey at Manchester Show,
uniting, moving stocks, our first

Bwarmine, 208; robber, 209; bottle-
feeding, 210; experience in keeping,
and honey at the Manchester Show,
227; on a fir tree, feeding, stocking
empty combs, 228; substituting a
Ligurian for a common queen, J85;
honey season in Gloucestershire,
unitingawarme, honey deficient, 186

;

feedintr, 244 ; on a tree, suffering
from d-imp, honey harvest in Nor-
folk, 245; on a Fir tree, 246;
bar-frame hive, honey harvest
in East Lothian, 263; weight of
stock, combs mouldy, preventing
swarming, honey for sale, winter-
ing. Salvia nemoralis, 264 ; hnney
market, 282; courage under difficui-

tiea, 283 ; supers unfilled. 284 : honey
season, Crystal Palace hives, moth
in hive, 304 ; uniting stocks, what is

honey ? 324 ; art of Bupering, autumn
swarm, 32r> ; trap hives, weight of
stock, super on Sherrington hive,
transferring, prize hives, 326: what
ia hnney ? art of supering, 345 ; di-

mensions of Woodbury hive, trans-
ferring. 346; what is honey? feed-
ing, 364; stings, cure for; honey
season, 365; weight of stock, honey
deficient, delicicney of bees. 306;
art of supering. 386; hives filling,

887; feeding, 3H8; farming in 1873,
4fi0: breeding in winter. 410; my,
429; tl'ling a Crystal Palace super,
430; bar-frame hive, 431; feeding,
rc-arranging stands, spring feed-
ing, deserting hive, 432 removing,
regicide, honeycomb, honey va-
varying, 458; drone combs in su-
pers, supers at shows, 477; food,
breeding season, removing hives,
size of straw hives, price, artificial
swarms, 47S; Peach house, 500; art
of supering, farming, 501 ; wax moth,
502; food for, embossed wax ma-
chine, 522

Begonia culture, 2;^9

Belfast, and British Asaociation. 809

;

Intcmalional Fruit Show, 278 ; Or-
nithological Show, 474

Belgian horticulture, 147, 508
Bemrose &, Ormc testimonial, 500
Borberis Darwinii, 271
Berry-bearing plants. 479
Berwick Bird Sliow, 428
Bingli y roultry Slimv, 184
Birds. let the best win, 299
Birmingham Poultry Show, 1G8, 882,
427.419,472; show catalogues issued
wrongfully. 240 ; PhiJoperisteron
Society's Show, 518

Binhop Auckland Poultry Show, 128.
212

Blackberry plantation, ISO
Blackburn Poultry Show, 89
Blinds tn increase warmth, 466
Bloe flowers, (4
Blue 8t>-mH, 115
Bocconia Japonira. ft07

Bone dust for fowls, 18

Book auctions in 1791, 873
Border, flowers, 42, 79, 105, 116, 149, 109,

271, 308, 354. 415. 46S; manuring.
819: herbaceous flowers, 340 ; hardy
plants for, 224

Borders, flowers for, 235
Eoronia megastigma, 43
Boston Poultry Show, 16, 35
Botanical drawing, 180
Botanic (Royal) Society's Show, 25
Bouquets, arranging, 483
Box, edgings, cutting, 204 ; relaying,

425
Brahmas—breeding, 130; broody, 146;
chickens, 38; combs, 144; deficient
in fluff. 5112 ; a distinctive feature of,

126; dving suddenly. 18; feathers
of Dar'k. ISO : not feeding freely,

laO: with distended crops, 92; with
Dorkings, 246 ; Light, 346, 493, 502

;

unable to stand, 304. 522; roosting.
fr)2 ; with swollen feet, 209; vulture-
hocked, 502; varieties of, 410; weak-
legge',210

Bramley Poultry Show, 71. 91
Brick-kiln stnoke injurious, 143
Britrg Poultry Show, 3il
Brisbnne Botanic Garden, 217
Bristol Show. Bantams at. 382
British Museum, department of bo-
tany, 48

Broccoli culture, 73
BruHBols Sprouts culture, 78
Buckwheat for fowls, 166, 225, 261, 821
Bugs, harvest, HO
Bulb-bed management, 13
Bulbs, acres of. 437; planting out of
doors, 260 ; for a vase, 319

Bullfinch, and Canary crossing, 458;
mules, 5G

Bunvard and Son's NurserieB, 442
Burnet. 204
Burslem Poultry Show, 497
Burton-on-Trent Poultry Show, 517
Bury Poultry Show, 183
Bush fruit trees, 288
Butterflies in gardens, 336
Butter, how to keep cool, 110 ; simple
mode of keeping, 72

Cactus speciosissimds pruning, J3
Calanthe, culture, 318; Veitchii cul-
ture. 515

Calceolaria, culture, 290 ; disease. 168

;

to avoid disease, 280; dying-off, 51;
fa.lures preventing, 173 ; in pots,
Si.; propagation, 70

Caledonian (Koyal) Horticultural So-
ciety's Show, 23

Callicarpas, 479
Calomel for fowls, 346
CamberwcU Beauty, 202
Cambridge Poultry Show, i%
Camellias—culture, 33 ; cuttings find

grafts, 14; not flowering, 44!); for
greenhouae wall. 381 ; for small
greenhouse, 240; not growing, 472;
leaves brewned, 859; repotting, 85,

224 ; select, 223
Canada, fowls for, 431
Canaries—artificially coloured. 862

:

how obtained, 477: crested, 804;
feathers yellow, 246; thirteen tail

feathers. 304 ; first feather, 109

;

young losing feathers, 56 ; Goldfinch
Mule with. 432; high coloured, 844,

380, 419, 470, 521, 522; homed, 17;
losing voice, 846; leg-weakness, 56

;

Mules, 56; packing for travelling,
802 ; in a room, 432 ; points of show,
180 ; shows, 109 ; at Crystal Palaca
Show, 2C3. 282; at Nottingham fchow,
802

Canterbury Poultry Show, 495
Caragitatu Zahnii, 292
Carbolic acid for destroying parasitcB
on fowls, 91

Carnations, and their culture, 195;

Picotces, and Pinks, to distinguish,
M; pcedlingH dying-off, 51 ; in pots,
278; Tree. 258

Carpet beds at Ptoke Eochford, 440
Carriers' lialiUity for poultry, 71

Carrnn Poultry Show, 475
Carrots destroyed by wireworms, 86
Castle Eden District Poultry Show,

Cattleya Triann^, Mossife, Aclandire.
maxima, labiata, Warnerii, and
exoniensis culture, 422

Cauliflwwers, button-heading, 223 ; ca-
terpillars on, ISO; grub-eaten, 13;
planting, 401 ; sowing, 203

CeanothuB, africanus culture, 819;
dcntatus, 116

Cedrus Deodara. transplanting, 162
Celery, 471; culture, 180; hard, 278;

inferior, 403; protecting, 514; rot-
ting, 12; two-year seedlings, 359;
transplanting, 426

Celsia b etonic te folia, 397
Centaurca, propagating, 253; ragusina
propagation, 289

Centroselina bullata culture, 471
Cephalotus follicularia, 161

Characteristics of poiUtry, standard,

Charlcote, 855
Chatteris Poultry Show, 15
Cheltenham gardening, 219
Cherries, Morello, falling, 83 ; spu-
rious May Duke, 63; on the Ma-
haleb, 299; Morello not thriving,
299 ; spurious, 155

Cherry blight, 448
Chickens, failing in autumn, 20f , 210 ;

not feathering, 209 : feeding, 522 ;

food fur, 264 ; ill and dying, 18; not
eating and ailing, 55; rearing arti-

ficiaUy, 87
Chicory forcing, 515

Chorley Poultry Show, 164

Christmas Rose, 488 ; slugs on, 472
Chrysanthemums, 298, 40 ',401 ; bushy,

381; culture. 33, 389; cuttings, 471;
garden and greenhouse. 426

; pro-
pagation, 492; showing. 425; South
Essex. 417 : in the Temple, 335 ;

training, 278; tying and training,
179

Chui-ehyard 8,416
Cbysis bractescens, 507

Cicindela cainpestns, 46
Cinchona ..Calisaya r. Josephiana,

187
Cinerarias, and Calceolaria propaga-

tion, 492 ; dying-off, 61, 449 ; in pots.
38

Cinqiiefoil, Menzies', 42

Cirencester Poultry Show, 182
Clay burning, 1G2
Clayey soil, improving. 402
Cleckheaton Poultry Show. 70
Clematises, and culture, 480 ; for south
verandah, 493; Jaekinauni in beds,
403, flowerlesb, 162 ; Standishii train-
ing, 13

Clithra arbnrea culture, 162
Cleveland Poultry Show, 456,473
Climate, change of Scottish. 48!)

Climbers, for umbrella trellises, for
greenhouse walls, 448; for verandah
and wall. 493

Coleus wintering, 143
Club-root, 380 472
Cochins, lighter-coloured, 88; Par-

tridge, plumage, 866 ; points in
White. 478

Cockerels and chickens failing, 210
Cnck-Hghting, 282
Coincideuees, curious, 50
Colax jugosus, and culture, 76
Cold pit, constructing, 51
Coleus losing leaves, 448
Colour, arrangement, 376; of plants

afl^ected by the soil, 296
Colunibarian Societies, proposed
united show, 71; challenge to, 91

Combo Abbey, 420
Combretum grandiflorum not flower-

ing, 493
Conservatory baskets, plants for, 471
Coop for DnrkJnps. WH
Copings. 33] ; for kitchen garden wall,

163; fr>r vr»ll«,l;68

Corsican Pine at seaside, 178
Cotoncaster Sixnonsii, 160
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Covent Garden Market, 18, 38, 56, 72,

92. 110. 130,146.166,1^6.210.228,246.
264. 2M. a04. 326, 316, 3G6, 888, 410,

432. 45ft. 473. 502, 522

Cowan's heating system, 28
Cows. Alderney, 431. 457

Crassula, profii3a,42 ; Saxifraffa. 397

Creve-Uoeurs, colours of, 55 ; nardlness
and feathering of. 110

Orewe Poultry Show. 241
Crinoma not hardy, 259
CrocQsea, in lawn, 278 : mice-eaten,
880

Crop, which is the most valuable?
159 ; swollen, 55

Cryetal Palace, Rose Show, 7 ; Fniit
and Glafliolus Show, 193; Poultry
Show, 281. 300. 364, 403, 427, 456;
hirda exchanging pens, 456 exhi-
bitions next year, 473

Cuckoo spittle, 14

Cucumbers—diseased, 86, 143; fruit-

less, 162; house management, 339;

leaves large, 2U, mutilated, 298,

apottei, 33: in flue-hcatad house,
86 ; in pots, 69 ; shrivelling at points,

87; Siamese-twius, 173; traiuintr,

290; in winter, 85. 142, 203, 223,258,

879. 38); for winter fruiting, 50;
yellow at points, 18"i

Currant, bush pruninc. 491; shoot
grab, 515; Lee's Prolific Black. 140

Cuttings, of plants, providing, 277

;

exporting, 4;r2

Cycas revoluta culture, 880
Cyclamens, culture, 298; root-grubs,

859; winberiug, 223 ; worm-eaten, 515

Cynips rosre, 204
Cypripediums, 506

DacTVLIS GLOMERiTA HARDY, 319
Dahha's introduction, 355
Dairy farming, 210
Daisies on lawn, 426
Damson culture, 224
Darlington Bird Show^403, 521
Davallia9, 351
Dealers as exhibitors, 205
Delphinium Hendcrsonii, 351
Dendrobinm, chryaotis. 278; lituiflo-

rum, 137
Derby Ornithological Show, 885
Deutzia culture. 471
Devizes Show, 408
Devon and Exeter Poultry Show, 107

Diarrhcea in fowls, 326
Dieffenbacbia culture, 471
Dtgging-in a crop, 493
Disa grandifiora culture, 380
Disinfectants, 84
Dogs in general, audliome for lost, 51

Dombrain,J. R.,291
Doncaster Poultry Show, 15

Dorkings, with Brabmas, 502 ; cup
for Silver-Grev, 168; cxhihitiug. 92;

feet corned, 2G4 ; Mrs. Ai-kwnght's,
264; Silver-Grey. exhibiting, 2-9;
pullets laying, 410 ; soles swollen,
410

Dovecote at Penmore Priory, 78
Draycot, 489
DrUling, 488
Drosera, movement of its glands, 811
Drought, 105
Dublin Society's Poultry Show, 499

Ducks, breeding, 366 ; as an egg-pro-
ducer, 326 ; for exhibition, 41' ; with-
out water, 17; Aylesbury's plumage
yellow. 146, points, 502 ; Black, 40ft

;

Carolinas with East Indian, 246;
Mandariu witli Carolina 2Hl

Dundee Horticultural Society, 217

Darham Poultry Show, lOiJ

ECHEVERIAS WINTF,RIJin,278
Edffiugs of Ccrastium, Ac, replanting,

224
Edinburgh International Show, 253

Edinburgh Poultry Show, 193

Edlingtnn, Mr. J., 311
Eggs—blood-streaked, 56; constant
supply of, 522 ; consumption of, 410 ;

determimng age of, 3(i2; dropped
from perch. 478 ; ill-flavoured, 216

;

imported, 228; preserving for winter
use, 55 ; sex of, 56 : to New Zealand,
146 ; weight of, 2C3

Electricity's effects on plants, 270

Ellemeet's. M. de Jouge van, sale of

plants. 140
Elm, budding weeping, 143

Elms, 225
Endive blanching, 240
Entomological Society's Meeting, 119,

»48S
Ericas failing, 299
Escallonia macrantha, 47

Eu'ialyptus globiihis. caltare, 439

;

as a febrifuge, S97, 403
Eucharis amazonica culture, 859
Euphiirbia jaciiuiniicflora culture, 403
Evening musings, 1, 229
Evergreens apparently gnawed, 139
Everlasting tii)W.-r,H, drying, 87 1303

Exhibiting another owner's poultrv,
Exhibition (rauda. 76, 136, 233

Exhibitors of poultry, 281

Fairy-rino fungi, 223

Farnworth Poultry Show, 890

Farringdon Market. 263
Ferula tingitana, 48
Fernery, lic. heating, 359
Ferns—drying, 341; from spores, 143;

for exhibition, 113; notes on, 272,

851; moisture in cold fernery, 298;
planting, 472 ;

preserving, 200

;

unthriving 44S; watering. 434; of
the world, 4G7; tree, cut sliortpr, 469

Figs, culture in California, 155: not
ripening, 14; trees, transplanting,
840; Brown Turkey not ripening,
69

Filberts, preserving. 358
Fish, Mr. R., 330, 354
Fitzherbcrt, Sir A., 28
Fleurde lis, 401
Flies and fruit. 202
Florence, horticultural show at, 335
Florentine International Exhibition,
876

Flower, beds, should the soil be seen ?

70; garden planting, 253; shatle. 45
Flowers, advantages of timely pluck-

ing, 61; drying in natural colours,
439; exhibiting, errors in, 869; pre-
serving, 200

Flue-heating, 471
Fog conaequencea, 514
Foliated (ornamental) greenhouse

plants, 426
Foot of fowl, lump in, 284
Forcing-pit. hot-water piping for. 50
Forest trees, dimensions and habits
of the Lower Wabasb, 104

Fountaine'a garden for fruit, &c , 254
Fountains for birds, cleaning, 365
Fowls—buckwheat for. 1S6 ; combs,

522 ; dying without apparent cause,
110 ; for eggs and chickens, 310

;

foot swollen, 304 ; for three-acre
prassrun, 210; Game plumage, ISfi ;

in a confined spacp, 431. 5 i2 ; mud
bath 4or, 92 ; plants in.iurious to,

18; destroying parasites on, 72.

carbolic acid for destroying, 91 ; for
profit, 410; necks featherless, 453;
wings iiTegular, 209

Frames on arches, 298
Frauds, exhibition, 181
French gardening. 305
Fruit—border management, 402; crop

in Kent, 193; garden arrauRement,
61; keeping, 358; oil under new
names, 95; preserving in tin cans,
92; room, fire and window in, 201;
stone, and hard soil, 119 ; trees, bush
and pyramidal, 201, 253. 338, culture,
425, for near Birmingham, 239, at
Ilford, 230. for Sussex, 359 ; pruning,
425, planting, 470, 49;i, treatment of
large, 224, in dressed grounds, 426,
unfruitful, 426, protection, 210, lift-

ing, 297, for kitchen garden, 840,
planting wall, 69. syringing, 143,320.
unproductive dwarf, 14, wall and
espalier, 163

Fuchsia—insected, 259 ; leaves brown-
ed, 180: repotting, 239; storing, 224;
training for standards, 143; in win-
dow not flowering, 7iJ ; Riccartoui,
484

Fuel, appliances for saving, 276
Fuels, comparison of, 503
Fumigating, easy, 27
Fungus, exhibition at South Kensing-

ton, 292; foray of the Woolhope
Club, 377

Furnace, self-feeding for heating
small greenhouses, 95

Gainsborough Poultry Snow, 90

;

Bird and Rabbit Show, 90
Galantbus plicatus. 436
Galls on Oak and Elm, 33
Gardenia culture. 340
Gardening in the West, 8, 81. 720
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution an-
niversary. 28

Garden, re-arranging, H3
Gardens, small, roadside screens,
shrubs, Roses, and climbing plants
for, 111

Gas, boiler pipe, 319; heating green-
house. 493

Gaultheria insipida, 510
Gazania aplendens, propagating, 161

;

or rigens, 03
Geese, fattening, 383; with twisted

flight, 110
Genista, insects on, 180
Geraniums—bedding, 107, 204,381,415,

select, 70; cultareof Cape, 290; with
ornamental foliage, 107 ; for green-
liouse wall, 223; notes on Mr. Pear-
son's, 309; Pearson's prizes for, 61

;

Rose-scented, 43; wintering, 204, in
a room, 319; Cape: Cleopatra's
history. Corsair for bedding, 340;
characters of Zonal and Nosegay,
143

Gosneras, nsccts on, 181
Gladiolus, acres of, 437; best fifty,
380.436; after flowering, 260; for
table decoration, 2G7; nitrate of
soda for, 21 ; disease and nitrate of
soda, 76

Glass-cutter, the patent. 483
Glazing, double, 293; greenhouses, 8
Gloxinms, insects on, 18t ; leaves
broAnnd, 233; for Khododendron
beds, 239

Godwinia gigaa, 137
Goldfinch, taming a, 433
Gooseberries, large, 204
Gooseberry, bush pruning, 491; cater-

pillar. 106, 515, destroying, 106;
Show, Natntnal, 116

Gordon, Mr. J. A., 28
Grape shed, Rivers*, 392; keeping,
401

Grapes—attacked by bluebottle flies,

180; baps for, 5iJ : beverage from
seeds, 130; bunch shrivelled, 83 : not
colouring. 2ri9 : failing when colour-
ing. 13; cracking, 204. 515; diseased,
51,2i'i4; in glazed outhouse. 436 ; for

ground \'inery, 320. 492 ; keeping in

winter. 487 ; at Lambton Castle, 294 ;

louse, 317 ; mildewed, 86 ; misnamed
Syrian. 413; mouldy. 201; preserv-
ing, 277; setting, 80 ; shanking, 839,

358. 859 ; shrivelled, 204. 259. 426, 614 ;

spotted, 33,320; not swelling, 69;
in South Australia, 506 ; in a wash-
house, 271 ; weight of, 125 ; withered,
162; Lady Downe's in cool vinery,
.t2J: Golden Champion, 116. 809;
Habshee, 13; Royal Vineyard, 21,

not setting, 204. See Vines.
Grasses, preserving, 200
Greenhouse—aspect, 161 ; bulbs for
winter, 381; fflaziuK, 40; heating,
162, 4L12, 471, 472, small, 33,223; hot>

bed in, 161; pipes for heating, 298
;

and pit heating, 340; plants, 224;
protecting plants, 278; repotting,
224; site. 278; stove, 204,298; winter
temperature, 298

Green fly. 30
Guano imported, 8
Guildford Poultry Show, 516
Gule, meaning of, 221

Halifax and Calder Vale Pooltrt
Show. 183

Hamburghs, Silver-spangled, tails
combs, and legs, 522

Hartlepool Poultry Show, 301 ; Canary
show, Bemrose & Orme Canaries,
802

Harvest drink, 165
Haslingden Poultry Show, 107, 130
Heat, utilisation of, 152
Heaths, repotting, 319; select, 426
Heating, 5 3; from room fire, 380; a

pit, 203 ; return pipes, 493
Hcdysarum gyrans, 86
Helleborus niger major, 488
Hens, management of sitting, 53 ; egg-
oating. 55 : picking their mate, 866;
value of. 228

Hereford Rose Show, 73
Hessoa spiralis, 471, 484
Hetton Poultry Show, 144
Heytesburv, 9
Hitchin Poultry Show, 89
Hoeing, advantages ot, 97
Hollies, diseased, 125 ; removing, 107
Holly, Fern culture, 162; Ivy, and
Mistletoe in the London markets,
510

Hollyhock, culture, 50, 85 ; fungus, 70

;

planting. 225
Hornets. 198
Horninglow Poultry Show. 127
Horseradish in pickles, 146
Horticultural (Royal) Society, 414,

461, 485; arrangements, 152, 154;
Show of Bath, 5, 24, results, 8, im-
plements, structures, and appli-
ances at, 77, 1U4 ; Show at Aberdeen,
292; Committee Meetings & Shows,
2X41, 97, 135. 172. 216, 252, 272, 373, 438 ;

Dwvis's prizes, 439; Council and
alTdirs, 439; accounts, 506, 507; po-
sition, 391; Show, 43; Provincial
Shows. 20; Superintendent of
Shows, 48; Meetings and Shows for
1874, 13G : Assistant Secretary, 48

Hoteia japonica, 231, 820; culture,
31)8

Houdans, hrcoiiing,45S; leg-feathers,
166

Humming-bird hawk moth, 102
Hunslet Poultry Show, 164
Huntingdon Poultry Show, 226
Hyacinths, in borders, 260 ; eaten, 426

;

in glasses, 260; in heavy soil, 319;
Roman, 69, 260

Hyde Poultry Show, 203
Hydrangea, culture, 44ft; as a decora-

tive plaut, 59; not flowering, 224

Ice storing, 61ft

Incubation, artiQclal, 862; delayed,
143

Injuries to fowls at shows, 240
Insecticide, German, 6'i

Inseeta, beautiful and useful of our
gardens, 45, 10 1, 134, 197. 256, 335, 486 ;

killing and preserving. 366
Tpomo:^* Learii culture, SSI

Ipswich Poultry Show. 164, 321
Ire-tine Lindeni. wintering, 143
IriSQS, Japan, 296
Italy, soil improvement, 423
Ivy. cuttings, 38; not clinging. 298;
promoting clinging, 330; on iron
railing, 84J ; sucdliugs V. cuttings,
7D; not thriving, 380

Japan, Conifer. 877 ; letters from,
27; VISIT TO, 466

Judges' names, pabliehing, 125, 144,

181, 205, 225, 241, 261, 329 ; of poultry

,

473

Kent. 94; agriculture of, 125*

labourers v. northern miners, 234.
and Surrey Rabbit Show, 207 ; Pool
try Show, 474

Kettering Poultry Show, 242
Kew Gardens,331, 352, 373.395,417
Kidney Beans, forcing, 402, 447 : pre-
serving, 166: leaves spotted, 515

Kilmarnock Pigeon Show, 475; Poul-
try Show, 407

Kitchen garden, 347, 480; arrange-
ment, 426; situation, 389

Labels, Bell & Thorpe's, 251
cleanmg zinc, 426

Lfelias— elegans, Perrinii, and purpa-
rata, 423

Lambton Castle, 293, 818
Landeeer, Sir Edwin, 825
Lapaeeria rosea, culture, 819; nnd

alba, 179
Lardizabala bitemata, 199
Lasiandra macrantha floribtinda ca

ture, 143
Laurels — pruning, 224, overgrown

240, hedge, 259; leaves and manure
426 ;

propagating, 449
Lawn pafchy, 298
Lawson. Mr. Charles, 511
Leaf, mould, 4ii4 ; soil, 367, 391,437
Leaves, and leaf soil, 482,484; photo
Rraphs of, 173 : of plants falling
34'' ; skeletonising, 283

Leeds Smithtield Poultry Show, 494
Leghorns, Brown, 128

Leicester Bird Show, 282; Pooltr
Show. 88, 108

Leow, meaning of. 224
Lettuce sowing, 203
Lettuces, select. 266, 268
Leucostegias. 351
Lewes Poultry Show, 518
Lightning-struck trees, 115
Lilacs for forcing, 299
Lilies, after flowering, 299; culture,

203; notes on, 17', 289, 830. 371 ;
pot-

ting. 358 ; of the Vallev. forcing, 470

;

planting, 358, 359 ; sowing, 340
Liliums — auratum after flowering,
260; auratum bulbs wintering, 224 :

in conservatory, 142 ; hybridum
Krameri, 292 ; longifloruin, 170

;

purpureum, 463 ; for Rhodisdendron
beds, 239; tigrinum crectuin, 339,
flore-pleno, 289, splendens, 251

;

Leichtlinii, 440; Leichtlinii majas,
371

Lime water, 359
Linaria sagittata, 292
Lincoln Poultry Show, 37, 63
Liquid manure for window plants 13
Liskeard Poultry Show, 88
Liverpool Canary Show, 600
Livers, ulcerated fowls', 502
Lobelia, compacta, 233; propagating^
253 ; sowing, 161 ; Veitch'a Blue, 413

;

White Perfection, 329
London parks, bedding in, 140, 174
Longleat, 9
Long Sutton Poultry Show, 262
Lucerne sowing, 225

MAOROQLOSBA BTELLATARtJM, CATER-
PILLAR AND PCPA, 102

Malays, 427
Malmesbury Poultry Show, 145
Manchester Horticultural Exhibition,
64,296; bcesat, 20S; and Liverpool
Poultry Show, 226

Mantisia saltatoria in winter, 381

Markets, 18, 88, 56, 72, 92. 110. 130, 146.

166, 186, 210, 228, 246, 2G4, 284, 304, 326,

346, 366, 388, 410, 432, 458, 473, 502,
522

Market Rasen Poultry Show, 281
Marking fowls, 316, 502
Martynia fragrans, 103
Masdevallias Vcitchiana, ignen, Lin
deni, Harryana, and tovarensis, 137

Mealy bug, destroying, 70; prevent-
ing, 2;-'i8 ; on Pine Apples, 13

Meat, rapid pickling of, 186
Medlar, gathering, 340; propagation,

403
Megachile ccntuncularis, 86
Melon-Cucumber, 217
Melons—culture, 69 ; damping-off, 51

;

diseased, 87; failing, 69, 298, 819;
with fruit flowers only, IS ; with
male flowers, only, 50; hollow, 168;
pit heating, 340; roots, insects on,
16i; watermg when ripening, 87;
Little Heath. 75, ItiS

Meninia turgida, 42

Mesembryantheinums, wintering, 279
Metropolitan Floral Society. 21
Melrosideros robusta. 66, 118
Mice, driving awav, :;39

Middlesbrough Caimry Show. 864;
Poultry Show. 457

Mi-ldleton I'uultiy Show, 242
Midland Counties Horticultural Show

855, 424

Miltouias 462
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Mistletoe, and its habitats, 60 ; pro-

pagation of in Wales, 41

Moles. 419
MontroBe Ponltrj' Show, 49S
Monument of trees, 158

Moulting, late. 3i'4 ; neck hackles, 107

Moving planta,S6
Mulberry unfruitful, 163

Mushrooms, bed, iunsns, 448. respawn-
ing, 239: in a frame, 224: grub-
eaten, 51; hoaae, vermin in, 840;
in vinery. 402

Myoaotis dissitiflora, dividing, 224

Myrtles, catting and shifting, SuD

Naiuno, 514

Names satirised, 235
Nant, 176
Napoleon's tomb in St. Helena, S33

Narcissi, select, 339

Nash Court. 273
Neath Poultry Show. 127

Nectarines, crop, 163 ; not ripenint?, 278

Nemophila insignis for spring bloom,
449

Nerium splendens for September, 472
Net-making machine. 492

Nettinu. machine, 402: mode of sell-

ing. 133, 152. 163 ; f.ir protection. 437

Newcastle-under-Lyme Poultry Show,
241

Newcastle-npon-Tyne Poultry Show,
3d4. 4D9

Newfoundland puppy distempered, 38
Northallerton Poultry Show. 243

Northampton, Bird Show, 341 : Orni-
thological Society's rule agaiust co-

louring. 284; Show, 362
North British Columbarian Society's

Show, 619
Northern Columbarian's Secretary,
action against, 476

Northern Counties Columbarian So*
oiety. 165, 476

Norwich Canary Show, 822, 342
Nottingham Bird Show, 2S2
Nursery manager not a servant, 143

Nurserymen v. amateurs, 173

Oakham Pocltbt Show, 455
Oat^grlDding atones. 264
Oatmeal-and-water drink. 245

Oata, ground. 38 ; for fowls, 24C, 84G

Ocjrpus olens, 46
Oleander buds falling, 163

Ompbalodes Lnciliie, 43
Onion, curious custom, 173

Onions, autuniD sowing, 20; maggots
in. 14

Oranges, culture, 318 ; dropping, 143

;

seedling culture, 162
Orchard-houae, management, 49;

rsutine, 142, 161, 223, 25S. 318; trees
oabting leaves and fruit, 87, repot-
ting. 201, treatment, 448

Orchida-for amateurs, 11. 312, 422, 462,

506; autumn treatment. 203; cul-

ture, 379, 492, hardy and half-hardy,
101; repotting, 515; sales, 104; Sep-
tembcr-dowenne, 215

Ormskirk and Southport PoultryShow,
126

Orthosiphon stamineus, 47

Oswestry Poultry Show, 1:43

Oondle Poultry Show, 53

Oxalis elegaus, 149

UxUp.483
Oxford Poultry Sk»w, 52, 165, 850

Paddock Poci-TaT Show, 145
Pansies, for bedding, 433; dividing,

279 ; soil for potting, 51 ; wintering
show, 359; winter treatment of

show. 515 ; Blue King, 504 ; Blue Bell
and Ruff'jrd Abbey, 420

Panay Society, Scottish, 23

Parents' influence on comb and leg
colour, 209

Paris notes. 853
Parrot, cradle for, 18
Pasalflora, inaignia, 510; quadrangu-

iBria. 461
Peaches—blotched, 223 ; border for,

881; crop, 168; crops in house fdil-

tng, 505; culture in Delaware, 159;
trmi on doable, 288 ; kernels poison*
ona, &9 ; leaves falliing, 13 ; in or-

chard house flowerleas, 51; repot-

ting, 51& ; treatment of seedling,

168 ; trees, over-luxuriant. 448,

tandard. 24':> for vinery wall, 472,

on wall and hoase, 492, tying and
traimog, 481; weight of orchard
bouse. M

Peara—bark crackng, 224 ; cracking,
70,&£8,&69; as diagonal cordons for

ft wall, 50; diseased, 125 ; early, 34;
espalier unfruitful, 13 ; gathering,
322, late. 819: leaves blistered, 180;
for market, S40; for pyramids, 224;
rfpeniog, 186, 835; selection, 426;
Bplltting, 244 ; storing. 880 ; thinning.
88; trees, unfruitful, 224, 615; wart-
ed, 143 : in >>'cw Zealand, 293 ; Ked
Doyenne for aouth wall, 449 ; Lucy
Orieve, 833

Peas—culture and selection, 204 ; for
daily aupply, 239; diseased, 83;
dying, 70; early, 463; late, 208; new,
115, li4; preserring green, 180;

Pzks—Ciintinit^d.
trenchintr ground for, 447; Blue
Peter, 115, 150; Litile Gem, 150;
.James's Prolific, 115; G.F.Wilson,
59. 115

Peat for plants, 239
Pelargoniums—cuttings of, 142; fail-

ing, 163; first-class certificated, 214;
potting, 143. 239: Tricolor, culture
of. 83, leaves not colouring, 106;
Zonal. 248. double, 203

Pelecyphortt aseUiformia v. concolor,
293

Penmon Priory dovecote, 78
Pentstemon Palraeri,397
Pens, exhibition, 38
People's Garden, HO
Perennials, tall yellow and white,
flowering, 106

Peristerouic (National) Society, SS6
Periateronio Society's Meeting, 429

PhajuH grandifolius. 485
Plial^nopsis grandiflora and amabilis,

471
Pheasants, rearing, 92
Phloxes, culture, 68, 111 ; planting, 335
Phylloxera vastittrix, 248, 817, 370
Pigeons—buckwheat f er, 56 ; at Cam-
bridge Show, SG4 ; canker in, 3S;

classification, 362; cruelty to. 199;
diseased, 304; dropping its wing.
366; fleas in loft, 38; going light,

210; at Hitchin and Exeter Shows,
165, 185; home attachment, 263;
homing, 17; house for, 410; in-

genuity, 207: maggoty, 2-46; point
cups, 91 ; polygamy in, 145,185,226,

263; prize m'lstakes, 263 ;
proposed

Show, 71,91; rouped, 326; scouring,
804 ;

" Somersetshire Squire " and
his Tumblers, ti63 ; at Southampton,
17; thief punished, 926; washing,
210 : which to keep, 366. 411 ; wing
disease, 284; Beards, Balds, and
Mottled Tumblers, 863, 429 ; Cumu-
lets, 210; Dragoon, breeding, 410;
points, 241. rump, 'J84; English and
Forei(»n Owls; Mottle, Bald, and
Beard, 408; pomts of Jacobins, 458;
Tuniblera, classification, 326, com-
mon Flying, 322, Short-faced, 362;
Turbits' crowns, 210 ; keeping Wood
in confinement, 186

Pine Apple Nursery, 159
Pine Apples, culture, 105,258, 297,839,
379,425; not fruiting, 515; manage-
ment of fruiting, in pots, 124 ; ma-
nipulation, 104 : tor market, 403; in
New Zealand, 232

Pine wood forming, 163
Pines, 49
Pjnus austriaca, pruning, 239 ; in*

eignis at seaside, 178
Pinuses per acre, 225
Piracies, literarv, 70
Pit, heating. 299, SSI, small, 224; in

stove, heating, 319; heating propa-
gating, 381

Plane-tree timber, 279
Plant-house arrangement, 51
Planting, ornamental, 19. 98, 111,187,
247,412,464.504

Plants, as doctors, 173; culture of
fine-foliagpd. 63

PlasNewydd, 219,236
Plumbago Larpentie and culture, 466
Plums, American wild, 25; branches
dying, 125; espaliers unfruitful, 13;

for succession. 204 ; tree not bearing
69 ; for wall, 298 ; St. Aubert, 355

Poinsettias, pulcherrima culture, 818 ;

potting, 70

Poland hon sitting, 92
Polemonium caruleum variegatum,

484
Piillen, protection of, loS
Polyanthuses, 465, 481 moving, 402

;

thrum-eyed. 419
Polypodium italicum culture, 162

Potatoes—aa they are. 150. 171. 215;
best early and late, 492; blight and
creosote, 492: creosoling, 4iG; dis-

ease, 8, 115, 251. 326. 511, alleged new,
96, another, 371, during winter, 14,

avoided, 4S5. in orchard house. 74,

in 1^73, Sin, 333. in Sussex. 31, Lord
Cathcart's prize, 416, 511 ; for fowls,

326; early ripening, 471; experi-
ments in cultivation, 175; extraor-
dinary, 169; imported, 8, 159; lights
for pits, 87 :

prospects, 40 ; selecting
seed, 204: stem tubers, 161; storing
seed. 106: taking up early, 271;
tuberlesa, 269.28^; with much haulm,
169 ; early Kidney. 119 ; Ilagae'a
Seedling, 232; Lee's Haiiiraen<mith
Kidnev, 1C9; Red-akinned Flourball,
Sandnnham Early Kidney, 119;
426

Potentilla Monzicsii, 12
Pot-pourri, 56

Potting, soil for, 417 ; using atones in,

175, 202
Pots, mode of moving large, 232
Poultry—commencing, 72 ; commen-
dations, 493; cottagers', 35, 70; ex-
hibited when injured, 882; feeding,
146; food, 55; haunts, 359; houso-
floors, 87; iiouao and yard, 432;
keeping, 85, 70, for pmllt, 92, with
profit, 522, on small farms, 110;
mingling, 516 : past and present, 84 ;

and Pigeon house, 225, 204 ; show*

Poultry—Con tinned.
ing other peoples. 826; shows,
clashing, 382, committees & judges,
261. mistakes at, 383; standard cha-

racteristics, 320 : varied diet for, 321

Priiuroaea, Cowslips, Pulvanthuaes,
and Oxlips, 367, 397, 443, 5 i4

Primula, japonica, leaves injured, 204,

supporting, 426 ; in winter, 402

;

prnpagiiting, 492 ;
japonica short-

stemmed. 278; verticiUata i-ar. si-

nensis, 42
Propagating tank, gas-heated, 449

Protecting plants, 423
Protection friunes, 132
Prunella optima, 80
Pruning, what I know of, 101

Psvehotria. 480
Public gardens, plants from, 276
I*ullets, faces swollen, 457; laying ir-

regularly, 458; laying, 410; uot
laying, 522

Pumpkins, use of, 2G4
Pyramid fruit trees, 288
Pvrethrum, Golden, 484
pj-rethrum Golden Feather for bed*

ding, 204

Quinces falling, 881

r4bdits—breeding. extensive, 284 ;

burrowing, 432; fecundity of. 17; for

profit, 72,246; imported, 326; keep-
ing for exhibition, 458: class for

Belgian Hare, 109; South London
Show, 128 : scurfy. 130 : Kent and
Surrey Show, 207 ; Metropolitan
Association. 209

Rafflesia Arnoldi, 418
Rainbow, lunar, 123

Raisin-making in California, 172

Raspberries, culture, 434, 514; large,

204 ; origin of, 236 ; planting, 258

;

pruning, 379
Rata, its habit, 66, 118

Rats, driving away, 839; in poultry
house, 410

Red flowers for spring, 224

Red spider, destroying, 493

Reigate Poultry Show, 497

Repotting large plants, 426

Rhododendrons, cuttings, 402; graft-

ing, 69; malayanum, 43; manuring,
493 ; transplanting, 163 ; Nuttallii not
flowering, 449

Rib3ton Pippin, 266, 286
Rivinas, 479
Roadside screens. 111
Rochdale Rabbit Show, 164
Rocliea falcata culture, 132

Rocket, old double white, 25
Root-pruning, 259. fruit trees, 240
Roots, adventitious. 337
Rosarians, associations of, 414
Rose-water distilling, 18
Roses—autumnal, 266, 281, 411; bank

of, 492; Bath Show, 5; budding, 14,

70 ; buds dropping, 86 ; leaf-eutter
bee, 86: at Che&hunt,22; coddling,
413; classifying, 70; climbing, 232,

for greenhouse, 381; collection of,

143: cured of mildew, 104; Crystal
Palace, 7. fasting at, 420; cuttings,
preparing, 50, striking, 51, 86 ; elec-

lion, 270, 310, 334, 348, 371, 698 : errors
in culture, 375: West of England
Show, 73; exhibiting, 482; for ex-
hibition, 417 ; in exposed places, 467 ;

forcing, 41, 402, and selection for,

449: black fungus on, 38); a Ger-
man's complaint, 159; green, 99;
green-centred, 83; not grown by
exhibitor, 370 : a grumble about,
120 ; Herefordshire Show, 11 ; issuing
from a Rose, 195; judging, 459, 505 ;

at Kensington, 8 ; mildew, 142 ; more
about, 327 ; mossy growth on, 204

;

new, 58; nomenclature. 417; peg-
ging down, 14 ;

pinching dwarfs, 204 ;

planting, 88 ', Manetti-stocked, 408 ;

newly-planted. 380; in pots, 492;
potted, 402; pnming. 26u, 319; re-

planting. 449; on own roots, 449
;

Shnw at Brie-Comte Robert, 84,

22:', 233, 256 ; select, 402, 448 ; se-

lection, 375 ; at a show, 39 ; soil for,

319; stocks, 463, 472, from cuttings,
329; transplanting, 161, 402 ; on
trellis, 402; Baronne de Maynard,
22: Briar stocks, 370; Frani.-uia

Lacliamio, 343; Manetti stock tor,

125, 229. 336, 333, 434. 433 ; on Manetti
stock, 232; Martchal Niel, 69, 819;
Thomas Mcthven, Ac, 3i9; Mdlle.
Cecile Berthod, 43 ; Safrano too
large, 340 ; President Thiers, 890

RoHH poultry Show, 322

Rubus dcUciosus, 293

Rust, preventing, 360

Kyhopo Poultry Show, 225

Salad Plants. 143

St. Paul's Cathedral, gardening in,

33
Salvia, bicolor, &c., culture, 415

;

splendens, 434
Sttxifraga Kotschyi, 897

Scale on Pt-aeli tr«>uH. 14

Scientific lurtustry Society, 270
Scutellurias and their culture, CI

Sea-kale, culture, 379; forcing, 425
heeilliugs. 591

Sedgcfield Poultry oliow, 108 126, 130
Seed-hopper fur aviary, 458
Selkirk Poultry Sliow. 516
Senecio Haworthii. 396
Sewage, as a fertiliser, 894 ; house, a
safe and most valuable fertiliser,
167, 211 ; profitably employed, 103

Shade for flowers, 45
Shades and shelters, 4, 26, 75, 115
Sheep, trees not eaten by, 403
Shcpherdia argtntea, 420
Shoots browned, 289
Shrubs, for another season, for screen,
493 ; quick-growing near tho sea
106 ; with turf over roots, 86

Siiriu* Hn.ikori. 137
Siik, rcelinij and silkworms, 55; from
silkwnrnia.HS

Silkwurni-culturo in England, 109
Single birds, exhibiting, 34
Skins, softening, 478
Slugs, 99
Snowdrops, Crimean, 436
Soil, improving, 33
Soils, their variety and uses in cul*

tivation, 65. 99
Sohinum Capsicastrum berries, 403

;

not poisonous, 419
S()llya linearis, 235
Sonerila Bensoni, 137
Southport winter gardens, 816
Sowing, 483
Spain's fruit produce, 27
Spalding Poultry Show, 16
Spanish cockerel's faoe red-marked,
453 ; cock's face, 110; discoloured,
264 ; feather-eaters, 388 ; face, 431

;

fowl catiirrhed, 326; legs. 264
Spinach. FJamlers, seeds of, 180
Spirfea japonica, after flowering, 83

forcing, 470 ; in frame, 359
Stamfonl Poultry Show, 54
Standard characteristics of poultry,

279, 341, 427; poultry specimena'
museum, 5IG

Stand for plants, 472
Statues in gardens, 86
Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum
Show, 873

Stone fruits and hard soil, 119
Stove, cleaning iron. 319; plants for
winter and spring flowering, lOG

Strawberries — barren plants. 18;
beds, planting, 133 ; culture, 57, 108,
117. 158, and merits, 170, 173, pot, 307.
813; forcing. 401, 472, best for, 268,
for early, 14; fruiting forced in se*
cond year, 69 ; planting out forced
for a main crop, 48 ; gossin, 57 ; grass
in beds, 130; insects. 70; large, 204;
late and early, 85; manag*:ment,
124; manure lor, 14; mildewed, 13

;

new, 112; notes on. 154; planting,
51, 105, 320, replanting, 319; newly-
planted fruiting, 239 ; September
planted. 426; in pots, 179. 492; old
plants '('. runners, 163 ; potting, 142

;

nmners, 85; in a poor soil. 93; for
succession, 33; not swelling, 493;
varieties, 67; The Countess. 113;
Early Crimson Pine, 112; Enchan-
tress, 113 ; Excelsior, 114 ; Sir John
Falstaff, 113; Gipsy Queen, 113;
Fair Lady, 114; Hautboia culture,
260; Brown's Wonder, laJ

Straw mat making, 115

Sunflower and its uses, 143

Sutton's Root Show, 440; trial farm,
79

Sycamore and Plane trees, 279
Syringodea pulcheUa, 510

Table decorations at the Cuvstal
Palace, 232

Taesonia, insignis, 397; manicata, 64
Tan. around Gooseberry trees, 14;

bed, limgus in, 380
Taunton Deane Show, 153

Terrace walk and slope, 239
TcrritT Bill Johnson, 17

Thorn hedge planting, 810
Thrips and mealy bug on plants, 200
Thunbergia ahita, 79
Toads in a garden, 06
Tobacco juice, 223
Todea superba culture, 143

Todmorden Poultry Show, 206
Tomatoes, 373; from cuttings, 381;

for cuttings, 413; a deception, 41;
a few sorts, 2K6. 328; for June, 299 ;

not fniiiing, 100; New Strawberry
Dwarf, 76, 95

Tonbridgc Wells Poultry Show, 822
Tortworih Court, 155
Toxteth Park Gardeners' Association,
310

Tracliolium cfnriilenm,39
Tredegar Poultry Show, 500, 508
Tree-plantmg, mounds for, 464

;

theory and practice, 134
Tree's support injured, 13

Trenching, 277
TriekH uf trade, 154
Trolly for tree-moving. 464
Tubbinfj largo plants, 895
Tuhps, in heavy soil, 819 ; Bclect early,

14^
Tumblers, Short-faced, 3C2
Xumour, in fowl'u breast, 804 ; near

fowl's vent, 388
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Tunbndge Wells Horticultural So-
cietv'3 Show, 33

Turf for potting, 447
Turkeys, breedinf?, 4r.7 ; face swollen,

2S4; fattenintj, '246,383; prolillc, 1S5
;

poults sickly, 38 ; proljuo, 145 ; the
Narragansett, 360

Ulvsrston Bird Show, 476
Urari poison, (13, 122

VaLLOTA PURPrREA AFTER FLOWERING,
359; REPOTTING, 3Sl

Van Haansbergen, testimonial to Mr.,
54

Van Hontte's Nursery, G08
Vanilla in conservatory, 337
Varieties of fowls together, 304
Vegetiibla Marrow, culture, 180 ; not
swelling, 50

Vegetables, first- class eertilieated,
269; old. under new names, 95 ; for
winter sowing, 515 : seeda sowing,
260

Veratmm nigrum aoil, 162
Verbena venosa and pulchella, 434
Vermin-infested garden, 224
Veronica rupestria, 22
Veraclmlf^lt's Nuraerv, 147
Vienna Universal EwiibitiDn, 178;

prizes, 202
" Vine Culture under Glass," 28 1

Vineriea. 105; back wall, 203, plants
for, 87, and Cucumber house, 359;
heating, 69, 359 ; management, 49,
68, 124, 470, 5U ; and pit for profit,
2fi9; routine, 425; on steep incline,
448 ; work in early, 353

Vines—border for, 4*9, for greenhouse,
449. making, 359, management, 401

;

culture, 1, of young, 426; moro
general culture of, 229 ; for out of
doors, 224 ; for forcing, 359, early,
318; grafting, 448, in ground vinerv,
403 : in greenhouse, 18 ; under llute'd
glass, 320; for small house, 224;
leaves, browned, 14, diseased. 8C,
scalded, 7. removing. 260 ; lifting,
493; Madeira, 87; mildewed, 51, ISO,
299; planting. 50. 69, 515; pruning,
448. in greenhouse, SSI. rods, 315;
red spider on, 163, and thrips on,
51; removing old stems, 180; re-
planting, 224; roots chilled, 238;
scale on, 402 ; shoots, charring, 839,
mildewed, 426 ; soil for, 315 ; not
succeeding, 299 ; and other f.-uit
trees for liouse, 402 ; transplanting
old, 287; unhealthy, 86, 106, 224;
for ground vinery, 320; for lato
vinery, 320; winter treatment, 299;
Madreslield Court, 231; Mill Hill
Hamburgh, 448; Mnscat culture,
34'; Muscat and Hamburgh to-
gether, 426. See Grapes,

Vintage, in France, 159; in Hungary,
519

Viola, white bedding, 293
Violas, dividing. 279
Violets, in autumn and winter, 840;

in a greenhouse, 106; prizes for,
420; transplanting. 33; pot-cuUuro
of Czar, Neapolitan in pots, 403

Wales and Welshmen, 60, 78, 95
Walks, weeding. 82
Wall, fruit sheds. 271 ; fruits, list of

515 ; plants lor low, 330 ; trees, neg-
lected, 426 : went, fruit for, 180

Walla, covering west and south, 50;
Pears as diagonal cordons for, 50;
wiring for fruit trees. 449

Walnuts, preserving, 353 ; in water,
426 [82

Walsall Cottage Hospital exhibition,
Warning. 305. 431
Warrington Park, opening, 24
Washington as a, cultivator. 234
Wasps. 198; destroying, 249, 291, 819,

335, 373, 400, 445 ; and fruit, 2C2
Water-bottles, cage, cleaning, 1S5
Water, softening hard, 13
Watercress culture, 278
Water Lilies in winter, 259
Water, softening hard, 13
Watford Poultry Show, 49G
Wax, preparing for making flowers, 55
Weeds, in court-yard, 426 ; killing, 258

;

and oil of vitriol, 402; on walks, 64;
on lawn destroying, 69

Week, work for. 12, 31, 48, 67, 84, 104
123, 141, 160, 171, 202. 222, 237, 257, 276,
296, 317, 338, 357, 378. 400, 424. 446. 469,
491, 513 ; doings of last, 12, 32, 49. 68,

85. 105,124, 142. 160, 179,202, 222,238,
258, 277, 297, 318, 338. 357, 379, 401, 4i5,
446,470.491, 514

Weeks & Co.'s ''Designs for Horti-
cultural Buildings. 64

Weevil grubs, destroying, 381
Weevils, trapping, 397
Westonliirt, Hi
Westward Ho Poultry Show, 89
Wheat bhght, 87
Wheeler's Nursery, 8
Whitby Poultry Show, 182, 241
Window-bos plants, 426
Window-boxes in winter, 259

I
Winter, flower-gardening. 265, 285. 303

390, 436 ; preparing for, 423
Wireworms, a battle with, 350
WoodHco. destroying, 14, 106, 419
Wood's (Mr. R. B.) poultry yard, 365
Worcester, Poultry Show, 213; visit

to, 260. 280
Wormcaats on lawn, 260

XaNTHORBO-.A AUSTRALIS, 140

Yam culture in England, 231
Yarmouth Poultry Show, 383 [lOG
Ypw, at Crowhurst, 511 ; poisonous,
Yorkshire Flower Show, 118
York Poultry Show, 471

WOODCUTS.

. . ^. .
PAGE,

Acaoia^andis S08
„ pentadenia 374

Antbrocera Filipenduhe 103
Baron Hill 139

„ flower garden 138, 177
Beckett House 121
Bees. Pettigrew'a glass super 345
Eerberis 1 >arwinii 272
Ceauothus dentatus 117
Chestnut at Tortworth 157
Canary show cage 802

„ packing for travelling 302
Carpet beds 441
Charlcote House 85G
Cicindelaoampestris. beetle, larva, and am-

bush 46
Conifer, ningular Japanese 377
Conservatory at the Jardin dea Plautes, Paris 387
Combe Abbey 417
Copings, wall 281,268, 269
Cuckoo-Spittle 14
Currant Sphinx 515
Cypripedium Lowii 607
Davallia pyxidata 851
Delphinium Henderson! 854
Dovecote at Penmon Priory 78
Draycot 490
Ferna, Brazilian tree 468
Fitzherbcrt. Sir Anthony 29
Flo wor-garden plan 254
F.iuiitaine'a garden for fruit and flowers .... 255
Fruit-tree protectors 249
Furnace, self-feeding 95
Galanthus plicatua 43Q
(ialligaskin 899
Ulass-cutter 488
Glazing S
Gnat's lancets and tongue 102
Gooseberry caterpillar 615
Grape ahed. Rivers' 893
Grapta C-album..,,,, S36

_ .. , PAGE,
Heating bygas , 152, 153
Hencoop... gy^
Hornet's nest lyg
Hoae-in-Hose [] Bgg
Humming-bird Hawk Moth ."

idg
Incubator, Crook's improved 862
Jackanapes-on-Uorseback 444
Lambton Castle 294

„ farcing houses and kitchen garden! 314
Lardizabala bitemata lyg
Leuoostegia imraersa

"*
351

Lilium LeichtUnii majua ,,', 371
„ longiflorura 170
„ tigrinum splendena 251
„ „ erectum 330
i» t, flore-pleno gyg
„ Wilaoni 214

Longleat
] . [ iq

Macrogloasa stollatarum !...*.!!!!! 102
Martynia fragrans 103
Megachile centuncularis "V.'.l 86
Melon-Cucumber '"

2I8
Miltonia Morelliana 4(j^
Nant-

•
!;,".*."!;:*. 176

„ flower garden 177
Nash Court '.,]" 274
„ flower garden ...'.'.'.".'.*.'.'!.*!!

275
Neck Bores in birds, cage for V,' 18
Ocypus olens

"*'
45

Oneidium incurvum ".'.*.*.' H
Orthoaiphon atamineus *'"

47
Oxalia elegana !!!!'.'.."!!!! I49
Pantaloon !.'!."!." 898

,, I. Anderson.Henry's ,...'.'. 445
Pear, Lucy Grieve *

333
Phlogophonimeticuloaa !!!!!!!!! 486
Planting, ornamental 19 "qV 99
Plas Newydd [[' '2P1' 237
Plumbago LarpontsB '.

,

' *

4(j(;

Polyommatua I*hlxaa .'.'.'.''!!.".'.'.'.'
33U

Potentilla Menziesii 42'

Pot plants, removing 232, 2S3
Poultry and Pigeon hou se 225

>, liouse and yard 433
,. rearing apparatus 362

Rameaia Arni-Idi 413
Retubbing large plants .' 395
Rhododendron grafting 59
Rose issuing from a Rose V.V. 195
Salvia bicolor 415
Seed drill

'!!..'.*.'.".'.'.*.*!.'!.'."!ii 488
Seed-hopper for an aviary...'.' ..'.*.*.'.".'.*!.'." 458
Shades for flowers 4^ 5^ 45

„ for glass structures 4
„ for p'ivnta 75

Shelters for fruit trees 26
Sollya linpaiii '.'..'.'.'.

236
Stoke Roohford, carpet beds

'**
441

Strawberry, The Countess '.'.','.'.[ US
„ Early Crimson Pine ."." 112
„ Enchantress 113
„ Gipsy Queen [[ 113
., Sir John Falstaff us

TacRonia manicata [^ da
Tettigonia spumaria '.',.', 14
Thunbergia alata alba 79Transplanting truck and barrow .... 464
Trees, protecting fresh-planted " *

^ir
Tortworlh Chestnut 157

„ Court .'.*....'.'!
isG

Tripoxylon. larva, pupa, and nest of
'.*.'. im

Truck for pot trees *
"

' 233
„ transplanting aqa

Vanessa Cardui jgg
Vanilla adventitious roots. 337
Wall-coinngs

."dsiV'se's, 269Westonbirt *^^ ' yg
„ floworgarden '.'.'.'.'.',''.'".'"

83
Woodsia hyperborea j/jn

Yew tree, Crowhurst "[
gja
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o£ their feeding-ground, which is in all points similar to the

rest of the garden, but, as before mentioned, the soil is good.
Trees and shrubs grow with a healthy vigour, instead of ex-

hibiting a plethoric luxuriance. Wherever this is the case

Vines will grow, and are sure to produce useful fruit without
the trouble and expanse of elaborate border-prsparatiou, which
is too often only an elaborate superfluity and a costly mistake.

This assertion, however, ought to be proved, and as one
example is as good as ten, it shall be given. It will show how
a border was spoiled, and this miy possibly be as instructive

as telling of the rectification of the error and how the new
border was made. It will also show how to kill a house of

Vines as well and as completely as a house of Cacumbers.
" I have made up my mind," said my pupil, " to build the

vinery, and want to know about the border, what I am to

take out and what to put in without going to a great expense."

In this case fair useful Grapes were required, and not grand
exhibition specimens ; indeed, with the best border in the

world he could not have produced such. Being a plain man,
aud wanting only plain Grapes, he must have plain instruc-

tions. They proved too plain, and in trying to improve them
surreptitiously he was driven to three things, and none of

them particularly pleasant—viz., he nearly lulled his Vines,
begged my pardon for disobedience (of course as a bait to

further aid), and incurred a cost of £20 in taking the spoiled

border out and making a new one. The natural soil of the
border's site was a brown loam inclined to be strong ; it was a

foot deep, rather ricli by frecjuent manurings—just such a soil as

would grow a capital crop of Wheat—and rested on a tenacious

and nasty-looking marl. Woiild the Vine roots go into this

subsoil; and if so, what then? Well, rather than incur the
expense of removing it or concreting, I relied on the evidence

of some Apricot trees growing alongside, which were perfectly

clean, healthy, and fruitful, and simply counselled adding to

the foot of good soil another foot of turf pared from the road-
side, and all worked well togsther. No manure or other stimu-
lant was judged necessary, but any given was to be applied
entirely to the surface, leaving it to the Vines to choose be-

tween the hungry soil at the bottoni aud a rich feeding-ground
at the top.

Now, for the carrying out these instructions, or rather the
non-carrying out, and the penalty of disobedience. This was
the commencement :

" Now, my lads, for this border; get your
barrows and tools. I've had Mr. Wright, but we can improve
on him. He says. Work a foot of turf in. What's turf ? I

mea'.i muck, and plenty of it. We will just top it with turf to

take him in, and when he sees the Grapes he'll say, ' I told

yon the turf would do it, and muck was not necessary.' Then
I shall have him with his manure only as a top-dressing ; but
I want muck at top, and bottom, aud all through, and I mean
to have it, and show the gardeners how to grow Grapes. They
have about as many fancies as the doctors, who nearly killed

my wife, and took me all my time to get her out again."
I advised, as the only way of saving the lives of the Vines,

putting on 6 inches more of top-dressing, to be kept regularly
moist, the top growth also to be kept moist and shaded. This
was to induce the emission of roots round the collars of the
Vines, and it succeeded. Every root that went into the border
perfectly healthy in the spring was cut off in the autumn, and
the new surface or stem roots encouraged to cari-y on the Vines.
Now to the future. Not many wiU triumph over the van-

quished aud leave them to their fate. But before a word ot

advice was given every spoonful of the spoilt border must
come out. It was no small affair. It was entirely refilkd

with turf blackened with soot as it was put in, aud mixed
freely with lumpy charcoal. The owner has, in his abundance
of Grapes, so far forgot his loss ; and so far from the means of

front ventilation being deficient, it has not been used to one-
tenth of the extent it might have been, otherwise he would not
proviace such Grapes as he is now cutting. But this touches
on another and distinct phase of Grape-culture, which must
be deferred for another " e^jning's musing."—J. Wkioht.

KOYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 2nd.

,
TuK great Rose Show, which for some years past has been in-

corporated with the National Rosh S inw, closely followed Bath
and the Crystal Palace, and was a decided success, the exhibitors
being numerous, and '.he truss-es shown of the highest merit.
One unfortunate circnmstaiine, however, threatened to mar the
effect of the Show (which filled the two contervatory corridors),

and caused serious loss to the Society. We learned that the
staging aud green baize used at tKe Bath Show were dispatched
from the Show gi-ouud at that city on Monday at one o'clock,

and the railway company had not delivered the goods on Wed-
nesday morning. The result was that staging had to be impro-
vised, and much woodwork cut to waste, while in the morning
trestles, tabling, and empty boxes were revealed in all their

nakedness ; but this was subsequently remedied before the
pubhc were admitted by the purchase of new baize, of course
putting the Society to a heavy expense, which would not have
been incurred had the goods arrived in reasonable time. Be-
sides the Rose Show, the most liberal prizes offered by the
Messrs. Veitch, amounting to ±'98, brought together, not the
most extensive, but by far the best collection of fruits we have
seen for years. Leaving these, howeVer, for more particular
notice further on, we will return to the Roses, taking the nur-
serymen's classes first.

In Class 1, seventy-two single trusses, Messrs. Paul & Son
were first with splendid examples of Camille Bernardin, John
Hopper, Louis Van Houtte, Etienne Levet, Ville de Lyon, Ex-
position de Brie, Marie Baumaun, Ahce Bureau, Duke of Edin-
burgh, Antoine Ducher, La France, Horace Vernet, Marquise
de Gibot, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Due de Rohan, Marquise de Mor-
temart, Ferdinand de Lessej^s, Leopold Hausburg, Dr. Andry,
Vicomte Vigier, Francois Louvat, aud Madame Therese Levet.
These and others were very large aud fine, but a trifle wanting
in freshness. Second came Mr. Cranston, of King's Acre, Here-
ford, with fine trusses, mostly very fresh, among which we par-

ticularly noticed Madame Charles Wood, Marquise de Castel-

lane. Exposition de Brie, Madame Laurent, John Hopper,
Victor Verdier, Le Rhone, Frani;oi3 Michelon, Xavier Olibo,

Countess of Oxford, Etienne Levet, Duke of Edinburgh, Annie
Laxton, Maurice Bernardin, Horace Vernet, Beauty of Waltham,
Edward Morren, and Alfred Colomb. The third and fourth-

prize collections also contained many fine blooms of the above
varieties, the exhibitors being Mr. B. R. Cant, of Colchester,

and Messrs. Mitchell, of Piltdown. Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,

was likewise in the field. Mr. Cranston was more successful in

the class for three trusses of forty-eight varieties, taking the

first place with splendid trusses of La France, Prince Camille
de Rohan, Edward Morren, Xavier Ohbo, Marechal Niel, Duke
of Edinburgh, Marie Baumaun, Marquise de Castellane, Maurice
Bernardin, Victor Verdier, Countess of Oxford, &c. Second
came Messrs. Paul & Son; and third, Mr. Turner, of Slough,
each with remarkably fine trusses; and fourth, Mr. Keynes.

For twenty-four v.arieties, three trusses of each, Mr. Turner
was first with splendid examples of Ferdinand de Lesseps, Louis
Van Houtte, and Prince Camille de Rohan ; Jfessrs. Paul & Son
second; Mr. J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, third, and Mr. Cant
fourth. In the class for the same number, single trusses, the
prizes went to Mr. Prince, Oxford, Mr. Cant, Mr. Turner, and
Mr. Cranston.
Coming now to the amateurs' classes we found a remarkably

good competition. First, for forty-eight single trusses, came
'T. Laxton, Esq., of Stamford, who had large and delightfully

fresh trusses of Marquise de Castellane, Charles Lefebvre, Alfred
Colomb, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, Camille Bernardin, Dr. Andry,
and these were only a few out of many equally good. Mr. Ingle,

gardener to Mrs. Round, Birch Hall, Colchester, was an excellent
second ; Rev. G. Arkwright, Pencombe Rectory, third, and
J. HoUingworth, Esq., Maidstone, fourth.

In the class for thirty-six trusses, Mr. Baker, Heavitree,
Devon, maintained his Crystal Palace position by taking the
first place with a stand of high quality. Mr. Ingle took the
second place, showing very good trusses ; the third and fourth
prizes went to the Rev. G. Arkwright and J. HoUiugworth, Esq.
The last-named gentlemxn was first for twenty-four ; Mr. Quen-
nell, Brentwood, and J. E. Cavill, Esq., Walton Manoj-, Oxford,
being also placed. The beat twelve came from Mr. Tranter,
Upper Assenden, the remaining prizetakers being Mr. Soder
and Mr. Porter.
For twelve new Roses of 1871 or 1872, Messrs. Paul & Son

were first, Mr. Cant second ; third and fourth came Mr.
Turner and Mr. Cranston. The most striking varieties in these
stands were President Thiers, Madame Lacharme, Richard
Wallace, Madame G. Schwartz, Andre Dunand, Etienne Levet,
Lyonnais, Fran(;'ois Michelon, S. Reynolds Hole, and Annie
Laxton. In the next class for six trusses of any new Rose of

1871-72, Messrs. Paul & Son were first with Etienne Levet,
very fine ; second, Mr. Cranston with Auguste Michelon ; third,

Mr. Cooling with Madame George Schwartz ; and fourth, Mr.
Keynes with Abbe Brameiel.
Tea-scented and Noisette Roses were shown in good force.

The best collection of not less than twelve trusses of yellow
Roses was that of Mr. Cant, which included Marechal Niel,

Gloire de Dijon, and Triomphe de Bennes, very fine ; Mi'. May,
Stisted, was second, Mr. Chard third. In these were very fine

examples of C^-line Forestier, Triomphe de Rennes, and Mare-
chal Niel. For twelve Tea-scented and Noisette Roses the

j awards went to Messrs. Ingle, May, Wakeley, and HolUngworth
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among amateurs; aud to Mi-. Cant, Messrs. Piuil & Son, Sir.

Turner, and Mr. Keynes among nurserymen. In these stands

were beautiful trusses of Gloire de Dijon, Devoniensis, Madame
Sertot, Rubens, Cbeshunt Hybrid, Jladame Willermoz, Mare-
chal Niel, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Niphetos. For six Tea-
eccnted in bud, Mr. Cant was first, Mr. Bennett, gardener to

W. W. Burrell, Esq., Cuckfield, second, and Mr. Turner third.

There were classes also for Roses to be judged for their per-

fume. The prizes for six of any kind were adjudged to Messrs.

Paul & Son, either for Abel Grand or La France ; second came
Mr. Turner with Abel Grand, and third Mr. Chard with Camille
Bernardin. The next class was for six Tea or Noisette Roses,

flowers good of their kind, to be judged for perfume. Here Mr.
Bennett was first, and Mr. Cooling second.

For twelve single blooms the prizes went to Mr. Turner, Mr.
Keynes, and Mr. Cooling, the first two in particular having
admirable examples.
The only two groups of pot Roses were from Messrs. Paul and

Son and Messrs. Veitch, who each had plants beautifully iiow-

ered ; those from the former firm were especially noticeable

both for the size and freshness of their blooms.
Prizes were offered by Mr. W. Paul for six blooms of Princess

Beatrice. Only one exhibitor—Mr. Farrow, gardener to G.
Batters, Esq., Eufield, came forward, and he received a first

prize, though his blooms did not do full justice to this truly fine

variety.

Of other subjects Mr. WiUiams, of Holloway, sent a magni-
ficent group of plants, many of which had already appeared at

Bath. Messrs. Osborn, of Fulham, sent a group of Palms, Ferns,
Lilium auratum, and Epiphyllum crenatum with large white
flowers. Messrs. E. G. Henderson contributed a large collection

of Pelargoniums of the forcing type, hybrid Begonias, and Tree
Carnations. Another collection consisted of Dr. Denny's splen-
did seedling Geraniums, the second set of which is in the hands
of Mr. Copelin, Tyssen Street Nurseries, West Hackney. Mr.
H. B. Smith, EaUng Dean Nurseries, sent a group of Petunias

;

Mr. Turner, of Slough, a collection of Pinks, Carnations, and
Picotees which struck everyone with astonishment ; also his

fine new Show Pelargoniums, several of which had before been
certificated, as well as Royal Standard Rose, globular, like Felix
Genero in shape, but very much larger and of a bright rose
colour. From Mr. Ware, Tottenham, came a fine group of

Delphiniumis, Pentstemons, and Antirrhinums ; and from Mr.
Forsyth, Brunswick Nurseries, Stoke Newington, Lobelia puniila
grandiflora flore-pleno, a dwarf and compact double deep blue
variety, which was exhibited some time ago by Mrs. Dixon and
Co., of Moorgate Street, and then met with much approbation.
Mr. Noble, of Sunningdale, again sent the beautiful Spiraea
palmata; and lastly, Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londes-
borough, Norbiton, a group of Orchids, in which were extra-
ordinary specimens of ^Vnguloa Clowesii, Thunia Bensouife, and
Epidendnim nemorosum.

Messrs. .T. Veitch & Sons, of the Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Koad, Chelsea, S.W., offered some handsome prizes for fruit.

For the best collection in ten distinct Jduds, three prizes of £20,
i'15, and 410 were offered ; and one would almost fancy the
large prizes had frightened exhibitors away, as the only col-

lection was a poor one, and was disqualified through having an
unripe fruit of Mnaa Cavendishii, although to it was awarded an
extra prize of X'6.

For the best dish of White Grapes, consisting of three bunches
of one or more kinds, ilr. J. Douglas, gardener to Francis
Whitbonm, Esq., of Loxford Hall, Ilford, took the first position
with a very well-ripened dish of Muscat of Alexandria. The
bunches were large, the berries large and well coloured. The
second prize was awarded to Mr. W. Cole, gardener to J. S.

Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park, W., for a very fair dish of Bowood
Muscat. Third, Mr. -J. Woodbridge, gardener to the Duke
of Northumberland, Sion House Gardens, Isleworth. Mr.
M. Walker, gardener to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., Acton, had an
extra prize for Muscat of Alexandria. And here we would re-
mark on the shameful manner in which some of the Grapes had
been cut. We noticed a dish of Canon Hall Muscat ; the berries
had not even swelled to their full size—they were positively
green. A very good dish of Buckland Sweetwater was sent from
Sir W. Farqnhar'a gardens, Polesden, Dorking. In Black Grapes
the competition was very spirited, no less than thirteen dishes
being exhibited, and the quality was excellent. The first prize
went to Mf. J. Wakefield, Leamington, for a very well-ripened
dish of Black Hamburgh, the berries even in size and splendid
in colour. Second, Mr. J. Douglas, for a remarkably well-
finished dish. Third, Mr. G. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow,
Ashridge Park, Great Berkhampstead, also for a well-finished
dish of Black Hamburgh. ICxtra prizes were awarded to Mr.
T. Rawbone, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, Alton Towers,
Cheadle, Stafford; and Mr. G. Holliday, gardener to J. Norris,
Esq., Castle Hill, Blechingly, Surrey. Mr. A. .Johnson, gar-
dener to the Marquis of Ailesbury, Savernako Forest, Marl-
borough, showed three Tery large bvmches.

The best three Pine Apples. In this class there was also a
good competition, and all the exhibitors showed Queens. Mr. C.
Rye, gardener to J. Deacon, Esq., Mabledon Park, Tonbridge,
Kent, had the first prize for three even-sized handsome fruit
averaging 5i or G lbs. Mr. G. Ward, gardener to T. N. Miller,
Esq., Bishop Stortford, was "Second. He had a handsome P.ipley
Queen of lbs. Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to Lord Caringtou,
Wycombe Abbey, h.^d! the third prize. Two other exhibitors
took extra awards with good fruit.

Peaches.—For this prize eighteen exhibitors contested. Mr.
G. Jackson, the Gardens, Tixall Hall, Stafford, was first with truly
magnificent fruit of Violette Hative, the fruit of immense size
and splendidly coloured ; second, Mr. G. T. MUcs with a good
dish of what seemed to be Royal George ; third, Mr. J. Burnett,
the Gardens, Deepdene, Dorking. Two extra prizes were awarded.
Nectarines were not quite so high in quality as the Peaches,

but seventeen good dishes were exhibited. The first prize went
to Mr.W. Wallis, gardener to H. S.Thompson, Esq., KirbyHall,
York ; the fruit was large but uneven in size and quality. Mr.
G. Jackson, Tixall Hall, Stafford, had the second prize for Pit-
maston Orange ; the third went to Mr. Jack, gardener to the Duke
of Cleveland, Battle Abbey, Sussex. Extra awards were given
to Mr. W. Coleman, gardener to Earl Somers, Eastnor C.istle,

Ledbury, Hereford, and to Mr. G. B. Tillyard, gardener to the
Earl of Tarborough, Brocklesby Park, Lincoln. We do not ques-
tion the awards of the Judges very often, but we would hav^
placed the names of Mr. Jack and Mr. Coleman higher on the
prize list. The Pitmaston Orange which received the second
prize was not well finished, and the fniit itself is at best only
second-rate, while the dishes of Elruge exhibited by Mr. Cole-
man and Mr. Jack were highly coloured and well finished.

Fruit-growers have to thank the Messrs. Veitch for the hand-
some prizes they have offered on this occasion, amounting to

.i'98 ; and not only so, buc we noticed that no less than ten extra
prizes were awarded. xVud it was something new in fruit show-
ing to see one of the firm with a handful of bank notes distribut-
ing the prizes as soon as they were awarded by the Judges.
It is an old and true saying, Bis dat qui cito dat. We hope
this will be an annual affair, and that next year collections will
be exhibited worthy of the prizes offered.

Messrs. J. Carter ct Co., offered prizes for the best six dishes
of Peas, to include James's Prolific Marrow and Carter's G. P.
Wilson. This prize brought out some excellent dishes of this
tiseful vegetable. Mr. W. Cross, gardener to J. B. Lousada, Esq.,
Sidmouth, Devon, had the first prize with Superlative, Omega,
Popular, WiUiam I., James's Prolific, and G. F. Wilson. Mr.
Moorman, gardener to the Misses Christy, Kingston-on-Thames,
took a third prize. Mr. G. W. Bagnell, gardener to G. D. W.
Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset, was fourth.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., P.R.S., in the chair.
Mr. Goldsmith, gardener to Sir Walter Farquhar, Bart., Polesden,
Dorking, sent a fruit of a seedling Scarlet-flesh Melon called
Improved Scarlet Gem. Mr. Bradley, gardener to W. Birch,
Esq., Wretham Hall, Thetford, sent a new Melon called Wre-
tham HaU. Mr. J. Cross, Gardens, Melchet Court, Romsey,
sent a very handsome Melon called Read's Scarlet-flesh. It was
remarkable as one of the richest flavoured red-fleshed Melons
ever exhibited, and was awarded a first-class certificate. Mr.
Sage, the Gardens, Ashridge Park, sent a dish of Figs, which
the Committee considered the same as Early Violet. Mr.
Douglas, the Gardens, Loxford Hall, Ilford, sent a seedling
Grape from the Black Hamburgh crossed by the White Frontig-
nan, which was not in condition, and opinion was postponed to
a subsequent meeting. Mr. Bunbury, the Gardens, Cobham
Hall, Gravesend, sent a brace of Cucumbers raised from crossing
Luton Hoo and White Spine. Messrs. Veitch and Sous, of
Chelsea, sent a large collection of twenty-six vaiietiesof Cabbage
Lettuce, and eighteen varieties of Cos Lettuce. They also ex-
hibited a collection of twelve varieties of Garden Turnip, to
which a cultural commendation was awarded.
The Committee met at Chiswick on the 21st of June to examine

the Peas. They confirmed the decision of last year, that Emerald
Gem is the same as Dauecroft Rival. A first-class certificato

was awarded to Dagmar, a white wrinkled Pea of dwarf habit, afl

early as Dillistone's, and which was raised by Mr. Laxton. A
similar award was given to Mr. Laxton's The Shah, a white-
wrinkled Marrow of medium growth, also very early. Another
meeting was held on the Ist inst., when first-class certificates

were awarded to The Baron, a blue Marrow, having pods nearly
as large as Superlative, better filled, and ten days earlier; also

to Laxton's Gem, a great improvement on Little Gem, being
longer and more curved on the pods, and also much earlier than
that variety.

Floral Committee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair. The
subjects submitted for adjudication on this occasion were far

from numerous, and but few of .them claim special notice.

Messrs. Veitch sent a collection of Escallouias, of which E. san-
guiuea with deep red flowers and shining ovate leaves, had a
first-class certificate. The same award was made to Mr. MuUer,
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Brunsvrick Nursery, Tottenham, for Aristolocliia floribunda,
more ornamental than most of the Birthworts ; to Messrs. E. G.
Henderson for Begonias The Shah and Dr. Masters ; to Mr.
Ware for light blue Delphinium Cambridge; and to Messrs.
Stacey & Son, Great Dunmow, for Verbenas Lady of Lome and
Countess of Eosslyu ; the latter blush, with a, purple centre, fine
truss ; the former blu'ih tinged with purple .towards the centre,
and the pips of large size.

Messrs. Paul & Son sent Cheshuut Hybrid and other new
Roses which have been noticed before ; Messrs. Cutbush, Tree
Carnation Mrs. Robert Barclay, a showy scarlet kind, csoelleut
for decorative purposes ; Mr. Wilkinson, Guildford, Mr. Fraser,
Lea Bridge Road, and Mr. G. Smith, Edmonton, seedling Zonal
Pelargoniums? and Messrs. Osborn seedling Petunias. Messrs.
Barr it Sugden, of Covent Garden, contributed a charming
basket of Lilies, L-ises, and Ixias; and Messrs. Teutschel, of
Colchester, sent some varieties of Lilium Thuubergianum.
Prom Mr. Pizzey, gardener to Sir E. Perry, Bart., Fulmer, came
excellent stands of Pinks.

SHADES AND SHELTERS.—No. 1.

Shading and sbeltering are bo combined and so essential as
a means of protection against the many injuries which plants
may receive, that the two subjects may be dealt with iu one
paper. It is not my intention to enter into the subject scien-
tifically, but the main object of this paper is to impress upon
the reader the great advantages to be derived from a general
system of shading and sheltering.

The principal advantage of shading is to protect plants
under glass from the fierce rays of the midday sun. When so
used it does good, and it likewise favours the growth of plants
by preventing rapid evaporation and consequent exhaustion.
Plants in bloom are greatly prolonged in beauty and vigour
by shading, but shades properly managed need as strict at-
tention as air-giving ; it is as possible to give too much shade
as too much air, and very few would shade their plants in the
absence of sun, neither ought they to allow shading to remain
over their plants long enough to diminish the amonnt of light
the particular class of plants stand in need of. Hence the
objection, iu many cases, to a permanent shading, such as lime-
wash on the glass, Ac, that it is there when often it is not
•wanted. The material which constitutes the shade should not
be so thick as to darken the house and obstruct the free access
of air and light

; plants wUl not flourish under such treatment.
Au excellent material is to be found in a thin hght canvas sold
by all nurserymen ; it is cheap and durable, and is sold in dif-
ferent widths to suit large or small houses, or it may be pur-
chased as manufactured, and made-up by the person using it.

There are other materials of a coarser texture frequently used
for the purpose, also cotton bunting, and sometimes au article
called frigi domo, which will be noticed hereafter, but none
has been found to equal the thin canvas, which, with proper
care, wiU last for several seasons.

Fit). 1 is part of a glazed roof and shows one of the first

systems brought out for shading plant houses. Its only recom-
mendation is, that it is effectual, but the plan of fixing and

working exhibits a need of improvement. This improvement
IS shown in Jig. 2, where the wooden rod or pole upon which
the bhnd is rolled has a wheel at each end instead of at one
only, as m firj. 1. These wheels have a groove in which the
cord works. One end of this is first nailed to the top of the
house opposite the wheel, and supposing the blind to be down

the cord is brought down and inserted in the groove, then
taken back and passed through au iron or brass roller fixed at
the same place, leaving enough length of cord to come back
over the roof of the house again. Having fixed the other end
of the roller in the same way, to draw-up the bhnd we have
only to puU the cord ends, and the canvas rolls round the rod
iu a very ueat manner. This is done from the front of the

house. In letting down the bUnd it is only necessary to loosen
the cord from its fastening, and the blind wiU run down of
itself.

After accomplishing thus much it soon became obvious that
stiil further improvements might be made in this system, bv
extending the length of the pole to 30 or 40 feet, or the length
of a whole house instead of one light, or a smaU portion of the
house, as shown in the illustrations. This was found to
answer admn-ably, and to complete the whole arrangement it
seems only to requu-e a covering for the blind when rolled-up
and not m use. This can be effected by a coping-board on the
top of the house, under which the blind lies protected from all
weather.

_
I ought to mention that after makmg the canvas of

the required size to cover the roof, one side of it is nailed to
the woodwork under the coping, or permtment hooks may be
inserted m this part at equal distances, and the blind provided
with rings at similar distances and thus made fast. After
this the other side is nailed to the wooden pole, and when thebhnd IS roUed-up it may be held in its position by making the
cord fast to an ii-on bracket inserted in the place where the
operator stands. At many places the wheels at each end of
the pole are dispensed with, and the cord put round the

pole instead. There is a disadvantage in this, for the cord
working over the canvas soon wears it in holes, and without a
wheel to clear the pole from the roof of the house, propeUing
it up and down will soon wear it out. The above system of
shading can without difticulty be appUed to houses of any
length. On small pits and frames, which generally stand at a
much lower elevation, a thinner and lighter material such as
patent cotton-netting creates enough shade, but whatever be
used it will be found best to adopt the same system or nearly
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so of applving it, excepting that no conls or pullies are re-

quired ; each frame should have its length of shading nailed to

a small, round, deal pole on one side, and the other side ought

to have rings at equal distances corresponding with small

hooks in the top of the frame hghts. The rings being fastened

to these, the blind will run down by its own weight. When
not wanted it can be roUed-up by the hand and put away under

cover. Each blind, or shading, should have a number attached

corresponding to one on the frame to which it belongs.

Next to house-shading comes that of shading individual

plants or flowers. Fiti. 3 is a very simple and useful con-

trivance for that purpose. A piece of cardboard, thin tin, or

even thick brown paper is shaped-out as at 1, and half of one of

the longest sides is fastened to the stick as at 2, and tied at the

top, then the upper corner of the narrowest end has a string

attached, which when pulled and tied at the bottom forms the

shape as shown at 3. This, with a stake of the proper length,

is ready to place over any flower that it is wished to shade.

Fiii. i is another form of shade, and, I think, an improve-

msnt oafiii. 3. It is a circular one about a foot in diameter,

z

Fig. 4.

made of tin, and in the form of a dish-oover. A socket is at-

tached to it at «, fastened to the top of the cover at b. In

this socket the handle is inserted which supports it in the

ground. Those who have tried this prefer it to any other for

Boses, DahUas, &c.

Although it is not expensive yet there is a cheaper way of

making such covers. I call them home-spun ones, for I have

set the men to make them in the winter. It is this, a frame is

shaped-out with small wire to which painted canvas is stitched

;

the socket which holds the stake is in the centre at top instead

of at the side, as in nrj. 4, and is merely a stout piece of elder

wood with the pith taken out ; this is also painted, and the

canvas is bound round it with small wire. I do not advocate

this in preference to the former ones, but because of its cheap-

ness it is worth recommending. When out of use a lot of

them can be stored away by stringing them on a rope run

through the socket-eye, and the stakes put away for another

year ; they will last many years.

—

Thomas Eecobd.

rough deals screwed together. There was neither paint, nor
distemper, nor anything whatever done to relieve their naked
ugliness ; even a few wreaths of evergreens, or a flag or two,

or anything, in fact, would have been better thau nothing.

Then what few large plantssthere were—and the fine specimens
exhibited by Messrs. Cole and Baines were worthy of all praise

—were not made the most of ; instead of being arranged iu two
centre masses in the middle of the tent, where persons might
have admii'ed them from all sides, they were placed on one
side the tent. The only coin d'avantaric from which a gene-

ral effect of the tent might be seen was blocked by speci-

men plants. The Fuchsias, which were exceedingly good,

were arranged at one end, and all the small plants were put

into the centre, which, being depressed, and having a feeble

fountain in the middle (which, with the taps here and there,

wetted the walks and made aU iu a puddle), had on the whole
a very meagre appearance.

But I have a still worse complaint to make. No arrange-

ments whatever seem to have been made for the gardeners and
exhibitors ; no congress, no conversazione, unless we except the

microscopic soirte, to which no gardener had any special

invitation, but to which one could go by the payment of

2s. Grf. ; no tent set apart in the ground, no place reserved for

the Judges, exhibitors, Fruit and Floral Committees to dine

together the first day of the Show under the auspices of the

Council ; uo attempt, in short, that I could see whatever to

make the Provincial Exhibition of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety what it might be, not only the first and finest exhibition

in England, but a place of reunion for horticulturists, where

the working bees of the gardening world might feel that some-

thing was being done to encourage them and to elevate them.

The worthy Director of floral shows has not sufficient authority

placed in his hands, nor efficient workers under him to carry

out the arrangements of a great show. If the number of

classes, and the number of prizes given in each class, were

somewhat reduced, the Exhibition would not be injured, and
money might be forthcoming to put up additional accommo-
dation for the Floral and Fruit Committees, the Judges, ex-

hibitors, and Fellows of the Society. Parsimony in the direc-

tion I have alluded to is no true policy, and if these provincial

exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural Society are to be looked

upon in any other light than the means of getting money to

defray home expenses, or as advertising mediums for nursery-

men and makers of horticultural appliances, the sooner tlie

present state of things is remedied the better. When no one

is to blame everybody is to blame, and I think the error only

arises from there being no committee of management appointed

from the officers of the parent Society, and the Local Com-
mittee having, as a general rule, no oflicial status, so that no

one thinks it his duty to stir iu the matter. I have heard,

however, complaints both just and deep, and I think what cau

be done at Manchester, York, Leeds, Bishop Auckland, and
elsewhere might also be achieved by the Royal Horticultural

Society, and I hope another year may see a real improvement

in this matter.—C. P. Peach.

SHORTCOMINGS AT THE BATH EXHIBITION.
May I, with due deference to the Royal Horticultural Society

and its executive, call attention to certain things at the late

Show at Bath, which struck me as exceedingly poor and defi-

cient? First, I may remark on the narrowness of the tents

put up for the fruit and out flowers, the vegetables, and tlie

table decorations. These were supposed to be 30 feet wide,

bnt were considerably under that mark. They were low and
ill-Tentilated. No barriers were erected to separate the crowd
at the entrance and exit, so that when wishing to get out of a

tent one had to face a mob wishing to get into it. Only light

ropes on iron stays, screwed into the boards which formed the

staging, were used to keep the crowd back ; these ropes were

BO weak and pliable, and the stays so far apart, that the crowds

were forced nearly on to the flowers. There was far too little

space in the first instance in these tents for the exhibitors

and attendants when staging the plants and flowers, and far

less for the crowd. Then, in the centre tent, no attempt was
made to hide the hideous forest of wooden posts made of

EOYAL HOBTICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S BATH
SHOW.

Rose Show.—-is I supposed, the prizes offered on Thursday,

June 2fjth, brought together a large number of exhibitors and
some remarkably fine stands of Roses, the western growers

having, probably, the advantage, inasmuch as the season being

backward, and their cUmate more forward, they had the better

chance of cutting blooms for so early a date ; and it was not sur-

prising to see Mr. Cranston come out so strongly as he did, and

take the foremost place, beating easily Messrs. Paul & Son and

Turner, who were his principal competitors ; while tlie excellent

blooms of Mr. Baker and Mr. Camm, and the Teas of the Rev.

J. Handley showed how well private growers have studied and

practised the cultivation of the queen of flowers.

A great deal of dissatisfaction was expressed at the nou-ad-

mission of the public at the time specified. This arises from

two causes—first, that exhibitors are so long iu staging, and m
this case the railway trains were disappointing; and second,

from the paucity of Judges. Wiiy iu the world it sliould be con-

sulored necessary to have only t%vo sets of Judges I caunot say,

except that the Royal Horticultural Society can always only

move in the same groove unless some pressure is put on. There

wore numbers of persons there who were thoroughly qualified

to act as judges, and by the expenditure of a few pounds tho

evil might have been remedied. I daresay some kind fricud

will say, " Oh ! he wanted to be judge himself," but that was

simply impossible. I had to leave by twelve, and was too fully
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occupied in getting notes to attend to anything else; but I left
those in the tent who were quite comjietent to have judged,
and a good deal of annoyance might have been spared. But I
suppose it is something like what was told me when I urged
that it would be as well to publish the certificates with the list

of prizes. "It is simply impossible." And yet the Royal Botanic
Society does it after every show ! I am snre of this, that the
classes for nurserymen are quite enough for any two judges, and
that the smaller classes for Teas, new Rose.s, Arc, ought to be
deputed to another set, different from those who judge ama-
teurs; in fact, if the Royal Horticultural Society would con-
descend to take a lesson from the Ci'ystal Palace it might be
well for them.
Eoses in pots were only contributed by Messrs. Paul & Son,

who had nicely-bloomed dwarf plants of Anna Alesieff, General
Jacqueminot, Gloire de Dijon, Seuateur Vaisse, Elie Morel,
Mens. Noman, Beauty of WaUham. Exposition de Brie, John
Hopper, Marquise de Gibot, Horace Vernet, Duke of Edinburgh,
Claude MilUon, Camille de Rohan, Ferdinand de Lesaeps,
Madame Fillion, and Victor Verdier.

In the class for seventy-two, Mr. Cranston, of Hereford,
easily took the first prize with some very fine blooms, amonsst
the best of which were Marquise de Gibot, a Rose of 1870,
but which has, as far as I know, been rarely seen before this
season ; it is of a fine clear rose colour, and half-globular in
form. Dupuy-Jamain, Marquise de Morteraart, La?Ua, Princess
Beatrice, Auguste Neumann, Dr. Andre, Horace Vernet, Com-
tesse d'Oxford, too large and coarse to please me ; Catherine
Mermet, Jean Cherpin, John Hopper, Marguerite Dombrain,
Esmeralda, Edouard Morren, Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Baroness Rothschild, Niphetos, Duke of Wellington, Duke of
Edinburgh, Henri Ledechaux, Francois Lachnrme, Hi-uri Pages,
large but dull in colour ; Marie Baumann, Ijouisa Wood, very
bright ; Marcohal Niel, Julie Touvais, an immense Rose ; Maurice
Beru.ardin, Charles Rouillard, Caroline de Sansal, Niphetos, La
France, and Madame Margottin. Messrs. Paul it Son were
second with Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, remarkable in colour;
Madame Rivers, Madame Clert, Madame Clfimence .Toigneaux,
Abel Grand, Jean Cherpin, Duchess d'Orleaus, Senateur Vaisse,
Madame Boll, Exposition de Brie, Annie Laxtou, a remarkably
pretty flower and of good quality ; Alba rosea, Vicomtesse de
Vesins, Francois Lou vat, Margchal Niel, La Fontaine, Alba rosea.
Marguerite Dombrain, &c. Mr. Charles Turner was third with
Camille da Rohan, La France, Fislier Holmes, La Fontaine,
&c. In the class for forty-eight trebles, the same exhibitors
occupied the same positions, and in twenty-four trebles also.
Mr. Cranston has Niphetos, Duke of Edinburgh, Marguerite de
St. Amand, Louisa Wood, Madame Knorr, and Lord Clyde. In
the class for twenty-four single blooms, Hybrid Perpetuals only,
Mr. Cranston was again first with Edouard Morren, Horace
Vernet, Marguerite de St. Amand. Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Julie Touvais, Marquise de Castellane, Charles Lefebvre, Nardy
Frcres, Dr. Andre, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Baroness Roths-
child, John Hopper, La France, Victor Verdier, &c. Mr.
Turner wab second, and Mr. Cooling, of Bath, third.
Amateurs exhibited in strong force. The Rev. J. B. Camm

was first with Marguerite de St. Amand, Souvenir d'Elise, a
most lovely bloom ; Narcisse, Duchesse de Caylus, Reine d'Or,
very lovely ; Triomphede Rennes, Marquise de Castellaue, Pier-re
Netting, Edouard Morren—I have never seen this variety so
well shown as by Mr. Camm—Fisher Holmes, Boule de Niege,
a very grand bloom. Prince Camille de Rohan, Elie Morel,
Marechal Niel, Dr. Andre, Duke of Edinburgh, Abel Grand,
Charles Lefebvre, Centifolia rosea, Marquise de Mortemart,
CamiUe Bernardin, Souvenir d'un Ami, Marie Baumann,
Madame Ck'mence Joigneanx, Madame Vidot, Madame Charles
Wood, &c. Mr. Baker, of Exeter, had a fine box in which the
flowers were, however, alittle too coarse, containing Henri Lede-
chaux, Baron Gonella, Madame Haussmann, Charles Lefeljvre,
La I^rance, Marechal Niel, and others. Mr. Laxton, of Stam-
ford, was third. In the class for thirty-six, Mr. Baker was first
with Marguerite Dombrain, Souvenir d'un Ami, Lord Macaulay,
Lyonnais, &c.—D., Deal. [Remainder of notes on Roses next
week.]

H.usDY Trees and Shkuus.—One of the most notable features
at Birmingham last year proved to be the splendid collections
of these exhibited in the grounds by Messrs. Barron, of Elvaston,
and others. There were on this occasion no entries in the large
classes ; and in that for single specimens Mr. Cooling, of Bath,
sent Biota orieutalis elegantissima ; Mr. R. T. Veitch, of Exeter,
Taxus elegantissima ; and Messrs. Maule & Son, a specimen of
Thuja aurea. But worthy of special notice in this class of plants
was the collection sent by Mr. Maurice Young, of Godalming.
He had, at considerable expense, sent a quantity of old stumps
and other materials to form a rootery at the entrance to the large
tent. The outer margin was formed of low-growing plants and
hardy Ferns, the other portion of the space being very judi-
ciously and effectively planted, mostly with Japanese evergreens
and Maples. Euouymus elegantissimus was very pretty iu its
white variegation; Biota semper-auroscens, a fine dwarf golden I

species, which Jlr. Young thinks superior in effect to Thuja
aurea ; Raphiolepis ovata, a handsome evergreen shrub with
white flowers and glossy deep green leaves, it has black berries
in winter ; Retinospora plumosa aurea ; Y'oung's Golden Chines©
Juniper, Juniperus chinensis aurea; Ligustrum coriaceunr, a
handsome Privet ; Cryptomeria spii-alis falcata; and to add to
the effect some improved seedling Auoubas, one of them with
thick, leathery, deep green leaves, which will be well adapted,
for planting in exposed positions. Mr. Y'oung must be con-
gratulated on the success of his exliibition. His plants are
thoroughly well grown, and as far as we are aware he has been
the first to hit upon this plan, which shows these extremely
pretty Japanese plants to the best advantage. Mr. Fowler*
Castle Kennedy, sent a basket of small plants of his Abies
Douglasii Stairii, the young growths of which are creamy white,
and are said to change to a green colour in winter.
SuppLEMENT.vBY Fkuit Suow.—Ou June 26th there was a

supplementary exhibition, the same exhibitoi-s staging in nearly
every case inferior examples to those put up on the first day of
the Show. Mr. W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle, sent a collection,

of very good fruit—Black Hamburgh Grapes, excellent Peaches,
Brown Turkey Figs, Elruge Nectarines, and a Melon. Mr. W.
Cox, of Madresfield Court Gardens, came iu second with a nice
collection. Mr. Coleman and Mr. Cox also exhibited the best
Grapes. Prizes were offered by Messrs. Carter for examples of
the new Melon, Little Heath, sent out by them for the first time
this season. The best came from Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the
Marquis of Exeter, Burghley, Stamford.

T.uiLE Decorations.—In our remarks on the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Show at Bath last week, we only cursorily noticed
the table decorations. We intend now to call attention to tliem
rather more fully, for, though they did not make so decided a
feature of the Show this year as they did at Birmingham in the
last, yet there were some especial features with regard to those
exhibited this year to which we wish to allude.

There were only five exliibits this year, and these may be
divided into two classes, two that were utterly meagre, poor, and
thin, and three that were overloaded with decorations. One of
these last was exceedingly meritorious if it had not been for the
napkins. Even though many persons might object that even

'

without the napkins, and the loose flowers stuck into them, the
rest of the table was crowded, yet the arrangement of the flowers
was exceedingly good, their quality unexceptionable, and the
fault of redundancy is certainly on the right side. One which
received no prize at all had certainly nothing to recommend it,

either with regard to the arrangement of the flowers or the fruit j
the glass vases laden with glass balls set on a centre of reflecting-

glass were decidedly mereti'icious iu their glare. There was one
redeeming feature in this table, which was exhibited by Mrs.
Beck, of Milsom Street, Bath, and that was the caraffes for
water of a classic Pompeian or Egyptian pattern, standing in a
light silver stand, supported by silver wire, having glass beads
as pendants. These were certainly good, but the rest of the
adornments of the table, which we shall refer to again, were
decidedly of the shoppy showy order. After these preliminary
remarks we will go more into detail with regard to each of the
different entries, and will take them in the order in which the-
prizes were awarded.
The first prize was adjudged to Miss C. Harris, Clarendoa

Park, Salisbury. There were three centre vases ; and by the way
we may remark, that all the exhibits, except Miss Blair's, haci
three vases for centres, as prominent features—one central, and
two sides ones balancing. Ou Miss Harris's table the three
vases were similar in height and design, though the ornamenta-
tion was somewhat different. This we consider a mistake iu
the first instance, as in no case should the two side-centre vases-
be so tall as the centre one. Miss Harris's vases were a flat glass
ou the table, with a tall slender glass rising from it, and thre&
small side glasses hanging on bent wires, standing out at right
angles from the centre of the stem of the tall glass. The prin-
cipal vase had a spray of Bougiunvillaja glabra in the centre,
with a little Dielytra spectabilis and Verbascum, and three taU
common field Grasses, standing out above it, mixed below with
Quaking Grass ; the three little side glasses had each a spray of
poor Fuchsia with a bit of the flower of Cerastium tomentosum
and a little Maidenhair Fern. The base of the vase had heavy
masses of Adiautum farleyense splayed flat on the table, a Fern
which we hardly thought before could be used with bad taste;
Oncidium flexuosum, purple Iris, a little hardy yellow Azalea,
and flowers of the common Laurel put in to imitate Lily of the
Valley. The two side vases had white Everlastings and .\crocli-

nium roseum mixed with grass ; the side pendant glasses, Ce-
rastium and Fuchsias, the same as the other, and the base rather
better arranged, as it had some pretty flowers of Kalmia latifolia.

to help to set it off. There were four small glasses with Iris and
Fern, and buttonhole bouquets, which were neatly made up for
each of the guests. With regard to the Iris we may remark that
they were of that particular shade of colour which turns nearly-

black by gaslight. There were eight dishes of fruit, top and
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bottom Melons and Pines, which looked fairly good. The rest
of the fruit was utterly bad; two dishes of Grapes both unripe *

Stran-berries bad; Apricots small and unripe; Oranges, and
Apples. If simplicity and paucity of idea with meagreness of
fruit was what was to be aimed at, then the first prize was
i'ustly awarded, thoiph perhaps even then No. 2 on the prize
ist, which wo describa next, ran a very good race; but in this
case there was something for the guests to eat.

The second-prize table, exhibited by Miss Blair, 50, Upper
Bedford Street, Bassell Square, Loudon, is soon described. In
the centre was a March stand flat on the table for a base, a
small flat glass, about IS inches up, with a taller vase rising out
of it—in fact, an ordinary March stand with a vase rising out of
the top one. The centre was nicely decorated, having at the
base white Water LiUes alternately with Cactus, and relieved
with white Gloxinia, mixed with Ferns and Grasses. On each
side of the centre vases there were two small Palms put through
the table—a practice which we hope will soon be exploded

—

with two small segmental glasses put round the Palm to hide
the folds of the tablecloth, filled alternately with blue Centaurea
«nd white Pinks ; there were twelve tall glasses holding single
lowers, or buttonhole bouquets for the guests, set iu finger-
.glasses, in which were floating a few odd flowers of Borage and
sprays of Lycopodium. On the whole, though there was a
•decided paucity of decoration, yet the arrangement was more
tasteful than that we have before described ; the fruit was
better, and we do not think we should have been so tired of the
•decorations at the end of the dinner as we should have been
in the previous case in looking at bad Fuchsias, Grass, and
Cerastium.

The next in order of merit (according to the Judges' award)
was that of Mr. W. C. Armstrong, Chelteuham. In the centre
was a tall vase rising from a flat dish, having six cornocopia.
shaped vases extending as branches from the middle, three
taller, three intermediate. This was standing on a silvered glass
having eight segmental glasses arranged like a double quatrefoil
"to encircle it ; in each of the quatrefoils were figures alternately
of a little Cupid, each holding a basket in which were single
Peaches, and swans in the alternate quatrefoils, floating appa-
rently on the glass mirrors. The upper vase had Spiraea
japonica. Pancratium, Begonia boliviensis, all good, with pieces
of rather poor scarlet Geranium mixed with them, which might
easily have been dispensed with. The cornucopia suspended
glasses were dressed alternately with pink and scarlet Gera-
.niums, mixed with Adiantum, Spirsea, and Begonia fuchsioides.
The flat vases had Ixora, Dipladenia, Eucharis amazonica, Roses,
Jjielia purpurata, with an edging of Fern, the flowers though
«ood being rather too crowded ; and with the swans and boyish
Cupids, segmental glasses, &c., this centre piece was overdone.
The two side pieces were somewhat similar in point of shape to
Miss Blair's central one—i.e., a Mai-ch stand with an additional
tall vase rising from the centre. The flowers were arranged
somewhat in the same way as the other, though not quite so
overcrowded. There were eight fiat glass baskets with glass
bandies, containing Roses, Geraniums, and other flowers, and
•eight tall glasses filled with Grasses. These were arranged
four-and-four

—

i.e., four flat and four tall alternately round each
side-centre. The napkins were arranged very tastefully to re-
present Water Ijilies or Lotus, with a buttonhole bouquet in a
small glass in the centre of each. When all the small glasses,
fourteen in number, the baskets eight, tall glasses with Grasses
c-ight, segment.-xl glasses eight, centre vase eight, and two side
vases six, come to be reckoned up, there were according to our
computation fifty-two glasses or vases of flowers to be arranged.
The fruit was good. Top and bottom, Melon and Pine, two ;

White and Black Grapes, two ; Strawberries, two ; Nectarines,
two ; one Cherry, one Orange, and a Peach in the centre of each
of tlie small vases, supported by the boy Cupids. The table was
no doubt on the whole overdone and crowded, though in many
respects meritorious, especially in napkins.

The fourth we come to, the fourth prize, was exhibited by Mr.
Cypher, of Queen's Road Nurseries, Cheltenham, who, if our
raemorr does not deceive us. easily canicd off the prize at
Birmingham, and must have done so here if some evil fate had
bad not made him put np some extraordinary napkins, looking
rather like sugared sponge cakes decorated with loose flowers.
If these could have been removed the rest of the decorations
"Were very good ; indeed, we have harrlly ever seen three better
oentre vases than those which he showed here. The centre was
composed of three tiers of glasses, the ba.sn a flat glass but ele-
Tateu about 4 or 5 inches from the table, standing on a mirror
with segments of glass surrounding it. The base was beauti-
fully arranged with a fringe of Ferns drooping gracefully so as to
reflect their fronds from the mirror. The flowers were Ixoras
Colei and javanica. Eucharis amazonica, Roses, Dipladenia
ATnahilis, Altamanda (rrandiflora, with F'-rn^, and Anthnliza
gracilis, having sprays of Cyperua alternifolius rising out of it,

veiling without hiding the flowers. The next tier of flowers
tad Phal.-cnopsis grandiflora, Justicia, Ixora, and other flowers
mixed with Quaking Grass, and the t<^n was tastefully arranged

with Pancratium, Gloriosa Plantei, Spiriea japonica, and Ferus
The two side centres were somewhat similar, but smaller and
not so tall. The flowers iu each were very choice, and, though
rich, not crowded. Maidenhair being used more than the Qnnkiug
Grass, the upper vases having rich sprays of Oncidium llexu-
OBum. There were four c'bruer vases arranged at each end in
the shape of raised glasses with a taller one emerging from
them. These had flat segmental glasses surrounding them, set
in the fm^m of a double S ^^^^ o having a fruit
dish in the centre. These (o^" ""^D vases were filled
with choice flowers, but rather overfilled, and the segments were
overdone. The fruit, which was decorated with loose flowers
and Ferns, was good. Top and bottom Pine and Melon, two
Grapes

—

i.e., black and white. Peaches, Oranges, Figs, tv>-o

Strawberries, and three Nectarines. The napkins we have
already animadverted upon. We could not help regretting that
owing to these napkins and also a redundancy of flowers, Mr.
Cypher did not gain the first prize which his centre vases richly
deserved.
The other exhibit of Mrs. Hick, Milsom Street, Bath, we have

already alluded to. There were three similar glass vases differ-
ing only iu size, made of silvered glass, with a large, light,
ruby-coloured ball on which they stood ; then stood a large
silvered mirror in the form of three circles, connected together
with longer pieces, on which were long glass prisms filled with
flowers, the circular glass mirrors having imitation glass
Water Lilies. The vases had heavy glass balls depending from
the upper rim. The flowers in these though good were heavily
arranged. There were good flat glasses in which the button-
hoie bouquets were placed, and the water caraffes which we
have already alluded to were good, but, on the whole, we should
say the table arrangements were of the shop, shoppy.
We may remark, iu conclusion, that the tab es for fourteen

were far too small and too narrow, giving those who wished to
decorate highly too small a space, and not sufficient scope for
their inventive powers. It was this, no doubt, that led the
Judges to give the first prize to one essentially poor and weak.
In fact we may conclude that, with the exception of Mr. Cy-
pher's three vases and some of his other decorations, the Bath
Exhibition of dinner-table decorations somewhat taught us
what to avoid, and we hope that another time the happy mean
may be reached between under-paucity and over-decoration ; the
one tending to poverty and meagreness, the other to an over-
crowding which is wearisome to the eye.
Our remarks have taken more space than we had anticipated,

and we will pass over the single vases, hand bouquets, and other
decorations, to which we may, perhaps, be induced to allude
at another time. We intend also, in another notice, to call at-
tention to some of the leading exhibits in the horticultural im-
plement department, though our notes, which we published last
year of the boilers and greenhouses at Birmingham, were so
full as to preclude the necessity for any lengthened observations
this time, as so many of the exhibits were in many respects
the same.

CBISTAL PALACE EOSE SHOW.
June 28th.

The great Rose Show which is yearly held at the Ci-ystal
Palace always attracts thousands of visitors, all of whom appear
to be lovers of the Rose, and numbers of them are rosarians. "This

year the arrangement of the tables was more pleasing than
usual, the flat appearance which long rows of stands of cut
blooms are wont to present being relieved by the introduction
of a variety of plants ; indeed, this almost became a necessity
owing to several exhibitors, from various causes, not having
come forward—a circumstance which must ever interfere with
any predetermined plan.
In the nurserymen's class for seventy-two single trusses

Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, were first with splendid ex-
amples of Baroness Rothschild, Olivier Dflhomme, Miss Poole,
General .lacqueminot, Madame Boll, Marie Baumann, Devienne
Lamj', Aurore Bori'ale, Fran<;ois Louvat, Madame Vidot, Abel
Grand, President, Gloire de Dijon, Camille Bernardin, John
Hopper, Horace Vcruet, Exposition de Brie, Mdlle. Eugenia
Verdier, extremely beautiful, Xavier Olibo, very fine, W. Wilson
Saunders (new), Rev. S. Reynolds Hole, Comtesse d'Oxford, Andro
Dunaud, Christine Nilsson, Duke of Edinburgh, Monsieiu:
Neman, Madame Willernioz, Ferdinand de Lc^seps, Edward
Morren, Louis Van Houtte, Lord Macaulay, and Marquise do
Mortemart. In the second-prize stand, that shown by Mr. J.

Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford, the trusses were also of high
merit, particularly Edward Morren, Dupuy-Jamain, Eticnua
Levet, very bright; Dr. Andry, Inipcratrice Charlotte, with a
fine glow in the centre; Elie Morel, Marquise de Castellane,

Victor Verdier, Prince Caniillc do Rohan, Marguerite de St.

Amand, La Esmeralda, Mons. Xoman ; a seedling of the Madame
Moreau form, but crimson ; Duke of Edinburgh, Countess of

Oxford, very tine; Marquise de Gibot, John Hopper, La France,
and Maflanio Furtado. Third came Messrs. Mitchell it Sons,
Piltdown, with Baroness Rothschild, Ferdinand de Lessepa,
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Charles Lefebvre, Triomphe de Eennes, Anna de Diesbach
Madame Lacharme, Comtesee d'Oxford, Henri Ledechaux,
Louise de Savoie, Napoleon III., Horace Vernet, Adam, Duke
of Edinburgh, splendid; Souvenir de Charles Montault, Eichard
Wallace, Souvenir d'Elise, and Edward Morren. Mr. Turner,

of Slough, took the fourth prize.

The next class, that for forty-eight varieties, three trusses, is

always very effective, and so it was on this occasion. Messrs.

Paul & Son were again inrst ; Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, second

;

and the remaining prizes went to Mr. Cranston, Mr. Turner,

and Messrs. Mitchell. Among the varieties best represented

were Victor Verdier, Duke of Edinburgh, Louisa Wood, Alba
rosea. Marquise de Castellane, Marechal Kiel, John Hopper,
Edward llorren, Devoniensis, Comtesse d'Oxford, MdUe.
Eugenie Verdier, Xavier Olibo, Louis Van Houtte, La France,

Catherine Mermet, Prince Camille de Rohan, Andre Dunand,
Marquise de Gibot, Marie Baumann, Lyonnais, Baroness Roths-

child, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Dupuy-Jamain, and Triomphe de

Eennes.
For twenty-four trebles the honours went to Mr. Cranston,

Messrs. Paul it Son, Mr. Keynes, and Mr. Turner ; and for the

same number of single blooms to Mr. Walters, Mount Radford,
Exeter; Mr. Cooling, Bath ; Mr. Lee, Lyonshall, Herefordshire;

and Mr. Parker, Victoria Nursery, Rugby.
The amateurs' classes were unusually good as regards qi;ality,

though the number of competitors was not so great as generally

the case at this Show. E. N. G. Baker, Esq., of Heavitree,

Devon, who has been successful at the shows of previous years,

again took the lead, sweeping oflf the first prizes for forty-eight,

thirty-six, and twenty-fom*, also an equal first for twelve
trusses of any single variety, with stands in which were superb
examples of Xavier Olibo, Comtesse d'Oxford, Exposition de
Brie, Marquise de Mortemart, Duke of Edinburgh, Marechal
Kiel, Louis Van Houtte, Annie Laxton, Marguerite de St. Am and,

Louisa Wood, CamiUe Bernardin, Baroness Rothschild, Marie
Baumann, MdUe. Louise TJxkuU, John Hopper, Francjois Louvat,
Alfred Colomb, and Duke of Edinburgh. Mr. W. Farren. Cres-

cent, Cambridge ; the Rev. J. B. Camm ; Mr. Davies, Wilton,
Salisbury; and Mr. Ingle, gardener to Mrs. Round, Colchester,

took the remaining prizes for forty-eights with excellent

trusses.

For thirty-six trusses the Eevs. G. Arkwright and J. B. Camm
came in second and third, with Mr. J. Davies fourth. The prin-

cipal prizes for twenty-four and for twelve ti-usses went to

Messrs. Prince, Ingle, Bennett, J. L. Curtis, Eev. A. Cheales,
andW. Soder.

In the open class for twelve trusses of any new Eose of 1872,

Messrs. Paul & Son were first with Annie Laxton, bright rose ;

Messrs. Curtis & Co., Devon Eosery, Torquay, second with
Bessie Johnson, large, blush, a very pretty and fragrant Rose,
which was certificated last year. Messrs. Curtis also staged a

fine twenty-four of the same variety, but, unfortunately, they
were wrongly entered.

In collections of twenty-four new Eoses of 1871 and 1872, the
prizetakers were Messrs. Paul Ss Son, Cranston, and Turner.
The most conspicuous for quality were Madame Lacharme,
white ; Lyonnais, Mrs. Veitch, W. Wilson Saunders, President
Thiers, Etienne Levet, Auguste Eigotard, S. Reynolds Hole,
Bessie Johnson, Eichard Wallace, Madame George Schwartz,
and Andn' Dunand.
For twelve blooms of any single variety of Rose, equal first

prizes were awarded to Mr. E. N. G. Baker and the Rev. G.
Arkwright ; to the former for Baroness Rothschild, to the latter

for Souvenir d'un Ami, both very fine. Mr. Walters had a
second prize, and equal thirds went to the Rev. J. B. Camm and
Messrs. Paul for Marie Baumann and Baroness Eothschild.
The best collection of yellow Eoses was that shown by E.

Webb, Esq., of Calcot, who had, among others, fine blooms of

Marechal Niel, as well as the double Persian. The other prize-

takers were Mr. F. May, Braintree, and Mr. Quennell, Brent-
wood.
Vases and epergnes of Eoses arranged for eflPect were success-

fully shown by Miss A. Hyder, Messrs. Soder, Rose, and others
;

Fern cases by Messrs. Dick RadclyHe & Co., and Mr. Jones,
Epsom ; and there was a host of table decorations, in which Mr.
Buster, Mr. T. Wilkinson, and Miss Hudson took the lead.

Messrs. Paul exhibited a fine gi-oup of Eoses in pots ; Messrs.
Downie, miscellaneous groups ; Mr. Turner, Pinks ; Mr. Parker,
blooms of PiEonies ; and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Ranun-
culuses.

GBEEXHOUSE GLAZING.
I MET with a method of glazing the other day which was

new to me, as it may be to many of your subscribers, and as

I was assured it was perfectly successful, I send you a short
account of it. I could see for myself that it looked well, and
was a great saving in putty.
The rafter and rabbet are made as usual, bnt the glass is cut

slightly narrower, leaving nearly one-eighth of an inch play on

each side. The putty is put on the rafter as usual, and the glass

pressed down, and on the putty rising on each side, a knife is

passed along the face of the glass, removing the whole of the

putty which bulges up. The rafter then receives three coats

a, a, Glass. h, Kafter.

of paint, allowing the paint to come slightly on to the glass. Tie
effect of this method is that there is no putty to crack away
from the rafter, as usually happens ; there is only a quarter of

the putty used, and when kept painted no water gets in and
rots the wood. In the old method you found the putty crack-

ing and coming away in long strips, and when once it had begun
to crack there was no use painting, as the putty came away
paint and all. The panes of glass are kept in their place by
a small half-inch tack at the upper corner.—J. P., of York.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Tee following are The Results of the Royal Hoeticul-

TUEAL Society's Show at Bath, as far as can be ascertained

at present. The number of visitors and the receipts at the

gates were on
"' "

Eeceipte at the Gates.Visitors.

d.

June 24tli 2S30 69 17 6

„ 26th 10,238 609 IB 11

„ 26th 2U,000 867 10 2

27th 10,914 40.S 8 4

„ 28th 10,329 298 2 6

Total 64,011 £2154 1 5

In addition there was a considerable sum derived from the-

sale of tickets before the opening day, which will greatly swell

the amount, besides a sum of £10 19s. 6cl. derived from Batb
chans.

In the Yorksliire Gazette we see it is stated that the
Potato Disease is reported to have appeared in various placea

in North Yorkshire. The early American varieties seem mostly
affected.

Impoets of Potatoes and CJuano.—The importation of

Potatoes still increases. In the last month the value was
£232,390, and in five months £1,540,420, and in the same
period last year £145,709. In the last five months the increase

of guano imported was considerable compared with the same
period in the preceding year. In 1872 the amount was-

£315,052, and this year £742,500.

GAEDENING IN THE WEST.*—No. 4.

WABUINSTEE.
Feom Trowbridge to Warminster is a short run by rail ; and-

at Warminster the great attraction is the nursery of Mr. George
Wheeler, one of the best in the west of England, as it is also

one of the most interesting. AU nurseries are interesting more
or less to someone, however small and however special the
cultivation may be ; but the nursery of Mr. Wheeler is one
which must be interesting to everybody, as it has preserved all

the characteristics of the olden time while it has kept well in
front with the present. Here we meet with every novelty worth
cultivating, and here, too, we find such a collection of herbaceous
plants ana ornamental trees and shrubs as would amaze and
puzzle the modern gardener—even modern nurserymen would
be lost here. It is quite refreshing to spend even one day in
this nursery, and especially if you are fortunate enough to

have Mr. Wheeler himself as your companion. Though eighty-
two years of age he possesses all the energy and activity of
mind he ever had, and there is not a plant or tree in his vast
collection of which he cannot readUy tell the name. May his

bow long abide in strength ! This nursery consists of several

* Our view of Rood Ashton in last week's number was from a photograph
taken by Mr. YVilkinson, of Trowbridge. Oiu- -riew of the entrance to the
Victoria Pai-k, Bath, was from a photograph by Messrs. Dutton, the eminent
photographers of Henrietta Villas, Lath.
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detached portions, necessitated from the difficulty of securing

a sufficient area in a ring fence. In all it measures over forty

acres. In an establishment of this extent we expect to find a

great deal. There is, of course, the ordinary nursery stock of

forest trees, hedge plants, and such shrubs and flowering trees

as are usually planted for the ornamentation of grounds ; bnt
besides these there is a very full collection of trees and shrubs
snch as are nsed to form arboretnms, and what is more sur-

5)rising in the present day, Mr. Wheeler has preserved and
-added to his long-existing collection of herbaceous plants,

which cannot be less in number than two thousand species and
varieties. These he continues to cultivate with all his wonted
assiduity—not starved things in No. (50-pots, but largo masses
planted out in the open borders after the fashion of botanical

collections, whereby the habit and full character of the plants

can be easily judged of. The glass houses contain the ordinary
stovo and greenhouse plants, but there is a specialty in the

Calceolarias grown by Jlr. Wheeler which must be seen to

be appreciated. The strain he has succeeded in obtaining

is a very dwarf-habited plant not more than G to '.) inches high,

producing a mass of flowers like a head of Cauliflower, remark-
able in the size of the flowers, in their colours, and markings.
This is the finest strain of Calceolarias we have ever seen.

We cannot undertake to mention, far less to describe, all we
saw at Mr. Wheeler's ; but we can promise those who have a

Jove for plants, and who are not " bedders-out " ouly, if they
pay a visit to Warminster and call on Mr. Wheeler they will

be amply repaid, however far they may have journeyed.

There is a good healthy gardenin::; spirit of emulation about
Warminster. Eoses and Rhododendrons are here in the ascen-

dant, and here, too, resides oar excellent friend and correspon-

dent, Mr. Hinton, who, while he is not engaged in ministering

to the physical and sanitary well-being of the population, may
be found tending his choice collection of Roses, and otherwise
storing his mind with gardening lore to be dispersed for the

benefit of all living thi-ough the pages of our .Journal.

The private garden of Mr. Smith, a resident in the town, is

well worth seeing at this season of the year. In acreage it is

not extensive, but is of good size for a villa garden. The great

feature here is a bank of Rhododendrons and Azaleas, which
even Knaphill and Bagshot could not surpass. There are also

some good specimens of Conifers and other ornamental trees,

and especially a handsome Purple Beech. Mr. Smith's specialty

is Roses, and these he cultivates to perfection. Such flowers

of Marechal Niel must be seen and not described. No wonder
-that in the "election of Roses" so skilfully conducted by
Mr. Hinton, Mr. Smith should have placed the JIarechal at

the bead of the poU, for we never saw such Roses. Mr. Scott

has also a good Uttle garden upon which he bestows great

care, and in which, besides a nice collection of stove and green-

house plants, he cultivates very successfully a choice collection

of Roses.
irEYTESEUKy.

While at Warminster we took the opportunity of running
•down to Heytesbury, a quiet, secluded, pretty, little village,

nestling under one of the southern slopes of Salisbury Plain,

and a quondam borough disfranchised at the first Reform Bill.

Here, at Heytesbury House, is the residence of Lord Heytesbury,
situated in a beautifully wooded park, which, like that at Rood
Ashton and other parks in the county, would be improved if

some of the trees were thinned-out, and those left were thrown
more into groups. The fact is that some of these parks
assume more the aspect of forests than parks, through a
jadiciouB arrangement of the trees having been unattended to.

At Heytesbury there is ample material to work upon, and beau-

tiful as the park is, a judicious thinning would add still more
to its beauty.
Gardening at Heytesbury is at present in a transition state.

The old garden, which was an extensive walled-in space, was
situated on the north side of the house ; but the present lord

being desirous of including this in the park, and removing the
Rarden farther from the house, a new one is in the course of

formation on the opposite side of the turnpike road which
passes through the estate from Warminster to Salisbury, and
as yet little progress has been made with it. We have there-

fore little to say about the gardening of Heytesbury, which has
for the last thirty-eight years been well presided over by
Mr. Rose.

Returning to Warminster by rail, the next attraction which
commands attention is

I.ONGLE.tT.

Longleat, or Langlcte, is the princely residence of the Marquis

of Bath. It is in the parish of IToruingsIiani, and is the
domain ouce belonging to a St. Augustine Priory, dedicated to

St. Radegund. The Priory was dissolved by Henry VIII., iind

the estate granted to John Horsey, and in the year following he
conveyed it to Sir John Thynne, ancestor of the family whose
property it has continued. He built Longleat, beginning it

in lo(i7, and nearly finishing it in 1580, in which year he
died. Details of all ho accomplished are in Hoare's " Modern
Wiltshire," but we must only record here that " he made a
garden and orchard where part of the present garden is, and
planted an orchard and Hop yard where the Chestnut grove
now is."

It is said that the drawings of the mansion wore furnished
by an Italian architect, and that .John de Padua, " Devizor of

his Majesty's buildings " to Henry VIII., was Clerk of the
AVorks. The Elm avenue to Frome was formed by one of his

successors, murdered in 1G82, but the mansion was completed
by his successor. The planting of the park was confided to
" CapabiUty Brown," and 50,000 trees are said to have been
planted annually during several years.

It is live miles from Warminster, and about the same dis-

tance from Frome. Approaching it from the former, the park
gates are reached less than two miles from the town, and
from the gates to the house is rather over three miles, through
woods of fine timber, the road winding and undulating so as to

command the splendid views which, from the elevated posi-

tion of this part of the park, are to be seen from various

points. This road is wide with broad margins of grass on
either side, from which green glades occasionally penetrate

the woods, relieving the dull monotony of the continuous
margin of trees. If a little more were done in this way, the

approach ou the Warminster si(fe might be very much im-
proved. Here and there, and at certain distances along the

route, large masses of Rhododendron ponticum have been
planted. These extend far away among the timber, and on
the occasion of our visit they were in their greatest beauty.

Lord Bath appears to take ranch pleasure iu this mode of ile-

corative planting, to which are added at intervals single speci-

mens of the most ornamental Conifers. AVithiu a mile of the

house the road begins to descend abruptly till it enters a wide
richly-timbered valley intersected by a stream, ou the farther

side of which the house is seen in all its stately grandeur. j\.s

we approach it we find there are no dressed grounds to pass

through in order to reach the entrance front, for the park
comes close up to the house, and the road, which from its

appearance and the freedom with which Lord Bath permits

the public to use it, is more like a highway. And here we take

this opportunity of testifying to the self-denying Uberality of

this estimable nobleman
;
possessed as he is of one of those

grand ancestral domains of which Great Britain only can boast,

and which he ha'j a perfect right to reserve to his exclusive

private use, he nevertheless throws the roads and the park

open for the public benefit, that they may roam about and
enjoy the amenities of the locality as much as he does himself.

Some, we were told, not unfrequently have the bad taste to

pic-nic under the trees immediately iu front of the principal

entrance, and such is the courteous bearing of the family

towards these intruders that they are never interfered with.

In short, the inhabitants of Frome and Warminster and the

surrounding country have this m.ignilicent park kept up for

the public benefit, and we trust they duly appreciate the

boon.
Having now met Mr. Taylor, the competent head of the

gardening department, we were conducted over the principal

parts of the grounds.
When we visited Longleat thii-ty years ago, there was on the

north side of the house a flower garden of elaborate pattern,

designed by the then Marchioness of Bath. It might h.ave

been regarded as the forerunner of all tho modern styles of

flower gardening, and it showed an originality of invention

and a skill of adaptation which the g.arden-designers of our

own day have not surpassed. This, however, has been cleared

away, and a new arrangement has been adopted, which is being

carried out by Mi-. Gibson, jun., in conformity with tho views

of the Marquis, who is taking great personal interest in tho

new works. Other great changes are being made in tliis part

of tho grounds, which when completed will be highly orna-

mental. Bounding the flower garden on the north is an old

orangery of the origin.al type, a substantial structure with a

slated roof and windows only in front, such as were erected

from the beginning to tho middle of tho last century. In this

tliere are somo very large Camellias of the olden timo which
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are the pictures of rude health, and being annually covered

with a profusion of bloom seem to luxuriate in their location.

The light being only on one side of the trees—for trees they are

—have grown all in that direction. They are planted in slate

tubs, the soil being loam and peat. It is a pity that a house

of this size and substantial character should not be made more
useful by having the present roof removed and a glazed one
substituted. It might in this way be transformed into a hand-
some conservatory, for which its ample dimensions and suffi-

cient height fully qualify it.

Between this ilowor garden and the water is a lawn, on which
are planted some fine specimens of ornamental trees. Among
these our attention was attracted to noble Tulip Trees, Cut-

leaved Beech, Eobiniaviscosa,rteleatrifoliata, and other species,

while at some distance from these there is perhaps as fine a i

specimen of Abies Clanbrasihaua as is to be found in the

country. We measured it, and found it was 37 yards in cir-

cumference, forming a perfectly round ball.

The kitchen gardens are a mile from the house, and the path
leading to them is through the woods, from which picturesque

peeps of the valley and the richly wooded park beyond are here

and there obtained. Since Mr. Taylor was appointed to the

management of the gardens great alterations and improvements
have been made in this part of the grounds. At intervals along

the course of this walk the original underwood has been cleared

and the space occupied by specimen Conifers and other orna-

mental trees, while in places where the ground is suitable wide
clearings are made, and deep glades which lose themselves iu

the shady vegetation make a pleasing vai'iety in the scenery.

In these alterations we were told the Marquis takes a lively iu-

I.ONGLEAT.

terest, and the effective manner in which they are carried out
testify to his lordship's good taste and appreciation of artistic

design. As we near the kitchen garden these clearings become
more extensive, and between the woods and the entrance the
walk leads through an extensive lawn, planted with fine speci-

mens of ornamental trees, some of which are of great age and
size, and among them a Salisburia adiautifolia 05 feet high.
On the way from the house through the woods are some fine

treej of Purple Beech, and a noble specimen of Tulip Tree
lOO feet high.

The kitchen garden within the walls seems larger than it

really is, Mr. Taylor having given the extent as four acres and
a half. The glass is extensive, and is devoted to plant and
fruit-growing, much in the proportions that are expected in

an establishment of the size of Ijongleat. For internal decora-
tion Mr. Taylor sends iu fourteen hand-barrowloads of plants at

a time, from which one may gather to what extent plants are
grown, and they are well grown, as everything else in the
garden is. In the range of old houses we saw one division of

it, 40 feet long, entirely filled with an old Vine in the best of

health. The new houses which have been built in the upper
garden are very commodious and useful ; they consist of three
ranges standing parallel to each other, each of which is 35 yards
long by 18 feet wide. Though skilful in aU the branches of

gardening, Mr. Taylor is especially so as a fruit-grower ; his
Cucumbers, Melons, and Vines are a sight worth seeing. Like

a judicious man, he never grows more than one sort of Cuctlin-

ber and Melon, and consequently he has always a pure stock
of each, instead of the mongrel varieties which those must
necessarily have who grow more than one variety. These he
grows trained under the glass like Vines ; and like Vines they
are in more than one respect, for the strength and vigour of

the stems and branches are marvellous, though each plant
has not a bushel of soil to grow in. The Melon to wliich Mr.
Taylor gives the preference is Cashmere, a valuable old variety,

the only defect of which is its Uability to crack in ripening.

This he obviates by strangling the stalk of the fruit and check-
ing the excessive flow of sap.

The great feature in the garden at Longleat is the large
vinery which has been recently erected. It is 21G feet long
by :iO feet wide, span-roofed with a lantern ridge, and 18 feet

from the floor to the ridge. It is a fine structure, and, with
the exception of the large conservatory at Chiswick, we should
suppose this is the finest vineiy in the kingdom. The Vinos
are all planted inside, and we never saw plants growing with
greater luxuriance. The Vines are yet young and have not
produced fruit, but we expect to hear of their doings some day.
This house, the design of Mr. Taylor and built under his

direction, is worthy of his ability ; and constructed as it is

according to his ideas of the requirements of good Vine-grow-
ing, we can see already in the state of the Vines that his con-
ception has been a true one.
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There are very many things of which we could have written

to be seen in this tine place, but our space is limited. We hope

to have future opportunities of retiu-ning to the subject, and

every year will add to the interest of it ; for the Marquis of

Bath being himself possessed of great taste, we have no doubt

that, under his direction and the practical experience of Mr.

Taylor, Longleat will become one of the most interesting as it

is one of the grandest places in the kingdom.

A CENTURY OF ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 12.

ONCIDirM.

An extensive senus, the species of which, like the Odonto-

glossums, are found luxuriating in high mountain regions of

the western hemisphere, al-

though unhke the last-named

genus, they are not exclu-

sively mountain plants, for

many of them are found in

the islands of the West In-

dies, and at low elevations

on the mainland. The fol-

lowing, however, will thrive

well under cool treatment :

—

O. DiFOLiUM MA.ius.—This

beautiful plant is a wonder-

fully profuse bloomer. It is a

compact, tree-growing plant.

The flowers are large and
very bright yellow. It blooms

during early summer. This

variety succeeds best when
grown upon a block of wood
or in a basket. Native of

Monte Video.

O. Fi,Excosu5:. — In the

days when so many new
kinds are being introduced,

many of my readers who are

already advanced in Orchid

culture may smile at seeing

such an ancient recom-

mended, nevertheless I con-

fidentlj- recommend it to

general notice. It grows

freely, produces its bril-

liant yellow flowers in great

abundance, and is simply in-

valuable for cutting for

dressing vases, Ac. I have
heard it makes a tine orna-

ment for embellishing a
lady's hair, but I do not

think yellow should be used
for such a purpose if seen

by daylight, wlulst by gas-

light yellows always appear

irhite. It should be grown
in a pot. Native of Brazil.

O. iNccEviM.

—

A verj- ele-

gant and distinct plant,

added to which it blooms
from the month of August
into midwinter. Pot-culture suits it best, as this species is

a somewhat robust grower. The flower-spikes aie much
branched, and about 2 feet high ; flowers very numerous

;

sepals and petals rosy pink, freckled towards the ends with
white dots ; lip white in front, rosy pink at the base ; crest

yellow. Native of Mexico.
O. LEucocniLCM.—This is a very fine, robust old plant, dis-

carded by many cultivators, but really a beautiful subject when
well grown. It produces much-branched spikes some 8 or

10 feet long, clothed with numberless flowers ; sepals and
petals yellowish green, with a large pure white hp. It blooms
nearly all the year round. Native of Mexico.

O. spnACEL-iTUM MAIC3.—Like the preceding, this is an old
Orchid, but a valuable one where cut flowers are in request.

It produces very long branched spikes of flowers, which are
bright yellow, barred with brown. It blooms at various limes,
but usually about the end of spring or the beginning of sum-

mer, and the flowers last a month or five weeks in full beauty.
Native of Mexico.

0. PnAL.TjNorsis.—This beautiful species is dwarf aud com-
pact in habit. The scape usually bears some five or six

flowers ; the sepals aud petals are creamy white, barred and
spotted with reddish violet ; lip large, of the same colour as

the perianth, and furnished in addition with a beautiful

golden yellow crest. It likes an abimdauca of water, and
should bo grown in a pot, but a very little peat aud sphagnum
must bo placed over its roots. Native of the high mountain
regions of Peru.
Cattleya citrina.—This has always appeared to me a most

interesting plaut, and I would advise all amatem'S to add it to

their collections. Many Orchid-cultivators do not succeed
with this species, but if two rules be observed little diBiculty

will be found. First, the plaut must be grown upon a block

of wood, and always hung
with the leaves pointing

downwards ; next it must be
grown in the cool house with
Odontoglossums, and should

never be subjected to the
drying system. The plaut has
small, oval, pseudo-bulbs,

which, together with the

leaves, are glaucous green;

the flowers are usually soli-

tary, sometimes, however,
they are produced in pairs

;

they are very large for the

size of the plant, thick, and
waxy-looking, whilst the

colour is rich deep yellow.

The blooms last about a

fortnight in perfection, and
are very sweet-scented.

Native of Mexico.
Phajus gk.\ndifolics.—In

this plant we have a very

old iuhabitant of our gar-

dens ; it is a terrestrial plant,

growing about 3 feet high.

The leaves are broad, plicate,

and dark green ; tiower-

spike longer than the leaves,

erect, and many-flowered

;

the blooms are large, and
curiously mottled with red-

dish brown and white. They
are produced early iu spring,

and remain long iu full

beauty. It comes from
China, where it is a culti-

vated plant. — ExcEETo
Ceede.

ODcidium mcurvTiiii {Dot. Mnp.),

Hekefoedshiee (West of

England) Rose Show.—In
our advertising columns will

be found a notice of this

Show, which will be held iu

the Shire Hall, Hereford, on
Tuesday, July 8lh. If the

sample of Koses shown by

Mr. J. Cranston at Bath on
June 24th and 26th may be taken as a type of what Hereford-

shire can produce this year, the Show should be an exception-

ally good one and a treat to aU rosarians. It certainly deserves

all encouragement, as it is one of the few instances where a

district show has been carried on with merely the Rose (the

queen of flowers) as the object of attraction. Wo have rarely

hitherto seen better Roses exhibited by amateurs than those

which on different occasions have been shown in the Shiro

Hall at Hereford ; and we especially noticed at the Rose Show
on the third day of the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition

at Bath, that the west-ot-Eugland amateurs—Mr. Camni, Mr.

Baker, Mr. Scott, and others, carried all before them. We
prophesy, therefore, that there will bo a more than ordinarily

good show.

BiniiiNonAsr Rose Snow.—I know that a great many of those

who have hitherto supported our Show will not do so again,
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unless the Committee go bick to the old times. The Show
must bs kept special, or it will utterly collapse, and more
common sense must be exercised in selecting tlie date. An
exhibition of Bases for the midlands in the middle of June is

simply an impossibility ; no Kose Show can or should be held

here earlier than the first week of July. Until this year our

Rose Show has been equal to anything achieved even in

London. I sincerely trust that the Committee will seriously

consider its present condition aud quality, and do something
to restore it to its old prestige.—Z. O., Birmingham.

WOBK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Immediately a crop is done with, either remove or dig it in.

la either case sprinkle the grouad with lime to destroy slugs,

but more abundantly in the latter than in the former case. In
all cases of earthing-up crops in dry weather give them a good
fioakiag with water previously. A few Mazagan Beans may yet
be put in, which will produce late in the season if the weather
prove favourable. Cape Broccoli and Grange's may now be
planted where the early Peas have been removed. The main
crop of the other sorts must be got-in as early as possible. If

the weather continue dry they will require an abundant supply
of water. Sow a little more Cabbage seed immediately, if the
sowing we recommended last month has failed. Another sow-
ing of Chervil should now be made for succession. Put in a few
cuttings of Cucumbers. Sow a little seed so as to have a few
plants to i)lant-out for a succession till Christmas. Continue
to pay every attention to those in frames ; they must have a
liberal supply of water twice a-week, and should be sprinkled
every afternoon. Continue to plant-out a few J^iuliee about once
a-fortnight to keep up a succession ; another sowing should be
made. The last principal sowing of Dwarf Kidtiei/ Beans should
now be made. Earth-up^the advancing crops. Those in flower
will be greatly benefited by a good watering. Those Leeks
sown in drills should be thinned to a foot apart in rich gi-ound

;

the thinnings will do to plant out. Make a sowing of Parsleij
so as to get strong plants by the winter. Earth-up aud stick
the advancing crops of Peas, water those that are in bearing. A
few more may yet be sown, which will come into bearing if the
autumn is favourable. Make a sowing of the various sorts of
Radishes. The Turnip-rooted, however, are generally preferred
at this season. Vegetable Marrow plants will require a pretty
liberal supply of water during the continuance of dry weather.
Stop the main shoots to cause them to throw out laterals.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Grape Vines against walls now require unremitting attention.

Train up young shoots from the lowerpart of the wall forbearing
nest year. Stop the bearing shoots at two joints above the fruit

;

remove all useless aud superfluous shoots. Wash wall trees to
free them from dirt aud insects. Thin the summer shoots of
Gooseberries aud Cui'rants. Protect fruit from birds. Haug up
bottles of sugar and beer to entice and catch wasps. Encourage
the growth of Strawberry runners. The packing of fruit to tie

sent to a distance is a very important matter, and one that is

deserving of more attention than is usually paid to it ; at least,

if I may judge from what I have lately seen, I do not think
it necessary to pack Grapes in bran, or Peaches in cotton, to
insure their safe carriage. The former can scarcely be freed
from the bran, and the cotton sticks to the skin of the latter,

which is with difljoulty removed. Experience leadsme to believe
that the best method of packing Grapes is to put a layer of moss
or dry short grass at the bottom of a shallow box, which is after-
wards covered with a sheet or two of silver paper; a layer of

Grapes is then placed iu, and over them a few more sheets of
paper and more moss, so as to keep them tightly packed when
the cover is on. Peaches and Nectarines should be wrapped up
separately in silver paper, and then packed in cotton, moss, or
dry short grass. If a box is to take more than one layer, a false
bottom should be placed between each one. The usual fault iu
packing is giving the fruit too much spring. The tighter they
can be packed in any soft material withont injury to the fruit
the less liable are they to sustain injury by carriage. The boxes
should afterwards be placed iu a liamper, which gives more
epring than they otherwise have.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Remove suckers frooJ" Roses, and clear the stems of wild

ehoots. Strong shoots of Chrysanthemumsmay now be layered
in pots to produce dwarf compact bushes. Those iu pots may
soon receive their final shift. Carnations and Picotees will
soon be in bloom ; let plants in pots be moved under an awning
like that used for Tulips. Here they may be arranged on a
raised platform or not, according to taste. Picotees may be
grouped on ono side aud Carnations on the other, taking care
that the tallest plants are behind, and at the same time contrast-
ing the colours as much as possible. Pipings may be put iu on
a slight hotbeS ; layering may also now or very soon be pro-

ceeded with. Much of next year's success depends on this

matter. All seedlings should be marked, noticing their various
properties as to form, colour, substance, &c. Ranunculuses
may be taken up as soon as the fohage has turned yellow, for

should wet weather ensue they might emit fresh fibres, and if

taken up then they are likely to be worthless.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
There is a scarcity of flowers generally in the conservatory

now. The usual routine of training the climbers and keeping
the other plants in order, together with neatness, is all that is

immediately wanted, but keep a good eye to your winter stock.

Camellias that have formed their flower-buds maynowbepotted;
those of them that are to flower early should be kept in-doors
all summer, but the spring-flowering ones may be turned out
soon. Attend to Violets and Chrysanthemums. The China
Rose, called Cramoisie Supi'rieure, is the best of them all for

winter forcing, and takes the place of the old Sauguinea in the
bouquets at Christmas. Anue Boleyn Piuks for forcing ought to

be now in a forward state, and if they show symptoms of flower-
ing, pinch off the stems as they appear. In short, this is just

the time to attend diUgently to such plants as will flower from
October to May. .\\\ but the very best specimens are now re-

moved from the greenhouse ; you will have room to introduce
annuals, planting three or four of them in large pots ; with a
little care they will come in useful for the conservatory.

STOVE.
If you imagine tliat any of your established stove plants will

require another sliiffc this summer, let it be done soon, but avoid
shifting large specimens so late if you can ; rather encourage
them with a little liquid manure occasionally. Your young
plants may be potted as they require it for the next two months.
Do not neglect to make cuttings of .Tusticias, Clerodendrons,
and such useful plants early in .July for flowering next year;
these will form beautiful plants before the end of October.
Pentas carnea belongs to this chass ; it is a very useful plant in

winter, and may be had in flower all the year round. Air,
moisture, and cleanliness, as usual, are requisite.

PIT.S.

For growing a stock of young plants in summer no structures
are so good or economical as good pits. Place the pots on a
bed of sifted coal ashes, and if you can procure clean moss free
from slugs, &c., it is an excellent plan to place a thin layer of it

between the pots after it is well damped. You have thus a source
of constant moisture, which, passing up among the foliage, is

very beneficial to all plants iu summer, and they require less

shading when they aro-thus managed. The pits and frames
used for propagation must be kept shaded throughout the day

;

give little or no air; where bell-glasses are used, wipe them
occasionally. Cuttings of Roses and many Heaths may now be
put in with every prospect of success ; shade them aud keep
them moderately moist. Pay strict attention to young seedling
exotics. Continue to put in cuttings of all plants required which
can be propagated at this season

;
pot-off those cuttings that

are rooted.—W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OP THE L.\ST WEEK.
No rain, but a week of high winds, which have been very

injurious to vegetation by tearing-off aud lacerating the leaves
of tender plants. Such weather is also injurious in another
form, as it brings hordes of aphides into the garden. So much
is this the case, that many persons argue for spontaneous gene-
ration ; of course we believe in no such thing ; what we do be-
lieve is that certain states of the atmosphere are more favourable
to the increase of this pest than others, and the wind carries
them hither and thither until they find a suitable breeding-
ground. We ;had some hand-lights filled with plants perfectly
free from green fly ; they were carefully watched every day, ami
it was found that this pest was blown on to them very often from
some Roses about eighteen paces from the hand-lights—at leas t

there was no other apparent cause of their presence.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Notwithstanding the dry weather, the Peas are doing very

Well, and are continuing to bear abundantly ; it would be as welt
to note that the best early Pea for flavour is Laston's Alpha ;

and the best-looking pod, which fills very early, and is of a very
deep green colour, is William I. The later Marrow Peas are
coming in ; one of the very earUest and best is G. F. Wilson ; it

is very near to Veitch's Perfection, but comes in much earlier.

Celeri/.—We have been planting successioual crops of Celery
in trenches not so deep as usual. We have much difticulty to

keep Celery from rotting in the winter, be we never so care-
ful iu earthing-up ; whether it is the climate or soil we know-
not, but all sorts are alike ; cocoa-nut fibre I'efnse was tried, but
we did not succeed with this, and only tried it once. Lettuces
and other small salads are grown on the ridge between tlie

trenches. After this Cauliflowers will not succeed with us ;

they become club-rooted, aud have never yet been worth the
ground .and labour bestowed upon them. We beat the gardeners
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who have clay soils vrith early regetables, tut for late Bummer
crops we have no chance against them.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
'' Pine Soitses.—Except to attend to ventilation, only one matter
requires to be mentioned; it is apparently a small one, but iu
reality it is not so. Under the back -wall is a staging for plants,
and occasionally specimens are taken out of the plant stove and
placed here, and notwithstanding the utmost precautions being
taken to keep them free from mealy bug, this pest has ou two
occaeions appeared on the Pines. As soon as it was observed,
the plants infested were taken out and destroyed. We had to
adopt the same radical cure on a plant last week. The only way
to keep dear of the enemy will be to confine the stove plants in
the house devoted to them. On one other occasion we had
Bome trouble with its appearing iu the" early vinery, the bunch
or two affected were removed, and the others carefully watched
for its re- appearance. This hint may act as a caution to others.
There are few plant stoves free from this mealy rascal, and
when the house is too full of plants it is better to throw
them away than it is to risk spreading the enemy in Vine and
Pine houses.

Vineries.—In the early houses little or no attention is re-

quired ; the houses are looked over once a-week or so, and any
decayed berries removed from the bunches. When the berries
showed signs of shrivelling we gave the roots a very moderate
application of water. In late houses, except damping the
borders and paths twice a-day to produce a moist atmosphere,
and pinching-back all growing shoots where the houses are
already well furnished with leaves, our work for the season is

pretty well over until the crops be gathered.

ORCHARD HOUSE.
As there are now plenty of excellent Stratoherries to be

gathered out of doors, there is no need to trouble iu watering those
jn pots, although British Queen, La Constante, and Frogmore
Late Pine are just ripe. Owing to a press of other matters the
Strawberries in pots were not watched so carefully as they ought
to have been, and the berries in an early stage of their develop-
ment were attacked by mildew ; the weather being favour-
able to its spread it increased with singular rapidity. On its

first appearance a dusting with sulphur would have arrested its

growth, and the warm pipes painted with sulphur would have
eflfectually cleared the plants. This was not done, and the re-

sult was that much fine fruit was spoiled. Some of the varieties
are much more liable to be attacked than others—Amateur the
most, and La Constante the least. A head gardener should
be Argus-eyed to notice everything himself. The young gar-
deners who have the charge of departments ought to be specially
watchful for the first appearance of any enemy—insect, fungus,
parasite, or otherwise, and lose not an instant in having it con-
quered.
Peach and Nectarine frees in pots require much attention.

"We have surface-dressed, and the fresh rootlets are ramifying
into the rich material; fresh dressings will be applied as the
others disappear. The growing shoots are stopped as often as
they require it.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Our garden is not a large one, nor is the accommodation for

bedding plants extensive ; but if there is one thing in which we
take a pride more than another, it is to see the flower-beds well
filled early in the season. They are now a mass of bloom, and
being filled with continuous-flowering plants they will remain
so until the end of the season. Many of the beds had been
pre\-iously planted with spring-flowering plants, and the way the
Hyacinth and Tulip beds are managed is this : When the bulbs
are planted the beds are first deeply trenched and plenty of

manure added, so that the ground is in good condition at the
time the bedding plants are put out. Listead of lifting the
bulbs, the plants are planted amongst them without removing
the leaves and stalks. These, as far as our observation has yet
gone, afford some slight protection from frost and winds ; when
they decaj' they are removed. Next season the same bulbs will
give a good display of flowers without being removed, and when
they are done flowering will be lifted and planted out in a spare
piece of ground, or given away amongst the cottagers. By this
plan we only require to purchase imported bulbs once in two
years.

We have been cutting the grass edgings, and hoeing and
TPecdin^ all beds and borders. All Roses over-blown and faded
are picked-ofi, removing the seed-vessels at the same time. All
suckers are removed with a sharp spud.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many queations must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (12. 0. T.).—In addition to those yon have thero aro tbo Rev. P, E.
Hole's "B«ok about Roues," Mr. W. Paul's "Rose Garden," with coloured
ilugtrations, and the Rev. R. W. Thomsoa's '* iVmateur's Rosariam."

Elms Injcrkd by Supponxa (3f. ^.).—Loosen the bands that have injured
the boric, and smear over the woonda a thick mixture oi cow duu^;, clay, and

water. Support each tree by a hoop bound round with straw to prevent the
bark beinp chafed, and have three wires attache I ou tliroe opposite points of
the hoop, and fastened to stakes driven into the ground at about 3 feet fi-om
the tree stem.

Japanese Honeysuckle (Alice).—It very commonly blooms iu England.
You oi-e correct in naming Geranium lucidum, but we cannot identify the
other from the specimen enclosed.

LiQciD MANunE FOR WiNEOw PLANTS {W. iT. I..).—Guano 1 oz. to the
gallon of water, thoroughly dissolved and Btralfced belore use, applying it at
every alternate watering.

Softening Hard Water (Idem).—Place it in an open tub or cistern
exposed to the sun for a few days, and it will lose much of its hai'duess.

Training and Prcnin'G Clematis Standishii iF. R. O.).—It may be
pegged down so as to form a bed quite as well as C. Jackmanni. Both should
bo pruned early in spring just when the buds ai'o Bwelling. Cut-out the old,
and leave the young shoots of last year.

Cactus speciosissimus Pruning (Fidget).—We do not see what you want
in pruning this plant as you propose. Leave it as it is. and put in neat stakes
so as to bring it into form. No pruning ia needed beyond cutting out, im-
mediately after flowering, the old stems close to the point whence they pro-
ceed. Let the plant grow and tlower.

Vine in Greenhouse (Z(/t'»t).—The shoots that come from the bases of
the leaves are laterals ; they should be repeatedly pinched to one leaf as they
grow. Stop the canes when they reach tho top of the house. The wires
should be 15 inches or 16 inches fi-om the glass, and the Vines ought to ha
trained in the same way as the rafters run. The rods or canes iu a green-
house should be trained 3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet apart, so as not shade the
plants too much. One Vine with three canes will be suflicient for youi- house
Destroying Aphis in Conservatory iStaincli[f'i:).—Tho only means we

know, without resorting to fumigation with tobacco, or using tobacco water
or other solution liiely to cause coloration, is to dust the plants with tobacco
powder, but as that has to be syringed off it will leave its mark. Oui- corre-
spondent has been told that some decoctiou in which quassia forms a part,
has been found useful. We should be obliged by particulai'S of a solution
that will destroy aphis and not discolour the woodwork, &[;.

Melons ^^Ta Fruit Flowers only (Hard Times).—Your Melons must
be very vigorous, in which state alone we have known them produce female
flowers only, or but few males. Could you not bring male flowers from other
plants, or those of a neighbour whei'ewith to impregnate your female flowers ?
It is not necessary that they should be of tho same kind or plant, only it will
not do to save seed from them unless they are impregnated with the same kind.
We should secure the male flowers from some friend or neighbom''s plant to-

insure fertilisation. Your treatment, so fai- as we have it ex^dained to us, is

right. Give a little more air and keep rather dry whilst the fruit is setting.

Barren Strawberry Plants (F. C. H.)—We do not know of any means
of distinguishing the baiTcn from the fertile plants. The method we adopt
is to take runners from plants that have fruited, and from none other. We
have not any ban-en plants, bat some go blind. Why not remove the ban-en
plants now ? They only impoverish the ground, and the unfruitful are grosser
feeders than the fruitful.

Peach Trees Out of Doors Shedding Leates (T. J.).—We think the
leaves are shed from the cold and the effects of an attack of insects. The
mulching with half-rotten manm-e and giving a good watering will do good if

your trees are not vigorous. If they are very vigorous the mauoie would be
injurious. The mulching of straw only prevents evaporation from the soil,

which in seasons like the present is not gi-eat.

Cauliflowers Destroyed by Grubs (Euphorbia).—There ia no specific
against club or ambury. Probably the beat remedy is to dress with gas lime
at the rate of twelve bushels per acre, pointing it in with a fork before plant-
ing. A good di-essiug of soot, also lime and salt, is good. Of the last uso
twenty bushels per acre, s.nd of soot enough to moke the surface quite black,
pointing-in before planting. Apply the salt as a dressing to the surface.
Before planting dip the stems and roots in a composition formed of soot,

lime, and cowdung in equal parts brought to the consistency of thin paint.
The best preventive is to plant in ground not recently cropped with any of
the Cabbage tribe.

Hdbshee Grape (J. Lovell).—Wo remember tho Grape well—the Httbskee
uiiffooi: It :s our Black Muscadine, and may be obtained in most Englisli
um-series. We will keep iu mind your request about the back volumes.

Grapes Failing when Colouring (C. F.).—Yoiu- account is not very
clear, but we think your Grapes must be badly mildewed. Such attacks ai-e

very rapid and often unexpected, and the remedy or prevention diflicult. We
have checked the evil at times by sulphur applied to the pipes on a dull day, a
brisk fire being kept up both then and at night, so as to fill the house with a,

strong sulphurous vapour, but not by any means to burn the sulphur, as that
destroys the foliage. Even tho milder emanations from dry sulphur alono
plentifully scattered over the house will sometimes check this pest. In dull
seasons like the present it is advisable to sulphur as a precautionary measure,
as it unfortunately pomctimes happens that tho too liberal use of sulphur on
pipes or flues, heated so as to give off a strong vapour unpleasant to breathe,
is hurtful to the stalks that support the benies, and shanking takes place.

Considerable caution is required in using sulphur, but if the case is very bad
its use is indispensable, and we know of no other remedy. It may be some
consolation for you to know that mildew has been very prevalent this season, and
many promising crops of Grapes have fallen a prey to it. Of course we know
that mildew is a fungus which attacks the berry, generally ou one side ; and the
part that is attacked is so injured that its furtherRrowth is prevented and the
beiTy continuing to swell, the skin, not yielding to the expansion, cracks, and
decay sets in. If, therefore, you have not already tried sulphur, do so at

once. It may, perhaps, be of some service ; but we fear if the disease has run
some days it will be of little avail.

Strawberries (Subscriber).—The varieties ore bo numerous, so nearly
alike, and are so liable to damage during their carriage, that wo cannot under-
take to name them.

Espalier Pear and Plum Trees not Fruitful (Bird's-c!/r).~Wo be-

lieve the crops are only indifferent in the districts wliero these fruits aro

extensively grown to supply the London ond other markets, although Apples
and the small fruits aro plentiiul enough ; but if it has always been so in

former years, then there must be something wrong. We have more faith in

the htason and situation influencing tho crop than any particular mode of
pruning either tho tops or roots ; but the latter operation would seem the more
necessary in your case, as you say the trees make long rampant shoots which
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are destitute of fi-nit buds. It is not of much use to shorten them at present,
'

as doing bo would cause the production of a host of laterals. But some time
in July, when the shoots are partially ripened at their base, they may be
stopped, or rather one-half their length should be cut away, first tyiug-in what
new wood is wanted. AVbea tlie wood is souu-wbat further advaoi-ed it may
be still further shortenod-in. In winter the trees may be root-pruned. Koot-
piTining is more necessai-y for an espulier or pyramid-trained tree than an
open standard, a«, the gi-owth beiiv; less fetterc-d in the latter, there is a just
balance kept up between top and bottom, which is not the case when the top
is severely pruned-in each aeasou. These means msy, perhaps, cause fxuit-
iulness, but if the soil or situation he unfavourable it is not so likely to be so.

We presume your ground is well drained, for a dry situation promotes fruit-
beariu^. Near to a manufacturing town, where ntixions vapours and other
impurities render a healthy vegetation nest to au impossibility, fruitfulnesa
in Pear and Plum trees is altogether out of the question.

Shows {W. liTorskalD.—'We cannot make out wliat you wish to know. The
shows of the Royal Horticuliural Society, Rciyal Botanic, and Crystal Palace
are advertis'cd ia our columns when approaching.

Maggots in Winter Onions (A Subscriber).—ThiB complaint is more
frequent amongst the spring-sown than the autumn Onions, but the evil is

the same in both. In some seasons and in some grounds it is very destructive.
The best remedy that we know is to give the bed a good watering with rather
strong soot water

—

i.e., water in which soot has remained some hours. The
strong acrid taste the water afterwards has is unpalatable to the maggots, or
kills them. Lime is sometimes used in a similar way. but it is not so effective.
But when the disease has run to some length remedial measures are of little
nse, as the evil is done. In soils where this disease is of frequent occun-ence,
it is thought good practice to dig-in a qnantityof soot before the seed is sown.
This, and a full exposiu-e of the soil to the frosts of winter, will usually insure
immunity from this pest.

Fungi {C. J. S.).—Your Fungi are both abnormal. That resembling fingers
IB an arrested growth of Lentinus lepidus ; and the Agaric is some species of
Pholiota very much drawn up, from its pecuhar habitat near the rain-water
•istern. Neither is admissible for the table.

Casiera (Anxious Leavjier).—We cannot give you the information, and the
gentleman who wrote on the subject ia dead.

Asparagus Self-sown—Sowing Seed irrsux Planting fHerbert).—It i^
desirable to strip-off the ben-ies at the time of clearing-off the haulm in
autumn, strew them on the bed, and then cover with manure, &c. ; but this
is only necessary when the beds are thin of plants. For well-furnished beds
it is quite unnecessary. In sowing seed to remain permanently, as compared
with planting one or two-year-old plants, we have a case in point. In 1871 we
sowed bods with seeds, and we planted others with one-year-old plants. The
seedlings were thinned out to 1 foot apart, and otherwise treated the same as
the transplanted plants. This ye ai- on the beds sown we have Aeoaragus tit

to cut, but on the planted beds it is very fai" from it. The planted beds are
iully a year behind the so n beds. Both are full of plants. The beds lor
sowing the seed are all well prepared as for planting.

Budding Roses (J. B. F.).—The shoots of the Briar in which the buds are
inserted should be shortened to about 1 foot above the bud if strong, to
9 inches if of medium vigour, and to 6 inches if weak.

Camellia Cuttings and Grafting (Irfrm).—The cuttings should be en-
tirely of this year's growth, and shoiild be 4 or 5 inches long or less, removing
the lower, but retaining two or three of the upper leaves. Pull them in July
or August when they a^-e ripo at the base. Grafting is best done in spring,
just before the plants begin to grow. The best Btncka are those of about the
aame thickness as the scion, a little larger rather than less. On an old plant
the scions should be placed on the side shoots rather than on the stem. All
growths at grafting should be stopped, so to cause the sap to flow into the
scions, for if shoots are left they would appropriate to themselves what should
be forced up to the scion. The scions should be of last year's wood, well
ripened.

Vine Leaves Browned [G. 5.).—The leaf you sent ub was infested with
red spider, the under side completely covered with the insects' webB. We
shoiild have the Vines thoroughly spinged twice daily, directing the water
•forcibly against the under sides of' the leaves. When the Grapes change
coloui- the syringing should be discontinued. Wo should also give the border
a good dressing of guano, making the soil quite yellow, and wash it in by
watering now and then when the Grapes are changing colour. The water
Used for syringing should be soft and clear.

Pegging-down Rose Shoots [C. B. .4.).—The shoots should not be finally
pegged down until they are ripe, or before antumn, as on their being well
ripened depends their surviving the winter. We presume that you mean the
earamer peg^inng, to take away the straggling appearance which would other-
wise be apparent. Commence to do this as soon as the shoots become firm
and will bend without " snapping." It is best done in dry hot weather. The
Strawberry, we think, is a small specimen of Keens' Seedling.

Destroying Woodlice (A. K).—The best way to destroy woodlice is to
place a little hay all round close to the wall or side of the Musliroom bed,
leavinc; the bed uncovered, and ou the removal of this in the morning they
will be congregated in the angle formed by the wall and side of the bed; ou
them pour boiling water. The hay, as removed, should be plunged in boil-
ing water. This repeated a few times will thin their numbers more than
anything we know, and applied with care need not destroy more than a very
small portion of the bed. It is about the only effective means where they
are very numerous.

Adiantum Capixlus-Veneris Culture (F. 77.1.—Grow it in well-drained
pots 6 or 7 inches in diameter, fillet with a compost of three parts sandy
fibrous peat, half a part fibrous loam, and half a part in equal proportions of
crocks, or pots broken small, and silver sand. Pot so that the ibizomes may
be only just covered with soil. Water as required to keep the soil always
moist, and sprinkle overhead twice daily in summer, then water abundantly,
but do not sudden the soil. Afford shade from bright sun. It will succeed in
a Bhady part of the groonhouso, and luxuriate in the stove, but out of doors
we have not found it succeed, though it may do so in wai-m sheltered spots.

Strawberries for Early Forcing (D. J.).~Ot the Strawberries you
enumerated—viz., Dr. Hogi.;. Sir Joseph Paxton, Oscar, President, and Sir C.
Napier, the best for eeriy forcing is Sir J. Paxton, aud after it President.

Figs NOT Ripening {Maria HevdnsonK—Your district is too cold to
xipen Figs away from a wall. By all means c«ver with glass, and if conve-
nient cover the roots with jjlasa, but under such circumstances they must be
artificially watered. The fruit would ripen better if the plant wore trained
to the wall. From what you say in your letter wo do not think it will be

necessai*y to renew the soil. An angle of -Id" will bo sufficient pitch for the
roof.

Scale on Peach Trees (JT. N. 0.).—The Peach branch you sent is in-

fested with the Vine scale 'Coccus Vitis), occasionally found on the Peach and
Nectarine. Isow that the trees are in leaf, the best remedy is to brush the
insects over with a strong solution of gum arabic, allowing it to remain on
for a week, and then wash off. Alter the leaves fall dress the trees with a
composition formed of B nzs. soft soap to a gaUon of tobacco liquid, adding
sulphur to bring it to the consistency of thin paint. Apply with a brush,
taking care not to dislocate the buds.

Dwarf Fruit Trees UNpROD'ucTrvE (Mrm).—The cause of the trees not
bearing well is no doubt in consequence of their making too much wood. We
should advise you to dig round them next November at a yard, less the width
of a spade, from the stem, work under the ball to the centre, and cut any
roots that may be going down the trench. ^Ve would till up again with the
soil taken from it, thoroughly mixiug with it an equal quantity of old mortar
rubbish. This will check the growth of tlie trees, and cause them to make
short-jointed wood, as well as to ripen it better. Let us know if you have
not fruit in a year or two. Be careful to leave the ball of soil to each tree un-
disturbed, only cutting-off the roots in the trench, and those that go do'wn

say at 18 inches from the sefciing-on of the roots.

Cuckoo- spittle (N. S. R.).—All its popular names refer either to th*
saliva-hke froth in which it buries itself; to its jumping powers when full

gi'own, for it is closely allied to the grasshopper ; or to its appearance at the
same time as ""he cuokoo. It is the Tettigonia spumaria of some entomo-
logists, and the Cercopis, Cicada, or Aphrophora spumaria of others. Its

larva enveloped in its froth is et-pecially prevalent upon the young shoots of

the White Thorn or Quick ; hut it also infests the stems of Pinks, Carnations,
Lilacs, aud many other plants. If the froth be removed, one and sometimes
two small, pale green, apbis-iike insects are detected. These are the larva or

young of the Froth-flj', and appeal' like the figure marked c in the annexed

woodcut, b representing the froth it emits. By means of its sharp rostmm
or beak it extracts the sap of the plant, and voids it as an excrement in the
frothy form which is its characteristic. About tlie end of July it sheds its

skin, leaving it in the froth, and comes forth the perfect insect, as repre-
sented by the figure marked a, which magnified, and in another attitude.is

represented in our second woodcut. About the beginning of August the

males and females may be found in pairs numerously on the plants they fre
quont. They are of a dii'ty white colom-, thickly dotted and clothed with
short hairs; head broad and bluntly triangular, with black lines down its

centre and sides ; eyes, one ou each side, near the base of the head ; rostrum
long, bent underneath its body when not in use ; anteunffl ending in a fine
bristle; thorax and shield (scutellum) adjoirfing the back of the head, brown-
ish. The wing-cases are brown, mottled with ochre, with four whitish
patches on the mai-gin ; the under wings are transparent and iridescent.
The legs, six in number, short, but two hind-legs longest, and formed for
leaping. It is not ascertained where the eggs of this insect are deposited,
but probably on the stems of the plants on the shoots of which the larv®
feed. It appears, however, that they can travel after hatching, for seedlings
aud plants raised from root-cuttings are often affected. Wo know of no Better
plan for destroying the insect than drawing the affected shoots between the
fingers, and then dipping these into a bowl of water after each grasp. In the
case of Carn:ilion stems and other flowers requiring more tender treatment,
all the froth may be taken from the insect by means of a piece of sponge,
and itself then icmoved by a eamers-hair brush. It is probable that dusting
each froth with Scotch snuff would destroy the insects.

Manuiie for Straavrerries (^ma/i'iic.— It is not good practice to have
StrawbeiTies on the same piece of ground twice without a change of crop.
We should not be at the trouble to remove the old plants and runners, but
would trench thrm in, placing them at the bottom of the trench along with
the first spit. On this give a good dressing of hotbed, stable, or fai'myard
manm*e, and then place the bottom spit ou the dung, so that your ground Tvill

be trenched two spits deep, and the manure will be between the bottom and
top spit. We should go further and give a dressing of well-decayed manure
on the surface, and fork it in before planting. We have no doubt you would
succeed better were you to give the plants a change of ground.

Tan around Currant and Gooseberry Bushes (Llim).—We should
remove the tan in the autumn, and give a good dressing of manure. The
tan dug-in is apt to foster fungns in the soil, especially the rougher portions.
That reduced t.) suil need not be removed.

Names oi* Plants (Remln-).—We cannot name florists' varieties. There
are legions ol Beiionias. (J. ^F.).—If you send a specimen in tlowor we will

endeavour to name it. (Euphorbia).—The leaf with its tendrils is, we think,
Ampelopsis hederacoa {quinquefolia). Virginian Creeper, and the frond of
Fern probably that of Adiantum sefculosum, but we cannot be certain from
such small fragments.
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POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OEEOIOOLE.

DONCASTER POULTRY SHOW.
The anonal Show of the Doncaster Agricultiiral Society was

held on Jnne 26th aud 27th. The park in which the Meeting
took place is within easy reach of the station, aud is well adapted
for such a purpose. The poultry and Pigeons, shown in Turner's
pens, were placed under a large tent, in which the light was un-
commonly good, and the birds seemed very comfortable. Three
silver cups were otfered for poultry, one being for Game, one
for Bantams, and the other tor Any other variety. As no cup
was offered for Pigeons, the entries were not so numerous as in
the first-named section.
There were five classes for Game, and the birds were unusu-

ally good for the time of year. The first class was for single
cocks, and the prizes were awarded to Brown Red, Duckwiug,
and Black-breasted Red, all three being capital in shape and
Bound in hand. In Black Reds the birds were mostly out of
feather, but the cock in the tirst-prize pen was in high order though
badly matched. The hen was rather large and broody, though
otherwise good. Brown Reds were a grand class, the compe-
tition being close ; and the cup was awarded here to a perfect
pair of close.feathered birds. Duckwings, with the exception of
the first and second-prize pens, were not good as regards the
cocks, but the hens to which they were matched were very good
in colour. Game any other variety were all Piles, most of the
best birds being much out of feather. The prizes were awarded
more to quality for Game purposes than feather, and in this
respect the birds would compare favourably with the rest of the
Game classes. Of Dorkint/s the Silver-Grey were large and
very good in colour, but the Dark Greys were more particularly
good in feet and size rather than colour. In Spanish there
were four pens, all of which -were good, aud, with the excep-
tion of the first-prize pen, great difficulty was felt in award-
ing the prizes, so close was the contest, and the cup for their
section was awarded here. Cochlna were more numerous, but
with the exception of the three winning pens, which were all
BuSs, were not in good order. Brahmas (Dark), were a large
class and the quaUty very high, the shape and size of some of
the hens being very striking, as also the lacing on the plumage

.

Light Brahmas were but poor in all respects. Silv^r-spangied
Hamburgha were all good and the prizes keenly contested, the
first-prize pen being very eveu in spangling, though the second
contained a splendid hen. Silver-pencilled were good iu point
of marking and plumage, and also very neat and good in style.
Gold spangled were a very bright lot, the shade of light being
exactly smted to the variety, aud showing off the birds to great
advantage. Gold-pencilled were failing in colour and getting
somewhat shabby, though iu point of quality the birds were
good, althongh the second-prize cock was somewhat darker than
it is advisable to breed them. In Black Hamburghs were but
three pens, but these were all very good, the first-prize pen
taking precedence on account of brilliancy of plumage only.
Poland^ were all Golden and of fair quality, and in nice plumage.
Of Bantams there were not heavy entries, and, with the excep-
tion of the winners, there were no good birds shown. In single
cocks the winners were Black-breasted Red, and the cup for
the section was won by the first-prize bird, which in oui' opinion
is the embodiment of quaUty as a Black Red Game fowl, aud it

is to be regretted there are no such birds of this colour among
large Game fowls at the shows this season. The second was a
fair kind of bird, bat large in body and wing, and thin iu chest
and shoulder. In the class for a Red cock aud heu of any ago,
the first-prize birds were very forward chickens in full feather,
in fact the second and third being adult birds which do not
require special notice. In the Variety class the first prize went
to Piles aud the second to Duckwings of fair quality. Black
Bantams were a nice lot and in good feather, and, there being
a class for Whites, six entries were the result, the winners
being good specimens.

Turkcija aud Gee$r did not show to advantage on account of
the loss of plumage, but they were very large ; and in the latter,
Toulouse were first and White Embden second. Aylesbury
Ducks were a good lot, although failing in feather to a great
extent, but size and quaUty of bill were extremely good.
Pigeons came next, and in Carriers and Tumblers there was

only one entry in each class, but the birds were worthy of high
competition. Pouters had two pairs of Whites, aud both good.
In Owls a pretty pair of foreign Whites were first, aud a very
good pair of Blue English second. Except the first in Barbs,
the otberB were very poor. Jacobins, all Red, were very good
and in nice order. Trumpeters had but one good pen, these
being of the newly imported variety ; and Nuns only one pair,
which was Tery good. Dragoons were fair birds and all Blues

;

and in Antwerps all were Dans and very good. The first-prize
Magpies were Red and the second Yellow, the former pair being
almost perfect iu colour. In the Variety class the first-prize

birds w?re Buff Isnbeln and the second Ice Pigeons, both pairs
being all that can be desired ; in h'antails ouly the first-prize
pair were noteworthy, but they were perfect specimens. In the
Selling class Ice Pigeons won both prizes, aud both pairs were
extremely good and cheap. ,

Gam«.— Cocfc.— 1. C. W. Brierley, MiJdlpton. 2. F. f alca A Beutlpy, Crowle.
8. C. Chalonur, Whitwell. c, T. MaBon. Luncuster. DUick-hn-a^tcd licde.—l, c.
Chaloncr. 2. T. bottomiey, i>hi;lf. 8 una he, T. Wood, Scofton. Brown and
otkt-r Htda. faccept Black-breiisted.—l, C. W. Brierley. 2, T. Maaou. 8, i\ Sales
an'l BfUtley. c. C Clial"nt r.

Gaue—Duckwings and other Orrys aHrf Blurs.—t,C. ChaUtntir. 2, E. Wiu-
wootl, Wori-enttr. 3, F. SaloB iv Berniey. Any other i-arirtij.—i.C.Vf.BTicvley.
2, H. C. & W, J. Mason, Drighlingtun. y, K. VValiicr, tiouicrbul. c, F. Sales aud
Bent'py.
DonKltiOs.—Silver-Grey.— I, J. Robinaon, Garstanjr. 2. W. Roe, Newark. S. O.

E. Creshwell, Bagehot. Any vaiiety ~1. J. Newall. Yora. 2, W. Harvey, Shef-
heW. S.J Robinson, c, W. G. LyalBy. Bnwlry Hall.
Spanish.— 1 and Cop, J. Powell, Briidford. 2, nureh .St Boulter, Sheffield,

S, J Bou-tun, Bristol, t'/ic. E. Brown. Sb.ffleld.
Cocuixa —1, T. F. Ansdell. Cowky Muuiii. St. Helena. 2, W. Harvey. 3, H. C.

and W. J. MaH"n, Drighiinyton. /ir, W Wluteii-y. Clough.
Brahmas — iirtrfc.— 2, J. F'. Smith, shettield. 3, H. Lacv, Uebden Bridge, c. Dr.

Holmes. C'hestertteld ; H. BeHou, Bii.ulev: H. Lacy, "iiolit.—1, W. Whiteley.
2, H. Belilon. S. Rev. H. W. Hntton, Lincoln.
HAMDrRGHs.—SKt'er-spanyl^-^— 1 and 8, H. Beldon. 2. J. Robinson, he, J,

Robinson; Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom. Silvtr-ptnciUed.—l,i. KobijlBon.
2 and 3. H. Beldon.
Ukhiv.VhGUs.—Qolden-f^angled.—\ and 3. H. Beldon. 2, .T. FobinBon. he. Burch

aud Houiter. Go/rftK-jJtftci/, Cfi — I and 3, H. Beldon. a, J. Robinson. £iac&.—
1, J. Robinson. 2 and 3, H. Beldon.
PoLANDB.— 1 and 3, W. Harvey. 2, J. Robinson.
Bantams.—(?«7nc.—Cocfc,—l and Cup. W. F. EntwiBtle.'Weeffleld, Bradford,

2, F. Steele, Slump Crogs, Halifax. 3, R. Crabtree, London. Blaek-breasted and
of/ier /;('(/«.- 1, W, F. Eutwis'e. 2. F. Sales &Bentiey. S,F.bteele. /tc, S.Smith,
Halifax, c, W. W. Dunhill. Doncaster.
Bantams.- GaiHtr —jHy i-rird/y.- 1, W. F. Entwistle. 2, C. Chaloner. 3, F,

Steele. Black —1. J. "VVaddington, Guiseley. 2, H. Beldon. 3, K. H .\Bbton.
Tl'li(7f.— 1, H. Beldon. 2. Kev. F. Tearle, Newmarket. 3. ti, Palfreyman. jun.
TcaKEYs.— 1, Lady Hawke, Wormsley Park. 2, B. H. Brooksbank, Tickhill.

3, E. Radclifle.
TtvcKS.—Aylesbury.— \, J. P. Carver, Langthorpe. 2 and 3. .T. Walker, Rocli*

dale. /to. J. Robinson. ivo»f7i.~2. Lady Hawke. Any utlie} variety —1,^,^31^
he, V?. BinnB, Fudsey, Leeds. 8, C. W Brierley. c, G. Liddle, Uoncaster.
Geese —1 ana 2, .1. Walker. 3, Lady Hawke.
Selling Clas-*.-Cocfc and Hen, or Drake and Duck.-—1,3. Powell. 2, W.

Harvey. 3 E. .lohnson, Wath-upon-Dearne.
Extra Stock.— /tc, R. Knowlea.

PIGEONS.
Carriebb.-1, E. Brown, Sheffield.

PoDTKRS.— 1, W. Hurvey. 2, G. Sadler, Boroughbridge.
Tumblers.- 1, W, Harvey.
Owls.—1. H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, W. W. Fowler, Pontcfract, JiC, J,

Crosland, Wakefield.
Babbs.— 1. W. W. Fowler. 2. H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—1, W.Harvey. 2, J. E. Crofts, Blyth, Worksop, /ic, W. W. Fowler

H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.- I, W. Harvey. 2, J. C. ElwiB, Doncaster.
Nunb.- 1, W. Harvey.
Dragoons.—1, W. Harvey. 2, H. Y'ardley.
Antwerpb—1, J. Gardner, Preston. 2. J. Crosland. /iO, H. Y'ardlcy.
JIagpies.— 1 and 2, J. E. crofts, lie, W. Harvey.
Fantails —1, J. e. Loversid(ie, Newark. 2. W. W. Fowler.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Yardley. 2. W. Harvey, he, J. E. Crofts (2).

Selling Class.—1, W. Harvey. 2, J. E. Crofts, lie, W. W. Fowler.

Judges.—Mr. James Dixon, North Park, Bradford; Mr. E,
Hutton, Pudsey.

THE CHATTERIS POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
There cannot be a doubt that the entries made this year for the

Chatteris Show were considerably lessened in numbers by so
many other shows being held simultaneously; still, it was most
gratifying to find the majority of both poultry and Pigeons shown
were of unusual excellence. It proved to be a very largely
attended meeting, as the weather was not only fine, but the rail-

way companies, by liberal fares and special trains, aided the
success in no slight degree. The arrangements of the tent and
general fittings were excellent, and every attention was given to
the birds exhibited.
The entry of Dorkings was extraordinarily small, the best-

shown varieties being the Silvcr-Greys aud the White Dorkings,
As to tile Game fowls, they were iu quality much beyond those
to be met with at ordinary poultry shows, Messrs. Hall aud
Matthews exhibiting first-rate pens, though some of the birds
were about moulting, consequently were not in the best of show
trim. Cvchins comprised a few good Whites, and a pen of dark
Cinnamon-coloured that were worthy of favourable mention, but
most of the pens were matched badly. Some early Dark
Braltma chickens took the lead on the award list, pressed by
some adults that were entered by the same exhibitor. An extra-

ordinarily well-plumaged pen of Golden-spangled Hamburghs
were wiuners of the highest premium in their appointed class,

and also the extra prize as being the best peu of any variety of

poultry in the show-tent. The other extra prize, given to the
best pen shown by a local exhibitor, was secured by Creve-
Cceurs. Iu Hamburghs, also, tlie Silver-spangled aud Golden-
pencilled were the best kinds shown. Of Sjianish, not even a

single pen was entered—a quite uuc.t|)ected result, as heretofore

the competition has been good ; it appears, however, that this

breed is not constitutionally suitable tor the district, and they

are therefore not local favourites. French breeds were a fine

class, and the Game Bantams were very far beyond any hitherto

seen in this neighbourhood, nor were the Black JJantams less

worthy of the attention bestowed on them by visitors. The
Geese and Turkeys were very fine large birds, well shown too,

considering the lateness of the season.
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The entries for Pigeons comprised raany of the highest-class
birds generally met with; aud in the Pouters, three such good
pens of White very rarelymeet to dispute precedence, and these
birds being in very gay condition, this class did not lack ad-
mirers. Dragoons and Antwerps were strongly represented, and
were sent, as to cleanliness aud general condition, in perfect
order. Singularly enough, in a variety class for Pigeons, only
Blue Runts and Brunettes were entered, both, however, excel-
lent of their kind.
In a Sale class for Pigeons, Black Trumpeters of the foreign

type and good Red Barbs proved successful, several pens of very
sound-coloured Yellow Dragoons being shown. Considering
that Chatteris is not the most accessible district for a show of
this character, the Committee have every reason to be gratified
with its success ; the inhabitants generally having shown their
estimation by decorating the town with a profusion of evergreens
aud flowers.

Do'RKisos.~Coloured.~U K. W. Southwooti. Fakenhara. 2, No competition.
Any other variety.—l. Wren A Pa^re. Lowestoft. 2, O. E. CressweH, Ba^rahot.
Game.—B/(i;7: or Brown R'-iU —1 an.l 2. F. R. Hall. Cambridnre. 3, S. Matrhew,

Stowinarket. Any other variety.—\,)i.Md.i\\iev!. 2, F. R.Hall. 3, E.W, South-
wood.
Cochins.—Cm»amon or Buff.~l. H. Yardlev. Birmingham. 2, T. L. Nash,

Sproughton, Ipswich. 3, W. Mansfield, Cambridge. Am/ other varieti/.—\, R.
S, S. Woodgate. Pcmbury, Tunbrid^e Wells. 2, J. Taylor, Sutton. 3, A. S.
Ruaton, Chatteris.
Beahmss.—DaWc.—1 and 2. W. Mansfi-^M.
HAiiBURGHS.—GuW-spanfl/ftt.—land Special. L. Wren, Lowestoft. 2, With-

held. SUi^erspanoled.—l, J. B. Ely. Lowestoft. 2 Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley
Vicarage. S. H. U Piattin. Faltenham. Gold peiicilled.—l. G. Ashpole. Gar-
stang. 2, E. W. Sonthwood. Silver-jienclUcd.—i.G. Ashpole. 2, H. J. Gunnell.
Milton.
Fkench.—1, Special, and S. W. Cutlaclt. jun., Littleport (Creve-Cceurs and

<Houdan9.) 2, G. W. Hibt-ert. Hyde, c, G. Jona'< (Creve-Coeur).
Any othek Varietv.—1, T. Nash (Japanese SQIties). 2, W. Catlack, iun.

<Black Hamburshs). 3 O. E- Cresswell (Japanese Silkies).
CHos&itREED F'»R Tabltc Pokp .ses — 1, A. Markwell, Thetford. 2, W. S.

Ruston. Chatteris. 3. J. Frver, Chatteris.
Game Bantasis.-I and 2. W. B. Jeffries, Ipswich. 8, W. Adams, St. Clements.

Jic, F. R. Hall : E. W. Sniuhwood.
BASTAia^—Black or TT'/k^c.—I. C. Reei. Cambridge. 2. T. E. Thirtle. S, R.

H. Ashton. Any other varieti/.—l, Withheld. 2, J. Warth.
Selling Class.—Prize, W. iviansfi'^kl.
Ducss.—flout/i.-1. T. F. Upsher. Sutton. 2, F. Richardson, Chatteris.
Geesk.—1. J. N. VVaite, Yarmouth. 2, G. Batchelor, Chatteris. 3, A. Mark-

v/eU. Thetford.
Turkeys —1, E. Arnold. 2, G..Tanas.
Pheasants.—GoW.-Prize, R. Ruston. Silver.—Prize, R. Ruston.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, W. Minson, St. Ives. 2. H. Yardley.
Pouters.- I, H. Yardley. 2, W. Minson. he, R. Ashton; R. Ruston; L.

Walkin, Northampton.
Tumblers -1, U. Yardley. 2. R. Rnston.
Barbs.—1. H. Yardlpy. 2. 0. Norman Weaterfield. c, J. E. Seward.
Jacobins.— 1. O. E. Cresswell. 2. H Yardley.
Fantails.—1, J. F. Lovertiide 2, H. Yavdley.
ToEiBiTs.-l. R Ruston. 2, C. Reed, /(ff, H." Yardley. c, O. E. CressweU.
Dragoons.—I, H. Y-ird'fiv. 2, A. W. Wr^n.
Antwerps.- 1 and 2. H Yarrlicy. he and c. F. R. HaU.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Y'ardley. 2. J. Creek, Fen Ditton.
Selling Cuss—1, C. Normao. 2, H. Yardley. he, A. Baker; A. W. Wren.

«, W. H. James, jun.

The Judge was Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birming-
ham.

SPALDING POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on June 26th. The following awards were

made :

—

Dorkings.—1. J. White, Warlaby, North AUerton. 2. J. Stott, Healey, Roch-
<lale. 3, H. Beldou, Goitatock, Bingley. he, G. Ciarke.Long Sutton ; H. Ivimy,
Long Sutton.
Gi.^E.—Brown-hreasted Beds —I and Cup, 3. Matthew. Pfowmarkct. 2. J.

Jeken, Elrham. he. H. M. Julian, Hull. Blark-brea^ted Beds —1, S. Matthew.
2, C. Chaloner. Whitwell. he, J. F Hollinsworth ; H. Beldou. Any other
rariety.—l, E. Aykroyd, Leeds (Onekwing Game). 2, S. Matthew, he, H. 31.
Julian.
Cocmti^.—Cimiamon and B''ff.—1, Cup, and 2, Henry Lingwood. Barking,

Needham Market, he, T. Aspden. Any other varietu.~l, R. S. S. Woodgate.
2, T. A^p.ien (Partridiel.
Brahmas.—Drtc/v.- 1 and Cup. T. F. Ansdcll. 2. Horace Lingwood. Creetin?.

he. W. R Gara-r, Bourne. Lioht.—l. Horace Lingwood. 2, N. J. Ridley.
Spanish. -L H. Beldon 2. R Newbit. Epworth. c, Mrs. Tonkin. Bristol.
Mamuxjrgus.—Gold and Silver pencilled ~1 &ml 2. H. Beldon. Ac. J. Robin-

Bon, Garstang. Gohl aud lii'ver-itpangled.—l and Cap. G. & J. Duckworth.
Church. Lancashire. 2. H. Beldon. lie, G. & J. Duckworth; H. Beldon; J.
Wright: J. Robinson (2).

HouDANs.-1, G. W. Hibbert. 2, II. Feast, he, W. Dring, Faversham.
Polands —1 and Cup. H. Beldon. 2. (i. W. Boolhbv. Louth.
Any other Variety —I. N. J. Ridlev (La Fleclie). 2, W. Dring (CrOve-

Cceur). lie, J. J. Maiden. Biggleswade ; H. Feast.
Selling * lass.—1, R. Newbit. 2, W. Nottage, Northampton. 3, P. Hutch-
naon (Buff Cochin).
Ducks.—/fo«cH.—l. T. Wakefield, Golborne. 2, J. White. Aylesbury.—I.

Cup. and 2, J. Walker, Rochdale, he, W. Stonehouae; H. Feast. Ant/ other
variety.— \. H B. Smith, Brooklands, Hrouebton Preston. 2. J. J. "viald^^n
<Black East Indian), he, H. B. Smith; C. W. Biierley; H. Beldon: M. Leno
<Whistlin-).
Game Bkst.\-^3.—Brown-breasted Reds. — I, S. Beightnn, FamsQ^ld, South-

well. 2, R. Nowbit. he, G Garrod. Bladcbreasted Red^ —I tind. Cap, W. F.
Entwisle. 2. W. Adams, Ipswich, he, G. HaU. Any other vnnetn.-l, W. F.
Entwisle. 2, G. Hall, Kendal, he, E. Walton (Pile Game) ; W. Adams (Duck-
wing Game).
Bantams.—iJ/acfc-l and Cup. H. Beldon. 2. W. H. Shackolton, Bradford.

he, G. Clarke; C. Reed. Tr/ii(e.—1, H. Beldon. 2 and ha. Rev. F. Tearle.
Gazeley Vicarage, Niiwmarket. Any other variety.—1, II. B. Smith. 2, M.
Leno, Markyate Street. Dunstable, he. E. Walton.
Geese.-1, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 2, J. Walker.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—roun(7.—2JIrtcfe.—l, r. FuUon, London. 2, W. Massev, Spalding.

Dun.— I. W. Massey. 2, E. Hancock. Spalding. Blue or 8ilecr.—i, R. Fulton.
2. W. Massey.
Carriers.—UZrtCfc.—Cocfc.—l and Cup, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, R. Fulton.

vhc, R. Fulton : E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds, he, R. Blacklock. Sunderland;
R. Cant; R. Fulton; E. Horner, c, W. Massey, iTcvi.-l aud 2, R. Fulton.
vhe, E. Horuer.
Cauriers.—,4nj/ other colour.—Cock.—1, R. FuUon. 2 andkc, E. Horner.

Hen.—l. R. Fulton. 2, W. Magser. he. E. Horner.
Pouters—Cocfc.—LT. Rule. Durham, 2. E Horner, /ic. R. Fulton (2); E.

Horner. Hen.— I and 2. R. Fultm. he, R. Fulton ; E. Horuer.
TuMnhBRs.—.ilmond.—\, E. Horner. 2, H. Adams, Beverley, he. 3. Ford,

London; H. Adams. Bevcrlev : R, FuUon. Any otkrr vari-tii —\. H. Adams.
2, E. Horner, he. Mrs. Woodhouse, Lynn (2); R. Fulton (Mottled and Bald-
heads), c, J Ford.
BA.RB3.—Youn(f—Black.—l, T. H. Dows. Boston. 2. W. Massey. Any other

colour,—1, C. G. Cave Spalding. 2. G. Shrimpton, Lei^bton Buzzard.
Barb3.— If J. FieM'niT, juu., Kochdalc. 2 and he. R. Fulton.
Jacobi\'S.—1, K. Fulton 2, E. Horner, he, R, FuU'^n (2): E. Horner.
Fantails. — I. J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, W. H. Tomlinson. he, H.

Simpson; W. H. Tomlinson.
Tuumpeters.—1 aud oup, T. Rule. 2, R. Fulton, he, R. FuUon; E. Horner.
TuiiBiTS —I, E. Horner. 2, H. Yardley,
Owls.— I, J. Fielding, Jan. 2. E. Horner.
DaAGooNS.— 1. R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley-
Akv other VaRiExr —1. E. Horaer. 2, R. Fulton, he. H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—!. P. Hutchinson, Spaldiug {Black Ca.'-riers), 2, Mrs. H.

Simpson, Spalding (Black Barbs).
Selling Class.—1, J. Ford {Tatnblers). 2, P, HatcUiuson (Dun Carriers).

CAGE BIRDS.
Caxary.—1, L. Belk. Dewsbury. 2. C. Kniffht. he, C. Knight: L. Belk.
Linnet. Goldpinoh. or other Es-gmsb Finch.—1. 0. Knight (Bullfinch).

2. L. Belk (Goldfinch), he, E.Arnold, Winchester (Bullfinch) ; C. Koight (Gold-
finch).

Lark.—1, T. Hobster. Boston. 2. 1. E. Greenall. Spaliing.
Thrush.—1. R. Harrison, Spaldin?. 2, 1, E. Grepnall.
Blackbird.—I, W. J. Johnson, Boston. 2. R. D. Borne, Boston.
Parkot, PiRiQrjFLxro, L'^.iRv. OR OTHEK FofiEiGN BiRD. -1, G. Storr, Spald-

ing, 2, C. A Morris. Spalding (Parrot), he, Mrs. H. Pickworth ; J. R. Capps ;

T. Draper; J. Shepherd.
RABBITS.

Lop-eared.—B»c^-.—l, Cnp, and 2, F. Banks, London, he, A. H. Easten.
Doe.—l, F. Banks. 2, J. Hume, York, he, A. H, Easten (2) ; P. Banks.
Heaviest.— 1. J. Bowman, York. 2, J. Warner. Spalding, he, H. [''lowers.

SilvehGrev.— 1, S. Ball, Bradford, York, 2, E. a. Smith, Boston, he. E. P.
Sharpe ; A. Easten ; E. S. Smith.

.\.SV OTtTER VARIETi'. EXCEPT LoP-EARED AND SiLVER GRET.—1 and 2, S. G.
Hidson. Hull (\ngora and Himalavan). he. H. Burgess (Angora): A. H.
Easten (Black and VVhte Dutch); R. S. Rothwell. Rochdale : F. Banks.

SBi-LiNr, Class —1 S B ill (Himalavan). 2, E. Brummiit, Pinchbeck (Hima
layan). Ac, Mrs M. Wellbanl (Himalayan).

Judges.—Mr. E. Teebay, Fiilwood, Preston, Lancashire; Mr.
F. Esquilant, 4, Eilra Road, Brixton.

BOSTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st inst.

DoRKivGs.—1. -T. Robinson. 2, No competition.
CocHiN-9.—Zfiijf ~1, T. F. Ansde)]. 2, H. Lacy, he, T. Liveslev. Any other

variety.—1, W. Whiteley. 2, Rev. R. L. Story, he, J. Elgar. c, C. Wilson; W
Bcrridge.
BRAHaAS.—Li<7/ii.—1, P. Haines. 2, Rev. H. W. Button. Dark.-l, T. F.

Anadell. 2, H. Lacy.
Spanish.—BIflcfc.—l and Cup, J. Powell. 2. R. Newbitt.
HkmbvRGBS.—Gold-spangled or Pencilled.— 1. J. Robinson. 2, Rev. G. Skip-

worth. Silver-spangled or Pencilled.— I, J. Robioson. 2, R. Newbitt.
Game.—BZacfc or Brown-breasted Reds.—1 and Cup, — Hetcber. 2, H. E,

Martm. he, E- Bel' : E. Ayki'oyd. Any other variety.—1, E. Aykroyd. 2, H.
E. Martin, c, J. A. Brook>^.
Bantams -Gaw.—Black or Brown -breasted Reds.—I and 2. W. F. Entwisle.

/(•T. E.Bell; F. S. Ribiason ; W.Adams. Anu other rar/c;)/.- 1, Cup, atid 2, W.
F. Entwisle. he. T. E. Thirtle. c. R. H. Ashton ; H. Yardiey.
FRE-iCH-1. J. Robiuson. 2. W Dring. DisquaHjied. 11. S. S. Woodgate,
Any OTHER Yarietv. -1. G. W. Boothby. 2. J. Robinson.
Local Class —1, T. H. Dows. 2, C. Groom.
DccKS—Aylesbury.— I and Cup, J. Robinson. 2. W. F. Dunn. Roncn.—l,J.
W Duiding. 2, No competition. Any other variety.—1, H. Yardley, 2, No
competition.
Geese —1. S. M. Derry. 2. No competition.
Tdrkeys.—1, M. Kew. 2, W. Parkinson.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—B/af;fc.—Cocfc.—l. H Yardley. 2 and 3. R. Fulton, /ic, E. Horner.

Hen-land2, R. Fulton. 3. E. Horner.
Carriers.-D(ih.— Co.'fc —1. R. Fulton. 2. E. Horner. 3, Withheld. Hen.-

1 and Cup. R. Fulton 2, E. Horner. 9, S. Cbambers, jun.
Pouters.—1,R. Fulton. 2 azd 3, E. Horner. ha,R. Ashton; H. Pratt; R.

FuUon.
Tumblers.—.4/mo»(f.—l and 3. R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner, he, H. Yardley; E.

Horner. Anv other variety.—I. E. Homer. 2, R Fulton.
Barbs.-l.tup. and 3, R.Fulton. 2 and he, E. Homer, c, H. Y*ardley; T. H,

D »W3 ; G. C. Cave.
Turbits.—I and 3, E. Horaer, 2, R. Fnlton. he, H. Y'ardley.
Jacobins.—1, R. Fulton. 2. E. Homor. 3. W. Woodhouse. hc^ R. Newbitt.
Fantails.—1, 2. 3. and he, W. H. Tomlinson l^).

Dr\qoons.—1, E. Horner. 2. T. Chambers, jun. 3, R. Fnlton. Jic, H. Yardley.
Antwerps.—1, Cup, and c. H. Yardley. 2. C. F. Copeman. 3, E. Horner.
Any other Varietv.-I, R FuUon. 2 aud 3, E. Horner, he, G. C. Cave ; R,

Fulton ; J. Fieldnti. jun. (White Owl).
Selling Class.—1, H. Yardley. 2, T. H. Dows. S, J, Chambers, jun.

CAGE BIRDS,
Parrot.—Grf(/.—I, E. Ross. 2, Mrs. Clare he, W. Paley. Variegated.'-

1, Miss M. Dndson. 2, J. Scott, he. Mrs. Brazlinton (2).

Parrakeet or Lorry.—1, L. C. B Goodacre.
Canary.— 1. M. Crowden. 2. C. Knight, he. Miss E. Wright. Mulf.—l, T. H.

Dows. 2, J. W. Reader, he, J. Seward ; Mrs. Bailey.
Linnet, Goldvinch, or any othkr Enc.lish Finch.—land /ic, C. Knight

(Goldfinch and Bullfinch). 2. J. W, Dudding (Cloldfiacb).

Lark.—I, T. Hobster. 2, B. Dobson.
Thrush —1, M. Wright. 2. A, Byug. he, J. Brewer,
BLiCKBiRD.-1, W. A.Johnson, 2, K. D. Borne, he, J. S. .\tkin.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. E. Hewitt, Birmingham; Pigeons:
Mr. J. H. Ivimy, Long Sutton.

Newc-vstle-upox-Tyne Poultry, Pigeon, .\nd Can.vky Sho\v.

—Before issuing their prize list the Committee will be Rlad to

receive any suggestions from iutendiug exhibitors before their
next meeting, to be held in July, always provided that such
suggestions relative to extra classes be looked at in a pecuniary
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point of view. Mr. J. G. Dann, 2, Gloucester Terrace, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, is the Secretary.

DUCKS WITHOUT WATER.
A CORRE3POXDEXT of the American '* Country Gentleman "

say3—The question is often asked, Can Ducks be reared with
profit without the accommodation of a pond ? I answer. They
can. I have raised the Rouens two years without any water
except what was given to them. When young I used a common
pie-tin, and as they grew a milk-pan was placed in its stead,

thus saving any from being drowned. I have had good success,

seldom losing one.
Rouens, under ordinary circumstances, will be found as profit-

able as any variety, for the following reasons : First, the rapidity
with which the young Ducks grow. It is not uncommon to see
them in full feather and weighing 4 lbs. when eight or ten
weeks old, yielding very fine flesh for the table, which makes
them valuable for early market. Second, when full grown they
often weigh 9 to 10 lbs. each. Third, as egg-producers they rank
the best, laying in the fall a good number ot eggs. Then, with
a little cessation in midwinter, they recommence in spring,

when other varieties have only just begun. They make a nest
and are zealous of keeping it, avoiding the trouble of shutting
them up at night. I'ourth, the eggs are large and rich, making
them valuable for culinary purposes. Fifth, they are the most
determined stay-at-home birds imaginable, seldom if ever ram-
bling beyond sight of home, never troubling the neighbour's crops,

or keeping you travelling nights to bring them home. This
breed is highly esteemed by breeders for their size and delicions-
ness of flesh. It may be imagined from their large size, that
they must consume more food than our smaller varieties. On
the contrary, they are remarkable easy keepers, and require less

food than the common Duck.

[The above is perfecily correct as regards ducklings, but old
birds must have a swim and a depth of 18 inches at least in the
breeding season. It is because they are better without water
that we always advise rearing ducklings in a pigstye. "We have
never found Rouens very early layers, and 9 to 10 lbs. are the top
and an exceptional weight.—Ens.]

A HORNED CANARY.
At No. 30, Mill Street, Ludlow, Salop, a Canary may be seen

with horns. It is ten years old, yellow, a hen bird, fairly pro-
portioned. Sis months since, the owner noticed an excrescence
on the bUl, which gradually became a horn, and has attained the
length of five-sixteenths of an inch, inclines backward and a
little outward ; appears to be of the same material as the beak,
but is somewhat transparent and rather flat than round. Three
to four months since, the second horn began to appear, and is

now three-sixteenths of an inch in length. The first one appears
to have attained maturity, the second to be in progress. The
position of the horns is between the breathing orifices and
feather-growth, in a line with the eyes and the point of the biU.
The bird was, some time back, in bad health, as a child when
cutting teeth, but is now quite well and tunes better than in
any previous year. It is of average note-power.—S. R. J.

—

(English Mechanic.)

BEE SUPERSTITIONS.
Last August I purchased a swarm, for which I paid lOs. So

far as I could judge from my limited experience with bees, for
the first fortnight they appeared to be doing well, but one night,
about eight o'clock, I found they had deserted the hive, and
were on the ground in a cluster the size of a large plate. I
gently lifted the hive and placed it over the cluster. About ten
o'clock I found most of tbe bees had gone up into the hive,
which I then returned to its stand. For a short time the bees
appeared to work, but one day, thinking they appeared very
quiet, I lifted the hive, and discovered that it was quite empty
of bees. There were three nice pieces of empty comb. I think
the bees were teased by wasps. Our parishioners tell me that I

did two things wrong, and that in consequence my bees could
not thrive. One was to give money for them, which is always
unlucky ; the other was that I did not have them at the right
time of the year. I ought to have had them on old Christmas-
day. Is there anything in these ideas ? How had I better make
a fresh start, and what little handy-book would you recommend ?
What do you think of llr. Edwards's pamphlet, and the hive he
recommends?—A Clerovvan's Wire.

[The truth is that you were taken in ; we hope not, however,
by any one of your own parishioners, who might chuckle over
having " done the parson's wife." A swarm bought in August,
that had only three small pieces of comb built when it died, was
not worth halfa-crown. The bees could not get enough to live
on, and deserted their hive in the forlorn hope of falling into
better quarters. We can hardly suppose that you can give any
credence to the absurd superstitions of villagers respecting the

purchase of bees, or the time at which they ought to be procured.
The idea as to giving money being unlucky is not at all un-
common, though, perhaps, not so prevalent as it used to be

;

but the second idea advanced by your parishioners we have
never heard before.
Tour proper method of pi-ocedure is to pui'chase a swarm at

the end of May or very early in June, m.akiug an imperative
stipulation to have it brought to your garden on the day of
its swarmiug ; or to purchase a good strong established stock in
the autumn or early spring. If you wish to stock any of the im-
proved hives, you had better wait until next year, and on having
a swarm brought to you, knock out the bees the same evening,
and place your hive over them, lifting it up onto its stand as soon
as the bees seem to have gone up, either that night or very early
the next morning.
Probably our little publication, " Bee-keeping for the Many,"

which can be had at our office by sending five stamps, would
suit your purpose. We have but little acquaintance with the
pamphlet published by Mr. Edwards, and none whatever with
the hives he advocates.]

DEATH OF THE TRICK TERRIER BILL
JOHNSON—HIS FEATS.

There are no doubt hundreds of our readers who have seen
or heard of the famous trick terrier Bill, owned by Captain H.
W. Johnson, of this city. Bill was a great favourite wherever
he was known, on account of the remarkable feats which he
could jierform, and the wonderful intelligence he possessed. It
seemed at times that he had the reasoning faculties of a human
being instead of the brute instinct generally attributed to
canines. The animal died yesterday at Captain Johnson's
country residence, Yang-tse Villa, Stamford, Connecticut.
There are comparatively few men who are so well known in

New York as was this dog, and his death will be regretted by
all who have witnessed his performances. Only a few days ago
James Gordon Bennett, jun., of the Herald, offered a fabulous
sum for Bill, but Captain Johnson would not sell him at any
price, although he valued him at $10,000. He was almost as
great a traveller as his master, and had visited nearly every
quarter of the civilised, and some parts of the half-civilised

globe. In fact, Bill had a world-wide reputation.
While in China he delighted the "pig-tails," who regarded

his performances with wonder akin to awe. In Paris he attracted
universal attention wherever he went. Although his master
might have sold him to Barnum or other curiosity-hunters for

a fabulous sum, the animal was not to be disposed of for money.
Among the feats performed by this dog, was one never attempted
by any canine quadruped. He would stand upon one foot, and
balance himself on the nozzle of a champagne bottle.

Whenever his master entertained friends at dinner Bill was
always present. The dog would occupy a seat beside his master,
and when the wine had been passed round would place his fore

paw upon the cork, and hold it there, as much as to say, " Gentle-
men, you have had enough." While at sea, and when the vessel
was pitching about at a violent rate, Bill would balance himself
upon four champagne bottles, standing with a foot on the nozzle
of each. He could stand upon his fore or hind legs, and main-
tain his position steadily enough to have his photograph taken.
The feats of bringing articles for which he was sent, watching
his master's property, &c., were very common-place matters for

BiU.
Bill was ten years old, weighed 12 lbs, and was a full-blooded

black-and-tan. Captain Johnson purchased him when six

months old of Mr. Charles Kimball, now agent of Colonel
James Flak's line of steamers. Bill's cold corpse is now in the
hands of a skilful taxidermist.

—

(Poultry Bulletin.)

The HoinNG Pigeons at Southampton Show.—In your re-

port of the Hants and Berks Agricultural Society's poultry Show
at Southampton, you refer to the Homing Pigeons as a new and
interesting class, and state you will be curious to know the re-

sult of their flight. The birds from Reading all returned, and
flew a sweemtake race home from the showyard ; the conditions

of the race Pein ,', the birds to be caught and conveyed to the

club house for ilcntification. The result was as follows;—Mr.
C. H. Buckland's bird first; Mr. J. W. Barker's second; Mr.
J. Albury's jun., third ; my five birds taking two hours three

minutes to complete the journey, althougli they had flown

from Soutliampton railway station on tlio previous Friday in

one hour forty-two minutes.—J. W. Baiiker, Hon. Sec, Beading
Pigeon Society. ^__^

Fecundity' op the Tame Rabbit.—The Aigle ilu Midi states :

•' A farmer named Pinel, of Revel, in the department of the

Haute-Garonne, Franco, has lately commenced breeding Rabbits

on an extensive scale for consumption, and that he expects the

operation to be successful in a commercial point of view. In

the space of five months, from May last, ho, with fifty female
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and five male Rabbits, obtained 1300 youiif,', ami In- im-vv intends
to have 200 females. By allowing these latter to produce oijij

every two months, instead of every month, as they can do, he
calculates that he can procure 500 Rabbits a-month, or 0000
a-year. He has had constructed a large shed, 30 yards long by
20 w-ide and 40 feet high, and in it are 140 compartments, of
which ten are set ajjart for young Rabbits separated from their
dams, fourteen for the adults, twelve for the males, and the
rest for the doe Rabbits and other purposes. Piuel makes this
calculation : Out of 270 Rabbits born every month, the average
number of deaths is twelve, so that there remain for sale 2j8,
which can be disposed of for 12 cents each, making $.56.70, or
$681.12 a-year. This sum is increased to $931 by the sale of

the manure. The expense of producing 258 Rabbits is estimated
at $274, so that a clear profit remains of 8657. As Rabbits can
be fed in gi-eat part on the refuse of the farmhouse and farm-
yard, it is thought that they might in many localities be bred
to advantage."

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books (ApUiry).—"The Bee-keepers' Manual,"' you can have it free by

poet from our office if you enclose five postage stamps with yum- adtb'esa.
Chickens III and Dying (C. HoHj.—\We are at a loss to know why yoiir

chicken died. It seemed to have had all that waa necessary for health and
comfort, hut we do not think your feeding is as judicious as it might he.
Indian corn is not good for chickena. Change your diet. Give them ground
oata or barleymeol for the first meal in the morning; give them hread crumbe
and table scraps afterwai-da ; at mid-day then some whole barley, and wind up
with a fe^d like the looming. Discontinue wheat, Indian corn, and the
cooked meat. If the discharge continues, give a small teaspoonful of castor oil.

Brahma Chicken Dying Suddenly (J. E'i-hhs).—Where a well-fed and
healthy chicken (as yom-s was before it died) becomes suddenly ill, and dies
spite of remedy, we always attribute death to some poisonous food. We are
careful in hinting at anythJutr of the sort, because it opens a wide door, aud
causes au uneasy feeling which may have no real foundation. The chicken
arrived m a vei-y decomposed state, rendering all examination impossible.
Poisonous food may be picked up accidentally, without e\il act or feeling on
the part of anyone. Death may be the result of injury either to the head or
the .•^pine, and it is more than probable, as two were taken and the others
remain in health, that some such accident was the cause of death. The
evacuations from healthy birds should be brown and white. A few buds must
die, and we will hope these are the two, and that the others are going on
well. We aie always happy to answer any questions. Should you have any
more to ask about these chickens, give us more detailed information about
theii- feeding.

Plants Supposed to Injure Fowls (T. IT.).—The flower is hemlock;
the leaf is a feni, which is certainly harmless. The chickens may eat the hem-
lock, which may cause the mortality. There is nothing among the other
plants you name that would kill poulti^, and there is no reason why chickens
should always die in May, nor do we think they would eat hemlock.
Bone-dust for Fowls—Leg weakness (fi. E. if.).—We took the chemi-

cal part of your question to one who is learned in such matters. He said :

—

"The sulphm'ic acid will not harm the fowls; it is only added to convert the
phosphate of the bones into super-phosphate." Of course, wo said, how came
we to forget that? We feel more at home about Light Brahmas and leg-

weakness, and BO, instead of telling you where the crushed boue can he had
unadulterated, we teU you, you ought not to want it at all. We cry out con-
tinually to follow nature. We do it with our own birds, and we have do leg-

weakness or anything of the sort. Eschew all modern inventions, and try to
feed your fowls as Pheasants and Partridges feed in a state of nature. You
never see them with leg-weakness—au entirely modern disorder. They get
nothing that you canuot give. Avoid stimulating and spiced foods. If you
can get ground oats, give them, they possess all the material for bone; if you
cannot, give barleymeal. The husks of oats and barley contain chalk. Vary
the mid-day meal with bread—scraps from table and kitchen. Be sure that
weakness is not the result of inter-breeding, and consequent weak constitutions.
If it is, no feciliug will cure it.

Thorne Poultry Show.—In Silver-Grey Eabhita we oi'e informed that A-
H. Fasten took the lii-st, and S. Ball second.
Parrot Suffering from Sores (L.

M. S. P.).—The best treatment is to have
a sort of cradle made, such as one some-
times sees round the necks of horses
which have sore places. It should be
made of pieces of wood, each, about 2 in-
ches long; the wood to be round, like a
black-lead pencil, the ends rounded to pre-
vent their hurting the bird, and each strip
should have two holes made in it a little

way from each end, through which holes
a piece of string should be passed, hut a
knot must be tied on both eiden of each
piece of wood, so as to keep them from
shpping out of place. The accompanying
sketch will give a clear idea of what wo
mean. We would also recommend a very
small quantity of magnebia to be put into
the drinking water of the bird now and
then.

Wooden Hives (Wo/^a^/on).—If wood
is BO very tmsuitable a material for bee
hives, why is it eo largely used by Ameri-
can, German, aud English bee-keepers,
to say nothing of those of other countries
having, with those mentioned, every extreme of temperature ? We have, for
many years, had colonies in both wooden and straw hives, and have generally
found oui- strongest and most forward stocks in the spring to l>e in wood.
There is frequently more or less of moisture, which may collect on the under
side of the cover, but we have never found it to be very injurious, provided
the stocks are strong and well-provisioned, and that the lloor-boards are
changed or cleaned in the spring. There is no objection to your proposed
plan of boring four holes through each tide of your hoses, and covei-ing the

fthole with hay-bauds. Theno holes must not, however, be covered v;iih zinc
or the bees will soon t^how their appreciation of your eSorts to provide them
with ventilation, by effectually stopping up every hole in it. The best mode of
effecting your object is to liavo mats of straw, the bands of about 11 inch
thick, not too tightly twisted together, substituted in October for the "usual
wooden cover. They may be kept down by sUps of wood at the two sides of
each hive, projecting a Uttle beyond the cover, and tied with strong cord
passing under the floor-board.

Distilling Rose Water (A. 8. 2. ilf.).—Put 4 lbs. of rose petals into a
pan with three quarts of river water, and leave the mixture four-and-twenty
hours; then put it into the still, and distil from it as much odoriferous
water as you can. Take off the still, thi-ow away its contents, and rinse it
out well. After this fill it to two-thirds with fresh-gathered rose petals, oa
which pour the above drawn rose water ; distil thi.';, and when you h ftve pro-
cured as much good rose water as it will yield, let the fire go out gradually.
Do not continue the distillation until the petals scorch. To avoid this danger
the still may be plunged in a water bath, and the bath placed over the ^e.
A temperature between 200= and 212= will be enough for the distillation.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERYATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lafc. 51^ 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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S. Cytisus albud.

9. Lauras nobilia.

10. Acer Negundo voriegatum.

I

11. Philljrea latifolia.

12. Golden Queen Holly.

I
I'i. Betuia mcisa peudula.

Mixed evergreeeu and deciduous group with plants of bolder
type :—

8. .TiiQiperus chiuensig.
!>. Robmia Pseud-Acacia.

10. Picea Nordiuanniana.
11. Betulaalba.
12. Picea Piusapo.
lo. Picea pectinata.

1. Jnglans laciniata.

2. Garrya elliptioa.

D. Sambucus ai'genteo-variegata.

4. Ciipressus Lawsuniana.
o. Cratregus Osyacantha tiore-pleuo.

6. Ilex Aquifo ium.
7. Pyrus Jilalus floribunda.

There are two methods which may be followed in the culture
•of such mixtd groups and borders. The firtit is to plant the
shrubs so far apart that each may eventually be brought to its

fullest development of form and size ; and the other is to

plant more thickly, so that the growth of each shrub may
soon meet and become merged in that of the others near it

;

thus forming a picturesqsS- thicket, which, while it is iu some
degree ornamental, and is very suitable for certain positions,

notably where a thick low screen is required, yet has no fea-

tures of sufficient interest to attract more than a passing
glance. But when the tirst method is followed, the plants
individually and collectively are constantly growing in beauty
and interest. It is true that by planting sufficiently distant
to afford each shrub space for this full development, the bare
Hurface of the soil is exposed to view for a longer period than
is the cjise when a thicker system of planting is followed ; but
«ven this trifling objection may be overcome by filhng the
intermediate spaces with low-growing plants, to be gradually
removed as the growth or training of the permanent occupants
may require, taking care constantly to replace the exhausted
soil with that which is perfectly fresh and sound.

I have given the colours of the deciduous flowering group,
but refrain from descriptive notes of any of the kinds named,
as a future paper will be specially devoted to a subject of so
much importance.

—

Edward LncKHtjBST.

THE PEOVINCIAL SHOWS OP THE BOYAL
HOKTICULTUEzVL SOCIETY.

These annual meetings are so important to the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, and to the interests of horticulture generally,

that I venture to offer a few suggestions, based, as I think you
will testify, on experience, and calculated as I believe to assist

in promoting a more satisfactory state of things as regards the
harmonious working of the arrangements.
Most of the shortcomings and insufficient organisation

which almost yearly form subject of complaint in reference to

the management of the provincial shows, arise, as I believe,

from the want of a clear and definite understanding between
the Council of the Society and the Local Committee for the
time being as to what are their several duties and obligations.
I would therefore suggest the desirability of this doubt and un-
certainty being once for all removed, by the CouncU consider-
ing itself, as it is unquestionably regarded by outsiders, respon-
sible for all arrangements during the show week. It possesses,
or ought to possess, a staff of officers familiar with the re-

quirements and exigencies of these great shows : experience must
have taught them what plans work well, and in what respect
past shows have been deficient iu organisation ; it is pecuuiarly
and permanently interested iu the smooth working and success
of the arrangements. It is the Council, then, and not the local

committees that the horticultural public justly hold respon-
sible for defects and omissions, and it is the Council which is

iu duty bound to foresee and prevent them in future.

The local committee has its natural and proper duties, and
they are clearly defined in practice if not formally set forth in

any ofllcial document, and they consist chiefly in raising suffi-

cient funds to enable the issuing of a hberal and special schedule
of prizes complementary to that of the Society ; also in workmg-
up local interest in the show, the sale of admission tickets be-
forehand, and the adoption of such means as shall, as far as
possible, insure such a large attendance of visitors during the
continuance of the show as to raise a sum of money sufficient

to cover all expenses, and leave a handsome balance of profit

for the Society.

There are many other things which a good local committee
can, and doubtless will do. They can invariably give advice on
local circumstances of the utmost value to the Council, and
their opinion on such matters ought to be always sought and
carefully weighed; and they can frequently secure the support
and influence of imcortaut residents in their neighbourhood.

In the event of the local secretary being an energetic man of

business, and especially if he be an enthusiast in horticulture

and experienced in the details of show management, he can
render the Council invaluable assistance in numerous ways

;

but the more thoroughly he performs the duties of his office

the smaller will be the time at his disposal for anything else,

and he ought certainly not to be held responsible for those

general arrangements which it is the duty of the Council to

make, and which for the comfort and convenience of exhibitors

it is essential should be made. As, however, it frequently

happens that the local secretary is not experienced in the details

of show management, and can rarely or never be familiar with
the requirements of such extensive gatherings as the provincial

shows of the Royal Horticultural Society, 1 think it is toler-

ably clear that it is not either reasonable or judicious to trust

to him for such arrangements. The Council, then, with
its officers, must be the responsible body. Their accumulat-
ing stores of experience should render the annually recurring
work a less laborious and more successful one year by year.

With all diffidence I would offer for theh' consideration the
following suggestions :—

Fu-st, That the Council should appoint as an executive com-
mittee for the management of the provincial shows not less

than two of their body, who must be first-class men of business,

able and willing to do real work, with the addition, perhaps, of

the local secretary or some other member of the local com-
mittee selected for his fitness by that body ; these, aided by the

Assistant Secretary and the Superintendent of Shows, should
have full power to make the necessary arrangements, and should
be held responsible for all defects. This executive body ought
to take up its abode in the show town a few days before the

show, in order to make the members of it familiar with the

exact state of things and the condition of the arrangements

;

to see that all needful preparations have been mane, or, if not
already made, to make them. The details are so multifarious
and so varying from time to time that I will make no attempt
at specifying them. I will simply add that to defer going to

the show town to the day before the opening—and I know this

has been the case—is almost to insure unsatisfactory results.

Second. Among the arrangements I should consider the

following essential :— (a). To ascertain what lodgings, plain,

clean, and as inexpensive as possible, may be secured for ex-

hibitors and their assistants during the show week. Advertise-

ments in the local journals stating what is required would
generally elicit abundance of replies. From these a register

might be compiled whichj, with a map of the locality, should
be kept in the superintendent's office ready for reference on the
arrival of exhibitors, etc. (b). To provide (but of course not
to pay) for the horsing of exhibitors' vans. In to^vns where
there are two or more lines of railway this is extremely necessary.

The railway officials, if applied to soon enough, will invariably

find the necessary supply of horses, ifcc. But exhibitors ought
to know before leaving home that this has been done, (c). To
issue a programme of the arrangements, giving exhibitors, inter

alia, the names and addresses of the officials of the various
railways to whom they must give notice in order to ensure the
attendance of horses, &o. A copy of this programme should be
sent to every person who has entered to exhibit ; and it should
be inserted in all the horticultural journals issued in the week
preceding the show. The horticultural world would thus have
published to it what it always desires to know, whUe much
correspondence would be rendered needless, at the same time
that mistakes would be prevented.

Third. I commence a fresh paragraph with a suggestion
which I trust will receive due consideration. It is well known
that exhibitors and horticulturists, as a body, have for years past

been asking for the accommodation of a room at the provincial

shows where they may have a chance of intercommunion with
their friends and with other horticulturists who, known to them
only by name, are among those whom they desire to know
better ; a horticultural club-room, it has been called. Surely
the Royal Horticultural Society cannot think it beneath its

dignity to extend its intluence to foster social intercourse

among the votaries of the pursuit, the progress and develop-
ment of which was one of the primary reasons which called it

into existence. Now for my suggestion : Let the Council at

once provide a moveable structure, so made that when not iu

use it may be packed up and stowed away, but which shall be
used at all forthcoming provincial exhibitions. It need not be
very expensive, but it should be made of durable materials and
of ample size. Let it contain three rooms, one being as large

as the other two. The two smaller rooms to be occupied, ouo
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by the Snperintendcnt of the show as his office, and the other

by the Local Secretary ; tlie largest room hciug reserved for

the club room. The latter should be uuder the charge of a

trusty and well-informed attendant, who might receive all

letters addressed to exhibitors at the show ground and distri-

bute them to their owners on application ; he might also be

the depository of messages, &c. A large room would not be

needed, but it should be furnished with a long table and chairs,

writing materials, Ac, and might be used for letter-writing,

interviews, itc. The building would in reality be the official

head-quarters, and, having been seen once, would be recognised

readily enough on all future occasions. Frequenters of these

shows know too well the bewilderment they are always in as to

where the officials are to be met with. With such a structure

placed conveniently near the tents, this source of annoyance,
loss of time, and inconvenience would be entirely removed, and
a desideratum would be supplied by the club room. If expense
be a consideration, then I venture to think that exliibitors will

cheerfully contribute their share of the cost in order to secure

snch a great addition to their comfort.

Fourth. But now suppose the executive committee to be on
the ground in advance, the ofScial head-quarters to be duly in-

augurated, the macliinery of the show perfect, there yet remains
a lubricating agent wanting to insure the smooth working of

the machine. Need I say that courtesy is the lubricator ? I

mean, let the Council and their officials then insure a good
stock of courtesy to keep things smooth ; let them show a fair

consideration to those who alone make these shows a possi-

bility—not a fussy condescension, but a thoughtful ijeutlemanly

bearing towards their fellow horticulturists, and the future of

the provincial shows will be more flourishing than has been
their past.

—

Local Committeeman.

I EXTiREi.T concur in the pertinent remarks of Mr. Peach
relative to the shortcomings of the Royal Horticultural Society,

with one exception—his exoneration of the director of floral

shows, as he calls him, from any blame. Now, in many of the
points I believe the blame to be mainly due to him. He had a
cartf blanche for the arrangement of the tent, the Local Com-
mittee were willing to allow him whatever he needed, and what
was the result ? First of all the tent. This and the arrange-
ment are simply a reduced copy of the International Exhi-
bition tent designed by Mr. Gibson, and yet show after show
we get the same—the same bare poles and beams, the same in-

significant cascade, the same absurd fountain. And then the
disposition of the plants. Who is accountable for the mal-
urr&ngement of them if it be not the director of the floral

shows ? Who but he placed Mr Baines's and Messrs. Cole's

plants where they were, or hid the splendid Fuchsias out of

sight, or filled up the centre with plants ?—interesting, no
doubt, but that made no show. He is evidently no originator.

That he is no artist one can at once see. Let the difference

between the gardens at South Kensington now and what they
were bear me out.

And then t)ie arrangement (?) for the luncheon. Surely it

was left to him, and he could have at least arranged that those
who were engaged in hard work should have had a quiet meal
instead of being mixed up with any who chose to come in.

Could not the Council make some change, and place the direc-

tion of this provincial show either in the hands of the local

committee, or in that of some one who has some taste, and
who can combine the fuaviter in modo with tho fvrtiter in re >

lONORAHUS.

The Secretary, W. H. Lindsay, Esq., has consulted some of

the leading exhibitors and others of sound judgment to ascer-

tain what measures should bo adopted xo render the country
exhibitions of the Society far more satisfactory than was that
recently held at Bath. After much discussion it was unani-
mously agreed that each Show should be of four days' dura-
tion, commencing on Tuesday, opening each day at 2, and
closing at G i'.m. on the Friday, and that articles for exhibition
shonld be received not later than 9 a.m. of the first day. The de-
sirability was Inlly recognised of having a tent or room on the
exhibition ground where the committees and exhibitors can
meet. It was unanimously recommended that tlie Council
should consult competent persons relative to persons desirable
to act as judges, and that the judges should be in threes to

each division assigned to them ; also that there shonld be a
manager appointed to each tent to give information and to see
that care be taken to faciUtate the inspection of tho exhibits.

Moreover, very strong opinions wpre expressed that exhibitors
shonld be shown more attention and courte.sy.

THE GLADIOLUS.
It was somewhat curious that the week before Mr. Wither-

spoon's letter appeared in the Journal I had been talking to one
or two persons as to the probability of nitrate of soda being good
for tho Gladiolus. I had noticed the remarkable difference
in some fields of Wheat near me where the nitrate had been
used, and admired the wonderful glaucous character of the
blades ; and although I believe there is no analogy between
the Wheat and the Gladiolus, yet it had occurred to me that
perhaps what was good for one might be beneficial to tho
other, and Mr. Witherspoou's letter clearly establishes tho
fact. He does not say how he uses it, or in what proportions,
and as he ha,s found it so beneficial, it would be a boon to
many to know more about it. By-the-by. in writing about the
advice given by some to plant in new ground and deprecating
it, I had not Mr. Witherspoon in my thoughts, but, notwith-
standing what he says about the wireworms not liking the
nitrate, I am not quite convinced ; they seem so impenetrable
to anything that I have ever tried, that I should be delighted
to hear that anything was too much for them.
As far as we have gone this season I can say my Gladiolus

look well ; but, then, I never like to rely on their appearance,
as so many things come in to mar one's hopes and prospects.
I hardly think that the spikes will be quite so large, but there
is a good deal of health in the shoots, which makes me hope-
ful. My friend, Mr. Banks, complains of his having suffered
by the dry weather ; from other growers the accounts vary, but
probably in a week or two we shall hear more about them.

—

D., Deal.

THE BOTAL VINEYAED GRAPE.
In the Journal of June 2Gth (page 507), "J. T." holds up

this as " a first-class late white Grape," but does it set freely?
A few years since I gave the result of my experience of this,
the worst-setting Grape I know, and how I succeeded in set-

ting every berry by simply drawing the hand over the bunch
when in flower, charging tho hand with pollen from Lady
Downe's, which is in flower at the same time. I agree with
" J. T." that it is of vigorous constitution and a good bearer,
producing splendid bunches and berries with a Muscat flavour.
What few berries can be kept remain plump up to February.
I have never, however, succeeded in sending a presentable
bunch to table ; more than half the bunch has to bo cut during
the ripening of the part which remains, being so much affected
with spot, or something in appearance more like a scorch, but
scorch it cannot be, as the foliage is so dense. This spot, as
I shall call it, commences just as the fruit is swelled-off to its

full size, and goes on more or less until fully half the bunch is

gone. I tried the Vice pots, and had good bunches and ber-
ries, but the result was the same as in the case of the Vine
which is planted in tho border. I have it planted on a south-
east wall outside, where it is equally vigorous and prolific ; but
our summers have not been so warm during the last two years.
In 1870 I had one tolerable bunch from outside, which was
nearly ripe and quite eatable.

I would not recommend this Grape to anyone. Wo retain
it simply because we can make up a dish of the bits of bunches
to go along with Lady Downe's for very late use. Muscat of

Alexandria, if properly managed, will keep to go with Lady
Downe's, and for size of bunch and berry we have no Grape to

equal it. Like Mr. Douglas, I cannot see any improvement in
our new late Grapes. Give me Black Hamburgh, true, and a
Muscat of Alexandria ; I would grow nothing else to any ex-
tent. I could enumerate many meritorious Grapes ; but if I
only had space for two Vines, the Black Hamburgh and Mus-
cat of .(Vlexandria would be the two.— C. M. McCeow, The
Oardens, Nash Cotvrt, 7iear Faversham, Kent.

Mktbopohtan Flobal Society.—Will you allow me to an-
nounce to our members, and to florists generally, that tho
autumn Show of this Society will be held in one of the oldest
haunts of the older generation of florists now rapidly passing
awpy—tlie Koyal Surrey Zoological Gardens, and tliat the
schedule will be more liberal than we have been enabled to
offer for the last three years, that the competition will be ex-
clusively for flowers, and that every effort will bo made to
make it a success. The days fixed for it are August 20th and
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27tb. Schedules will be ready in a few days, and I shall be
happy to answer any incjuiries directed to me on the subject.

—D., Deal.

A VISIT TO THE EOSES AT CHESHDNT.
Havikg often been invited to pay a visit to Cheshunt, I have

at last been able to accomplish this, and found the last week
of June very favourable to my purpose. Shoreditch Station is

not a palace of crystal, nor is the Lea Valley the perfection of

the picturesque ; however, the happy owners of land, generally

rented at £5 an acre, are probably able to view this latter with

considerable eomplacency; as the Scotch sometimes say, " She
is better than bonnie." Cheshiint is advertised as thii'teen

miles north of London ; it is certainly a good half-hour off by
the Great Eastern Eailway. The Cheshunt Station is a mile

from the nurseries, but the lover of antiquity will do well to

stop at the Waltham Station just before it. The lovely

Eleanor's Cross, very near to the Waltham Station, both for

its exquisite beauty and good preseiTation, would of itself well

justify and repay a pilgrimage. Passing the ancient " Hostel-

rie of ye Fonre Sv>-aunes," dating from 1260, as its quaint old

signboard, stretched across the road, informs all men, and
leaving on the right Mr. W. Paul's well-known and famous
nurseries, Paul & Son's at Cheshunt is reached in about one
mile and a half.

The first sight on entering is singularlj' interesting to a

resarian beginning to advance in j-ears ; there is the original

guinea plant of Marcehal Niel as first sent orft, and, as a com-
panion plant, the first Charles Lefebvre; grand old Briar

stocks they have, but are evidently beginning to feel their

years and hard service. After this, seventy acres under spade

are more or less open to the footsteps of the inquiring visitor.

It will only be possible to mention what, perhaps, is the most
stiikiug in the Piose districts. Having been sent by the

courteous proprietor to the principal nursery ground, appro-

priately called lioselands, I found myself at once in a bev/ilder-

ment of beauties. Such growth and such grandeur are not

often to be witnessed. The Manettis were hardly out, but the

plants appeared of extraordinary vigour; while, as for those

on Briars, they were enough to send the amateur home de-

spairing for ever ! It was, however, some consolation to reflect

that if Eoses did not do well in the rich loam of the Lea Valley,

on the banks of the New River, and with any quantity of

manure at their service, they would be little likely to prosper

on any other portion of our planet. But there they are, and
wUl soon be telling their own tale in " the boxes." A Rose is

not reaUy understood until it has been seen growing in some
quantity, all the best are found under these conditions at

Eoselands : the dignified and fastidious Marie Baumann ap-

pears there in the very rudest health, and really not much
smaller than that monster Paul Neron. It might be invidious

to mention names where all are so magnificent, but I may
remark that Etieune Levet, President Thiers, and Annie Lax-

ton (the last a considerably improved Jules Margottin) are

fully bearing out the good opinions of last season.

Having returned, and partaken of Mrs. Paul's graceful

hospitalities, I was conducted by the proprietor himself through

the home garden, and especially over the seedling beds, a part

interesting above all else to the experimentalist. The num-
ber of seedling Roses is very considerable. It was impossible

not to look with deep interest on the collection of possible

glories and beauties before us. Here, too, we moralised,

how many embryo Marechal Niels and Devoniensises may have
perished, victims of too severe winters ! As Gray remarks of

another plaee^
" Some vDIage Hampden, that with dauntless breast

The Uttle tyrant of his fieliie withstood;

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Cromwell guiltless of his country's blood."

However, the actualities are sufficiently striking. Several

stm unnamed seedlings were shown to me of robust growth

and most brUliant colouring, and which will probably be here-

after heard of ; but the three that have been lately named and
selected are unquestionably the present pride of the garden.

Reynolds Hole and Wilson Saunders are both very good reds,

the latter a seedling from Charles Lefebvre, but of sufficiently

distinct foliage, and likely to be very valuable in its class ; the

former is evidently a great favourite with its owner ; I did not

see blooms which could supply an opinion. But the Rose of

the season will certainly be the Cheshunt Hybrid. It has
already received high commendation in your Journal, and is

every way calcidated to win golden opinions. It is very hardy.

very vigorous, large, of a brilliant colour—in fact, almost a

Marochal Niel among the red Teas, and a Rose which, I sus-

pect, soon no Rose garden will be without.
Passing on through the new Rhododendron garden, which

would excite high admiration, had the Eoses any to spare to

it, we then visited the Eoses plunged-out in therr pots, and a

wonderful blaze of colour and brightness they afforded ; the

pegged-dovra Eoses are also in vei-y fine order. The Eoses
under glass had been brilliant, and in one instance showed a

Rose hep of Madame Falcot, which had been fertilised from a

bloom of Camille de Eohan, a combination which, if it buc-

ceed, will be one of rare excellence.

Returning home the happy owner of an instantly purchased
Cheshunt Hybrid, even at the formidable price at which alone,

for the present, it leaves Cheshunt, taking one more lingering

look at the sweet Queen Eleanor, and returning with rather

more rapidity to Shoreditch, I escaped the varied perils of that

pecuUar locality, some day to tell again of rosarian rambles.

—A. C.

VEKONICA EUPESTEIS.
A KEAiiLY good blue is a colour more frequently met with

among the flowers of hardy herbaceous plants than those of

tender exotics. Even bedders-out are not over-well supplied

with good clear blues ; it is true LobeUas come in very well, but

Verbenas do not approach the true tint, and exhibition plants

are veiy deficient in this colour. Hardy herbaceous plants,

however, present us with many examples. The Campanulas,
Veronicas, Delphiniums, Aeonitums, Violas, and others give us

many splendid blues, and a good clear blue, like a bright scarlet

or a clear yellow, is at all times acceptable. Such an one is the

subject of the present short notice.

Veronica rupestris, a traUiug plant of low growth but com-
pact habit, is certainly one of the most showy of its family,

and as hardy as a Buttercup. It has not been so long amongst
us as many neglected hardy plants, having been introduced

during the last twenty years, and it is a most desirable ad-

dition. Its foliage is small and wUlow-shaped ; habit spread-

ing, and the branches all disposed to root as they he upon the

ground. Each shoot as it points upwards is divided into in-

numerable spikes of bloom, rising 6 inches or more high, while

tbeu' bases are within an inch or so of the ground. The
thickly-set spike of blossom is of a very bright blue with a

small spot of white in the centre, which becomes larger as the

bloom advances, being but little seen at first, so that the im-

pression is that we are looking upon a clear bright blue-

flowered plant ; but I do not think the presence of white an
objection, as it, perhaps, imparts brightness. The number of

flower-spikes is such as to completely cover the space the

plants occupy, and masses nearly a yai'd in width have a gay

appearance in May and June.

Veronica rupestris is, perhaps, a little too late for spring

bedding, yet old plants of it are in full bloom before Viola

cornuta growing under similar circumstances, while it is much
more dwarf. I have been thinking of trying it in beds for late

spring decoration, as it can be so successfully transplanted,

and is so accommodating as to site, &B. Perhaps, however,

the best of all places for it is the rockery, to which its spread-

ing habit seems so well adapted, and in such a position it

cannot be otherwise than at home. Certainly no more becom-
ing plant could be employed either there or in the mixed
herbaceous border, to which a few plants near the front give

a brightness which it is difficult to equal, even in the flowery

month of Maj*.—J. Roeson.

EOSE BAEONNE DE MATNAED.
I AM pleased to see the Rev. W. F. Radclyfl'e speak so well of

this pure and useful variety. As a general garden decorative

Rose it quite heads the list, in my opinion, amongst whites.

It is an easy and free grower, is less susceptible of Rose ail-

ments than many of its neighbours, and is an exceedingly

free bloomer. It ought to be in every garden where Eoses,

and especially white ones, are cherished ; and who would not

cherish them, and who does not covet them, both to tone

down and bring out the richer colours by the force of innate

purity and vivid contrast ?

My attention was first drawn to this variety by my employer,

who takes the opportunity of seeing all old and new Eoses
both at the principal exhibitions and in many gardens. He
has long pronounced it the best white Rose, and up to the
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present time stands by it firmly, anil I as firmly believe he is

right. It is not, however, an exhibition Rose. It lacks the

builil and cap-like contour to take a place amidst a group of

perfect cut blooms. Plant it, however, in the garden, and a

lady armed with a pair of scissors, and engaged in decoratiug

her room, will never pass it by. On that recommendation I

am content to leave it, because it shows as plainly as anything

can do, that a garden is incomplete without a plant or plants

of Baronue de JIaynard, the best early and late white Hose.

I should like to see a large bed or hedge of this and, say.

General Jacqueminot alternately planted. The effect could

not fail to be exceedingly fine.—J. Wright.

KOYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTUEAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

The Edinburgh Midsummer Show is always an interesting

one, and on this occasion the display in the Music Hall, George
Street, on July 2ud, was general and excellent. Plants were
somewhat deficient, but the shortcomings in this respect were
amply compensated for by the rich assortment of fruit. At
no corresponding show have we had the pleasure of seeing
such fine collections of Grapes ; the highly-finished, well-ripened
bunches were superb.
For the collection of six sorts of fruit, Mr. P. Stewart, gar-

dener to Charles Tennant, Esq., The Glen, was first with two
fine Queen Pine Apples, two splendid bunches of Black Ham-
burgh, some excellent Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Figs.

Mr. Fortune, gardener to J. Jardine, Esq., Castlemilk, Dumfries,
was second with some Pines inferior to those in the first-prize

collection, good Peaches and Black Hamburgh Grapes, a dish
of the fruit of Musa Gavendishii, Garibaldi Strawberry, and
Munro's Little Heath Melon ; of the latter Mr. Fortune showed
four fruit weighing 22 lbs.

For two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes Mr. Stewart
was first with perfect examples. The second-prize bunches,
from Mr. Neil, gardener to Mrs. Erskine Wemyss, Wemyss
Castle, Fife, were much larger in the berry, but not up in colour.
For two bunches of Muscats, Mr. McConochie, gardener to A.
Smollet, Esq., Cameron House, Dumbarton, was first with fine

bunches rather unripe. A fine bunch of Muscat Hamburgh and
one of Black Prince from Mr. Stewart were first for two of any
variety ; Mr. Laing, PitcairUe, Fife, coming second with Madres-
field Court, smaU in bunch, but large and plump in berry. For
two of any sort, white, Mr. McConochie was first with fine

Buckland Sweetwater; Mr. Laing second with Golden Champion.
These were not quite ripe, but otherwise perfect, exhibitiug no
defects whatever. Mr. Stewart was first for a single bunch of

Black Fa aburgb, and M". Laing second. In the class for flavour
Mr. Neil was awarded the first prize for a thoroughly-ripened
bunch of Black Hamburgh, Mr. Fortune being second with the
same variety. Chasselas Musque from Mr. McConochie, and the
Bame from Mr. Laing, took the prizes for white Grapes.
Some fine Queen Pines were exhibited by Mr. Stewart, who

&1bo obtained the first prize for a single fruit. Melons were
numerous. Mr. Laing came first with a fine Queen Emma, Mr.
Shaw, Donisla, Newington, second. For six Nectarmes Mr.
Gibson, Vogrie House, showed some finely-coloured fruit of the
Newin^n. The first-prize BeUegarde Peaches, from Mr. Tait,

Calder House, were also fine. Excellent Prince of Wales Straw-
berries came from Mr. Fairgrieve, gardener to the Duke of

Athole, Donkeld, and from Mr. Smeal, Meadow House.
On the two principal tables in the centre of the Hall were

staged the twelve stove or greenhouse plants in competition
for the ten-guinea prize given by Messrs. T. Methvcu & Sons,
nurserymen, Edinburgh. Only two lots were shown, the first

coming from Mr. Paterson, Milbank, and the second from Mr.
Carrie, Salisbury. Mr. Paterson's group contained a magnificent
specimen of Oncidium sphacelatum, the pretty Erica 13othwel-
bana, E. Bothwelliana allm, E. tricolor Wilsoni, E. Aitoniana,
E. Paxtoni, Dracophyllum gracile, a large plant of Latania bor-
bonica, and a beautifully-flowered plant of Disa grandiflora.
Mr. Currie's collection contained a unique specimen of Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum with forty-five fully-expanded spathes,
Cypripedium barbatura with an immense number of blooms, a
fine plant with six spikes of bloom of Dendrobium densiflorum,
Laelia purpurata, L. purpurata var., a large plant of Statice
profnsa, and the curious spiny Astrocaryum mexicanum.

Ferns, British and exotic, were well represented from the
fine collection of P. N. Fraser, Esq., Cannonmills Lodge, trees
from Mr. Carrie, others from Mr. Paul, Gilmore Place, and Mr.
Weatherston, Reatabrig. Pelargoniums were not up to the mark
in form and profusion of bloom. Some good Tricolor and white-
edged Geraniums were shown by Mr. Kennedy, St. Margaret's
Tower, who had the first prize in both classes.
The nurserymen's collections filled the greater part of the

Hall ; that from Messrs. T. Methven & Sons contained some
lovely Begonias, Marantaa, Crotons, Dracienas, Ericas, Azaleas,

i'c. Messrs. Dickson & Co., Waterloo Place, had also a fine

collection of stove and greenhouse plants, among which were
some beautiful Caladiums, Agaves, Paudanuses, a magnificent
plant of Statice Clarkii, &c. The Lawsou Seed and Nursery
Company (limited) had the orchestra tastefully adorned with
large specimens of Coniferi>, Palms, Ficuses, and probably the
finest plant of the lovely Adiantum farleyense that has ever
been shown in Edinburgh. A large and varied group of succu-
lents from the same firm was a great centre of attraction and
note-taking. These plants are quite admissible in the choicest

collections, and we hope to find a special prize offered for thenr
in the Society's next arrangements.
Cut Roses were shown in high condition, such as we would

have looked in vain for in the memorable 1872. The finest

blooms in the Hall came from Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belmont
Nurseries, Belfast. His stand, containing forty-eight, was mag-
nificent; Duke of Wellington, Alfred Colomb, La France,
Baroness Rothschild, Camille Bernardin, Duke of Edinburgh,
Fran<,'ois Fontaine, Lyonnais, and Marquis de Castellane were
gorgeous, though not exceptional. Second to these in merit,
but first for the stand of twenty-four, were those shown by Mr.
M'MUlan.Broadmeadows, Berwick; especially fine amongst these
were Souvenir d'Elise, Adam, Alba Rosea, and Devoniensis, all

Teas. Amougst Hybrid Perpetuals were Marquise de Castellane,

Vicomtesse do Vesius, and Jules Margottin. P'or twelve, Mr.
M'Millan secured the first prize, Mr. Armour was second, and Mr.
Fairgrieve, Dunkeld, third. Mr. M'Millan was first for six cut
blooms, also for twelve splendid Teas of the following varieties :

Madame Willermoz, Madame de Tartas, Madame Gaillard, Com-
tesse de Brossard, Madame Falcot, and Niphetos. These blooms,
as well as aU the others shown by Mr. M'Millan, were very much
superior to any exhibited in these classes.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing exhibited a very large fruit

of a new Cucumber named Birthright, said to be very prolific,

and a fine winter sort. Nothing could have been possibly finer

than the half-dozen fruit of this variety shown by them at the

show in December last.

First-class certificates were awarded to Mr. William Young,
33, South Bridge, Edinburgh, the enterprising acting Secretary

to the Society, for two new Carnations of the Souvenir de Mal-
maison kind. That named Young's Rival is a massive bloom of

a beautiful rich pink colom- ; the other, Young's Beauty, is of

equal form, with a light ground distinctly striped with deep
pink. Both are highly fragrant, and quite acquisitions.

SCOTTISH PANSY SOCIETY.
The annual competition was held in connection with that of

the Royal Caledonian Society. Much interest was manifested

in this department, especially by amateurs. Hundreds of un-

named blooms of all known shades and markings were shown by
nurserymen, gardeners, and amateurs. Messrs. Dickson & Co.,

Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, who have done much to improve
and popularise these flowers, occupied the first place. Amongst
their twenty-four first-prize dissimilar blooms, Dickson's Golden
Gem, Suowflake, Canary, Aman, Magnifica, Butterfly, and
Stricta alba were especially fine. In the open class for the best

white ground, Messrs. Dickson & Co. were first with the lovely

form of Jane Grieve ; for the best yellow ground, Mr. D. Kerr,

gardener to Lord Shand, Glencorse, with Robert Burns. For
the best dark self, Mr. D. Taylor was first with the Rev. Mr.

Morrison. Snowdrop was the finest white self. Cherub the

finest yellow; and In Memory, from Messrs. Dickson & Co., the

finest blue. Jane Grieve, shown by Messrs. Dickson & Co., was
awarded a first prize as being the best bloom in the room.

Messrs. Dickson & Co. obtained the silver medal as taking the

greatest number of prizes. Other successful competitors and
medal-takers were Mr. Beveridge, Portobello; Mr. Mitchell,

Corstorphine ; Mr. Cuthbertsou, Corstorphine ; and Mr. Fair-

grieve, Dunkeld.

TUNBEIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

One of the greatest events of the year at this place is tha

annual Flower and Fruit Show. A stranger visiting the town
could not fail to be apprised that something ot importance was
taking place, and that the centre of attraction was the Calverley

Hotel and grounds opposite the station on the South-Eastern

Railway. To this spot a little before three in the afternoon

people are flocking in crowds, and at the grand entrance to the

Hotel there is much difliculty in obtaining admission, owing to

the pressure. Thanks to the indomitable ijerseverance of Mr.

E. 1'". Loof and an excellent working Committee, this has become
one of the best country' shows in England. Excepting on the

occasion of the distribution of Messrs. Veitch's prizes at the

Royal Horticultmal Society's Show on the previous Wednesday,
we have not seen such an exhibition of Grapes this year; but

at this Show, held on I-'riday, July 4th, other sorts of fruit were
exhibited in proportion, and of excellent quality.
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The principal exhibitors of'Grapes were Mr. J. Douglas, Lox-
ford Hall Gardens ; Mr. H. Spencer, pardeuer to T. Holman,
Esq. ; and Mr. G. Halliday, Bletchingley. Black Hamburghs
were well coloured and ripened, and Golden Champion as fine
as ever it has been exhibited. The best Pines were sent by Mr.
C. Rye, of Tunbridge, and Mr. G. Ward, of Bishop Stortford.
The best Strawberries, an excellent dish of Sir J. Paxton, were
sent from Dr. Newington's gardens, Ticehurst. Collections of
fruit were not shown so well as the other classes. Mr. T. Hop-
good, gardener to Julian Goldsmid, E.sq , exhibited the best
dishes, quality and arrangement being taken into account.
Tunbridge Wells is strong in Cucumbers. No less than thirty

brace were staged in competition, Mr. J. Staples, gai-dener to
Mrs. Candy, showing a brace of a fine white-spined variety, and
taking the highest award.

In stove and greenhouse plants, fine-foliaged plants, Ferns,
Lycopods, itc, there was strong competition. The best stove
and greenhouse flowering plants were sent by Mr. W. linight,
gardener to F. D. ShadwoU, Esq., Fairlight. The intense crim-
son of his Kalosanthes coccinea and the deep blue of Statice
imbricata were remarkable. Fine-foliaged plants of considerable
merit were sent by Mr. G. W. Jobson, gardener to W. H. Stone,
Esq., Leigh Park, Havant ; amongst them were fine examples
of Pandanus ornatus and Cordyline indivisa.
Lycopods were really splendid, and the well-grown healthy

plants of Selaginella apoda, S. Lobbi, S. Martensii, S. formosum,
and S. cassia sent by Mr. H. Scammell, gardener to C. Eeily,
Esq., Nevill Park, secured for him the first prize. We have not
space to enumerate all the prizes, nor to describe the handsome
specimen Ferns nor the Fuchsias, fifty specimens of which were
arranged down the centre of the large tent. We have seen very
good Orchids exhibited here, but on this occasion only one poor
collection was shown.
The cottagers are not forgotten at Tunbridge Wells, and we

must say that the prizes awarded to them were well earned,
their productions being of a very high order of merit. A series
of prizes are also given for the best-managed garden, the value of
which in the aggi-egate amounts to upwards of il5, and no less
than twenty-one competitors contested them. The competition
is confined to a radius of five miles round Tunbridge Wells.
Mr. A. H. Bull had in this instance the honour of being in the
highest position, and was awarded the first prize of £4.

EOTAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY'S EOSE
SHOW AT BATH.

[Continued from, page 6.)

In the class for thirty-six Mr. H. Grant was equal first with
Mr. Baker, and had Cloth of Gold, M.ulame Charles Crapelet,
Pierre Netting, Madame Marie Cirodde, Madame Boutiu, La
France, Dtvouiensis, Charles Lefebvie, America, Ferdinand de
Lesseps, <tc. The Eev. J. B. Camm was second.
New Eoses did not come out verv strongly. Only one box of

hlooms was shown by Messrs. Paul & Son ; it contained Madame
Lacharme, a nice bloom ; Bessie Johnson, Reynolds Hole (a
seedling of Mr. Paul's), very dark ; W. Wilson Saunders, another
seedling remarkably like Charles Lefebvre

; Cheshuut Hybrid,
Annie Laxton, and some others not very striking. In the" prize
for the best twelve blooms of any Rose of 1872-73, the prize was
given to Annie Laxton, a remarkably fresh-coloured flower, and
e^'Djted by Messrs. Paul & Son ; second to Mr. Cranston for
Andrfe Dunand, a light-coloured flower, style of Baronne de
Eothsclald. Messrs. Paul also exhibited fine blooms of Ches-
huntHybrid, and Mr. CooHngobtained third for AbbeBramerel—
not that this is a better Eose than Cheshunt Hybrid, but the
same exhibitor cannot take more than one prize "in each class;
I regard it as a rough high-coloured G6ant-des-Batailles style
of flower. In the class for six blooms Messrs. Paul & Son were
first with Annie Laxton, Mr. Cranston second with Madame
Bellon, and Mr. Cooling third with President Thiers. For two
Dew Eoses in pots sent out by English nurservmen since 1S71
there was no competition, Messrs. Paul & Son lie'ing the onlv ex-
hibitors

; theirplants were Princess Louise and Cheshunt Hy'brid
Altogether it was a very pleasing exhibition, and my chief re-
gret was that I could not linger over it.—D., Deal.

OPENING OF THE PUBLIC PAEK AT
"WAEEINGTON.

The formal opening of Bank Hall and Gardens as a Town
Hall and Public Park, was the occasion of a great demonstration
in Warrington on June 20th. The demesne which has passed
into the hands of the Corporation in trust for the people of War-
rington belonged to the Patten family, a time-honoured name

;and the Right Hon. J. Wiison-Patten, MP., in placing within
the reach of his fellow-townsmen the opportunity of acquiring
BO desirable a property, has only afforded another instance of his
desire to act the part of a real benefactor.
The Park has many advantages over a new place. It has

ready-grown trees and shrubs, three-quarters of a century old

,

which few new parks can boast. The trees are not so numerous
as they were twenty-five years ago ; several outside the gardens
have been cut down to make room for buildings, and conse-
quently there is not the same picturesque scenery there was
formerly. But to compensate for this, the growth of flowers has
been increased, and new walks so arranged as to make the grounds
appear larger than they really are ; fresh openings have been
made to give more effective scenery within the walls. Rhodo-
dendrons flourish, and some are large and some very old, one
still standing which the late Mrs. Wilson-Patten, mother (o Col.
the Eight Hon. J. Wilson-Patten planted, was the first Rhodo-
dendron grown in that garden. Although the grounds are laid
out with taste, it is capable of modification to make it more ad-
vantageous as a public park. Viewed from the front of the Hall
is a lawn belted on each side with trees ; the east, or side towards
the town, is the front entrance through an avenue of trees,
chiefly English Elms, some very old. On the west side is <

another drive lined with trees not so old as those on the east
side. Looking from the front door over Arpley meadows, which
lie low, across the Mersey to Hill Cliff and other rising ground
in Cheshire, we see a nicely wooded landscape, dotted with
houses in the distance, but the view is somewhat deteriorated
by the railways. On the west of the Hall is the grass land, belted
north and south with trees, but open to the west against several
works. North of the Hall is the garden, and from the new
council-chamber is a view over a close-mown lawn, surrounded
with large Rhododendrons, interspersed with trees, flower beds,
walks, and a serpentine sheet of water, with a rustic-looking
temple at one end, the whole being enclosed by a wall. The
flower beds are filled with ornamental-foliaged and flowering
plants, and the number used for this purpose is over 9U00.
Banquets, illuminations, and processions rightly attended the

auspicious event, for auspicious it is for any town to have in its
vicinity such a people's park and gardens. Among the proces-
sions was one that has endured for many centuries, and was
one of the most interesting—" The coronation of the Bonnie
Queen of May," which took place in St. Elphin's Park in the
evening, before an immense concourse of people. Shortly after
six o'clock the procession, headed by the band of the Euncorn
parish church, marched to a hollow jiart of the Park, where there
was erected a temporary platform, with two chairs thereon, for
the accommodation of the King and Queen. This was a most
advantageous position, as the spectators could stand on the rising
ground and without unnecessary crowding have a full view of
the scene. The procession presented a very imposing spectacle
The King, Master James Singleton, was attended by Master
W. LiUey, the crown-bearer, and Master Fred. Wood, the Grand
Duke; while the Queen was accompanied by her train-bearers.
Miss Edith Broadhurst and Miss Emily Boardmau, and her
maids of honour. The Queen, a pretty intelligent-looking
girl, was attired in a snowy-white muslin frock, stockings and
shoes of equal whiteness, a scarlet cloak trimmed with white fur,
and a white rosette for a head-dress. The other girls were
dressed in white frocks trimmed with blue and pink, and each
wore a wreath of flowers on the head. The King wore a crown
on his head, carried a sceptre in his right hand, his feet were
covered with patent leather slippers with yellow buckles, and
over all he had a long robe of cerise velvet trimmed with white.
The boys were neatly attired for the occasion, and several o£

them carried a small tricoloured flag. The girls who belonged
to the Mount Schools, were under the direction of Miss Shaw,
Miss Hankey, and Miss Bennett ; while the boys were under the
superintendence of their master, Mr. Dewhurst, of the National
School, Church Street. Ou arriving at the halting point, the
children were arranged in a circle around the throne, upon
which the King and Queen took their seats. Immediately on
getting into position. Master Singleton raised himself to bis feet,,

swayed his sceptre with an air of indifference, and in a clear and
distinct voice addressed his '* subjects " in the following words :

—

My Loyal Subjects,—By God's providence we are met to cele-
brate another anniversary. To-day is a doubly auspicious one,
as I, the King of your schools, am here to crown my Queen be-
fore you. First let me congratulate you on taking part in this
morning's ceremony. You have, by the muniljcence of the
Right Hon. Colonel Patten and George Crosfield, Esq., become-
possessed of a Town HaU and Park. May you live long and
enjoy them [cheers]. Our worthy Mayor, too, deserves a cheer
[cheers]. In our little scholastic spheres vast improvements
have been made for our benefit, and I trust we are wiser and
better than when we last assembled [cheers]. And now, my
loving subjects, I crown her (whom you have chosen for diligence
and good conduct) my Queen, and may peace and happiness still

reign in our little dominion [cheers].

The coronation was now completed, and their majesties re-
sumed their seats with becoming dignity and grace. The King
retained the sceptre in his right hand, while his consort held a
white pocket-handkerchief in her right hand and a scarlet Gera-
nium flower in her left. The beauty of the scene was now at its

climax. There sat enthroned before you the finely-robed King
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and the newly-crowned Queen with obedient attendants at their
feet; encircling them, were a lot of pretty 1)ots and girls with
countenances beaming with happiness and delight ; and the
higher ground for some distance was covered with spectators of

all ages and sizes, am ngst them being a large number of ladies
whose gala attire dazzling in the setting sunshine, contributed
greatly to the gaiety of the scene. The coronation was followed
by some singint^, the songs selected being the following :

— ** Long
may Life and Health be Spared Us," *' Away, Away, to the Woods
Away !

" *' Harvest Time," and '* Home, Sweet Home."
Three cheers were then given for the rector (the Rev. W.

Quekett), Mrs. Quekett, the curates (the Revs. J. Tedman and
J. p. Petty), the churchwardens and sidesmen, the subscribers

to the schools, and for the King and Queen. Their majesties
acknowledged the compliment with a gracious bow.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETX'S SHOW.
July 9th.

The last Exhibition for the seasou was held yesterday, and
•we have no hesitation in saying that it was one of the poorest
ever witnessed at the Kegent's Park. Hitherto we have been
Accustomed to have a flue display of fruit at the July Show

—

fruit there was none. Its place was usurped by an exhibition
of table decorations, very meritorious it is true—light, airy, and
elegant, with but few exceptions; but we are sorry to see such
things encouraged at the expense of cultural skill. Flowers
are beautiful to the e3'e, many of them delicious in scent, but
fruit combines with these qualities flavour as well; it is an im-
portant article of food, and one which greatly contributes to
ihe preservation of health. Surely something should be done
by our leading societies—in fact, by horticulturists generally,
to bring back fruit from the cold shade of neglect with which it

is overclouded. The Veitch prizes given last week were a step
in the right direction, but we must not leave these things to

iadividnal effort—united action should be taken. After all, the
most beautiful table-arrangement is but an adj uuct to tlie viands,
and these, whether fish, flesh, fruit, or vegetable, must be pro-
daced, and it is more to the national benefit that they should be
produced well and abundantly than 'that such undue prominence
should bo given, and so much time and money expended on the
passing fancy of the hour. Mauy a gardener would rejoice at
their restriction within the narrowest bounds, for the demands
made in many instances on the gardener for time and flowers
for these decorations are something enormous. Whilst making
these remarks we by no means %vish to advocate the neglect of
the elegancies of the table, but we merely utter a protest against
their encouragement at the expense of legitimate horticulture.

Stove aud greenhouse plants in flower were but few, and on
the whole not remarkable for quality. Mr. .J. Wheeler, how-
ever, exhibited a good half-dozen in the amateurs' class, whilst
in that for nurserymen Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, to whom the
Show was indebted for most of its best features, contributed a
Jine specimen of Aerides odoratum majus, Cypripedium barba-
tum superbum, and Anthurium Scherzeriauum, the last some-
what tarnished.

Of iine-fohaged plants Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, had a very fine
Cycas revolnta, a large Latania borbonica, Dracaena lineatn, and
a fine Encephalartos ; he likewise exhibited the best four Dra-
caenas—viz., fine plants of Shepherdi, Chelsoni, Regiua, and
grandis; Mr. Bester, of the Pine Apple Nurseries, and Messrs.
Carter & Co. having the next best. Among Caladiums we noticed
excellent plants of Cannartii, Chautini, Max Kolb, and others
from Messrs. Jeal, Ritchie, and G. Wheeler; also good Canuas
from the last-named and Messrs. E. G. Henderson. Palms cnme
from Mr. Bull, Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq.,
Hammersmith, and Mr. G. Wheeler; aud a fine group of six
«xotic Ferns from Jlr. Williams. Of hardy Ferns good collec-
tions were exhibited by Messrs. Ivery, James, aud Wheeler.
Of Fuchsias, Mr. Walker, gardener to H. Atkinson, Esq.,

Acton, had fine specimens of Rose of Castile, Keine Blanche,
Conspicua, and Souvenir de Chiswick, Messrs. Weston,
Wright, and G. Wheeler also showing well. Mr. Turner, of
Slough, sent a splendid lot of new Show Pelargoniums, most of
which have been noticed before ; Protector, Ruth, Duke of
CamliridgH. and Prince of Wales were very striking. Mr.
Weston aud Mr. Burley had good Zonal Pelargoniums in flower;
and fine collections of Tricolors came from -Air. Pestridge, Ux-
bridge, Mr. Turner, Slough, and Mr. Wright, Lee. An uufor-
-tonate accident happened to those of Mr. Turner, which caused
their removal from the tent.

Messrs. I^ane, Great iierkhampstead, exhibited in a collection
of six hardy Conifers nice plants of Thujopsis dolabrata, Juni-
perus hibernica compressa, a very compact sort of erect growth

;

Reliuospora squarrosa, very handsome; Cryptomeria elegans

;

Retimspora leptoclada, forming a lovely, bright green column ;

and R. plnmoaa aarea. The same firm also sent the only group
of lardy evergreens that we noticed.
Among miscellaneous groups foremost must be mentioned

those of Mr. Williams and Messrs. Rolliason, consisting of
Orchids, Palms, Ferns, aud other stove md greenhouse plants,

that from Mr. Williams being especially remarkable for its

number aud excellence. From Messrs. E. G. Henderson cama
a group of Tree Carnations, Tricolor and other Pelargoniums,
Coleuses, itc. ; from Mr. Ware, Pentstemons, Delphiniums,
bedding Violas, and blooms of Carnations and Picotees ; from
Messrs. Carter & Co. a pretty lot of Lobelias named after the
three Christian graces ; and from Messrs. Veitch, spleudid boxes
of cut blooms of Roses. For three trusses of forty-eight
varieties Messrs. Paul & Son were first, Mr. Tiu'uer second,
both exhibiting remarkably fine trusses ; aud for yellow Roses
Mr. Webb, of Reading, took the first place with Marcchal Niel.
Botanical certificates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch for Si

Japanese Elaeagnus with pale rose-coloured fruit; to Messrs,
Carter for Campylobotrys Ghiesbreghtii variegata, aud Lilium
Krameri; to Mr. Croucher for Agave VerschalTeltii variegata,
A. Corderoyii, and A. perbella; to Mr. Williams for Phaius
Marshalliai ; to Mr. Ware for Acantholimon venustum ; and to
Messrs. Dixon & Co., Amhurst Nurseries, also to Mr. Forsyth,
Stoke Newington, for Lobelia pumila grandiflora flore-pleno,
which has been reported upon before as a fine, compact, double
blue variety.

OLD DOUBLE WHITE BOCKET.
Some ini|ULries having been made of late about this favourite

of olden times, and as it happens to be in flower at present
I may add that those who have been looking far and wide for
this now almost-lost ornament of the gardens of our forefathers,
will, on finding it, be somewhat disappointed, for it is certainly
inferior to the tall Rocket for the generality of purposes for
which a white Rocket is wanted. Dwarfer it C'Hainly is. The
spike I send you was taken from a plant growing in good ground,
and was fully a foot high—about half the height of its taller

brother. Its foliage is also smaller and of a brighter green,
less inclined to be downy ; but in other respects the plants are
much alike, except in one point, and that to me an important
one—the taller one is by far the easier to grow aud manage.
The dwarf one has a tendency to die-oft' at all times of the
year, even sometimes when just throwing up its flower-stem;
and it is, as most sickly plants are, of such uneven growth,
that I cannot recommend it with so much confidence as I do
the taller kind. Perhaps the soil here may not suit it ; or as
a variety, which I presume it must be considered, it is worn
out. Certainly it is not very common, for after having lost
sight of it several years before the first Reform Bill became law,
I did not see it again until, some five or six years ago, I met
with it in a very old-fashioned garden in Lanarkshire ; but I
am somewhat disappointed in it, and cannot give it that cha-
racter for general utility I would like to do. As a white it is

more pure, perhaps, than the tall kind, quite as double, the
flower-spike more densely set with flowers, and a prettier
foliage decks the stem, but the tendency of the plant to die-off

unexpectedly counterbalances these advantages in my idea.
Perhaps, however, in the fine sandy soils that margin the
coasts or are found in many inland districts, it may do better.
I think I have been told of its doing well about Preston ia
Lancashire, but I may be wrong. Perhaps those having it in
a thriving condition will tell us its whereabouts aud other par-
ticulars.—J. ROBSON.

AMEEICAN WILD PLUMS.
A WRITER recently, when giving an acount of his travels in

a region called Kansas, or Arkansas, states that an arid sandy
desert in that part of the world produced in great abundance
a Plum tree not so large as a Gooseberry bush, bearing very
large and luscious fruit. I want to learn if any such desirable
shrnb is known to our horticultural experts. Is there any
account or mention of it in any authentic work on Ameri-
can trees, if there be any such book ? Without doubting the
veracity of the writer, " E. A. C," I have often been struck
with the fact that when travellers stumble upon some won-
drous novelty a long way oft', by some unaccountable neglect
they omit to bring a specimen home or seeds thereof. The
introduction of such a plant would bo a small fortune to the
discoverer, since, if not hardy enough for out-doors, it would
obviously be specially adapted for an orchard house, now so
common. I have np doubt that thoro arc yet many wild fruits

in the American wilderness which might be successfully intro-
duced here.

I enclose a small twig of Shepherdia argentea, now laden
with flowers; each, as you will see, is trumpet-shaped, like a
Cowslip. As there is no thorn or prickly spine on it I cannot
see the use of it as a fence. It is so brittle, that in trying to
take off a twig I broke oil a largo branch. Would you oblige
me by stating what sex you think my plant is, aud how lanx
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to get boid of the opposite one, so as to raise a breed of

"Buffalo Berry?"

—

Jackson Gilleanks.

[Your plant is bi-sexual, and would be fruitful tinder favour-

able circumstances.

—

Eds.]

SHADES AND SHELTEES.—No. 2.

I NOW come to the second part of my subject—viz., shelters

or protections against excessive rains, winds, frosts, &c. I do
not include glass shelters or wall copings, but merely some of

the common means employed to protect garden plants and
flowers that are cultivated in the open ah".

The fickle climate of this country necessitates tho use of

many things for protection, and it often happens that the
simplest means saves a crop from entire destruction by frost.

What would gardeners do without Fern fronds, dry htter, or
fresh straw or hay ? Either of these materials when scattered
thinly over GoosebeiTV and Currant trees, early Potatoes,
Peas, Kidney Beans, salading, and other tender subjects, wUl
do wonders in the much-dreaded spring frosts. The object
to aim at is to keep a stock of these things in hand, and when
they are wanted the work of applying them is trifling. Then
there are branches of evergreens not to be despised as a means
of shelter. They can be used in many ways, particularly
among bedding plants at the time of planting-out. When a bed
is finished stick the branches among the plants ; they greatly
shelter these from cutting winds and hoar frosts. I do not
think it sate to bed-out without this precaution, for if frosts

and winds do not prevail the branches are a protection to the
plants in the change they undergo. These branches, too, or
Fern fronds and straw, may be put on to wooden frameworks
of different sizes, to be used as shelters for any tender subject
as circumstances may requu-e. Lengths of netting, frigi domo,
or canvas may be likewise stretched on a slight framework
to be used in a like manner, or for fruit trees against walls.
Any material, however, that will admit a sufficiency of the rays
of light for the plant's progress is much better than anything
causing too much darkening.

Fig. n.

A very useful fruit-tree protector is that shown in fir). 5. It
is a very light framework of deal or other wood. The two
upright pieces have small cross-bars of the same material fixed
into them. To these bars is threaded a very thin layer, two or
three straws thick, of clean straight straw ; it is cut off even at
top and bottom, is made to any height required, and is set into
the ground in front of the tree it is intended to protect. This
is not put forward as the only means of fruit-tree protection,
but it is worthy of more general adoption. When used for wall
fruit the top of the uprights, a, n, go just under the wall-
caping, and the bottom part from a foot to 18 inches from the

wall. From 6 to 8 feet is a convenient width ; two men can
then put these shelters up or take them down very quickly.

Fills. 6 and 7 are a wall-shelter called the Waltouian. It is a
framework of wood {tip. 6) made to span the top of a 'J-inch wall

3J inches down, and has a projecting piece 3 inches from the
wall, with an augur-hole at the end; these spanners are placed

^
9m.' Sm.^

Fig. 7.

at regular distances along the top of the wall, and the shelter-

board, about 18 inches wide, is provided with iron hooks at

corresponding distances, inserted as shown at a, thus taking
the weight of the board and holding it in position. This shelter

is easily fixed, and has proved to be remarkably efficient in

throwing-off heavy rains, heavy dews, and for keeping-off hoar
frosts while the trees are in bloom. After all danger is past
the boards can be taken down as well as the wall-spanners, and
put under cover.

lig. 8 shows a means of protecting newly-planted trees from
heat

; it is simply straw or hay bands wound neatly round.

Fig. 8.

the stem as high up as where the first branchea diverge.
Some first place a thin layer of straw round the body of the
tree, and finish it off as shown in the woodcut. Such a plan
as this is very suitable to apply to trees that happen to be
planted late in the spring, or for such trees as are impatient
of removal, as Hollies and Evergreen Oaks, and where they
are particularly exposed to the action of the sun. I well re-
member once seeing two clumps of Sycamores planted on two
mounds during March ; a dozen trees were planted in each
clump, but whatever happened to prevent, there was one clump
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•only with the stems covered with haybauds as above described
;

and, stniuye to say, eleven out of the twelve grew, while only
two out of the corresponding clump made a growth. Several

others attempted to do 30 but died, and my impression at the

time wiis, that if the stems had also been covered most of

them would have Uved. It is an excellent plan to assist plants

to recover the effects of a removal, for it keeps the pores of the

ijnd open for the absorption of moisture, aud the bark plays

its part in the elaboration of sap as well as the leaves. If dry
weather set in after planting, these strawbands or protections

should be frequently saturated with water, as well as the

branches syringed with the garden engine or any other suit-

able contrivance for scattering water. Some planters fix a

sort of collar round the stem at the top of the haybands, which,

if close-fitting, serves to convey the water down between the

stem and its covering. This is not a bad idea.—T. Becobd.

LETTERS FROM JAPAN.—LIFE IN THE
INTERIOR.—No. 4.

Shisoko, near Toyahi, Moi'oh 31st, 1873.

In my last letter to you, dated December 22nd, I intimated

that some weeks would elapse before you heard again from
jne, as I was going into the interior, where there were no
postal arrangements, and very imperfect means of travelling.

Bot my silence has been much longer than 1 had anticipated,

arising from causes beyond my own control.

Yon will be sorry to hear that I have been very Ul since I

left Toldo. I took cold, and have been laid up for seven weeks,
and ha»l to send for an English doctor from Yokohama, which
is 275 miles distant from here. It has been a very severe

attack of pleurisy on my left side. Until I got the doctor I

adopted the best means I had, and with the help of God I am
now nearly all right. I have had the greatest attention paid to

me by the Japanese. I hope to get to Yokohama about the

1st of May, when I am to be removed to Simonasaki, which
has the finest temperature in Japan. My Japanese interpreter

has been most kind and attentive. I applied mustard and
poppy poultices until 1 could get medical advice. The Japanese
shot me two deer, as there was no other kind of European food
which I could eat. I also obtained jellies in bottle from Yoko-
hama. The doctor gives me credit for my treatment of my-
self. He said if I had not pursued the course I did I could

not have survived, for he was three weeks in getting to me
from the time when I sent a messenger in request of his aid.

I have made some "notes by the way" of the people and
the country, but I do not yet feel strong enough to undertake
the task of reproducing them in a form suitable for your
columns.—J. Taskkp. Foster.—{By tin- favour of the Writer's

Father, Editor of the Yorkshire Gazette.)

THE FRUIT PRODUCE OF SPAIN.
It being summer time the beds of the rivers are quite dry

;

every streamlet and summer spring aids in supplying the
irrigation canals. The force of the winter torrents is plainly

evident from the terrible disturbance of their rocky beds
;

indeed, one of the most interesting features of these moun-
tainoas districts is the picturesque scenery of their river chan-
nels. In the valleys all is luxuriousness. Thousands of acres

of Orange trees, under careful culture, displaying trees white
with blossom, side by side with others bright with abundance
of golden fruit. In other parts of Spain, as in Cordova and
Seville, wo have seen Oranges growing in profusion ; but the
traveller must visit eastern Spain to find the real Orange-
growing country, which supplies our home markets so plenti-

fully. Immense farms produce nothing but Oranges. Station
after station along the railway marks tlic importance of the

trade ; trucks stand un sidings laden with boxes already packed,
and carts disgorge their freight of ripe fruit upon the ground
in different station-yards. Hampers of delicious blossom await
despatch to Barcelona and other places, for making the much-
sooght-aftcr Orange-water of the toilette ; all these evidences
denote unmistakeably that we are now traveUing through the
chief Orange-growing districts of Spain. To a visitor from the
colder climate of England there is a special charm about such
a country.

There are many varieties of Oranges, but the chief kinds for

supplying the export market are the Bitter and Seville Orange.
The former ia largely exported for manufacture into marma-
lade, and lart'o shipments are made to Scotland, particularly

to Dnndcc. This Bitter Orange is also used for flavouring the

much-esteemed liqueur curaijoa. Orange trees flower in the
spring. Neither the blossom nor fruit has a quick growth,
aud for many weeks the air is filled with the perfume of fall-

ing blossom. In the evening the atmosphere is so impregnated
with it that it becomes quite overpowering and sickening. The
fruit commences to turn yellow late in the autumn, when that
required for exportation is gathered, and after being wrapped
in paper, is packed in cases. Oranges for home use are gathered
as they are required ; aud be it observed, that to enjoy Oranges
to perfection, they should be eaten fresh from the tree, and
the most luscious fruit is that which hangs upon the trees

until the new blossom appears. Throughout the Valencia
districts we see new plantations of young trees and other

plantations of various ages of growth. Trees begin to bear
fruit about the sixth year ; the fruit continuing to improve in

quality for sixteen or twenty years, after which the Oranges
degenerate, the rind becomes thick, and they are unfit for

exportation to foreign markets, for which pni^iose only the
choicest fruit is selected. Orange trees attain a great age, and
stUl bear fruit. In the celebrated gardens of the Alcazar at

Seville there are trees pointed out as having been planted in

the time of Pedro the Cruel (1369), which are of immense
size, and are still fruitful.

Export chests contain from 700 to 1000 Oranges each, and
are worth to the exporter from 25s. to 30.s. each ; they have
open bars, so as to allow a circulation of ah' through them.
Oranges are packed before being quite ripe; they ripen, how-
ever, upon the voyage, though at the same time the skin

toughens, and they lose much of the tempting lusciousness of

newly-gathered fruit. Durmg the flowering season much blos-

som is collected by nuns and others for the purpose of making
into sweetmeats.
To convey an idea of the importance and extent of the trade

in these eastern provinces, it will suffice to mention that there

is grown in the immediate neighbourhood of Blanca (province

of Murcia) an average of 25,000 boxes a-year.

Next in interest to the Orange plantations are the Rice fields.

The cultivation of Kice is entirely dependant upon the valu-

able system of irrigation. All along the lines of canal there

are well laid out and carefully prepared allotments of land,

which are first le-.elled aud then banked up with puddled clay

walls, over which the water is allowed to flow to a depth of a

few inches. In these flooded fields we see teams of horses (not

oxen) ploughing the saturated earth, the seed being scattered

broadcast by labourers who toil ankle deep in water. Some
crops are already growing, aud the pretty bright green shoots

of the Rice plants are so thick as to nearly hide from view the

water which stUl covers the roots. The valuable results of

irrigation works in Spain are sometimes wonderful. Spaniards

owe the adaptation of this valuable principle to those long-

departed shrewd men of intellect, the ancient race of Moors.

Indeed, the very works in Valencia which irrigate over 50,00(1

acres of land were constructed by them more than a thousand

years ago. Kings of Spain, in subsequent times, have extended

the system through other parts of the kingdom, but it is mar-

vellous that the Spaniards have not had sufficient energy to

carry it throughout the whole country. There are thousands,

indeed milhons, of acres of land which might be watered in

this manner in the valley of theDouro, the Tagus, the Guadiana,

and the Guadalquiver. English enterprise is doing something

in this way for Spain ; extensive works are in progress by an

EngUsh company for irrigating (30,000 acres of laud ; and

doubtless, if Spain would create confidence and assure protec-

tion for capital, any amount of English money might be found

to increase such useful works. Land in Spain thus irrigated

increases twelve times in value. Farms in the neighbourhood

of Valencia are worth from £200 to £400 sterling per acre, and

some in the adjoining province of Murcia even £500 per acre.

These rich lands will grow corn. Rice, Olives, Vines, Oranges,

Citrons, Palms, Pepper, Prickly Pears, and numberless other

fruits, and the genial climate ripens two, three, and even four

crops in a year. The value of water is of course very great,

and many curious aud interesting matters are worth noticing

in connection therewith. In Lorca the water is sold everyday

by auction, and the value of the streams of water which supply

the district may be estimated from the fact that a stream of

water discharging a cubic foot per minute is worth an annual

value of upwards of £2000.—(S^OKt's Toitr through Spain with

Cook.)

Fumigating with Little Trouble.—The following is for a

house 20 feet by 12:—Take a sheet of blue Bugar paper and
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soak it well iu a strong solution of saltpetre ; then thoroughly
diy it, roll up iu it 1 oz. of common tobacco, and place
the roll on a flower-pot turned upside down. Set fire to it at

one end, leave it to burn, of course shutting the house up
first. Do not roll the paper up too tightly.—F. W. H.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
If there is one place more unUkely than any other in

London where gardening would be pursued, it is in the dome
of St. Paul's Cathedral, yet there, at an elevation of some-
where about 200 feet, we saw one of the officials tending his

four small pots, the tenants of which were a Fuchsia, a Gera-
nium, and two Musk plants. They were to him during his

solitary door-keeping what the little weed which sprang up
between the cell's pavement stones was to the prisouei—some-
thing to hope about and to benefit.

The thh'tieth Anniversary Meeting of the Gardeners'
EoYAL Benevolent Institution was held at the London
Tavern, Bishopsgate Street, on the 2ud inst.. Lord Henry
Gordon Lennox, M.P., in the chair. Many leading horticul-

turists were present, including Mr. Alfred Smee, Mr. T. Moore,
Mr. Marnock, Mr. J. Lee, Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr. ,T. Gutbush.and
Mr. Andrew Henderson ; and the eloquent appeal of the Chair-

man was responded to by subscriptions amounting to upwards
of £400. As usual, the room was decorated with plants from
the estabUshments of Messrs. Veitch, WilUams, Lee.Kollisson,

and others.

The employes of Messrs. James Carter & Co. played
their annual game of Cricket on the 29th of June. Those
of the wholesale department were defeated by their brethren
in the retail department.

A H0RTI0ULTOR4I. exhibition in aid of the funds of the

Walsall Cotiaoe Hospital—intended to be the first of a

series of annual fotes for the same laudable object—will, by
the kind permission of Mr. W. H. Duignan, be held iu the
grounds of llushall Hall, on the Cth and 7th of August. The
prize List has just been issued, and is sufficiently comprehensive
to give promise of a large and interesting display. The first

division applies to cottagers only—that is to say, " persons
not possessing a greenhouse, cultivating their own gardens,
and not paying income-tax," to whom wiU be appropriated
prizes for window plants ; for cut flowers—namely. Dahlias,

Boses, Asters, Marigolds, Hollyhocks (six blooms of each), and
Pansies (twelve blooms) ; for collections of wild flowers made
by children ; for collections as well as single dishes of fruit

;

and for vegetables. The second division is for amateurs and
professional gardeners ; first prizes varying iu amount from
£1 to 5s., and second prizes varying from lO.s-. to 3.';. Cd., being
set down for stove, greenhouse, and bedding plants. In a third
class for cut flowers prizes are respectively offered for twelve
Eoses (distinct), six Carnations, sis Picotees, twelve Pansies,

twelve Dahlias, six ditto, twelve GladioU, Verbenas, six varie-

ties (one truss each), twelve varieties of Hollyhocks, twelve
China Asters, twelve French Marigolds, twelve African Mari-
golds, six varieties of Phlox, three ditto, six spikes of Stocks,
vases or groups, bridal bouquets, hand bouquets, designs for

table decoration, and collections of wild flowers made by
children. There is likewise a fourth class for Pines, Melons,
Grapes, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Cherries, Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Plnms, Apples, Pears, Cucumbers, collec-

tions of fruit, collections of vegetables, and salads. The
Honorary Secretaries are Mr. W. Bayliss, Wednesbury Road,
Walsall, and the Rev. F. G. Littlecot, Bushall Vicarage, to

whom applications for schedules or information should be
forthwith made.

The eighteenth and last volume of " Pbodkomos," tho
great work on which three generations of the De Candolle
family have been engaged for half a century, aided by the most
eminent botanists all over the world, will shortly be published.

Altogether the work will contain descriptions of about .59,000

species of plants, exclusive of Monocotyledons, to which it is

not intended to extend it.

PRErARATioNs are now being made for heating the
whole of the forcing houses, &c., now in course of erection in

the new gardens at Hatfield Park, Herts, the seat of the Mar-
quis of Salisbury, on Cowan's Compenkatinci System, which
consists in the combination of a lime-kiln and hot-water
apparatus. A new kind of boiler is in course of manufacture
expressly for the occasion. We believe Mr. Bennett had at

one time decided to use either the Witley Court or Gold-

medal boiler, but wishing to give Mr. Cowan every possible
chance of success, a boiler invented by the latter will be
used.

We regret to have to record the death of Mb. J. A.
Gordon, Superintendent of the grounds at the Crystal Palace,
a post which he filled with great credit during the last twenty-
one years. He had long been suffering from consumption,
which terminated his life on Midsummer-day. He was in his
forty-sixth year. Mr. H. Oclee, for upwards of twenty years
gardener to the Earl of Essex, at Cashiobury Park, also died
ou June 23rd, aged fifty-six.

Wb are glad to announce the publication, at the office

of this Journal, of a thibp edition of Mr. Pearson's " Vine
Culture under Glass." This valuable Uttle treatise has been
revised by the author, who has made additions both to the
letter-press and engravings. Among the latter we notice illus-

trations of several forms of vinery not figured in the previous
edition.

TEACHERS OF CULTURE.—No. 2.

SIR AKTHONY FITZHERBERT.
Until the time of Henry VII. (1485-1.509) no power had

the great proprietors to aUenate or to divide their vast landed
estates. At the Conquest the whole realm was carved out
among the followers of the Norman invader, and the feudal

system established. Each lord of the soil—so destitute of

learning as to be unable to read, and without any occupation
but the sports of the field by day and revelry by night—de-

pended solely for subsistence upon the rents of corn, cattle,

poultry, and other produce rendered by the serfs who culti-

vated the small parcels of ground permitted to be tilled in each
domain. Permitted to be tilled, is not too strong a term,
because the feudal manners of the time were all tending to

foster and provide good hunting grounds for the lords of the

soil. William I. strictly restrained within small hmits the
lands to be cultivated by a monastery he founded ; and his

son William Rufus laid waste cultivated lands to enlarge the

hunting grounds where he met his death. These vast baronial
domains descended inalienably to the heirs, and it was not
untU the time of Henry VII. that this fettering of landed pro-

perty was loosened. Laws were then enacted enabling the
nobles to alienate their lauds, and these found ready purchasers
among those wealthy men who then had accumulated and
risen in influence—the mercantile classes. The bii'thtime was
then of the country gentlemen, a class destined to improve and
elevate our country with a rapidity not appreciable but by
those conversant with the domestic history of the Middle Ages.

It was to aid the country gentlemen that Sir Anthony Fitz-

herbert wrote two books which entitle him to be placed as our
first English teacher of land-culture. Neither the sous of the

owners of the great baronial domains, nor the mercantile pur-
chasers among whom the domains were parcelled, possessed

the knowledge that was needed for theu' cultivation, and to

impart that knowledge Sir Anthony wrote these books. How
much they were needed is proved by eleven editions of the
volume relative to cultivating the soil being jjublished within
fifty years after its first appearance.

'That Sir Anthony's object was to impart this knowledge he
tells in the " Prologue " to the volume, where, after referring

to another volume previously pubUshed ou the game of " the

Chesse," in which the pawns he likens to " the yomenne," he
adds—" And in so moche the yomen in the sayde moralytyes
and game of the chesse be set before to labour, defende, and
maynteyue all the other hyer estates, the whiche yomen repre-

sent the common people as husbaudcs and labourers ; therfore

I purpose to speake fyrste of husbandrye."
Sir Anthony also saw clearly that now lauds were divisible

into smaller and many parcels, it was needful that their owners
should have due knowledge as to the preservation of their

boundaries and rights, and for this ho published his volume
entitled " Surveyinge," because, as ho observes, " It is neces-

sary to be knowen, liowe all these maners, lordeshyps, landes,

and tenementes shulde be extended, surneyed, butted, bounded,
and ualued in euery parte : that the sayd estates shulde uat

be deceyued, defrauded, nor dysherited of theyr possessions,

rentes, customes, and seruices, the which they have to theym
reserued, for maynteuaunco of theyr estates and degrees, and
that there be no parcell thereof loste nor imbeselde."

How much such a work was needed or appreciated is proved

by six editions being pubhshed between 1.523 and 1567.

The orchard Sir Anthony assigns to the husbandman's care,
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but the garden and Flax culture were tbe wife's portions of

labour. Two brief extracts on these heads will suffice.

" It i^i aecessarye, profytable, and also a pleasure, to a hous-
banile, to haue Peares, Wardens, and Apples of dyuerse sortes.

And also Cheryes, Filberdes, BuUeys, Dampsons, Plummea,
Walnuttes, and suche other. And tberfore it ib conuenyent, to

lerne howe thou shalte grafEe. Thau it is to be knowen, what
thynges thou must bane to graffe withall. Thou muste haue a
graffynge sawe, the whiche wolde be very thynne, and thycko
tothed, and bycause it ia thynne, it wyll cut the narower kyrfe,

and the cleaner for brusynge of the barke. And tberfore it is

»ette in a compasse pece of yren, syxe inches of, to make itstyffe

and bygge ; thou muste haue also a graftyuge knyfe, Jan inche
brode, with a thycke backe, to cleue the stocke with all. And
also a mallet, to dryue the knyfe and thy wt-tlge in to the tree ;

and a eharpe knife, to pare the stockesbeed, and another sharpe
knyfe, to cutte the graffe -cleane. And also thou muste haue
two wedges of harde wood, or elles of yren, a longe small one,
for a small stocke, and a broder, for a bygger stocke, to open the
stocke, whan it is cloueu and pared : and also good tough claye
and mosse, and also bastes or pyllj-nge of wethy or elme, to
bynde them with, &c."

" And in the begynnynge of Marche, or a lyltell afore, is tyme
for a wyfo to make her gardf n, and to gette as many good sedea

Sili AMTUUWlf liT/^UEttiiERT.

and herbea as she cannc, and specially auche as be good for the
poUe, and to eate and as ofte as nede shall requyre, it muste be
weded, forels the wedes wyl ouergrowe tbe herbes. And also
in Marche ia tyme to sowe Flaxe and Hempe ; for I haue harde
olde houswyues saye, that better is Marche hurdes than Apryll
Flaxe, the reason appereth : but howe it shulde be aowen, weded,
pulled, repeyled, watred, washen, dryed, beaten, braked, tawed,
hechelcd, spon, wounden, wrapped, and wouen, it nedeth not
for me to shewe, for they be wise ynough, and therof may tliey
make shetes, bordclothes, towels, "shertes, smockes, and suche
other necessaryes, and tberfore let thy distaffe be alwaye redyo
for a pastyme, that thou be not ydle."

The garden crops seem to have been scanty both in quantity
and variety

; and the same deficiency evidently characterised
the gardens even of royalty, for in 1537 we find in the privy

purse expeneea of Mary, afterwards Queen, that Apples, Cu-
cumbers, " Strawberes," " Pescoddes," " Cherico," " Pcyres,"
" Fylberds," Wardens, " Scaret rotes" (Rkcrrots), " Harti-

cboks," " Medlcrs," and " Pepins," were brought to her as

acceptable presents, the donors being often jioor persons, but
often friars, and the prior of the Charterhouse.

Fuller, in the century succeeding P'itzherbert's death, says

that his publications are " monuments which will longer con-
tinue his memory than that Hat blew stone in Norbury church
under which ho lieth interred ;" and this prophecy is true, for

the inscription is now illegible, although in Neve'.s time it was
readable as follows :

—" Of youro eharitie prey for the soulo of

Sir Anthony Fitzherbert, one of the Kingos .lustioes of tho

Common Bonche, and eomotymo Lord and Patronel'of this
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towne, and Dorithie his wyfe, daughter of Sir Henry Wil-

loughby, KQt., and dame jlawde his last wife, one of the

daughters and heyres of Richard Coton of Hampstall Rydware

epquier, by which he had five sonnesand five daughters, which

Sir Anthony deceased the xxvii. of May, an' Dni. 1538, and

the said Mawde." That inscription did not even record, as is

usual, the date of the deceased's birth, nor has there since

been published any memoir worthy of him who was the author

of some of the best of the early law books, who was the un-

flinching opponent of the despotic measures of Woleey when

at the zenith of his power, and, as we have noted, the earliest

writer on tillage. It is not within our province to detail all

the dates and events of his biography, but as we have searched

for and gleaned them fullv, we will record a few of the prin-

cipal. Although the sixth sou, he survived all his brothers

and succeeded as the fourteenth lord to the manor of Norbary.

He was appointed .Justice of the Peace of Leicestershire, Lin-

colnshire, Staffordshire, and Warwickshire during the years

1509 and 1511, Serjeant in 1514, King's Serjeant in 1516,

Justice of Assize on 'the northern circuit in 1518, and a Judge

of the Common Pleas in 15'22. He was one of the visitors of

monasteries, but he opposed their sequestration, and on his

deathbed exhorted his children not to accept or purchase any

of the abbey lands.

The titles of his two works entitling him to our notice in

these pages are, " A new tracte or treatyse moost prfytable

for all husbide men ;" and " The boke of surveyenge and im-

prouvemotes."
In the Exhibition of National Portraits was one of Sir An-

thony Fitzherbert. It is the property of Sir WiUiam Fitz-

herbert, Bart., of Tissington Hull, Derbyshire, and from a

photogriiph of that portrait our engraving is taken.

APHIS, OR GREEN FLY.

The various species of Aphidfe differ very considerably both

in colour and form, but taking the Rose aphis as a type, we

find it of flask-like form, somewhat resembling a minute ani-

mated soda-water bottle set upon long and slender legs. Its

head is small, deflexed beneath, and closely set upon the

thorax. The proboscis, which is placed so far back as almost

to appear to be attached to the thorax, is somewhat inflexed,

and is composed of the mandibles and maxillio, which are very

Blender and elongated, inclosed in the labium, which is formed

into a canal of four joints, the last of which is well adapted to

piercing vegetable tissues. The labium is long and pointed.

The antenna' are long, composed of six joints ; the two basal

stout and oblong (the first stoutest, the second short and

stout), the third longest with u-regular warty projections. The

remaining joints are shorter than the third, and do not differ

materially from each other in length; the last is slightly

forked near the base. The eyes are entire, prominent, and

semi-globose, consisting of about two hundred and fifty facets,

and containing a dark red pigment. The simple eyes (when

they exist) are three in number, and form a large obtuse

triangle ; but in many species I think the simple eyes are

absent, especially in the wingless members of the species,

whilst in winged females, if not absent, they are often very

rudimentary. The thorax is oval, with the prothorax forming

a transverse collar. The abdomen is " elongate-conic," and

on the fifth segment is furnished with an elongated tubercle

or pap on either side ; these tubercles are somewhat scaly

towards the termination, the end is trumpet-shaped, and from

them there at times exudes a clear, alkahne, saccharine fluid.

Situated by the anus I believe there is an organ which I should

be inclined to look upon as a pygidium ; in some species, how-

ever, this is more marked than in others. The legs, six in

number, are long, especially the hinderinost pair ; the tarsi are

two-jointed, the first joint being shorter than the second, at

the end of which aro two hooked claws. By far the greater

number of aphida; are wingless. The winged members aro

usually (though irregularly) more marked with black, especially

on the thorax and abdomen ; the thorax is larger, and projects

more above the abdomen, which is usually smaller, even in the

winged females. The wings are four in number, the anterior

pair much larger than the posterior; when at rest they are

placed nearly perpendicularly on the sides of the body. The

anterior have a strong subcostal nerve terminating neai- the

apex in a broad stigma, and giving off three oblique nerves,

the last of which is forked twice ; on the posterior edge is a

membrane, to which, when in use, three minute booklets,

situated near the .npex of the posterior wings, attach them-

selves. The posterior wings are small, with two oblique

nerves and the booklets just mentioned.

Mueli has, I beUeve, been said and written upon the repro-

duction of these insects; but, as far as I am aware, all

authorities are agreed that in the spring, the warming Bun,

and atmosphere generally, act upon the minute red or black

eggs laid by the insects on twigs and branches in the previous

autumn. In due course the eggs are hatched, and the young

aphis emerges %vingless ; after changing its skin some three or

perhaps four times, it commences, without interposition of a

male, to give birth to living wingless young, who in their turn

become mothers, and so the lineage descends to the tenth

generation. I believe some difference of opinion prevails as to

the number of generations that may transpu-e before a winged

member appears. I am inclined to look upon the number as

irregular, but have given the number which I have bred myself, -

which I think corresponds with Bonnet's observations.^ The

tenth lineal descendent, at its bh-th, appears similar to its pre-

decessors, but at the last change but one of its skin it possesses

rudimentary wings, whilst on the final change taking place,

the wings become fuUy developed. The general impression

appears to be that the winged insects are the perfect male and

female, appearing only in the autumn, and that the winged

females produce eggs onlv, and that after having intercourse

with a male. I believe this is correct so far, that winged

insects are usually more numerous in the autumn, and at that

period many of the females are unproductive until they have

intercourse with a male, after which they lay eggs. But

winged females do exist throughout the summer, though

possibly less numerous than in the autumn, and they do not

lay eggs, but produce living young without the interposition of

a male : moreover, they produce young during the larval and

pupal stages, the young never becoming winged. i>ut Uving and

multiplying in the manner usual with aphides. I have known

eggs to hatch the same autumn that they were laid, in conse-

quence, 1 believe, of warm weather setting in after some weeks

of cold. As aphides die off in cold weather, I regard the lay-

ing of eggs simply as a means of preserving the species for the

following year ; the times when these eggs are laid I consider

to be dep'endent upon temperature and atmospheric changes.

The multipUcation of these insects must naturally be very

large, although different statements are made as regards the

average rate at which young are produced ; one authority says

it is about three per diem, whilst another authority states the

average rate of production to be fourteen per diem. Schrank,

starting from Bonnet's observations, calculates the progeny of

a single aphis during one summer at •23,740,000; whilst

Reaumur says the offspring of a single aphis will amount to

5,904,000,000. I will offer no comment on these large figures,

but as regards the daily average I may say I have never

observed any aphis that produced young every day, those I

have watched having brought forth litters, if I niay be allowed

the expression, at intervals of from three t:. tve days, thn

litter consisting of from eight to fourteen individuals ;
and I

believe the periods of production and number of young, are

considerably influenced by temperature, Ac. In wingless

females I have frequently counted from thirty to fifty young

in various stages of development, whilst twenty to thirty

appears to be about the limits of young in the winged indi-

viduals.

Aphides are generally looked upon as being exceedingly

stupid, and devoid of maternal feehng. Although general ap-

pearances are against their possessmg much attachment for

their young, I have seen instances where theur actions would

seem to show at least some care for their offspring. When the

sap fails in any particular branch or leaf upon which a family

has been feeding, I have seen the parent emigrating with her

family on her back and clinging to her antenna. I was rather

curious to see if this was at the wiU of the parent, the caprice

of the children, or by mutual consent ; and to this end I took

a mother, who was walking along with four of her children on

her back, and placed them separately on a glass slip on the

stage of my microscope, parent and offspring being close

together. The mother immediately extended one of her front

legs, so as to form an inchued plane, by means of which the

little ones mounted, three to her back, and one climbed on to

her antenna;. With a fine camel's-hair brush I then removed

two of the young from their resting-plaee. The mother, ap-

parently as soon as she became aware of the loss she had sus-

tained, commenced walking in a serpentine manner across the

slip, with her antenna' close to the surface of the glass
;
she

shortly found her lost little ones, whim the same process of as-
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cending to a place of safety was gone through : the parent then
set off in a straight line, waving her antenna in the air with
the peculiar motion eomtaon to aphides, seeking some locality

more congenial to aphiJian taste.

Wherever there is vegetation— roots, branches, leaves,

flowers, or frnit, it is more than probable that aphides will

occur-, although I have no doubt exceptions to the devastations
of this tiny plague of the field and garden may be found.
Amongst the most destructive of these insects may be mentioned
the Hop and Potato fly, both of them akin to our type, the
Rose aphis. There would appear to be as much variety in

the insects as in their habitat :—long and short antenna; ; long
and short legs; winged and wingless; long tubercles, short
tubercles, and no tubercles ; these features will be found sub-

ject to innumerable modifications as well as form, size, and
colour of head, proboscis, eyes, and body. A very peculiar
form of insect from the Walnut tree is remarkable for the hairs

on the head and legs ; its appearance would almost induce one
to suppose it to be a form intermediate between that of the
Rose aphis and the well-known leaf insect : but the peculiar
life-history of the latter would cause it to be reckoned as an
abortion rather than a natural form of aphis. A very peculiar

form of hind-leg will be found on several varieties of aphidie
living at the roots of plants. The tibia is as short as, or in

some cases shorter than, that of the front legs, the first joint

of the tarsus is short, but the second is exceedingly long,

almost as long as the tibia. The hind leg of an aphis taken
from the root of the Endive shows this peculiarity. The too-

well-known American blight belongs to a class of aphidie, dis-

tinguished by their wool-bearing bodies, and the absence of

tubercles. This class is generally said to be wingless in all

its stages, and dependant upon the wind for transportation
to new homes. I have, however, captured a woolly aphis
with wings, but cannot name its habitat, as I took it on the
wing.

I can find no difference in appearance between insects taken
from widely different trees ; for example, one taken from the
Oak was found to correspond with another taken on the Larch.
Hence, speaking of insects as oak-aphis, &c., leaves one in a
certain amount of doubt as to the individual insect spoken of,

and in consequence of the classification being in so crude a
condition it is very difticult to enumerate the number of

species and varieties. I have, however, found aphida; pre-

senting more or less distinctive features on the Apple, Mil-
foil, Oats, Wych Elm, Walnut, Sow-thistle, Lime, Calceolaria,

Larch, Plum, Maple, Thistle, Barberry, Scotch Pine, Potato,
Oak, Spindle tree. Sycamore, Juniper, Dock, Geranium,
Honeysuckle, Canary Grass, Rose, Willow, Fir, Sow-thistle
root. Hop, Mallow, Privet, Parsnip root. Pea, Birch, Endive
root, Cabbage, Wheat, Poppy, and Grass root, and I believe

326 Bpecies are catalogued and described at the British
Museum.
The affection and care shown for aphidte by ants are well

known ; where the " green fly " is numerous, bodies of ants
may often be seen carrying them away to the captors' under-
ground dwellings, the ants holding their prisoners by the skin

of the upper part of the thorax or abdomen ; some assert that
it is only one species of aphis that is thus cai-ed for by the ant,
but this I am inclined to doubt. I '•ather think it depends
very much upon the locality of the ant's nest, and what tree

or plant-roots run through the habitation. This one .staunch

friend is however amply compensated for by innumerable
enemies ; a group of aphidm is a dainty dish for most small
birds, who search them out and nibble them up with evident
gusto. Many of the Ichneumon flies seek the aphis to lay
their eggs in. • The stricken aphis usually separates itself from
the herd, and as the larva of the fly grows, it swells and be-

comes gouty in appearance ; ultimately it dies, as the fly is

ready to leave its host, which has then become a distorted
homy shell. Many people mistake the cast skin of the aphis
for the corpses of those attacked by the fly ; it seems odd that
such mistakes should be made, as the one seems to mo no
more like the other, than a dead Daniel Lambert would re-

semble a suit of cast-off clothes. Ladybirds, both in the
larval and perfect state, feed largely upon Aphidic, but per-

haps the worst insect enemy they have is the larva of the Lace-
wing fly: this is a near relation to the Ant-Lion, bearing some
relation to it about the jaws, which gives it a hungry, cruel,

and malignant look, although its appearance in no way belies

its character. I believe the aphis has another and most deadly
foe in disease. I was astonished at the rapidity with which a
brood I had died-off, so I carefully watched one of them to try

and discover the cause. I found (that usually after changing
a skin) the aphis was more pearly-coloured than usual, then
changed to the colour of pale ultramarine ash, and then to a>

dirty reddish yellow ; the opaque green layer or middle skin
of the insect appeared to bfe absorbed, and the blood could be
seen circulating in the interior of the insect. Red-coloured
globules then appeared in the fluid, after which a slight down
covered the outside of the skin, and the aphis shortly tucked
its legs under it and died. I will not pretend to say positively
that the disease was caused by a parasitic fungus, but I am
strongly inclined to think such was the case.

After all, perhaps the most inveterate enemy of the aphis is

the gardener ; he fumigates, powders, syringes, dips, and
brushes his plants, but still does not entirely rid himself of his
pests ; although when the area is Umited he meets with partial

success ; still in the Hop garden and Potato field but little can
be done to check these rapidly multiplying destroyers of the
cultivator's profits. Where the result is most disastrous, tha
less appears capable of being done to check the ravages of this
tiny destroyer. Fumigation, from its very nature, cannot be
put into practice, and other methods of destruction may be
considered as of little use where large quantities of plants are
close together : the probability then is that the best mode of
securing ourselves against the damaging attacks of the aphis is

to encourage the preservation and multiplication of insects that
prey upon them, such as the Ladybird and Lacewing fly.

—

(English Mechanic and World of Science. Extracts from a
Lecture by Mr. E. P. Pett.)

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN QABDEN.

The weather during the past week has in many parts of the-

country been particularly favourable for plautiug out the main
autumn and winter crops. Where Broccolis are planted between
Peas a narrow space should be dug for them if the ground is

very hard ; the rest of it can be dug and the intermediate rows
of plants put iu when the Peas are off. As the heads of Arti-
chokes are taken the stems should be cut close to the roots ; clear
the stools from decayed leaves, and loosen the surface of the
soil about them with the hoe. No time should now be lost in
getting out those varieties of Broccoli which come in during
the autumn ; they may now take the place of the early Peas,
Earth-up the Cattlifioicers that were planted at the beginning
of last month

;
plant more for use in the autumn. The main

crops of Celery should now be planted out ; loosen the earth
about the early crop, and give it good supplies of water if

there is not sufficient rain to keep the soil quite moist. Keep
the linings of the Cucumber frames made up, so as to afford a
gentle warmth through the bed, for however warm the weather
may be, this is necessary to procure fine handsome fruit. As
soon as the tops of Garlic and Shallots begin to die pull up the
roots ; after allowing them to remain on the ground a daj' or two
to dry, tie them in bundles, and hang them in a root-cellar.

Another sowing of Lettuce should be made in drills where the
plants are to remain ; a little of the Paris White and Bath Cos
may be sown at the same time. Save and prepare horse drop-
pings for Mushroom beds to produce through the autumn and
winter; take care that the newly-made spawn bricks are tho-
roughly dry before being laid by. Sow a few rows of Spinach
to keep up a succession, thin the preceding crop, and keep it

watered in dry weather. Thin-out the last sowing of Turnips
to a foot or 15 inches apart, and as the weather is now favour-
able, the main autumn crop may be sown.

FRUIT G.UIDEN.
Protect fruit from birds by covering the trees with nets.

Where Currants and Gooseberries are required to be kept on the
trees late in the season, they should be matted-up. Finally thin
wall fruit. Keep the shoots of the trees neatly laid in. Do not
uncover the fruit more than is necessary, (iive espalier trees

their summer pruning. Keep fruit borders frequently hoed and
raked. Pinch out the point of the present year's wood of the
Fig before nailing-in. Stop and nail-in Vines, and continue
to carefully watch the progress of the green fly. When new
Strawberry plantations are intended, prepare the ground by deep
trenching and well manuring with rotten dung. Layer into

3-inch pots a sufficient number of the desired kinds of plants
for the purpose. This little trouble will be amply repaid by the
quantity and quaHty of the first year's crop.

FI-OWEB GARDEN.
The recently-planted beds will still require watching to get

the plants in them fairly on the start. The heavy rains of the
last month have chilled the ground, and some of the more
tender or badly-rooted i)lants look sickly. As the gi'ounds and
shrubberies are much frequented by company at this season, pay
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iQore attention in keeping the greatest neatness and order iu

every part where there are hands to admit of it. Flowering
shrubs as they go out of bloom should have their dead flowers,

tfec, removed, and be slightly cut back. For the same reason
remove the seed pods from Rhododendrons, tree Pseonies, &c.
These little attentions (where Ihey can be given without infring-

ing on more important matters) wi^l be attended by an increased
growth of the i)lant, and a greater cei'taiuty of their bloom-
ing every season. The propagation of Carnations, Picotees,
Cloves, &c., should not be longer delayed. As cuttings of the
young grass will succeed at this season, a slight hotbed should
be made, on which place a few inches of very sandy compost

;

Select the weakest grass for cuttings, and place an air-tight

hand-glass over them. The strongest shoots left will answer
for layering. The present is the favourable time for putting in

cuttings of all the more showy herbaceous plants, selecting for

the purpose the small shoots not furnished with bloom. A
north border is a suitable place to strike quickly. Pausies for

autumn blooming may be treated in the same way. Hedges
should be well cut-in with the shears. As a deciduous plant for

hedges, nothing is better than the Turkey or hybrid Lucombe
Oak ; and Taxodium sempervirens will be found a most eligible

plant for making evergreen hedges, as it grows quickly, bears
the knife well, and has an agi-eeable appearance. Push Dahlias
on by watering freely when the weather is dry, also assist them
by mulching the ground with decayed stable manure. Take
oare that the plants do not chafe where attached to the blooming-
sticks.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
During the time when house climbers are iu an active state,

make it a rule to go over them frequently, that they may not
grow into a confused state. The same may be said of climbers
in pots, which require attention for the same reason every few
days. Any shoots which have done flowering should be cut
back and a crowded growth avoided. A number of hardwooded
plants which were cut back some weeks since will now have
recovered themselves and be commencing a fresh growth. This
is the proper time to shift into larger pots any plants reqiiiring

it. Carefully loosen the outside roots with a small pointed
stick. After potting keep the plants closer for a few days and
syringe them daily, but avoid giving any more water to the roots

than is sufficient to preserve the old ball moist. To prevent
watering so quickly after potting, mind the roots of the old
plants are well moistened before being potted. The greenhouse
plants out of doors will require the canvas or tarpaxiling being
drawn over them during heavy rains. Those still remaining in

the house must have abundance of air. Watch narrowly for

green fly, which often does considerable damage to such things
as Leschenaultias before it is found. Fumigate or wash with
weak tobacco water wherever there is the least indication of its

appearance. Whenever room occurs in plant houses take a few
of the most forward Fuchsias, Japan Lilies, and Gladioli to

assist in keeping-up the floral display. Brugraansias and other
vigorous-growing plants should be frequently assisted with
manure water, as they are liable to be infested with insects.

TJse the syringe freely to keep them under before the plants come
into bloom. Orange trees and manj"- large specimen plants re-

quire less water about this time, but diminish the quantity very
gradually. If the plants in the greenhouse are now all of the true
greenhouse kinds, give them as much air as the house will admit

;

but if, as is generally the case at this time, they are a mixed
collection of half stove plants and annuals, you must keep
them close at night with a very damp atmosphere, and yon may
let the house get well heated by the sun before you give air in

the morning. Training and staking plants, surfacing pots, and
similar routine business, need not be recapitulated.

STOVE.
For the next six weeks or two months, according to the

weather, stove plants ought to have more air and light than at

any other period. After this time, therefore, shade as little as

possible, with the exception of Orchids or young and newly-pro-
pagated plants. Seeds of those splendid Clerodeudrons which
make such a flue display at summer exhibitious, should be sown
as early this month as possible ; they will flower at this time
next year or earlier, and seedling plants are much easier to

manage than those from cuttings. So far as Orchids are con-
cerned, those showing indications of matured growth may be
first removed to the cool end of the house for a few weeks, aud
afterwards placed in quarters where the temperature and atmo-
spheric moisture will not interfere with the slow progress of the
plant towards a state of rest. Dendrobiums and others of that
class should be grown-on till the shoots are of sufficient length.
Wash any plants infested with insects with a lather of common
brown soap, using a sponge for the purpose.

PITS ANI> FRAMES.
When rooted cuttings are potted-off ihey should be removed

to a frame by themselves, where they must be shaded until
they make fresh roots. Bud Lemon and Orange stocks if the
bark runs freely. Put in cuttings of Chrysanthemums to pro-

duce dwarf plants.

W. Keane.
Repot rooted plants as they require it.-

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Since writiug last week's doings we have had two refreshing

showers ; in all 0.88 inch of rain fell. We had just detennined
to begin watering iu earnest, as bedding plants aud florists'

flowers, as well as Peas iu the kitchen garden, were showing
evident signs of distress—indeed, not only in the gardens, but
in the fields was the want beginning to be felt. Potatoes and
other green crops are now making giant strides towards full

development. Some of us were grumbling very much at the
backwardness of the season"; we ought now to be ashamed of

ourselves, aud be truly thankful for the present propitious

weather.

KITCHEN GARDEN. ,

Although we have been incessantly working amongst all crops,

and running the hoe through all the borders, we noticed that
some weeds had been left, and where they showed signs of

running to seed a man with a basket soon cleared a large space
by pulling them out with his hands. We also seized the op-

portunity, when the walks were wet, to pick out the weeds. It

is of little use weeding walks when they are dry and hard ; it

takes much longer to get over them, and not only so, but many
weeds are broken over, and will grow again as soon as rain

comes. We also planted out Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, hardy
Greens. Celery, Sec.

The Asparagus beds having become full of young seedling

Asparagus plants, we had them forked out before the beds were
too thickly covered with the " grass " of the old plants ; the hoe
run over afterwards made them right for this season. Much of

the early-plauted-out Celery has run to seed ; in some instances

whole rows had to be pulled out and replaced with later-sown

plants.
FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.

Pines.—We have been removing some of the largest plants

and those showing fruit from a succession house iuto the fruiting

house, to replace those which have ripened-o2 their fruit.

Where there are only small houses and few of them, the best

way to obtain a succession of fruit is to remove a few plants

into the fruiting house, keeping those which are throwing up
fruit and ripeniug it off at one end of the house, and placing

those that have yet to throw iip fruit at the other end, where
they can have slightly different treatment afforded to them.
Admit air freely into the house where the fruiting plants are.

In the early vineries we have had nothing to do but to pinch-

out all the young growths as soon as they are formed, and to

keep the leaves free from red spider. In the late houses the

same attention has been given to stopping the lateral growths.

We are particular to stop the growths as soon as they are formed
—that is, if the roof of the house is well furnished with leaves ;

if this is not the case the laterals are trained to the wires to

fill up any vacancy. Other Grape-growers have different

methods. Ou one occasion we saw strong canes under and over

the hot-water pipes, running over the surface of the ground in

all directions, as well as coming down the back wall, while the

roof of the house was densely covered with foliage. This treat-

ment was to cause the formation of roots, which no doubt it

did, as the more foliage and growth allowed the greater w^ill be
the increase in the root-action ; but we only mention the system
to express our disapproval of it. In the second house we must
mention two sorts of Grapes that are good this year—viz.,

Golden Champion and Royal Ascot. The first-named has been
finer than we ever had it, but, notwithstanding this, it has

proved to be so uncertain that we cannot recommend it. Royal
Ascot has been particularly fine in bloom and size of berry, but
it is not so fine in flavour as most of the others, and has the

fault of being attacked by red spider sooner than most of the

old sorts.

Cucumbers and Melons,—Melons have been generally good
this year, although the season has been rather unfavourable for

them ; this is accounted for by the fact that the system of grow-

ing them trained to wires is more generally adopted than it used

to be. The old system of planting on a mound of earth over a

dung bed in narrow lean-to pits, and the plants trained over

the surface, is not good and ought to be done away with. Our
first house is done, aud the second nearly so ; and as they ai'e

required for other purposes, we shall not plaut again, otherwise

had the plants been ready in good-sized pots another crop could

have been easily obtained in August. There is one thing should

be noticed here, and that is the rapidity with which any insect

pest spreads on Melon plants. We have noticed a house of

healthy plants, which were apparently free from red spider, iu

about ten days entirely ruined by this pest. We had a new ex-

perience in this during the present season, by having one house
attacked by green fly ; this of course can easily be destroyed by
fumigation. Red spider must be syringed off before it spreads

too much. The Cucumbers may be said to be the same thing

from week to week, as one house continues to supply ua with
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fruit from the same plants all the year round; about a dozen
fruit are sometimes cut at one time, and laid up in the frnit

room, which pives us an opportunity to thin-out the shoots more
freely, and to cut off any old leaves that may become infested
with thrips or spider. Thrips are very destructive in Cucumber
houses, and are not easily destroyed ; fumigating the house two
or three times in succession with tobacco smoke will keep them
nnder, but it is best to continue fumigation iintil they are quite
destroyed.

CONSERVATORr AKB PLANT STOVE.
There is continuous work here in the way of re-arranging

plants, as the tlowers are not so lasting as they are in cool
veatber ; but we do not care so much for tlowers here, when the
flower garden and borders are at their best. We have been re-

potting Chinese Primulas, Tree Carnations, and other plants of

this nature, to furnish us with flowers when there are none to be
had out of doors.
Chryaanthcmums also claim attention in the way of sticking

and tying-out the shoots of specimen plants. The young shoots
had become infested with aphides, which would soon have
checked their iTowth ; they were dipped in tobacco water, which
efiEectually destroyed the aphides. Some dry snuff «haken over
them would have answered the same purpose, and can be more
readily applied. "We have also very nearly finished potting all

of them in their blooming pots. Those intended for cut flowers
were placed three plants in 11 or 13-inch pots, and a few pairs
of plants in 9 and 10-inch pots. The specimen plants were
potted in various-sized pots from 8 inches up to 1.5 inches inside
cliametor. The pots are always crocked with oyster-shells, and
the same material pounded-down serves to mix with the com-
postin which the plants are potted.

FLOWER G.\RDEN.
The beds are now at their best, and much care is taken to

pick off all decaying flowers as soon as they appear to fade.
The Rose beds and borders must be looked over every third day,
as decaying Roses on standard or dwarf plants cannot be per-
mitted. They are free from green fly this year, and the worm
which attacks the bud as soon as it is formed has not been so
troublesome to ns as it is sometimes. Our soil is not adapted
for herbaceous plants, as a large proportion of them require a
soil of good depth and of some holding power. In our shallow
gravelly borders they require much attention, especially as
regards watering; if neglected in this particular many of the
more delicate die altogether. In all gardens where things are
expected to be done in first-rate style, and where labour is

highly paid, it is best to have the water laid-on to all parts of
the garden, so that hose can be attached aud the water spread
over the ground easily and quickly.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the '* Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing th«y
are subjected to unjustifiable troublo and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editor* of the. Journal of Horticulture ^ d'C.j llljFleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Book {Fidget).—Onr " Flower Oaiden Manoal " contains the treatment of
FelAFgoDinniH, KnchsiM, &c. It maj be hAd free by post from our office for
Qve posta(/« Htainps.

Fruit (if. P.).—Write to Jlesars. Webber, Central Avonno, Covent Garden
Uarket.

Deodar Cedab «J. B, B.).—The IcftTes being white at the end of each
Rhofjt, it 18 only a eport, occasioned, probably, by the roots having descended
into ari nufavourablo soil.

VEiTrn Prizes.—Mr. Wakefield, who took the firfit prize for Black Grapes
on the Jlrd inst (hce pa<Te .Si, is gardener to F. Gretton, Kpq., Uladon House,
Borton-on-Trent, not Leamington, whence, however, he eent his entry.

^
Bbattko a Bhall Greenhousf. (-/. Wi\gon).—Any Ras-Btove with a 9-inch

rinff of flamefi, and a tube to carry the fumes into the open air, would be
snfllcient to exclude frost from a houne 12 feet by feet.

Strawberribs iA. B. O.).—Even if in perfect orderwe cannot name Straw-
berriefi, ihey are loo hlightly differinK ; but your two berries were reduced to
a palp, and the box itreaming with their juice.

Rosea with Grkkh Cehtreb {M. E. TT.).—Early pmning and cold weather
in sprinif, which give a check to the Fop, are often the cauBCs of green eyes in
the centre of lUi^ea. There is. wo fear, no royal roa-l to prevent it. It i»

never wise to leave early-pushed bnds on the plants at pruning time, which
many do for the itake of baring earlier bloom h.

SEEnLiKo OsRAKTrM (If. F. IT.).—It IB Dot eiuol to many of similar colouT
and leaf.

Spir^a japonica after Floin-ering {Lady SHfesfriber),—The plants
should be kupt iu a coki frame if they aie out of llower before May, and ought
to be kept there with ubuudance of air aud duo supplies of water until the
middle of that month, oi- later if frosty. TUey pbouhi then be plunyed out-
doors, and must be well supplied with water throiishout the summer. If the
spot is Bh«ltered they may remain until wanted for furcin^', aud may then be
shifted into a larger-sized pot. Ours under this trcatmeut increase in size
annually, and as a rule produce double the number of npikes of bloom. They
are iu lur^'e puts—masses giving lifty or more spikes of bloom.

Improving Son. (Irf^m).—The soil you sent us is very bai-ren, being mostly
sand. The iusect in it—for we only found one—is the wireworm. To destroy
it we would dress the uncropped ground with gas lime at the rate of twenty
bushels per acre, and point it in with a fork. To improve the land we should
add all the turfy loam we could, and at the same time apply a good dressing
ol stable or farmyard manure, not more reduced than will permit of its being
dug-in. Tne addition of fresh soil we should most reiy on, applying as much
of that as you could procure, also of dung. With tbefe applications thisi,

autumn, dug-in aud thrown np roughly for the winter, forkiog over in fi'osty

weather iu February, a good lining in Mai'ch (lUD bushelB per acre), and fork-
ing-in, we think you may next year put iu the various kinds of kitchen-garden
crops, as well as tlowers, with every prospect of success.

Pea? Diseased [A. F. S.).—The Peas, from your description, are suffering,
and have died, from the coldness of the soil and long-continued cold weather.
Though ours have not died they have suffered to a c-nsiderable extent, having
turned yellow, but only those of the Wrinkled Marrow section. The best
means of saving the crop in future would be to dress with quicklime in
Bprinu, and point it iu before sowing. When the Peas appear above ground
dust them and the soil with quicklime every week or ten days until earthed-
You will not hnd them die-off next year.

Treatment of Tricolor and Bicolor Pelargoniums {Fidget).—The
plants are best shielded from powerful sun, hot sun being fatal to good colour-
ing. We would have an awning of tiffany on a roller to let up aud down by o-

cord and pulley, using it only during bright sun. The soil we advise for the
Tricolors is librous loam, neither hea^-y nor light, three parts, leaf soil onep4i-t>
hall a part old cow dung, and half a part silver sand and pieces of charcoal in
equal proportions, the whole well mixed. Be careful to afford good drainage,
and do not overwater, especially soon after pottiug, and yet they should never
be allowed to become thoroughly dry. This applies more particularly to
Bicolora. They should be kept near the glass aud have abundance of air.

We do not advise mix.ng peat with the soil for these Pelargoniums. The
plants from cuttings of last year should soon have a rest by being kept dry,,

and should then be cut down like other Pelargoniums.

Grape Bunch Shrivelled {Idem).—The bunch you sent ns is shrivelled
in coDseqnence of the Vine roots being in soil of a luuch lower temperature
than that in which the leaves are growing; hence the sap is not furuished
rapidly enough to meet the requirements of the foliage. The only remedy is
to keep the temperature of the house rather low by a fvee admission of air in
hot days iu the early stages, or until the Vines ai-e coming into flower, or to
apply heat to the border.

CuccMBER Leaves Spotted {G. W.).—We think the leaves have been
Scorched by the sun, but the spotting may have been caused by the fumiga-
tion. Ihey exhibit no indications of insects. We should give a little air
early in the day, so as to have the leaves dry when the iun strikes powerfully
on them, and in fumigating be careful to deliver the smoke cool and not too
strong. Put flowers of sulphur on the hot-water pipes.

Ivy Cuttings (F. J.).—You may put in cuttiuRs of the young shoots of
the current year as soon as they become firm, which they wiU be about this
time. It ie not necessary to have a portion of old wood, but they may be
cut into pieces of 6 inches, and inserted two-thirds their leugth in light sandy
soil in a shady border, keeping moist. We prefer the short stubby shoots
6 or b inches long.

Morello Cherries Falli.ng {Idem).—It is very common this year, which
we attribute to the long-continued cold, and this has not conduced to the
thorough setting of the fruit, or it may be a result of the wood being imper-
fectly ripened last year, owiug to the cold and wet of the late summer and
autumn. With us all kinds of out-door fruits, except Apples, have set very
indifferently. The pinching of all shoots which you cannot lay-in is right.

It would not cause the fruit to fall.

Thinning Pears (Idem).—We should thin-out the fruit in each cluster to
two or at the most three, not leaving mure than two or three dozen on each.

tree. The fruit will be finer, and the trees will not he injured by the crop
named if you feed them well at the roots.

Galls on Male Blossoms of Oak (C. J. G.).—The galls sent appear tft

be shrivelled-up Currant galls, as they are termed, caused by the punctures of

Cynips quercus-pedunculi. The gall flies will appear next spring. Male gall

flies ore well known.—I. O. W.
Galls on Elm Leaves {J. E. Slinfold'.—The very numerous excrescences

on the Elm leaves ore galls formed by a plant-loube. Aphis gaUarum ulmi*
each gall being inhabited by a small brood of the young of these insects.

—

I, O. W.
Strawberhieb for Succession {A. C. H.).—Vicomtesse Hericarfc de

Thury, President, Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr. Hogg, and Frogmore Late Pine.
There are no late varieties of Asparagus.

Azalea and Camellia Culture {A Very Old Subscrihfr).—When th©
growth is made and the buds 8et, place the plants out of doors on awhes, in a.

position shaded from the midday stm, taking cai'O that they do not suffer irom
want of water. The hot and dry conservatory would be altogether unsuitable,

also the vinery after the growth is made.

CiKERARiAH and CALCEOLARIAS {Iiirvt).—The plants would thrive much
better if placed on ashes on a shady border sheltered from winds, and should
be kept moist. A hot and dry conservatory ia not united to them.

Tuansplanting Violets {Idfm],—You may now take off the rooted runners
or suckers and make a new plantation, shading them from bright sun, and
watering in dry weather. It would have been better lo have planted them
eorUer.

Horse Chestnut and Sycamore Leaves Duied-up fJ. B.).—Not know-
ing more than the fact that the leaves are dead, wo can only hay, that as there

are no fungi upon the specimens hcnt, wo burmise that the roots have de-

scended into an obnoxious soil.

Graper Spotted (An Orphan Oardmer).—Pcmovc all the spotted berries

and water the roots of the Vines copiously with tftpid water once a-lortnight}

and the alternate week with very weak hquid manure.
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Distinguishing Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks (J. TT.).—Carnation
marks are in flakes or ribbons of colour from centre to edge, and tbrough the
edge

;
and the more dense these ribbons, or stripes, or flakes of colom- are, and

the more distinct the white ground bciween them, the better, and the more
equally divided as to quantity they are the better. As tbe petals are
broader as they approach the outer edge, so also are, or should be, both the
colour and the white. They are divided into claaaes called Bizarres aud
Plakes, the former having two colours of stripe besides tbe white, the latter
only one colour-. These Bizarres and Flakes ai-e subdivided, there being
purple flakes, rose flakes, and scarlet flakes ; and among the Bizai-res, scarlet
bizarres, which have scarlet stripes, and a second colour, which is cousiderad
better for a rich contrast of black, and approaches to it ; then pm-ple bizarres.
which have purple stripes, with a light pink or rose, or some other colour,
forming a contrast. The Picotee has tbe colour only ou the edge, and broad
or nanow, as the case may be, but ramifying towards the centre; any mark
or spirt of colour that does not touch the edge is a blemish. Some, there-
fore, we only marked round the edge veiy dist inctly, but as narrow as possible

;

others have a sort of feathering, narrow or deep as the case may be, but
feathering inwards frum the edge ; the outer edge solid, and the inner edge
rough or feathery. The Pink is distinct from both these. The lacing, as it

Tvere, of a Pink is rough outside and inside, with a portion of white outside
tbe lacing, as if a baud of colour had been laid on ; besides this, there is

colour at the base of every petal, and, perhaps, one-third of tbe distance
along the petal, so that it forms an eye or centre of colour, which is peculiar
to itself, and which never occurs in tbe Carnation or Picotee. A Pink without
its lacing all round each petal, and its narrow strip of white outside it, would
be worthless as a show flower. The more distinct this lacing is the better

;

it should look like an even piece of embroidery, just faii'ly within the outer
edge of the white.

Grub on Pear Leaves (J. C. A.).—It is the slimy grub, of which we
gave drawings and full notes in our No. 6B8, published June 19th. Dust
slaked lime over tbe grubs.

Names of Roses (fl". C.).—The petals were all falling off when we received
them; we believe No. 1 is Charles Lefebvre; 29. General Jacqueminot;
32, Lord Raglan. It is very difficult to name florists' flowers from single
specimens in a flagging state. We aie nearly sure of 29 and 82, but No. 1
might be Madame Victor Verdier.

Name of Fruit (C. Sjui^/j).—Barcelona Pearmain.

Names of Plants llnquirer).—! and 6, Lastrea dilatata {?) ; 2, L. Filix-mas
;

S, L. Filix-ftemina ; 4, Polysticbum angulare ; 5, P. aculeatum(?}. (F. H.).—
1, Oxalis incarnata, a Cape species, and, therefore, certainly not the Shamrock,
though what plant was originally go called is open to question. 2, Eutoca
viscosa, a Califomian annual. (John S.).—A species of Cotoneaster. (M. ^/.\—Kalmia angustifolia. {Young Gardener).—2, Selaginella uncinata; 4, S.
apus; 1 and 3, Indeterminable without fruit. (R. H. (7.).—1, Hypolepis
repens ; 2, Pteris scaherula; 3, Cystopteris fragilis ; 4 and 5, Pellsea hastata.
{A Subscriber).—We cannot name florists' varieties, nor plants from leaves
only.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OSRONIOLE.

POULTEY PAST AND PRESENT—THE LAW OF
DEVELOPMENT.—No. 3.

In my last paper on this subject I tried to show by the ex-
ample of the Game fowl, that if the attention of the breeders of

a variety be mainly fixed upon one point, or set of points, other
points will and must lose, while those sought increase in per-
fection. It will be found on examination that this law is general,
and explains most of those changes of fashion which can be
remarked in poultry-breeding. But it will also be found on
examination that when perfection, or what is considered suffi-

cient perfection, is once reached, other points can be attended
to without much depreciation of the points already gained, pro-
vided only these last are not, as often happens, again com,-
paratively lost sight of.

I have been singularly interested to observe how this simple
law is to be clearly traced through the past history of many
breeds, as shown by the copious notes which have been placed
at my disposal by various breeders for the work on which I am
now engaged. A good example is found in the Spangled Ham-
burghs. Mr. Eeldon—than whom there can hardly be a better
authority—believes that the original of this breed was the York-
ehire Pheasant, from which, by careful breeding, was made the
Lancashire Mooney. In this breed, as is well known, the spang-
ling of the hens was the one point sought, and it was obtained
in glorious perfection. But in fastening attention upon this
other points were lost sight of, and accordingly the breed de-
teriorated in neatness of head, in ear-lobe, and in the plumage
of the cock, which, there can be little doubt, became hen-
feathered through this close breeding to get well-spangled hens,
as it is still found that heavily-spangled cocks are the best for

this purpose. After awhile the neglected points were required
by the judges, but were only obtained at first by such a sacrifice
of spangling in the hens that these could not be shown, the
Mooney being required to be shown in this sex. By degrees,
however, the pullets produced by the cross became better and
better, till at length several Hamburgh breeders possess strains
which breed first-rate Silver-spangled cocks, while y::t the
puUets produced are little inferior to the old Silver Mooneys,
which have consequently almost disappeared. Other instances
could be named, but one adequate illustration is as good as many,
and I am anxious to come to the practical application of what we
have been considering.

If I wished to put that into the fewest words, it would be those

of the old proverb, " One thing at a time," a maxim which de-
serves writing in letters of gold, so little is it understood by
young and inexperienced fanciers. As a rule they will not believe
in it till they have tried the other way and lost heavily by it

;

and many never learn it at all. But I never knew a good breeder
of any breed who did not act upon it, whether he thought he
did or not. The young amateur, however, goes on a different

plan. Having mated his birds and bred his first-year's chickens,
he finds he has in his yard, in all probability, some prevalent
fault. He buys a cockerel at a good price to remedy this fault,

and breeds again. Probably this fault is somewhat better, but
some other fault now appears, and he now perhaps buys another
bird, or, if not, mates up his own, almost entirely with a view to
remedy that, when he finds to his dismay that either the first

fault, or perhaps a third, again appears to trouble him, and show
that he is as far off perfection as ever ; and so he goes on. It has
been the experience of hundreds.
Nowthe reason of allthisis, thathe has never bredforany point

of perfection long enough to really fix it in his yard. He never
stays to secure what ground he has already gained, but throws
this away while trying to get some more. He has no fixed ideas,

which all good breeders have, and he gets the proverbial reward
of every man who works without a purpose or a plan. He tries

to remedy fault after fault, just as it appears the most glaring of

the season to his eyes, and if there he any brief change of fashion
in judging, as there occasionally is {generally, I believe, it will

be found, these changes of fashion occur in order to counteract
the faults of the day), he tries to meet them too. In brief, he
fails simply because he does not understand it must be one
thing at a time.
Every breed has its ideal standard or model. The amateur

must first get this well into his mind ; or, if he thinks the
understood ideal faulty, he is at Uberty to form in his mind a
better—if he can. Few men think exactly alike on these things,

and hence the differences we see in different strains. Now,
having formed his ideal, he has to consider what class of points

are at once the hardest to secure, and the most valuable when
made permanent. In nearly all varieties these are beyond
question the points of colour or feather. As a rule, therefore,

these should be the first points bred for, and breeding should
for several years be mainly dh-ected to securing them in the
highest perfection, and in such a degree that the stock can be
depended upon to breed birds satisfactory in this respect.

While doing this other points need not be altogether ignored,
of course; but they should be ke]?t somewhat subordinate, and
only a general kind of attention be given to them to see that they
do not become very bad, while the ground being more specially
cultivated is made thoroughly secure. Then, when so much has
been done, comparatively little care will be needed to preserve
the points thus attained, and from the chickens bred from the
strain thus far formed such may be selected as present other
points desii'ed. Crossing, or at least a thoroughly alien cross,

should very rarely be ventured upon, nearly always doing much
harm from a mere fancier's point of view, for the simple reason
that you can never be siu'e the bird selected has been the pro-
duct of a similar " course " of breeding to your own yard, and
if not, he will introduce an element of uncertainty which is un-
desirable, and often dangerous. But by steadily persevering
with one stock, working steadily towards a definite object, and
securing all ground really gained, a gradual but sure approach
to excellence will be ensm-ed, and every year will see something
evidently gained.

This, then, is what I mean by the law of development. You
have simply to breed steadily towards any desired point, select-

ing those birds which show it best, and you infallibly get it (if

the standard you set up be a possible one), if you keep ou long
enough. While doing this you can pay only subordinate atten-
tion to other points ; but when done you can pay more to them
also, since your fixed strain roll give you so many birds with
the points you first sought, that you can select from them all

you want to secure the next point. It is simple as a b c, and
bears the same relation to the whole science of breeding which
those letters do to all written language. I am not sorry that the
difference between some breeds of poultry past and present has
given me occasion for a few words ujion it.—L. Wright.

EXHIBITING SINGLE BIRDS.
It is surprising that more has not been said on the single-bird

system. However, the number of letters that may appear in
print is not always an index of feeling on a subject. I do not
exhibit much, but when I do exhibit I prefer those shows where
the single-bird system is adopted. Small breeders like myself
find it almost impossible to show where the above system is not
adopted, A man might possess a good male bird and two good
hens, and yet not be able to exhibit a pair. Two birds that did
not match might possess greater merit than two that did, j-et

the latter would win. I breed from thirty to forty chickens
(Buff Cochin) during the season, and I obtain two fit to exhibit
anywhere, I am more than satisfied d yet how very impro-
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bable that the two would match. Even the large breeder finds it

difficult to match his birds. How must it be, then, with the
majority, who are not large breeders ? The small breeder has
plenty of disadvantages in competing with the lar^e breeder,
without the difficulty of matching. We should have more
-fanciers, too, who buy birds simply to exhibit, because it would
require less capital. Another important item—carriage, would
be decreased. Judging, too, would be less difficult with one bin!

in a pen. Those who possess one good bird would not be ex-

cluded from showing. At many of our leading shows the single-

bird system is adopted with, I believe, great success, and I hope
it will soon become universal.—W. I. Peace, Driffield.

H-wisG seen the letters by " Imp.uiti.u, " and " Tyneside "

in your Journal, I and many others are of the same opinion, that
where the single-class system is carried out, it greatly tends to

improve the show. Take, for instance, Thorne. Last year the
entries for poultry under the double-class system were 165

;

this year, on the single-class principle, the entries were 27ti.

The single class gives those a chance of exhibiting who perhaps
might be unable to do so in the double class, whilst, on the other
hand, it does not interfere with those who would enter in the
iatter.

—

Clericos.

COTTAGE POULTEY-KEEPING.
In your excellent paper of June 2Gth there is a short article

npon the consumption of eggs, and you remark, "Anyone who
traverses the bye-roads and lanes of Susses, and sees how they
are fringed with hen-coops belonging to the cottagers, learns a
beneficial lesson, and would impress it as we do upon all our
cottage friends." I am residing as rector in apm-ely agricultural
village, and often and often have I spoken to my poorer friends
upon the beneficial results in every way of keeping poultry. I

quite believe that if only they had some such innocent and
profitable little hobby as this, it would keep many a young man
from evil company and the pubUc house, &c. Many of them go
lounging about, or worse, all these lovely evenings, because they
have no occupation or amusement. Old Dr. Watts says, true
«noagh

—

"And Satan linds some mischief still

For idle hands to do."

Bat, now, what is to be done? Every person I speak to on
the subject says, " Well, sir, I should very miach like to keep
poultry, but the farmers wo'n't let us, and we should be turned
out of our cottages if we went against them." Now, something
like this has been the answer of several this week, to whom I

spoke after your article upon the subject. Can anyone suggest
a remedy ?

—

Rector.
P.S.—My head gardener, who is my tenant, keeps poultry, and

finds it pay.

[The farmer who is so destitute of correct feeling as to forbid
a labourer keeping poultry, is a character we are so fortunate
as never to have known. In the southern districts of Sussex
almost every cottager is a poultry-keeper, and the farmers allow
the poultry to have the free range of the fields so soon as the
harvest is in-gathered. At other times they are restricted to the
road-sides. It may be objected by the farmers of your district
that they might then trespass on the growing corn, to which
the reply is that of a Sussex farmer, " They never does any
injury." The most selfish and flinty of farmers might make a
contract with his labourers, that he should have a per-centage on
all chickens reared.—Ens.]

BOSTON POULTRY SHOW.
The general arrangements of this Show were excellent, and

the promptitude with which the birds were penned on their
arrival, and at the close of the Show despatched to their owners,
merits the highest praise. The tent was very spacious, and con-
tained specimens so diverse in character as to greatly add to the
general interest of those visitors whose single object was sight-
seeing. Besides a good collection of both poultry and Pigeons,
the tent also contained a very great variety of Cats, Parrots,
Canaries and other singing birds, whilst many e.xcellent classes
of Rabbits, and a few cages of black-and-white rats and white
mice were not without their respective admirers. Another
equally large tent contained the dog show, and as the weather
proved fine, an extraordinary attendance of visitors was secured.

Biit to the poultry. Although some of the classes were ex-
ceedingly small in numbers, they were generally composed of
specimens sent by the most noted breeders, and hence visitors
at the Boston Show had the opportunity of seeing most of the
best fowls of the day, without having to examine the accumula-
tion of second-class birds, that often tends rather to perplex than
benefit an inexperienced amateur. Mr. John Robinson exhibited
the only pen of Dorkings in the exhibition ! They wore a really
good pair, but it is difficult to say what is the reason of the com-
petition of late in this most useful variety of poultry having so
sadly fallen ofl. Messrs. Lacy and Ansdell sent some remarkably

fine Buff Cochins, but the generality of the others betrayed that
fatal objection—" mealy wings." Light lirahmas were de-
cidedly poor in quality, whether as to colour or conformation.
Messrs. Ausdell and Lacy sent the only two entries in the class

for Dark Brahmas. Both (hese pens are well known to be excel-
lent. It was generally regretted that the cock in the tirst-prize

pen betrayed evident symptoms of falling oil from the high con-
dition iu which the owner usually exhibits his poultry. The
prize pens of Spanish fowls were perhaps as closely competing
as any class in the Show, and from their high merit attracted the
attention of almost everyone. Both Golden and Silver-spangled
Sninhurghs proved first-rate, but the Pencilled ones were vei-y

deficient in quality. The Game fowls were certainly some of

the strongest classes at the Boston Show. Mr, James Fletcher's

cup pen of Black Reds were admirable, being shown iu faultless

condition, and certainly the truest in feather that have been
seen for some time past. Some of the Brown Reds and Duckwings
were likewise especially well shown. Not by any means without
a -vigorous competition, however, Mr. Entwisle held his own
against all comers in the Game Bantam classes ; his cup pen of

Red Piles being the most faultless in colour and character that

have been shown for many years past. Class 48 was exclusively
appointed for French fowls, and the Creves were singularly

perfect. From some cause not easily to be accounted for, a pen
of the very best White Cochins iu the fancy made their appear-
ance in this class, but as a matter of course were disqualihed as

being wrongly entered. In the Variety class. Golden Polands
were the successful winners of both prizes. A newly-appointed
class, " for the heaviest couple of live fowls, cock and hen, any
breed," to the perfect astonishment of everyone present failed to

enlist a single entry.

Aylesbury and Rouen Ducks were very superior, and in the
Variety class one pen only of very well-conditioned Whistling
Ducks constituted the entry. Botia the Geese and Turkcijs were
very fine.

The Pigeons were unusually good, some of our principal ex-
hibitors and dealers running very close races in nearly every
class. The Carriers were, without exception, classes that would
add much to the credit of any show. The Pouters were a most
praiseworthy class, nearly every bird being in fine show condition.

The classes for Barbs, Turbits, and Antwerps were such as con-
stituted an exhibition even of themselves.

Babbits.—The show of these was quite a success as regards
their quality, as most of the noted prize and cup-winners were
present. The lirst-prize Black-and-white was a doe of extra-

ordinaiy properties, with ears nieasuriug 21i( by 5 inches ; the
second was a nice Black-and-white buck,22J by 5 J inches; third
a young buck, 21J by 4? iuches, that will much improve with
time. The very-highly-commended doe exhibited line proper-

ties, but the ears were only 20 J by inches. A high commenda-
tion was awarded to a nice doe. In this class was shown a good
Grey-and-white doe, 21f by 5J, which, had she been in her
right class, would undoubtedly have taken the second prize.

Only two animals were shown in the Blue-and-wliite class, but
both were of rare quality. The first prize went to a doe

22J inches by 5J ; the second to a doe 22} by 5} in ear-measure-
ment. So close was the competition that the l>est-matured

Rabbit won. The Yellow-aud-white was the grand class of the
Show. The first honours were taken by a doe with ears 22J by
5.J inches, and which has a very fine eye, good colour, nicely

marked, poorly lopped. The second award went to a splendid
Lop doe, 22j by 5i inches, flue in shape. The competition was
so close that condition alone decided the prizes, the winner
being shown in the highest possible condition. Third came a
doe of good properties, and closely foUowing it a very-highly-

commended buck, ears 21J by SJ inches. Of Grey-and-whites
there were two entries ; the first prize went to a fine buck,

22^ by 53 ; the second, from want of merit, was withheld. In
Tortoiseshells, the first place was taken by a magnificent doe,

22| by 54 in ear-measurement, shown iu grand condition, taking

the cup lor the best Lop iu the Show. The second prize went to

a grand young buck, 23 by 5} inches, very bad in colour, said to

be only six mouths old. If no older he will make au extra-

ordiuarj' animal in time.
The Self-colours, the largest class, contained only three Rab-

bits of merit, the first of which was a Blue buck, the longest-

eared Rabbit in the Show, measuring the extraordinary length
of 233 by 5} inches, good in size and shape, aud perfect lop, poor
eye and colour, and in bad condition. The second prize went
to a buck, with ears 22 J by 5 J inches ; the third to a doe 22 J by
Scinches. Himalayans were a fair class ; first came a buck of

that evenness of shade so desirable ; second, a very nice buck;
third a buck. All the commended Rabbits were good, and their

competition very close throughout. Silvcr-Greys were an extra

good class. First came an immense doe, beautifully silvered,

taking the gold medal for the best Rabbit in the Variety classes ;

second, a remarkably fine young buck, both having beautifully

silvered heads; the third-prize Silver-Grey followed closely,

being in grand condition. The highly-commended and com-
mended were good, but a little dark on the head, with beau-
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tifully-silvered bodies. For Belgian Hare Rabbits, the first

prize went to a very large buck, a little dark iu shade ; the se-

cond to a large good doe ; and the third to a nice Rabbit, but
too small, being only six mouths old. In Angoras, a doe of that
fine silky character so desirable in this variety was first; the
second prize was withheld from want of merit, and the third

went to a fair Rabbit in good condition, but too small.

In the Any other variety class first came a good Tortoiseshell

Dutch, with a perfectly-marked head and body, a little uneven
in the feet, and of the old style of marking; second, a good
young Dutch buck, black-and-white, evenly marked feet and
head, but defective in the ring; new style of marking; third, a
Dutch doe, black-and-white, fairly marked, old style. A black-

and-white Dutch doe was very highly commended; grey-and-
white Dutch highly commended; Ram or Patagonian highly
commended ; and a Siberian doe commended. A very fine

Belgian Hare was passed by, being in the wrong class. The
heaviest Rabbit weighed 13 lbs. 8 ozs. ; second, 11 lbs. 1 oz.

;

third, 11 lbs.

The Rabbits, as a whole, were shown iu fair condition, Mr.
Ball's being in faultless condition, with the exception of his

Dutch doe, which was far too fat, being a large Rabbit, far too

large for eshibition. Mr. Easteu's Rabbits were shown in fine

condition. Exhibitors should bear iu mind that good condition
is essential in close competition. There were three Rabbits
suffering slightly from ear-gum and scurf, but as a whole they
were the healthiest lot of Rabbits it has been our lot to look at.

Great credit is due to the Manager and Secretary for the manner
in which the wants of the animals were attended to. Good
roomy pens were provided, and the animals well bedded with
sweet hay, and fed with wholesome food. We have no hesitation
in saying that they would return home to their owners little, if

any, the worse of their journey.
The show pens were provided by Messrs. Turner, of Sheffield.

The Judges were, for poultry, Mr. E. Hewitt, of Birmingham;
Pigeons, Mr. J. Ivimy, of Long Sutton ; and for Rabbits, Mr. G.
Johnson, of Kettering.

Subjoined are the awards both for Rabbits and Cats. We
published the poultry awards last week.

Eabbits.—Xcjj-eared— 1, J. Pume. 2, Messrs. Weaver. S. J. Quick. 1. A. H.
Eastc-n. 2, "W. E. Cantels. 1, A. H. Easten. 2, F. K. Banks. 3, (J. Kiuff. 1,

A. B. Eaeten. ] and Cnp, F. K. Panlis. 2, Shaw & AUisan. 1 and 3. F. K.
Banks. 2, Shaw & Allison. Himalayan.—I. B. ><. Rothwell. 2, S. G. Bu(lf=on.

S. J. Farrow. Silver-Grtys.-l, Mulal. and 2, A. H. Fasten. 2, S. Ball. Belgian
Hare.— 1 and 2, E. S Smith. 3, Messrs. Weaver. Angora.—1, G. S. Huttnu. 2.

H. Clarke. Any other vai-ietu.—l. F. K. Banks. 2, C. King. 3, A. kl. Katton.
Heaviest—1, J. Woolfiet. 2, F. L. Wasa. 8, E. S. Smith.

Cats.— Tortoiseshell ~~T, H. Criohett. 2, E. Homer. Tabbies.—1,J. R. Slator-

2, A. Revuolds. Foreign or Long Hair.—I and Silver Collar, Mias E. Wright-
2, R. S. Clarke.

Mk. Woopgate's Brans at Boston.—As last week you pub-
lished the prize list of the above Show, and in the award.s put
my name down as being "disqualified''—that is an ugly word
under any circumstances, the facts of the case are these :—

I

duly entered a pen of White Cochins in their proper class.

No. 38, but from some mistake of the Secretary tbey were entered
in the French class, No. 48, and as the label only came the day
the birds had to leave, there was then no time for alteration of

the elapses. But thinking the label had been wrongly classed by
mistake, I duly sent my birds ; on their arrival, however, they
had a disqualified card put on their pen, and were put out of

competition—rather an unn-^cessary proceeding, I think, seeing
the mistake was entirely owing to the Show authorities them-
selves ; but they have since behaved very well, for on my writing
to them they have sent, not only the carriage expenses and entry
fee, but also an extra prize.

—

Reginald S. S. Woodg.^te.

BARNSTAPLE POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
The seventh annualEshibition of this Society tookplace on the

2nd and 3rd inst. in the large Market Hall, which was very gaily
decorated with flags, flowers, &c., for the occasion. There was
also a brass band in attendance, statiou&d near the refreshment
stand to enliven the proceedings. They played various selections

of music during each day, which, togetber witli the crowing of

the cocks and the barking of the dogs (the exhibition of which was
held in conjunction with the Poultry Show), made a very iuhar-
monious kind of music. Everything that could bo done for the
comfort of visitors was done. Seats were nicely arranged on
each side of the central part of the building, while a large foun-
tain in the middle threw its water high up and kept the edifice

cool and comfortable. The gold fish placed in the large globe at
the tup were playing around very prettily, and gave the whole
a very ornamental appearance.
The arrangement of the poultry pens was very good, but the

same cannot be said for the Pigeon classes. These pens were
placed above each other in five rows, the top being so high up
that it wa.s simply impossible to get a eight of the birds, and
the under pens were so near the ground that people interested iu
the different clasees had to go on their knees to see them. How-

ever, I understand this defective arrangement is to be altered
next year.

There was an increase of entries this year, and the birds on
the whole were much better than on former occasions, especially

in some of the Pigeon classes. The feeding and watering of the
birds were well attended to—a matter of very great importance
to exhibitors, especially with birds sent from long distances.

There were five entries in the Cochin-China class, the first

prize going to a magnificent pen of Buffs, and the second to a pair

of Blacks. Whites were highly commended. The Brahmas were
a larger class. First came a pen of Dark Brahmas ; second a
pair of Light. The whole class was good, but in bad plumage.
In Malai/s or Indian Game there were fourteen entries. The
Black-brtasted Bed Gavie were well represented. The Rev.
G. S. Cruwys showed amagnificentpen,but they were unnoticed,
although I failed to see the reason why. In Game any other
variety the first prize went to a pen of good Bi'own Beds, the se-

cond to a magnificent pen of Duckwiugs. Coloured Dorkings
were a poor class, and the first prize was withheld. There were
only five entries in the Spanish class, but they were well repre-

sented in quality ; the first-prize pen were uncommonly good,
while the second pressed them closely. The highly commended
birds were also splendid. It must have been a very fine point
for the Judges to decide between these three pens of birds. Bed-
faced Miiwrcas were remarkably good ; the first-prize birds were
superb, and the second specimens were also fine. In Andalu-
siaiis the prize pens were good. There were only three entries

in the Poland class. The first prize went to Silver-spangled, the
second to Gold-spangled. The other pen contained good birds,

but in a very dirty condition. Golden-pencilled Haiyihurghs
were one of the best classes, if not the best in the Show. Of
Silver-pencilled Hamburghs there were but three entries, and
the first prize was withheld. In the Any other variety class there
was a strong muster; a magnificent pen of Sultans carried off

the palm. La Fleche took the second prize, Creve-Cceurs the
third ; several iu this class were highly commended. The first

prize for Game Banta7ns was won by a beautiful little pair of

Brown Reds, the second going to a pair of Black Reds. Brown
Reds were highly commended. In the Any other variety of

Bantam class, the first and second prizes weut to the Rev. G. S.

Cruwys for his Blacks and his well-known Silver-laced.

The Turheijs, Guinea Fozvls, Geese, and Ducks mustered very
well, and among them were some very choice specimens.
In the Selling classes for cock birds not to exceed £1 in price,

the first prize was taken by a good Black-breasted Game, an&
the second by a fine young Buff Cochin cockerel. Iu the best
hen or pullet class the first prize was taken with Black Game

;

a Bufi* Cochin was second.

In the Pigeon classes the first-prize Carriers were Black. The
Pouter class was pretty good, but singularly enough all the
birds were of one colour, White. The first and second prize pairs

were very handsome-, good in every respect, well booted, of good
length of limb, and good in points. Tumblers of any variety
were anything but a good class ; a pair of pretty good Red
Mottles were first. Kites second. The Barb class was one of the
best; first a pair of Blacks, second Reds. The Owl class was
very fine. ThtTfirst prize was well deserved by the little White
African gems which were shown. Foreign Blues were second,
and Silvers highly commended. The whole class was well
worthy of commendation. In Fantails good Whites were first

and second ; Yellows and Whites were highly commended. In
Trumpeters there were two grand specimens of Black Mottles,
by far the best in the class ; but some error occurred in the
penning, yet they received an extra first prize. Turbits were a
very good class ; Yellows first, Blues second. Nuns were fairly

represented, although trimming was discernible in some of the
specimens. The Dragoon class was far from what was anticipated.

A good pair of Blues was first, but the second-prize pair had too
much of" the Carrier's eye. The Antwerps which carried off the
first honours were very fine Silver Duns, although they did not
look to their best, being in moult. The same exhibitor also

showed a single Blue cock, which was a grand bird, the mate
of which died subsequent to entry. A very good pair of Blues
were second ; one of them was winner of the first prize at Exeter
last year. In the class for Any new or distinct variety a mag-
nificent pair of Blue Swallows were first, Ice Pigeons second.
In the Selling classes Frillbacks were first, Yellow Jacobins
second. The latter ought to have competed in their own class.

Great praise is due to Mr. Northcote, the Honorary Secretary,
for his indefatigable exertions ; also to the Committee, iu using
every effort to make the Exhibition a success.

—

Vovageub.
CncuiNs.—1, S. R. Harris, Gusgame. 2, H. Feast, Swansea, he, S. W.

Probert.
Brahmah.—1, H. Feast. 2. P. D. Maddox, Launceston.
Malay, or Inbian Game.— 1, T, Joint, Barnstaple. '2, W. H. Hnxtable. ht,

Capt. Chichester.
GAKF.—Blnck RedA—'[, .T.Boyle. Barnstaple. 2. Coon Bros., St. Austell. An}/

oVwr varuti/.—l, H. Brown. 2 and hr, Kev. G. S Cruwys,
DoRKiNOB.— I. Withhold. 2, E. Burton, Truro.
Spanish —1, Mrs. Tonkin. 2. R. S. J>amwavB, Southflmpton. he, S. R. Harris,
i^ INOBCAs~ 1, W. T. Evelyn, BuckfastieiKh. 2. T. P. Burton, he, B. Lewortby.

c, F W. Palmer.
AnduiDbuns.—1, C. Lewortby. 3, W. WUday, Cosham.
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PoL4;n)9.—1, S. W. Probert, LostvithieL 9. H. Feast.
HAMBURon** —r:.it'}-n-nfnyill''d.—l. T. Ef^monds Jan. 5. Mrs. "W. H. "Wal

rond. Ncvrorf. /ic, H. Denltam. fiilver-pencillfa.—]. Withb.'lii. 2, 11. Feast.
Golden-ifpangUd —1. J. Ulark, St. Day. 2, 8. R. Harris. Silver-fpangUd.—1, S
R. Hsrrix. -i. H. P« aKt.

AxY OTHER \%BiETV. -1. *« W. Probert fSuH^ns). 2. J. H. Nii'hnlls (Wnit^
Dorkings). 3. H. Feast. 4, S. R. Harris, /ic, G. Hewitt; W. LitlUjohn. c, H.
JreaKt.

BiST»M!l.—Gnw.— 1. W'. Ciirrn^h. Pai* ^Jtatioiu 2, '^., Scanmiell. Trowbridtre.
he, G. Cruan. Anv oVter rari^ty.—l aud 2, Rev. G. S. Cniwys. he, W. Willis,
Liakeard: F. R»aun-. Hid>;ford.
Selliso <'la54-— fycfc.— 1. — Wfstarott, Bnmstaple 0, G Packham. Kxpter.

Hen.-\, — Westacn t 3. MisB Solomon, S». Blazey. he. — Marsh ; — Webb.
TcRKKTs.—1. C. Fdwarda. 2, J. Heal
GiiSEA Fowls —1. Miss K. tnow. 2, Miss S. H. Nortlicote.
Gefsb.— 1 nnd 2, .T. Hort'

Ducks —fioa « or Aylcsbunj.—\, S. R. Harris. 2, H. Feast. Farmyard.—
1.2, and 8, J. Heal.

PIGFOyS.
CiRBiKRB.—1. H. Yardl*»y. Pirm-Deham. 2, F. Brannd.
PoDTERS.-l and 2, (t. Hnlloway. jnu.
TcuBLERS— 1, n. Yardlcy 2, Balleo k Joyce.
BAKBe.—l and 2. Bullen it Joyce, he, H. Yardley ; J. L. Smyth, c, H. Yartlley

;

J. L. Smyth.
Jacobins.— 1, W. Penhall. 2. H. Yardley. c. F. Braund.
Owi 9.— 1. F. Bi-aund. a and he. J. L "^mvtb.
Fant-ils.— 1 and 2 J. T,. Smrth. he. F Braiind : 'W. S. Lnder ; H. Yardley.
Tritmpftrrs —1, H. Yardley. 2, F. Braund. he, Bullen & Joyce; A. A.

Yander Meersch.
ToRBiTS —1. F. Gpai-v. 2, G. TT. Gre^nrv. lie, J. L. Smith.
Nuns.—1, Ballen A jAvcp. 2, J. L. Smyth.
Draooons.— 1. G. Piickham. 2 and e. G. H. Gregory.
Antwerps.— 1. A Dnmtrel. 2. F. Beck.
Aky other Variety.— 1, F. Brannd. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. he, W. S.

Irfder.

Judges.—Rev. G. F. Hodson, and Mr. Croote, of Heavitree.

LINCOLN POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 8th and 0th inst. We subjoin the

awards, but must defer our report till next week.
DoRKiNOB."Cofv.—I, J. White, Warlabv. 2, Ilenrv Linywood, Parkinn. N^ed-

faam Market 3, J. Hobinnon. 'iKrstan;. he. H. Pawlpy, TTppinoham ; J. Robin-
son. Hen —I and 8. H'-nry Limrwond 2. Rov. E. Eafrmn. Bcrkhdnipst-^ad.
he. J. Watts, Kind's T»eath. Rrrminch -tti >, Rev .T. (i. \, Uaker. Hiffsieswade.
CocBiN-CBtvA —Ctnnnmm or Duf.—Coek —1. W. A. Taylor. Manche'»ter. 2,

T. F. An-'flpll. CowI«-v Mount. S* H^-len's. 3. S. R. Harr'S. Cusgarne St. Dav.
Atf. W..T Pea".', Dnfli.Irl; M-nrr Lin^wond (2): W. A. Tavlor. Hen.—\.Ca'\>,
and2, W. A. Tavlor. ttirminch^m. 3. T. F. Ansdell ftc, W. Mitchell. Birken-
ahaw. l.podn: H. Tninhnson. BinninghMm; J. Whit'^', Whitley. Npthcrtnn,
Wakefield ; H. Peldun, BinRlev: H. Lacy, Hehden Bridge, c. Major C. J.
Ewer. Fnlham : W. *. Bm-neil. Southwell.
Cochins.—.J nj; other r^arietv—Cock —i, R. S. S. W-^odfjate. Pembiiry. Ton-

hridRe Wells (White) 2. Mrs. WiMiamgon, Svstnn (White) S and he. W, A.
Tavlo-- (Parlridc). Ffm.—}. \. DtW. Bridgnorth (Mliickl. 2. W. A. ThvIop
(Partri'1*rel 3. \f rs WiUi«mRnn (WhHe). he T. Aspden. ("hnrch (Pnrtrid^re)

;

W A.Taylor (Partridcf; J White (Partridce): E. S S. Woodcatc (Whit*-).
BfAHMAS. Dnrh.—Cock.— ^ and 2. T. F. Ansdell. 3. H. I.aev. he. Horace

LinfTwood. Creetinir, Needham M-rket. /fr'n.—1. 2, and 3. T F Ansdell. A-',

Dr. J. Htilm*-s. Whilccolcs, Chesterfield; H. Lacy, e, J. Swan, Stonefield;
Horace Linewood.
Brahm«8—LifjAf — ^'i**'.*.—1. R'v. N. J. Pi'llcy. Nfwbury. 2 and r,. Mrn.

WilliaiONon. he. .1. H. Butler, Erdinctoii. Rirminerham ; tloraoo LUiywood.
i/rn.— 1. Httrace I ioKWood. 2 and S, Mrs. AVilliamson.
Spanish.—Coffc.—l. R. NVwlutt. Epworth 2. W. R. Bull, Newport Pafinoll.

3, J. Powell. Bradford. hc.H. Beldf>n : J. LeeminK, Rronphton. Preston, e,

Burch 4 B'-nlter, Shfflield. Hen.—l and < up. J. Powell. 2, J. T eeminif. 3. G.
FamcBS. Rawtens'all, Manches'fr. ftr. Burch A; Boulter: H F. Cooper. Wal-
sall ; A. Mollons, Standiford, Wolverhampton : J. F. Dixon, Cotfrrave. c, W. R.
Ball.
HoCDAVB.—Coct.—1. R. p. Wond. Ultoxet^r. 2. H. FeaPt, ^^^wansea. S, J.

Swan. Urn —1, R B. Wood. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Manches er. 3, J. Swan, he,
B. Hea)d. Mapperlev Plains.
CRBvE-CfEint.— Corit.— 1, J. Robinson, Garatanp. 2, R. B. Wood. 3, W.

Harrev, Sh«"flieM. he. Mrs. .Tar\'i8. T.incnln ; Mrs. Crops, Brigfr; Major C.J.
Kwen; K. B. Wood. 2/^n;—I, J. J. Mnldcn. BiRRleswade. 2, K. B. Wood. 3,

G. W. Hihbcrl. he. P. }i. W- od : H. F.is'.
H*siiJCROHg.— fJo/^/'.r •^iJt^'r-f]infolrd.-Coek.—A and Cup. G. A J. Duckworth,

Cburrh. 2 and 3, J. R .bit ^nn. /ir.Bnrch .t Enultf-r; J. Robinfl<^'n: H.Btlrion.
e, G. (Sc -T. Duckworth : H. F»-a8t; J. Writlht. Notmanstoiit". Lowestoft. Hen.—
I. W. Driver 2, J. Clark, st. Da^. ConnvaH. It. J Robinson, he, G. & J.
Dackworth: J. R<d.in-on f ); H. heldnn (2). r. T. Walker.
Hambobohs.—^iW or ftilrrr.prneilli-d.—Cork.—i ani he. J. Robinson. 2 and

3, H. Beldon. Hen —I. W. K I'i.'kii.r. loauich. 2. H. Beldon. S, J. Rhodes,
Accrintrton he. .^ R.d.in-^nn (?) ; H Beldon. c. G. & J. Duckworth.

OA-MT:. — Blafkbr''n.'tf/l IIhIk. - Cork.-l, S. Matthtw. Sfowm^rket 2. C-
Cbaloner. Sieedv. Whitw. II. 3. H. Beldon. he. Dr. W. K. Bnllmore, Falmouth.
e, J. Forayth, W<dverhampton. Hen.—I, C. Chalone". 2, W. J. Pope, Biggles-
wade. 3. Dr. W. K BulJm re. he A. C Travers, Falmouth
G»vz.—Antf other variety —Coek.~). J. Jt^ken.F.Hh&m. 2, S Matthew. 3. C.

Cbaluner. c,J. NfNnn.toeksbaw. Hexham : W Hinchcliflfe, FarnRfield. South-
well. Hen.—l, S. Matthew. 2, J. Jeken. 3, C. Chaloner. he, W. Ball, jun.,
Dkepton.
Any fiTFTTR Variftv. pxcrpt Bantams.—Co rfc.—l, H. Beldon (Polish). 2. J. S.

Rootb. (hesteifleld (MaNv). 8. J. swan {Black Hamlmrffh). he..1. NpI-ou
(Polish): W. Harvey; H. Fea»t(Rlack Rumbnrgh). c. T Walker (Blaek Hiun-
bnrjrh). Hm.—U H- Rcldon iP.d sh). 2. H. Feast (Black Hamburgh). 3, J. S.
Booth (Malav). he. W. H«rv^y: .J. Robinson (Polish).
Gamk Bantams.— B/«c* brmnted Tied*.—Cock.—\ and Cup, W. F. Addie, Ful-

wood, Prewton. '.'and H. Master H E. Robin«nn, Sunderland, he,.^. Nelson;W F. Ad'fie: J. W MorriH. P'eh''al4! c. T. W. Anns. Clapbam. //rn.-land
8. W. F. Addie. 2. T Powell. Mi Ifi-'d, Sunderland, he, W. F. FntwiBle. West-
aeld, Bradford (2) : JAG Tonff.-. F.pworth, Rotherham ; R Swift. Southwell.
Gamr Bant*mh.— ^if[/ othfr varirly—Cock.-l and 2, W. F. Entwisle. 3. C.

Chaloner. /ic, F. Shijm;th. S'.ulliweil //'n -J, W. F. F.ntwJslc. 2. 3. Beichton.
8, Bel'inphara A '»ill. Burnley, he, R. Whitton, Lincoln; W. ¥. Addie; Belling-
bam A Gill. r. F sbnmah.

ifASTAHn.—Any vnTiriu ^rr^pt Game.—flock —\, IT- Beldon. 2. E. WaHon
Silver-lacedi. 8. R t. F. Tearle (Wbii' ). he.C Reed (Blaei) (2): W. A. Tavlor
(hlack): J. WattalDurk J-ipiiifM^I Hen.~\. E. Walton (Silver-UceHl, 2. Rev.
F.Tearl-(Whit-). 8. C R.eMBlHckl. /wr. W Harvev. e,\\. H. Shackleton
(Blark); r. Re«d(Bliick): .1. Waddmgton (Black) ; H Beldon.

Ix-ciL Class— 1. R, NewbitMSpanish). 2. T. Lievesiv, jun. (Boff Co-'h nsl.
S. W. pj>e. ion. (Dorking), c, D.Walker (Partridge Cochin); R. Coney (Light
Brwhmal.

Sri.i.iNo CLifl«-l..l.S. Ronth (Malav). 2.J. Watta. 8, Major C. J. Ewen
(Cochin). A«, Bnrch A Bonlter(Spanmh): W Harvey.
Dccaa.-fiouen— 1, J. While. Sand 8. Capt. R. Swan. AyWihurth—^ nnd

Cop. T P. Carver. 2. J W-lker. 3, J. RohiPH..n. /ic. ^. W. Cox (2) : J Hudg-s.
,

Ai¥v nfkrrvnri/tv.— \. H. Yardl^v. 2. H. I{.-ltlnn. 3. W. Binn* iKaaarkoa). tiC, I

KcT.T. LiTcseylPeravlau); J.J.Maldvn iBlack Ea^t Indian).

Gfp.sf.— 1, T. M. Derry fEmbden). 2. F. W. Brook (French).
Turkeys.— 1, Withheld. 2, Mrs. J. Elvidife.

HKKYiVT^.—Heaviest.— \, J. Bowman, 2, P. Chittorbnck. Lopear'-d.-X, F,
Ranks 2 J. A A. Weaver, /(rr, F. Bunks ; A H Kji><ten. r, H. Gilbert. Fancy
I'anety fTcept Lop-eared —1, G. C. Hutlon fAnsrorat. 2. A. H. Easten (Silver-
Grey), ft", b. G. Hudson (Himalayan) S'Uing Cid** — 1. A. H. Easten. 2, J,
Brown (Himalayaa). he,J,Bio\vn\ G N'uthall (Lop-eared).

PIGEONS.
Carriers,- rn^fc.—1. H. Yardley. 2 and vhc, R. Fulton. Hen.—1 and vhe,

R. Fulton. 2, Withheld, rotini;.—1,11. Faiton. 3, A. Billyeald. /ic, W. Ridley

:

R. Fulton.
. J » J.

PoDTERS.—Tort.-1, R. FuHm. 2, W. Harvey. Hen.—l, W. Harvey. 2, R.
Fulton. /i<r. H. Y>^rdlpv: R. FnUon.
Tdublers.—.llmond.—1. W. Harvev. 2. J. Ford. Jk. R. Fulton. Any other

vnrifty.—l, H. Yardlev. 2, W. Harvey. I'ftc. W. Woodhouae (Balds or Beards),
he.W Woodhouse (Balds or BearrJs): R. Fulton.
BARB3.—1. R. Fult-^n. 2. H. Yardl.-y. he, W. H. Tomlinson.
Rdnts — 1 and 2, H. Yardlev.
NrNs—1. Rev. A. G. Brooke. 9. H Yardlev.
Jacoeins —1. J. Blancbard 2 and he, R. Fulton.
Fantails.—1. J. F. Loversidge. 2, W. H. Tumlinson, he, J. F. Loversidge;W H. Tomlinson.
TRr-MPETEKS.—1. p.. Fulton. 2, W. Harvey.
Tdbbits.—1, J. Blancbard. 2, F. Geai-y. /ic, W. Harvey ; H, Yardley ; J.

Blancbard.
Owls.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Fielding, jun. he. F. Geary.
Dragoons.—1. R. Fulton. 2. Croote & PucVham.
Any other Distinct Variety -1, W. Harvey. 2. R. Fulton.
Spllino Class.—1. .T.Walker(Fantaiis). 2.J. Watts. ?ic,Rev.A. G.Brooke

(RedTurbita). c, W. Harvey ; J. Blancbard (Red Jacobins): A.Gould (Barba).

Judges.—Messrs. E. Hewitt, R. Teebay, and F. Esquilant.

FLOORS OF POULTRY HOUSES.
I AM only an amateur poultry-keeper, and very inexperienced,

not having kept fowls long. I had a substantial wooden house
made for them, with a brick floor laid in cement ; now I find

they are all more or less Buffering in their feet. Where have I
erred ?—BnENTFOBDiExsrs.

[If you had consiilted our "Poultry-keeper's Manual" you
would have saved yourself much trouble ; there you will find
the following ;—

" Bricks or pavements of any kind we regard as the worst of all

materials for the floor; thev retain moisture, whether atmo-
spheric or arising from insufficient drainage ; and thus the tem-
perature is kept low when warmth is most essential, and disease
too often follows, especially rheumatic attacks of the feet and
legs. The flooring of a poultn'-house should be of dry gravel,
and quite loose to the depth of 2 or 3 inches—nothing can then
adhere to it ; and it is neither necessary nor right to sweep the
floor of a poultry-house. A long birch or heath broom may be
drawn lightly over the surface. It will remove everything that
offends, but if turned over with a spade twice or thrice weekly,
the earth deodorises the dung aud becomes a good fertiliser in
the course of a few months, aud has then to be removed and re-
placed by fresh earth. A mixture of gi-avel aud coal ashes
makes an excellent flooring, and in which the fowls delight to
busk."

—

Eds.]

BEES' HATCHING TIME.
Mr. Pettigrew says, on pages 41 and 43 of his book on bees,

" Generally the eggs for young queens are set about four days
before swarming takes place," aud that those eggs will produce
'* beautiful princesses in ten days," which would make together
fourteen days from the time the eggs were set. Now, on
Sunday, June 15th, I bived a first swarm, and in about ten
minutes it returned to the parent hive ; on Tuesday, June 17th,

it swarmed again, was hived as before, but returned again to the
parent hive. To-day (June 27th) it again swarmed, and is now
permanently hived. I want to know from which date I must
reckon the ten days, or whether I must take no notice of the
swarming on June 15th and 17th, and consider this of to-day
(the 27th) as the commencement.
Mr. Pettigrew also states on page 145, that "on the twenty-

first day after the first swarm leaves a hive the combs are free

from brood, save a few drone cells." I want to be informed from
which date—viz., 15th, 17th, or 27th, I uiuet reckon the twenty-
one days, in order to find no young brood in the above hive.

—

Gertrude.
[Mr. Pettigrew very wisely uses the word " generally " when

speaking of the development of "the eggs for young queens."
Everything in this case depends upon circumstances. We have
known eggs lie dormant many days before the hatching took
place. Much depends on the activity of the bee.s themselves,
which proportionably increases the temperature of the hive, on
which hangs so much of its prosperity in every way. Therefore,

in answer to your query, we say with Mr. Pettigrew "generally,"
or perhaps more correctly " under favourable circumstances,"
the young queens will come forth about the time specified. But
here again there comes another qualification. In the case of

wet or stormy weather, which in our variable climate some-
times lasts a fortnight or more eveu at the prime of the year,

the young princesses may he prevented from issuing from their

cells by the wise forethought of the bees, even though fully

developed. It is therefore quite impossible to date precisely the

issue of the young queens from the setting of the eggs ; but we
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should be inclined to take the earliest date you have named,
allowing for all sorts of casualties. We have known swarms issue

before any eggs had been laid in royal cells ; we became aware
of this by subsequent examination, as we found ''artificially"

formed cells, and only such in out-of-the-way parts of the comb.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Boston Show.—Mr. "W. 'WoodhDnse informs ns that he took the first prize

iu " Tumblers, any variety," with a Blue Boldliead cnek.

Gapes {Brahma).—The plan you mention is in all old poultry-hooks. It is

a difficult operation and very uncertain.
Exhibition Pens (F. B.).—We do not think you can do better than use

51 r. Turner's pens (of Sheffield). They are very good, and he sends an ex-

perienced man with them, who is very useful. You can put yourself in com-
munication with him. We know no one iu Bristol. You want troughs only
for water. Put sand or gravel on the floor, and throw the food upon it.

(B. B.).—We know no place where you can hii-e pons, except of Mr. Turner,
of Sheffield. We think well of them, seeing them often.

Light Brahma Chickens (R. E. H.).—We give our chickens no Indian
com. It is not good for gi-owing chickens. It does not make bone. We
should at once discard pea and Indian cornraeal. Ground oats ai'e iu use
throughout Sussex, and we have boujiiht them of Mesers. Maish, Market
Place, Kingston, Surrey. Trybarleymeal, and mix some diippiiig withit. Give
them meat scraps from the table, and curd made of new milk turned with
rennet, and dried by two persons turning a cloth opposite ways.
Turkey Poults Sickly [J. P.).— Are your Turkey poults at liberty? If

they are, the probability is the hen drags them about throufjh dewy or frosty

gra-^s till they get chilled. Shut the hen up in a rip—an empty china crate is

a good one, with a thatched hurdle to keep off the wind, and anotlier on the
top to keep off the rain. If as convenient or more so, you may shut them in
any outhouse, but they should not he let out till the sun is well up, and the
glass dry. Give them some ants' eg^'s if you can. Feed them ou oatmeal
with which a small quantity of pea and beanmeal is mixed, and chop-up some
onion-tops with it. You may safely give the sickly ones a pill of camiihor
the size of a garden pea.

Cochins' I-'eathers Coming Lighter (X Y. ZX—Yon cannot prevent the
hens from moulting light. You are not safe in interfering with the moulting
process. Let Nature haw her way, and all bo well.

*' From Nature's chain, whatever link you strike.
Tenth, or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike."

Ground Oats (H.J. X,.).—The sample you sent is of crashed oats. Ground
oats are as much a powder as is barleymeal. The only person whom we know
to prepare gi-ound oats is Mr. Agate. Slaugham Mills, "near Crawley, Susses.
Canker in Pigeons {A Subscriber).—A. great authority stated in this

Journal, that of all things do not attempt to cut the canker out, but dress the
place twice a- day with a solution of zinc or copper (use the crystallised), about
half an ounce to a quart of water. Merely wash the bird's mouth, or wherever
the sore is, with a dight feather. The lotion must not be too freely used in
the mouth, a very little is quite sufficient.

Fleas in a Pigeon Loft {Bird'^ £;/f ).—You have, doubtless, limewashed
the place thoroughly. Allow no dust, orfeatliers. or dirt to lie about. Clean
out the corners. The Persian insect powder would do good.
LiGORiANS f.7. Mackenzie).—We have no reason to think that you -will be

dealt with unfairly.

Bees Profitable (Rev. 8. A. Brenan).~'Bee3 are profitable, as we can
teetify from experience, and cent, per cent, is quite within the mark. But
whera to find a market for honey gathered in Co. Tyrone we cannot state.
You are too far fr(?m the great market, of London to get the high prices which
are obtained there, 2.*. or 2^. 6d. per lb. But if you got no more than Is., the
profit would still be cent, per cent, ou a well-managed apiary. Have you no
market in Dublin ?

Bees near Cardiff <Bird'A Eye).—The suburbs of Cardiff ought to he no
bar to your success in bee-keeping. You must bo sufficiently near the open
fields to have a fair chance. They have succeeded even in Holhorn. We fear
it is not generally a good honey year ; hut the flowers are late, especially the
white clover, which is a grand honoy-producing flower. There may still be
three splendid weeks in July. But it is impossible to predict. The secret of
success in bee-keeping is to have strong stocks and swarms;, and to give your
bees plenty of room. What sort of hives are you using ? and what supers, if
any ? Ti'J we know this we cannot advise when or how to " take it off."
Bees Clustering-out (C. M. Major).—It i« almost too late in the season

for swarms to do much good, or we should advise your driving out all the bees
of your cottage hive into an empty butt, which is to be left on the old stand.
The Neighbour's hive should then be moved to another part of the garden,
and the hive from which the bees have just been expelled be put in its place.
The bees returning will, with those rapidly hoiuLr hatched out of the cells,
make a good stock, and will raise royal cells. Taking the advanced state of
the season into consideration, we should be inclined to recommend either
raising the hive on a nadir or eke, or cutting out a 4-inch hole in the top,
fixing on, with a ring of soft putty, a hoard of suitable size, clamped at the
ends to prevent warping, with a 3-inch hole, and giving the bees a super. The
bees outlying would soon go up, and even if they do not fill the super before
winter, some combs may be built which will be useful the following season.
Bees clustering out in this way without swarming, proves that the hive is
strong enough to throw off a sw^rm, but for some reason or other the queen is
not ready or disposed to go. In such cases the bee-master should prevent
such waste of valuable bee time, by compelling them to swarm as soon as they
begin to cluster out. You will need no personal advice if you have any of the
works published relative to bee-keeping.
Various i Novice).—Qneries 1, 2, 3, 4, White deal will do for hive-makiuT,

but better is rod deal. Screws are the best fasteners. Bees do not like ziuc
used as a plate such as you have in \-iew. 5, Can any of our readers say where
machines for the manufactory of straw hives can be procured ? Or will any-
one kindly furnish a drawing of such ? We think you might make one easily
with a little ingenuity to suit the size and shape you wish to give your hives.
bf No. 7. No. 8, 9, Dr. Dunbar has been dead many years ; so has Mr. Gold-
mg. We know not where their books can he bought. Can any of our readers
tell us? 10, Dr. Bevan's original work is now out of print. It has been
recently c<.hted by Major Mnnn. but we question if our old friend Dr. Bevan
would own t he work now published in his name, so many have been the altera-
tions introduced, and the liberties taken with his almost exhaustive treatise.
11, We do notknow Dr. Mackenzie's work on bees. 12, Perhaps Mr. Petti'Tew
an ten us " what are the diraensions of the largest straw hive that a good

queen would be capable of filling in a good season." We have only tried such
a hive as would hold a bushel of wheat or a little more.
Bees Clustering-out but not Swarming {J. Badgcry).—Yon will find

an answer to another correspondent which meets your case.

Cat {P. M. R.).—We could not publish an answer. Ask any veterinary

surgeon.
Newfoundland Puppy (Can^ne^.—The symptoms are some of those which

characterise the distemper. Give five grains of blue pill, and five hours after a
table-spoonful of castor oil. Foment the eyes by means of a sponge with a
decoction of poppies. This disease has too many complications for us to

advise fui-ther. If the dog declines in strength he will require tonics, but consult

a veterinary surgeon, or buy Merrick's little book ou '* House Dogs and Sport-

ing Dogs," and follow his directions.

Silk froji Silkworms.—" E. B. B." asks, How should the silk be wound
to make it available for use ? There must be an immense amount of wasted
silk among the thousands of silkworms kept by young people, and many
would be glad to make the amusement a useful one. When suitably wound
where would it be disposable ?

[We shall be much obliged by information in reply to the above.]

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' ^0" N. ; Long. 0^ 8^ 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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they are very numerous, and in colour a rich violet blue in
some plants, while in others they are of a bright lavender,
and I have occasionally had plants with white flowers. The
latter, however, are not so desu'able as the darker-tinted kinds,
excepting for the sake of variety. The height is about 2| feet,

and few plants present such a mass of bloom as this, and still

fewer of the ordinary herbaceous plants remain longer in

beauty ; while In dyiug-olif it never presents an untidy appear-
ance, for the flower-stem looks well to the last, and when re-

moved a neat plant is left, more or less pleutiluUy supplied
with shoots, from which slips or cuttings are easily obtained.
These, if put into a cold pit or under a hand-glass, where
some protection can be afforded them in winter, make good
plants in the following spring. We often put in a batch of

cuttings in September at the same time as Pentstemons, San-
tolinas, and even Centaureas, and they rarely fail to strike.

Our plan is to insert the cuttings in rows in a cold pit in
sandy soil, jind to shade them for a time if necessary, but
always giving them the benefit of the heavy dews that are
common then. The plant, as already stated, is also freely

projiagated by seed, which, however, requires to be sown in
pots or pans, as it is very small—perhaps one of the smallest
of all garden seeds, being much smaller than that of the
Calceolaria or Lobelia ; but it is obtained in any quantity, and
I have raised seedlings in the open ground often enough.
Seedlings, I need hardly say, make the sturdiest plants, besides
giving the chance of variety, but a few cuttings insure a con-
tinuance of a favourite kind, and, besides, there is some un-
certainty in so minute a seed being lost in the ground, or the
young plants falling a prey to insects or other enemies, so it

is desirable to secure a stock from cuttings.

I have sometimes grown the plant in rows along with other
herbaceous plants of similar habit, as Phloxes, double Rockets,
and Catchflies. It likewise makes an excellent plant for the
mixed border ; the question, " What is this ?" being often asked
when its niimerous heads of flowers form a sort of balloon or
beehive, and this, too, without the aid of sticks or artificial

support. It is also sometimes met with as a pot plant, and
supphes a colour not at all plentiful in the conservatory. I

am not partial, however, to growing anything in the conserva-
tory that will succeed out of doors, unless it come in at a parti-
cular season. To those who are not acquainted with it 1 un-
hesitatingly say. Procure it at once ; they wUl not regret the
adoption of my advice.—J. Eoeson.

POTATO PROSPECTS.
I observed a statement in the Journal of the .^rd inst., on

the authority of the Yorkshire Gazette, that the Potato disease
had appeared in North Yorkshu-e, and that the early American
kinds were most affected. Last year the early American kinds,
especially Early Eose, were free from the disease, and happy
should we be had we no greater disease to contend against
than that which has shown itself in the June of the present
year in the early American kinds in North Yorkshire. The
disease to which our north-country papers refer is what is

known aU over the country as the curl, which has no relation
to the Potato disease that begins at the haulm and then attacks
the tubers.

The American Early Eose, though not quite free from disease
last year in North Yorkshu-e, was the least affected, excepting
Eed-skiuned Flourball, whicli was quite free of disease. This
year Early Eose has been much affected with curl, a disease
quite as vu'uleut as that which attacks the Potato at a more
advanced stage. The curl presents itself as soon as, or very
shortly after, the haulm is above ground. What is it but the
weak enfeebled growth of a diseased tuber, the consequence of

planting a diseased set ? Did you ever try to get a crop of

Potatoes by remo%'ing the set as soon as the haulm was a few
inches above ground and note the result ? No Potato affected

with curl comes to anything ; no Potato from which the set

is early removed produces a crop, for in both cases the plant
is deprived of the support which it requires. Even a diseased
Potato will make an effort to continue its kind if the eyes be
not destroyed, but the growth is weak.
Now that we have to deal with the curl, permit me to say

that I last autumn pointed out that the Potato disease is not
hereditary, and cannot be reproduced either by planting a
diseased Potato or by contact with diseased haulms or tubers.
Plant a diseased tuber with sound eyes, and it will grow wealdy

;

the leaves and the whole hav.lm will be speckled with dark
brown spots. The curl will bo manifested by the leaves curl-

ing ; and the plant, if the set has not been much diseased, may
make an effort at flowering, but sound though small tubers,

capable of continuing their race, will be formed. The disease

has been thrown off, and will not again return until the plant
be in a fitting state for the development of the spores of the
Potato fungus. It will be found in most cases that the Potato
plants infested with curl have the sets partially or wholly
decayed ; but the curl, though generally resulting from a
diseased tuber, is not always to be traced to that beginning.
The removal of the sprouts once or twice before planting, after

allowing these to grow several inches long in " pies " or " hogs,"
or on dry shelves or floors, is a taking-away of the life-blood of

the set, and to such an extent is this sometimes carried that
many kinds, especially the earlies, do not make a second
growth after being planted, or if they grow, the growth is

weak, and they begin to form tubers early. They then curl

uj} then' leaves as all Potatoes do when forming tubers, and
growth is at an end, simply because the set can afford no more
support. To have sound fuU crops we must plant plump,
healthy sets.

I may remark that Potatoes in Cleveland present a very
healthy appearance. In gardens, though admitting the curl

in the early American kinds, especially Early Eose, which,
in my opinion, has no claim to special mention, I have not
seen them finer. We have taken up Ashleaf , Myatt's Prolific,

and Veitch's Improved Ashleaf from the open ground, and
they are fine and dry, even floury when cooked ; and the later

sorts, of which I have upwards of twenty, are very promising,
especially New Hundredfold Fluke, Eed-skinned Flourball,

Late Eose, Excelsior, and WLUard's, the last three American
sorts. I may also mention that Potatoes come from selfsowu
seeds here. We have cut and pulled up thousands within the

last few days. They came up even on trenched ground ; the

kind is evidently the old Pink-eye, a variety of the finest qua-
lity. In the fields the Potato crop promises well, especially

where a change of seed had been secured.

The disease mentioned by your excellent correspondent Mr.
Brehaut in No. 639 as occurring in an orchard house, was,

I grant, the disease proper. It would be interesting to know
if the Potato haulms were syringed after they had attained

their full growth and when tubers were forming, or if the

trees were. Was not the haulm of the Potatoes wetted twice

a-day ? From the cold of the past spring and eai'ly summer
it is likely the house would be kept closer than usual. I had
similar experience in a vinery. All went well untU the haulm
was full grown ; then, from syringing the house, the haulm was
wetted, and it was clear that either the foliage of the Potatoes
must be kept dry or the crop would fail. They were not wetted,

and the crop ripened, but not well. In houses and in frames
I have not had a diseased tuber where the plants were not
wetted overhead after the tubers were well advanced, but kept
only moist at the roots. Continued dampness of the haulm of

Potatoes when ripening deteriorates the quaUty of the tubers,

and generally results in disease.—G. Abbey.

GREENHOUSE GLAZING.
I HA^'E practised the method described by " J. P.," of Y'ork,

in your number of July 3rd for several years past, and I question

if any of the patent processes will bear comparison with it for

cheapness and efficiency ; in fact, a more simple, inexpensive,

and neat method could scarcely be devised. Your correspon-

dent very accurately describes the modus operandi, which,
however, I think I can slightly improve upon in one or two
particulars. In the first place an eighth-of-an-inch play on
each side of the glass is too much. If the rafters are put
quite true, and the glass cut true, an eighth of an inch will be
ample space to allow for expansion of rafters, which, I may
remark in passing, is never so much as is generally supposed

;

in fact, if the glass goes in easily and freely all will be weD.
Then, again, if large panes are used (mine are all 12 by 20) a

tack will be required on each side at the end of the pane to

prevent its slipping down, and another close to it at the ex-

treme point of the lower corner (not upper, as described by
" J. P.") to keep the glass in its proper place ; thus one tack

holds both panes. Nothing is better than long tin tacks. I

am confident that no one who gives tbe plan a trial will ever

return to the old system of facing-off with putty.

—

Willi.vm

WiNriED.^.NK, Bevois Mount Nursery, Soutliamjiton.

The AncDBA.—It is probably not known that the male plants

raised from seeds of the old female Aucuba come into flower
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at the same time as the old females, whereas imported or

purchased males flower considerably earlier. This has been

foaud here, without exception, to be the case, and is looked

npon in these gardens as a valuable discovery.—G. H. Cooke,

The Gardens, Peniarth, Merioneth.

FORCING THE KOSE.
Most varieties of the Eose are capable of being forced ; but

the Hybrid Perpetuals are much to be preferred as a whole,

and it is of them that the great bulk of our stock is composed.

A few of the old Cabbage and common Moss Roses are desir-

able on account of theu' fragauce and delicate colours—besides,

the Moss makes the finest button-hole Eose ; they ai-e also

both very prolific bloomers. A few also of the summer-blooming
Eoses are indispensable, such as Coupe d'HiJbe.Chai'lesLawson,

Paul Eicaut, Maiden's Blush, and a few others. But it is

among the Hybrid Perpetuals that the grandest Koses are to

be found and the gi-eatest variety selected. Baroness Eoths-

obild is a magnificent light-coloured Rose for forcing, and a

strong grower; Duke of Edinburgh, a dark Eose, also fine;

La France, a superb Eose ; Miss Poole, Jules Chretien ; and of

older Eoses, Jules Margottin is very prolific ; SCnateur Vaisse

and General Jacqueminot are two old Eoses of fine scent and
colour ; Souvenir de la Malmaisou is a sure and distinct Rose :

but selection is scarcely possible ; they are nearly all equally

suitable—at least we iind them so. Many of the Tea-scented

Roses are also first-rate for forcing, cutting them when just

about to open. It is needless to name varieties, as the whole

of them are suitable for pot-culture. If plants are received

from the nnrsery they must be examined at the roots to see

if drainage is all right and the soil in a healthy condition.

Any plants with the pots full of roots should be shifted at

once ; those not demanding shifting should remain until some
growth has been made, standing the plants in a cold pit for a

time with plenty of ventilation.

By the first week in June, when the sun is getting hot and
powerful, they should be plunged in the full blaze of his rays

out of doors. This is the time when we repot aU our stock of

pot Eoses ; till the first week in June they have been resting

after the flowering period, attention being paid to them in

watering and not overcrowding them in some sheltered place

out of doors. Those in small pots are shifted-on if the pots be

full of roots and the soil he.ilthy ; others may require partial

shaking-out and repotting in the same sized pots ; none of

them are in larger than 11-inch pots, which is large enough for

early-forced Koses, and fine large plants can be grown in pots

of that size. We do not cut or prune Hybrid Peipetuals at

this stage, believing that they should have all the foliage left

to ripen the wood and enable them to make roots ; much fresh

growth after tliis is not desirable on Roses to be forced early.

We, however, cut out any old exhausted wood from the Tea-
scented Eosea.

The Eose iu the open ground thrives best in strong loam
whose basis is clay ; for potting, however, a lighter open soil

is to be preferred : a light, yellow loam of a sandy texture is

what we use, well-enriched with rotten farmyard manure.
Light manures, sjich as leaf mould or old mushroom-bed dung,
are not of much use for Eoses—they like more substantial fare.

'Ihe soil should be chopped up rough, and a sprinkling of

cmshed bones will much improve it, and a few over the crocks

will serve the double purpose of drainage and manure, which
the roots soon find out. I'ot firm, and drain well. When
firmly potted the soil is not so liable to become waterlogged,

or the drainage disarranged. Eoses want a deal of water in

the summer. When all are potted as they require, aiTange the

plants in rows according to size—the tallest at the back, and
giving room to those which require it, without any attention

as to the distances being uniform—in a turf pit facing the sun,

in a warm sheltered place, and fill-in between the pots with
sawdust, which keeps the roots equable as to temperature and
moisture. The sawdust absorbs the heat of tlie sun througli

the day, and Pine-wood sawdust is also obnoxious to worms
when it is fresh. Here they will now require verj- little atten-

tion throughout the summer, except watering, and an eye to

Backers from the stocks if the Eoses are worked plants. Those
known to be well-rooted should have weak liquid manure at all

times when watered. We sometimes top-dress the whole with
sheep's or other dung, as it is useful at a rainy time. When
the water-pot is not required, the rain washes the manure into

the soil. All flower bads are picked off the plants as they are

formed, and sometimes a few plants may require staking, but

not often, unless a strong shoot gets top-heavy, catches the
wind, and unsettles the whole plant in its pot. About the end
of October we remove tlie whole to the Peach cases, where
there is abundance of air night and day. Here they are allowed

to become comparatively dry at the root, when the foliage will

soon begin to turn yellow and fall off, a sign of ripeness of the
wood. Water may now be withheld entirely. SBsl?!
By the middle of December they may be pruned. This we

do to the whole at one time. It is not at all necessary to leave

those unpruned which are required later. They will start as

required, just as Vines in pots will. The difference in flowering

is effected by the time the plants are pruned, but by this time
they get introduced into heat. The first lot may be selected and
started at once ; the moist mild temperature of a Peach house
just started suits them well. Here they will have the syringe

daily, and for a time plenty of light, and a minimum of fire heat.

If a low span-roofed forcing house can be devoted to them, so

much the better ; they can be better attended to as regards

ventilation, and will have the benefit of all the sunshine pos-

sible, better than under Vines or Peach trees. One good soaking

of water will be suflicient for a time ; the syringe will keep
them moist enough until they have developed Fo;:;e foliage.

The-chief points to be attended to now will be to husband the
sun's heat, to ventilate freely when the weather will allow, but
avoid draughts, which will injure the tender foliage and induce
insects. The object must be to get strong growth ; spindly

drawn growth ruins the plants for future use, as well as yield-

ing poor unrecognisable flowers. Fumigate on the least ap-

pearance of aphis, and watch for the Eose grub, which curls

up the leaves and eats out the buds. Force slowly with as

little fire heat as possible, the thermometer ranging from 50°

to 65°, or 80° with sun heat.

The plants must be gradually hardened before removing to

a cool house, else the buds may turn yellow and drop off. If

the conservatory be warm they will not feel the change,

especially if the forcing has not been rapid, and the pots not
been plunged in heat. Water with liquid manm-e as soon as

the buds begin to show, and continue until all the flowers are

cut, after which the same routine of ripening, and resting, and
potting begins for another year.

—

The Squiee's Gaedenee (in

The Gardener.)

THE NEW STRAWBERRY DWARF TOMATO
A DECEPTION.

AiioNa the announcements of vegetable novelties for the

present season there appeared the following taking description

of a " New Strawberry Dwarf Tomato :"—" An entirely dis-

tinct variety, of novel form, and totally different in appearance

to aU other I'omatos. The fruit has a juicy pulp of a pleasant

Strawberry-lLke flavour, with a certain degree of sweetness

and acidity. With the addition of lemon juice it is frequently

preserved like Plums, as well as stewed like Cranberries, if

kept from the frost till spring." To give still greater force to

this announcement, it was further stated that the variety, with

some others, had " been recently introduced by us from Ame-
rica, and can be highly recommended." Like many other

gardeners I gave suflicient credence to a statement so attrac-

tive, and bearing such an appearance of truthfulness, as to

order a packet of the seed—not of the introducers, but of

another leading and highly respectable firm, who were deceived

equally with myself. The seed was sown, the plants raised

and cultivated, and the result is that the so-called novelty

proves to be—not a Tomato, but our old friend Physalis eduhs,

the Capo Gooseberry 1 Now, the cost of the seed and its cul-

tivation was so trifling that one would hardly be at the trouble

of complaining if nothing more were involved, but it is the

feeling of distrust that such faulty practices engender that is

most to be deptored. Willingly do I ascribe to enthusiasm

the highly-coloured, often-exaggerated descriptions which herald

the advent of many new plants and flowers ; but when an old

plant is pressed under a new name upon the public, it becomes

a matter of duty to expose it and all such practices.

It is always painful to publish strictures of this kind, smd I

venture to hope that the matter may be explained to the satis-

faction of all concerned, on this side of the Atlantic at least.

—E. Ldckhdest.

Propaoation of the Mistletoe in Wales.—Two years since

some seeds of the Mistletoe were rubbed upon, not inoculated

into, an old Apple tree here, a large original Ribston Pippin.

Last year the only symptoms of vegetation which any of these
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seeds showed was throwing out two or three " tentacula," or
claws ; but this year one of the seeds has vegetated, and has now
thrown out sprouts of more than an inch long. It was ^uite

despaired of that the seeds would vegetate. This information
may he useful to anyone who may wish to propagate this

parasite in our, as in many other districts almost unknown.

—

G. H. Cooke, The Gardens, Fmuartli, Merionetli.

FLOWEES FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 10.

POTENTILLA MENZIESII.—Menzies' CiNQnEFulL.

The order Eosaeeas, to which the genus Potentilla belongs,

may be regarded as one of the most important of the vegetable

kingdom ; for it includes within its hmit not only some of the
handsomest of our garden flowers, but also comprehends all

the most valuable of the fruits of the temperate regions, such
as the Apple and Pear, and the different varieties of the Peach,
Plum, Apricot, and Cherry. Leaving aside, as foreign to our
present purpose, the fruit-bearing genera, we may claim for the

PotentiUas a high rank among the ornamental plants of the
order.

Of the 150 species and varieties known, all, with scarcely

any exceptions, are interesting plants, and a considerable

number of them are indeed scarcely inferior in beauty to any
of the hardy perennials.

Most of the highly-coloured varieties now so common in

gardens are hybrids ; the flowers of the wild species being,

with very few exceptions, yellow or white.

Among those species most deserving of cultivation may be
named P. rupestris, with pretty pure white flowers produced in

May ; P. pyrenaiea, also an early bloomer, of dwarf habit, yield-

ing bright yeUow blossoms in profusion ; P. mollissima, with
prinu'ose yellow flowers ; P. Eichardsonii, also yellow, with fo-

liage silvery beneath ; P. atrosanguinea and P. formosa, two
Nepaulese species, the former with deep purple, and the latter

with pale cherry-coloured flowers. These two species are not

only interesting for their intrinsic beauty, but also as being

the parents of many of the numerous hybrids which have
adorned our gardens for years past. As one of the earliest

and best of these we may name KusseUiaua, formerly a very

popular plant, but now superseded by varieties with greater

breadth of petal and brighter colours, of which P. Menziesii

may be regarded as the type. Equally desirable are the varie-

ties Hopwoodiana, Macnabiana, Smoutii, Striata multiflora,

all more or less distinct in colour. But beautiful as these are,

they are eclipsed by the numerous double and semi-double

varieties of recent introduction, which have the advantage of

not closing their flowers so completely as the single-flowered,

and their blossoms are also of longer duration. Some of the best

of these are Louis Van Houtte, large, deep crimson ; Belisaire,

bright vermilion ; WilUam Rollisson, reddish yellow and
orange ;

Kosfcflora plena, rich velvety vermilion, edged with

yellow; .and Vase d'Or, canary yellow, all fivst-class plants,

worthy of being added to the most select collection of pe-

rennials.

All the species and varieties we have enumerated are perfectly

hardy, and of the easiest cultivation, though it cannot be said

that they will flourish in any description of soil. They succeed

best in a good rich earth of some depth, and require, in summer,
a plentiful supply of water, especially about the time the flower

stems are thi-own up. We have never seen the Potentillas

grown iu beds, but we think that such an arrangement would
be exceedingly interesting, if a proper selection of plants were

made. For the centre of the bed one of the shrubby species,

such as fruticosa, or fioribunda, both with yellow flowers, and
growing about 4 feet high, would be well adapted ; and around
these might be grouped the erect-growing herbaceous species

and varieties, reserving the trailers, of which there is a fair

sprinkling, for the outer circle.

They are all readily increased by dividing the roots early in

spring, and as these descend to a considerable depth, care

mast be taken that the fibres are not broken. Many of the

species ripen seeds, from which new varieties may often be
raised, and all the seedlings would flower the second season
after sowing.
A wide field is here open to the amateur florist, and, with a

little care and attention, he could scarcely fail to originate

some valuable additions to this ornamental family.

There is an allied genus, of which a few species are occasion-

ally found in gardens, and which fuUy equal in beauty the
Potentillas we have named ; we allude to the Geums. They
are distinguished from the CinquefoUs by their lyrate leaves,

reflexed calyx when iu fruit, and more particularly, by the
style of the numerous little granular seed-vessels being jointed.

Geum cocciueum (theG. QueUyon or chiloense of some authors)

,

is au extremely handsome plant.
The properties both of Potentilla and Geum, as well as of

Tormeutilla, another allied genus, are very similar. Many of

the species of the three genera are astringent and aromatic,
and all are perfectly innocuous. The common Potentilla anse-

rina, or Silver Weed, has been used by tanners ; and P. reptans,

another English species, of which a pretty double-flowered
variety is sometimes met with in gardens, was formerly
employed as a febrifuge.

Potentilla Meneie&ii

The generic term, Potentilla, is derived by some authors
from 2>otens, powerful, or I'otcntia, power, in allusion to the

medicinal properties of the species ; but as these are un-
doubtedly very weak, we incline to agree with those who con-

sider the reference to be to the Latin diminutive, signifying

little power.

The popular designation, Cinquefoil, alludes to the arrange-

ment of the leaflets, which are often in fives, but by no means
exclusively so ; for many of the species, including Menziesii,

have ternate foliage, and it is not rare to find on the same
plants, leaves with segments varying from three to six in num-
ber ; a few_species have even pinnate leaves.—W. Thompson,
Ipswich.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FRUITS.

PiiiMULA VERTICILIJ.TA rar. SINENSIS. jY(!(. ortt, Primulacca!.

Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of Abyssinia. Flowers
primrose-yellow. " Primula verticillata has been long cul-

tivated in Europe, having been raised from seed brought, I

believe, from the Sinaitic Peninsula; but the Abyssinian va-

riety is of recent introduction into England by Messrs. Veilch.

It flowered in the Royal Gardens in March of the present year

;

it grows freely on rockwork."

—

(Bot. Mug., t. 6042.)

Meninia turcica. Nat. ord., Acanthacenj. Linn., Dian-
dria.—Native of Cochin-China. Flowers wliite, reticulated

with pink nerves. It flowered at Kew in April. The plant is a

powerful febrifuge, called Thuong-son by the natives.

—

(Ibid.,

t. 604.3.)

Crassula phofusa. Nat. ord., Crassulaceaj. Linn., Pent-
andria Monogynia.—Native 'of South Africa. Flowers white
tinged with pink. " A free-flowering and remarkably ramous
species of Crassula, sent from the Graaf Keinett district of the

Cape Colony by Harry Bolus, I^.sq. The structure of the leaf

is very curious. The margin, which is quite entire, is edged
with a narrow band of chestnut-brown, within which is a series

of orbicular, slightly convex, puuctiform disks. These disks,

when highly magnified, are found to consist of a vcrj' dense

cellular tissue, that terminates downwards in a conical form, and
communicates with the peripheral ends of the nerves, in the
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loose parenchymatous substance of the leaf. The surface of the

disk is studded with excessively minute stomata, of a different

form from th<? other stomata on either surface of the leaf ; the

guard-cells of these stomata further contain on their outer

edge a row of minute chlorophyle gi-anules, giving them a most

beautiful appearance. It was raised from seed received in

1871 from Mr. Bolus, and now forms a profusely flowering

mass of branches and leaves, 2 feet in diameter ; it flowered

from March to June of the present year."

—

{Ibid., I. 6044.)

Rhododekdros m.vl.\y.«U5i. Nat. on/., Ericace.T. Linn.,

Decandria Mouogynia.—Native of the Malayan Archipelago.

Flowers crimson. " Dr. William .Jack, of the late East India

Company's service, a verj- able botanist and author of the

• Malayan Miscellanies,' was the first to make known this fine

plant (in about 18'23), which he discovered on the summit of

Gunong Bunko, a remarkably insulated mountain, commonly
called by Europeans the Sugar-loaf, in the interior of Ben-

coolen, Sumatra. Dr. Jack observes of this mountain that,

though estimated at only 3000 feet in height, the character of

its vegetation is decidedly alpine, a fact which he attributes to

the form and consequent exposure of its sharp conical peak.

Rhododendron malayanum has since been gathered repeatedly

on Mount Ophir, Malacca, at an altitude of 4000 feet."

—

(Ibid., t. G04.5.)

BoRONn MEijASTiGM.i. Nat. ord., Eutaoeffi. Linn., Octan-

dria Monogj-nia.—Native of south-west Australia. Flowers

maroon-purple outside and pale yellow inside. " It was in-

troduced into Kew by seed originally received from Baron von

Mueller, and subsequently living plants were presented by

M. Thozet. The somewhat aromatic fragrance of the flowers

resembles nothing known to me : it is most delicious ; and
though not overpowering, soons fiUs a large room ;

and should

it be capable of being obtained as a perfume, I may safely

predict its being in great request. In these respects, of deli-

cacy of odour accompanying a singular brown-purple colour,

it resembles the Tinnaa a;thiopica of Tropical Africa, and

like the Tinnaja, the Boronia is very easy of cultivation, if

treated like a Heath in an ordinary greenhouse."

—

(Ibid.,

t. 6046.)

OMPnALODES LcciLij:. A''«(. orrf., Boraginaeeai. Z.i»h., Pent-

andria Monogynia.—Native of Asia Minor. Flowers some
pink and others blue. " This beautiful plant has hitherto

been found only in two localities, which are very distant from

one another, in Asia Minor—namely, Mount Sypilus, near

Manesis (the ancient Magnesia, north-east of Smyrna), where

it was discovered by Aucher Eloi; and in the Eastern Taurus

Mountains of Bulgar dagh, in the province of Cilicia (now

Itschili), adjoining the Gulf of Scanderoon. In both places it

inhabits considerable altitudes, attaining 8000 feet. It is de-

cidedly the most beautiful species of the genus, and is well

adapted for rockwork cultivation, remaining in flower for a

considerable time in cool weather, and presenting all shades of

colour in the corolla, from a pale pink-purple to azure. The
specimen here figured was presented to the Royal Gardens by

James Atkins, Esq., of Painswick, and which flowered pro-

fusely for a second time after arrival."

—

(ILii., t. 6047.)

Rose— Mademoiselle Cecile Berthod.— "This pretty new
Tea Rose is from the collection of Mr. W. Paul at Waltham
Cross. The variety has been shown at some of the spring

metropolitan exhibitions, and won a first-class certificate,

being, as we think, very deservedly rewarded. The Rose is of

good free habit, blooming abundantly, and the flowers are

large and full, of a fine pure sulphur-yellow colour, the backs

of the petals being almost white. Our collections of Tea Roses

have received .some very useful accessions during the last year

or two, and amongst the novelties thus obtained wo believe

the variety now figured wUl be found to hold a foremost place,

and will not disappoint those who cultivate it."

—

(Florist and
Nomologist, 3 s., vi., 14.5.)

The Rose-scf.nted Geranium.—Some forty years since, or

more, the " old Rose Geranium " was much prized, not for its

flowers, ("r they are quite insignificant, but for the delicious

fragrance of its foliage, which, like the Sweet Verbena (Aloysia

citriodora) retains the scent when dried and kept in the pocket.

My employer some three weeks since informed me that many
years back he recollected, at Peper Harrow, the beautiful seat

of Viscount Middleton, the then, as far as he knew, only re-

maining plant of that Geranium. I immediately wrote to Mr.

Thompson, the gardener at Peper Harrow, and was happy to

find that the old plant is still in existence, and Mr. Thompson

has been kind enough to send me some cuttings of it. It is

well worth preserving.

—

G.H.Cooke, The Gardens, Peniarth,

Merioneth.

VALUE OF FRUITS AND FLOWERS.
Fkuits and flowers have too often been considered only as

the luxuries of life ; but the more we use them, the more we
are associated with them, the nearer shall we approach a re-

fined and healthy temperament both of body and of mind. It

is therefore our duty to develope these wonderful resources of

nature, and to increase and improve them to their utmost ex-

tent. No employment is more consonant with the refinement

and happiness of a rational being, none better calculated to

develope the purest sentiments of our moral nature. " They
are," said Mr. Webster, " a constant field where all sexes and

ages, and every degree of taste and refinement, may find

opportunity for gr-atification."

—

{E.rtraetfrom a Lecture by the

Hun. Marshall P. IVilder to the Masscichuscts Horticultural

Society.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July ICth and 17th.

On one of the finest days we have enjoyed this summer, but

by no means hot, the Zonal Pelargonium Show opened, and it

ia to be continued this day. The flowering specimens are

dazzling in their colours, and those whose memories stretch

back to the old Tom Thumb would marvel indeed at the size

both of pips and truss that is here to be found, not in one variety

only, but in dozens. The Tricolors, on the other hand, which

but a short time ago were all the rage, are dull, and present a

great sameness. Notwithstanding the absence of exhibitors who
had entered, but did not come forward, Mr. Eyles evoked at the

last moment a very good arrangement in the conservatory cor-

ridors, where the Show is held, and by a more rigid adhererice

to time, in which respect the reins must be drawn tighter stiU,

we believe it will be possible to have yet better effects in the

future. Exhibitors entering a number of plauts and then not

coming forward at the last moment, render all preconceived

plans futile.

Class 1 is for eighteen Zonal Pelargoniums in G-iuch pots, novelty

and shape of flowers taking the precedence of size and training.

Here Mr. George, gardener to Miss Nicholson, Putney Heath,

is first with A. F. Barron, a fine scarlet, with a white eye;

Edward Bennett, deeper in colour; Queen's Messenger, very

large truss ; La Grande Marque, fine truss ; Lord Loudesborough,

scarlet; Congress, fine orange scarlet; Circulator, free-flower-

ing rosy scarlet ; Lucretia, white, with pink eye ; Polly King,

salmon rose ; and others all of his own raising. Second come
Messrs. Bell & Thorpe with a collection not one of which is

named except on tallies in the pots, but nearly all of them are

beyond reach. The same remark applies to the third-prize lot

from Dr. Denny, of Stoke Newington. Mr. Caunell, of Wool-

wich, also exhibits in this class.

In Class 2, for twelve Nosegays or hybrid Nosegays in 6-inch

pots, novelty and shape of flowers again taking the precedence

of size and training, Mr. George also takes tlie first position

with a group, in which Grand Coup, bright rosy scarlet, is very

fine. Mr. Cannell is second with a group in which Frank Miles,

magenta crimson ; Undine, deep scarlet ; Mrs. Ffytch, iuteuse

rose ; Mrs. Turner, magenta rose ; Mrs. F. Burnaby, pink, white

at the base of the upper petals ; and Matilda, are conspicuous.

Third comes Mr. Goddard, of Twickenham. Messrs. Bell and

Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon, Mr. Turner, of Slough, Dr. Denny,

and Mr. Rowe, The Rookery, Roehampton, also exhibit in this

p'or six specimen Zonal varieties Mr. Catliu, gardener to

Mrs. Lermitte, Finchley, is first with plants in splendid bloom,

some of which measure 5 feet in diameter. The kinds are

Monsieur Rendatler, Prince of Wales, Pioneer, Lord Derby
(magnificent), Virgo Marie, and Leonidas.

In the nurserymen's class for six hybrid Nosegays, Messrs.

Bell & Thorpe are first with an unnamed lot. For twelve double

Zonals the same firm are also first with fine examples of Marie

Lemoine, rose ; Victor Lemoine and Charles Glym, scarlet

;

Mr. Gladstone, rose scarlet; and Signet, together with jVlba

plena, a very poor white, and others. Second come Messrs.

Wright, Lee, Kent. In the amateurs' class Mr. H. Watson, gar-

dener to T. H. Bryant, Esq., Airlic Lodge, Surbiton, is first.

Golden Tricolors are exhibited in considerable force. The

best eighteen come from Mr. Pestridge, Greenway Nursery, Ux-

bridge, and consist of finely-grown excellently-coloured plants

of Prince of Wales, Mrs. Headley, Sophia Dumaresquo, Mr.

Rutter, Lady Cullum, Peter Grieve, Mrs. Turner, Florence,

Salamander, Sir Robert Napier, Acme, Mrs. Dunnett, E. R.
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Benyon, Vale of Evesham, Achievement, Sophia Cusack, Lucy
Grieve, and Brilliant. Mr. H. B. Smith, Eahng Dean Nursery,
13 second with, among others, excellent plants of Jetty Lacy,
Defiance, and Lady CuUum. The third prize goes to Mr. Wright,
of Lee. For six Mr. Watson is first ; Mr. Goddard, Twickenham

.

second; and Mr. Goddard, gardener to A. Chancellor, Esq.,
Richmond, third. In the class for the same number of Silver
Tricolors the prizes go to Mr. Pestridge, Mr. H. B. Smith, and
Mr. Wright. Among the plants shown are excellent specimens
of Lass o' Gowrie, Miss Burdett Courts, Mrs. Eousby, Mrs. Col.
Wilkinson, Italia TJnita, and Silver Cloud. For four Mr. Beach,
gardener to E. R. Petley, Esq., Riverhead, Sevenoaks, takes the
highest place ; and the remaining prizes go to Mr. G. Goddard,
Twickenham, and Mr. J. Goddard, Richmond.
Of the Golden Bronze Bicolors there is but a small exhibition.

Mr. Pestridge is first for six in 8-inch pots with Black Douglas,
W. R. Morris, Earl of Rosslyn, Crown Prince, Reine Victoria,
and Sybil, remarkably well grown but not in good colour. Se-
cond and third come Mr. Watson and Mr. Wright. The best
group, however, is that from Mr. Beach, but these, having
been grown in pots less than 8 inches in diameter, were dis-
quaUfled; Mrs. John Lee, Countess of KeUie, and Earl of Bosslyn
are very good.

In Class 13, for six Zonal varieties not in commerce, the prizes
were offered by Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich. Mr. George is first

with A. P. Barron and Edward Bennett, both of which received
first-class certificates from the Floral Committee, and are very
fine varieties ; Mrs. J. George, very large truss, orange scarlet,
fine form, first-class certificate ; La Marque, and two others.
Messrs. Bell & Thorpe are second, and take a first-class certi-
ficate for Czarina, white, tinged with rose at the eye.
In the next class, for six Nosegays or hybrid Nosegays not in

commerce, the prizes are likewise offered by Mr. Cannell. Mr.
George is first with Lustrous, fine dark scarlet (first-class certi-
ficate) ; Dr. Masters, mageuta-flnshed ; Teresa, Beauty of Surrey,
and The Shah, all large-trussed varieties.
For three plants of a new variety Mr. G. Smith is first with

Santley, scarlet, white eye ; Mr. George second with Mrs. J.
George ; and Mr. Smith, Edmonton, third. Mr. Turner sent
three fine baskets of stage Pelargoniums, Protector, Ruth, and
Giant.

For three plants of a new Nosegay or hybrid Nosegay Messrs.
Bell & Thorpe are first with Happy Thought, with the centre
of the leaves variegated with white, and having besides a dark
zone surrounding the variegation, and the whole of the margin
green, whilst the flowers are magenta crimson, but uarrow-
petaled. Mr. George shows Achievement, crimson scarlet ; and
Mr. Turner, Duchess of Marlborough, pink, white eye. For the
test new Golden Tricolor, Mr. Pestridge is first with Mrs. H.
Little, having a broad, clouded crimson baud ; Messrs Bell and
Thorpe are second, and Mr. Turner is third with Miss Morris.
The best Silver Tricolor is DoUy Vardeu from Mr. Turner, the
second best Mrs. J. Marshall from Mr. Pestridge, Uxbridge.
The best new Golden Self exhibited is Golden Banner, from

Mr. Pestridge. The second prize was awarded to Messrs. Bell
and Thorpe for Sulphureum, and the third to Mr. Turner for
Golden Lover, a beautifully-coloured kind.
Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, offered prizes for twelve distinct

varieties of seedlings, not variegated, raised and sent out by
him, in pots not to exceed 8 inches, the plants to be grown
with as little training as possible. Mr. W. I5rise, gardener to
J. H. Lermitte, Esq., Knighton, Pinchley, takes the first prize.
His plauts are in good health, the trusses very large, and the
flowers splendid in colour. The most notable sorts are Bayard,
Rev. C. P. Peach, Florence Durand, a very fine pink flower of
the semi-Nosegay section, the flowers large, well-shaped, and
the trusses remarkable ; Amaranth is another fine pink flower,
the colour very rich; Lord Belper, Lady Egerton, Thomas
Speed, and Corsair. Mr. J. Catlin, gardener to Mrs. Lermitte,
Ben., East End, Finchley, comes second; Mrs. Vincent, Chunder
Sen, and Mrs. Saunders, are fine.

For Dr. Denny's prize for a collection of plants, consisting of
two plants of each of his seedlings that were sent out by Mr.
William Paul in the spring of 1871, pots not to exceed S inches,
plants to be grown with as little training as possible, Mr. J.
Scott, gardener to Mrs. Howatt, Enfield, is first. The plants in
this class were not to be subjected to much training, but the
trusses were tied-out with sticks placed conspicuously in the
pots. Wellington, Sir J. Moore, and Sir C. Napier are very fine.
Messrs. Bell & Thorpe, Stratford-on-Avon, come in second with
small plants.

For Mr. G. Smith and Mr. J. George's prizes for twelve varie-
ties of Pelargoniums, raised by Mr. J. George, to be shown in
pots not exceeding 6 inches, quality of flower to be the primary
test of merit, Mr. E. Eowe, The Rookery, Roehampton, is first.

In this class the plauts are necessarily small, but Mr. Rowe's
plants are very neat, and the trusses good. Circulator, Dr.
Livingstone, King of the Forest, and Master Han-y are fine.
Mr. G. Goddard, Twickenham, is second with nice plauts ; and
Messrs. Carter & Co., of High Holborn, have a collection.

Prizes were offered for Disa grandiflora, but no one came
forward to claim them.
Of six Liliums in pots, nurserymen, Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale

Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, has the best, and Mr. C. Turner,
of Slough, is second. Mr. Ware has L. aui-atum, L. longiflorum,
L. croceum, L. excelsum, <tc. Mr. Turner's are principally
L. auratum.
The successful exhibitors of Delphiniums, Pentstemons, fand

hardy perennials are Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, Mr. Porter, Isle-
worth, and Mr. Parker, of Tooting ; the latter, in particular,
contributes a very fine group. In Carnations and Picotees all

the prizes go to Mr. Turner, of Slough, Mr. Norman, and Mr.
Pizzey, Mr. Turner's blooms being remarkable for their beauty

;

but we have not time just now to do more than render &
well-deserved meed of praise to the exhibitors of these old
favourites.
The prize for the best collection of Lettuces was awarded to

Mr. Osman, of the South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton, who has •

large examples of numerous Cos and Cabbage kinds.
Among miscellaneous subjects, which are less numerous thau

usual, we must mention a fine group of the beautiful crimson
Spirsea palmata from Mr. C. Noble, of the Sunniugdale Nurse-
ries; a flue lot of Balsams from Mr. Smith, of Baling Dean; a
good mixed group from Mr. Aldous, South Keusington ; and a
remarkably fine collection, both of Tricolor-leaved and flowering
Zonal Pelargoniums, from Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross. In
this Remus, rose, edged with white, and Marathon, Nosegay,
brilliant crimson flushed with magenta and orange, received
flrst-class certificates. Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, bad a cultural
commendation for boxes of new Roses of 1872, iu which Presi-
dent Thiers, Etienue Levet, Augusts Rigotard, and Princess
Beatrice were conspicuous.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
Mr. Harris, gardener to Mrs. J. H. Vivian, Singleton, Swansea,
sent three very handsome Queen Pines, one of which weighed
6^ lbs., and was a remarkable specimen. They were awarded a
cultural commendation. Mr. G. Westland, The Gardens, Witley
Court, sent four Quean Pines, weighing in the aggi'egate 22 lbs.

They were awarded a cultural commendation, but they were
not equal to those shown by Mr. Harris. Mr. G. Ward, gardener
to T. N. MiUer, Esq., Bishop Stortford, sent two fruit of Moscow
Queen, under the name of " Queen." Mr. T. Farrow, gardener
to T. Batters, Esq,, Enfield, sent a seedling Grape, called Golden
Drop, raised between the Black Hamburgh and Canon Hall.
It was not considered of sufficient merit to receive a certificate.

Messrs. Standish & Co., Ascot, exhibited two bunches of Ascot
Citronelle Grape, which received a first-class certificate last
year. The flavour was a fine brisk Muscat-Citron flavour. A
letter of thanks was awarded. R. B. Postans, Esq., of Brent-
wood, sent a collection of nine sorts of seedling Strawberries:

—

Boz, a medium-sized fruit, similar in shape to La Constaute,
was passed ; Dr. Lindley was also passed ; ChauceUor was also
passed ; Princess was a large variety, but not of good flavour

;

Pomona was of superior flavour to the preceding, and the Com-
mittee requested to see it again ; Nabob is a large handsome
variety, but the flavour inferior; Sylvanus is also a large
variety, and the flavour inferior ; Excelsior is a large handsome
variety, and, as it was not quite ripe, was asked for again ; Ex-
quisite is large and well coloured, and the flavour good; it was
asked for again. These were fine handsome-looking varieties,
but the recent heavy rains had diluted the flavour. Mr. William
Paul, of Waltham Cross, sent a seedUng Strawberry of medium
size, very firm and compact, with a red flesh thi-oughout, and
with a fine Pine flavour. The opinion was that it was a good
Strawberry, but too small. Mr. T. Stevens, gardener, Wray Park,
Reigate, sent a seedling Melon, which was passed. Mi-. John-
ston, The Gardens, Glamis Castle, N.B., also sent a seedling
Melon, which was passed. Mr. Bennett, The Gardens, Hatfield,
sent sprays of Peaches and Nectarines laden with fruit, to sliow
the abundance of the crop on concrete wire walls. Mr. F.
Dancer, of Little Sutton, Turnham Green, sent sprays of
Monarch Gooseberry completely studded with fruit, showing its

wonderful prolificacy. Mr. W. Child, The Gardens, Pool Bank,,
Birkenhead, sent a seedling Melon of good but not remarkable
flavour. Mr. D. Piccirillo, Wigmore Street, sent three very
large Flat Red Trii)oli Onion, grown at Naples, which were of
enormous size.

Flokal Committee.—W. B. KeUock, Esq., in the chair. The-
subjects submitted to the Committee on this occasion were but
few. Of new Roses, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, exhibited
S. Reynolds Hole, dark maroon scarlet, fine form, and received
a first-class certificate. A like award was made to T. Laxtou,
Esq., Stamford, for Empress of India, auother dark variety of
fine form. Mr. .1. Walker, Thame, hkewise received a first-

class certificate for Beauty of Thame. Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing
Dean, sent Golden Tricolor Cesarueva with finely-coloured
leaves. A flrst-class certificate was awarded to Mr. J. Cocker,
nurseryman, Aberdeen, for Phlox Miss Robertson, a fine white
variety. Mr. J. Gee had a certificate for Gloxinia Grand
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Monarch, large, erect-flowering, purple; Messrs. Cripps & Son
for hybrid Clematises Guiding Star, violet purple, with a

purplish crimson band,and for Louis Van Houtte, rich violet-

blue, quite novel in colour. Azara microphylla, a hardy orna-

mental shrub from Chili, shown by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea,

had also a first-class certificate.

From Messrs. Barr it Sugden, Covent Garden, came a basket
.if Lilies, Ixias, and other bulbous flowers. Mr. "Ware sent a

large collection of hardy plants, of which Acantholimon venus-
tuni was awarded a first-class certificate ; Messrs. Carter ifc Co.

one of double and single-flowered Zonal Pelargoniums, together

with Lobelias, of which Charity—purplish pink with a white eye
—had a first-class certificate, also Clarkia integripetala limbata,

purple edged with white, very pretty. Mr. Norman sent a num-
ber of new Carnations and Picotees.

From Messrs. Bell & Thorpe came Zonal Pelargonium Mrs.
Carr, with doable rose-coloured flowers, and leaves variegated
with creamy white ; this received a first-class certificate, as did
also Pelargonium Princess from Mr. W. Paul, and Lustrous
from Mr. George. Mr. Bull had also a first-class certificate for

Dipladenia Barclayana, with splendid deep-coloured flowers

;

and Mr. Kimpton one for Colons Mrs. Knatchbull Hugessen,
cream-coloured.

FLOWER-SHADE.
Sf.einc. an article in your No. 640 on shades and shelters,

in which your correspondent talks of '-home-spun shades,"

bronght to my recollection a flower-shade used by a great

ilorist near Dublin for shading Tulips and Carnations, which,
to my mind, is as cheap and efficient as anything can be, and
also easily made. I therefore send you a description of it.

It is made of any old pieces of oilcloth, such as is put down
in halls. <tc., which may be knocking about a house, and are

generally looked upon as rubbish, and either thrown away or

'Consigned to the lumber-room. A circular piece of any dia-

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

-.neter reqtuied is cut out, as in %. 1; from this a triangular

viece is cut out, as shown by the dotted Unes ; the two edges
lire then overlapped, and a couple of nails driven through and
clenched inside complete the shade (Jig. 2.) The apex of the cone
is then cnt o£f, which leaves a small round hole in the centre of

the cap. When a Carnation is in flower a small hole is drilled

in the stick, to which the plant is tied at the required height, a
nail (brad) passed through, and the cap slid down the stick

until stopped by the nail ; a small wedge is inserted in the hole
between the stick and cover, and the whole is firm (see////- '')•

"ihh, I think you will say, is as cheap and easy to make as
the painted canvas shade, and would stand more knocking
^bont and last longer too.—F. T. B.

The SnAn or Persia.—We are informed that Messrs. .lames
Carter A Co. attended at Buckingham Palace to receive His
Majesty's commaads for a considerable supply of seeds of all

kinds. We are very glad that the Shah is au eucourager of
the culture of the soil. Persia vastly needs improvement in
this. A Scotchman said the country's soil is of two kinds—sand
miied with salt, and sand without salt.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. G.

The number of insects killed by mere accident is pretty con-
siderable, and, if there existed an accidental death insurance
company among these six-legged individuals, I suspect the
rate of premium would need to be rather high ! Man, too, is

destructive to insect life without as well as with intention,
though he has but two legs against an insect's six, and many
of these creatures possess wings as an additional means of
locomotion. Some species seem to have a fatahty for blunder-
ing along, so as to get upon pathways or expose themselves to
the perUs of fire and water ; and despite their tough wing-cases,
the human foot puts an end to the existence of various beetles,

as was noticed long ago by Shakspeare. As I narrowly avoided
treading upon a newly-emerged cockchafer recently (for this
occasional foe to the gardener seems to be comiog out rather
briskly this year) , I recalled with some amusement the different
meanings which have been drawn out of the observation, perhaps
hastily penned, that

" The poor beetle that we tread apou.
In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great
As when a giant dies."

The two extremes of the deductions drawn from (his are : one,
that in reaUty giants do not feel any more than beetles, only
imagination leads them to think they do ; and the other, that
beetles have as acute sensibilities as men, therefore we should
be chary of taking their lives or inflicting injuries upon them.
The ordinary human individual, however, regards these insects
with disgust sometimes amounting to alarm, and does not at
all hesitate to terminate their lives with or without provocation
so to do. I beUeve the gardener for the most part is neither
excited to indignation nor admiration by the name " beetle,"
exaept it may have happened that the too-well-known black
beetle—no beetle reaUy—has paid him an unfriendly visit.

There are some beetles injurious to our gardens in their
larval stage, and some, again, as perfect beetles

;
yet only here

and there are these recognised by the horticulturist and their
true character known. They are most usually grouped under
the indefinite terms of " the flea," " the fly," or ' the grub."
True it is that the non-scientific man might with justice assert
that the scientific giver or collator of names is at times unac-
quainted with the habits of the insects he examines, and very
much at a loss to suggest a remedy when they are injuriously
abundant

; yet he who devotes his time to the driest of techni-
calities connected with entomology may still do the horticul-
turist good service, and also the general uaturahst, for what
is many an observation worth unaccompanied by the means of
identifying the species to which it attaches? This may be
deemed to be a little beside our subject, but there is still at
times an unfriendliness showing itself between those who ought
to be at one, since they are students, though in a different

way, of the same branch of natural history. We cannot expect
to find many Admirable Crich'.ons in entomology, who shall

be learned alike in anatomy, classification, habits, and geo-
graphical distribution.
" Keturning to our mutton," or rather to our beetle-flesh,

not to that of sheep : it should be stated that we have a goodly
number of beetles which are of decided utility in our gardens
and orchards, and their services form a set-off against the
undeniable injuries done to us by other species. We see, I

believe, much less of our beetle friends (excepting the universal

lady-birds), than of our foes, and hence aro scarcely aware how
much we are indebted to them. Besides those which are preda-
tory in tlieir habits, hosts of beetles act as scavengers, being
engaged in destroying or decomposing matters which are there-
after salutary to the ground instead of remaining noxious to the
atmosphere, as they would be if undisturbed. In this particular

work the Staphylinida; are largely engaged, and they may often
be detected under leaves putrescent or decaying ; though the
beetles of this family aro indeed well-nigh omnivorous in habit
and active enough at night, but frequently apt to couceal them-
selves in the daytime. JIauy Staphyliuida? aro carnivorous iu

the larval as well as in the imago condition, and it is hinted
they feel no compunction in devouring a juvenile relative.

Under the popular name of "Cock-tail Beetles" several

StaphyUnidic are included, and the most faciliar of these is
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that represented in the accompanying figure caUed S. (Goorius)
1 Wood points out, the beetle is at times baffled by the earth

olens ; and it can certainly be very odorous if annoyed, being

furnished with an apparatus by which is given forth an offensiye

liquid. Sometimes it will also exude an acrid fluid from the

mouth, apparently of a similar nature. This and other species

allied have also been designated Kove Beetles from their propen-

sities, and the common species specially has attached to it the

epithet of the " Devil's Coach-horse." A modern naturalist

justifies the appellation, for he says that he made a " coloured

drawing of the head of this insect, representing it with its jaws

widely opened as if in the act of seizing its prey, and the light

glancing from its polished eyes. It was a perfectly faithful

sketch, drawn by the help of the camera lucida, but yet almost

Ocypufi olens.*

everyone who saw it for the first time thought that it was a

fancy sketch for an imp." With regard to the pugnacity and
courage of the insect, the same author observes that when he
was out with a party of friends a cock-tail beetle brought the
group to a standstill. The ladies shrank back, but the natur-

alist advanced stick in hand. " I kept the creature fighting

me for about ten minutes, its determined attacks and the fierce

looks which it put on exciting general applause. Even when
at last I allowed it to retreat, I had only to strike the end of

my stick on the disputed ground to provoke another attack."

The rights of the quarrel were evidently not on the side of the
naturalist, but on that of the beetle. The bite of this species

and of other Staphylinidas should be avoided, however, as it

has been known to inflame the skin considerably.

The menacing aspect of Ocypus olens is, as Kirby remarks,
increased by the mode in which, scorpion-like, it turns up the
abdomen, as if about to strike its foe. This is, however, only
a threat, and the flexible abdomen subserves other purposes in

the insect's life. The observer who is no entomologist can
see at a glance that the wings are of good size, and the elytra

or wing-cases are small. In many beetles the latter are of

service in folding-up the organs of flight, but in O. olens the
delicate membranes could not be packed away without other
assistance, which is afforded by the hind segments. Alter an
excursion in the air (should one of these beetles be noticed in

the act of coming to rest), a cock-tail beetle gives its wings a
flourish, and then by the help of the tail puts them under the
elytra, and is all ready for a run. The operation is performed
with great rapidity.

Besides destroying insects, this common beetle helps to

reduce the number of earth worms in the garden. It does not
find any difliculty in pursuing the slippery annelid, since its

long body and powerful structure enable it to follow its prey
along the tracks beneath the ground, though, as the Rev. J. tl.

* For this and the other illnstrations to the present article we are indebted
to Fignier's " Insect World," published by Messrs. Casseil.

worm's practice of dragging down leaves to some depth into

the openings it has made—a practice which has been accounted
for in a variety of ways. These leaves are just as likely to be
those of living plants as not, and hence one decided objection

the horticulturist has to a multitude of these creatures in his

domain. But these leaves impede the progress of 0. olens hi

pursuit of worms, though perhaps the insect would be more
determined in the chase were it not capable of feeding on so
great a variety of substances living and dead.

The larva of 0. olens is, of course, devoid of wings, yet quite

as capable of providing for itself as when fully matured. It is

predacious even when quite young, and, though darkling in

its habits, comes into view sometimes, and may fre-

quently be detected under stones and logs. How it

wriggles into some of the situations where we find i),

is surprising. Many of the small insects and other

creatures killed by this larva are not actually eaten up

;

the juices having been extracted, the larva often quits

its prey and renews its search for more. The pupa is

quiescent and usually concealed under the earth, con-
trasting strangely with the restless larva and imago.
The Tiger Beetles claim a passing notice, as at least

occasionally certain of the common species are to be
found on the wing in gardens situate near waste or

heathy land ; and even when flying or running in other

spots, they kill insects which are at times frequenters

of gardens, though bred elsewhere. The familiar Cicin-

dela campestris is a good representative of the tribe ;.

it is an insect wonderfully active,

though it lakes but short flights

for the most part. Decidedly dif-

ferent in appearance from the

species under our notice just now,
with a rather elegant outUne, and
displaying pleasing colours, it is

quite as ferocious as the repulsive

Staphyhni. At its front it bears

a deadly weapon, resembling in

miniature two sickles crossed at

the points, and poor are the

chances of any insect that has
the misfortune to come in the

way of these. For its own se-

curity, and to assist it in its pre-

dacious excursions, the Tiger Beetle has
eyes so situated that an object approach-
ing from any direction is at once seen. Like wasps andjothers

of the Hymenopterous order, the Cicindelidffi rarely devour
i their victim

;
partially dismembering it, they remove the soft

contents of the body. An alarm will make them fly oft' with
anything they are grasping, but they have not strength of wing
to carry it far. A specimen of Cicindela campestris held be-

tween the fingers leaves an odour which has been compared to

that of a crushed Verbena leaf : it is not disagreeable. In some
species of Cicindela we notice a perfume resembUng that of

the Rose or Sweet Briar.

The larva of this species cannot emulate the rapid move-
ments of the imago. It has short legs and a body not adapted

for locomotion. But what it cannot secure by force it obtains

Cicindela campestris.

Ambush of larva of Cicindela campestris. LaiTa oi Cicindela campestrip;

by stratagem. In sandy ground we may expect to find the
ingenious pitfalls constructed by this larva, which suggest to

us the oft-described traps made by the ant-lion, not a nativo

of these islands. The pit sunk by the larva of Cicindela cam-
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pestris is more rnde, thongh going to some depth ; and the

immature Tiger awaits its prey, usually near the opening,

wedging itself there by means of booklets, with which it is fur-

nished for this very purpose. Having seized some by-passer,

the larva drops with it to the bottom of the pit. The digging-

ont of this is accomplished by the legs and horny head ; and

the insect has a natural hod, in tlie form of a hump, uporj
which it rests the sand or earth as scooped out, and ejects it

near the mouth of the pit, not often troubling itself to remove
the rubbish to any distance. The change to a pupa takes place
within the same burrow, the luoutli being then carefully closed.

Here the insect remains from autumn until spring.—J. li. S. C.

OETHOSirHON STAMINEUS.
This is a very pretty and interesting member of the Labiata-,

and is well deserving of the attention of growers of stove

plants ; for, coming into full bloom about the end of July,

it becomes extremely valuable in a decorative point of view,

serving to enliven the plant stove just at the time when there
is somewhat of a dearth. As a geuus, Orthosiphon is closely

allied to Ocymuin, Coleus, and Plectranthus, but its inflo-

rescence reminds one of a Clerodendron.

Orthosiphon stamlaens.

Orthosiphon stamineus is herbaceous in habit, and forms
neat Uttle bashes, which if required may be had in bloom when
only about G inches high. Most cultivators will, however, jirefer

growing it to a larger size before allowing it to flower, and,

therefore, when any bloom buds which are not required to

develope make their appearance, they must be picked off. The
stems and branches of this elegant little plant are furnished

with light pnrple hairs ; leaves sharply oval, toothed on tho

edges, and dark green on the upper side, but glaucous beneath,

the veins in addition being sparingly clothed with short white
hairs. The flowers are produced in terminal racemes, as the
illustration kindly lent us by Messrs. .James Veitch & Sons,

will show, although it fails to convey an adequate idea of the
plant's beauty. The corolla is about an inch in length, bluish-

lilac in colour, having the stamens much exserted, which adds
materially to the beauty of the raceme.
The culture of Orthosiphon stamineus is really of tho

simplest nature, which is another feature in its favour, inas-

much as any amateur possessing a cool stove may take it in

hand without the slightest risk or fear of failure. Drain the

pots well ; for soil use about equal parts of peat, loam, and good
leaf mould, adding a little sharp river or silver sand to the

whole so as to make it feel gritty when taken in the hand, and
during the growing and flowering season supply the planfj

liberally with water. It appears to be widely distributed over

India and through the islands of the Indian Archipelago, but
was introduced to our collections from the neighbourhood of

(Jape York in north-east Australia, by the late Mr. J. G. Veitch.

—ExPERio Ckeue.

EscALLONiA MACRANTHA.—I Can with much pleasure endorse

every word Mr. Robson has said with respect to the beauties

of the above plant. I have one planted in the south-east

corner of a sunk-fence brick wall about <i feet high, which is at

the present time one complete mass of bloom, borne upon the

young wood of last season's growth in sprays from 12 to Ifi

inches long. It has almost assumed the character of a shrub,

as it has been naUed-in very little ; so the growth it makes
during the summer is left to ramble as it hkes, which is pro-

bably the cause of its blooming so profusely. The young
growth it is now making above tho top of the sunk fence will

again flower late in the autumn, but not so profusely as it does

in the summer. It is planted in a rich stiff loam, which ap-

pears to suit it in everyway, as it makes shoots from 18 inches
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to 2 feet long, with rich shining green foliage as large as that

of the Laurel.—W. McP., Ashhourne , Derbyshire.

PLANTING-OUT FORCED STEAWBEKRIES FOR
A MAIN CROP.

FoK the last nine years we have planted out our forced Straw-

berry plants in a systematic way, for a main crop of fruit, and
have never in one instance failed in securing a most abundant
crop. I am aware it is a common practice to plant-out forced

plants as a kind of auxiliary crop, most dependance being

placed upon the permanent plantations ; but where Straw-

berries are forced in any quantity I would advise the planting

of them out in a regirlar way for a supply of fruit for preserv-

ing and other purposes. Such plants bear excessively the first

year, and never fail. The second year they wUl bear a heavy
crop again, but after this they should be trenched down. Be-
sides, the plants are soon enough if they are planted out in

August. We follow our second early Potatoes with the Straw-

berries, and have been as late as September in finishing, but
the last-planted plants bore j ust as well as the first in the follow-

ing season.

Our practice is to put the plants out in a sheltered corner as

they have done bearing: if the pots are wanted, the plants are

turned out and the balls packed closely together, filUng up the

crevices with a Uttle fine soil, and in this way they are left till

they can be planted out, not forgetting, in the meantime, to

water them abundantly. If the ground has been manured
heavily for the Potatoes, it is just dug over and the Straw-
berries planted at the same time, 18 inches apart between the
plants, and "2 feet between the rows. This is ample, for forced

plants do not make such growth as permanent ones : neither

do they root deeply, for which reason they are somewhat apt

to suffer from drought ; but a thick mulching of half-rotted

stable litter put on early in spring prevents any risk of this

kind, and works little less than a miracle in swelliog-off the
fruit and promoting the general health of the plants. We
have often gathered more than 1 cwt. of Black Prince from a
piece of ground of less than half the extent that permanent
plants would require to produce the same, for we plant this

variety (forced plants) 1 foot apart between the plants, and
18 inches between the rows. Last year we began planting
about the middle of August, and the plants are now perfectly

smothered with bloom, and the forced plants of 1871 are but
little behind them.

I ought to state that when the plants are put out, the old

leaves which have been developed in the forcing-house should
be shorn clean off, and the balls should be buried as deeply as

is possible without burying the crowns altogether. Plants of

which the surface-roots are left exposed to the air never do so

•well.—J. Simpson (in The Gardener.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It has lately become the fashion to visit the sins and delin-

quencies of the EoYiL HoRTicuLxnEAL Society on the head of

the Superintendent of Shows. Because a good deal went
wrong, and some people were dissatisfied, at Bath, it has aU
been laid to the charge of the Superintendent. Now, although
we do not regard the Superintendent as infallible, we do say
that, so far as regards the breaksdown at the Bath Show, he
is no more to be held responsible for them than Tenterden
steeple is for the present condition of the Goodwin Sands.
Has it ever occurred to the minds of fault-finders what it is

to have the responsibility of such a show, with all its conflict-

ing interests and ramifications, at a time when the Society was
all " sixes and sevens," with an inexperienced Council and
Secretary, and with limited powers placed in the hands of the
Superintendent ? It is easy to find fault when the facts are
unknown. Mr. Eyles can no more make bricks without straw
than other men can ; and when those who enter collections of

plants for exhibition do not send them, nor give timely in-

timation of their intention not to send them, it cannot be
wondered at that the "big tent" should look thin, and that
the grouping and disposition of the plants which had been
decided upon days before should have to be hastily recon-
sidered at the eleventh hour, when there are fifty other things
to be attended to. If exhibitors make application on Monday
morning to be permitted to alter theu' entries, and if they
crowd the office and harass the clerks for their cards all the
forenoon, when the judging ought to have commenced, it is

hard that any individual person should be made responsible

for the shortcomings consequent upon such conduct.

Until the Council take the matter in hand, and lay down
irrevocable rules which all must adhere to, and the whole
thing is properly organised under their authority, we fail to

see how any person can be expected to be held resijonsible for

the failures which have taken place. Hitherto there has been
no dii'ect action of the Council, and the Superintendent has
not had a staff given him adequate for carrying out such an
undertaking successfully. There has been far too much cast

upon his shoulders, and we trust that in future, if the shows
are to pass ofl successfully, a properly-organised staft' distri-

buted over the various departments, and under the direction

of a competent head, will be appointed. It has always been a

marvel to us how any single individual could possibly direct

the varied details of such an exhibition.

The post of Assistant Secretaky to the Royal Hor-
TicnLTUEAL SOCIETY, vacaut by the resignation of Mr. Richards,

is succeeded to by J. S. Davenport, Esq., who has been elected

out of 395 candidates.

A VERY handsome plant for a single specimen on a
lawn is Ferula tingitana, its large, deeply-cut, feathery-look-

ing foliage and large yellow flowers producing a fine effect in

such a situation.

Mr. W. CiEBUTHEES has just issued his official report

for 1872, of The Department of Botany in the British
Museum. The additions tu the herbarium during the year are

spoken of as large and important, rendering more and more
pressing the necessity of increasing accommodation for the

arranged herbaria. The species included under several of the

natural orders, both in the general and in the British her-

barium, have been entiiely re-arranged during the year; and
much use has been made of the herbarium by botanists pre-

paring monographs for a number of different publications.

Numerous interesting additions have also been made to the

structural series, both in the fruit, the fossil, and the general

collection.

—

(Nature.)

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

At the time of planting Celery, Endive, or any other culin.ary

vegetable, they should by no means be deprived of any portion
of their leaves. This practice is still continued by some per-
sons, but it is evidently a bad one, aud may be proved as such
by trying both methods. In planting, great care should be taken
to press the soil close to the roots. Plant out some of last

month's sown Cahhaije for use in the autumn as Coleworts;
make a sowing about the end of the week for the first main
spring crop. The Cnpn'ciim plants should be kept watered
dm-iug dry weather ; if a little litter be laid round them they
will not require water so often. There is a frequent complaint
of their not fruiting sufficiently early to ripen ; I know not how
it can be expected when the plants receive no attention what-
ever, aud consequently do not begin to grow till the autumnal
rains set in. Thin the late-sown crops of Carrots; loosen the
earth between them where they have been sown in drills. The
earliest-planted Celery will now require to be gone over and
be divested of the small lower leaves and side shoots. The
trenches should afterwards be thoroughly soaked with water
previous to the plants being earthed-up, which should be done
the following day as soon as they are quite dry. As the Cu-
cumber plants on the ridges spread, cover the soil with short
grass; this will keep the earth moist and the fruit clean. Trans-
plant a few more Endives, and make another sowing; a few
days' difference in transplanting at this season sometimes
proves of great advantage. A last sowi;jg of Dwarf Kidney
Beans should now be made in a sheltered situation ; the drills

should be watered if the soil is very dry. Herbs for drying or
distilling should be cut before the flowers expand, as they after-

wards lose those qualities for which they are most valued.
Sorrel should be cut down if required for use in the autumn.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Proceed with the thinning of Peach-tree shoots where they

are too thick, taking off the laterals, and exposing to the action
of sun and air all the wood you mean to retain for next season.
On old trees of Cherries and Plums lay-in a succession of young
wood in all parts of the tree, which, being kept close to the wall,

will in a few years furuish finer fruit, aud produce more plenti-

fully than old unsightly siJurs will do. Shorten the side shoots
of Gooseberries aud Currants, if this has not been already done ;

on plants previously shortened, the points of the leading shoots

may now be taken off with advantage. Keep the late sorts of

Strawberries, such as the Elton, w'ell mulched with grass or

straw to keep the fruit clean. Look after the runners of Keens'
SeedUng and other early sorts. Where time and labour are not
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overtaxed, it is a good plan to layer each runner in a pot, and
to cat it from the parent plant when the pot is full of roots ; or

rich compost may be strewed between the rows to encourage

the rooting of the runners. The method generally adopted is

to choose a situation with a good aspect, dig it finely, supply it

with a good dressing of old Mushroom dung or other manure

;

cut o£E the nmners as soon as they have made two or three

leaves and are beginning to protrude roots; prick them out

on the prepared ground 3 or 4 inches apart ; shade until thoy

begin to grow, and lift with balls either for forcing or making
fresh plantations as wanted. The advantage of this system is

that you can clear away all the runners and the superabundant
plants almost as soon as a plantation has finished bearing, thus

affording free exposure to those buds which you expect to bear

fruit next season.
FLOWEK G.IEDEN.

Flower gardens are at last becoming a little cheerful, and
the plants are making-up for the time lost in the spring. Look
over the beds of Scarlet Pelargoniums, and stop the leading
branches wherever a ilower bud is perceptible. This will tend
to keep the plants dwarf, and the flower buds will be much in-

creased in size by the concentration of sap. Beds of Petunias
and tall-growing Verbenas are generally much disfigured by
being broken about in the stormy weather. To avoid this,

provide some strong pieces of birch branches and place them
in the bed, so that after they are covered they will support the

branches and prevent their being blown about. Attend assi-

duously to the removal of all decaying flowers, especially on pro-

fuse-flowering \'erbena3 ; this will tend to prolong the season of

growth atid bloom. Roll, mow, and sweep the grass and walks
at least once a-week. Prepare a temporary pit in the reserve
garden, either by building turf walls, or excavating the earth a
few inches deep, and forming an embankment round the sides,

for the propagation of Scarlet and other Pelargoniums, indeed
for all free-striking plants. TJiis pit may be covered with
Whitneyed or oiled canvas, and if there be 3 or 4 inches of light

sandy soil for the cuttings to strike root into it will answer ad-

mirably. Heartsease, Pentstemous, and most plants which make
branches near the surface of the ground, may be readily in-

creased by placing some light sandy soil about the young shoots,

into which they will strike root, and then may be removed into

nursery beds.
GREENHOUSE AUD C0NSEBV.VT0RY.

Some of the stove plants that have recently been brought into
the cou8er\'atory will require attention to prevent their being
injored by damp during cloudy weather, and it w^l probably be
necessary to use fire heat occasionally for the purpose of drying
the atmospliere of the house. The propriety of this will largely

depend upon circumstances, for in small well-ventilated houses
damp will hardly be troublesome ; whereas in lofty houses with
but little ventilation, and the roofs overgrown with climbers, it

may be very troublesome. But at this season there is nothing
to fear from cold, and air should be freely admitted on every
favourable opportunity, using every care to keep the atmosphere
of the house as dry as possible, and keeping the plants clear of

decaying flowers, &c. Considerable care wUl also be necessary
in watering recently repotted specimens, whether of the soft-

wooded or hardwooded class, as in the present state of the
weather they will require little water, and will be speedily in-

jured by a careless supply. Continue to carefully regulate the
growtli of climbers, but avoid tying them too closely, and allow
them to grow according to their natural habits as much as cir-

cumstances will admit. Examine the border plants frequently
for insects, which, if allowed their own way at this season, soon
injure the young tender growth. The Luculias are matchless
subjects for the conservatory borders and are deserving of every
attention, but they are very subject to black thrips, and if this

pest is in the house it will soon disfigure their noble foliage

unless kept under by some means. Tobacco smoke is the most
effectual remedy for this pest, and repeated washings with the
engine the next best ; but there must be no trifling with this

enemy, otherwise the beauty of the plants will be sacrificed for

the season.
PITS AND FRAMES.

These structures are now partly stocked with plants which are
coming forward for another season. Prepare a slight hotbed
for a frame, and begin to increase such plants as you require a
largo stock of next season. Mangles's and other variegated
Geraniums are generally tardy strikers if left till late in the
season, therefore begin in time.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN OABDEN.

In this department, except in hoeing the groimd to destroy
weeds, little has been done bat gathering small fruit for pre-
serving. It is abundant this year, and is being gathered in
excellent condition. Raspberries we have never had in such
abundance. Fastolf and Carter's Prolific we think the best
bearers.

Sirawben'ies in our light soil require to be planted every year,

and with plenty of manure added to the ground they yield
abundantly. Black Prince and Keens' Seedling are the sorts

most esteemed in the kitchen. We have grown more varieties

this year than we ever did before. Lato Prince of Wales, kindly
sent by Jlr. Record, is worthless as regards flavour, and not for

a moment to be compared to Frogmore Late Pine or La Con-
stante, nor does it bear more freely than those two excellent

varieties

.

I
Pens.—We made a rather large sowing on the 9th. The ground

is well prepared, and we sowed both early and late sorts on trial.

We had equal quantities of Laxton's Alpha, Taber's Perfection,

and Kentish Invicta. We shall continue to gi'ow the first two
sorts, but luvicta must give place to that finest of all early Peas
for exhibition, William I. Although I mention it as being
valuable as an exhibition sort, it is equally valuable for kitchen
purposes. The dried seeds are blue, and the plant is in the way
of Invicta more than .-Vlpha. A succession crop of Peas just

forming pods has been attacked by thrips. Can any corre-

spondent suggest aneasily-ajiplied remedy for the destruction of

this pest on the Pea ? After dry weather sets in, we find much
difiiculty, owing to the thrips, in obtaining crops from this most
useful of all vegetables to us.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pines.—We have some strong suckers on the Queen and

Charlotte Rothschild Pines ; these we shall pot at once, and
place them in the house from which succession plants have
been removed. They are potted in G, 7, or 8-inch pots, accord-

ing to the size of the suckers ; from these pots they wiU be
shifted at once into the fruiting-pots. We do not wish to have
a quantity of fruit at a time, as with the limited means at our
disposal, it is not possible to secure a constant supply; but W6
manage to do the next best to this, and that is, instead of having

a glut at one time and no more for weeks, or even months, we
produce a continuous supply, only one or two fruits ripening

at a time, and by a little forcing or retarding we have a fruit

or fruits at the time required. We plunge the newly-potted
suckers at once into a bed of fermenting material, and if the

bottom heat is 100^ or 110- the formation of roots will take

place morft quickly. It is not safe to plunge them in such a

strong heat after the roots have reached the sides of the pots,

as the young rootlets would in aU probability be injured. We
give air freely night and d.ay when'fruit is ripening, and main-
tain a rather dry atmosphere in the house.

Vineries.—In the earliest vinery all the Grapes have been
cut, and, as soon as they were cleared off, the Vines had a tho-

rough drenching with a garden engine ; the water was thrown
w^th some force against the under sides of the leaves to cleanse

them effectually from red spider. We read of a clever gardener,

one that grew Grapes well, who, when he fancied the growth on
his Vines was over-luxuriant, instead of cleansing the leaves

from this pest, allowed it to increase in order to check the over-

luxuriance. We do not fancy the red spider about om- houses
anywhere, nor do we give it any rest until it is destroyed. We
also with strong force send the water into corners and crevices

of the walls to wash out spiders, &c. These are also troublesome
in a vinery. One will sometimes establish itself in the centre

of a compact bunch and spin its web amongst the berries. It

is very difficult to dislodge them from this position, but a slender

piece of wood thrust amongst the berries where the insect is

concealed will accomplish it. As the wood is well ripened, all

the ventilators are kept open night and day. In the late houses
the Grapes are showing signs of colouring, the necessary treat-

ment being plenty of ventilation with less moisture in the house.
The lateral gi-owths do not now require stopping so often, but
they must be gone over occasionally. There is one thing

we would notice here : A man should not go into a vinery to

thin Grapes, pinch off laterals, or perform any other work
amongst Vines, if he has been working in houses or amongst
plants infested with red spider. Young men are sometimes
careless in a matter of this kind, and the hint may be useful.

Orchard House.—We continue to stirface-dress all pot fruit

trees that require it, using a rich compost of horse droppings
and loam in equal proportions, thrown together in a heap until

it ferments. AU the trees are bearing good crops of fruit and
growing freely. In dry hot weather they are freely syringed,

and watered at the roots twice daily, but only clear water is used.

We have given them manure water, but this caused many of

the leaves to become spotted and to fall off. That the manure
water was the cause of this there was no doubt, as on discon-

tinuing its nse the plants regained health and vigour. Plum
trees had become much infested by aphides, and the Peach and
Nectarine trees were not free from them. Syringing is of no
avail, but a thorough fumigation with tobacco soon cleared the

trees.
CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.

Azaleas arc making their wood, and require daily syringing

and the house to be shut up at four in the afternoon. We used
to place the plants in a pit by themselves, but now they are

too large. This necessitates the shutting-up of the greenhouse
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earlier, and the rather moist atmosphere does not suit the flowers

;

but as plenty are to be had out of doors, it does not so much
matter.
The 8i?ige PelarguiiiifDis ha^Ye been turned out of doors, and

they are cut over according to the time they are required to be
in flower. We have plenty of plants coming into flower which
will keep up a succession in-doors. Although they are plentiful
outside, it is not possible to cut them good enough for button-
hole and other bouquets, or for furnishing the vases. Double
Zonal Pelargoniums are valuable for many purposes, especially
such sorts as Madame and Marie Lemoine, These we have in
a cool pit with Picotees, late-floweriug stage Pelargoniums,
Roses, &c.
In the plant stove there is continuous work. Climbers re-

quire attention once a-week at least. The growing shoots of

such plants as Hoya carnosa and Stephanotis floribunda twine
tightly round each other and the wires, and should not be
allowed to remain so, but be untwined and tied up loosely to the
wires. Such Orchids as LjcUa purpurata and some of the
Cattleyas are making vigorous root-growth; all repottiug that
may be necessary must be performed at once. We have just
done ours, using very turfy peat, with a little sphagnum moss
added to it. Cool Orchids, such as the Masdevallias, Odonto-
glos&um Alexandrre, and a few others, require very cool treat-
ment in the hottest summer days. Ours are grown iu a small
span-roofed house with the end to the soiith, but the heat is too
much for them, unless double shading is put over the glass, and
this causes them to become drawn. As we have no other suit-
able accommodation for them they are removed to a cold frame
wnder a north wall until the end of August. Amateurs and
others who can only grow a lew plants would do well to try this
plan. I saw plants of O. Alexandne only the other day slowly
dying through being grown in a house where the temperature
was too high for them, when the same plants would have grown
with the utmost vigour, and with but little attention, had they
been placed under a north wall in a cold frame. All the atten-
tion we give them is to tilt the lights about half an inch in the
morning at six, and to shut up the frame, after damping the
surface of the pots or syringing the plants overhead, at five

o'clock in the afternoon,

FLOWER GABDEN'.
Now that the beds are filled up they do not require much

attention, except to remove dead and decaying flowers, which
must he noted as weekly work for the rest of the season. In
wet weather trusses of Zonal Pelargoniums are destroyed if

withered flowers are allowed to remain iu the centres of the
trusses.
We have been placing permanent sticks to Hollyhocks^ and

removing all side shoots. This grand old autumn-flowering
plant is seldom seen now as it should be ; in many places it is

grown, but in a mixed herbaceous border, where, indeed, it has
a fine effect as a back-row plant; but it is generally crowded-up
with other plants and shrubs, and the ground is not prepared
for it. The Hollyhock likes a very rich deep loam to grow in,

and, when well supplied with water, its gorgeous spikes tower-
ing to 10 or 15 feet above the surface of the ground have a
splendid effect. We prepare a place in the kitchen garden spe-
cially for them, as also for Phloxes and Gladiolus. We have
been placing sticks to the Gladiolus; they also look pretty well,
but certainly not better than usual. We are trying some ex-
periments with manure-waterings, but imtil this year not a drop
of manure water was ever given to them ; we fancy that it is

injurious to the corms. Phloxes had been supported by sticks
some time ago, but we looked over them, and tied any loose
spikes to the supports.
We do not now grow a collection of named Pinks; if we did,

the pipings would have been put in this morning. Our success
in striking these used to be remarked upon. We always put
them in after a heavy shower ; a piece of ground was prepared
in a shady place out of doors, and as soon as the rain came
they were put out. In this way we did not lose a plant. If
the pipings were taken off in dry hot weather we lost 50 per
cent., or more.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." 13y so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of (Jit' Jounittl of Horticulture^ dr., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C,

We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Curious Coincidences {Crito).—^^'e are obliged by your bringing the
paragraph iii our contemporary to our notice. We were not aware that the
portrait of Thysacanthus rutUans had appeared in his pages iu 1868. We
admired it as published two or three months since iu the " Kiu-al New
Yorker," but the flowers were so deficient in form that we supplied our artist

with tiie " Botanical Magazine," in which the plant is figured, to correct it.

Had we known it had been originally published by our contemporary we
should have acknowledged it, as he ought to have done the portrait of Odon-
togiussum vesillarium which ho published only last Saturday, the day on
which he blames ns. \Ve employed Mr. Smitii to draw and engrave that
portrait, and pubUshed it la our number issued on the 15th of last May, a few
weeks—not a few years—since.

Books (H, D. A'.).—B. S. 'Williams's "Choice Greenhouse and Stove
Plants." It is in two pocket volumes, to be had of the author, Victoria
Nursery, HoUoway, London.

Van Houtte's " Pomona " (J. M. W. £.).—We do not know the number of
parts it will occupy.

Descriptions of Plants {Ere).—We cannot afford space for descriptions
of plants. You must refer to Loudon's " Encycloptedia of Plants."

Pelaruonicm Sport (H. B.).—We have seen several instances of totally
different blooms on the same plant ; and such sports occur in other much-
crussed plants. The petals of your specimens were all shed.

Covering West and South Walls (A'.j.—As you propose turning the
7-feet walls to profitable account, we would advise, in the event wf your having
Pears, to grow only the veiy early and very late sorts, as, of early kinds,
Citron des Carmes and Jargonelle; and of late ones, Easter BeuiTe, Ne Plus
Meuris, Jostphine de Maliues, Zephirin Gngoire, Beurru de Ranee, and
Doyenni- d'Hiver. We are iuclined to think, if your situation is sheltered and
mild, that Tea aud Noisette Eoses might be more profitable, and very likely

command a better price than fruit. In this case you might plant Marechal
Niel, C«-liue Forestier, Lamarque, Uevonieusis, Gloiie de Dijon, Madame
Falcot, Niphetos, Saffrauo, and Vicomtesse de Cazes, which, iu all likelihood,
wiiuld give you buds more valuable than fruit. A few plants of Jasminum
nudiflorum mL\ed with them would help in the autumn and midwinter weeks
to afford bloom, and would, doubtless, attract customers as well as the Eoses.

Hot Water Piping for a Forcing Pit {Subscrlhcfs Grtiv/znc)).—The
hip-roofed pit that is 7 feet wide, 1"2 feet long, and 8 feet from the floor to
the apex of the span, contains about 360 cubic feet of space, and will require
6U feet of 4-inch piping to maintain a temperature of 65 during severe frost.

Grape Bags—Pears as Diagonal Cordons for a Wall (Amateur).—
No patent material for making Grape bags has come under our notice. The
No. 3 Hexagon netting made by Haythorn, of Nottingham, is an excellent
material, stouter aud more durable than the ordinary gauge. To avoid rubbing
the Grapes, distend each bag by fastening slight wire hoops on the inside near
the bottom, aud another ueai' the top, fastening the mouth of the bag around
the bunch-stalk with an elastic band. By this means the bloom remains in-
tact, and the air plays more freely among the berries than when the bag
touches the sides of the bimch. The following Pears are choice kinds that
ripen iu succession during soveu or eight mouths—Jargonelle, Williams's
Bon Chrtl'tieu, Desire Cornelis, Belle Julie, Marie Louise, Millot de Naucy,
Beurrt- Bosc, Urbaniste, Comte de Flaudre, AViuter Nelis, Zt-phirin Grcgoire,
Doyenue Defais, Doyenne du Comice, Duchesse d'Orh-ana, Knight's Monarch,
Beurre Sterckmana, Beurre de Eance, Jean de Witte, Elisa de Heyst.

Peas (Thomey).—We never heai-d of any vaiieties of the names you men-
tion.

Seedling Begonia (Dorstishire).—Begonia santhina is yellow-flowered,
and a portrait of it is in the " Botanical Magazine." Yours is a pretty variety
ot it.

Vegetable Marrows not Swelling [MoHhi).—'\\e attribute the non-
swelling of the fi-uit after setting to the cold state of the soil, or to the cold
weather; we think the former is the cause. Ihe treatment caunoc be far
wrong. Try watering with weak Uquid manui'e at a temperature of 70- to 75''.

Hot weather will most likely set them right.

Vines for Planting-out (A flea </('?).—The Vines you propose planting
out in autumn, and which are now in pots, we should at once shift into 10 or
11-inch jjots. A fortnight afterwards reduce them to one cane each, unless
you want them with more than one cane or rod, and cut the laterals to one
joint each. Train the shoots or caues about 1 foot from the glass, and let

the cane run to the length of 8 to lU feet, then stop it. Keep the laterals

pinched-in to one leaf. The supply of water should be liberal during the
growing period, but reduce it gradually when growth is complete. Cut the
laterals close-in in September, and prune the canes to the height required
when the leaves have lailen.

CDcraiPEns foe Winter Fruiting {Idcm).—1o have fruit at Christmas
and throughout tlie winter sow the seed in the first week of September. The
kinds we advise are Volunteer and Telegraph. They are good, certain, and
handsome.

Melons with Male Flowers only (J. A.).—If your plants have made
more than two joints of the side shoots without showing fruit we should cut
away the main shoots, and traiu fresh shoots from the collar of the plant in
their place ; stopping these when they are 6 inches from the side of the frame.
Probably the plants are not sufficiently advanced for the appearance of the
fruit blossoms. They should fruit on the second vines, and mostly at the first

or second joint of the laterals. We would not lot the temperature fall lower than
()5" at night, and 70^* to 75' by day, with a rise from sun htat to HO' or 90'^. If

the temperatm-e is too low, male flowers abound; if too high, female flowers
predominate.

Carnation Seedlings Dying off iFrank TT'.).—From your description we
should say your plants have died off from the attacks of wireworm or some
grub in the soil used. There is no remedy but to scrutinise the soil minutely
before sowiug, and to have it well exposed to the air before use, turning it

over frequently, and sprinkling with soot at each turning. Mix some lime
rubbish with the soil. The application of soot water would tend to prevent
the mischief coiuplained of. Place some pieces of Carrot just under the soil.

It is likely the grubs will leave the Carnations for the Carrot baits, when they
may be taken and destroyed.

Preparing Rose Cuttings {Arturns).—Take off the cuttings as soon as
the flowers are shed ; the wood is then ripe. The cuttings must be of the
current year's growth, without any portiou of old wood. They may have
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three joints or eyes : remove the leaf from the lowest one, and insert the
cattingg up to the second eye in sandy soil in a frame; then keep moit>t, close,

and shaded from sun.

Peaches is Orchard House FLAVorRLESS (Amati-tir).—We ahouhl con-

sider the want of flavour to be due to the trees being highly fed by rich top-

dressin;,-s or manure water, and not having heat suflicient to ripen them
thoroughly, or they may he kept moist when ripening instead of having a dry

atmosphere. We should preserve a dry atmosphere when ripening, and give

ouly saflicient water at the roots.

Planting Strawberries (P. T. B.).—We should layer the runners at the
first joint in 3-inch pots, and take off the point of each runner immediately
the joint is layered in the pot3. Wnen the runners have filled the pots with
roots cut them from the parent, and at once plant 1 foot ap^rt, in rows 2 feet

distant from each other. After the hi'St year every alternate plant may be
taken out. We should trench the ground as deeply as you have soil—two
spits or more. After turning the top spit t j the bottom of the trench give a
good dressing of manure, and throw the bottom spit upon it. We should
pive, after trenching, a dressing of rotten manure and point it in with a fork.

The manure you mention will be suitable. Give as much as you can afford.

It is useless taking off runners of plants that have not fruited. The first

joint or ronner gives the best plants. Plant them as soon as you con seoure
them well rooted, the earlier the better.

Melons DAMPiN(>-oFF{Sco(i<t).—The cause of the Melon plants daraping-off
at the collar is the leaves there overshadowing it and keeping it from receiving a
due amount of air. The young shoots and leaves that cluster over the collai-

sboold be removed, so as to expose it to light and air. In dull and moist
weather a little air at night is necessary to keep the moisture condensed
during (he night from being deposited on the leaves and stems. The collai*

should not be wetted or watered. Keep the laterals duly stopped to prevent
the principal leaves from being crowded or overshadowed. Dust with quick-
lime the stems of those affected by canker. See that the lights are drip-

proof.

Plant House (W. Savite).—We should decidedly prefer a half-span roof
for the plant house to be built against a wall that is 5 feet 9 inches high. As
yoQ will not attempt to grow plants of a large size in such a structure, the
roof need only be high enough for a tfiU person to pass under it. Let all the
woodwork be as light as is consistent with strength. Do not let the sills

toQch the soil, but keep them a little above the surface by means of a few
courses of brickwork, which will add very materially to the strength and
durability of the building. For ventilation make an opening of 10 inches
wide all along the south side or front of the ridge, lixiug glazed or wooden
ventilators by hicges to the ridge-bar, each ventilator to be opened or closed
by an iron catch or handle perforated with holes, so as to enable you to regu-
late the admission of air to a nicety. Three small sliding wooden shutters
fixed in the brickwork under the front sill will complete the ventilation, and
answer as well as the most costly apparatus. The staying should be 2 feet

wide in front, then should come a 3-feet walk, and between it and the back
wail there should be a stage in three tiers, the lowest 2 feet from the ground.
Continue the two lower tiers of the back stage round to the back wall at each
end opposite the doors. With the exception of the path the whole of the
space will thas be utilised for the plant?. You are in error in supposing it is

necessary to place plants near the glass to prevent the growth becoming
drawn-np and attenuated. In a light and thoroughly ventilated house, with
ordinary care, the plants might be grown to perfection upon the floor, but the
stage is, of coarse, more convenient, and the plants appear to better advantage
Upon it. Use four rows of 4-inch piping along the entire length of the front
of the house, placing them under the front shelf. Connect the flow and
return pipes with the boiler by 2-inch pipes, which is the smallest sizw that
ought ever to be used for the purpose. We do not think a glass coping along
the wall from the plant house to the vinery would improve the appearance of
the houseg. and we think it bad practice to plant a fruit tree or anything hut
Vines in a Vine border.

Mildew on Vines (Elrugf).—This disease is prevalent in the present
year. We had it in a Rose house, and dusted the Roses at least six times
with sulphur before we eradicated it. A damp atmosphere with insuflicient
ventilation causes mildew, while a rather dry atmosphere with a current of air
in the house is tinfavuurable to the development of this parasite. Sulphur is

the only cure for it that we know. It will be desirable to paint the stems of
your Vines, after they are pruned, with the following mixture:—Dissolve
£ ozs. of soft soap in a quart of water, add flowers of sulphxir to make it of the
consistency of thin paint, then add a little tobacco water; with this paint the
Vines, working it well into all crevices with a brush.

McsuRoous GBri;-EATEN (/Jocfc&car?!).—The grub is apt to assail Mush-
rooms in houses in aummer, from being too close and hot. Sweep the beds
clean ovet, water especially at the back and front, syringe the walls and path-
way, give a little air, not a keen draught, and put no covering on the bed. A
shady place out of doors, or a cool cellar, is the best for Mushrooms in
summer.

Grapes Diseased (W. f.}.—They are severely attacked by the gangrene,
colled by gardeners " the spot." Cat away every berry attacked, and water
the roots freely twice o-wcek, once out of the twice being with weak liquid
manure, and the chill taken off all the water applied. The roots do not
supply sap snfBcient.

Cold Pit Constuuction {A. P., Ch€$ter).—Oais are sunk in the ground
2 feet, bat the site is well drained. The floor is cemented, but ashes will do.
The front wall is raised G inches above ground, or 2 feet 6 inches high, and the
back wall 4 feet. The walls are 4^ inches thick, the wall plates the width of
the walls, and bevelled to sTiit the pitch. The pit is 7 feet wide, which width
weadnse. Our Ughts are 3 feet 6 inches wide, and had we another to make wo
bould have them 3 feet. Wide lights are very unwioldly. The best of the
aitca you describe would be the S.S.W. ; let the front face to that point. The
lights should be 2 inches thick, and glazed with 2l-oz. glass.

Sthikino Rose Cuttings (fioi^).—Though you have means of supplying
bottom heat, we presume you have a frame or hand-light or two. Toko
catlings of the kinds you wish to propagate as soon as the flrst crop of
flowers is nhed. Tlio cuttings should be of the wood of the current year,
and are best with three eyes or buds. Cut the shoots below the lowest bud
or eye, and remove the leaf which is theie, but let the others remain. Insert
each cutting in a .'^inch pot filled with two ports hght loom, one part leaf
soil, and one part sand. Set the pots on ashes in a cold frame or under a
hand-light ; keep the cuttings close and shaded from sun, and sprinkle lightly
overhead with water every morning, replacing the light or lights immediately.
In a month or six weeks they will be well rooted, and air should then ho ad-
mitted, but gradually at lirst. Shift the phints into 5-inch pots in September,

and during the winter keep them plunged in ashes in a cold frame, with air

in mild weather, but protect from severe frost. Shift the plants into 6-inch

pota in April, and plunge them out of doors iu a sheltered position, watering
as required, and frequently giving water overhead. In September thev may
be placed in 8-inch pots, and in the following yeai- they will flower if primed in

January and then introduced into the greenhouse.

Herbaceous Calceolarias and Cinerarias Dving-off (Doufilas).—We
do not see in what way your treatment differs from ours, only we think you
allow the plants to become pot-bound. At no stage is this good. We should
shift them into larger pots more frequently, and under this treatment they

will requhe to be in 8 or 9-inch pots in February or March. Pinch out the

point in the centre at the first pair of good-sized leaves. They require to be
kept moist, and should be set on a cool bottom where they will be only just

safe from frost, and have au abundance of air whenever the weather is mild.

The dying-off at the collar probably arises from potting them too low. Pot
so that the collar or neck of the plant may be a little raised in the centre of

the pots, which will cause the water to drain from, not to it. Never pour the
water directly on the stem or neck of the plant. In other respects we cannot
improve on your treatment.

Soil for Pansies—Potting (P. C. S.).—The best soil for the Pansy is

three parts loam from rotted turves not less than sis months old, turned over

frequently, and sprinkled with soot in the turning to drive away wireworm.
The loam should be of a medium texture—that U, neither heavy nor Ught.

To this add one part leaf soil, half a part of thoroughly rotteu manure, and
half a part in equal proportions of sand and charcoal not larger than a hazel

nut, the whole well mixed. For flowering in pots they should be potted at

the end of September in 4-incti pots, well drained, and placed in a frame near
the glass. Aii' should be admitted freely in mild weather, but keep close atad

covered with mats in severe frosts. Shift in February into 6 or 8-inch pota

for blooming, continuing to keep them near the glass, but with abundance of

air in mild weather.

Red Spider on Vines (A Subscriber).—The chief cause of red spider is

a deficiency of moisture at the roots or in the atmosphere. We should dress

the border with guano, making it quite yellow all over, and wash-in the guano
by watering. The floor of the house should be kept damp by sprinkling

with water twice or thrice a day. If the Grapes have not begun to change
colour for ripening, we should syringe them twice a-day with clear rain water

until they change colour. The force of the water should be directed against

the under side of the leaves. Pearson's " Vine Culture under Glass" will suit

you. It may be had from our office for thirteen penny postage stamps.

Thrips on Vines (J. E.).—We think that the insects on your Vines are

thrips, which may be destroyed by tumigation with tobacco. Choose a calm
evening, shut the house up closely, and after damping the floor, but having

the foUage of the Vines dry, fill the house with tobacco smoke so densely that

you cannot see the Vines from the outside ; then remove the fumit^ating

apparatus. In fumigating take care to deliver the smoke cool, not allowing

the tobacco or tobacco paper to blaze. Repeat the fumigation on the next

night but one, and continue to do so as long as you find a thrips alive. These
insects are rather difficult to destroy when they obtain a hold, for though one

or two fumigations may destroy all those in existence, other broods succeed

them from theii" eggs ; therefore keep a sharp look-out, and fumigate the

house whenever a thrips is seen.

Name of Fruit (J. Grt'cn).—Yonr Strawberry is Trollope's Victoria.

Names of Plants (W.).—The Orchid sent two or three days ago is Odonto-

glosBum pulchellum. (G. B. C).—The plant is Thalictrum minus, Leaser

Rue-weed. We cannot name Roses or other florists' flowers. They are in

legions. (H. P. ilf.).—The same reply must bt- to you with this addition, we
have repeatedly announced that otdy sis specimens must be sent at a time,

and you have sent nearly forty. (E. J. £.).—Fumariaparviflora, small-flowered

Fumitory. {F. I). H.).—Cynoglossum officina e. (O. Orpet).—Nertera de-

pressa; is quite hardy. {T. Perry).—1, Veronica Teucrium ; 2, V. apicata;

3, Erigeron specioBum ; 4, Epilobium angastifolium. {W. D.).—2, Adiantum
tenerum ; 3, Nephrodium setigeram ; 4, Not in fruit ; 5, Pellaa hastata.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

DOGS IN GENERAL,
AND A VISIT TO THE HOME FOR LOST DOGS.—No. 2.

*' Let Hercules himself do what he may,
The cat will mew, the dog will have his day."

Shakitpe&rc.

I SUPPOSE that in the above lines Shakspeare wished to show,

what is indeed most true, that let the great of the earth do
whatever they choose—this king reign, that king be deposed,

yet the little ones of the earth will in no wise be affected by
them. They will go on just the same ; they will have their life,

their loves, their hates, their ways, and their whims under what-

ever king, or no king at all. Carry this reasoning to the lower

animals, and how very little, indeed, is the power of the great.

Look at the animal world, and the bird world ; the lamb will

frisk, the bird will sing just the same, however the land and

timber may change owners. Let the dog only have a good

master, and what cares he for king or kaiser ? He will have his

own enjoyments in his own little world. So, therefore,

" Let Hercules himself do what ho may,

The cat will mew, the dog will ha»c his day."

In passing, let me note how one man of genius inspire.-)

another. The latter half of the last line, from the greatest work,

Hamlet, of the greatest poet of all time, found an echo in the

heart of Charles Kingsley, who adapts it to another and higher

purpose in his sweet and antique-sounding song beginning

" 'mien all the world was young, lad,"

for, speaking of the hopes of youth and the enthusiasm of youth,

when „
" Every goose is a swan, and every lass a quoon,
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he adds, remembering Shakepeare's words

—

" Then bey for horse and boot, lad, and ride the world away

;

Touug blood must have its course, lad, and tvi'rij dori his dfiy."

Yes, and the more spirit the dog has the move eventful will

be his day. You and I, my good reader, may like repose and a
settled home, to sit in sunshine in our gardens during the sum-
mer, and be cozy by our firesides during the winter. Bat that
fine, ardent, energetic lad of nineteen will not rest here, but
must be off to ride over Australian plains. Well, be it so ; it is

all right, as saith a shrewd observer and wise man, whose letter

lies before me. " We should be a stagnant lot, if, Hke the Hin-
doos, we all kept in and around the paternal compound." So
" to horse and boot, lad; " let " the dog have his day," let him go
forth, and in future years he "^111 have more to talk of, more to

think over, and a brighter brain than the mere stay-at-home

;

for " Home-keeping youths have ever homely wits."

Mark next how we use the term dog. We call the boy we are
proud of *' a fine dog," or "a rogue of a dog;" and men with
twinkling eyes and a poke in the ribs say to an old friend, " Oh,
yon sly dog." Then, " as kind as a dog," " as faithful as a dog."
We use the word " cur" reproachfully, but he is Uie lowest class
of dog, and has a nasty trick of biting the heels. He is the
exception to the rule. Why, even " Oh, you dog," is half praise.
What is an Englishman called ? " John BuD," surely from the
bulldog. We say of a bold plucky orator, " Ah ! he has so much
of the British bxilldog in him."

I sometimes wish in my annual visit to the Koyal Academy,
that all those portraits of respectable round-faced gentlemen
who have had their likenesses taken to please their wives, or to
please their fellow-townsmen, or simply to add to the hereditary
pictures, often mere " tenth transmitters of a fooHsh face "—

I

wish, so tiresome are they in the nnartistic black coat of the
day, that they were all put in one room, and that visitors could
go in if they chose (I wonder how many would choose)—I say I
wish this could be, and in their place were portraits of good
dogs (mark the good, if you please). How much more interest-
ing than the picture of Alderman Jones, " Presented to Mrs.
Jonea, in grateful acknowledgment of the services of the worthy
alderman in his spirited and successful endeavour to prevent
the railvvay station being nearer his native town than full two
miles." N.B.—This was actually done some years since. A
portrait gallery of gi*eat men by great artists—such as Rich-
mond's likeness of Lord SaUsbury in this year's Academy— end
good dogs would indeed be worthy of a visit. But there being
no picture gallery of dogs, I determined to go and see the lost
dogs at their Home.
This Home was originally somewhere in Holloway, but is now

at Lower Wandsworth Road, Battersea Park. Wishing to pay
a call there, two friends of mine, bent on walking the distance,
inquired of a policeman as to the direction in which it lay.

PoUceman was a new one, and looked much flurried by the
question. "Home for lost Guards, sir. Yes, sir, all right, sir.

Take the second turning to the right, sir." Now that turning
led into St. James's Park, where, no doubt, many a gallant
guardsman has lost his heart, but scarcely lost himself. But,
then, new policemen are in such an awkward position ; as pohce-
men they are expected to know every place, but being new,
they do not know any, and they are ashamed of being thought
ignorant. The gi'eatest Enghshman of the last century, who,
by the way, had a deal of the bulldog in him, when asked by a
lady why he had given such a wrong meaning to a word in his
dictionary, triithfully answered, " From pure ignorance, ma-
dam." As it requires great courage sometimes to say " no,"
so also it does to confess ignorance. Not being myself a walker,
I take the train at Victoria for York Road Station on the Lon-
don, Chatham, and Dover line, and in a very few minutes I am
there, passing close by Battersea Park, where in olden times
duels were frequently fought—then not a park, but a level dreary
plain called Battersea Fields, now made an interesting and by
no means dreary place, owing to the clever bead of a good
gardener. Battersea Park is one of the genuine improvements
around London ; and then think how much the finger of time
will add to the improvements, how trees and shrubs will grow,
and the whole place become each year more and more park-
like. Close to the station I find the Home; turning under an
arch I pass on, but stop to pet a sleek cat basking and happy
on a low wall, in spite of, and wholly indifferent to, the barkings
full in her ear and mine. The first thing that strikes me is the
cleanliness of everything ; aU the paths clean, the kennels clean,
the yards for exercise clean.

I walk down the centre of the kennels, where on each side of
me, on low benches, are lying dogs of all varieties in different
compartments ; then these compartments open at the other end
(I walk down a conidor on either side of the kennels) into yards
wired-in, where in turns anumber of dogs are let out for exercise.
The separation is only a separation of sexes, not of sorts, save
that the spiteful dogs are confined in kennels in another part of
the yard. I was told that a great number of dogs are daily
brought to the Home, and some 25U to 300 are usually there. If

not claimed within a certain time they are for sale, with a due

care that they are not bought by dealers. Anyone desirous of a
pet dog, and having a good judgment, or who can take one with
him who has, can procure an excellent dog at a small price.
Somefchiug like eight hundred were restored to their owners
during the year 1872. Here we see the value of the Home, for
the lost are found and welcomed home again. I own I expected
to find that the greater number would be little dogs, knowing
how many such are kept in London, but to my surprise they
were not small pet dogs which were so very numerous, but
larger dogs, and especially retrievers. A moment's reflection
put me right. They are not so much London dogs as country
dogs, who, like country folks, easUy get lost in the vast metro-
polis. Poor bumpkins ! they trotted off behind some vehicle ;

they would come to London, and, bumpkin-like, they get lost.

There are almost all varieties of dog, "puppy, whelp, and
hound," down to the very frequent " cur of low degree." I
noticed one bob-tailed shepherd dog, with his peculiar Long trot,

who seemed sorely puzzled as to where his sheep could possibly
have gone, and who trotted quickly and restlessly about the
yai-d, making friends with no one. He looked quite out of place.
I longed to see him in a tree-shadowed country lane with his
fleecy charge. Poor shepherd dog ! There were also a few grey-
hounds in the Home, but by no means at home ; and two Dal-
matians, like school plum-puddings, for their plums (spots) were
not plentiful. The many seemed happy enough, for they gam-
bolled and played, esiJecially the younger ones. Some were
nasty fellows—noisy, irritable, senselessly and continuously
barking. Some, a few, followed one round the wires, very desi-
rous of biting. Then there were the pleading-faced dogs, who
said as plainly as eye could say, "Do let me out, now, do!"
There were only a few very large dogs, and also only a few very
small. Here and there was a lady's pet, with a cloth coat to keep
him warm ; but I fear, as a rule, the Uttle dogs in London are not
lost but stolen. Some of the little ones lay on the benches
close to the larger, cuddling near them for wai'mth, a liberty
which the large ones did not seem to resent. There was the
over-fat bulldog, evidently the pet of the butcher's shop, so very
sleek and meaty. With me, or rather near me, in the corridor
was a roughish-looking man, who peered into every kennel, evi-

dently searching for a missing dog. Suddenly he called out,
" That be 'im, sir ; lor'^ bless 'e, sure enough that be little

Fanny." And within the bars was a httle crippled creature,
making with voice, and eye, and tail the strongest demonstra-
tions of alfection. Note, that rough-looking man was not rough
ail through. The very good ones were at the Home, as they are
everywhere, very few and far between, but some such there
undoubtedly were.
The Home is worthy in every way of a visit, and deserves to

be well supported. Anyone curious in the characters of dogs
may get many a lesson, for points of character always come out
in a crowd. Thus, a hot-tempered man at once loses his temper
if he is in a crowd, while a sleek, easy-going, kindly-tempered
man seems even to enjoy it, and cares Uttle for the crush. Shrill-
tongued parchment-faced women are always unpleasantly de-
monstrative in a crowd. N.B.—Let a bachelor beware of a thin-
cheeked woman with only a sht for a mouth ; let such a one
have a pau* of fiery eyes, and you have the being ready to use
knife or poison. Rounded cheeks and rosy mouth imply kind-
ness. In the crowd of dogs you could see the sensual Barnard-
ine (see " Measure for Measure "), you could see the irritable

brute, you could see the very affectionate dog, you could see
the one pining for his own home, and the dog indifferent as to
where he was—a very citizen of the world. One started up and
thought he saw in me his master, but disappointment soon
shadowed his face, and he lay do^m with " He has not come
yet, I hope he will come soon " in bis mind.
The manager showed me the various parts of the Home, and

with him and it I was pleased. It is a good place, the result of

kind thoughts towards the animals next to man in brain and
heart. You see in this Home one of the results of Christianity.

A Home for Lost Dogs ! How much better than the dog pit ! how
much better than the tin kettle tied to the tail of the poor
straying dog! how much better than the kicks and curses of
cruel men ! how much better than the stones of cruel boys ! Poor
weary, dirt-soiled dogs are fed and made comfortable, the weary
and the exhausted are rested and refreshed. Then there is now
hope that many a master or mistress who prizes dogs may have
them returned, and a favourite dog is, if lost, not only much
missed but much wanted. May the Home prosper, may its funds
increase, and so its means of usefulness be extended. A home
for the lost, but when there the lost are found.

—

Wlltshire
Rectob.

Oxford Poultey and Pigeon Show.—His Royal Highness
Prince Leopold has consented to honour the Oxford Show with
Ms patronage, and has presented a silver cup, value £5, for the
best pen of Dorkings irrespective of colour. The Committee
intend having a class for Malays; the following gentlemen
having promised to subscribe for a cup—viz., Rev. N. J. Bid-
ley, 10s. ; Rev. A. G. Brooke, 10s. ; Mr. R. Hawkins, 10s. ; Mr.
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G. Barnell, 10s. ; Mr. J. S. Booth, 10s. ; Eev. G. S. Cruwya
and Mr. Hemeff kiadly giving one guinea eacli for a cup for

Clean-legged Black Bantams, not forgetting Mr. Billett's snb-

6criptiou for the same. Thirty-four silver cups or pieces of

plate will be awarded. The number of classes is increased from
lorty-uine to sixty-three, inclading a class for local fanciers.

MANAGEMENT OF SITTING HENS.
The sitting hens should be very clean and free from vermin,

which is one of the great secrets of successful poultry-rearing.

It is impossible for a hen to sit well if she is tormented in this

way, and the little chicks get infested with them and cannot
thrive, sometimes dying off by whole broods. As a proof of

this being the cause. Cochins or Brahmas rarely die off in this

manner, because the young chicks have not feathers enough to

harbour vermin. I have also been very often asked to call and
see a lot of chickens that have been doing badly, though fed
upon the best food money could buy ; and on taking them up
have generally found thera covered with lice, which all quickly-

feathering breeds are subject to. The best thiug I know of in

such a case is to mix a very few drops of carbolic acid with
powdered brimstone, mixing or rubbing well together, and put-

ting no more of the acid than will mix up dry with th^brimstone

;

give them a few dustings of this, and you will not see any
more of the little plagues for some time, while the chicks will

recover as if by magic. I also find it a good plan to water the
house all over with water in which a little of the acid has been
mixed, which purifies it as weU as destroys all insect life.

I prefer to set my own hens out of doors in the same covered
coop I mean the bird with her chickens to occupy after hatching,
and allow her to come off at pleasure. I do not believe in their

needing to come off every day, as many people make a practice

of taking them off—the food they eat lasts much longer than
when they are taking plenty of exercise, and if Dorking hens at

least be left to their own wiU, they will only come off once in
two or three days. If you put a feeding hopper there will al-

ways be food ready for them. If the weather is very dry do not
forget to sprinkle the eggs a few times, and pour plenty of water
round the nest when the hen is hatcliing. I never take the
chickens away, not being partial to chickens roasted on the hob
or before the fire at that tender age. As soon, however, as all

the chickens are out of the shell and are quite dry they should
be pat into a clean nest, though this is still better done the day
before hatching ; but they are better for not being fed till twenty-
four hours old.

—

(Colonial Farmer.)

[We are always glad to get information from every source, and
therefore gladly cull from our transatlantic brethren, and venture
to make such remarks as seem called for. One of the most cer-

tain plans to avoid vermin in nests is to let hens sit on the
ground. A butter-tub cut in half, and the top and bottom knocked
out, makes two good sitting boxes. As the birds do not sit out-
doors let a large sod of growing grass be cut, on which place the
half tub, give a little clean straw, on which place the hen, putting
the eggs under her. Let the top be covered with a frame of

wire netting. All hens should sit in a house where they are
ooiet and secure from interruption from other fowls. The hens
snonld have access to dust or road grit when they are off. When
fowls have plenty of dust and road grit they will have no vermin.
When a hen comes off her nest, all except the tub or box should
be destroyed, and the tub thoroughly cleansed with boiling water,
and carbolic soap if desired. We do not at all approve of the
hens sitting in the rips in which the chickens are to live. We
keep them fresh and thoroughly cleansed to receive the chickens.
Nor do we approve of the plan of leaving the hens two or three
days on their eggs without comiu" off. We take ours off regu-
larly every morning, and they look for the attention.

—

Eds.]

LINCOLN POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, although the first that has taken place in the

locality, obtained an exceedingly good entry as to numbers, and
comprised pens from most of the celebrated breeders both of

poultry and Pigeons. There was also a very good collection of

eggs and butter exhibited in the tent, besides which a large
nnmber of excellent Rabbits competed for the special prizes
allotted to that division of the Show. The tent was imusuaUy
spacious, and very well arranged throughout. Messrs. Turner
supplied their wcU-known exhibition pens, and every specimen
was seen to the greatest advantage. The Committee, a well-
appointed body, worked with a mil, evidently determined by
personal 8uper\-i8ion to enforce the regulations of the Show to

the very letter. No small portion of the success of this meeting
was attributable to the courtesy and methodical promptitude
with which the whole of the correspondence was carried out by
the Honorary Secretary.
During the whole of the present season Dorkings have not be-

fore shown as strong an entry as they did at Lincoln, Mr. White
standing first in cocks, and Mr. Lingwood first with a weU-
showu hen. In the classes for Buff Cochina Mr. Taylor, of Man-

chester, took precedence in both cock and hen classes, the hen
taking also the silver cup. lu the variety Cochin class, Mr.
Woodgate's grand White cock stood first, and Mr. Darby's splen-
did Black hen was easily first in her clsss. In Dark Brahmas
Mr. AnsdeU had it pretty much his own way with birds now so
generally successful. The Light Brahmas were not nearly so
good as the Dark ones, but the Spanish classes were such as to
tax severely the discrimination of the Judges; at this season
such excellent classes throughout are exceedingly rare. For this

breed Mr. Powell took the cup with a most extraordinary young
hen, in admirable form for competition. ' Creve-Ca?urs were
most extraordinary classes, some of the cocks being as well built
as Dorkings. Golden-spangled were the best of the Hamburgh
classes ; the Golden-pencilled and Black were also of high merit.
Both Game fowls and Game Bantams were well represented.
In the Variety class Golden Polish stood first, Black Hamburghs
second, and Malays third. Among the Bantams we noticed
some Silver-laced that were conspicuous for the purity of the
ground colour, but wanting the rich iridescent character of the
lacing that marked the breed as shown some twenty years back.
Aylesbury Ducks were remarkably good both as to the entry

and their general good quality ; the Duck cup being given to this

variety. Gccse were decidedly superior ; but, as may always be
fairly anticipated at this season of the year, the Turkey entry
consisted of only a single pen.
A glorious rivalry prevailed throughout the Pigeons^ Messrs

.

Harvey, Fulton, Loversidge, Watts, and Yardley sending their
choicest show birds.

The weather, we are glad to say, was satisfactory, and the
arboretum grounds tended much to enhance the satisfaction of

visitors.

The Poultrij Judges were Messrs. Hewitt and Teebay ; and
Mr. Esquilant awarded the Babbit and Pj;/eo« prizes. We pub-
lished the prize list last week.

OUNDLE POULTRY SHOW.
This meeting, which was held on the 11th inst., was very satis-

factory, and, as the weather was exceedingly fine, the visitors

were more numerous than on any previous occasion. It will be
remembered by many of our readers that the last year's show
was, on the contrary, marked by severe thunderstorms, and
consequently the receipts were comparatively small. We can
also congratulate the Committee not only on an increase of

entries, but also on the quality of the poultry and Pigeons ex-
hibited being such as is rarely surpassed even at exhibitions
with double the number of specimens. An excellent tent fitted

with Messrs. Turner's well-known exhibition pens placed all the
birds on an equal tooting for inspection.

All the classes of Grey Dorkings were well filled, and the
competition, as is usual at Oundle, was very close in these
breeds. It was a matter of regret to find that many of the
Grey Dorking chickens, though very early hatched and well

grown, were intolerably sooty-footed—a feature that necessarily

prevents position in the prize list. Though fast getting into

moult, many of the Game fowls were of great merit, and it may
be safely said such a numerous and first-class collection of

Spanish hens is very rarely to be met with. Cochins were
large classes, and the birds were excellent. In Cochin cooks
the first prize went to a Buff, and the second to Partridge-co-

loured ; and in the hen class Whites of high quality stood first,

the Buffs taking the remaining prizes. lu a capital class of

Cochin chickens,, at once well grown and in first-rate condition,

the first and second prizes went to Whites, and the third to

Partridge-feathered. Brahmas were few, and some so exhausted
by over-exhibition as to enforce rest if they are intended for

future competition. The Spangled proved much better than the

Pencilled Hamburghs, the Golden-spangled being especially

fine. In Game Bantams a pen of superior Red Piles was suc-

cessful, closely pressed, however, by Black Reds. A single pen
of Golden-laced Sebrights constituted the whole of the entries

in the Variety Bantam class ! In an especially good class for

Any other breed, Silver Polauds, Creve Ca;urs, and Golden-
spangled Polands took the prizes in the order named. Geese,

Turkegs, and Ducks were well shown ; in the first-named class

a pen of Canada Geese in extremely good feather stood first.

The Aylesbury Ducks proved unusually good.

The Babbits were of fair quality throughout.
In Pigeons the competition was far greater than on any pre-

vious occasion. A peculiarity of this Show is that in Pigeons
each entry has to consist of three pens, the varieties being left

entirely to the discretion of the exhibitors. It certainly gives

considerable scope for entries, and contributes much to the

interest of this portion of the Show. The first prize was taken

by White Pouters, Black Barbs, and foreign White Owls. The
second prize was given to White Pouters, Red Barbs, and White
Fantails. An extra prize, a silver cup, for the exhibitor winning
most poultry prizes, was very warmly contested, the principal

competitors being Mrs. Deacon, of Polebrook Hall, and Mr.

Yardley, of Birmingham. Mrs. Deacon secui'ed three first and
four second prizes, Mr. Yardley taking four first, three second,
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aud a tliird. The birds were well attended to, and the Show
l>ruved very successful.

Dorkings.—He/w—l. Rev. K. Bartram, Berkbamstead. 2, J. Longland,
Gre.idon. 3. O. E. CresBwclI, Bagahot. he. R. Wuud, juu , Clapton (i) ; J.

White, Warlaby, Nortballerlun. Pullets.—1, L. B. Calcott, Oundle. 2, J. Long-
laiid.

DoRKisos.—Cock —1, T. C. Burnell, Micheldever. 2, J. Lon^land. 3, E. W.
Southwoiid, Fakt-nham. he. J. Wl.ite, Warlaby; R. Wood, jun. Cockerel —
1 audi. Rev. E. bartrmn. r. J. Longland (vi); R. Wood, jun.
i}i.TiiE.~Hens.—l. H. Yardley, Birmiugbam. 2, S. Deacon, jun.. Welling-

boroush. S, H. Lotan, Oundle. c, S. Deacon, jun.; Mra. Deacon. Pullets,—1,

Mrs. Deacon. 2 and he, H. Lotan.
Game—Cocfc.— 1, 3. and c, H. Lotan. 2. Mrs. Deacon, he, H. Yardley.

Cockerel.—I, S. Deacon, jun.. Wellingborouijh. 2, H. Lotan.
HPxsisii.—Blaclc.—aens.-l. W. R. Bull, Newport Pasnell. 2, H. Yardley. 3,

M. Brown, Abkeitleby. he, J. Nash, Walsall.
Spanish.—BMcfc.—C'ocfc.—], W. R. Bull. 2, Withheld. Chickens—-[, W. R.

Bull.
Cochin'-Chinar —Ucns.—\, Rev. S. S. Woodgate, Tanbridge Wells. 2 and he,

H. Yardley. 3. W. Jonea, Walsall.
Cochin'-Chikas.-Cocfc.— 1 and 2, H. Yardley. ftc, H. Lotan. Chickem.—l,

W. A. Burnell, Southwell. 2, H. L. Saunders, Apperley, Leeds. 3, Rev. R. L.
Story, Bedale. he, H. Yardley ; J. Longland. c, T. Sismey, Ayk-stone ; Rev.
i:. L. Storv, Bedale.
Brahmas.—1, H. Yardley. 2, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 3, R.

SandLTBon, Thrapston.
Uamblirghs —Gold and Silvcr-peneilled.-l, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, W.

Driver. Keighley. 3, W. Speakman. c, W. Bearpark, Aiuderby oteeple. Gold
and Silvcrspaiujted.—l, T. Love, Kingsthorpe. 2, L. Wren, Lowestoft. 3, H.
Yardley. lie, H. Feast.
BktiTAyxs.—Game. — 1, Mrs. Deacon. 2, H. Lotan. he, H. Yardley; Mrs.

Deacon, c, H. Feast Auf/ ot}ier variety.—1, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety.— 1, W. Bearpark. 2 and c, H. Feast. 8, G. W. Boothby,

Louth, he, H. Yardley.
Selling Class.-1, J. R. Marriot', Titchmarsh. he, J. Loni<land. c, Mrs.

Deacon.
Geese.-1. Mrs. Deacon. 2. T. M Derry. Gedney. he, H. Whyman, Stilton.

DccKS.—^)//<-s6ury.-l, H. Whyinau. 3. Mrs. Deacon, he. Mrs. Deacon (2);

H. Whyman. Rouen —1. Rev. E. Bartrum. 2, R. Wood, jun. Ant/ other
variety.— I and 2, H. Whyman.
TuRKF.Ys.- 1, M. Kew, Market Overton. 2, Mrs. Deacon.

Pigeons.—I and vlic, H. Yardley. 2. W. H. Tomlinson, |Newark-on-Trent.
he, L. Wdtkins, Northampton ; J. E. Palmer, Peterborough.

Ri.BBns.—Heaviest —1, W. Smith Oundle. 2. W. Fox, Oundle. Lop-eared.-
1. K.Robinson. Kettering. 2 and he, J. E. Palmer, Peterborough. Fancy.—1,

T. Garner, Kingsthorpe. 2. W. Fox. c, E. Robinson ; J. G. Silk, Oundle.

ilr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the

Ju.dfre.

STAMFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in connection with a Rose Show in beautiful

grounds, was well attended and a great success. The Committee
contemplate making it an open Show another year, when no
doubt it will prove more attractive.

DoRKiSGS.—1, C. Speed, Exton. 2. Marchioness of Exeter. Cock.—l, C.

Speed. 2, Marchioness of Exeter. White.— I. C. Speed. 2, Marchioness of

Kxeter.
Game.—Cocfc.—1, A. Peake, Somerby, Oakham. 2, C. Chambers, Burley. 3,

A. Fludyer, Ayston Hall, he, Mrs. Deacon, Oundle; A. Medwell, clipsham.
Hen.—l, C. Speed. 2. Mrs. Deacon.
GkHE.—Red and other Dark Colours.-l, Mrs. Deacon. 2, Rev. R. Hurt,

Carlby.
Spanish.— BZrtcfc.—l, M. Brown, Abkettleby, Melton. 2. — Murrell, Stamford.
Cochin- China.—B^rtc/,; or ir/t/rc —1, Mrs. Deacon. 2, W. C. Diunis, Stamford.

Cinnamon, Buff, or Partridgc.—l, M. Kew. 2. A. F. Faulkner, Thrapston. Any
eolour.—Coek.—i, G. Edmon is. 2. M. Kew, Market Overton.
Bruima Pootra.— 1, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapston. 2, W. Patchett, Wilsthorpe.

3, Canon S. Brown. Stamford. Coek.—\, R. Garner. Dyke. 2. Withheld.
HhMBX^RGns.-Gold or Sih^er pencilled.—\, Rev. G. Skipworth. Oakham. 2,—

Ward, Stamford Station. Gold or Silvcr-spanglcd.—l, G. Hewlett, Melton. 2,

— Ward, Stamford.
Frknxh.— 1, — Faulkner. 2. M. Kew,
Bantams.— Cof/ii.—l. W. Em<rton, Stamford. 2, — Munro, Stamford. Any

other variety.— \, A. storrer, Peti^rborough (Black Bantams).
Game BKSTAMa.~Iiid cr oth'-r Darkcoijnrs.—\,t>Jva. Deacon. 2, G. Edmonds,

Ketton. White or any Linht cidmir.-l, Mrs. Deacrm.
Anv other Vamietv — i and 2, M. Kew (Malaya and Black Hamburghs).
Cross-bred.— 1. Martlii.mess of Exeter. 2, J. Lowe, Stamford. 3. M.Kew.

I.Mrs Dainty, King's Clitffl. C'/itcfce/w.—l, — Pollard, Oakham. 2, M. Kew. 3

and 4. Marchioness of Exeter.
Turkeys.-iff n-s —1 and 2, M. Kew. 3 and 4, Marchioness of Exeter.
Geese —\, — Kew. 2, Mrs. Deacon.
Dr:cK^.— White Ai/lcsbury.—U Mrs. Deacon. 2, M. Kew. Jtoiten.-I, M.Kew.

2. Marchioness of Exeter. Any other variety.—I and 2, M. Kew(bneui)s Ayres
jind Muscovv). he. Marchioness of Exeter (East Indians): — Barratt (Wild).

Ducklinys.—l, T. Laxton, Stamford. 3, Rev. Mr. Salusbury, Market Overton. 3,

Marchioness of Exeter.

Pigeons.—Ca7-n>r».—l and he, J. E. Palmer, Peterborough. 2, A. Storrer.

Tumblers.— \ and 2, — Palmer. Pouters. — 1, — Storrer. 2, J. E. Palmer.
J-icobins. -1. M. Ki'w. Fantaih.-l,M.\Kevf. Antn-erm.—'l,T. B.a.i'e, Stamf^^rd.
2. Dr. Newman. Stamford, he, E. H. GeorRe. Roclm.—Blue.—l, M. Kew. 2,

Withheld. Any other variely.—l, J. E. Palmer (Dragoons). 2, -Marshall,
Peterborough.

Judge.—Mr. John Douglas, The Aviaries, Clumber, Worksop.

ments. As soon as his resignation became known Mr. James
Watts, of Bii-mingham, reminded the members that they were
losing the services of one of the best, if not the best of secretaries,

honorary or otherwise, and that we ought not to be unmindful
of his unflagging energy. Such an appeal was at once responded
to by most of the members. The testimonial was forwarded to

me by Mr. Watts for presentation on behalf of the subscribers.

It was supplied by Mr. T. Leighton, Snow Hill, Birmingham,
and bears the folio wing inscription on a silver tablet—"Presented
by the Members of the Northern Columbarian Society to W. B.
Van Haansbergen, Esq., in recognition of his valuable services

as Honorary Secretary of the Society."

—

John G. Dunn.
Mr. Haansbergen acknowledged the receipt of the testimonial

in a letter to Mr. Dunn, of which the following is a copy—" Will
you permit me to express my great pleasure at receiving, and to

tender my sincere thanks for, a most handsome present -whick
has been presented to me by the members of the Northern Co-
lumbarian Society, in recognition of what they are pleased to

term my valued services as Honorary Secretary to their Society
since its formation until the beginning of the present year.,

when, owing to other engagements, I was obliged to retire from
taking an active part in the management of the Society, although
I retain as great an interest as ever in its welfare, and am glad
to see, from the large number of new members who have joined

it, that there is every probability of this year's exhibition being
an improvement upon the very good one of last. I believe Mr.
James Watts, of Hazlewell Hall, King's Heath, near Birming-
ham, was the prime mover in originating this testimonial.

Whether this be the case or not, I wish to convey to him my
especial thanks for the kind manner in which he has taken so

much trouble in selecting the beautiful marble timepiece (which
is the form the testimonial takes), and it does great credit to

his good taste. It will always afford me pleasure on looking

upon it, by recalling to my memory the many new friends I
made since the establishment of the Society. Wishing success,

to the Society, such as I have no doubt it will attain under ita

present able management, I remain, &c.—W. B. Van H.vans-
BERGEN."

HIVE WITHOUT DRONES.
We are the possessors of a hive, which, though apparently in

a most prosperous condition (the bees gathering honey and
pollen, the latter in such abundance as to lead us to think that
breeding must be progressing very rapidly, while the hive is

crowded to such an extent that late in the evening the bees
cluster thickly outside the entrance), yet not a single drone has.

made its appearance up to this advanced period of the season.

To what cause can this absence of drones be attributed ? Evea
if a swarm should now come off, it would have a very small
chance of wintering. We have, it is true, in our neighbourhood
an abundance of heather, to which the bees might be sent in.

August ; but unless the weather should prove exceedingly
favourable, we fear that it would be of little avail. The hive is

of straw, and of large dimensions. Do you advise our putting oa
supers or placing boxes underneath ?

—

Anxious Bee-keepers.

[We can hardly tell how to account for the non-appearance of

drones in a colony so properous as you state yours to be. We
should imagine that in the early part of the summer it must
have been in a very backward state, and that it is only of late

the bees have become so numerous. As there "was but little

prospect of their being able to throw off a swarm, no drones
were allowed to come to maturity

;
probably you may yet see

them. A swarm now would be scarcely likely to construct comb
suflicient for surviving the winter, unless copious supplies of

artificial food were given. It would be better to put on a super,
which, if not filled with honey, may have some combs built in

it ; if so, the super must be taken off in September, and carefully

kept in a moderately warm place, to be put on in the follow-

ing spring. A box placed beneath the stock would also, most
probably, prevent a swarm leaving, but it must be removed
before winter.—Ens.]

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. VAN HAANSBERGEN,
OF NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

I HAVE just had the pleasure of placing in the hands of Mr.
Van Haansbergen a very handsome marble dining-room time-
piece, on his resignation as Honorary Secretary and Treasurer
to the Northern Columbarian Society, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
It will be remembered that Mr. Haansbergen took a most pro-
minent part in the formation of this Society—in fact, he was
almost the founder of it. From its commencement he held the
joint offices of Honorary Secretary and Treasurer until last Fe-
bruary, when he resigned solely on account of business engage-

THE ITALIAN BEE.
In uupropitious years one learns the worth and superiority of

many of the pruductions of nature, w^hich in good years are nob
so apparent, owing to the abundance of the yield. It is thus
with the Italian bee. I admit that I did oppose the introduc-

tion of that bee. Yet the past year, the -worst we have had in
thirty years, has altered my opinion. Now, from the fullest ex-

amination, I believe the Italian to be the race most suitable to

Germany. Whether those Italians reared artificially by Herr
Vogel are equal to the native Italian, is yet in my mind a.

matter of doubt. The appearance is there, but that does not
make the Italian bee. In the spring of this year I hud sixteen

stands alike as to numbers and quantity of food. Four of these

were ItaUans, and the remaining twelve German bees. During
the fine days of March they all flew alike, and my hope was
consequently much raised to obtain this year a largo yield.

Then came the bad days of April. Were there some few good
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hours during the dry, they were invariably followed by cold

winds or wet weather. With the opening of April, my sixteen

stocks during propitious moments flew stroug.

But what did I live to see ? All the paths of the garden, and
the ground around the hive, were covered with German bees,

yet no Italians were to be found among them. I then watched
the fly-holes. Oat of all the hives many bees flew, the Italians,

however, alone returning. It was a rarity for the German bees

to return to the hive. The natural result was, that the German
stocks were becoming weaker and weaker, while with the

Italians there was no diminution apparent; further, by the

end of April, the German bees had no brood, while the Italians

were rich in brood. May was like April. My German stocks

had become so weak I hat, except in the warm hours o' the day,

not a bee was to be seen. The Italians, on the contrary, increased

in strength from day to day, and by the end of May began build-

ing comb. Long before this I began to feed the German bees,

so as to keep them alive. On the" 10th of .Tune the raspberries

began to bloom. The weather becamn warmer. The Italians

began with their whole strength to gather from the raspberries.

The weak German stocks were able to gather little. On the

20th of June the .Vcacia began to bloom, but its blossoms were not

as rich this year in honey as they had been in former years, the

frost having destroyed fully one-half of the blossoms. The
Italians now developed daily a stronger flight as the young bees

made their appearance, .\fter eight days they ascended to the

surplus honey-rooms and built them half full of comb. The
German bees now only began to have large supplies of brood.

When on the 8th of July, the Linden began to blossom, and the

Italians were so strong that I began to expect them to swarm,
the German bees had also become stronger, and were labouring

rather industriously on the Linden ; yet the most of the honey
brought into the hive was used for feeding the young brood;

there was none stored of any account. With the end of the

Linden blossoms the harvest was practically over ; still the

German stocks continued to increase in numbers, so that by the

end of August they were over-populous. The Italians had at

that time filled all the honey-room with honey, about 30 lbs.,

and in the brood- chambers there was a superabundance for

winter use. When at the end of August I inspected also the

German stands, I was astonished. All the stocks were in arrear,

so that in order to winter them I had to feed them strongly.

Had I only Italians, the year 1871 would have been for me a good
ordinary one, as four stocks of this species would have given me
a yield of 112 lbs. of honey.

—

[Bienenzeitung.)

THE SILK FROM SILKWORMS.
To make it available for use, ten cocoons should be put in a

basin of warm water (this will not kill the chrysalis] ; the threads

from each can then be easily found, and should be twisted together

ond wound round a reel 3 feet in diameter; this will fit the

weaver's loom. The individual threads will easily cement to-

gether, for they are very gummy, and if wound in this way,
will scarcely ever break. A few years ago we had .5000 silk-

worms in this parish ; the school children wound the silk, and
Mr. Smith, I think, of Coventry, offered us 56.9. a-pouud for it.

We never got a pound weight, and so he did not have it ; but in

one of his letters he said it was far better than foreign silk. It

was shown at the Coventry Museum, and especially noticed in

the newspapers. Afterwards it was sent to France to dress the
wounds of the soldiers in the late war.—J. Shelswell.

PREP-^RING WAX FOR MAKING WAX FLOWERS.
The material or wax in its crude state is unfit for modelling

purposes : it requires to bo prepared as follows, that is, if the

modeller is desirous of preparing his own material, otiierwise

it may be purchased ready made for use at any artificial florist's.

*' Procure some of the purest beeswax, and having first cut it

in pieces, place it in a vessel and dissolve by means of heat.

When dissolved, add Venice turpentine in the proportion of

2 ozs. to each pound of wax. The addition of the turpentine
renders it of a softer nature, and prevents it from cracking in

the mould, as it would be apt to do if used otherwise." 'The

modeller can " impart any colour to tlio dissolved wax by rub-
bing together in a vessel a small quantity of the particular colour
required, mixed with olive oil with a portion of the liquid wax,
until it gets hard by cooling, when it should he well stirred into

the body of the dissolved wax." The liquid is strained through
muslin to remove impurities, and is then fit for use.

A mould of the fruit, Ac, desired to bo copied is next required.
This is generally made from plaster of Paris, and consists of

two, three, four, and even more separate pieces, according to

the form and size of the fruit to be modelled. It is obtained in

this way :—First construct a card form, somewhat like a collar

box, about 1 inch or so larger than the fruit to be copied. Then
mix with water such a quantity of plaster of Paris as will bo
of a moderate thickness

; pour just as much of this into tho
form as will allow the fruit, which has been previously olive-

oiled, to sink only half way in the plaster. Having allowed

some time for it to get set, remove the paper and make a few
holes on and around the edge of the mould. 'Then scrape the edge
quite smooth, and re-oil the uncovered part of the fruit edge of

the mould, replace the form, and pour on the fruit as much
plaster as will be of an equal thickness to the first part of mould.
Let this also stand for some 'time, then take off tlie paper form
and the mould is complete. By giving the first half of mould
more or less " cup-Uke holes," the second part will receive a

similar number of projections, which, fitting into the cavities,

allow tho parts to be exactly placed together, and render the

mould more secure.

Leaf moulds are made by giving the leaf (which should be first

made quite clean, and then oiled, and placed face-upwards on

a sheet of p.aper), first thin, then thicker, coatings of plaster, al-

lowing a little time for the first coat to become set before giving

it the second, and so on, until the mould has acqiured the re-

quisite thickness. The face of the leaf only should be covered

with the plaster.

Having shown how to obtain the fruit and leaf moulds, I will

now describe the method of using them. Before doing so, how-

ever, I wish to observe that no moulds should be used before

they are thoroughly set or hardened, and that preparatory to

using the mould, it should be placed iu hot water for a few

minutes, and then carefully wiped dry with a soft cloth. Ou
casting, take one half of the mould in the left baud and pour in

the liquid wax so as to nearly fill the hollow ; then quickly place

on the other part, in such a way that the projections of the one

fit into the cavities of the other part of the mould. Hold both

parts tightly together, and geutly turn the mould in the hand so

that the wiix may be disposed on the inside evenly. Havmg
allowed some little time to elapse, place the mould iu hot water

for about two or three minutes, then take it out and separate the

parts carefully, and remove the fruit as gently as possible.

Should there be any roughness on the fruit, it can be easily re-

moved by rubbing it with a flannel dipped in turpentine.

Wax leaves may be painted green by means of Prussian blue,

chrome, and burnt sienna, and polished, when necessary, by

means of a soft lirush. The stems of fruit are made from wire

covered with wax of the required colour.

The characteristics of both fruit and leaves are mostly pro-

duced by the colouring and its various modes of application ; to

give rules for such would be but waste of time, and only tend to

mystify the reader. Practice and study of the works of Nature

alone will enable the reader to acquire any proficiency lu this

art. I may mention, however, by way of a guide, that most

fruits require a body tint according to the particular colour re-

quired, and that all colours must dry on the wax before any

decision can be pronounced as to the correctness of tint. It the

modeller always endeavours to copy Nature in all her parts, so

that each part, when taken conjointly shall resemble the whole,

he will not only achievebut deserve success.—Sulvan.—(Engluh

Mechanic and World of Science.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Preserviso Egos for 'Wintee Use (S(. EdmumD.—Yoxi must preserve

your eaus by rnt'ing tbem in alalced lime in n pan, layer upon layer, till the

pan is full. You muat put them in fresh, ana they will keep so. It is the

Renerally received opinion that Ducks mnst have a depth of at least 1^2 inches

of water. Observation will show you we are riaht. and yours is, wo hehevo

a solitary case. The Rabbit is an uncommon case, but those who breed from

bouijht stock frequently meet with these sports.

CoLODRS OF Crete'-C'EURS (/. .S.).—Cn-ve-Cffiurs should be qnite black.

Both cocks and hens Ket white feathers in their top-knots as they grow older,

but they are a sreat disadvantage in competition. White feathers cannot be

excnsed nut of the top-knot, and any other colour is apositive disqnaliftcation.

Chii'KENS not EtTiNO. AND Ah.ino (/. W. P.).— It maybe your chickens

suffer from the seeds they pick, but as a rule they improve in condition on

new-mown land. Change their food. Give them meal mornin,' and evening,

slaked with milk, some Indian com or whole barley twice between these

meils, and discontinue the scraps tor a time. The rains will probably dn

them good. Drought is bad for them. Give them camphor in all their

water, and supply their runs with road grit.

Doncaster and Boston Potiltry Shows —T. S. AnsdeU, Esq.. Cowley

Mount, Lancashire, informs us that he won the first prize for Dark Bralimas

at Doncaator, and the silver cup for the same variety at Boston. We publish

the report.s as sent to us. ,(„.,
Poultry Food (Doner).—Do not be deceived by a delusive term. Mid-

dlinss " are not so good as barleymeal, being part of the ground grain that is

taken from the meal. If it were as good as barleymeal it would not bo sold

at half the price. We have long sought for some cheap lood that was as good

and nntritious as the dearer ones, but w« are still seeking. We find nothing

BO cheap as the best food. In snoh the weight is mado-iip of feeding stufl, in

the lower priced it is made-np of " offal." Profitable food mixes into dongli

or paste, it is smooth ; but tho cheaper and less- feeding is rough when wetted,

and looks as though fine-cut chaff were mixed with it. The fowls do not

Uke it.

Eoo-eatino IIen—Swollen Crop (Jifcm).—There la no cure for a hen

that eats the eggs on which sho is sitting, but wo are boTind to say it is a very

nnusnal thing-so much so, that wo advise you to kill the hon as soon as hor

three chickens are fit to leave her. Sho will always do it. The swollen crop

may bo rcdnced, if not cured, by holding the fowl by the legs, head down-

wards, till the crop has emptied itself from tho mouth; the bin! must then

be shut up and fed very sparingly, and only with a small quantity at a time.

It mnst have water only twice per day, and then very littls. If the crop still

hangs down you may put alum in the water. It will bo somo time before i:

regoin its normal state, but we have seldom known this tiejti«aut foil.
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Eggs Blood-streaked (E. J. B.).—Yon do not say whether the streaks

were on the shell or in the egg. The latter is not an uncommon case, but it

is a bad sign, and shows there is something wrong about the bii-d that lays

them. If the streaks are on the shell they betoken fever. Castor oil given in-

ternally and administered with a feather into the egg-organs will cm-e it. In

all cases of fever, lettuces are excellent food. It is hard to find a cause for the

paralysis. An injury on the back will cau^e it ; being egg-bound will do so

also. We advise you, as soon as you see this, to take a wmg feather, dip

it in castor oil till it is thoroughly saturated, and then introduce it into the

egg-passage as fai- as it will go without hindrance. We believe you will then

remove the complaint, by causing an egg to be laid. You say she is only a

year old ; these are, perhaps, her "first eggs. If so, you may well expect to save

her. She is little more than a pullet.

Lincoln Poultrv Show.—One of the pair of Aylesbury Ducks entered

for this Show by Mr. S. H. Harris, of Cusgai-De, Cornwall, wa^ dead in the

hamper when delivered on the Show ground, i and therefore, strictly speaking,

this peu should have been marked " absent," in the catalogue.—The Poultrv
Secketary.

Incubators (H. O. O.)-—We cannot give any 'information about them.

Any one will hatch, but then the difficulties commence. We never knew any-

one who reared chickens artificially hatched except at a fearful loss.

Buckwheat, &c., for Pigeons-Sex of Eggs (F. W. S.).—We have

known Pigeons fed on this, but we never used it for our own birds. In regard

to the disease in Pigeons known as canker, see our reply in last week's
" Letter Bos." As to which egg produces the cock bird, the one laid first or

second, we believe there is no role. Very often both the young are cocks,

occasionally both are hens.

Canary's Leg-weakness (Constant Reader).—I fear there is no perma-

nent relief for your ailing bird, hut I think the symptoms would be ameliorated

by giving a drop or two of cod-liver oil. Hold the bird in the left hand, and

if you cannot manage to open its mouth and administer the oil at the same
time (which can be done by taking up sufficient on a blunt-pointed little stick)

get some one to assist you by opening the patient's mouth, when a little nerve

and a steady band will do the rest. Another method is to remove the water

vessel, say from breakfast time till the middle of the day. three or four hours,

when you can replace it, or one kept for the purpose, with plenty of oil float-

ing on the surface of the water. The patient will then drink its medicine

without assistance. Some birds soon get to like it. I once had a very valu-

able Variegated Jonque Norwich cock which appeared hopelessly gone, and
which I turned over to the care of my wife. I do not know whether it is the

result of practice acquu-ed in the nm-sing, but for artistic management with

a spoon recommend me to a woman. The way in which a woman tucks up
one of those little bundles in the niu-sery, pinions its fat hands, and prepares

to administer physic is a gift pecuUar to the sex. No sooner is the mouth
open than in goes the spoon and the operation is over. I should be afraid of

hitting the bundle in a wrong place. My wife appeared to have no difficulty

in managing this bird, which subsequently became the father of a family, and

lived almost entirely on cod-hver oil.—W. A. Blakston.
Bullfinch and Canary Mules (^f. G.).—After a homed Canary we may

expect anything. Among other freaks of nature I have heard of a remarkable

Linnet Mule. I was told it would be sure to beat anything hkely to appear

this season if the prize-lists could only be made to suit the bird, " myast
(most) legs to win," as my informant said, "for this yane's (one's) getten

fewer (four)!" The notes on Bullfinch and Canary Mules in the "Letter

Box " a short time back attracted the attention of a correspondent, who writes

:

—"I had a hen Bullfinch which I had reared by band. Seeing her evidently

preparing to nest, I introduced into her cage a very vigorous Buff-crested Nor-

wich Canary, which paired with her successfully. She behaved in every way
as a Canary ; if anything she seemed more amorous. She dropped the first

egg in the cage bottom, and finding it broken I examined it ; it was to all ap-

pearance properly impregnated. I that evening strewed the cage bottom with

tine sawdust, and so saved the remaining eggs—five, some of which she laid

in the nest, and others on the sawdust. These eggs I placed as laid under

different Canaries, but they all proved infertile. I gave the Bullfinch some
had Canai-y eggs, which she sat quite carefully, and after a week or two bad
elapsed I again tried her with the same Canaiy, with precisely the same
result. She again laid six eggs, all infertile." " M. G." also, in reply to

whom the notes in the " Letter Box " appeared, writes, " I was not successful

with the Canaiy and Bullfinch. The Canary had five eggs, which sbc sat for

fifteen days. She was a small hen, and did not cover well. Some time after

she laid again, and the Bullfinch made a hole in the egg. She is now sitting

on two eggs, and never stirs except to eat, and that seldom." fio far, then,

the weight of endence in this m'xata qiKestio is against the production of

Canary and Goldfinch Mules. Other Finches also will mate with the Canary
readily, but the result is iiil.—W. A. Blakston.
Young Canaries Losing Feathers {A Reader).—li 1 shut some young

Canaries into a cage with theu" father, and I noticed that one of them became
rather short of feather, I do not know that 1 should suspect the old bird of

the theft, because young ones are very apt to pick one another, aud when they

once begin it is extremely difficult to get them to discontinue the practice—in

fact, they will continue to pick as long as there is anything to pick at ; but if

I observed that one of them was " minus his tail, with blood all abaut the

tips of its wings and the roots of the tail, aud I noticed blood on the cock's

beak," I should consider that strong presumptive evidence of his guilt, and
I do not think an action for Hbel would lie if I charged him with the crime.

At all events, I should lock him up on suspicion. Yon have done quite right

to remove him, and if the young ones can only pick a little there is not much
fear that you will rear them. Give them plenty of sofc food, such as stale

bread soaked in water, and squeezed dry, or nearly so ; add to this a little

chopped egg and a little mawseed. Supply wbite canary seed, and when you
notice that they can crack it, reduce the quantity of soft food and put them
on hard seed entirely. I should not, as a matter of choice, always allow

young ones " to be fed through the bars of another cage hung on to the

other;'' but when they are so ill used, what else can you do ? In such casea

all depends on the ingenuity of the breeder ; and any contrivance whioh,

while it protects them, gives the old birds access to them for feeding pur-

poses, is an admissible adjunct to the breeding cage. The method you have
adopted is very common, and you will see by referring to my ABO Canaiy
papers in previous numbers of the Journal, that I recommend the wires of

the breeding cage to be inserted at such a distance as will admit of the birds

getting their heads tlu-ough without fear of their bodies following, or, on the
other hand, strangling themselves. You must be careful, however, to put the
perch on which the young ones will have to sit at such a distance from the

wires of their nursery cage that they will either have to stretch their nocks a

little, or go to the wires to be fed, or else, when they are resting after a meal,

the cock will be sure to help himself to any juicy little tail feather he can

reach. The life of a Canary, from the shell to the show-cage, is beset on all

sides with dangers, and were it not for the great number of deaths which
occur, an ordinary room would scarcely hold the produce of a season.—W. A.
Blakston.
Silkworms (E. M. N.).—Thanks for your note, but our con-espondent needs

more details of the size of marketable skeins, (fee.

Payne's Hives {T. M. P.).—Either Messrs. Neighbour, High Holbom,
London, or Mr. W. J. Pettitt, Apicultural Institute, Dover.
Sale of Honey (A Kentish Bee-ket'iu'r).—Write to Messrs. Neighbour,

Messrs. Fortnura & Mason, and other Italian warehousemen, whose directions

you can find in Kelly's " Post-office Directory."
Pot Pourri (A. Jackson .—You must mix your rose petals (leaves as yon

call them) as follows :—Gather the petals of the most fragrant kinds of roses,

with which other flowers maybe mixed at pleasure in smaller proportion:
spread them out to dry in the sun, or in a warm room ; sprinkle a little salt

on them, aud put them into a jar, in which they ax-e to be kept covered up till

wanted for use. Take of these rose leaves 4 ozs. ; dried lavender flowers,

S ozs. ; vanilla, cloves, storax, and benzoin, all bruised, of each 1 drachm^
ambergris, 20 grains ; otto of roses, twenty drops. Mis.
Kose Leaves (St. Edmund}.—See the above answer.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8^ 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DlTE.
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time. The most fruit from a given quantity of ground I have
obtained this year has been from plants put in, just a foot apart
all ways, on the 1st of August last year. As soon as fruiting

is over, and in showery weather, half of these will be lifted

and planted, and will again do well ; but if the weather con-

tinue hot, they will be thrown away, and young plants again
depended on. Another favourite plan of mine is at every

2J feet, or 2h by 3 feet, to put in three stout young plants

in a triangle with a base of 6 inches. No one at next gather-

ing-time can, without very careful examination, tell these
from established two and three-year-old stools. In strong
soils thorough deep-digging and making the ground rich to

a depth of 15 to 18 inches, and a top-dressing of manure
on the surface, will be all that is really necessary. If much
deeper than this, and without surface-dressing, I have often ob-

served the plants run too much to leaf. For fruit of all kinds
there is nothing like surface roots, but they must be taken
care of.

Strawberries like firm ground, and in a soil natm-ally light

and warm I can get better crops by not digging at all, either

at planting time or afterwards. I render acknowledgments
to Mr. Eadelyffe for this liiut that I have put into practice.

At desired distances scoop a hollow in the soil capable of hold-
ing two gallons of water. Soak this thoroughly with liquid

manure, level-up, and put three plants in each spot. The
manure water should be strong, and the hollow a foot in

diameter. I have tried different sorts of manure, and find

2 ozs. of guano and 1 oz. of salt to the gallon the best of all,

and better indeed than holes dug out 18 inches deep and fiUed-

iu and trodden with good manure. For a time the manured
roots took the lead, but after two years the liquid-manured
roots produced the most frnit, and best withstood the drought.
It is the firm soil that does it. I always surface-dress my
Strawberries in the autumn with half-rotted manure, or not
quite half-rotted, and never take it off again. This may not
be so necessary in districts with a heavy rainfall, but I know
it is good practice here. Last autumn, considering the tre-

mendous wet, I was for once doubtful as to the wisdom of , the
practice and only did a portion, but those dressed are much
the best, and I decide that if it is good in a wet season it must
be good in a dry one, at any rate where the soU is light. The
winter's rains clean the manure perfectly, and leave a surfacing

of smooth sweet straw, better packed than any hand could pack
it, for the fruit to rest on. Where this top-dressing is not
given, the best recipe to keep the fruit clean is Mr. Peach's

—

viz.. straw cut into inch lengths. It is handy to apply and
snug when it is there, and is the best slug-antidote I know. I

have watched the hungry " varmint " in their pilgrimage to

the fruit, and am bound to say rejoiced in their treadmill-like

work in turning over, and instead of the straw being the
foundation for the slugs, the slugs were a foundation for the
straw, and they were glad to get out of it. This would not
have been the case had it not been cut into inch lengths.

It is important that clean surfacing be applied early, and it is

the greatest possible mistake to defer it untU the fruit is ripen-

ing. No one can possibly do the work then without more or

less injury to the fruit-trusses. Strawberry trusses .ire as im-
patient of being disturbed as the haulm of young Peas, and
neither can be meddled with without damage. Early surfacing
has also another valuable point in its favour', in arresting

evaporation and retaining the earth's moisture. It should be
applied before the plants are in bloom, and it can never be done
60 well afterwards. A spriukUng of salt in early spring at the
same time and in half the quantity of that given to Asparagus
beds, or, to be more definite, about half an ounce to the square
yard, is of much value, but more will not hurt if it be kept out
of the crowns. By its deliquescent luitnre it keeps the ground
moist and cool. It is certain to do good in dry localities to

more things besides Strawberries. It should be applied previous
to the straw surfacing. By salting and sui'face-dressing in
autumn and early in spring I have had no occasion to water,
although much hot and dry weather has prevailed. But—and
this is important—I set aside two rows ; one had no salt, and
tho other was not surfaced until the fruit changed colour;
both these we have been compelled to water copiously, and
then could not get the fruit so fine as the rest, but it was
equally plentiful in point of numbers. Every point urged in
this gossip is based on actual and careful practice.

I have never been sufficiently careful or curious as to note
the relative value of the first or second roots of runners, but I

do know that barren plants will produce barren progeny ; 1

do not say invariably, but sufficiently so to make the practice

of planting from them an unsafe one. Just another hint : I

cannot grow British Queen or Dr. Hogg by runners from my
own plants, but if I have them from a thorough strong Straw-

berry soil I can get fair crops. I am certain this is a point of

considerable value, and wiU in many gardens make all the

difference between Strawberries and no Strawberries. Let
those who grow this fruit under difficulties try, and I am very

sanguine they will do as I do, " try again."—J. Wmght.

NEW KOSES.
Ms. Keynes did a good service to rosarians on the 16th inst.,

and he did it simjjly for their benefit, for he brought up from
Salisbury seventy-two blooms of twenty-four of the best Roses
of 1872. It was refreshing, after the dazzling repetition of

Zonal Pelargoniums, to be able to take a chair and sit down
comfortably opposite these fresh blooms and quietly examine
them. It was a pleasant thing, too, after one had one's notes,

to have them confirmed by two such authorities as Mr. Keynes
and Mr. Turner ; and therefore in giving my judgment, it may
add some little weight to it when I say that it is thus con-
firmed. I have always maintained that it is utterly impossible

to judge of the new Roses until the second year, they are only
then recovering from the high pressure to which they have
been subjected ; but I do not recollect that we have ever had
so good an opportunity of seeing the new Roses as on this

occasion. We see some of them in the classes for new Roses,
and oftentimes in the larger classes exhibited by nurserymen,
but not in such a collection as this ; and then they were so

fresh, so fine, so, in fact, Salisbury-like, that it was a treat of

no ordinary kind.

1. Ahhc Bramercl.—A finely-coloured, ill-shaped Rose. It

may be tolerated in a stand, but will be, I think, more esteemed
as a garden Rose. I should describe it as a cross between
Eugene Appert and Guant des Batailles, having the intense
colour' of the former with the form of the latter.

2. Bessie Johnson.—This is a sport from Abel Grand, and is

much lighter than that variety, and is worth adding to a col-

lection.

3. Eticnne Leret.—One of the best of the whole collection.

The shape is beautiful, the petals large and shell-like, and the
colour a fresh bright carmine.

4. Madame Bellon.—A pretty, weU-shaped, light Rose.
•5. Madame de Farrlea.—Bright rose shaded with cai'mine,

but, then, said to be from Anna de Diesbach.
6. Madame George Sehieartz.—Bright rosy pink, shading off

into deep rose ; fine form ; a distinct and good Rose. I have
always had a high opinion of this Rose, and am glad to see it

confirmed.

7. President Thiers.—Fiery red ; a fine colour, but wanting
in quantity of i^etals. Probably will be grown for its bright
colour, but not a first-class flower.

8. Madame Seij>ion Coehet.—Good form, but too thin.

9. Louis Corljie.—A pretty soft crimson rose. I find a Louis
Charlin in Messrs. Paul ct Son's list ; I do not know if this be
the same.

10. Baron de Bonstetten.—Deep velvety blackish crimson.
A grand Rose

;
quite in the way of Mons. Boncenne, but larger,

and a good grower.

11. Le Havre.—Rough and thin.

12. Souvenir de General Douai.—Bright salmon rose; large

and full, and likely to be an effective Rose.
13. Franeois Michelon.—A lai'ge, fine, and well-shaped im-

bricated Rose ; silvery rose, with a fine petal. A first-rate

Rose.
1-1. Uichard Wallace.—Bright crimson rose ; full, globular

form , and attractive for its novelty.

15. Madame Lefebvre Bernard.—A splendid bright Rose
;

fine imbricated form, reminding one of Souvenir de la Eeine
d'Augleterre, but more refined and regular. A grand Rose.

16. Madame de Bidder.—Something of the colour of Beauty
of Waltham. Good.

17. Souvenir de Madame Hammert.—Rough.
18. A Ufiuste Eii/otard.—Beautiful shell-like petals, cherry red.

An excellent Rose.
19. Princess Beatrice.—Rough as shown here.

20. Madame de St. Pulget.Shows, the eye.

21. Andre, Dunand.—Light rose, with distinct paler edge;
fine form, very beautiful in colour.

22. Lijoniiais.—Light rose. Of the Charles Verdier type,
but to my mind too washy in colour.

23. Souvenir de Panl Neroti (Tea).—A vei'y lovely flower.
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salmon yellow edged with rose ; large and fnll. Of the Madame
Margottin style of flower.

24. Baronne Louise VxkuH.—Large and fnll ; fine colour,

but I am inclined to think uncertain.

25. Souvt'iiir de Charts Perry.—A seedling raised by our
lamented friend, but hardly, I think, full enough to give it a
lasting place.

I am inclined to give the first place to the following :—Andr6
Dunand, Etienne Levet, Madame George Schwartz, Madame
Lefebvre Bernard, Baron de Bonstetten, Fran(;'ois Michelon,
and Souvenir de Paul Neron. In the second rank would come
Abbe Bramerel, Bessie Johnson, Madame Cellon, President
Thiers, Rigotard, Louis Corbie, Richard Wallace, and Souvenir
de General Douai. And it is odd to find that some of these,

undoubtedly good, do not appear at all in two catalogues of

our chief growers now before me, so completely is it a lottery

which flowers are selected out of the eighty or ninety sent out.

It will be a great boon if the new Cercle at Lyons exercise

some sort of prohibitory power on the sending-out of snch a
multitude of new, and in many instances worthless flowers.

—D., Deal.

G. F. WILSON PEA.
This proves to be a first-rate Pea, and fully justifies the

Royal Horticultural Society in awarding it a first-class certifi-

cate. Those who like Vtitch's Perfection should grow this

variety ; it is a decided improvement on that old favourite,

being more prolific, having larger pods more equally filled,

and is at least a week earlier ; the colour when cooked is a
lively green, and the flavour excellent. I shall grow it exclu-

sively next year for my midseason supply. It should be sown
2 inches apart in a single row, and the rows 8 or 9 feet apart,

planting Potatoes or other low-growing vegetables between.
Why do cooks spoil good Peas by boiling Mint with them ?

—

WrLUAM Taylor, Longleat.

THE HYDRANGEA AS A DECOEATIVE PLANT.
The common Hydrangea hortensis is perfectly hardy in the

south of England, the Isle of Man, and other parts of the

British dominions ; but it is as a pot plant that wo would here

allude to its excellence.

Doubtless some of our readers may have seen the beautiful

little plants of this species now being brought into Covent
Garden Market by the London market-growers. These plants

are propagated from cuttings in the autumn and spring, and
flower in from twelve to fifteen months, bearing from one to

four magnificent clusters of rosy flowers. Some of the largest,

or autumn-struck plants, vary from 18 inches to 2 feet across,

and are literally one mass of bloom, and invaluable either for

window-plants or conservatory decoration. I visited a small
market garden at South Acton the other day, and saw a long
span-roofed greenhouse quite full of this beautiful plant, while

hundreds had already found their way to Covent Garden before

my visit. In the turf-pits outside, four thousand cuttings had
been potted-olT ready for next year's supply, and this in one
small establishment onlj-— a fact quite sufficient to show the
high estimation in which this plant is held around London.

Old plants furnish quantities of fine cuttings, which strike

freely in a moderate temperature, after which they are at once
potted-oS in good fibrous loam, leaf mould, and sand, and
placed close together in any empty space at command. The
leading growth is pinched out at the second or third joint, so

as to obtain strong bushy plants as dwarf as possible. As the
pots become filled with roots, they are again potted-on into
48'3, and the larger ones into .32's, and in these they produce
their flowers. During summer they are liberally supplied with
water, a httle manure water being occasionally added to

strengthen their ^owth. They are kept as near to the glass

as posjiblo while growing, and fully exposed to the sun, by
which means the plants are kept dwarf and bushy. The aim
of the market-grower is to get these plants into the market as
early as possible, since a much better price is thus obtained.
Those now in the metropolitan market sell wholesale at from
2t«. to 30i. per dozen, and are eagerly bought up at the price.

The market-grower has, in fact, but little difliculty in dispos-
ing of his flowering plants or cut flowers, provided they are
good in quality and early, these being the two great essentials

necessary in order to sncceed.
Everyone who has to keep up a snccession of flowering

plants in either greenhonse or conservatory, will find yearling

plants of the common Hydrangea invaluable for the purpose at
this particular season, and for the next month or six weeks.
We often see the Hydrangea with poor greenish blossoms ; but
if grown close to the glass in a low span-roof house or pit,
fully exposed to sun and air, the flowers finish-off beautifully,
and are of the brightest rosy hue imaginable. When growing,
the plants require but little room, and when in full flower are
very effective when grouped along with Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Ferns, and other decorative plants. — F. W. B. (in Tlic

Gardener.)

METHOD OF GRAFTING RHODODENDRONS.
In his treatise on grafting Mr. Charles Baltet calls this

method of grafting Rhododendrons '^ Anylaise a cheval," or,

as we should say, " saddle-grafting.'' He describes it thus :

—

The stock e is cut wedge-shaped and sloping evenly, while the
scion A is split up from the bottom, as at a, placed astride tho

Saddle-grafting Rhododendrons.

stock, pushed over it, as at c, and tied up. Under glass clay-

ing or waxing is unnecessary. Some years ago a charming;
collection of Rhododendrons was exhibited by M. Bertin, jun.,

in which a flowering shoot was employed as the scion, the
result being in each case a truss of flowers. In this way it

would be easy to have in a limited space a flowering collection

of miniature Rhododendrons.

PEACH KERNELS POISONOUS.
It is not so generally known as it ought to be (says the

Argils) that the kernels of some stone fruits, especially Peaches,
contain prussic acid to an extent which may prove poisonous
if a largo number of the kernels bo eaten. The following case,

reported in the last number of the Aiislralinn MedicalJourna!,
by Dr. W. R. G. Samuels, of Wanganui, New Zealand, should
make parents cautious :

—" February 19th, 1873, I was sent for

to attend a little boy, aged five years, the son of a carpenter of

this town. On my way I was informed that the little fellow

l>ad eaten something unknown to his parents, and was believed

to have been poisoned. On my arrival, I found him lying on
the sofa in a state of partial coma. Tho pupils were dilated,

the skin somewhat cold and clammy, tho pulse feeble. He
seemed, in short, to be suffering from the effects of some nar-

cotic poison. Upon making inquiries, I was informed that
abont half an hsur previous to my arrival ho had been seized

with di.'.ziness, stupor, fainting, inability to stand without
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assistance—in fact, it was described to me as in partial intoxica-

tion. He vomited 1 oz. or more of masticated Peacli kernels.

I at once administered an emetic, followed shortly by a full

dose of castor oil, which soon acted on the bowels. I ordered
iiim to be kept warm. After being placed in bed, he slept for

about two hours, after which he awoke and seemed recovered.
This was obviously a ease of poisoning by hydrocyanic acid

(prussic acid) contained in the Peach kernels, of which the
child had eaten a large quantity. My chief reason for report-

ing this is that I notice but one case mentioned in Taylor's
'Manual of Poisons' of poisoning by Peach kernels."

WALES AND WELSHMEN.-No. 1.

I HAVE now been round Wales and through Wales, and am
writiug from its most beautiful sea-spot, truthfully named
Beaumaris, built by Edward I. "upon a marish ground, yet
for the situation thereof he gave it this goodly faire name."
But let not your readers deceive themselves with the expecta-
tion of finding in Wales any of the characteristics learned
even in their nursery days. I have placed them long since on
a blank page of Browne's "Vulgar Errors." Take first the
national emblem—the Leek. " Common as Leeks in Wales "

was a proverb centuries old, yet never have I, in garden or
shop, seen a Leek in any part of the Principality. Who ever
saw a Welshman with a Leek in his hat on St. David's day ?

I can aver it is not a popular table vegetable among them, but
the " Welsh Onion " is

;
you see it everywhere, and this very

morning I have seen baskets full of it at every greengrocer's
in this capital of the Druids' Island as we have been long
taught to consider it ; but more about that presently.

We aU have heard tell that Leeks are worn by Welshmen in

commemoration of a victory they gained over the Anglo-Saxons
in the sixth century, and which they attributed to wearing
Leeks, by the command of St. David, to distinguish them-
selves in the battle ; but others say it is because each of the
small farmers who aided each other mth ploughs brought
Leeks to the common repast. And this I hold as more pro-
bable, sustained as it is by the still general practice of the
Welsh Onion being the usual accompaniment of the bread and
cheese you see vanishing from before every farm labourer as

he rests beneath the field hedge ; and a tradesman replied to

my observation, " It's relishing, yet satisfying," which curi-

ously agrees with old Tusser's verse :
—

" In Rlarch Leekes are in season for pottage ful good.
And sparetb the milck cow, and pui-getli the blood.
These having with peason, for pottat;e in Lent,
Thou sparetb both otemel and bread to be spent."

Now, about this island of Anglesea, and its being especially

the stronghold of the Druids. Camden says, " This isle was
called of the Romans 3Iona, of the Britons Moti and Tir-Mon
—that is, The land of Mon ; and Ynis Dou-il—that is, A
shadowy or darke island; of the ancient Anglo-Saxons Monez,
and at last after that the Englishmen became lords of it,

Jinijle.x ea and Antjirvey, as one would say. The Englishmen's
Island. (Not a word about the Druids in those names.)

Giraldus Cambrensis states it-was so fertile and so productive
of Wheat that there was a local saying, Jloit mam Cymbry, or
" Mon is the mother of Wales." This saying is as old as 1188,
for it is recorded then by Archbishop Baldwin in his " Itinerary
through Wales," and it is stated that it was so called because
its superabundant crops supplied the other parts of the Prin-
cipality. If this were so, those other parts must have been
superlatively unproductive, and Anglesea must have been
more fertile than at present, for the soil is poor and the crops
very inferior. Potatoes excepted, and they were unknown in
Baldwin's days.

Mentioning Potatoes reminds me that I gladly learned in
Oxfordshire, Cheshire, and now in Anglesea, that the disease
this year has not made its appearance.
Bat to return to the theme from which I have diverged. Was

Anglesea the stronghold of the Druids ? I cannot conceive
that such was the fact. There are no woods, no fossil remains
of forests, no soils in which forests could have flourished, yet
woods were their homes ; and their sacred plant, the Mistletoe,

does not grow here, and will not live here. I will jot down
some of my notes about this plant, and let any one of your
readers judge whether an island where the Mistletoe never
dwells is likely to have been the Druids' home.
The Mistletoe is a cosmopoHtan parasite, for it has been

found not only on the .\pple, but on the Horse Chestnut,
Maple, Poplar, Acacia, Laburnum, Pear, Sallow, Locust, Larch,

Scotch Fir, Spruce Fir, Service, Hornbeam, Olive, Vine, Wal-
nut, Plum, Laurel, Medlar, Oak, Cedar, Hazel, Ash, Lime,
Elm, Buckthorn, Whitethorn, and Birch; therefore it is not
the absence of a suitable tree that excludes it from Anglesea.
But it is more particular as to the climate it will put up with.
It flourished for a time in the Botanic Gardens at DubUu, but
it died, and Dr. Moore, the Curator, repeatedly, but unsuccess-
fully, tried to re-establish it

;
yet at Farmley, in the county

of KUkeuuy, it has immemorially lived on the Apple trees. At
Badamscourt, near Chepstow, for three-fourths of a century it

was on an Oak; yet in another district of Wales, Peuiarth,
Merionethshire, and in other places, Mr. Cooke, gardener there,

says the Mistletoe is almost unknown. That it does not grow
in Anglesea is testified not only by the repUes to my numerous
relative inquiries, but by Mr. Hugh Davies, a native of the
island, and who published a volume on its native plants. His
is a remarkable testimony, for he was unwilUng to admit the
fact, and he says, "I have not seen this plant; but we can
scarcely suppose that the Druids had fixed upon, as a favourite

residence, a spot that did not produce this highly-venerated
plant." The assumption rather is that they did not reside

here because of that non-production.
Some have considered—I am alluding to Welshmen—that

Uchelawy, the Mistletoe, is a magical herb, probably the For-
bidden Tree in the middle of Eden's trees, for in the Edda, to

the Mistletoe is ascribed Balder's death, caused through listen-

ing to a woman. The Druids had a great veneration for the
number 3, and Vallancey says " the Mistletoe was sacred to

them because not only its berries but its leaves grow in clusters

of three."

In Brittany, at Yule-tide, the Druids sought for a Mistletoe

on the Oak of about thirty years' growth, and when found it

was consecrated, the P<i;(c/ir('.<(«»i, or universal remedy—the
restorer of health and the securer of happiness. It was cut

with a golden, or more probably brazen, sickle, and after a
sacrifice and prayer, fragments were distributed to the prostrate

people. Whoever obtained a fragment believed that he was
sheltered from sickness, witchery, evil spu-its, and even thunder-
bolts.

As the berries of the Mistletoe were considered promoters
of fertility, and the whole plant to be all-powerful to pre-

serve from evil, kissing beneath it may well have been
practised as an invocation to obtain those benefits ; and it is

certain that a beUef prevailed that the maiden not kissed
under the Mistletoe would not be married next year. We may
be quite certain that Shakespeare calls it "the baleful Mistle-

toe " because it is injurious to the trees on which it prevails,

and not because he objected to kissing beneath it.

At Christmas, or Yule-tide, the Druids laid the Mistletoe,

which they called " All-heal," on their altars. This they cut off

the Mistletoe from the trees with brazen celts, or hatchets, fixed

on the ends of long staves ; and, in Stukeley's time, on Christ-

mas-eve Mistletoe was placed on the altar of York Cathedral,
and a general pardon was proclaimed at the gates of the
city.

Seldeu relates that in France about Christmas-tide the young
men went from village to village knocking at all the doors,
with the exclamation, " An yiiy I 'an itciif"—that is, " To the
Mistletoe this New Year ;" the Celtic name of the Oak was
flui/. This seems to be a relic of Druidical customs ; for it is

recorded that at Christmas time the Druids in solemn pro-
cession went to gather the Mistletoe on the Oak, chanting
as they went, " The New Year is at hand, gather the Mistle-

toe."

In Gay's time the Mistletoe was mingled with other ever-
greens in decorating our churches, for he wrote

—

" Now with bright Holly ail the temples strow,
With Laurel green, and sacred Mistletoe,"

Even now in Worcestershire a farmer will give the Mistletoe
bough in his house to his cow that calves first after New
Year's-day to secure luck to all his dairy. But the belief in
the general curative as well as the mystical powers of the
plant's berries still prevails in many places, and as the plant
was widely known here as " All-heal," so was it known to

the ancient Romans by the synonymous name of " Omnia
sonans."—G.

P.S.—I hope this will be in time to qualify that which I

wrote about the Mistletoe in Anglesea. I can meet with no
one who has seen it growing naturally here, liut I have seen it

flourishing in the garden of a butcher named Hughes. He
has a very luxuriant and fruitful orchard, and on the bark of
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some of the Apple trees, fourteen years

eince, he placed Mistletoe seeds which he

brought from Denbighshire. The seed

germinated, and the, plants not only are

vigorous, but offsets from them have

come forth lower down the branches on
which they are growing. So the Mistletoe

will not only grow but endure here.

ABRANGEMENT OF A FRUIT
GARDEN.

The accompanying engraving repre-

sents a section of the fruit garden of the
" Jardin d'Arboriculture," in the Bois de

Tincennes, at Paris ; and it conveys a

very correct idea of the arrangement of

fruit trees which are cultivated for profit

;

the produce of fruit being sold for the

benefit of the estabUshment. The esti-

mate which the authorities made of the

value of the probable crop was to be

in 1874, 10,000 to 12,000 francs. It re-

mains to be seen whether this wUl be

realised.

The plan of the garden is excellent,

and although this part of it which we
now figure is entirely occupied with Peach
trees, the same arrangement may be

adapted to different varieties of fruits if

the plan is used in this country. The
wall which forms the background may
be covered with single cordon Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots, or, if preferred,

the trees may be trained fan-shaped.

Then the tall, coped trelUses might be oc-

cupied with Pears and Plums, whUe the

dwarf wired borders, or " man-traps," as

they have been called, might be appro-

priated to the finer varieties of Apples on
Paradise stocks. We have often seen in

the gardens of the bourgeoisie about Paris

trees grown on a somewhat similar ar-

rangement with great success.

Our engraving is from M. Alphand's

splendid work, " Les Promenades de
Paris."

Pluck the Flowees !—All lovers of

flowers must remember that one blossom
allowed to mature or " go to seed " in-

jures the plant more than a dozen buds.

Cut your flowers then, all of them, before

they begin to fade. Adorn your room
with them

;
put them on your tables

;

send bouquets to your friends who have
no flowers, or exchange favours with those

who have. All Roses after they have
ceased to bloom should be cut back, that

the strength of the root may go to form-

ing new roots for next year. On bushes

not a seed should be allowed to mature.
—{Scribner'is Maanzine.)

SCUTELLAEIAS.
I WOULD fain draw the attention of

plant-growers to the special claims which
this beautiful genus of Labiates has upon
their attention. More especially do tliefa

remarks apply to amateur gardeners with
but limited stove accommodation. True,
they cannot be grown into large speci-
mens for exhibition purposes ; but every-
one does not grow for exhibition, and a
genus of plants that will produce quanti-
ties of bright and gay-coloured flowers in
quite a small state are well deserving of at-

tention. ScuteUarias are amongst the
most easily grown plants of any that I
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know; they are mostly herbaceous or small shnibby-growiug
plants, which bear cutting well and bloom throughout the
greater part of the year. They may be gi'owu in small pots.

The compost which suits them best is loam, peat, leaf mould,
and sand in about equal parts, and in a cool stove they will

grow admirably.
These plants produce their flowers very freely. They are

admirably adapted for cutting for bouquet-making, and also

for placing in vases with Fern fronds. Grasses, &o., for the
decoration of the drawing-room or dinner table. They are

rather .apt to become bare of loaves towards the bottom of the
stems, and are thus much benefited by frequent cutting. More-
over, it conduces to production iu succession ; and if some few
species are grown, the cultivator will not lack bloom the whole
season round. Having thus made out a good case iu favour
of Scutellarias, I shall now enumerate a few of the best species

for anyone to cultivate in order to arrive at the desired results.

S. costaricana.—A tall-growing species of great beauty. The
leaves are ovate-lanceolate, slightly serrate at the edges, and
rich dark green. The racemes of bloom are terminal, and are

nearly 3 inches long ; the individual flowers are tubular and
stand erect, forming a splendid dense head ; the tube is rich

crimson, whilst the open mouth is orange yellow. As I have
before remarked, these flowers are beautiful objects for placing
in vases, &c. ; and as the plants are cut back this causes
lateral growth, so that a succession of its rich blooms may be
obtained throughout the year. Native of Costa Eica.

S. aurata.—This is a fine plant, and quite distinct from the
last-named. The leaves are oblong-cordate at the base, clothed
with fine hairs and bright green. The terminal racemes of

flower are yellow, with the inside of the lips rich orange. It

is as free-flowering as the previously-named kind. Native of

Mexico.
S. incarnata.—A compact neat-growing species, having cor-

date dark green leaves, which are slightly serrate at the edges
and hirsute on the lower surface. The terminal racemes of

bloom are very dense, and the flowers aj-e deep rose colour,

affording a j^leasing contrast to the before-mentioned kinds.

Native of Brazil.

S. incarnata Triana;.—This variety may be distinguished

from the normal type by its leaves being somewhat smaller
and quite destitute of hau's. The flowers differ also in being
rich bright flesh-coloured. Native of New Grenada.

S. Mociniana.—A fine and large-flowered species, the leaves

of which are ovate-acuminate, hairy on the upper side, and
dark green. The racemes of blooms are very large, the in-

dividual flowers being upwards of 2 inches long ; the tube
bright orange scarlet, and the throat deep yellow. Native of

Mexico.

S. Vcntcnatii.—This is a charming free-flowering plant

;

leaves ovate, tapering to a point, and deep green. The flowers

are nearly IS inch long and brilliant reddish scarlet. It might
be termed a continual bloomer. Native of Brazil.

—

Experto
Cbede.

ON THE UEAEI,
THE DEADLY AEKOW-POISON OF THE INDIAN TEIBES IN

BEITISH GUIAKA.
[Kead by Dr. K. Scliombnrgk before the Adelaide Philosophical Society, on

April 10th, I860.]

The great and unfortunate Walter Ealeigh was the first who
brought to Europe an exact information of the existence of the
dreadful and quickly operating extract called " Ourari," which
was used by the natives on the Orinoco and Bio Negro for the
purpose of poisoning their arrows used in war and for hunting.

Though a great deal of attention has been paid, since this in-

formation was first received, to distinguish the true from the

nntrue in tho mysterious accounts which were circulated con-

cerning the ingredients used for the preparation of the " Urari,"

yet it was without success, even up to late years. The accounts
of older travellers and missionaries, like Hartzink, Gumilla,
Gili, and others, outbid one another in the fabulous and mys-
terious. The former related that, to try the strength and quick
operation of the urari, the Indians send their arrows dipped in

urari into a young tree. Does the tree die in the space of

three days, the poison has the required strength. Other fabu-
lous accounts need not be mentioned. In the beginning of the
nineteenth century it was Alexander von Humboldt who gave
ns the first authentic accounts concerning the preparation of

this dreadful poison, having been present at the manufacture
of the same in Esmeralda, on the Upper Orinoco. Later
travellers were dissatisfied with the simple process as stated by

Humboldt, and tried again to give the preparation of the urari

a more mysterious appearance. It was maintained that the
vegetable extract was only the medium of the deadly poison,

and that the urari only received its life-destroying power
through the addition of the fangs of the most poisonous
snakes, poisonous ants, and Cayenne pepper. None of these

travellers had been present at the preparation of the urari,

and none of course had seen the ingredients added to it.

These accounts are only supported by the communications re-

ceived from the Indians, whose interest it is to represent the
prep.arations to be as difficult as possible.

To test the respective value of these different accounts, my
late brother. Sir Eobert Sehomburgk, felt induced, on his first

expedition to the interior of British Guiana, to give this sub-
ject his closest attention. Already, on the Upper Eupununi,
he was so fortunate as to see one part of his wish fulfilled in

getting at least a botanical knowledge of the dangerous plant

which gives the main ingredient for the preparation of the
urari. In the Wapisiana settlement, Aripai, on the Eupununi,
in 3° north latitude, he was informed that the plant was found
growing in the Canuku Mountains, distant about one and a
half day's journey from Aripai. Accompanied by some
Indians he went to the place. After a wearisome march they
reached the mountains nearMamesna, a Wapisiana settlement,

where they stayed aU night, and where to his great joy he
found an inhabitant who not only was well acquainted with
tho place where the plant grew, but who also understood the

preparation of the uraii. He was quite willing to bring him
bark and branches of the plant iu any quantity, but refused to-

bring my brother to the place where the plant was growing.

Only rich presents would at last induce him to act as a guide.

The next morning they set out, and after great difficulties, the-

road winding through a very stony country, they discovered

the first plant. Although this neither showed flower nor
fruit, my brother recognised iu it a new species of Strychnos
(which he named Strychnos toxifera). No persuasion would
induce the Indian to prepare the urari in the presence of my
brother. During the second expedition of my brother up the
Essequibo, he had an opportunity to visit the regions of the
Urari plant. During his stay in Pirara, a Macusi settlement,

lat. 3° 33' N., long. 59° 16' W., he was informed that near the

Canuku Mountains a Macusi Indian was liviug, who was known
as the most renowned preparer of the urari iu the whole tribe.

He inquired after him, and he was successful in persuading
him to prepare the poison in his presence. In the company of

the poison-preparer he made first an excursion to the westeru
part of the Canuku Mountains, where it was said the plant was
also in existence, not only to get from there the material to

prepare the deadly extract, but also to try whether he could
see the plant in flower. The Flamikipang was about eighteen
miles in a south-easterly direction from the place he was stay-

ing at. Under the same difficulties which I experienced after-

wards, they reached the first plants; and although he found
them without flowers, he saw the fruit, which confirmed his

supposition of its being a Strychnos. After collecting some of

the necessary bark of the Urari plant, only taken from such
plants as were in full sap, they returned to Pirara.

The preparation of the poison was delayed for some days, aa
the preparer of urari stated that to enable him to produce the
poison he had to subject himself to a strict fasting. During th.it

time a notorious chief, named Kanaima, from the Bupununi,
arrived in Pirara, who persuaded the preparer of the urari to

withdraw his promise to prepare the poison in the presence of

my brother. The Indian with great energy asked my brother

to return the bark of the Strychnos, to which request my brother

of course did not accede, taking the urari bark to Fort San
Joaquim, a Brazilian fort on the EiverEio Branco, which place

the expedition exchanged with theu' former abode iu Pirara.

Here my brother undertook to make an experiment himself to

extract the poison from the bai'k of Strychnos toxifera alone.

For that purpose he took 2 lbs. of bark, which he pounded, put
it into a pot, adding to it a gallon of water. He let this re-

main twenty hours, putting the half of the extract—which
already had assumed a brown colour—into another pot, boiling

it over a slow fire until it took the consistence of treacle, and
during this process the remaining extract was added. Two
fowls were wounded and the poison inserted—one in the foot,

the other in the neck. The effect of the poison appeared after

the lapse of five minutes
;

yet the second—wounded in the

neck—died in twenty-seven minntes, the other in the twenty-
eighth after the wounding. This was a sure proof that the

Strychnos toxifera alone, and without the admixture of other
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ingredients, developes the deadly properties, aud that all other

additions are not essential to the strength of the urari. The
boiling-down of the poison was finished in seven hours, while

it takes the Indians more than forty-eight hours, which

accounts for the slower effect the poison took which was pre-

pared by my brother ; the continued boiling, of course, eoncou-

trating the extract. The colour of my brother's extract was a

light-brown, while that of the Macusi Indians was almost pitch-

black, probably from the admixture of the other ingredients.

This vegetable poison is known by several tribes of the

Indians between the Amazon River aud the Orinoco
;

yet

almost every tribe differs not only in the preparation of the

same, but also in the ingredients used. This manifold pre-

paration is also the cause that with almost every tribe engaged

in the preparation of the uraii, the strength and time in which
the poisou operates are diiierent. I have already observed that

the existence of the most vigorous plants of the Strychnos

toxifera is limited to some localities within the ground which

is inhabited by the Macusi Indians, and that may also be the

caOEe why these are generally considered everywhere the pre-

parers of the strongest poisou. The arrow-poison of the tribes

on the Amazon, Rio Negro, and Orinoco, which came into our

possession through chance, only operates after the lapse of

three to seven hours ; that of the Maeusis j)roduced the death-

struggles in as many minutes. This renowned strength of the

urari of the Macusi Indians brings whole cai'avans of Indians

from the Rio Negro, Orinoco, and even from the Amazon
River to the Canuku Mountains, to exchange the urari with

the inhabitants for other articles. Von Martins gives us an
account of the preparation of poison of the tribes of .Juris,

Passes, Tecunas, and others on the Amazon and Yupura. The
traveller Poeppig gives a description of the vegetable poison in

Peru and Chili, and Humboldt of the same as prepared in

Esmeralda, on the Orinoco. Every one of these tribes use,

according to the accounts, quite different ingredients. My
brother, on a visit to the mission of Esmeralda—lat. 3° 11' N.,

long. 66° 3' W.— which was so flourishing when Humboldt was
there—found only one family remaining. The old patriarch

told him that he had exchanged his arrow-poison with Indian
tribes inhabiting the territory near the Rivers Paramu and
Tentuari, especially from the Guinaus and Maiougkougs.
Both tribes which had been visited by my brother call the

arrow-poison "Cnmarawa" and "Makuri;" but even these

tribes prefer the urari prepared by the Maeusis to theii- own,
the latter effecting the quickest operation."

(To be continued.)

THE SPUKIOUS MAT DUKE CHERRY.
It is a wonder to me that this deformed worthless Cherry

bas not been the subject of a note from some of your leading

writers long since. It seems to me to be on the increase of

late, to such an extent indeed as to call for instant measures
being taken to put a stop to its further propagation. Just now
being the time for budding, I think it worth while to call

attention to it ; but I much deplore not being in a position to

offer a positive guide, to enable a person about to bud to be
oertain whether he is working the right or wrong without the

fruit being present. Whether it is a sport I know not, but

the fact that it is increasing is too apparent, and when planted

for a real May Duke it is disappointing indeed. On a person

going to a nursery to purchase a tree, should there be this

bastard amongst them it will sure to be the first to attract the

attention of the buyer as being a " healthy promising tree."

We planted two supposed May Dukes with other Cherries a

few years since ; one, the true variety, has produced crops for

the last three seasons, the other just a sprinkling, ripening, if

at all, about a fortnight later than the true variety. I say, if

at all, for it often occurs that but half of the fruit do so, the

other half remaining quite green or yellow ; and then to eat

them is simply impossible, so acid and bitter are they. Beai'

in mind, I am not making a mistake, it is not any of the later

Dukes. I have often found, especially in bush trees, a single

branch, or two or three, even half or more of a tree, bad,
while the other part has been good, and vice verm, but I always

fancied the good to be somewhat more acid than from trees

that were wholly good.
Now, there is one thing I am confident of—viz., it being

* Til '
' ' ,;o which the MacTiMiK tak« are the coU:brated and

danr' T '.i are ninJe out of a reraorkable (jiflut Uec-d (Arun-
dioor;

.

<ich id found on the river Paramu: it rtowb to an
enormou, nci-'cu, ana :iu: j"Uii« or knots appear at a distaoce of 16 to 18 feot

opait.

much the stronger grower, the hudder will naturally take
its shoots before those of a weaker one for bis buds ; hence
this variety being now so prevalent. There is this again—the
buds are generally taken in nurseries from young trees, and,
fruit being absent, there is nothing to show whether one
is working good or bad stock. Selecting the strongest shoots

j-ear after year has been the means of substituting for the good,

moderate-growing May Duke, a worthless fruit no better than
the wild Cherry of our woods. The end will be, if not at once
looked to, that we shall not be able to purchase a good May
Duke. The only remedy seems to be that buds should only
bt) taken from old trees that are known to be good. I well

remember helping to plant a plantation of young trees of

May Dukes iu my father's garden, many of which turned out

to be quite worthless in this way ; but I believe, if I recollect

rightly, he was of opinion that they would eventually come
good, but I am not in a position to say if he realised his hope.

It would be interesting to know if any of your correspondents

are able to verify this expectation.—J. Tayloe, llaesgwi/ime,

Soutli Wales.

[We have ourselves known nursery stock of Bigarreaus being

very much mixed through scions being taken from a strong-

growing wilding on which the bud had failed, and which had
been left to grow as if it had been a budded plant. Nursery-
men cannot be too careful in this respect.—Ens. J. of H.]

GAZANIA SPLENDENS OR RIGENS.
Whatever disadvantages may attend a du'l, cold, and late

spring, there are certain plants which are benefited by a mQd
winter. On all sides we hear of Calceolarias standing un-

injured, and a friend of mine iu the west of England informs
me that a Scarlet Geranium iu a rustic vase fully exposed has
stood the cold and is now in full flower. Such, however, was
not the case iu the majority of places, for the wet killed the

plants wheye the frost was not sufficiently severe to cause that

result; nevertheless, many plants passed through the last

winter with little injury. A number of New Zealand Veronicas

growing here against a low wall, and which we have slightly

protected in most winters, have survived without any such
covering and are flowering freely, while the plants are robust

and healthy. Other plants of the same kind fully exposed
were also uninjured, but later in blooming.

My jjm'pose now, however, is to call attention to a plant

which with some has been a great favourite iu the parterre,

while it has been unduly condemned by others. Those who
want early bloom have, in general, just reason to complain of

it, but for a late display it is all that could be desired. In the

present season we had it in all its beauty early in June, and
there were flowers out in May, notwithstanding the lateness

of the season. The plant referred to is Gazania rigens or

splendeus, which is much more easily managed than many
suppose, as it is nearly as hardy as the Calceolaria, and not

subject to the' sudden and unexpected dying-off to which that

once-popular plant is liable in so many places. On a gravelled

terrace here we have a number of small beds raised about

10 inches by rustic woodwork, and to overhang this woodwork
we usually jilaut some suitable traUiug plant ; last year

Gazania rigens was employed on four of the beds, and suc-

ceeded as well as usual during the summer aud early autumn
months. As the latter were mild and wet, and the Gazania
did not show any signs of injury from the cold, it was allowed

to remain, and is now one of the gayest plants. The healthy

green foliage is studded with star-like blossoms of bright

orange, and only two or three plants in one of the beds have

failed. This, of course, is an exceptional case, and winters

which this plant will survive unscathed do not occur more
than once in five or six years ; still it is possible that near the

coast it may do so more frequently than inland, aud whore it

does so it is of great beauty, and well deserves all that has been
said in its favour.

There are other places than the flower bed where it may ha

turned to account. The rockery would seem to bo a more
fitting place for it than the flower bed, because its failure on
the mixed rockwork would not be of so much consequence as

when a broken edging of a flower bed had to be repaired by
plants of a sjnaller kind. Moreover, I think the rockery is a

more likely place for it to escape injury, for it will probably

be drier than a flower bed. Iu the case of our plants that

safely passed through the long wet winter of 1H72, they were

growing on a rcised bed ou dry ground, and the bulk of the

tops hong over the sides ; and as the frost was at no time suffi-
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oiently severe to destroy the stems of the paler-sepaled Fuchsias

growing in the same bed, it may be inferred that dryness and
elevation had a considerable influence in the matter. Cen-

taurea candidissima has stood many years in a similar position,

withstanding rather severe winters. Those who have plants

of this Gazania occupying dry sheltered position ought not to

be in any hurry to remove them in autumn, for they may prove

useful at a time when bedding plants, so called, are far from
plentiful.—J. EoBSON.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are informed that Mr. Peaeson, of Chilwell, was

so gratified by the display of GEEiNiniis which was made at

the last meeting at South Kensington, in competition for the

prizes he offered, that he has decided to offer a similar set of

prizes next year.

It is announced that the Manchester Inteenational
HoETiccLTfEAL ExHiDiTioN, to bc held iu September, will be

opened by the Earl of Derby on the 3rd of that month, and
that he will also take the chaii- at the dinner in the City Hall.

Messes. J. Weeks & Co. have just issued an Illus-

trated Book of Designs foe HoETieuLTnEAL BniLniNGS, in a

very tasteful style. These designs are in chromo-lithography,

and are shown in connection with the dwelHng houses to which
they are to be attached. Besides the chromo-lithographs, there

are numerous other hthographic illustrations of every imagin-

able form of glass structures.

TACSONIA MANICATA (Gauntletted Tacsonia).

The Passionworts comprise some of the most gorgeous of

tropical climbers, but there are few, even of the tender

species, which surpass or equal in beauty this magnificent

plant. Although it is brought to us from equatorial regions,

yet, from the altitude at which it is found growing (often

7000 feet above the level of the sea), it is a greenhouse
chmber.

In their habit of growth the Tacsonias resemble vei-y closely

the common Passion-flowers, being, Hke most of them, of

vigorous growth, the shoots extending 10 or 20 feet in a season,

according to the age of the plant. The resemblance between
the two genera is indeed carried so far, that some of the most
acute botanists of the present day are unable to give the pre-

cise grounds for the separation of the Tacsonias from the true

Passion-flowers.

This leads us to the botanical structure of the plants of this

order, which is too remarkable to allow of being passed over

;

and as the Tacsonias possess its chief characteristics, our
illustration will serve as the text of our remarks. The climb-

ing stems (which are somewhat rounded, and not four-sided,

as in T. pinnatistipula), and three-lobed foliage, do not claim

any special notice, unless it be to point out the glands on the

npper edge of the leafstalks, and which are found in most
Passion-flowers. Occasionally they are placed at the base of

the leaf, near its junction with the petiole, and sometimes on
the back of the leaf. These glands, although not conspicuous,

are easily perceptible to the naked eye, and have the appear-

ance of small greenish yellow projections rough to the touch.

The stipules, or small wing-like expansions at the foot of the
leafstalk, are another peculiarity of the true Passion-flowers.

In T. pinnatistipula they are deeply divided, as the specific

name implies ; and in T. manicata they are toothed in a

crested manner.
The chief interest of the plants of this order, however,

centres in their elegant flowers. These are, at a glance, seen

to consist of ten segments or divisions, the lower portions of

which are united into a tube, surrounded at its base by three

leaf-like bodies termed bracts. These bracts, which are shown
in the engraving, are common not only to the Tacsonias,

but also to nearly all the other Passion-flowers, though in a

few species they are placed at a considerable distance below
the flower, and are extremely small. In one or tv;o species

they ar-e cut into hair-like segments, and give a very interest-

ing appearance to the flower, as in the P. ciliata and P. fatida.

These bracts are not much larger in T. manicata than in

many other Passionworts ; but from the shortness of the tube,

which is almost concealed when the flower is expanded, " it

may not unaptly be compared to an arm thrust into a largo

loose glove ;
" from which circumstance it is presumed that

Jnssieu gave it its specific name of manicate, or gauntletted.

Some difference of opinion exists with regard to the real

nature of the coloured portions of the flower. Lindley con-

siders the five outer segments to be the true calyx, and the five

inner ones as the corolla ; whilst others look on the filaments,

or ray-like appendages, as the true petals, and consider all the
segments as sepals. Each segment of the outer series is ter-

minated by a horn-like process, which is, in fact, a prolonga-

tion of the keel-like ridge on the back of the sepals. The
inner segments, which we will call the petals, are rather

broader and more rounded at their ends.

Tacsonia maiiicata.

The remarkable appendages arising from the base of the
petal, and which are termed the rays or crown, vary exceed-
ingly in the different species. In the Tacsonia manicata they
are very short and tooth-like, and are arranged in two concen-
tric series ; but in some of the Passion-flowers these filaments

are nearly as long as the divisions of the corolla, and are

grouped in four or five rings, the innermost series being
generally much the shortest. They are regarded as modifica-
tions of the petals, between which and the stamens they are
probably intermediate in theu' nature. The stamens are mou-
adelphous—that is, the stalks supporting the anthers are united
into a tube, above which is borne the ovary seated on a long
stalk, which passes to the bottom of the calyx-tube. Both the
anthers and stigmas are unusually large, and the pollen or
farina from the former forms one of the most interesting

microscopic objects that can well be imagined. Each grain of

pollen appears, when viewed under a rather high power, as a
spherical body covered with a delicate network, and bursting

by opercula, or lids, of which there appear to be four, to allow

of the protrusion of the pollen-tubes. The fruit is not the
least remarkable part of the plant. In Tacsonia pinnatisti-

pula it is 5 or G inches in circumference, spherical, and when
ripe of a yellow tint, hanging by the very long peduncle to

which the remains of the flower are usually attached. The
seeds are surrounded with a pulpy arillus of an edible nature,

especially in a few species, which are not unfrequently culti-

vated for the sake of their fruit, as P. eduUs and P. quad-
rangularis.

T. manicata may be increased by cuttings either of the old

wood in spring or of short young shoots in summer, under a
beU-glass with a little bottom heat. When grown under glass

most of the Tacsonias will ripen seed, from which they may be
readily increased.

The specific name has been already explained ; the name of

the genus appears to be a latinised form of Tacso, that by
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which the plants are known in Peru. There are several species

besides T. manicata, those best known being moUissima, pin-

natistipula, princeps, and grandis.

Vk'e must not omit to observe that the shoots of the Tao-
sonias do not require shortening, but if they are too crowded
they may be thiuned-out while young. When the growth is

too rampant and sterile of blossoms, a flowering habit may
often be induced by training the shoots horizontally, or nearly

so.—W. Thompson, Ipstcie}t.—{Enr/lish FlowerOaniin,I\evisi'd.}

SOILS, THEIR VARIETY AND USES IN
VEGETATION.

Thefe is. perhaps, no term that conveys to the minds of

readers the idea of a greater diversity of substances than the

word "soil." I will not enter into these, bat at the outset

state my intention to confine the remarks made to that outer

covering of the earth which supports vegetation , and plays so

important a part in the welfai'e alike of the animal as of the

vegetable world. It is the part it plays in supporting vege-

tation, and the diversities it presents in the different localities

in which it is found, to which I shall direct attention in the

following remarks.

Praiseworthy as undoubtedly is the industry of individuals

or of communities who have by diligent and well-du'ected cul-

tivation rendered a piece or tract of land highly fertile that

was previously almost sterile, there can be no question but
there are tracts where Nature in a long course of years has
accumulated an amount of vegetable wealth which it is not
easy by artificial means to store-up. A course of yearly ma-
nnrings will render a piece of indiffei'ent land fruitful, but it

is made so by the addition it yearly receives, and if left to

itself there is reason to believe it would relapse, certainly not
into exactly the condition in which it was originally, but into one
somewhat approaching it, if left unaided for a sufficient length

of time. Most likely the additions it received whQe in culti-

vation would have their influence for a number of years ; and
if the superfluous water had been drained away in something
like a permanent manner, there is little doubt that the surface

soil would have undergone a change, both chemically and
mechanically, so that it would not easUy revert into the old

condition ; whOe if cultivation were continued instead of left

off, the piece of poor unfertile land might in time become the

reverse of what it once was by the aid of liberal dressings of

substances foreign to its original composition. In this, in a

great measure, lies the art of good cultivation, and we have
not to go far in most neighbourhoods to see examples of it.

At the same time it must be confessed that now and then cases

are met with where labour and material also may be said

to be thrown away; and even in gardening I do not think

we are always in the right in what we do or advise in the

matter of soils and their treatment. But before embarking in

a condemnation of a system that is recommended by so many
in almost every number of "our Journal," and often more
than once in the same paper, it will be as well to make
some farther remarks on the character of the various soUs the

gardener has to deal with, and also of those auxiUaries to

them that he may have at command, but of course in a smaller

way.
Taking, therefore, the character of the soil of a given dis-

trict into consideration, wo shall find on examining it that

there is often, but not always, considerable diversity in samples
that may be taken from spots not far apart, more especially

in hilly districts. The erown of the hill may have only a thin

^kin or covering of soil bound together by a hard wiry kind
of grass or other herbage, while at the base of that hill, perhaps
not a stone's throw off, may be a morass with several feet

deepi of black vegetable matter that has been accumulating for

countless ages, and is still increasing, unless disturbed by cul-

tivation. Acting as a sponge, it sucks up a great part of the
water the hill is charged with, and remains a bog that would
not be passable by either man or animals in all places were it

not for the thickly-woven carpet of turf or other herbage which
forms its outer covering. Such places are becoming fewer as

cultivation extends ; for by draining off the water from the
level alluded to, and subjecting the surface to cultivation, by
degrees it is made to support plants widely different from those
natural to such soils. It is some time before the change
finally does take place, but by skilful treatment and adapting

[

the ground first to the growth of such plants as it is most suit- i

able to, it is by degrees brought not only to support vege- •

tation of another kind, bat to enable that vegetation to flourish '

in more or less luxui-iance. The accumulated substances in
which it is so rich are not so easily exhausted as a soil not
previously so well fed, and hence its staying powers. At the
same time let it be fuUy understood that such a soU is one
not usually converted to garden purposes, although I have
more than once seen orchards of several acres in extent do
pretty well on such a soil, kept moderately dry by deep open
ditches from 12 to 20 feet apart. One was a peaty swamp to

which salt water must have had access, and probably left a
seasoning behind it more favourable to the growth of Planes,
etc., than such soOs usually are where the morass is not so
formed.
Taking another class of soil, and one occupying a position

in a valley like the last, but not usually so level, we find the
material to which the term soD is usually applied a combination
of matters in which stones, from the size of a cricket-ball to

that of a bean, form three-fourths of the whole, and these
stones are all rounded like the pebbles on the seashore. An
intermixture of a little fine matter gives such ground a certain

degree of fertility, but the inert character of the stones deprives
it of the right to be accounted a good soil, and a hungi-y gravel
is the name often given it, and with good reason too, as it is

often an ungrateful soil to the husbandman, and one which
he dislikes more or less according to the proportion of stones
which compose it. But a moderate quantity is not only harm-
less but really useful, permitting the atmosphere to penetrate
the earth by their always remaining the same size ; whereas the
swelling and contracting of the material furrounding them
enables the air to penetrate in the latter condition. A certain

amount of gravel is beneficial to most soils ; for although it can
scarcely be said that a hard piece of flint in the form of an egg
can impai-t nourishment to a plant, it nevertheless forms a
sort of nucleus around which the roots of plants may cling and
obtain the food supplied them by the soil which surrounds
them ; and stones on the surface help materially to keep in

moisture during hot summers, and consequently induce tha
formation of roots near the surface, where they would not be
without some such covering. Thus we must not altogether

despise the gravelly or stony soils we often meet with, imless

it happen that these gravels ai'e too hot, and, maybe, rest on
a sort of pernicious subsoil, alike obstructive to vegetation and
to the tools of the cultivator. But extreme cases of this kind
are not common, while ordinary gravelly soils are met with in

many places.

We now come to the soU overlying the chalk or found at

its base, a soil much more productive than to the ordinary

observer it appears to be. Containing, as it does, so much
calcareous matter, it at once points out the class of plants it is

adapted for and the contrarj' kind. Strange to say, although
chalk in itself is destitute of water, or nearly so, the soil or

coating by which it is often so thinly concealed from the open
air is far from being hght, open, and porous ; and we not
unusually meet with a stiff clay or stiff' loam at the base of

chalk hills, where the chalk itself does not embody sufficient

flinty matter to render it otherwise. Chalk is usually met
viith in hills and often to a great depth ; but in some neigh -

bourhoods, as in Hertfordshire, it often descends into the

valleys, the soU that overlies it producing good crops of cereals

and other things ; and there are some good gardens met
with on such soils, the whole of the Cabbage tribe appearing to

flourish well on a soil of this description. In colour it is often

a palish yellow tinge, never red nor brown, and when of good
depth it forms an excellent soU for most cultural purposes.

But there has been much diversity of opinion of late as to its

suitabUity for Grape culture. On this head, however, some-
thing may be said hereafter, and I shall for the present pass

on to another kind of soil, expecting to have occasion to refer

to this again.

Another description of soil, and that very widely distributed,

is one that overlies the sandstone and has been more or less

incorporated with it. Water is usually found at an easy depth

in a soil of this land, but it is not necessarily a wet one, while

it is certainly one of the most fertile we have, supporting

in a flourishing state a greater number of plants that conduce
to our welfare than any other previously mentioned. Large
portions of the centre of Euglaud consist of soil having an
origin of this kind, and it is met with elsewhere as well. In

some cases the rock from which it is supposed to have origin-

ally come is all, or nearly all, gone; in others the harder

parts only exist, and these waste more or less slowly as

years pass on. Many of the soils having this as a base are

exceedingly productive and adapted to most kinds of crops,
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but there are few plots of it now to be met with iu a state of
nature. Past generations as well as the present hare had
their eyes open in selecting the most productive laud, aud a
large proportion of this was enclosed at an early period of this

country's occupation.
Decomposed sandstone supports most of the important

timber trees we hare, and that to a larger size than other soils,

when the circumstances are equal ; and in gardening it seems
to hold a medium position between soils containing a large
amount of calcareous matter and the peaty ones previously
alluded to, in such a way that most of the plants of these
extremes will thrive, and that well too, on the stratum that
was once a sandstone. Witness the excellent beds of Rhodo-
dendrons and other plants of a like kind met with on soils

differing in outward appearance widely from peat, while at the
same time the Yew, Juniper, and other plants usually met with
on chalky or limestone boUs are also equally thriving ; and I

have a strong impression the best Grapes, as a general rule,

are obtained from soils of this character, notwithstanding all

that has been said about lime rubbish and the other hundred-
and-one substances used as components of the Vine border.
On this head, however, perhaps someone else will give us an
opinion. I am certainly of opinion that most kinds of vege-
tables like it well—Celery, Lettuce, the Strawberry, Potatoes,
and most other crops, unless it be Cabbages and Onions, which
I imagine prefer the calcareous soil previously aUuded to.

Of course there are differences in the character of soils of the
kind now spoken of. Some I have met with much more
open than others, these evidently suffer more from dry summers
than others do ; others, again, merging fast into the stiff loam,
or even clay. To this class perhaps the application of lime
might be of service. But judgment is required here, and I am
not sure, as stated in the early part of this article, that we do
not often act improperly in some of our mixtures.
We now come to that class of soil which is far more abused

than it deserves to be, " a stiff loamy soil." Somehow this
SOU is more found fault with than it deserves to be, owing
to more labour being required iu its cultivation and its un-
pleasantness in wet weather, but it is not an ungrateful soil, and
possibly gives a better pcr-centage for the value of the manure
put upon it than any other, as anything applied is not easily
washed out of it by rains. As a soil adapted for tillage, it is

one that usually withstands hot dry weather better than most
others, and supports vegetation in such times with less flag-

ging than wo often see in other soils. There ai-e numerous
breadths of stiff soils scattered all over the kingdom. The
London and Wealden clays are proverbial, while other districts

have their tracts of stiff heavy land. It is not always in the
valleys where it is to be found. On the contrary, it seems to
prevail most in gently undulating countries, leaving the steep
hills and level plains for other kinds of soil, although now
and then it is met with there also, but that is the exception
and not the rule. The general character of such land, how-
ever, does not unfit it for cultivation. On the contrary, the
gentle incline and other inequalities favour draining ; and
the use of the plough, as well as that of vehicles, is not im-
peded by steep hills, while it also possesses other advantages
that may be spoken of hereafter.—J. Robson.

TOADS IN THE GARDEN.
Man-t persons have a loathing of this really interesting, but

certainly not handsome, Bufo, the result of superstition or
want of education. It is time we learned that they cannot
bite any more than a snake, and if they could, that bite would

• be equally harmless. We suppose the fiction that they carry
a jewel in their head is no longer believed, Shakespeare to the
contrary notwithstanding; yet the latter is more true than
the former—indeed it is half true. They cany two ; theii
eyes, at least, are as bright as any jewels that ever sparkled in
a diadem. They are the most innocent of creatui-es that ever
ate indiscriminately anything that had life that they could
swallow that came within reach. They are worth more per head
to the horticulturist than chickens, even allowing that chickens
did not scratch

;
and to put our readers thoroughly La good

humour with these insect-devourers, we reproduce the follow-
ing story by Dr. Harris : — He supposed the odour of the
squash bug (Coreus tristis) would protect it from the toad

;

and to test the matter he offered one to a grave-looking Dufo,
under a Cabbage. He seized it eagerly, but spit it out instantly,
reared up on his hind legs and put his front feet on top of his
head for an instant as if in pain, aud then disappeared across

the garden in a series of the greatest leaps a toad ever made.
Perhaps the bug bit the biter. Not satisfied with this Dr.
Harris hunted up another toad, which lived under the piazza,

and always sunned himself in one place in the grass, and
offered him a squash bug, which he took aud swallowed, wink-
ing iu a very satisfied manner. Twenty other fine bugs followed
the first iu a few moments, with no difficulty or hesitation iu
the taking or swallowing, though from the wriggling and con-
tortions, it appeai'ed their comers did not set well within.

The stock of bugs then being exhausted, a colony of smooth
black larvae was found iu a White Birch, each about three-

quarters of an inch long, and over one hundred of these were
fed to the waiting toad. Touching one of them with the end
of a straw it would coil around it, aud then when shaken be-

fore him he would seize and swallow it, at first eagerly, but
with diminished zest as the number increased, until it became
necessary to rub the worm against his lips for some time before
ho could decide about it. He would then take it and sit with
his lips ajar for a short time, gathering strength and resolu-

tion, and then swallow by a desperate effort. There is no tell-

ing what the number or result would have been as the dinner
bell rang as the 101st disappeared, aud by the close cf the
meal he had retired to his hole, nor did he appear for four

days in his sunning place. It is to be hoped that he slept well,

but there might have been nightmares.

—

[Jft'stern Rural.)

GERMAN INSECTICIDE.
In No. Gl-0 of The Jouks.vl of Horticulture, (fee., page 13,

you write :
—" We should be obUged by particulars of a solu-

tion that wiU destroy aphis and not djscolour the woodwork,
&c." I take the liberty to recommend to you the new insecti-

cidum, sold by Peter Smith it Co., at Hamburgh, Hopfenmarkt,
No. 27. The bottle containing more than 1 lb. (German),
costs 2.S. 6d. retail. I use it in washing and brushing all the

vinery—viz., the woodwork, the glass, the walls, the stems of

the Vines, both for cleaning these and destroying insects, dis-

solving thirty grains of the iusecticidum in one litre of hot water.

As soon as a part of the house is brushed I give a good syring-

ing with clean v/ater. Without iuj uring the most tender foliage.

I use it to destroy all insects infesting plants, inoludiug grubs,

dissolving twenty grains (as much as the volumen of a walnut)
iu one litre of hot water.—E. K., a German Header.

THE HABIT OF THE E.^TA (Metkosideros eobust.\).

By T. Kiek, F.L.S.

[Eead before tlxe Auckland Institute.]

The occurrence of several climbing species of Metrosideros
in New Zealand, coupled, perhaps, with the native application

of the name " Rata" to the majority of species both scandent
and erect, has led to a singular error in connection v.-ilh the

form now under consideration, affording a marked instance of

the readiness with which erroneous statements relative to

natural phenomena are accepted and repeated, although the
exercise of a small amount of observation would suffice to

detect the fallacy.

Few persons can have travelled amongst settlers in a forest

district in the north without having then- attention attracted

by distorted giant liatas, and hearing the commonly-received
oi>inion that these immense trees were originally weak climbing
plants, the stems of which increased in bulk until tliey killed

the fostering tree which had supported them, and ultimately

united to form a solid trunk, perhaps some 60 or 70 feet in

length, and with the branches, perchance, attaining a total

height of 100 feet. The frequent repetition of these state-

ments has led to the eiTor being reproduced by many super-

ficial writers on New Zealand, although in the original " Flora
Novae-Zelandis," published twenty years ago, the plant is

correctly described as never climbing. I copy, almost at

random, the following extract respecting the Rata, from Wake-
field's " Handbook for New Zealand :"—" Rata (Metrosideros

robusta). There are several varieties of this tree ; one grows
at first as a parasite, creeping in numerous stem-like ropes up
the trunks of the other forest trees, gradually enclosing them
till they perish, and then uniting to form a noble tree taller

than that which it has destroyed, with an enormous trunk,

but hollow within.'' It is, however, noteworthy that this

opinion is not expressed by Dr. Hochstetter and the writers of

other standard works on New Zealand, who simply speak of

the Rata as a large tree with showy blossoms. Tho general

resemblance which the foliage and inflorescence of one of the
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seandent species exhibit to our plant has donbtless eontribated

to the perpetuity of the mistake. M. florida, which is also

called Rata, is a climber in all stages of its existence, but

may readily be distinguished by its larger leaves and flowers,

its weak stems, and, above all, by the capsule being included

within the calyx-tube. More than half the capsule of M. ro-

biista is not included in the calyx-tube.

There can be no question that M. robusta is often found
destroying trees by which it is supported, and these instances

are adduced by the bnshman as decisive proof of the climbing

habit of the plant, and he attempts to confirm his view by
calling the species just mentioned (M. florida) the young state

of the destroyer, totally ignorant of the fact that he is con-

fusing two widely-separate plants. lu reality, however, our
plant is exactly the reverse of a climber, the so-called trunks

or stems being truly aerial roots, sent down from an epiphytic

plant in search of nourishment ! The seeds of M. robusta
are conveyed by birds or blown by the wind amongst the epi-

phytic masses of Asteiiads, Lycopods, and Ferua so abundant
in the trees of the northern forests. In this situation the

plant takes root and forms a small bush, for a time obtaining

sufficient nonrishment from the decaying vegetation in which
it is growing, until the limited supply proving iusufEcient for

the increasing demand, its roots stretch boldly down the trunk
of the supporting tree in search of that full supply which can
only be obtained from the earth. Sometimes only a single

root is given off, at others one main root with one or two
weaker roots are to be seen, and again several roots of about
e inal dimensions are to be found ; bnt in nearly all cases the
different roots or stems are bound together by smaller roots,

which are given off at right angles to the trunk of the sup-

porting tree, and become united with the adjacent main roots

by inosculation ; not unfrequeutly masses of fibrous roots are

developed, which perish with the increase of the main root
after serving their purpose of deriving temporary nourishment
from the atmosphere. In course of time the various stems
become inosculated to a greater or lesser extent along their

course, and the supporting tree is literally strangled by their

iron embrace. Xotwithstanding the common belief that the
stems ultimately become homogeneous, I have never met with
an instance where they have united into a solid trank. It is

certainly true that straight stems of great bulk, sometimes
12 feet in diameter, are to be seen, but this is only the case
when a single root-stem has been formed, or when the speci-

men is entirely of terrestrial growth. This may be verified by
examining the position of the pith. It is. however, to be
noted, that when several stems are given off the pith in each
will be found much closer to the side on which the root has
been in contact with the supporting tree ; this, however, arises

chiefly from the unequal pressure to which the root has been
subjected during growth. The roots or stems may bo met
with of all heights up to 70 feet, and from 1 to 12 feet in
diameter.
That the habit of the plant is erect, and not scandent, is

demonstrated by the young plants in cultivation in onr gar-
dens ; ,ind this leads me to mention another peculiarity of this
species—viz , a characteristic specimen which has been under
cultivation for at least fifteen years without producing flowers
may be seen in the grounds of the Hon. .lames Williamson,
Remnera. The young cultivated plants are always rigid, erect,

and bushy, exactly resembling epiphytic specimens of similar
size, or specimens growing on rocks. There is no tendency to
a scandent habit, and not until the young plant attains a con-
siderable size does it afford any decided indication of a true
arboreal stem. It usually produces a few much-branched
stems. This has led to the belief that the plant is naturally
a shrub, and only becomes a tree when placed in a position to
develope ai-rial roots. But the opinion cannot be maintained
in presence of the occurrence of large tenestrial specimens in
many localities. I am fully prepared to admit their rarity
when compared with the abundance of specimens of epiphytic
origin ; still the fact remains that in some localities they are
frequent enough to attract the special attention of the bush-
man, who calls this form the "inland Pohutukawa," a desig-
nation he also bestows on symmetrical specimens of the true Po-
hntnkawa sometimes found in the forest. These terrestrial

specimens of the Rata are usually found in comparatively open
places in the forest, while the distorted giants which started
in life a-s epiphytes are usually most abundant, and attain
their greatest development in the denser parts, a condition
which of itself goes far to account for the comparative rarity
of terrestrial specimens. Occasionally dwarf specimens exactly

resembling the young cultivated plants, except that they pro-

duce flowers, are found on elevated rocky places, but the cause
of their stunted maturity is self-evident. It is uncertain if

the aerial root of the Ratus should be considered simply ad-

ventitious, or as a special development of the original epi-

phytic root, although I am inclined to believe the latter. lu
any ca;e the Rata stands alone amongst New Zealand trees in

developing stems of large bulk, and affording valuable timber
from aerial roots.

The Pohutukawa (Metrosideros tomentosa) sometimes pro-

duces aerial roots from the main trunk, but these are usually

small and appressed. Our President has informed me of a
remarkable instance on the west coast of the Great Bai'rier

Island. The plant grows on the summit of a cliff, and has

given off a root, now become an immense stem, which has

travelled down the face of the cliff some 60 or 70 feet to seek

its nourishment in the soil at the base. The example is s»
striking as to have received a special name from the Maoris.

The only tree which the Rata seems powerless to injure is the

Purlri (Vitex Uttoralis). A fine example, surrounded by three

or four large stems, which it has forced outwards at the base,

is to be seen on land belonging to Mr. W. C. Daldy, by the

Hotea river, Kaipara ; similar instances are rare.

"While on this subject I may be allowed to remark that our
plant (M. robusta) has been largely used of late years in the

place of the Pohutukawa for ship-building, it is therefore

desirable that the attention of ship-builders and marine in-

surance companies should be drawn to the fact that for dura-

bility it is inferior to the Pohutukawa, or even to the Rawiri

or Tea tree. Should its use be persisted in, considerable dis-

credit will in a few years be brought on our shipyards. I have

been informed by a well-known ship-builder that although

M. robusta is not durable when grown on low land or in

gullies, yet when grown on hDl sides it is equally durable with

the Pohutukawa. Tho Rata of the south (M. lucida) is not

more durable, and has the additional disadvantage of splitting

with the slightest blow. It is remarkable that the Pohutukawa
and the Kauri, the timbers best adapted for ship-building in

the colony, are practically confined to the province of Auck-
land, the former only having a single outlying habitat at

Waitara m the province of Taranaki. M. robusta appears to

have its centre of distribution in the Kaipara district, where
it is abundant, and attains a large size. It occurs from the

North Cape to Cook's Straits, and has, I believe, been found in

the province of Nelson. It is, however, comparatively rare

from the Waikato southwards. I am informed by Sir George
Grey that only a single specimen is known on the island of
Kawau, although it is abundant on the Great and Little

Barriers, Waiheke, and other wooded islands in the Hauraki
Gulf.

—

(Extracted from Transactions of New Zealand Insti-

tute, Vol. i.)

WOBK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Ekadicate all seed weeds before they shed their seed ; pull

them up by hand, as cutting them up with the hoe and allowing

them to remain on the ground is nearly as bad as letting them
stand, for although the seed may not be ripe at the time, the sun
will soon ripen it. I allude particularly to Groundsel, Shep-
herd's-purse, and Sow Thistle. The mum cro-p o! .CaiiUflowers
for autumn use should be immediately planted on a rich piece
of ground. This vegetable, when planted at this season, comes
in very useful after the Peas are over. If Oucumbers are re-

quired through the winter, seed should now be sown, so as tty

have strong plants by ths beginning of September. Carefully

attend to those in frames, remove decayed leaves from the
plants, and about twice a-week in warm weather give them a
liberal supply of water. Where new herb beds are reciuired they
may now be made; tho gi-ound should be pi'eviously dug and
manured ; slips of some sorts and rooted plants of others

should be immediately planted in them. Thin and transplant

a sufficient quantity of Lettuces for use; keep them watered
during the continuance of dry wenthcr. The early-planted

Onions from the autumn sowing will probably be fit to pull up
if the weather be fine ; let them lay on the ground a day or two
before they are housed, but if showery they had better be laid

in an open shed. Let a sowing of Parsleif be made immediately
if it was not done at the beginning of the month. If any has
been left for seed, let it be gathered as it ripens, or the best of

it will be lost. Earth-up and stick tho advancing crops of Peas ;

the sticks from the early crops will now be out of use. Plant
some Potatoes that have been saved from last year to produce
new ones in the autumn. The rows may bo closer togetherthan
the spring planting. The Black and White Spanish Radishes
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should now be sown for winter use ; also sow the common kinds
for suceessional crops. Continue to keep up a succession of
Spinach ; a larger space of ground may now be devoted to it, as
it will not now run so soon.

FBUIT GABDEN.
Fine, mild, showery weather at this time offers a favourable

opportunity for budding the stocks of stone fruit trees, and for

inserting buds of esteemed kinds upon the branches of estab-
lished trees, the sorts of which are not approved of. Propaga-
tion by budding, though generally confined to stone fruit, may
also be resorted to with advantage in the case of scarce varieties
of Apples and Pears.

FLOWER GABDEN.
There are few persons, I believe, who are fond of iloricultural

pursuits that do not save seeds from some favourite flower ; they
raise them, and watch the opening blossoms with anxious but
pleasing expectations of procuring something different from
what they have yet seen j but how many are disappointed in
their expectations ! From whence arises this ? I think we
can point out the reason. It is that no attempt is made to arti-

ficially impregnate distinct species or varieties having good
properties, or, if it is done, it is done carelessly, and new varieties
are not more likely to be obtained than by the common practice
of saving seed indiscriminately from every plant that produces
it, whether having bad or good properties. This I believe to

be the chief reason of so much disappointment in seedlings.
One person, by care and attention to impregnation, will have
more good flowers from fifty plants than another who has saved
seed indiscriminately will from a thousand. As an illustration
of the above remarks, respecting the care with which seed
should be saved, I once worked under a gardener who held a
high situation, and who, thinking to produce some seedling
Dahlias superior to any in cultivation, sowed seed, raised, and

' planted five hundred plants, most of which bloomed the first

season, and those that did not were planted a second. Out of the
number above named not one proved worth keeping, whilst a less

fortunate neighbour as regarded means raised about forty
plants, and out of the number obtained four or five good ones,
some of which were in the trade for several years, and one-half
were worthy of being preserved. The former sent a man round
to collect seed from every flower he could. Mauy of our readers
are probably aware that the worst flowers ripen the best seed.
This was, therefore, the cause of the disappointment. In the
latter case only a few flowers of the best varieties were saved,
and after being carefully impregnated were covered with a piece
of muslin to prevent promiscuous fertiUsation, and in wet
weather they were protected with a coarse canvas covering.
The difference in the results needs no further comments.
Continue to tie the buds of Carnations as they advance.
Waxed thread wound roiind the top part about thrice, twisting
the ends together with the fiuger and thumb, will be found the
most safe, easy, and expeditious method. An old florist in the
north used to get some Windsor Beans and cut them trans-
versely in sections of about the eighth of an inch ; when the
inside was removed the rest formed a small hoop or ring. He
would fit those lightly on his buds according to their size. The
exposure to the air caused them to shrink, thus fitting the calyx
closely, and certainly this was a very neat as well as effectual
means of attaining the end proposed. Continue to plant-out
rooted pipings of Pinks. Look well to the pods of seed, extract
the decayed petals, and slit the calyx down to prevent the ex-
tension of wet, which will invariably cause decay and the loss
of the seed. Dahhas must be regularly tied-up to their stakes,
as they are now making vigorous growth. Occasional w.aterings
with liquid manure will be of service. As we presume Tulips
are all safely stored, an occasional glance to see that everything
ds going on right is all that is now requisite.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
New Holland and other greenhouse plants will now be getting

cut of bloom, and some care will be necessary to avoid being
short of showy plants with which to supply their places. Many
plants in stoves, such as Achimenes, Gloxinias, ttc, should now
be in a forward state, but these must be carefully prepared for
removal to the drier atmosphere of the conservatory, otherwise
there will be some risk of injury. When circumstances will
admit, plants that have been grown in a warm moist atmosphere
should be removed to an intermediate house about a fortnight
previous to their being taken to the conservatory, and gradually
inured to a free circulation of air. By attention to this and
placing the plants in the warmest corners of the conservatory,
Clerodendrons and AUamandas wiU continue growing slowly
and blooming for some three months at a time, whereas if tliis

is neglected their beauty may be very short-lived. Aim at
maintaining the even temperature in the conservatory, after re-
moving plants thence that have been gro\\'n in the stove, and
avoid allowing the atmosphere to become very warm on bright
Bunny days. Now, when mauy will begin to cut down their
Pelargoniums, let me guard the inexperienced against two ex-
tremes. Formerly we used to cut our plants to mere stumps,
and now some cut them by far too long for the sake of making

large specimens next year, but with care this may be effected
;

still the safest way for beginners is to cut the lower side shoots
of this season's growth to three or four eyes, and if the plants
are tall to cut-in the centre shoot to one or two eyes. Three-
year-old plants make the finest specimens for ordinary use, pro-
viding the roots are healthy. Very old plants that are to be
discarded had better be planted in the open groiiud, and they
will furnish in September good cuttings which may be kept in
store pots through the n-inter, and they will come in useful for
succession next summer. Examine Heaths frequently for mil-
dew, and apply sulphur the moment it is perceived ; some of
the soft-foUaged varieties are very liable to be attacked by this

pest. Young stock in pits will now be completing its growth,
and must be carefully attended to as regards watering.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Numerous cuttings may now be put in, but particularly Ge-

raniums. Pot-off such as have struck root, also seedling plants
of Lophospermum, Maurandya, &c., for next season.—W. Ke.ine.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
FUUIT AND KITCHEN G.ARDEN.

We have been looking over all the dwarf aud pyramid fruit

trees, stopping aud thinning-out the shoots. The fruit, when it

is so crowded as it is this year, on Apple, Pear, and Plum trees,

should be thinned-out, otherwise it will not be of good quality;
but it is not easy to find time to do everything just when it

ought to be done, aud when work is pressing some of the minor
details are often neglected. Much may be done by method and
forethought, and making an effort when it is required.

Morello Cherries trained on the north wall have been washed
for the third time to destroy aphis on the points of the young
shoots. A man takes the shoot in his hand and with a mat-
brush applies the mixture ; it is composed of tobacco water and
soft soap ; we read of a gi'eat many compositions to destroy this
pest, but none is more effectual than this.

At this season of the year kitchen gardens have frequently a
rough appearance from the crops not being cleared-ofi in a tidy
manner : for instance, as soon as Peas are gathered the sticks

and haulm should be taken away and the ground cleared of

weeds. The same procedure should be followed with all other
crops.
Cherry trees as pyramids on the Mahaleb stock have a charm-

ing effect when loaded with fruit, but it is no easy matter to

keep the starlings from them ; they attack the fruit before it is

three-parts ripe, and carry off whole clusters in their bills.

We have been obliged to net the trees all over, and this seems
to be the only way to save the fruit.

Planted-out Coleworts after Potatoes. These are put in close
together, and are cut when of a small size.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—We have not much to do here except as regards

airing the houses. In all we have air on at night. The Grapes
in all the late houses are colouring, and at the same time red
spider is putting in an appearance. We sulphured the pipes,
making them as hot as we could to be safe; this, if it do not
destroy the enemy entirely, checks its progress. We have not
had any scalding yet; and we would just offer a word of warning
to all who may have fruit of Lady Downe's Grape beginning to
change colour. A close moist atmosphere will cause half the
berries, or more, to scald, sadly disfiguring the bunches ; while,
if the ventilators are opened to their full extent, with the at-

mosphere only moderately moist, no harm wiU accrue to them.
No variety is so liable to scald as this, but plenty of ventila-
tion sviits all sorts. We looked over the ripe bunches hanging
in the early houses, and cut ofl' any berries showing the least

signs of decay. We are not much troubled with wasps, but flies

are numerous, and are attracted by any berries which have the
skins broken.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.
If one thing grieves us more than another in connection with

this de])artraent it is growing plants until the house is too cir-

cumscribed for them, and then having to throw them away.
Especially is this the case in regard to some of the fine-
foUaged •plants, which grow rapidly, and very soon fill a lai'ge

space. We had to dispose of some of our largest plants, and
this gave us an opportunity to repot younger specimens of

Ferns and other stove plants. We are ratlier particular in
potting Ferns; it is owing to the cai-eful manner in which
they are potted aud the compost mixed, that success is at-

tained. An unhealthy specimen of a Fern, or, indeed, of any
ornamental-foliaged plant, is not worth house room ; it is owing
to the freshness and health of the foliage that they are esteemed
for decorative purposes. The potting must be performed in a
systematic manner. Clean pots of different sizes should be
ready to hand, the crocks ought to be clean and placed carefully

at the bottoms of the pots, over them drainage should be placed,
then some very fibrous loam or peat. The compost for most
sorts of Ferns should be turfy loam aud peat in about equal
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proportions, and in potting press the soil rather firmly around
the ball of the roots.

We have been repotting softwooded plants of different sorts

to supply ns -n-ith cut dowers for decorative purposes in the
autumn, and putting in some cuttings of the best sorts of Zonal
Pelargoniums, which are very valuable for the same purpose.

Amongst the plants potted were Phloxes (Phlox decussata); the

cuttings were inserted singly in 3-inch pots about six weeks ago,

and have made good growth; being now in 5-inch pots, they
will flower in the autumn when the others are over, and very
useful they are for arranging amongst greenhouse plants. They
take up no room, and the long stems are hidden amongst
other plants. The flowers have also a very agreeable perfume.
It may not be out of place to name half a dozen of those best-

adapted for pot-culture : Aurantiaca superba, Madame Domago,
A. F. Barron, Mous. Linden, Mons. Marin Saison, Queen Vic-

toria, and Venus. After they have done flowering they are

removed to a cold frame for the winter, and make excellent

plants for plautiug-out in the spring.

We also potted-on Tea Roses; these are very valuable for

autumn flowering. The plants are making vigorous growth,
and only require to be kept free from green fly, red spider, and
mildew to reward us with a splendid bloom. We also accommo-
date such plants as Bouvardias of sorts, Eranthemum pulchel-
lum, Thyrsacanthus rutilans, itc, on shelves in the Cucumber
house ; they will each in order reward us with plenty of flowers

during the dreary winter months. We have been repotting
those requiring that attention, and tying and placing sticks to

those plants in want of support.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The weather this year has been favourable to continuous

bloom in the flower beds, and we do not think they have ever
looked better. No artificial waterings have been given to the
plants, except in the ease of one or two of the beds which had
become dry from not receiving the whole of the rain that fell.

Both in the flower and kitchen garden we advocate deep trench-
ing, and placing some of the manure at the bottom of the trenches
as well as near the surface. Roses are now far past their best,

and all flowers are removed as soon as possible after they are
showing signs of fading. Attention is also given to removing all

suckers from the base of standards, aswell as from dwarfs on the
Manetti stock. Through ignorance, we have seen this stock
entirely smother the Rose that had been grafted upon it, and
the shoots of the Manetti had been annually pruned, the owner,
however, looking in vain for Roses. Other work consisted of
mowing the lawn, trimming the edgings, and making all neat
and clean in the garden.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,• We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

commanications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ ttc, 171, Fleet
Street

J London^ B.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remiin unanswered until next

week.

The Journal ih Xkw Zealand (G. ^.).—By far the best way for you to
priicare the Joamal safuly and expeditiously is to send your sabscription for

a year direct ti the oilico here iu London, and the paper will be posted to you
weekly. Yuu will aeo the terms of Hubacription published at the top of the
first advert isomen t column of each number. Wo know the difficulty you
labjur under, as we have frequent complaints, and tliis is the beat remedy.

Varieoated SwEF.r WiLLiAii (A. F. Ootlwar(l).—Xo\xr variegated-leaved
Sweet William appears to be a very pretty thing.

Tlantino a Wall (An IrtAk Suhifcribert.—ThB best time to plant fruit

trees la as sood hs tUe leaves have fallen. Do not plant them on a muunil,
and do not make the soil too rich. Yoor garden would be better of a lime-
dressing.

PardERviMO Melons.—A correspondent is anxious to know of a good re-
ceipt fur preserving Melons whole ; any information on the subject will be
esteemed.

Rohan Hvacintii (}V. D.).—The Roman Hyacinth grows wild in France in
the Honthern departmentu, bat not at Lyons. You will fiml it at Cannes,
Narlxtnne, Tonloase, and in the basin of the Garonne. It also grows about
Rome, and on the coast of Barbary.

PnHTijfo Trees {D?o'/ir).—The concluding paper of the series on orna-
mentiil planttni; will be devotoJ to general details, among which the subject
of your inquiry will be fully explained.

FRtiTiNfi Forced Strawbekries in the Second Year (T. J.).—The
plants you tnmod out from \tf)tn lant year, and which have produced a good
crrjp this seasf)n, will bear a^ain well next year if the runners he duly re-
moved and the plants well manured in autumn, but the fruit is rather
smaller than in the first season after planting out. The plants put in last
year, and which have bomo scarcely any fruit in tlie present Heason, will fruit
well another year, remahung where they are, and the runners cleared off.

It would not do to remove the plants to another part of the garden.

Grapes not Swelling (O. /.).—The berries do not swell because they are
not sot. Yoa miy effect this artificially, by going over the bunches whilst in
bloom with a dust brash, such as painters use, or by drawing the hand lightly

over them. Some Vines, however, are at best bad setters, requiring more
heat than other kinds to swell well. There are no insects on the leaves sent us,
but evidence of there having been thrips, the remedy for which is to fill the
house on a calm evening with tobacco amoke, repeating the dose the next
night but one. Have the foliage of the plants dry, but the floor of the house
wet.

Melons Failing (Anxious).—The failm-e probably ai-ises from want of
bottom heat, too much moisture when setting, and overcrowding the plants.
\Vhen the flowers are on the point of setting, the bottom heat should be 7a",

and the air of the house should be dry ; a little air may be admitted at night
to prevent the deposition of moisture on the blossoms, and no water should
be given over the leaves or flowers ; if any be needed at the root it should
be applied without making the surface of the bed moist. After the fruit is

set and begins to swell, water will be needed until ripening, and its use
should then be discontinued. One plant on each mound is quite sufflcient,

and its principal shoots should be 1 foot apart. We apprehend you have
a mound to each light of about 3 feet 6 inches wide. In other respects we do
not see that your treatment is wrong.

Cucumbers in Pots (H. J.).—They may be grown successfully in pots

;

we have grown them well in 11-inch and l.'J-inch pots, but we like them best
in 15-iuch pots. We suppose the pots will be plunged in some material that
will be heated by the two -l-inch pipes; or are the pots simply placed between
them? If they have the sides of the pots against the pipes the roots will

probably suffer from the heat. The pots should stand clear of the pipes, or
they may bo placed on them. It would have been preferable to have had the
wooden-lattice frame 4 inches above rather than below the plants. Your
frame or pit to be worked from the outside will not be of much use for winter
work, as it will not be advisable to open the lights in contuiued frosty weather
to duly attend to the plants. They will, no doubt, answer well for summer
work.

Melon Treatment (J. W. L.).—The cause of the Melons turning yellow
and not swelling is because they are not set, or impregnated, and that may
arise from too close and moist au atmosphere, or it may be due to a deficiency

of bottom heat. Give rather more air when about setting, leaving a little on
at night if at all moist, and have the surface of the bed dry, but the soil duly
moist. Three or four fruit are not too many on a plant if they are vigorous.

It is proper to stop one joint beyond the fruit, and about the time the flowers
expand is the time to stop them. Liquid manui-e may be given at every al-

ternate watering after the fruit commences to swell, but it should be weak.

Name of Fern (Idem).—It is Adiantum assimile, a very useful kind for

bouquets. Adiantum cuneatum is pronounced cu-ne-a-tum, not cun-eat-um.

E-scALLONiA aiACRANTHA (May, Kcnilworth).—In your part of the country
this should have the protection of a wall.

Planting Vines—Heating (An Old Rcaih'r).—Intending the houses for

plants as well as for Vines, we should not plant the Vines closer than 3 feet

10 inches, or one to each light, and by all means have them planted in-

side. For the earliest and latest house we should have the borders the entii'e

width of the house, except, perhaps, the pathway at the back. In the other
houses the 4-feet inside borders will do. It would not answer well to have
1-inch flow and return to the other houses through the early house, nor
would we have any in the other houses, save those which are required for

heating, but, instead, a 4-inch flow and return outside the houses, and take
branches from it as each house was reached. The supply pipe might pass
through sheds which miglit be used for growing Mushrooms and forcing
llhubarb, Sea-kale, &c. The flow and return supply jjipes might, if you ob-

ject to this, be taken in a flue und«r the back pathway of the houses, and
might either be covered-in or a lattice pathway made over them. The heat
they would give o£f would be beneticial rather than otherwise, especially as
you intend to have plants. It is desirable to have the front lights made
moveable and double, so as to form a narrow space in which the Vines can
be placed when at rest. The house by this arrangement will be liberated for

the growth of plants requiring a temperature hurtful to the Vines. This
arrangement you will find fully treated of in " Sanders on the Vine," a work
pubhiihed at om- office. Nothwithstanding the subsoil being dry and sandy, we
should concrete the borders, secure perfect drainage, and confine the roots to

the border. For the early house we recommend three Black Hamburgh, three
Buckland Sweetwater, and two White Frontiguan ; this house to be started

in November. Second house, started iu January, Frankenthal, Black Prince,

Muscat Troveren, two Mill Hill Hamburgh, Black Muscat of Alexandra (Muscat
Hamburgh), and two Muscat of Alexandria. Thirdhouse, started in February
or early in March, two Frankenthal, Trenthara Black, two General de la Mar-
mora, Black Prince, Muscat Trovren, and Golden Hamburgh. It is presumed
you will have Muscats remaining from the second house to come in along with
the other kinds in the third house. Late house, Muscat of Alexandria, two
Mrs. Pince, Alicante, two Lady Downe's, West's St. Peter's, and Trebbiano.

Brown Turkev Fig not Ripening (G. S.).—This variety does well with
us in pots, and why it should not succeed with you while the others ripen we
cannot say. When Figs are grown in pots under the shade of Vines wo have
found them drop off before they are ripe. In your case the trees might have
received some check from under or over-watering at the roots.

Plum not Bearing (AmateuT).—We can only account for your tree not
hearing so well as your neighbour's from the fact that his tree, having the
protection of a wall, receives more warmth while in flower, which causes the

blossoms to set more freely. When fruit drops off when of the size of peas,

it is because the blossoms did not set. Your district may be too cold for this

sort as a standard or pyramid. In the south of England it bears abundantly
as such.

Potatoes with much Haclm {South Hackneii).^The Potatoes you hove
I)lanted are robust-growing sorts, Suttons' Red-skin Flourball especially so.

In all probability your garden is shaded or confined in some way. You ought
to plant them wider apart in the rows than usual, and the rows should not

be less than 2 feet apart. Cutting away some of the haulm will not increase

tho size of the tubers. It is early yet ; if you wait a few weeks perhaps the

tubers will swell.

Strawiiekrv Plants {Cf. W. 0.).—Any of the nurserymen in your neigh-

bourhood will supply you with Strawberry plants. There are surely nursery-

men at Blackhoatb.

Weeds on Lawn (An Old Subscriber),—Such weeds as your lawn is in-

fested with are very difficult of removal, except by hand-weeding and destroy-

ing the flowers so as to prevent seeding. Although weeding is a tedious

process, it will no doubt have the effect of gradually extirpating the pest.

Markciiai. Niel Rose (A Beginner).—'So doubt Man-chal Kiel will do

well in the situation you mention. A good strong loam will aiut it.
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Banana Fruit Damping—Potting Poineettias {Suhncriber).—The canse
of the Eauana fruit damping is probably too close at.d moist an atmosphere.
When ripening the atmosphere should be rathei- dry, and only moderate sup-
plies of water must be allowed at the roots. Probab y the fruit is wetted by
syi-ioging or drip from the roof, or the damping may result from an injury in
undue handling. Poinsettias from cuttiu^s of this yeai- may be bloomed well
iu 7-iiich pots; it is now high time they had their blooming-pots, but it is
not too late. The cuttings now li foot high are too tall ; take off the tops
with three or four joints, and insert them singly in small pots in sandy soil.

Place them in a house or frame in gentle bottom heat, keep them close and
shaded, ar.tl they will soon root. When the pots are full of roots shift the
plants into 6-inch pots, and keep them near the glass. They will form dwarf
plants with fine heads.

Fuchsias in Window not Flowering (X. Y.).—Probably the plantB
need repotting. We presume you cut them-in in February, kept them rather
dry until they had made shoots an inch or two long, then repotted them, re-
moving most of the old soil, and when these pots were full of roots shifted
the plants, watering as required to keep the soil moist. Either the soil is
sodden or the plants have too dry an atmosphere or soil. Guano, 1 oz. to a
gallon of wattr, i?; probably the best for window plants. It may be given at
this strength to all plants in active growth, but not when they are not grow-
ing. The only tiling we know of that you can do with your hard water for
drinking purposes is to have it filtered.

Peas Dying (W. Jonrs).—'W6 think tho Peas you enclosed to ns have
had the outer covering of the stem destroyed by snails or slugs. Duat the
ground over the rows with quicklime before the plants appear, and every week
until they are sticked. There is evidence of mildew, which will yield to the
lime. A dressing of guano and salt, two parts of guano to one of salt,
sprinkled along the sides of the rows before earthing-up, would be very bene-
ficial, but keep it off the Pea haulm. The giound should onlv be made yellow.
Strawberries Fruiting (Idnn).-~The not-digging between the rows and

BO not interfering with the roots is sufScient to account for the plants pro-
ducing a greater crop than those of which the roots weie disturbed by digging.
Strawberries are, however, as a rule, very fine and abundant this yeaa*.

EosE Eudhing {Idem).—'We consider the first fortnight of Jaly, or as soon
as we have m-'ist weather after the fluwers are shed from the plants, the best
time for budding, and it may be practised up to the end of the month.
Iw Seedlings {F. J.).—Seedling Ivy plants are just as good for covering

walls as those from cuttings. The best time to remove them is in October;
take them up carefully, and give a good watering after planting. From
September to April they maybe moved quite safely.

Flower Beds—Bedding Geraniums iIdem).~When the plants in the
flowerbeds ai-e fully giown no portion of the soil should be visible, and where
they meet the grass, the edging, neatly trimmed off, should not expose any por-
tion of soil, or a very small margin. It is haid to say which are the best four
bedding Geraniums, crimson, scarlet, pink, and rose, but the following ai-e
superior sorts ;—Crimson, Bayard and Waltham Seedling ; scarlet, Jean Sisley
and Vesuvius

;
pink, Master Christine and Mrs. Upton ; rose, Beauty of Dul-

wich and K. Evans. We have named two of each.

Destroying Mealy Bug {W. TT.).—The best remedy would be to cut the
plant away, and have the house thoroughly painted. It is of little use striving
to getridcf it by the application ofinsect-det-troyingcompounds syringed on, as
the plant being so dense, the solution would fail to reach every pai-t. Thin it
out, and syringe forcibly, the greater force the better, with clear soot water,
made of one peck of soot to thirty gallons of water, stin-ed well up, and strained
before use. Do this twice a-day, and in time you will overcome the mealy
bug. or keep it under. If you could take the plant down, immerse it in
Clarke's compound, at a temperatm-e of 120'^, and then sponge it thoroughly,
and again immerse, it is likely you would annihilate the pest. The compound
should be ."5 oza. to the gallon of water. It may be advantageously syringed
on

; the only difficulty is to thoroughly wet the plant, and of joorse reach the
bug in eveiy pait.

Vine Leaves Scalded (Joseph BouUon^—Thia is caused by lenses
formed in the glass, or by insufficient ventilation.

Calceolaria Propagation (S. A. E.).—U yonr Calceolaria is of the
shrubby class you can not only preserve your old plant to bloom again nest
year, but you can also take cuttings from it to preserve over the winter ; but
if it is whftt/is called an herbaceous variety, you may have some trouble with
it. Your Vine leaves are scorched through thickened places in tho glass form-
ing lenses.

Pears Cracking (A C?nrfr(0.—We suspect your soil is dry and sandy.
Give abundance of water in dry weather, and mulch the soU round tho trees.

Classifying Koses [A Constant Suh:^<'.ribcr).—The classification of the
varieties of Koees is very arbitrary, and it is not easy to define what U a
Bom-bon or Noisette. Both of these were raised by the hj-bridisiug of species,
and now the varieties have become so crossed it is impossible to give a correct
definition of either. You can got the work you require by applying to Mr.
B. S. Williams, of Upper Holloway. There is a supplement to the " Cdttage
Gardeners' Dictionary," publishetl by Bell & Daldy.

Weeds on Walks (ff. J.).—The ashes will not injure the Box edging.
Achyroolyne Saundersoni is a greenhouse climber ; and we have no experieuco
or knowledge as to its being able to withstand the winter.

FtTNGUS ON Hollyhocks {E. C. J^.V—The fungus is PucoiniamalvaceBmm,
Mont., which abounds everywhere this year iu England, though hitherto it
1ms been observed on Hollyhocks iu Australia only. It was first noticed oa
Althfta iu Chili. Mr. Broome has found it on the common Mallow. How it
was introduced into this country is unlraown. There is no chance of "ottin"
rid of it except by burning at once the infected plants.

Insects (Suhxcriher, Lincoln).—The small insects which have attacked
your Strawberries are a species of millipedes, or " forty-feet," named Jnlus
pulcbellns. The ground must have been foul, as the insects ai-e reared in
decayed vegetable matter. We know no other remedy in their present con-
dition than carefully cleaning the ground beneath the plants and pieking-off
the decayed leaves.—I. O. W.
Names of Plants (J. M. C.).—Eriophorum angustifolium. {A. C..—

Hemerocallis disticha. (C. CI);fDr«/i.—Circa>a lutetiana (Enchanter's Ni-jht-
shade). ( W. D.).—The fruit of a Fern is on the back of the frond, and there
is none oa either of your specimens. We cannot name plants from leaves
only, and your specimen No. 6 is o«ly leaves. [A. M. A'.).—1, Adiantum
tenerum; 2. Spirsea oratregifoUa ; 3, PassiQora racemosa; 4, Paseiflora
cjerulea; 5,Selaginella twesiaj 6, Selaginella Martensii. (Dert/ia?^).—Astrantia
maxima.

POULTKY, BEE, ATO PIGEON OHEOITIOLE.

COTTAGE POULTET-KEEPING.
In auswer to your correspondent " Rector," will you allow

me space for a few words in vindication of the policy adopted by
farmers in general iu forbidding their labourers from keeping
poultry ? " Rector " states that he " has often and often spoken
to his poorer friends upon the beneficial results in every way of
keeping poultry." I can assure him he is perfectly wrong. As a
practical poultry-keeper of more than twenty-five years' experi-
euce, I state boldly that poultry-keeping cannot pay in England
if yoti keep a proper debtor and creditor account of your ex-
penses and returns, and the only possible manner iu which
a cottager would find it answer to keep poultry would be
by tarnmg them out to pick up their own living as best they
could, or, in other words, to feed upon the neighbouring farmers'
crops. It is utterly impossible "to restrict them to the road-
sides," as badly-fed poultry will roam away great distances in
search of food ; and anyone who has had practical experience
knows that poultry, besides what they actually consume in the
corn and hay fields (and that is very considerable), do an im-
mense deal of damage by scratching up the seed and by tramp-
ling down the corn and mowing grass before the harvest begins.
Corncrakes are considered bad enough for this, but poultry are
fifty times worse. In my own case my poultry render useless,
and quite unfit and impossible to mow from this very trampling,
about three acres of a field every year reserved for hay. Again,
farmers know full vvell that during winter, if at no other time,
there is a great temptation to the labourer to fill his pockets
with corn from his master's granary to keep his poultry from
starving to death—a temptation that would not exist had he no
poultry to feed.

In the southern districts of Sussex the farmers may, as you
say in your editorial note, allow the cottagers the free range of
the fields after the harvest is ingathered, but if they do it is an
extraordinary exception, and those who do not do so should not
be called "selfish and iiinty." The gleaning of the cornfields
is a valuable product of the farm, and it is customary for the
farmer to turn in his own poultry, Turkeys, Geese, and pigs,
which thrive and fatten well upon it. In the north of England
vast numbers of young Geese, imported annually from Ireland,
are bought by the farmers for the express purpose of being
turned into the cornfields as soon as the harvest is gathered, and
by which means they are fattened and got ready for the Michael-
mas market at a scarcely perceptible cost. No cue can have a
greater desire than I have to improve the status of the agricul-
tural laboirrer, but I am fully convinced that this cannot be done
by trying to induce him to believe that he could keep poultry
at a profit, if his master and employer would only allow him so
to do. Let him try. Let him feed his poultry well enough to
keep them near home ; let him agree to pay reasonable compen-
sation for all damage done to his neighbours' crops, hedges, &o.,
and I think he would very quickly arrive at the conclusion that
cottage poultry-keeping was a delusion, without any beneficial
results whatever.—B. C. C.

P.S.—I am firmly convinced that breeding and rearing the
common tame Rabbits can be made most pirofitable by cottagers.
Being kept iu confinement they cannot trespass; they can be fed
on sow thistles, grass, &c., gathered from the roadside; they
increase rapidly, and the more wild Rabbits are exterminated
as vermin, the higher will rise the price of tame ones. In your
last Joiu-nail they are quoted at Is. 5d. to Is. 6d. each.

LITEEART PIRACIES.
The article we published last week on tho " Management of

Setting Hens," and quoted from the Colnnial Farmer, is, we
find, an extract from Mr. Lewis "Wright's " Illustrated Poultry
Book." The practice, which seems very common among our
transatlantic brethren of copying from British books and pub-
lications without acknowledgment is, to say the least of it,

highly reprehensible. We are sorry to say that our own peri-
odical press is not free from the same imputation. It may be
considered by those who practise it a smart thing to do, but all

honest and honourable men regard it as something very different.

cleckheaton poultry show.
The fifth Show was held on the 19th inst. iu grounds ad-

mirably adapted for the purpose ; and although the pens used
were of a primitive description, having strained canvas for
the backs, and a roll of wire tacked on from end to end for
fronts, the birds showed to much advantage. In the Pigeons,
however, the pens for the Pouters were decidedly too small, as
the birds could neither stand erect nor comfortably turn in
them. The supply of food and water was ample, and the general
attention exemplary. Although for many days previously the
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weather bad been of a most critical character, owing to sudden and
heavy thunderstorms, the Show-day proved perfectly " Queen's

weather," without a single shower ; thus giving the Committee
the preat advantages of five consecutive annual shows, and each

one favourable in this respect.

A very grand collection of Game fowls formed an important

feature of the Cleckheaton Show, and in this variety the well-

known specimens belonging to Mr. Brierley, of Middleton, in

very close competition managed to hold their own. Grey
Dorkings were excellent, though naturally somewhat ont of

plumage. Cochins were better shown than at any previous

Cleckheaton Show, some of the entries coming from so great a

distance as St. Day's, Cornwall. Spanish were abundant and
very good. Dark Braltmai were superior, but a small class, not

a single entry of Light-feathered ones being shown. In Sam-
burghs all the birds were represented by such specimens as are

rarely met with, and Mr. Beldon had a strong entry, most of

which proved successful. In Bantams the Silver-laced Se-

trights and the Black were most worthy of praise. The Game
Bantams were not in high condition. In the Variety class Gold
and Silver Polands took the prizes, a pen of Chinese Silver

Pheasants being highly commended. It maybe well to remark,
that the latter should never be exhibited out of their own show
pens, or in such as are expressly designed for their accommo-
dation. In the Selling class Spanish stood first, and a pen of

early Dark Brahma chickens second. Turkeys, Geese, and
Ducks were all good : and in the Variety class for Ducks, two
pens of Ruddy Shell Ducks and one of Whistling Ducks caused
the competition to be remarkably severe.

Of Rabbits there was a good display, but it should be borne in

mind, when prizes are offered for pairs of Rabbits, not only
should they be exhibited in pairs as to the sexes, but also

assimilate as closely as possible in colour—a Sooty Fawn and a
Black-and-white, or a Black-and-white and deep slate colour,

being not suitable for exhibition.
Clecklieaton Shows could never before boast of so excellent a

collection ot Pigeons, and our readers, by referring to the prize

list, will see many of the great ones in the Pigeon fancy were in
close rivalry.

Game Cock.—1, C. W. Tlrierlev. MifMIeton. 2. R. Walker, Gomersal. he, H.
BcMon, Binjilev : J. W. Thornton, Bradford, c. T. Bottomley, Halifax.
Game.— nVicfc or Brown Iif<U —1, C. W. Brierley. *2, J. W. Thornton. Blue

or Grey Diickieing.—l, V. Sales. Doncaster, 2. H. C. & W. J. Ma&un, Drighling-
ton. Anit rnrtefy.—1. R. Walker. 2. C. W. Brierlev.
DoMKisr.s- 1..r stoii, netticy. 2,.I. White, Northallerton. *c, W. H. King,

Rochilalo. C-. H. Bi-Won.
Cociiis.rniNA.— I, T. K. .^nsilell. St. Helens. 2, S. R. Harris, Cosgame. lie,

J. Whit*. Whitlev. Netlierton ; W. Mitchell. Birkenshaw.
Spanish.—BMcfc—1. H. Beldon. 2. J. F Sillito. Wolverhampton, he, J.

Powell, Bradford ; J. Thresh, Bradford ; B. Walton. RawtenstaU.
Brahua Pootb* —1 and hr, T. F. Anndell. 2, H. Beldon.
Hambi-roiis.—GoWor Sitver-pencilleU.—l&nd'i.'il Beldon. he, E. Clayton,

Morton BAnks ; K. Wal'on. Gold or Biivcr-spangUd.—l, J. RoUinaoQ. 2 and
he. H. Btld'jn. C.J. Newton, Leeds.
PuEjuASTS.—BIn-J: —1 and 2, H Beldon. he, E. Walt"n.
Oakf. Bastasis.-Biact or Broira neds.—\ and 2. Q. Hall. Kendal, he, W. F.

Entwivle, Weatrield ; 8. Smith, Kortfaowram. Any variety.—l and he W. F.
Entoiale. 2, G.Hall.
Bantaus.-JHV rnriftv ercept Gaim.—l. K. Walton. 2, W. H. Shackleton,

Bradr.jril. he, H Beldon (2). c. J. WadJinston, Guis.dy.
Any othkr Varif.tv —1 and 2, H. Beldon (Golden and Silver-spangled

Poland^), /ic. B. Sbaw. Se'ihv.

Seixino Class.— 1. H. B^-ldnii (Spanish). 9, C. Carr, Einf;Iey(DarkBl*ahinas).
lU.J. Smith, Binfflev: .\. Swir-s rleckheafon.
Tdrkrvs.— 1. .1 Walker, Koch'lale. 2. <t. Brif^ga, Sowevby Bridge.
Geesr.— 1, .T. White. 2 and he, .1. Walker.
DrcKs —Aiilenlnirji.—l and 2, .1. Walker, lie, S. R. HarriB. e, C. Holt. Rouen.
—l.J. Walker, Ruchdal... 2, ,1. White, lie. H. Beldon; J. Newton, Silsdon.
Any iilher riiriely.—l, W. Binns. Pudsey (Ruddy SheU). 2, C. W. Brierley, Mid-
dleton (Whi.stling). he, H. Beldon.

PioEosa.—Currier* —SingJe Bird.—\ and 2. E. Homer, Harewood, Leeds, he,
J. F.. Crofts, Blitb. Wnrks.ip. P.iir.—1 and 2. E. Horner. TiimhJtr».-\ and 2,

E. Homer, lie. J. F.. Crofts. Blyth. e. H. Yardley, Birmingham: J. Hawley,
Girlin^on. Bradford. Pnuh-rn or Cropperit —1, J. E. Crofts. 2 and he, E.
Homer. FantaiU.—l snd 2, ,T. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, .1. Hawley: E.
Homer. Ifrti^oonA.—l, H. Yardley. 2, J. E. Crofts, c. E. Homer. Jaeobing.—
1. .). Hawley. 2 and lie, E- Homer. .Yu/u.— 1, E. Hornrr. 2, J. Hawley.
./(R/trerpA.— 1. J. Hawlov. 2, T. Fost.r, Binnlev. fte, E. Mounsov, Low Moor

:

F. Miiek, Dmlley Hill : H. Yar.Uey ; U. Jennings, Allerton, Bradford, c, B. A.
Sinips.in. Halifax. .Selling Clit.''i.~1. .1. E. Crofts (Yellow Mawpii^s). 2, J. C.
and H. Kiwi", Donca«tcr (Mottled Trumpeters), lie, W. H. I'.othwcU, Soch-
dale, c, J, Cockroft, Cleckhea'xin.

Rabbits —TAtp-earfil—l. J. Armstrong. Leeds. 2. J, Oldham. Bradford. Any
other variety except Lop-eared.—\, G. C. Hntton. Bradford (While Angora). 2,

K. H. Glcw, Wakefield (SUver-Greys). lie, J. Hallas, Hudderslicld ; H. Take,
Bramtcy, Leeds.

The Judges were Mr. James Dixon, of Bradford ; and Mr.
Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham.

BEAMLET POULTRY SHOW.
TuE second annual Exhibition was held on the 21st and 22nd

inst. We append the prize list, but must defer our report till

next week.
Spanish.—Cnp, 1, and 2, H. Beldon, Binclcy. lie, J. Thresh, Bradford.
CorHisCnnu.— 1, W. Mit«holI, Birkenshaw. 2, H. Beldon. lie, W. Harrey

Shenield. •

BfufiVA PooToA.—landS.H.Btldon. he, j. F. Smith, Sbefflold; Dr. Holmes,
ChentcrDcld.

'

Oahk.—B<<f.— I. H. Beldon. % H. Feast, Swansea.
I Polish.- 1 and lie, H. Bridon. 2, W. Harvey, e. H. Feast.

Tt K»HVKon^—Golt}en-*j>nng\ed,—\ and 2. H. Rcldon. SiIrr:r.*ptiBi;i'"J —1 and
S, H. BeldoD. he, H. Fcasl. QoUUnpencilUd.—i. and 2, U. Beldon. Silver-

))ciicii(ttl.—l and 2, H. Beldon. lie, H. Feast. Biucfc.—l, H. Beldon. 2, Popple,
well Bros., Bramlpy. lie, H. Feast.
Gamb Bantams.—Bed.—1 and «, W. F. Entwisle, Bradford, lie, W. H. Rolh-

well, Rochdale. ^Iiiy other varit'ty.—\ and 2, W. F. ELtwisle.
Bantams.—BlncA- — i, J. Waddiugton, Guisley. 2 and he, H. Beldon. Any

other variety.—1 and 2. H. Beldon.
Ducks.— iCoiie/i or AyUsburi/.-ti H. Beldon. 2. J. B. Britton, Leods Pottery,

lie, W. Binns, Pudsev: S. Einmett. Bramley; W. North, Leeds. Any other
rari,t<i.—l and 2. W. Binns. lie, J. B. Britton : A. Hoyle, Armley.
Cuickess.—1, H. Beldon. 2. C. Carr, Bingley. vhe, R. H & W. S. Carr,

Branilev. he, W. Mitchell. Eirkenshaw; Ellis & Wood, Woodlcsford; W.
Whitelev, Siieffleld.

Ant othek Vaiiiett.—1, H. Beldon. 2, H. Feast. Swansea, lie, E. Clough.
Selling Class.—l.J. Emmelt. Bramley. 2, H. Beldon. lie, C. Carr; A. W.

Hainsworth, Farsley : Ellis & Wood.

PIGEONS.
Carbieb.—l.J. E. Crofts, Blyth; B.Horner, Harewood. 2, E. Homer. ;ie,W.

Harvey, Sheffield.
PovTKR.— 1, E. Homer, 2, J, Hawley, Girlington. 7ic, J. E. Crofts ; E.Horner,

e, J. E. Crofts : W. Harvey. ^ „
Dragoons.-1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner, he, J. Denison, Armley ; J. E.

Crofts.
Owls.—Eiwli»li.—L W. Binns, Pudsey. 2, H. G. Poole, Bradford, lie, J.

Thresh, Bradford : W. Harvey.
TORBITS.—1, H. G. Poole 2, J. E. Crofts, he, E. Horner ; W. Harvey.
Jacodins.- I, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner, he, J. E. Crofts; E. Hornor; J.

Hawlev, Girlington.
TRCsipETERS.—1, W, Harvey. 2 and lie, E. Homer.
TcMBLEBS —Long.—I, W. Harvey. 2, D. Kiddioagh, jun., Bradford, lie, J.

Hawley; E. Homer: D. Kiddiough, jun. S/ior(.—1 and 2, E, Homer, lie, J. E.
Crofts ; J. Hawley ; W. Harvey.
Fantails.—1 and 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, W. H. TomUuson (2) ; E.

Homer (2).

Barbs.—1 and 2. E. Homer, he, W. Harvey.
Antwerps.—ionfi.- 1, D. Riddiongh, jun. 2, Popplewell Bros.. Bramley,

lie, W. Lund. Shipley ; J. Marsden. Bramley ; E. Horner. Sliorf —1, D. Riddi-

ouph.juu. 2, F. Mack, Dudley Hill, he, D. Riddiougb, jun, ; R, A. Simpson,
Halifax.
Ant«-f,rp —.-Iiim I'anefi/.—1, W. Lund. 2. C. Witham, Bramley. lie, W.Bmns ;

W. Lund : D. Riddiough, jun. (21 ; C. Witham.
Any other Vabietv.—1, W. Harvey. 2,E. Horner, lie, Elwis & Parkinson

;

J. E. Crofts ; B. Rawnsley. ,,..,,._
Sei.lino Class—I.e. Horner. 2, J. E. Crofts, lie, W. Lund (2) ; J. Thresh

;

Popplewell Bros. ; W. Harvey.

Rabbits.—£oi).eareii.—l, J. & A. Weaver. 2, J. Bowman, Y'oik. lie, J. C. & H ,

Elwis, Doncaster ; Fuller & Berry. LeeJs ; W. Miller, Bradford ; J. Oldham-
Bradford (.!). Sih'er-Grey.-l, H. H. Glcw, Wakefield. 2 and he, S. Ball, Brad;

ford. Hiimiiai/fin.-l, B. S. Rothwell. Rochdale. 2. S. Ball, lie, K. H. Clew

,

S. C. Button, Bradford. Any other variety.—1, S. C. Huttun. 2, H. E. Gilbert^

Bnghy. lie, J. & A. Weaver ; H. luke, Bramley ; J. E. Chapman ; B. Eawlislej

Bingley.

JcDGES.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, and Mr. H. Dlingworth,

Idle.

LIABILITY OP COMMON CAEEIEKS FOR
POULTRY.

WILLIAM CURBEY V. THE LONDON AND NORTH-WESTEKN E.ilLWAY

COMPANY.

This was a case in which the plaintiff brought an action

against the defendants to recover the value of two Pigeons

which were handed over by the former to the latter for convey-

ance to Mr. Bulpin, near Bridgewater. Mr. Kutter appeared
for the plaintiff, and Mr. Hawking for the defendants. The
latter admitted the receipt by the Company of the Pigeons,

and their non-delivery, but denied their liability as common
carriers, it not having been declared that the poultry were of

value, nor was it stated that the hampers in which the birds

were forwarded contained anything but live birds. It was stated

in evidence that the birds were forwarded by the plaintiff

through the Company to Mr. Bulpin, near Bridgewater, their

value being held to be £5, and they were lost en route. The
plaintiff had bought the birds from Mr. Bulpin on approval, and
they- were being returned to their original owner when they
were lost ; the plaintiff then had to pay Mr. Bulpin the value of

the birds. Mr. Hawking produced a notice which is posted up
in the defendants' stations, but which the plaintiff denied having
seen before, and on the strength of it claimed exemption. He
also contended that the Pigeons were belonging to Bulpiu, but

this idea the Judge ovenruled. In answer to the claim, he cited

the notice issued by the Company that they were not common
carriers of birds, nor would they be liable for more than bs. per

head unless their value were declared. Mr. Potter, the London
and North-Western station-master, proved the posting of a

notice in the station declaring the Company nou-liable. Mr.
Rutter lodged an objection to the witness's statement being

taken unless he produced the notice actually posted in the

station, so that it might be shown that it was identical with the

one produced. 'The same objection applied to the notice in the

time table. The Judge then decided that there must be a

verdict, the only question being as to whether it should be for

X5 or 10.1. After the citing of somo cases, the Judge reserved

his decision on the point i-emaining at issue, intimating, how-
ever, that he considered the condition just and reasonable in

itself.

TO COLUMBAEIAN SOCIETIES.
Many times I have thought what a successful Pigeon show

could be held if all the coluinbarian societies in existence to

the present time would amalgamate and make one grand show of

Pigeons. The initiative might be token by the President of either
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the National Peristeronio Society, Birmiugliam, or the Manchester
Cohimlmrian Society, who might address a note to his fellow presi-

dents, and so start the affair. Arrangements might be made for

the show to be held in the Crystal Palace, or, if not too late, in

conjunction with the forthcoming Crystal Palace Poultry Show.
Success would be certain. Union would be strength, and at

least fifteen or eighteen hundred pens of birds would be brought
together.

If you will permit me I will say a few words how I think the

affair should be worked. Make the show self-supporting, none
but members of Society to exhibit. The show to be divided

into two sections—old birds, aud birds bred in 1873, all single

birds ; classes to be made for every variety of colour of Pigeons
;

an entry fee, say, of 3s. to be charged for each entry, half of which
should be deducted for expenses, the rest divided into first and
second prizes according to the number of entries in each class

—

that is, if there be twenty in one and ten in the other, 30s. to go to

the former, 15s. to the latter ; at the same time to have challenge

cups in each class, acceptance £1 Is. each, exhibitor to challenge

for as many as he may choose. The value of the cup would vary
according to the number of acceptors in each class. All birds

shown by an exhibitor in any class when he accepts a challenge
to compete for the money prizes, only acceptors for the cup.

The most difficult point would be the appointment of Judges
to please all parties. The course I would suggest is that every
Society nominate a gentleman, who should act, whether he be
an exhibitor or not ; if an exhibitor, let Mm officiate in other
classes.—A.

Simple Mode op Keeping Butter.—In warm weather where
ice is not handy invert a common flower pot over the butter,

with some water in the dish in which it is laid. The orifice at

the bottom may be corked or not. The porousness of the earthen-
ware will keep the butter cool. A wet cloth laid over the in-

verted pot will soon cool-off the butter by the evaporation of

the moisture.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books ( ).—Vol. ssvi. (first eiSitioa), of the ''Naturalist's Librarv," was

wrlttea by Dr. Dunbar. Apply to James Thin, Bookseller, 15. Infirmary
Street, Edinburgh, and he wiU probably be able to furnish it, and also the
"Works of Golding and Bevan. Dr. Mackenzie's, *' The Management of Bees,''

was pabUshed by Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh, aud cost 4d.

CoMJiENCiSG PouLTHY-KEEPiNG (Nt^nio^.—You cau make your poultry pay
without going to much expense. You do not require all the wire appliances
that belong to the fancy poultry-yard. Build a wooden house, such as you
will find described in Baily's poultry book. Buy some wire netting 30 inches
high, aud stretch it round the run you can give them by means of stout
stakes at intervals. Keep either Cochins or Brahmas- They will lay lots of

eggs, and you can spare a corner of the orchard or kitchen garden for the
(^ckens.

Dabk Brahmas' Feathers (A. H. J.).—The Dark Brahma pullets would
not be disqualified. It would be better if they were pencilled up to the beak,
but such is very seldom the case—hardly ever. The light breast is very far
preferable to brown backs or wings. A purely white breast would be a disqua-
lification, but one lightly pencilled ou a light ground is not. Such a bird in
competition with others that were well pencilled all over would, however, be
beaten. The Game chickens hatched at the end of April might well be shown,
but the cock must be dubbed, aud he is full young. You may, if you have
several, dub one for the especial purpose.

Parasites on Fowls (O. P. Z. H.).—Yoa will find nothing so effectual as
carbolic acid. Drive a mixture of it well into every hole and' crevice with a
syringe. Scrub the perches and laying-boxes with hot water and carbolic acid
soap; lay it on all the woodwork with a brush. Dig the flooring out about a
foot deep, and fill-in with gravel, road gi*it, and lime. We use carbolic acid
largely in our fowl-houses and dog-kennels. Ordinary bugs fleo from the smell
of camphor; we should be disposed to try it on these.

Rabbits for Profit (ff. S.).—It depends euturely on what you purpose to
do. If you are in a neighbourhood where there is a sale for Rabbits for the
table, then you should keep that which is called, and is, the common tame
Babbit. A well-fed healthy doe will fatten four " from the teat," and thev in
London make Is. 6(/. each at seven or eight weeks old. If for a town wiiere
wild Rabbits are not to be had, and where they are bought, as the Ostend
Rabbits are in London, by weight, you must have the Belgian Hare Rabbit.
If you wish to breed to sell fancy Rabbits alive, you will do better with the
Silver-Grey than any other. There is always a sale for them at remunerative
prices. If the crusade acjainst them is successful, and the wild ones disappear,
Rabbit-breeding will become a large trade. We are in a transition state as
regards food and cooking. It is enough to have more money to spend, but it

is essential to make the money do more towards feeding a f imily, and that
can only be done by laying out the money to the best advantage, "but also by
cooking skilfully. We often purpose to devote a column to the subject.

Bee Management (S. A. C).—We should advise you not to plunder your
swarms of June 2nd, either in whole or in part. Let them be for another
year, unless you absolutely want honey; in this case we would plunder one
hive entirely, driving the bees out and joining them to the other hive.
Much honey is always wasted, and the stock itself weakened, by a partial
plunder. Write to the Messrs. Neighbour, of Holborn, London, or to some
other purveyors, and see whether you can get into the London market
through them, or else establish a market in Dublin by co-operation with other
bee-keepers. If you can but open a connection with some respectable gi-ocery
firm, and supply them with really good honey in or out of the cjmb, you will
surely find a ready sale.

Bee Cosimotions (John DoK^/a-t).—Wecaunot explain without an inspection
of the hive what caused your hee^ to be bo troubled. Perhaps some young queen
returning home from her matrimonial flight mistook the hive "for her own,
and was ejected, or perhaps it was an old queen of theu- own of whom they

were tired. In any case we do not think you have occasion for alai-m; at this

time of year bees can always replace a lost queen. Queens are liable to strange
treatment at the hands of their owu subjects, but the causes are not known.

Bee Flowers (A. P. Watf-rs).—It is of little use to grow flowers of any
kind specially for bees, unless you grow them by the acre. They are very
fond of Uignonefcte, Borage, Melilotus leucantha, blue Lobelia, Crocases^
Buddlea globosa, Thyme, Spiraeas of all kinds, &c.

Bees in Adverse Weather (P. R.).—1st, Daring wet or dull weather ia
summer, when bees are unable to leave the hive, work of some sort can
generally be caiTied on. Combs cau be built with wax secreted by the bees
from honey previously gathered, so that we cau often observe considerable
progress to be made. Then, again, the brood, if any, requires constant feed-

ing and attention, and when sutficiently matured thoir cells to be capped over.

Should the unfavourable weather continue long, comb-building operations-

must cease. 2nd, In bad weather swarms should he assisted by feeding the-

bees with boiled sugar, in the proportion of 6 lbs. of sugar to 4 lbs. of water,

by weight, bailed for five minutes. Feed alternate nights, giving 1 lb. at a
time. 3rd, If a first swarm, which "will have the old queen, breeding will

commence as soon as there may be a few inches of comb available. If a
second swarm or cast, with favourable weather the young queen may lay eggs
within a week after it was hived, or her laying may be considerably delayed if

had weather has prevented her going forth to meet the di-oaes.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Squajie, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40'^ N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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modation could make us. We do not seem, I am bound
to say with all regret, to have made others comfortable,

though, as the following anecdote will show. That great

rosarian who swept the board this year at the Crystal Palace,

taking three first prizes in the amateur classes, and one in the

open—that monarch of the amateurs and your humble servant

were accommodated in two rooms leading one from the other,

and were called at the early hour of six. We talked and
laughed without dreaming of doing anybody the slightest in-

jury. But our ignorance on this point was soon enlightened,

for just before we left Gloucester a friend who had met with
the same ill-luck at Bristol, told us that there were the most
serious complaints against us, and he did not know whether
we should be allowed to leave. It appears an old gentleman
had come down to breakfast in a great state of distress, not to

say anger, and accosted the waiter with the question, " Did I

not ask you to give me a quiet room ?" " Yessir, and so we
did, the best in the house." " No, you did not

;
you put mo in

one next to where two men were sleeping, who did nothing but
talk and laugh all night. I believe they were commercials,
for they were talking of flowers, and vans, and telegraphing,

and of taking a nursery." Our friend here interrupted, saying
we, at least, were gentlemen, one was a clergyman, and the
other one of the greatest cultivators of the queen of flowers.
" But, no," said the aggrieved man, " they were commerciah,
and one of them had such a terrible loud voice." With this

embarrassing piece of intelligence we departed, and after much
labour staged our blooms in the Shire HaU. And then how
we were repaid, not, I do not mean with prizes, though we
had our share of them, but with the Roses exhibited by others.

When the HaU was cleared, and we commenced to judge
the nurserymen's classes, I do not think we ever had a greater

treat ; I know I never had. Mr. Cranston showed magnifi-
cently ; his seventy-two singles and his forty-eight trebles

surpassed anything I have ever seen ; while, to cap all, ho had
positively staged twenty-four blooms of Horace Vernet, each
Bose of which was as large and as perfect in form as the
finest Charles Lefebvre I have ever seen. Now, down here we
cannot grow this Bose. Mr. Keynes has given up cultivating

it ; Mr. Baker, I believe, can rarely show it ; I can only get it

as large as a half-crown piece ; but here Mr. Cranston gave U8
twenty-tour specimens, each bloom faultless, standing high up
from the moss, with the most luxuriant foliage it is possible

to imagine. " Hurrah tor the Manetti stock!" I cried, and
Mr. Baker and Mr. Charles Turner, the two other Judges, echoed
the cry, " Hurrah for the Manetti stock ! " ; for our friend was
showing almost entirely from that stock. No more can it be
said that you cannot give us show blooms, or blooms equal to

the maidens on the Briar. I would that the Eev. S. Beynolds
Hole could have seen those stands from King's Acre which made
the Show something to be never forgotten, and he would, I am
sure, in his next edition strike out from his " Book about Eoses"
the one blot, to my mind, the one misleading statement, that
" the maiden blooms on the Briar are much superior to those
on the Manetti ; and that anyone who is compelled to grow
Boses only on the latter stock should give up all idea of ex-
hibiting." Mr. Turner and Mr. Baker both declared they had
never seen anything like those stands in their life, and that
they should never forget them. Roses, too, which most of us
have long condemned were shown magnificently. Such sorts

as Jean Fernet, Prince Henri des Pays Bas, Julie Touvais,
Alfred de Eougemont, and others were really superb. The
only drawback was that there was so little competition in these
classes; Keynes, Paul, and other great men were conspicuous
by their absence, to the great and oft-expressed regret of the
managers of the Show and general pubhc. Mr. Cant was
there, but was by no means in his last year's force, and Mr.
Davidson also showed very fairly. Mr. Robert Veitch, of

Exeter, too, came to the front, and considering how his blooms
had been knocked about on the journey (for he was with us)
showed very well.

Among the amateurs, Mr. Arkwright, ofHampton Court, Here-
ford, and the Bev. George Arkwright, of Pencombe, seemed to
divide all the best prizes. I managed to get one first prize for
twelve blooms of Madame Bothschild, which did the same good
office for me last year ; but I only mention this in order to

introduce the following good thing. A lady was admiring my
box of EothschUd, and turned to me with the remark, " You
must have a very strong plant of this variety to show so many
blooms." Mr. Baker was second for twenty-four singles, but
would have shown very much better but for the ill treatment
his boxes experienced on the journey.

Of all the places where we show the Bose, Hereford, in my
humble opinion, is the best and pleasantest. The Shire Hall
is admirably adapted for exhibitions of this kind. It is lofty

and well ventilated, the arrangements are all good, and superior

to any I have seen. There is not the slightest confusion
;

your tickets are given you in the form of small adhesive labels,

which you fix on your boxes (a red and black number, one
showing the class and the other your own number). When
your boxes are ready they are taken from the dressing tent by
porters to the Shire Hall, and placed in their proper place.

You have only to uncover at the last moment, and they are

ready for the judges. I believe this is the Leeds system, and
if .so, we are all indebted to Leeds, for anyone who was
present at the Crystal Palace at the last show will know what
confusion there was there from want of some such arrange-
ment. Civility, kindness, and hospitality are the rule at

Hereford. There is no delivering a few tickets to policemen
to give away to their friends as at Bath, while the great hor-

ticulturists are ignored ; there is no hot and furious conten-
tion with policemen there. On your pass ticket you are in-

formed that there will be luncheon ready for you at a certain

time, and you have only to present your card to have a most
excellent one too. But not only in this way, but in all others

is the hospitality of Hereford shown. I had three invitations

to houses to stay the night, and my friends the same, and I

only wish that we in the west may succeed in starting our
Western Counties Rose Show next year, so as to offer an in-

ducement to our Hereford friends to come and see us I

should like to welcome my friend Mr. Bulmer, who so hospit-

ably entertained me ; I sliould like to grasp the hand of that

famous rosarian who rules over the King's Acre, and who took
me round his beautiful nursery when every moment was pre-

cious to him, as on that very day he was staging for Wisbeach.
And oh ! what a treat we had at that nursery ! Plants

!

Messrs. Editors, I had never seen plants till I saw his. Roses !

I had never known what a Rose was capable of till I saw his

Manetti Roses. " To think," said Mr. Baker to me, " to

think that you and I have been working for years, and yet we
have done nothing—nothing that will bear comparison with
this." I never have seen such a sight as those acres of Roses
presented, and I fear I may never again. Our friend Cranston
was in his might—in hia glory. Fisher Holmes was there,

shown as large and as perfect as my best Lefebvre ; Horace
Vernet but, no, I cannot go on. Suffice it to say that Mr.
Cranston had staged the day before for Hereford, and that

morniuij for Wisbeach, and yet he had so many perfect blooms
left that we all confessed we had never seen anything in the

way of Roses before. Days might profitably have been spent

there, and I had only one short hour to give, or I could not
have got home that night, and next day I was to show at

Frome, and so I was forced to bid adieu to my kind host, but

not before he had made me promise to stay with him at the

next show. But though I say adieu, the memory of that day
will not be effaced from my mind till the blessed time arrives

when I can go there again. And now, as I write, the memory
of those Roses is present in my mind ; the strains of the

string baud which discoursed such sweet music through the

Hall return ; the beauty of the cathedral, with its glorious

Norman arches, its magnificent rood screen, its sweet-voiced

choir singing praises to Him who sends and tends the flowers

(His gifts) which we love so well ; the genial kindness of

friends, the brotherhood, the freemasonry of rosarians, more
conspicuously shown surely in Hereford than elsewhere—all

this and much more causes the very name of Hereford to

sound sweet in my ears, and makes me love the Rose even
more than I did before.

—

John E. M. Camm.

DISEASED POTATOES IN ORCHARD HOUSES.
I AM glad that our late disagreeable surprise—the finding

much of our Potato crop diseased—has attracted the attention

of such an experienced observer as Mr. Abbey, and I hasten to

say that these Potatoes (see page 40), were planted last October,

and fairly ripe by the 15th of April ; but as the houses are

unheated, and the season ten days late here, the fruit had not

set so much as to require syringing to any extent capable of

affecting the haulm. Of course shutting-up houses with large

borders of Potatoes, and syringing heavily overhead, would not

be the best way to ward-off disease just as the tubers were ripen-

ing, but it was not the case here. On searching still further I

think the manure used was too fresh, a fault which is very

cjmmou with hasty gardeners; but, after all, why should not
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the germs of the disease have been carried m with the old

garden soil, which had last season home good and bad Pota-

toes ? Am I to expect diseased Potatoes in these borders next

season; and if so, why?—T. C. Bbehaut.

SHADES AND SHELTERS.—No. 3.

I HAVE to thank " F. T. B.'' (see page -15), for adding to my
list by bringing forward his flower shade, and others would do

a service by making known any well-tried contrivance, as it is

not possible for one individual to be acquainted with all that

are in use.

I have yet a few illustrations to add, and a few more words
to say npon plant shades and shelters.

Fig. !• is a sketch of a shade for pot and border plants, and
its construction may be thus described :—Take two wooden

Fig. ?.

hoops, one about two-thirds smaller than the other, and four

straight stakes or deal laths ; tack them either inside or out-

side of the hoops at equal distances apart, the stakes to be cut

off flush with the hoop at the top, but at the bottom the hoop
may be fastened at some distance from the ground according
to the size of the frame. The bottoms of the stakes should
be pointed so as to fasten the frame more firmly into the
ground. Having the skeleton thus made a covering will suggest
itself, which must be of some opaque material—as light thin
canvas, or waterproof calico ; even paper coverings are not to

be despised. The illustration will show that it is a very
simple and inexpensive contrivance, and may be easily modi-
fied to suit any requirement. For the admission of air the
top must not be closed when in use, and whatever covering is

used a space of several inches must be left open between it

and the ground. It is easy to see that this is a very effectual

shade, and useful also for protecting individual plants in

bloom from being injured, or, perhaps, destroyed by spring

frosts.

I have still another one {fins. 10 and 11), made to protect

large plants of Rhododendrons and various other choice spring-

flowering plants, or even whole beds of plants. To make it,

select a sufficient number of stakes according to the size of

the plant, to stand 3 or 1 feet apart, and high enough that
when the top is put on it will be a foot or more clear of the
shmb to be protected, and the stakes are driven firmly into
the ground. A circular frame of wicker-work (fig. 10), made
of willows or any other green pliable wood, is put over the top
and fastened to the stakes by rope yarn, and as long as there
is any danger from frosts this framework is left over the plant,

so that when necessary a covering may be put over it, which
is generally garden mats or canvas. These shelters (firi. 11),
may be constructed of any shape, and are very light and
durable if taken proper care of when not in use. To make
them is profitable employment for the garden men in winter
time, and the materials are inexpensive.

Doubtless the means of shading and sheltering might be
beneficially extended to a.11 tender garden crops, as well as

plants and flowers, by other means than those described in

this article ; but when once used they should be constantly
applied, for one night's neglect may destroy all previous or

even future efforts to save or restore a crop or plant to good
health. There is no scarcity of materials for shades and shelters

of a temporary kind, it only requires the ingenuity of man
to work them up into suitable shapes for use. There are other

means of protection which come into the gardener's hands
almost ready made, such as common garden mats or thin oiled

canvas, which may be cut into convenient widths. Either of

these should be more frequently kept in readiness to use when
required for protecting wall trees by being hung before them,
or standards and espaliers by being thrown over them, or even

to throw flat on the earth to protect tender plants just coming
above the surface, and for sheltering plants from wind, rain,

and sun. A common plan of mine is to tie a light pole to each

side of a dozen or two of the mats or canvas, and they are

always ready to stretch over anything requiring extra pro-

tection, and also for earth or turf pits that have no other

covering.

Although shading and sheltering by mechanical contrivances

is important to the gardener, there are other means by which
the requisite shade and shelter may be obtained. I allude to

natural means by the planting of hedges, and the protection

afforded under the branches of trees, &e. The plant-grower,

in however small a way he may be, needs the cool refreshing

shade of trees and hedges for the subjects of his care, and in

places where the glass accommodation is small, it becomes
necessary to clear the houses of plants in order to use them
for some other purpose ; therefore, wherever it is practicable, a

Pig. 10. Fig. 11.

suitable-sized spot should be selected, and hedges planted at

different angles, backed-up by taller hedges on the north and
south sides, and, perhaps, also on the west side. Plants may
then be placed in positions to receive either the morning or

afternoon sun, or both, or none at all, as occasion may require.

The whole should have a firm bottom covered with coal ashes

to keep down worms. I need hardly mention, that those

plants standing in the sun must have their pots plunged in the

ashes, as no pot containing a well-rooted plant can be exposed

to the sun without injury.

It may be asked. What is the best kind of plant for hedges

for such a purpose ? I may remark, that the common Yew
makes a good hedge, or even Box, but both are of very slow

growth. The common Privet is frequently planted, as also

the Hornbeam and common Laurel, as being of much quicker

growth; then there are Junipers and Thujas, which would le

more uncommon though excellent for the purpose; in fact,

there is ample choice of plants, and the above are mostly ever-

green, which I should consider an advantage. Those who
have such a place as I have described can fully realise the

benefit derived from its shade and shelter, but those who have

not cannot become fully aUve to its value until they possess

one.

—

Thomas Recoed.

LITTLE HEATH MELON.
LiTTi.E Heath Melon is spherical or round, and flattened r.t

the ends, slightly ribbed, and when not coarsely grown finely

netted ; altogether it is a fine-looking fruit. The flesh is thick

very melting, juicy, and well flavoured, and in colour bright

red. Rind thin.
" The plant has a good hardy constitution, is

a free setter, and will succeed in a frame with a small amount
of bottom heat to give it a start. It is not a gross grower; on

the contrary, it is rather slender, but very free both in fruiting

and growth to support fruit.

I sowed three seeds March 3rd, and planted out the see lUngs
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on March 31st, one plant under each light of a three-light
frame. They grew and set without a drawback, on .June 24th
I cut the first ripe fruit, and within a fortnight had cut a
doz3u fruit of an average weight of 4 to 4Jlbs. I could have
ha^^ them larger, but size in Melons, as in many other things,
is obtained at the expense of flavour. Some fruits weighed
nearly Gibs., although the plants were stinted of water. The
plants are good for another crop. Little Heath will grow to a
large size, no doubt, if well supplied with water, and slightly

shaded from bright sun. If cut before it is very ripe the fruit

will keep for a fortnight or more ; indeed, it has no superior in
keeping properties that I know, except in the old and I believe
extinct (Jabul Melon, which I have known kept for weeks. I
should be glad of a few seeds of the Cabul, through the Editors
of this .Journal, if it is at present in cultivation. It is ellip-

tical in shape, yeUow outside when ripe, with a greenish white
iiosh. Little Heath Melon is the true Beeohwood, with a fruit

precisely similar, and not so strong a vine, and the fiesh is

scarlet. It wUl be extensively grown, and be everybody's
favourite scarlet-fleshed Melon.—G. Abbey.

COLAX JUGOSUS.
What is Colax jugosus ? This question has been asked me

by many amateur Orchid-growers during the past season, and
a few words respecting it will, perhaps, not be considered out
ol place in the pages of the -Journal, for the benefit of those
amateurs who may contemplate adding it to their coUections.

Colax, then, is a genus very nearly allied to Maxiliaria—in-

deed, so closely, that it is questionable if the differences are
really sufficient to warrant its separation, the chief feature
which has given rise to its elevation to generic rank being its

peculiarly long-pointed glandless caudicle ; but as the genus
is acknowledged and upheld by the highest authorities, we
must accept it as being sufficiently distinct.

Turning, however, to this plant horticulturally, Colax ju-

gosus is a plant of dwarf compact habit, producing flowers of

great beauty, and is well deserving a place ia every amateur's
collection, no matter how Umited the accommodation. The
full height of the plant seldom exceeds 12 inches. The
pseudo-bulbs are smooth, somewhat ovate, and about 3 inches
in length ; from these it produces dark green leaves both from
the top and base ; the leaves are usually from 6 to 8 inches
long, and about IJ inch, or from that to 2 inches, broad. The
scape springs from the base of the pseudo-bulb, and is clothed
with large imbricating scales, bearing upon the top sometimes
three, but more frequently two, somewhat globose flowers,

which when expanded are about 2 inches in diameter. The
sepals are vei-y broad—indeed, almost round, and soft cream-
coloured ; the petals are also very broad, but more oblong than
the sepals, and their colour is pure white, beautifully marked
with transverse bands of rich dark purple; the lip is small,
furrowed, and velvety ; the side lobes white striped with dotted
lines of deep purple, whilst the semicircular front lobe is also
white, dotted and striped with rich velvety purple. By this

description it will be seen that Colax jugosus is a little gem.
and a plant that is not hkely to outgrow the convenience of

even the smallest stove ; and when I add that its flowers are
produced very freely during April and May, it must, I think,
be acknowledged worthy of eveiy attention from aU lovers of
the chaste and beautiful.

With a few words upon its culture I will bring these brief
notes to a close. Until quite recently Colax jugosus has been
extremely rare and so little heard of, that, as its name is out
of the usual stereotyped genera, it having made its appearance
with some frequency at the pubUc sales during the past year,
it has come upon amateurs as a surprise. Many Orchid-
growers imagine it to be a cool-country plant, and to some
extent it is so, but it likes a little more heat than the majority
of Odontoglossums, and I have found it succeed best when
treated in every respect the same as Cattleya Mossia;, and, like

the last-named plant, it is a native of Brazil.

—

Experto Crede.

THE NEW STBAWBEEET DWAKF TOMATO.
We are perfectly wilhng to admit that the Strawberry To-

mato is the same as Physalis edulis, but we are not aware that
Physalis edulis has been used, or at all events of late years, as a
vegetable. The name " Strawberry" and the description were
taken from American catalogues of repute ; the wholesale
price Is. per oz., and the retail price (id. per packet, being in
accordance with the current value of Physahs edulis. It is

not the custom with the majority of the trade to put the scien-

tific name to vegetables, and we were justified in putting " new "

against it on account of the novel application of an almost
unknown esculent. Wherein, therefore, consists the deception ?

In the American catalogues we had observed a slightly increased
charge was made for this novelty ; we, however, refrained

from charging more than the current value of Physalis edulis.

If we had put the scientific name of Physalis edulis, proKably
your correspondent would then have seen a fraud in our not
calling it Cape Gooseberry. Some people see deceptions where
deception is not intended.

—

Introduceks.

EXHIBITION FRAUDS.
I ENCLOSE a letter which reached me yesterday, and which

I have resolved to hand to you to deal with as you may think
fit. It has long been whispered that prizetaking plants and
flowers are not always and altogether the property of the exhi-

bitors ; and some exhibitors have been charged with valuing
the artifice of beating an opponent by borrowing, more than
by the skill required to beat him by cultivating. As to the
honour of winning a prize by the exercise of industry and skill,

honour, not being a marketable commodity, is never thought
of, or reckoned as nothing by such people. It has long seemed
to me that some steps should be taken to stop these practices,

or the morality of our flower shows wUl soon sink to the level

of the ordinary race-course or the low country fau'.—^WUiLiAii

Paul, Wahham Cross, London, N.
"Juh/ 21,l&7d.

" To W. Paul.
" Sir,—Would you be kind enough to send me word by return

of post if you can supply me with twelve cut Eoses about the
last week in August, to be shown in a stand of three ? Please
send your terms for the same, and oblige yours—H. Walton,
Carr Mill Terrace, Saslingden. Lancashire.^'

APPLICATION OF NITRATE OF SODA TO THE
GLADIOLUS.

"Y)., Deal," .asks. How and in what proportion to use the
nitrate of soda? Perhaps the best answer I can give is, Much
as you would apply guano to an Onion bed by sowing, or dis-

solved in water, or by mixing it with the soil during the winter
turning. I do not think it is so powerful as some people seem
to imagine. I hope that I am not understood to mean that it

will entirely eradicate the disease, but rather that by its use I

avoid wireworm, and grow the Gladiolus more gross than with-
out it. I generally use as much as I can lift with one hand in

about sis gallons of water.

I am afraid we hear far too much about well-decomposed
manure. This year my Gladiolus bulbs are amongst new cow
manure, to which I strongly advise all your readers to give a
trial, especially if then- soil is light. They wiU then avoid its

being washed and dried, and will never afterwards have reason
to regret using it.

Your readers will form some idea of my love for the Gladio-
lus when I mention that on the loth inst. I was to be found
some 3-50 miles from home examining Mr. Banks's collection,

for the sake of information and compai'ison. I am glad that
I then found many as good, and growing as robustly as heai't

could desire ; but, unfortunately, also, many were just as sickly-

looking, whole beds going off together—in fact, worse than I

had ever previously beheld them. I should gladly have seen
" D.," of Deal's at the same time, but cu'cumstances did not
allow of my doing so.

Two things in particular, in passuig over that eighty-two
miles of hue from London to Deal, which made a deep im-
pression on my mind, were the poverty-stricken appearance of

the land on each side of the rail, and the fact of seeing men
hacking with scythes at old, dried, brown meadows—strangely
ripe to what we out grass in the north—and never in all that

distance seeing one mowing machine. My wonder ever after

shall be not that the south-country farm labourer is poorly
paid, but that his employer is able to recompense him at all,

seeing that the latter has to compete with such immeasurably
superior arrangements. We call out—aud justly so in some
places—about the evil effects of the Game Laws

;
pray let us in

future carry on a war of extermination against Nettles, Docks,
Thistles, Poppies, and other such impoverishing weeds, and
the result may be a national blessing. My impression, from
close observation during my long journey, was that our culti-

vated lands on the average do not yield half the produce that
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they are capable of affording, and in some disgr-acefol instances

not a tenth portion. Men appear to be satisfied with doing

the work of only women in the south, or what is more correct,

being human inachines, seeming entirely to forget that this is

an age of progress, when man's place is rather to cease from

drudgery, to direct, and to see that the inventions of wise men
are properly applied in more effectual methods of cultivation.

—J. WiTHEBsroos, Chcster-le-Street.

IMPLEMENTS, STRUCTUEES, AND APPLIANCES.
AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIEIY'S BATH SHOW.

We have hitherto omitted any notes on the implements, hor-

ticultural structures, and appliances at the Bath Show, from
want of space, and also because oiu' notes on the bouses, boilers,

iSrc, ejjiibited Ifist year at Birmingham were so full that there

is not much to add, and there were very few novelties exhibited

at Bath that had not been shown at Birmingham.
There was a good array at Bath of glass houses by Mr. Par-

ham, of Northgate Works, Bath ; Wheeler, Humphreys, & Co.,

Nottingham ;
1'. G. Messenger, of Loughborough ; T. H. Dennis

and Co., Anchor Works, Chelmsford; Cranston & Luck, Bir-

mingham ; Tuck & Pike, City Metal Works, Bath ; W. H. Las-

celles, Bunhill Row, London; Mr. E. Lloyd, Grantham; N.

Voice, Handeross, Surrey ; Mr. Ormson, King's Road, Chelsea
;

Mr. Bonlton, Norwich ; Mr. M. E. Horley, Toddington, Dun-
stable ; Mr. Eendle, and others. Many of these exhibited also

specimens of hand-lights, portable garden frames with loose

sheets of glass, Arc. The prize house of last year was not
shown, nor did we see Mr. Ayres' imperishable glass and iron
houses.
Those especially worthy of notice this year were a patent

glass orchard house of Mr. Dennis's, w-liere the whole of the

glass of the roof is made to open upwards and outwards by
means of a rack and pinion screw attached to levers, so that at

any time the trees may be exposed to the full action of the

outer air and rain, or protected at pleasure. The construction is

such that it is a tenant's building, removeable at will, having no
Xiermaoent brick foundations, but resting on iron posts or pillars

with wide flanges. The construction is light and strong, and
displays considerable ingenuity; the cost is comparatively
moderate.

Messrs. Cranston & Luck showed some good moveable frames
for protecting wall trees, running on longitudinal iron rods on
rollers, simple in constmction, with a protecting eave, and which
could be fixed to any existing wall. "The lights, made something
like large Melon or Cucumber-frame lights, are easily moved, so

as to get to the trees for pruning or syringing, tying, nailing,

itc, the ventilation easily arranged, and on the whole there
was much to recommend.

Messrs. Cranston & Luck's amateurs' and gardeners' houses,
with their system of ventilation, are so well known that we need
not describe them.
In the other exhibits of glass houses we did not notice much

novelty, although the glass was fixed in every possiljle different

way—with putty and witliout putty, with laps and without laps.

It is high time, we think, that patents should not be given for

slight alterations in the method of fastening glass or of ventila-

tion, or peculiar form of grooves, etc., unless there is manifest
novelty or ijnprovement. Patents are intended to stimulate
invention and to nrotect the inventor, not to hinder invention
and hamper devefopment of thought iu the pubUc, and we
maintain—where nearly every possible form of construction in
iron and wood, with variations in the form of ventilation, or
shape of apar, or form of groove, and the other thousand-and-
one minor variations which we meet with are to be found—no
farther patents should be granted. b\it let the buildings rest on
their own merits. The pubhc will not be slow to discern what
is practical, what is simple, and what is feasible, as against the
unpractical, complex, and useless.

There was a great variety of moveable frames, and ground vine-
ries, and amongst these we are inclined to give the palm for

cheapness, simplicity, and durability to Mr. Horley, though the
construction of his larger house was faulty.

Mr. Parliam showed some exceedingly good wall glass copings,
that we preferred to his glass waUs, which were made witii too
light iron, and which we do not think calculated to stand
strong winds, though they might answer very well in protected
situations.

Messrs. Pike & Tuck showed a somewhat elaborate plan of
fixing glass with brass pin and nut, and lead clip, the method
ingenious, but unnecessary. Wo quite agree with those who
recommend for an ordinary stove or greenhouse, glass bedded in
putty, but having no outside putty, the glass being fastened
with two tacks, and the putty removed level. W.J have seen
this most effectual at Mr. W. Paul's, Waltham Cross, and else-

where ; and secondly, for glass frames, ordinary bedding-out
houses, lights of all kinds, glass pushed up in a groove without
putty or lap will answer every purpose, and it merely requires

fastening in its place with an iron pin or lead clip. A frviitful

source of error is found in the patent ventilation of side lights

when, by means of ratchet and screw, the whole of the lights

move together, and, as is generally the case, a draught is let iu

upon all the plants on the staging. How long will it be before

people learn that ventilation means change and circulation of

air, not cold draughts, and that the best ventilation is under the

stages in the wsSls, with proper top ventilation along the apex
of the roof, the glass not l)eing made too air-tight ?

Passing on from the glass structures we will take next tho

methods of heating those structures. Our notes on the boilers

last year were so full that we need not say much on this score,

as we see no reason whatever to alter the conclusions we came
to then.
The best upright tubnlar boiler shown this year was Harlow's,

the best horizontal tubular Mr. Dennis's, and the best spiral

Mr. Deard's. The medal boiler of last year was not exhibited,

but the Witley Court boiler, which was nearest it in construc-

tion, was there, and for a powerful useful boiler of the modified
saddle form we know no better; and we still adhere to our
opinion with regard to Mr. Deard's spiral boiler, which must,
from its construction, have a uniform and rapid circulation.

We must, at the risk of being accused of repetition, again say
that no unnecessary impediment should be placed to the circu-

lation of water by complicated pipes, small junctions, rapid

curves, &c. The motive power in heated water is exceedingly
feeble, and tho best boiler is that which extracts the greatest

amount of heat from the fuel, and has the most rapid and easy

circulation, with least difference of temperature between the

flow and return.
We forgot among the modified forms of saddle to name one of

Mr. Ormson's, and also a combination of the saddle with hori-

zontal pipes from Mr. Lloyd, of Grantham, which we should Uka
to see tried, and which appears to be a very promising one.

While on the subject of heating we wish to pass high com-
mendation on the model shown by Mr. Cowan for utihsing the

heat of a small Ume kilu to heat a _boiler. Where chalk or

limestone is nearer on the in-operty, the lime is very nearly
capable of repaying the cost of outlay and attention ; indeed,

as Mr. Cowan continues to improve and modify his present

invention by economising still more the heat of the lower part

of his furnace by using hollow bricks, we think that the value

of the hme may be made to repay the whole of the cost. It is,

of course, especially suitable for a large range of houses in con-

stant use ; but with the present price of fuel anything that can
make coal answer a double purpose is especially valuable. The
form of boiler adopted by Mr. Cowan is a very good one, and
better than the tubnlar. Exception has been made as to the
necessity for a great depth of stokehole, but this is rather

imaginary, we conceive, than otherwise. When 13 or 14 feet

can be found for the kiln, it is better to have it underground, as

it is thus more easily hidden ; but so long as a rise is once given
to the flow pipe, it may then be made to descend, and though
there would be a shght waste of heat if the pipes had to descend
in the outer heating chamber previous to entering the houses,

yet there is nothing practically to prevent such a system, though
not the best. We publish an extract from Mr. Cowan's intro-

ductory remarks on his system. We may add, that even where
lime is not an immediate product of the district, it will gene-
rally pay for its cartage.

" My first idea waa to try turf or peat. I fauciei that by liaving a good
supply of it at hand, and keeping a person almost in constant attendance
upon the fires, I mif^ht iu Home way or other (not very clear to myself, I

confess) get tiirough tho season. But the continuous wet weather which
prevailed all through last autumn prevented rae from accomplishing my
object by this means. There seemed to be nothing for it but coal at nearly
40^. per ton, or to let everything rest until the natural heat of spring called

them to action, when, fortunately, the idea presented itself of combining a
lime kiln with a hot-water apparatus. This plan seemed at first to be beset

with a considerable amount of difiiculty ; but, nevertheless, I had strong

hopes from the first that it would prove to bo a solution of my ditiiculties.

As the work proceeded, my faith in the experiment f,Tew stronger, and it re-

quired only a short trial to prove that we would get heat, and plenty of it,

free of cost.
" Tho first apparatus erected heated only one-half of our houses, and we

immediately set to work and took up a boiler which had not been long set,

and erected another apparatus such as the first, and for months past both
have been doing their work in tho most satisfactory manner possible.

" Tho liine produced is of good quahty. and the qtiautity is quite sufficient

to pay all expenses. The appearance of the apparatus when finished is quite

in keeping with a wcU-dressed garden, and there is no lUsagrceeable smell, nor
anything else uffensivo about it, to prevent even the most fastidious from
adopting it. All who have seen our two kilns have pronounced them to he
rather ornamental than otherwise.

*' The proper fuel to use is anthracite coal or ctilm, from which there is no
smoke, or, at least, so little as not to be perceptible: consequently there need
he no fear of getting any damage done in that way by their adoption.
" The management of tho apparatus is simple, and easily understood by any

ordinary workman. One of the two kilns which we have at work has never

been attended to more than once during twenty-four hours, and diu-ing that
time the heat is kept up constantly and powerfully, and in no case need they
receive attention more than twice during that poiiod. Those who have expe-

rienced the great amount of trouble which many furnaces cause by the cou-

staut attendaticc which they re(iuire, will at once understand the benefit to ho
derived from having an apparatus whicli can bo loft with perfect safety for

twoaty-foiu- horns, not once or twice, but constantly.
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" I can also, at a very trifling extra expense, fit up thia apparatus Bo that

the houses can be kept quite cool, while tUe kiln i>j allowed to contiuue burn-

ing, the heat being shut off or on at pleasure, according to the necessity of

the time.
*' The production of good lime is. on most noblemen's and gentlemen's

places, a matter of considerable importance, and it otight to be considered an
advantage to be able to produce it with the fuel which would otherwise be
lost in heating the garden structures. To nurserymen the matter ought to be
of still more importance, as the present rate of fuel must be a heavy tax upon
them.

" I am fully of opinion that this system will prove valuable, not only where
limestone is plentiful, bat also where it is not near at hand. Lime must
always be had ; and it will be found more advautageous to pay for the carriage

of the raw material thau for made lime, especially by sea, as lime is a dangerous
cargo which few shippers are willing to undertake ; and it must be recollected

that lime is always more valuable in districts where neither limestone nor

chalk are found—so that the coat of carriage is in a great degi'ee Compensated
for by the local value of the lime produced."

"We need not say much about the other exhibits. Mr. Chap-
man showed his well-known flower-boxes and exhibition-cases,

with boxes for the transmission of fruit, game, &c. ; Messrs.
Follows & Bates a selection of their Anglo-American mowing
machine, which, in our experience, is facile princeps of all

other mowing machines, and this may be saying a good deal

;

Mr. Pinuell, of Bath, a most absurd watering-pot, with a syphon
to water plants overhead. We should much like to see an old-

fashioned gardener's face if his master had made him a present
of one and told him to use it. We must not, however, pass over
a very beautiful collection of ornamental pottery, shown by
Mr. Matthews, of Weston-super-Mare ; all the work exceedingly
good, both the ornamental and useful, and we can confidently
recommend any persons in want of garden pots and vases, (fee,

to try some. We saw, by the way, that the same enterprising
firm had exhibited a collection at the Hull Sliow, and we
hope that, fiom the many thousand visitors who attended, there
was custom tnjugh to repay the venture.
With these few remarks we will conclude. We do not think

the implements, as a rule, well represented, and we hope if

next year see the Society's Show at Sheffield that that branch
may be better represented than it was at Bath.

WALES AND WELSHMEN.-No. 2.

It is written th.it there are iu England more Smiths than of

any other two names added together, but in this Principality

Jones is the patronymic far in excess of any three patronymics
combined. How the thousand-and-one Joneses in a Welsh
town are discriminated is beyond my astuteness. It might
have been by leaving oat one name when, as Camden writes,
" in the time of King Henry the Vlllth, an ancient worship-

full gentleman of Wales being called at the panell of jurie by
the name of 'Thomas Ap William, Ap Thomas, Ap Richard,

Ap Hoel, Ap Evan Vaughan, Ap Jones,' was advised by
the Judge to abandon that old manner ; whereupon he after

called himself Moston, according to the name of his principal!

house." It may be useful to observe that " Ap " means " son
of." Then, in the names of places the tautology is bewilder-

ing ; there are 458 the names of which begin with Llan, and
many have the same aflix ; so when I had occasion to inquire

which L ill )(/<ii> was alluded to, the still more bewildering reply

was, " Oh ! Llaiifair pifU-y-gwnijyU." So, also, there are more
than fifty places the first syllable of the names of which is

Pen, and that invariably indicates that it is on a hill or head-
land. Knowing this, and wishing for a far look-out to sea,

as well as to see the ruins of, perhaps, the most ancient of

the Welsh religious foundations, I wended my way to Penmon
Priory ; for it was founded in the sixth century.

I could scribble about it for " an hour by Beaumaris clock,"

but it would be scribble not desirable for your pages, and I

will but note that this, like all other monastic institutions of

the olden time, bears testimony that the friars well knew that

feasting is an essential as well as fasting, and that feasting

needs a well-supplied treasury. There is no feasting without
good water, and here is as bright a spring of it as ever flowed

perpetually. So the friars enclosed it, built a little chapel
oyer it, placed stone seats around it, made little recesses in

its walls in which offerings might be deposited, and small
benefit was to be expected to him or her who did not deposit

in those recesses—they were the saving banks, both of the
friars and the patients—for the spring was named " The Holy
Well of Saint Seiriol," and those who drank of its water and
deposited {t)iat was essential) were to be cleansed of any dis-

order that afflicted them. That well and all its surroundings
remain and bear testimony that excellent water and contri-

butions were secured to the Priory ; for this, like all holy wells,

was flocked to, and was sanitary for the same reason that

Beaumaris is sanitary now—there is a change of scene, change
of occupations, and sea-breezes.

Excellent water is but an essential in preparing the more
savoury contributions to a feast, but the sea is within bow-
shot, and its endless supplies put all safe for days of abstinence

from flesh ; and then Puflius Island almost joins the Priory

lands, and the flocks of birds which gave it its name were the

most acceptable produce with which friars could be endowed,
for they are aquatic birds, which a wise Pope, infallible in

this, decreed might be eaten on fish days, because, being

aquatic, they partake of the nature of fish.

Next I will mention their noble Dovecote, a drawing of

which from a photographer* accompanies these notes. Its

walla are very ancient, probably coeval with the Priory's re-

endowment in the thirteenth century, but the cupola which
surmounts them is not older than the fifteenth century. It

is quadrangular, each side being 22 feet long and 20 feet high.

There are eighteen rows of nest-holes on each side, and in

each row fourteen nest-holes, so, deducting the spaces for

window and doorway, there is accommodation for nearly five

hundred pairs of pigeons. In the centre is a circular alighting-

pillar, 10 feet high and 2 feet diameter, with projections to

ascend it. On the top of this pillar the pigeons alighted as

they descended from or ascended to the opening in the roof.

There are near the Priory some of the largest and oldest

Whitethorn trees I ever saw ; they are many in number, about
30 feet high, and their stems nearly (J feet in girth. It is easy
to conclude where the orchard and garden were, and although
we can trace no remains of their tenants, we do know one of

the vegetables afforded abundantly to the holy fathers, though
they were not pottage men, for theirs was not a vegetarian age.

The vegetable I allude to is the Alisander—Alexanders, as

gardeners in the olden time called it—Smyrnium Olusatrum.
Unblanched, it is aromatic ; blanched and cooked, it is not
unlike Celery. Down to a comparatively recent period sailors

belonging to this coast consumed it largely as an antiscorbutic,

and the supply was inexhaustible, for it grows wild and abun-
dantly on the south-west end of Puffins Island. Its Welsh
name is Dalys cyfredin, intimating how much h is a requisite

;

but it is no longer cultivated here. Sea Samphire, Crithmum
maritimum, was also at hand on the rocks of the same island,

and was known to the friars by the name of Corn Carw y mor
(the Stag's-horn of the Sea). The holy fathers knew how to

pickle it, and so they did the young puffins, but neither of

those relishes seem now in request. Archbishop Baldwin,
writing some seven centuries since, mentions Puffins Island as

Ynys Llenach (Isle of Erudition), and states that " it is in-

habited by hermits, living by manual labour and serving God.
If any discord arises among them all their provisions are

devoured and infected by small white mice, with which the

island abounds, but when the discord ceases they are no longer

molested. No woman is suffered to enter the island." No
doubt they were the cause of the discord and the white mice.

In a future communication I hope to be able to write more
about the gardening of Anglesea; but Baron Kill, Nant, Plas

* The photograph was taken by Mr. .T. W. Ambrose, Photographer, Beau -

maris, to whose intelligence as an artist aui lover of literature I am much
indebted.
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Kewydd, and probably some other residences, have gardens

that will each require a separate notice.—G.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 12.

THX'SBERGI.V ALATA.—Wisq-petioled TursBEROli.

Thusbergia alata and its varieties have, from the date of

their introduction, taken high rank among popular annuals, a

position which they still retain, notwithstanding the nume-
rous competitors for public favour which the seedsmen's lists

now comprise. This popularity is well merited, not only on
account of their elegant flowers and foliage, but for their great

ntiUty as dwarf climbers. They also claim the attention of

the amateur for the curious structure of those parts of the

hlossom more immediately concerned, and other features, to

Vfhich a brief reference may be made.
In commencing our examination of the flower, we must be-

ware of confounding the two large bracts by which the corolla

is enveloped before its expansion with the true calyx, which
is very small, and only perceptible upon a close inspection. If

the two bracts be pulled aside, twelve minute teeth will be ob-

served clasping the base of the tube of the corolla ; and after

the blossom has fallen, these teeth embrace the ovary so

closely that the uninitiated observer would easily overlook

them altogether, and imagine the more conspicuous bracts to

be the calyx. If one of the satiny corollas be opened, there

will be discovered within four rather short stamens, each
terminated by a highly curious fringed or bearded anther.

The office this fringe performs—and that it has one we maybe
assured—it is somewhat difficult to guess ; it perhaps serves to

retain the pollen after its emission from the anther until the

stigma is fit for its reception, for it does sometimes occur that

the pollen is mature before the stigma is sufficiently advanced
to receive it, and if in this case no provision were made for

the retention of the fertilising particles, they would be scattered

before the impregnation of the ovules could be effected. De-
cidedly the most interesting part of the flower is the slender

curved stj'Ie with its double stigma. This organ, destined for

the reception of the pollen, has, in addition to its small
terminal cavity, a beautifully delicate shell-like lateral stigma
of a larger size. Both of them are, however, so minute that

in order fully to appreciate their exquisite finish a microscopic
examination will bereqaisite, but a Stanhope lens of moderate
power will be all that is necessary. There can be no doubt
that both of these appendages to the style perform the same
function, for if the terminal stigma be cutoff before the pollen

is ripe, seeds will nevertheless be matured, which proves

satisfactorily that in this case the pollen must have been con-

Teyed to the ovnles through the medium of the beautiful

organ to which we have referred. Each of the seed-vessels

contains four hard cup-shaped seeds.

It will be remarked that the petioles have a leafy edge, or

are, botanically speaking, winged, a circumstance by which
alata and all its varieties are easily distinguished from other

species.

The flowers of the typical Thunbergia alata are of a buff

colour with a deep rich purplish-black tube or throat ; in the

variety alba the Umb of the corolla is pure white ; iu aurantiaca,

one of the handsomest, the limb is orange ; in sulphurea of a
yellowish buff ; and in Fryerii both limb and throat are of

a uniform orange colour.

All these are of easj' cultivation, either in pots for the window
or for ornamenting the flower garden during the summer. The
seeds require to be sown in spring upon a hotbed, and we have
sometimes found it advantageous to soak them for three or

lour hours previously in tepid water. A light vegetable soil,

composed of leaf mould or very old and thoroughly decomposed
manure, with a third of any good garden soil, will form a suit-

able mixture in which to sow the seeds. With a good bottom
lieat of 75° the seedlings will soon appear above ground, and,

as the roots descend deeply into the soil of the pot, the young
plants will be best potted-off separately as soon as they have
juade one pair of leaves in addition to the seed-lobes. In the

whole of their after-treatment a free, open, vegetable soil must
be used. If intended as a window ornament, as soon as the

small pots are filled with roots the plants should be shifted to

one at least .5 or 6 inches in diameter, if a fine specimen is

desired ; and an important point to be attended to is, that the

leading shoot must be pinched off when it is a few inches long

;

and this operation must be repeated as often as the laterals

threaten to outgrow their trellis, by which means a multitude

of side shoots will be produced, and the plants be restrained

within moderate bounds. All the varieties of alata produce

an abundance of flowers for two or three months in succession ;

and when covering, as they can easily be made to do, a wire

trellis :i feet iu diameter, more striking objects cannot well be
imagined.
To preserve the delicate green tint of the foliage, the plant

should be shaded from the direct rays of the sun during the

hottest part of the day ; and as the whole of the Thunbergia3

are extremely liable to the attacks of the minute insect popu-

larly termed the red spider, the plant should be frequently

sprinkled or syringed with water. During this operation the

pot should be turned on its side ; the soU will thus be preserved

from too much moisture, and the application of the water can

be more effectually carried out. If the plant is kept in a dry

hot atmosphere, and the precaution of syringing be neglected,

the leaves will speedily lose their rich green hue and assume

a pale spotted appearance, and upon a close examination the

little pests to which we have alluded will be found in vast

numbers upon all parts of the plant, chiefly, however, on the

under surface of the foliage.

Thunbergia alata alba.

When cultivated out-doors a shady situation aud rich light

soil must be chosen, as in a hot, dry, exposed locality they

will not succeed. They may be grown against a wall with a

suitable trellis, or allowed to trail ; but iu this case the ground

should be covered with a few small bushes, which the plants

will quickly conceal. A very pretty effect may be produced by

planting several specimens in a small bed, and training them

over a few willow rods bent across from side to side. In short,

in almost any situation partially shaded, and where proper

support can be given to their twining stems, the Thunbergias

will be found among the most ornamental of the summer
occupants of the flower garden.

The species of Thunbergia are not very numerous, but iti-

clude several splendid plants, nearly all of which are inhabi-

tants of the stove. The most remarkable are chrysops from

Sierra Leone, with the limb of the flower of a rich purple and

the throat of a golden yellow ; fragrans with white flowers

;

Harrisii and laurifolia with very large blue flowers ;
and Haw-

tayneana with scarlet flowers, all from various parts of the

East Indies. The plant formerly known as T. coocinea, also a

stove species, is now placed in the genus Hexacentris.—W.
Tno-iivsos, Ipsicich.—(English Flower Garden, liecised by the

Autlior.)

MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS' TRIAL FARM,
READING.

Travelling down the Great Western Railway the other day

I found that as we neared Heading there was a general rush to

the windows of the left side, and it turned out that the
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stampede was caused by the knowledge that the annuals on
Messrs. Suttons' seed farm were thi'U in full bloom ; and wheli,

in common with my fellow travellers, I looked on the sight pre-

sented to our view, I did not wonder at the movement, nor at

what I was told afterwards—that when Her Most Gracious Ma-
jesty was travelling on the same line the other day, she drew
up the blinds to gaze on it. As it presented itself to the view
one saw all the colours of the rainbow were there, and more
too—gorgeous yellows, glowing crimsons, brilliant scarlet, soft

pinks, dazzling oranges—yea, even deepest maroons and pure
whites were there, and as my destination was Beading, I

promised myself the pleasure of looking at them in detail. This
I did on the following morning, and found that most of this bril-

liant effect was occasioned by the annuals, which are many of

them so easily managed, but when grown, too often, alas!

sadly neglected. I spent then a couple of hours in the trial

grounds, and think that perhaps a few notes of what I saw may
be acceptable to the many re:iJers of the Journal to whom
Messrs. Sutton are so well known by name. Here let me say

that annuals do not receive even from those who profess to

grow them that care they ought to have. If, instead of sowing
them in patches, and then leaving them to take their chance,

they were thiuned-out so as to leave each plant separate, and
so give them a better chance of doing well, and if more care

were taken with the soil, better results would be achieved.

The utmost care is taken with those seeds whence supplies

are taken for their customers by the Messrs. Sutton, while

those grown for them by growers are severely tested in these

trial grounds. All "rogues," as false j)lants are called, are

carefully weeded-out, and only those perfectly true retained

for seed ; it is by this means that the correctness which is so

essential a part of such a business as that of Messrs. Sutton
can be obtained.

Amongst the most showy and useful of annuals are the

various varieties of Tom Thumb Tropa>olam, of which there

were here several distinct and beautiful kinds. Scarlet Tom
Thumb was most brilUant, and as all the plants were regular,

nothing could be more beautiful than this large piece. Then
there was the crimson, not so brilliant, but still very handsome,
the Rose Tom Thumb of a pleasing soft shade of colour.

Cserulea nana, which has a very faint soupron of what may
by euphony be called blue, as in Blue Bell Pelargonium,
but very misleading to those who expect to see anything de-

cided in it. King of Crimsons is another very fine variety,

with deep-coloured foliage and brilliant scarlet flowers, yellow-

spotted, very bright in colour.

Of the old favourite Sweet WilUam there was a very fine

patch of various shades of colour, and with large well-formed
flowers, reminding me of Hunt's strain of what he called

Auricula-eyed Sweet William. And who can describe the
glorious colours in the large piece of Poppies from deepest

purple, almost black, down through all the gradations of red,

rose, pink, and scarlet, to blush and then pure white ? Eutoca
viscida was very fine, its intense deep blue and its profusion of

bloom making it a very pleasing annual. I wonder that in large

places, where many a piece of ground suitable for hardly any-
thing else might be found. Poppies are not more grown. These
were past their prime, but still a large number remained in

bloom to bear witness to their excellence.

In Leptosiphons I particularly noticed in large quantity :

—

Eoseus, a very beautiful and dwarf species, which cannot fail

to be a general favourite; hybridus, which is very suitable for

rockwork (of various colours) ; and densiflorus, a fine lilac.

Amongst the showy Lupins there were Lupinus subcarnosus, a
beautiful ultramariue blue ; atrococcineus, brilliant scarlet and
white ; while lovely pieces of the minor Convolvulus, Bartouia
aurea, Amarauthus atro-purpureus with its dark handsome-
looking foliage afforded admirable contrasts of colour. Godetia
Whitneyi, one of the more recent introductions of Mr. Thomp-
son, of Ipswich, was there in large quantities, and exceedingly
beautiful it is. Of the Clarkias there were many varieties,

espeeiaUy of the integripetala section, such as alba and mar-
ginata, and they are a very great improvement on the older

pulchella. Collinsia bicolor was nearly over, but still good.
Erysinum arkansauum,a showy yeUow Ilower, a different shade
from the older Peroffskianum, was alwa}'s very good. Of the
many varieties of Candytuft the sweet-scented was, perhaps,
the most interesting ; while the beds of double-white Chrys-
anthemum were exceedingly good, although difficult to keep
true. But time and space would fail me were I to enumerate
all the various beauties that were here displayed. Enough
has, however, been said to show that it was a sight well worth

seeing, and gave abundant evidence of the care bestowed by
this firm in keeping their seeds select, and thus maintaining
the confidence of their customers.

—

Voyageu.

PEUNELLA OPTIMA.
Perhaps there is nothing more damaging to the reputatioQ

of a plant than giving it a higher character than it deserves.

Many years ago an instance of this kind occurred in the
case of Plumbago Larpentie, which was ushered in with a
flourish of trumpets, and great was the disappointment created

amongst the majority of its buyers—so great, indeed, that it is

questionable at the present day if there are as many plants

now in the hands of growers as were sent out from the nursery

that first held the stock, and yet the plant was after all not

without its merits. The fact was, it was extolled so much
that those who bought it, not finding it possessed of all the

recommendations it was reported to have, repudiated it be-

fore making themselves acquainted with its real merits.

Other instances might be named of a like kind ; but it is more
pleasing to turn to those of an opposite character, and such are

plentiful enough, in which a reaUy good plant has been sent,

out without any fuss or parade, and its real merits not faiily

recognised until a year or two afterwards. An instance of

this was Geranium Mrs. Pollock, which, if my memory is rights

was sent out with not half the floiu'ish which accompanied
many of its successors, and I am not certain but that this

variety holds as respectable a position now in most flower

gardens as any of its fashionable offspring.

My purpose is not to speak of Tricolor Geraniums, but of

hardy herbaceous plants, and if the good properties of Plum-
bago LarpentiE were unduly set forth, there is another plant

of more recent date that has been quietly making its way
without any such help. This is Prunella optima, a dwarf-
growing herbaceous plant of great beauty, which I think is

not sufficiently known to the admirers of such things. I am
not certain what country it hails from, but it is a credit to

wherever its early home has been. Akin to the Lamium, it is

of dwarfer habit than the best form of L. maculatum, or its

fashionable still-more-variegated offspring ; for this Prunella is

not more than 6 or 8 inches high, and as a plant very compact,
with upright flower stems, each supporting a globular head of

its curiously incurved flowers tinted in two or three colours

;

but, as a whole, furnishing a sort of combination of red and
violet, while the individual heads are large and so numerous
on a healthy plant as almost to conceal it. It is also perfectly

hardy, and I have not found it at all particular as to site. I

need hardly say that well-established plants flower much better

than newly-planted ones, but it will bear as rough treatment
as anything I know of, and still do well. Its habit being of a

somewhat spreading character

—

i.e., its shoots leaning towards
the ground and striking root as they touch it, propagation is

easy; at the same time it is not a rambler like some of the
Veronicas. On the contrary, it is as easily kept in a line as a
Primrose, and occupies no more space in width. It flowers in

Juue, therefore too late for spring bedding, but the admirer
of the herbaceous border, and those who like now and then to

vary their edgings of hardy plants, and may have in some
degree become tired of Viola cornuta, should try this plant. It

is not quite so tall, is widely different in colour, but is equally

interesting as an ornamental object, and if it does not continue

to furnish flowers so long, it is more interesting when it is

in flower, and when not so, it is one of the class never in.

deshabille.—J. Eobson.

THE "SETTING" OF GEAPES.
There was a period, almost within the recollection of middle-

aged men, before Californian or Australian gold was discovered,,

or cheap glass had become the order of the day, when Vines
were generally grown in houses glazed with diminutive panes
of glass, nearly one-half of the roof being formed of overlaps

and the other of timber ; and when also, apparently to increase

the quantity under limited accommodation, the young wood
was trained-in as closely together as that of the Morello Cherry
generally is now. The consequence was indifferently ripened

wood ; and when the flowering season came round the rods

showed abundance of long lanky semi-tendrjls, with a few
flowers here and there about then- extremities. This state of

matters required an amount of skill to " set " the Grapes
which was not always forthcoming.

The scene has now changed. Large, light, airy structures
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are the order of the day ; the improvement in the Vines grown
in them being nearly as great as that in the strnctures them-
selves. But notwithstanding all these advantageous circum-

stances, indifferently " set " Grapes are by no means uncom-
mon. How best to " set " Grapes is hence a subject which,

neither unfreqnently nor iinprolitably, occupies the pages of

horticultural periodicals, particularly at the season of the year

when the flowering period again comes round. Like many
other processes connected with the practice of horticulture,

there is much diversity of opinion amongst cultivators as to

how this " setting " can best be done.
All other conditions being favourable, it is essential, in order

to maintain and keep up to the highest possible point the health

of the Vine (particularly while it is forming its young wood,
which includes the period of its flowering), to grow it in a

moderately moist atmosphere, more or less water being applied

in proportion to the amount of artificial heat used, or the

strength of the sunshine. The fact that this is generally under-

stood and generally practised, has something to do with Grapes
not "setting" satisfactorily—the more so, when the weather is

doll and cloudy while the flowering period lasts ; because the

Vine, Uke most other exotic fruits, " sets" its flowers most
surely in a warm, somewhat dry atmosphere—not necessarily

•dry, however, the whole twenty-four hours, but only for a few

hours during the warmest part of the day, the period when im-
pregnation takes place. In bright sunny weather this dryness
is obtained, and at the proper time, by the necessary ventilation

reqaired to regulate the temperature, which allows the moist
atmosphere to pass gradually out, and to be replaced by a

more congenial, drier, and warmer air. When dull sunless

weather occurs at this period, special attention should be given

to keep the pipes sufficiently hot to allow of a temperature of

from 80' to 85' being kept up for a few hours each day, the

ventilators being at the same time opened sufliciently to allow

of a slow change of atmosphere, so as to carry out the extra

moisture with which it may be surcharged.
Grape-growers vary their treatment considerably at this stage

of growth. Some prefer a very dry atmosphere and very high
temperature, which doubtless is favourable for the " setting

"

process in, at least, some varieties, such as Muscats, Black
Morocco, Ac, but is unfavourable to the health of the Vine at

this critical period of its growth, while actively engaged de-

veloping its tender shoots and delicate foliage, causing the

growths to " come weak," and favouring the rapid increase of

injarioas insect enemies, which are almost sure to make their

appearance at a later period in large numbers—a standing

source of annoyance and injury during the remainder of the

season. Others prefer a moist atmosphere, and even recom-
mend continuing syringing during the flowering process, if the

weather proves fine and plenty of sunshine occurs, so as to ad-

mit of the atmosphere inside the houses getting dried for a few

hoars every day. This may be safe practice if the conditions

are as just explained ; bat if otherwise, it is unsafe, for unless

the pollen is quite dry, it will not readily act, and consequently
impregnation will became all but impossible.

The confined state in which Vines under glass are grown is

not (aronrable to the process of impregnation—the glass ex-

-cluding them to a large extent from the action of the wind,
which would otherwise largely aid in spreading the pollen, and
bringing it in contact with the stigma. I have long had in

use here an admirable but very simple form of trellis attached
only to the top and bottom of the vineries and Peach-houses,
<S:o., with the horizontal wires screwed tight, to which the

Vines, Peaches, Ac, are trained. A sharp blow with the hand
makes it vibrate Uke a fiddle- string, sending up from and sur-

rounding each bunch with clonds of pollen. This is certainly

a moeh better plan than touching the bunches with the hand,
as is generally done, saving much time, and, moreover, doing
the work more effectually.

As is well known to all engaged in the culture of tlie Vine,
there are some varieties which " set " under ordinary treat-

ment in the greatest abundance, such as the different varieties

of Hamburgh, Trebbiano, Black Prince, Ac. There are not a
few others which will not "set" freely, unless grown in a
high temperature, and assisted in the process of impregnation in

gome way—by dispersing either their own or the pollen of

other varieties amongst their flowers ; and when this is properly
attended to. I believe there are no varieties but what can be
Bnccessfally " set " in all weathers. Such at least has been my
own experience, with the single exception of the Muscat Ham-
burgh, which when started after the beginning of February
" sets" with ordinary attention as freely as most other varie-

ties, but when started a few weeks earlier appears to " set

"

equally well, aud will swell for a time till after the thinning of
the berries takes place, soon after which they begin to swell
irregularly, whole shoulders having more than half their berries
seedless and scarcely hair the usual size, wuile others in large
numbers do not grow much larger than Peas. I have observed
the same thing to a less extent with other varieties of
Muscats. Is this the result of partial but imperfect impregna-
tion, arising from the want of sunshine or light ? Certainly it

is not from the want of heat, or caused by a stagnant damp
atmosphere.

It it were possible, in general practice, to grow each variety
of Vino in a separate house, I believe the treatment of each,
in the hands of expert culturists, would be slightly different.

Some, such as the Muscats, Black Morocco, &e., would require
both root and branch temperatures higher. Others, such as
Hamburghs, Sweetwater, <tc., could be grown in comparatively
cool houses. Some would succeed best in strong loams, others
in lighter soUs, all requiring thorough drainage, and a liberal

allowance of water during the earlier stages of their growth.
The variety of treatment applicable to the different varieties
would be doubly important during the flowering period.

All this goes to show the difficulty of giving exact instruc-
tions as to treatment during the flowering process. In general,
I would recommend all the Muscats aud most of the shy-set-

ting varieties to have the temperature increased both by night
and d.ay; the night temperature to run from 75° to 72', being
highest during the early part of the night, falling a few degrees
towards morning, and rising daring dull weath r at least 10'

for a few hours in the warmest part of the day, always accom-
panying the rise of temperature with additional ventilation.

In bright suuuy weather, the thermometer, with plenty of air

on, may be safely allowed to rise from 90° to 95° ; never omit-
ting iu some way the dispersion of the pollen during the
hottest part of the day.

Free-setting varieties, such as the Hamburghs, set readily
with an average of 6° or 8° less heat than the Muscats, but all

Vines should have an additional heat, both by night and day,
while iu flower.—A. Fuwlee, Castle Kennedij (in Florist).

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 5.

WESTONBIET.
Westonbiet is a scantily-peopled parish on the Ijorders of

Gloucestershire aud Wiltshire, and so difficult of access by rail

that it can scarcely be a matter of surprise that no notice, so
far as we are aware, has hitherto appeared of the magnificent
mansion, not yet completed, and the ample and well-appointed
gardens of R. S. Holford, Esq., who is the lord of the soil

here and for miles around. It may be useful to mention that
the nearest Great Western station is Tetbury Road, fuUy ten
miles distant, but travellers from the north may take the Mid-
land line to NaQsworth, which, by a cross-country road, is a
little nearer. In the latter case they will be rewarded by some
beautiful views near Nailsworth, which lies nestled between
two hills, with the river at the bottom, and for the last five

miles they will pass half a dozen houses, and at midday in

midsummer meet half that number of people. But Weston-
birt, however reached, is a place well worth seeing. Every-
one about town knows what a splendid m^nsion Mr. Holford
has iu Dorchester House, Park Lane, and that which he is

now completing at Westonbirt, aud of which on the next page
there is a view*, is on an eipially grand scale. No regard has
been paid to cost ; everything is of the most solid character

and of the best workmanship. The rooms are of noble pro-

portions and very lofty, of a dignity corresponding to that of

the mansion, which it should have previously been stated is

of Bath stone, and the whole is rendered fire-proof by turning

arches over every ceiling—a matter of great importance in a

country house situated as this is far from water. Indeed, tho

absence of anything like a river or lake within view of tho

house is a matter of regret, and the more so, as much of tho

surrounding land was formerly farm ground, and consequently

those ancestral trees which no money can purchase do not

exist: hence there is a certain flatness in the park, though
time and judicious planting would remedy this. Forming a por-

tion of the mansion is a spacious conservatory, which will cover

an area of more than 21100 square feet, but which is only iu

course of erection, and this is connected with the dwelUng-
rooms by a long glazed corridor, planted with Camellias on

* From a photograph by Meears. Duttou, Henrietta Villas, Bath,
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the back wall and climbers on the roof, and at present chiefly

filled with fine-foliaged plants.

To the south-east of the mansion, in front of a terrace wall

with stone pillars and brick recesses, and having handsome
pavilions at each end, is the flower garden, of which the plan of

one sunk panel is given on the opposite page, the other half,

of course, corresponding. All the beds are surrounded by a

broad stone edging, and when their summer occupants are in

full bloom make a very effective display. The planting this

year is as follows :

—

10. Glowworm Creranium.
11. Lord Derby Geranium.
12. Lord Palmersfon Geranium.
13. White Ivj-leaf Oerauium.
11. Viola corDuta and Cloth of Gold

Geranium.
15. Yellow (Euothera.
16. Blue Lobelia and Gazania.
17. Blue Lobelia,

l.s. Scarlet Ivy-leaf Geranium.
19. Dwarf Blue Ageratum.

The other half is planted to correspond, although the va-

rieties used are in some cases different, and the long beds with

rounded ends have an elaborate chain pattern along the centre,

then come Calceolarias, pink Geraniums, blue Lobelias, and
Cerastium tomentosum.
There is, besides, on the south side, a second terrace with

1. Vase, surrounded with Le Grand
Geranium.

2. Manglesii Geranium.
3. Purple Unique Pelargonium.
4. Mauglesii Geranium.
5. Manglesii Geranium intermixed

with Verbena veuosa.
6. Scarlet Tropteolum.
7. Yellow Calceolarias.

8. Mrs. Holford Verbena.
9. Trentham Rose Geranium.

another flower garden surrounding a handsome fountain facing

the centre of the upper terrace ; and a Rose-covered walk with
a rockery on each side leads westward. We now again ap-

proach the mansion, in front of which on this, the south, side

is a smooth-shaven lawn with single specimens of trees and.

shrubs dotted here and there in the foreground, clumps o£

these at a greater distance, and farther off some old Elms. A
specimen of the Japanese Acer polymorphum was particularly

effective by its crimson foliage, though of course only of shrub-

like size ; we also noticed here and on the west side good
specimens of Araucaria imbricata, Picea Pinsapo, Abies Nord-
manniana, and a large Wellingtonia. Some rockwork, exe-

cuted by Mr. Pulham, of Broxbourne, next claims attention.

We have before had occasion to notice in connection with
Battersea Park how well he executes this sort of work, which
it must be confessed is one of the most difficult things to

manage well in landscape gardening. Where rocks naturally

exist the utilisation of them for ornamental purposes can gene-

rally be effected with ease and without much expense—where
nature does much art is the less required—but the artificial

arrangement of rocks in places where they do not naturally

occur is more frequently bungled than anything we know. The
biggest mountain that man can make is but a molehill to the

great upheavals of nature, nor would it be desirable, even if

we could attain it, to form any approach to a natural hUl in

WbSlo.NillltT.

our gardens ; but, on the other hand, more modest efforts

are apt to result in miniature caves that no one can go into,

masses of stones that a man and a barrow could take away in
a few hours, and for which there is no raison d'etre in a cul-

tivated place. Mr. Pulham in this instance has made the
rockwork so that it might be supposed to be the remains of

the quarry from which the stones had been taken to build the
house, and an excellent resemblance to a disused quarry the
place bears. " Made to puzzle the geologists of a future age,"
Mr. Lucas, Mr. Holford's gardener, suggested ; but geologists
are a hard-headed as well as hard-handed race, and are not so
easily taken in. The rockwork has not been long completed,
and accordingly it has yet a raw and unclothed appearance,
but it has a natural look, and when its newness shall have been
mellowed by the hand of time, it will no doubt form a pleasing
feature.

The extent of glass at Westonbirt is very large ; one com-
partment of the garden being reserved for the plant structures,
while the Peach houses and pits are placed elsewhere. Against
the south-aspect wall of this compartment are an Azalea house,
40 feet by 1.5, and four vineries, together amounting to ITiO feet

run, in which were excellent crops of Black Hamburgh, Mus-

cat of Alexandria, and other standard kinds. A portion c-f

the outside border is covered with glass, and can be usefully
employed for temporary purposes. In front of the vineries

are nine ranges of span-roofed houses running north and
south, varying from 15 to 21 feet wide, which are exclusively
devoted to plant-growing, and more effectively arranged houses
we have never entered. The specimens were not large, but
they were well grown, clean, and in robust health, and we
must repeat their arrangement deserved the highest commend-
ation. The whole of these houses are heated by one of Gum-
ming & Edmonds's tubular boilers, to which is attached
7000 feet of pipe, but there is a spare boiler which is worked
month about with the other, and Mr. Lucas informs us that
the temperature of the water in the flow pipe in the coldest
night does not exceed l-J.?', so that he avoids that parching
atmosphere and those troublesome insect attacks which an
insufficient amount of piping and a highly-heated radiating
surface are sure to entail. By means of sixty-seven valves the
heat is so thoroughly under command that the coolest house
can be rendered the hottest, or the reverse, as circumstances
may require. Added to this the glass, woodwork, and other
fittings are of the best and most enduring character, and there
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is a thorough command of ventilation, in most cases by sashes

moved by a ratchet and cog. The central and largest house
in this block of nine is a Camellia house, 21 feet wide and
100 feet long, with a domed centre, underneath which the

walk branches right and left, but followed in a straight line

leads to the flower garden. Being thus an artery of commu-
nication it is more ornamental in its construction than the

houses on each side of it, and has ornamental plate-glass

doors, deluding the eye by reflections of its contents. The
first house from the east side is filled in one division with

Begonias, Ferns, Crotons, Caladiums, and other fine-foliaged

plants, and the second division is an Orchid house, in which
Cattleyas predominate. The next range, also in two divisions,

is an East Intlian Orchid and Brazilian house, with ample

provision for heating, and containing a tank capable of holding
five thousand gallons of water. In this is an excellent collection

of fine Vandas, of which Batecianni was in flower, Catanthe,
Saccolabium, &c., together with beautiful plants of Adiantnm
farleyense and some other Ferns and fine-foliaged plant.s. In
the second division was a choice collection of Dendrobiums
and Oncidiums, with many other genera. The next range is

a propagating house, also used as a refuge and hospital ; and
the fourth a stove, admirably set out with Crotons, Ferns,
Dracfenas, and miscellaneous fine-foliaged plants. This con-

tains a two-thousaud-gaUons tank. At right angles to the
last two and the Camellia house, which forms the centre of

the block of glass, is a long fernery with another large tank
containing many hundreds of gallons, with Passifloras, Clero-

T E R RACE
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PLAN OF FLOWER GABDEN AT WE8TONBIBT.

dendrons, Stephanotis, and other climbers on the roof, and
further on Tbyrsacanthus rutilans and I'oinsettias make it

aglow with brilliant colours. Another cross house, to the left,

is at present filled with Fuchsias, Coleus, and the like, and in

winter is kept gay with Hyacinths and other bulbs. The re-

maining four houses are respectively used for double Geraniums
for cut flowers ; for specimen .\zaleas ; for Epacrises, Tree
Carnations, and Primulas ; and for Poinsettias, which are

planged in the bed, but at present for fine-foliaged Begonias.
It is really a relief to have thus got over even this brief sketch

of the contents of a block of houses so extensive that to have
entered into details respecting them wonld have occupied a

great amount of space, and tired the reader, for Mr. Lucas
does not leave things half done. His houses are amply, nay
profusely furnished; his plants, ihough not remarkable for

size, are evidently such that he could make them so if he
desired, and then they are in multitudes. But he had not

done with us, for ho next introduced us into a Palm house,
.50 feet long by 20 wide, in which were a lot of Livistonas,

large tree Ferns, and a vast uumber of Gloxinias dried off

;

then into a north-aspect house where there were something
like a thousand Amaryllises, a class of flowers which he makes
a speciality, growing thorn most successfully, and having raised,

in addition, many fine varieties.
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Passing OTer an iron house, empty at tbe time of our visit,

ancl some ranges of pits, a cool Orchid house, and a bulb house,

the early forcing houses were the last to claim attention. In

two of these pot Vines are grown with great success, and in

one we noticed a lot of that brilhant decorative plant for

rooms—especially when seen by artificial light—Poinsettia

puloherrima. Of these large numbers are grown, but the

finest are the old plants cut back rather closely, which attain

a height of fi feet, producing bracts large in proportion. The
eoil which Mr. Lucas uses is peat, leaf mould, and loam, and
lie furnishes in addition occasional supphes of manure water.

The kitchen garden is not on a scale commensurate with the

plant-growing department, for what are technically called

" rough vegetables " are not in great demand. It amounts to

about four acres, and including the forcing garden its ex-

tent must be considerably more. To Strawberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, and Raspberries, four extensive quarters are de-

voted; all the ordinary vegetables are also grown, and for the

-extent of ground they occupied were yielding well. Here, again,

we have more glass—a range of Peach houses, in three divisions,

130 feet long. Here the trees are fruited on spurs instead of

on the succession-shoot system, and very successfully. They
are remarkable for their size and vigour, and Koyal George
Peach and Elruge Nectarine were bearing liO fruit of high

quality on a tree. In the late house there was a splendid

crop of Koyal George and Grosse Miguoune Peaches, and
Violette Hative Mectarine. At the back of this range are an
Apple room and a Pear room, each .50 feet long, and a seed

room as well, all of which can be heated when desired, and in

front two long ranges of hot-water pits for Melons, Cucum-
bers, vegetable forcing, and Violet forcing, which last flower is

in great demand and extensively grown. The Pear trees on
the walls, horizontally trained, are in excellent condition ; one

tree of Gansel's Bergamot on a south-west wall, as well furnished

with branches at bottom as at top, covered a length of 45 feet.

Plums were a failure on east walls, but there was a capital

crop of Green Gages on the south aspect, and of other kinds

on the west aspects.

Altogether Westoubirt is a remarkable place, and most worthy
of a visit by those who wish to see plant-growing weU and
extensively carried out, who wish to see substantially erected

and compactly-arranged structures adapted for all sorts of pur-

poses, and who wish to see a flower garden such as few mansions
can boast of, it having cost, we believe, something like £10,000.

To Mr. Lucas in a great measure belongs the credit of having
devised and carried out the erection of the world of glass

which is here found, and the arrangements connected there-

with ; and in him the visitor wEl find an able, wiUing, and
instructive guide.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Potato Disease has broken out with great virulence in

some parts of Sussex. In the parish of Heathfield whole
patches were destroyed three weeks ago, and now it has be-

come more general. It cannot be said in this instance that

electricity and electric storms have contributed towards the

development of the disease, as there have been no severe thun-
derstorms in the district this season.

Mr. D. Robebts, gardener, Aigburth Hall, Liverpobl,

writes—From a standard Peach tree, planted in the front

border of Peach house here, I gathered on the 15th inst. a

dish of eight Royal George Peaches of the following weights

:

two weighed 9i ozs., two 9 ozs., and four 8J ozs., making the
total of 71 ozs., or very nearly the average of 9 ozs. each. I

considered them very fine for Royal George, and thought the

weight of them would interest those who advocate the orchard-

house cultivation of the Peach.

On the subject of Disinfectants, which at this season
is a matter requiring some attention, Dr. Domett Stone,
physician to the Westminster General Dispensary, writes :

—

Most chemists give the preference to chlorine, which may be
evolved by mixing in a bottle two tablespoonfuls of common
salt, two teaspoonfols of red lead, and half a wineglassful of

strong oil of vitriol, in a quart of water. The bottle should be
kept cool, tightly stopped, and in a dark place ; a little of this

fluid exposed in a saucer, sprinkled on the floor, or soaked in

sheets of old linen and hung about the rooms, rapidly deo-
dorises and destroys effluvia. An article bearing the name of
" chlorozone," and professing to be a fluid of greater potency
both as a deodoriser and as a disinfectant than any other at

present in general use, has been brought before the pubUc. In

writing on this agent in the " Half-yearly Abstract of the

Medical Sciences," vol. 52, I have stated that it is essentially

a permanganate so combined with chlorine, or chlorinated

alkali, that nascent oxygen and chlorine are simultaneously

available. The fluid is already in use in several hospitals, and

in no case has any fault been found with its effects. It is

claimed for this invention that it is the cheapest disinfectant

in the market. At a time when cholera is likely to make its

appearance in this country, it cannot, I think, be too forcibly

impressed that the neglect of preventing disease frequently

costs far more than the means themselves.

We are requested to state that the " SociCte d'Horti-

CULTURE DES ArRONDISSEMENTS DE MeLDN ET FoNT.AINEELEAU "

will hold then- twenty-third General Horticultural Exhibition

on the liSth, 14th, and loth September, at Brie Comte-Eobert.

Eoses will be a special feature of the Exhibition, in order to

bring out their really perpetual or " remontant " habits. The
show, we beUeve, wiU be of an extensive character.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

After the first shower of rain earth-up Brussels Sprouts,

Savoys, Broccoli, and whatever requires it. Keep the ground
free from weeds. Remove the crops that are done with, and
prepare it for winter crops. Any Broccolis that are now planted

out should have theirjroots dipped in soot, earth, and water, and
immediately after planting should be again watered. The Cape
and Grange's ;intended for use in the autumn should also be

watered. The principal sowing of Cahbagefov spring use should

now be made, it not already done. A few of the Horn Carrot may
be sown to stand the winter, but another sowing should also be
made towards the end of August. Abundance of water should

be given to the Celery newly planted, also to the earliest crop,

which, if wanted early, should be earthed-up. Continue to plant

out, observing to take up the plants with as much soil about

their roots as possible. Make a sowing of Cos and Cabbage
Lettuce for late use. A few Onions may now be sown to draw
young for winter use, or to stand the winter for transplanting

in the spring. As ground becomes vacant another sowing of

Turnips may be made ; if the weather continue dry, water the

ground after the seed is sown, and cover with mats.

fruit g.arden.

As soon as the fruit begins to change colour keep a sharp

look-out for snails and woodlice. To keep the first in check

where they are numerous, syringe repeatedly with clear lime

water, not doiug it too late, otherwise a thiu pelUcle of chalk

would be formed, and spoil the look of the fruit. Lettuce

leaves, &c., may be strewed about the walls after being greased

on one side, and examined every morning. The syringing will.

also discompose the woodlice, as they do not like wet, and cut

stalks of beans may be inserted between the branches of the

trees as traps ; but the great remedy is to keep the walls in

good order, so as to give no place for concealment. The very

hot days are just the deUght of the red spider, and if he once
establishes his colonies on the under side of the leaves of Peach
trees, he will rest secure for a time amid aU the batterings from
your garden engine. Put plenty of sulphur in the engine, pre-

viously made into a paste, so that it may mix equally with the

water ; or, what is better, daub the open spaces of your wall

with it, and then the more intense the heat the stronger the

fumes of the sulphur will be. Vines, Peaches, and other fruit

trees on walls should be divested of their lateral shoots, and
those that are left for bearing nest year should be neatly

nailed-in.
flower gabden.

Decayed blooms should be removed from Roses, for if allowed

to hang they have an unsightly appearance, and tend to en-

courage mildew. Eoses, if in masses or beds, should be bo

arranged that their colours may be as much contrasted as

possible. Where this has not been hitherto attended to, the

present arrangement should be carefully examined while the
plants are iu flower, and any alterations noted that may be con-
sidered necessary to render the effect more satisfactory next
season. This will greatly facilitate the task of making alter-

ations at the proper season. Proceed with the propagation of

favourite sorts, either by means of budding or cuttings. Many
prefer having Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, Cliinas, and Bourbons
on their own roots. Short-jointed cuttings taken off now,
therefore, will root freely if properly made and attended to

uu'ler a hand-glass, provided the situation is somewhat warm
and shaded. The readiest way of propagating them, however,
ia by means of cuttings taken off plants grown under glass

for flowering in spring. In some neighbourhoods black fly

ia becoming troublesome on Dahhas and Asters. Where
such is the case tobacco water and soapsuds may be used
with advantage. The strength of the mixture should be
tested by dipping some of the shoots worst affected into it, and
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using it sufficiently strong to kill the insects, but not so much
so as to injure the leaves. It should be applied in the evening

when there is a prospect of a bright night, using a fine syringe

or fiue-rosed watering-pot, and giving enough to moisten the

whole of the foliage. Where the stock is growing vigorously

pegging and training will involve considerable attention, und it

will be necessary to inspect the beds frequently, removing
decayed flowers and cutting-back such of the shoots as may
incline to encroach upon the edging of the beds. Keep herb-

aceous plants neatly tied-up, and cut off the flower stems of any
that are becoming unsightly. Keep the gravel walks smooth by
weeding, sweeping, and rolling.

GKBENHOUSE .\NP CONSERVATORY.
Now when most kinds of hardwooded greenhouse plants are

oat of doors, pEunting and other repairs for the houses should
be done. As has been already stated, it is now time to provide

and encourage an assortment of ilowers adapted for blooniing

late in the autumn and early in wint-er. Camellias if forced into

wood will be tolerably forward. They should be kept out of

doors in a good place on cool flags or coal ashes to prevent
worms from deranging the dndnage. Chrysanthemums should
now or very soon receive their last shift, if possible, using chiefly

good fibrous loam for the purpose with plenty of charcoal. This
is the best way to keep them stiff in habit and to preserve their

lower leaves. Any necessary amount of strength may be im-
parted to them when the flower buds ai-e formed by good liquid

manure. Successions of Brugmansias, Clerodendrons, Euphor-
bias, Poinsettias, etc., should receive a last shift, in order that
they may produce a rich display in the conservatory. Climbers
on ornamental trellises should be occasionally cut back with the
view of having a succession late in the season when flowers are
scarce. A batch of such plants as Thunbergias, Ipomo^as, Jas-
mines, Stephanotis, Passifloras, &c., should be got up orna-
mental trellises without delay. Clematis bicolor and C. azurea
grandirtora force well early in spring, provided they are rested
behind a shady wall for a month or two about this season.
These latter plants, although perfectly hardy, are well adapted
for the couseirvatory trellis.

STOVE.
About the beginning of August some of the best gardeners

treat their established stove plants somewhat like those of the
greenhouse for five or six weeks. They either remove the
plants to more open houses, or throw their stoves open on pur-
pose, removing dwarf, tender, and young delicate plants into
close frames. Whatever conveniences of this sort may be at
band should be made the most of at this time. Nothing can be
more injurious to stove plants than keeping them growing late

in the season, and thus preventing the ripening of their wood,
which renders them more hable to injury in winter, and pre-
vents their flowering freely next season.

PITS AND FKAMES.
The lights should now be drawn off at night where the plants

are of the hardier kinds. Stout cuttings of Plumbago eapensis
struck now will force next spring for the conservatory, and may
be afterwards planted out in beds in the flower garden, for
which they are admirably suited. Propagate largely from those
half-hardy plants which cannot be quickly struck in the spring,
or that cannot be hud of suflicient size to turn into the borders
at that time. Sow Mignonette and a few showy annuals for

decorating the plant houses during the autumn and winter.

—

W. Kje.vne.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
Since writing last week we have had some very hot days ; on

two or three occasions the maximum temperature in the shade
rising to 90^. This on our hot gravelly soil has been very trying
to vegetation, but it has demonstrated to us the high value of

deeply working the soil in winter ; especially in the case of such
plants as are not considered deep-rooting. The ground for our
HolUjhocke is trenched 2 feet deep, a good layer of rich manure
is placed at the bottom of the trench, a spit and a shovelling of

earth are thrown over the manure, another similar coat of

manure is jiiaced on it, and then another spit and shovelling.
On this plot of ground the Hollyhocks have thrown-up immense
spikes as thick as a man's arm, and are flowering grandly. Not
a drop of water has been artificially applied to them. We also
planted another lot of similar plants on ground which had not
been trenched last winter (although it had been trenched and
heavily manured two or three winters previously), and the
l)l:i:i;i now present a miserable ayipearanoe ; the largest pro-
porii^m have not thrown-up any spikes, and those that have are
VL-ry weak. Liberal applications of manure water would have
had the desired effect, out daring the press of work in summer
we cannot find time to do this. The same with the bedding
plants ; for many weeks the beds have been quite full, and are
in profuse bloom. Nor do we ever water them, always depend-
ing ou oar deep trenching and manuring ; be it also understood

that this system of culture applies more especially to dry
gravelly soils in dry districts. Our average raiufall is about
'11 inches.

FKUIT .AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Here the same remark will apply as to trenching. We seldom
get a crop of green Peas at this time of the year from the ground
that has not been trenched. The plants show signs of distress,

and the leaves turn yellow before the flowers open. In this

department much time has been taken up in gathering the fruit

for preserving purposes, and in looking over crops and picking-

out any weeds that the hoe has missed ; in such hot forwarding

weather as we are now experiencing they soon run to seed.

We picked a good dish of Strawberries last Saturday ; the

variety was Frogmore Late Pine. This and Cockscomb have
been our best late sorts in the present year. With such a.

Strawberry as Frogmore Late Pine we wonder that anybody

can recommend the Elton. Of Cockscomb we had many fruit

weighing 2 ozs. each, and none of them were thinned out, nor

were the plants watered. We are cutting away the runners

that have been rooted into small pots for planting out, and also

for pot culture. We shall cut all the old plants up at once, and
devote the ground to some other purpose. We read Mr. Wright's

paper on the Strawberry and our experience is somewhat
different from his. Vicomtesse Hc'ricart do Tlrary has been

disappointing to us ; it was not so early as Black Prince, but

come in with Keens' Seedling. Late Prince of Wales we shall

not grow again ; it bears freely enough, but the fruit is of in-

ferior quality, and ouly medium-sized.

The pickling Onions have just been pulled up and laid out to

dry. A variety named the Two-bladed is grown for this pui-

pose ; we do not know a better sort. It is of very little use

planting out any green crops during this weather, but we get

the ground ready for doing so.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.

We have the winter Ouctmibers ready for planting oxit, but we
have not been able to do it yet. It is always best to have such

work done as soon as the plants are ready, but when it is not con-

venient to do so the plants should be shifted into larger-sized pots

before they become pot-bound. We have one house which con-

tinues to bear very freely. The only insect pests that have been

a trouble to us this year have been red spider ; syringing the

house twice daily has kept it in check. Thrips, when once

firmly established, is not easily got rid of, but persistent fumi-

gation will ultimately overcome even this enemy. I think we
fumigated one house at least six times before we thoroughly

destroyed this pest.

Shading the houses becomes expensive ; no material that has

been yet tried lasts more than two years, so that it was dis-

pensed with in the Pine houses this year. The plants look very

well, but where fruit is ripe or ripening we place a sheet of

paper lightly over it to prevent the sun from scorching it ; if it

do so the fruit will decay at once.

In the late vinery some of the bei'ries on the Lady Downe's
Grapes have become scalded thi-ough the house being inadver-

tently shut up too early one hot afternoon ; it was not shut up
entirely, but the lights were drawn up too closely. We have

watched this Grape narrowly, and can freely say that the berries

will not scald if due precaution be taken. The ventilation

must not even be reduced uuless the house falls to 6.5" or 70" in

the evening. Lateral shoots had made some growth, and had
to be pinched-off ; even in the early houses wo do not allow any
laterals to grow after the Grajjes aie cut.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT HOUSES.

The Camellias have now set their buds, and we have just

repotted them. The pots are very carefully crocked, and the

potting material is the most fibrous turfy loam that can be ob-

tained, with turly peat added to it. We did not disturb the

roots very much, especially where the tender white rootlets

had clustered thickly round the outsides of the balls. lu
cases where the roots were not in good condition the soil was
picked away w-ith a pointed stick, and the plant returned into a,

pot of the same size. The plants were placed in a house where
they could be syi-inged daily, and the house shut up at B p.m.

Chri/saniliL-mums have been again dipped to destroy fly,

which' continues to infest the points of the growing shoots;

where it is not convenient to dip tbem they are dusted with dry

snuff. The growing shoots on specimen plants have been

trained down and tied to sticks ; care must be taken in doing-

this, as the shoots are very liable to snap off at the joints, which
spoils the symmetry of the plants.

FLOWER GARDEN.

The bedding plants have not required much attention, and as

to the lawn, it is very brown imleed ; it shows the nature of

the soil ; in deep clayey loam the grass would still bo quite

green. It will at least require no more cutting until rain

come. Hollyhocks, wliicli had previously been fastened to the

sticks, have to be looked over every third day to prevent the

spikes from being injured.—J. Douglas.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,' We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solelij to

The Editors of tlw Journal of Horticulture, ifc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Grvpes Mildewed (Julia').—Joxir LiSy Downe's Grapes are attacked by
the mildew

;
lose no time ia dirstius the whole of the Vines affected with

flowers of sulphur before the disease spreads to the other varieties.

BosE-BDDS DaoppiNO (J. .S.).—Heine du Portusal and some others of the
same class of Rose do not seem to have the power of developing their buds

;

the petals are too crowded, and there is not sufticient vigour to bring them to
maturity, especially on standards. Occasioualiy by judicious treatment and
thiuuing the buds, with favourable weather, good blooms may be obtained,
bat, generally speaiting, it is better to change for free-flowerers and free-
openers. When there are one hundred or more better sorts it is not of much
use to persevere with a bad one.

Name op Rose—Striking Cotti.vos (J. R. B-irton, CraniinH).—We tbiuk
it IS Louis XtV., but the specimen was too far gone to decide. It might be
Le Rhone, though darker than it usually is. For treatment of Roses from
cuttings. Bee answers pp. 50 and 51, to " Rose " and " .^htdrcs."

Statoes is GiRDBMS |.?iiitii!/).—We have often remarked the grotesque
effect produced by stains upon light-coloured statuary in the open air, such
as you complain of. These effects may already be noticed on the fine marble
figures of the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park. The fact is, our moist climate
IS unfavourable to the erection of light-coloured statuary in grounds, and we
always think that an imitation of bronze would be much more suitable than
either white or stone colour.

Moving Plants (J. F.I.—Hedysarum gyrans is a native of Bengal near
the Gauges, and is called there Buram Ohadali, or Burram Chandali. This
is a wonderful plant, Linnreus observes, on account of its voluntary motion,
which is not occasioned by any touch, irritation, or movemsut in the air. as
in Mimosa, Oxalis. aud Dionsa ; nor is it so evanescent as in ."imorpha. No
sooner had the plants raised from seed acquired their ternate leaves, than
they began to be in motion this way and that ; this movement did not cease
during the whole course of their vegetation, nor were they observant of any
time, order, or direction

; one leaflet frequently revolved, whilst the other oil
the same petiole was quiescent ; sometimes a few leaflets only were in motion,
then almost all of them would be in movement at once: the whole plant was
very seldom agitated, and that only during the first year. It continued to
move in the stove during the second year of its growth, and was not at rest
even in winter. (Supp. Linn.) Swartz observes that the motion is irregular,
and that it sometimes ceases entirely; that in a very hot day it is immove-
able, being agitated only in ihe evening, aud that slowly. In our climate, the
leaves, in general, only make a faint and feeble attempt towards the middle
ol the day at eierting their extraordinary faculty. This motion does not
depend upon any external cause that we can trace, aud we are not able to
excite it by any art that we possess. It is not the action of the sun's rays,
for this plant is fond of shade, and the leaves revolve well on rainy days, and
during the night

: exposed to too much wind or sun, it is quiet. Perhaps,
says Linnseus, there may be some part in vegetables, as in animals, where the
cause of motion resides.

Unhealthy Vines (E. i?.).—The Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweet-
water Grape Vines that were planted two years ago in an outside b irder of a
hothouse, producing a crop o( fruit the first year, but failing since then to
make much growth, or to produce auy fruit, are evidently in their present
lamentable condition through mismanagement. By taking a crop of fruit
the first year you have so weakened the constitution of the Vines that con-
siderable time and great care will be required to bring them into the healthy
condition in which you first of all received them from the nursery. Whoever
advised you to take up the Vines aud pot them, as a curative, knows nothing
of Vine-culture, If the soil of the border is, as we suspect, of a rich, close,
adhesive texture, replace it immediately with turf sods chopped roughly into
large pieces, or with any sweet loamy soil of an open texture, liftin- the
roots clean out of the soil, and shading the Vines with matting or by white-
washing the glass, syringing the stem and branches plentifully with water
during the operation, aud as often afterwards as appears necessary. The
foliage may droop for a few days, but it will soon recover. Spread each root
out to its full length in the fresh soil, pruning off all decayed parts. See
that they do not want water—pure water, not liquid manure. Avoid deep
planting; 6 inches of soil over the roots is ample. Do not be discouraged
if no great advance is perceptible this season ; the most pressing and imme-
diate want is a healthy root-action ; secure this and all will be well. In
autumn, when the leaves are fallen, cut the Vines back to the bottom of the
rafter, and every shoot that appears next year should be en iouraged to ramble
as far as possible. Avoid ail stopping or pinching of the growth. If the
shoots grow to the top of the house and down the back wall, becoming a
perfect thicket, as is very likely, so much the better. If all his gone welU in
the autumn of 1874 yim will have a fine sturdy lot of canes to select from.
Prune all away but the permanent cane, and shorten it in proportion to its
strength; then in the following years you may reasonably expect a regular
supply of fruit. Do not, however, be tempted to overcrop; only let the con-
dition and general appearance of the Vines be your guide, and you can hardly

I to obtain the success which we wish you.
Carrots Destroyed ry Wireworm (f.!.-m).—As the Carrots are pro-

bably worthless, take them up now, destroying every wireworm that is found
upon the Carrots and in the soil. As winter approaches throw up the soil
oughly in ridges, and during a severe frost again stir aud turn it up deeply,
o as to expose as much of it as is possible to the action of the frost, which

will destroy the wireworm.

Turf Growing over the Roots of SHRnB.s (E. 2!.).—It is adrisable
to keep a circle about 3 feet in diameter around the stems of newly-plauted
shrubs unturfed for two years after planting, to facilitate watering, but after
that time the turf may be continued close up to the stems.
Arr.inoeiient of a Spring Garden (C. D.).—ThB general arrangement

is very good. The only beds we object to are 1, 1, in which there are too
many colours to be effective in such small beds. Discard the Crocus and Ivy,
filling the centre with Clematis montana, and replacing the Ivy with a broad
edging of Viola cornuta. For an edging of green-foUaged Ivy to be effective,
the beds should be on gravel.

Growing Cijcombers in a House Heated by a Flue (IT. B.).— Vfe
fancy that your proposed plan will answer. We would place a double layer of
bricks over that part of the flue underneath the beds, otherwise there wiU
be danger of too mach bottom heat. The evaporating troughs will be neces-
sary over the flues, and you will require to maintain a night temperature of
from 60^ to 65-.

Vine Leaf Diseased (H.).—The affection on the back of the leaf is
probably caused by a current of air in the house. We have frequently seen it
in our own houses to a limited extent. It is not, as far as we are aware, in-
jurious. It is quite different from the warty excrescences formed on the under
sides of the leaves from the atmosphere being over-moist.

Rose-leaves E.iten-out at the Edges IB. L. r.).—Tours is a beauti-
fully perfect example of the operations of the Leaf-cutter Bee (Apis or Mca-
chile centuncularis), which we figured and thus described in the ttrst volume
of our new series:—"Every cultivator of theRo.se must have noticed semi-
circular cuts (.71, made in the edge of its leavjs with as much accuracy as if
done by a mathematical instrument. These segmental are the work of the
Leaf-cutter Bee (/i), and made by its mandibles. The process which one
of theje bees employs in cutting the pieces of leaf that compose her
nest 13 worthy of attention. Nothing can be more expeditious. With her
strong mandibles she cuts without intermission in a cun-ed line so as to

Megachile centuncularis.

detach a triangular portion. When this hangs by the last fibre, lo^t its

weight should carry her to the ground, she balances her little wings for flight,
and the very moment it parts from the leaf flies off with it in triumph ; the
detached portion remaining bent between her legs in a direction perpendicular
to her body. This bee lives alone, belonging to the group of solitaries. The
body is about half an inch long. The female, which is the loaf-ctitter, is

black, covered with ashv-coloured hairs; jaws or mandibles large, terminating
in four teeth; antennae black, rather longer than the heal; wings slightly
transparent, dark tipped, veins black ; legs hairy, spurs dull red. pollen-brushes
of hind legs golden ; abdomen heart-shaped. The male's body thickly-covered
with yellow hair; antennae longer than head ; jaws two-toothed; dense yellow
beard between the autenniB ; fore thighs dirty yellow at the outward tip ;

abdomen rather oval, extremity infleied, obsoletely toothed."

CocnjiBERS Diseased (IF. D.).—The leaf you sent us shows that the
plants have had but little air, and are not vigorous. Give them more air,

maidtainiog a temperature of 65^ to 70- at night and 75- by day, and 85' to
no- with sun and abundance of air. Slight shade from bright sun is bene-
ficial, but excepting during the last few days has not been needed. In other
respects we think your treatment right, only stiff loam is not ho good for
Cucumbers as that of a medium texture inclining to be light rather than
heavy. The shoots should be trained 16 inches from the glass, and in no
case touching it. The leaves show evidence of the disease.
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M5L0S3 Diseased f J. S.).—The leaves yoa hare sant n? are dmi^el by
some ia^ect, not woollice njr wireworms. though the latter miy have dona
mischief to the roots, which aloaa would be 8uffi;ieQt to aiuMUut for the
plants growing so badly. The only remaiy would ba to replace the plants
andsjil with fra^h. Eu^'o^a injaaj i^ a ^'rait dipth for s )il ; we never
have more than a foot. We re:^ret not beiu? able to help you to a reoiady
that would preserve the plants. If at all Uka the leaves sant, the plants are

beyond cure.

Gkc8 In'festisj A.sp\R\aD3 (G. P.).—Wa think your Aspara?u^ is at-

tacked by the larrio of the Asparagus beetle (Crio33ris aspara .jit, which ta&li

up >n the leaves, perforates the buds, ani destroys the rinl of the stem. Pick-

ing off the larvfe is the only maaas we know of freeing the plants of this iusect.

The baetle may be shaken off into a sheet.

Por\To Pit Lights (A Cjit^tant Subscribt-r).—We recommend 2l-oz. sheet
Rlass, thirds quality. Your frame or pit baiuij wide ought to have sashes
3^ ia;hes deep, ani IJ inch thick, styles 2^ by 3 inches, and top and bottom
rail to correspond. Do not have the IiLihts wiie; we find wile lii^hts very
eombersome, and liable to got ont of order. 3 feet to S feet S inches will be
aaffloieatly wide for the pit. Have the sash birs stayed by flat bir-iron stays

li inch by three-eighths, two to each light ; th^y aid to the stren^^th and dur-
ability of the lights.

OacavRD-HocsE Fruit Tubes Casthto Lswes and Pruit {Wn. A.).—
The mjst likely cause, and, in fact, we think the sole cause, of the trees cast-

ini; their leaves and fruit is the removal of 2 inches of the surface soil, takln:^

away with it breaking, or disturbing a great miny of the root^, and those
the most importaut, then filling np with rich compost. No more thia the
loo^e surface soil &hould have baen removed, aui that without interfering

vith the roots.

CccfsiBER-S Shrivelhsg AT THE PorsTS (Id:m).—It is caused by a check
to the growth that may ba occasioned by too heavy waterings, employing cold

water, and keeping the atmosphere too close, moist, and cold. Probably a
little more air, and not keeping the plants S) moist, would set tham all right.

Son. FOR Geraniums (A. C*.—Your soil requires two-thirds more loam,
and about a fourth of tha whole of well-rotted manure.

Watering SIelon's when Ripening (P. C, Hi'rts).—It is not desirable

to water Melons when ripeninir, but enough water should be given, as there
are others swelling, to kiep the foliage fresh, as on that depends the perfect-

ing of the fruit. It ou^ht to be given without wetting the surface much,
p(>uringit between the Vines. A three-galloa wateriu^^-pottul to each lii^ht

Till ba sutQi:ient if applied twice a-week ta bright weather, and once a-week in

doll periods. It on^'ht to be a rule never to let water come on the stem or
collar of the plaats, and not only that, but it ou^ht not to ba crowded or

shaded by leaves. The foliage drying-itp, it is likely, thous;h the Melons will

ripen, that they will be smiU, and in case of the foUai^e dying off water
(dioold be withheld.

UriLisiNO Back W.ill of Vinery (A Learner).~The back wall will not
answer for Psaches after the se:ond year, and we shjuld not advise you to

employ it for any kini of fruit tree^, as the Vines will so shale the wait as to

render it quite uosuicable for their sucoassful cultiva'^ion. The only plants
wo have found suitable are Cimeltias and Oranges. Either will suit. The
former are the mire valuable. As you do not propose to have any fire heat
an the coming winter, you may plant the Vines in autumn.

Acacia 9eeds (J. ff.i.—Sow them in the ordinary way and keep the soil

moist. Boiling water would destroy the vegetative power.

Peaches for OcicHiRD House (T. W. C. .If., jitH.K—The Peaches will all

eacceei in an orchard house, and they will ripen in succession, Noblesse being
the earliest ; bat neither of them is an early variety. The Nectarines will also
ripen in an unheated orchard house. If you would like one of each earlier

than those you name, you may have Early Beatrice Peach and Violette Hiitive
Nectarine.

DaiED Flowers (Fred Lafc?).—If you allow the flowers to get too ripe they
will ahed their seeds; but if you harvest them in good time and hang them in
-a dry shady place they will not do so.

MvDEiRA Vine (Ln-hj C.).—We do not know, and can find no trace of such
a plant. Kindly send a specimen. You will find the culture of Deutzia
gracilis detailed in No. 632, pa^es 872 and 370. Antirrhinum cuttings may
•easily be struck in autumn and spring it treated like Verbenas ; and excellent
plants, which will flower the same year, may be raised from seed sown in
March.

Wheat BuaHtED (E. A. H. C).—The Wheat is attacked by a fnngus,
Paccinia graminis, which is a form of the Berberry blight, .E,;idium berberidis-
I'hey are the same parasitic fungus in different stages of development.
Although it was long suppwed to be a popular error that the Berberry and
the Wheat blight had any connection, a Danish professor, CErsted, established
-the fact.

Names of Plants (J. IT.).—Tour Begonia is a florist's variety, and we
cannot name it. {Julia).— -ipinea Filipendula flore-pleno. (A. iV.).—Lastrea
Pilix-mas cristata. (B^/ii.— 1, Ptoris arguta; 2, Alonsoa incisifolia, a nati-e
of Pern. iSelpam).—Salisburia adiantifolia. It can be obtained from any
Ifood nursery. {5-'/ai.—Veratmm nigrum. ( PT. D. H.).—It is a Cvnoglossum,
but the specimen is not enou-jh to determine what species. (H. iV., Biirif.—
Xephrolepiaexaltata. (C. £/., Dafica<lT),—Mimalus cardinalis. The Musk
plant 19 another species of the same genus. (.7. D.).—1, Polystichum angu-
lar© Kitsonire; 2, Athyrinra Fiiix-fo-rnina; 3, Lastrea Filix-mas cristata;
4, Scolopendrium vulgare criapum; 5, Scolopendrium variabile ; 6, Polystichum
Annulare intermedium.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIQEON OHRONIOLE.

REARING CHICKENS ARTIFICIALLY.
Ff.w people have had much success in superaedin;^ Nature's

plan for rearing chickens ; bub it will be remembered that som'^
time since Mrs. Fr*nk Cheshire stated in this Journal that all
her Lifjht Brahmas of this year were bo reared. In the en-iuin;?
part for August of Mr. Wright's "Illustrated Book of Poultry,"
there is an interesting account of Mrs. Cheshire's apparatus and
method of treatment, which we copy. It will be seen that Mr.

Wright attributes the success obtained in a great degree to the
system being entirely carried out without exception.

" The greatest practical difficulty iu keeping any non-sitting
breed of poultry, like Leghorns, is that of obtaining a sufficient
number of hens from other sources to hatch and rear the broods,
which iu a large stock is sometimes a serious obstacle. From
the introduction of two such valuable races of non-sitting poultry
as Houdans and Leghorns during late years, the need of a really
practical incubator is more felt than ever; but even in the
absence of this, much can be done to remedy the inconvenience
by bringing-up the chickens artificially, or without the hen,
leaving her to hatch a second brood, and then dismissing her.
We have already given Mr. Halsted'a views in favour of this
practice, coupled with somewhat of a doubt as to this mode
of rearing being, however, quite equal to the care of a hen,
much less superior to it. We had, however, never applied the
system ourselves to the whole chickens of a season, which we
have since learnt is essential to a really fair trial, since under a
partial attempt the chickens with the artificial mother are
tempted away to the hens with other broods, and thus get fretted.

We were, however, exceedingly interested to see, in May, 1873,
the working of the artificial system as thoroughly and entirely
carried out by Mrs. Frank Cheshire, of Acton, Middlesex, so
well known for her fine stock of Light Brahmas. We saw there
upwards of seventy chickens, all brought up uuder an 'artificial

mother,' as one brood. They ranged in age from three months
to three days, but there was no fighting, or tyranny of the
strong over the weak ; not one had died {more than we could
say of our own), and there was not one sickly or discontented
chick in the whole lot ; while we were most of all interested to ob-
serve that the birds were larger for their age than our own ; and
that the trouble was nil compared to that of a dozen hens with
their broods, to which we went back with a most discontented
mind.
" The ' mother' was about 4 feet 6 inches long by 16 inches

wide ; the top, or heating portion, consisting of a flat tank about
1 inch deep, with the top soldered on, and having only oue inlet

for pouring-in water, or immersing the bulb of a thermometer
to ascertain the temperature. This tank extends all over the
mother, and is kept in positionbya wooden frame, which supports
it atabout inches high at the front, and some 3i inches behiud.
Under the lower or back edge, occupying some 2 inches of the
under side, a flue extends the whole length of the tank, which
is provided with two chimneys, one at the end or corner near
the lamp, the other at the further extremity of the flue. This
is necessary for such a long horizontal flue : for without the
first chimney the carbonic acid would flow back and put out the
lamp when first lighted, though it will freely travel to the further
chimney when the flue is warm ; moreover, if the night be warm
the first chimney alone may be left in operation, but if cold, the
heated air is compelled to pass along the whole length of the
flue. The tank has a partition soldered in it, round which the
water circulates, and by this means the temperature hardly
varies iu any part. The lamp is merely introduced under the
end of the flue. Any good lamp will do, but Mrs. Cheshire's
was the most simple and yet most perfect in its action which
could possibly be. A piece of small brass pipe was put through
a loosely-fitted cork (loosely fitted to give air) in a common glass

bottle partly filled with benzine. This bottle is laid on its side
on the ground, and a wick being passed through the pipe, the
nearly horizontal position of this simple wick-holder enables
capillary attraction to draw sufficient fluid through such a length
of pipe (18 inches if required), that the most explosive liquids

can be used without the slightest danger; moreover, such a
wick trims itself, as if drawn too far out the surplus is at once
burnt off, and a small and nearly smokeless flame produced with-
out any trouble whatever. This lamp is better trimmed twice
in twenty four hours, but will burn tolerably for even the whole
of that time without attention.

" Under the tank fits a frame which slides in and out, on the
top of which canvas is stretched, to which are sewn the ends of

strips of flannel or felt carpet—about 2i inches long by half an
inch wide—which give warmth to the chickens. Mrs. Cheshire
informs us that she finds this better than sheepskin, never
entangling and strangling the chicks. Uuder the whole slides a
wooden floor, covered pretty thickly with dry mould, which is

renewed every day. In the morning the mother would have
a little unwholesome smell from the bodies of so many chickens

;

but our ingenious informant had found an effectual way to re-

move this, which was easily done by turning the canvas part of

the mother upside down, throwing a few shovelfuls of dry earth
among the flannel strips, shaking the earth well in, and after

letting it remain a few minutes shaking all out again, the little

earth that remained adherent coming off on the chickens, and
thus benefiting them in another way. This, and the lamp in
cold weather, was all the care required, beyond tliat of the

newly-hatched chicks, whicli was rather a pleasure than other-

wise. A rail fence in front of the mother prevented the chickens
using it after reaching a certain size, but they were still allowed
access to one unwarmed.
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"The few difficulties found at starting had been easily over-
come. The two essentials were : first, that the chicks were im-
luecliately taken from the hen, so as never to miss and fret after
her; and, secondly, that for about two daye they needed keep-
ing in a box floored with dry earth, with a small mother at one
end, so that they could not wander away from it. This was
*'the preparatory school for young gentlem.en," its sole object
being to teach them, to know the apparatus and how to go
under it. As soon as they were perfect in this lesson they were
turned down with the others, the whole beinff treated as one
large brood, and agreeing perfectly. Mrs. Cheshiz-e's small
mother consisted of an ordinary indiarubber foot-bottle filled

with boiling water, and placed over canvas about 10 inches
square, stretched on a frame, and furnished with flannel strips
as in the case of the larger one. This occupied half of a com-
mon wooden box, the chickens having the other half to run out
n. If a few thicknesses of flannel are placed over the bottle, it

will keep it warm enough for a whole night; and even when
boiling will not be too hot for the chicks, the indiarubber and
mother under being bad conductors of heat. Should such a
separate infant nursery be thought troublesome, Mrs. Cheshire
sugge-^ts that a small portion of the large mother may be penned-
off and furnished with a small enclosed run in front, so that the
chicks cannot wander away till they have learnt to know it,

which is the sole object desired.
*'Both plans of rearing having been fairly tried by the lady

from whom we have obtained these interesting particulars, the
comparative results are stated by her as follows :

—" The ad-
vantages of the artificial plan seem to be— 1. Great economy of
hens if they are needed for laying. If a hen be kept cooped with
chicks for three weeks [and we should say five weeks is nearer
the mark], she has been sis weeks out of the breeding-pen ; and
after she is returned to it her first four or five eggs will not be
fertile. 2. Economy in food ; as all eggs, grits, and other dainty
food go to the chicks. Special dainties for very young ones are
easily given in a feeding-coop, through which the larger ones
cannot pass. 3. Economy in labour of feeding and cleaning.
This is very great, while there is always capital dry accom-
modation for the chicks on wet days. 4. The extreme tameness
of the chicks, A hen often prevents her brood feeding till the
attendant has gone; but under this system little chirpers of
three or four days old will run and flutter up to whoever has the
charge of them; and they never seem to fight or quarrel. 5. The
impossibility of losing chickens by trampling. (». The greatly
increased cleanliness of the chickens, which retain the utmost
purity of their beautiful down until its loss. Oar experience
also proves that they feather more quickly. And, lastly, in-
creased size ; we find that we get the same weights on this plan
at ten weeks old which we formerly got at twelve weeks. I
might add the possibility of raising fine chicks early in the
year ; since if cold weather comes on they can nestle even at
eight or ten weeks old if they will."

" We ought to add that we are thoroughly convinced by actual
inspection of the great superiority in every way of this plan of
rearing, and that Mr. Halsted's enthusiastic praise of it was fully
borne out. The principal reason of the success is, in our opinion,
that every chick can have as much bi'ooding as it likes, whereas,
when with the hen, weakly ones may often be seen and heard
entreating warmth and shelter which the vigorous ones do not
need, and which the hen will not give. These chicks die off,

while with the artificial mother they are nourished into strong
birds. The only difficulty isto tell the different strains, which to
the fancier is important. Mrs. Cheshire effected this by dyeing
them on the back. By the time this disappears the memory
can often be trusted; and if not they can then bo marked in
other ways.
"The subject is so important to many, that we have thought

it well to give this further information upon it while treating of
the last of the more useful non-sitting breeds of poultry."

CASTLE EDEN DISTRICT POULTRY SHOW.
{From a Corrcspondoit.)

The sixteenth annual Show of the Castle Eden Horticultui-al
Society was held at Seaham Hall, near Sunderland, on the
22nd iust. Spanish were a good class. Of DorJdnrjs there were
few, but the first and second prizes went to good large birds.
The first and second Cochins were first-class pens. Brahmas
were of fair merit. Of Hamhitrghs there was a good muster in
the four classes, although several pens did not arrive until
nearly noon, and of course too late to be judged. In Game
there were several birds of superior merit. Two very good pens
of Bantams were shown, but it was thought by some of the
fancy that the commended pen should have been placed second.
The class for Malays excited considerable interest, as many of
the fancy had subscribed for a cup, and most of the sux^porters
of this breed sent their best birds. The first pen consisted of a
very beautiful cock bird and a good Partridge-coloured hen, the
latter of a colour which is more required in Malay classes. The
second-prize pen from the same exhibitor was moulting, but to

my fancy I should have given a preference to the second-prize
cock, as being of the true type of Malays. I never saw a better
tail, and he was lon^ in the legs and neck. The third-prize
birds were the largest in the Show, but the cock lacked condition,
and was of a very dark colour ; the neck had too many feathers
on—a fault with all the rest of the birds. This pen, to iny fancy,
should have been fourth. The fourth-prize cock bird was of fair
merit, but deficient in the true style of a Malay, especially in
the length of the leg and neck. The hen was too much of the
common colour. The Rev. N. -T. Ridley sent a pen, of which
the cock was the best coloured bird in the class, and the hen of
fair merit. The cock certainly seemed shorter in the legs than
the other prize birds, which was no doubt his only fault.

Spanish.—1 and c, R. Mooic. En'it Sainton. 2, A. Bun:las3, Durham.
Dorkings.—1, Mrs. Eurdnn, Castle Edeji. 2, A. Bu^laaa.
Cochin-Ghina.— 1 and 2. G. H. Procter, Dtirham. c. J. Lawson, Sanderland.
BitAHMi PooTRA.— I and 2. R. Moore, c, "W. Whitfi^I-l. Hetton.
^K^m\:nGU3.—Hilver-i)encinfd.~\, R. Moore. 2. W. Lainp, Sunderland.

GoldoupenciUed.—l, R. Mo.-re. 2, G. Howey. Goldr.nspangled.—^ . A. BufTlaaB.
2, W. Wbitfield. Hetton. SilviT-?pailfiled.-l and 2. R. Moore, c, W. Whitfield.
Okyiv..—Black-hreasted or other Rcd.—l, E. Aykrovd, Leeds. 2. C. V^jiiables.

Sheraton. Castle Eden, he, A. Buglass. Any otkei- breed. — 1, W. Laing,
Sundorland. 2. R. Moore.
Bantams.—G'(m''.~l and c. G-. Hall, Kf^ndal. 3, J. Ri^g. Wataontown. Ainj

other variety.— \, R. Moore. 2, Mrs G. W. Elliott, Pensher.
Malay.—1, Cup. and % Rev. A. G- Brooke, -hrewsbury. he, G. Hall.
Ducks. — vlyit"i/)i(ri/. — I, W. Laing. Rjucn, — I, Mrs. Snook, Seaham

Vicarajie. 2, J. Howe. Seaham Colliery.
Any Variety.—C'/i(cfcc7[s.—l. Mrs. Burdon. Castle Eden. 2, C. Venables. C,

Mrs. M Oust I Brahma Pootra) ; J. N. Lawson (Brahma footra).
Geese.—i. Mrs. Matthews. South Hetton.
ExxKA Stock —1, A. Bui^lass (Silver Pohmds). 2, W. Whitaeld (Black Ham-

burghsj. c. K. Moore (Black Hamburghs).

Judges.—Mr, A. Sutherland, Mr. Charles Barker.

LEICESTER POULTKY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on th©

29th inst. We must defer our comments till next week.
DoRKi'Jos.—1. M. M. Caehmore. Sheepshed. 2, E Miles, Leicester. Chickens.
—PrizH, E. Miles, he, H. Yai-dley, Bii-mint,'hatu. Cockerel.~9rize, E, Miles.
c, E. Keudriek, jun., Lichfield.
Spanish.— I. H. F. Cooper. Walsall. 2, M. Brown, Ab KetUeby.
Cochins.—C/HHrtf/ion ami Baff.~\, H C. Woodcock, Leicester. 2, J. Ward,

Ashbyde-la-Zouch. c, H. Yardley. Chickens. — 1, H. C Woodcock, c, J.
Hassall. Wigston Magna. Cockerel.—Prize, W. A. Baruell, Southwell, c, H.
Yardley.
GocHLSs.—White.—I. R. S. S. 'Woodga*e, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells. 2, G.

Barker. Aylestone. Chickens.—Prize. W. A. Biirnell. he, H. L. Sandera,
Apperly, Leeda ; Mrs. A. WiUiamaon, Leicester; Rev. K. Story, Weueley, BeAale,
Cockerel—Prize, Rev. R. story.
CocHitJs.—Any oJier varieti/.—\, H. Yardley. 2, H. F. Cooper, Walsall.

Chickens.—Prize, T. Sheppard, Humberstone, he. H. F. Cooper; Rev. R. Stury.
c, G. Barker. Cockerel.— L^rize, '£. Shoppard. he. Rev. R. Story.
Brahmas.—1 and he, Mrs. A. Williamson, Leicester. 2, H. C. Woodcock, c,

E.Kcndricb- juu. Chiekens.—l. Mrs. A. Williamson. Extra 2, E. Keudriek,
jun. he, W. Ford, Humbevstone ; J. Watts, King's Hciith, Birmiugham.
Cockerel.—Prize, E. Kendriok, jun. he, Mrs. A. Williamson.
Game.—1, E. Bell. Burtou-on-Trent. 2, A. Peake. Som'^rby, Oakham, he, W.

E. Oakeley, Atherstone. Chickenji -Pcize, K. Bell, he, W. E. Oakeley. c,

T-ord Mauchline, Danington Park. Cocfc^rfL—Prize, Lord Maucliline. Cack.—
Prize. W. E. Oakeley. Atheretone.

HAnn\-RGiiii.— Golden or biLi>erspan/fled.—l, J. Watts. 2, M. M. Cashraore,
Sheepshed.
Game Bantams.—1, E. Bell. 2, Lord Mauchline. he, J. Watts.
Bantams.— Ci(;rtft-?-'!7Sfed.—l, H. Yardley. 2, J. Watts, c, .1. W. Argyle.
SELLiNrt C1.KSS.— Cock or Co'-kerel.— I, T. Sheppard. Humberstoue. 2, H. F.

Cooper, Walsall. he,W. E. Oakeley, Atherstone; W. A. Burnell. Southw^ll.
c, G. Barkur, 4yleatone: G. B. Bcaittiwaite, Staokley. Hens or Pullets.— * and
2, T. Sheppard, Humberstoue. ho, H. L. Sanders, Apperly ; G. Barker (2); .J.

Watts; T. Shiippard. c. G. V. Braithwaite; M. Brown; H. P. Cooper. Walsall.
Ducks.—Aylesbury.—Prize, T. Sear, Tinewick. he, E. Kendriek, jun , Lich-

field. Rouen.—Prize, E. Kendriok, jau. Any other variety.—^riza, H. Yardley,
Birmingham, /ic, Hon. H. Hastings, Derby; Sir A. G. Hazlerigg, Leicester ;

J. Wat's, Birmingham.
TutiKEi'S —Prize. W. H. Johnson. Braunstoue,
Geese.—Prize, J. Parker, Kilby Bridge.

PIGEOKS.
CABRtERB.-1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Watts.
PdOTEKS.—L H. Pratr,, Handsworth. 2, H. Yardley. c, H. Yardley; H. E.

Emberlin, Oadby ; J. Watts.
Fantmls —I, H. E. Emberlin. 2. H Yardley. he, J. F. Lovcrsidge. Newark

;

M. ivl. Cashmore, Shpepahed. c, W. H. Toraliueon, Newark-on-Trent.
TcRBiTs — 1 and 2. H. Yardley. he, J. Watts.
Magpies.—1. f. Watts. 2, J.*T. Hincks, Humbortstone.
Anv other Variety.—I and 2, H. Yurdloy. kc, RiLiht Hon. Lord Mxuchline,

Derby; J. T. Hincks. Humberfjtone ; J. Watts : M. M. Cashmore.
Selling Class.—1, H. Y'ardley. 2, C. Norman, Westerfield.

RxBRiT^.—Lop-eared.-l, F, Banks, London 2, W. Canner, Leicester, he,

Hon. P. Ha3tin.is. Derby ; M. ^L Cashmoi-o. Ann other variety —I, E. S. Smithy
Boston. 2, .J. T. Hincks. he. F. Banks ; S. C. Pilgrim, Hiucklcy ; F. Sabbage,
Northampton (2) ; E. S. Smith.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkhrook, near Birmingham.

LISKEAED POULTRY SHOW.
[From a Correspondent.)

Tnn fifth annual show of poultry was held at Liskeard on the
21th iust. The entries were more numerous than in any former
year, there being upwards of 130 pens of poultry and Pigeons,
divided into twenty-nine classes, competing for prizes varying iu

amount from five guineas to three shillings. Game headed the
list, and were most numerous, and the class for single cocks of

any White-legged variety, for the improvement of table poultry,
brought out as fine a lot of Hennies as were ever exhibited, to-

I gether with some Muffs and Tassels. There could scarcely he
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a donbt as to those birds being of the pure old type of Game
fowl, as some of the best birds were disqunlilied tor beiag trimmed
or cut for the pit. In the class for Eeds, Browu Reds took first

and second honoars, the first being a gamey-looking pen in

good feather. The second went to a pen of large size, with a

body old cockers would describe as being '• as long as a ship,"

and with a coarse long head—in fact, one of the true exhibition

breed. Third came a good-coloured pen of Black Reds, a little

stilty in leg. Pen 12 with a bad hen contained the best cock in

the class, and of the perfect symmetry and cone-like shape we
were wont to see at the first Birmingham Shows. Tlie first-

prize pen of Dnckwiugs deserved second and third also, as there

was nothing besides in the class worth looking at, and with the

exception of the cock being faulty iu the feet, this was the best

pen of Game shown. Dorkings were good, especially the White
Bose-combs, and the second-prize pen of Coloured should be

cheap at the price (f2 2.5.), they were entered at. Spanish were
moderate, and Minorcas were one of the best classes in the

Show. Malaijs or Indian Game made a very fair class, and the

first-prize pen was awarded the piece of plate for the best pen of

Malays, Cochins, Brahmas, or French, and well deserved it.

Cochins were moderately good, the best pen being disqualified

for making and trimming tails, and although they had passed

muster at other recent shows, the experienced eye of the Judge
detected the manipulation. Brahmas, with the exception of the

winning pens, were scarcely up to the average quality. The
same may be said of the French, and nothing of any especial

merit could be found in Polish or Hamhiirghs. Game Ban-
tams were out of condition ; a small stylish pen of Black Reds
were first. Brown Reds second. In the class for Bantams of any
other variety, first came fair Golden Sebrights ; second, Black
Rose-combs. The winners in the Variety class were White Sul-

tana and Black Hamburghs. In- the SeUimj Class Partridge

Cochins were first, and a pen of Spanish that would have been
first in the Spanish class if shown there, were second.

Pigeons, although not numerous, were represented by some
good birds, and the Pouters were the best both as to quality and
numbers ever shown at Liskeard. The Variety class contained

some excellent birds, Frillbacks being first, Runts second, and
Jacobins third.

Mr. Clogg, the Hon. Sec, was most assidirons in his attention

to the birds, in the care of which be was assisted by an experi-

enced Committee. The awards were made by the Rev. G. F.
Hodson.
SwBBPSTiKis voB SiNeLB Gaue Cocks.—HenniVs, Ta&uU. Miiffi, [or any

other Whitr-Ugged Game, adapted for table imrpoiies. — 1, Mi38 B. Short,
LiMkeard. 2, H. Jona?^, Avonwicke. 8, J. .Jones. Looe.
Game —Jilack-hreaMed or other Iteds.—I, W. Crago, Dnloe. 2. J. T. Browne,

St. Audtell. 3. Coon Bros., St. AusteU. Any other variety,—1, J. T. Browne
(Dnckwing). 2 an.i 3. Miss B. Short.

VoiLKi^tos.— Coloured.— \, F. F. Fowler, Lismore. 2, C. H.White, Liskeard.
Anyothervarift>/.—\,J. H. Nichoils. 2, P. Rundle, LoBtwithiel.
srisisH.—1, J. Bansctt, Loatwithiel. 2, H. Feast. Swansea.
MrsoBcis OB Ascosis.— I, K. Box. Bodmin. 2. T. P. Burton, St. Austell.
Mw.AV OR Indian Game.—Cup and 1, W. H. Huxtable, Barnstaple. 2, Rev.

\V. Hickman. Warminster.
CorMiss.-l, J. H. .Nioholls. 2, H. Feast.
BBU1MA9.-1 and 2. T. H. Waterman. Devonport. 3, J. H. Nicholls.
FRE:<ca.— 1, H. Feast. 2, J. Godfrey, Liskeard. 3, W. U. Copplestone,

Loatwithu-L
P..LA.VD3.— n'/iife^rroffrf.—1, Miss F. Solomon, St. Blazey. 2, G. Liss. Par

Station. Any other variety.—1, S. Probert, Lostwithiel. 2, Miss F.Solomon
<Silver-spauKled).
UAMacKtms.—GoW or Silver.!ipangUd.—l. J. Clark, St. Day, Scorrier. 2, H.

Feast. (;otdorSilvcr-penciUed.—l,(i.l.i&f*- 2, H. Feast.
li\sTkV)*.—tl(ime.—\. E. Scammell. 2. W. Currah. Par St,ition. Any otlier

rnrirly —1. Miss A. ClojK. Liskeard (Sehriuhts). 2, J. Nieh.dls.
Anv mtiiku Va"IEty.— 1, S. Probert (Saltans). 2, W. W. Bcckerletr, Lost-

withiel llllaek Hniiiburchs).
Sellivo CLAsd.— 1, W. W. Bcckerlcg (Partridge Cochins). 2, J. Bassett

<Spani»b).
DccKa —AyU*huru or Rouen.—1, Mrs. S. R. Harris, Cuagame, St. Day (Ayles-

bury). 2, C. a. Wfaltu (Rouen).
PIGEONS.

ClRfuBHS.—1, G. Packham, Exeter. 2. H. Yardtey, Birmingham.
PocTiCRS.—1, H. Yardley. 2, H. HoUoway. Stroud.
TuMBl.l!Ra.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, .T. Broad, Plymouth.
FASTAti.9.— 1, G. Paekham. 2, J. Croote, Exeter.
Dragoons.— 1, U. Yardley. 2, G. Packham.
ANV oTHKB Variety.— I. H. Denham, Exeter (Frillbacks). 2,' J. Croote

(Bunts). 3, A. Damarell, Exeter (Jacobinft).

BLACKBURN TOULTRY SHOW.
Tms waa held on the 24th inst. The following awards wcro

made by Mr. R. Teebay, the poultry Judge :

—

DoRiiiNns.—1. J. White. 2, J. Robinson, hr, T. Horasby ; W. Harvev.
BiuiiiLiH.— 1, T. F. /Vnsdcll. 2. H. Bi.-Idon. he, T. WaddiDk'ton ; T. h\ /Vnadell.
SPANitll.—1, .1. Lccminir. 2, Fumess Ai. Sadoll. lie, H. HeUlon.
Oamk.— 1 Mid '?, C. W. Briprk-y. Cock.~l and 2, C. W. Bricrley.
Cochins —I, T. Anpflen and Naten, 2. W. Harvey.
Bmurnr,nH.~Gohlr-r^peHCiUf<l.—l, J. Rol)iiiaon. 2, H. BelJon. he, J. Bow-

Hp^H. Sih-rr.pr-ncitUd. — 1, H. Bc'Idr)n. y. J. Robinson, he, J. Bowdcsh.
0'tl'l^n'i>-iiirtff(L—\, H. BeldoD. 2, J. Robioson. hc,Q. 4 J. Ouckworth: J.
Vlowup<«M. 4(ifivr«;)an(;I/-fi —1 and 2, J. Rubinsun. hc.SL. Beld'ju. Black.—
2, fl. Rcldi'D. -i. .1. KobiuHon. iu:, J. Hall.
HANTtMt.— 1. H. B. Srnilh. 2, H. Beldon. he, J. Walts; K. Walton; T.

Waddinnifn ; T. Cropper. OVnui- — 1, J, K. Robinson. 2 and he, W. K. Kotwisii'.
Cock -1. W. F. FntwiHtc. 2, W. V. Addie. he. J. R. Robinson.
PoLAMDs.— 1, n. Heldon. 2. T. Waddintr'-oo. he, W. Harvey.
BoroAxs.— 1 and i. G, W. Htbbert.
Sbllimo Class.— I, .1. Bowneu. S. Fameas k Sndetl.
Obbsb.—1 and 2, i. Walker, he, L. \ajon ; 8. H. dtott ; J. Honlker.

DnoBS.—1 and 2, J. Walker, he. .T. Higham : T. TomUnaen. Houpji.—1 and 2

.

T. Wakefield, he, J. Walker ; S. H. Stott. Any oUier variety.—l and he, H. B.
Smith. 2. C. W. Brierley.
Turkeys.—1, F. E. Rawaon. 2, J. Walker, he, W. Sefton.

Rahbitb.—Lop-<^rt?-<:d.—1 and 2, J>,Bovl6. Angora.—\, G. C. Haltou. 2. J. W.
Harliu^. Himalayan —I and 2. S. Ball. Silver-Grcy.—l. S- Ball. 2, J.Boyle,
jim. Any other variety.—l, J. Boyle, jun. 2, J. Irvinj. he, S. G. Hudaon,

HITCHIN POULTRY SHOW.
TnE follotriug is the list of awards made at the Show held at

Hitchin on the 24th inst., at which Mr. Martin and Mr. W. B.
Tegetmeier were the Judges respectively for poultry and Pigeons.

Dorkings.— IFTiite.—l, J. Robinson. 2, O. E. Creaswell. Coloured.—I and
Cup. J. O. Buinell. 2, Rev. E. Bai-trum. he. Rev. E. Bartrum (2) ; J. Kobinaon

;

F. Parlott.
, , ,

CocHiMS.—BiiJ.—1 and Cap. Ladv Owydyr. 2. T. F. Ansdell. lie, J. K.
Fowler. H''ii(i'.—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. te, R. S. S. Wood-
gate; J. J. Maiden. , _ ,_

BnAHMAS.—Ca)-*:.—land Cup. T. F. Ansdell. 2, H. Linjwood. Ac, R.Fulton.
Liaht —1, M. Leno. 2. H. Feast.
Fbescii.— 1 a'3d Cup. J. Eobmson. 2, K. B. Wond. he, R. B. 'Wood; W.

Drinx (2); H. Feast; E. Lautour ; J. J. Maiden (2). c,J. K. Fowler; G. E.
Hibbert.
Spanish.—1 and Cup. NichoUs Broa. 2, J. F. Sillitoe.

Game—Beds.—1. J. Jeken. 2. S. Matthew, he. E. M. L. Cocksedge ; R. Swift,

Any either colour.—1 and Cup, S. Matthew. 2, H. E. Martin.
Hamburghs.—5j;(in£;/f(7.— I. Cup, and 2, J R-^binson. he, H. Feast; J.B.

Blv. P(vtct7;t:ti.— 1 and 2, J. Robiiison. )tc, T. Edmonds.
Polish.-2, «. W. Eoothby.
Any other Variety.—1. Lady Gwydyr (Silky). Extra 1, J. Robinaon (Black

Hamburghs). 2, J. K. Fowler. ' he. Rev. N. J. Ridley.
Selling Classes.—(i3l.-l. T. F. Ansdell. 2. Lady Gwydyr (Cochins).

(£1 K'8.),—1, L. Wren (Brahmas). 2, Croase & Mansfield (Dortting).

Local Class—1, S. Tuke (White Cochins). 2, S. Lucas (Light Brahmas).
he, A Ransom.

, . .

Bantams —Gnme.—l and he. R. Newbitt. 2, G. Garrod. Any other rariety.—

1 and Cup, M. Leno, Dunstable. 2, C. Kecd. )ic. M. Leno ; W. H.Tomlinson,

Cockerels.— 1. J. K. Fowler, Ayleibury. 2, M. Leno. /tc, Rev. R. L Story;

W. Dring, Faversham; J. Robinson, Garatang ; E, Lauiour; J. J. Maiden,
Biggleswade.

, ^^
PCLLKTS.—1, JI Leno. 2. Rev. R. L. S'.orv. he, A. Darby. Bridgenorth: W.

Dring; .T. K. Fowler; J. Robinson; A. Ransom (2) ; E. Laut !ur (2); J. J. Maiden,
c. G. H. Fitz-Herbert.
Ducks —Avlesiury.—\. Cup. and 2. J. K. Fowler, he. d. Kirby ; J. Robinson.

Rouen.—\ and he, J. K. Fowler. 2. .1. H. Barues. c. .J.H. Barnes ; Rev. E.
Bartrum. Any other variety.—\ and 2, M. Leuj (Viduata and Autumnalis).

he, Capt. C. F. Terry (2); J. J. Maiden.
Geese.-1, J. K. Fowler. 2, J. H. Barnes.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—CorJts.—l and 2. R. Fulton. London, he, R. Ashton ; W. Nottage.

Hc7i.s.—1 and 2. R Fulton, he, R. Aehton.
Carriers.-CocAs.-l and he, K. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. c, R. Elacklock.

Sens.—l, Cup, and 2, R. Fulton, he, T. Cliambera. juu.

Barbs.— 1 and 2. R. Fulton, he, H. Yardley. e, C. NormiUi.
Tumblers—1 and 2, R. Fulton, /tc, H. Yardley. c, G.Lucaa.
Owls.—1, R. Fulton. 2. H Yardley.
Ti-RBITS —1, O. E. Cresswell. 2. H Yardley.
Jacobins.—1 and 2, R. Fulton, c, W. Larkina.
Fantails.-1, J. F. Loversidge. 2, O. E. Cresswell. 7ic, R. Fulton ; W. H.

Tomlin^on. .

Any other Variety.—1, W. Larkins (Yellow Dragoons). 2, L. J. Price

(Leghorn Runt), he, H. Yardley.
Selling Class.— 1, W. Nottage (Barbs). 2, J. Ford (Camera), c, W.

Larkins.

Rabbits -XiOBCnrfd.—l and 2. P. Banks. Si(i'er-(3re!;.—2, G. BccWey. Any
other breed.—laaiM.F. Sihbage. (ic, F. Banks. Sciiiny Ciass.—l, F. Banks.

2, E. Day. he. Rev. — Loughborough, c, G. Beckley.

WESTWARD HO POULTRY SHOW.
We have often thought that Falstaff would have had more

bread to his sack had one been aa accessible as the other, or had
facility been afforded to him. The tapster was deaf to the cry
for bread, but alive to the cry for another pottle. Thi.s, added to

the inclination for the liquid, caused the undue consumption of

one as compared to the other. It is a great thing to have at

hand all that you are likely to want. Acting on this principle,

our good and kind western friends had on one day poultry.

Pigeons, and horses ; on the other day poultry, dogs, and
donkies. The great magician of the north, so long known as

the " Author of Waverley," made the fortunes of the inhabit-

ants of the places he described by attracting people to see them,
and so our magician of North Hants has created a place by his

vivid description of Bideford, the Tor, and the surrounding

country, the abode of the admirable Mrs. Leigh, of I'rank, of

Amyas, good Sir John Brimblecombe, sterling Will Gary, gallant

Grenville. As we walked the streets wo thought to meet " The
Rose of Torridge," and we looked about for something to con-

nect us with the time of " good Queen Be.sa" and the deeds of

the giants of those days. We did not look far. The first name
wo saw on a shop front was " Heard." We thought of Michael
" of that ilk " striking down the noble Spanish captain, and
sinking with him and his ship. As it is said you should always

leave off with a success, we sought no farther in the town,

but nought the new creation, "Westward Ho," a mighty
pleasant spot in summer and autumn, but we should think some-
what dreary in winter. It is struggling through its present,

but it must have a future. There is a gradual rise from the

unique pebble beach, two and a half miles in lengtli, to the top

of lofty wood-clothed hills, and the embryo town stands mid-

way. The unkind storms and fhe ground swells liave twice
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carried away the pier, but, nothing daunted, another is built,
and was opened on Thursday last.

The show ground was well chosen—a level space, with the
woods and the sea below. On it stood a large tent containing
poultry and Pigeons, a very large one to cover a hundred and
forty horses ; the Channel Islands cattle stood without cover.
A capital grand stand was erected, facing an enclosed space,
where for three hours tlie spectators were indulged with " high
jump," " double jump," " water jump," to the great delight of
the numberless ladies who crowded the stand. Then a large
lifeboat came out from somewhere or other fully manned, the
crew in red caps, and encased in cork jackets, seeking every
opportunity of laking her into bad water or rough surface, but
it was useless. She was in every respect above it; she hardly
seemed to float on the waves, but to skim over and touch them,
as we sometimes see swallows. The access to the show yard
was only prevented by a hedge in some parts and hurdles in
others. We fancied these latter would prove an insufficient
barrier, but our friends are wise, and just before the time for
admission drew nigh they were thickly smeared with liquid tar.
This answered the purpose.
The number of entries of poultry was aiiected by a similar

show— i.e., poultry and dogs, beiug held at Liskeard, and
another being advertised at Exeter within a few days. We
publish a list of the prizetakera. The best classes were Dorkings,
Game, Cochins, Brahmas, and Bantams. It is a matter of regret
that everywhere the Spanish, the Hamburghs, and the Polands
show so badly. It must sooner or later bring about a change in
the prize sheets. The French breeeds, at least the Creve-Cosurs
and the Houdans, challenge notice, and deserve it. Light
Brahmas should have a class. The French breeds we have
named are excellent layers. If it be the characteristic of any
biids to lay in the winter, these may claim the property. The
Ducks would have shown better, but some good specimens were
put in the wrong classes. The Geese were very heavy, and the
Whites unusually good. The Turkeys were good, and showed,
as they do almost everywhere, that the American is spreading
all over the country.
The Pigeon show was an excellent one, bringiug many first-

class birds. There were large numbers of people on the fir.st

day, but the weather was very unfavourable ou the second.
Dorkings.—1. J. Heal, Parkham. 2. H. Feast, Swansea.
Spanish.—2. H. Feiist.
GiUK.—Blacli-breasted or other Eeib.—l, J. Boyle, Barnstaple. 2, N. H

Parker, Tawstock, Barnstaple.
Cochin-china —I, Mrs. Chrisfie, Tapeley, Instnw. 2, H. Feast.
BKaa MAS —1, Miss B How. W.joii»i|ie, Biiletord. 2. H. Feast.
HAMBiiEGHS.-GoW-pfiici/ifii — 1, H. Feast. Go'd spangled—1, H. Feast.

Bnvcr-simngled.-l, H. Feast. SiUer-pencilled ~I, H. Feast.
Polands.— 1, Mrs. Viall, Lanptrpe. 2, H. Feast-
Selling Class —Coffc— 1, J We taeott, Barnstaple. Heft,—I.Mrs. Christie,

Tapeley, Inatow. 2. J. A. Lyne, Newport. Monmouth.
Bant.ms—Game.— 1, Miss E. How, Woodville, Bideford. 2, J. Heal. Any

other vanity.— I, F Braunit, Bidefonl. 2. S. Symonds, Barnstaple. )ic, A. M.
Pi2ott. Bramford Speke. Exeter ; W. Willis, Liskea d.
Gdinka Fowls.—1. W. Gill, Tawstock, Barnstaple. 2. Miss B. How, Wood-

ville. Bideford.
Ducks —iioiirn.—1. J. Heal. Farmyard, any other varied/.-l. Miss Turner.

Abbutsham. 2, .J. Heal.
Gekse.—1. J. Heal. 2, Mrs. Christie, Tapeley, Inslow. h;, J. A. Chappie,

Bideford: J. Heal.
TniiKtis.—1 and 2, J. Heal.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, H. Yardley, BirmiiiKham 2, Bullen & Joce, Newport.
Pouters.-1. H, Yardley. 2, G HoUoway, jun , Stroud.
Bakbs.— 1, .1. L. sni'ih, Mewport. 2, Bulien Ji Joce. /ic, F. Braund, Bideford :

J. L. Sn.ith : Bullen & Joce.
Kantails — I and2, J. I.. Smith, )ic, H. Yardley ; F. Brannd.
J^C'Biss.— 1, H. Yardlev. 2, F. BrrtUnt).
Trumpeters —1. BulUn & Joce. 2. F. Braund.
Tdebits.— I, J rrootc, III ivitree. Exot-r. 2 and he. J. Geary, Moreton.
Owls.— 1, F. Braiiod. 2 and he. J L. Smith.
Tumblers —1, G. Packham, fcxeier. 2, F. Braund. 7ie. H. Yardley.
Nuvs—1, Bullen Sloce. 2. F. Braund. /ic, J. L. Smiih.
Dragoons.- 1, H. Yardley. 2. G U. Greeorv, Taunton, he, F. Braund.
.4ny other Vabiety.—1, H. H. Clarke, Beafotd. 2. J. Geary.

Rabbits.-1, C. King. St. John's Wood. 2, T. V. Greet, Bideford.

Mr. Baily was the Judge.

GAINSBOROUGH POULTRY SHOW.
For many years the heat of the weather has not been so great

as it was at the time of the Gainsborough Show. The solo
niotive of allusion to this fact is, that it leads to a subject of
vital interest to the owners of lirst-class exhibition birds. It
appears that two valuable specimens, an American Turkey cock
and a fowl of great size, the latter exhibited by the owner under
the name of " Fookeiu," were both found dead when received
at Gainsborough. It should be remembered by exhibitors that
though travelling baskets closely covered with thick canvas
are suitable for the conveyance of poultry in winter, or even in
ordinary weather, yet during times of great heat, and the day
oppressively sultry, if such baskets are (as usual) packed closely
in a horse-box on the railway, it is not uncommon to find plenty
thoroughly exhausted on their arrival, and some dead. It is
but just to remark, had it not been for the careful and prompt
attention of those having the management of the poultry tent,
several other pens of poultry would have been utterly ruined as

show fowls, for they arrived so thoroughly prostrate as to be
unable to stand even for a moment. Baskets cannot be too airy
under such circumstances.
The Show itself was limited as regards numbers, but the

majority of the poultry were very superior specimens. The
Game fowl were unquestionably very fine, the major portion
being in really good plumage. The Golden Polands and La
Fh'che fowls were capitally shown, as was also one of the best
pairs of perfectly white Guinea fowls ever exliibited. Dorkings
were very large well-grown specimens, but dropping fast into
moult. Cochins were not equal in quality to those of former
years, and the same remark applies with equal force totheSam-
hurghs and Game Bantams. Good Silver-laced Sebrights and
Black Bantams were respectively the winners in the division
appointed for them. The Turkeys, Geese, and Rouen Ducklings
were of a very superior character. The Dark Brahmas were
also very fair, but the Light-feathered ones were exceedingly
poor. A small but really good collection of Pigeons appeared
to be very popular with visitors.

The arrangements in the Show tent for the poultry were well
managed ; in fact, it was generally remarked that the poultry
tent was the coolest and most comfortable spot in the whole
exhibition field. The attendance was satisfactory, and the
Judges were Mr. Tegetmeier, of London, and Mr. Hewitt, of
Birmingham.
Dorkings —1, W. Roe, Newark. 2, T. F. A. Bnrnaby, Newark. 3, W. Harvey,

Upperthorpe. he. J. Waters, Elsham.
C.cHiNs.— 1, T. Lievesley, Eastsate. 2, W. Harvey. .<(, W. Whilley, Clongh.
Brahmas —1, W. K. Garner, Bourn. 2, W. Whitley. S.W.Harvey.
Polands —1, W. Harvey. 2, J. M. Procter, Hull.
French —1 and Extra, Bev. N. J. Ridlev, Newbury. 2, W. Harvey. S, Mrs.

Cross, Brig^.
Game — l and 2. C. Chaloner, Whitwell. S and c, J. Pearce, Sturton.
Spanish.- 1 and Extra, J. Powell, Bradford.
Ua^iburghs —1, J. Waters, tlsham. 2, J. Smith, Lincoln.
Game Bantams.— 1, R. E. Duckering. Northorpe. 2, a. (iarfit.
Bantams.-1, J. M. Proctor. 2, R. H. Ashton, Motlram. he, J. Elgar. c;

Mrs. Cross.
Any Vahietv.—Cocfc.—1, C Chaloner, Whitwell (Game). 2, O. E. Cresswell,

BaRshot (White Cochin). 3, H. M. Julian, Hull (Game), he. KeT. N. J. Ridley
( W hite Leghorn).
Geese —1, J. B. Hepworth, Doncaster. 2, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 8, S. H.

Stott, Preston.
DvcKs.- Aylesbury.—1, E. Kendrick. jun.. Lichfield. 2, J. Hornsby. Grantham.

Bonen—l, S. U. Stott. Preston. 2, E. Kendrick. 3. W Hutton, (lainsborough.
ToRKEVs.— 1 and fcxt-a. Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2, M. Kew, Manet Overton. Tie,

E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield.
Guinea Fowls —1, o. E. Cresswell. 2, No Competition.
Selling Class.- 1. K. E. Duckering Northorpe (Black-breasted Red). 2,

T. F. A Burnsby, Newark (Crcve-ta-ur). 8. J Waters.
PiOEONs.—Camera —1. w Harvey. 2. H. Yarill. y, Birmingham, he, J.

Elgir. Po«(fr.-l, W. Harvev. 2, H. Yaidley. TuinWcrs.—l, H. Yardley. 2,
W.Harvey, he.A.B Douglas. Hounslow. .In)/ ot/ipr uartcfi/.-l, H. Yaidley,
2, W. Harvey, he, J. Elgar (Whit- and Blue Famails).
Extra.—1, E. G. Fane, Grantham.

GAINSBOROUGH CAGE BIRD AND RABBIT
SHOW.

As the Lincolnshire Agricultural Society's Show was this year
held at Gainsborough, and prizes were offered for poultry and
Pigeons, the Gainsborough Society waived their claim in favour
of the Agricultural Society, and held only a floral fete, gala, and
bird and Babbit Show, at which the prizes were but small and
the classes somewhat limited. The consequence was that in the
Rabbit section the entries were not numerous, though some of
the classes of Cage Birds were well represented.

First in the section to which we refer was a class for Yellow
Canaries, the first prize for which was borue off by a nice Norwich,
the second being also taken by that variety ; in Buffs the Nor-
wich fancy was likewise to the front. In Green or Variegated
the first was a Jonque Norwich, which was the best of these three
sections ; the second prize going to a Yellow-marked bird, and
an extra prize was awarded to a very handsome Cinnamon nest-
ling, which through some mistake was placed in the wrong class.
An almost perfect Golden bird stood first in the Lizard class

—

in fact such a bird as is rarely seen; and the second-prize bird
was a Buff, also of fair quality. The Goldfinches and Linnets,
as is usually the case in this part of the country, were well
shown, in nice plumage, and very tame, and the Parrots and
Parraquets also ia pood feather. In the Variety class a pair of
Love Birds stood first, with a Tlirush of this year second ; and
a Brambling or Mountain Finch was highly commeniJed.

In Lop-eared Rabbits only the winners were noticeable. In
bucks the first prize went to a Black-and-white 21 J inches by
•l.i in ear, and the second to a light Tortoiseshell 21J inches by
•J J. The does were, first a splendid Tortoiseshell 21 J inches
by -IJ, and second a Fawn 21,i inches by 4J. The Ilinialayans
were all good specimens, and the heaviest Rabbit weighed
U* lbs., the second being 13 lbs. 12 ozs. in weight.
On the first day of the Show the visitors were not so numerous

as we could have desired, but we hope to hear better reports of
the second day.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canaries.— yc/^oic.-l, G. Rayuor, Gainsuorouph. 2. F. R. Gilling, Worksop,

ftc, T. Green, Gainstiorough; t M. Burion. Gainsborough. lius\.—i, W. Hill,
Gainsborough 2, T. Green, he, ti. Rayner ; A. burkitt. Gamsborough. e, F. ISf.

Burton. Oreen or Varieyated.-!, W. Hill. 2, T. Green, he, G. Ravner ; T.
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Green: R. Wykes: Gainiboroagh ; F. M. Barton; J. Forrest. Gaiuaborougb.
Gold or Sih'frgpdjujl^d Z-i^ard.— > and he. W. Hill. 2, (r. Riiyner

Itoi dfinch.— 1. G. Ravner. "i. W Temperton, Bnrnhara, Bdwtry.
Linnets.— I, T. Kirk, Burnham, Bawtry. 2, W. Tempertun. Ac, T. Green;

J. Hoves, Fpwnrth.
Par8ot.—1, T Kiog, Gainsborough. 2, A. Kirk, Gainsborough, /(c, "W. Ander-

son, Gainsborough.
pARRngfET.— 1. J. Bloom, GainsboTough. 2. J. Tait, Gaioaboroagh.
A.KV OTURH V^RiETV — 1. J. King (Love Birds). 2. J Landiu, Guiosborough

(Thrush), he, Mrs. Forreat, Gainaborough (French Chat).

Rabbits.—Lop-^rtrfd—Bupfc. -1 and 2, Shaw & Allison, Sboffield. /ic, J.

Hannain, Gainsborough. I>of.—1 and 2, *haw & Alliaon. Ilimnlai/an.—Iiuck
orZMc.-l.S Ball. Rraiford. 2. S. J. Hu Ison. Hull. Ar. S. Hall. Ura.lfoni ; G.
Appleby. East Ketfonl; F. Ledger. Fast Retford. Htavirst lUick or Doe.—
i. Miss E. Bootli, Goiosborough. 2, W. AnderB;)n, Gainaborough. Extra.—
vhc, D. S. Mackay.

BRAMLEY POULTRY, PIGEON, AND KABBIT
SHOW.

The scbedale of prizes offered "was a slight improveraent
upon that of last year, and the increase of entries fully answered
the expectations of the Society. The specimens were placed

tinder a light and airy tent, in which ample shade from the

almost tropical sua was fouad for large numbers of visitors.

The pens nsed were those of Mr. Turner, of Sheffield, and the

birds and Rabbits were well fed and attended to with water.

Of Spanish, two pens were extremely fine in quality of face

and drop, but the third pen proved coarse, and the cock's face

was almost red. Cochins were but a poor lot, and the birds in

two of the pens had badly diseased feet ; the winners were Buffs.

BrahmaSy which were all of the Dark variety, were very much
better, and may be termed a fair lot. Red Game were but poor
as a class, though the cock in the first-prize pen and the hen in

the highly-commended pen were fine birds ; the chance of the

latter, however, was entirely destroyed by the cock, which, in

addition to being bad in colour, was both duck-footed and un-
sound in feet. The second prize went to Black-breasted Reds,
bat in bad feather. In Game, any other variety, there was no
entry. Polish were good in all particulars, and all of the Golden
variety. Hamburghs had five classes; the entries were not
numerous, but the lot was almost uniformly good. la Red
GAme Banta7ns, chickens in full feather won both prizes; an
adult pen, which was highly commended, was also very good.
In the Variety class for Game, Piles were first and second, no
others being worthy of notice. In Black Bantams, the first

prize went to a very neat pair, although the cock's comb was
rather large. The second-prize pair were neater in head, but
not so small, and good in style. White Bantams were first in

the next class, and Silver Sebrights second. Ducks, Rouen or

Aylesbury, were a grand class. In the Variety class, which was
very attractive, Ku^arkas stood first and Pintail second.
There was one class for chickens, in which some good and

forward Bpecimf'ns of several varieties were shown, and many
were noticed, Spanish of great promise being first, and fine

"White Cochins second. In the Variety class a capital pair of

Grey Dorkings were first and Guinea Fowls second. In the
Selling class the first prize went to Light Brahmas and the
second to Spanish. The cup was won by Mr. Beldon with
Spanish fowls.

Piffeons were more numerous than the poultry, and through-
out the classes the birds were very good in quality, although
some were to a certain extent failing in feather ; but we are sorry

to say that several pens were empty on account of some delay
in the transit. Carriers were first on the list, the first-prize

bird being a capital young Black cock, and the second a Dun,
good in wattle and eye, but rather crowded in bead. Pouters
were a pretty even lot ; the first prize went to a Red anil the
second to a White cock, being large birds and in good show.
Dragoons came next, both winners being Blues ; the first prize

went to a particularly well-shown pair. Of English Owls there
were but two pairs really in competition, the rest being either
in bad feather or half-bred foreign^ a fault not to be admitted
now that the class is well supported with birds of the old
English type. The first-prize Turhits were Blues, spike-

crowned, and full of character, but foul on the thighs, tlio

second being very good shell-crowned Reds, but out of feather.
Jacobins were very good in all particulars, and the first place
was taken by Reds, the second by Blacks. The winning
Trumpeters were of the foreign variety ; Mottles first and cup,
and Blacks second. Tumblers were mostly Red Mottles in the
Long-faced class, the winners in both cases being nearly perfect
birds of that variety. In Short-faces both pairs were Almonds,
good in head properties, and well broken in markings. Fantails
were a beautiful lot, and an extra prize was offered for this

variety, which was won by Mr. Loversedge with an exquisite
pair. Barbi were good, and both prizes were won by the same
exhibitor, the first with Blacks and the second with J>uns. In
Long-faced Antwerps the winners were Red Chequers, and in

Short-faces capital Silver Duns were first and Red Chequers
second. There were some bold birds in the single Antwerps
—birds that seemed possessed of extraordinary pon-ers of fiight,

and the prizes were given to a Red first and a Blue Chequer
second. In the Variety class the first prize went to Spangled
Ice, the second to Nuns, both pairs being very handsome.
The Selling class contained some very costly birds, which we

doubt not would be secured at the very earliest opportunity.
Tne first honours were taken by an Almond cock, and the second
position by a Black Swallow.
Lop-eared Babbits came next, and the measurement was

tolerably good, but the heat seemed to affect some to an alarm-
ing extent, and had not it been for this the order of the winners
would, in our opinion, have been reversed. The first prize was
taken by Grey-and-white, 21 inches by 4i in ear-measurement;
and the second-prize, Fawn-and-white, 20 inches by 4^, was
larger than the first-named. Silver-Grey were good in fur, and
almost uniform in colour, as well as of good size, and the pretty
Himalayans left little to be desired in point of colour and mark-
ing. The Variety class contained capital specimens of the
Angora, which stood first; a handsome Black-and-white speci-
men of Dutch was second, and a Belgian Hare Rabbit, which in
point of fur might easily have been taken by a novice for a
common Hare.
We published the names of the Judges and prizetakers last

week.

CARBOLIC ACID FOR DESTROYING PARASITES
ON FOWLS.

In the Journal of July 17th, page 53, an extract from Mr.
Wright's "Illustrated Poultry Book" [see page 70], recom-
mends for chickens a few dustings with a very few drops of
carbolic acid mixed with powdered brimstone when they require
purifying. Let me recommend all poultry managers to let car-
bolic acid alone, and only use brimstone, as I have seen the
effect of the former on a dog. A very little carbolic acid had
been put in his bath, and the effect was most alarming. The
dog could not stand after it, and not till sweet oil had been
applied to him both externally and internally did he begin to

recover from the sort of fit he was in. Therefore, let no one
try it without knowing exactly the proportion that may be used
safely.

—

Bewabe.

TO COLUMBARIAN SOCIETIES-
PIGEON SHOW.

-PROPOSED

In answer to the able letter in your last issue from *'A.,"I
must say a few words. The Northern Counties Culumbarian
Society (Manchester) some weeks ago issued a challenge in your
valuable columus to any Columbarian Society to have a friendly
meeting, givingevery Columbarian Society in England, Scotland,
Ireland, and Wales, the chance of challenging, or accepting the
challenge laid down. This challenge still remains open, and I
trust some steps may soon be taken in order that two societies

may meet. I have written very fully to two societies on the
subject of a friendly rivalry, and therefore am not anxious now
to trouble you with a long letter, but in conclusion I must say
that I do not at all approve of the prize list " A." proposes, and
think the first show ought to be held in the town from which
the challenge emanates. The return show might be held in the
acceptor's town ; and as the object of a Columbarian Society ia

to improve the breed of Pigeons, and not to promote financial
speculations among exhibitors, money prizes should be entirely
omitted. — President of the Northern Counties Colum-
barian Society (Manchester).

POINT CUPS FOR PIGEONS.
Whf.n I promised my next should be on the point cup ques-

tion, I did not expect to be so long in giving my opinion.
In the first place, I would give Mr. Maynard every credit for

his excellent letter of May the 15th on the subject, for he proves
very feasibly how wrong it is of committees to give cups to be
so competed for, as they encourage the dishonourable system of

borrowing, and end in (as Mr. Maynard observes) disappointing
purchasers, who are led to believe that the birds at home are the
same strain. This alone is sufficient to condemn the practice.

I am not going to dispute the fact that generally where a point
cup is given there are not more entries than there would other-
wise have been

;
yet not always in such cases of abundance ia

it owing to the existence of a point cup ; for money prizes, class

cups and medals, and the appointment of good judges, have
far more power over small exhibitors than the sight of a cup
as a present to one of the largest exhibitors. When a prize

list has been got up, everything considered to please small ex-
hibitors, it is a certainty that the large ones will enter as well,

and that there must be all that committees could wish for.

Committees must not overlook a fact very perceptible at shows
now-a-days, that fanciers are much more wide-awake than a few
years ago ; for the question seems now to be, " If I cannot borrow
fio-and-fio's birds it will be of no use trying to win the cup with
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my own few l)reeds, as the three-deck sweepers will be there
aud what chances have I ? So I shall see what other shows,
there are on the same date." Such is the question with many a
would-be exhibitor. There is also a highminded kind of fancier
who would scorn to possess a cup won by the aid of birds other
than his own, for his conscience would never allow him to be
proud of such a cup, as he would feel that it was not all his own.
However, the question is whether a point cup makes a show

really a financial success, and just and satisfactory to all ex-
hibitors '? I have endeavoured to prove that it does not, and far

from it, for it is discouraging to exhibiting fanciers, and disgusts
the fancy at large; aud if any committee dispute my statement,
there need only be a voting paper sent out to ail exhibitors, and
the result would prove how few there are in favour of the point
cups.

—

Impabtial.

FEUIT IN TIN CANS.
The Boston Journal of Chemistry hs^j^ :—The impression pre-

vails among those who use freely fruits which are put up in tin
cans that they are injured thereby, and this impression is in
many cases correct. We have long contended that all preserved
fruits aud vegetables should be stored in glass, aud that no metal
of any kind should be brought in contact with them. All fruits
contain more or less of vegetable acids, and others that are
highly corrosive are often formed by fermentation, and the
metallic vessels are considerably acted upou. Tin cans are held
together by solder, an alloy into which lead enters largely. This
metal is easily corroded by vegetable acids, aud poisonous salts
are formed. Undoubtedly many persons are greatly injured by
eating Tomatoes, Peaches, &c., which have been placed in tin
cans, and we advise all our friends who contemplate putting up
fruit to use only glass jars for the piu-pose.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry-keeping for Profit (Gf.'(/?((t).—What is your space, and how is

it covered ? Is it planted, or is it grass, oi- is it saud ? Fowls are not so
amenable to pre-arrangements as it is sometimes wished, and that which
looks easy on paper is found impossible in practice. We advise you to start
on a smaller scale. We believe in your neighbourhood there is a good sale

for eggs during the summer aud early autumn. You may depend on them,
but if your hens are confined they will not lay as many as if they were at
liberty. For that market you should keep some nou-sit^ers—say Cr<>ve-Ci.eurs

;

for your chickens, Dorkings. You must know what the consumptioa will be in
yom- neighbourhood. It may be, as you say, one thousand per month, but we
do not tliink they will bring you 6«. per couple after July. We have our mis-
givinps about artificial rearing. It is very easy to hatch, but difficult to
rear, and you should, therefore, have hens to come off when you are hatchin<?,
and thus contrive to make a hen take from twenty to thirty chickens. They
must have a run. Chickens cannot be reared in confinement. They must be
well fed from the time of hatchina;, and should then be fit to kill at from
fourteen to sixteen weeks. They will never fatten in such a place as you
describe, with food always before them. They should be fed four times per
day on soft food, and it would pay to put up a few aud feed as peckers,
making them rather better. Our advice on the whole is to begin on a small
scale, and to try to produce your chickens earlier, as they will be worth
more.

Poland Hen Sitting (B.).—We are much obliged for the interesting fact
you send to us. It was curious to hear of a Poland hen sitting, still more to
had her a good mother; bat having done so three years in succession, it is a
second nature with her.

Dark Brahmas with Distended Crops [A. U. C).—We keep a large
number of Brahmas, and know nothing of the disease you mention. They
have loose crops sometimes, but they do not die of it. We hold them up by
the legs till the crops are quite empty, then shut them up, giving them but
little food, and that in the smallest possible quantities. In very bad cases we
give water with a preparation of alum in it. They have a very small iiuan-
tity three times per dav, and generally recover after a few days. We cannot
think your birds have died from crop disease.

Exhibiting Dorkings {T. C. B.).—'Ulienever two birds are to be shown
together they should be used together, or it is likely when in a small pen
they will disagree, and disfigure each other, destroying all hope of success.
Turn the bird out when he comes home, and he will soon be at home again.
We do not think it would answer to operate on the crop. Let her alone. lb
is rather an eyesore, but the hen is not injured by it as to her utility. We
know no ono who undertakes a poulti-y po&t mortem. Be your own operator.

Rearing Young Pheasants (Crart/brrf).—You will have no dilnculty what-
ever in keeping your Pheasants. They have an'ived at an age when they
cause no trouble. You must enclose a place, on ;,Tass if possible, about
30 feet by 20, with hurdles made of split fir or other wood. The hurdles
should be 14 feet high, and the laths forming them 1 inch apart. They
Bhould be fastened to upright polos, to which they should be attached. Thia
is all that is necessary, as the birds require no shelter of any kind, and in
Buch a place ten Pheasants may be kept as long as it is wished. Their food
should be barley. It is necessary to cut one wing before they are put in
such a pen; and as it maybe desirable to tm-n some out, and to keep in
others, you should select the best and strongest, cut their wings, and put
them in. Let the others fly away as soon as they will. As a rule, they take
to roosting in the hed^'es, they go higher and higher till they roach the trees

;

in the same way they become less punctual at feedint,* time, till they absent
themselves altogether. If you keep only four birds you will require a pen
only half the size of that we have mentioned. You may chanL:;e their food at
times by giving Indian corn or dough made of bavleymeal, aud slaked with
milk or water. Tboy should have fresh water always by them.
Mud Bath {W. S.).—As a rule we find rain, dew, anJ the frequent up-

eotting of the water vessels generally supply all that is requisite in the way of

moisture. We ai-e, however, always glad to learn, and will try your plan. Wo
have sent your other question to the gentleman yon name.
Artichoke Bottoms to Keep {Amateur, Ciri-nc<-!^ter).—Boil your arti-

chokes till yon can pull off all the leaves, and thoroughly clear the bottom;
put them into salt and water for an hour ; then take them oat, aud lay them
in a cloth to drain. When they are dry put them into largo, wide mouthed
glasses, with a little mace and sliced nutmeg between, and till up with distilled

vinegar ; cover them with mutton fat melted, and tie down with leather or
bladder.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Oamden Square, London.

Lat. SI"* 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8^ Q" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date. 9 i-M.
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extent. President has been most useful ; it suffered more from

the loss of flavour than from premature decay. The varieties

that have proved best of all for flavour, and for resisting the

attacks of damp, are Lucas, Dr. Hogg, and Frogmore Late

Pine. These were all good, ripening in the order in which

they are named, and yielding an abundant crop of fruit of

much excellence in every respect. It would, of course, be un-

wise to discard any good kind simply because its fruit was

spoiled by the excessive dampness of the season, but it is

certainly advisable to let those sorts predominate that are

found to possess such valuable properties as are fully developed

BLUE FLOWERS.
A SHORT time ago Mr. Eobson communicated to the Journal

an interesting letter on the white flowers of the garden, and
certainly this colour, by its cool, quiet, contrasting effect, is

indispensable in the setting of a floral picture. In the many
examples of floral criticism—for on this question nearly every-

body claims the right and power to criticise—there are a

thousand verdicts every year of "too much scarlet" or "too
much yellow," against one of "too much white," and the

odds are nearly as great in the matter of " too much blue."

No colour is more universal than blue, none more admired,

and none more expressive. It is the colour that pervades the

very elements of Nature and reigns there and in the petals of

flowers a very queen of beauty whose loveliness can never be

impeached. It is found only occasionally in the feathered

tribe, and never without increasing the beauty of plumage.
In the vegetable economy it is never found in the stern work-

ing department of leaf, branch, or stem. Amongst the won-
drous beauties of earth we can. besides the normal green, find

foliage draped in white, and brown, and yellow, and red, and
even nearly black; but no blue leaf has yet been seen, or

stripe or blotch, save in the flower. Above all other colours

it is honoured as the emblem of constancy and truth.

It is, however, a fact that the flower gardens of the present

day are singularly destitute of the ever-admired and charming
Wue. There are, it is true, the blue Lobelia and the exceed-

ingly useful varieties of Viola ; Ageratum, too, where it is

ased, gives a gentle touch of it, and the pure rich gloss of

Salvia patens is occasionally admitted. But can this be all of

'jhe numerous array of blue flowers that are admitted into the

garden ? It is verily so, and why ? The imperious fashion of

" bedding-out " has driven the rest away. I will not rail .against

the fashion, but would prefer it to have its fling. It gives

enjoyment, demands skill, and reflects credit to owner and
handicraftsman. But in saying this, I say also, Bring back

the blues, and let them have a plot too. Use them in simple

natural mixture. There will be new delights every morning,
and the blue flowers will afford a refreshing change from the

monotonous masses of the formally-planted beds.

I am led into this dissertation by the verdict of a gar-

den party—a party of ladies intent on flowers and criticism.

They were new-fashioned ladies in an old-fashioned garden,

but the old garden was in new fashion in the matter of colour

—a predominance of blue. To see these modern ladies ad-

mire the ancient flowers was a treat. They were under the

thraldom of blue, for it was just then Delphinium and Cam-
panula time. What a list of blues do these two names alone

afford ! Still the plants are as varied in habit as their flowers in

colour. Look up at the 6 to 8-feet pillars of Delphinium, the

rich deep blue of Hybridum K.anunculiflorum, and the old

Hendersonii, at the pale or faded blue—just now fashionalde

—

of Mrs. Gerard Leigh, at the dazzling dancing azure of Felix

Poulott, and grant at once that these things are worth growing.

The colour of the last-named is " altogether lovely," and com-
pels a pause of every passing lady. Look down from the

Delphiniums to some of the dwarfer Campanulas, and do not

disdain them. Do not disdain t'le old and sterling Carpatica

with its mass of telling colour of its own peculiar blue. To
descend lower, do not disdain even the annual forms of this

family ; only to see them in their beauty they must be turned
into biennials by autumn sowing. Without enumerating I

wiU take the simplest and commonest of all, and venture to

tissert that no one can disdain it when grown as it ought to be

and seen in all its richness in June and July—I mean Venus's
Looking-glass, Specularia Speculum. What ! name low com-
mon things like these ! Yes, however " low" it may seem to

be in high gardening days, " these common things " shall

have a niche because they deserve it, and because they are eld

friends, with a long history behind thera and a long future

beforet hem, for they can never be driven away. Their native

beauty will ever preserve them from annihilation, in spite of

fancy, prejudice, and fashion.

Are they transient? So is the Rose, so are all things beau-

tiful. They are admired the more for that. Even an ever-

lasting bloom of Roses would pall on the vision and deaden
appreciation. Condemn not flowers for being transient. If

we sometimes regret their departure the regret is momentary,
and new hopes arise in new births and an ever-recurring suc-

cession. Is not this transient character, so much deplored, one
of the greatest gifts of Heaven? It gives new life, new hope,

new appetite, and the earth seems always young, and yields

fruit of ever-fresh enjoyments. But blues are not tran-

sient. Employ in addition to the families named the old blue

Salvia freely. Turn the Veronicas, the Myosotis, the Ne-
mophila to account. Cherish the Viola. Throw in the old

Trachelium and the venerable and rich-robed Tradescantia

virginica. Let the Convolvuluses have a place in summer,
and the little Scillas and Anemones in spring, and tell me
not blue flowers are transient. They are not transient, but too

sparingly used, or a host of ladies coming from gardens of

their own would not exclaim in pleasure on seeing their

favourite colour alive and in flowers.—J. Weight.

KENT.
Our county, on which we rather pride ourselves, has re-

ceived but scant justice lately at the hands of travellers. A Mr.

I'Estrange has lately pubhshed one of those books which seem
to be got-up for Mudie's, in which one writes most charmingly

about the decaying vUlages of Romney, Ac, which are in

effect more flourishing than they have been for some time.

And now, j'roh pudor ! Mr. Witherspoon, whose love for the

Gladiolus one must honour, runs through the county and
records his impressions, in which he pours great contempt on
our farming, and deplores the miserable condition of our south

country labourers. Travellers' tales are proverbial, and tra-

vellers' impressions are often hastily put to paper and pass

current for shrewdness.

Now let me tell my tale. First as to the land. Railways do

not always run through the best land of a country. Who
would judge of the north of France by the line of country from
Boulogne to Paris, or in our country of the midland counties

from the Une from Huntingdon to Peterborough ? And it so

happens that the South-Eastern Railway runs for part of its

course through some of the worst land of the county—hard
" clity " clay ; and no worse punishment could we wish to any
farmer who had wronged his fellows, than to set him down to

farm this land. Hungry and cold, no farming can ever make
it remunerative. Mr. Witherspoon expatiates, too, on the use

of the scythe on brown meadows, and the absence of the

mowing machine. Ours is not a pasture but an arable county,

and probably there are fewer mowing machines here, for the

simple reason there would not be employment for them to

repay their outlay. In my own parish there are farms where

not a ton of hay is made this year, but the mowing machine is

in use here where there is any breadth of land laid down. We
do not cut our grass brown, and I should not be at all surprised

to find that what Mr. Witherspoon saw was men brushing

meadows where .sheep had been fed, but where the grass had
grown " strandy," and in consequence had to be brushed over.

Then as to the matter of wages. I do not know what Mr-.

Witherspoon calls poorly-paid labourers, but the lowest rate of

wage here is Ki.t. (irf. to IT'', per week, independently of harvest

work and hopping ; and if he had kindly paid me a visit I could

have taken him into cottages, and that not one or two, but

many, where he would have seen neatness and comfort such

as I venture to say he would not find in the houses of our

much-belauded and overpetted mechanics. I am sorry he falls

into the loud talk about an age of progress, &c. About the

Docks, Thistles, Ac, letjme say there is a worse weed than
any of these which we ought to do more to eradicate—the

drinking habits, which from all we hear are as prevalent

amongst Durham miners as Kentish labourers.

This is not, strictly speaking, horticultural matter; but, as a
" man of Kent," my back was rather put up by what I cannot

but consider hasty judgment and wrong opinions. There is

one thing Mr. Witherspoon might have observed, which is not

surely an indication of bad wages or unsound condition—the

well-kept gardens attached to the cottages, in which many an

old-fasliioned flower is cherished, and where vegetables and
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small frnit snflicient for the use of the family are protlucecl.

I am couviuceil that in this neighbourhood there is not a

labourer who does not, taking the year round, earn £1 a-week,

besides what the women and children earn by the not very

laborioas work of Hop-tying and other matters connected with
onr pecahar cultures. I was in the north lately, and saw a
good deal of bad farming and bad cottages, but I should be
sorry hence to infer that this is the normal condition of the

counties through which I passed.

—

T).,Di;al.

SELF-FEEDING FURNACE FOR HEATING
SMALL GREENHOUSES.

HaVINT, noticed inquiries as to heating small greenhouses, I

venture to submit to my brother readers a section of a self-

feeding famace, which will be found effectual and economical.
I built the original three years since, and have proved it to

work sixteen hours, and even more, with one charge, at a
regular heat, using only the cinders and refuse from the
dwelling-house.

Description of sketch, whi^h is drawn half an inch to a toot.

A, Level of stokehole ; b, ashpit ; c, furnace ; D, tlue ; E, hopper

;

F, bridge severing hopper from flue ; o, furnace door ; h, hop-
per door; i, damper closing front of ashpit (a plate of iron,

with circular regulator in centre) ; j, sill and frame of house
;

K, stones, &c., retained in place by bricks set on edge, formiug
the lower strata of a hotbed for striking cuttings; l, end wall

of house. The arrows show the course of the air, which,
prevented by the door h from passing through the bulk of the
fuel, seeks the flue as the easiest means of exit, and thus the
fuel, slowly passing down the hopper, is consumed only on
reaching the grate. There is a damper in the chimney outside
the house, to assist the ashpit damper in high winds.
The fire, when thoroughly alight, is pushed to the back of

the grate, the furnace door closed, and the hopper filled with
fuel ; the only attention then required is an occasional raking
of the ashes through the grate by means of a hooked rake
passed between the bars of the grate from the ashpit ; the
furnace door is only opened about once a-week to draw clinkers.

The size illustrated, with 10 feet of flue, heats a bouse of

about .500 cubic feet contents, but sheltered from north and east
winds.—G. W. G.

—

(EnglUh Mechanic and World o Hcience.)

OLD FRUITS AND VEGET.VBLES UNDER NEW
NAMES—THE NEW STR.VWUERRY DWARF

TOMATO.
I HAVE waited for some weeks for an abler pen than mine to

expose the untradcsmanlike manner of sending out the
Emerald Gem Pea. It reminds me of the anecdote of the
parson who preached a sermon, and asked one of his hearers
how he liked it. " Oh !

" he replied, " I have admired it these
forty years." Just so with the Emerald Clem ; I have known
and approved of it these forty years under the name of Ken-
dall's Superb. That I might be certain of its identity I brought
some old gardening friends to look at it, and they instantly
recognised it as an old favourite. It is deserving of all that can
be said in its favour, but I think it is too bad to palm oil an

old thing as a new variety at a price which ought only to be
attached to really new and improved varieties.

Some years ago a friend of mine sent me from Mansfield,
twenty Peas by post, called Stewart's Paradise. I sowed them
and saved the finest po3s for several years, till their original
size and appearance were very much improved, so that my
friend could scarcely believe they were the same variety.

Well, they got into a neighbouring seedsman's hands, who
c.iUed them Prolific. I instantly on view recognised
them, and asked him if he was growing Stewart's Paradise
Peas. " No," said he, " they are Prolific." I replied,
" You obtained them from one of your men." He was obliged
to confess the truth, and then be changed their name to "

Escholls," wliich synonym they are known by at present until

they get another.

Again, having read a good account of Princess of Wales Pea,
I got a neighbouring seedsman to obtain some from London.
These proved equal to description, and became very popular
under the synouym of Conqueror. I think it is very
wrong to mislead people by giving things new names, but it is

dishonest to charge the price of new varieties for old ones.

—

JosEi'H BcEGESS, Knutsford.

The answer to the " Inteoduceks' " inquiry, "Wherein lies

the deception ? " must be patent to all. Permit me, however,
to ask them if it is consistent with their views of fair dealing
to call such an old and well-known fruit as the Cape Goose-
berry a new Tomato, thereby inducing the public to purchase
as a novelty that which it had so long cultivated.

Wherein lies the novelty of application ? For many years it

has been in general cultivation solely for its fruit, which is

eaten at dessert, and also preserved as a jam, which is much
esteemed, and I fail to see that those who term themselves its

introducers propose to do more with it. In the supplement to

Johnson's " Gardeners' Dictionary," it is stated that Physalis
edulis (or eatable Cape Gooseberry), is a native of South
America, introduced into this country in 1773, just a hundred
years ago.—E. Ldckhubst.

I HAVE to thank Mr. Luckliurst for putting us on the alert

against the " New " Strawberry Dwarf Tomato, and I at the
same time take the opportunity of protesting against such
attempts to pass off old things as novelties merely because
they appear as such in American catalogues. In this oounti-y

we generally suppose that nursery and seedsmen know their

business and act upon their knowledge. Suppose an American
seedsman were to offer seed of the " New Green Gage Tomato
(Solauum tuberosum)," would " the introducers " be justified

in offering this to their customers as new, merely because the
American said that Potato berries might be used as Tomatoes?
I think it would be better if some of our seedsmen exhibited

more judgment and less eagerness in the introduction of

novelties.—.i.iiATEUB.

WALES AND WELSHMEN.—No. 3.

Whilst I am writmg these notes Mr. Justice Keating has been
here for the purpose of holding the assizes, and he made this re-

markable and, probably, unparalleled address to the grand jury—" Gentlemen—your duties will consist of listening to tho

gratifying announcement that there is no prisoner for trial at

the assizes. I have received a return of the state of business

at the asiizes corresponding to the present during the last

three years. From tliat return I find that in 1870 there was
but one prisoner for trial, against whom no true bill was found

;

in 1871 there were four prisoners for trial, three of whom
were found not guilty ; in 1872 there were no prisoners for

trial ; and in 187:S there is once more a Wank calendar. This

is a state of things reflecting the greatest credit not only

upon the magistracy, clergy, and all concerned in the preserva-

tion of tho peace in tho county, but also upon the population

at large. I have the satisfaction of stating that this gratifying

condition o things is not confined to Anglesoa, for as far as my
experience has liitherto gone, this immunity from crime ap-

pears to be general in the Principality. Up to the present

time I have had the honeurof bringing Her Majesty's commis-
sion into four counties, and in .all of these I found only four

prisoners for trial, tlio offences with which they were charged

beinf; so slight that I deemed justice would be satisfied by

passing a sentence of fourteen days imprisonment upon each.

This affords a glorious contrast to the characteristics of four

centuries ago when one of our nursery rhymes was composed
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and justified. In those days the Welsh retained possession of

the mountains, and the English of the lowlands. When, says
Mr. Flavell Edmunds, opportunity served or provisions became
scarce, the Welshmen made a foray upon the herds of the
English and hurried back with their booty to theii' fastnesses.

The nursery rhyme records this in
Taffy was a Welshman,

Taffy was a thief,

Taffy came to my house
And carried off my beef,

By-and-by retaliation was attempted

—

I went to Taffy's bouse,
Taffy wasn't at home.

He was too prudent to await his visitors when inconveniently
numerous, but whilst they were seeking for him he sometimes
made a wide detoTir, came down upon the English homesteads
left unguarded, and carried off the remainder of the herds he
had previously thinned, or, as it is rhymed,

Taffy came to my house
And stole a man-ow bone.

That is, all that remained worth taking.
Since last writing I have had more opportunities of seeing

and bearing of the gardening in the island. At Baron Hill
and other high-class places it is very superior, but of these I
shall speak and illustrate iu future communications. Among
the agricultural labouring classes the absence of gardening

—

rather should I say of gardens—is most lamentable. There is

no want of a fondness for the culture of plants, both orna-
mental and useful, but space for useful gardening is rarely
attached to the cottages. There are frequently plots in front
of them, each of which plots might be covered with a table-

cloth, and iu these you see huge bushes of the Fuchsia coccinea.
Rose bushes. Nasturtiums, and Pinks. In the windows are
pots of praiseworthy Geraniums, many varieties of the double
among them ; Calceolarias, and Mimuluses. I saw one old
dame sitting paralysed before her cottage door, with some
especial pet Geranium iu her lap. Such tastes might be ex-
pected among those among whom crime is so rare, but it is a
taste that lingers even among the depraved of cities, and
is still more ardently fostered by those who find it a solace in
poverty. "My Pinks," was the pathetic comment of a per-
manent inmate of a workhouse, " My Pinks came from the
garden I once had ;" and a letter now before me from a lady
at Ipswich says, " I was in the workhouse this afternoon, and
thei-e one woman who cannot leave her bed had made quite a
pretty little garden on the wiudow-sill by her side. It was
only small bottles and jars filled with such flowers as she could
obtain, but they were prettily arranged and set upon little

mats which she had made. This was not much, but evidently
her window-sill is a solace to her, and in the workhouse there
is very little to make life at all bright."

Of useful plots attached to the cottages, and to the shame
of the lauded proprietors I record the fact, there are but few,
and these very small. It is a disgrace to them, because they
must know if they thought at all what would improve the
home comfort of then- workmen, that a garden capable of
yielding a Cabbage, an Onion, or a mess of Beans to the
supper-pot, is as valuable to the cottager as the better-stored
larder is to his employer. It is true that the farmers are ac-
customed to let out a field in plots to their labourers on the
conditions that they manure the plots, plant them with Po-
tatoes, and keep them well weeded. But this is to secure a
Ijenefit to the farmers, for such manuring, forking, and hoeing
as is needed for the Potatoes prepares the field for the
Wheat crop. To obtain the requisite manure the produce of
the labourer's pigstye, if he owns one, is appropriated, and, in
addition, the horse droppings on the roads, which you see
urchins scraping and sweeping-up.

It is a fact that wherever in Anglesea any part of a parish
boundary touches the seashore on that part the church stands.
Probably this was because in Roman Catholic days the eccle-
siastics found a supply of fish most desirable ; but as lay
residences were necessarily attracted to the vicinity of the
church, they were at the same time attracted to the most ex-
posed and least fertile spots on the island. One parish about
six miles from Beaumaris is remarkably so. I refer to
Llanddoua. Here the church is little more than a stone's
throw from the rocks, and the ways to it—they do not deserve
the name of roads—are so precipitous and rougli from rock
points studding their surface, that no carriage can proceed
further than to within a mile from the church. Yet even here
in the rectory garden the kitchen crops and the Apple trees

are most healthful and prolific. Their culture, therefore,

should be encouraged, and landlords would do well for their

own interests to insist on their cultivation. You would aid in
effecting this by promoting the circulation of Mr. Lea's little

volume in this island.* How much such cultivation is needed
requh-es no other evidence than the deficient supply at Beau-
maris, and that supply is of bad fruit and vegetables. This is

explained by the fact that there is not a market gardener,
nurseryman, florist, or seedsman in the whole island, and the
greengrocers receive their supplies from Liverpool ! I except

from my condemnation the Potatoes, which are the best pos-

sible, and are evidence to the success that would attend the
culture of other garden produce.

Mentioning Llanddona reminds me of its most energetic and
praiseworthy rector, the Rev. Peter Jones. The old church
was unsightly, devoid of the slightest architectural pretensions,

and was some two years ago in snch a dilapidated, not to say
discreditable and unseemly condition, as to call for immediate '

attention, otherwise il would in the coirrse of a very short
time have degenerated into a tumble-down structure, such as

that ruined edifice misnamed the parish chiu'ch, which at present
disgraces the adjoining parish of Llangoed. The old fabric

boasted considerable antiquity, and its foundation is traced so

far back as the seventh century, tradition ascribing its erection

to the pious St. Dona, the sou of Selyf. So the rector resolved

to have a new church, and he affords one more instance in

support of my Ufe's maxim—a clear head, a strong arm, and a
good heart, expunge "impossible" from their owner's diction-

ary. The new church was opened for divine service a few days
since. The works, which occupied about eighteen months in

completion, were done by day work under the superintendence

of the rector, to whose indomitable perseverance and energetic

efforts the erection of the new church is solely due. Mr. Jones,

in addition to acting as secretary and treasurer of the building

fund, furnished the plans, acted as clerk of the works, and
superintended the construction of the buUdiug from its very

foundations. In addition to working single-handed in this

good work, he had to depend a great deal upon extraneous

pecuniary assistance, Llanddona being a not over-wealthy and
very thinly populated parish. In the face of great difliculties

and obstacles which would have disheartened many parish

clergymen, he has succeeded in erecting a pretty and sub-

stantially-built church at a cost barely exceeding £G00, and in

opening it with a very trifling incubus of debt still remaining.

His appeal for pecuniary aid was very liberally responded to,

Sir Richard Bulkeley headed the subscription list with £50,
Captain Verney, R,N., contributed £30, and Lord Penrhyn,
whose name figures prominently in every fund for the erection

or restoration of a church iu the PrincipaUty, was also a liberal

donor. Still, there is a small debt remaining, and any of your
readers will do worthily who send a contribution directed to

the rector, " Llanddona, near Beaumaris." It might be sent

in postage stamps now that that thoughtless requirement about
registering has been rescinded.

The new church is about five miles from Beaumaris, far oft

the beaten tourist track, and about a mile beyond the village

proper of Llanddona. It occupies the exact site of the old

fabric, and nestles at the foot of a mountain on the east side

of Red Wharf Bay, commanding a splendid view of the wide
expanse of sea, and the rugged mountain scenery, and its

widely extending sands are firm and stoneless.—G.

ALLEGED NEW POTATO DISEASE.
A NEW Potato disease is described as having made its

appearance near Jena, differing from the one commonly known
in its directly attacking the tubers, and not the leaves. The
tuber becomes covered by a purplish felt, which is the my-
celium of a fungus. The skin of the Potato is sometimes
apparently not penetrated by the mycelium, the contrary being
the fact in other cases. Iu the latter event, the tuber becomes
completely destroyed by a cancerous disease. The fungus
belongs to the genus Scleroticum, and according to Professor

HoUiss, the remedy will probably be the same as in the ordi-

nary Potato disease—namely, the selecting of early kinds,

using only mineral and no animal nor vegetable manures, and
with a careful selection of the best adapted soil. The Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, the eminent fungologist, however, has lately

* The name of this volume is " Small Farms ; How tbey can be matle to

answer by means of Fruit-growing
: "—London, Journal of Horticulture Office,

171, Fleet Street.
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announced that this is the ivell-lmown " Copper TVeb," which
in somo years is very destructive to Asparagus, Mint, and other

crops, and has been known, to some extent, to attack the

Potato. It is figured in Tulasue's " Fungi Hypogaai," under
the name of Rhizoctonia.

—

[American Paper.)

BOYAL HORTICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
August Gth.

The Show on this occasion was of very limited extent, by no
means filling the western conservatory corridor ; but as a set-ofE

it was well arranged, and the Phloxes and Orchids made an
effective little show for this season.
Phloxes formed the main feature of this Show, and of these

Messrs. Downie, Laird, it Laing staged a remarkably fine twelve
in 10-inch pots, and took the first prize. Among the varieties

were Bridesmaid, white, shaded with lilac ; Phillipa Penglase,
fine lilac rose, carmine centre ; Monsieur Domage, M. Malet,
Madame Domage, Lothair, salmon rod; Madame Dombraiu,
M. de Lauuy, John Laing, and Marguerite de Tureuue, lilac.

Mr. Ware, Hale l-'arm Nursery, Tottenham, was second with,
among others, tine examples of Countess of Ereadalbaue, ma-
genta ; Ada, deep rose, crimson eye ; and Mrs. Laing, lilac. Mr.
Ware also sent a collection chiefly, consisting of seedlings ; but
from Messrs. Downie ct Co. came afar fiuer collection, for which
an extra prize was given. There were no amateur exhibitors.

Petunias, for which there were four classes, had not a single
represeutative, and of Cannas there was but one collection.

This was exhibited by Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Welling-
ton Nursery, and consisted of large plants of Abondance, with red
bronze-veined leaves; Kendatlerii, deep green; Musasfolia hy-
brida, of a brighter green ; Prcmices de Nice, yellow-flowered

;

Schubertii; and Rubra superbissima with dark bronze veins
and suffusion. The best six Hydrangeas were excellently-
bloomed specimens of the common kind, shown by Mr. Aldous,
Gloucester Road, South Kensington.
Of miscellaneous subjects Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, sent a

eroap of herbaceous Lobelias, but with the majority of the
nowers only partially expanded. A first prize was awarded to

Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, for a collec-

tion of Orchids, including splendid specimens of Saccolabium
Blamei, with seventeen spikes ; Epidendrum vitellinum, with
thirty-eight flowers ; Oncidium macranthum, and Disa grandi-
flora, all of which had cultural commendations ; also a fine

Thunia alba, Saccolabium Blumei superbum, and Cattleyas.
From Mr. Aldous, Gloucester Road, came a miscellaneous

froup, which took an extra prize ; Messrs. F. & A. Smith a very
ne collection of Balsams, both as regards size and colours of

flowers ; and from Mr. Ware, Tottenham, a dozen Pentstemons
in pots in very good bloom. From Mr. C Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough, came splendid stands of Carnations and
Picotees, of which Carnation King of Yellows, large, canary
yellow, had a first-class certificate. From the same exhibitor
came also a splendid stand of Verbenas, Prince of Wales, crimson
scarlet, being especially effective. Messrs. S. Dixon & Co.,

Amhurst Nurseries, Anton Street, Hackney, again exhibited
their fine new double-flowered dwarf Lobelia ; and Mr. Maurice
Tonng, Milford Nurseries, Godalming, his beautiful Golden
Chinese Juniper, which had before been certificated.

For the best dish of early Plums, Mr. B. Porter, gardener to

Mrs. Benham, Sion Lodge, Isleworth, was first with Early
Morocco, and ilr. Farrow, gardener to G. Batters, Esq., Enfield,

second with Jaune Hutive. The best collection of Gooseberries
came from Mr. Walker, nuraeryman, Thame, who bad some
very large fruit ; the second best from Mr. Record, gardener to

J. Whatman, Esq., M.P., Vintfirs Park, Maidstone, and the

third best from Mr. W. ilartin, Shermaubury, Hurstpierpoint.

Mr. Clarke, gardener to J. Hall, Esq., Sutton, and Mr. Hepper,
gardener to C. O. Ledward, Esq., Acton, also competed. The
first prize for the six heaviest Gooseberries went to Mr. G. Kirk-
land, Bletchington, Oxon, weight 8 ozs. ; the second to Mr.
Walker, Thame ; the third to Mr. Kirtland, Albion Nursery,
Stoke Newington; and the foorth to Mr. Tomkins, Bletchington.

Flobal CoinnTTEE.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair. The
subjects exhibited on this occasion were not numerous, but a
good number of certificates were awarded. One of the first class

went to Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, for a charming white Lilium
named Phillipeannm, with a tube nearly 6 inches in length

;

also for Olearia Haastii in a basket, but lifted from the open
ground, densely covered with white sweet-scented flowers

—

indeed a mass of blossom. Cypripedium Sedeni, a hybrid be-
tween C. longiflomm and C. SchUmii, was also certificated, and
is a pretty lively-coloured kind. A first-class certificate was
awarded for Begonia William Spinks, a cream yellow-flowered
variety, raised at the Society's garden at Chiswick.
From Messrs. J. <t C. Lee, of Hammersmith, came several

examples of trees and shrubs. Robin ia pseud-Acacia amea
with beautifully golden-tinged leaves, bad a first-c^lass certi-

ficate; also Prunus variegata with white variegated foliage, and
,\iuus glutiuosa laciuiata, with broad rather deeply-slashel
leaves. Ligustrum lucidum angustifolium with, for a Privet,
very long leaves, and a variety of the same species called tri-

color, with much broader and shorter foliage, margined with
yellow and edged with rose, were also exhibited. The latter is

a very pretty variety.

From G. F. Wilson, Esq., Weybridge, came a fine doublo
Tiger Lily, called Lilium tigi'inum erectum, together with
photographs of varieties of Lilium longiflorum. Mr. Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, seat collections of perpetual Carnation;",

and an excellent lot of seedling Pentstemons ; whilst frotu

Messrs. Wood & Ingram, of Huntingdon, came stands of seeil-

ling Carnations and Picotees. The Rev. Lord Hawke exhibited
a number of new Hollyhocks, of which his name alone is a
guarantee for their quality. First-class certificates were
awai-ded for Mrs. Chater, primrose with au orange-tinged
centre; Catherine, pale salmon; Red Cross Knight, reddish
maroon; and Octavia, rose. From Dr. Denny, Stoke Newing-
ton, came Pelargonium Jessica, deep scarlet ; from Mr. Douglas,
gardener to P. Robinson, Esq., Womersley, well-grown Cocks-
combs of a good strain ; and from Messrs. Dicksons, Waterloo
Place, Edinburgh, some excellent early-flowering Phloxes, much
the worse for their journey, of which we especially uoted Edin-
burgh Castle and Caller Ou. Mr. Rowe, The Rookery, Eoo-
hampton, sent a large specimen of Polyporus squamosus.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. H. J. Hardy, Bures, Essex, sent Hardy's Pedigree Windsor
Beaus. In reference to these, it was decided that aU vege-
tables before receiving certificates be grown at Chiswick, on the
recommendation of the Committee, except where a decision
can fairly be made. Mr. William Bull, King's Road, Chelsea,

sent a Cucumber, called Excelsior, which was considered past
its best. Messrs. Monro & Wilkinson, Potter's Bar, sent speci-

mens of a Cabbage, called Little Heath, which was considered
a good sample of the Fulham or London Market, but not worthy
of a new name.
Mr. Henry Plummer, gardener to R. Thornton, Esq., Cannon

Hill Park, Merton, sent two Queen Pines, a Smooth-leaved
Cayenne, and an Ahavah. The last being a variety unknown to

the Committee, it was cut. This is a medium-sized conical fruit,

of a deep yellow colour, and prominent pip. The flesh is deep
yellow, very juicy and sweet, lacking acidity. The Committee
were of opinion that this is Havaunah. Mr. Baker, gardener
to A. Basset, Esq., Sister House, Clapham, sent a distinct-look-

ing Pine Apple without name. It was imported from the West
Indies four years ago, and as it was not quite ripe it is to bo
seen again. Messrs. Monro .1" Wilkinson sent Little Heath
Melon, good specimens of the third crop borne by the plants.

Mr. Bowman, gardener to Sir Joseph Hawley, Leybourne
Grange, sent a hybrid Melon with red flesh, which was very in-

ferior in flavoiu-. Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, sent a dish of Pears,
somewhat resembling Doyenne d'fete, but inferior in flavour

They were from an old tree grown in the neighbourhood of

Penshurst under the name of Early Milton. Mr. Clark, gar-

dener to J. M. Robertson, Esq., Roehampton, sent a dish of

Citron des Carmes Pears, and also a dish of White Joannetiug
and Red Margaret Apples. Mr. Earley, gardener, Valentines,
sent a collection of fruit, consisting of a dish of each Apricots,

Apples, and Pears, one of Early Orleans Plums, and fifteen

dishes of Gooseberries, for which a letter of thanks was awarded,
and a cultural commendation was awarded to the Apricots. A
letter of thanks was awarded to G. F. Gregory, Esq., Addison
Road, Kensington, for a dish of well-kept Apples. Mr. William
I'aul, of Waltham Cross, sent a bunch of a new Grape, called

Seedling Sweetwater, which Mr. Paul was asked to give an
account of as regards its growth and bearing.
Mr. J. Henson, gardener, Newark, near Peterborough, sent a

seedling Gooseberry, called Hensou's Seedling. This is a de-

cided acquisition, being a fruit of good size, and both iu that

respect and in colour not unlike the Red Warrington, but the
flavour partakes very much of the Red Champagne, and is quite

rich. It is a very fine highly-flavoured Gooseberry, and, judg-
ing from the spray laden with fruit which was exhibited, it has
the appearance of being an abtmdant bearer. This was awarded
a first-class certificate.

ADVANTAGES OF HOEING.
1. The loosening of the soil in the operation of hoeing ia

bencfioial to the plants—as much as the destruction of the

weeds, or more so.

2. Moisture abounds in the atmosphere during the hottest

months, and is absorbed and retained most abundantly by a
soil wliich is in the most friable state. Prof. Schluber found

that 1000 grains of stiff clay absorbed in twenty-four hours
only thirty-six grains of moisture from the air, while gaiden

mould absorbed forty-five groins, and Cue magnesia absorbed

sCTcnty-six grain?.
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.'i. Then, again, pulTerising soil enables it better to retain

the moisture absorbed.

4. The soil, in order to be healthy and active, must breathe.

A light porous soil admits the air, and thus it is fed and greatly

invigorated by the atmosphere.

5. The sun's rays heat a hard soil much quicker than aloose

one, and the hotter the soil is so much greater will be evapo-

ration from it. So that a hard soil is deprived of its moisture
much sooner than one of a loose texture.

0. The roots of plants can find their way through a moist

loose soil in search of food much better than they can through

a hard dry soil.

7. The soil that has been ploughed well and then liept loose

near the surface by the action of the hoe, will receive and hold
the rain water that falls, while a hard soil will allow most of

it to run off into the valleys and streams as it falls.

—

{New
England Farmer.)

OENAMENTAL PLANTING.—No. 6.

' EnoDODESDEONS and their allies are associated under the con-

venient title of American plants. From the great and peculiar

beauty of the entire class, but more especially of the Rhodo-
dendrons, they are certainly most worthy to hold a superior

rank to shrubs in general ; but it is questionable whether the
practice of separating them from other shrubs in the catalogues

has not contributed materially to the very ])revaleut but erro-

neous impression that, in order to succeed in their culture, a

peouliai' mode of treatment and costly preparation of the soil

are necessary ; and it is also probable for the same reason that

we so seldom find mixed groups or shi'ubbery borders enriched

and beautified by the presence of any varieties of this lovely

genus. What contrast could surpass in beauty or eJiect the

deep rich crimson trusses of Rhododendron John Waterer with
the profuse clusters of the deep golden yellow flowers of Ber-

beris Darwinii ? Not that I would often jjlaut two such striking

objects side by side, but rather sufficiently near each other for

the contrast of rich colours to produce its due effect, which
would be much heightened by the intervention of a Conifer
with deep green foliage, such as Libocedrus decurrens or Ar-

throtaxus selaginoides. Then there is a host of other excel-

lent kinds, with other shrubs, all equally valuable for mixing
—ranging in colour from a deep purple through all the various

shades of crimson, scarlet, pink, and white, all very striking

and ornamental, forming a perfect treasury of objects rich and
rare, surpassing almost all other shrubs in the bright and
varied loveliness of the flowers that are produced in such
profusion, and that never appear to greater advantage than
in the setting of living deep green foliage, which from its ever-

green character, beautiful disposal, and fine form adds so much
to the value of Rhododendrons as decorative plants.

There are in a few gardens in this country masses of the

famous old R. pontieum 20 to 30 feet high that are objects of rare

beauty ; and as it is quite within the bounds of possibility that

the most robust hybrid varieties will in time become equally

large, this important fact should duly influence our present

and future planting arrangements. Well-formed specimens of

even 12 feet high of such kinds as the pure white Mrs. Glutton,

or the newer crimson and scarlet varieties, would form objects

of such incomparable magnificence as it is hardly possible to

conceive ; and so in my advocacy for a more extensive use
of plants of this class, I would urge upon those who contem-
plate planting, to afford space for a few select kinds as single

specimens. Apart from that association with other shrubs
which it is desirable should become more general, the practice

of massing the various kinds in groups and borders by them-
selves is an excellent one, and the fine appearance of such
groups during the flowering season is too well known to require

one word of commendation at my hands. Some caution is,

however, necessary in the arrangement of these masses, for

however brilliant and dazzling maybe the effect of the flowers,

yet it must be granted that very much of the spirit and bright-

ness of the scene fades with the flowers, and that the foliage,

which alone is visible for so long together, is apt to appear
somewhat tame and monotonous ; hence the frequent attempts
to introduce Hollyhocks, Liliums, and Tritomas among them
are sufficiently significant and expressive of how prevalent

this feeling is. It is true we may relieve and brighten the effect,

as we do with hardy Azaleas, Kalmias, and Ledums ; but none of

these continue in flower long after the others, and it must not
be forgotten that it is of pure and simple groups of American
Burubs that I am now treating. It seems to me, therefore,

that the best remedv for this obvious defect is to hitroduco

groups of other shrubs sufficiently near and among them to

relieve the monotony and sustain an interest in the scene by
imparting variety, and by the production of flowers at a later

period of the year.

In forming a Eose garden upon an exposed position where
violent gales frequently swept across with great power, it

became necessary to make a shelter to break the wind's force,

so as to screen the tender growth of the Roses in spring.

Now, I had seen various screens used for this purpose, but all

of them were very formal, not at all ornamental ; they were,
in fact, just screens aud nothing more, very efficient for

shelter; but then, in forming a screen of living shrubs or

trees, by the exercise of a little care aud judgment it may be
rendered as ornamental as it is useful ; and so in the instance

to which I allude, instead of a row or two of shrubs of no par-

ticular interest, groups and belts of American shrubs, inter-

spersed with a few choice specimens of Conifers standing
singly upon the turf, were introduced with excellent effect;

for as the Rhododendrons began to fade, the clumps of Kalmia
began to expand into beauty, the persistent flowers lingering

on till the first opening Eoses gave promise of the rich display

to follow ; and thus by this arrangement a scene full of

brightness and beauty was secured for a much longer period

than would have been possible from the use of either class

separately.

Very interesting and pretty beds may be made with many
of the dwarf-growing American plants, such as the Kalmias,
Gaultherias, Ledums, Menziesias or Dabcecias, Pernettyas,

Daphnes, Ericas, Andromedas, and dwarf Rhododendrons, aud
a group of these will be included in the following arrange-
ments :

—

Mixed group of Rhododendrons (firi. 1).

Fig
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Mixed bed of Heaths (jly. 2).
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a fertiliser except for light sandy soils, to wbieli it gives more
solidity, but it is more remarkable for the great depth to which
it extends. Clays of other kinds also abound in places, and
all tints of grey are represented ; some clays of this hue are the
most useful for cultivated plants. In many instances lime may
be advantageously employed in diminishing the adhesive-

ness of clay soils and rendering them more productive ; but to

the gardener who has a choice of soi's I would not recommend
one of a very stiff nature except where long droughts prevail,

and scarcely then.
Let ns now turn to some of those] LiRh dry moorlands of

which Derbyshire, Staffordshire, and the north-western counties,

afford such numerous examples, a considerable breadth also

occurring in Surrey and on the south coast. There the
hilly districts present two or more kinds of soil, to a certain

extent differing from each other. The dry, black peaty skin
of thickly-rooted matter of heath and fern is often desired for

the ijotting-beuch, as Heaths and Azaleas, as well as several

other plants seem to luxuriate in such a soil ; but it is not
well suited for cultivation, for it is often shallow, with a hard
stoney bottom, and on high naked situations deficient in
shelter and altogether unsuited tor cultural purposes. Patches
of it, however, aie found on a lower level and exhibit great
fertility after cultivation, and have less rooty matter amongst
the soil than occurs at greater elevations.

I will not here enumerate the plants which a peaty soil from
a dry upland heath is said to suit, but I may remark that for

many years it was thought to be the only one in which iihodo-
dendrous would succeed, but they have been found to thrive
in soils that to outward appearance bear little resemblance to

peat, still there are many choice plants for which this is in-

dispensable in pots.

The above dry upland peat must not be confounded with
that obtained in the morasses at the base of the liill, which is

often pernicious to vegetation—perhaps containing iron, which
I;have Imown^to kill Ehoilodendrons ; but such peat, after having
been cut for fuel, left for some time exposed to the weather, and
then immersed in a manure tank, may often be used with
advantage for the same purposes as fibrous peat ; but care
ought to be taken how it is used, for it frec^ueutly does much
injury.

Eesembliug in some degree the bog soil just alluded to is

that which occurs by the sides of tidal rivers, where large tracts

of level land have been overflowed by high tides, rendering the
land like bog in colour, but differing from it owing to the
water not being impregnated, as in the case of bo^s formed by
springs, with the substances through which the water passes
before reaching the surface; and in the two eases a different
kind of herbage jirevails, so that the same crops can hardly be
expected to thrive in each alike. Another distinction often
exists. The marsh land by the sides of large rivers, or where
the tide has overflowed at some former time, often contains
more sand than the inland bog ; and after cultivation for a
series of years this sand forms an important element in the
composition of the soil, as it exhibits itself in greater abund-
ance after the vegetable fibre which once bound the whole into
a mass has perished, and some very producti%'e land is often
the result.

Taking next another description of soil—that of a sandy
district, where rain helps to make the ground and roads cleaner
rather than du'ty by consolidating the sand. Such soils are
not unfrequent, and have these advantages, being more espe-
cially useful where rain falls often and in great quantity. Of
their value for garden purposes little need be said, as much
depends on the character of the season. Some crops luxuriate
in sand—for instance, Asparagus where it has been liberally
assisted with manure ; and it is nowhere cultivated to greater
perfection than in some of the sandy plains that border our
tidal rivers. In dry sandy districts, again, there is often a soil

that will almost blow away with a bri^k wind, but underneath
many such tracts there is marl at no great depth below the sur-
face, and this can be dug up and spread over the field in suffi-
cient quantity to meet the requirements of vegetation. Marl and
marl pits are common enough in many places, and they have
plaved an imiiortant part in husbandry.
Perhaps the most fertile of all soils are those formed by the

alluvial deposits at the sides of rivers beyond the reach of the
tides, and of ordinary fresh-water- floods. Most rivers have a
bordering of this kind of land in some part of their course, and
on it occur the richest of our pasture and the most productive of
our arable land. Tliere the soil is deep, of rich earthy matters,
and in all respects capable of supporting vegetation. Land of

this kind often gives us the earliest and certainly the most
abundant crops, and it is well adapted for most vegetables

;

Celery, Ehubarb, Lettuce, and even Asparagus, doing remark-
ably well. Some of the best market gardens in the kingdom
and not a few private ones are placed in such situations ; their

great drawback is their liability to suffer from early and late

frosts, and in midwinter the frosts are often more severe^than
in more elevated sites. -_».;,

Flinty gravels occasionally occur in districts where water i&

scarce; they are not at all enviable soils, and yet in favourable
seasons good crops of corn are often reaped, even when the-

stones may be shovelled-up in cartloads aU over the ploughed
ground. These stones, be it remembered, are not without^
their uses, and help to keep in what moisture there is in tho
laud, and help also to keep it open. It is partly due to the-

stones that the soil does not harden into a solid impenetrable
mass ; for in many cases where angular or rounded flints

abound in such quantities the intervening substance is a much
stiffer aud more adhesive material than it is often thought to
be. The gardener, at all events, ought not to select a soil of

this description, at least not the scalp of such a hill, but the
valley may often be better, in consequence of the best soil being
washed down by the rains ; but dry hot seasons aSect such
lands severely, and in some places the absence of water is a
great defect in domestic as well as cultural matters.

There are many other soils of an intermediate character
comprising portions of two or more of those described, while
there are some to which it would be difficult to give a definite

character ; amongst them are some of the shallow clayey soils

resting on a shaley gravel—such soils are not generally pro-
ductive. There is also a sterile gravel now and then met with
of a bright yellow colour, evidently one of the worst to deal
with, and patches of this in a naked condition often occur
in waste places without exhibiting a vestige of vegetation,
as on some of the moors of Derbyshire and Cannock Chase^
in Staffordshire. Such soils require more time to render
them fertile than would pay the cultivator to make them so,

and the epithet barren applies to them
;
yet they are not

absolutely so, for seeds will vegetate iipou them, but they can-
not sustain vegetable life for any considerable time.

Let us now suppose ourselves to be going from London by
rail ; we have not to travel far before we see several of the
soils previously referred to, and a glance at the character of
the crops, coupled, of course, with other considerations, wiH
in many instances convey a good idea of what the soil really

is. Most of the laud near London may be said to be in au
artificial state of cultivation

—

i.e., it has for many years
been so highly manured that the original character of the soil

is almost lost sight of ; but farther from town this result can-
not so well be accomplished, aud we have there the land in a
condition more nearly resembling what it naturally is, and its

productiveness may generally be estimated with some exact-
ness by the character of the trees and hedges, and even the
weeds. Nettles, notwithstanding the hostility most people
bear to them, are one of the best indications of good land,,

much more so than Fern or Bracken. Crowsfoot is also a
sign of good land ; while wild Thyme aud Daisies indicate
inferior ground. The Ox-eye Daisy prevails in meadows of
retentive soil, where it often blooms in a mass at the end of
May or beginning of June in such a manner as to emulate
the best-arranged flower garden. The scarlet Poppy in corn-
fields indicates a dry soil, while the purple Loosestrife is

only seen in wet places, and amongst trees when in a con-
dition of nature or nearly so. The Elm selects the best land,
aud is there capable of maintaining its supremacy, but on such
land the cultivator has often a difficulty to rear the Spruce
Fir, and has the mortification to find it often dies or becomes
diseased at a very early age. Light land with a rather shallow
soil more or less appertaining to peat suits the Scotch Fir
best, while a calcareous soil is best fitted for the Beech, but
both accommodate themselves to circumt t mces. The Oak is so-

often met with in soils of such widely different characters that
it is difficult to define that which is best adapted for it. The
light upland soils, where it is so often met with in a natural
state in connection with Hazel, Birch, Maple, and other trees,

is not the place where it attains the largest dimensions, yet
every stiff' soil does not suit it ; a certain depth of soil for its

roots to penetrate would seem to be necessary, aud the best
examples, I beheve, are on rather stiff' soils overlying a mixture
of stiff loam and gravel.

Having extended my remarks to a greater length than was
intended, I have only one further observation to make, and
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that is what in the gardening world may sound something
like heresy ; nevertheless, I reuture to ask this qiiestion, Are
we right, when describing mixtures for growing choice plants,

in recommending a mixture of peat and loam ? I have given

up the practice for many years and never use such a mixture.

Soils intermediate in character between these two are plentiful

enough, and where these can bo had they are umjuestionably

better than the mechanical mixture. I am not sure that some
other of our mixtures are not likewise open to objection. In
conclusion I will remark, that a study of the soils which form
the outer covering of our country is worthy of more attention

than it has hitherto received.—J. Eobsos.

THE CULTURE OF HARDY AND HALF-HAEDY
ORCHIDS.

It has often occurred to me that these plants should be more
generally cultivated than is at present the case, more especially

as many of them are, when well grown, scarcely less beautiful

than the more expensive epiphytes of our Orchid houses.

Terrestrial Orchids ought, as a general rule, never to be dis-

turbed when making their growth, or in the flowering state
;

still I know from experience that many gardeners continually

receive them from their employers or theii- friends, who
happen to be traveUing on the continent when these beautiful

plaats are in flower. The best way of collecting these plants

is tv) mark them when in flower, and afterwards to remove them
when the foUage has died off, and the tubers are thoroughly
ripe and dormant. They (the tubers) should be carefully packed
in moist earth or sphagnum during transit, and must be potted
off as soon as received at homo. The soil best suited for their

requirements is strong fibrous loam, with a mixture of leaf

mould and coarse sand ; other species, as many of the Ophrys
and Cypripediums, affect a chalky soil, or lumps of limestoue
may be broken and mixed with the fibrous or turfy compost.
The pots should be well drained, and the soil pressed firmly
around the tubers, after which plunge the pots in ashes, sand,
or cocoa-nut fibre, in a cold frame, where they may remain all

winter ; all the attention they will require is to keep the soil

moderately moist, nothing being more injurious than to let

them get dust-dry. In a state of nature all bulbs and tubers
get a copious supply of water during the winter season, or
while they are at rest ; and I have often thought that the
reason many cultivators fail in growing these plants is, because
ihey dry them off during the winter months. The pots should
be protected during heavy rains and severe frosts, either by
having the glazed hghts drawn on, or an oil-cloth spread over
the pit or frame in which they are plunged.
The foregoing instructions may be followed out in the case

of rare or deUcate continental species ; but many of the British

and American species may be planted out in the rock garden or

herbaceous border, and will in most cases be found to succeed
to perfection. One of the most beautiful of all hardy terrestrial

species, Cypripadium spectabile, grows vigorously planted out
in a peat bed on a cool clay bottom ; while our only British

species, 0. Calceolns, grows bestiuaohalky loam, fully exposed
to the cast, bat sheltered from the midday sun. In Messrs.
Backhouse & Son's nurseries at York, these two beautiful

species grow vigorously and flower profusely every summer,
along with many species of Orchis and other continental
Orchids. When these plants are grown outside, select a parti-

ally shaded spot well furni.shed with other herbaceous plants,

and plant the tubers 5 or fj inches below the surface ; they will

find their way through in due time, and will not suffer from
the vicissitudes of the weather as they would if planted just

below the surface of the ground. The contiguity of other her-
baceous plants prevents undue evaporation from the soil in

which th' y are planted. During winter a mulching of short
litter, leaves, or manure, will protect them both from frost and
cold rains.

I sincerely hope these beautiful plants will meet with every
encouragement in our gardens, for amongst terrestrial Orchids
there are many species not yet introduced to our collections
that will bear comparison with the choicest epiphyte in point
of beauty and' fragrance. At the same time they miy be grown
without the unpleasant heat and extra labour required by
tropical species.—B. (in Tlu Gardener.)

DiSEASK AMOxa THR AfPLE Tbees im theNuoahv District.—
The Lockport Journal makes some statements about a disease
whieh does not appear to belong to the Apple " scare," so com-

mon about this season. Niagara is one of the largest, pro-
bably the largest, Apple-growing county in the State of New
York. The above journal says a disease is prevailing in the
orchards there that has destroyed many trees. It manifests
itself in a curling of the leaves ; the bark dies, then the body
of the trees dies upwards about a foot from the ground ; the
disease also extends iuto the roots several feet, and kills the
whole tree ; the bark tightens and adheres firmly to the
tree, and does not crack or peel. There seems to be no per-

ceptible cause for fatality among the Apple trees ; no grubs
can be fouud nor anything else that would be likely to destroy.

About fifteen trees in a splendid orchard belonging to Mr.
Geo. W. Tower, in the town of Porter, have been attacked
with this disease and kUled. The trees were from fifteen to

twenty years old. Several other instances in various towns are

mentioned where fine, healthy Apple trees have been destroyed
in Uke manner.

WHAT I KNOW OF PRUNING.
A THEORY as to pruning fruit trees, whieh has many recent

advocates, is that the trees be suffered to grow as they please.
To this there is earnest protest from careful cultivators. I

doubt whether those who condemn pruning mean what they
say—that is, that they would not cut out a single limb ; if they
do, it seems to me they do not understand the nature of trees.

I suspect that they are beginners, and that when they come to

know more they will change their views. I grant that the no-
pruning theory has, nevertheless, some able advocates, men
who really understand their business, but I doubt whether
they would include Peach and all kinds of Apple trees. It is

customary for the gardener in the Capitol Grounds at Wash-
ington to show Pear trees which, it is alleged, have never been
pruned, and they look like it, but they bear well and are in a
thrifty condition. It is to be noted that it is only Pear trees

which are shown, so that the theory in this instance seems only
applied to these trees. I grant that there are some varieties of

Apple trees, slow growers and upright in habit, which need no
pruning, and whieh probably will do better without it. But
there are other sorts, having a bushy growth, which send out
suckers and branches in every direction, and which, if per-

mitted to have their way, will make a jungle of branches
wholly unfitted for bearing fruit. If fruit does set it wUl be
small, and being covered with foliage, will be without colour or
flavour. To say that such varieties do not need pruning ia

absurd. It might as well be said that it is of no advantage to

theu- fruit. What may be true of a variety that grows slowly
and that makes dense hard wood even under high cultivation,

cannot be true of a variety that grows like a weed, all its pores
overflowing with sap, and the wood of which is spongy. Of
this last class the Peach has a resemblance. So that the whole
question resolves itself into a consideration of varieties, and
the conditions of the case. There is no such thing as having
one rule applicable to different conditions. A man must have
judgment and sense. We may say, then, that the natural
habit of a tree is to be considered, and that it should have its

bent, providing it is not at the expense of fruit. Interfering

branches, superfluous limbs and suckers never can be allowed,

and whenever a good fruit-grower sees them he will cut thom
away.

—

Amateur (in New York Tribune.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OP
OUB GARDENS.—No. 7.

I AM afraid the meteorological tables pubUshod in Britain at

the time of the Boman invasion, some 1900 years ago, were
not very correct, or else our climate has considerably changed,
and got much warmer (whieh is contrary to geological theories),

otherwise the soldiers would never have thought of bringing

with them the seed of a Nettle, presumably Urtica piluhfera.

Their notion was, according to old Camden, that they could

sow this plant, and as its growth was rapid, they would soon
be furnished with an agreeable stimulating application, with
which they could rub themselves when they found the cold

weather trying, as they had been led to expect. Tastes differ

;

and we moderns find the sting of U. pilulifera a little too

virulent to be preferable even to the endurance of some
amount of cold. But, possibly the story is after all a canard
of Camden's ; historians have been known to lie.

But I have been led to connect this anecdoto with insect

life. The assertion that certain biting or stinging insects have,

as part of the business of their lives, the duty of attacking us
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BO as to provoke ns to cleanliness, is as old as many school
books, and we take it for what it is worth. There is another
theory, that certain of these seeming pests act somewhat on
the principle of the Roman Nettles—they keep us up to the
mark, and prevent our blood from stagnating, and drive it

from the central organs of the body to the limbs, where con-
gested vessels would do less harm. 'Who knows whether the
sting of a wasp or the puncture of a flea has not saved some
from sunstroke or fever? The idea is quite as plausible as
that Tenterden steeple was the cause of the Goodwin Sands.
Even the barb of the gnat, an ii sect we
were discussing recently, and whose weapon
is here figured,* may be as wholesome as a
Burgeon's lancet, and give the species and
its allies a new claim to be deemed useful

visitants in a garden ; that they are not with-
out beauty we have already noted.

Among our garden visitants iu the autumn
is a lively and tolerably handsome moth,
though it has no bright colours, and its

claim on our admiration rests partly upon
the fact that it exhibits the " poetry of
motion," its attitudes in flight and in semi-
repose being elegant, though not so grand as
are those of others of the Hawk-moth tribe.

This is well known to entomologists as tho
Humming-bird Hawkf (Macroglossa stella-

tarum), taking its English name from its

rajrid course on the wing, and tho sound
which frequently accompanies this. The
Latin was suggested by the long tongue or
proboscis, and, I conjecture, by the supposed
attachment shown by the species to stellate

flowers. This is an insect which has at

times sorely vexed the souls of newspaper
paragraphists, who have recorded its appear-
ance under the heading, " Humming I3ird3

in England," and have been compelled
thereafter to explain the error into which
they had unwittingly fallen. Iu some years,
as in 1868, for instance, quite a swarm of S in*
communications have been sent to editors I^anceta and Tongue

by persons iu all parts of the country, de- "' *^"''•

scribing this tropical phenomenon, because the insect was

Humming-bird Hawli Moth (Macroglossa stellatarum).

* We are indebted for the illustration to Hardwicke's " Science Gossip.''

t This and the remaining engravings accompanying the present article are
from Figuier'a " Insect World," and have kindlj' been placed at our Eerrico
by Messrs. Casstll, the publishers.

more abundant than usual, and often exhibited itself in towns
and about conservatories. Vaiu iu many cases is it to assert
what was the real nature of the marvel

—

" Convince a man against his will.

He holds the same opinion still."

Did they not witness themselves the mysterious arrival of the
interesting exotic, which stole upon them at the dusk, and
poised itself over some fragrant blossom, "fanning" its tail,

and then with a melodious hum dashed off to other flowers,

its eyes all the while sparkling like " diamonds of the Orient ?"

And you would have them believe that this object was no bird,

nay, more, actually an insect which had been bred on a bank
not far from their own doors ? Preposterous ! Vain is it to
show such persons specimens
of the insect, unless, as may
not often happen, you can
secure the identical one they
saw, otherwise they will still

maintain that their's was
" quite different." That there
is a resemblance between the
motions of this moth and that

of the bird in question is

granted, and the fact is notice-

able that iu some parts of

Prance, where the children

know, probably, little or no-
thing about natural history, they call this moth the
fly-"

It has been questioned if Macroglossa stellatarum ever
flies at night; and this is certain, that it prefers daylight, or at

least twilight, for its aerial journeys, which are always taken
with a purpose. In warm weather I fancy the moth is less in-

clined to be on the wing during the period the sun is high iu

the heavens ; but on cool days, and later iu the season, as

during October, I have seen " Humming-bii'ds " at all hours
between sunrise and sunset, not " hawking " certainly, but
busy in the pursuit of sweets. The insect divides its time
between the flowers of the field and those of the garden ; to
some of the latter it is particularly devoted, as to the Jessa-

mine and the Petunia. Specimens not uufrequently enter
houses, having been attracted to open windows by the plants

placed thereat or growing up the waUs. I do not think it often

visits the sugary compound spread by insect-catchers on trunks
of trees, though it has one odd taste, to which I called atten-

tion some years ago—viz., that it will visit and hover over the

Macroglossa stellatarum—Caterpillar.

' Bird-

X 'i

Macroglossa stellatarum—Pupa.

heaps of coals which are piled up iu proximity to some
railway stations. No doubt the moths are drawn to these by
the organ of smell, but the fancied resemblance deceives them
as they cannot get honey from coal, though we make it yield

us sweet perfumes.
The Humming-bird Hawk moth is not an insect much given

to vary in the perfect state, though we have two marked
varieties of the caterpillar. The fore wings, of a deep brown,
are crossed by waved lines of a black shade, while the hind
wings, much less in size, are orange, and darker in hue at the

base and margins. The brown thorax harmonises with the

fore wings, but the abdomen is curiously chequered with black

and white. Both these are so well clad with hair that unless

the insect is making its peculiar hum it may fleet'past us, and
we should not perceive it ; by means of a tuft at the extremity of

the body, aided by the vibration of the wings, the moth poises

itself, and plies its long tongue very cllectivel}'. As late as

November individuals have been seen at the autumn flowers

yet surviving, but most have hybernated (or died off ?) before

that time. In Britain the species seems to be continued by
the re-appearance in the spring of a part, if not all, of tb«
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moths of the previous summer, which then deposit eggs on
various species of Galium. By comparatively few persons,

however, are they seen at the spring season, tor which several

reasons have been given, which need not be debated here.

With the caterpillar one usually makes acquaintance in the

month of August, or perhaps earlier, feeding on Galium
mollugo more frequently than on any other of the Bedstraws.

In the long-continued dry weather we occasionally have in the

summer, it wUI be noticed that the Bedstraws die down
very suddenly, except they may chance to grow in marshy
places, and some of these caterpillars perish by the destruction

of their food plant, for they are apparently unable to betake

themselves to other species, except it be the Field Scabious,

By a wise provision of Nature, however, they feed up with

great rapidity when the weather is favourable, and I have had
them at an early age, and in the course of a fortnight they

have cast their skins two or three times, and increased rapidly

to their full proportions. As in vaiious others of the Sphin-

gina; we find this caterpillar furnished with a pointed and
straight horn at the tail, the use of which is not obvious;

along the sides of the body we have not the seven oblique

stripes seen in some familiar Hawk moth larva>, but only two
parallel lines, more plainly discernible in thitt type of the

caterpillar where the ground colcur is green. In another type

the colour is brown tinged with pink. I have taken both of

these off the same plant, feeding in such proximity as to leave

one In no doubt as to their being descended from the same
parent. This was in a lane near Chelsea, in Jliddlesex, where
neither this caterpillar nor any choice insect is very likely to

occur again, since the land is now a prey to the builder. The
pupal state lasts only a few weeks at the most, and hence the

cocoon is of a slight character, though sometimes large, being

composed of leaves and stalks drawn together with silk in a

careless way, and formed on the surface of the ground. It is

made smooth at the base where the chi^ysalis reposes. This is

rather singular in form, and so delicate that it will scarcely

bear handling.

Anthroccra FUipendalffi. Anihrocera Filipecdulfy Cocoon.

A smaller member of the Sphinx family (as constituted by
Linnaeus) is an occasional visitant to our gardens in some
counties. I have seen this species flying by dozens in some of

the slopes of Kent, now and then resting on the wild Tbyme,
and afterwards with a rapid course, speeding along among the
gardens on the edge of the road above, looking a charming
object as the sun lit up its green and crimson wings, giving
them a metallic lustre. The Six-spotted Burnet Moth, other-
wise Anthrocera Filipendul.T, has five relatives occurring in
Britain, but this is the commonest of the genus. One writer
on entomology remarks that the species flies heavily, and
rarely during bright sunshine. This is scarcely correct in
either particular, for though we notice them in little swarms
clustering about the flowers like bees, they take quick though
not lofty circuits on the wing, and very soon damage their
pinmage. These insects are as gregarious in the larval as in
the imago condition, for wo find the caterpillars feeding in
companies, generally on tho Dropwort (Spiraia Filipendula)
through April and May, and the cocoons are clustered together,
being attached to the stems of grasses, and rather closely
woven, though tho tenant only remains therein a short time.
The larva feeds in the autumn, and then hybernates. Though,
in the majority of the specimens of the moth which we see
there are six distinct crimson spots on the deep green ground

colour, individuals turn up sometimes which have all tho
spots confluent, forming a sort of baud across the wings.

—

J. R. S. C.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 13.

MARTYNIA FltAGnANS.—Sweet-scented Majittnia.

This handsome annual, though no longer a novelty, or,

perhaps, it might be said, because no louger a novelty, is ap-
parently less cultivated than it deserves to be. Though open to

the charge of being somewhat coarse in foliage and habit, its

showy crimson-purple flowers are so freely produced through tlio

later summer months that this defect may very well be tolerated.

When first introduced the Martyuia fragraus was treated as a
tender annual, but experience has long since proved that it

succeeds well in the open ground, and may, if desired, even be
sown in the border when a frame is not at hand.
When treated as a half-hardy plant it often happens that

owing to the thickness of the integument, the seed remains
some time dormant. To remedy tins, the seed may be ad -

Martyuia fragraus.

vantageously steeped in warm water for an hour or two, whicb
will so soften the woody testa that a portion of it may be-

readily cut away with a sharp penknife, care being taken to
avoid injuring the cotyledons. The seeds are best sown singly

in small pots filled with the light compost usually employed for
the seeds of half-hardy plants, and when above ground the plants
should on no account bo forced in a strong heat, but be allowed
abundance of air in siiitable weather that they may become
robust and dwarf in habit, and if specimens of the maximum
size are desired, the seedlings should be shifted into larger

pots as these become filled with roots. It the seeds are not
sown singly, the young plants should bo separately potted as
soon as large enough to handle without injury.

Before finally planting-out, the plants should be gradually
inured to tho temperature of the external atmosphere in a cold

frame, or where this convenience is not at hand, tho plants

may be covered witli a hand-light after being transferred to

the borders, this protection being gradually withdrawn.
Tho Martynia delights in a light rich soil and a free supply

of water. Being somewhat succulent in habit its stem requires

support, and as, from tho largo size of its foliage, it is rather
liable to injury from high winds, a partially sheltered situation

should be afforded it.

Those amateurs who may be unable or indisposed to give at-

tention to the foregoing details, may be glad to learn that

almost equally satisfactory results may be attained by sowing
the seed where the plants are intended to bloom about the end
of April. The preliminary soaking may bo tried, but the skin

should not bo pared off, the lower temperature of the soil

rendering this peeling more hazardous than when the seed is
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sown in a hotbed. The vegetation of the seed in the open
ground may be somewhat slower than in a frame, but when
once the seedlings have faii-lv struck root into the soil, their

progress will be almost as rapid as in the case of those raised
under more artificial conditions, whilst their habit wUl be
sturdier and more robust.

The flowers of this plant are, as their name implies, remark-
able for their vanilla-like fragrance, and well deserve a passing
notice. Each is furnished with two bracts or leafy appendages,
situated immediately beneath the true calyx, the latter being
divided at its border into five nearly equal segments. Within
the inflated throat of the corolla will be found four stamens in
two pairs, of which one is longer than the other, and also the
rudiment of a fifth stamen ; the two cells of each anther are
united by a connection, which is prolonged beyond the cells,

and terminated by a gland-like body. The flower is followed by
a singular woody fruit or seed-vessel, which is prolonged into

a horn-like beak. This, as the fruit ripens, splits into two
portions, which has, perhaps, given rise to the statement that
the capsules of this genus are two-horned. These horns are
said to cause great annoyance to travellers in Mexico by catch-
ing hold of their clothes. They have also given rise to the
popular name of Cornaret, Cornes du Diable, Triomphe d'Ele-
phaut, by which these plants are known in French gardens.
The young seed-vessels gathered while quite soft and tender
are employed in France and some other countries for pielding
in vinegar.

Besides the M. fragrans, which it should be stated occurs in
some catalogues under the name of formosa, M. lutea with
•dingy yellow flowers, and M. proboscidea, pale purple-spotted,
are sometimes cultivated, but are less desu-able. The plant
formerly known as M. craniolaiia is now termed Craniolaria
annua.

The genus Martynia was so named by Willdenow, in honour
of John Martyu, Professor of Botany at the University of
Cambridge, and author of several botanical works, who died
in 17C8. The species now under consideration is a native of

Mexico, whence it was sent in 1840 to Miss Harvey, of Hayle, in

Cornwall, by whom it was first raised.—W. Thompson, Ipsuich.

IMPLEMENTS, STEUCTURES, AND APPLIANCES
AT THE EOY.VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S BATH SHOW.
In the last issue of your Journal, page 77, you say, "the

jnedal boOer of last year was not exhibited." This is in-

correct. At Stand No. 7 we exhibited six gold-medal boilers,

some very large sizes, and fine specimens of workmanship,
and which were inspected by scores of the leading horticul-
turists, hundreds of gardeners, and others, who came again
and again, bringing their friends to look at them, who acknow-
iedged that ours was " the show of boilers upon the ground."
We beg to say that the boilers exhibited, with many others,

are sold, that we have orders for more in hand, and no doubt
you will find next year this boiler will again stand, as it did
at Bhmingham and Bath, pre-eminent.

—

The Thames Bank
Ieon Company, I'lijier Ground Street, London, S.E.

[We insert the enclosed, and regret we had overlooked the
boilers, not having been exhibited by the same firm as com-
peted last year, but by the Thames Bank Company, successors
to Lynch White. If our readers should take the trouble to
refer to our notes of last year it will be found we reported
yery favourably of these boilers, and we regret that we inad-
vertently missed them.

—

Eds.]

A EosE Cured or Mildew.—I have to thank yon for saving
a Maruehal Niel Eose tree which was dying apparently from
mildew. I tried first soot and then soft soap as recommended
in one of your back numbers, after utterly failing with sulphur,
and it is now a beautiful, healthy-looking tree.—S. A. E.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have received from Mr. Culverwell, of Thorpe Perrow,

some of his Prolific Marrow Pea. It is one of the largest

Peas we have ever seen at table, and though not so sweet as

the Ne Plus Ultra, is a fine-flavoured Poa, and will suit the
taste of those to whom Ne Plus Ultra is objectionable.

In a description of the vegetation of the bottom lands,

Mr. Eobert Eidgway gives numerous particulars respecting the
Dimensions and Hadit of the Prev.vlent Forest Trees of

THE Lower Wadash. These number nearly one hundred

species, of which about seventy exceed 40 feet in height,

about fifty exceed 70 feet, and nearly thu'ty are known to

reach or exceed the height of 100 feet. The ordinary height
reached by the forest mass is about 130 feet ; and above this

general level occasional trees rise to an altitude of 200 feet, or
perhaps more. The largest of these trees is the Sycamore
(Platanus occideutahs), attaining sometimes a diameter of

20 feet, and a height of 200, with the lowest branches 90 or

100 feet above the ground. The Tulip Tree (Liriodendron
tulipiferum) is the second in size, being found 180 feet high,

and :!7 feet in circumference. A stick from this tree is men-
tioned as measuring 74 feet in length, being straight and
symmetrical, and tapering from 23 feet to 18 in circumference.
The tallest Cottonwoods (Populus mouilifera) are equally high.

The Pecan (C.arya oliva-formis) reaches 175 feet in height, with
a clean straight trunk of 60 to 90 feet. Among the Oaks the

moi't stately and symmetrical is the Spanish Oak (Qaercus
coccinea, var.), frequently 150 feet high, and 15 to 20' feet

around ; while the most massive is the Burr Oak (Q. macro-
carpa), of equal height and rather larger diameter. The White
Ash follows, nearly 150 feet high ; the Black Walnut, 125 feet

high, and over 20 feet in circumference ; and the White Oak,
140 feet high, over 17 in circuit. The tallest tree in propor-

tion to its girth is the Sweet Gum, exceeding an altitude of

ICO feet, with a clear shaft of over 100 feet, and a maximum
circumference of 17 or 18 feet. The Honey Locust attains a
height of 120 feet, the Eed Maple exceeds 100, and even a
Sassafras has been measured with a height of 95 feet.

Mr. J. C. Stevens has recently been very active in

disposing of collections of Orchids at his rooms in King Street,

Covent Garden. On the 17th of last month upwards of 600
lots from Ocana and the surrounding districts came under his

hammer, realising about £660. Odoutoglossum triumphans
in lots of a dozen brought from £2 to £2 lOs., and the beauti-

ful Masdevallia Harryana from £2 to £3 lOs. a-piece. A fui'ther

portion of Mr. Wilson Saunders' collection was sold on the

15tb of July, comprising many scarce plants. Hechtia argentea

brought £4, and Geonomas, Euteqjes, Dsmonorops and other

Palms from £2 to £3 3s. On the 23rd, again, there was another
sale, in this case of the Orchids belonging to E. Barnett, Esq.,

of Blackheath Park, at which a fine plant of Cattleya Triansei

Alicia was knocked down at £7 lOs.

The Pall Mall Gazette states that a curious practice

has of late been adopted by fruiterers which cannot be called

adulteration, but which is very near akin to it. Persons on
buying West Indian Pine Apples at fruiterers' shops are asked
whether they wish to purchase " heads " to the fruit. In other
words. West Indian Pine Apples are dressed for dessert at a
small cost as British hothouse Pines by the ingenious plan of

inserting in the summit of the fruit a crown of leaves belong-

ing to the latter, and thus guests are deceived into the notion
that the Pine Apple which graces the table was grown in the

hothouse of their host, who probably never had a hothouse,

and knows nothing about the cultivation of Pines. A West
Indian Pine Apple has no more right to wear a British crown
than an Apple or a Peach has to employ rouge for the purpose
of concealing its pallor or heightening its bloom. Although
we never saw this toileting of fruit, yet we have seen the bine-

bag employed to restore the bloom to Black Hamburgh Grapes.

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen qabden.

The occurrence of genial weather with showers will have
brought the recently trenched groimd to good condition for

planting the latest crops of Broccoli, Caulifloirers, and Winter
Greens, which shoiUd be prosecuted witliout delay ; those of the
same vegetables now advancing should have the earth fre-

quently stin'ed with a fork. The too-common practice of draw-
ing the earth up to the sterna with a draw-hoe is so much time
wasted; for what with the superficial work which such a hoe
makes, and the trampling back and forwards, the centres

between the ridges become as hard as gi-avel walks, formirig

ditches in wet weather and immense cracks and fissures in

drought, and thus producing those veiy effects which surface-

stirring is intended to obviate. When the crops are such as

require the support of earth drawn up to them, the spaces be-

tween the ridges of earth should be well and deeply forked up.
Make a sowing of Chervil for autumn use. The Ciirumhers
intended for house culture through the winter must be shitted

into larger pots as those they are in become filled with roots.

A portion of the ground where Potatoes have been lifted should
be manured and dug, and planted with old EugUsh Coleworts,

Bagged Jack, and Siberian Kale, all of which aie very useful
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late in the spring, jnst before the young Cabbages come in.

Make a smaU sowing of East Ham Cahhages for early spring use,

and see that a piece of ground is in readiness for the main crop,

which must be got in early next week. Continue to transplant

Endive as circumstances require ; another sowing may also be
made. Keep a succession of Lettuces sown and planted ; they

will now require a good supply of water to make them eat crisp

and fresh. A good space may now be sown with Flanders

Spinach for autumn and winter use. This is by far the best

sort for winter use, although not in general cultivation.. The
seed is nearly round and smooth, very like the common Round
Spinach.

FRUIT GABDES.
Prepare the borders inteuded for new plantations of Straw-

berries by vei'y deep trenching, and afterwards lay on a dressing

of half-decomposed manure and fork it in. Old worn-out beds

had better be trenched-up and the crop changed. Keep the

runners well removed from the permanent beds. Applications

of liiiuid manure and soot will be beneficial at this season. It

seem.s very difficult to keep down the ravages of aphides on fruit

trees this season, and stringent remedies will still be necessary

or the hopes of another season will be frustrated. Thin-out the
shoots of Figs, and keep them well nailed-in. Out-door Grapes
are late, and will require every attention in stopping and train-

ing the shoots as often as possible, to give them all the benefit

of the action of smi and air.

FLOWEK G.UiDES.

Proceed with the budding of Roses where the bark rises freely,

but if it is dry defer the operation until we get more rain. I

have lately been over my best Roses, and instead of cutting-out

the dead llower-buds, have thinned-out all the weak shoots, only
leaving such as will be required at the winter's pruning ; the
buds on those left will be much stronger in consequence, and
I calculate on a fine bloom next season. The half-ripened
wood of China, Tea, Bourbon, and Noisette Roses strikes freely

at the present time and until the end of September if placed on
a gentle bottom heat. Evergreens in the shrubbery which re-

quire pruning should now be attended to without delay. Pro-
ceed with the clipping of Box edgings ; by attending to this at

the present time neatness will be secured, and the edgings will

maintain their uniformity for a greater number of years. Ever-
green hedges which divide this department and encircle its out-
skirts should undergo the same operation. Advantage should
be taken of moist weather to prick out the principal sowing of

biennials into nursery beds ; allow plenty of room between plant
and plant if it is intended to let them remain in the beds till

spring. Propagate Antirrhinums, Pentstemons, Phloxes, and
other sho^^'y herbaceous plants by cuttings ; they take root readily
covered with hand-glasses under the shade of a north wall.

Tulips may now be divested of their superfluous skins, and tho-

roughly cleaned whenever the florist can spare time. Dahlias
should be constantly watched and regularly tied as they advance,
as tlia side shoots are extremely liable to be wrenched off by the
wind. Pansy seed may still be sown, and the beds made of

rooted cuttings. When the weather is showery plant out Pink
pipings.

OBEENHOCSE AND CONSEKVATOEY.
This is trying weather for hardwooded pot plants, and those

who do not pay strict attention to them now will probably not
find it worth their while a few weeks hence. Above all things,
see that they are not suffering from want of water, especially on
that side of the pot which the sun's rays impinge upon, and
keep a sharp look-out for insects. The red spider will soon play
havoc among your Chorozemas if not closely watched, as will

also the mildew on such plants as C. Henchmanni and angusti-

folium. To guard against both these pests and many others, it

is a good plan to lay the plants on their, sides, and, after giving
them a thorough good washing with a syringe and clean water,
to dust the under sides of the leaves with sulphur. This after re-

maining on a week or ten days may be washed-off again, and
will generally clean the plants for the season. A good washing
will also be beneficial to most pot plants at the present time. I do
not mean a mere sprinkUng, but a thorough washing by using
several gallons of water to each plant, and washing each sepa-
rately. i)n hot dry days give the plants in the evening a sprink-
ling, and also the ground on which they are standing. Pimelea
spectabilis and other kinds which have done blooming must
have the branches liberally shortened-in and be set in a cool
shady place to break, as must also the different kinds of Poly-

folaA. Aotus gracillima must be cut down close to the pot, and
rescbenaultias which are getting shabby must have all the

flowers and tlower-buds removed, and be placed in a cool place
to start again. Take care they are clear of insects, and sprinkle
them once or twice a-day in warm weather. Lose no time in
bringing the potting of specimens to a close, and be careful with
the plants afterwards until they begin to show signs of growth.
The young plants in pits must be exposed to the dews every
evening, but beware of heavy rains. Stop over-luxuriant growth,
recollecting that round, compact, sturdy growth is desirable at
the present time, and that nalied plants are at a discount.

STOVE.
Stove plants which flower late in the autumn, and especially

those that may be taken to the conservatory to bloom, should
now, or very soon, be in their flowering pots. The Eranthemum
pulchellum, ^schynanthus'^gi-andiflorus, several Justicias, Ajjhe-

laudra cristata, Poinsettia pulcherrima, and many more of that

character belong to this class. Another very essential point to

be observed with stove plants in general, which are removed to

the conservatory when in flower, is to have the compost lighter

for them and not give them more pot room than will just keep
them healthy with the assistance of liquid manure, as plants of

this nature suffer very much in a cool conservatory late in the

season if they are growing in very rich composts and in large

pots, whereas in a stove that would be the right way to make
them flourish.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Gather and sow the seed of Pelargoniums as soon as ripe, as

also of Calceolarias and other similar plants. Pot-off cuttings

that are rooted, and continue to put in such as are wanted.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The continued drought is telling upon our plants and flower

beds, and upon the crops in the kitchen garden. We envy those

gardeners who, when they come round and remark on the brown
appearance of our parched lawn, tell us that they have only to

turn on the water, and the hose and spreader throws it all over
their garden. We have to draw some of ours in handcarts nearly

200 yards. The cost of labour is now becoming serious, and is

likely to become more so in the future ; therefore any appliance

that will lessen labour and do the work as effectually as it can

be done by human power ought to be carefully considered.

Where water can be obtained at high pressure from waterworks,

the cost of laying pipes all over the garden is as nothing com-
pared to the labour in drawing water a distance and applying it

by hand. If the above convenience does not exist, probably the

next best scheme would be to pump the water up into a tank,

raised as high as possible, and lay pipes from this. On the other

hand, as we stated last week, much may be done by trenching

the ground in winter and applying manure in a j udicious manner.
We are truly sorry to read that the Potato disease has appeared

in Sussex. Large quantities of Potatoes are grown about here for

the Loudon market, but we have not seen any disease, nor have
we heard of its appearance in our own immediate neighbour-

hood. Let us hope the present fine weather wiU keep it away.

FRUIT and kitchen GARDEN.
We are preparing the ground for Strawbennj 2>lanting accord-

ing to our usual method. We like to have the trenching done a
few weeks previous to putting out the plants, and it is also best

to plant out after the ground has been moistened with rain.

The plants are now ull ready in small pots. As our ground is

light we used to mix with it some clayey loam, but as that can-

not readily be obtained we will only dig out a hole for each
plant sufficiently .large to hold a shovelful of loam in which
to place the plant. As a precaution against red spider each
plant is dipped in a pail of water in which half a pound of

soft soap and 1 ozs. of tobacco have been dissolved. The pot ui

which the plant is growing is taken in the hand and inverted,

all the leaves are plunged in the water, the pot is then laid on.

its side so that the water may drain off the leaves and not soak

into the soil in the pot. In planting do not omit to leave a
slight depression round each; plant, so that if the weather con-

tinue dry abundant supplies of water may be given.

The latest crops of Peas are looking well ; the ground had not
been cropped, so that it was in good condition for the seeds to

go in. The rows have been hoed, earthed-xip, and the sticks

placed to them. The earliest Onions have been harvested and
are very fine. We sow in September and plant them out iu

rows about the end of February or beginning of March. Onions
treated in this way are always free from the Ouion grub. We
sow James' Keeping in spring for keeping latest ; these are also

very fine. As much cannot be said of the Carrots, which are

very much infested with the worm.
I ought also to say that the Doyenn6 d'Ete Pear is now in,

also Bed Astraohan and Early Red Margaret Apple, while Rivers'

Early Prolific Plum is loaded with its rich purple fruit, which

I

can be gathered iu handfuls.

fruit and forcing houses.

The greater proportion of the Pines in the fruiting house have
been cut, which necessitated a re-arraugenient of plants in all

the houses. The few plants shomng fruit iu different stages of

development were placed tolerably thickly together iu one end oS

the bed ; this arrangement allowed the most forward of the

succession plants to be placed not quite so thickly at the other

end of the bed. The second house was re-arranged in the same
way, the bed being turned over and some cocoa-nut fibre refuse

added. We also potted all the suckers that we require, and

plunged them in bottom heat several degrees higher than tho
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beds iu the houses where the active roots were round the out-

Eides of the pots.

Vineries.—Iu the early houses the few scorchiug hot days we
have had have told upon the foliage, and are causing much of it

to drop off. Abundant supplies of air are necessary night and
day. The wood seems hai'd and well ripened, but one is often

deceived in this. The season has not been very favourable for

well maturing the wood iu the earliest houses. As to the late

houses note what was said about Lady Downe's last week in

regard to scaldiug ; we hear of some persons who have had their

fruit of this sort much damaged by not giving air enough during
the hot scorching weather of last week. Throw all ventilators

and doors open during hot sunshine ; after the berries begin to

colour the danger is over. We are always more troubled with
red spider in the late houses. As we do not fire much the pipes

are not often heated, and during summer it is injurious to shut
the houses quite close and to heat the pipes siiSiciently to cause
the sulphur fumes to take effect. The Grapes seem to colour
well ; the berries aud bunches are also large. "We leave the
ventilators open both front and back at night.

ORCHARD HOUSE.
The Early York Peach is now in. Early Grosse Mignonne

and Rivers' Early York are swelling rapidly aud will come in

soon after it. We have the house pretty free from red spider,

so that syringing may be discontinued in a few days. If any
trace of this pest should be on the trees it will spread with great

rapidity, and in a fortnight the leaves will be destroyed. More
cautiou is requisite as regards watering when the trees are

ripeuing-off their fruit. Too much water will cause the fruit

io be watery and wanting in flavour, while too little water will

also cause the fruit to be inferior. Let each tree (I allude, of

course, to pot trees), be moderately dry before it is watered, but
not so much so as to cause the points of the young growing
shoots to flag. The house must also have the ventilators both
at front and back a little open all night.

CONSERVATOBY AND PLANT HOUSES.
In the stove a general repotting of the plants, Ferns, &c., has

taken place ; the plants have been re-arranged and allowed space

to develope themselves. Nothing is so injurious to plants as

overcrowding them, especially towards autumn, when air aud
light are necessary more than at any other time to perfect the

growths. Once every week we look over the conservatory, re-

move all plants that have gone out of flower and have a seedy
appearance, and replace with fresh specimens which have been
growing either out of doors or have been brought forward iu

pits and frames. We find the ordinary Zonal Pelargoniums,
both single and double, of great value at this time of the year
for decorative purposes.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Notice to Quit (.4 Reader).—If you were paid your wages weekly you
cannot demand more than a week's notice,

EosE-BUDS Dbopping (J, S.).—YouT quBstlon was answered at page 86.

LiLrrais (Mrs. H.).—If you advertise your wants you will probably find

some one willing to exchange, but we cannot undertake to negociate such
matters.

Pea (J. B.).—The specimens were in such a state when they arrived that

it was impossible to form any opinion.

Seedling Pansy {Milligan and Kerr).—The Pansy, as far as we could

judge, is a good variety, but not superior to others in the same style already

in commerce.

Use of Cucumber House (A Constant lieaih-r).—We do not think you
could do better than have CacumberB on both sides of the house. Tomatoes
would, however, succeed, but they would not pay nearly bo well as the

Cucumbers.

Pot Culture of Czar Violet (A Subscriber).—Your plants are probably

old aud have been some time in pots. We like them best in pots, from rooted

runners of uffseta planted singly in April in good rich soil in the garden qu an
east or west border, or other place shaded from powerful sun. Ours are on a
north border a foot apart every way. The soil is kept stirred between the

rows, and all runners as well as all weeds are removed. In September the

plants are taken up with balls, potted in 6-inch pots, placed in a cold frame
on ashes, shaded from brit;ht sun until they are again established, then light and
air are freely admitted. From the frame they may be drafted into the green-

house as reijuired. We should pluuge your plants in the open ground, aud
keep off all ninners. In September we would have them taken up and re-

potted without disturbing the ball much, placing them in a cold frame until

re-established. In October they may be placed on shelves in the greenhouse,

where they will bloom well during the winter.

Storing Seed Potatoes—Transplanting AsPARAcns (D. F. J. E .

—

It is a good plan to place the tubers thinly on a floor or on shelves, but not

in layers with straw between them, as those iu the centre will be liable to

sprout too soon. They are best stored on lattice shelves -"ith the needful pro-

tection from frost. The thinner they are laid on the shelves the better. The
nearer the temperature is kept to 40- the less they will be liable to suflferfrom

premature growch. The best time to transplant Asparagus plants iuto old

beds is in epring, just before or when they are beginning to grow. The Car-

rots you have transplanted may form short stubby roots, they seldom form
handsume roots. They need no particular treatment, except to be watered if

the weather be ilry. Consult a farmer iu your locality as to the latest time of

sowing Eape for spring feeding. The best remedy for the rabbits would

be to trap them, or place Bnares in their runs
;
poisoning would not be j ustifi.-

able.

Ivy on a Wall (A. B.).—No doubt Ivy harbours insects, and no doubt
also insects have the inconvenient habit of eating fruit, we should therefore

advise you not to plant the back of your fruit wall with Ivy. "VSTiy not plant

Cunauts or Morello Cherries against it? Collect all the liquid which drains
from your hotbeds and manure heaps. It is the best di'essingyou can give to

green crops.

Violets in a Greenhouse ( ).—You may plant either the Neapolitan*

the Czar, or the Victoria Regina Violet on the Peach border; a few of each
would give you a variety.

Destroying Gooseberry Caterpillar (G. H. B.).—We extract the
followiug from the *' Gardeners' Year-Eook," page 70:—"The most simple,

least expensive, and most certain method of exterminating this pest is to

cover the surface of the ground early in spring all round the Gooseberry
bushes 2 or 3 inches thick with fresh tan fi'om the tanyard, the same material

as is used for bark beds. Let it remain till the autumn or winter following,

aud then dig it in. In November or December remove the earth from round
the stem of each tree for about the space of 18 inches, and as deep as the

roots will permit. Expose the roots to the weather for three or four weeks,
then fill-in with manure or fresh earth."

Tomatoes not Fruiting [Idt-ni).—The plants must need water. In no
other way can we account for the fruit not swelling. We should discontinue

the pinching, and keep them well watered in dry weather. It is likely you
have by stopping caused the production of a multitude of shoots, and that

they are consequently crowded. Thin them out so as to admit light and air.

You may yet have a crop, which will ripen iu autumn, or the plants may be
cut before frost and hung up iu a vinery to ripen the fruit.

Stove Plants roa Winter and Spring Flowering [S. h.).—Centro-

pogon Lucyanus, Anthurium Scherzeriauum, Aphelandra aurantiaca Roezlii,

Burchellia capeusis, Clerodendron Balfourianum, Dalechampia RoezUana rosea,

Eranthemum pulchellum, Eui)borbia jacquiniEeflora, Imantophyllum minia-

timi, MonochEEtum ensiferum, Plumbago cocciuea superba, and Thyrsacan-
thus rutilans. Fine subjects for winter-flowering are Begonia fuchsioides,

Ingrami, insignis, manicata, nitida, and hybrida multiflora.

Tricolor Pelargonium Leaves Colouring (J. H. B.).—Keep the plants

in a cold pit or frame, and near the glass, but not touching it, and shade from
bright sun during the hottest part of the day, say from 9 a.m to 3 or 4 p.m.

Water moderately, and not overhead, admitting air freely. They will improve
in colour in autumn.

Tall Yellow and White-flowering Perennials (Mrs. C).—Anemone
japonica Honoriue Jobert (white), 3 feet ; Lathyrus latifolius albus,

6 feet; Achillea moschata, Sifeet; Aconitum album, 4 feet; Aster multi-

florus, 3feet; Aster Tradescanti, 3 feet ; Bocconia cordata, 5 feet ; Leptandra
virginica, 5 feet; Lupinus albus, 3 feet; Lychnis dioiea alba-plena. 3 feet;

Monarda alba, 3 feet ; Polygonum cuspidatum. 6 feet ; >pirtea Aruncus, 4 feet

;

S. barbata, 4 feet; S. Himiboldtii, 4 feet; all the above have white flowers.

Yellow-flowered plants are—Centrocarpa grandiflora and C. triloba, 3 feet

:

Cephalaria tatarica, 5 feet ; HeUauthus califoruicus, H. multiflorus flore-

pleno, 3 feet ; H. orgyalis, 6 feet ; Lysimacbia mexicana, (Euothera grandi-

flora, Polygonum complexum,3feet ; Rudbeckiacolumnaris, R. fulgida,R. Neu-
manni, 4 feet ; Thalictrum discolor, 4 feet ; aud T. squarrosa, 3 feet.

Various Questions (B. E. L.).—The old Gooseberries are not worth trans-

plantLug. Plant new ones in November, and they may be within 6 feet of

the pyramid Apples. Plant the Raspberries 4 feet apart. You may move
every alteruate plant of Strawberries any time this month. It is quite

possible your Lapageria rosea does not like twining on the cold iron rod.

Substitute wood, or a cord, or wire. Sow the seed of Sida vitifolia in March
in gentle heat. Thin Asparagus plants to 1 foot apart. Do this, and till up
blanks, in the end of March. Salt will benefit seedlings. Chrysanthemums
would bloom better in 9-inch than 6-inch pots. It is not too late to repot.

Unhealthy Vine (Good Templar).—You have loaded your young Vines

too much, and they are suffering from diminished vigour. You must crop

them lighter, aud encourage this season as much as you possibly can a deve-

lopment of the laterals. Do not pinch them too closely, and allow the lead-

ing shoot to grow as long as it will. See that your Vine border is well drained.

The Yew Poisonous {A. S. T.).—All the evidence on the subject of the

Yew being poisonous to cattle, horses, and deer, leads to the conclusion that

when eaten in its fresh state it is harmless, but when withered, or partially

so, it is poisonous. The clippings of Yew hedges, for instance, if laid within

the reach of these animals and eaten by them have invariably caused death ;

but it ia known that when they browse upon the fresh shoots in parks no
such result occurs.

Cordon-trained Trees {F. J.}.—You are not definite enough in your

explanation. If your single cordons are on a wall they should be planted

18 inches apart, and trained at an angle of 45-. You should now cut all the

young wood back to two or three leaves. If they are planted in the open

garden let them grow upright. We would plant at least 3 feet apart, aud

allow the side shoots to grow out more. There is no advantage, but the

contrary, in cutting-in too closely.

Strawberry Culture (H.).—Strawberry beds last longest in perfection

in medium loam, aud the shortest time in light sindy soils. Our soil being

very light we tind it most advantageous to plant a new bed annually. In any

soil we would not allow a bed to stand longer than thiee or four years. If

the earliest are layered, as soon as they aie ready, in small pots, and the

plants put out early in August, they will bear a full crop the following year.

The ground should be trenched 2 feet deep and highly manured.

Heating Lean-to House {li. T. IT.).—Seventy feet of 3-iuch pipe would

keep out the frost in ordinary winters, but to be sure we wiuld put in four

rows of 3- inch, or three rows of 4-inch pipes, which last would be preferable.

Destroying Woodlice (^4 Weekly Reader).—We know of no better plan

than to place some damp moss round the aides of the bed, and especially

against the walls, and on this pour boiling water some time the following

morning. The moss—or hay, which will answer almost as well—may be re-

moved, and immersed in boiling water; this, repeated a few times, will clear

the house. The hut water will destroy the Mushrooms with which it may
come in contact, but as it need not be allowed to wet more than an inch or

two from the wall, there can be no great loss of Mushi-ooms from the applica-

tion.

Quick-growing Shrub for Protection near the Sea (Northern). —
The quickest-growing and best of all for affording shelter is the Elder (Sam-

bucus nigra). It should be planted 2 feet apart, and as a doable row 1 foot
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from the other, qaincunx fashion. The richer the soil the better they i^ill

grow. Subjects of taller growth are the Sycamore, which grows quickly, aud
stands the sea breezes well, also the Norway Muple. both bein^- deciduous

trees. The Austrian Pine and Corsican Pine are everjjreen trees, and good
for shelter. They are of rapid growth, and stand well.

BKDDINU GERAHmiS WITH ORNAMENTAL FoLIAGE (F. I.). — Goldf7l

Trieolon : Louisa Smith and Victoria Eegina. Silver Tricolortt : Mabel
Morris and Prince Silverwings. GnJilc-n Bronzf : The Moor and Harold.

Golden Banner is a self golden-leaved kind without a fjreen disc or any traces

of zone. A\'hen the flowers are removed it is probably the best golden-leaved

bedding plant known. Yellow Boy ii au excellent yeliow-leaved variety.

Pot Poi'iuu {Btrtha).—If you refer to page ^i^ of oiir present volume you
\Till Und a receipt.

Glazing a Peach House (Suhscriher).—We should prefer transparent

glass.

REMO\iJiG Evergreens {Sutton Coldjield).—You can if you wish remove
the Hollies from the hedge, and the best time to do it is in May or June. Cut
round the roots now, and move them in the lirst week of next June.

Weeds in Manure {F.yiason).—U the manure is well fermented there is

every probabUity that the bulbs of the wild Garlic and the seeds of Docks
will be destroyed. We cannot suggest any other remedy.

Insects on Pear Leaves {H. P., Strood).—lt is the Slimy Grab (Selaudria

ffithiops). (L. J. A'.).—If you will send us the insect we will name it, aud
a remedy, if such exists.

Mkalv Bug on Stephanoti3 (W. W.).—Cutting the plant back may be
deferred a month, or until you can have it and the roof thoroughly clfaued.

In the meantime syringe forcibly with water. In cutting-back and thiuning-

ont, leave as much of the young healthy growth as you can, and clean the
plant twice or thrice before tying it up to the roof. It is the most difficult

of all insects to get rid of when it obtains a hold.

Gnawed Rhododendron and Laurel Lea^-xs (fl. D.Hawkhiirst).—We
cannot inform you what insect has gnawed the leaves of these plants, indeed
we much question whether the mischief is caused by insects. It may be by
snails, or even by the action of rain and sun. The trees should be carefally

examined after dark.—I. O. W.
Names of Fruits (n't(fiam Thompson).—Both No. 1 and No. 3 ai-e the

Early Red Margaret or Red Joanneting. The White Joanneting is quite a
distinct sort. We have never met with the name Rather-ripe before, aud are
obliged to yon for the information.
Names of Plants (J. B.).—Ampelopsis Veitchii. (H. if.).—1, Eutoca

patuiiflora; 2, Alkanna species. {T. S.j.—Arrhenathemm avenaceum. (T.
fV. Wal/ord).— 1, Erj-thnta Centaurium; 2, Scabiosa succisa. (ildjor T.
Maion\.—\, (Enothera Froseri ; 2, Potentilla; 3, Alyssum saxatile; 5, Ge-
nista tinctoria. (B. M'.).—Begonia boliviensis.

POULTEY, BEE, ATO PIGEON OHEOnOLE.

BEDFOBD POULTBY SHOW.
This was held on July 31st, in conjunction with the Bedford-

sliire Agricultural Society's Show. It proved a great success,
although the morning was anything but promising. Just as the
poultry Judge commenced his duties the rain came down in

torrents, and poured through some parts of the large tent like a
sieve, more especially so just over the Hamburghs, which mis-
fortune, coupled with their inferiority, made them rather ob-
jects of pity than otherwise; but by the time the Exhibition
opened to the public the sun shone forth in his full radiance,
and by two o'clock a more beautiful day could not be desired.
W* could but observe that even with the great attractions of the
Coldstream Guards* band, the flower show, the stock, and the
horse ring, the poultry tent was the most crowded of all. It

contained many good specimens in the various classes, which
were shown in Mr. Billett's pens, and we noticed the zeal and
energy of the poultry sub-committee, who, with the assistance
of Mr. Billett, took every possible care of the specimens com-
mitted to their charge, and had the whole repacked and delivered
to the Railway Company the same evening.

DoEKiNoa.—1 and 2, Iter. E. Bartrum, Berkhampstead. Cock.—I, E. South-
wood, Fnkenhain.
CnrluNH.-I. li. S. Woodffate. Pemban,-. 2, Master Eivon. Fulham. ftc, T.

All('rti>ii. Lciijliti'D Buzzard: R.B. btaflord ; J. Robinaon, Wilshamstcad. c,

J. Watt^. Ilt-dff.rd. Cock.~\. E. Pryor.
Gaiik.— B/acfc-'>reas(cd7?crf.—1, A. C.Swain, Radcliffe. 2, R. B. Stafford, he, I

F. SiiupkioB, Luton ; R. Unll, Cambridi^e. Any ottuT vnrii'ty.~-i, R. Hull
(Dttclrwina). 2, J. Mason. St. John's, Woreehter (Duckwiug). Cock.—l, 11.
Lotan, Oundle. he. R. Hall
SPAxisn.—1, W. R. Bull, Newport PagueU. 2, Master Eivon. Cock.—i, W.

E. Bull.
Beaiima Pootra.—1, E. Pryor. 2. M. Leno, Markyate Street, he, Cross and

Mansfeld, Cambridge ; J. Holmes, Wbitecotes, Chesterfleld. c, A. S. Thornton,
Kempston Grange. Cock —1, H. Clarke, Bedford.
Gamk Bantavs. — Ulack'hretutfd Jkd. — 1, T. W. Anns, Claphnm. 2, E.

Sontbuood. Anv varirti/.—l. Withheld. 2, Master P. M. Payne (Buff).
Bantams, not Gauf,.~J and 2. M. I.tnr>, Cork.—l, M. Lenn.
A>Y f)Ta£k Vaiuf,ty.-1,.I. J. Mjilden, Biifwleswude. /ic, U. Feast, Swansea

Frrnrh). c, MaMter P. M. I'ayne (.lapunese Silk Fowls).
tAKMVARD.-l, r. Attcrtoii. Heath and Reach, Leighton Buzzard (in County

cnly/. 2, K. B. Stafford. 8. M Henman, brombam Grange.
I»irlis.—.<l,;<'»l.ur!/.— 1. T. Sear, Tingewick. 2, G. Kirtjy. Arlscy Siding, c,

A. Markweil. Thetford. Ely. Itoucn.-i, E. Bartrum. Any variety.—\ and /tc,

U. Liiiu (Kasarka and Wbislling). 2. J. J. Maiden (Black East Indian).
Guinea Fowi.h. -J, O. E. Cressweli. Early Weod. Bagshot. 2. M. Leno.
OKESE.-I.Mia. Roe. Crescent, Bediord. 2, M. S.Thomas, Bletsoe. he, A,

MarkwcU, Thctlord. Ely.
PIGEONS.

CiEKlERS.— 1. T. Chambers, jun.. Northampton. 2, S. Woatherhead, Luton.
he, J. Atkins, Bedford ; T. H. Palmer. Bedford.
PoiTEBs.—1, R. KuBton, jun., Chatteris. 2, L. Watkin, Northampton, c, J.

AlkiD!..
Jachiss.—1. H. Vardley. 2, T. W. Swallow. Northampton.
Asthf.bis.-I, W. B. Bull. 2, R. Hall, he, A. R. Burrell, Cambridge; J.

Atkins ; H.

Fantails.—I. J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, O. E. CressweU. c, J. Atkins
Miss Mellor. Cardington,
Trumpeters.—1, C Norman, Westerfiold, Ipswich. 2, H. Vardley.
Anv Varietv.-I, C. Bryant, Bedford (Blue Owls). 2, C. G. Hitihcock, Ox-

lord (Black Mairpie). he, J. Atkins: C. Bryant (Archangels); L. Watkin,
Nortliami'ton : U.Yardley. c, C. Norman (Barbs); Master J. F. Day, Bedford
(Mottled Tumblers).

Rabbits.—-tojj-car.—1, F. Banks. 2 and e, F. Purser and C. Bryant. Bedford.
he, T. Smith, Bedford. Ansora.—l, P. J. Smith 2, S. Ball. Bradford, he. W.
G. Hancock, Northampton; F. -I Smith, c. S.Youl, Northampton. Himatniiait.
~1. S. Ball. Bradford. 2, A. Hudson, Hull. he. F. Siit. tinge. Northiimpton.
SiliHT-Orty.—l. S. Ball. 2. T. W. Anus. /(C. S. Rus'tell. Northampton, c. F.
Purser and C. Bryant. Sellinq Cktss.—i. T. Gai ner, Kingstln-irpe. 2, F. Purser
and C. Bryant (Sandy and White), he, T. Smith (Grey aud White.)

Judge.—Mr. W. B. Jeffries, Ipswich.

DEVON AND EXETER POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Victoria Hall, Exeter, on July 31st aud

August 1st. The foUomng are the awards :
—

Poultry Cup.—Equal. H. Feast, Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Brahmas.—Z>arfc.—1, T. H. Waterman, Anderton, Devonport. 2, E. Ensor,

Bristol. 3. J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham, c, T. H. Williams, Brecon,
South Wales : E. Ensor. Light.— \, T. A. Uean, Mardon. Hereford. 2. Rev. N.
J. Kidley, Newbury. 3, J. Turner, Tiverton. Bath, he, N. Heath. Totnes. c, J.

Bloodworth, Cheltiuham ; Mrs. H. Popham, Christchurch ; N. Heath ; H. D.
Pearce, Bank, Totnes : J. 'Turner.
Cochins.-Cm«(i»ion or iJitl)'.-Cup and 1. J. Bloodworth. 2. S. R. Harris,

Cusgarne, St. Dav. S, C. Bloodworth. Hayshill. Cheltenham' he, T. A. Dean.
Any ottier variety.—\, S. W. Probert, Loslwitbiel. 2, J. Turner. 3, Rev. F.
T. Hillyard, Oakford, Tiverton, he, R. W. Beachy, Fluder, Kingskerswell.
Dorkings.—1, T. C. Burnell, Micheldever. 2, J. Robinson, Garstang. 3, H.

Feast, Swansea.
Game.—iJiacA; i^erf,—Cup and 2, Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Tiverton. 3, Coon and

Bros , St. Austell to. T. Joint, Barnstaple. 4n!/ o(;u!ru<irif(i/.—l,H. Browne,
St. Austell. 2 and S. Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Hahborohs -Golden pencilled.—\, C. Bloodworth. 2. H. Moore. Weston-

super-Mare. 3, G. Lias, Par Station, c. T. Edmunds, Totnes; H. Moore ;H.
Denhain, Exeter. i^ilver-pcnciUed.—\, J. Robinson. 2 and 3, Withheld.
Hambubghs.— (?o/<^e?i-»j>aH(/ffd.—1, H. Feast. 2, J. Robinson. 3. J. Davies,

Harboume, Birmingham. )ic, Mrs. J. Pattison, Dorchester ; J. Clark. St. Day.
Silver-spangled.-X and Cup, Mrs J. Pattison. 2, J. Kobinson. 3, H. Feast.
Spanish.—1, Mrs. Tonkin, Bristol 2. J. Boulton, Bristol. 3, H. Feast.
MisoECAS.-l, W. F. Evelyn. BuckfasHcigh. 2, J. Croote. Heavitree, Exeter.

3. T P. Burton, St. Austell, he. Miss S. H. Northcote, Upper Nutwell. c, H.
Feast; W. Blackmore: F. Hayman, St. Sidwell's. Exeter.
Rolands.—1, S. W. Probert. 2, G. Lias. 3. C. Bloodworth.
French.— 1, H. Feast 2, M. H. Start. Pewsoy. 3, Mrs. Troyte, Hampton, c,

W. H. Copplestone, Bridgend, Lostivithiel.
Any other Vakietv —1, S. W. Probert. 2. Rev. N. J. Ridley. 3, O. E. Cress-

well, Early Wood, Bagshot. he, J. Robinson.
Bantams.—GaiHf.-l. E. SCHmmell, Hilperton, Trowbridge. 2, E. Farring-

ton, Barbourne- Black or White lioseeombed.—l and he. Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
2, J. Watts. Any other t'a?'ie(!/.—1, Rev. O. S. Cruwys. 2, A. Pigoto, Brampford
Speke. Exeter.
livcKS.—Aylesbury. — 1, J. Robinson. 2, S. Viugo, Ponsanooth, PelTanar-

worthell. 3. H. Feast.
Selling Class.— Cocft.—I. W. Coombes, Exeter. 2, H. Feast. 3, J. Croote.

c, Mrs. H. Popham ; G. Packham. Whipton, Exeter (4). Hens.—\, F. J. Bucher,
Crediton. 2, G. Packham. S, R. 'W. Beaohey. Extra 3, S. W. Probert. he,

Mrs. H. Popham ; G. Packham ('i) ; Viscountess Chetwynd, Exmouth.

PIGEONS.
Pigeon Cup.—H. Yardlev.
Carriers.-Cocfe.—1, E. tiurton. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham, he, R. Fulton,

London, c, F. Hayman (2). Hen.—I, R. Fulton. 2, E. Burton, he, E. Burton

;

R. Fulton; F. Hayman.
PoCT>RS.-Cocfc.— 1 and 2, R. Fulton, he. G. HoUoway. ]un., Stroud; G.

Packham. e, H. Yardley. Hen.—I and 2, R. i'ulton. he, H. Yardley; G.
Packham. c, G. HoUoway, jun.
Tumblers.-1. H. Yardley. 2, J. Croote. he, H. Denham ; R. Fulton (2) ; G.

Packham. c, — Burlton, Exeter ; J. Broad, Plymouth.
Barbs.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. he, Bullen & Joce, Newport, Barn-

staple (3) ; R. Fulton, c, E. Burton (2). „ ^ ,

Owls.— 1, Braund & Geary, Bideford. 2, J. L. Smith, Newport, Barnstaple.

he. R. Fulton, e, H. Yardley.
Nuns.-1, H. Y'ardley. 2, G. Packham.
Dragoons.-I. G. H. Gregory, Taunton. 2, H. Yardley. he, H. Yardley; R.

Fulton. e,G. Packham: G.H.Gregory; H. Denham.
TuEBiTs.—1, e. H. Gregory. 2, U. Yardley. )ic, Braund 4 Geary, e, 3.

Croote (,;).

Fantails.— 1 and he, J. L. Smith. 2. H. Yardley.
Antwerps.-I, H. Yardley. 2, A. Damarell. he, F. Beek, Exeter, c, J.

Croote; H. Y'artiley. „ ,,

Trumpeters.-1, Braund & Geary. 2, R. Fulton, he, G. Packham ;
Bullen

and <Ioce. c, H. Denham.
Jacibins.—I. H. Yardley. 2, E. Fulton, lie, Braund & Geary.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Yardlev. 2, G. Packham. he, H. Denham; G.

Packham. c, H. Yardley ; Bullen & Joce; R. Fulton ; J. Croote.

Single Bird, Except Carriers and Pouters.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, Hocka-
day& Hern, St. Austell, c, G. H. Gregory; G. Packham; H. Denham; R.

Fulton. , -, „ ,

Selling Class.-1, R. Donger, jun., Parkstone, Poole. 2 and he, Q. Pack-

ham. c, H. Yardley.

Judge.—Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, London.

HASLINGDEN POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on July 31st, and, in point of entries

was a great success in all departments. It is long since this

Society was favoured with so fine a day, the weather having

been very wet at its meetings for many years. The pens for

poultry were ranged in single tiers along one side of the field,

and the birds were well attended to. We would, however,

draw attention to the objectionable system of puttiug straw on

the bottom of the pens, which in no way adds to the comfort of

the birds, aud in all cases serves as an impediment to the pro-

gress of those who have the awards to make.

With true agricultural taste the largo varieties of poultry

were placed at the head of the list, and the specimens in no way
dishonoured the patronage, for finer or better-shown Geese, Tur-

keys, and Ducks it would be difficult to find at any show, the
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Embden G«ese and Roaen Ducks being particulwly noteworthy.
Adult Cochins in the Buff class were in fair featlier and condi-
tion for the time of year, and the chickens of that variety very
promising, but the Partridge, both old and young, were scarcely
of equal merit. Of adult Bralimas there were but two good pens
shown, but of young the entries were more numerous, and the
pullets mostly forward and good in colour and marking.
Dorkings were fair in the adult class ; and the young, though not
forward, were very good in feet, form, and colour. The French
fowls were mostly Creve-Coeurs, and very good in feather and
size. Spanish were shown singly, and both lots were very
good, thff size and quality of face in both sexes being a great
improvement upon previous years. Mr. Brierley had the Game
classes all to himself, and the birds that won the prizes were
well worthy of their positions. There were two classes for
Game, to be shown by exhibitors residing within two miles of
Haslingden, and these also contained some good specimens,
notably the single hens, which were Brown Red and Pile. Adult
Golden-pencilled Hainburghs were of very good quality; the
chickens, which were more numerous, had many good pens. In
Silver-pencilled only the winners were noticeable, but these
were really good, and the chickens also good in quality. Of
Golden-spangled Hamburghs there were some good birds, mostly
hens, but the chickens were not nearly so forward as the other
varieties. The adult Silver-spangled were in fair bloom and of
good quality, and the chickens really good, some of the pallets
being grand in marking and colour. The two winning pens
were near perfection, and among the chickens were some ex-
tremely neat pairs of birds, the colour and style of all being
remarkably good. In the Variety class Golden Polands were
first and Malays second. The local class for Game Bantam
cocks was tolerably well supported, the first being Pile and the
second Black Red. In the open class for cocks the first-prize
bird was also an almost perfect Pile, and the second a verv good
Black Red._ There were no good White Bantams, and Blacks
won the prizes for those varieties, both birds being very good.
The first prize in the Variety class was won by Silver Sebrlghts
of perfect ground colour, and the second by very pretty Pekins.
Both pairs of winners in the class for Game Bantams were
Black Red pullets of this year, several other pairs being good,
but not in nice feather.
The entries of Pigeons were very good, as also the Babbits.
CooHiN-CBiNi —BuiT or Cimmmon.—l, W. A. Taylor. Ma,n<^hester. 2, T. F.

Ansdell, Cowk-y Mount. St. Hflens. he. W. .i. Taylor; W Harvey, Sbaffleid.
Chicktns.—l. W. Mitchell. Lefila 2 and lie. C SMsvyick, Keisfblsy.
CocHiN-CHiNi—.dMi/ other variety.— 1, A. Bamtord, MuUUeton. 2, W. A.

Taylor, he, W. Hey. Liuleborough ; W. A. Taylor. Oluckcm.-l and he, W. A.
Taylor. 2, C. Sidgwick.
BEiKMAS.-l and 2,T. F. Ansdell. Chielcetu.—l and 2, J. H. Pickles, Birklale.

lie. H. Beldon, Goilstock; W. Whiteley, Cloai;h, Sheffield.
DOEKIKOS —1. W. Harvey. 2. J. Stott, Healey. Uoohdalc. he. 3. FnWnson,

Garstang. C/iicAvjis.— l. T. Briden. Earbv. Skipton. 2, T. Statter. /ic, W. H.
King. Kochdale; T. Statter; J. Bulterworth. Kochdale.
Fresoh.-I J. Ri.hinson. 2, G. W. Hibbert, GorUev. Hvde. he. J. H. Fiolden.
Spanish —B!act. — Coc*.—l. H Beldon. 2, .1. i'owell, Bradford. /i.% E.

Snrtdall, HaslLnsd. n. c. J. F. Sillitoe, Wolverhampton, Hen.—\, 3. Powsll.
2, E. Suddall. he. H. Beldon. Bingley; J. F. SiUitoeli) : E. SudJall.
Game.—Corfr— 1 and 2. C. W. Brierlev.
Game.— CoTt.— Tn7;i(n two miles of Ha^UiindeiL.—l, F. 'Walton, Rawten-

stall. 2, N. Storey, Haslint-den. Hcii.—l and 2, E. Siiddall. c, J. K. Isherwood.
Game.—1 and 2. C. W. Brierley.
HAMBOBons.—eoM€n-i)pncf((<Y;.—1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Rnhinson. Chicl-em.—

1, E. Clayton, Keighley. 2, W. Clayton, Keighley. he, E. Clayton: G. & J.
Duckworth, Chnrch. e, J. Robinson.
Hambukghs.—Si(ifr.pfnc;»((J—1. H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson. Chiekens.—

1, J. Kobmson. 2. H. Smith. Keighley. he. H. Smith ; H. Beldon.
Hambdkghs.—GoMen-spanijied—1, G. 4 J. Duckworth. 2. J. Newton. Silsden.

lie, J. Robinson; N- Marlor, Denton. Chiekem.—l. N. Marlor. 2. J. Hall,
Stactsteads. he, T. May. Wolverhamptnn ; J. Newton.
Hambuhohs.-.S(7i)fr.«;jnno!c(i.—1, J. Ro'iinson. 2. H. Beldon. 'ic, J. Robin

son : J. Rollineon. Cluckeiis.—\,3.K(jVinBon 2. J. Rollinaou, 'tc,.7. Ashwortb,
Burnley; C. Parsons, Wolverhampton; H. Robmson, Leeds; J. RoUinson ; T.
Smith. Keighley.
Hambubghs.—BMcfc.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Moore, Bingley. /tc, N. Marlor:

W. A. Taylor. Chickens —I, J. Moore. 2, T. Walker, he, C. Sidgwick ; T. W.
Holmes. Rushcroft. Leeds : J. Moore ; W. A. Taylor.
Any other Variety.—1. H. Beldon. 2. Rev. a! G. Brooke, Shrawardtne.
Selling Class.—1, Burch k Boulter. 2, A. Bamtord, Middleton. he, H.

Beldon ; E. Suddall.
Game Bantams.-Coc/c— Tri^iin Iko miles ofUasliiuiden.—l. Miss A. Walton,

Rawtenstall. 2, G, Hawnrth. Haslingden. he, T. G>ecn, Sunnyside, Craw-
shawbooth; A. Barton. Haslingden: J. R. Isherwood.
Game Bantams.-Cock.—1. W. F. Enlwistle. Westfiell, Bradford. 2. G. Hall.

Kendal, he. T. Barker. Burnley ; VV. F. Entwistle ; E. Pickup. Luinb, New-
church. Hens.—l and 2, W. F. Entwistle. he, T. Barker; G. Hall, Kendal (2)

;

G. Booth, Haslingden.
Bantams.—Btacfc or White —Cock.—l, W. H. SUackleton, Bradford. 2, Miss

A.Walton, ftc. H. Beldon. Binglev: W. A. Taylor: T. Cropper, Bacup. Any
other variety —1 and he. Miss A. Walton. 2, U. B. Smith.
Totkey.— I, J. Walker. 2. C. W Brierley.
Geese.—1 and 2. .1. Walkor.
1>T1CKS.—Aylesburi/.~1 and 2, J. Walker, he, H. Feast. Swansea Rouen.—!,

P. Unsworlb. 2, J. Walker, fic, J. Newton. Any other variety.—l.B. B. Smith.
2 and he, W. Binns.

PIGEONS.
Cahriees.— Cocfc.—1 and 2, E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds, he, J. Stanley.

Blackburn. Hth.— 1 and 2. E. Homer.
I'ocTEns — ''oct.-l, T. Rule, Gilcsgate, Durham. 2 and /icE. Homer. Ben.

—1 ^md 2, W. Harvey.
TiMBLERS.—l, E. Horner. 2, J. Fielding, jun, Rochdale. /iC. W. Lumb; W.

Harvey (2).

Basiis.- 1, J Fielding. 2, A. Juslioe. Saltord. he, E. Horner.
Owis,-£ii!;;i.!/i.—1 and he, J. Chadwiok, B>lton. 2, \V. Uarvey. Foreign.—

1 and 2. T. W. Townson. Bowiion.
Fantails.—1. J. Kemp, Haslinirden. 2. E. Horner, he. J. F. Loversidge.
ToBBirs.—1. J. Fielding, jun. 2, W. Kitchen, Feniscowles. he, 1. Fielding,

jun.; W. Kitchen.
Deaooons.-Blue or Sitver.-i, G. Booth. 2, W. Gamon, Chester. Any other

variety.—1. T. Holland. 3, A. Jackson, Ch3iaerbent, Bolton, he, W. H.
ilitctieil, liirmiQgham.
TrtUHPETERS,— 1. T. Rale. 2 and /tc, W. Harvey.
Jac iBiNs.-1, T Rule. 2. W. Duisdale. jun , Burnley, ha, E. Horner.
Antwerps.-1. E. Horner. 2. A. Jaslici. E.wra 2. J. Stanley, he, W.

GamoQ : J. Stanley; T. Ch.irnlev. Blaclbarn; F. Woolhouse, Blackburn.
Magpie.—I and 2, .1. B. Bowloa. Blackbttrn.
N0NS.— I. Rev. A. J Brooke. Shrawardia^. 2. J. liawley, Bradford.
Any othee Vaeiety.—1, w. Lixmh. 2, VV. KitoUen, h;, P. tl. Furaegs, Rav-

teustall {Starlingj.
Local Class.—1, G. Booth. 2, J. E. Birues. FUxmoss, Heimshore.
Sellimg Class.—1, W. Kitchen. 2, R. White, Manchester, lie, H. Beldon ;

W. Markland, Deane.
RABBITS.

Lop-eared.-Bite/,-.—1. F. Banks. London. 2 and Cap, A. H. Easten, KulU
Doe.—I and Cap. A. H. Easten. 2. F. Banks.
Angora —1, S. C. Hutton, Bradford. 2. J. W. Harling, Burnley, he, W,

Whitworth, Jan., Manchester: .J. W. Harlin^.
Himalayan.— 1, S. BaU, Bradford. 2, W. Whitworth, Jan. he, S. Ball; T.

Whitaker. Hasliugdeu.
Silver-Grey.—1. S. Ball. 2. A. Hadson, Hall, he, A. H. Easten, Hull.
Any other Variety.—1. W. Whitworth, jun.. Loug-i'^t (Dutch). 2, J.

Irviug, Blackburn, he, .A. Hudson, Hull (0.i'f'i*: "W. VYhitworth, Jan.
(Belgian Hare); H. E. Gilbert, Rigby (Black anl Wnite).
Selling Class.— 1, J. Irving. 2, C. Kin^, Liadjn (i'eUow and White.)

Judges.—Poultr;/ : Mr. S. Fielding, Tr.?utham Park; Mr.
Hutton, Pudaey. Pigeons: Capt. H-jatoa. Bibbits: Mr. Jame£
Boyle, jun., Blackburn.

SEDGEPIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the .Sth iust. ; we appjnd the awards, bat

must defer details till next week.
CocEliNS.—1 and Cup, P. A. Deahaal, Dirlimt^a. 2. Gr. H. Proater, Durhan

he, .A. M. Batmer. Bisho j Auckland, c. F. Waddington. Bishop Auckland.
Spanish —I, A. Buglas, CarviUe, Durham. 2 aaa c, K. Moore, Kasi Raiatoa.

he, F. Waddington.
Brahmas.- I and 2, R. Moors, h:, J. Watts. Rinaingh^m.
Game.—1, T. l'c J. Rjbson, Bishop AuckUud. 2, B, Miore. he, .4.. Buglas;

T. &J. Robson.
H^MBURGSs.- f?i:>W or Silver-si)aniled.—l and h^. R. Moore. 2. A. Bu;;1as.

a^ldor SiU'!rp'nemed.—\, R. Moore. 2, A. U. B-ilmar. he,F. Waddington;
T. «t 1. Kidson. Norby. Thirsk.
Barndoor.—1. R. .M<iore.

-Any other Variety.-1. A. Buglas. 2, Rev. J. G. Milaer, Bishop Aacklaad.
he. T. S J. Robson ; T. W. Wilkiuaou.
Bantams.— (J:t)re5.—l.T.,t J. Robson. 2an<lc. A. W. Balmer. itc. Bev. J. G:.

Milner; F. Waddington ; T. Ayre. Any other varietj.—l,T.&.J. Robson. 2, A.
M. Balmer. he. R. Moore.
Selling Class.—1 and 2, .\. Buglas.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Cock.—1. Cup. and 3, R, Cant. Lou Ion. 2. A. Brown, Durham:

vhe, J. E. Croft, lie, S. D. Biddeky, Hereford ; A. Brown. Hen.—l, A. Brown.
2, S. D. Baddelev. 3, II. A. Ayrtou.
Pouter.-Cocfc,—1, G. Robinson. Sunderland. 2, -J. Bell, iun., Newcastle-on-

Tyne. 3, J. E. Crofts. Rlylh. Worksop, he, J. KilpatriCi. Hen.—l, J. E. Crofts.
2, J. Dye. Hexham. 3. R. H. Blacklock.
TuiiBLEKS — :^/ior^/ai;f(i Abnon/li.—\, W. R. & H. O. BUnkiasop. Newcaatle-

on-Tvne. 2, H. Yardlev, Birmingaatn. 3. R. Cant, .iny other variety. Short-
faced—I. 2. and 3, W. R, & H. O. Blenkinsop. he. R «. Blaeklock : J. Watts.
c. J. E. Crofts (21; H. Yardlev. Lotvj faced —1. B. H. Blaoklook. 2, J. W. Edge.
3, Shield & MitchesoQ. he, J. W.itts : M. Green ; J. Dye,
Babbs.—1, J. P. Fawce-,t, Wbitbv. 2, R. H. Blacklock. 3, W. R. & H. O.

Blenkinsop. lie. T. Gallon : W. Sefton.
Owls.—Foreign.—1 and 3. W. R. & H. 0. Blenkinsop. 2. C. Dennison, Halifax.

EiLiU'ih—l. M. Green. 2. a. F. & A. F. Umpleby. IJ, R. & J. Anderson, he, J,
Young; J. Thresh, c. J. W. Edge.
TRUMPETEttS.-1, S. D. Baddeley. 2, P. A Denham. 3, Rev. J. G. Milner.
Fantails —1 and Cup. O. E. CressweU. 2, J. Walker, Newark. 3, J. F. Lover-

sidge, Newark, he, W. H. Tomlinson (3): J. F. Loversidge.
Jacobins.-I. W. Croft. 2, R. G. Sanders. 3,J.W.Edge. ftc, A. M. Balmer ;

J. Young : R. G. Sanders.
ToRBiTS.-l and Extra 3. W. Croft. 2, J. Young. Extra 2, J. E. Crofts. 8,

O. E. Cressivell. he, T. Gallon; W. Croft; O. E. CressweU; J. Dye. c, J.
Young.
DRAOO0S8.—Cup and 1, J. Watts. 2, H. Yardley. 3, W. Gamon, Chester.

he. W. R. i H. O. Blenkinsop ; J. Guthrie, Hexham; T. W. Wilkinson, c, J. E.
Crofis.
Antwerps.— 1, H. Yardlev. 2. W. Gamon. 3. J. W. Collinson, Halifax, he,

W. B. & H. O. Blenkinsop ; J. Watts, e, J. E Crofts.
Magpies.—1, J. E Crofts. 2 and 3, M. Ord. Sands. Sedgefield. Extra 3, J. T.

Cater, he. J, E. Crofts : M. Ord. c. H. Yarlley.
Noss.—1. R. Hackworth, Newcastle. 2. W. Croft. 3, J. Watts.
Ice.— 1, J. E. Croft. 2 and 3, M. Ord. Whole class highly commanded-
Any other Variety.—Cup, 1, and Extra 2, J. i W. Towerson (Whiskered

Owll. 2 and 3, M. Ord (Laoo and Blonamelte). he, J. E. Croft; G. Robinson
(Bed Swallow).
Selling Class.—1, J. E. Crofts. 2, J. W. Edge. 3, A. Buglas (Trumpetera).

RABBITS.
Lop-eared —1 and Medil, J. Hame. York. Extra 1 and 3, W. B. B Jdea, West

Hartlep'iol. 2, J. & A. Weaver. Leominster. Extra 2. R J. Sergeant, Barton-
on-theHumber. Extra 3, W. Donkin. DrilHeld. he, K. Addison, West HarUe-
pool (3). c, R. Addison ; C. Anton, York.
Himalayan.— l.S. Ball, Brallord. 2. G. C.Hattm, Bradford, ftc, W. Donkin

C. Stott, West Hartlepool; Dr. B. Smith.
Silver-Geev.—I, A. H. Easten. 2, S. Ball. ;«. W. Donkin.
Angora—1,W. Bowes. 2, S. Ball. ?ic, G. C. Hutton ; C. Anton.
Heaviest.- 1, J. Bowm.an. 2. W. B Boleu. /w. Dr. R. Smith.
Any other Variety.— 1. W. Bowes (Siberian). 2, Dr. E. Smith (Belgian].

he, Maaters Lowes aud Johnson.

Judges.— PonUri/ aid Babbits: Mr. E. Huttou, Pudsey.
Pigeons : Mr. T. Rule, Durham.

LEICESTER POULTRY SHOW.
This Show took place on July 29th, and the following day. It

was held under a very spacious tent on the Leicester Race-
course. Messrs. Turner, of Shelfield, supplied the pens. Great
attention was paid to the birds, and the Committee, we were
glad to find, had numerous entries from the best poultry yards
in the country. Following the rule of late, Dorkings were not
nearly so good classes as might have been fairly expected; and
more remarkable still, there were only two entries of Spanish
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in the adult class, and not a single entry in that for pairs of

Spanish pullets, nor, again, in the class for a single cockerel.

Having pa.33ed the two breeds just named the entries changed,

so as to include a large competition of such chickens as have
not been seen for a number of years in almost every other

vai'iety throughout the Show. In the Brahm.i pullet class the

severity of competition was such that the Committee permitted

an extra premium ; the Light Brahma pullets of Mrs. WilUam-
sou, of Leicester, than which even her highly-reputed yard
never turned out a better pair, taking the precedence. A lovely

pencilled pen of Dark-feathered ones, shown by Mr. Edwari
Kendrick, of Lichfield, ran an unpleasantly close second. Many
grand pens of both cockerels ami pullets were also entered, the

exceptionably good (juality of the winners causing great in-

terest, and the general conviction that, with care, for months to

come few can beat them. Mr. Woodgate's White Cochins, and
the Partridge-feathered ones exhibited by the Honorary Secre-

tary, Mr. Sheppard, were equally faultless. Six pens of this

year's chickens were shown by the latter gentleman, all so

wonderfully well matured that most of them were laying. Being
both well marked and well selected, besides being entered at

very low prices, the whole were quickly announced as sold, and
well they must have paid the lucky purchasers, the six pens
having previously had awarded them three first prizes, a second
prize, and the remainder high commendations. Eouea Duck-
lings showed weU, but the Aylesbury ducklings with the ex-

ception of one pen were deficient in purity of bill. Whistling
Ducks were the winners in the Variety Duck class, a whole host

of capital Muscovy Ducks being also shown.
Turkeys and Geese, though so few, were excellent show birds.

There was a very good entry of Pigeons, many of decidedly

first-class character; the Pouters, Fantails, Barbs, and Variety
class being more particularly praiseworthy throughout.
As beautiful harvest weather marked the proceedings as a

success, it is probable that an extended prize schedale will be
issued for next season's exhibition.
Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, was the Judge, and his

awards were given in our pages last week.

A CLASS FOR BELGIAN HARE RABBITS.
I THixK, now that Belgian Hare Rabbits have become more

known and are in general favour, it would be advisable for com-
mittees of shows to give them a separate class. Boston has set

the example, and I beheve the entry was a very fair one for a
first attempt There are, to my knowledge, many breeders of

this handsome variety of Rabbit who would be inclined to exhibit
were there classes for them, but who do not care to show in the
variety assortment, which is generally the conclusion of a Rabbit
as weU as a poultry and Pigeon schedule, and so run the risk as

to which kind may take the fancy of the judge.
It would be a matter of surprise to find a class for Dorkings

omitted on a prize list; equally so should be the omission of

Belgian Hures from one for Rabbits, as in a commercial point of

view as meat-producers they are the best to keep. Hardy, pro-
lific, of rapid growth, and excellent for table purposes—these
are qualities, in the present time of a high-priced meat supply,
of no mean value.

It is, I beUeve, generally known that this variety is a foreign
introduction, and though in character they very much resemble
the Hare, their properties are in no w.iy indebted to a cross

with it. Though frequent attempts have been made, no such
cross, owing to the entire difference in disposition and habits of

the breed, has been accomplished. A simple microscopic exami-
nation of the hairs will show the difference of the species.

Belgian Hare Babbits of a good breed with liberal feeding will

easily attain 8 lbs. or 10 lbs. weight when the same number of

months old. Should there be a Rabbit show, as last year, at the
Crystal Palace, and this variety be allotted a class, I shall be
happy to subscribe towards a cup to meet its claims.—W. Massey.

FIRST-FE.\THER CANARY SHOWS.
TuESE interesting exhibitions seem to be gaining ground in

the northern circuit. They are prevalent enough in some di.^-

trict.i, and perhaps more so among Lizard breeders than any
other branch of the fancy. One would think that a good show
once in the season would satisfy tlie most ardent fancier, but it

seems not so. No sooner is the breeding season closed or closing
than breeders are anxious to compare notes, and the natural
outcome is a nest-feather show. Such shows must to a very
great extent be local, as very youn^ birds would not bear much
travelling, nor would it be desirable they should be exposed to
unnecessary risks if their owners have any regard for their
future. On this account—that is, on account of their local cha-
racter, any detailed review of such shows can hardly be expected
to possess such interest as to be deemed worthy a place in the
columns of the -Journal. Still, it m^ty interest breeders gene-
rally to know that both in South Stockton and Darlington, where
I was judging last week, there has been a tolerably successful

season. Each of these places has held its nest-feather show,
and, judging from the quality of the stuff, each ^11 be able to

hold its own in the forthcoming exhibition year. The young
Yorkshire birds are remarkably tine, and the Lizards promise to
sustain the fame of the district.

At North Stockton a splendid open Show was held in con-
nection with the brass baud contest under the patronage of the
Licensed Victuallers' Association, the chief features of which
were the beautiful specimens of Norwich birds exhibited by Mr.
Simpson, the Whitby veteran, and the grand Yorkshire birds of

Mr. Rowland and others. Mr. Simpson has bred a very superior

evenly-marked Jonque Norwich which will take some beating.

It is a bird full of colour and quality, has two well-pencilled eyes,

and wings " made to order." The marking on the right wing
runs up a little too high, though the defect is as frequently
hidden as exposed, but it is there. In some hands no doubt it

would soon vanish; but as Mr. Simpson said, "I have been
among them for fifty years, and I'm not going to begin now."
I may add that this was one of a nest hatched early in January
this year. On the whole the prospects in the north are cheering.

—W. A. BLAIiSTON.

Cbuelty to Pigeons.—John Marsh, a lad living in Union
Street, Swindon, was charged with cruelty to two Pigeons, on
the 22nd June. Mr. Tombs appeared for the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in Cirencester and district,

and stated that the case would not be pressed if it had not ap-

peared to be an usual pastime on Sunday afternoons. He said

that two birds were tied tail to tail and thrown up in the air,

then falling helplessly to the ground. Police Constable Piper
substantiated Mr. Tombs' statement, proving that the birds

were treated as described three times, and each time falling

helpless to the ground. Fined 30s. including costs.—(Worift

Wilts Herald, July 12th.)

THE HONEY HARVEST OP 1873.

It is time that our friends should send in their reports of the

honey harvest of this year. I much fear they will prove gene-

rally discouraging. In my own case -I must say that I have
never known a worse year in aU my English experience of bee-

keeping. Last year was bad enough, and the year before not

much better, but what has beoo;ne of the honey I cannot imagine.

What is Mr. Fox's experience in the rich pasturage about Exeter,

and what that of our Scotch bee-keepers ? My hives were gene-

rally very late. Oat of twelve stocks which survived the winter,

but which had to be fed quite up to May, some of them far into

the month, only one swarmed to my knowledge on the 7th of

June. This gave me a cast on the Kith or 17th. I left home
for a fortnight on the 8th of July, and it is possible I may have
lost some swarms since then. Honey being my object this year,

I gave them abundant room in supers, which they took to very
kindly, building many combs, but filling them with brood and
not with honey. The white clover has been very abundant, and
our orchards and gardens were filled with blossoms that have
produced vast quantities of fruit ; but for all that honey is

nowhere. Barely have I had such splendid stocks of bees all

through June and July, cramming up super upon super, but

with the most miserable result as regards honey. I doubt if

some of my hives will not starve in September, nor is there a

single super I dare plunder for fear of ruining my bees ; so that

I may write down nil, nay, rather a minus quantity, as the

result of this year's bee-keeping. Will any of your readers

account for it on any other theory than that the ground was
chilled past recovery by the long-continued rains of winter, while

the sun has had little power to cure the sourness of the soil ?

—B. & W.

SILKWORM-CULTURE IN ENGLAND.
It has always appeared to me that one of the great hindrances

to the successful production of silk in this country is tlie diffi-

culty of so winding the thread from the cocoons as to give the

article a commercial value. A correspondent of this Journal

speaks of it as a comparatively easy matter to oonnect the

thread of ten cocoons (it is more usually, I believe, the product

of from five to eight that is brought together), but this has not

been the experience of others, who have found that the mani-
pulation is most troublesome ; and in those countries where
silk forms an article of commerce it is acknowledged that to

wind the silk requires special training. There may have been
some machine invented which would facilitate the process of

uniting the threads ; if so, it has not been made generally

known. The common silk-winders sold in the shops are not of

much utility. To produce silk to advantage, it is evident that

we must not have to expend much time and labour on the pre-

paration of it for the loom.
Another drawback to silkworm-culture has been this : that

the emergence of the worms from the eggs only takes place

annually, so that the rearer of silkworms has an over-busy six
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or seven weeks during the season, and then his work is done for

another year : hence some have been disposed to look favourably
upon such foreigners as Cynthia and Perneyi, which seemed to

promise more than one brood in a year. Bat would it not be
possible to bring about a retardation of the hatching of the eggs
of Bombyx Mori, so as to have a succession of broods? Suppos-
ing that a part of the eggs were exposed to the sun in April, we
might have a spring rearing ; then from the remainder of the
eggs, which had been kept back by a low temperature, we could,
perhaps, get other ''hatches" in May and June. There is no
difficulty in obtaining food, as we know, for Mulberry leaves in

eatable condition may be obtained even in September.—J. R. S. C.

A CORRESPONDENT has scut US the following remarks on the
subject:—"I never found any difficulty in rearing the worms
and obtaining the silk, provided I could obtain a sufficient

supply of fresh food, nor did I find much trouble in reeling-off

the silk owing to breaking the threads ; but then it had little

commercial value, because, beiug a single thread, it was unfitted
for the purposes of the manufacturer, who had to treat it simply
as " floss." A certain number of threads must be united in one
strand, and it is for want of the kuowledge of the proper number
and the proper mode that amateur silk-growers in this country
fail to make sericulture yield tangible results. I may add, that
if the worms are hatched forth early there is a considerable
difficulty in finding them in food. If sufficient Mulberry leaves
cannot be had they will live on Lettuce, and on those of the
Osage Orange (Madura aurantiaca) they thrive well. I have
noticed that the silk from the Lettuce-fed worms is paler than
from those living on tho Mulberry, while that from the Madura
is orange and coarser.—C."

Spanish Hen Hatching and Rearing Chickens {J. A. T.).—We ai-e

much obliged by your comniuuication. We fancy few people have had so
much poultry experience as ourselves. We have kept all breeds and humlredtj
of Spauish. but we uever before had a well-authenticated case of one hatch-
ing and rearing chicke ns.

Brahma Cock with Dorking Hens versus Dorking Cock with Brahma
Hens (J. S.).—We prefer the Brahma cock with Dorking hens.

Reeling Silk.—" J. S." desires to say that the diameter of the reel should
be 2 feet, not 3 feet, as stated on paye 55.

Geese with Twisted Flight (J.D.L. T.).—The Geese in question are
suffering from twisted flights. There is no cure for it. It is common to
fowls as well as Geese, and is incurable. There is no difliculty in distinguish-
ing the sesea of Geese, but a certain result can only be arrived at by a close
examination and careful handling.

Harvest Bugs (Pickled Angle).—Camphor and various odoriferous com-
poiinds have a partial effect in warding off the attacks of the Harvest Bug,
and persons have also been advised to rub themselves over with tar, a remedy,
doubtless, worse than the disease. These insects have, however, a strong
objection to anything oily, and the merest film of oil has been usually found
to keep them off; or any pUces particularly exposed to their attack maybe
damped, and then rubbed with soap, and this coating suffered to dry on the
skin.

How TO Keep Butter Cool.—Get a large flower-pot (say
No. 12), plug up the hole with a sound cork, seal it. Now pat a
quarter-brick or other square heavy body in the bottom, to serve
as support for a second, but smaller pot (say No. 16}, which must
also be plugged in the same manner. Place a dish uuder the
outer pot, and a small plate iu tlie inner one. Put your batter
in the inner pot, and cover with any cover you please, provided
it be not metallic. Now fill the space between the inner and
'-^ater pot with water. The butter will keep as firm as a rock, as
cool as a cucumber, and as fresh, aye, as fresh as the trip across
the Atlantic iu a balloon.

—

Acherontia.—[English Mechanic).

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hakdiness and Feathering of CRCvE-dEaRS (StTn^Zi/).—We do nc t

consider the Cn^ve-Cteurs as hardy as the Houlaus, but have no doubt birds
bred in Scotland would bear the climate very well. They are, in fact,

acclimatised, and are not in consequence subject to the change from France
to the far north. They do very well in the cold damp climate of Lancashire.
The chief thing to insure success iii to have the stock on their run before the
cold weather sets in. The Cri've-Co^ur is not only a layer but a table fowl,
and in all suchsizeisa very important matter. Most of the old cncks have
white in their topkuots, and the hens the same. It is not a disqualification,
but every other point being perfect the scale would go agaiust the white
feathers. If they were in any other part than tha topknots they would dis-
qualify.

Poultry-keeping on Small Farms {L.M.N.R.).—You will gain the
information you require iu any of the practical poultry books. They will
help you more than the expensive ones, because they coufine themselves to
poultiT' at the present time. There is no doubt it may be kept profitably.
The chief point is personal superintendence. The second is feeding at day-
break. The third, to turn your attention to that which will find the readiest
local mai-ket, eggs or meat. The fourth is not to begin ou too large scale, but
to gain experience that will justify outlay. Poultry must come to play its

part in feeding the country. Half the disappointments we hear of arise from
people going to considerable expense before they understand the subject.

Fowl Dying without Apparent Cause (M, A. S.).—\Yq are sorry we
cannot tell the cause of death, but should attribute it to something the bird
picked up. With chickens, as with human beiugs, some will die, and no
cause can be discovered. Discontinue the sharps and buckwheat. Give
barleymeal or ground oats in the morning, some whole corn, maize, or
kitchen scraps at mid-day, barleymeal or ground oats at nit;ht. For young
chickens, give at intervals of three hours bread and milk, curd, and chopped
egg. Give to all as much lettuce and endive as you can.

Spanish Cock's Face {A Fancier).—It your cock has been running with
the hens again, it is probable they have picked his face. If he has not, it is

ft troublesome disorder to which they are subject from the increase of the
white face. You have only one thing to do—wipe the moist places as dry as
possible, and put on a little powdered alum. You must use but a small
quantity, and you must watch carefully, for if the evil become chronic the
cock will be worthless.

Cochin Cock Ailing (F. L.).—We are disposed to think tha Cichin cock a
bad case. We killed one to-day for the same malady. We have always
thought it is partly caused by excessive crowing, and the state of the brain of
the bu:d we killed|confirms us in the belief. Cochin-Chinas are not long-lived.
\Ve have known many instances of it, and have seen cases where the birds
lied in the act of crowing. The Hamburgh hen will do to breed from, but
will never do to show again. The defect will not be hereditary.

DiSTiNQuiSHiNG Sex OP FowLS (SitfcscribtT).—Ducks sit longer than
fowls. You can distinguish cocks from pullets at a month old, the comb and
plumage differ; but there is more difficulty with Ducks, and, to be sure, you
aist wait longer.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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garcien. They require very little attentiou, but what they do
requiie must be given at the right time. We owe Mr. John
Laiug, of the Staustead Park Nurseries, Forest Hill, our best
thanks for raising many new and improved varieties, and also
for exhibiting them in such fine condition as he did at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Show on August Gth.

As a plant for the herbaceous border this has few rivals

;

it has also a fine effect planted in beds ; but to have it in the
best condition the plants must not be allowed to remain in

the same place year after year without being disturbed. After
the second year they begin to decline, a larger number of
spikes are doubtless thrown up, but they are much weaker,
and the individual flowers are smaller and wanting in shape.
This is caused by the plants forming an immense number of

roots near the surface of the ground, which, matted together
as they are, soon exhaust the surrounding soil of all nutriment.
A dressing of fresh soil does not help them much, so that the
best and only way to obtain good results is to propagate a fresh
batch of plants every year.

The best time to propagate the Phlox is in spring. As
soon as the young shoots have grown about li inch slip as
many off as required, and pot each singly in the centre of a
small pot. They will root sooner if the pots are placed in a
gentle hotbed, but this is not necessary. They will root readily
under band-lights, or even plunged in the open air in a shady
sheltered position ; or a small bed of tiue soil may be made in
a shady place, and the cuttings inserted in it 3 inches apart.

After the cuttings are rooted, plant them out in the beds in
which they are intended to flower, for each cutting will pro-
duce a nice spike of flowers the first year. If they are planted
in beds they should be from 15 to 18 inches apart, and there
should be about four rows in a bed, with a wider space, say
30 inches, between each bed to allow of a person getting up
between them with a water-pot.
The plants will require a considerable quantity of water

during the summer months, and dressing the beds with some
short decomposed manure will also be very beneficial. The
ground should previously be deeply trenched, and a good dress-
ing of manure ought to be applied to it. The plants may also
be planted out in herbaceous borders, where they have an ex-
cellent effect ; but if it is desirable to do this, a hole should be
dug out about a foot square and as much in depth, to be filled

with some rich compost, in which the Phlox is planted.
It is in the second year that the best plants are obtained,

but those in the beds must be lifted and replanted, and instead
of the plants being from 15 to 18 inches apart, they should
now be from 22 to 24 inches, and each plant will have from
three to five spikes of flowers. Sticks should be placed to the
spikes at an early stage of their growth, as if this is not done
the strongest will probably be broken over by the wind, which
snaps them at the base. Each spike should be attached to a
moderately stout stick, and be tied-out in such a way that it

may not be crowded by others. Some persons place one stick
in the centre of the plant and tie all the spikes together in a
bundle

; but this, to say the least of it, is a very clumsy way of

treating them. The same plants may be grown a third season,
but the spikes will not be so strong thoush more numerous'
than they were in the second year. They will, however,
furnish a goodly supply of cuttings, and whether the shoots
are required for this purpose or not, they must be thinued-out
to five or six on each plant.

The Phlox is also well adapted for pot culture. When the
plants are intended for this purpose it is best to insert the
cuttings in small pots at once, and as soon as they are well
established to shift them, the weak plants into 5-ineh, and the
strongest into (i-inch pots. The following compost suits them
well—viz., four parts good turfy loam, one part leaf mould,
and one of rotted manure, with the addition, if necessary, of a
little sharp sand. During the period of growth, and up to the
time of the first flowers opening, the plants should be out of
doors, and in a position where they get all the sun possible ; at
the same time the Phlox is much injured if exposed to driving
winds. The more dwarf and compact the plants can be grown
the better ; thick stems and sturdy growth will bo the result of
good culture. The pots should be plunged in some cocoa-nut
fibre refuse, or any other material— ashes, leaf-mould, iSrc.

When the pots are well filled with roots give a supply of weak
mauure at every alternate watering. Tire plants, if removed
to the greenhouse as soon as the first flowers appear on the
spikes, will continue in beauty a very long time. The flowers
are delicately scented, and form a very distinct and pleasing
feature either in the greenhouse or coussrvatory. When the

flowering period is over the pots may be removed to a cold
frame for the winter, where they must be plunged to prevent
the roots from being injured by frost. The second year these
will form noble flowering plants, throwing-up stout flower-
spikes from 2 to 5 feet high. They should be repotted in
February in 10-inch pots, using the same compost 1 have pre-
viously recommended, and the same treatment throughout.
If it is necessary to retard them for some particular purpose,
instead of removing the pots to the greenhouse, place them
under a north wall, providing some shelter, in the shape of
old lights, to prevent the rain from dashing the flowers oft'.

In a future number I will give an estimate of sorts. Many
of the best varieties of the P. decussata section used to be
raised in France, but our English raisers have now equalled,
if not surpassed them. The P. pyramidalis section is very
beautiful, and the varieties belougmg to it succeed best in the
more cool and moist climate of Scotland, where the best
varieties have been raised.—J. Dooglas.

NEW STRAWBERRIES.
The season now rapidly passing by has been so favourable

to the general Strawberry crop, that it has enabled me to pro-
nounce a definite judgment on some of the numerous seedlings
I have had under my notice for the last four or five years, and
which I have been reluctant to name until I was perfectly siire

of their value. It will be recollected by some of the readers
of the .Journal that I commenced this favourite pursuit some
few years ago by endeavouring to improve the race of early
and late Strawberries. Of midseason varieties we have abun-
dance, unless some new quality should be developed, such as
better and more certain cropping, better packers and carriers,

etc., which quaUties are so desirable as even to justify new
main-crop sorts. I think it will be acknowledged by all who
have grown Early Prolific well, that the class of early Straw-
berries was improved by the introduction of that handsome
early sort. It is true it was not quite so early as Black Prince,
but it is quite early enough to withstand the spring frosts we
are invariably favoured with throughout Great Britain, and
perhaps in the midland counties more particularly ; whilst the
quahty of the fruit is in every way so superior to Black Prince
that it scarcely needs mention. I have still the seedlings of

Marguerite under observation, and these I have reduced to
three, one of which I have named Alpha. This is earlier than
Early Prohfic, and as early as any good-sized fruit with high
flavour can be ripened out of doors in this country ; but it will

take another season to get up a good stock of plants.

The following new kinds will not disappoint the most fas-

tidious grower either in growth, bearing, or quality. First in
order of succession comes
Early Crimson Pine.—This is a fine, large, handsome fruit,

Early Crimaon Piuc.

coming in with or closely succeeding Early Prolific. The pre-
vaihng shape of the fruit is indicated by the accompanying
woodcut. Colour bright crimson ; calyx generally reflected

;

seeds rather prominent ; flesh dullish white and sometimes
pink, juicy, with a rich piquant pine flavour. The plant is of
stout upright growth, and crops heavily.
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The Countess comes next. This kind will prove the best

packer and carrier ever raised. The fruit is extremely fine

in coloar, being of a beautiful glossy crimson, and becoming

darker when very ripe. It is not quite so regular in shape as

the other varieties under consi.leratiou ; but the fruit is so

4

... u>

m
The Countess.

good, its colonr so handsome, and, above all, its carrying pro-

perty so remarkable, that its occasional irregularity in shape

is quite condoned. Calyx partially reflected ;
seeds thickly

disseminated and decidedly prominent; plant healthy and a

good grower; foliage bright glossy green, erect, and compact.

This and the above variety, I regret to say, cannot be offered

to the public till next season.

Sir Jolin I'alstiiir is next in order. This is a midseasou and
m»in-erop variety. The predominant characteristics of this,

a different strain altogether from the foregoing, are its hardi-

hood ai:d enormous cropping qualities. It has never disap-

pointed me in a heavy crop from the first seedling plant, which

Sir John Falstaff.

slmck me with astonishment. The fruit is mostly very large

and handpome, frequently conical, and when very largo slightly

flattened in shape, as in the woodcut, but never cockscombed.
Colonr bright red with a tinge of vermilion ; seeds thickly dis-

persed and slightly depressed ; flesh white, solid, and juicy,

with a fine vinons flavour ; calyx small for so large a fruit,

and seldom reflected. On account of its beauty and immense
cropping qualities this will be a splendid sort for exhibition

and market purposes, but it would not carry a groat distance

BO well n» the Early Crimson Pine, or Countess more especially,

nor, indeed, would any other known sort.

Kiteha II tress comes next. It is a late variety, coming in with
and lasting oat British Qaeen, but higher-flavoured and a

better cropper than that esteemed good old kind. This is the

variety I originally named Lord Napier, but I was advised by
several of my horticultural frieuds to substitute another name,
fearing it might be confounded witii Sir Charles Napier ; and
every year it ha^ so won "iipou my good opinion and that of

Lnt-bantrcsh.

everyone who has seen it and tasted its fruit, that I have

adopted the above name. I think it will be admitted by all

who like a highly piquant fruit with a rich pine flavour, to be

the finest flavoured Strawberry ever raised. I have tested

this variety in every possible way. Though naturally a late

sort, under a south wall it makes a grand second early, whilst

under a north and east wall it comes in with Cockscomb and
Frogmore Late Pine. It requires a little sugar to bring out

its fine pine and Hautbois flavour, and then it is perfection.

Fruit large and of the prevailing shape of the annexed woodcut,

but frequently conical, and then it has a glossy neck and re-

flected calyx; colour scarlet, bcomiug a rich crimson when
fully ripe ; seeds small and prominent, bright yellow, and very

thickly disseminated ; flesh reddish, solid and very juicy, with

an exquisite pine flavour. A first-rate cropper, bearing its fruit

in clusters on shortish footstalks, so that its blossoms and
fruit are considerably hidden under and amongst its handsome,
slightly wrinkled, bright green foliage. This and the above

I think it is possible my gardener may try to bring out in the

present autumn ; but if so the stock will not be very large,

and the plants must bo issued in small numbers.
I have many other valuable deviations from the ordinary

run of Strawberries under observation, but I must content

GipBy yucen.

myself for the present with one more illustration—viz., Gipsi/

(fufrn. This I may intro luce one of these days on account

of its beautiful dark colour, thus forming an excellent con-

trast in the dessert. The fruit is chiefly globular, or nearly

so, but sometimes a blunt cone-shape, almost black when quite
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ripe, extremely juicy, rich, and vinous. Flesh dark red through-
out ; euds depressed. Plant of low growth and compact,
healthy, and a great bearer. Season, main crop aud late.

Out of the same strain I have also another which I call Fair
Ladij, in which the fruit, however ripe, never colours deeper
than a salmon pink. This forms a dkect contrast to the
above, though reared from the same Strawberry, aud is a nice
sharp-flavoured fruit, which some would have called Pink
Elton instead of the above name.

I have another seedling which I must just mention and then
say good-bye to the Strawberry world for the present—viz..

Excelsior. There are several Excelsiors I find, so probably I

may have to change the name of this variety. Besides being
a very handsome late fruit, aud, perhaps, the best-behaved sort

under glass, with very high flavour and excellent colour, its

runners have the property after the parent plants have ripened-
off their fruit, of blossoming all over the beds till the beds are
one mass of bloom. I am aware that several kinds. La Con-
stante among the rest, have this property to a limited extent

;

but iu the above variety, which is a second remove from Cocks-
comb (by which I have cxuite got rid of the cockscomb shape),
and which has nothing to do with the La Constante race, the
beds become laden with fruit tUl frost sets in. Fragaria tard-
issima is just now beginning to colour its fruit. This kind
throws-off a moderate quantity of fruit during August, and
sometimes to the beginning of September, and by this time
the Excelsior runners are setting theii' fruit, aud continue
bearing till the first severe frost. I have no doubt, therefore,

that if these runners were potted-off before the autumnal
frosts set in, and duly cared for under glass, say in a mo-
derately warm frame, Strawberries of excellent quality might
be had till the approach of winter, thus making it possible to

produce this charming fruit eight mouths out of the year.

—

W. EoDEN, JI.D., Mornings ide, Kidderminster.

MESSES. BACKHOUSE & SON'S, YOEK.
To be a florist, and at the same time a lover of Nature's

flowers, is cousideredto be well nigh an impossible conjunction;
aud therefore those who have been iu the habit of regarding
me simply as a bigoted old florist, will be perhaps surprised
to see me put my hand to the statement that I have never
enjoyed a ramble through a nursery so much as I did a morn-
ing's visit to my valued friend James Backhouse, of York ; and
I am sure of this, that no botanist that ever lived could have
felt more intense pleasure at the discovery of some new or
rare plant than I did last year when I came upon those glorious
masses of Geutiana alpiua and Silene acaulis on the top of
the Col de Bame last year. They are common flowers enough,
but to see them thus in all theii' native vigour and beauty, aud
in the midst of such surroundings, was a thing worth expe-
riencing. I have ever believed that my love for flowers was
not measured by their exhibition value, and one proof of this,

which I cherish, is my love for wild flowers, and especially
Alpine flowers, and that, as I say, without being a bit of a
botanist.

Everyone who owns a garden, and is acquainted with what
is going on in ihe horticultural world, has heard of the York
nurseries

;
and it was, therefore, with no ordinary expectations

that I wended my way thither on the day before the Great
Y'orkshire Gala, aud would gladly record my impressions of its

wonders ; but I have ever felt when writing of auy place that
really merits praise, how dilficult it is to give auy adequate
idea of it, and in reading descriptions of scenery it is ever the
same. Who has ever enabled one to realise the grandeur of

Alpine scenery ? or would Byron's description of the storm at

sea bring it home to one who has never seen the wild waves
tossing to and fro? I must, therefore, crave indulgence if

what I write seems to those who have never seen what I

attempt to describe poor and tame, aud if it fails to convey
any adequate impression to those who have not been there.

I am uot going to attempt a general description of Messrs.
Backhouse's nursery of seveuty-two acres, with its ranges of
glass. Orchid houses, &c. It wiU surprise no one to hear that
these are admirably kept, and that many a treasure is to be
found in their recesses. Nor shall I venture to write of their
fernery, with its noble tree Ferns aud rare aud valuable
species, for I have seen others, at least one other, which, if

my memory serves me right, exceeds it—viz., Mr. Bewley's, of

Black Kock, in Dublin, which I endeavoured to describe a few
years ago iu the columns of this .Jourual ; but there were two
special objects of interest which to me were utterly now—

I

mean the Alpine garden and the underground fernery. I have
seen Alpines growiug iu other places ; I have seen, for in-

stance, the Eev. Mr. EUacombe's, of Bittou ; but nothing I
have ever seen can for a moment bear comparison with that of

Messrs. Backhouse's, while their underground fernery is, I
believe, imique ; and it is of these I now write.

Everyone who knows Y'ork is aware of the very level nature
of the surrounding country ; but when standing on the lawn
in front of Mr. Backhouse's house you might imagine yourself
iu the neighbourhood of Tunbridge Wells or some such rock-
abounding place, for at immense cost aud with a great deal of

trouble a large quantity of rock has been brought together, and
so judiciously and naturally have the rocks been placed that you
seem rather to be looking on a place whence stones have been
quarried, aud where, as iu the Buttes Chaumout at Paris, the
ground has been afterwards utiUsed for a rock garden.

In the construction of the Alpine Valley some hundreds of

tons of stone have been used, and with such effect as only
could have been gained by a skilful and tasteful eye ; and in
this valley have been arranged without doubt the most varied,

extensive, and valuable collection of Alpine plants ever brought
together. At the period of my visit the Gentians, of which
there is here a fine collection, were over, but Dianthus, Aqui-
legia, Cistus, Iberis, &c., were in full beauty. What can be
more lovely than the clumps to be seen here of the lovely

Dianthus neglectus with its bright cherry carmine flowers, or
alpinus with deep rose or flesh-coloured flowers spotted with
crimson, and not rising above 3 inches from the ground?
Then there was Dianthus cruentus with deep red flowers iu

clusters, but not so comp.act as the two previously mentioned.
Aquilegias were deeply interesting. Foremost amongst them
was the comparatively rare A. leptocera lutea ; it has large

golden-yellow, long-spui'red flowers, which are produced in
great abundance. It is apparently entirely different from aurea
which has been lately seen in London, as its flowers are more
like cserulea, while lutea is more Uke the common Columbine
in form. Then there were fine clumps of the beautiful Aqui-
legia c;Erulea, which has proved to be a most lovely and easily-

managed species ; it seeds freely, and is easily raised from
seed.

Some of the Forget-me-nots were iu great beauty. Nestling

down at the foot of a large rock was a lovely mass of Myosotis
rupicola, the most lovely of all the genus ; very dwarf, aud
with flowers of a deep violet blue. It is a native plant, is never
found at a lower elevation than 2100 feet, and deUghts in a
shady spot or in a northern aspect. M. montana was nearly

over, and is the same as M. dissitiflora, of which so much has
been said lately. Another blue flower of singular beauty was
Lithospermum petrfeum, a shrubby species profusely covered
with heads of porcelain blue flowers ; while the older L. pro-

stratum, or, as it is often erroneously called, fruticosum, with
its deep briUiant blue flowers, was growiug in great luxuriance.

Of the Gentians still remaining iu flower was the lovely Geu-
tiana bavarica, diflicult to manage, but charming when caught
in its beauty. Of the Lychnis tribe there was Lychnis Lagascse,

a beautiful species from the Pyrenees, of a bright rosy carmine
colour ; and alpiua, not rising more than i inches, with dense
heads of rose-coloured flowers. Those somewhat diflicult

flowers to manage, the Andromedas, were represented by fine

clumps of Andromeda fastigiata and tetragona with their beau-
tiful, waxy. Heath-like beUs. Ah ! I wish I could convey to

the minds of those who read this barren story an idea of the

Alpine summit to which we gradually wound our way, where,

placed on various aspects and under varying conditions, were
to be found some of the greater rarities of the collection. Here,
planted out in various places, vas the rare and curious Lewisia
rediviva. It forms rosettes of leaves 2 or 3 inches long, and
after they have attained their full growth the plant is covered

with a profusion of the most lovely flowers, shaded pink with

a white centre. It is recorded of the first specimen introduced

into this country that it had been dipped iu boiling water and
then pressed for an herbarium specimen for nearly two years

;

it then showed signs of Ufe, and eventually grew and flowered.

It can hardly be diflicult to grow after that. Here, too, was
the beautiful Piuguicula vallisueria>foUa from the mountains of

Spain, N^-ith beautiful lilac-purple flowers. Eritrichium nanum
is another lovely Alpine with dense dwarf foliage, with blue

Forget-me-not-liie flowers. It is a bonne bouche for snails,

who will not leave it alone, and it therefore requii-es to be very

carefully watched. And what a lovely thing is Iberis jucnnda,
with its bright purplish-pink flowers on tufts of foliage not

more than -i to G inches high ! and how ai ouce it catches the
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eye ! But I must stop for the present, and on another occa-

sion note a few more of these beauties, and also attempt to

describe the unique underground ferneiy.—D., Deal.

SHADES AND SHELTERS.—No. 4.

NoTwrrnsTAN'DiNG the ntility of the well-known bast mat for

the winter protection of plants in minor glass and other struc-

tures, mats made of straw will be found equally effectual in

keeping out frost ; and although the former may be preferred

for more than one reason, a store of straw mats is a necessity

where much temporary corering is requii-ed. Where straw is

plentiful they can be made easily and cheaply, and afford suit-

able emploj-ment for the men in wet weather ; I will therefore

give a few instructions on making them.
Instead of the very common way of making these protectors

by simply lacing the straw between several poles, it would be

much better to make them as shown in fig. 12, upon a wooden

framework, the constmction of which I will endeavour to de-

scribe. The frame may bo made of any convenient lengt'i

;

A, A, are the side bars, which should be cut to the length of the

longest mat that is likely te bo made ; these are supported at

each end by cross bars n, n, which are also made long enough to

allow of the side bars being shifted for the maldng of a wider

mat. After deciding upon the size of the mat to be made, get

some stout string or rope yarn, and fasten several pieces at

regular distances apart as shown in the figure, to one of the

cross bars at either end. Pass each of these through the

holes in cross-bar c, which can be shifted up or down the

longitudinal ones, as the maker requires either a short or

long mat. Its principal use, however, is to keep the cords in

their proper positions so that the tying may be both neat and
strongly done. For a mat 3 feet wide four cords will be suffi-

cient, but for one from 4 to .5 feet wide six cords will be re-

quired ; each of these cords will need to be three times the
length of the mat to allow for tying and binding. This done,
select the straightest and best rye or wheat straw that can be
bad; then, beginning at one end, lay it on crosswise in very
small quantities, and bind it as you go on. Always take care
to put the cut or lower ends of the straw to the outside, leaving
the top or corn ends to meet in the middle. Press the straw
tightly, and keep it to a uniform thickness of about an inch.

Laoo it tightly to the longitudinal cords making every stitch

fast by itself, so that if one should by chance be undone or
broken it will not loosen all the rest. When the desired
length is worked up fasten each string off sebnrely, and with a
pair of clipping shears take off all loose straws and clip the
sides square, then release the mat from the frame, and you
will have one of the neatest and most useful of protectors. It

will be a saving of time, and the work will bo much better
done, if two men be employed to each mat, and the framework
placed npon a bench instead of on the ground, which would
oblige the men to stoop.

—

Thos. Record.

Bluf; Stems.—Mr. Wright (page 94) observes that no stems
are blue. He has forgotten Eryngiima amethystinum.—G. S.

The body of the tree is very crooked, and the course the light-

ning took was exactly down the centre or body. In its course
downwards it came in contact with a small hranch, which it

cut oft', passing down to the roots. Do you think the centre
of the tree attracted the lightning in any way, as the course
was veiy crooked? This tree is causing a great deal of talk,

and has been seen by thousands of people. It stands close

behind the hotel at Eastham Ferry, on the Mersey, Cheshire
side.

—

Jaiies R. Pocock, Bromhrovgh Hall Garden, Cheshire.

NEW PEAS.
Just a word about some of the new Peas. The following

have been proved by me to be truly excellent, and anyono
who produces a really good thing, bo it a new vegetable,

flower, or fruit, deserves his meed of praise as a public
benefactor.

James's Prolific is everything described by Messrs. Carter
and Co. , a very handsome white wrinkled variety, about S feet

high, with fine large pods of a light green colour, containing
from six to nine large peas of the finest flavour. This is a
grand Pea, and ripens-off its crop pretty much at one time, so

that the ground can be at once cleared for some other occu-

pant. I am so much pleased with this Pea that I intend to

adopt it for my principal mid-season ciop, sowing it at proper
intervals for rapid succession.

Blue Peter is another first-rate variety, and as a dwarf Pea-,

attaining only aloiit 18 inches in height, is, to my mind, a

great improvement on Beck's Gem, Little Gem, &c. The pods
ai'e dark green, larger than the above varieties, and contain

from five to eight, and sometimes nine, large peas of excellent

quality ; a capital bearer, and early. I intend also to plant

this extensively next season, to come in before the previous
sort. A large quantity of good peas may thus be grown on a
small piece of ground without the expense of stakes.

G.F. IVilson is another new Pea already favourably noticed.
This is an excellent variety, similar in character to Veitch's

Perfection, but growing, perhaps, a little higher and a better

bearer. The pods are large and hand.»ome, containing from
seven to nine tender deliciously-flavoured peas, and, being a
little earlier than Veitch's Perfection, this will bo sure to be-

come a general favourite; indeed, all three of the foregoing
sorts have worthily merited the approval of the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society.

A worthy successor to the above to finish the season is

Williams's Emperor of the Harrows. This has been thought
by some persons to be only a good stock of British Queen. I

cannot help thinking, however, after two years' experience,

that it is more branching in its habit, and certainly pods lower

down on the haulm, than that variety. I beUeve it to be as

good as British Queen (no mean praise) , and its crop is some-
thing wonderful, the plant continuing to bloom and pod till

frost sets in. This sort should not be planted too eai-ly in the
season, otherwise it attains a height almost unmanageable. If

planted about the 1st of May, it commences to ripen-off its

first pods about the present time, and is then a reasonable
height, and keeps bearing till the end of the Pea season.

For early work, Laxton's William I. will become a favourite,

and Alpha is Uked by most judges of a good Pea. Its only
drawback is that it chiefly bears its pods singly ; but it is so

tender and good in quality that it must be grown among the first

earlies in every good establishment.

—

William Eoden, M.D.

TnCT:s S-rarcK bt LionTsrso.—During the thunderstorm
which passed over this neighbourhood on the 22nd of July, the
lightning struck a large Oak tree. It commenced at the top
of a small branch, following it to the centre or body of the tree.

DISEASED POTATOES.
Mn. BnEHAUT's is the first instance that I know on record of

the disease presenting itself so early as April in this country
or in Europe, when (as the Editors say in noting the break-
ing-out of the disease in Sussex, page 84), " it cannot bo said in

this instance that electricity and electric storms have contri-

buted towards the development of the disease." Mr. Bn'haut
alludes to the manure employed being too fresh, which would
have the effect of inducing a grosser growth than if older and
less stimulating manure had been applied ; and are not the

Potatoes with gross haulms, made gross by the application of

manures, the most virulently attacked by the disease ? Why
should the planting in old garden soil which had last season
borne good and bad Potatoes, give to the succeeding cr"p the
disease? Are the germs of the Potato disease in the soil ? I be-

lieve not, for on gi'ound that last year produced more liad than
good Potatoes they are sound, and the seed was of the same
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diseased stock grown on the same ground last year, also the
year before. The soil might, from being rich, added to the
fresh dung, have caused that development of the Potato haulm
suited to the growth of the Potato fungus. In no other way
do I think the soil would have influence on or contribute to

the appearance of the disease, for I do not iiud there is any dif-

ference as to the susceptibility of Potatoes on fresh ground
well manured, and those having a change of ground, or grown
year after year on the same laud. This year, I am glad to say,

we have not found a diseased tuber in heated houses and
frames, in cold frames, or in the open ground. Mr. Br6haut
may plant in the same borders next season without fear of the
disease—even plant diseased tubers, and of the latter I can
answer that he will have sound tubers. Neither planting
sound Potatoes in ground which has produced diseased Potatoes,
nor planting diseased ones, will produce the disease. This
attacks the haulm first, then the tuber. Stay its progress in
the haulm ere it descends to the tuber, and the latter will be
safe.—G. Abbey.

P.S.—Now that we have the disease appearing in great viru-
lence in Sussex, it may not be amiss to dh-ect attention to that
never-failing remedy—the pulling-up of the haulms when they
are first noticed to be spotted and blackened by the fungus.
Do this, placing the feet alongside of the haulms, so as to keep
the Potatoes from being drawn from the soil along with the
haulm, and we may at least have a fair crop—often as heavy
as if it were left to mature. The tubers may be waxy, but
they improve immensely after being taken up and stored dry.
—G. A.

GOLDEN CHAMPION GBAPE.
On paying a visit some two years back to an amateur friend

of mine in this locality, I was surprised and very pleased to
find this glorious Grape in its Sunday dress, and with no
appearance of spot. On inquiry I learned it set well without
any artificial means having to be resorted to. I could see it

swelled evenly, and was of a fine amber colour, with berries of
a prodigious size. On inquiring about its history I learned it

had been grafted on a stroug-growiug white variety which my
friend did not know, but supposed it to be Eoyal Vineyard.

Profiting by the hint I went home fully determined to go
and do likewise. Therefore on the 1st of March I cut down a
Eoyal Vineyard Vine, which by the way is none of the best, and
then grafted on it, on the bottle system, one of the Champion.
It made a splendid cane, and I am this season rewarded with
seven bunches of Grapes that set freely, swelled their berries
regularly, and are now approaching ripeness with scarcely any
spot, but I can afford a little spot on such a grand Grape as
this. I ought to mention that the buuches are not large, but
compact and beautiful.—E. Gilbert.

NATIONAL GOOSEBEEBY SHOW,
Held at the Peel Arms Inn, Mason Street, Manchester,

August 2nd.
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odour, dne to the numerous minute glands on the edge of the

leaves, which are, however, hardly perceptible without the aid

of a lens. These glands are said to be found only on this

species, and they afford therefore a ready means of discrimina-

tion. The flowers are produced in stalked heads, sometimes
roundish, bat in the wild plants much longer. Although
small, the number in each head is considerable, and their

bright bluish-violet tint gives the plant when in bloom an ex-

ceedingly attractive appearance. A detached blossom is repre-

sented on an enlarged scale in the corner of our engraving,

chiefly for the purpose of showing the peculiar form of the petals

of the plants of this order. These, it will be seen, are much
longer than the sepals ; narrow and hooded (cucuUate) at the

tips in a curious manner, the stamens being inserted opposite

the petals.

With regard to the culture of the different species of Cea-

nothes from California, they all appear to thrive in peat.

Ceanothas dentatu3.

either alone or mixed with a little loam. Their growth is

somewhat straggling, and the shoots, therefore, require fre-

quent stopping during the summer ; but as the flowers are

borne upon the shoots of the previous year, this shortening

process must not be performed late in the season. In the

Osborne gardens C. dentatus is trained on the horizontal

system, and after flowering the secondary branches are short-

ened-back to within an inch or two of the main laterals.

The species are readily propagated by seeds, which are some-
times matured, and which should be sown soon after gather-

ing, or they will not readHy vegetate ; they may also be in-

creased by cattings of the half-ripened wood under a hand-
glass.

We have selected dentatus as being, on the whole, the most
desirable species; but it forms but one of a group introduced,
we believe nearly about the same time, by the Horticultural
Society's collector, Mr. Hartweg, and which are all well de-

serving attention. The C. papillosus and C. rigidus are
scarcely less interesting than that we have figured, and are a

ehade more hardy ; indeed, we believe they may be said to bo
perfectly so. The foliage of C. papillosus is much larger than
that of dentatus, and has its surface covered with pimplc-like
elevations, to which it owes its specific name. It is of more
Tigorona growth than the Toothed Ceanothe, and may be
treated in a similar manner. C. rigidus fully equals in interest

papillosas, but is less branching in its habit. It is, probably,
hardy enoagh for cultivation as a bash or standard in this

country. Two species of more recent introduction, C. flori-

bundus and G. Lobbianus, deserve especial mention as highly
ornamental subjects. Both have blue flowers copiously pro-
duced.

One species, the C. americanus, is known as the New Jersey
Tea, from the circumstance of its having been used in the
American War of Independence as a substitute for the Chinese
plant. Numerous varieties of this deciduous species have been
raised in European gardens, some of which are well deserving

of cultivation. As we may not soon have occasion to notice

this order again, it may be worth while to remark that to the

Buckthorn tribe belongs the Lotus of the ancients and the

Jujube tree, both of them species of Zizyphus, though the

articles sold as jujubes probably contain as much of the

genuine fruit as the perfumer's bears' grease does of the real

Bruin.—W. Thompson, Ipswiclu — {English Flower Garden,
Eevhcd hy the Author).

STKAWBERKT CULTUEE.
I do not like to differ from your correspondent, Mr. Luck-

hurst, aud I seldom have occasion to do so, but in his last

communication on Strawberries he says, " No Strawberry
plant win continue in full bearing longer than two seasons.

It is true that fruit may be taken for several years from the

same plants, but such fruit is invariably of a paltry descrip-

tion, quite unfit for dessert." Now, this is much too wide

and sweeping an assertion, especially where he goes as far as

to use the word " invariably." I have for some time been
convinced of the fallacy of supposing that Strawberries under
proper treatment cannot be made to succeed, not for two or

three years only, but for many seasons, and the experience of

the last two years has fully convinced me that this perpetual

renovation of Strawberry beds is unnecessary. When remov-
ing some old beds five years ago I kept a portion on for trial.

These plants have continued to go on bearing, not merely, as

Mr. Luckhurst would have it, fruit of a paltry description, but

a superabundant crop of fine fruit, and they were as fine and
as full of fruit this year as ever. I use the word plants, not

beds, advisedly, because the plants have always been kept

distinct, and the runners cut off every year, and according to

the best of my belief they have now been in bearing ten years.

I have had in bearing this year beds fruiting for the third,

fourth, and fifth seasons, and I cannot perceive any deterio-

ration, and this not with one sort only, but with many, as

President, Eivers's Eliza, Sir Joseph Paxton, Carolina Superba
Hyatt's Eleanor. Some sorts that fruited last year for the

second season have, undoubtedly, borne finer fruit this the

third year ; and in parallel beds of the sorts I have named
above I could see no difference between the fourth and fifth-

season plants, and that not a scant crop or email fruit, but

fruit fit for the exhibition table and in enormous quantities.

I gave my method of treatment last year, and I need not

repeat it in detail. It is merely to keep the plants separate

and distinct by cutting-oi'f the runners as soon as possible

after the fruiting season is over. Mulch with good manure
during the winter, put on either in October or November. (I

do not think it a good plan to put it on too soon, as it induces

the plants to grow instead of ripening the crowns.) I remove
any mulching there is left, but which is generally very little,

as it is usually washed iu to the roots during the winter ; but

if any is left I remove it in AprO, so as to admit full sun to

the roots till the flowering season. The beds are then

copiously watered, and covered with a mulching of chopped
straw laid on thickly, so as to be a clean bed for the fruit, and
to keep the moisture from evaporating. I never allow a hoe,

fork, or spade, no pricking-up the soil or loosening the ground,

but it is kept as firm as possible. I know many, if not most,

Strawberry-growers on light soils pursue a plan, if not iden-

tical, yet very similar to this; but I have briefly repeated

this in order to ask other Strawberry-growers to try with me
how long Strawberry beds may be continued in full bearing

with fine fruit under this treatment. I have determined to

destroy no beds of the sorts which I have selected as the best

with me till I find they have deteriorated from the previous

year.

And now a word as to sorts. I cannot endorse the en-

comiums passed on Vicomtesse Hericart dc Thury, nor did I

ever find any of my numerous friends wlio have tried the dif-

ferent kinds of Strawberries iu my garden this year, who ever

eat more than one or two on trial ; and having had several

Strawberry parties this year, when five, or six, or more dishes
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of StrawbeiTies were put on the table, I never in one single

case knew the Vicomtesse preferred. It is a good, useful,

hardy sort, a free bearer and early, but only fit for the cook.

La Constante is another sort very highly praised which does

not do well with me, and I do not think it suitable for light

lands. I do not pass sentence on it, as I do on the Vicomtesse,

because in the case of the latter it does not fail from want of

growth or crop, but La Constaute, though bearing freely, does

not yield any fine fruit, at least not to compare with others. I

have not suffered from damp as Mr. Luckhurst has, but Lucas
has still been as good with me as last year, when we had too

much wet. Filbert Pine, though a fine-flavoured Strawberry,

han not liked the dry season as well as the wet. Bonne
Bouehe, Triomphe de Paris, and Princess , Dagmar have been
remarkably good ; but for all general good qualities Sir Joseph
Paxton is still my favourite. I forgot to mention Dr. Hogg,
which is an undoubtedly fine fruit ; and here I can fully en-

dorse Mr. Luckhm-sfs opinion, though Frogmore Late Pine
proved a failure.

I do not, by the way, like crinoline wires and other supports
for Strawberries ; the stem on which the Strawberry grows is

easily injured, and the bend it often gets over a wire support
checks the growth of the fruit. If plenty of chopped straw is

used Strawberries will not suffer either from dirt or damp.
Nothing to my mind injures Strawberries more than the direct

action of the sun. We had thousands of berries injured here

during the extreme heat of the 19th and 20th of July, when
the heat in the shade was 87° and 92°, and wherever the fruit

was not shaded by the leaves, it was burnt by the sun or

turned a dull colour, all the freshness and brightness taken

from it. We had, however, so much fruit that wo could easily

spare some. I think, however, the season might be prolonged
and the quality of the fruit improved, if either tiffany shading
or thin ciilico were used during very sunny weather.

I am, I fear, rather an unbeliever in recognised theories, and
I do not believe that firm well-trodden soil evaporates quicker

than loose and porous soil that has been forked-up and dug
deeply. My experience has been, in light land especially, that

if you dig into a piece of firm land, or land that has been
trodden, it will be found more moist 2 or 3 inches from the
surface than land that has been hoed and stirred. I know
that it is the general custom to state otherwise, and to say that

surface-stirring checks radiation. If air were always charged
with moistui'e, then pulverised soil would be more capable
of absorbing the moisture tbau a trodden surface, but then
air is not always charged with moisture. On the contrary,

the air that permeates the ground will generally oftener

extract moisture than give it ; and if this theory were true,

why toss hay about and leave it as light as possible, instead of

leaving it flat and pressed ? Many a Turnip crop is permanently
injured fi"om the soil being worked and pulverised, and left too

loose when sown. If wet weather follows no harm is done,
but as a grneral rule Turnip land should be ready three weeks
before sowing, and should be allowed to s t'le, when it will re-

tain the moisture longer, and will be a better seed bed for the
young plants than one which is worked and harrowed up to the
time of sowing. I do not pretend this is an invariable rule on
all lands, but I do mean to question, and that seriously, the
statement so often made that surface-stirred land retains its

moisture longer than that which is unhoed.
I am led to these remarks partly from thinking Mr. Luck-

hurst's plan of very deep digging for Strawberries unnecessary,
and also from the extract in the last Journal from the New
Enpland Fai-mer. If, as Mr. Luckhurst says, he put 6 to 8 inches
of manure on the top of his light soil, he thereby added more
surface soil than many of our poorer soils above the chalk rock
contain ; this alone, without digging 18 inches deep, would in-

sure a prolific crop of Strawberries.—C. P. Peach.

THE HABIT OF THE RATA (Metrosideros koeitsta).

It will be as well, perhaps, and I hope not out of place, to

record the opinions of others besides those of Dr. Kirk, which
appeared in the " Transactions of the New Zealand Institute,"

and were given by you on pages 66 and 67 of the present
volume of the Journal.
About the Rata tree in New Zealand Mr. Edward Jerning-

ham, Wakefield, writes in his "Adventures in New Zealand"
at page 33G, vol. ii., as follows:—" Our method of assignation

had been one peculiar to the natives—we were to start when
the Rata should be in bloom. This is a curious but very

common plant, which is at first a parasite, winding round large

trees of the forest tUl it encircles and destroys them, when its

numerous coils join together in one hollow trunk, leaving the
victim to rot inside. The Rata thus full grown is certainly the
monarch of the New Zealand forest. In the gnarled form and
tough contortions of its limbs it much resembles the Oak„
and is therefore highly valued by ship-buUders for knees and
timbers. The foliage has also the noble appearance at a dis-

tance of the English forest king ; but the plant is of the Myrtle-

kind, and bears a bright crimson blossom in such abundance
that, at its time of flowering, the forests look as though some
playful giant had dipped every other tree in crimson dye and
stuck them up again. This tree is somewhat irregular in its

flowering, and earlier in some parts of the country than in

others ; but tliis fauy hue is generally thrown over the wooded
steejis about the middle of summer, near harvest time."

In respect to what Mr. Wakefield says above about the
natives, they are just the same up to the present day. On the-

subject of winds the natives are practically even more obser-

vant than Europeans; their notice of physical phenomena is

also acute and discerning, and I find them in this part of New
Zealand, contrary to the hastily-formed opinion of a few
writers about New Zealand, a very industrious class. One
word about Mr. Wakefield : he is one of our colonial M.P.'s,.

now representing the east portion of the city of Christchurch.

Mr. J. C. Bidwell, in his "Rambles in New Zealand," says

about the Rata—"The Rata (Metrosideros robusta), in my
opinion the monarch of the New Zealand forest, is occasionally

found very large in the woods, but prefers a more clayey and
hilly soil. It is often GO feet high without a branch, and from
4 to 5 feet in diameter. The wood is a fine pale brown, equal
to mahogany in beauty and African Oak in hardness and
durability. It is a first-rate ship-building wood, but on the
east coast is rai'e ; as you approach the west coast it becomes
common. It belongs to the Myrtle famUy, and is very closely

leaved, with small brilliantly green oval leaves growing by
threes around the stem ; the flowers are very numerous, small^

and scarlet (I am told). I have climbed many trees, but never
succeeded in finding any seed nor seed-vessels in any state of

decay, but once found three young plants; they were growing
in a rotten branch high from the ground, and had roots very

much like potatoes, and as large in one instance as a walnut.

This accounts for the natives saying there are never any young
Ratas. I have no doubt that, like many trees of tropical

climates, they never grow from the ground, but to it—that is,,

they strike root in the branches of another tree, and afterwards

send roots down to the soil through the trunk of their supporter

as it decays. It would be a magnificent ornamental tree in

England if it would grow (which I think possible), as it would
be utterly unlike any tree at present known in Europe. The
foliage being very dense at the extremities of the branches, but

nowhei'e else, it looks like a number of small trees, such as

Box, growing out of one another, or out of the gigantic stem
of an Oak."

" Metrosideros lucida, a beautiful tree of this order, occurs

as far to the south as Lord Auckland's Island, in lat. SOJ"
south."

—

J. Hooker.— [Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
" The Ake-Ake, a New Zealand plant of this order, the Me-

trosideros buxifolia of Allan Cunningham, is described by that

botanist as being a rambling shrub, adhering to trees, and by
its lateral roots climbing to the summit of the loftiest timber
in the forests of Wangaroa, Bay of Islands, iSic."

—

(Ibid.)

" The wood of Myrtleblooms is said by De CandoUe to be

generally white and compact ; but the heavy, hard, dark brown
timber which furnishes the South Sea islanders with tlieir

clubs and other weapons is said to come from Metrosideros-

polymorpha or some allied species. The Ake-Ake or Lignum
Vitffi of New Zealand, the Rata, and Pohutukawa of the same
country, are all hardwooded trees belonging to the genus Me-
trosideros."

—

[Hid.)

Hursthouse, in his " Britain of the South," says about tho

Rata (Metrosideros robusta)—" There are several varieties of

this tree. One grows as fast as a parasite, creeping in nume-
rous stems like ropes up the trunks of the other forest trees,

gradually enclosing them till they perish, and then uniting to

form a noble tree taller than that which it has destroyed, with

an enormous trunk, but hollow within. The leaf and the

flower resemble those of the Myrtlo, but the flower is of a deep
crimson colour with golden stamina. In December and January

these giants of the forest give the hillsides a fairy-like ap-

pearance from the profusion of this beautiful blossom. Tho
branches are gnarled like those of the Oak ; and the trunk also,

from its formation, is a series of strange contortions ; so that
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the wood, being also heavy, olose-graiueJ, aud very durable, is

most valuable to the ship-builder for kuees and timbers o£ all

shapes and sizes."

I have just come to a passage in his work which I can hardly
reconcile with what I have just quoted above about the flowers

of the Rata, in his description of it. He says—" Flora and
Pomona have dealt most niggardly with New Zealand. There
is no indigenous flower equal to England's Dog Bose—not in

combined beauty and fragrance ; no indigenous fruit equal to

Scotland's Cranberry." I presume we must pardon him. We
have now growing in the vicinity of CUristchurch thirty-seven

varieties of New Zealand Veronicas out of the forty described by
Hooker in his " New Zealand Flora." A more beautiful genua
than this cannot well belong to any country, both for its diver-

sity in colour of flowers and perpetual evergreen foliage, and
I may add to this, almost in flower all the year round.
Ward, in his " Information relative to New Zealand," 1839,

writes about the Kata—viz., " This i.'^ a fine and useful tree,

producing a heavy, close-grained, durable red wood, capable

of being turned to almost any purpose of household work, and
valuable to the ship-builder, who may find its branches curved
to his hand, and requiring but Uttle of the labour of the axe

to form it to his purpose. It is found in perfection of aU sizes

and heights, from 20 to 70 feet high, and from 18 inches to

7 feet in diameter. It prefers a dry stony soil, and varies the
pleasantness of its appeai-anco according to the regular or

irregular shape of its trunk. Its branches generally shoot
from the top of the main stem, aud put forth to some height
before a leaf appears. The leaves are small, in the shape of

the Box, tufted at the top of the tree, forming a crown, and
in the distance appear like a cluster of Palms growing out of

one large stem, rising far above the parent stock by which they
are supported."
Tour readers and myself may now form our own conclusions

on the various opinions expressed by writers about the Bata
of New Zealand.
The Myrtle tribe, most gardeners are well aware, abounds

in beautiful plants ; and the New Zealand Metrosideros robusta
is one of these, with its tassels of silken crimson stamens, so

remarkable for having no petals, and for the calyx falling off

like a lid or extinguisher. This curious calyx is pushed off,

not being capable of separating in the usual way ; it having all

its parts soldered together, as it were, into a hard fleshy lid.

When it is time for the stamens to unfold, they push the calyx
30 forcibly that it breaks away by its base and drops off, leaving
the stamens at liberty to expand as fully as may be necessary.
The volatile oil contained in the little reserroirs of the bark,

the leaves, and the floral envelopes, gives these plants the
fragrance which has caused them to be celebrated by poets of

ill ages.

Enclosed I send you a wild sprig of Eata, I think it is

M. lucida. Branches of it (in flower) generally arrive in

Ghristchurch about midsummer from the west coast of Canter-
bury. Passengers by mail coach bring branches with them on
account of its beauty when in flower.

—

Wiu.um Swale, Avon-
tide Botanic Garden, Canterbury, New Zealand.

looking them over to see if any of them are diseased.—W. McP.

,

The Gardens, Snehton Hall, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

EABLY KIDNEY POTATOES.
i(rc'.« Hammersmith Early Kidney.— This new valuable

Potato is a great improvement on the old Ashleaf variety, pro-

ducing more than double the number of tubers at a root, aud
very large, floury, and white when cooked, and fine in flavour.

It has a much better constitution than its parent, as it with-

stands the disease.

Sandringham Karly Kidney is also a very productive variety,

coming in about the same time as the above, and yielding

about the same quantity at a root, excellent in flavour and
floury. It also forces well, being stout in the haulm, and well

adapted for that purpose.
I grow the old Ashleaf, Mona's Pride, Lemon Kidney, iUbion

Kidney, and Badford Kidney, but none of them comes up to the
above two new varieties either in quantity or quality ; the
latter is valuable for forcing. I have just discovered one tuber
diseased (August .5th) among some Albion Kidneys, but I have
seen none of the other sorts affected as yet. I grow a border
planted late of what remains over of the smallest tubers of

each variety for seed, as I find it is a good plan to get them up
before they are quite ripe. I mean taking them up immediately,
and intend to store them away on shelves lathed and reared

upright, so that the air may get under them. There is nothing
more dene to them nntil plantiug-time comes round, merely

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The last meeting of this Society for the season was held at

B\irliugton House in July, the chair being occupied by H. T.
Staiuton, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President. Mr. McLachlan ex-
hibited a remarkable monstrous individual of a species of bee-
like flies (Syrphidai), possessing portions of the characters of
both sexes, taken at Black Park. Mr. Weir exhibited specimens
of the rare moth Agi-otera nemoralis, taken at Abbot's Wood,
near Lewes. Mr. T. Blackmore exhibited an interesting instance
of iusect-instinct, being specimens of a gall found on Oaks, near
Tangier, which had been taken possession of for habitations by
a species of ant, Ciematogaster scutellaris, Olivier.

Sir Sidney Saunders communicated a memoir on the habits
and economy of certain Hymenopterous insects which nidificate

in Briars in Corfu, with notices of the parasitic insects by which
they are attacked. The insects themselves were exhibited at the
last meeting, aud belonged to numerous genera and species of

burrowing aculeate Hymenoptera. He also exhibited a specimen
of a curious Wasp forming the genus Raphiglossa, which he had
suffocated with cyanide of potassium whilst asleep, showing the
remarkable position of the insect during repose, as described in
the paper, the insect aflixing itself by its paws to a twig, and ex-
tending its body, back downwards, in a horizontal direction.

Mr. Butler read a hst of the species of Galeodides, insects allied

to the Scorpions, with descriptions of new species in the British
Museum.

STONE FRUITS AND HARD SOIL.

It has often occurred to me, while observing the fruit trees

growing on the walls of houses in many of the villages thi'ough-

out England, especially in the southern districts, that the

firmness of the soil has much to do with the longevity, hardi-

ness, aud fruitfulness of these trees, which are generally loaded

with fruit of very fair quality. There is Uttle attention given

in the way of cultivation ; all the training they get is a cut

here and there to prevent the young branches from pulling

the old ones from their fastening. They must have grown
apace at some period, as large breadths of mason-work are

covered with single trees, such as are not met with in many
gardens. In this locality (Oxford), Apricots have been famous
for many years, and great crops have been gathered ; and the

industrious villagers have often been able to pay their rents

from the old trees on the ends of their houses. It has ap-

peared to me in most cases that these veterans have been
planted with very httle care—probably a hole has been made,
enough to twist the roots into, aud the soil replaced over them,
and rammed down as if to form part of a floor. The hard-

trodden gravel (in many cases causeway aud pavement), would
lead one to suppose that moisture could never reach the fibres,

but I suppose the fibres must travel to the moisture ; a wide

street is generally the space where the border should be. Other

trees have the usual outhouses standing over the space where
the roots are supposed to find their food. It is evident there

must be food, or where is such fine foliage and luscious fruit

manufactured ? Vines are met with often growing under the

same circumstances : one on a tradesman's house in a town
not far from here is something wonderful in its way—the kind

is the black Esperione. I am told that it has produced heavy

crops for many years past, aud this year the bunches almost

touch one another. There are only a few inches of open space

between the pavement and base of the house front wall. The
pafvement and causeway together, between the Vine and the

street, may be 12 feet wide, yet this Vine luxuriates, and sup-

plies its owner with plenty of fruit, which is used generally for

wine-making. Without discussing the matter further, is there

anything we can learn from these trees, which are more pro-

ductive, of stronger constitution, and less liable to disease

than the finest-trained trees under the care of some of our

most distinguished gardeners? From experience, I believe

that the firmness of the soil prevents over-luxuriant growth,

inducing the roots to become a mass of healthy fibre, instead of

their sending out large soft feeders, drawiug-up large quantities

of water, which remains in the branches till the short dark

days of winter. No fruit-buds are malm-ed; the buds start

early into growth long before they are sate from frost ; the

sap, which has been flowing freely, receives a check; nothing

is Been at the time, but before summer has advanced very far,

a large limb (perhaps the healthiest-looking in the tree), dies-

off suddenly ; it is cut out, other branches die-off in the same
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way, and the poor tree is sadly deforroed. Cases similar to

this are met with all over the country, and yet we have found
no preventive.

One thing I would siiggest to young planters is,—never
accept a tree which has been often cut back in the nursery, or

one which has not been properly cut. When pieces have been
left, the branches are always liable to die-back where these

pieces have been attached. When the cut is clean and properly

done, the bark will grow over, and the wound will hea!-up

nicely. When planting is done, never use manure (except for

mulching, to keep out frost or drought) ; let all the soil, after

it has been prepared, be made as firm as a rammer can make
it,—if stones are plentiful, so much the better; the soil may
be placed over the roots, and made only moderately firm.

Endeavour to get the tree to start freely, and use the knife

only where it cannot be avoided. When the roots have run a

little, they will come in contact with the hard-rammed soil,

and will throw out fibre in all directions, which will cause the

tree to grow sturdy, and the young wood will become very
hard. When any shoot takes the lead, and is likely to mono-
polise the whole growth, take off a joint or two at top, and a

number of small shoots will spring up ; train them over the
empty space, and the foundation of a sound tree will be formed.
Avoid the use of the knife in winter if possible, and if root-

pruning should become necessary, let it be done early in the
autumn,—but examine the roots first at one side, taking off

none except they may be going downwards, or away from heat
and air,—replace the soil, or fresh loam instead, and ram it

as hard as possible under the roots, and lay every fibre care-

fully in its place, and cover them over as before. A very small
portion of the tree thus treated will be enough to check un-
necessary growth, and large firm leaves, plenty of natural fruit-

spurs, and a hardy tree, will be the reward. The cutting

round the whole tree with a spade, as some have done, is reck-

less and mischievous in the extreme.
If too rich soil should be the cause of watery growth, lift

the tree and mix some lime rubbish in the earth ; ram it dowu,
and lay-out the roots over it, and place 6 inches of loam over
them. This should be done as the leaves are about to fall in

autumn.
Speaking of the Vine, how often do we see promising young

rods bear well for a few years, their roots filling the porous
border. They begin to fall off: extra top-dressing is given,

shanking goes on, red spider destroys the foliage
;

yet all

seems right at the roots. But careful examination will show
that the feeders have found their way into a poor unhealthy
subsoil, and as fast as fresh rootlets are made they die. The
fine rich border is left behind, and all the manuring, watering,

&c., is so much labour thrown away. The points of the roots

are beyond help, so the vinery by degrees becomes a wreck.
But if Asparagus beds, or a free sound loam, is in the way of

the roots, instead of unhealthy stuff, the Vines will not only
remain healthy and vigorous, but be rejuvenated. The same
applies to all trees, even to the Oak of the forest : a tree may
grow luxuriantly for years, and at last begin to fail—hundreds
around me are striking examples. If the cause was searched
after, the active roots would be found far from the trunk, out
of the reach of the famous loam which had made the gigantic

tree, and struggling for an existence among material foreign to

their nature. We should never despise the lessons which old
trees in cottagers' gardens teach us, but search out the cause
of their success, and it will be found that the roots are in their

natural element; and the roots of our own trees, which are
growing at railway speed, are in unusually rich quarters,
where they will luxuriate till they bring about their own
destruction.—M. Temple (in The Gardener).

A GRUMBLE ABOUT ROSES.
At a time when so much has been said and done about Roses

it may appear something like heresy to put in a plea of dis-

content at the limited area which the Rose-growers of the
present day seem to move in. I confess making this charge
with considerable diffidence, especially as I do not pretend to

be well-up in this queeu of flowers, and am therefore liable to

run into error, perhaps, in some of the views I take on the
matter. These may be summed-up into a single complaint
against Rose-growers, as a whole, of running too much in a
groove—so much so that, although great improvements doubt-
less have been made in many varieties, there were as many
really distinct forms in cultivation fifty years ago as now, and
the colours then to be had have not been multiplied since.

For instance, the old Tuscan Rose presented as dark a tint of

a rich plum colour as the best kinds to be seen in ordinary
stands at fiower shows. The old white Rose was quite as sweet
as more recent ones ; and if the old Moss has been improved
in some of its properties, it is not all other varieties that can
beat the old one. The Yellow Banksian and Macartney seem
to be ignored altogether by the leading Eose-growers of the
present day, and assuredly something more might have been
done with the latter two. The very praiseworthy efforts of

those who provide us with new varieties have been mostly
directed towards improving the size or shape of individual

flowers of the kinds that bloom in greatest abundance in June.
This is all very well, and great credit is due to them for this ;

but there is no reason why other kinds should be neglected,

and also why improvement should not take another form.
The old York-and-Lancaster Rose, which now apd then
occurs in old places, carries a charm with it which the new-
fashioned varieties with their unpronounceable French names
fail to do ; for although it may not compete with the latter in

point of form, the fact of its being striped gives it an import-
ance which a mere multiplicity of petals all of one hue would
fail to do. And who can blame the admirer of a striped Rose,,

when in all probability it is a greater rarity than many that

first made their appearance in 1872 ? But why should not the
old Y'ork-and-Laucaster have its place amongst others of its

family ? Why has it not been improved, and why are Roses
equalling it in the regularity of its markings not forthcoming
at our Rose shows, with all the improvements which a greater

number of petals and a better form can give ?

florists assume to accomplish, or rather to approach very
near to, any standard of excellence that may be laid down.
Why, then, do they not furnish us with a good striped Rose
having less tendency to run into self colours than the Y'ork-

and-Lancaster Rose ? There are many persons not yet edu-

cated to discern at a glance the small difference there is in

colour between many of the excellent sto-nds of Roses that are

exhibited for competition, but who would be delighted were a

good striped Rose to make its appearance amongst them ; and
i am not sure that a meritorious single variety might not be
acceptable now and then—not in an exhibition stand, perhaps,,

but in a Rose bed or border. Single flowers of many kinds
are not always to be despised. I remember many years ago
having a very jiretty single Dahlia for some time, but I lost it.

I certainly do not remember any single Rose of dwarf growth-

possessed of much merit, but that is no reason why there

should not be one. Moreover, might I ask hybridisers if

nothing more can be made of the Y'ellow Banksian ? Can its

beautiful flowers not be had later in the season than they now
are ? and if some of their qualities cannot be transferred to

another variety ? also if the Macartney Rose cannot be made
to conform to the wants of the present day? and lastly, if

hybridising the Persian Y'ellow with the so-called Hybrid Per-

petual class cannot be accomplished, so as to give us that
inimitable colour which even Mar6chal Kiel in all his glory

cannot supply ?

Other complaints I have, but I fear I have said enough to
call down the indignation of the queeu of flowers, and in a
greater degree that of many of her votaries ; but if what I

have said be the means of directing attentiou to improvements
hitherto neglected, I can willingly submit to any amount of

chastisement to which a grumbler at existing things may bo
exposed. Certainly, in the matter of Roses it would be better,

instead of quibbling over the respective merits of new varieties

that may or may not differ from older ones, that some one
should start on new ground altogether. Enough has been
said to show to Eose-growers that, although they are entitled

to our best thanks for what they have done, they have pur-

sued one course long enough now to satisfy those outside the

fold, and that hereafter it would be better if they took other

ground.—J. Robson.

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 6.

BECKETT PARK, THE SEAT OP VISCOUNT BAKEINGTON, M.P.

It is a quaint old town that of Shrivenham, in which,

thatched cottages appear to outnumber those covered with
slates and tiles, and rather picturesque ; and at no great dis-

tance from it and the station on the Oreat-Western main line

is Beckett Park, which forms the subject of our present notice.

Leading to it from the village of Shrivenham—for it is nothing
more—we pursue a pleasant country road till the park gates

are reached, respecting which wo have nothing special to re-
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mark, save that for years they have been freely thrown open

on the occasion of what is well known in the ilistrict as the

Great-Western Fete, when the hundreds of workmen eagaged

at the Swindon Railway Works, with their families, and many
more of the employi'^s besides, have, throuijU the liberality of

the proprietor, been enabled to make it their trysting- place.

The mansion, of which we give a view from a photograph by

Mr. Wilkinson, of Trowbridge, is stone-built and of modern con-

struction, with an ample carriage square in front of the prin-

cipal entrance, which faces the east. It is surrounded with

seventeen acres of lawn dotted with choice trees and shrubs,

and close to it is a lake crossed by several bridges, one of which

is represented in our engra^-ing. The lake has no great breadth

in any part, except where it divides into two branches, forming

a large island ; but along its shores are picturesque walks more

than a mile in [length. Indeed the walks about the place aro

its great charm. There are some four miles of walks, much of

them oontiued between Bos hedges 3 feet high, and which had
been much higher but are now clipped down, and which, it is

stated, were planted by Bishop Beckett. These walks aro

always shady and cool, aud are kept iu admirable order. On
the west side of the house is a terrace wall covered with Koses

and Magnolias, having standard Roses surrounded with Mig-

nonette, aud flower beds in front. This is a veritable garden

of sweet odours in the evening ; aud behind it again we have

Felicite Perpetuee Rose hanging in loose but profuse clusters

of white blossoms, accompanied with brilliant Gladioluses aud
Geraniums. The flower garden is on the same side of the man-
sion ; it is neatly laid out and effectively planted, especially

the oblong centre, which has at the outside two rows of Eche-

i;i;rici.;rr hiju.se.

Teria seccmda glauca, one on a ramp and the other on the flat,

and the space within is filled up with Alteraanthcra spathulata
and Qolden Feather Pyrethrum, while the raised centre con-
sists of Echeverias and Alternanthera magnifica. The outer
beds are edged with Cerastium tomentosum, within which aro
planted in snccession, according to the side. Blue Bonnet or
Purple King Verbena, Flower of Spring or Bijou Geranium,
the old Tom Thumb scarlet, and Aurea Floribunda Calceolaria.

Altogether from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, we are informed, are
yearly required for this garden. There is also a conservatory
on the same side of the house, kept in good order, and con-
taining scarlet Geraniums and Heliotropes extending from
floor to roof on the pillars and back wall, together with Tac-
8onia mollissima, Camellias, Dicksonias and other Ferns.
We have before alluded to the walks as being one of the

most agreeable features of the place ; in particular wc would
notice an avenue with Beech and Oak on each side, along with

Yews, Box, and mixed shrubs ; a walk from the terrace to the

church with a Yew hedge on each side ; and in front of where
the old mansion stood we liave clumps of Oaks aud Elms,

forming an avenue through which Ufliugton church is seen iu

the distance. From the same side of the park White Horse
Hill is plainly seen, though the figure of the horse, what-

ever its origin, is now by no means clear; still, the scenery

is pretty in all directions, and the park is well studded, with

trees. We noticed an Oak l'> feet in circumference of, stem,

Beeches with ,50 feet of clean stem, several fine Scotch Firs,

and of other Conifers handsome trees of the Deciduous Cypress,

Finns Cembra, Picea Pinsapo, and Silver Fir.

The fruit and kitchen garden is about four acres in extent.
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of an ii'regalar form, which will be most readOy described as a
triaugle, with its base to the uorth and its apes to the south
cut off

;
there is consequently a good length of wall having a

south aspect. A length of 140 feet is covered with a Peach
case 7 feet wide, 10 feet high at back, and well provided with
the means of ventilation by sashes opening outwards in front
and upwards at back. In front of this are frames and pits
filled with Balsams, Pelargoniums for late bloom, Chinese
Primulas, Cinerarias, &c., and which are also used for bedding
plants and general purposes. In front of the pits again is a
range of houses used for growing Fuchsias, forcing Koses,
Strawberries, &c. ; and there is besides a range of span-roofed
houses 87 feet long in thi-ee divisions, in which are grown
Orchids, Pelargoniums of aU sections largely, various other
plants, and Cucumbers. The vineries are only two in number,
28 feet long by IG feet wide. The earUer contained a splendid
crop of Black Hamburgh and excellent Muscats. The bunches
colouring in the later house also promised to be fine.
On the walls Apricots were scanty, Morello Cherries abun-

dant. Passe Colmar Pear on the west wall an excellent crop,
but other kinds not so productive. Dwarf Apple trees were
also bearing freely, though the soil is by no means favourable
to fruit trees, as at 18 inches from the surface there is a ferru-
ginous sand, which soon kiUs the trees when the roots reach it.

In the open quarters of the kitchen garden, which slopes
rapidly to the south. Globe Artichokes are grown in unusual
plenty, and it is worthy of remark that the Asparagus beds
are double the distance apart that we commonly find. This
has arisen from Mr. Smith, the gai-dener, having used the
roots in each alternate bed for forcing, and the result was that
he has had more and finer produce from those left than from
double the number of beds placed closer together. AU the
other crops were in excellent condition, and the neatness and
order throughout were highly creditable to Mr. Smith's
management.

ON THE UKAEI,
THE DEADLY AEBOW-POISON OF THE INDIAN TBIBES IN

BEITISH GUIANA.
tKead by Dr. E. Schombm-gk before tbe Adelaide Philosopbical Society, ou

April lOtb, 1866.]

(Continued from page 63.)

DuKiMG my brother's stay among these tribes he convinced
himself that, as main ingredients for the preparation of the
poison, they used either the bark of Eouhamon guiauensis or
Strychnos cogens. Though their poison is similar to that of
•the urari of the Macusis, as far as colour and consistency is

concerned, yet, as I mentioned before, it is a great deal inferior
in respect to strength. When nay brother showed the Guianaus
and Maiongkongs some dried specimens of Strychnos toxifera,
which he had in his herbarium, it seemed to be quite unknown
to them

; but when he showed them the specimens of Eouha-
mon and Strychnos cogens they immediately recognised in it

the plants used by them for the preparation of then- arrow-
poison. In British Guiana the preparation of the urari is
known only to a few tribes. Von Martins, who says the same
of the tribes of Brazil, states as a cause that those plants
which contribute mostly to the preparation of the deadly ex-
tract certainly appear- sporadical, which is the cause that the
preparation of the urari is only known to certain tribes where
the plants grow. As far as the inhabitants of Guiana are con-
cerned, this statement would not prove correct, as I have found
not only the Strychnos toxifera on the river Pomeroon, but
also another kind of Strychnos on the Barama and Waiui, a
territory which is inhabited by the tribes of Warraus, Caribees,
and Arawaks, which tribes do not use the arrow-poison, nor do
they know anything of the properties of the plant. In British
Guiana only those tribes which carry the blow-pipe for a
weapon know the use of the urari. During my brother's stay
in Pirara, in 1837, he was as little successful in being present
at the preparation of the poison. Leaving the village he asked
Mi; Youd, the missionary, to try to persuade the preparer of
poison in the Canuku Mountains to boU the urari in his pre-
sence, and communicate to him the process. Mr. Youd was
successful in persuading the poison-preparer to boil the poison
in Pirara, in a hut erected for the purpose in front of the
missionary's house, which enabled Mr. Y'oud to watch the
process.

^
My brother was again successful in witnessing the

preparation of the urari on his thud visit to Pirara. The
experience gathered by these witnesses agrees in every respect
with that obtained by myself, which may have its cause by
aar sesiag the preparation made by the same individual.

I now make my own observations. I found at the Canuku
Mountains the same renowned urari preparer who served my
brother as a guide to the regions of the Urari plants, whom I
engaged also as my guide, and under the same difficulties we
reached the plants, which to my great disappointment showed
neither flower nor fruit. We coUeoted a great quantity of
bark of the plants, as the Indian had promised to prepare,
after our return to the village, the urari in my presence. To
my great consternation the old poison-boiler tried to evade his
given promise, when I reminded him of it the next morning,
with all kinds of excuses—pretending to be sick, complaining
of headache, and wishing to put off the boiling for some days.
The cunning Indian knew too well from experience that such
pretended refusal would secure him the greater reward, and to
gain my purpose I had to add to the reward already promised
some, more powder and knives. At last my long-cherished
wish to witness the preparation of the urari, of which so many
fables have been told (as there always will be about anything
enveloped in a certain mystery) , was to be fulfilled, and I found
the process, except a few unimportant ceremonies, as simple
as possible. The small hut, which on my arrival in the village

I supposed to be the laboratory of the chemist, was really the
Urari house. The Indian began first to take the bark from
the Strychnos which we had brought from the Flamikipang,
then produced the other ingredients which it seemed ho had
in store, and separated the required quantities. I am sorry to

say that from the barks he used besides the Strychnos, I could
not ascertain the botanical names of these plants, which he
called Tarn-eng, Wakarimo, and Tararemu ; but to all appear-
ances they also belonged to a species of Strychnos. When I

asked him where they grew, he answered, far, far away in the
mountains ; it would take him five days to go there. The
preparation of the several ingredients would be according to

the weight, as follows :—Bark of Strj-chnos toxifera, 2 lbs.

;

from Y'akki (Strychnos Schomburgkii)
, J lb. ; Arimaru (Strych-

nos cogens), J lb.; Wakarimo, J lb.; the root of Tarireng,

i oz. ; the root of Tararemu, i ounce ; the fleshy root of

Muramu (Cissus spec.) ; four small pieces of wood of a tree of

the species of Xanthoxyleas* called Manuea,
Having finished the preparations, he went to his hut and

returned with a new earthern pot holding about four quarts,

and two smaller ones, also quite new, formed like a flat pan.
He went into the Urari house and put down the vessels. In
the first the poison was to be boiled, in the others it was to be
exposed to the sun for condensation. The great strainer or

funnel, made out of Palm leaves, was cleaned, and fresh silk-

grass put into it to strain the fluid ; tlie great block of wood
dug into the ground to serve as a mortar, was cleaned, and in

it the several ingredients were crushed. The urari preparer,

after having arranged everything, built a hearth with three
stones and laid the wood ready to light the fire, and went away
to fetch (as I was informed afterwards, for I had not exchanged
a single word with the preparer of the poison, and got all the
information from my companions) the utensils to light the
fire, though there was a large fire burning close by us, but
which was of no use, being lighted by profane hands. Neither
dare he use any water except it be brought in the pot to be
used for the operation, as in fact no other implement must be
used but such as has been made by the cook ; neither must he
have any assistance from any of the inhabitants. Any trans-

gression of the sacred rules would nullify the operation of the

poison. In addition to the fleshy root of the Muramu, he
crushed the several different kinds of bark, but every one
singly, in the mortar, lighted the carefully pUed-up wood, and
then threw first into the pot—which holds about seven quarts,

and which was filled with water—the bark of the Strychnos
toxifera. As soon as the water began to boil the Indian added
at certain intervals a handful of the other ingredients except

the Muramu root. In doing so he bent his head over the pot,

strongly blowing into the mixture, which he said afterwards

was adding considerably to the strength of the poison. Dur-
ing the process he only kept so much fire as was necessary for

a slow boiling, carefully skimming the foam collecting on the
extract. Within the next twenty-four hours the old man left

the fire only for one moment—keeping up the fire at an equal

heat. After the lapse of twenty-four hours the extract became
thick, and was lessened by the boiUug to about a quart, and
had assumed the colour of a strong decoction of coffee. The
old cook then took the extract from the fire, and poured it in

* Manuea is tbe strong bitter wood of a tree of the Xantbosylce. The
bark and the root arc used as an cfTectivo remedy against sypliilitic slcluiess

on the Eio Negro, Amazon, and lUo Brauco.
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to the strainer above mentioned ; the exti-act trickling slowly

into another flat vessel, left the remainder iu the silk gi-ass.

After exposing the strained extract to the sun for about three

hours, he added the sUmy juice pressed out of the root of

Mnramu which had pre\-iously been soaked for a short time iu

the boiUng poison, and then had been pressed out. The poison

presented imjiiediately a remarkable alteration, curdling to a

jelly-like substance. After this peculiar process, he poured

the poison into earthen vessels, flatter than the ones before

mentioned, for the purpose of changing the poison to a con-

sistence equal to that of thick treacle by exposing it to the

Biin. Afterwards the poison was poured into the peculiar small

calabashes or small half-round earthen vessels, manufactured
only for that purpose, where it will ultimately change to a

hard substance.

The third day the poison waB ready ; when the cook, satis-

fied with the produce, tried the strength of the poison in my
presence, for which purpose he cauglit some lizards. He
dipped the point of a pin which I gave him into the black

treaole-like substance, let the poison get dry, and wounded one
of the Uzards in one of the toes of the hind foot, and then let

it run. After the lapse of nine minutes the peculiar symptoms
of the poison made their appearance, and one minute after

that the slightly wounded animal was dead. A second and
third were wounded on the tails, when the poison operated in

the same time. He had chosen the lizards for the trial, main-
tiiining that the operation of the urari with a warm-blooded
animal takes only half the time which is reqnu-ed for a cold-

blooded animal. A rat caught by a boy confirmed that asser-

tion, and died in the fourth minute ; a fowl, which I had bought
for my dinner, died the third minute. Each of these animals
was but shghtly wounded. The Indians maintain that the
poison, even if kept well, and especially dry, will retain its life-

destroying power only two years. Should the poison lose its

power, they restore it by adding a little juice of the poisonous
ManUiot root (ifanihot utUissima). After pouring some of

the Manihot juice into a calabash containing the urari, they
dig it into the ground, covering it with earth, and let it re-

main there for a day and a half. The Manihot juice is then
mixed with the poison, and it then regains its former strength.
The truth that after a certain lapse of time the poison would
need a longer time to take effect, I have seen confirmed by my
own experience with the urari manufactured in my presence.
I brought some of the urari with me to Berlin, and made
several experiments with it, when I found that it frequently
took from fifteen to twenty minutes, according to the tenacity
of life, before death took place. I am sorry to say that as yet
a really correct analysis of the poison has not been made,
though the renowned chemist. Professor Heintz, of Berlin,
has spent a long time to ascertain it.

A LuN\VK Rainbow.—At 9.20 p.m on August 4th the moon
was nearly due south, and appeared unusually large and bright,
and the clouds in the north looked wild and black, when to
my great delight I saw a portion of a rainbow, and in a few
minntes it became quite perfect, forming a semicircle. The
colours were not so bright as if caused by the sun. This is

the first time that I ever saw a lunar rainbow.

—

James R.
PococK, Brombrourjh Hall Garden, Cheshire.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDES.

As the rains are very partial, it is still necessary in many
localities to continue watering seed beds and recently-trans-
planted crops. Keep the soil loose where practical)le

;
give

timely thinnings to those crops that require it, and water after-
wards if the soil is dry. The latest crops of Broccoli should
now be planted out if not yet done. Another sowing of Cahhagc
may be made about the end of the week to stand in the seed-
bed through the winter. A late sowing sometimes comes in
very useful

; also make a sowing of Red Dutch for summer use.
Make a sowing of Cauiijlowera in the end of the week for
plant^ to stand the winter. The Asiatic is a large and excellent
sort for this purpose. Previous to earthingup Crlerij for the
first time, give the trenches a thorough watering, as the plants
will not receive much benefit by the application afterwards.
The earthing-np should bo carefully done, the whole of the
leaves being kept close together at the time. The lights may
be drawn off those Cucumbers that are in frames during gentle
showers of rain, but not when it is sufficiently heavy to injure
the leaves. Gather Gherkins for pickling. Keep the crop of

Dwarf Kidney Beans closely gathered, for if allowed to remain

until they are too old for use they do not bear as they other-

wise would. Sow largely of Lettuce for standins through

the winter. The Brown Cos, Black-seeded Bath Cos, Green
Cos, and Hardy Hammersmith or Brown Cos are the best sorts

for sowing at this season. Plant-out from the late sowings for

autumn use. Pull-up the bnions, and house those that have
done growing. If the main crops have long necks the tops may
be broken down; if not, there is no advantage in doing so.

Make another sowing of Black and "White Spanish Badislies,

and also of the Turnip-rooted sorts. Let the forwardest of the

Tomatoes be fully exposed to the sun, remove some of the leaves

which shade the fruit. Keep all the shoots stopped as soon as

there is sufficient young fruit on the plants.

FRUIT G.UIDEN.

Vines wiU now require much attention where there is a pro-

spect of ripening the fruit. The bunches should receive the final

thinning, and unless in the case of small sorts, no more than

one bunch should be left ou a shoot. Remove all superfluous

wood in order to throw as much strength as po«sible into the

fruit. If the spur-system of pruning is adopted leave as many
shoots besides those in fruit as will be wanted next season;

shorten beai-ing shoots one joint beyond the bunch, or to the

joint of the fruit provided the leader is preserved and one joint

of the lateral allowed to remain. Pick-out a few of the buds at the

axils of the leaves towards the poiuts of these shoots, that the

buds at their base maybe rendered more plump for nest season.

If the long or succession-rod system is followed, no short shoots

should be left that do not carry fruit, and these must be kept

well shortened, so that by removing all useless growth and

plucking-out the young buds in the axils of the leaves of such

.shoots, more strength and free exposure may be given to tho

long shoots you intend for bearing next year. Leaving a lateral

with a leaf or two attached has a tendency to strengthen the

bud at the base, and prevents the bud bursting if the shoot

should be rather prematurely shortened ; but some successful

gardeners object altogether to the leaving of such laterals, con-

sidering that they render the buds three-cornered instead of

plump and round. Grafts should now have their bandages

loosened and their shoots properly secured from wind. See

that mildew does not make its appearance on your wall trees.

As a temporary remedy nothing is preferable to flowers of

sulphur ; if merely the points of the shoots become affected cut

them off at once. Some trees from their tender nature are very

liable to its attacks, but in their ease its ravages may be much
modified if not altogether removed by paying attention to keep-

ing the roots and top of the tree iu an equal state as respects

temperature and moisture.

FLOWER GAJIDEN.

In addition to the proper preparation of the soil of flower-beds

it will also iu another season be advisable to place more rehance

upon annuals for an early spring display, and, consequently, a

proper preparation must be made l)y sowing a general collection

of the best kinds towards the middle of September. In the

spring the plantingof the beds is recommended to be thicker than

usual, and accordingly, instead of allowing one plant to every

square foot, as was the rule in former years, two are planted.

Flower gardens will now be in their gi-eatest beauty, and every

means must be taken to keep turf, gravel, and edgings of all

kinds in the neatest possible order, that no drawbacks to the

complete keeping of the whole may occur. Dead flowers should

be picked off daily, and stray growths reduced within proper

limits. Trailing and climbing plants should be frequently gone

over to keep them neatly trjiined and secure from rough winds.

For the same purpose examine Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and other

tall-gi-owing plants. Remove dead flowers from Roses, and en-

courage the production of autumn blooms in the Perpetuals by

watering with liquid manure ; and mulching the surface ot the

ground where practicable. Commence the propagation of plants

for uext season, in which dispatch with the more delicate Felar-

coniiims should be urged to get them established before winter.

Fork ground among Dahlias slightly, and mulch the surface

withvervrottenmanure; waterplentifullyeveryevening. When
the weather is dry take care that the laterals are well staked out,

and use every means to entrap earwigs and other vermin wJiicn

injure the flowers. Look over faded blooms of Pinks, extractin^r

the petals from the pods. Should wet set in the decayed petals

will act prejudicially by retaining moisture round the lower

part, which will cause rottenness, and consequent destruction.

Rooted cuttings of Pansies for making up autumnal beds should

now be readv, or nearly so. It will, therefore, be necessary to

make beds 'for their reception. In doing so it is absolutely

necessary that wireworms should be caught, therefore the com-

post should have repeated turnings, for those pests are as de-

structive to young Pansies as they are to Carnation layers.

Throw out the soil from the Tulip bed on to the paths, so that

it may sweeten previously to being returned. Some florist^

adopt'with considerable success the plan of sownigon it Mustard

seed, whicli after having vegetated is mixed with the soil;

this in believed to be the means of banishing wireworms from

the bed.
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GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKTATORT.
In order to maintain a certain amount of gaiety in the con-

servatory a stock of succession plants must necessarily be kept
up ; any plants, therefore, in pots which it is desirable should be
grown quickly may now have a shift. It will not, however, be
advisable to give them a large shift at this season, as wha ever
wood the plant makes up to the present shift must be ripened,
with perhaps the exception of such free-tlowering plants as
bloom on the growing wood. As this shift will have to carry
the plant through the winter months the drainage of the pots
should be ample ; when established, a free open situation should
be selected for the newly-potted plants, in order that any fresh
growth made may be ripened. Where valuable tender plants
are out of doors care must be taken to keep heavy rains off

them, and if the weather should become dull and wet no time
should be lost in removing them under cover of glass.

PITS AMD FKAIIES.
Proceed with the propagation of all bedding-oufc plants as

expeditiously as possible, making choice of the more difficult

ones first, such as Nierembergias, Lotuses, and the like. Les-
chenaultias for turning out next season should now be strong
plants

;
give them another shift if they require it. Propagate

scarlet, variegated, and common Pelargoniums as fast as you
can get cuttings.

—
"W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
We have been favoured with a good shower of rain, which will

igreatly assist our drooping flowers. It was entirely local in its

extent, as our next neighbour had scarcely a drop, and kept his
men at work watering all day, and yet when our rainfall was
gauged there was 0.68 inch. The rain was from passing thunder
showers, and these are generally local.

FRUIT and kitchen GARDEN.
We took advantage of the rainfall to get out all green crops.

We have tried in all manner of ways, and in different parts of
the garden to grow Broccoli, and have now given it up. We
planted out Sprouting Broccoli after the Early Potatoes ; our
ground is generally in good condition, and we do not care to dig
it in any way for this crop. We filled up any odd corners with
Coleworts, which come in very useful during the autumn months.
We have a plentiful supply of Peas, Dwarf Kidney Beans, and

Scarlet Runners. In passing we would again invite attention to
the new Peas which have been recently introduced to the public.
That standard variety Veitch's Perfection is fully equalled, if

not surpassed, by Carter's G. F. Wilson. It is earher than Per-
fection, the pods are, perhaps, larger, it bears abundantly, and
the flavour is all that can be desired in a Marrow Pea. Laxton's
Omega is truly named ; it is the latest Pea, and very distinct in
character. It is also a Marrow Pea of about the same height as
G. F. Wilson, 2i feet, and an abundant bearer ; the pods and
peas are of the deepest green. Our latest crop is looking re-
markably well, and has been much benefited by the rains. We
recommend the ground intended for the latest crop of Peas not
to be cropped previously, and the best preparation is to hoe the
ground over just before drawing the drills ; the seed should
also be trodden-in quite firmly.

Celery has not succeeded well with us this year ; much of the
earliest bolted, and the later sowing, although carefully attended
to, does not seem to grow freely.
Wo have planted out nearly all our Strawherry plants. If a

full crop is desired next year no time should be lost in getting
the plants out, and if the ground is not ready for them, as is the
case with some of our own, the plants should be shifted into
5-inch pots in some rich compost, where they will grow im-
mensely in three or four weeks. Should any trace of red spider
be found on the leaves, do not fail to dip the plants as recom-
mended last week.
Early Apples and Pears.—The best are now abundant, and

make a useful auxiliary for the dessert. Doyenne d'Etc Pear
is over, but Jargonelle is now in, and Devonshire Quarrenden
Apple has a fine appearance on the table when dished up neatly.
We have no ground in the kitchen garden long unoccupied at

this time ; all spare ground is either hoed over and planted with
green crops, or manured and dug to be planted. Even if the
ground is not required, it should be dug over, or at least cleared
of weeds, and left in a tidy condition.

fruit and forcing houses.
Pine Apples.—This is just the weather for maturing the Pine

plants required for fruiting in the spring. The pots are now
well filled with roots, and the plants have made sturdy growth.
The house is aired freely in the day and a little air is left on all
night ; while the weather continues so warm no artificial heat
is applied. We are also careful in regard to watering. The
Pine Apple does not require much water, and when we used to
fruit the plants in 13 and 1.5-inch pots, once a-week was suf-
ficient, but since we have learned to fruit the Queens in '.» and
lO-iuch pots, and such strong-growing sorts as Charlotte Roths-
child in 12.inch, as a matter of course they require more water.

We keep the succession houses shut-up closely at night, nor do
we give air so freely in the daytime, and water is kept con-
tinually in the evaporatiug-troughs.

Vineries.—In the early houses, especially the Early Muscat
house, the leaves have suffered much from the recent hot sun-
shine—it seemed quite to crumple them up. Wo like to see the
fohage remain on the Vines later than this, but the wood is weU
ripened, and the buds are very prominent. The borders have
had a good soaking of water, which will keep the roots in a
healthy state. In the late houses all the varieties are approach-
ing to ripeness, and promise to colour better than usual. We
cannot say why, but in the earliest houses our Grapes are seldom
surpassed for flavour and colour, and in the late houses t e
flavour is as good, but the Grapes seldom colour well. We
looked over the houses, pinched-back the few lateral shoots that
were growing, and secured all heavy bunches to the wires with
a strong strand of bast. Through want of attention .to properly
securing the shoots to the wires, we have seen bunches break
the fastening which attached the branch to the wire, and its

falling weight snapped the branch quite off. We do not keep a
too dry atmosphere in the vineries when the Grapes are ripen-
ing. Many, even professional gardeners, will not allow a drop
of water to be sprinkled on borders or paths, and watering a few
plants in the house is even considered objectionable. Bear in
mind that a moderately moist atmosphere even when the Grapes
are colouring is beneficial to the Vines, and it also improves the
quality of the Grapes. Another matter worth noticing is this :

Many persons have a notion that it is necessary to expose the
bunches to the sun in order to finish them ofi well. In the
case of white Grapes, when they are nearly ripe, exposing the
bunches to the sun causes them to finish-off a golden colour,
especially Muscat of Alexandria and allied varieties ; Black
Hamburgh, on the other hand, does best if the bunches are
shaded by the leaves. Only this morning we looked into a
small vinery belonging to an amateur ; the house is planted with
Black Hamburgh

; and what was our surprise to see that a num-
ber of leaves had been broken off and were lying on the ground.
On inquiring the reason we were told it was to allow the sun to
get at the bunches. Now, we can freely say our friend has very
much injured his Vines, as they are carrying a very heavy crop,
and every leaf was necessary to the health of the Vines, besides
which, exposing the bunches to the sun at the time when the
berries had just finished stoning, was a very rash proceeding, to
say the least of it.

ORCHARD house.
The fruit is now ripening, and we shall have a continuous

supply of fruit until the end of October from the Peach and
Nectarine trees ; these are making a very vigorous growth. We
have just looked over the trees for the last time, and have
pinched all gross shoots well back ; but in doing this care was
observed to cut back to a leaf that had two small leaves at its
base. If the weak wood is stopped back in August, jjrobably all
the buds will be flower buds, and there will be no leader, so that
the shoot will die back during the ensuing summer. On many
of the trees the wood was so much crowded that it was necessary
to thin-out much of it in order to expose what remained to the
air and light. We finished picking the Early York Peach on
Saturday. The same day Lord Napier Nectarine came in ; this
is one of the seedlings raised by Mr. T. Rivers, and will doubt-
less be an acquisition ; it ripened this year with Hunt's Tawny,
and is far superior to that variety in flavour, and is not so much
subject to mildew. The true variety of Early Grosse Mignonne
is a noble fruit, and nearly as early as Early York. Some of the
Plums are also giving good fruit. AngeUna Burdett is ripe, and
is a well-flavoured purple Plum. A variety of Green Gage,
which we call Early Gage, has also supplied us with very fine
fruit.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Louis Van Houtte, Royal Nurseries, Ghent.

—

Catalogue of
Bulbs and other Flowers, Boots, tte.

Joseph Vervaene & Co., Boulevard Lousbergs, 42, Ghent.

—

Prix Courant pour 1873-74.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
',* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

coirespouJeuts of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editor.-^ of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those ou
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and couveuieutly, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at ouce.
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Books {J. S. T.).—"British Ferns" by G. W. Johnson, which may be had
for 3*. Gd., or post free irom our office for 3^. 9d.

Pears Diseased (L. J. A'.).—The state in which your Pears are is caused

by the root-prunin? of last year. The roots have not yet got into sufficient

action to nourish the tree, and this, coupled with the recent dry weather, has

produced the result. We cannot make out the insect.

Addkess (Ba^m/ou^/i).—"English Mechanic," Tavistock Street, Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

Passies iMillifian rf- ff.Tr).—Unfortunately they were too withered to

pass an opinion upon them.

LiQCiD TO Destroy Weeds (J. Lock).—It was boiling brine.

Apricot Trees Shedding their Leaves {C. B., LcinHin^^on).—We can-

not account for this in any way, except that the trees are suffering from want

of water at the roots. Will you ascertain if this is the cause, andlet us know ?

AoRiccLTURE OF Kent.—We have received a letter from Mr. Witherspoon

in defence of his own remarks on this subject, the justice of which has since

been contested by "D., Dca(." Without ranking ourselves as supporters of

the opinions of the one or the other, we have suddenly been involved in a war

of north and south ; and as peacemakers are ever blessed, we hope here to put

an end to the distant sounds of war. Mr. Witherspoon criticised rather

Bb&rply, but honestly, the agriculture of that portion of the county through

which he passed on his Gladiolus hunt; and *^ D., Deal," as a "man of

Kent," stood forth boldly and on the moment, as the men of his county are

wont to do, in defence. "We shall merely insert the concluding words of Mr.

Witherspoon'a letter, for their spiiit is so good—"I am glad my imprussions

of Kent were formed from its poorer districts; and after all, your readers may
possibly credit me with doing justice as far as possible from observation. On
the whole I read with interest ' D., Vral's,' contributions ;

and let me
assure him my strictures were written with an eye to good, and not to un-

necessarily do injustice to the county of Kent, which I still think—as seen

—

as regards success is foolishly attempting the impossible, by competing with

inferior against immeasurably superior machinery.

—

Joseph Withebspoon."

Twix Ci'ct;MnER3 [B. WiUiams).Snch eccentricities are not uncommon.

Branches op Plum Dyino (W. Q. D.).—The cause of the branches of your
pinm dying off is from some injury they have received, and this most probably

ia due to frost. This injury may have happened long ago, and perhaps in

some previous antumn when the tree was full of sap, and a sudden and severe

frost has come and lacerated the sap vessels. It is long sometimes before the

injury is apparent, as in your case, and at others it is immediate. There is

no remedy.

Peach Tree Preserving {A Subscriber).—The best way is to advertise

his core, and as be agrees not to be paid unless a core is effected there will be
no reason to complain. If it is snccessfol, that result will be his best recom-
mendation.

HoLLnss {Abrrdonirnsis).—We cannot imagine what is the matter with
your green Hollies, seeing that all the others in the same soil are doing well.

The cause of the Apple trees which bloom so well producing no fruit, must be
attributable to spring frost destroying the bloom. If you protect them at

that season, no doubt you will have fruit.

Manetti Stock for Roses {J. B. Boyd).—No doubt other stocks may
prove as good as the Manetti, but it has proved so free-rooting, hardy, and so

easily managed that we do not thick it will be easily surpassed. The sorts

you mention—Gloire de Dijon and Souvenir de Malmaison—would neither of

them succeed so well, especially the latter, which in the north of England is

easily injured by frost; and neither of them would strike in nursery raws in

the open ground as the Manetti does. The Piose you sent was most probably
General Jacqueminot; but it is almost impossible to tell a liose when sent by
letter without water. The colour fades, and the petals fall from the Rose and
lose their character.

Quotation (A Subscriber of Some Years).—The couplet you mention was
certainly misquoted, but your own vcrson is also incorrect. In " Hudibras,"
where it occurs, it reads thus

—

" He that complies against his will
la of his own opinion still."

Weight or Grapes, Ac, (J. Leuris).—The heaviest bunch of Grapes on
record ia that of the Syrian grown by Speechly at Welbeck, which weighed
20 lbs. We have seen Cucumbers 34 inches long.

Naices of Fruits [W. G.).—No. 1 ia not Red Astrachan, probably it is

Bed Wine ; 2 is Hawthomden.

NAJfES OF Plants {G. W. J.).—1, Galium cruciatum; 3, Stachys syl*

vatica; 4, Sisymbriom officinale; 5, Lycopsis arvensis. {Q. M. B.).—Pro-

bably Malopo trifida, but specimen very imperfect. *' The Acacia that the order

of Freemasons prize so much," is quite unknown to us. Can any reader
rupply its name? (H.).-^alega orientalio. {H. L.).—Rhus Cotinus. You
can have the "Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary*' and Supplement free by post
for 7». 2d. iSelpam).—RhuaCotinua. The (lowers are purple, but these downy
threads are the stalks of abortive flowers e'/ongated. (Birklcy).—An Asclepiad
with pendulous polliuia, but wo cannot say what from the specimen sent.

(T.Pearson).— 1, Selaginclla apus; 2, S. Kraussiana.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

SINGLE BIRDS AT SHOWS.
Tms aabject seems to have " exercised " many good people of

Ukte, and it seemB to have been assumed that all the ar^ments
have been on the side of showing single hens. I say single

hens or pullets, because this is what the question really means
;

for we are all agreed that aa a rule it is best to have the sexes
separately. Birmingham—old Birmingham—may her shadow
never grow less—taught us this, with many other good things

;

and her example ha« been so generally followed, in this one
partifular at least, that we may almost take separate sexes as

admittedly the best arrangement for most shows, at all events
of much standing, which can be devised; but, with regard to

showing one hen or pullet by herself in a pen, while there is

much to be said for it, and I think it may be taken to be really

advisable in many cases, the argument in other cases does not
seem to me so clear.

It is assumed that it is far more easy to breed one first-class

pullet or hen than two, and this is true, but not to such a great
extent as is assumed. If people will learn to breed, they will
have little difliculty in breeding fair matches ; and it is quite a
mistake to suppose, as I saw stated the other day, that the most
successful exhibitors are those who rear their hundreds of

chickens. Generally speaking, a man who can breed one really

first-class puUet can breed two, and does; still, two birds may
undoubtedly be good, aud yet not a good match, though here, also,

I must remark that our best judges have of late shown a wise
discretion in not laying so much stress on mere matching as

they used to do, but have given prizes to good birds not an
exact match, rather than to birds each of which separately was
far worse, but did match. I would only wish to point out that

if, by this or any other expedient, winning were ever made really

easy, no one would care about winning any longer. All the talk

about putting people who do not know how to breed on a practi-

cal " equality" with those who do comes to that. It cannot be

done, and if it could, the " fancy " and all its charms would be
gone.

Still, there are advantages in holding out encouragement to

beginners, and even a " Showing-Made-Easy " has its uses like

other " JIade-Easies.'' Then, again, early in the year, even a good
breeder likes to keep all his hens at home, and is thankful for

any rule which only demands one bird away from his yard in-

stead of two. This last is to my mind the strong point of the
single-hen system, for the advantage just spoken of will to a

great extent disappear as the plan becomes general. As it is,

the breeder who has a good pair generally shows at places where
pairs are provided, and leaves the single hen for others. But
if single hens become general he will be able to make his first-

class birds go just twice as far in showing, and will compete at

many shows where he now does not. This is a consideration

which appears to have been overlooked ; but if it be remem-
bered, it wiU be seen that the very advantages claimed for the

single-hen system depend on that system being only partial, not
general.
As to show proceeds, my impression is that advantages are

pretty equally balanced. Probably entries of single hens are

somewhat increased, but I beUeve, though my belief is con-

trary to what I have seen advanced, that sales are diminished.

I have noticed that the prices of single birds are rarely so low
as half that of pairs, and few people care to buy a single hen or

pullet. As a matter of fact, I think it will be found that com-
mission on amount of sales on the single-hen plan has nearly

always fallen off. On the whole, therefore, I believe that as to

show receipts there is little choice either way.
On the other hand, with regard to the effect, as a "show,"

there can be no doubt that one bird by herself is infinitely in-

ferior. Everyone nearly remarked this at the Crystal Palace

—

the birds looked duU, tame, and spiritless. As a spectacle merely
the plan was an emphatic failure ; aud I can speak from very

careful and special note that four-fifths of the birds could have
been matched in pairs of quite satisfactory quality, whUe the

very best ones almost without exception had mates.

My own opinion as to the whole matter will therefore be
readily guessed. I think that at shows where the competition

is likely to be chiefly local, the single-bird plan is decidedly the

best. Especially is this the case during early and spring months
when birds are needed for their eggs ; and at such seasons even
shows of standing might adopt the plan with benefit to the

amateur and to their own entries. But at the great shows of

the year, when we all want to see the best that can be done, and
to compare notes, and to strive in earnest but friendly rivalry,

I should much regret to see the system adopted ; and I question

if it will be, unless it be at shows where mere number of entries

is considered as the one great object of contrivance. If it be at

these, I feel quite convinced that Birmingham will long be able

to laugh at all competitors, for mere number of entries does not

necessarily make the best show.—L. WiiioiiT.

PUBLISHING THE NAMES OF JUDGES.
We frequently see the names of the committee, treasurer,

and secretary of poultry societies attached to the schedule of

prizes, but seldom the name of the judge; and if an exhibitor

writes to the secretary asking the name of the gentleman

selected for that important oflice, he will icostly receive a very

pohte reply as follows:—"A gentleman of experience is en-

gaged, but I am not at liberty to give you his name." Now, it

is quite possible for him to be a " gentleman of experience " in

some matters, yet his knowledge of poultry may be very limited.

Some will say if exhibitors know who is to bo the judge they

may tempt him with a bribe ; but I feel convinced the majority

of our j ..dges and exhibitors are men of honour, and will not

stoop so low. There are, I admit, a few exhibitors who will do

anything to win, but those few will always find out who is to

judge, whether the name be published or not; therefore, to do
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justice to the honest exhibitor, the names of the juJges should
always be made kuowu, and I am satisfied committees will
find it to their interest to give publicity to the matter in the
future.

Two of the best breeders and exhibitors in- the kingdom in-
formed me recently that they would not send their birds unless
they knew who was to be judpe, for they had frequently been
thrown out, even when showing Birmingham cup-winners, by
some of the most miserable specimens. I give one case in
pomt. At a show not two hundred miles from London one of
the gentlemen referred to sent two of his best pens, both of
them cup-winners at several of the leading shows. They were
placed first and third, and a pair only fit for the spit was second.
He asked the judge why the birds were thus placed, pointing
out the glaring defects of the second-prize pen. Tlie judge
acknowledged he was wrong, but he did not see it thus when he
awarded the prize, at the same time saying, " You ought to be
a better judge of that variety than myself." A few minutes
afterwards the owner of the second-prize pen made his appear-
ance, and, not knowing the owner of the first and third-prize
birds, acknowledged to a friend that he was surprised and highly
delighted at winning a 30s. prize with his pair of birds, as he
only gave 7s. Gd. for them in Leadenhall Market. This is a
specimen of the uncertainty of the awards mode by one of our
present poultry judges. Referring to the same judge, a Ham-
burgh-breeder said, "I know what pleases his fancy ; he never
gives the prize to the best birds, but if I know any of the north-
<'<""'tiT judges are to award the prizes I alwavs send my best
stufi, or else I stand no chance. Last season I visited a showm the eastern counties, where a Spangled hen, worth about 5s.,
won the cup, and the best hen in the class, shown by Mr.
Beldou, was left out in the cold." In the face of the above
facts IS it any wonder that many exhibitors owning good birds
are determined to keep them at home, unless they know who is
to officiate aa judge? I hope other exhibitors and secretaries
mil give their opinion upon the matter. As Secretary of the
Lowestoft Poultiy Society I may say we always have published,
andintend to continue pubHshiug, the names of the judges.—
L. When.

A DISTINCTIVE FEATURE BETWEEN
BRAHMAS AND OTHER FOWLS.

Tkeke is a feature in the Brahma Pootra fowl which appears
to me to distmguish it from all other kinds that I have noticed
—VIZ., that the comb is placed entirely in .advance of the eye.A perpendicular drawn through the inner corner of the eye
will define the posterior extremity of the comb of the Brahma,
whereas a perpendicular between the centre and the posterior
comer would define that of the Cochin, Dorking, Game, &c.,
they having the comb running over the eye. The French breeds
of fowl I do not include, as their combs are of quite another dis-
tinctive character.
The position of the Brahma's comb to my mind militates

strongly against the idea of the Brahma fowl being a cross be-
tween any of these breeds, and I am in the habit of judging the
°^F®e of purity of a strain of Brahmas in a great measure by
this character, other things as per established standard being
normal. Further, I believe I may say we do not find this
anterior position in any degree in any cross-breeds without
there having been an iniusiou of Brahma blood-royal at some
time.
Not having seen this character noticed in print, and it

being an observation solely of my own, perhaps you wilt obho-e
by publishing it, that I may see what can be said for or a'^ainst
it.—J. R. Choker, Malvern Link.
[We thank you much for your interesting query. It had never

struck us before ; but on reading the above, we immediately
caught up two good specimens, one Brahma, one Cochin, and
submitted them to a close examination. We found, as you
observe, a line drawn touching the inner corner of the eye all
but cleared the comb and touched only the bare extremity of
the point. We may mention the bird was a large and good
specimen, with a fully developed comb. On submitting the
Cochin-China to the same test, we found a straight line simi-
larly drawn divided the comb as nearly as possiblem the centreWe had no others at hand, but we will take an opportunity of
trying many other breeds. Being firm believers in the pui-ity
of Brahmas, we hail your discovery, not because it makes our
opinion stronger—we did not need that, but because such a fact
tends to the conversion of those who will not believe becxuse
they never have beheved. We have had them from the be<nn-
ning m large numbers. They come always pure, .and always
true—no sports, no throwing back, no varieties of comb, no un-
certainty as to the number of toes, no clean legs. From small
beginnings they now form some of the most numerous classes ,at
all shows. Inferior to the Dorking as a table fowl, tliey are
equal to almost any, and they have a great virtue, that they are
as hardy as a fowl can well be. They are content in confine-
ment, and we have hatched and reared them in snow.

Cross bred birds are often described as pure ones, and their
breeders or owners try to sell them as such. The unfortunate
purchasers, breeding all sorts of oddities, condemn the breed as
" composite." It is for this reason that discoveries like the
above are really valuable.—Ens.]

SEDQEFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
The poultry prizes were not such as to induce any great

number of entries, the amounts given being only 10s. and 5s. in
each class, with a cup for the best pen in the Show; neverthe-
less some capital birds were shown. The cup was won by Mr.
G. Procter with a grand pen of White Cochins, which were in
condition in which Whites are seldom seen at this time of the
year. The first-prize Spanish were fair in quality, but the rest
bad, and in Brahmas only the winners were of value. In Game
the first were Brown Reds in very good feather a"nd good in
handling and style ; the second. Piles, a little too heavy in
feather, but otherwise correct. Sambiirr/hs were mixed classes
.and the entries poor in consequence ; the winners were tolerably
fair specimens. The only other birds at all noteworthy were
the first-prize Creve-Cojurs in the Variety class, and the winning
Game Ban fa m s which were Black Reds ; the first-prize chickens,
the second-prize adult birds.
The entries of Pigeons were numerous, there being three

prizes in each class, with four silver cups for the four sections,
and the birds were shown singly. The Carrier cocks were a
large and good class, but, on ttie contrary, the hens and both
classes of Pouters were only poor ; the cup for the section was
awarded to a Carrier cock. Almonds were a nice class, the head,
beak, and eye properties being striking. The first prize went to
a hen, and the second to acock. Barbs were tolerably good, but
some of the best were rather out of bloom. Of ForeignOwls there
were but five entries ; the first prize went to a good Blue, and the
second to a good White. Trumpeters were poor, but the Fantails
—an extraordinary class, carried off the cup. Jacobins were good
and numerous, and Turbits also a strong class, in which were
many capital birds. English Owls were fair in quality, as also
were some of the Dragoons, while others were inferior. Mag-
pies were exceedingly neat and small. The class for Ice pro-
duced some good birds, and the winners were of the Spangled
variety. The Variety class contained some good Pigeons, and
the cup was carried off by a new variety termed the Whiskered

s-1—a rather plain-faced bird, with a half-frill starting from the
shoulder points, and turning inwards towards the furl or ruffle.

The Babbit classes were well supported, and more particularly
in the Lops, in which class there were twenty-four entries, with
not one really bad Rabbit among the lot, and six prizes were
allowed to bs awarded ; the first prize going to a fine Black-and-
white doe, exti-a first to a Black buck. The second prize was
taken by a Grey-and-white doe, and extra second by a Fawn-
and-white doe. The third prizes were awarded—one to a Fawn,
and the other to a Blue doe. The Himalayans were very good
in marking, and the Silver-Greys in fur ; but the Angoras were
not in the best order, though there were some good specimens
shown.

It would be impossible to picture a more suitable site for a
Sliow of this description than are the grounds adjoining Hard-
wicke Hall ; the heavy timber serving to protect from the rays
of the sun, and forming a welcome shade, while the scenery is
sufficient to repay the visitor without other attractions. We
published the awards last week.

ORMSKIRK AND SOUTHPORT POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 6th inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

T>OKm-SGs.-Colmtrei.—l, J. Slott. Healoy, Rochdale. 2, J. Robinson, he, T.
Hornsby. Chickens. — 1 and 2. T. Staffer. Manchester, he, T. HornBby,
Lftthom : Wren & Page, Lowestoft ; T. Brider, Earby, SkiptOD.
pomiiSGS.— White. — 1 and 2, J. Robinson, he, M. Fairhurst, OrmsMrk.

Chickens.— 1, E. Williams. Henllvs, Berriow. 2, J. Robinson.
Cochim-Chi.s*.—Biif.—I, 2. aid Cnp. W. A. Taylor, Maoc'icster he, T.

Stretch, Ormskirk. Chickens.—1 and /«, C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesdcn, Keighley.
2, W. A. Taylor.
Cocms-Cmsi.-Partridje or Oroiise.—l, T. Stretch. 2, W. A. Taylor, tc. T.

Stretch; T. Aspden. Church. Chiekem.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2 and/jc. 0. Sidgwick.
Brahma Pootri.—flnrfc.—1 and 2, T. F. Ansdell, St. Helens. Chickens.—1. 2.

and he, .J. H. Pickles, Birkdalo.
Bhahji* PoriTKK.—Light— i, J. Mitchell, Moseley. 2, C. Lepland, Warring-

ton. C/iiclTiis.—1. T. A. Dean, Marden. 2, J. Watts.
SPAVisn.—1, A. Wilbmson, Karley. 2, J. Powell, Bradford, he, H. Beldon,

Bindley; Furness &9udall, Uawtenstall. CIlicfc^H.?.—l.J.Lecmin". Bronchton.
he. U. Beldon.
HAMBURons.—SoJrf-spnnjIfii.—1, G. & J. Bnckworth. Chnrch. 2, J. Robinson.

he, H. Beldon. Sileer-spanirU-(l.—\ and 2, J. Robinson, he, H. Beldon.
Game.—1 and Cnp, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. 2. T. P. Lyon Liverpool.

C/iicfc*-?!*—1 and 2, G. Feet, Ormskirk. /iC. T. P. Lyon Liverpool
Bantams. -ff(7m^ - 1 and 2, T. Sharpies. RawtenstaU. he, G. Maples.

Wavortree. Ann nther rxrietij.—l.H. B. Smith, Prcstnu. 2, E. H. Walton,R iwtenatall. he. W. A. Taylor.
Anv othek Varietv.-I and 2, H. Beldon. he, W. A. Taylor.
Geese.—1 and 2. J, Walker, Rochdale, he. Cant. L Anyon. Chorley T

Harrison: S. H. Stott. Preston. Go^Ufii;s. — i w Penny Preston 2 T
Harrison, ftc, R. Parr, Anghton; S. H. Stott

'

TottKEYS.— 1, J. Walker. 2, J. BrookwoU. Wiran.
DUCKS.—.-li/lesiiurj/.-l and 2, J. Walk»r. he, J. Kobinson, Garstang. Itjiteiu
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—1. p. Unsworlh, Lawton, Kewton-le-WillowB, 2, T. Wakefielcl, Jolborue. he,
•J. Wilker ; W. Penny ; S. H. Stott ; K. liladslune, jun., Courthe y.

PIGEONS.
PouTEBS.—Cm*.—1. T. 0. CUnniat!, Birkdale. 2 and S, W. Ball, SoaUiport.

nen.—l, T. O. Clioning.
Carribrs.—Cocfc.— I and Cap. J. Stanley, Blackburn. 2, n. Yardley. Bir-

minf;ham. 3. T. H. Stretch. Orm-skirk. he. J. Stanley; T. U. Stretch. Hfn.~
1. J. B. Buckley, Aughtun. 2. E. c. Stretch, Oruiikirk. Youmj.—l, A. Billyeald,
Nottingham. 2. C. Duckworth. Wavertree. 3, E. C. Stretch.
Barbs.—1 and 2. J. Fioldiog.jun., Rjchdalc. 3 aud he, J. Stanley, Blackburn.
Dragoons.—Blue or Silver.— 1, 2, and Cup, F. Graham, Birkenhead. 3, J. B.

Buckley, he. F. Graham; E. C. Stretch. Ormskirk; W. Gamou, Chester.
J«y o(a*r eolour.—1. 2. and 3. F. Graham, /tt", W. J. Mitchell, Birmingham.
ITMBLERS.-S«or/-/acfd.—1 and 3, J. Fietdiug. juu. 2, C. Duckworth, he, H.

Yardley. Lonqfaeed.—l, J. Wa;t3. 2. E. C. Stretch. 3. C. E. Duckworth.
Owls.-Fortiflri.—1. 2. aud 3, J. Fielding, jun. EmjUsh.—l and 3, J. B.

Buckley. 2, P. Uueworth, I.awtou.
Jacobiss.-1, II. Yardley. 2. J. Stanley. 3. F. L. Denny, Soathport.
TuBBiTs.—1 and 2. J. Fieldiu'.:, juu. 3, J. Watts, Birmingham.
Fantails.—1 and 2. ,T. F. Loveraediic, Newark.
AxTwaBPS.—S/iorf-.f-icct/.—1 and Cjp, M. Hackfortb. Croston. 2. J. Stanley.

S. A. Justice, iie, W. G iinoD. Chester, [.lui'j-faced.—1, A. Juatiue. 2, R.
\Vhit«, Manchester. 3 and he, K. Ashtun, Ormskijrk.
Ant oroER VARiETr.—1, H. Yardley. 2, FumesB & SadaU, Rawteustall. 3,

K. WWte.

Judges.—Poultry : Mx. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston ; Mr.
J. Hiadson, Liverpool. Pigeons : Mr. R. Teebay, and Mr. J. O.
WakesoE.

NEATH POULTBY SHOW.
The meeting of the Neath Association was held on the 7th

.-md 8th iast., in a large suitable field lent by the Corporation.
The pens were Billett's, of Southampton, and were well ar-

ranged against the fences, and the only point to which we would
take exception was that the bottoms were covered with straw,
which answers no good purpose.
The Dorkings were a good class for the time of year ; the

prizes went to Dark Greys. Buff Cochiiis were also good,
and the cup was awarded to the first-prize winners, a capital

pen ; the second-prize pen in the same class contained a good
hen but a very small cock, though nice in colour. The Partridge
and other Coloured Cochins were very poor, and although there
were some good aud large Dark Brakmtis, yet they were mostly
in bad feather, the Light variety showing little improvement
in that respect. Only the first-prize Spanish were worthy of

notice. Of the Golden Hamburghs, Gold-spangled were first

and cup for the section, and Golden-pencilled second and third.

In the Silvers a pair of good Spangled were first, and Pencilled
chickens second. Among Polands a neat pair of White-crested
Blacks stood first, and Silvers second. Of Game, only the first-

prize pair were good, but these were awarded the section cup,
aud were Brown-breasted Reds of rare merit. In Game Bantams
the first and second-prize birds were Black-breasted Reds ; the
first adult as good as can be wished for, aud the second chickens
of this year. In the Variety class, Creve-Cceurs.were first, and
La Fleche second.
There were two classes for chickens, the first for Cochins,

Dorkings, and Spanish. The first prize, and the cup for the
two classes, were carried oft by a grand pen of Partridge
Cochins; the second prize went to excellent Buff Cochins, and
the third to Black Spanish. In the class for Any other variety
of chickens were also some very promising pens, particularly
the pair of Lii,'ht Brahmas which won the first prize, aud the
pen of Dark birds of that variety which won the second prize.
The third-prize Dackwing Game were capital in colour and style,
but slightly duck-heeled. An eitra third prize was awarded to
Creve-Coeurs.
Rouen Ducks were very good, but the Aylesburys were some-

thing wonderful in size, condition, and colour of beak ; and the
cup for the aquatic birds and Turkeys was awarded in this
class. In the Variety class of Ducks was a neat pen of Black
Ettst Indian. Only one pen of Geese was shown, and these
were Toulouse, but tliere were three pens of Turkeys of great
gize and in good order.

Of Pigeons the Carriers were very poor, in fact little more
than Dragoons, but all the Pouters were mentioned, the first and
second prizewinners being White, in grand show, and long in
limb and feather. Only one pair of Tumblers was exhibited,
and the .Jacobins were very poor. The winning Fantails were
birds of this year, good in carriage and style of tail, aud the cup
for the best pen in the Show was awarded to the first-prize pen.
Nims were good ; the first prize was taken by nestlings, and the
second by old birds. Barbs were of ordinary merit, the first
were Yellows and the second Reds, no others being worthy of
notice with the exception of the winners of the first prize in the
Variety class, which were Silver Runts of great size.

.'Vmong the Canaries were some neat birds ; the first prize
went to a Crested Jonque Norwich, the second to a first-feather
Dutch, and the third to a common Yellow. An aviary of wild
birds was awarded an extra prize.

D aur.os.-l. R. Treadwell. Triog. 2. W. Boran, Swansea. 3. H. Fe«8t,
S-ran H 1. h'. W. Bevan : C. Harrif . Neath ; K. Lcyahon, Bridgend.

' ' .^.- Ztul7 uu'l CijiH/iDioil.— 1 and Cui», T. A. Dean. Mardcn. 2,
'

. i.'boltenham (Bull). 8, S. R. Uains, St. Day (Buffi li<r. H.
I . ':. K. dliiver, Swansea. Any ijOur variet;! —I. K. P. Bidder,
V. urtridgi^). !, J. H. Watkins, Hereford. 3, D. Uutcbin.i. PuucDud.

LiL^oiii. luuiRA.—i/ar^.—1. H. B, MorrelJ, Caomawr, Clyro (Dark). 2, T. U.

Williams, Brecon. 3, B. P. Bidder, he, W. Bovau. Li(iht.—\, T. A. Dean, a,
Kev. N.J. Eidlev, Newbury. 3, H. Feast, c, U. btuddy, Ashdale.
Spanish.- 1, H. Feast. 2, T. Ace. Ystalyfera.
HAiiBuaGHS.

—

Goldfiiiii'ncilkd and Spunoled.—l, Cup, and 2. Mrs. Rolls,
Monmouth. 3, C. Bloodworlh. /ic, H. Moore. Weston-ouper-Mare ; Mrs. H.
Feast : Mrs. E. Feast : J. F. Davios, Neath, c. C. Bmikland, Swansea, .silver-

pencitlcd nnd Spangled.—1, Mrs. iftiUs. 2, J. M'Connoll, Hereford. 3, Mrs. E.
Feast, /ic, Mrs. H. Feast, c, — Farrah. Neath.
PoLANDS.-l, R. Jones. Neath. 2, C. Bloodworth. 3, Mrs. H. Feast.
Ga->ie.—1 and Cup. H. E. Martin, Fakenham. 3, A. Feast, c, T. Reece,

Llaudaff ; J. Lewis, Neath.
Game Bantahs.—1 and 3, A. Ashley, Woroeater. 2, R. Wiugfield, Worcester.

he. H. P. Price. Brecou.
Bantams.—.liiy other variety.—1, A. Feast.
Anv other Distinct Variety.- 1, J. Robinson, Garstang (Creve-Cteur). 2,

Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 3, A. Feast, kc. Mis. E. Feast, c, F. J. Gibbias,
Neath (Chinese).
Cochins, Dokkikos. and SPANian.— C/iic/.(:u«.—1. Cup, and e, P. Charles,

Neath (Partridge Cochins). 3, C. Bloodworth (Buff). 3, A. T. Walters, Kid-
welly (Black Spanishl. he, W. Hevan iDorkiugsl: D. Lane, Hardwick (Buff
Cochins) : O. E. Cresswell, Baeshot (Silver-Grey Dorl^ings).
Anv otuee Variety.— C;tic;;cM—l, T. A. Dean. 2. O. E. Cresswe)!, Early

Wood. Bagshot. Extra 2, J. Carr.Hafod. Swansea. 3, D. W.J.Thomas, Brecon.
Extra 3, A. Feast, Swansea, vlie, Mrs. H. Studdy, Ashdale. Haverfordwest ; W.
Morris, Hereford ; J. F. Davies. Neath, /ic, Mrs. U. Studdy ; W. Harris (2) ; J.

Carr. e, J. F. Davies.
DccKS.—Bou.iii.—1, J. J. Lewis. Brecon. 2, S. H. Stott, Preston. B. J. R.

Paramore, Neath, he, Mrs. Kicharas, Brecon ; W. W. Cunnick, Brecon.
Aylesbury.—\ and Cup. T. Tomliuson, Lancashire. 2. S. R. Hains, St. Day.
Cornwall, 8. Mrs. E. Feast. Swansea, he, Mrs. H. Studdy; Mrs. H. Feast,
Any other variety.—I, Mrs. Lewis, Neath. 2, Mrs. E. Feast. 3, H. Cuthbertaoo.
Panrhiewtyn.
G( ESE.— 1, Mrs. H. Studdy.
Tdkkejs.—1, Mrs. H. Studdv. 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 8, Mrs. Lewis.
Selun-g Class.—1. D. J. Rhys, Neath. 2, W. Harris. 3, Mrs. R. Morgan.

he, .\. K. Tboraas.
Ducks.—1, J. B. Paramore. 2, W. W. Cunnick (Rouen). S, J. F. Daviea

(Aylesbury).
PIGEONS.

Carriers.-1, P. R. Spencer, Hereford. 2, W. Morriman. Swansea.
PoDlERS.—1. W. H. Tomliuson, Newark-ou-Treut. 2, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham, /ic, P. R. Spencer; T. A. Dean, Maradou. c, P. R. Spencer.
Tumblers (-ihorUfaced).- 1, H. Yardley.
J.VGOBINS.—1, H. P. Price, Brecon. 2. W. G. Davies, Swansea.
Fantails.-1, Cud, and 2, W. H. Tomliuson. he, W. Merriman.
Nuns.—1 and 2. T. A. Dean. Hereford.
Barbs.—1. H. Yardley. 2, W. H. Tomlinaon.
Antwerps.—1, H. Y'ardley.
ToBBiTs OR Owls.—1, H. Yardley (Owls). 2, J. Croote, Hcavitree, Exeter

Flvino TuMBLERa (pen ot not less thin six).—1, P. Charles, Neath. 2, J.

Westren, Neath, e, W. M. Davies. Neath.
Any OTHER Variety.—1, Mrs. H. Studdy, Ashdale, Haverfordwest (Runts).

2, P. R. Spencer (Trumpeters), he, W. G. Davies.

CvNARY.-1, B. P. Bidder. Waunceirch. 2, E. Spooner. Baglan Hall. S, .!•

Baylis. Neath, he. A. Shepherdsou, Neath; R. Roe, Swansea; 3. DanieU
Neath (1) ; B. P. Bidder, c, S. Daniel.

HORNINGLOW POULTET SHOW.
This Show was held on the 8th and 'Jth inst., at Burton-on-

Trent, and proved unexceptioually good. The arrangements
were of a very superior character, tlie method adopted for the

staging of the poultry being alike unique and satisfactory. As
rapidly as possible the staging was completed by the simple

plan of turning on end a number of empty ale casks, and then

placing planking on them to receive the pens, supplied by
Turner, of Sheffield. The casks proved to be a foundation in-

comparably secure, and the erection was completed with almost

inconceivable rapidity. Such a hint to committees, if pressed

for time, may be useful. Another point in the management is

quite worthy of note—viz., that in every instance in wliich

there appeared to be the slightest question as to the birds

reaching their owners on the Saturday evening, they were care-

fully retained aud attended to during the Sunday, and sent

away by the earliest trains on the Monday morning. Bscursiou

trains from distant localities brought together an immense
number of visitors, and this, with the fact that a popular candi-

date for the district was simultaneously returned to Parlia-

ment, lent much excitement to the doings of the day, and made
the Show an extraordinarily paying one. It would be well,

perhaps, to revise the prize schedule for future shows, as

neither Ducks, Geese, nor Turkeys had any place on the

prize list, proving the only drawback to au otherwise excellent

Exhibition.
The greatest feature of the Show was the Hrxmiury/s classes,

the Duke of Sutherland, Mr. John Rollinsou, Mr. Henry Beldon,

aud a few others of high repute for these breeds, making prize-

winning " a far harder job than anticipated." Such a collection

of the grandest pens in the kingdom formed a Hamburgh show
that once seen could never be forgotten. Among other objects

of especial interest were the well-grown chickens of most of the

larger breeds of poultry, that were brought to the show-pen in

most creditable condition. Cucluns and Dorkings were very

fine, though, as most persons would anticipate, many of the

adults were much out of plumage. The Golden and Silver-

spangled Polands proved irre-sistibly attractive to the visitors,

being represented by some of Mr. Beldon's best specimens;

there were also some very fine Malays, Silky fowls, and Leg-

horns. Some very good Game Bantam chickens were shown,

but as yet too young for exhibition.

The most perfect order and good humour prevailed among
the crowds of visitors who attended, and the weather was as
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propifcious as even the most anxious committeeman could have
desired.

DoRKiXGB.—1, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. 9, Rev. E. Bartram, Berk"
hampstead. 3, H. Yardley. Birmingham. Uc, J. Watts, Birmingham, c, E. J.
Draper, Burton-on- Trent; J. Tyler, Louj^lib .roush.
CocHiN-i-^msA.—Bitif.—1 and lie. Mrs. AUauptJ. Worcester. 2, H, Yardley.

S. H. TomlinsoQ, Birmingham, c. J. Ward, Anhbide-la-Zouch. Any other
vuiUt;i.—l, H. Beldon. Goilstocli. 2, S. H. Turn«r, tihtffidld. 3, it. S. S. Wood-
gate, Pembury. he, M. M. Caahmore, -^heepshed.
Brahu^s.—/>a)7c.— 1, J. K. Smith, Sheffield. 2, E. Kendrick. jun.. Lichfield.

3, H. Beldon. he, J. Watts; Dr. Holmes, Chesterfield. Lhjlit ~l, H. Beldon.
2, J. Mitchell, Moseley, Birmingham. 3, A. O. Wonhingtou, Bartou-on-Trent.
he, E. Kenilnck. jun.
Spanish -Black.—1, H. Beldon. 2, Pickering & Dugijleby, Driffield. 3, Mrs.

AUsopp. he, U. F. Cooper, Walsall.
Ga^hm—Black ned—hH. Ashley, Nantwich. 2. Duke of Sutherland. Tren-

thani Hall. 3, E. Wright, Hornioglow. he, J. Mason, Worcebter ; E. Wright.
Broivn Red —1, J. Glassbroak. Burton-on-Trent. 2 and 3, E. Bell, Burion-on-
Trent. lie, R. Ashley, Any other variety. -1, E.Ben. 2, R.Ashley. 3, E. Win-
wood, Worcester.
liKMDTjRGn.s.—Golden-spanqled.—l, J. Roninson,Lindley, Oticy. 2, H. Beldon.

3, C. Dawes, Burton-on-Treut. he. J. Rolliubon (2); Duke of Sutherland; H.
Eeast, Swansea ; T. Walker, Denton. c.J. Ward; S. W. Hallam, Whitwick,
JLeicester. silver spangled.~l and S, J. Rollinson. 2, H. Beldon, ftc. Duke of
Sutberland ; A. Sinciair, Burton-on-Trent ; G. Hensou, Burton on-Trent. c, G.
Boote, Bartnn-on-Trent ; H. Feast.
H.\MBU&GHS.—Goltien'peneilled.—l and 2, H. Beldon. S and c. J. Rollinbon,

he, Duke of Sutherland; H. Feast. SHver-penciUcd.—l and 3, H. Beldon.
2, Duke of Sutherland,
Bantams.— ZJ/dcfc or Brown Red Game.—l, C. Scammells, Trowbridge. 2, J.

Richardson, Loughborouj,'li. 3, Duke of Sutherland, he, E. Bell; C. Pratt,
Burton-on-Trent. c, K. Ashley. Any otheri'ariety of Game.— I, II. Ashley. 2, J.
"Watts. S, W. L. Mason. Cheateraeld.
Bantams.—.4;iy variety except Game.—1, H. Beldon. 2, T. Cropper, Bacup.

3, H. Fea.^t. he, Duke of Sutherland.
FRGNca.— I and 2, R. B. Wood. Ultoxeter. 3, W. Dring, FaverBham. he, H.

Feast ; Rev. N. .1 . Kidley, Newbury.
Any other VAitieTV.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, E. J. Draper, he, E. Kendrick;

W.Jones, Walsall, c, Rev. N.J. Ridley.
Game.— Co'-At.- 1, J. Richardson. 2. Duke of Sutherland. 8, R Ashley.
BR\nnjL-Cock.—l, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2. H- Beldon. 3, D. Holmes.

The prizes were awarded by Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Spark-
brook, near Birmingham,

BISHOP AUCKLAND POULTRY SHOW.
There were something like three hundred pens shown here»

although the prizes were small ; in some of the classes, how-
ever, the birds were of great merit. Dorkings were a good class,

and the first and second-prize Cochins, which were respectively
White and Buff, proved extremely line ; but the Hamburghs
were of an ordinary character. The Game class coutaiued some
very good birds, the winners being Brown Reds. Of Polands,
the Golden were in good order, and the winners very good in
crest and colour; as also the first-prize White-crested Blacks in
the next class. Game Bantams were poor as a whole. The
medal for that variety was won by the Black Reds. The Rouen
Ducks were very large, and good in all particulars, and the
Widgeons, to which the first prize was awarded in the Variety
class, a neat good pair. Turkeys and Geese were large and in
fair feather.
The above remarks apply to the adult poultry, but it was in

the chickens that we found the most noteworthy collection.
Dorkings were good and forward. The fii'st-prize Buff Cochin
cockerel in our opinion gave promise of great size, the pullet
being well made-up ; the second-prize pullet was also a sound-
coloured bird. Whites were good but small, the Brahntas poor,
and the Hamhurghs only moderate in all classes. The Game
chickens were a grand collection, the winners being Brown
Reds in the first class, and Duckwings in the second. The
Polands were Golden, and very forward and good, but in Red
Game Bantams^ only the first-prize winner.'* were noticeable.
In the next class Piles won both prizes, and the run was very
close between the two pens.
In Pigeons, the first in Carriers was a Black, and the second a

Dun cock, both moderate birds. The Pouters were all Blue-
pied, and the winners in good order, large, and well marked.
Both the winners in Tumblers were Almonds of good quaUty.
Fautails were a fair lot, the first-prize birtls being very good.
In Trumpeters, only the two winners, which were Black, were
of any merit. Jacobins were a capital lot, the winners being both
Red hens; the first very small and neat in all points, the second
only losing in size. Turbits were also good, the first a Blue of
great character, and the second a very good Red, but rather
large. English Owls were a moderately good class, and the
variety good; a well-developed Yellow Barb was first, and a very
handsome-faced Pigeon second.
The medal for points in poultry was won by Mr. Thomas

Robson,

Dorkings.—1 and 2, C. & A. "Widdag, Bceehbum Grange, he, C. & A. Widdas •

J. T. Proud.
CocniN-CiiiNA.—Iand2. G. H. Proctor, Durham, he, 3. Russell, Whitby : A.

Balmer. Bishop Auckland : C. i A. Widdas.
Brahma Pootra.— 1, R. Moore, Durham. 2. R. Shields, Swalwell.
Spanish.—1, R. Moore. 2, H. Dale, Northallerton, he, A. M. Balmer: R.

Moore.
Hambdrohs.-St;i)cr.j(;)f7.7if7?*'rf.—1 and 2. R. Moorp. ftc.W. Hodcjson.Evcnwond.

GohUn-spangUd.-U R- Recvleside, Bishop Auckland. 2, T. Liddle, Bishop
Aucklaud.
B.KyiiiVRons.—Silve.r'pencilled.—l, R. Moore. 2. J. Russell. Wliitby. he. W.

Joplini? Frosterley; W. Simpson, Frosterlev. Golden-pencilled.— \, W.Atkin-
son, Bishop Auckland. 2, R, Moore, he, V. Johnson, Froaterley,

Gkv.^.—Black-hrea»ted and otlier Reds.—I, C. E. Morgan, Bishop Auckland.
2 and he. T. & J. Robson, Bishop Aucklaud. Any other variety.—1, T.& J. Rob-
son. 2, T. McKenzie, Stanhope (Duckwinx). he, 0. & A. Widdaa.
Poi.AN'D3.—GoWe?i.—1, 0. E. Morgan. 2. J. T. Proud, he, C. Walker; J. T.

Proud. Silver-spangled and White-erestcd Black.—i, J. T. Proud. 2, C. E.
Mor^,'an.
Game Bkr:T\U3.—Blaek-breasted and other Ri:ds.— I and Medal, J. Ferry. 2,

J. &W. Gill, Bishop Auckland, he. J. Ford. Bishop Auckland; T. Ayre, West
Auckland. Any other variety.—I, J. & W. Gill (Duckwint,')- 2, T. & J. Robson.
he. W. Atkinson.
Bantams.— 1, A. M. Balmer. 2, A. Mitchell, Bishop Auckland, he, R. Moore.
DvcKS.—Ai/le^hun/ — i. u. A. Youuf,', Driffield, 2, J. G. Milner. he, T. Gibson ;

C. E. Morcan. /.'jicvt — I. W. Simpson. 2, J. T. Proud, he, J. G. Jlilner; A. M.
Balmer. .-l/i;/ o(/ut fvirc'^if —1, J. G. Milner (Widgeons). 2,0. A.Young, he,

J. G. Milner: Mrs. Quech, Ferrybill iMuscovys); O.A.Young.
TuRKEVs —I, Mrs. Sanderson, Wolsingham.
Geese.— 1, O. A, Young.
Gcinea Fowls.—!. O. A. Young. 2. J. Robson.
Any other Variett.— 1, T. & J. Rohaon. L', R. Moore, he, J. Russell,

Whitby(Black Hamburghs) ; J. T. Proud.

CHICKENS.
Dorkings.—1 and 2, C. & A. Widdas. he, C. & A. Widdas ; T. Stanfield, Sun-

de'"land.
CocHiN-CmNA.—i?M^.— 1, 2. and hc,G.n. Proctor. White.—1,G. H. Proctor,

2 and he, G. Bell, Beechburn.
Br4Hma Poutrab.—1, J. Russell. 2, J. H. Blackwell.
Spanish.—1, O. A. Young.
'B.K^m RGas.-Silver-spdngled.—1 and 2. T. Ayre. Golden-spangled.—1, R.

Keenleyside. Biehou Auckland 2, W. Tmkler, St. Helen's, Auckland.
KkhiBUROTis.-silver-peneilled.-l, W. Jopping. 2, J. Russell, he, W. Simpson ;

T. StAutield. Golden pencilled.— 1, R. Keenlyside. 2, J. Perry, he, J. Rusaell.
CwAi>is. — Black-breasted and other Reds. — I, T. & J. Robson. 2, C. & A.

Widdas. he,— Ellis: T. & J. Kibson. Duckwings and other Greys.—I, T. ft J.

Robson. 2, T. McKenzie. he, Mrs. Ellis.
Polands.— I and 2. J. T. Proud.
Game Bantams.—B/(ic/c-?»rf(Us^'d and other Reds.-l.T. & J. Robson. 2, W.

Grey. Tow Law. he, J. Ford. Any otlier variety.—1,T. &3. Robson. 2 and he,

W. Gray.
Bantams.—l.T & J. Robson. 2, T. Alderson.
Poults.-1, J. T. Proud. 2. J. Robeon.
Goslings.— 1, J. T. Proud. 2. — Harrison, Bolam, he. J. Robson.
Any othrr Variety.— l, R. Moore. Extra 1, J. G. Millner {Houdans). 2, J.

Russell, Whitby (Black Hamburghs).
Selling Class.— Cocfc, Cockerel, or Drake.—1, C. & A. Widdas. 2. J- T.

Proud, he, J. Rusaell; A.M. Balmer: C. E. Morgan: W. Atkinson; C. & A.
Widdas; B. Currv I BUuk Hamburgh) c. J, Sherwin,Rip'>n ; J. Robson; C. E.
Morgan ; C. & A. Widdas (3). Hen, Pullet, or Duck.—l. J. Sherwin. 2, J. T.
Proud, he, A. Harburn. Bondgate; T. & J. Robson; C.& A. Widdas (2); F.
Horseman [2). c, J. Russel.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1, R. Blacklock, Sunderland. 2, S. D. Baddley, Hereford, he, —

Yonug.
Pouters.— 1 and he, T. Rule. Gilesgate. 2. J. Kilpatrick, Whitby.
Tumblers.— I and 2. E. Dodds. Durham, he, C. E. Morgan.
Fantvils.—1 and c. T. Rule. 2 and he, J. F. Loversidgo, Newark.
Trumpeters.— 1 and 2, T. Rule, he, S. D. Baddlev.
Jacobins.— 1. T. Rule. 2 and c, J. Young, he, K. Balmer (2) ; T. Rule.
Turbits.— 1 and 2. J Young, Bishop Auckland, /ic, J. T. Milner; J. Young (2).

Owls.—English or Foreign.—I. J. Young. 2. T. W. Kilburn, Bishop Auck-
land, he. r. W. Kilburn: R. Blacklock; J. Young.
Any other V^akiety.— 1, J. F. Fawcett, Whitby. 2 and I'/ic, M. Ord, Sedge-

field, he, J. S. Badleley (Barb) ; J. Young (Barbj ; T. W. Kilburn.

Rabbits —1. C. E.Morgan. 2, W. A. Robinson, Winstonc (Lop pared). 7tC,

G. Crighton. Bishop Auckland; M. M. Maughan. Bishop Auckland (2); J. T.
Robinson, Darlington, c, A. Gardiner, Bishop Auckland; G. Oswald, Durham.

SOUTH LONDON FANCY RABBIT SHOW.
This was held at the Goat's Head, Cleaver Street, Kenningtou

Cross, on the 11th inst. The following are tlie awards :

—

Lenfith Breadth
of of Weight Age;

Prize. Ears. Ears. lbs. ozs. m. d.
Isl. Mr.Bell PawnDoe 2-.>i .. 5» .. 6 .. S M
2aa. Mr, Lewer F,iwn Buck 2I( .. 5t .. 6 9 .. 3 24
3rd. Mr.Bell SfintT Buck 2U ES .. 5 12 .. S U
..^ IMr. Pritchard .. Black-and-white Buck 191 ,. 45 .. ti 1 .. 4 2
""• 'iMr. Maynard Black-and-white Buck 20} .. 4i .. 5 li .. 3 9
5th. Mr. Pritchard .. Fawn-andwhifc Buck 204 .. 4i .. 5 13 .. 3 37
6th. Mr.Verrvard BlueTort.iis.-slicllDoe 19 .. 4J .. 5 7 .. 4 1

7th. Mr. Cornwall.... Kluc-and-wliUf Buck . 2Ci .. 5i .. 5 8 .. 3 10
8th. Mr. Oornw.ill (irey-and-whitc Buck. 21i .. 5^ .. ti 9 .. 4 12
9th. Mr. Redgrave .. Fawn Doe 2H .. 51 .. 8 8 .. 7 24

loth. Mr.Redgrave .. Fawn Doe 20| .. 4i .. 9 9 .. 7 2*

BBOWN LEGHOKNS.
A V.1.RIETT still more esteemed is the Brown Leghorn, which

has come into considerable notoriety of late in the United
States. It appears to have been bred for some time, but little

known; and the description in the published editions of the
" American Standard of Excellence " is grossly inaccurate and
incomplete, evidently owing to ignorance of the fowl. Uuring
the last two seasons, however, the breed has become more and
more popular, and in 1872 eggs of it were advertised at the
high price of $10 per dozen. From an article by Mr. A. M.
Halsted on Brown Ijeghorns, in the New York Poultry Bulletin
of May, 1873, we make the following extracts :

—

" This beautiful variety is daily growing in favour and popu-
larity, and bids fair, at no distant day, to excel the White variety
in the estimation of amateurs and breeders.

" Rather larger than the Whites, they are also more hardy,
and being a yellow-skinned fowl, are more pleasing in appear-
ance to the epicurean tastes of our fanciers. As egg-producers
they are unrivalled ; pullets frequently commencing to lay at

four and a half months old, and continuing without cessation

until well into the winter. Among New Hampshire farmers
they are quite popular, owing to their strong constitution and
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their excellent health daring the long tedious winters. It is

only quite lately that they have created any sensation at cur

potiltry shows, and only the past year that the numbers shown
have made the work of the judges anything more than a short

inspection.
" The earliest knowledge we have of them is from Mr. F. J.

Kinney, of Worcester, Mass., who writes:—'The tirst I ever

owned I bought on board a ship in Boston Harbour, in the

spring of 18.53. This was the first trio I ever saw, and I believe

them to have been the first ever brought to America. I have
since had two other small lots direct from the city of Leghorn,
in Italy, and expect more soon from the same place. The first

trio weighed 9 lbs. 3 qrs., and were yearlings. Their combs and
wattles were very large and coarse ; ear-lobes entirely red, same
as face, comb, and wattles. They were not Blaek-Ked Games,
nor Black-Ked Leghorns, but Brown-Red

—

i.e., the cock's breast

was dark brown, spotted with hghter brown, the dark brown
ruDJung-up the under side of the neck ; his hackle was light

brown, striped with black; the hens were feathered and
coloured the same as the good ones are now, the colours being

very distinct, and the pencilling the most beautiful of any fowl

I ever saw, and the most distinct.'
"

We have seen that there is some doubt as to the origin of the

White breed ; but besides the above importation, many others

from Leghorn have been made since of the Browns, so that in

their case at least the name is appropriate enough. Of this fact

we have not the slightest question, having had it confirmed from
nomerons American correspondents, who testify to having seen

birds recently imported either from Leghorn or other ports in

Italy ; but as to another point named by Mr. Kinney, the colour

of the ear-lobe, there seems to be a great difference of opinion

among American fanciers—Mr. Halsted and some others beUev-

ing that the deaf ears on the earlier importations were red,

while Mr. A. Beard, Mr. W. E. Bonney, and other breeders, say

the early birds had white ears. The natural supposition would
be that both were imported ; and the difference is of little con-

sequence, since all agree that the deaf-ears ought to be white.

Of this there can be no question, as it not only agrees with the

whole Leghorn or Spanish type, but is incomparably superior

in appearance. There is, however, yet much difficulty in breed-

ing all the chickens with white ears, but this, no doubt, will be
accomplished before long.

American breeders have unquestionably much improved the

Brown Leghorn since its first importation, which would account
for the breed only lately coming into notice. Mr. W. E. Bonney
writes of them :

—

" In Brown Leghorn fowls, their gay plumage, lively appear-
ance, and, in fact, every feature connected with them, is attrac-

tive and pleasing ; and in this class we must soon recognise the

leading variety, whether for fancy or profit. They mature early
;

I have known pullets to commence laying at three months of

age, and continue laying during the entire season. They are

non-sitters ; and I never saw a case of roup or any hereditary

disease among my fowls during the whole period of my success-

ful breeding. I have bred all classes of fowls, aud by far give

the Brown Leghorn the preference ; I shall continue making a

speciality of them, adding fresh-imported blood when needed.
I have bred them since 18(30 {the first importation ever made
into this country being in 18.5.5), and when I commenced to

breed they would hatch all colours—brown, black, Dominique,
and in 1862 I had one white chicken (a puUet). Since then I

have added fresh blood, sparing no pains to get select stock, and
by carefol breeding have accomplished their hatching true to

colour."

The first Brown Leghorns ever received in England were sent

to ourselves, by the kindness of Mr. A. M. Halsted, specially for

portraiture in this work. They arrived on June 17th, 1872, one
hen again being unfortunately injured in some way, bleeding
profusely from the beak, and dying a few hours after receipt.

The other hen laid next morning, and continued for a few days,

when she stopped ; this fact, as in the White birds sent us,

showing well the laying qualities of the breed. We might
describe the birds very briefly as combining the Spanish comb
and type of head and body, with the colour or plumage of Black
Red Game of a rather darkish type ; the cock being a black-

breasted bird, with hackles orange-red striped with black, aud
the hen salmon-brea-sted, with rest of the plumage parlridge-
marked, or brown finely pencilled over with dark markings.
They are somewhat larger than White Leghorns, aud rather
shorter on the leg, averaging about half a pound heavier in the
opinion of American breeders.
Being anxious to test the stock, and having some suspicion

the birds might have been created by crossing White Leghorns
with Game, we hatched a brood of chicks on the 1st of August :

Except one or two broken, every egg hatched, and not a chick
died. We know no fowls which feather so quickly, except
Hondans and Andalusians. Being very short of room and ac-

commodation, owing to a recent removal, the chicks had an open
shed to roost in, but grew up perfectly hardy, and with no care
whatever, in spite of the very late date of hatching. They were

very uniform in colour in their first feathers, but in their second
or adult plumage two of the cockt'rels moulted black, all but
some reddish feathers ou the hackle aud wings. The pullets
varied little, two being just like the mother, and the rest of the
same type, but darker, somewhat like darkish grey Dorkings.
One cockerel was just like the father, aud a fourth brown-breasted.
On the whole, and considering the want of what English fanciers
consider careful breeding in nearly all American stock, we were
surprised aud gratified by the degree of uuiformity thus apparent,
and fully convinced that the breed was genuine, or a really dis-
tinct race.

Tastes differ, but we were much pleased with these fowls,
and much regretted that utter want of accommodation at that
time prevented our keeping more than our old favourites, the
Brahmas. A neater and more pleasing style of bird could not
possibly be ; and as layers we consider this breed the best we
have ever met with for moderate confinement. The Silver-
spangled Hamburgh may even surpass it on a wide range, as
regards the number of eggs, but these are inferior in size ; and
the Brown Leghorn will thrive in a moderate-sized yard. The
hen laid an egg nearly as large as that of a Spanish fowl, and
after moult recommenced early, before any of our Brahmas had
"begun to think about it."

—

(Wright's "Illustrated Book u/
Poultry.")

SWAEMS AND HONEY HABVEST, 1873.

I COMMENCED this seasou with four boxes and four skeps,
mostly fed liberally till May. The apple blossom was hardly
used, the weather being bad and chilly ; however, towards the
middle of May I made two artificial swarms, which are doing
fairly well. On June 19th I had a weak swarm, which died out
or disappeared during nay absence, having built some small
pieces of comb ; on June 22nd a very strong swarm, the largest
I have ever seen, from one of the artificial swarms made in May,
and transposed at once with the original stock. The various
hives have built plenty of comb, but have no great stores of

honey. Last year the lime blossom did wonders, this year it

showed very little results.

I may perhaps just have honey enough for the winter, though
I doubt this, and shall have, as compared with last year, six

boxes and five skeps. My boxes are of the German type, of

which I imported a pattern years ago.—Buz, Gloucestershire.

BEE-GOSSIP.—No. 1.

The honey seasou in Devonshire, so far as I have been able
to gather from my own experience and the reports of other bee-
keepers, has been a very unfavourable one, more particularly
for those who endeavour to obtain their share of their favourites'
labours by the use of extra boxes or hives as supers, nadirs, or
otherwise. Very few of these have been completed, and fewer
still have been filled, without several of the combs having been
largely occupied by brood. We have had short spells of pretty
good honey-gathering, but these have been generally succeeded
by much longer intervals of unfavourAble weather, in which
the bees have been able to collect but little, added to cool nights,
which drive the bees down from the supers—conditions alto-

gether antagonistic to super-filling. The queens, under such
circumstances, are much more likely to ascend for the purpose
of laying eggs in the sparsely-occupied combs than when these
last are being rapidly stored with honey. I think that cottagers'

hives will generally be found tolerably well supplied with honey,
with the exception of very late swarms. Swarms from cottage

hives, so far as I have been able to learn, have been most un-
certain. Some made their appearance in May, many did not
swarm till July, and others hung out in large clusters under
the floor-boards and round the hives for several weeks without
swarming at all, thereby wasting the best part of the summer.
In my own experience this season with artificial swarms, and

also of raising queens in nucleus boxes for this purpose, I have
had more than usual disappointment. From the brood combs
of my best Liguriau colony, from which I drove the bees to

make a large artificial swarm, I succeeded in obtaining more
than twenty sealed royal cells, which were distributed among
various small and large families of queenless bees. The ma-
jority of the queens hatched-out satisfactorily, giviug promise
of success, Ijut, on subsequent inspection, several were missing,

having probably been lost on their wedding trips, thus necessi-

tating the entire process of queen-raising to be gone through
over again. Also others of those young queens were a very
long time before they commenced laying, so long in some cases

that, not being able to find the queens or any signs of egg-laying,

I concluded them also to be among the missing, and supplied

the supposed disconsolate bees with royal cells or suitable brood-

combs for raising fresh queens. A tew days after, finding the

royal cells given had been torn to pieces, and no royal ceUs

commenced in the brood-combs supplied to the others, a search

revealed the fact that queens had been present all the time,

though their breeding had been unusually delayed. Not
haviug been sufficiently particular in observing the dates of the
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various manipulations?, I am unable positively to state liow long

a time elapsed between the birth of the youug queens and their

first laying of eggs. I must, however, do justice to some of

them in saying that subsequently they have proved themselves
to be very prolific. I must now conclude this chapter of bee-

gossip, but hope to write a second very shortly, giving a few
ruore details of what has occurred in my apiarian practice this

season.—S. Sevan Fox, Exeter.

A Beverage feomRoasted Grape Seeds.—Mons. T. Schmidt
calculates that 30 to 40 lbs. of seeds per acre of vineyard are

ordinarily produced, and, with the exception of the tannin

"which they contain, and which is used in the clearing aud ma-
nufacturing of wine, the whole is looked upon as a waste pro-

duct. "When, however, these seeds are properly roasted and
ground, they possess an aroma very much like that of East India

coffee, and the beverage obtained therefrom is about the same
in taste, although not in strength, as coffee. The author recom-
mends the following mode of procedure :—Take 1^ ounce of the

ground preparation, and boil it for five minutes in a quart of

milk, adding a little cinnamon and cloves. When filtered and
sweetened to taste, a beverage is obtained resembling chocolate,

with the same reddish tint. It also becomes thick like cocoa on
being allowed to stand for a while.

—

[English Mechanic.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books (J. P. (?.).—Morris' " Eirds and Nests," publislied by Messrs- Groom'

bridge, Paternoster Row, in hftlf-crown parts.

SEDCrEFiELD POULTRY Show.—The Secretary requests us to state that the
first and second prizes for Cochins, also the cup, were awarded to Mr. G. H.
Procter, Market Place, Durham, and not to Mr. P. A. Denham, as erroneously
published last week. In Pigeons the following corrections are also made

—

viz ;—Barbs.—1 and Cup, J. P. Fawcetfc. English Owls.—1, J. Dye. Any other
variety.—1, Cup, aud Extra 3, J. & W. Towerson. No Estra 2 was given.

Blackburn Poultry Show {Correspondent).—Thanks, but the time which
has elapsed is too great.

Haslingden Potjltry Show.—In the Antwerp class second prizes were
awarded to Mr. A. Justice, Mr. J. Stanley, and Mr. P. Woodhouse, there being
three second prizes, and not two only, as the class was so good.

Brahmas not Feeding Freely [Colin).—You need not be uneasy that

the appetite of your Erahmas falld off. Your feedint^ is good enough for any
fowls. At this time of year they pick up much food over thi'ee acres. They
have always been well fed, and consequently, having no lost ground to make
up ; they do not want as much food as fowls that are fed irregularly, or that
have been underfed for some time. Continue to feed in the morning on slaked

barleymeal, mid-day give some ludian corn, and at evening repeat the slaked
bai'Ieymeal. With the range they have they require no more than this, and
if they eat but little, so much the better for you. Buckwheat is not good for

fowls, and it is more than likely if you gave it to them they would not touch
it. Fowls only that are reared on it, as they are in France, are fond of it.

Breeding Brahmas and Cochin Bantams {Cockerel).—In all breeding

the first and essential point is to have stock you can depend upon, and having
that, to choose your breeding birds from those that possess the qualities you
wish to perpetuate. All the early-imported Brahma cocks (Dark) were speckled-

breasted. A light-breasted Dark Brahma cock is an imposter ; but the coradem-
nation of a bird with a rich black breast regularly spotted with white, is not
warranted by the histoiy of the breed. It has long been known that it is veiy
difficult to breed winning cocks and hens from the same birds, but it is not im-
possible. AVe differ from those who decry fresh bl^od. If we want to get any
feather or property, we chooseparents that pospess them. The point we avoid

in all Dark Brahma breeding is a buff tinge on the breasts and wings of the
hens, or on the wings of the cocks. Light breasts in the hens are very com-
mon—almost the rule, but it is more defiirable to choose breeding stock in

which (as you want black-breasted cocks) the cocks have black breasts, and
the hens are pencilled to the throat. We do not believe Cochin Bantams can
be made; at any rate we cannot make them. We have tried, and bred curi-

osities. Wg have had imparted birds that were perfect. Mark your fowls
with different coloured leather or clotli round the le;^8.

Points in Show CkVkTM^s{WxlUavi Savage).—Your being an invalid and
nnable to attend shows is to be regretted, for it is with birds as with other
things, one practical lesson is worth pages of descriptive matter, aud one
visit to a show of high-class birds would teach yon more tbau any pamphlet
on the points of show birds with which I am acquainted. Several such have
come under my notice from time to time, but it would not be difficult to drive
the traditional coach-and-sis through the best of them, which, apart from
being very dogmatical, are for the most part effusions lacking any element of
refinement, and are withal redolent of that peculiar atnioephere wliicb per-

meates the back parlour of a beer shop. The Canary has for a lengthened
period been in the hands of, possibly, not the best educated part of the com-
munity, though he is none the less to be admired on that account, nor are
his friends the less to be commended for their discrimination in selecting
Buch an interesting object for their attention. His literature, therefore, or
that part of it more particularly relating to the bird as a show bird, is such
as might have been expected. You do not say to what variety yonr bird
belongs. Wlien you ask in what class he should be entered, yon must bear in
miud there are several classes of each distinctive variety. From the descrip-
tion of yours I should say he has more Norwich blood in him than anything
else, and he should be entered iu the Uuevenly-mai-ked class, which includes
all birds not coming under the definition Evenly-marked

—

i.e., marked on
each eye, each wing, and each side of the tail, each or all of these marks, but
no others. I cannot undertake to put a price on a bird I have not seen, and
of which I do not know the pedigree. You must remember that if you send
him to a show the price must include the cage in which the bird is exhibited.
—W. A. Blakston.
Babbit Scurfy {H. P. TF.).—Your Rabbits will he free from the com-

plaint you name if yon mix siUphur with sweet oil and apply to the parts
affected in the form of a thin paste every four days, which will bring off the
Bcurf, and the hair will soon grow again. Rabbits in confined ill-ventilated

hutches are subject to this attack. All hutches should be whitewashed, espe-

cially after containing Rabbits so affected, for this complaint is veiy infectious,

and all Babbits so troubled should be at once separated from others.

Preserving Peas Green (The Qarde7ier).—They may be preserved until

the nest spring if some of the summer crop are treated as follows:—Pick
them when full gi-own, shell them, dry them gently but thoroughly, and thea
store them in canvas bags in a di*y place. When required for use soak them
in water for a few hours nntU plumped-up, and theu boil them. The follow-

ing mode has been reported to us by a person well qualified to judge of such
matters as being very successful :—Carefully shell the peas, then put tbena
in tin canisters, not too large ones ; put in a small piece of alum, about the
size of a horsebean, to a pint of peas. W'ben the canister is full of peas fili

up the interstices with water, and solder-on the lid perfectly air-tight, and
boil the canister for about twenty minutes ; then remove them to a cool place,

and they will be found in January but little inferior to fresh newly-gathered
peas. Bottling is not so good—at least, we have not found it so ; the air geta
in, the liquid turns sour, and the peas acquire a bad taste. What kind oS
Beans is it that you wish to preserve ?

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. Sr 32' 40" K. ; Long. 0"^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 feet.

Date.
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tnd of the shoot. Perhaps some of your rea'Jers may be able

to suggest a remedy for this over-proJuctiveness, which has
been more remarkable than ever this year.

As our gossips on these occasions are principally on "hardy
fruits and flowers, I can give no information to that large class

of your readers who delight in glass ; but on the subject

of Plums, it was mentioned that I3elle de Louvain is likely

to prore a valuable addition ; also a local Plum caUed the
Apricot, which is a great bearer, and possesses a most desirable

quality—exceeding toughness of wood. The question was
laised how far the Pershore Egg Plum is suitable for stocks for

grafting other varieties. Some thought it would prove too
short-hved, others considered it superior to every other, on
account of its great vigour of growth. The Plum crop in this

district is but partial, many of the finer sorts having failed

altogether, and the damage done by the bullfinches in the
winter is visible in the nakedness of the boughs ; and apparently
where this Charybdis has been avoided, the crop is now in
danger of falling into the Scylla of the blackbird's maw.
These voracious bu-ds, having finished the Easpbenies, Goose-
berries, and Mahonia berries, are now turning theu' attention to

the unripe Plums and Apples. The Apple crop is abundant
everywhere, and the cordons are very fine ; but Pears generally
are a failure, with the exception notably of Louise Boime and
a few other sorts.

In addition to our gossip, we had a new scientific treat in a
vei-y powerful microscope which was brought by one of the
party; under its powerful glasses the mildew on the Eose
leaves, which is sadly prevalent this year, was resolved into
long cotton wool, but without any signs of life. It was the
same with the black bhght, with which here and there the
Plums leaves are covered. The black covering was resolved
into large pieces of slag, and one might have imagined that
he was looking at a heap of scoria from a volcano, or from an
iron furnace, but still no signs of hfe. But it was very dif-

ferent when a portion of American bUght from an Apple tree
was investigated. A formidable and most repulsive-looking
monster, about the size of a rat, with claws like a lobster, and
easel in a rusty coat of maU, was seen kicking about, evidently
in a very vicious temper at having his repose disturbed.

—

William Lea, St. Peter's, Droitwich.

CULTUEE OP KOCHEA FALCATA.
This is a perfect gem in the class of plants to which it

belongs, and when a goodly-sized specimen is obtained and
flowered to perfection, its beauties and other qualifications to

which it can lay claim are not likely to be soon forgotten. It

is a plant, however, that does sometimes disappoint the cul-

tivator, when its healthy appearance leads him to look for-

ward to a successful blooming period, for some of its most
vigorous growth will suddenly rot-off at the junction of the
leaf with the stem, and such a misfortune will at times over-

take it on the stem just above the soil. Again, sometimes the
roots will die off suddenly and destroy all hopes of rearing a
good plant. These, I think, are the principal ailments to
which the plant is hable, and a remedy for them is, I think,
to be found in a very careful system of watering at all times,
guai'ding more especially against frequently wetting the leaves,

or placing the plant where it receives drip from the glass. A
cold and damp atmosphere is against its progress, and an un-
suitable soil, as well as careless watering, wiU create a tendency
in the plant to go off at the roots as above stated.

Once when I was a youngster and saw the plant brought to

a flower show with its beautiful bloom-trusses protected with
wadding and tissue paper, a discussion arose among its many
admirers upon the best sort of soil to grow it in. At first

they were not very decided, for while one recommended sandy
loam and peat in equal proportions, another advised all sandy
pent ; but it was evident that this particular specimen had a
uiSerent mixture to either of these, and when the exhibitor
made his appearance, he gave as his mixture a light, sandy, but
moderately rich loam, adding one-thu-d of pounded potsherds,
and I have grown my plants in a similar mixture and can re-

commend it. But when I could not obtain light loam, I have
used a small portion of mortar rubbish.
Being a fine-rooted plant it may be potted firmly and must

be well drained, but it is easily overpotted as well as over-
watered

; judicious treatment in these matters is one of the
secrets of successful culture.

The plant enjoys a hght and airy place in the greenhouse
near the glass, and ought always to stand on a dry bottom,

and where the water can di'ain freely from the pot. In winter
it must be kept much drier than at any other time. Its prin-
cipal growing time is from the beginning of the year till July,
at which time it flowers and lasts for a considerable time.

After blooming it wiU throw out several shoots, some of
which may be taken off to raise a stock, or if no shoots appear
cut a plant down within 2 or 3 inches of the soil, and it will
produce numbers of shoots which will strike freely in any situ-
ation. I prefer rooting one cutting in a smaU pot, because then
they can be grown-on without interruption.

—

Thomas Eecokd.

PEOTECTION FBAMES.
We have these in varied materials ; those of recent intro-

duction differing from the old in having earthenware in place
of wood, and in parts so as to be easily taken to pieces, and
transferred from one crop to another. They may have their
uses, but having no experience of them, and being served so
well by those old-fashioned ones which we know famiharly as
garden frames, I see no reason for change, yet I will not make
any ill-natured remarks on those of recent introduction. There
is room in our gardens for both. Novelty may endure a time,
stability and utility in the end wiU win.

Passing over garden frames, which are known to all, and
then' usefulness universaUy admitted, aUow me to draw atten-
tion to that class of protectors known as the curate's or ground
vineries, and to give some account of the uses to which they
may be put throughout the year. I do not know the exact
dimensions of the original ones, but ours, as made by our
estate joiners, are 4 feet wide. The sides are of IJ-inch red
deal, 11 inches deep or high ; the roof a span, formed of frames
or lights 2 inches thick, each G feet long, and both sides easily

raised, the lights being hinged to the ridge. The frame is in
12-feet lengths, and so arranged that they join together, and
so form any length required. The sashbars are about 1 foot

apart, and the glass used is 21-oz., puttied-in. I am no be-
liever in " jumped joints," nor in glazing without putty. We
want to retain as much heat as we can, and keep out as much
cold as possible in protectors. By haviug loose ends we can
have the protectors 12 feet, 24 feet, or more in length, as may
be wanted, the frames being made with two fixed ends. The
frames, to recapitulate, are span-roofed, 4 feet wide, 11 inches
high at the sides, and 2 feet 2 inches high in the centre. They
are strong, substantial, and are easily moved from one crop to

another. This is done in a short time, without liability of

breakage.

It should be borne in mind that frames, whilst they protect,

at the same time forward the crops they enclose, and this to

a considerable extent.

Presuming we have a length of, say, GO feet, let us see to

what purpose it may be put in protecting and forwarding in

the course of a season.

In February, as soon as the soil is free of frost, we may place

the frame over a bed of Asparagus, with the view of having
heads fit to cut three weeks or more before they come-in in

the open ground. AU we do is to fork over the bed in the usual

way, and make the surface fine, then put on the frame ; but it

is well to give a sprinkling of salt before doing so, for slugs

are apt to be active when the heads are appearing, and on
these they prey. Tae hghts are kept close, no aii' is given
until the heads appear and are 2 or 3 inches long ; then we
tDt on the south side about 3 inches day and night when mild,

reducing the ventilation if cold, or closing if frosty. The
shoots come up strong, and are fit to cut three weeks to a

month before those in unprotected beds adjoining, and they
are kept on the bed until the cutting in the beds not covered

becomes general, when we admit air freely, tilting the lights

on both sides, and removing altogether in a few days. The
effect on the Asparagus, in addition to its giving heads three

weeks earUer, are, that the shoots come up strong, and have
fat swollen heads, with which none we have in the other beds
can compare. There is as much difference between one and
the other as between French and English Asparagus. It is

also much more deUcate in colour and eating. The fault of

our out-door Asparagus early in the season is that it grows,

from the cold and changeability of our climate, much too

slowly to be tender and good. With the protecting or forward-

ing frames we secure greater warmth, collect and husband the

little sun heat we have ; a more equable temperature is attained,

and a correspondingly earlier and better |iroduce.

By the close of April or beginning of May, the seasons vary-

ing as much as a fortnight in forwardness or backwardness,
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the frame will be at liberty, and wo can place it over Straw-

berries, and it wUl cover two rows, they being in rows 2 feet

apart. We placed oni'S on the Strawberries this year on the

30th of April, and on the 30th of Jnue we had ripe fruit from
them, the sort Sir Joseph Paston, and some of the fruits

weighed 1^ oz. It was not tmtil the loth of July we had the

satisfaction of gathering the same variety out-doors from
plants in rows adjoining. In this case we have a clear gain of

fourteen days. Within a fortnight, cr to July loth, we had
in a length of 24 feet gathered 20 lbs. The" fruit was very

fine, and swelled-off well. They had air constantly day and
night from putting on the frames to ripening, the lights being

raised i inches on the south side. They had no water, and
did not suffer in the least either from drought or beat. I

am so well pleased at the result, that protection will be more
extensively practised in future. At the time of placing part

of the lengths on the Strawberries we put a 36-feet length on
a plot of ground fully exposed, and sowed at once with Dwarf
Kidney Beans, a row of Canadian Wonder in the centre, and
a row on each side of this of Sir Joseph Paxton. To test

what difference it would make as between those sown in the

frame and those out-doors, I sowed Sir Joseph Paxton in a

row about 18 inches from a south waU. Those in the frame,

as well as those in the open ground, came up very indifferently

—

a result, no doubt, of the cold and wet state of the ground.
Those in the open ground were all but a failure, the most part

of the seed rotting in the ground ; enough, however, remained
and grew to show the difference in the time of maturing. The
frame was kept close, no air whatever being given until the
plants formed the seed or first leaves fuUy, and were showing
the true leaves—in fact, these were partly developed before

any was given, and then the hghts on the south side were
tilted i inches, and remained so day and night. Only one
watering was given, and that when the plants were half grown,
or a few days before they were in flower. We commenced to

pick from them July 3rd, and had gathered from them
17-50 pods from 7 to 9 inches long before those in the open
gronnd were fit to gather, which they were not until the
4th of August. Here, then, we have a clear gain of a mouth,
and not only that, but the pods were double the size and
weight of those out-doors. They were sown April 30th.
When those in the open ground come in it is evident we can
dispense with the frame from the Kidney Beans, and having
some strong plants of Cucumbers we may place the frame on
rich good ground, and put out the plants in it G feet apart,

and we shall have some fine fruit in September. The frame
may be tilted on the south side a few inches in the hottest

part of the day, and be closed early in the afternoon. If we
have Tomatoes planted in a row 3 feet apart at the close of

May, and the shoots be allowed to lie on the ground and cover
a space 4 feet wide, we can place the frame over them when it

comes off the luduey Beans, and have a fine lot of Tomatoes
in autumn. They do as well, or better, than those grown
against a wall. The Orangefield Tomato is the best tor this

purpose. With the lights tilted 4 inches on the south side,

they will have enough of air. This year, with a temperature
oat-doors at 90° (wo had it that on the 22nd July), neither
Kidney Beans nor Cucumbers, with the small amount of air

named, were in the least scorched.
About the middle of July, if in the open, or if in a sheltered

spot at the end or early in August, we put in three rows of

Kidney Beans, so that they may be covered by the frame,
which we will put on early in October, and tilt on the south
side 4 inches, closing only when frosty, and with mats over
the lights if more than G° of frost ; indeed, if the temperature
fall to 32', the protection of mats ought to be given. We
shall then have Kidney Beans with certainty up to the middle
of November or later. The best kind for this purpose is Sir
Joseph Paxton or some other early sort.

At the end of September we plant in a sheltered spot Let-
tuces from a sowing made early in August, say 1st, in rows,
the side rows 6 inches from the sides of the frame, and then
1 foot apart. This wiU give us four rows, which wo will have
all the year round ; and between these a row each of Commo-
dore Nutt, -which may be described as a miniature All the Vear
Round, very much less, and coming in very much earher—in
fact it hearts-in more quickly than any Lettuce I am a&iuainted
with, and may be planted 4 inches apart, and then have good
hearts—excellent for salads whole, stripped of its outer leaves.

It is a very desirable kind for frames and for early work,
taking up httle space. Commodore Nutt will be off first, the
frame being placed over the Lettuce in November before severe

weather ; and with air in mild weather, closing only when
frosty, and protecting with straw and mats in severe weather,
we have nice Lettuces in winter. Though wo sustain loss from
wet and frost. Lettuces are always more in request than Endive,
however well blanched. The frame when it comes off the Let-
tuce may be placed over another lot of Lettuces from a sowing
made the thhd week in August. Hicks' Cos and Lee's Im-
mense Hardy Green are the best for this purjiose, placing them
in rows 1 foot apai't at the beginning of October, the Cos in

the centre and the Cabbage kind at the sides. This lot will be
in eaily in spring, in time for the frame to be placed over Straw-

berries or Kidney Beans ; or we may forego the spring Lettuces,

or have extra frames, and put them ou the Asparagus beds
in January if we give heat, or in February if no heat be used.

There is no crop we grow in a garden and which we require to

be forwarded, but these frames will bring in a fortnight or

three weeks, and in some instances a month earlier than such

as have no protection. They only need to be once used to

be appreciated, their value and the uses to which they maybe
put wiU soon suggest themselves. In another paper I hope to

treat of them with heat as afforded by fermentiu g materiiUs.

—

G. Abbey.

NEW METHOD OF PLANTING STRAWBEKRT
BEDS.

Having read of a new method for forming Strawberry beds,

I thought I would ti"y it, and it proved a great success. In
previous years our crops have been very poor, considering tha

attention they have had ; but this year with the new method
we had abundance of fruit. The way in which I planted my
bed is as follows :—I did not cut any runners off the old bed,

but allowed them to run into a mass. In the autumn I lined

strips about 9 inches wide and 2 feet apart through its length,

and cut them in squares of 9 inches. These I took up with a

spade at 3 inches deep. In the bed prepared for them I had
trenches dug 2 feet apart, and placed the squares of Strawberry
roots in them, at a distance of 18 inches from each other. The
roots were not injured in the least, and the crop was excellent.

I had the trenches that were made in the old bed filled with
one part well-rotted manure and two parts stiff loam, and the
bed was soon covered with plants. Thus, by degrees you can
renew the old bed as well as form new ones. Certainly with the

old plan of planting single roots we obtained finer specimens
of fruit, but unless fruit for show is required, I advise every-

one to try the above plan for quantity, and they will not be
disappointed.

A market gardener near here, who grows large quantities of

Strawberries for sale, mows the tops off as soon as they have
done fruiting, covers them up with longish manure, and rake:;

it oft' in the spring. This is rather rough treatment, but ho
always has an immense quantity of fruit.—I. Shelswell.

GARDEN NETTING.
I SHOULD feel greatly obhged if you would kindly allow me,

through the medium of your widely circulated paper, to state

what I consider to be a piece of right down cheating with re-

gard to the sale of garden netting.

A short time ago my employer wrote for 100 yards of netting,

4 yards deep—that is to say, 400 square yards, at hi. per yard

;

consequently I, as a matter of course, expected to have as

much netting as would cover 400 square yards of ground.

The netting came in due course, and the first thing I did after

it came was to open it out tho entire length and measure it,

when I found I had got, as I expected, a piece 100 yards in

length. So far so good, but now comes tho rub. I had a plot

of Gooseberries that I wanted to keep from the birds. The
plot is 14 yards wide ; so I thought if I cut my 100 yards into

lengths, and run them together so as to form one piece, I

should have sufficient to cover a piece of ground 22 yards long,

by 14 yards wide, and that would be allowing a spare yard for

falhng over the trees at each end and sides. Well, fancy my
disappointment then, when I found it would not cover above
half what I had expected it to cover; or, in other words, sup-

posing I had a wall 100 yards long and 4 yards deep, tho

quantity of netting ordered above would not cover much more
than half of it. ir! : ~. ."".*

. -:.;

Now, I do not profess to know much about buying garden
netting, but it seems to me to bo anything but fair dealing for

a person to advertise and sell netting to cover so much ground,
when he knows very well that it will not cover much more than
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half of it.-

—

Joseph Powell, Gardener to Tiscoimt Harberton,
Treguntcr Park, Talgarth, South Wales.

THEOKY AND PEACTICE OF TKEE-PLANTING.
Fkom everything we see and read it is clear tliat the great

part played by evaporation in successful tree-planting is not
generally understood, yet on this one thing alone rests failure
or success. It makes no difference whether it be winter or
summer, there is always moisture escaping. In winter it is

from the stems or branchlets, and in summer from these and
from the leaves. All this continuous loss of moisture must be
immediately made good by root action, or the plant is lost ; or
the part of the plant which suffers most goes first. It is a
popular notion that there is no evaporation in winter. This
is a fatal mistake. There is not nearly as much as in summer,
but still quite as much in proportion to the activity of the
roots.

Now, in transplanting trees, there is but one absolute cause of
failure, and that is that the moisture escapes faster than the
roots can supply it, and therefore in transplanting, everything
we do should be for the encouragement of rapid root-growth,
or for the prevention of rapid evaporation until the roots grow.

Of course there are incidental causes of failure. If a tree
be badly dug, and half the roots cut away that ought to be on
it, it has a worse chance for its life than if properly dug. Or
if the roots be allowed to dry, the smaller roots are injured,
and only the thicker ones are left to carry on the water work.
Still it all amouuts to the one thing, which is the moisture
dries out of the branches faster than the roots can supply it.

We know how this is in making cuttings, and it is equally
tnie of a tree. We take a piece of stem without roots, but as
we know it will wither, we put it in a damp greenho-use, or
even cover it with a bell-glass. If we did not it would dry up
before the roots appeared. So in out-door cuttings. If we
take a large Willow branch and plant it just as it comes from
the tree, it will likely die. The sap is escaping from all the
small branches, and there are no roots yet to make good the
waste. We cannot put a bell-gl.ass over a large Willow briiuch.
If we could it would check the evaporation, and perhaps there
would be stronger and better roots for all this top. But not
heing able to do this we do the same thing in another way.
We cut away all the small branches, leaving nothing but a
stake or a post, and then it sprouts out like grass on a warm
summer's day. Though it has no roots at all, yet such a
Willow stake grows better than a Willow tree with all its roots
and the numerous twiggy branchlets left on.

This is the lesson for the tree-planter. A tree may, and
often does, grow well without any pruning of its tops ; but as
there is always some injury to its roots, whereby they are pre-
vented from immediately or fully supplying evaporation, a
shortening is always beneficial ; and this cutting back—some-
times to " bare poles," should always be proportionate to the
apparent injury done to the roots, or according to the amount
of cold, dry winter wind, or warm, hot spring weather that the
plant is liable to encounter.

It will thus be seen that there is a greater risk in winter
from fall planting, than in the spring season from planting at
that time, if the trees happen to have large heads with numerous
branches ; but if this matter of evaporation be fully understood,
and the tree praned according to the season, there is no more
risk at one season than at another.

This knowledge of the loss of plants by evaporation of their
juices can be turned into great practical value in the manage-
ment of young nursery stock for the winter. If set out in
their final places in the fall, they are pretty sure to have either
the sap dried out of them, or be drawn out of the earth by the
freezing and thawing of the ground. The best way is, there-
fore, to bury them wholly in earth on the ground, or in the
earth that slopes well, bo that no stagnant water can be about
the roots. One of the best nurserymen we know, who plants
out thousands on thousands of young trees every year, and
rarely_loses one in a million, gets all his young stock in the
fall, covers it with earth in this way, and thus has it on hand
to work at whatever day suits his purpose in spring. Trees of
larger size are also pruned at planting, and we have heard him
remark that in his opinion most nurseries which fail in
America—and hundreds of new ones annually do fail—mostly
do so from their failures to get stock to grow, which need not
be, provided they are properly handled.
We believe this firmly, and further that half the trees annu-

ally planted die, the majority of which might be saved if only

this thought of evaporation of the moisture were uppermost in
the minds of the planters. There is, probably, little new in

this chapter to intelligent horticulturists
;
yet we believe it

will be a benefit to thousands, if we are to judge by the losses

we see.

—

{American Gardener's Monthly.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 8.

Bdttebflies, it has been remarked, are like bankers in one
particular, their hours of business are mostly from nine to

four, or something like that ; indeed, there are butterflies one
scarcely finds stirring much before 11 a.m., unless the morning
be particularly bright ; but then again, there is here and there
a species, like the Garden White and the Large Heath, that
will be on the wing until C or 7 p.ji. (A sarcastic friend sug-

gests that butterflies and bankers have another point of re-

semblance, inasmuch as butterflies make no honey, they only
avail themselves of that made or acquired by other objects

;

they cannot claim to be producers, and belong not to the in-

dustrial portion of the insect race.) However, it is quite

certain that the title of " Children of the Sun " is appro-
priately applied to these insects, so much do they rejoice in

its full rays, with rare exceptions, such as the Kinglet, which
seems rather partial to shady places.

" What becomes of the butterflies at night ?" said a juvenile

querist, who was found, on cross-examination, to be imbued
with the notion that there was a fresh emergence every day
during the summer, and that those of the previous day died-

off. As some older folks have had the same misapprehension,
it should be noted that the life of no butterfly is quite so

ephemeral as that, extending certainly, even iu the case of

non-hybernators, to at least a fortnight. At the setting of

the sun, or before, butterflies disappear from view in the gar-

den, but it is not at once to sink into a repose which closes

their existence. On blades of grass in sheltered corners, on
the branches of trees, or on walls and palings, they settle

down to await the return of daylight, unless snapped-up by
some "early bird." Hence the dusk of evening is not a bad
time to look for and " settle " butterflies injurious to our gar-

dens; yet the entomologist is rarely welcome when he ob-

trudes himself, with the intent of making captures, into the
domains of the garden ; there is a sort of impression on the
mind of the horticulturist that the insect-hunter is likely to

leave something behind him rather than diminish materially

the enemy's numbers. A great naturalist of our day sorrow-
fully records a bit of his experience when he was following the
swift-winged Colias Hyale in Surrey. " It was here, in market
gardens forbidden to the public, that I made her acquaintance.
Here were employed a multitude of female Hibernians in the
healthful pursuit of horticulture. On one occasion my quarry
led me into their midst, when lo ! they abandoned their oc-

cupation and pursued me with the very same energy I was
wasting on the yellow-robed nymph ; the scene must have been
an exciting one, and would have reminded a classical spectator

of Meleager, or Orestes, or (Edipus pursued by the Furies :

alas! the resemblance to (Edipus is greater now!" We will

hope not.

The Brimstone (Rhodocera Rhamni) is an insect not unfre-

quent in English gardens, though apparently not an inhabitant

of Scotland, and it is noticeable at two periods of the year

—

in April, and then again in August or September. Being
yellow-robed like the fair favourite of the author quoted, it is

sometimes confounded with the common and often-annoying

Garden Whites, some of which appear at times with a yellow-

ish tinge. But E. Rhamni belongs to another family, that of

the Red-horns, and a glance at the short and thickened red

antennae at once gives us a marked distinction, and a near
examination of the wings in either sex renders it impossible

to confound this species with the only white butterfly near its

size—viz., Pieris Brassicffi. The females of the Brimstone
have a palish hue, the colour of all the wings being greenish
yellow, while the males are of a brilliant yellow ; the differ-

ences have been compared to those existent between the two
preparations of brimstone known as the " sublimed " and the
" precipitated." The most charming speciality in this butterfly

is the investiture of long silken hairs, which cover densely the

dark thorax, rising to its summit in a sort of crest. When
fresh from the chrysalis this butterfly is an active flyer, the
spring specimens, after their long hybernation, showing less

alertness. It is the males at that season we most usually see

in gardens, the females being engaged in depositing eggs.
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The eggs are not to be found on any garden plant, but

solely, so it is stated, on two species of Ehamnus—namely,

E. catharticus and Frangula. I have on various occasions

taken the eggs and reared the larva; to maturity upon the

latter plant, and others, like myself, have failed to take the

insect off R. catharticus near London. But the habit of the

species, probably, differs with the locality. The caterpillar is

so much the colour of the Buckthorn leaf, that a person may
hold one in the hand and yet not detect it, should it be repos-

ing, as they often will, along the midrib. They are of sluggish

habit seemingly, and yet feed-up with rapidity in warm weather,

say in about five weeks. The wrinkled warted body of the

caterpillar, small head, and dull green colour, are strongly

suggestive of a relationship to the Pieridie, and the Khodo-
cerediE do with them form part of that division of our butter-

flies having cylindrical larvje. The pupa is totally different

from that of the Whites, being singularly humped ; it is very

carefully secured to a leaf or twig by an anal attachment and
a silken band.
One of the boldest of our butterflies is the Painted Lady,

also designated Vanessa Cardui,' which comes to our gardens

during the summer, making cursory visits. Later on in the

season its visits are more from necessity than choice, as the

garden parterre yields more honey than the scattered wild

flowers of autumn. We may see it sometimes hovering about

Vanessa Caidoi.

till the end of October, by which time, if not sooner, the chilly

nights send it into winter quarters. This insect is unfortu-
nately named, inasmuch as it in no way resembles a " painted
lady," and though the pencilling on the under surface of the
wings is varied and exceedingly beautiful, it is equalled (Mr.

Newman thinks surpassed) by that of the Eed Admiral (Va-
nessa Atalauta). On the wing the species is too rapid to be

deemed ladylike in its movements
;
perhaps it may be regarded

as feminine in its pertinacity, for if you drive one of these
insects off a flower it will come back again, and brave the net

;

and the same thing occurs even when an individual is settling

on a rut in the road. The upper surface of the Painted
Lady has a slight resemblance to the Admiral in the foro-

wingB, but instead of the weU-defined reds and blacks of that
ipecies, we have markings more intricate, and of more diver-
sity in colour. In certain years this butterfly is abundant
generally, in others it is poorly represented ; but there are
many places in the south where it occurs every season. To
the north of the metropolis, in those rural districts of Middle-
sex, Herts, and Essex, lying nearest to Loudon, it is, I think,
more scarce than formerly; in Kent and Surrey, within sound
of St. Paul's, the butterfly has occurred pretty steadily for

years past. V. Cardui is also one of those butterflies that have
a partiaUty for the coast. The Irish specimens are particularly
fine, judging from some I have received, and there the species
disports itself high up the mountain sides, as also in some

* The accomptnjiiig illiutntioD is from Fignior'a " Insect World," pub-
liahed b7 Mesna. CoMwlL

districts of Scotland. This insect is additionally of interest

as being a native of almost every country entomologists have
explored.

Though specifically named from the Thistle, V. Cardui is

also found in the larval state upon Nettles, each individual

leading a solitary life, and spinning a few threads, by which
it draws the leaves of the food-plant slightly together. The
larva is spiny, like those of the Vanessa, and it is rather

difficult to rear in confinement. Having arrived at maturity
(usually in July) , it attaches itself by the tail to some pro-

jection, and becomes a chrysalis, meriting that appellation,

inasmuch as it is really adorned with golden markings.
Just now a lively little fly, whose economy has been already

alluded to, is earning itself the thanks of the cultivators of

the Cabbage tribe. Its services, to speak in modern phrase,
" must be seen to be appreciated." When we consider, also,

how eagerly birds of several species pick up the larva; of Pieris

Brassicffi, it is a wonder that the caterpillar of this butterfly

holds its own from year to year, as we see that it docs. My
friend Smith thought it very odd, and quite opposed to sound
arithmetical calculation, that the larger insect did not disap-

pear before the smaller, since a strong larva of P. Brassicse

yields some twenty or thirty flies, which gives a great advantage
on the side of the parasite. But, on the other hand, it must
be remembered that the parasite has also its insidious enemy,
as observed by the Eev. J. G. Wood ; and the ichneumon-fly
attacking Microgaster glomeratus is considerably larger than
that species, which gives an advantage to its opponent ; only

this again is, there is very little doubt, the prey of something
else, according to a rather hackneyed couplet which it is not
needful to quote. But whereas M. glomeratus attacks the

butterfly caterpillar, it is evident that the fly parasitic on the

former would have difficulty in reaching the larvae which are

snugly nurtured in the caterpillar's body ; and we find that

this fly accordingly seeks out the cocoons of M. glomeratus,

and deposits its eggs amongst them.
Observing the number of larvic which make their way out of

the carcase of a single caterpillar of P. Brassice, one would be
apt to suppose that each fly selected one only to receive her
brood ; but on this point we have not absolute certainty. The
weather in some years has much influence on the mutual
relations of the ichneumon and the butterfly. Heavy showers
just at the time when the female flies should be depositing

their eggs probably diminish their numbers materially, while

the caterpillars of Pieris Brassicai are tolerably indifferent to

any rain which does not entirely submerge them, though more
susceptible of cold. Tiny as is this Microgaster, and unat-

tractive to the naked eye, the microscope brings some beauty
out of it. A recent writer on garden insect remarks, " When
this insignificant little creature is placed under the microscope
the tiny body shines out in metalhc splendour, glittering with
an intensity the eye can scarcely bear ; and the wings appear
in all their beauty, their surface glorious with opalescent hues
playing upon them with every change of light, and covered with
minute hairs, each of which gUtters separately."—J. R. S. C.

KOYAL HOKTICDLTUKAL SOCIETY.
August 20th.

This was but a very small show, but to the quality of the
Gladioli and Hollyhocks exhibited no exception could be taken.
Of the Gladiolus there was a splendid display, though the

stands were not numerous. Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport,
Somerset, took the first position in the open class for twenty-
four spikes. These consisted of Horace Vernet, splendid,
Beauty of England, Timon, Porsena, Ball of Fire, intense
orange scarlet, feathered with purple; Damia, very fine, white
and rose ; Madame Desportes, Rossini, Parsouii, Ariane, Pictum,
very large ; Clara, Numantia, Lulbe, Laviuia, Lady Bridport,
PoUis, and five seedUngs. Second came Mr. J. Douglas, gar-

dener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, with an ex-
cellent stand, including fourteen seedlings, Orphee, Adolphe
Brongniart, and Octavie, fine. Third came Mr. G. Wheeler,
Warminster.
In Class 2, for twelve spikes, the Rev. Lord Hawke, Willing-

ham Rectory, was far ahead of all others with magnificent
spikes of Horace Vernet, Lacf'prde, Eugene Scribe, Sir W.
Hooker, Shakespeare, Adolpho Brongniart, Didon, Marie Stuart,

and Arniide. These were distinguished from those in all the
other stands by the great breadth of their segments, as well as

by their numerous flower.s on a spike. Mr. Douglas was sccoud
with excellent spikes of Legouve, Meyerbeer, and several seed-
lings.

For six spikes Lord Hawke was again first ; the Her. H. H.
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Dombraiu secontl with LegouvC', Madame Desportes, and Horace
Vernet, fine ; and Mr. Douglas third.
~ For six spikes of Hollyhocks the Rev. Lord Hawke was first

with magnificent specimens of Alba superba, white ; Talisman,
fine crimson seedling; Eleanor, pink; Queen of Yellows, sul-

phur ; and Midnight, blackish maroon. Mr. W. Chater, Saffron
Walden, was second with Fire King, crimson; Purity, rose;
Whitley King, bright crimson; Ethel, flesh white; Beacon,
rosy crimson, and Orange Prince, salmon buff. Mr. Minchin,
The Nurseries, Hook Norton, was third.

The best twenty-four cut blooms came from Mr. W. Chater.
In this stand were fine examples of Golden Drop, Bijou, Walden
King, Mai-ion, Victor, Black Knight, Fred. Chater, Purity, Jessie

Dean, and Conquest. Mr. Wheeler, Warminster, was a good
second ; Mrs. P. Bruce, Ossiau, Royal Scarlet, Royal Albert,
Oscar, and Gladiator being noticeable for their size and (Quality.

The third prize was taken by Mr. Minchin. For twelve, the
prizes went to Lord Hawke, Mr. Minchin, and Mr. B. Porter,
gardener to Mrs. Benham, Isleworth. Lord Hawke had several
fine seedlings, and beautiful examples of Fred. Chater, Phryne,
Alfred Chater, and Octavia.
Cut spikes of Phloxes made an effective little display of

themselves. Mr. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, was first,

and Messrs. Dowuie, Laird, & Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest
Hill, second, with very fine spikes. The following varieties were
especially fine—viz., A. F. Barron, Madame A. Verschaffelt,
Madame Autin, splendid colour; Mons. Donneau, Madame
Domage, Lothair, and Madame la Comtesse de Turenue. Mr.
Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, was third.

Of twelve hardy perennials Mr. Parker sent the only group,
comprising flue Phloxes, Delphinium Nahamab, dark blue,
D. Keteleeri, Rudbeckias, Hehanthus orgyaiis, and other plants.

A flrst prize was awarded.
Of miscellaneous subjects Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, contri-

buted a numerous gi-oup of herbaceous Lobelias. From Mr.
Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough, came a capital collection of
Dahlias, for which, as well as Mr. Ware's Lobelias, extra prizes
were awarded. «

Prizes were offered for single dishes of Apricots. Moorpark,
large and fine, from Mr. I\irtland, Bletcbington, Oxon, and Mr.
Gardiner, gai-dener to E. P. Shu-ley, Esq., Lower Eatington
Park, Stratford-on-Avon, was first and second ; and excellent
fruit of the same kind from Mr. R. Scott, Kidlington, third.

Feuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair-
A Cucumber was received from Mr. J. Muuro, Little Heath,
Potters Bar, called Improved Rabley, a very handsome Cu-
cumber, a foot long, of dark green colour, and with a small
white apiue. It was highly approved, and as Mr. Munro intends
sending it to the September meeting, a decision was left for
further information.
Mr. W. Tillery, The Gardens, Welbeck Abbey, sent a dish of

Barrington Peaches, large and very handsome, to which a cul-
tural commendation was awarded. Mr. Gilbert, of The Gardens,
Burghley, sent a dish of Apricots. Mr. Bennett, The Gardens,
Hatfield, sent a seedling Melon called Hatfield, which was not
of any merit. Mr. A. Watkins, Bishop Stortford, sent a new
hybrid Melon caDed Acme, a large coarse-looking fruit, which
was scarcely ripe. Mr. Gallop, The Gardens, Bradford Peverell,
Dorchester, sent a new Melon called Golden Queen, which had
almost become putrid, and another called Improved Golden was
also very badly flavoured. Mr. CooHng, nurseryman, Bath,
sent a seedling Apple of gi-eat beauty, of an oblate shape, covered
with light crimson, and thickly covered with fawn-coloured
spots; the flesh is sUghtly tinged with red, and is markedly
acid, without much flavour. Mr. F. Dancer, of Little Sutton, sent
branches of Apple trees grown on the Paradise stock, showing
the gi-eat profusion of fruit borne by these varieties—Cox's
Pomona, Cellini, Stirling Castle, and Small's Admirable ; a letter
of thanks was voted to Mr. Dancer,

Floral Cojiiiittee.—Dr. Denny in the chair. The subjects
submitted to the Committee on this occasion were very limited
in number. First-class certificates were awarded to Messrs.
Kelway, of Langport, for Gladiolus Hesperia, orange scarlet, pale
purple shaded with white in the lower segments ; for Neogeues,
rose purple with a white band in the upper segments; Scopas,
pure white, purple throat, broad segments, fine spike; and
Captain Stuckey, orange rose, flaked with purplish maroon, light
centre, purple band. Calyce, white, in the way of Madame
Desportes, though not certificated, is excellent. A first-class
certificate was awarded to Mr. R. Lord, Old Bottom, Stansfield,
for Picotee Mrs. Lord, with a heavy rose edge. First-class cer-
tificates were also given to Mr. W. Chater, for Hollyhocks Fire
King, redchsh crimson ; and Mrs. W. Chater, salmon rose, large
and fine ; also to Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Wbitbourn, Esq.,
for Gladiolus Mary Kinuear. Lord Hawke had first-class cer-
tificates for Hollyhock Vanguard, dark purplish crimson, and
Lilac Queen, two remark.ably fine varieties. Mr. W. Bull, of
Chelsea, had also a first-class certificate for Gladiolus Purpureus
auratus, greenish yellow with dark markings in the throat, but

by no means comparable to florists' v.arieties, though it may
give rise to variations.

To Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, of St. John's Wood, first-

class certificates were given for Begonia Prince of Wales, deep
scarlet, and Prince Teck, double, light scarlet.

Messrs. Veitch had a first-class certificate for Aster tanaceti-
folia, lilac blue, with ornamentally-cut foliage ; and the same
firm also exhibited the poisonous Blumenbachia cordata, with
rather showy orange flowers, likewise fine plants of Celosia
Huttoni, with very ornamental rose-bronze foliage backed with
purple.
From Mr. Eckford, gardener to Earl Radnor, Coleshill, cam©

a stand of Verbenas, of which Paradise Williams, deep rose with
a crimson centre, and Her Majesty, rose, with a dark crimsoa
eye, were distinguished by first-class certificates.

Mr. McLachlan, Glasgow, had a cultural commendation for a.

Cockscomb called Glasgow Prize, of which he showed three spe-
cimens with combs measuring from tip to tip 2 feet 9 inches,
3 feet, and 2 feet 9 inches, by 11, 1.5!, and 17i inches in breadth,
and in colour brilliant deep crimson. A cultural commendation
was also given to Mr. Fewell for a handsome sjjecimen of Adi-
antum farleyense 3 feet S inches in diameter. Among the other
subjects exhibited may bo noted a collection of Hollyhocks from
Messrs. Paul & Son ; a golden Gymnogramma from Mr. Brown,
gardener to Mrs. Alston, Elmdon HaU, Birmingham ; some
pretty golden Coleuses from Messrs. Downie & Co., of which
Prince de Scilla was the best ; and two pretty kinds of Echinops
from Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Sudbm'y
House, Hammersmith.

The dates of the Shows of the Royal Horticultural Society
for 1871 have been fixed as follows :—Third Wednesday io
March, thud Wednesday in April, second Wednesday in May,
first Wednesday in June, first and third Wednesdays in July,

first Wednesday in September, and second Wednesday in No-
vember. The Council are to be congratulated on this timely
announcement, by which all concerned will be able to make
arrangements for the coming year ; and we congratulate the
exhibitors also, not so much on account of this early notice, as
the rehef they must feel at the number of shows being reduced
from eighteen, as they were this year, to eight. This arrange-

ment will enable the Council greatly to increase the interest

and attractiveness of the shows, as well as considerably to
augment the amount of the prizes.

As yet no decision has been come to as to the Provincial

Show for 1.S71, and this is in some measure due to no action

having as yet been taken by provincial towns. We have heard
of several that intend to give an invitation to the Society, but
as no intimation has been oflicially communicated, of course
nothing can be done. We would advise those towns which
intend to issue an invitation to do so speedily, so that the
necessary steps may be taken soon to prepare a schedule, and
have the arrangements in some state of advancement, instead
of crowding everything into the last few months.
A Committee of exhibitors was appointed yesterday at South

Kensington, to confer with a Committee of the Council, and to
assist in the preparation of the general schedule for 1874.

EXHIBITION FKAUDS.
[The following is a letter received by Mr. William Paul,

from M. Sisley in reference to the letter on this subject which
was published at page 76.]

Altbocgh I have not the honour of being known to you, I
take the liberty to congratulate yon on the noble and inde-

pendent spirit you have shown in publishing Mr. Walton's
letter in The .J^ukx.vl of Horticulture. I am quite of your
opinion that it is high time that a stop should be put to the
fraudulent practices to which horticulture is subject, and I

hope that your noble example will be followed, and that the

cause of straightforwardness wUl triumph. I have translated

your letter, and have sent it to my friend CarriCre, Director

of the Rcciie Ilorticole of Paris, to have it published. I hope
that you will approve of the step.

I have since some time attempted to make the same idea,

prevail for our future exhibitions of the Corcle hortieole Lyon-
nais, of which I am the Secretary general, but have not yet

succeeded. Many of our horticulturists imagine that the frauds

serve their commercial interests. I think not.

—

Je.\s Sislet,

Lyons.

RirENiN'G Peaks.—Besides the common test of ripeness foi-

picking—namely, gently raising the fruit to see if it will

readily detach itself at the stem, the specimens may be placed
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tbinly and evenly on the floor of a cool room, on a blanket

previously spread, and then covered with a second blanket.

In a short time the effect of the treatment will be apparent in

the most golden-coloured Bartletts, and rich, ruddy-looking

Seckels imaginable. Pears perfected in this manner rarely

have the mealiness of their naturally ripened companions ; nor

do they prematmrely decay at the core as when left on the tree.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

GoDwratA oioAS. Nat. ord.,AxoiieiB. iiim., MonoeoiaPoly-

andria.—Native of Chontales mountains of Nicaragua, where

it was discovered by Dr. Seemann. " In its native state the

tuberous root of Godwinia attains a circumference of 2 feet

•2 inches, and a weight of 90-92 oz. The petiole reaches 10 feet

in height, and has a metallic lustre and mottled surface re-

sembling a snake standing erect, and bears a blade 3 feet

8 inches long. The peduncle is shorter than the petiole,

about 5.J feet, and the spathe alone is 2 feet long. The plant

grows with great rapidity, and emits a peculiar odour."

—

{Bot.

M<i!j., t. G018.)

SoNERii-A Bessosi. A'«(. ord., Melastomaceie. Linn., Tri-

andria Monogynia.—Native of Madras Peninsula. Flowers an
inch in diameter, bright purple, borne on long red peduncles.

"The Sonerilas are beautiful plants, inhabitants of humid,
cool, shady mountain regions of India and the Malayan Islands,

often growing on mossy rocks and tree trunks. Though easily

raised and flowered, they have hitherto proved to be very diffi-

cult of continued cultivation, partly no doubt from being kept

in too hot and damp a condition, but no less to their soft and
succulent stems, which rapidly decay in the winter months,
when their vitaUtyis checked by cold or other causes."

—

{Ibid.,

t. 6049.)

Desdbobicji lituifloecm. Nat. ord., Orchidacese. Linn.,
Gynandria Monandria.—"Dr. Lindley, the author of this

species, observes that it belongs to the D. nobile group, but
that besides its different habit, it is a much handsomer plant,

with a longer lip and very acute petals and sepals. Its native

country was unknown at the d,ate of its publication, and it is

not now certain ; but judging from the number of forms allied

to D. nobile that have lately been received from Rangoon,
Moulmaine, and the Tenasserim provinces, it is most probable

that it was imported from thence. Very shortly after Dr.

Lindley had published it, it was described as D. Hanburyanum
by Prof. Keichcnbach." Flowers about 2 inches in diameter

;

sepals and petals bright purple, reticulated, the latter nearly
white at the base ; lip l.J inch long, curved like a trumpet with
the month upwards; claw white, barred with deep purple;
disk deep violet purple bordered with a broad faint yellow band,
which is edged with purple.

—

{Ibid., t. C0.30.)

SrLEXE HooKEiii. Nat. ord., Caryophyllacejc. Linn., Dec-
andria Trigynia.—Native of California, where it was first dis-

covered some forty years ago. Flowers 2 to 21 inches in

diameter, pale rose. " Silene Hookeri is well adapted for rock-

work cultivation ; it was introduced by Professor Bolander,
who sent seeds to Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, who forwarded
living specimens to Kew, which flowered in May of the present
year. The flowers are very fugacious."

—

{Ibid., t. (JO.^l.)

Cinchona Calisaya, nor. .JosErHiANA. Nat. ord., Rubiaceie.

Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of Bolivia and Peru.
A very distinct-looking form of Cinchona Calieaya, probably
identical with the Itzhu CasoarUla of the Peruvians, which
grows abundantly in the same regions as C. Calisaya, but in

open meadow.^, not woods, but the bark is of interior quality.

Flowers white, very fragrant.— (//liiJ., t. 0032.)

Masdevallia Veitchiaka, ioxea, Lindesi, Hakrvana, and
TovAnEssis.—" The habit of all these species is very similar.
From the root springs up a tuft of oblong, spathulate, leathery
leaves, generally obtuse, and tapered into a stalk of moderate
length. Among these rise up the taller scapes, each terminated
by one or more of the remarkable flowers. In Masdevallia
Vcitchiana the sepals, which form the conspicuous part of the
flowers, are of a brilliant orange-scarlet, with a spot, or in
some varieties a stripe, of rich crimson-purple, produced by
the presence of multitudinous hairs, and yielding a most re-

markable contrast; the upper sepal is erect and comparatively
broad. In M. ignea the sepals are of a fiery-orange, marked
with lines of deeper red or crimson, while the upper sepal is

projected forwards. In M. Lindeni the sepals are of a lovely

pucy-pnrplo, with a whitish throat, the upper one being nar-

rower and turned backward. In M. Harryana the sepals are

of a brilliant rosy-magenta, varying in hue, and sometimes,
as in the form called M. Denisoni, passing into crimson of in-

tense and glowing briUianey. This species appears to be the
most prolific of flowers, and the most charming in colour of

any yet introduced. In M. tovarensis the flowers are white,

the white being of very remarkable purity, and the flowers

grow from three to five on a scape. Masdevallias should be
potted in shallow pots in a compost of fibrous peat, mixed with
crocks, charcoal, and coarse sand. The drainage should be
very perfect, as they require an abundance of water at the

root, and also in the atmosphere. They should be kept near
the glass, but out of the sun during summer, and should have
as much sun as possible during the rest of the year. The
winter temperature should not fall below 40°, nor exceed 60'

;

while during the summer mouths they must be kept as cool

as possible, consistent with the other requisite conditions.

The surface of the soil in which they are grown may with ad-

vantage be covered with living sphagnum moss, which not

only assists in keeping an equable degree of moisture about

the roots, but it is very effective as a set-off to the plants."
— [Florist and Pomolorjist, S s., vi., 169.)

BARON HILL.
The Seat of Sir Eichakd Buleeley Willums Bulkeley,Baet.

In journeying from Bangor to Beaumaris you arrive at the

cemetery of the latter town, and on inquiry find that the land
was given by Sir Richard Bulkeley ; also that most of the

houses of the town belong to him. On the hillside above you
see a mansion and tar-extending noble woods, and these also

are his ; next you reach Beaumaris Castle, and learn that he
is its Constable; further on you pass Fryars, another of his

mansions ; then you come to the deer park, a walled enclosure,

which, with its herd of fallow deer, also belong to the same
gentleman ; beyond that you reach Penmon Abbey, also having
the same proprietor; he is patron of its church, as he is of

that of Beaumaris and two others close by ; next you arrive

at the rabbit warren, also his ; crossing that you reach rocks,

also his, on which the lighthouse has been raised, and near

which the miserable wreck of the liotliesay Castle occurred;

crossing a narrow strait you reach Pufliu Island, also belong-

ing to Sir Richard Bulkeley. In that direction you can trave

no further, but if you make a circuit to the westward and
inquire who is the proprietor of each farm you pass even to a
distance of fifteen miles from Beaumaris, you will find for the

most part they belong to him ; moreover, he is Mayor of the

place. Well, therefore, may he be called " King of Beaumaris,"
and glad are we in being justified for adding that he and Lady
Bulkeley act as good sovereigns should act ; and we have great

pleasure in aiding to fulfil the Welsh proverb, " The liberal

shall not lack praise."

Englishmen of the north, east, and south may be excused

for asking for information relative to Sir Richard Bulkeley,

and we reply that be quite comes up to the Welsh definition

of a gentleman, " a man having a pedigree." The family is

of Anglo-Saxon origin, and its name signifies a resident in the

bull's meadow (Bul-key-legh), and this is recognised in the

family crest, a bull's head. Mr. Nicholas states that they

trace their descent from Robert de Bulkylegh, Lord of the

Manor of Bulkylegh in the county of Chester during King
John's reign, and that the first who came to Auglesea was
Wylliam Bulkeley, Esq., appointed Constable of Beaumaris
Castle in 1440. Prom that time to the present they have
occupied at various periods the appointments of High Sheriff,

Members of Parliament, and in all other ways being leaders

of the county. Down to the close of the sixteenth century

the family residence was within 100 yards of the church of

Beaumaris, and of that residence, known as Hen-])las (the Old

Hall), there were until very recently some remains, but now a

Presbyterian chapel has taken its place. In 1618 Sir Richard

Bulkeley, Knight and first Mayor of Beaumaris, erected a

mansion on Baron Hill, and it was not materially altered until

1770, when it was enlarged by the then Viscount Bulkeley, but

far greater additions and alterations have been effected by its

present possessor. The name. Baron Hill, is a modern form

of Bar-on-Hyll, the Bushy Hill.

The woods of noble trees, Beech, Elm, Asli, and Oak crown

the hill, and extend along it for miles. Those woods are

fronted, and deep passages into them are planted with Wcl-

lingtonia gigantea and other Conifers and evergi-eons, so that

at no season of the year are they dreary from the absence of
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foliage. There are seven entrance lodge-gates to the park, all

opening to roads leading to the house, and through or close

to those woods.
Those roads, all gracefully winding through the well-kept

turf of the park, are open to the public four days in each week
—Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday. Visitors to

Beaumaris fully appreciate this rcost pleasant and beneficial

privilege, and the townspeople would do the same if they were
deprived of it. Other towns struggle hard to obtain a park,
and raise monuments, as at Chester, in honour of the man who
confers upon them the costly enclosure—for costly it is to keep
well furnished and cultivated ; in Beaumaris the townspeople
have a park entirely gratuitously.

We entered at the lodge gate nearest the woods at the park's
northern boundary, and here and throughout a half-mile walk
we were surprised as well as pleased with the intense green
and vigorous growth of every species of evergreen in the avenue
through which we passed, and which crowded on both our
right hand and our left, except where, on the latter side, open-
ings are judiciously left to allow of views of the Menai Strait
and the Carnarvon mountains beyond. Laurels, Evergreen

Oaks, Portugal Laurels, Conifers, are alike luxuriant and of

perfectly balanced growth ; the latter character being preserved

to them by the high ground and deciduous woods, which shield

them from the prevailing and most powerful winds, which here
are from the S.W.
Among the Conifers growing by this road and scattered about

the grounds are the following, all planted about nineteen or
twenty years since

—

Girth of tnmjc at
3 ft. from soil.

4ft. Sin. .

ft.

Pinus excelsa 33
ponderosa 45
austriaca 35

Abies Moriada 35
canadensis 24

Cedrus atlantica 32
Deodara 35
Libani

Cryptomeria japonica .

Araucaria irabricata . .

.

Cupressus macrocarpa.
* Wellingtonia gigantea

.

Diameter of
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correct name was Kil-hart, in allusion to his speed and strength

as a deerhound. The prince, returning home and seeing the

dog bloody and the child's cradle overturned, hastily plunged
his sword through the dog, suspecting him of destroying the

child, and then, too late, found the child asleep beneath the

bedclothes by the side of a dead wolf. The prince, tradition

further adds, founded an abbey at the place now known by the '

greyhound's name, and the friary at Llanfaes, in gratitude for

his child's preservation, and, let us hope, to show his repent-
|

ance for his hastiness.
{

Passing on we reached a semicircle of seats, from before
i

which a flight of stone steps descend to the garden, a portion

of which is represented in the accompanying engraving from a

photograph taken by Mr. .T. W. Ambrose, Beaumaris.
The view across this part of the garden extends over a foun-

tida beyond, to the main walk which seems to lead away to

the mountain scenery afar otT, and is very effective. The beds
are tastefully planted, and the growths here are as healthful

and luxuriant as elsewhere. The soil being a loam 5 feet deep

resting on a rocky subsoil, added to the sheltered position,
sustains the good gardening. We need note but one or two
examples. The masses of Pampas Grass are grand, as may be
judged from the fact that one mass bore 150 spikes of flowers.
A Pinus macrocarpa close to them increased its height .5 feet
in two years.

In passing away from this beautiful domain we halted to
look upon the view, as seen from the terrace in front of the
house. With the park and its scattered woodland for the
foreground, and the Menai Strait in the mid-distance, beyond
rise up the peaked chain of Carnarvonshire mountains, full
fifteen miles in a line of which are seen from the Great Orms
Head to Penrhyn Castle. At the feet of that range are visible
the fields and woods around, as well as the white walls of the
houses of Llandudno, Peumaenmawr, and Aber.

Lastly, in close—too close—vicinity we must note the vinery
and greenhouses. The two vineries are each 50 feet in length,
14 feet in breadth, and 1.3 feet in height. The early vinery
contains Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Black Prince,

BARON JULL.

and Strawberry Vines ; the late vinery Black Hamburgh and
Black Alicante Vines. All of them were models of health and
vigour, though they are old, and their size may be appreciated
by the fact that on a Muscat of Alexandria there were seventy
bunches, averaging certainly 2,J lbs. each, and from which Vine
at thinning time two hundred bunches had been cut away. On
remarking the cleanUness of the Vine stems and branches,
Mr. Gough, the head gardener, said that it was owing to the
Gishnrst compound with which they were dressed ; but we
must add, the entirely healthy large leaves and abundant well-
coloured Orapes testified to good and well-attended culture.
The greenhouse and plant-house are respectively <i9 feet and

.'1 feet long, which are certainly not half the amount of glazed
shelter that is nsnally allowed for the quantity of plants those
two stmctures have to provide, and we are puzzled in en-
deavouring to discern how ^^r. Gough obtains them. The
beds of about twenty acres of dressed ground at Baron Hill,
and thirty plants changed every second day for the drawing-
room and entrance hall, besides flowering plants for about
three-fonrths of an acre—all flower-beds—at Nant, have to
come from those two houses.
New we ranst pass on for a full mile to Fryara, where is the

kitchen garden. It is about five acres in extent, snrronnded

by a 10-feet wall, and subdivided by other similar walls. Tha
Peach wall, covered with glass, is 270 feet in length. The Cu-
cumber house, in which also are cultivated Melons, Dwarf
Kidney Beans, and Strawberries, is 12.S feet long, but divided
by a glazed partition. This length is required, because Sir

Richard Bulkeley wishes for a Cucumber to be on the table

every day—whether he gets it we did not inquire, but we saw
plants, all vigorous, in various stages of growth, as if there
was the effort made to gratify the requirement.

Another glazed range, also 12H feet in length, is devoted to

the production of Potatoes, Asparagus, Tomatoes, and other

forced vegetables.

The walls are well furnished with Pear, Plum, and Cherry
trees, and the crop upon them, perhaps, was just below an
average. The kitchen vegetables need no particular notice

;

but here, as in all other departments, we must express our
high estimate of the evidence cf Mr. Gough's skill, as we also

do of his intelligent courtesy to ourselves. Nant is the flower

garden of Baron HUI, but we must endeavour to do justice to

it separately.

EvERGKEENS APPAiiENTLT Gnawed.—Like your correspondent
" H. B., Hawkhurst," I have been puzzled by what seemed to
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be traces of the jaw-work of large larvic on Ehododendrons,
Laurels, and other evergreens. I cannot belieTe it to be that,
nor has observation shown that snails or slugs have to do
with it ; and as " J. 0. W." suggests, it is rather attributable
to a decay arising from some morbid condition of the leaves,
and hence portions of the leaves are torn away by the agency
of rain or wind.—J. E. S. C.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
People's Garden.—A few minutes' walk from Willesden

Junction a limitedliabihty company, which has on its dh-ectory
the names of Lord Lyttelton, Mr. Harcourt .Johnstone, Mr.
Solly, Mr. Baxter Langley, and several others connected with
the social and intellectual improvement of the masses, have
secured some fifty acres of ground, and laid them out after the
Btyle of the Crystal Palace park as ornamental grounds, and
with all appliances for the performance of athletic exercises.
The People's Garden is accessible by train from Broad Street
every quarter of an hour, from the Mansion House every half
hour, as also from Euston ; whOe the Brighton, South-Western,
and Great Western, having running powers into Kensington,
render the gardens within the reach of all dwellers on the
southern side of the river, and also the west of the metropolis.
The flower garden is arranged with borders cut in the grass,
and tastefully grown with flowers ; the lawns are laid-out for
croquet

; the exercise ground affords every opportunity for
aspirants for fame in aerial tumbling to become proficients
in the art

; the cricket ground is to be equal to any of those to
be found near London

; and the platform for dancing, built on
960 piles, is at present the largest in the world. Added to
these advantages, which an enterprising board have liberally
bestowed, is the natural advantage of a lofty situation, from
whence a commanding view is obtained of the counties of
Essex, Kent, and Surrey. With these materials at hand the
company hopes, by affording gardens and recreation grounds
for shareholders and members, to secure for them healthy and
rational amusement of an elevating character. A shareholder
is made on very easy terms, as the shares are £l-shares, and
the amount may be paid either in one sum or at the rate of
l". 9d. a-month. Shareholders have the privilege of intro-
ducing annual members at 5s. each, all of whom have to be
balloted for, and so stand a test of respectability. The result
of a three-years existence is that the garden is the daOy resort
of many thousands of persons from all parts of London, but
jnore particularly on Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays. On
Saturday afternoon last the gardens were the scene of a grand
horticultural show, at which cottagers, nurserymen, florists,
gentlemen's gardeners, and amateurs were invited to exhibit
specimens of flowers, fruit, and vegetables in competition for
prizes of the value of £40. The .Judges on the occasion were
Mr. Barron, of the Royal Horticultural Society; Mr. Dean,
and Mr. Richards, gardener to Baron Rothschild. The show
of different products was highly creditable to the exhibitors

;

and the fruit and vegetables, coming as they did in many
cases from the gardens of the cottager class in the neighbour-
hood of Willesden and Acton, were an indication of a healthy
taste for horticultural pursuits among the working populatioir.
The cultivation of such a taste is one of the objects of the
People's Garden Company, and they consequently awarded a
variety of prizes to the best exhibitors. The button-hole
flowers were remarkably successful, and formed very neat and
attractive collections. Fruit showed very well. There was
also a lovely show of exotics lent by the Royal Horticultural
Society. The tent in which they were exhibited was well
filled by visitors all day, and no doubt it would have been
patronised much longer but for a gale of wind which sprang
up about half-past six o'clock and swept the marquee clean
from its bearings, burying flowers, fruit, vegetables, and visitors
instantaneously in its ruins. The visitors were not hurt, but
many valuable plants suffered great damage. The gale, how-
ever, answered one good purpose : it blew an impending storm
swiftly away, and left the many pleasure-seekers to dance in a
dry, though cool atmosphere, to the strains of the band of the
1st Middlesex Artillery, till nearly eleven o'clock, when the
special train left for Euston.— (S(a/!(/arfZ.)

We have the pleasure to confirm the favourable reports
of Lee's Prolific Black Ccrrant, which have appeai-ed in the
pages of some of our contemporaries. Last year we received
some ofthe plants from Mr. Lee, of Clevedon, Somerset, which
have this season borne a fair crop of fruit, and we were struck
by the tenderness of the flesh and the sweetness of the flavour,

far excelling in both respects those of the old Black Naples,
which were growing alongside of them. We strongly recom-
mend this valuable addition to our small fruits to aU fruit-

growers.

One of the grass gum trees of Australia, Xanthorecea
AnsTR.\-Lis, is coming into flower for the first time in Europe,
in the succulent house at Kew. There is also a fine plant of

Agave Jacqciniana, removed to the Palm house for the sake

of space, which is now in full flower.

—

(Nature.)

The sale is announced of the Collection or Agaves,
Fourcroyas, and Beaucaeneas belonging to M. De Jonge van
Ellemeet, of Oostkapelle, near Middlebourg, in Holland, and
which is to take place about the middle of September next.

BEDDING PLANTS IN THE LONDON PABKS.
No. 1.

Never have we seen a better display of bedding plants than
that which is now to be found in the London parks, and notably
in the Green and Hyde Parks ; there the beds are gorgeous
with flowers and redundant in leafage, where the object sought
is leaf-colouring, and the arrangement susceptible of little, if

any, improvement. There is necessarily much of dry detail

in describing bedding arrangements, and in carrying these out

there is a considerable amount of repetition, still it is thought
that a few notes on the bedding-out, as exempUfied in the

Loudon parks, may not be without its utility.

We shall take the Houses of Parliament as our point of

depai'ture, and proceed from thence to the Marble Arch. In
Palace Yard, near the Victoria Tower, the beds are chiefly

filled with Castor-oil plants. Eucalyptus globulus, and Canuas
intermixed with Variegated Maize. There is also a fine bed of

Solanum macranthum. We now cross St. Margaret's Square
adjoining the Abbey by a path, on each side of which is an
oblong enclosure, laid out in oblong and circular beds, resplen-

dent in colour in a setting of the brightest of green. We have
before had to notice the beauty and softness of the turf, and
this year it is in as high condition as it was in the last ; there

is no brownness, no bare places, but all is smooth, regular, and
as nearly uniform in colour as turf can be. There are twelve

beds in each enclosure, of which only those at the corners are

circular, the rest oblong. All the circles in the northern half

are margined with Echereria secunda glauca, edged with
LobeUa pumila granditiora, forming a dwarf dense mass of

blue, and having aa inner line of Iresine Liudeui. The oblongs
at the sides and ends are margined with Golden Feather Pyre-
thrum, and edged with Gnaphalium lanatuin, forming an
excellent setting to the bright masses of Geraniums with
which the majority of them are planted. Two of the circles,

pau'ing with each other, are planted with Peach-blossom
Silver-variegated Geranium, intermixed with Verbena venosa

;

other two with Crystal Palace Gem, golden-leaved. In the

oblongs are fine masses of Geraniums Lord Palmerston,

Editor, Lord Derby, Mrs. Laing, Gaines's Dwarf Calceolaria,

and Jean d'Amour Heliotrope. A bed of Murillo Geranium, car-

mine, is also very fine. On the south side all the circles are mar-
gined with Echeveria secunda glauca, and edged with the pretty

prostrate Mesembryanthemum cordifolium vanegatum, wbOst
the oblongs have a margin of Blue Bonnet Lobelia, planted inter-

mediately witli the graceful white-striped DactyUs glomerata

variegata, inside of which is an edging of Iresine Herbstii.

Two of the circles at opposite ends are filled with Beauty of

Calderdale Bronze Geranium, and other two pahing with each
other with Queen of Queens, silver-leaved Geranium, inter-

mixed with Purple Queen Verbena, which far sui'passes Purple
King in colour. Among the other beds, those of Indian Yellow

Geranium, Orange Nosegay, Rubro-cinctum, and Fire King are

very good, the last-named especially so. Tom Thumb's Master
has run to leaf too much.

In passing through St. James's Park, it may be remarked
that a number of Aucubas, Privets, and some Box, the Privets

'J or 10 feet high, have been successfully transplanted to the

south side of Stafl'ord House garden on the French system, by
raising them by levers ; and this having been effected with

good balls on the 12th of April, the bushes are now perfectly

established, only one or two of the Box trees showing any sign

of removal. The site, it may be added, was thoroughly pre-

pared by taking away all the old soil, and replacing it with
that thrown out from foundations. On an artificial island in

the Serpentine recently formed there is a similar example of

successful transplanting, and in this case the trees and shrubs
are of larger size.
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We next enter the Green Park, and by the side of the path
on the east side leading towards riccadilly, although exposed
to the full sweep of our prevailing wind, the south-west, there
is a series of oblong beds margined with blue Lobelia, which
in most instances are extremely good. The position is so much
exposed that the more tender bedding plants ai-e not trusted
in it, but we never saw this portion of the bedding in better

condition. Without entering into detail respecting each par-
ticular bed, we shall merely signalise a few of the best. Mr.
Paul's Bonfire Geranium in particular deserves high and
honoui-able mention, and, though not so good here as else-

where, is the most effective of its coloiu'—a crimson scarlet.

It is plainly distinguishable by its bright glow from a consider-
able distance. Murillo, deep crimson, is also very fine. Ve-
Buvins, orange scarlet, though it must yield the palm in size

and colour to some of the newer varieties, well maintains its

reputation as a thoroughly reliable free-blooming kind ; and
as the season advances, from what we know of it, it will pro-

bably be found blooming freely till cut off by frost or distri-

buted to the poorer classes who receive the spoils of the London
parks—not, however, as the ill-natured might suggest, as a
kind of "black mail" for refraining from appropriation, but
to encourage their love of flowers. Here we may observe that
throughout the run of beds fiom Westminster to the Marble
Arch, and through Hyde Park to Albert Gate, about two dozen
plants would cover the amount of visible abstractions. No
doubt this small amount of damage is partly attributable to
the careful supervision of the officials and police, but it must
be due in much greater measure to the good feeling of the
public. A thousand watchers could not secure such a result.

Of other beds on this side, Waltham Seedling Geranium, and
Albion CUffs and Daybreak, silver variegated, are noteworthy.
We now come to the north side of the park ; running parallel

with Piccadilly we find alternately two ch-cular and two oblong
beds. These from the east end to Palmerston House are all

margined with Echeveria secunda glauca, and edged with Purple
King Verbena. In this series, beds of Geraniums Excellent,
Lucius, Mrs. Laing, and Queen of Queens are the most notice-
able. From Palmerston House to Down Street Gate the same
margin and edging is continued. An oblong bed in this series

filled in the centre with Coleus Verschaffelti, surrounded by
bands of Centaurea is very effective. Among other good beds
may be mentioned circles of Queen of Queens, silver-leaved, and
Golden Chain Geraniums, and an oblong of Centaurea with a
centre of Coleus Verschaffelti Improved. This is much more
glowing in colour than the ordinary form, but we shall have
to notice it in still higher colour further on.
From Down Street Gate to the west end of the park the

edging is of Sportsman Verbena, but this, probably owing to

the trees, is not a success ; but there are several good beds of

Geraniums, but into these we shall not enter minutely, as we
shall have to notice others far surpassing them in our next
notice, which will be of Hyde Park.

WOBK FOR THE WEEK,
KITCHEN GABDES.

The operation of sowing now recommended will not admit of
much delay, still it will be nearly useless to sow without water-
ing and shading; therefore, if tms cannot be conveniently done,
the various sowings must remain over till a change of weather
take place. Continue to water all the crops that will receive
actnal injury without it, particularly Celery. Basil and Mar-
joram should be cut and dried just as they are cominginto flower.
Make a sowing of Carrots for early spring xiae on a light, dry
piece of ground that is moderately rich. If Cauliflower seed
was not sown last week it should now be put in, and another
sowing should also be made in about a week in favourable situ-
ations. The latter sowing will be early enough, no advantage
being gained by having the plants very forward before winter.
Plant some of the last sowing of Celery for spring use, as it will
not be necessary to earth it up. They may be planted at a foot
apart. Also plant for seed. H Cucumbtr seei was not sown
for plants for hoase culture through the winter, cuttings should
be immediately put in to produce plants for that purpose. Those
in frames or on ridges will now reiiuire an abundance of water.
Make a last sowing of Endive for spring use. Continue to
transplant from former sowings when the weather is favourable.
If a sowing of the various sorts of Lettuces to stand the winter
was made during the past week, another good sowing should be
made at the end of the present one. The former will do for
transplanting in the autumn, and the latter may remain in the
Beed-Dcd to be transplanted in the spring. Get ready the
materials for making-up Afushrootn beds next month, clean-out
the old beds, and limewhite the walls of the house to debtroy

insects and give the whole a clean appearance. Sow seed of
Spanish, TripoU, or Strasburg Onion to stand the winter. The
Welsh may also be sown for drawing in the spring. The other
sorts are best transplanted iii the springfor bulbing. The winter
crop of Spinach should now be sown, if not yet done, ^^'e have
before recommended the Flanders variety, we wish we could
see it in more general cultivation. Sow a small (juautity of
Cabbage Lettuce with the Spinach.

FRUIT G.UIDEN.
The bunches of out-door Grapes, to ripen the fruit, might bo

enclosed in half-globes of glass, which may be obtained at any
glass-blowing establishment, and any spare lights of framing or
Peach houses might now be profitably fixed against favourite
Vines or Peach trees. Where wasps or flies are troublesome
the fruit may be defended with gauze or thin bunting, but
where much attention in ripening the wood is necessary, nothing
is better than covering each fruit very thinly with cotton wad-
ding. The garden engine must be brought into frequent use
during the present hot weather. Peach and Nectarine trees
should be washed once or twice a-week, and also have an occa-
sional root-watering. Protect all wall fruit from birds where
they are numerous. Plums should also be protected from
wasps; use bunting or coarse canvas for this purpose, as nets,
unless the meshes are considerably less than an inch in dia-
meter, do not afford the necessary protection. Look to the
ripening fruits

; gather them carefully when ready.

FLOWER G.tRDEN.
Chrysanthemums must now be layered, either giving them a

twist or making an incision up the under side before they are
pegged-dowu. Those intended for the greenhouse may be taken
off, and they will sustain no check from removal— that is, if they
are gradually severed from the old plants. Give them plenty of
liquid manure after they have formed roots. The seed pods of
the first blooms of Carnations must now be well watched, and
the calyx slit down to avoid the accumulation of wet ; it will be
a good plan to allow them to hang downwards. Seeds of Pinks
must be gathered ; half what we have this year saved will be
sown immediately, and the other haU next June. Shoots
slipped-off and dibbled in sand and leaf soil, and kept moist and
shaded, will root weU. The TuUp bed for next year's plant-
ing must be often turned to sweeten by exposure to sun and air.

The bulbs, also, may be examined, and any alterations made in
the arrangement of the roots according to memoranda made
at the blooming time. Discard all bad and inferior kinds, those
with foul cups, pointed petals, &c. Auriculas must be kept
free from decayed leaves, and the pots regularly supplied with
water. Pansy seed may still be sown. Young plants should bo
pricked-out in beds, as should also any self-sown seedlings
worth saving. Train-out the strong-growing shoots of Dahlias,
and pull off the deformed buds as they appear.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
" Shorten the supply of water as the night lengthens " is a

good old maxim, and more apphcable to the conservatory now
than to any other structure, as it is generally occupied at this
season with a mixed collection of flowering plants, many of which
are probably stove or half-stove sorts, which require but little

water in a low temperature. Cinerarias, Violets, Chinese Prim-
roses, Chrysanthemums, and all other plants that will flower
this side of Christmas, must be duly attended to, and such
annuals as have been proved, to bloom in pots in the spring,
should now be sown. Since, however, the practice of forcing
flowers in the spring has become general, these annuals have
been discarded in many places, as they occupy room where
better things can be wintered.

STOVE.
Such plants as will flower this autumn may yet be well sup-

plied with water, and occasionally with liquid manure, but all

other stove plants should be watered more sparingly after this
time, and it should be performed early in the day. The house
may be shut-up early in the afternoon, even with a strong sun
heat. At this season, when plants are ripening-off, a high night
temperature is not so injurious to them as when they are begin-
ning to grow in spring. In dull weather slight fires may be
used in the daytime, so that plenty of air may be given to the
plants.

PITS AND FRAMES.
These are now fully occupied with half-hardy plants, which

grow freely in such places in the autumn. The lights should bo
drawn off at night to let in dews, but defend them particularly

from heavy showers or continuous rains, at the same time admit
large portions of air by tilting the lights at top and bottom.
This is a good time to pot Camellias for blooming in the spring,

and also to graft them in close frames without artificial heat.

Although this is the proper season for propagating some half-

hardy plants which are used for bedding-out during the summer,
we by no means recommend it to the extent to which it ia some-
times carried. Instead of having an immensity of small plants to

take care of through the winter, half a dozen old plants of some
sorts, and a few more of others, would furnish cuttings to propa-
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gate from in the spring for the largest place, and the plants
would be found to grow when planted far better than those
which had been propagated in the autumn, in consequence of

not being stunted, as the whole of their roots would be in a
healthy state. Sow the seed of Pelargoniums immediately it is

gathered, and also that of any other perennial plant, if ripe
before the middle of September. Sow Mignonette for flowering
in the winter.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
FRUIT AND KITCnKN GARDEN.

In this department we have been keeping the hoe at work,
and on walks and borders which could not be readily hoed any
weeds were picked out by the hand. Last year we had much
trouble in destroying weeds owing to the continued wet; and, pro-
bably from a larger proportion of them being allowed to seed
than usual, the crops have been full of weeds this year. A great
effort should be made early in the season to destroy all weeds,
but gardeners cannot work impossibilities, and the press of
work in May, through bedding-out and other operations, is apt
to cause this department to be neglected.
We find it necessary to look over the Apple and Pear trees

about twice a-week to pick off all fruits infested with the maggot.
Seven or eight years ago it was very seldom that a sound dish
of Apples could be obtained from our garden owing to the Apple
maggot, now we have very much diminished its numbers. We
tried dusting the trees with dry lime just before the buds burst
in the spring, but the most effectual remedy is to gather all fruit
from the ground daily, and pick off twice a-week any fruit
attacked ; thus, by preventing breeding, we ultimately get rid of
the insect.

We have been potting Strawberries from 3-inoh into 6-inch
pots. Some persons prefer to layer their Strawberry runners in
their fruiting pots at once ; they fancy it is a saving of time and
labour. In potting it is necessary to ram the compost in quite
firmly, and not to place the plants deeper in the pots than they
were before. The best compost for them is decomposed turfy
loam four parts, to which is added one part of rotted manure.
After the plants are potted place them in an open position out
of doors ; a vacant space in the kitchen garden suits them as
well as anywhere, and it should be as near water as possible, as
they require a good supply when the pots are filled with roots.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pineries.—At this season, after the suckers have been potted

and the fruiting plants re-arranged, little more is required except
attending to watering and ventilation. During hot weather,
especially about the end of summer and in autumn, it is desirable
to ventilate freely both at the front and back of the house.
Shading is seldom necessary at this time of tlie year ; indeed,
when Pines are in good health it is as well not to shade them at
aU, except in a house where the fruit is ripe and ripening. If
the fruit at that time is exjDOsed to burning sun it will in all

probability be injured. We have a recollection in our early days
of injudiciously exposing some Smooth-leaved Cayennes to
strong heat and sunshine to forward them for an exhibition, and
before the fruit was well ripe it began to decay.

Vineries.—In the late vineries the Grapes are very nearly
ripe, and here, as in the Pine houses, plenty of ventilation is

the rule. If the houses are kept close and dry the Grapes will
not colour well. Many of the old gardeners made a rule to
withhold water in any shape as soon as the Grapes began to
colour. We fancy that damping the paths and border once or
twice a-day is beneficial to the Grapes, and causes them to
fin'=ih-off better.
Cucumbers.—It is now time the plants were put out for the

winter supply. For this purpose there is probably no better
sort than Telegraph, but when the stock is kept-up from seeds
it varies considerably. When a good stock is obtained, it is the
best way to propagate it from cuttings; this is the only means
of keeping it true. Many prefer the black-spined varieties, and
one of the best of this type is Blue Gown ; it is one of the long-
fruited sorts, and, consequently, does not bear so many fruits.
When in an early stage of their growth see that no insect pests
attack them. Bed spider is very destructive to Cucumber plants,
and they will not progress freely if either this or green fly
attacks them. Syringing freely twice a-day destroys the first,

and fumigating with tobacco destroys the second. Our pits,
where the Cucumbers are planted-out, are furnished with pipes
for bottom heat, and when the plants are put out we only fill

half of the pit with compost, and when that is well filled with
roots, in the other half fresh compost is put.

ORCHARD HOUSE.
We have now discontinued syringing the trees, as the largest

proportion of the fruit is now ripe, and here as well as in other
houses where fruit is ripening, air is admitted night and day.
Some of the earliest varieties of Peaches were noticed last week
as being ripe. Large Early Miguonne is a good Peach, but it is,

as far as we have observed here, not so good as Early Grease

Mignonne. Stirling Castle Peach is very fine this year. It has
been more highly coloured than Royal George and Grosse Mig-
nonne and is very distinct. Dymond is an excellent Peach, and
has ripened with us this year for the first time in pots. Another
new Nectaiuue, raised by Mr. Rivers, has a good crop of fruit,

and the colour and flavour are all that can be desired ; it is said
to be a cross between the Stanwick and Elruge, and is appro-
priately named Stanwick Elruge. It partakes most of the
Elruge, and but very little of the clingstone ; however, it is an
excellent sort and can be highly recommended. We are very
careful in watering them when the fruit is ripening, as too much
or too little will be equally injurious, and will cause the fruit to
be wanting in flavour.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.
The plants in the stove have been repotted and re-arranged,

giving them plenty of room. No plants should be allowed to

crowd each other at any time ; in autumn especially, plenty of

space should be allowed them. We do not shade so closely

now, and in every way give the plants suitable treatment for

the time of year. Hardwooded plants require differei.it treat-

ment from the usual occupants of the stove—such as Orchids,
Ferns, and fine-foliaged plants. The latter require shade during
hot sunshine, but only when the sun shines ; it is bad treatment
to allow the shading material to remain on when the day is cloudy.
The hardwooded plants should have plenty of sunshine so that
the wood may be well ripened, which will cause them to flower
well next year.
Liliums are a special feature in the conservatory. This is a

class of plants which does not require much attention during
their period of growth, and for this reason, as well as for their

great beauty, should be cultivated to a large extent. Nearly all

of them succeed well grown in pots, and by a little forcing and
retarding a succession of bloom can be obtained all through the
summer and autumn months. One of the earliest is L. longi-

florum,with its clear white trumpet-shaped flowers. L. auratum
in variety will maintain a long succession, as, grown under pre-

cisely the same treatment, some of the sorts will be in flower at

least six weeks before the later-flowering. Then there is the
beautiful L. lancifolium—white, red, and rose ; and last, though
not least, L. tigrinum, also in variety. The double variety

recently introduced continues in flower a long time, and we
have now in flower in the greenhouse L. tigrinum splendens,

and it is exceedingly effective, its deep orange flowers offering a

distinct contrast to the white, rose, and reddish-coloured flowers

of the others. Those which have finished flowering we remove
to an open space out of doors, and supply sparingly with water
until the foliage dies-off, when they are repotted and plunged in

some light material out of doorB.
Stage Pelargoniums we have cut down, taking cuttings of

those we required, and we would say here that all cuttings of

this class of plants do best iu a cold frame, pit, or on the stage of

the greenhouse. We have seen considerable expense and trouble

incurred iu making a hotbed in which to place the cuttings,

when they would have succeeded much better if the frame had
been placed on the ground, and the cutting-pots plunged in

spent tan, cocoa-nut fibre, &c. I can remember well, when a

boy in a provincial nursery, that the nurseryman had a large

quantity of stage Pelargonium cuttings sent to him, and every
one of them was killed through being placed in a hotbed ; not

from excessive heat, had it been in April or May all of them
might have gi'own, but similar treatment did not suit the
matured wood iu autumn.

Chri/santlicmums now claim a large share of attention. Those
who are growing them for exhibition will now be on the alert to
" set " their flower-buds ; we have been tying and placing sticks

to specimen plants, and have removed them to a more open part

of the garden. At this season they require all the sun and air

possible.
FLOWER GARDEN.

We are now putting in cuttings of all the Zonal Pelargoniums,
beginning with the Tricolors and Variegated sorts. Some per-

sons putin the cuttings in the open ground, where they do well,

but it is necessary to lift and pot them before frosts come. We
use boxes, as being more convenient, and if through any press

of work we cannot pot them when we like, they sustain no injury

if left in the boxes till a more convenient season.—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered nntU next

week.

Books {E. F.].—" The Garden Maiinal." You can have it post free from
our oiHce if vou enclose twenty posta;;je stamps with your address. {Trn-

ifear.f SulMicriber).—We have a little work now going to press which will

exactly suit you. It will be published iu three or four weeks.

Rose Mildew- tli. B. P. ; and C. B. G.).—The receipt you refer to was
given ou March 23i\l, 1871, and was as follows;—Wo strongly recommend
constant 8yrin;;in'^ during the growing season with pure rain water, to which
has been added a small quantity of soft soap and clear soot water. A strong
mixed solution of the latter can be kept in an earthenware pancheou, and
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added, when it is settled, to each oanful of water, which is used in sjTinging.
This treatment will both invijiorate the plants and keep them free from aphis
and mildew.
Manager of Ncrserv ( J. Palmrr).—As vou have a sijn-board inscribed,

"Palmer's Floral Nursery," and sell the produce, you are not liable to pay for
the manager as a seirant. He is employed iu the trade. Your having another
trade to attend to and live by makes uu difference.

CccuMBER Disease {A. B. 6'.).—Toor Cucumbers are attacked with the
disease for which we kuowof no cure, except to destroy the plants, and to
begin afresh with new soil.

GcM IN CccasiBERS {Bath).—This is a disease which ia more than usually
prevalent this season. We have had repeated examples of it sent us, and
what we regret most of all is, that we can offer no remedy. It is one of those
diseases whi«b, like the Potato murrain, has as yet delied all the skill of
science to deal with it.

Apples {Mrs. C.).—We should not advise you to try Lord Burghley as a
standard in the south of Scotland, but we have no doubt it would do on a
waiL Shepherd's Fame is a winter Apple, in use from October to March.
You may try Keswick Codlin in addition to Lord SutHeld. It is a fioe early
cooking Apple, and succeeds well as a standard in the south of Scotland.

Budding We EPi.vG Elm, Ac. {A Constant ij^-ndf-r).—The end of July is
the best time to bud the trees you name, but it may be done now, taking
the buds from the shoots that have full-sized fresh leaves, removing the wood.
Von may practise the budding up to the middle of September.
?^TisH Feess from Spores (G. H, r.).—Drain some square pans one-

tmrd their depth with crocks, large over the holes and finer at top, finishing
off with small, on which place a thin layer of moss, then half-an-inch layer
of sandy fibrous peat three parts, one part yellow loam, made fine and silted
Uirough a quarter-inch sieve, what remains in the sieve being used for the
fu-st layer on the moss, as above stated, an inch thick. Add to three parts of
the sided soil one part of silver sand. Thoroughly mix, and fill the pan to
within an inch of the rim, pressing it firm, and making the surface level and
smooth, and water through a fine-rosed watering-pot. Let the pans stand
three hours, then water again, and when settled scatter the spores on the
surface, which may be done by holding the frond with the ripe spores over
the pan and gently brushing with the hand. Cover with a square of glass
tHe size of the pan. and set on a damp shelf or other moist bottom in a house
safe from frost, as a greenhouse, shading from sun or strong light, and keep-
ing constantly moist. In due course the plants will appear, when the panes
of glass may bo raised a little on one side by a thin piece of wood, raising it
by degrees as the plants advance in growth, and removing it by the time they
can weU be handled. They may then be potted-off singly in small pots, and if
kept close and moist they will soon make good plants.
Exotic Ferns for Exhibition {T. P.).—Of the Ferns you give us to

select Jrom, those we should consider most likely to make specimens are
Ooniopblebiiim appendiculatum, Alsophila excelaa, Adiautum cuneatum,
Asplemom bulbiferum, Adiantnm assimUe, and Pteris serrulata cristata.

^^5*^^ *^" ^-J-—The best time for putting in Laurel cuttings is the last
week of September, or from the first fortnight of October to the middle of
>ovember. For stretching on wood framework for covering half-hardy plantsm winter, use frigi domo. The best time to transplant Spruce and AustrianPme IS in moist weather from October to the middle of November, or the
Urst mUd weather after the middle of February. Take up the plants of
Azalea pontica, and pjt them for forcing as soon as the leaves have fallen.
Pot the Kosea at the end of September. After potting Geraniums taken up
from the open ground this autumn we do not recommend their being cut-in
closely

;
defer domg so until March. Zonal Geraniums may be distinguished

Xiom Nosegay by the former having the petals much broader, more rounded,
and m a good variety overlapping, so as to form a circle, the petals being dis-
iwsed equally around the eye, and the trusses are much smaller. In Nosegays
the trusses are large ; the three lower petals, though larger, are more rounded
than the two upper ones (there being a wide division between them), and not
nearly so much so as the upper petals of the Zonals, whilst the two upper
^tals are narrow and blunt-ended. Take Waltham Seedling as the type of a
Aosegay, Chpper or Madame M--zard as representing the Zonals, and yon will
soon see the difference. Xhey also differ in the foUage, that of the Zunalsoemg much more rounded and flat.

FccHsiA Training FOtt Standards {Fidget).—Yom will not have any chance
with standard Fuchsias in competition with those grown as pyramids or
hashes, both bemg examples of good cultivation. The case would be different
were the pnze offered for standards ; then those with stems 2 to 2i feet high
could hardly be called standards. Standards should have 4-feet stems. It ia
natural for the first blooms to be larger than the succeeding tlowers, the first
Should bo removed, not aUowing the plants to flower until they are well fur-
mahed, and the majority of the flowers opening at a time. We cannot under-
take to name florists' flowers, they are too numerous and too much alike, and

i!°*t/2"
^°°' "^^^^ wretchedly withered. The thermometer in a greeuhouee

Should bo III the shade, or with the face facing nor'h. A temijerature of 8t)"' is
not too high for Fuchsias in July and August, with air at top and bottom. A
temporatoreof 6ti- to 7a ia, however, more suitable.

PoTTiNa Golden Bkonze Pelarooniitsis, Iresine Lindeni and CoLEra
Wisteriso {W«m.(—Tako up the Pelargoniums at the end of September, re-
rnonng any sod that will come away freely, and shorten the roots a little-
then pot them in a size of pot that wUl just hold tho roots, and place them in
cold (r»me, keepmg them rather close for a few days afterwards, admit air

aV ^^°?""**=*» P*^ts would, we think, be largo enough. Ircsine Lindeniud Coloaa will strike now in a cold frame kept moist, or any time in Septera-

»1^^ *
® hotbed if kept moist and shaded from bright sun. Both arewmtorod safely in a house with a temperature of not less than 45^ They willare iq a lower temperature, but not weU, and should be kept dry.

LlSIANDBA SIACRANTHA FLOBIBUNDA CCLTCRB ( G. J. B.).—Wo have itnewimelyln flower in a stove; in order to eucceod well, it requires also augat airy ^sition. but shaded from powerful sun at midday. Like the
i-icromaii and others of their tribe, it is impatient of sudden changes of tem-
perature or moisture, eapeciaUy when making fresh growth, tho leaves whUstyoung dying-off at the points of the shoots; for this we know of no remedy
except more curefnl attention to watering and air-giving. It will thrive in agpoenhouse after tho wood is firm.

»,f.''ti!" ^-**i^'''^^
»^' Smoke or Brick-kilns {E. P.).—There is no doubt

t^J .1 ^"t .*" ^*Poars of a brick-kiln will drift directly towards your

LTn'af T^ situated -»00 yards distant, and if the vapours enter they would

Lt th« /rn J^fi^'^.P ''?V':.
^^*«'l*i^ it likely tho injury has been caused

iij the smoke of tho brick-kilns.

Smoke Nuisance (G. 3fordifee).—Use coke, it will heat the flue as well as
coal does.

Sal.ui—Rose Collection {W, J, TT.).—Beetroot and Celery are the in-
gredients of a salad ; but if yo6 wish to exhibit for a prize offered for the
best salad, you had better have a greater variety, such as Lettuce, Mustard,
and Radishes. "A collection of Roses" is a very vague description. It
must be of different varieties, usually not leas than twelve. The prize list
ought to specify the number, and whether there ia to be a single flower or a
truss of flowers of each variety.

Rhododendrons, &c. (T. it. H.).—Write to any of the leading nursery-
men who advertise in our columns. The one you named could supply all you
wish for of evei-y kind, and would advise you honestly. We should return
the stamp if you had enclosed one.

Treatment of Vines {St. Brigid),—You ought to have stopped all the
side shoots, whether they had bunches showing on them or not. Your house
must be very much crowded now; it would, therefore, be desirable to cut
back some of the growths to give the wood a chance to ripen, but do not cut
too severely. "Practical Treatise on tbe Grape Vine," by W. Thomson.
Blackwood & Sons.

Syringing Fruit Trees {B. B.).—Discontinue syringing a few days before
the first fruit ripens; but you should have the trees quite free from red
spider at that time, as, if any of this pest should be on tho trees, it will
spread with amazing rapidity.

Best Six Early Tulips {J. ^.).—Le Matelas, Proserpine, White Potte-
bakker, Crysolora, VermiUon Brillant, and Fabiola.

Herbaceous Plants for Summer Bedding {A Fifteen-years Subscriber]*—The gi-eat fault of herbaceous plants is that they do not continue sufficiently
long in flower. They are, however, fine in their season. Agrostemraacoronaria
flore-pleno, ciimsou; Delphinium Belladonna, blue; D. alopecuroiJes, blue;
Geranium sanguineura laucastriense, red ; Lobelia fulgens St. Clair, scarlet

;

Lychnis Haageana superba, orange; Mimulus eupreus, yellowish orange;
CEuothera macrocarpa, yellow; tE. taraxacifolia, cream; Papaver nudicaule,
yellow ; and Sileue Schafta, rosy pink. Why not take off the monotonous
aspect by having beds of Liliums, Gladioli, Carnations, Phloxes, Pyrethrums,
Antirrhinums, &c 7

Orange Tree Casting its Fruit {A Very Old Subsci iber).~Th.e shed-
ding of the fruit is probably due to imperfect fertilisation of the flowers, or it

may have arisen from an inactive state of the roots, occasioned by too fre-

quent and heavy waterings having soddened the soil and rendered the roots
inactive. The casting of the fruit, if not caused by imperfect fertilisation,

generally arises from a check to the roots. See that the drainage is good and
the soil sweet.

Re-arranging Garden (G. Jlf. F.).—We do not see what more you could
have done as regards the preparation of the ground and the stations
for the fruit trees, only you say nothing about drainage, and that should
be the primary consideration in all improvement of land. We presume
it is efficiently drained, or the fruit-tree stations will be only wells for water,
in which no fruit tree will thiive. Your walls will answer for Pears, Plums,
and Cherries. We should have Pears on the west aspect—viz., Marie Louise,
Beurre Diel, and Glou Mori;eau; Plums on the east aspect—viz., Belgian
Pm-ple, Transparent Gage, and Coe's Golden Drop. The other station on tho
same aspect you may plant with May Duke Cherry, or you may try a Kaisha
Apricot. The lawn we should have made level, and quite fine on the surface,
the ground having been well dug, manured, and firm so as to prevent irregu-
larities afterwards, and then sow in the, first moist weather in September the
finest mixtm-e of lawn grass seeds, which may bo had of any respectable
seedsman, and roll or beat well with the back of a spade after sowing. It
would be well to give a light dressing of manure in November.

Peas Failing—Pears Warted {J. F. C).—The Peas were attacked by
thrips. The warts resembling tbe soridia of lichens are exactly analogous
to the lenticelles of trees, which is not surprising, as the fruit of the Pear is a
continuation of the branch. The white particles which look hke fungi are
only some of the bleachedgritty cells, whose structure is so curious under the
microscope.—M. J. B.

Todea superba Culture (J. H.).—We never saw this with a tall stem
That seen by your employer was probably Todea hymeuophylloides, which
when old, has a stem about 2 feet high. Mr. Williams, a good authority, says
of the whole genus:—"In potting, perfect drainage is essential, and good
fibrous peat and a portion of silver sand is the best soil that can be used.
They grow more rapidly in the tropical fernery in a close case, with an abun-
dance of shade and frequent sprinklings with water over the fronds, and also
make fine objects planted in sheltered moist places in the open fernery, but
thrive best in the cool house."

Sunflower and its Uses (A Constant Rea(l':r).—'Mia.ny facts have been
adduced to show that the Sunflower has the property of purifying air laden
with marsh miasm, absorbing a great quantity of moist and noxious gases,
and exhaling an ozonised oxygen. Moreover, the French Sanitary Commission
has lately pointed out that the Sunflower is a most useful plant ; it yields
about 4U per cent, of good oil, the leaves furnish an excellent fodder, and the
stem, being rich in saltpetre and potash, makes a good fuel. The seeds usei
iu smaU quantities are good for fowls ; they are very nourishing.

Names of Plants (G. D. iV/.).—Melilotus leucantha. {E. H. Rodd).~\t
is trueLycopsis an-ensis. The forked cymes are not unusual. (X.,Sidmoiiih',.

—MandeviUa suaveolens. {Clare Subscriber).—I, A Stotice of which you
have not sent a leaf; 2 and 3, apparently varieties of Abies excelsa; 4, Cu-
pressus Lawsoniana; 5, Taxus utlpressa; U, Pinus excelso. {Geo. Wall).—
1, Polygonum aviculare; 2, Stachys sylvatica; ii, Gnaphalium aronarium.
(C. A'.).—No one can determine the names of plants from such scraps.

POULTRY, BEE, AlID PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

DELATED INCUBATION.
Mr. J. M. Wade, in a number of the "American Bulletin," cites

the case of a lien which left her nest after six days' incubation,
and when so discovered " tho eggs were very cold." " She (the
hen) was certainly olT all uisht, and probably part of the previous
day." In this case tho certainty (all night) should count for

twelve houxs, and if wu allow for the probability, three hours,
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the episode is uo improvement upon the EDglishraan's record
of results. The occurrence vouched for by Mr. Wade, exhibited
an instance of arrested incubation for about the same number
of hours that the eggs were exposed to the cold, as on the
twenty-third day (no hour given, but about two days—probably
less—behind time) eight out of ten hatched. Mr. Wade did
not pretend to set forth with any precision when the eggs were
sat, at what hour they were hatched, nor how many hours they
were deserted. I conclude, therefore, that they were as many
houi-s late as they were hours neglected, for my long and studied
experience of just such a riuestiou has led me to believe in the
exactness of the rule that twenty hours of abandonment does
not check even the growth of the chick, provided always that
they have native stamina of race, and that the weather is not
80 killing as to retard vegetation. This may appear a strong
and cm'ious assertion to make, but I am fortified by almost a
life-long, personal, experimental, and critical experience. Mr. L.
Wright, in his " Illustrated Book of Poultry," page 49, relates

an incident where the eggs became stone-cold, but fails to observe
the time lost, although by treating them with water at 105° they
"eventually hatched;" how long after maturity, not stated!

When these circumstances attracted my attention, I would
fain have added what knowledge I possessed of the subject, but
I preferred to hold my peace—never having preserved the exact
details of any of the abundant examples which I have met

—

until an opportunity should appear of sufficient interest to
scrutinise carefully and register with accuracy; for I deem
auch a (juestion as the one involved devoid of all usefiUness if

deprived of the minutest particulars of facts. Recently, au
event in my yard has afforded me the opportunity, which I need
not say I seized, aud after this long preamble I will, with your
permission, proceed to explain it.

On Saturday, 19th April, 1873, 1 set a hen at 6 p.5i. ; the eggs
were, therefore, due to hatch on Saturday, May 10th, at 6 p.m.,

according to ordinary received impression of the period of incu-
bation, which I hokl to be more or less inaccurate. On Satur-
day, 2Gth April, at 8 p.m., in the dark, she left her nest (having
sat just a full week), and could not be found. No hen was pro-
curable that night, and the next day being Sunday nothing was
done; but on Monday, 28th April, at 8 p.m., another hen was
borrowed, which took to the eggs readily. Having to borrow a
hen, the charge of them was not confided to her until darkness
had set in. Here then was a loss of forty-eight hours ! The
second hen sat steadily until Wednesday, 7th May, when, being
attacked with diarrhoea, her illness caused her to forsake her
nest at G a.m. At this time no further endeavour was made to
save the eggs, and they remained in the nest until Friday,
9th May, at 3 p.ji. (a lapse of fifty-seven hours), when, having
two hens come off, I doubled-up the broods, and gave the re-

jected batch of ten eggs—having discarded three that were
addled—to one of the two hens, to see what sort of business she
coiUd make of the trial. Bear in mind that the sum of the time
during which the eggs were uncovered, uncared for, and un-
treated to any application of heat, was 105 hom-s I Now let one
take from that, twenty hours, as the time in which I think chicks
suffer no loss in growth, and I obtain eighty-five hours as the
period to be made up by extra incubation ; and that this estimate
was not incorrect the result shows, as on Tuesday, 13th May,
at 6 A.M., eighty-four hours after due, all the eggs with one ex-
ception hatched out strong and healthy chickens. Here was an
arrest of incubation of eighty-four hours, although the eggs had
been unprotected during 105 hours. This may appear incredible,
but to prove the calculation, and to render it more extraordinary
still, let me allude to the fact that twenty-one days or 504 horn's
are usually allowed for incubation, whilst in the case now in-

stanced the eggs were only under the hen 460 hours I leav-
ing forty-four hours to be accounted for between 504 hoiirs the
stereotyped quantum for incubation, and 460 hours in which
these neglected eggs were delivered of full-grown chicks. I
think this proves both of my ideas (1st) that a chick will grow
for twenty hours or so after being deserted in the shell, and
(2nd) that the natural and sufficient period for incubation is

twenty days. For add twenty hours of gx'owth to 460 hours (the
time when the eggs were actually under the hens), and there
are 480 hours in all. Now take twenty-four hours from 504
(being twenty days instead of twenty-one), and there is the
proof—480 hours. If I am asked why this should be, that eggs
can pass through so many shocks aud chills, I can only say I
know not any reason for it. But this I know, that out of thir-

teen eggs I received ten lively chicks, which it took three hens
to hatch, and that the three only sat altogether 460 hours, or
twenty hours less than twenty days. If it proves anything at
all, it is that close sitting kills ; that a chick will grow twenty
hours after it is left alone, and that twenty days are sufficient to
hatch chickens if the mother hen is not too ardent an incubator.
Upon general principles, then, I would recommend that every
chance should be given before a clutch of valuable eggs be
abandoned. If by the feel it is ascertained th.at there are chicks
within, wait until the discoloration of the shell annoimces the
fact of decomposition having begun.

^
I may add that the egg I said was not hatched had within it a

live chick, in whose behalf I performed a Ciesarean operation,
by taking it out of the shell. At first it showed great weakness,
but soon came round under the influence of a spirit lamp and
cotton batting, and it, and aU the others of the belated brood,
are as thriving and active as any in my possession, and I am apt
to fancy that they are more vigorous, which may be only par-
tiality. Up to this time not one has died.—R., Tarrytown-on-
Hudson.—(Amcricayi Pet-stock Bulletin.)

BEAHMAS' COMBS.
The forward position of Brahmaa' combs, noticed by Mr. J. E.

Croker, is not peculiar to them alone, as the combs of pure-
bred Malays are placed similarly, which, together with "the fact

that a cross between the Malay and a single-combed breed of

fowl produces triple combs (a matter that I have never seen
mentioned, but of which I have much experience), warrants the
supposition that Brahmas are a weU-estabUshed cross between
Malays and Cochins.—O. P. H. Z.

Has Mr. Croker compared the comb of the Brahma with that
of the Malay ? I am inclined to think that he will find the
" distinctive feature " he points out in the Malay. The Brahma
is a good useful fowl, but I feel sure it is a mongrel having
Malay blood in it.

More than twenty years ago I produced the pea comb by
crossing a Malay hen with a Dorking cock. Three chickens out
of nine had the pea comb, and one w.is combed like a Light
Brahma. Besides, in some American book on poultry, I think
Bennett's, the history of the production of the Brahma is given,

showing that it was produced in America by certain crosses made
there.—R. B. P.

PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES.
I FULLY endorse all that has been said by Mr. Wren in last

week's Joiu-nal. It ought to be imperative on every Committee
to publish in the schedule the names of the judges. My ex-

perience as an exhibitor and breeder of some years' standing,

teaches me that it is only fair to all to publish the names of the
judges. As you say, the secretary's name, and the names of the

patrons, president, and committee are published, why not the

name of the judge ? He is the most important officer in the

show. It is easy to see in many cases why it happens thus

—the judge may have only a very meagre knowledge of fowls,

and yet because he is a friend of some of the gentlemen belong-

ing to the show, or because he has been judging at some other

show, they invite him.
An objection raised to this mode of procedure is, that if the

name of the judge is known good exhibitors will not show
when a man is judging whom they may think incapable of

judging, and very right too. Would any man who understands
what are good birds send his best specimens to what he may term
a lottery ? for sending them to be estimated by some judges is

nothing more. I and other exhibitors have decided not to show
if the names of the judges be not pubhshed. Would it not be
much better for a society to engage a thoroughly competent
judge ? and if financial difficulties did present themselves, I am
sure no exhibitor would object to paying Gd. extra for the en-

trance fee. If they would do this they would find it advantageous.
Shows are often ruined on this account, especiaUy local shows,

for a local show antl a local judge are a farce. How often do we
see a class limited to two entries because a local judge knows all

all the birds in the district.—G. H. Pickekino, Middle Street,

Driffield.

HETTON POULTBY, PIGEON, and BABBIT SHOW.
The above-named Show was held on Tuesday the 12th inst.

in the Hetton HaU grounds, than which a more suitable or more
attractive place could not be found. The poultry were arranged

in the old-fashioned box pens in double tier in the lower portion

of the meadow, and for the amount given in prizes the entries

were very good, but in the absence of a catalogue we are nob
able to give a correct list of the winners.
In most of the adult classes there were very good birds, the

Spa7iish being a fair lot, and the Dorkings very good. The
Cochins were poor, but Brahmas very good, and all the Ham-
hwrghs noteworthy. The winners in the above classes were
mostly Messrs. Buglass, Clarke, Proud, Whitfield, and Moor.

In large Game Messrs. Robson had it jdmost to themselves with

good birds; while in Game Bantams Mr. Hunter stood well

with some stylish birds, Mr. Laing, of Sunderland, taking the

chief prizes in Ducks. In chickens the Brahmas were forward

aud good, and the Red Game chickens exceeding fine in all par-

ticirlars, while the Game Bantam chickens of that colour were
the best class in the Show. The principal prizes in^ this were
won by Messrs. Robson and Hunter. The winners in Polands
were Golden, and very forward and promising birds.

Pigeons were poor, with the exception of English Owls, but.
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on the contrary, the Sabbils were good. A large cage of young
Lops contained some most promising animals.
The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Fudsey.

PADDOCK POULTKT SHOW.
This was held on the ICth inst. The following are the

awards :

—

Br,vh5Ias.—1, H. Beldon, Goitstocli. 2. .T. Bailey, Earby.
HxiWuRGHS. — Giyldenspanfflt'd. — 1, H. Beltlon. 2, G. Haleb, Holmfirth.

S(.'r'Tsj)(i;n7/f(i —1, H. Beldon. 2. J. RobinaoD. Garstanii. Golden-pvitciUtd.—
1. n. Beldon. 2, J. Robinsau. Sih^-r-ptftciUed.—l, H.Beidon. 2, J. Robinson.
BInek.—l, N. Marlor. Denton. 2. H. Beldon.
Game.—I, H. Beldon. 2. J. C. Brooke. Holmflrtb.
Bantams.—! and 2. G. Kobles, Staincliffc. 3. T. Cropper, Baeup.
Spanish.—1, J. Powell, Bradford. 2. H. Beldon.
PoLASDS.—1, J. Robinson. 2, S. H. Wood, Digrgle,
CocniN-CnrxA.-1. 11. BelJou. 2, T. F. Anstcd. St. Helens.
PoRKiVGS.—1. J. Robinson. 2. .T. "Walkfr, Kochdale.
HoDDAXS.-1 and 2. J. W. Hibbort. Hyde.
Geese.—1. J. Walker. 2, J. Crosland. Royds Mount.
TirCKS.—Wftit^ Ault'^hury.—l, J.Walker." 2, R. Hutchinaon, Littleboroagfa,

liouen.—J, 3. NewtoD. Silsden. 2. J. Walker.
Tcekkys.—1, J. Walker, Rocbdale.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—I and 2. G. .7. Taylor, Fartow-n.
Croppkrs or PorTERS.—I and 2, G. J. Taylor.
TttCMPF-TBES.—I and 2, W. Haryey, Sheffield.
Tumblers.—Jlmond^.—l, G.J. Taylor. 2, W. Haryey. Any varicty.—l and

2. G. J. Taylor. . .
i .

Kastails.-1, W. Tomlinson, Newark. 2, J. F. LoTersedge, Newark.
Barbs.-1 and 2. G. J. Tavlor.
TURBITS.—1 and 2. G. J. Taylor.
Jacobins.—1. G. J. Taylor. 2, W. Haryey.
Ant other ViRiETr or Common-.- 1 and 2, G. J. Taylor, e, 3, Thresh,

Bradford.
R.\BBITS.

HiMALATAN-.—Bud-.—1 and 2, S. BaU, Bradford. Doe.—\, S. Ball. 2, J. Hallas,
HaddersSeld.
Anh IRA.-Bu«S.—1. S. Ball. 2, T. Games, Northampton. Doc—1, H. Cox,

Wooley. 2, J. C. Hntton, Bradford.
Lop-eared.—BucA-.—l and prize for thf lon/ifst-enred Bdbbit on thi- fichi, F.

Banks. London. 2, J. Hnme, York. Z>oe.—1, F. Banks. 2, A. H. Easteo, Hull.
SiLVEB-Gr.Ey.—BucV-—1. \. H. Fasten. 2. S. Ball.
CoMMoN.-Bu<r):.—1. J. HaUas, Huddersfleld. 2, F. Berry, Mirfield. Doe.—l,

A. Uaigh, Loneroyd Bridge. 2, J. Hallas.
Asy oiBEB ViBiEir.-1, G. K. & R. Hackett, London. 2, F. Banks.

CATS.
Pnsuv.—1, W. Appleton. 5, J. Dyson, Paddock.
Manx —1, B. Hclliwell, Delph. 2, D. Home. Lockwood.
ToRT_>i*E3aELL OR ToaToisESHELL-ASD-WiiiTE.-1, R. Spiyey, Huddersfield.

S, J. Binns. Lindtey.
Black-—1. A. Thornton, Moaley. 2. B. Shawcross, Oldham.
Grev Tabby.— 1, J, Henrich, Huddersfield. 2, J. Hampshire, Liyersedge.

JtTDGES.

—

Poulirij : Mr. J. Jordan, Dalton, and Mr. E. Lane,
of Birmingham. Jiabbils and Cats: Mr. Fisher, of Crosshills,
near Skipton, and Mr. G, Johnson, Kettering.

MALMESBURY POULTRY AXD PIGEON SHOW.
CoxsEDERiSG the inconvenience there is in an-iving at this

small town, there being no raUway within five miles, the Com-
mittee mast be heartily congratulated on the success of the
Show held on the 14th inst. Birds came even from Worcester,
Oiford, and Basingstoke.
The chief features in the poultry classes were Game fowls.

Black Reds were very good, this year's birds taking first honours.
Light Brahmas and Cochitvi were exceedingly good, and fairly
surprised the rustics of the neighbourhood. Bantams were
Tcry good. Black Reds taking first, a handsome pen of this year's
Duckwings bein" second. Rouen Ducks and the Black East
Indian were all that could be desired.
In Pigeons, Pouters were the chief feature, two pairs of grand

White birds taking the first and second prizes. Trumpeters and
Jacobins were good, though only two pens of the latter were
shown. Antwerps were very strong and good. The class for
Any other variety brought forth some really good birds, a pair
of really handsome Pygmy Pouters being first, and TeUow Barbs
second.

DoRKiMos.-1. E. Hooper, Calne. 2, C. Cole, Malmesbury.
SPANisH.-l, W. Hoditaon. Bristol. 2, W. Hanks. Somerford Maena.
QiXt—Blaek-brecuUd Reds.—I and 2, E. S. Godsell, Stroud, he, E. Bowly,

^rencester ; G. Banks, M.ilmesbnry. Any other colour.—\, E. Winwood,
Worcester. 2, E. F. Woodman, Cirencester, ftc, J. Andrews, Worcester : E.
Bowly. *

C<K;nis».—1. s. Buckland, CrudwelL 2, J. S, Magge, Tetbory, c, Bey. N. J.
Killey. Newbnn-.
BnAim IS.-D<ir*.—1, J. Prindcr, Cirencester. 2, E. S, Godsell, he, T, Jones,

JIa meil.ury. Liijhl.—l. Mrs. St.?rae, Devizes. 2, W. Hanks, he, G. Ellison,
bHinrl.n ; W. Lanham, Wontton B.T^Tiett: Rey. N. J. Ridley.
H.HBi Rons -1, H. Thompson, Highworth. 2, J, S, Maggs. he, R. Barrett,

Stroud, c, C.Day, Somerford.
Ant other Variety. — ! J. Hinton. Warminster. 2, J. Archer, Wotton

Bassett. he. Mrs. Sterne ; Rey. N. J. Ridley ; J. S. Maggs.
Game Bantams.—I, E. Bowly. 2, G. Holloway, lun., Stroud, he, E, Bowly

:

C, Scamnell, Trowbridge
; S. Tilling. Malmesbury.

Bantams.-2, W. Oaraham. Lasborougli.
Tt-RKEvs.-l, Rct. n. J. Ridley. 2, S. Gibbs, Sainorford Magna.
Geese-!. C.Cole. 2, O. Hanks,
DccKs.-Bou^n.-!, O. HoUoway, Stroud. 2, T, Jones. AuUtburil.—l and 2,

J. S. Maags. he. G. Hanks.
Any oiiiee Variety.—1 and 2, G. S. Salnsbury, Deyizea, he, C. Cole,

PIGEONS,
Carriers,-! and 2, T, Jones, Malmesbury. he, W. Tomlins, Oxford.
PocTERS.-!, P.. Barrett. 2, G. Holloway. he. Hon. C. Howard.
TrMBt,p.R9.-l,B. Barrett. 2, T, Jones. »c, W, Hodgson, Bristil.
TaUMPETEES.—!, A, P. Maurice, Basingstoke. 2, S. Buckland, Crudwell.

Antwerps.-1 and 2. W, Tomlins, he, R, Barrett, jun., Stroud ; J, S,
Jacobins.—l.G. Holloway.
Fantails.—!. Dr. Hinnier, Malmesbury. 2. W. Hodson. he, R. Barrett.
Ant oTnnn Variety. — !. G. Holloway (Pygmy Poutevst. 2, W. Tomlins

(Barbs), /ic, W. Tomlins (Barbs); R. Barrett (Dragoons): W. Hodgson (Nuns)

:

J. S.Maggs (Barbs) ; J. P. Salway (.Turbits).

Rabbits.-Lop-car,—1 and 2, C. Arthur. Melksbam. Himalayan.~l and 2, C,
Arthur. Silver-Grey.—l, C, Arthur, Any other variety.—!, C, Arthur, 2, A,
Bailey, Malmesbury.

Mr. Martin, of Worcester, was the Judge.

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
Pigeons, say the various treatises, are strictly mouogamousj

and the rule thus positively stated I have hitherto regarded as
being one which did not admit of an exception. 'There is, of
course, the well-known proverb that there is no rule without an
exception, but as regards the monogamous nature of Pigeons I
have never until this year met with an illustration of the truth
of the proverb,

I do not attempt to speak of the experience of other Pigeon
fanciers in the matter ; but my own experience has been that
although, if they have not been i)roperly mated, two birds will
sometimes " break pah'," as it is said, and each bird lake to
itself a new partner of the opposite sex, the male bird of a pair
properly mated will not associate himself with a second female
partner and at the same time continue to consort with the hen
with which he was first mated. Such, I say, has hitherto been
my experience ; but I have this season met with what I believe
to be a remarkable exception to the rule in question, and as a
statement of the facts may interest some of the readers of " our
Journal," I will endeavour to give a short account of the case.

I may begin, then, by saying that I became possessed a short
time since of two pairs of Tumbler Pigeons, one a pair of Black
Shortfaced, and the other a pair of Blue Long-faced Tumblers.
These two pairs of birds were placed together in the same house,
but apart from all other Pigeons, They had not been more than
a very few days together when I observed that the Black hen
took but little notice of the invitations made to her by her own
partner to enter a nest, whilst She seemed much attracted by
the attention shown to her by the Blue cock. This state of
affairs was immediately followed by the Blue cock altogether
beatiug-off the Black one from the companionship of his hen,
and by his driving both hens to nest most persistently. In a
very few days two nests were made in two separate comers of
the hoi!se, and a pair of eggs was laid in each nest. Both hena
commenced sitting, and during the period of incubation I believe
that the Blue cock regularly took his turn on each nest, for I
repeatedly saw him sitting first on one nest, and then on the
other, I should mention that from the time when the two hens
were first taken charge of by this bird, I have never seen the
other bird either approach his own hen or attempt to enter her
nest, nor have I ever seen him attempt to pair with the Blue
hen, so there cannot have been a change of partners.
Now for the hatching. The eggs laid by the Blue hen were,

during my temporary absence from home, injured by some
means ; but I ascertained by an examination of them that each
contained a bird. From the eggs laid by the Black hen two
birds were hatched, which lived until they were about three
weeks old. Both birds were Blue, so that their parentage on
the male side may be regarded as fully established. The co-

habitation of the one cock bird with the two hens did not, how-
ever, end here, but has continued down to the present time.
Somewhat more than three weeks ago the two hens again went
to nest, each, again, sitting on a pair of eggs. On this occasion
as on the former, the Blue cock has, I believe, regularly taken
his turn of sitting on both nests. All the eggs, too, have again
proved fertile, two young birds having been hatched from each
pair of eggs. One pair of these young birds I have been under
the necessity of shifting to the care of nurses, a circimistance
which I regret, as I should have been glad to have observed
how the one cock bird would have managed with the two pairs

of young ones claiming his attention at the same time. The
foregoing is, as I have already indicated, the only case of the
kind that has come ixnder my obsei-vation in any way; but
perhaps other readers of the Journal will state what their ex-
perience has been.—E. W.

HONEY HARVEST IN DUMFRIESSHIRE.
The honey harvest in the clover districts of Dumfriesshire!

which have no heath in their \-icinity, has now been gathered)

and the result in a greatmcasure corresponds with that recorded
by your esteemed correspondent, "B. &W." The bee season

of 1873 is the worst that has been experienced since 1855, which
was only a shade better than 18.5.3 and 1854. There is no surplus
honey. AH efforts to get supers stored with sweets failed. In
every case they were appropriated by the queen to breeding
purposes. When the spoiled combs were cut out and new ones

built they were again filled with brood. But I am not disposed

to think that either " sourness of soil " or " winter rains " have
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operated at all against tbe secretion of honey, for whenever
a fine day occurred it was found in abundance.
The season opened with the fairest prospects. On the 20th

of May the best stocks were at the verge of starvation, but by
the 8th of June they were filled to overflowing. Not one empty
cell was to be seen. After that date, however, no addition

could be made to their stores. Damp showery weather set in,

and has continued up to the date at which I write (August 11th).

This alone ma-y explain our disappointment, for if the products
in the nectaries of flowers are washed-out by heavy rains, or

much diluted with water, the labours of the bees will be vain.

To have honey of good quality, and to permit of its being suc-

cessfully gathered, the atmosphere must be so dry as to cause
evaporation. So long as the flowers are wet with dew or atmo-
spheric moisture pollen may be collected, but comparatively
little honey will be carried into the hives. With the exception
of some five or six days which occurred at intervals, the last

nine weeks have been damp throughout. Breeding stocks have,
in consequence, been obliged to draw largely upon their stores,

but those from which fertile queens were from time to time re-

moved are in very good condition. These latter, having little

brood to maintain, were just able to earn a subsistence and con-
tinue their statut quo.—R. S.

Horseradish.—Very few people know that pieces of horse-
radish added to the vine gar in pickles improves their flavour
and prevents moold.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Blackpool PonLTRY Show {R. B. Smith and Others).—You are quite

justified in complainiDg that there were no pens, and the hirde had to be
fihown in the baskets they travelled in. It was probably intended to be a
makeshift affair, as itwae not advertised.

Poultry-keeping {L.M. N. P.).—We did not Bee the pamphlet you refer

to. We believe that we made oar extracts from the pr3\incial paper of the
county where the speech was deUvertd.

Fowls Injured before Reaching the Show {H. Moore).—We would
publish full particulars if they would prevent similar malpractices. As your
birds were highly commended, notwithstandi u^; their feathers had been
clipped off, it is doubly annoying. It is an additional evidence that the
travelling bankets should be locked, the key being sent to the secretary by
post.

Feeding Poultry and other Birds [B. S.).—All live food has a tendency
to make birds thin, and to render them diseatiefled with other food. We
advise you to discontinue the beetles, except now and then a few thrown
down. Wherever they constitute the daily food we should look for a great
mortality, and we do not in auy case recummend them. The real use of live

food is in rearing or "meating-off" certain birds. There is Fometimes a critical
period in the life of a young Pheasant when it will eat nothing in the way of
ordinary food. It has become disfiatisfled and wanders about hungry in the
midst of plenty, crying, Peep, peep, peep. At these times only anfs eggs, or
live food in the shape of maggots will save them. Another case where live
food is required, is when it is necessary to get a recently caught Nightingale
to feed. The food is scraped beef mixod with yolk of egg. The trough inside
the cage is filled with tliic, and a meal-worm is half buried in it. The upper
half writhing and twisting about attracts the bird. It pulls out the worm,
and in eatiug it it eats some of the food adhering to it. The worm is buried
deeper every day, thus giviug mure of the food, and at last it is discontinued.
Those, however, who keep Nightingales in cages, know that at certain times
appetite has to be renewed by the gift of a few meal-worms. It is not so with
fowls, but with many birds the live food is always hold as a valuable last
resource, and is used for that only.

Poultry in New Zealand (D. Z.).—There are plenty of pure fowls in
New Zealand, and more are being sent out. We cannot help thinking eggs
may reach as for in condition for sitting, but our experience is unfavourable
to the belief. The best means of conveyance is a steamer. We cannot at
present quote the exact cost of transit, but it is not much. The tank should
be tin or z'uxc.

Prolific Turkey (TK. B.).~Tour hen Turkey, which has produced eighty
eggs, has laid far more than the usual number. Has she never been
broody V

Aylesbury Ducks' Plumage Yellow (I<7?iflrami(s).—We have no doubt
the plumage of the Ducks is affected by the dirty water of the pond, espe-
cially if yard and stable drainaga runs into it. Keep them from it. and let
them run in the highest grass you have while the dew is upon it early in the
morning.

Brahmas Broody (Constant Reader).—We have kept Brahmaa ever since
they were first known. We do not find they are more prone to be broody
than other breeds. We should be very sorry to cure them of it. If you want
fowls that do rot sit you have plenty to choose from—Spauish, Hamburghs,
Crrve-Cuiure, Houdans. and La FlL-che. No fowl desires to sit till it has laid
its eggs. "We have hundreds of Brahmas, and go for weeks (to our cost) in
the early spring without a broody hen.

Pigeons (Fn?!}.—The varieties you name are alike in hardiness. If you
refer to our present number you will see an advertisement from Mr. Fultan,
Union Terrace, Brockley Boad, Upper New Cross, London ; or you may apply
to Mr. Yardlcy, Market Hall, Birmingham.
Dividing Stock Bees—Driying IH. Ahap).—We do not think you can

safely make two hives out of No. 1 this autumn by dividing it as you pro-
pose. The super is too shallow to make a hive of, and tlie wood rim which
you put to the lower part of the main hive could not be taken away without
rendering the comb in it useless, as ic would have to be cut away, and would
lall m. Much better remove the super and keep it for another year, if there
IB too httle honey in it to tempt you to plunder it. So also let the hive
remain with the rim on ; it will make a splendid stock for another year. Do
not plunder No. 2, you will gam but little from it ; keep it for another year.

As to No. 3, why not drive the bees into an empty hire, then catch their

queen, and add them to one of the swarms ? Do it towards sunset, when
the bees are mostly at home, and let them march straight up into the swarm's
hive, first dashing them out of the empty hive on the ground. You must
put the swarm near it.

Covering roR A Hn^E {L. M. S.).—Cover your hive with a large Duchess
slate, puttiug a couple of bricks at toy. You can make it incline forwards or
backwards to carry off drip, by restiug one end of it on a bit of Wdod. We
feai- your bees are in a bad way if you can see no honey at the window.s. If

this continues you must feed them without loss of time. We fear the honej
season has been bad with you as with others.

Yellow-h.^nded Bees—Drones (W. G.).—No. 1 of the specimens sent is

undoubtedly a hybrid, the offspring of a black queen and a Ligurian drone.
Your young ijueen must have met with a drone of the latter variety, although
you say that no Ligurians are kept in your vicinity. The other bees sent are
rather doubtful, the colour of the rings having probably become less distinctly

marked since death. We must compliment you on the admirable method
adopted by you in mounting and packing the specimens, which arrived in a
condition very different from the smashed meeses we are often asked to give
our opinion upon. We do not think there is much advantage in the cross
with a black queen and Ligurian drone, though there undoubtedly is with
respect to the opposite cross. Drones are often bred in a swarm of the current
year. Drone egg-laying is usually, in such circumstances, a percursor of a
maiden swarm being thrown off. It is not usual for drones to make their first

appearance so late in the season.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Due.
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carry his food ; he cools himself with a fan plaited from the
young leaflets, and shields liis head from the sun by a bonnet
of its leaves. Sometimes he clothes himself with the cloth-
hke substance which wi'aps round the base of the stalks. The
nuts, thinned and polished, furnish him with a beautiful
goblet ; the dry husks kindle his fires ; the fibres are twisted
into fish lines and cords for his canoes. He heals his wounds
with a balsam compounded from the juice of the nut, .and
with the oil extracted from it embalms the bodies of the dead.
Sawn into posts, the trunks uphold his dwelling, and con-
verted into charcoal it cooks his food. He impels his canoe
through the water with a paddle made from its wood, and
goes to battle with clubs and spears of the same hard ma-
terial." After this, feeling my incapacity of description, I will

say no more about Palms at present.

Besides the above, M. Yerschaffelt's establishment contains
a fine collection of stove plants of every type. Marantas and
Dracajnas are numerous and fine, a lot of specimens of D. re-

gin.T in high colour standing out effectively. They are strong,
too, in the Gesneriacete ; Eucodonias, Nasgelias, Ac, being
provided in great variety, while some fine types of new flower-
ing Begonias made their presence felt ; but of these, perhaps
the finest collection in the world is located at Van Houtte's, to
be noticed hereafter.

M. Verschaft'elt had also an excellent and extensive lot of
Camellias and Azaleas ; all the best plants of the former were
purchased in my presence by one of our great EngUsh nursery-
men. Many fine sorts of Azaleas had their origin here, and
amongst the rest the beautiful and free Souvenir du Prince
Albert. Perhaps, however, I may be prejudiced in favour of
this variety, but I have a reason, and when I tell it Messrs.
Terschafl'elt and Van Houtte will both hold me excusable,
whether anyone else does or not. What appeared also distinct
speciality of JVI. Nuyteu's were Yuccas and Agaves. The latter

were especially fine. AVhat a fine and distinct type of plants
we have here. There is something intrinsically good about
them, and their attractions do not wear out in a season. They
are being increased as fast as possible with a confidence that
the future will recognise their merits. A more free use of
these stately yet graceful and ornamental plants would add a
pleasing and diversified feature to many gardens where they
are not ; but when beauty of form and substance become as
fully appreciated as beauty of mere colour, then will such
things be sought after and popularised as they deserve to be.
Having just glanced at the outline features of this compact
and interesting place, I will add no more beyond a desire to
see it and the able and affable manager M. Nuytens once again
on some—it may be long—future day.—J. Wbight.

A YOKKSHIRE FLOWER SHOW.
We are in the midst of a perfect shower of horticultural ex-

hibitions in the West Biding. Nearly every day for the last
fortnight there has been an exhibition of flowers and fnuts

;

and villages, which from all appearances you would consider
most unsuitable for affairs of this kind, astonish you by their
energy and the excellence of their shows. Such an exhibition
has recently been held at EUand, a large manufacturing village
in the heart of the West Biding, and it occurred to me that a
few notes respecting it might be acceptable to you. Staying
here as I am for some weeks, I thought I would try how Roses
would travel in one of Chapman's cases, and so I entered for
the Eose prize ; but although a friend saw my Eoses safely
delivered to the Great Northern Eailway the day before the
show, they have not yet arrived ! So I went jiartly as a visitor
and partly as an assistant to my brother, who staged a dozen
remarkably fine blooms

—

i.e., fine considering the time of year
and the smoke-laden air which his trees have to breathe.

This part of the country is the very antipodes to the west of
England. The rich people here are the labouring classes, the
poor ones as a rule the masters. The colliers round here can
earn £4 a-week, and the factory hands 3(U. to £2. They live
on the fat of the land, and do not hesitate to buy the most
expensive luxuries. Early in the year a collier ordered of one
fishmonger SO lbs. of salmon for a small supper which he and
his frieud.s were going to have; and as another instance of
their wealth and extravagance I can relate the foUowiug true
anecdote. At a large fruiterer's shop in Bradford early in the
season a gentleman inquired the price of a Pine Apple. " Thuty
shillings," was the answer. "Oh, that is too much for me;
my p'jrse cannot stand that." A collier was looking in at the
window, and when the gentleman withdrew hs enteiel and

asked, ""RTiat didst thee say t' price of that ere were?"
" Thirty shillings," said the shopman. " Here, lap it up, then,
lad ; it will do for our Sal. Here's t' brass." I expected great
things, therefore, from a population like this, and I was not
disappointed. The Show was excellent, the arrangements very
good, and the attendance enormous.

This little Society has a subscription list of £110, and at the
last year's show £143 was received at the gates, the greater
portion of which sum was derived from lid. entrances. I

wonder what the managers of our west-of-England shows will

say to this. Elland had a balance this year, after five exhi-

bitions, of £150 ; Cleckheaton, another village near here, £650.
Indeed, wherever a flower show is held the receipts are enor-

mous ; and although this Society gives wretchedly poo'r prizes,

yet the entries are most numerous, and the Show of August 19th
would compare favourably with any but the largest exhibitions

held in the south. Think of the band of the Eoyal Horse
Guards (Blue) being engaged at an expense of nearly £80 to

perform at an out-of-the-way place hke Elland, besides two
small country bands which played when the Guards were
silent.

As to the Show itself : As I have said, it was very good, and,

considering om- climate, remarkably so. There were three

entries for ten stove and greenhouse plants ; and some mag-
nificent specimens of AUamanda Hendersoni, Ixora, Viuca
alba, Vinca rosea, &c., were staged by Messrs. W. Pontey, of

Huddersfield. The Lihums also were magnificent. I saw one
pot plant of LUium lancifolium roseum with forty blooms on.

Lilium auratum, too, was very finely shown ; and Caladiums,
Lycopodiums, Campanulas, and exotic Ferns were really very

fine. The crowd was enormous—I should say at least eight

thousand people visited the Show ; and although they were a

little rough they were always good-tempered, and were the

most critical people on the subject of flowers and music I have
ever met.
There was an immense competition in the cottagers' class

for vegetables. Some former inhabitants of Elland who had
taken up their abode in America sent over a silver cup to be

given for the best collection of vegetables, and, as you may
imagine, most cottagers had a try for it. The Committee had
to take the greatest care to prevent unfair practices. They
saw the vegetables dug up and put in baskets, which were then
sealed, and any basket which was open on the morning of the
Show was disallowed ; and, indeed, this precaution is very
necessary, for we Yorkshiremeu (1 am one), are rather too
sharp sometimes. The cottagers think nothing of buying, or

borrowing, or begging—I wo'n't say stealing—blooms and
vegetables. A man came to my brother and calmly said,
" WiUiam wants to know it you will give him some Boses
to show at Elland." " What number of trees has he to

show from ':" has he many ?" I asked. "Nay," said the man,
" he's nobbut one." And yet this fellow was calmly going to

exhibit twelve and six blooms ! It is almost impossible to

prevent this sort of thing, but if it go on very much longer it

will be a question whether it would not be better to give up
horticultural shows rather than let them become a mere market
place for all kinds of cheating and larceny. Mr. WilUam Paul
has most nobly exposed this system before, and all persou3
interested in horticulture will feel that in some way or other

it must be put an end to.

There are only two things which, in my opinion, this and
other societies in this neighbourhood should change. They
should give better prizes and have better j udges. Seven pounds
for ten stove and greenhouse plants (the best prize given), is

not much for a society so prosperous as this one to give, while

10s. for a collection of twelve Eoses is simply ridiculous. As
to the judging yesterday, the least said about it the better.

I never saw such judging. I inquired who the judges were,

and found them to be local nobodies, gardeners to gentlemen
in the neighbourhood. I do not think it can be too strongly

urged on committees that liberality in procuring first-class

judges is as important for the interests of the show as procur-

ing a first-class military band. I think I never saw a greater

miscarriage of justice than in the ten stove and greenhouse
plants and in the Eoses. In the west of England the first thing

we look to is to have good judges. Mr. Charles Turner, " D.,

Deal," Mr. Peach, and other great florists are always secured,

and the exhibitors know that their flowers will be judged on
their merits by persons in whose judgment they have the

greatest confidence, and I thiuk it will be well if the north

take a lesson from the west in this respect. But with these

two exceptions no fault can be found with the manager of the
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EUand Flower Show, which was one of the most successful

exhibitions I have ever seen.

—

John B. JI. Camh, Brii/lioiixv.

FLOWERS FOE OUR BORDERS.—>To. 15.

OXALIS ELEGANS.—Elegant Wood-soerel.

Ix common with most of its congeners, it is produced from

a bulb of small dimensions, and appears likely to prove nearly,

if not quite, hardy. The leaflets are bluntly triangular, gene-

rally of a pale green beneath, but, in some plants, of a bright

reddish purple. Judging from our own specimen, we should

infer that both varieties of foUage may be found on the same

plant. The leaves are less numerous than in the 0. cernua

and some others ; but in the case of full-sized bulbs, are much
larger than in many of the species. The flower scape is about

twice the size of the petiole, supporting a truss of from six to

ten blossoms of a purple colour, the eye of the flower being of

a very intense shade.

The sepals, or divisions of the calyx, are remarkable for four

minute linear orange-coloured glands at their tips, which,

although too small to be readily detected by the unassisted

UiLalis elegans.

eye, are easily perceptible nnder a microscope of low power,
such as the Stanhope or Codrington lens. These glands form
an excellent mark of distinction. As in all the species, the

petals are twisted in the bud, and form, when expanded, a flat-

limbed corolla. It ia a native of the Andes of Pern.

In the case of many species of this genus the new tubers

annnally formed require to be dug up after flowering, as they
are produced at Buch a distance from the surface that, tinloss

this precaution is adopted, they will eventually be lost. In
the case of O. Bowiei and other autumn-flowering nearly hardy
species, it is advisable to defer the removal of the tubers until

spring, as in severe winters they would be safer at a depth of

some inches ; and from the late period at which the blossoms
are produced, the young tubers would suffer from being dis-

turbed in their immature state. As they do not commence
their rowth until the following summer, the month of April
will be snfliciently early to replant them.
The Imlbs of the Oxalis elegans do not penetrate the soil so

deeply as some of the other species ; but they should, notwith-
stancUng, be replanted every autumn, after the decay of the
leaTes. The soU best salted to this and most of the Oxalises,

is a light sandy loam, with an admixture of peat or leaf

mould. A dry suuny situation should be chosen, for the
blossoms expand only under sunshine.

Oxalis elegans is a very free flowerer, even the small bulbs
win generally produce several umbels. The trusses will need
the support of a small rod to prevent them from being dashed
to the ground by heavy rains ; and for this purpose nothing
is better than the top of a slender unpeeled osier. These
supports are commonly employed by professional florists, but

they are not so generally in use among amateurs as they
deserve to be. Their pale bark renders them very incon-

spicuous, and their freedom from knots or roughness, and
tapering form, makes them, in our opinion, far more desirable

than the brittle hazel rods or painted sticks ordinarOy used
for these purposes.
The hardiness of the present species has already been ad-

verted to. It will be prudent, however, to afford the roots

some protection in very severe weather ; but the covering

should not be suffered to remain too long, or the bulbs would
be forced into premature growth.

All the Oxalises may be cultivated in pots ; and when thus
treated, they can easily bo preserved through the winter in a

dormant state. Considering the great interest attaching to

this pretty genus, and the showy character of their blossoms,

we are really surprised that they are not more frequently met;

with. A bed of mixed species, planted in clumps of eight or

ten bulbs each, forms in sunny weather one of the most at-

tractive objects imaginable. All the half-hardy species which

flower in summer and autumn may be thus grown, and their

tubers may be dug up after the leaves are withered, and pre-

served in dry sand. Among the most desirable species, whether

for the open borders or pots, are arborea, yellow; spectabilis,

pink ; violacea, violet ; caprina, flesh ; crenata, ycUow ; cuprea,

copper-coloured ; lobata, yellow ; laRiopetala, pink
;
geniculata,

yellow ; and variabilis, with its varieties grandiflora and Simsii,

with white flowers.

—

{Thompson's English Flower Ganlen, Re-
vised hij the Author.)

POTATO DISEASE DURING WINTER.
Some of the points suggested by Mr. Brehaut's communica-

tion on this subject were illustrated by experiences of my own,
also in the island of Guernsey, during last winter ; and although

these have been already published in detail in the Gardeners'

Chruniele and AgrieuUural Gazette of 22ud March, yet as

many horticulturists may not have the means of referring to

them there, a brief abstract of the results may possibly be of

service in the discussion now proceeding in your columns.

On August 19th, September 7th, and September 20th,

Bivers's Ashleaf and Mona's Pride were planted out of doors

in a sound dry loam, moderately manured with cow manure
only. Disease showed itself on the leaves and stems of all at

successive periods from 1st of November to 1.5th of December,

when the tubers were about the size of walnuts. The growth

was entirely arrested, but the disease seemed not seriously to

attack the young tubers—in fact these, and even the old set, in

the case of the first-planted lot, showed a tendency to throw-up

new stems after the first growth had been killed to the ground.

Over a portion of the last-planted lot glass lights were placed

in the beginning of November ; this delayed the appearances

of the disease, but it ultimately appeai-ed and pursued its

regular course.

A further lot of the same and other kinds were planted in an

orchard house of about one-eighth of an acre in extent towards

the end of October. Disease appeared on these about the end

of December, affecting first some that were under a drip off the

glass, but ultimately spreading to the whole. No water was

given artificially during the period of growth. The crop proved

extremely scanty, but the few tubers produced were of fair

size, and hardly affected by disease. The weather during the

whole winter was very dull and damp, but mild till the end of

January, afterwards cold, though not frosty.

The conclusions I drew were that the disease is not caused

solely either by the season of the year, the wetness of the soil,

heat or electricity (though no doubt all or any of these in-

fluences may enhance the liability or augment the virulence of

the disease), but that it originates in ill-elaborated sap form-

ing a favourable nidus to the well-known fungus. This im-

perfect elaboration of the juices occurs chiefly, of course, in

the more tender varieties, and in summer may arise from too

much grossness or luxuriance, in winter from absence of sun-

shine. I would recommend the experiment of passing a heavy
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roller over any stems that at this period of the year appear
too succulent, before the disease shows itself upon them, having
observed some favourable indications from a partial experiment
of this nature.—B. K., Giteniseij.

BKOWN'S WONDEE STRAWBERRY.
I ENTiEELY agree with Mr. Powell's opinion of this variety

;

it was sour here—in fact, a weed compared with many of our
fine estabUshed varieties. I had grown a stock of it, but de-
stroyed it instead of inserting it in our list.

While writing about Strawberries, how is it we never meet
with Dr. Roden's gems, so temptingly described in your last

number ? They are never met with in good gardens, on the
exhibition table, or in any catalogue.

—

Chakles Tuknee.

BLUE PETER AND LITTLE GEM PEAS.
Dr. Eodex, iu your issue on the 14th inst., has described Blue

Peter as superior to Little Gem ; here it was very inferior to it.

My opinion is, that Little Gem will remain a favourite long
aiter Blue Peter is forgotten. Emperor of the Marrows is also
highly spoken of ; I hope, however, this will not induce any of
your readers to grow it.

—

The Inteoducek of Little Geji.

POTATOES AS THEY ARE.
Woodstock, Oxfokdshire.—After thirty-seven years of trials,

and of crosses and ^ropings in the dark, I may say for a good
third part of the first series, it really appears to me now
that I have arrived at the chmax. For both garden and field
cultivation I have singled-out from my newest 'JIG seedhngs,
which I informed you of at the beginning of the season, about
one himdred varieties for future observation and " weeding-out,"
and from which I hope in about another three years to hand
down to posterity something still better than is known at
present of my productions excepting by myself. It should take
seven years to properly test a new Potato and get it ready to
" send out ;" so I suppose, for the reason given at the commence-
ment of this paper, I must be cautious how I speak of a future
seven years. If I be spared to enter into future crosses, I shall
leave no mystery about where and how I leave off, and there
will be left others better than myself to carry on the enterprise
—yes, enterprise is the word—for experimentalising for the
further improvement of the noble tuber will be found no joke,
and I speak feelingly.

Well, since I was set to pick up a certain quantity of the old
Early Shaws in my uncle's garden at Sicklesmere, before I was
taken by my father to witness my first play at the theatre. Bury
St. Edmunds, I have never seen better crops of Potatoes than 1
do hereabouts this year, and they are generally free from disease.
I have also had an opportunity to a wide extent in this and
other counties of inspecting the Potato and other crops, and ex-
cepting some breadths I lately saw in full blossom in Middlesex,
which upon mquiry I found to be " foreigners," I should say our
late Enghsh sorts will bear out their destiny ; notwithstanding
they are spotted more or less in the leaves, the haulms remain
green and upriRht—a pretty good criterion to go by as regards
freedom from disease in the tubers. Early and second early
sorts are mostly already secured in good condition.

I have, nevertheless, seen and heard of a few diseased tubers
making their appearance amongst the later sorts, notably with
my own, amongst Yorkshire Hero and the old Cobbler's Lap-
stone, the only two "strangers" which I grew this year for
comparison besides my graft hybrid Yorkshu-e Hero iu Onwards,
for carrying out the purpose of testing what difference exists
between the latter and the former, which I find to be this : The
hybrid is 6 inches shorter in the haulm, and ripens fuUy three
weeks before Yorkshire Hero. When taken -up last week no
person viewing the sorts as they lay upon the ground in their
bulk side by side—let them be never such novices in Potato
judgment, could fail to perceive a general refinement in the
tubers of the hybrid as compared to those of Yorkshire Hero,
and I may include also those of the old Lapstone, which, by-
the-by, with Yorkshire Hero, were in their growth of haulm
throughout, and in appearance of tubers, as " like as two peas

"

of the same sort.

There has lately sprung up a contention as to who was the
raiser of Yorkshire Hero. The Eev. W. P. Radclyffe sent me
the Yorkshire Hero, some years ago, as being a graft hybrid of
Mr. Thomas Almond's. I very much doubted at the time if it
was possible to graft one Potato into another kind and achieve
a change in the sort ; but the evidence I received in writing was
so strongly iu favour, that I determined to try for myself; and
time and many trials couvmce me it can bo done after a manner
of dwarfing and refining, both in top and tuber, a strong-
growing variety when it is grafted into a kind of medium
growth, and that in nine cases out of ten it vrill utterly spoil

the graftee. I find this subject coming on the tapis again iu
another phase, but it is scarcely worth while now for me to
enter into the subject iu these pages, seeing that 1 have done so
very often, without, however, being able to convince the sceptics.
It may prove useful and interesting just now if you wUl reprint
the following :

—

" Bramham, near Tadcaster, May 22u(1, 1866.
"These Kidney Potatoes were propagated by Major Haf,iie, but tliey were

raised by his son Joseph, the particulars of which are as follows:

—

" ' I, Joseph Hague, iu the year 1827, then residing at Thomer, near Leeds,
planted two peclvs of Potatoes, which I had sent me from Clap Gate, near
Ilarowood. Those Potatoes produced an extraordinary quantity of line
berries, which induced me to try to raise seedlings from them. In that I
succeeded, and selecting the two best from among the quantity, I again
planted the seedling tubers, but subsequently removed to Bramham, where
I now reside. Having no garden connected with the house 1 then occupied,
1 took my seedlings over to Bardsey, and they were plauted in my father's
garden ; and as he was the first to propagate them, the general impression
was, and is now, and is with many people to this day, that he raised them
himself, but he never at any period of his life attempted to raise seedling
Potatoes. I have five brothers who can all testify to the accuracy of the
above statement. Mr. Fuller, llorist, Ac, Headingley, near Leeds, but at the
time gardeuer to G. Lane Fox, Esq., of Bramham Pail-, gave the Lapstone
Kidney its name.—Joseph Hague.' "

There are a great many Lapstone Kidneys now under as many
aliases, and I had at least twenty varieties of them on trial in a
field near here a few years ago, and some wags removed my
numbered pegs, and for the life of me, as I had not numbered
the rows in my book, I could not tell which was which of the
majority of them, and so my comparative experiment came
abruptly to an end. Fortunately I had presented the old Lap-
stone breed to Mr. Eadclyiie some years ago, and this circum-
stance enabled me, through his kindness, to get my old variety
again this spring.
Well, neighbom-s call in,to see me with bulging pockets, to

become gi-adually emptied as they formally and lovingly dis-
tribute along the ground fine samples of Mona's Pride, &c.

—

a decoy for envy. Only a wine merchant, as he hands out a
sample of his choicest brand, could assume a greater air of
superiority. I instinctively turn to my ridges, but, no, the
proper amenities would not allow me to discover finer tubers
than those of my friends, and I exclaim, "Astonishing ! Why,
they are equal to take a prize anywhere," and, indeed, I was not
far from the truth. Again, a connoisseur of the Potato walks
proudly iu, holding out a plate nicely covered over with a clean
cloth. " Apricots, 1 hope!" No, a plate of my Onwards seed-
ling Potato, which he swears by. But his is a small town gar-
den, which just suits the Onwards, as the ground has been
enriched within the last few years, sufficiently even to grow
exotic plants, merely by the appUcation of his house sewage
and the contents of a dry-earth closet, which he also swears by.
I will only say I am of the same opinion, as this garden has
had no other manure for the last twenty-five years, except
leaves and other refuse of the premises, than the contents of
the rectory-house sewage tanks and the dry-earth closets, the
first, I believe, that England possessed, and no household could
have been healthier than this for the last quarter of a century,
notwithstanding the theory that have lately gone abroad con-
demnatory of such manure. I can speak, and have spoken
pretty often iu this and other periodicils, decidedly in favour
of it, and if I were a person inclined to feel ever so little con-
ceited, I would advise Her Majesty's Sanitary Commissioners
to send down a special inspector to interview these premises, as
I consider our sanitary an-angements in connection with our
water tanks and supply to have worked out all the aims that
the generality of people seem to be wishing for. At any rate,
if Mr. Smee's letters were to receive heedless credence it would
be a national misfortune. From long experience with house
sewage and the contents of dry-earth closets, I can confidently
say they afford the best and the most innocuous manures that
can be applied to the soil; but the land should be allowed time
to analyse, and the plants^to digest them or any other manures,
before the produce is eaten by either man or beast. A three-
course system is what I adopt as nearly as I can for garden
gi'ound, but it would be more comxiletely adapted to farmwork.
Say, deluge a third, field by field alternately, under green crops,
such as Turnips or Rye-grass, then take Potatoes or pulse crops

;

and for a third course take grain with a dressing of hme, or
some such practice, which will prevent the land being continu-
ally under sewage which it cannot profitably make away with.—Robert Fenn, Bectort/, Woodstock.

ToRTwoKTH, Gloucestekshihe.—Up to the present time no
diseased tubers have been observed among our early crops,
which are excellent and clean-skinned. As a rule, garden crops
are the first to suffer, particularly on close moist soil, and the evil
is no doubt accelerated by too high feeding. Curative remedies
without number have been offered us, but they have to a great
extent proved of little value. Nothing is so certain as the selec-
tion of early varieties and spring planting, so as to insure ma-
turation by the end of July or beginning of August. The
disease has made its appearance among our field crops, but
as yet to a limited extent ; and should the present favourable
weather continue, I believe this wUl be a more prosperous year
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for the Potato than many previons seasons.

—

Alexander Cramb,
lortwortli.

Okeford Fitzpaine, Dorset.—The Potatoes here are very

Botmd—hardly a diseased tuber. I hear the coarse-growiug,

deep-eyed, late-ripening Potatoes are spearing-out. I dug-up

twelve plants of Prince of Wales a few days ago ; the new tubers

were like porcupines and not half ripe. I shall finish digging

all Potatoes to-day (.August 23rd), or on Monday, the 25th. 1 have

heard no complaints of unsoundness from my neighbours.

—

W. F. Badcltffe, Okeford Fitzpainc, Shillingstone.

p.g.—All my Potatoes are np to-day (August 25th), and in a

quarter of an acre there are not enough diseased ones to fill a

small handkerchief.

SANDRiNGHiM, NORFOLK.—I am glad to say as yet our Potatoes

are but slightly affected. I found a Danish Potato here that

took the disease very much, all our English varieties only

?artially.—Charles Penny, The Gardens, Sandringham, King's

lynn.

Knctsford, Cheshire.—On Saturday last I lifted a quantity

of Paterson's Victoria, a fine splendid crop, but much affected.

The various species of Kidney, Old and Royal Ashleat, Glou-

cestershire, and Mona's Pride similarly attacked. From the

tubers failing after being hfted, I thought a washing might
arrest the progress of the disease, consequently I have taken

the trouble for these last two years to wash those sorts which
were of most value, then spreading them on a dry boarded

floor. This process is not labour lost ; n'hen the tubers are

thoroughly dry they may remain, if convenient, or be removed
to the pit.

—

Joseph Burgess.

WvcosrBE, Bucks.—At the present time the Potato crop in

this vicinity, both on the bills and in the valleys, is most satis-

factory. Many of the earliest varieties are already lifted, and
with the best results both as regards quantity and quality, and
with scarcely any disease; in fact, none worthy of mention.
The haulm of the later kinds, which are not yet ripe, show in

some places indications of disease, but the tubers are not yet
affected.

—

Geo. Thos. Miles, Wi/comhe Abbey Gardens.

Chiswick, Middlesex.—The present season has been ex-
ceptionally favourable for the growth of the Potato. On the

20th of May the tops of a great portion of the earlier-planted

varieties were much injured by frost, and some bore traces of

tliis all through the season. The greater portion, however,
soon recovered and grew with great strength and vigour. The
first appearance of the disease I noticed July 29th, on Early
Goodrich, Red Emperor, and some Dutch sorts. A few days

later the Lapstones were attacked, and the disease gradually

spread over most of the varieties. Although the tops have been
so far attacked that in some cases all the foliage has been de-

stroyed, there are but few of the tubers affected. The season

has been on the»(vhoIe dry, the Potato crop is large, and the

quality excellent.—A. F. Barron.

Ledbury, Herefordshire.—The Potato crop in this district

ia the heaviest that has been known for some years, and the

tubers are unusually fine and clean. Disease—as is generally

the case when the atmosphere is hea-vily charged with electricity,

as it was in June and July—made its appearance earlier than
usual, affecting some kinds more than others. Lapstone Kidney,
one of the best Potatoes in cultivation, has suffered most ; and
although slightly touched, Paterson's Victoria is least affected.

Of early kinds, Veitch's Early Ashleaf and Stratton's Seedhng
have yielded fine crops free from disease. The red American
kinds are extensively grown in this neighbourhood, and are

gaining in favour ; the season having suited them, they cook drier

than in former years.—W. Colesian, Eastnor Castle, Ledhurrj.

BowooD, Wiltshire.—I am pleased to be able to give a favour-

able account of the Potato crops in this neighbourhood, which
are very good—much better than X have known them for several

years past. The disease, which has made its appearance in the

haulm since the first week of the present mouth, has not shown
itself very much in the tuber up to the present time. I find

that where the crops are surroimded by trees, which prevents
their being fully exposed to the sun and air, the disease has
affected them most, the haulm having almost disappeared. In
BDch places a few diseased Potatoes are to be found.

—

William
SCAMKELL, BoWOod.
Chilwell, Nottinohamshbre.—I think the Potato crop is very

good here. The first and second earlies have turned out well,

and almost free from disease. I heir from everyone their late

sorts are a more promising crop than usual, and there is, I think,
little amiss with them at present. We have a great deal of wet
and many thunderstorms just now, so people are beginning to

fear for their lato Potatoes.—J. R. Pearson, Chilwell.

East Lothian.—The Potato crop in the East Lothian up to this

date may be said to be free from disease. I have heard of tubers
having been found in several places which had the disease, but
it has nowhere appeared on the foliage that I am aware of—cer-

tainly not in the higher districts of the county. The last week's
weather, however, has been in every way likely to induc« dis-

ease—continuous rains and foggy, and the wind in the east and
south-east ; so that I should not be surprised to see it any day
make its appearance on the stems and leaves. In all parts of
the county the crop will be a large one. A large breadth has
been planted, and it will be a sad loss should the disease come
now when the crops are all looking so well.

—

Alex. She.uiek,
Ycsfer Gardens, Haddington.

HiNDLip H.all, Worcestershire.— Potatoes gi'own in the
gardens here were harvested three weeks ago ; a fine crop, first-

rate in quality, about thirty tubers diseased. Early varieties in
fields and gardens in this neighboiu-hood are good in every way;
very little disease. Late kinds are more promising than they
have been for many years past, and a wonderful contrast from
last season. My Potatoes for the last eighteen years have
virtually been free from disease.—A. Moffat.

BuxTED, Sussex.—The yield of all kinds of Potatoes is ex-

cellent, and the crop is being housed in capital condition. Traces
of disease have been found in the late sorts, but it prevails

generally in a very mild form, the only bad exception being
Bresee's Prolific, which has quite half its fine tubers affected.

Symptoms of sprouting, or that second growth which leads to

Buper-tuberating, were discovered early in the month. The kinds
affected were, however, so forward that they were hfted before

any serious harm was done. On the 13th iust. and following

three days a large breadth of Paterson's Victoria and Flukes
were lifted and taken to the storehouse. These crops were
very fine ; they are now stored thinly under a slight covering of

mats and straw, and being housed during the prevalence of hue
sunny weather, they are as dry and sound as could be wished.
The quality of Victoria is as usual most excellent. It may be
interesting to note, that these late-keeping Potatoes were suffi-

ciently ripe for lifting within twenty weeks from the time of

planting.

—

Edward Luckhurst, Old Lands, Buxted.

Appleton-le-Steeet, Toekshike.—Ihave heard of no disease

amongst the Potatoes in this ueighboui-hood this year, nor have
I seen a single diseased Potato. The crop promises to be a
heavy one. I have tried several sorts of kidneys—Ashleaf, Royal
Ashleaf, Gloucestershire Kidney, Ashtop Fluke, &c., and hither-

to the Ashtop Fluke has been far superior to any other—in

fact, I do not remember to have ever eaten a better Potato. A
very fair crop, not very heavy, but good ; the tubers very clean in'

their skins, and when steamed in their jackets they peel firm

bat mealy, without any hard ends, which both the MUky White,
Gloucestershire Kidney, and Royal Ashleaf have been inclined

to have. From inquires I have made at different provincial

shows, and the sam)iles of Potatoes shown, I think we may fairly

reckon upon a sound and heavy crop in this portion of the North
Riding.—C. P. Peach.

Winchester, Hampshire.—As regards the Potato crops in this

locality, the result of my own observation and experience is in

every respect most satisfactory ; in fact I have not seen a single

diseased Potato this season. Owing to the fine dry weather in

July and August, our own crop is safely up and housed, being
spread about 1 foot to 15 inches in depth in a good dry Potato
house, with the exception of a few of Red-skinned FlourbaU,
which we may possibly leave in the gi-ound uutil the end of

September, or even later, as a test to see how far they may
become diseased, so much having been said about this variety

not being liable to the disease.

Our main crop is the Dalmahoy, which ripens early. Ours
were all up and housed by the last week in July, and a beautiful

sample they are. Some years ago we had them all up by the

IDth of July, but last year (1872) we lost nearly one-third of our
crop on account of not being able from one cause and another to

take them up uutil later, and the wet weather had also some-
thing to do with it. We plant early, and take up early, and the
ground is all again cropped with Turnips, Celery, and other
things. Of course we change the crops as much as we can.

Now for hearsay. In Winchester and its immediate vicinity

I have not heard any complaint of disease as yet; but possibly

it may occur in low damp situations, though not at present

noticed by the owners. I have heard it is bad about Hursley
and Romsey.

—

Thomas Weaver.
Lincoln.—Up to the present date (August 25th) the Potato

crops in Lincolnshire are sound. The time, however, is critical,

and what a few days may bring forth it is impossible to antici-

pate. Last night, or rather early this morning, the weather has

been quite of a Potato-disease type, the liglitnnig being one
complete and almost unbroken blaze, and the thunder one in-

cessant and continued roll, while the rain has come down in

torrents—nearly an inch in six hours. The storm travelled

from south-east to north-west, and it is therefore in the highest
degree probable that it would reach the great I'otato district in

the Isle of Axholrae. If we have a week of dull drizzly days
with evaporation and transpiration nil, and at tlie same time a

mean day and night temperature of 65° to '70°, disease is almost
certain to follow; but with brisk winds and cool nights, not-

withstanding the high electric state of the atmosphere and heavy
downpour, the crop would probably escape serious injury. The
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risk is certainly gi-eater by the storm coming when the fp-ound

was already moist from a still heavier rain last week—IJ inch

in twelve hours, with much lightning. In this case, however,
di-yiug winds and sun followed immediately, and no disease was
engendered. Hope lies in easterly or northerly winds continu-

ing, as they are generally cool. When I say " no disease," I

speak generaDy and according to ordinary acceptation, for little

patches in low wet places are spoken of, but so limited as to be
hardly worth mentioning.
As to the crop, the earlies are up and have been very pro-

ductive and excellent in quality ; and the general crop of late

kinds, by their healthy vigour, give promise of an abundant
yield, supposing they withstand the ordeal through wliich they
are now passing. For years past the crop has not looked so

really well. A tine March was favourable for planting, and the

only check to after-growth was a touch of frost on April 2Gth.

May was showery, inducing a sturdy growth, and June and July
fine and drj' for perfecting the earlies. The second week in

August the late crop was in jeopardy by excessive heat and
drought ; but on the 18th, just at an opportune moment, before

the skin was set, relief came, and the drooping stems became
erect at once, and the tubers commenced swelling rapidly.

Regents are more scarce than usual by last year's devastation,

and Eocks may be said to be the staple field kind. Victorias,

however, are tolerably plentiful, and Eed-skin FlourbaUs are
finding their way into most farms and gardens. Besides these,

owing to scarcity of seed, many tons of imported Dutch and
Belgian kinds were purchased in the markets and planted. Some
came up weakly, a few not at all, but the great bulk promise
remarkably well, and are looked forward to with special interest.

The table quality of all kinds which have ripened show to ad-

vantage under the heat and drought. American varieties are

better than they have ever been before, the Early Rose being
quite niealy and really good. But the best of all as a second
«arly that has been judged here by discriminating Potato palates

is undoubtedly Carter's Ashtop Fluke. It is quite first-rate,

and with plenty of room is productive, but grown too closely

together is a weed. Unless untoward weather overtake the crop,

the Lincolnshire yield of Potatoes can hardly fail to prove itself

amongst the best of past years.—J. Wrioiit.

Ilfoed, Essex.—The Potato crop is only moderate this year,

owing, principally, to the bad state of the ground and a severe
frost which cut down the plants shortly after they came through.
I have heard of large crops, but on investigation it is found an
approximate calculation only had been made. On the farm at

Loxford they are digging about one acre per day, which on the
average yields about six and half tons per acre, four tons of

which consist of " ware," one and half ton of " middlings," and
the rest "pig chats." No disease has been seen as yet, but
symptoms of it were observed for the first time yesterday ; these
symptoms consist of a number of white dots scattered over the
Potato, and I am assured these are the certain forerunners of dis-

ease. The atmosphere is at present overcharged with electri-

city.—J. Douglas, Loxford Hall Gardens.

BiCTos, Devonshire.—Having read about the advantages of

rolling Potato fields on the recurrence of disease, it may be
worth notice that the experiment has been tried here with the
most satisfactory results. Potato disease made its appearance
with us on the 14th of July, when a most promising field of

over three acres, then in full fiower, was thoroughly roUed up,
down, and across with a heavy one-horse roller, firming the
ground and bruising Potato-stalks as much as possible. From
careful examination it soon became evident that the plague was
greatly checked, if not stamped out, no extension of it having
been observed since the operation. Potatoes go on ripening
with healthy foliage, a few lateral shoots only having grown out
from their stems. The field under notice was planted about
the middle of March in rows 2 feet 6 inches apart, and with
medium-sized tubers 1 foot from each other.

Early varieties are now stored, and have turned out an ex-
cellent crop, with scarcely any disease amongst them; the
quality is also all that could be desired. Late sorts also promise
to be an abundant crop, of good size, and with no trace of

disease in them at present. The exposure is open, and the
manure used consisted of well-rotted leaves from Pine-pit
Enings, to which were added a little bone dust, coal and turf
ashes, wood ashes, and soot, well mixed and sown in the drills.

In a Potato plot a few yards off the field, where rolling the
ground was not resorted to, Potato stalks have nearly disap-
peared by disease. From this statement the inference may be
fairly drawn that if rolling Potatoes at the proper time—which
is on the very first appearance of spot on the leaves, not days
after, as that would be labour lost—if not preventive, is pal-
Hative, and I strongly recommend Potato-growers to give the
practice a fair trial and publish the result.—R. Beobie, Bicton
Gardens.

Gaeden Netting.—Permit me to bring to your notice the
fact of there being another victim of garden-netting advertisers.

1 ordered -15 yards of two-yard-wide netting, and bad sent me
a quantity of mended-up rubbish, which when stretched did

not measure 3 feet. This netting was advertised as new and
2 yards wide, price Id. a squai'e yard. " Ejpericntia docet

.ituUos," and it will teach me to be more careful in avoiding
these rogues in future.

—

Ehswokih.

THE PiOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
COMMITTEES AND ARRANGEMENTS.

An idle rumour has got about that the CouncU of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society has decided to discontinue the fortnightly

meetings of the Fruit and Floral Committees in 1874. We
assure our readers that there is not the shadow of a founda-
tion for such a thing. At a meeting between the Committee of

Council and the Committee of exhibitors held last week, the

greatest solicitude was shown on the part of the Council to

preserve, and even to extend, the true horticultural character

of the Society, without which it would be u^ Horticultural

Society at all.

As I have often launched my spear at the arrangements of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society, I hope I may be allowed to

add my congratulations on the change which has come over

the face of things at South -Kensington. The curtailment of

the number of shows must be a relief to exhibitors, who have
been worried by their frequency, while it will somewhat save

the credit of the Society with the general public, who, having
paid half-a-crown to see an exhibition of which they have said

continually, " Is this all '/" feel generally disappointed. More-
over it will, we would hope, tend to reduce the expenses for

bands, Ac, which form so considerable an item in the Society's

expenditure. Nothing could be better devised than the plan

of forming a joint committee to decide upon the schedule for

next year ; and I feel quite confident that when the names of

the gentlemen selected shall have been made known, it will in-

spire the horticultural public with confidence in the honest in-

tentions of the Council to make the Society a real representative

of the horticultural interests of the kingdom. We have, let us
hope, seen an end of two things always injurious to any society

—the spirit of exchisiveness, and the ruling by cliques. A seat

on the Council will no longer be coveted as an entire into

society, but as a place where work is to be done for the good
of horticulture ; and notwithstanding the incubus of the Com-
missioners, which, like an old man of the mountain, hampers
the Council, they wiU, if they act in this spu-it, be so supported
by the good feeling of the great body of the Fellows, that they
will be enabled to steer clear of the difficulties which surround
them.—D., Deal.

UTILISATION OF HEAT.
Having read in your paper on several occasions articles and

letters upon heating power, which plainly showed me a good
part of heat was lost in the present system of heating con-

servatories, itc, I set myself to utilise this lost heat with the
following results. A small gas boiler was made as follows :

—

A chamber of copper 3 J inches square and

^^jj
5 inches high, with a zigzag funnel rising

rjl
from it 4J inches, with a hole 3i inches long

P^
.igijll

and five-eighths of an inch wide, which was
'

enclosed in a case of good galvanised iron,

4 inches square and ',IJ inches high. This

arrangement allows only a httle space be-

tween the encased chamber, with funnel and
the outer case, for water to circulate in. Ths
chamber and funnel are connected to the

outer case by means of flanges. The flow-

])ipe is on the right-hand side, at the top of

the boiler thu3 formed, and the return pipe

underneath it at the bottom. Pieces were cut out of the sides

to gain admission to the chamber; the opening thus made
serves as a door. Beneath the boiler is placed a piece of per-

forated metal, which serves as a stand, and regulates the

supply of air to the gas when burning. Sui-mounting the

boiler is a cap, from which rises the chimney.

The latter is about 10 feet long, running obliquely and rising

1 foot in 10 feet. To this small boiler I have attached 30 feet

of 1 J-inch ordinai"y malleable iron pipe filled with water. The
gas IS applied in the chamber through a burner made partly

on Bnnseu's principle, and regulated by an ordinary gas-

burner, allowing 3 feet to pass hourly. The heat generated
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ty this small amount of gas is nearly exhausted in the cham-

ber (which absorbs the radiated heat) and the zigzag funnel,

and heats the water in the 30 feet of piping to boiling in about

two hours. The whole of the heat, however, is not yet ex-

hausted, for there rises steam (which is the product of perfect

combustion, and not smoke), from the burning gas through

the funnel, which is of about the same temperature as the

water in the boiler (il^). This passes into the chimney, and

the chimney being in an obUque position does not allow the

steam (which is so finely divided when it leaves the funnel

that it cannot be seen, but may be felt by placing the hand
over it), to pass freely into the air ; while it is detained in the

chimney the heat is spent upon the pipe, making it a good

heat ; the steam at the same time is condensed into water, and

the water thus formed runs down on the inside till it reaches

the bottom, where it is caught by a small tube which conveys

it to the return pipe of the boiler. The water thus obtained

is a never-failing supply, and is more than sufficient to main-

tain the waste continually going on in the boiler and pipes.

When boiling point has been attained, one-third of the gas

may be turned off, the remaining gas being sufficient to keep-up

a good heat in the 40 feet of pipes, an extent which, I beUeve,

has not been heated by such a small power until now.

come to see and be seen, who think the band of the Guards
far beyond the loveliest banks of flowers ever seen ; and here,

too, the real lovers of dowers, who deUght in the opportunity
of meeting their brethren, and of having a chat over their

favourites, be they Orchids, Roses, or any of the fair denizens
of Flora's kingdom. But here I am bound to say the likeness

ceases. There is no muddle ; there is the utmost consideration

shown to all ; exhibitors are regarded, not as those who are

making a good thing out of the Society, but as being the main
causes of its success. There may be disappointment ; some
have not sent who promised, yet no malediitiou is hurled at

them but " We can do without them," the philosophical com-
mentary on their failure. Judges are treated with the courtesy

due to men who have an onerous but honourable task to fulfil

;

I can never call it a thankless one, for in the provinces, at least,

we receive thanks in abundance. Secretaries and Committee
are of one mind, and all goes smoothly " as a marriage bell."

Such has been my experience this year of Leeds and York, and
now of Taunton, and I dare to say, from former experience, will

be of Manchester.

The Exhibition this year at Taunton was in many respects a
great improvement on that of last year. Prizes of ,i'20, .il5,

i'j, and i'3 had been offered for twelve stove and greenhouse
plants, and brought together a goodly array of fine plants, the

first prize being awarded to Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham, and

c. Tube to collect the water.

D. Hot-water pipes.

Apparatus to prevent down-
draught.

F. Reaterg.

Dotted lines, another arrangement for pipes.

From the experiments I have indulged in I gather that if

greater heating surface—in the above small boiler there are

nearly 200 square inches—were given in boilers, more hot water

coold be obtained than in the present systems of heating. If

properly managed, the heat which passes up the chimney can

be utilised ; and, moreover, in gas-boilers the steam produced

by burning gas can be made use of when condensed by the

process described. One other difficulty 1 surmounted in my
expsriments—I invented a small and simple apparatus to fix

on the top of the chimney, which simply makes it impossible

for wind to get into the chimney from above to blow out the

gas, and at the same time it does not interfere with the up
draught. Of this invention I do not now intend to say much,
as it has just passed into the hands of a chimney-pot manu-
facturer, who intends to bring it out as a chimney-pot which
will prevent any rain, hail, or wind getting down a chimney.
This invention gave me great satisfaction, for I know many
habitations will be benefited which are troubled with rain,

hail, and wind being driven down the chimney.

—

Geo. Smith,

'J, Caroline Street, Kendal.

P.S.—Would you kindly inform me if water or steam from
bnmt gas has been made use of in any other heating ap-

paratus 7

TAUNTON DEANE HORTICDLTDRAL AND
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

AoAiJi it has been my pleasant privilege to assist at one of

(hose provincial shows which so fully evidence the horticultural
tastes of our people, and form so pleasant a means of bringing
together both gentle and simple. How one sees human nature
is ever the same, whether in town or country ; here, as well as

in London, the same groups of anxious e.xhibitors and still

more anxions gardeners; here to be seen, too, the man who,
Kke the inevitable dog on the Derby-day, must ever appear on
the scene, hot and angry because his pet productions have not
received the award he at least thought they deserved ; here the
same groups who care not a doit about the flowers, but who

the second to J. E. Saunders, Esq. ; in this the competition was
open to all, while in the amateurs' class some excellent plants

were also shown. Ferns were exhibited in admirable condi-

tion, and I have rarely seen finer masses of Lycopods than
those exhibited on this occasion. When I say that Messrs.

Kelway & Son exhibited Gladioli, it will be at once seen that

there was something worth looking at. Mr. Dobree, an amateur,

and a very successful one, exhibited some fine stands. There
were also some excellent stands of Asters, both French and
German, exhibited by Messrs. Kehvay & Sou, Dobree, and
others—stands that would not be out of place at any exhibition.

There was, as is usual on the occasion of provincial shows, an
excellent display of vegetables and fruit. Among the former

were some very beautiful Kidney Potatoes exhibited by Mr.
MUlar, of Sherborne, called Lady Paget, a very clean, well-

shaped tuber, and which I was assured was equaUy good for use.

It would be needless to particularise all the excellent things

exhibited, and although it may be invidious to single out of so

many good things those that were not up to the mark, I must
yet say a word anent the table decorations. Good prizes were
offered, but they only brought out one competitor, and the

table was so poor and mean that the Judges were obliged to

withhold the first prize, and had grave doubts whether they ought

to give even a second. When I recollect that Miss Hassard

has exhibited at a previous show, it cannot be from ignorance

of what is correct that this table was set up, and I hope another

year may bring a keener contest and a more correct taste.

The day was evidently regarded as the holiday of tho year

;

the town was en fete, shops were closed, and all classes seemed
to thoroughly enter into the spirit of the hoUday. As in most
of these cases, success is mainly owing to the exertions of a

good and indefatigable secretary; and in Mr. Saunders the

Society possess one who combines courtesy with zeal, and in

endeavouring to gratify the wishes of all concerned, he does not

forget that firmness is necessary to keep things straight.—

D., Deal.

Flowers ijj Mexico.—One thing which strikes one pleasantly

in Mexico is the wonderful abundance of flowers. All the

year round crowds of Indios sit at the street corners in the
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early morning mating, ami selling for a real, bouquets which in

I/oudoa or New York could not be got for a guinea. Roses,
Verbenas, Heliotropes, and Carnations grow like weeds ; and,
besides the Inade-up bouquets, the Indios from the mountains
bring down packs on then- backs of the " Flor de San Juan"
(Bouvardia), a flower like an immense white Jasmine, and for

a"quartilla" (IM.) you can buy an armful of it, which will

scent a whole house for a week. Our rooms were always fra-

grant with the bouquets which came in every two or three
days, and sometimes round the hanging baskets in the windows
a lovely humming bird would hover like a living emerald, and
dip his long bOl into the flowers for honey.— [Good IVords.)

A FEW NOTES ON STRAWBEBRIES.
I HAVE read with interest the various communications on

Strawberries, and am rather surprised not to see any mention
made of two sorts of which I am in possession—namely,
Souvenir de Kieff and James Yeitch. The former I have
grown for several years, and have found it an excellent

Strawberry, an abundant cropper, of good flavour, and a good
traveller, which is a great point in its favour ; it also remains
a long time in bearing, ripening-off the latter part of the crop
nearly equal in size to the first. I was induced to grow it by
seeing Dr. Hogg's commendation of it in The Joukxal of
HoETicuLTDEE some years ago. James Veitch is another
Strawberry I hope to retain in my collection, as it is one of

the finest-flavoured Strawberries that has come under my
notice for years, and will, no doubt, become a favourite when
better known. It will succeed to a certainty on light soil as

well as heavy. A gentleman, whom I know to be a good judge
of fruit, paid me a visit during the Strawberry season, and
after tasting Lucas, The Amateur, Sir J. Paxtou, and several

others, pronounced it the best flavoured of them all. The
plant is hardy and very prolific, and the fruit firm when ripe,

and will bear packing and travelling well.

I am glad to see that Dr. Eoden has obtained these proper-
ties in some of his new varieties, as such are most essential

for market purposes. I am sorry to find La Coustaute de-
ficient in the above good qualities, particularly in wet seasons

;

the fruit is then so very soft that it will not bear a touch, pack
it how you may. I am in favour of Mr. Luckhurst's sj'stem of

Strawberry-culture, which is the same as that which I have
adopted for years, and I always found that whatever I planted
after Strawberries gave a good return.—W. Graves, Market
Gardener.

NOTES AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Wednesday, August 20th, was the show of Gladioli and

Hollyhocks, and these two elegant and noble autumn flowers

have seldom been seen to better advantage. The HoUyhook
has been long grown, and one would almost suppose that very
little improvement could take place in the build of the in-

dividual flowers and the formation of the spikes, but the fact

that Lord Hawke obtained six first-class certificates from the
Floral Committee in one season shows the falsity of any such
reasoning. Not only has he improved the flowers, but he has
obtained new coloui-s as well ; his Vanguard and Lilac Queen
are quite distinct.

The Gladiolus has also been vastly improved within the last

six or seven years. Mr. Kelway has made a speciality of this

flower, and is rapidly improving it, but there is much need
still for variety in colour. We want a few more dark varieties.

Jupiter, one of M. Souchet's new sorts sent out last year, is a
move in the right direction ; it is a maroon crimson, but is a
very delicate sort, and the flowers are too far apart on the
spike. The new ones sent out by the foreign growers this year-

are in no way remarkable. One variety which I exhibited
at South Kensington named Octavie seems to be the best.

Addison is distinct, a sort of claret colour, and the spike is

good.
There is much grumbling amongst the growers about the

degeneration of their roots. Well, I fancy a good deal of it is

their own fault. If you overfeed anything that has life, be it

animal or plant, the result will be a disarrangement of the
system. The Gladiolus is grown year after year in ground
highly manured, and this is not enoush—it is supplied with as
much manure water as the roots will take up, and the result

is death in many cases, and in others grand spikes for one
year ; but as far as my experience has yet gone, the same roots
will not stand driving another season. As to the disease,

which has been so much written about, I do not think we can
say anything about the nature of it. I have many spikes

which change to yellow prematurely. I believe everybody who
has grown the Gladiolus for one year will have seen it. Mr.
Dombrain says it is the disease, but on pulling such plants up
in the collection at Loxford not a root is spotted ; but as our
collection is very large, we can afford to destroy all such, and
thus the unhealthy roots are reduced to a minimum.

I have just looked over youi' announcement of the arrange-

ments of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society for

next year. I do think it a wise step tc reduce the number of

shows, but I do not at all like the first week in September for

the autumn show ; if the Gladiolus is to be introduced, the

best blooms wiU be over. If it could be held one or two weeks
earlier it would be better for the Gladiolus, and I fancy if the

Dahlia and Hollyhock exhibitors were consulted, it would be
found to answer equally well for them.

There were also exhibited at this meeting three specimens of

a remarkable Cockscomb from Mr. McLachlan, of Glasgow.
The dmiensions were given in last week's number. I have
seen very good Cockscombs exhibited at different provincial

shows ; I have grown and exhibited some very good ones
myself, and have taken first prizes with them ; but anything
to equal the Glasgow specimens I have never seen. There
was considerable discussion amongst the fraternity, whether it

was a new variety, or whether such excellent examples were
only the result of good cultivation. The Committee evidently

held to the latter opinion. Mr. McLachlan says it is a cross

between a variety he received from America and the old Scotch
variety. He says the difference is quite perceptible when they
have been staged for competition at Glasgow. I think it

would be well if the Royal Horticultural Society would give a
prize for Cockscombs. They are grown by several people in the

neighbourhood of London. A bank of well-grown specimens
would form a novel feature at the September show.—J. Douglas.

TRICKS OF TRADE.
There are few persons who engage in the interesting pursuit

of attempting to improve flowers and fruits who are not en-
couraged as much by the love of fame as by the hope of pecu-
niary reward. There are some few, indeed, who never wish to

make money by their seedlings, and many who may be actuated
by a mixture of motives who fail to do so. A man who raises

a single seedling may raise a fine variety, but he who intends

to be a successful raiser knows that number is an important
element in his calculations. There is a fascination in the em-
ployment which resembles that which gamblers appear to feel,

though without the injurious moral effects of their pursuit.

To raise a new and good flower or fruit, not by mere chance;
but as the result of careful breeding, appears almost hke a
creation, and I believe the raiser has a keener enjoyment than
falls to the lot of the man who is only a cultivator. But this,

like every other pleasure, has its drawbacks. The small number
of prizes to the multitude of blanks is a serious consideration j

and if he has been successful in the past, the difficulty of

making further improvements often appears an increasing one.

Thus to keep up the same rate of improvement we are annu-
ally tempted to greater exertions. Now, if the raiser is im-
portant to horticulture, he ought not to be robbed of half his-

reward—that is to say, of his fame, when he happens to be
successful.

These remarks will not appear uncalled for to any person
who has been a successful raiser of any fruit, flower, or vege-

table. How often do we find our pets renamed, or sent out in

such a way that others have the credit of their production.

Raisers, like artists, are said to be a vain race, and perhaps
only raisers know how vexing these things are.

I have been induced to make these remarks by a perusal of
Mr. Cannell's catalogue, seventeenth edition, just received,

which I think appears as unfairly compiled as any ever pub-
lished. It is known to many of your readers that one of my
hobbies has been the raising of bedding Geraniums, and that

I have grown thousands per year to pick out a dozen, but the

public is often ignorant of the fact that a favourite sort came
from Chilwfill. This is inevitable, because in naming a plant

it is impossible to always name the raiser; but the case to

which I call attention is quite another affair. The facts are

these : In 1871, having been unusually successful in raising

sorts that appeared worth cultivation, I sent out twenty-four

varieties in 1872 ; and that no one might be dissatisfied in case-

all were not equally good, I not only charged a low sum for
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them—oOs. iDcluding package, but to persons in trade like Mr.
Cannell sent extra plants gratis. These were the kinds so

splendidly shown by Mr. Brise and Mr. Catlin lately at Ken-
sington. Now, page 56 in Mr. Caunell's catalogue there is a

list of " Mr. Pearson's new varieties of 1872," which contains

eighteen kinds (one of these being a sort sent out the year

before) ; and on refeiTing to other parts of the list will be found
the following names—Corsair, page 33 ; Col. Holden, Rev.
C. P. Peach, Lawrence Heywood, page 34 ; Florence Durand,
Rose Bradwai-dine, Mrs. F. Burnaby, Amaranth, Amy Robsart,

Mrs. R. Hole, page 55 ; the cream of this collection of 1S72,

without one single word to indicate that they were raised by
me, or that they formed part of the collection of 1872 received

from me

!

When Mr. Canuell and others showed at Kensington my
Tarieties for the prize offered by the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety for new bedding Geraniums, without any remark to in-

dicate they were not their own productions, I thought it bad
enough ; but to advertise the cream of my collection as though
he were the raiser, and put my name to what may be con-

sidered as the skimmed mUk, is rather more than one is called

Bpon, I think, to bear.

Then, again, on page 58, there is another list headed,
-" Highly recommended, and sent out by Mr. Pearson," with-

out any date. Would any person doubt these were sorts just

sent out by me, instead of kinds put in commerce in 1870,
which is the fact ? Mr. Cannell will find this sort of thing will

not do ; a bear robbed of her young is a savage animal, so is a
laiser robbed of his honour.—J. R. Peaeson, Chilwell.

SPUBIOUS CHEEKIES.
I THINE many persons have reason to thank your correspon-

dent, who wrote at page 63 about spurious May Duke Cherries,
for drawing attention to the subject. I trust our gardeners
will be alive about it, and try to preserve some of the real

stock before it become extinct. I have been a victim to the
present state of things for years, and could fiU a foUo, I think,

with histories of my disappointments in May Duke esjiecially,

and I might add other Cherries also, but I will not inflict so
much on you ; suffice it to say that I gave up one of my best
positions on a good south-east wall to a young May Duke,
as I supposed, some ten years ago. This being a high situa-

tion, what with bad seasons and one thing or other, the fruit

that we picked from the tree was always small, poor, and
tasteless. This year it is, if possible, though abundant, worse
than nsnal, so that I concluded it must have been a delusion
of my youthful days (Uke Dickens's treacle tarts) that May
Duke Cherries were so delicious, and I had resolved to take up
the tree and dedicate its place to a Beurnj Bosc Pear. Your
correspondent's letter has, however, opened my eyes at last.

I wish he would add to our obligation to him by hinting where
a really good May Duke pould be obtained next planting season.
My May Dukes (so calledj this year might well have passed for

small, poor, early Morellos.—C. R.
I saw a letter published last week, asking if it is true that a

Blackberry grafted on a Dewberry (what is a Dewberry ?) pro-
duces a splendid fruit, hke a bunch of Grapes. I cannot credit
this, can yon ?

[The Dewberry, Bnbns ciesius, belongs to the same genus as
the Blackberry. It is a small trailing Bramble, common in
our hedges. There is no truth in the statement.

—

Eds.]

EXPEBIIIENTS IN THE CULTURE OF FIGS
IN CALIFORNIA.

E\onMOC3 quantities of fruit are now put up in tin cans in
this State ; and you will bo surprised, perhaps, as I was the
other day, to hear of an orchard of Peach and Apricot trees,
which bears this year its first full crop, and for one hundred
acres of which the owners have received ?IO,000 cash—gold,
selling the fruit on the trees, without risk of ri])ening or
trouble of picking. Yet Peaches and Apricots are not the
most profitable fruits in this State, for the Cherry—the most
delicious Cherries in the world grow here—is worth even more;
and I suspect that the few farmers who have orchards of
Plums, and carefully dry the fruit, make as much money as
the Cherry-owners. There has sprung up a very lively de-
mand for Californian dried Plums. They bring from twenty to
twenty-two cents per pound at wholesale in San Francisco,
and even as high as thirty cents for the best quality ; and I

am told that last season a considerable quantity was shipped
eastward, and sold at a handsome profit in New Y'ork. The
Plum bears heavily and constantly north of Sacramento, and
does not suffer from the curculio ; and the dried fruit is de-
licious and wholesome. Some day the farmers, who are now
experimenting with Figs, will, I do not doubt, produce also a
marketable dried Fig. The tree flouiishes in almost all parts
of the State. Usually it bears two and often three crops
a-year ; and it grows into a noble and stately tree. So far, the
preparation of dried Figs has not been successful here. In
the fruit stores you see abundance of Figs, but they are
generally brown or black in colour, aud not tempting to the
sight, though palatable enough. I am told that when Smyrna
Figs sell for twenty to thirty cents per pound, Californian Figs
bring but from five to ten cents. The tree comes into fuU
bearing, where its location is favourable, in its third or fourth
year ; and ought to yield then about 60 lbs. of dried Figs, I
am told. I suspect the cost of labour will control the drying
of Figs, for they must be picked by hand. If they fall to the
ground they are easily bruised, and the bruised part turns
sour. They are dried in the shade, and on straw, which lets

the air get to every part. Irrigation is not good after the tree

bears, as the Figs do not dry so readily. Bii-ds and ants are
fond of the fruit ; aud in one place I was told the birds took
almost the whole of the first crop. There are many varieties

of the Fig grown in this State, but the White Smyrna is, I
believe, thought to be the best for market. There are no large

plantations of this tree in the State, but it is found on almost
every farm aud country place, and is a very wholesome fruit

when eaten green.

When the farmers of the Sacramento Valley become tired of
sowing Wheat, and when the land comes into the hands of

small fai'mers, as it is now doing to some extent, it will be dis-

covered that fruit trees are surer and more profitable than
grain. This spring I hear a considerable emigration is coming
into California, and I advise everyone who goes there to farm
to lose no time before planting an orchard. Trees grow very
rapidly, and it will be many years before such fruits as the
Cherry, Plum, Apricot, or tlae raisin Grape are too abundant
to yield to their owners exceptionally large profits.

—

{New York
Tribune.)

GARDENING IN THE WEST.—No. 7.

TOHTWOETH COURT, THE SEAT OF THE EABL OF DUCIB.

OvERLOOKiNB the picturesque vale of Berkeley, aud com-
manding views of hill, wood, and water, stands Tortworth
Court, the noble mansion of the Earl of Ducie, aud of which
the gardens aud pleasure grounds are of high renown, both for

their beauty and the skill with which they are managed by
Mr. Cramb, whose reputation as a gardener is so well esta-

blished, that it is almost superfluous to remark that what he
does is well done, and that many a useful lesson may be de-
rived from his practice. Tortworth is about three miles from
the Chartield station of the Midland Une from Birmingham to

Bristol, and is easily reached from either of these towns, as
well as from Bath ; but from London the route is more round-
about, aud it makes very little difference whether one travels
via Stonehouse, Bath, or Bristol.

Tortworth is the Tortword of Domesday Book ; and passing
over the Alwold, Turstin, Kingston, Le Veel, Matthews, Throck-
morton, and Webb, who were successively lords of the manor,
we find it recorded that the last-named sold it in 1610 to Su-

Robert Ducie, Bart., of whose descendants it has continued in

possession. In 1661 Sir William Ducio had a license from the
Crown to enclose Tortworth Park.
The mansion, of which we give a representation from &

photograph by Messrs. Dutton, of Henrietta Villas, Bath, is in

the Tudor-Gothic style, and was erected only a few years
ago, the old house, situated near the church aud the famous old

Chestnut, having been pulled down all but some of the walls,

which have been left as an Ivy-mantled ruin. The church,
too, has been rebuilt, its God's acre added to, cottages built,

with large gardens attached, which are let on the most liberal

terms, and a co-operative store established, which proves a
great boon to the cottagers, who are far from any good market.
The principal entrance to the mansion faces the east, and it

will give an idea of the dimensions of the pile of buildings

when we state that the central tower, which forms a con-

spicuous object in our engraving, is 130 feet high. The chapel
on the right is now being pulled down ; aud although not

strictly a gardening matter, we may remark that in one of the
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rooms there is a very extensive geological collection, with

many antiquities as well. The glass houses which are seen in

our illustration consist of a corridor connecting the mansion
with a stove originally intended for the culture of tropical

fruits, but now containing grand specimens of Latanias and
other Palms, and noble Ferns, of which Cibotium Schiedei and

prinoeps are particularly noteworthy, the fronds of the latter

extending over a space of 20 feet in diameter. Flowering

plants are introduced to give life and colour to the scene, and

in winter the corridor is gay with Camellias and forced flowers

of various kinds. It may be interesting here to note, that the

Indian Rhododendron Falcoueri had been fertilised with a

deep scarlet hardy variety, and was seeding at the time of our

visit. There is thus a prospect of a new race of this splendid

shrub being either directly produced, or obtained indirectly by

subsequent breeding. Outside, on one of the walls, is Vitis

polymorphs, which forms a dense covering, and in autumn the

leaves change to a glowing crimson. On the south side of the

house is a geometric garden, in which the beds are filled with

Savin, Ivy, Yew, Cotoueaster microphylla, and other subjects

calculated to produce a dressed appearance at all seasons of

the year. A blaze of colour is not desired, but bedding plants

are not neglected, as there is an ample display of them on the
terrace. There is, be it said, a quietness and repose in the
whole arrangement quite in keeping with the beautiful natural
scenery which meets the eye in this direction where the lake

is seen winding between two steep hills densely clothed with
trees to the water's edge, presenting a landscape such as is to

be equalled at few places in this country.

But before quitting the vicinity of the mansion for the lake

side we will remark, that the park at Tortworth exceeds 160O
acres in extent, and that in the pleasure grounds surrounding
the house, as well as in the park, are numerous fine Conifers,

besides trees of other descriptions. The geological formation
is somewhat varied, and Mr. Cramb, who has paid great at-

tention to this subject and the effect of these variations on the
growth of the trees, has made many interesting observations

which it is to be hoped he will some day make public. He
finds that all the Coniferas succeed well on the red sandstone,
but not on the lime ; on this, howoi'er, the Deodar does well,

so do the Elm and the Beech, whilst the Chestnut thrives best

on the lias, and Picea bracteata and Araucaria imbricata luxu-

riate on the new red sandstone—one of the latter is 40 feet

high. Of Wellingtonia gigantea we noticed several fine speei-

TOETWURTH LOUKT.

mens, one of them measuring 46 feet high, and what is re-

markable, there was a fine tree planted in a depth of soil

—

limestone brash—not exceeding 10 or 12 inches. The Austrian
Pine is here used to a considerable extent for shelter, and Mr.
Cramb justly, we think, considers that perhaps no other tree is

so well adapted for the purpose. It may be interesting to

note, that in crossing the pleasure grounds a plant of Acer
rubrum was pointed out to us, and on this the Mistletoe had
established itself and was growing vigorously. There are

several clumps of Thorns in the grounds, and no doubt when
in flower these of themselves are a charming feature, for at

the time they were planted every known species that could be
had was obtained, and one of them (we regret to say we did
not note its name), we were told, had flowered as early as

February 1st. Before passing on to the lake we must add, that
the pleasure grounds are not only diversified with clumps of

shrubs, but with single specimens of Conifers, and that by
constant attention to pruning these the individuality of each
is carefully preserved.
We wUl now pass along the side of the lake—a piece of water

covering some twenty-live acres, but long, and winding in the
gorge between two steep hills, clad with a natural vegetation of

Beech and Ash, and the sides broken with perpendicular and
jutting rocks. On one side there is just the site for a charm-
ing Rhododendron garden, but by no means the soil, for it is

limestone, and yet farther on there is a piece of ground of

quite a different formation , thrown up by some convulsion of

Nature. Pursuing our way, with a Ferny bank on one side, the
still lake on the other, we come to the remains of an old vine-

yard, with stone terrace walls stUl in tolerably good preserva-

tion, but the culture was given up owing to some dispute

about tithes, and although the situation is high, yet as it faces

south, and is well sheltered on the north, there can be no doubt-

that Grapes would ripen well in such a place, and quite well

enough in any year for wine-making. Leaving the lake we
pass to a place rejoicing in the suggestive but not inviting

name of Bloody Acre, which is said to have been a place of

fight between the Danes and Saxons, and as the position is

good and there are remains of earthworks, it is not at all im-
possible that the Romans figured there as well ; now, how-
ever, it is peaceful enough, and there are planted trees which
Roman, nor Dane, nor Saxon ever saw, but which are the in-

troductions of the race springing from all three (but mainly
the last), from the old world and the then-uudreamt-of new
hemisphere. There the Deodar is luxuriating, Cupressus toru-

losa does fau"ly, but not so well as on the sandstone, and there

are many others which are well represented ; but the lime-

stone, which forms the staple of the soil, as already remarked,
does not appear to be favourable to Conifers.

Emerging from this place of former strife, and skirting the

park, we overlook the farm, formerly in the occupation of th&
Editor of the.iiiricuUiiral Gazette, but now in that of Mr. Cob-
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ham, a Scotch gardener originally—a farm of i-.H acres with-

out a tree or hedge, and though such a state of things may be

eminently unpicturesque, it must also be admitted it is emi-

nently practical, and in this age of dear food and dear labour

every inch of ground must be made productive, and man and
horse power must be economised to the utmost. The day is

coming when much of the labour of our farms will be done by
eteam, and for the profitable application of this fields will

have to be made larger, hedgerows and pollards fewer. We
should be sorry to see our picturesfine winding country lanes

give place to hard straight lines and wire fence?, but there is

many a stragghng division between fields, choked with weeds
and brambles, and useful neither as a fence nor shelter, which
will have to be improved off the face of the earth. We omitted
to mention in connection with the Conifers in the park that the

largest Pinus insignis is 4.5 feet high ; this escaped the severe

frosts of the winter of 1860-61, but seventy-five trees of the
same species were killed.

The old Chestnut to which we have already referred still

exists, and though it has thrown-up a number of offshoots, it

is, as may readily be supposed from its great age, in a very

dilapidated condition. We were informed that there are his-

torical records of it as early as the middle of the eighth century,
and Gilpin says that tradition relates that it was a lioundary

tree even as long since as the reign of King Stephen—that is,

in the first half of the twelfth century, and if so, it must have
been old even then, for saplings are not selected as boundary
marks. When Gilpin saw it in 180M, Lord Ducie had lately

released it from the garden-wall which pressed iipon it, and
enlivened it by the application of fresh earth to its roots.

Even as late as 1788 it had produced great quantities of Chest-

nuts, small, but sweet and well-flavoured. Large as is this

tree, it is far inferior in size to that upon Mount Etna, called

the " Castagna de Cento Cavalli," or " The Chestnut tree of a

hundred horses." It was 204 feet in girth, whilst that at

Tortworth is not recorded to have exceeded (10 feet. Atkyns,
historian of Gloucestershire, writing in 1721, says there is a
remarkable Chestnut tree growing in the garden of the

manor-house, which tradition says was there in the reign of
King John. In 1721 it was 19 yards in circumference, and
seemed to be several trees incorporated, but this is not the fact„

with other young growing-up. The ancient manor-house was
near the church. Mr. Strutt (" Sylva Britannica"), gives an
account of this tree which substantially agrees with the^au-

THE TORTWORTH CHESTNDT.

thorities we have quoted, together with an illustration which
we reproduce, as it conveys a tolerably accurate idea of the
tree at the present day.
The fruit and kitchen garden, including a walled orchard of

three acres, covers between nine and ten acres, and is a model
of good keeping, while the trees, both on the walls and in the
borders, are healthy and fruitful, neither over-luxuriant on the
one hand, nor, on the other, presenting those signs of decrepitude
and premature old age so frequently seen in gardens of this

description. There are about seventy kinds of Apples, dessert
and cnlinary, most of them trained in a bush form, branching
at a yard from the ground. Nothing could be better than
their appearance and that of the Pear trees, of which the
varieties grown are equally numerous. Mr. Cramb has paid
great attention to the selection of varieties suitable to the soil

and locality, and as soon as it is discovered that any kind,
whether new or old, is unsatisfactory, it has to give place to
another. The result has been that we have here a choice and
well-approved collection. The Pears, Plums, Cherries, and
other wall trees, it need hardly be said, are excellently managed.
In the open quarters standard Plum trees are also grown in
rows between Currants and Gooseberries, whilst the borders by
the side of the kitchen garden walks opposite the walls are
occupied with bush Pears and Plums. On one of the walls are

a number of Mr. Rivers' new Peaches and Nectarines on trial

;

and in connection with these Mr. Cramb mentions that for
^ears he had been much troubled with black fly, and that he
had found Pooley's tobacco powder the only effectual remedy.
The Apricot wall has a south-west aspect, but owing to the
excessive rains from the Bristol Channel the crop proved un-
satisfactory ; a glass coping was then put up, but the result was
no better, and now a hundred-feet run has been covered with a.

glass case 6 feet wide and 11 feet high at back, and a crop has
been secured, as well as the certainty of others in the future.

In the two Peach houses and five vineries there are splendid
crops. Mr. Cramb has worked Lady Downe's and West's St.

Peter's on the Black Hamburgh stock, and finds that thus
treated the berries of the former are not so liable to scald
as when the Vine is on its own roots. Ho has likewise simi-

larly worked the Muscat of Alexandria. There are, besides,

two Fig houses, an orchard house, Melon and Cucumber houses,
a Pine stove, and several plant houses and pits well filled and
cared for. Mr. Cramb's house, in front of which is a small
geometric flower garden, offers a marked contrast to the small,
ill-ventilated dwellings which are still often found squeezed
into some obscure corner of the garden, though happily their

number is now growing fewer. It is spacious, with largo rooms
and plenty of them, and provided with evei^ requisite accom-
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modation, and an unlimited supply of water both hard and soft.

We may remark that an accurate meteorological joui-ual is kept
at the gardens, and before closing this notice we will simply add
that the pleasure of Mr. Cramb's intelligent converse, and the
knowledge to be gained fi-om his long experience which he
freely communicates, would alone repay for a visit to Tortworth.

STEAWBEKET OULTUEE.
It is altogether superfluous for Mr. Peach to state that he is

an unbehever in recognised theories, when the whole of the
paragraphs preceding this statement plainly show that not
only is he so, but that he has theories of his own which are

totally at variance with the teachings of one's esperience, and
which are calculated to mislead those who are ignorant of the
real requirements of this useful plant.

My standard of excellence is a high one, and I very strongly
question if what Mr. Peach considers to be fine fruit would at

all approach it. The statements to which he takes exception
ai'e no mere theories, but are deduced from considerable ex-

perience, and are therefore thoroughly practical, for I follow no
beaten track if I can find a better one, and, like Mr. Peach,
have tried old Strawberry beds side by side with new ones,
always getting a plentiful supply of fruit, but with very few
really fine berries, and that is why the term paltry is applied
to it ; for when the pristine vigour of a plant becomes so ex-

hausted that its produce deteriorates in size if not in riuality,

it cannot fairly be said to continue in full bearing. Consider-
ing that the mode of culture requisite to produce .Strawberries

of the highest excellence is so simple, it is surprising enoiigh
that old and exhausted beds are still so prevalent, but it is far

more extraordinary that anyone should be found to advocate
aach a state of things.

All Strawberry plants make fresh growth immediately after
the fruiting season, whether manure is applied or not, and the
ripening of the crowns follows this growth and does not pre-
cede it. It appears to me, therefore, that the best time to
apply manure must be when growth is in full activity, and
by forking the manure into the surface soil a store of rich
nutriment is in readiness for the young roots, which seize upon
it with avidity, hence the autumnal growth is so vigorous that
the stout robust foliage passes through the severest winter al-

most unscathed. The application of mulching at so late a
period of the year as October or November, confers no im-
mediate benefit upon the plants, and can serve only to enrich
the sou for a subsequent period of growth. Let both plans be
compared, and I think conviction must follow that the period of

active growth is the time to apply manure, and not when the
plants are at rest, and I should certainly include such treatment
under the category of untimely culture.

—

Edwakd Ldciuiubst.

A MONUMENT OP TEEES.
^
A SKETCH of the history of Thomas Hamilton, Earl of Had-

dington, recounts his love of tree-planting, and the fact of the
publication of a book " On Forest Trees," composed mainly of
letters from his pen to his grandson. He is shown to be one
of the most sagacious and enterprising of rural gentlemen, in
the improvement of his domain, but loved the pleasure of the
hunt too well. His wife took upon herself the fancy that trees
•could be planted and made to grow, and the author thus re-
counts the way she came to carry out her will

:

"When I came," he says, " to live here (Tynninghame), there
were not above fourteen acres set with trees. I believe that it

was a received notion that no tree would grow here on account
of the sea air and the north-east wind ; so that the rest of our
family, who had lived here, either believed the common
opinion or did not delight in planting. I had no pleasure in
planting, but delighted in horses and dogs and the sports of
the fields ; but my wife did what she could to engage me to it,

but in vain. At last she asked leave to go about it herself,
which she did, and I was much pleased with some little things
which were well laid out and executed. These attracted my
notice, and the Earl of Mar, the Marquis of Tweedale and
others, admued the beauty of the work and the enterprise of
the lady."

After her ladyship had succeeded in rearing several orna-
mental clumps, she proposed to enclose and plant the moor of
Tynninghame, a waste common of about three hundred Scotch
acres. The Earl agreed to her making the experiment, and, to
the surprise of everyone, the moor was speedily covered with
a thriving plantation, that received the name of Eiuuiugwood.

His lordship was tempted, by the success of these trials, to
enter himself with great eagerness into the plan of sheltering

and enriching the family estate by plantations. He planted
several other pieces of waste land, enclosed and divided his

cultivated fields with strips of wood, and even made a tract

along the seashore called the East Links, which had always
been regarded as a ban-en sand, productive of the finest Firs.

" And thus," says Mr. McWilliam, in his ingenious and use-

ful " Essay on the Dry Eot and Cultivation of Forest Trees,"
" did her ladyship, to the honour of her sex and benefit of

her lord and her country, overcome the prejudices- of the sea
and the barren moor being pernicious, and of horses and dogs
being the best amusement for a nobleman ; converting a dash-
ing sou of Ninu-od into an industrious planter, a thoughtless
spendthrift into a frugal patriot."

Thus cau good wives in ev'ry station

Ou man work mii-acles of reformation ;

And were sucli wives more common, their husbands would endure it

;

However gr-eat the malady, a living wife can cui-e it.

And much their aid is wanted ; we hope they'll use it faii-ish,

^NTiile barren ground, where wood should be, appeal's in every parish.

— [Horticulturist).

AEALIA SPINOSA.
Uninviting as this tree assuredly is in winter, there are few

whci look upon it when well clothed with foliage but are im-
pressed with its beauty and remarkable appearance. The ex-

traordinary length of its finely-pinnated leaves, which are

produced in sufficient number to give the tree a light, airy,

and yet graceful appearance, seldom fails to attract attention
;

added to which are fine heads of bloom, frequently at a time
when comparatively few trees present us with such a sight.

The tree is also very hardy, and I do not think it at all par-

ticular as to the ground it is planted in ; only, in consequence
of the extreme size of its foliage, shelter from the highest
winds seems advisable, for we occasionally find branches broken
in summer from this cause, the wood being very brittle and
the growth somewhat loose and straggling.

The tree would not be much of a favourite were it not for

its magnificent foliage. A specimen we have been growing on a

site not at all favoured, and which I have frequently measured,
has foliage exceeding 5 feet in length up the stalk and leaflets

together, and upwards of 4 feet in breadth, while the individual
leaflets are not much larger than those of the common Ash.
The leaf-stem is furnished with prickles here and there, which
tend to protect it, for, unlike those on the woody stem,
which are thickly set and stand out straight at right angles to

the branch they are inserted on, those on the leafstalk are
hooked inversely, but the latter are not very numerous, and
present no impediments to the handling of the leaf by anyone
exercising ordinary care. A full-grown leaf is generally ad-
mired by all to whom remarkable foliage has a charm, and
having some sUght resemblance to the fronds of some of our
largest Ferns, it covers the greater iiortion of a good-sized

table when spread out upon it. In general contour it is also

flat, or rather with a graceful bend in the main leafstalk only

;

when laid down upon a flat surface its outlines are seen at a
moment. The flower-heads form an ii-regnlar umbel of con-
siderable dimensions, and are also elegant, usually making
then- appearance at the end of August or in September.
Taken as a whole, the tree is well worthy of a place in

some sheltered corner, where its foliage has a chance of being
fully developed. I believe the tree will withstand any amount
of frost, but the wood is brittle, and the merest twig as thick

as the human thumb. As it has but few branches, the tree

when denuded of its foliage in autumn has not an inviting

appearance ; in summer, however, it cannot fail to please. I

believe it is sometimes called Aralia japonica, a name by-the-by
occasionally also bestowed ou A. Sieboldii, which bears no
resemblance whatever to the tree in question ; but as they both
come from Japan, the misapplication of the name is easUy
accounted for. Amongst deciduous trees having ornamental
fohage Aralia spinosa may take a prominent place, and where
a suitable position exists, the planter who wishes for novelty

cannot well find anything more likely to fit his purpose, and I

heartily recommend it.— J. Eobson.

PEOTECTION OF POLLEN.
Dr. a. Kerner reprints from the "Proceedings of the

Medical and Scientific Society of Innsbruck " an interesting

memoir on this subject. Pollen is of two kinds, powdery and
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coherent. The former kind is found almost exclusively in

those plants whose fertilisation is effected by the agency of the

wind. The quantity of pollen is in these eases enormous ; the

anthers are frequently attached very slightly to the end of

elongated filaments, so that the poUen is shaken out of them
by the least breath of wind ; the flowers grow on the most ex-

posed parts of the plants, frequently appearing before the

leaves, so as to give greater facility for the dispersion of the

poUen, and are not provided with a brightly-coloured corolla,

powerful scent, or nectar, for the purpose of attracting insects.

Plants, on the other hand, whose pollen is coherent, are de-

pendent on insect agency for its dispersion and transport to

the stigma. It is therefore absolutely essential in these cases

that some means should be provided for its protection from
moisture, whether rain or dew, which would immediately de-

stroy its efficacy, until such time as it may be carried away by
insects. A variety of contrivances is actually found in nature

for effecting this end, which may be classified under the foUow-
iug heads :

—

1. Protection by portions of the pistil or stamens themselves,

as in the petaloid'stigmas of Iris. 2. By portions of the calyx

and corolla ; this occurs in an immense variety of forms.

ii. By sheaths, bracts, or foliage leaves. 4. By periodic move-
ments of the leaves of the perianth, as in the closing of flowers

at night or in rainy weather. 5. By curvature of the axis, as

in those numerous flowers the opening of which is always
turned towards the ground at the period when fertiUsation takes

place. From the examples adduced Kerner draws the general

conclusion that the protection of the pollen against the injurious

effect of premature moisture is the more perfect the smaller the

number of flowers and of pollen grains in the individual, the
greater their degree of coherence, and the more exclusively the
flower in fertilised by insect agency. In those plants where
the flowering extends over a great space of time, where the
anthers in the same flower vary in the period of their dehiscence

to allow the escape of the pollen, and where the number of

flowers in an inflorescence is very large, the protection of the
pollen against the influence of the weather is reduced to a
minimum, as in Umbellifer^ and many species of Crucifene
and .Saxifraga.

Finally, Kerner draws the conclusion that those plants whose
coherent pollen renders insect agency necessary for their fer-

tiUsation can only have existed in very recent geological periods
;

and those new species or varieties must necessarily have the
advantage, and tend to become perpetuated, which possess

superior advantages, in respect to the cUmate in which they
grow, for the protection of theh' pollen from all injurious in-

fluences. The plants, the remains of which are found in the
oldest geological formations, are generally of that class which
do not require insect agency for their fertilisation.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
TiTEBE is a very long account of the Pise Apple Ncksery,

Maida Vale, in a recent number of the MornirKj Post. The
Nursery, it is stated, was originally founded for Pine Apple
culture, but gradually included all kinds of nurserymen's and
florists' produce. It is now in the hands of a company, who
are carrying out extensive improvements.

We understand that the Snow of the Metropolitan
Floral Societv at the Sarrey Gardens has been abandoned,
in consequence of a stipulated contribution of £1()(J towards
the expenses not being forthcoming.

TnE increased consumption of Foreign Potatoes is

remarkable. In the last seven months the value was .£l,82'.t,1.53,

against £35.S,0O;j in the same period last year.

The Grape Harvest in France promises to be un-
usually fine this year. How large a share th» vineyards take
in the produce of the country, and to what an extent they
form the wealth of all classes, we may judge from the fact that
there are '2,300,000 \ineyard proprietors in the Republic. In
all the sunny land of France there are only eleven departments
which do not grow the Vine ; twenty cultivate the Grape for

home consumption, and fifty-eight for export. Most of the
fruit is intended for the wine presses ; but the best dessert
Grapes also come from France. The famous Chasselas of

Fontainebleau [Royal Muscadine" are grown in the two little

townships of Thomery and Champagne, both in the neighbour-
hood of Fontainebleau. The vineyards there produce an
annual crop of about 2,000,000 lbs., of which the capital con-
sumes about 800,000 kilogrammes, while the rest is exported

to England, Austria, and even Russia. The trade in Grapes,
foreign and home grown, amounts in value to several million

francs a-year. This, of course, does not include Grapes used
for wine.

—

(Globe.)

Peach Colture on the Delaware Peninsula has de-

veloped with such rapidity in five years that it is unequalled

in magnitude by any of the fruit sections of the world. The
number of Peach trees now on the peninsula, as gathered from
last reports, is 5,000,000—representing fifty thousand acres.

The value of laud devoted to Peach orchards averages §50 per

acre, and the average annual income does not exceed $50, al-

though in many cases ^200 or $300 per acre are realised.

Estimates from most reliable sources indicate that the Peach
crop of 1873 wUl be about 2,500,000 baskets ; half of the trees

of Delaware, in the northern half of the State, have had their

buds entirely killed the past winter. Were the entire number
of trees on the peninsula to bear a full crop once, it would be
fairly enormous. We sincerely hope these enthusiastic Peach-
growers may have a most abundant crop, and then, after it is

all over, sit down and reflect : Does Peach culture pay when
everybody is going into it ? We have felt so for several years,

that too many trees were being planted, and Peach-growing tor

the next five years would not be even as profitable as devoting

the same ground to Potatoes. The Peach crop also effectually

spoils the sale of other fruits which ripen at the same time

—

so much so that growers of other fruits often wish there

never was a Peach. It seems as if the Peach-growers did not
make much money themselves, and did not allow others to

make any also. Peach culture in Delaware is effectually over-

done.

—

(American Horticulturist.)

A German florist, in a high state of irritation, related

his troubles in this way. He said :
—" I have so much drouble

not de ladies, ven dey come to buy mine rose dey vants him
hardy, dey vants doubles, dey vants him fragrand, they vants

him nice golour, dey vants him abery dings in von rose. I

hopes I am not vat you calls von uncallaut man, but I have^

somedimes to say to dat ladies, Madame, I never often see the

ladies dat vas beautiful, dat vas rich, dat vas good temper, dat

vas youngs, dat vas clever, dat vas perfection in one ladies. I

see her much not !"

• Ajieeican newspapers have been discussing the question,

Which of the earth's products employs the greatest amount of

capital? The New York Journal of Comwierec thinks the in-

quiry may be limited to three products—hay, cotton, and tea.

The'Philailelphia Ledr/er, not admitting this limitation, main-
tains that if it be just, hay, or rather grass, is the most im-
portant product. Cotton and tea are grown only in a few
countries, but grass is universal. According to the census,

the value of the farms in the United States in 1870 was, in

round numbers, $9,263,000,000; of the live stock on farms,

$1,525,000,000; of farm implements, $337,000,000 ; the year's

wages, $310,000,000 ; making in all $11,435,000,000 capital

employed in agriculture. Now, how much of this is devoted to

the grass crop ? The hay crop of 1870 is reported at over

twenty-seven million tons ; and this, at half the selling price

in the large cities, would be worth more than four hundred
million dollars, a far gi-eater sum than the aggregate home
value of the cotton or any other crop. But a large portion of

the grass crop is used on the ground. Live stock of the value

of above 1500 million dollars were fed from it in that year,

and, averaging their lives at five years, we have one-fifth of

that sum as representing the grass fed to them in the year

;

the value of the animals slaughtered for food in the year was
four hundred million dollars ; the butter crop of 1870 was over

five hundred million pounds, which at twenty-five cents

amounted to 128 milUon dollars ; 235 million gallons of milk,

at only ten cents a gallon, add twenty-fivo million dollars to

the value of the grass crop ; one hundred million pounds of

wool, at twenty-five cents, add twenty-five milUon dollars

more ; and fifty-three million pounds of cheese, at ten cents,

over five million dollars more. We have thus a grand total of

nearly 1300 million dollars for the hay crop and the products

of grass consumed on the ground in 1870. But, as the animals

producing the meat, butter, milk, cheese, and wool consumed
other food besides grass and hay, the entire value of the
" corn " and oats crop of 1870, estimated at 270 milUon
doUars, is deducted ; and this leaves one thousand million

dollars to be credited to the hay and grass in that year, in

which the reported aggregate of all farm products was
$2,467,538,6.58, this last sum being probably too high, as it

includes additions to stock, "betterments," &c. According
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to this estimate the vahie of the grass crop was two-fifths of the

aggregate value of all farm products. It is inferred that two-

fifths of the capital invested in agricultural pursuits was de-

voted to the grass crop. The Ledger says, " If any other of

the earth's products can make a better show we do not know
where to find it."

WOBK FOE THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

At the earliest opportunity earth-up the Broccolis, Savoys,
and all other crops that require it. Remove Peas that are mil-
dewed immediately they are doue with. Destroy caterpillars

that infest the Brassica tribe before they do much mischief.
Cut down the flower stems of Artichokes, and remove the dead
leaves from the old plantations. Those made last season will

probably now produce a few heads. Continue to plant-out
Cabhages for Coleworts at every favourable opportunity. Prick-
out the young plants intended for the main spring crop. The
Cucumbers intended for house culture should now be potted
into their fruiting-pots ; the soil for the purpose should be com-
posed of equal parts of loam, rotten dung, and leaf mould. A
good drainage should be given, the health of the plants depend-
ing in a great nieasiire on this point. Allow one or two shoots
to grow to the fullest extent of the house before being stopped.
Give Kidney Beans an abundant supply of water when they are
in bloom if the weather is dry and hot, or most of it will drop
off prematurely. Plant-out the thinnings of Leeks from the
seed-bed as soon as the weather is favourable. This is a very
useful culinary vegetable during the winter, particularly where
Boup is made for the poor during an inclement season. We have
lately seen the Tripoli Onion of an amazing size from a sowing
last autumn j it has done better than any other sort, of which
there were several sown and planted-out at the same time. We,
therefore, strongly recommend it to be sown immediately. The
last sowing of Turnips for the season should be sown ; as the
weather is favourable for the purpose, thin the advancing crops.

Keep the Vegetable Marrow plants well supplied with water
during dry weather ; cover the ground about them with short
grass, or Utter of any kind if that cannot be procured.

FRUIT GABDEN.
Proceed with making fresh plantations of Strawberries, choos-

ing well-rooted runners or such as have been taken up and
pricked-out in beds previously. It matters little whether they
have been planted in beds or in rows, provided the plants have
a sulliciency of room. The ground should be well trenched and
manured, and if the soil is of a stiff nature the addition of a
considerable quantity of gritty matter wiU be of advantage in
keeping the ground open, as no spade ought to be inserted among
them until they are finally dug down. For general purposes no
sorts are preferable to Keens' and the Elton Pine, and by plant-

ing on different aspects they will fui'nish a very early and a very
late supply. Some of the new sorts I have not seen, and of

others, such as Myatt's British Queen, I as well as others have a
spurious kind. Other sorts that I have under my notice are not
comparable to the above two sorts when both flavour and pro-
ductiveness are taken into consideration. Rows of beds intended
to produce next season should have their runners removed and
the plants thinned-out, that the buds left may be fully matured.
By adopting the latter practice and surface-manuring, one plant-
ing will produce plentifully for a series of years ; though this is

not generally desirable, as it would interfere with the rotation
of cropping. As Peaches and Nectarines now begin to ripen, it

will be necessary to fix nets or mats to catch the falling fruit.

A double row of stakes 3 feet long should be driven into the
ground 1 foot at about 3 feet apart, one row close to the wall,
and the other about 2 feet from it. To the tops of the stakes
should be tied lightly the nets or mats, so loosely as to form an
open bag ; in this may be laid a little hay, straw, moss, or any
other soft material. It must be supposed that I advise this

plan to save gathering. The fruit is at all times best gathered
by the hand, but by the strictest attention some will fall, and if

no means be used to catch it, it will be inevitably bruised and
spoiled. Gather Apples and Pears as they ripen.

FLOWER O.^RDEN.
Before the propagation of plants for turning-out is proceeded

with to any material extent, it is as well that a proper arrange-
ment be made as to what number of plants are required
another season. To keep up the interest of a garden, especially

if planted on the grouping system, requires some considerable
skill and forethought to vary the scene in each successive year,
so as to prevent the arrangement becoming monotonous. Thus,
if warm colours prevail to any material extent this season, it

would be as well to introduce a majority of cold colours nest
season, and to edge each bed of the latter with its complementary
warm colour ; indeed, the system of edging beds with contrast-
ing colours imparts highly interesting features to the flower
garden, and more especially to such beds as may be distributed
over the lawn without any methodical arrangement. For these

reasons no plants are so well adapted as those which have
variegated fohage, and for that reason a large stock of Pelar-
goniums should be provided. The best of these is Mangles's
Variegated, the common and Golden-variegated, and the daffer-

ent varieties of the variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums. The
Rose-scented variegated is an interesting variety, as is also a very
small-leaved variety called Dandy. This variety makes the
neatest edging for a small bed of any plant that I am acquainted
with. Of the Oak-leaved kinds, Moore's Victory is very neat.
RolUsson's Unique also m.akes a fine bed, and the old Fair
Ellen is not without interest. Attend particularly to the re-

gulating of over-growths, especially in Petunias and strong-
growing Verbenas. Keep them well cut-in, so as to form neat
beds, and yet do not let there be any appearance of their having
been cut. Mow, sweep, roll, and keep all neat and clean, and
if there be any wormcasts on the walks, water them with lime
water.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERV.ITOBY.
Pelargoniums that have been struck from cuttings early last

March, and planted in the reserve garden early in June, should
now be fine plants for flowering late in the autumn. Their first

attempt at blooming in the open air has been checked, of

course, and now, as their second flowering-buds are well formed,
they may be taken up carefully and repotted. Some people
commit a great error at this stage in putting such plants into
heat at once. This should never be done. The grand point is

to keep the leaves as free from excitement as possible until the
roots get hold of the new soil. A cool close frame covered with
canvas is the best place for them. Chrysanthemums and all

other plants that are planted out for a summer's growth—a very
excellent plan, should be treated in this way, and should not be
allowed to remain in the ground too late. Keep the conservatory
dry from this time, and little air is required, except for keeping
down sun heat now that the growth of most plants is nearly
over.

PITS AND FRAMES.
There are many of the new Verbenas that will force admir-

ably through the winter with little heat ; this is the time to get
a supply for this purpose. The new Veronica speciosa forces
well for early spring, and although nearly a hardy plant, will
stand as much heat as au Ixora. The old Luculia is as much
sought after as if it were a plant of recent introduction, a proof
that it is not a long-liver under cultivation. It flowers freely in
loam, but for pot cultivation, and in the hands of beginners,
hardly any loam should be used ; equal quantities of peat, leaf

mould, and sand will keep it in good condition for years.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The season so far has been exceedingly favourable for out-of-

doors work, still in many places work is not in a forward state.

This can readily be accounted for by the fact that work could
not be brought up in the spring owing to bad weather and the
wet condition of the ground, and when work falls in arrear early
in the season there is little chance of bringing it up again.
Whenever work falls behind, and things in the garden are not in
a satisfactory condition, the wise gardener will make a strenuous
effort to get everything in proper order, instead of grumbling at
every difficulty that comes in the way. It has been truly said
that grumblers are seldom good at anything else, and young
gardeners sometimes require to be reminded that if a little

pressure requires to be put on in the summer months, there are
also times in winter when days are short and things seldom
require to be done in a hurried manner ; also that it is for their

credit as well as that of the head gardener that everything
should be kept in the best order.

FRUIT and kitchen G.ARDEN.

We have been preparing ground for sowing Onions. It is

deeply dug and well manui-ed, and will be in good condition to

receive the seeds the first or second week of September. We
mix with it a small quantity of Cauliflower seeds, the plants from
which are planted out in hand-hghts early in October.

We have been earthing-up Celery plants, and with us this is

a matter requiring much care, as this useful vegetable keeps
very badly in our soil. We tried cocoa-nut fibre refuse, think-
ing it would preserve the plants better, but this was worse

—

the rows where the fibre was used containing the smallest
number of sound plants. After clearing away the small offsets

round the bases of the plants a strip of bast was used to tie the
leaves together at the top, and some dry soil placed round the
stem with the hand, taking care that none of it rolled into the
centre of the plant.

We have gathered the early Apples—such sorts as Irish

Peach, Devonshire Quarrenden, Early Harvest, and Kerry
Pippin. Red Astrachau and Early Margaret are now over. We
are using two sorts of Pears from our young pyramids—viz.,

Jargonelle and Beurre Giffard. The first is well known as not
only one of the best flavoured early Pears, but the most certain

bearer. The latter is not so well known ; it is, nevertheless, a
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very fine variety. It is later by a week than Jargonelle ; it bears

freely on the Qoince ; the fruit is larger than that of the Jar-

gonelle, more roanded, and though not quite so highly flavoured,

it is quite distinct in this respect, and is a good sort for small

gardens, not being a robust grower.

Many of the pyramid Apple, Pear, and Plum trees require to

have the young wood thinned and cut back. We shall do this

at our earliest convenience.

We have just finished planting out the Strawberry plauts.

It is late, but they were sorts that we could not get ruimers

from earUer in the season, being seedlings and new varieties.

We like to have them planted out by the second week in August
.it the latest. The eaihest-planted sorts have had the runners

cut from them, and are growing freely.

OBCH.UID HOCSE.
We are now enjoying the fruits of our labom-s here. Most of

the fruit are approaching ripeness ; much has been gathered,

and some of the latest sorts, such as Lady Palmerstou and Sal-

way Peaches and Victoria Nectarines, are quite green and hard.

Bellegarde Peach is just in ; Violette Hative is also in. This is

certainly distinct from Bellegarde, being paler in colour, but in

respect to quality one is as good as the other, and at the season

when they ripen no other Peach that I kuow can equal them.

We have also picked the American Peach Exquisite ; this is the

best yellow-fleshed Peach of its season, but is a shy bearer, and
will cause disappointment if the blossoms are not set by using

a camel-hair brush or shaking the trees twice a-day wh.n in

flower.

As the fruit is cleared off the pot trees, those requiring re-

potting are attended to at once. The sooner the trees can be
repotted after the fruit is gathered, the better certainty of a

crop the following season. The potting should be performed in

a careful manner, and the pots used should only be a size larger

than those employed for the previous potting. The roots are con-

siderably reduced, so that the trees have a tendency to flag, and
would both do so and shed their leaves if they were not attended

to by being syringed two or three times a-day.

FLOWER GAKDES.
We have devoted much attention to this department. The

flower beds and borders had become considerably crowded, and
the " ribbons " had grown into each other. The shoots out of

place have been cut away, dead and decaying flower trusses

have been removed, and everything made as tidy as possible.

The flower beds are often neglected at this season, but it is as

well to keep them as neat as possible, and remove decayed
flowers and leaves periodically.

Bedding Plants.—We have put in all our cuttings of Pelar-

goniums ; it is rather late for the more tender sorts, such as

the Golden Variegated and Golden Tricolors, so instead of

placing the boxes out of doors, as was done with the green-leaved

sorts, we placed them in a small airy house by themselves,

where the cuttings will strike root more readily. We shall not
put in cuttings of Verbenas, Ageratums, or any similar plants

until the second or third week of September. Centaurea candi-

(Ussima we have put in, one or two cuttings in GO-sized pots, and
the pots were placed in cold frames where the hghts can be kept
rather close for a few days, and the cuttings be shaded from bright

sxinghine. We seldom lose any cuttings, treating them in this

way.
We have sown some Hollyhock seeds to produce flowering

plants next year. We save our own seeds from the best sorts,

and the batch of seedlings which we flower every year are much
admired. Very few of them sire in any way inferior to the
parents, and they are not so much trouble as propagating
named sorts from cuttings. The young plants are grown in

jboxes and kept in a cold frame all the winter, or they may be
pricked out in the open ground and covered with haud-hghts or

a glass frame.
Lobelias.—Saved seeds of LobeUa speciosa, and sowed in

shallow pans or boxes. To have an early and good display of

this useful little bedding plant the seeds should be sown at

once, and when the plants are old enough to handle prick them
out in boxes about an inch apart. It is best to mark one or two
of the best plants and those most suitable for the purposes for

which they are grown, and save the seeds wholly from them;
by these means a selected and improved strain is obtained.
Last n'eht, Sunday, we had a terrific thunderstorm; the

flashes of Ughtning were incessant, and tlie rain (or more than
an hoar fell in torrents. The rain was gauged this morning, and
1.20 inch was found in the receiver. The atmosphere is close
and hazy to-day. I hope it will not affect the Potatoes; no
diseased ones have been found as yet in our neighbourhood.

—

J. DolOLlS.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Cntbash i Son, Highgate, London, N.

—

Bull Catalogue.
Dickson, Brown, it Tait, 43 and 4.5, Corporation Street, Man-

chester.—.4u<um» Catalogue of Dutch and French Flowering
Bulbs.

Downie, Laird, & Laing, Staustead Park, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., and 17, South Frederick Street, Ediubm-gh.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots.
H. Cannell, Station Road, Woolwich.

—

Autumn Catalogue of
Florists' Flowers^ Bedding Plants, t{c.,for 1B73.

Alfred Legerton, 5, Aldgate, London, E.

—

Wholesale Catalogue

of Dutch and other Flower Roots.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Bulb Catalogue.
H. Curtis & Co., Devon Rosery, Torquay.

—

Descriptiue Cata-
logtie of Selected Roses, d-e,, 1873-74.

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper HoUo-
way, London, N.

—

General Bulb Catalogue—Catalogue of Fruit
Trees, Roses, d-c.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.

—

Cata-
logue ofDutch Flower Boots, d-c.—Catalogue of Select Roses, d-c.

Sutton & Sons, Reading.

—

Autumn Catalogue of Bulbous
Flower Roots, Plants, Seeds, dc.
John Matthews, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

—

Illus-

trated Catalogue of Poiterg, t&c.

Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited), 1, George TV,
Bridge, Edinburgh, and Southwark Street, London, S.E.

—

Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
',* We request that no one wiU write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, it'c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents wiU not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultiy and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Books iJ. W. C.).—Sowerby's "British Plants "is a very liitjlr-priced book.

We do not linoiv where you cau obtain a copy. (ZJ. T. O.).—" Plans of Flower
Gardens, &c." may be had post free for 5«. -kd., aud *' Sanders on the Vine"
for 5s. Id.

Paris Nurseries (G. Bodt:n\—Call on Messrs. Vilmorln, Andrieus, and
Co., Qaai de la Megisserie, and they will give you introductions.

Fruit-tree Renovating {Old Siihsniber, B. E. House).—In reply to

your query as to the old gardener being rewarded by publishing his mode of

treatment in a pamphlet, we reply, as did our neighbour " Punch," on an
equally precarious proposal—" Don't." If his mode is written and sent to oa
we will write to him or to you, and state truthfully whether we thinlc it novel,

or, if worth publishing, what we would give for the MS. to publish in this

Journal. If we thought depreciatingly of it we would return the MS., and
we need not add we hope, though we do, that we should not make any use of

the communication. A pamphlet is too low-priced to pay for advertising,

and without advertising there would be no sale.

CEPHAI.OTIJ3 FOLLicuLARis (All Old Subscriber).—It is a greenhouse plant,

therefore may be exhibited in a class for greenhouse plants.

Tubers on Potato Stems {IF. W.).—They often are so produced. The
cause, probably, is the blossoming, or production of tubers by the roots, being

checked.

Time for Transplanting Koses {C W.).—The third or last week in

October is to be preferred, but they may be removed earlier if the roots are

dug-up with care, if kept watered in dry weather, and the shoots not too much
shortened.

SwAiNsoNiA Seedling {Flora).—We see no difference from the parent

species.

Peas {E. J., Lincoln).—We camiot undertake to uaiiie Peas from the pod
alone.

Aspect for Greenhouse {M. S.).—The beat aspect for a greenhouse is

south; the wall against which it is placed aud forming its back must have
the ends east and west. An east or west aspect would do for plauts, but the

gouth is far preferable, and as you have Vinos in view, indispensable.

Propagating Alyssum vabiegatum, Ga/.ania splendens, and Aoe-
ratum {Alpha).-—Ail are propagated by cuttings, which should be taken off

now. Select short stubby shoots of young growth '2 or :{ inches long, cut

them below the lowest joint, and insert them about an inch apart in pans or

pots. The leaves should be removed from the lower part of the cutting for

about two-thirds their length, that is, the depth they are to be inserted in the

soil. The pots or pans ma/ be prepared (or the cuttings as follows :—Fill
them a quarter their depth with droinage, over that place an inch-layer

of the sittings of two parts fibrous light loam, and one part leaf BoU, and to

the sifted soil add a fourth o( sand; mil and hll rather firmly to within

three-quarters of on inch of the rim. Cover with half an inch thick of silver

sand, water gently, ^and stand on one side for two or tliree hours before

inserting the cuttings. After insertion water gently, and when dry place

in a cold frame on ashes, and keep close and shaded from sun. They will root

slowly but surely. After the beginning of September thoy will need to be

placed in a mild, sweet hotbed, but from August up to September, and even

the early part of the latter month, thoy root well in a cold frame, and are the

sturdiest plauts. They may bo struck up to the middle of October in boat.

Hotuko in Greeniioi/se {One Anrious).— It would, no doubt, bo a great

help to the Pelargoniums and Fuchsias in spring to give them the benefit of

a hotbed after potting. It would encourage free rooting and the breaking.
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but we Bhonid onJy place them in heat for & time, and withdraw the pots
from it as they advance. If yon put in the tan in Februai'y, plunge the pots
in it early in March. We should, after ^ettin,^' the plants rooted in their final
pots, crradually withdraw them in May, and so that they mis^ht not experience
a check. In winter it would not be of any benefit to the plants to have them
plunged in a bed of warm tan, though it would not injure the Tricolor and
other Pelargoniums, only keep the soil no more than moist. The Fuchsias
would be worse of bottom heat in winter. The pots should not be sunk iu
the tan more than a quarter their depth, when it is 80'- at 1 foot deep, half
when it is 75", and fully when it is 65'^ to 70'^. It is beneficial to Pelargo-
niums in winter to he neoi- the glass at all times, hut they should be sheltered
from powerful sun.

POLTPODirM ITALICT7M AND HOLLY FeUN ClTLTTTRE {FHix).—The flTSt-

named we do not know. The Holly Fern (Polystichum Lonchitis) is difScult
of cultivation, and does not tlu-ive well under artificial treatment. It is a rock
Fern, and as such should have at least ouc-thii-d of freestone mixed with equal
proportions of sandy peat and yellow loam, the fi-eestone iu pieces from the
size of a pea to that of a walnut. Good drainage should be given, and the
plant placed rather high in the centre of a pot, and supported with pieces of
freestone. "Water freely when gi-owiuK, keeping moist at all times, and place
it in an airy place, shielded fiom bright sun, or a sheltered position on rock-
work out-doors. It is found to do best in damp but slightly elevated situations.

Cucumbers not Fjifiting (G. M. TT.).—We are not able to account for the
plants not showing fruit as much as those of your neighbour, but there must
be something different either in the temperature, soil, or treatment. The
preparation of the border seems right, also the temperature (65Ho 70"^ at night,
70- to 75^ by day without sun, 80^^ to 9(i° with sun and abundance of aii-), and
we can only conclude you do not stop the shoots so as to induce fresh or bear-
ing shoots. Stop when the shoots reach the wires. If the shoots resulting from
the stopping do not show fruit before the slxtlx joint stop them, and so on at
every sixth joint, or a joint beyond the fruit.

Teeatrum nigrum Soil (H. H.).—lt requires deep rich loam enriched with
leaf soil, and to be moist and slightly shaded from sun.

Keeping Vegetable Marrows {E. TT.).—We do not think they can bo
£0 kept that in winter they may be eaten as fresh vegetables. If there is
such a method we should be glad to hear of it.

Various {P. T. B.).—The Eibston Pippin Apple tree will not need any
more pruning than that you have given it—viz., thinning-out the centre; all
you require is to keep the branches from being too much crowded. The roots
ought not to be interfered with; and if vigorous do not manure, but if weak
top-dress with manure. You may increase your stock by grafting next
March on the Crab stock if for standards, or the Paiadise if for dwarfs. The
stocks may be had of a size fit for grafting of most nurseiymen. The Eriar
stocks you have budded should remain where they are another yeai', and then
in November twelvemonths plant them in their permanent positions, or you
may move them during the coming November, only they will be poor the first
season. The ground should be trenched, and a liberal dressing of manure
applied. We should take out the soil from the circles two spits deep ; take the
bottom spit away, and mix with the other some strongtnrfy loam and a quarter
of leaf soil, and well-rotted manure and refuse, mixing and returning to the
hole, raising it about 9 inches above the sun-ounding ground to allow for
settling. The flower stems of the Picofees should be cut down after tlowering
close to the growth at the root, just above the young shoots. The distance from
the stem at which to cut off the roots in root-pruning trees depends on the age
and size of the trees. If they ai-e old and large they should have a space of
4 to 6 feet left undisturbed, calculating from the trunk of the tree. On low
walls and yoimg trees 3 feet from the stem is a suitable distance. Your fruit
trees on a stiff clay will need but little manure. We should add to it as
much of the burnt earth, old lirae rubbish, and refuse as you can spai-e,
digging it into the soil, hut not disturbing the roots. It is not desirable to
cut away the roots of Gooseberry or Currant bushes, but it is well to remove
the soil 2 feet from the stem all round to the roots, not disturbing them, and
after a fortnight's exposure fill-in with manure, placing a little fresh soil on
the roots. Apricots and Plums, which are the same as regaids then- roots,
may have these laid bare, the space being filled up with fresh soil and
manure. It would no doubt much invigorate them if weak, but we should
not leave the roots exposed longer than could be helped. Gooseberries of
large size are, red—London, Dan's Mistake, Conqueiing Hero

;
yellow-

Leveller, Cathei-ina, and DriU ; green—Stockwell, Shiner, and Telegraph;
white—Antagonist, Snowdiop, and Careless. Trench the ground two spits
deep, and mLx with it plenty of leaf soil, burnt earth, and refuse. The tank
will be very useful, at least its contents, for applying to most kinds of vege-
table crops, pouring it between the roots or alongside. There is no crop in a
garden but when growing freely it will benefit. In case of the liquid being in
its pure state, it ought to be diluted before use with six times its volume of
water. AMien rain falls it will not need to he diluted. You must exercise
judgment iu this matter. It is better to apply it weak than strong. Do not
fail to give the Aspai-agus as much as you can—a good soaking evei? ten
days or a fortnight from June to the middle of September.
Seedling Orange Culture (Novice).~'Ihe Orange tree, if from a pip

sown this year, ^vill not require more than a 4-inch pot, and if not in one of
that size we should sMft into such at once, using a compost of light fibrous
loam tlu-ee parts, one part leaf soil or well-rotted manure, and a sixth of
sharp sand. Drain the pot well, and water only when the soil is dry, then
give a good supply. It requires a temperature iu winter of 40'^ to 45-, and in
summer of 55^ to 60 at night. 7U' to 75 by day, and SO-, 85", or 90=" T^ith sun
and abundance of air. It will bo many a year ere it frtiit, unless it be grafted,
and then it may be a fruitful plant in three or four years.

Annuals for Spring Bedding {Amoteur).—Late in spring these do not
flower sufficiently early to be off before the time of planting summer bedding
plants. We name a few, with the colours of the tiowors and usual height :—
Aspenila azurea setosa, blue, 1 foot ; Campanula pentagonia, blue, three-
quarters of a foot, and its white variety of the same height; Candytuft,
crimson, lilac, white, all 1 foot ; CoUinsia bartsitefolia, purple, and its variety
alba, white, 1 foot each ; C. bicolor, puiple and white, 1 foot ; C. grandifiora,
purple, lAfoot; C. candidissima, white, Ifoot; C. verna, blue and white.
Ifoot; C. violacea, violet and white, 1 foot ; Erysimum arkansanura, yellow,
Ij foot ; Eucharidium graudiflorum, red, and variety alba, both 1 foot ; Lim-
nanthcs Douglasii, white and yellow, traihng, 3 inches: Nemophila insignia,
blue, 6 inches; Plafystemon califomicus, yellow, Ifoot; Sileuo pendula,
pink; S. ruberrima. rose, 9 inches; S. alba, white, Ifoot. They should bo
sown out-doors in the second or third week of September, and in October be
pricked-ont in hght soil in a sheltered border, and moved to the beds iu
March. We prefer bulbs and spring-flowering plants to annuals. It is now
too late to sow the spring-flowering plants.

Pear Misformed (P. p.).—We have seen the same malformation. It is a
multiplication of the calyx remaining permanently as a portion of the fruit's
rind.

Parasites of Currant Leaf (J. W. Co66).—The parasites on Currant
leaves are the eggs of Chrysopa abbreviata, or some closely allied insect.—
M. J. E.

Insects on Melon Plant Koots (S. W. S.).—The insects you have sent,
found on the roots and stems of your drooping and dving Melon plants, do
not appear to us to have been the causes of the mischief. We have found in
thopliial nine specimens of Chelifer caucroides, a species generally supposed.
to feed upou mites and other small insects, and one specimen of the littlo
Beetle Anthicus antherinus, a still more harmless insect.—I. O. W.'
Caterpillar on Apple Tree (Mm)-—The smashed cateriullarfoundon

the stem of your Apple tree is that of the Wood Leopard Moth full gi-own;
it burrows into the wood of the tjee, and is therefore injurious, especially if
the tree is young. It also attacks other trees.—I. O. W.
Burning Clay (A. M.).—Ae you have tried in every conceivable way to

burn clay and failed, we quote that given in the "Gardener's Assistant," as
practised by Mr. Mechi. "The mode of raising aud burning is this :—

A

strip of land is broken up in very di-y weather with Eausomes Y L plough,
drawn by thi-ee strong horses abreast a Scotch equilibrium Whipple tree. So
great is the resistance that it requires two men to hold the handles of the
plough to counteract the leverage of the horses. The earth is thus broken, or
I may say torn up iu immense rough masses or clods, as much as a man can
carry, which are admirably adapted to foi-m walls and supports for the mass
of fire. By this means heaps of nearly two hundred solid yards may be
readily burned. The earth being ploughed-up the fires are formed on the
spot, the workmen placing a certain quantity of di-ied stumps of wood of
sufiicient soUdity to maintain a body of heat,"and enclosing the mass with
large clods. These are canied by hand ; subsequently, as they get more dis-
tant from the fire, a barrow is used, and beyond that a one-horse cart. It is
important to have the sides of the heap as upright as possible, not conical,
because the heat always makes for the highest place. An important point in
bm-ning is to supply the fu-e sufficiently fast to prevent its burning through,
and yet avoid overlaying it, which might exclude all air, and put it out
Practice will indicate the mediiuu. When the fire shows a tendency to break
through, the outside of the burning mass is raked down aud more earth
added. If the ground is vei-y dry, aud no rain falls, the men are obliged to
feed the fire almost constantly night and day ; but when there is moisture it
may be left for five or sis hours, but seldom longer. Something depends on
the current of air. A strong wind would blow the fire from one side aud out
at the other. This is guarded against by placing hurdles interlaced with
straw as a guard to windwai-d. The size of the heap is limited by the height
to which a man can throw up the soil, and. of course, the diameter must be
pi-oportioned to the height to prevent its slipping down." Full particulars are
also given for burning clay as practised by BIr. D. Thomson, when gardener
at Archerfield, in The Journal of Horticulture, Vol. XSJI. New Series,
page 235 ; also the mode of burning clay at page 310 of the fifth volume of
our first series.

Clethra arborea Culture (Iih'm).—It is a greenhouse plant requiring
to be grown in sandy fibrous peat three parts, and half a part each leaf soil
aud fibrous loam, with a sixth of silver sand. Afford good drainage, abun-
dance of water when growing, and moisture at all times, but keej) di-ier when
at rest than in growth. A light airy position should be afforded.

Prickly-seeded Spinach (IF. C. E. S.).—Any one of the principal seeds-
men who advertise in oiu- columns could supply to yon the Flanders variety.

Grapes Withered (Sussex, and C. E. B.).—They are severely "shanked,""
as gardeners term this mode of failure. The stalka are dead, consequently
no sap is supplied to the ben-ies. The usual cause is that the roots are kept
either too cold or too dry; not knowing any of the circumstances we cannot
give a further opinion.

Transplanting Cedrus Deodara {Peter Bridaford).—The Cedrus Deodara-
that is 7 feet high may be safely removed any time in November, or sooner
if necessary. Lift it carefully from its present position, retaining a compact
ball of earth of about 2 feet in diameter about the roots, wrap the ball
secuiely iu a garden mat, and then pack it in a basket or box i\-ith moss.
Secure the branches with string and a mat. In replanting lot the position of
the tree be raised somewhat above the surface of the surrounding soil, so
that when the roots are covered it may appear to be standing upon a slight
mound ; water it thoroughly, covering the surface with some litter. Fasten
the tree securely with wu-e attached to the stem, and to three stout stumps-
driven into the ground, equidistant, in the form of a triangle. See that it

does not eoffer from drought. Your rich light soil will answer admirably
for it.

Heating a Gkeenhouse {Idem}.—Yom rows, or about 130 feet of 4-inch
piping, will suffice to keep frost out of a span-roofed greenhouse that is 32 feet
long, is feet wide, and about 9 feet to the ridge.

Forming a Pine Wood {Sunun).—Pinus Laricio would, doubtless, answer
well for planting three acres of ground on the side of a hill between two other
woods of mixed deciduous trees, but as you require a dark thick wood we re-

commend Pinus austriaca. It gi'ows to a large size, is veiy robust and hardy,
aud its numerous branches arc densely clothed with dark green glossy foliage,
so that a large mass of it has a rich and striking appearance. In planting
such a wood, future thiiming ought certainly to be contemplated, and to
render such profitable wo would plant the Pinuses 9 feet apart, fill the whole
intermediate space with Lai'ch 3 feet apart, the Lai-ch to be gradually re-

moved as the Pinuses requhed space; and we should certainly contemplate the
removal of quite half the Pinuses in time. Thus much of the formation of a
Pine wood. We cannot speak decidedly as to its future apv>earance, because
the aspect of the snrroimding features must very much influence this. If

you fear that so large a mass of dark foliage will appear sombre, heavy, and
monotonous, as it very likely wOl do in some degi-ee, you mitjlit introduce
some bold clumps of Scarlet Oak, Birch, Scarlet Maple, Norway Maple. Pui-ple
Beech, Fern-leaved Beech, and Acacia. A few clumps of such Conifers a.-"-

Abies Douglasii and Picea pectinata, by their lofty growth, and distinct and
elegant appearance, also answer admirably to impart a pleasing relief. Wo
prefer November for planting, but you may safely venture to plant any time
in October. Let all of the holes be made before the trees arrive, and the
position of every tree should be decided upon, in order that no time may be

'

lost in planting.

Clematis Jackmanni Flowerless (J^i^m).—Tour Clematises which havo
been planted two years, growing vigorously but failing to produce any flowers,
arc, doubtlesfj, glutted with nutriment. Cease using manure water, and you
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may yet obtain some flowers this autumn. You will not regret your failure

next season, when you will probably have a prolusion of fine flowers.

Treatment of Seedusg Pkaches (Inquirer).—Seedling Peaches will

bear fruit when three years old ii grown in pots in the ore bard house. They
would be about two years lon-^'er if grown out of doors on a wall. Tour trees

wUl require to be cut back in the spring to within a foot of the ground; you
will iben train one leading shoot and two side shoots, and if the trees are

grown on a system of summer-pinching they will bear all the sooner.

Copixo FOR Kitchen G.utDEN Wall {Ittunalho).^Stoue slabs ai'e the

best for this purpose. Ours are an inch thick, and project 3 inches over the

wall.

Fkuit Trees for Gardes "Walls and EspALrERS (An Old Contributor),

—Yon ought to be a Uttle more explicit in your questions, and should have

told us what sort of fruit you prefer. Wo advise you to plant the espalier

vithJpptr^. The best sorts for your purpose would be Eai-ly Hai-vest, Cox's

Orange Pippin, Kerry Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Reinette du Canada, Duma-
low's Seedling, and New Hawthomden. On the west wall we would plant

Pfar.i. The following will be suitable—Bourre d'Amanlis, Madame Treyve,

Beurrf Superfin, Marie Louise, Doyeunt- du Cornice, Brockworth Park,

Gansel's Bergamot, Easter Beurre, Glou Mor-.-eau, and Bergamotte Esporen.

On the east wall plant Apricots and Plums. Of the former Moorpark and
Peach are the best. Plumi—GiMu Gage, Kirke's, Coe'a Golden Drop, Jeffer-

son, Victoria, and Reiue Claude Rouge. On the north wall Morello Cherries

and Ked Currants will be the only suitable trees.

MfLUERKv Tree U.nfkl-itful (H. N. 0.1.—Old Mulberry trees boar most
frt-ely. Your tree seems to grow too strongly. Root-pruning would have a

tendency to check this luxuriant growth, as the Mulberry bears freely when
restricted to pot culture. Even young trees will do so. Do not prune the

tree except to thin out the wood where it is too thick. We advise yuu to try

root-pruning. Cut a trench round the tree at about 3 feet from the stem,

and cut away all roots to tho depth of 2 feet. Yuu may also with a fork work
under the ball and cut away any downward roots.

PELARGOKIUM3 TAiLdUO {Fidgi't].—It is very diflicult to judge what may
bo your cause of want of success from inspecting the leaves sent. Our im-
pression is that, though the house is shaded, it has been kept too close and
dry, and that the plants have not had sufficient moisture either at the roots

or in the air. Neither of the sorts sent—Lass o' Gowi-ie and Sir Joseph
Paxton, is Inclined to have large leaves ; but still, Tricolor Geraniums under
pot culture require Uberal treatment, and during the summer months should
be kept as cool and moist as possible without too much shade. There is no
better way of growing Geraniums than iu a cool frame with lights facing

north, the glass slightly dulled with whiting and milk, and tilted so as to

admit plenty of air, remo\-iug the lights altogether on dull days, but keeping
the lights as protection against too much sun or heavy showers. The bicolor

shoots on Mrs. J. ChUton, ItaHa Unita, Ac, are merely sports without any of

the green colouring matter, just as one occasionally sees perfectly white
shoots on Alma, Bijou, Miss Kingsbury, &c. You may syringe and water
overhead as much as yon like, provided the water is clean and pure. If over-

head-watering were injurious to Tricolors, what would become of them when
bedd&d-out '.' There is no time at which Tricolors have such beautiful colour

as in the moist nights of early summer and again in the autumn.

Little Heath Melon.—Mr. Gall, Bradford Gardens, Dorchester, writes

to say that ho has cut three fruits of this vaiiety, weighing respectively 7ib3.,

7 ths. 2 ozs., and 7| lbs., and that the vines are still in good health.

TaARSPLANTiNO Rhododendbons AND AMERICAN FiRS (Quatt).—Rhodo-
dendronsand all kinds of evergreen treesand shrubs are best moved in Septem-
ber, or from the beginning of October to the middle of November ; but if they
have been grovn very closely together, and are on that account tender, no time
is so good for moving them as the early part of April. They do not then ex-

perience the loss of the shelter close planting secures, and they have time to
become established in their position before a return of cold weather, whereas
if planted early in autumn they suffer very much if the winter be at all

severe. Early-autamn planting we advise for subjects grown singly or thinly,

and for those grown thickly plant in moist warm weather in spring. Rhode-
dendrons lift well at all seasons, but it is advisable not to remove them when
flowering and making fresh growths. The American Firs should bo planted iu
February.

Old Plants of Straweeeries versus Runners (Idem).—If you take-up
old Strawberry plants, divide, and plant them, they will not do iny good.
Runners only should be planted, taking them from plants that have boma
fruit this seaaon, or tho fruttfuluess of which is known. It does not answer
to plant the runners of unfruitful plants.

Melons Hollow (J. IF. £,.).—The hollowncss we should attribute to their
having had too much water overhead, and too little at the roots. They have
been kept too moist and cold. Give more heat and less water. Beaton's
Indian Yellow has long been known and extensively used as a bodder. Mrs.
William Paul is a good ro:^e pink, but is not a good bedder; as a pink,
Mra. Upton is better, also Master Christine.

OLEA?a>ER DaoppiNa its Flower Buds (J. B.).—When growing and
flowering this plant can hardly have too much water, three-part.'^ of a pint
being by far too little to give a plant with four blooms. It would only
moi-^ten the upper part of the soil, whereas all watering should be so given in
I'lautity tliat the water reach the whole and moisten it throughout, showing
it^rlf at the drainage. On the other hand, the plant should give evidence of
•:'

1 i<: water before any is applied, and then a thorough supply ought to be
r' - i> '1. Watering at stated timca without taking into consideration the
j-i^liUun of the soil is bad.

ScccEssFFL Ekplovment OF Sewagf. (J. S/rtj/t/w;).—Practico aud scieuc®
agree iu testifying that sewage is a most proDtable manure. On light-soiled
(our hundred acrea of more rabbit-warren, at Mansfield, the Duke of Portland
now grows mofit abundant crops of gr&sa. If you write to his manager there
he would give yon full information ; ax would W. Hope, Esq., Irrii^ation Farm,
Itom/ord, where crops of all kinds, horticultural and agricultural, are grown.
There ia also a large grass farm at Croydon, part of which is clayey, manured
solely with sewage. At all those places tho crops are very large and most
profitably grown. The sewage at all is appHed in a liquid raw state by moans
of open channels. We know that no offensive odours or injuries arise from
the employment of sewage, for the earth is one of the most effectual, as it is

the moat profitable, of deodorisers. Tho idea that sewage-^auurod grass
eaoses disease to tho animals fed upon it is baseless.

ViNRs Attacked by Red Spider (IK. B. B. and A. F.).—This is the
most inveterate and insidious enemy of the Vine, and they will always be
attacked by it. The Viuea when in a dormant state should bo painted with a

mixtiu-e of tobacco liquor, sulphur, and soft soap ; and if they are pro-
perly treated, red spider does not generally appear until the Grapes show
signs of culouriug, unless the pest has been introduced by plants growing in
the house. It can be kept in subjection by syringing, but, as "A. F." com-
plains, this destroys the bloom. /\Ve never syringe our Vines after the buds
are started an inch, and we keep the red spider under by painting the hot-
water pipes with tlowers of sulphur, after the house is shut-up in the after-

noon. The pipes should be so hot that it feels uncomfortable to place the
hand upou them. ** A. F." asks if syringing his Grapes until they be^an to

colour caused tho bloom to disappear, and also injured the whiteGrapes ? No
doubt it was tho cause.

Carnations and Picotees {A. Lrdirard).—Wo must refer you to tho
reports of the Royal Horticultural Society's Shows, pages 44 and 97.

Potato Uefuse for Manure (.V. C.).—^Vhen decayed it may bo applied

to any of your flower beds with equal advantage.

Name of Fruit (T. J5.).—The Apple is Red Astrachan. The Fuchsia is

F. splendens.

Names of Plants (R. E. .4.).—We cannot name a Fern from a portion of a
ban-en frond. iNorth ilo*it).—Lonicera involucrata. (^1. Z.).—The herb-

aceous plant isGaJega orieutalis. 1, Doodia lunulata ; 2, Monstrous form of

Athyrium Filix-ftemiua ; 3, Aspidium aculeatum ; 4, Nephrodium Filix-mas ;

5, Polypodium vulgare. (D-, Ouenutt-y).—The "New Zealaud Linseed" ia

Linum monogynum, the other is Solanum Capsicastnim. (J. G.).—Specimens
unsatisfactoi^. The red-flowered one is Phygelius capensis, that with a spike

of white flowers iy Francoa ramosa. {AU<:k).—1, Hypericum hircinum ; 2, Eu-
onymous japonicus variegatus. (B. F. W.).—1, Adiantum hispidulum ;

3, Pteria serrulata; 2, Pteris serrulata cristata.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PiaEON OHEONIOLE.

BIBMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The prize lists for the next Exhibition, which is fixed to be

held on November 29th and the first four days of December,
have been recently issued. The revision of the poultry schedule
has not resulted in alterations more extensive than the intro-

duction of Selling classes for Coloured (other than Silver-Grey)
Dorking coclis of any age, the prices of which must not exceed
±'1 10s. each ; for the same description of Dorking hens or

pullets, the prices of which must not exceed i;2 2s. per pair; for

Dark Brahma cocks of any age, the price not to exceed ,i'l 10s.;

and for Dark Brahma hens or pullets, price not to exceed £2 2s.

per pair. We are informed, however, that since this schedule
was printed a silver cup, value H'i 3s., has been promised for

each of the four classes of Dragoon Pigeons—one by Mr, P.
Graham, Birkenhead, for the Blues ; one for the Reds or

Yellows by Mr. W. H. Mitchell, Moseley; and the others by
a few subscribers.
The entries in all departments close on Saturday, Novem-

ber 1st.

DURHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The Diuham County Agricultural Meeting took place on the

22nd inst. Fothergill's pens were used, and were neatly erected

in single tiers. No member of the Committee exhibited, and in

consequence some of the classes (notably the Cochins) were poor.

Brahman were good, the first adult birds, and the second chickens.
Dorkings were a grand class, all the pens being good, but some
of them out of feather. Spanish were poor ; also the Polands,
with the exception of the first-prize Silver. Game were really

good throughout, the winners being Brown Red, while the highly

commended pens were Piles and Black Reds. The Spangled
Hambarglis in both classes were bad, but in Pencils there were
some capital birds, the Gold-penciUed cock in the first-prize

pen being as nearly perfect as possible. In Game Bantams the
winners were Black Reds, the first a grand old pen, and the

second excellent chickens of that variety. Piles being highly

commended. In the Variety class of Bantams, Blacks were first

and Whites second, and a pretty httle piair of Nankins was very
highly commended ; in the next class, which was for any variety

of large poultry, Houdana were first aad Black Hamburgha
second.
The class for Rouen Ducks was such as will not be easily sur-

passed at this time of year, and the winners were very largo and
good in all points, the Aylesburys being a good second to the

above class.

Cochins.—1, A. M. Balmor, Bishop AncUand. 2. D. & .T. Ibitson, Whitby.
he, T. H. Redman, Whitby ; F. Horaemaa, Yorli. e, W. J. Thompson, Woodhorn,
Morpeth.
Brauma Pootras.—1 and 2, R. Moore, East Rainton. hr, F. Horseman.
DoRKiNos.—1. W. J. Thomson. 2, J. White. Warlaby, NorthaUerton. c. A,

BuKlass. Carville, Durham ; W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple ; G. Widdas, How-
den, Oarlijitrton (2). „
Si'Axisn.-l. K. Moore. 2, A. Buglass. he, R. Elliott, Fence Houses; H.

Dale, Northallerton.
Poi.ANDa.— 1, A. Bui^lass. 2, W. Bcarpark;
Ga-mr.— 1, J. Fletcher, StoneclonKh. 2, T. & J. Robson, liishop Auckland, he, A.

Buorlass : J. Nelson. Cockahaw. Hexliam ; T. & J. Robson.
HAMBoaoHS. — Gol(teinprj<iol€rf.— I, A. BuKlass. 2. W. Bearpark. lie, R.

Keenlevside, Bishop Auckland, mlvur-niangled,—1, R. Moore. 2, G. Russell,

South Hylton. c, G. Turnbull. Morpeth.
HAMnCBons.— (/oM'!n-p<'nCf7^'rf.— I, W. Atkinson, Bishop Auckland. 2, W.

Bearpark. lie, D. Cheyne. Morpeth; G. & J. Duckworth, Church, c, T. H.
Redman. SHver-iiencHled.-i, li.M.cuTo. 2, W. Bearpark. Ac, D. Chej-ne; T.
H. Redman. „ „
Gamfl Bantams.—1, .J. Nelson, 2, T. & J. Kobson. he, .J. Nelson ; R. E

Dackcring, NortUorpc, Kirtoo Liudday.
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Bantams.—i?J-C^I)i Gnmc—l, J. Nelson. 2. T. & J. Robsen. vhc.Hev.J. G.
Milner, Uamsterley, Bishop Auckland, he. A. G. Mitchell.
Any other Var'ietv.—1, Rev. J. G. Milner. 2, W. J. Thompson, he, G. A.

Tate, South yhields ; R. Moore, c, T. H. Redman.
DucKn—Roiien.—l, J. Nelson. 2, C. Graham, AldborouRh, Boroughhridge.

i-^hc,\Y. Simpson, Frosterlv. he, J. Nelson; W. Swann, Bt?dIinKtou. f. Miss
Jordan, Driffield; J. B. Eraithwaite; A. M. Ealmer. Aylrshurij.—}, T. P.
Carver, Luntitliorpe, Borontrhbridge. 2, O. A. Yonup:, Driffield, he. Rev. J. G.
Milner ; C. Venables, Castle Eden, c, C. Venables.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hiittou, Pudsey, Leeds.

HUNSLET POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the 18th and IDtb iust. in a large

marquee. The use of Turner's pens was certainly the greatest
improvemeufc that has taken place since the estahlishment of

the Show. There was, however, a mistake to which we would
draw attention—viz., the filthy state of the hirds on the second
day, owing to the large quantity of sticky dough corn and water
on the bottoms of the pens, and which might have been easily
prevented by the engagement of an experienced poultry manager,
and of such there are plenty in the locality.

The entries were very poor, many of the classes only having
sufficient birds to carry off the prizes. Dorkings and Spanish
were extremely good, and a pair of really good Buffs carried off

the first prize in the Cochin class, the second going to very for-

ward White chickens. In Red Game the winners were of the
Brown variety, but not in good feather, and in the next class
good Piles won. In Hamburghs the birds were good. The
winners in Bantams, Black or White, were both of the former
variety, though a capital pair of White was unnoticed. In Game
Bantams^ Duckwiugs were first, and Black Red chickens second.
Brahmas were a fair class in both number and quality, but the
Turkeys only moderate, while there were some good Geese of

the Toulouse variety, but they having eaten their prize cards
we could not make out the winners. Aylesbury Duels were
pretty fair, and the Rouen very good, though in the moult.
Pigeons were a very small entry, but some of the winners

were good specimens, notably the Barbs and Pouters. In the
Variety class Ice Pigeons were first, and Spots second.

The Babbits were poor in all respects, which is not sur-
prising, as only 5s. and 2s. Gd. in two classes were offered for
competition.

Dorkings.—I, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2, J. E. Maude, Middleton
Lodge.
Spanish.—1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Powell, Bradford,
CocHiN-CniNA.— 1 and 3, H. Beldon.
(iATAZ.—Black-breasted or other Rcdn.—'l, H. Beldon. 2, E. Ackroyd, Eccles-

hill, Leeds. White or Piles.— 1 and 2, R. Walker, Gomersall.
Hamburghs.— Go^^lJf?ic^/^.—l and 2, H. Beldon. bilvcr-ih-ncHs.—l and 2, H.

Beldon. Gold-spangles.—1,U. Beldon. 2, J. Newton, Silsden. bUver-spatigles,
—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
PoLANDs.—1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Bantamb.— B/.fc/.- or Mltite.—l. J. Waddinpton, Gniseley. 2. H. Beldon.

Gamr.— l and 2. W. F. Enlwisle. Westtield, Bradford.
Bbahma Pootras.— 1 and 2, H. Beldon.
Tdrkevs.— 1, Lady F. Hawkes, Womersley Park, Pontefract. 2, J. Andrews,

Eothwell Haifih.
Geese.—1. H. Kellett. Hunslet.
DccK3.~~Aylesbury.—l, J. B. Britton. 2, W. North, Leeds. Eonen.—l and 2,

J. Newton.
PIGEONS,

Carriers.—1 and 2, E. Homer, Harewood.
Antwerps.— 1, E. Homer. 2, G. Crann, Leeds.
Owls.—1, J. Thresh, Bradford. 2, E. Homer,
Turrits.—1 and 2, E. Horner.
Bakus.—1 and 2, K. Homer,
Tumblers.-1, E. Horner.
Fantails.— I, J. F. Loverbidtre, Newark. 2, E. Horner.
Pouters.— 1 and 2, E. Horner.
NUNB.—1 and 2, E. Homer.
Jacobins.—1 and 2. E. Horner.
Doves.—1 and 2. J. Bower, Hunslet.
Anv oher Variety.— 1, J, Thresh. 2, J. Taylor, Leeds.

Kadditb.—Long-eared.— 2. J. Armstrong, Leeds. Any other variety.—1, G. S.
Burton. 2, G. A. Bowker, Hunslet.

JuD(iE.

—

Poultrij, Pigeons
J
and Babbits : Mr. J. Dixon, North

Park, Clayton, Bradford.

other portions of the Show, it may stimulate them to personal
exertions in poultry culture, whether viewed only as a recreation
or as a profitable pursuit. The show of adults, though abound-
ing in first-class fowls, necessarily lost much of its interest from
the generality being heavily in moult. Grand Dorkings—both
White and Grey, Brahmas—the best in the kingdom, and
Spanish and Game fowls of equal note were abundant. Excel-
lent classes of Hamburghs, more especially the Black, deserve
notice. The Geese, both old and young, were of unusual size,

and well shown ; the Rouen Dueklings being no less noteworthy.
The Variety Duck class proved a remarkably f:,'ood one, among
them being entered no less than three pens of Whistling Ducks
and two pens of Kasarkas, all of them in exquisite feather. The
pubUc thronged in front of this class during the whole of the
time the Show was open.
The second division of the Show, exclusively for chickens, was

a triumphant success, and the winners in every instance secured
their laurels on]y under a very heavy competition. Where all

were so thoroughly good it appears almost invidious to particu-
larise, but perhaps the most noteworthy were the Buff Cochins
of Messrs. Robinson and Sidgwick, and Mr. Brierley's Brown
Red Game fowls. The Waterfowl shown in this division were
extraordinarily fine.

Dorkings.— Grrj/.—I, J. Stott, Healey, Rochdale. 2 and he, J. Robinson,
Garstang. White. — 1 and 2, J. Robinson. Any colour.—Cocfe.—Prize, J.
Robioson.
Brahma Pootra.—1 and 2, T. F. Ansdell. Cowley Mount, St. Helen's.
Spanish.-1, J. Lecminp, BronRhton. Preston. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earbv,

Skipton; he, G. Pickering & J. Du^'wleby. Driffield.
Game.-1 and 2, C. W. Brierley, MidU'letou, Manchester, Cocfc.—1 and 2, C.

W. Brierley.
Cochin-China.—1. Aspden & Newton, Church, 2. T. F. Ansdell,
'Hi.NBURQtis.-Golden-pencHled.-l, J. Bowneas, Newchurch. 2, J. Robineon.

Eilver-peneilled.-l. J. Kohinson. 2, J. Bowneas. Gohltn-spannUd.-l and /ic,

J. Robinson. 2, J. Bowness. S ilrer-spaftgled.~l and 2, J. Kobinson. Black.—
I and 2, C. Sidgwick, Keighley. he, J. Robinson ; J. Bownesa.
Bantams.— 1. H. B. Smith, Brooklands, Broughton, Preston, 2, T. Barker^

Hili End, Burnley, e, J. R. Robinson. Sunderland.
HocDANS.—1, G. W. Hibbert, Godley, Hyde, Manchester. 2, J. Arshworth,.

Burnley.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 2, J. Robinson {Creve-Cojur and Silver-apangled

Polands). he, J. Harrison, Cottam, Presian.
Geese.— I, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, S. H. Stott, Fishergate, Preston, he, J.

Grimshaw, Eccleston, Chorley.
DccKS. — Aylesbury. — 1 and 2, J. Walker, Rochdale, he, J. Robinson,

Garsiang. Hoiien.— l and 2, T.Wakefield, Golborne, Newton-le-Willows. he,
J. VNalker; S. H. Stott, Preston, c, J. Hfirrison ; W. Penny, Preston. Any
other variety.-l and 2, H. B. Smith (Whistling and Ruddy Shell), he, H. B,
Siniih (Whistling); J. Walker (Wbistlingl; W. Binns. Pudsey. Leeds (Kasarka),
Turkeys.-1, J. Walker. 2, L. Anyon, Whittle-le-Woods, Chorley.

CHICKENS.
DoEKiNGs.—(Jrcy.-1 and 2, T, Statter, Whitefleld, Manchester, he, J. J,

Waller, Kendal (2) ; J. Robinson. White —1 and 2, J. Robinson,
Game.— 1, T. P. Lvon, Liverpool. 2, T. Dyson, Hahfax, lie, W. Parker

Bootle, Carnforth: T.Dyson.
CocHiN-CniNA.—1, J. Robinson. 2 and vhc, C. Sidgwick,
llA'^iBfjRGHs.-Gotden-jieneilled.— 1, E. Clayton, Keighley. 2, J. Robinson.

he, .J. Bowneas. Newchurch. Silccr-pencilled.-l, J. Robinson. 2, H. Smith.
Go!den-spa)iglcd.—l, J . Robinson, 2, No competition. Silver-spangled.—1 and
2, J. Robintun.
Bantams.—1 and c, T. Sharpies. 2, T. Barker, Burnley, he, J. Woods and

Son, Accrington.
Geese.—1 and -2. W. Penny, Preston, he, J. Walker (2) ; S. H. Stott (2).

Dvciis.—Aylesbury— 1, J. Walker, Rochdale, 2, T. P. Carver, he, T. Tamlin-
son. Rouen.—1 and 2, J. Harrison, Cottam, Preston. Any other varieiy,—1, J.
Walker, 2, T. Wakefield.

LOCAL CLASSES.
Spanish.—Prize. J. Whitfield, Chorley.
Dorkings.—Prize, J. Thorn, Birkacre, Chorley, Chickens.—Peize, J. Thoni.
Game.—Prize, L. Anyon, Chorley.
UA^BVhGnH.-silreT-pencilled.—ChicJcens.—pTize, T, Walmsley.
Bantams.—Chickens.—Prize, L Anyon.
Geese.—Prize. L, Anyon.
DvcKB.—Aylesbury.—Prize, Rev. J. Sparling, Chorley.
Turkeys.—Prize, L. Anyon.

The Judges were Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Birmingham, and
Mr. Joseph Hindson, of Liverpool.

CHORLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The Royal North Lancashire Agricultural Society held their

meeting last week at Chorley, and the poultry then exhibited
proved a very great success. The inhabitants generally had
taken every pains to add to the popularity of the Show, and had
decorated most profusely all the principal streets with flags and
banners ; three triumphal arches made of wooil, but artistically

painted to resemble granite, formed a conspicuous feature,
having the appearance of long-erected structures. Evergreens
and flowers in abundance met the eyes of all visitors, and as the
day proved enjoyable, the attendance of holiday-seekers by ex-
cursion trains was beyond precedent. The poulti-y Show con-
sisted of three divisions—viz., for old birds, for chickens of 1873,
and for residents only of the Chorley district. The latter
portion may justly be pronounced a failure, as the competition
was very poor indeed as a whole, and in fact one-half the classes
could not boast of a siugle entry. We can only hope, now
that the inhabitants of Chorley have seen the fine collection of

domestic poultry sent from all parts of the kingdom in the

THE RABBITS AT ROCHDALE SHOW.
There was a grand show of Rabbits at Rochdale Show, nearly

eighty pens competing, and the awards gave general satisfaction.

Mr. Boyle won with a grand buck, measuring over *20 inclies by
5 inches, Lop-eared ; and Mr. Easton won in does. In Himalayan,
as a matter of course, Mr. Whitworth won, bxit was very closely

pressed by Mr. Ball. The cup and first prize in the Angora
class were awarded to Mr. Ball. Mr. Boyle won in the Dutch
class with a grand buck that ought never to be beaten. Mr. Irv-

ing took second with one of Mr. Boyle's breed. For the heaviest
Mr. Brown way first with a good Rabbit, weighing over 14 lbs. ;

E. E. Royds, Esq., second with a most promisin;:: heavy Rabbit.
The best Rabbit exhibited was shown in the Selling class by
E.E. M. Royds, Esq., and it won the cup against seventeen com-
petitors. In its class it must have won as a Silver-Grey. Mr.
Boyle won first in Silver-Greys, Mr. Royds being second.
Mr. Ridpeth, of Outwood Hall, Handforth, was the Judge,

Ipswich Poultry Show.—The eighth Exhibition is to be held
on October 14th and 15th, with increased attractions in the way
of Cats, Rabbits, butter, eggs, and dead poultry; the latter we
do not think has been so much encouraged as it deserves to be,

and we strongly advocate the offering of such prizes. There
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are upwards of sixty classes ; a silver euj) or special prize is

offered for almost every class, and the entry fee is reduced to

•4s. aud Si'. We understand that Mr. Hewitt has been retained
as one of the poultry judges, and other competent gentlemen
will be engaged according to the number of entries.

NORTHERN COUNTIES COLUMBARIAN
SOCIETY.

This Society held their annual competitive Show of j-oung
Pigeons at their club room, at the Cathedral Hotel, Manchester,
on Monday, the 18th iust. There were upwards of one hundred
pairs competing, each exhibitor paying 2s. Gd. for every entry,
and the amount of entry in each class was given to the successful

exhibitor in one first prize. The Pouters, Carriers, Short-faced
Tumblers, aud Foreign Owls were not numerous; most of the
prizes in these classes going to Mr. Towerson. There was a
grand display of Barbs ; the first prize went to Mr. Magnall.
Por Dragoons Blue, and Any other colour, the prizes went to Mr.
Holland. There was a gi-and show of English Owls and Fautails,

the first prize in each class being awarded to Mr. T. Ridpeth.
Mr. Royds won in Jacobins with a splendid pair of Blacks,
which must be heard of again. The best Turbits were from
Mr. Ridpeth, and this was the largest class iu the Show. In
Ijong-faced .\ntwerps Mr. Appleton won with a pair of good
birds ; in Short-faced Antwerps Mr. Justice won with a beauti-

ful pair. For Baldpates the first place was taken by Mr. Uns-
worth, and in .\ny other colour of Tumblers by Mr. Hyde.
Altogether the Show was a great success, and many thanks

are due to Mr. Haycroft and the Committee for the %'ery able
and perfect arrangements. Mr. Hawley, of Bingley, was the
Judge.

PIGEONS AT HITCHIN AND EXETER SHOWS.
[Our correspondent justly remarbR that it must have sur-

prised more people than himself that his five pens of birds took
first and second honours at Hitchen, and Mr. Yardley's were
highly commended ; but at Exeter, a few days later, the same
Judge to the same competing birds reversed nearly exactly his
awards. We add our correspondent's remarks upon other
matters.]

It is well known that dealers are the principal supporters of

all shows in the three kingdoms, and are compelled to procure
birds at fabulous prices to please the tastes of those gentlemen
who are selected as judges, for dealers too well know that adver-
tising prize strains for sale will not deceive fanciers now-a-days,
as tliere are too many good judges amongst amateurs to purchase
before seeing the birds, aud they prefer birds that have given proof
of their quality by winning in good company before they will
purchase ; and too often have dealers to purchase birds to suit
the fancy of certain judges, although well knowing at the time
the same bird or birds to be greatly deficient. Still, to please
the judge and win the dealer must procure the bird or birds, and
in the event of those identical birds being purchased from the
dealer for the purpose of being again exhibited, aud the same
.come under the judgment of a man who knows their deficiencies,
he, of course, passes them over. Then goes a letter to the
dealer from the purchaser, giving him to understand that he
has deceived him ; and should he not do so, he, doubtless, makes
it worse for the dealer by quietly telling his friends that he
bought 80 and so from so aud so, and was worsted. Take an
example : Had I sold those birds I won with at Hitchin, and the
purchaser had shown them at Exeter, and if the purchaser was
uo judge of the quality of the birds, I wonder what sort of

letter I should have received ! I am afraid not a very flattering

one. Still, such cases have often happened with dealers, and
often the dealer thus loses a good customer. So I do hope that
secretaries and committeemen will endeavour to ascertain wlio
are the proper men to select to ofliciate as judges; aud I believe
the best plan to adopt to satisfy exhibitors and find out the best
judges would be to let exhibitors vote for the man they consider
the best judge, the most votes to prevail.

—

Eobekt Fulton.

OxroBD PontTET AND PioEOK Show.—The prize list is largely
and liberally increased. There are forty silver cups and pieces
of plate, one of them given by Prince Leopold ; and the money
prizes, three in each class, vary from three guineas to ten
shillings. The classes are increased to forty-three for poultry,
aud to twenty for Pigeons.

SHOW OF HONEY AT BURTON-ON-TRENT.
The readers of our Journal, I have no doubt, will be glad to

see recorded the results of the show of bees and honey at the
flower show at liurton-on-Trent. The show was not up to the
two last shows in the bee class. There was one beautiful glass
super which would have deserved the first prize had it not been
(or one comb having some brood. It was, 1 thiuk, the best glass

I have seen this season. I am sorry to say the season here
(South Lancashire), has been the worst I have known since 1860.
Several of my friends have lost many stocks, not thinkiug they
would be dying of starvation iu August. I have sixteen stocks
in the heather, which are looking well, but it the weather do
not improve soon it will be all over for 1873. We are expecting
a good show at Manchester, iu September, at the Botanic Gar-
dens ; and I understand there will be a new design of bee hive,
with bees at work, but I am afraid the show of honey will be
light.

—

South Lanc-vshibe Bee-keeper.
Pr.\ctical Bee Hive.—1 and 3, G. Cross, Burt.m. 2. — Young. Horuinglow.
ScpER HoN-EY.— 1, G. Cross (12 lbs.). 2, — Young (21 lbs.). 3, — Sylvester,

Barton-unJcr-Xeetlwood.
COTT.VGERS' CLAS3.

Humane Bee Hive.—1, T. Pegg, Dallow Street. 2, — Smith, Doveridgi'. 3, —
Mungleston, Kepton.
Sci'EH Honey.—1 and 4, — Withnall, Rangemore. 2, E. J. Draper, Newton

Road. 8, — Smith.

JuDOEs.—Mr. Spencer, of Stourbridge; and Mr. Cooke, of

Denton, near Manchester.

THE HONEY SEASON, 1873.

I AM very much surprised, at the same time rather pleased, to
find that experienced bee-keepers complain of the scanty har-
vest this season. I say I am rather pleased, because it is a
proof to me that my own deficiency does not arise from bad
management.

I commenced bee-keeping last year with one hive, which of
course I was very careful in feeding, &c. They sent out a fine
swarm on the 29th May, almost the only May swarm in tliis

neighbourhood. About a week after sending out the swarm I
placed a cheese-box underneath, in which the bees constructed
three medium-sized combs. To my deep regret I had disturbed
the box, and taken it from beneath before I discovered the combs.
I then placed the combs in an old hive cut down at the top.
They appear to have gone on making combs, but to have gathered
no honey for filling. The swarm worked exceedingly well, and
in a month's time had sealed-up a good deal at the top, and
commenced building in one of Pagden's glass supers. They
appear to have half filled the latter and begun to seal.

I beg now to ask you what you would recommend me to do.
About a mile from my house is an extensive common covered
with heath. I am of opinion that my supers should be left on
until the end of September in expectation of the bees obtaining
a good supply from the heath, aud, failing that, allowing them
to withdraw what stores they have in the supers, so as to be
abundantly suppUed for the winter. Do you think the distance
too far ? WOLLASTON.

[No. Let them remain untouched till the end of September.
Your plan ia excellent.

—

Eds.]

THE BEE SEASON IN SOUTH DEVON.
Mr. George Fox, of Kiugsbridge, states, in a letter to me,

that his experience this summer has been much the same as
my own and that of others who have written on the subject,
particularly with respect to the profuse breeding which has
been carried on in supers. He writes: " I never had so many
swarms from the few stocks with which I started, or had my
supers so much bred iu. The queens have always been in them
when removed. On the whole I have had no cause to complain.
Six supers have been worked, mostly square boxes with glass
sides and top. The first taken oS was full of honey (about
iij lbs.) aud brood, and the queen was iu it. This I keep as a
stock, and it makes a good one. Brood-comb was supplied to
the old stock from which a queen was raised. The next super,
being much in the same condition, was also kept as a stock.
Another super gave 25 lbs. or 30 lbs. of honey; it had a little

patch of brood ; the queen also being up in it, I caught and re-

turned her to tlie old stock. I had three or four other supers,
some of which are kept as stocks, the others for honey."
Mr. G. Fox also says that the bees of many of his stocks

exhibit their descent from his original Egyptian queen pre-
sented to him by the late Mr. Woodbury. Though the Egyptian
blood has been much ** diluted," some of the bees are as well
marked as were those of the original stock. They are very
quiet, and he has required no bee-dress or gloves in any of his
operations this season, even in transferring combs and bees
from boxes into observatory hives. This amiable character
does not agree with my own experience of the true Egyptians,
which were perfect savages ; but it must be remembered that

Mr. G. Fox is a king or conjuror among his bees, and would
seem to bear a charm which enables him to handle them with
impunity.—S. Bevak Fox, Exeter.

A GOOD HARVEST DRINK.
Last summer we attended a field trial of ploughs, and for a

drink in the fields we had buckets of (-old water with oatmeal
stirred in, which we found to be both victuals and drink, and
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mighty refreshing. A Scottish medical journal also says of

oatmeal, that iu its raw state, when it ia mixed up with water, it

is becoming a favom-ita dish. The brose of "Auld Scotland"
is becoming a favourite dish with the hunters and trappers of

the West, who are substituting oatmeal in this form for parched
Indian corn. The same brawny fellows have found out that a
very acceptable drink is made by putting about two teaspoon-
fuls of oatmeal to a tumbler of water. This the hunters and
trappers aver to be the best drink they can use, and it is at once
nourishing, unstimulating, and satisfying.

—

{Ohio Farmer.)

[The addition of oatmeal to water for quenching thirst may
be a discovery which the American hunters have recently made

;

but it has long been known in this country to the workmen in

foundries and other places where men are exposed to fierce

heat. Indeed, in some places, there is, or was till recently, a
money allowance for the purpose.

—

Eds.]

CUPS FOB SILVEB-GBEY DOBKINGS.
I HAVE just been informed by the Secretary of the Crystal

Palace Poultry Show, that unless a cup for adult Silver-Grey
Dorkings be given by private subscription they will be obliged
to curtail the classes for this breed. This would be a gi-eatpity,

and I therefore offer 10s. &d., if nine other fanciers will give the
same sum, to procure a five-guinea cup for the best SUver-Grey
Dorking adult, cock or hen. I may also mention that I am col-

lecting for a cup for Nankin Bantams at the same Show, towards
which the subscriptions at present given are—Mr. Pigott,
10s. Gd.; Mrs. Cross, 5s.; 0. E. Cresswell, 10s. 6d.—O. Eenest
Ckesswell, Early Wood, Bagsliot, Surrey.

QUE LETTER BOX.
Feathers on Houdans' Eggs—Fowls for Table {An Inquirer).—Almost

all Houdan chickens have the stubs of feathers on theii- le^'s. They never
gT'iw to feathers. If they did they would be a disqualification, and might
raise doubts as to purity. To show that it is immaterial, we may add that
the same thing frequently occurs iu Dorkings. They must, however, never go
beyond being stubs. In that state we view them merely as sports, just as in
the same family one mau may be hirsute and another smooth-faced. Houdans
are a hardy and excellent fowl. They will answer your purpose if you ai-e

content to submit to the expense and inconveuieuce of buying broody hens
to enable you to keep up your breed, as the Houdans do not sit. We think
Bralimas would suit you as well in other respects, and save you the last par-
ticular, being good sitters and mothers.

Erahmas—BrcKWHEAT AS PorLTRV FooD (0. S.).—We do not think the
result of your hatching proves anything about Brahmas in general, but in
your case it speaks badly for tbe strain from which you had your eggs. We
should say it is decidedly an inapnre one. A single comb in a Brahma is a
decided disadvantage. We consider buckwheat bad food for fowls. Good
honest ground oats or barley slaked with water, with occasional feeds of

whole com or maize, are all that are necessary for good feeding. The new
and modem introductions tend only to disease and disappointment.

SoUTHPORT AND Ormskirk Show {W. Wliitch'i/).—The Secretary having
duly acknowledged receipt of the enti-y fee, but not having sent the usual
printed label, nor answered your inquiry if you might send the birds without
a label, will, of coui'se, return the entry money. Write to the Secretary agaio.

Artiticial Hatching {H. T. K.).—li we obtain a drawing of Jlrs. Cheshire's
" artificial mother " we will have it engraved. All experience is against the
nee of incubators.

Nutt's Hive (C McD.).— Write to those who advertise hives in our
columns. They all make those hives.

Scarcity of Honey (Kidlin'jton).—You are no doubt correct in your
opinion, that the cold weather of the early part of summer had much to do
with the scarcity of honey in your neighbourhood, as elsewhere.
Various (.4 Young Apiarian).—The brood you wish to save would not sur-

vive three, or even two days' chill and starvation if in open cells. Remember
the voracity of all insect lar\';T^, and the high temperature to which they are
accustomed in the hive. A good proportion of the sealed brood would probably
survive. We should advise you to transfer youi' bees, either very early in the
morning, or, better still perhaps, after the main work of the day is over. You
need not fear annoyance from the bees who are straggling home, e>^pecially if

you operate upon them at some little distance from the hives. Can any of
our readers furnish our correspondent with the number of the English Me-
cluinic in which there appear sketches of the various parts of the hive as pro-
mised by Mr. Abbott ? Yuur experience of the honey season appears to be
similar to that of most apiarians—httle honey and few swarms, and these
mostly very late.

Transporting Hives of Bee3 [A Regular Stibs;criber).—Nothing is easier
than the removal of wooden hives by rail. Simply screw the hive firmly to
the floorboard, nailing with tin tacks pieces of perforated zinc over the entrance
way and over the hole or holes for supers at the top of the hive for ventilation.
Turu the hive topsy-tm-vy, and let it travel so ; cord it well, and if not too
full of bees, and the weather not too hot, they will travel any distance. We
Bhould prefer October or November, when the population is reduced iu number
and the weather is cooler. If your straw hives have wooden rims they can be
screwed in the same manner to the floorboard ; if nut, you must secure
the iiive to the board iu such a manner with stout cord as to prevent all risk
of its shifting, and treat otherwise as mentioned above. All the work should
he done the evening before they travel.

Feedinc, Bees \B. G.).—From your use of the words "captured" and
*' cap "' we hardly know whether yon mean to imply that you ciught a swarm,
or placed a cap or super on an already established stock. If the latter, you
fihovild remove the cap, and, if the combs are clean, wrap it up and put it by
in a safe place till next summer, when it may be again given to the same or
some other hive to be filled. But, whatever you meant to convey, the bees
in your hive must be fed, being, as you say, very light ; for which purpose
you must boil G lbs. of loaf sugar and 4 lbs. of water by weight, for five

minutifs. "When cold fill a pickle bottle, tie some rather coarse muslin or net

over the mouth, and invert the battle on a piece of perforated zincplacel
over the hole in the top of the hive. If there is no suitable hole you must
cut one of about S inches in diameter, and fix on a piece of wood having a
2-uich hole to correspond, on which the bottle will stand securely. It must
ba well covered up to prevent the access of robber bess, aud, if possible, the
food should be suppUed at night aud the bottle removed in the morning,
when, if the stock is pretty strong, all the food will have been taken down.
This board, if large enough and properly clamped at the ends to prevent
warping, will also be found available for working a super. Send five stamps;
to our office and order " Bee-keeping for the Many," in which you will find
ample information on feeding, and on many other matters in connection with
bee-management.
Removing Sopers (Bank Villa, Dewshury).—On our return home from,

om- usual summer hoUday we were distressed to find that your query of
July 21st had been overlooked. Accept our sincere apology. We fear any
remark of ours is too late to be of service, but we may say ^^eaerally that, except
on the moors, all supers of honey should be now removed, except such as
have but little honey in them, which may be stowed away with advantage for
another year after the bees have taken down the honey.
Preserving Kidney Beans for Winter Usb (The Gardetier).—We

published the following receipt last year:—" Put a layer of dry salt, about
half an inch thick, in the bottom of a weU-glazed earthenware pan, on this a
layer of beans about 1 inch thick, another layer of salt, then another layer of
beans, and continue in tbe same order untU the pan is full. Keep iu a dry
cool place. When wanted for use they must be takeu out in layers."

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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employs it chiefly for irrigating grass, and he obtains by its

employment four or five heavy mowings annually. This is from
a hght, sandy soil.

That sterling old gardener, the late Mr. Beaton, used it in

the cultivation of his bulbs, and other flowers, with tlie utmost
success ; and until we applied it to Koses and Chrysanthemums
they refused to excel on a chalky soil. Mr. Beaton wrote to

us—" When a crop of anything is in rows, whether they be
bedders or for the pot or table, liquid manure of any strength
may be appUed in the centre between the rows with less risk or

danger than in any other way. I have often with my own
hands poured down large quantities of the very strongest
liquid manure between the rows of plants, one drop of wllich

would be destruction to any one of them if it touched the
leaves or roots ; but filteriug to the roots through a few inches
of soil all harm is avoided, which goes to show that a fair

porous sui-face of earth is the best and safest fixer of ammonia
and all over-strong matter in the liquid. Every one of my
own bulbs, from Crocus to Hesperanthus, gets it every spring
from a place which one would shudder at the idea of, and I

never lose a leaf. I quite agree with clarifyiug liquid manure
for pot culture, and in the hands of those who do not know
practically what a plant can digest, or what the strength of

their liquid is. But to keep a bed or border in good heart for

a whole season at the least possible expense, have no recourse
to clarifying the goodness out of the stuff, but give it to the
plants fresh from the stable, cowhouse, piggery, or where it

may be got much stronger, and one good soaking of it will last

the whole of that season ; the spring is the right time to apply
it. Then, in June, if a handful of mould from below the sur-

face is as good as a smelling bottle, you may depend upon a
good show of Roses, and most bedding plants, if the beds
wanted any assistance that way. The old florists who placed
4 or 5 inches thick of strong dung at the very bottom of their

beds, and 2 feet below their plants, were much wiser in their
generation than those of us who supply rotten dung on or
near the surface. Mr. Elvers has been recommending, for a
long time, one or two thorough good soakiugs of the richest
liquid manure to the Rose beds in the winter ; and if Roses
are ever to come out healthy on a thin, poor, sandy soil, that
is just what will do it. When flower-beds and borders get ex-
hausted by cropping, this strong liquid is very much better for
them than rotten dung."

As to forced Rhubarb having a flavour of horsedung, we
know both in that and in forced Sea-kale that it is occasioned
by the gases emitted by the fermenting dung. The reek extends
no further than the epidermis, and usually may be removed by
washing, and always by peehng off the thinnest film of the
<^pidermis.

THE CALCEOLARIA DISEASE.
Once more there are complaints about the disease in the

bedding Calceolai'ia ; and although there is reason to believe
it is not so prevalent or so severe in its effects as in some
previous seasons, yet it appears to be as puzzling as ever, for
both the origin of the disease and a remedy have not, so far

as I kuow, been discovered. The qualifications of the Calceo-
laria for bedding purposes stand so high, that gardeners may
safely be trusted to try any experiment or make any effort that
is likely to stamp out the disease entirely, or even to palliate

its effects ; but as each successive season comes round it makes
its appearance, and is more or less destructive. At the same
time the disease is partial in its attacks, for while some
localities almost escape for one season, the succeeding season
is likely to bring the disease in its severest form. This differ-

ence and partiahty of attack lead one to conclude that the
disease arises from atmospheric influences. Again, taking into
account the time of year at which the disease makes its ap-
pearauce (which is generally the latter part of July or the
beginning of August, when the plants are to some extent
exhausted by their first blooming period, which, by-the-by, is

generally the best, and at which time the plants are less able
to bear any particular pressure upon their circulating powers),
I am led to think that the hot sun playing on the plants from
morning till night, and the very rapid evaporation consequently
going on without any counterbalancing treatment, so checks the
growth and favours the ripening of tlie wood, that the plants
eaimot recover their former vigour, and consequently die.

Such is the opinion which I formed years ago, and having
always had a fancy for the cultivation of the Calceolaria, I

shaped out a course of treatment which I thought then, and

still think, is not an unreasonable one. That it is a safe one I

have proved from experience, because since I practised it I

have seldom been troubled with the plants dying-off by disease.

I also think that in the treatment of the Calceolaria the soil

in which it is grown should not go unnoticed, for I am of

opinion that some sorts of soil predispose a plant to disease by
throwing it into a sickly state through obnoxious ingredients,

or from the want of fertility to enable a plant to maintain a

vigorous constitution against the attacks of disease. In the

case of the Calceolaria I consider a Ught sandy soil would
favour my last opinion, so also would a gravelly one, and a

poor kiud of loamy soil, if shallow, would do the same. In
either of these compositions the Calceolaria flowers but once,

and that flowering is soon over, without the plant making the

necessary growth for a continuance of blooming. What we
call a cool showery summer might alter things a little, but
even then they do not come up to the standard of excellence as

sometimes witnessed, but ofteuer wished for than produced in

this particular flower.

As a rule. Calceolarias grow well at first, and again when
the rains and cool nights of autumn come on ; but to carry

them successfully through the hottest part of the year, and
keep them continually in flower, is where the skill of the

cultivator should be directed. To do this does not, in my
opinion, depend upon the treatment at the time, for nothing

seems to recover them then. It must be a pre-arranged plan,

mostly as regards the treatment of the plants in the spring

and the soil employed.
I prefer to take the cuttings as late as possible in the

autumn consistent with the state of the weather, and root

them in poor soil not much if at all before Christmas. After

that I keep them as cool as they will bear night and day. At

I

the beginning of February every one will need the centre shoot

plucked-out, and when they show side shoots plant them out

in some temporarily-prepared place, but still in poor soil

;

here they may stand, with attention, until wanted for the beds.

My aim is to keep the plants as hardy as possible, and plant

them in a soil only rich enough to keep them in health and
produce growth enough that, by stopping, Ac, a foundation

(
may be laid for a good plant. I think it is a mistake to grow
the plants so vigorously in their wiuter quarters as some do

;

I it is in the flower beds where this vigour is required, and this

must be supported by a suitable soil, which I consider to be a
sound turfy loam, not too retentive or binding, but a maiden
loam that possesses some richness. This should be chopped
up roughly ; then add to it about one-third of well-rotted hot-

,
bed manure, or, what is better, one-fourth of decomposed night

soil which has had a good sprinkling of lime. Lay up these

! materials with the loam for a twelvemonth, and turn over the

compost occasionally. In spring take out the old soil, place

the compost in the bed to the depth of 18 inches or more, and
during the summer water the plants copiously—at least three

times a-week. If Cixlceolarias do not thrive in this soil I shall

be surprised indeed. I have tried this soil on a large as well

as small scale ; and at Hatfield, where I used it for several

large beds, nothing could look more cheerful than for a fa-

vourite plant to be in perfection both of bloom and foliage, and
entirely free from disease, as was witnessed and remarked upon
by those who were competent to judge of their merits. Pre-

viously, there was considerable difficulty occasioned by the

disease. This treatment has given me so much satisfaction

for the past seven or eight years that I shall not only continue

the practice, but would advise those who have not adopted it

to give it a trial.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
The spring for these fruits out of doors was the worst I ever

remember. Under glass, in my little vinery—the Vines being
cut back one-third of the length of the rafter to let in light to

the Peaches and Nectarines planted-out on the brick fine at

the back, and trained to wires—the crops are superb, the sorts

being Royal George, BeUegarde, Albatross (one of the largest

and best-formed of all Peaches here). Golden Eagle, and
three trees of the Rough Roman Nectarine, alias Newington,
which, when ripened, is the richest of all the Nectarines.

Out of doors, except in favourable seasons and warm gardens,

you can rarely ripen it. It is a clingstone.

I

My crop under glass of Peaches was 70, and of Necta-
rines 45. Out of doors, of Peaches 171, and Nectarines 60.

i This is a poor return for so many trees, almost all small,

I
120 in and out of doors, some few of them being maidens. A
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teggar once told me, when I said I would give him nothing,

that there was " no taste in that article, and that I could

not give him less." I have had " a taste," aud am satisfied.

The trees of all kinds are in beautiful couditiou, aud ai'e fast

forming their triple buds for nest year.

There is one new Peach here which well deserves praise. It

is Mr. Bivers"s Early Louise. It is a small tree, in its second

year, < b an exposed east wall. Though hardly any tree on that

wall sets its fruit, except the Koyal George, Early Louise set

its blossoms well, and I gathered the crop, averaging 8 inches,

ripe on August 1st. On my south wall it would have been

ripe -Tuly 12th to 14th. The fruit is juicy and delicious. The
tree is full of fruit-bnds for next year. I shall put a tree of it

on my south wall in the autumn. I can safely recommend it.

Early Rivers and Eai-ly Beatrice in better situations lost their

flowers, so that I cannot speak of them. All three sorts ap-

pear to be hardy and good growers. The Royal George in-

doors and out, on east, west, and south aspects, beats all here.

Early Alfred, Barrington, Princess of AYalcs, and Nectarine

Peach are nest best, and well cropped for the year. Emmer-
ton's White Nectarine out of doors, and Rough Roman under
glass, beat all the others. The next best crop is Rivers's

White Nectarine, derived from the former. Both the White
Nectarines are delicious and handsome when well ripened.

A great many of my trees, out of doors, on all aspects, either

did not set their fruit, or it dropped off from the severity of

the weather and the exposure of all my walls. If the weather

is not hot enough to bring out bees, it is not hot enough to

ripen the pollen, without which the fruit cannot set. If the

weather is cold, and the pollen on the stamen is pasty, fertUisa-

tion camiot take place. I believe bees are great helpers. I

found three in my vinery in the spring, and I locked them in
;

doubtless, they helped to set a capital crop of fruit. It is

said you cannot have these fruits under Vines on the back
wall. It is quite untrue. Cut back the Vines one-third of the

length of the rafter, and you will get a capital crop of Peaches
and Nectarines, and just as many Grapes as if you allowed the

Vines to go to the top of the rafter; because, when shortened,

they crop close to the lower wall-plate.

Fruit under glass never colours so well as out of doors.

Noblesse under glass would be a delicate creamy green, out of

doors it is dappled like a Pomeranian coach dog, and very

handsome. It is the richest of all Peaches. I disbud scarcely

at all, and never shorten anything tUl the tree is in full foliage.

I then shorten some twigs to the first pair of full-sized leaves

for spurs, and others longer. People pull out the lungs of the

tree, and then are surprised that the tree degenerates. I have
just finished cutting oft a portion of each leaf, except where
fruit is, to let in light, air, and heat to the walls for the

maturation of the wood and to prevent excessive wood growth.
Visitors always admire the clean and beautiful foliage. Take
care of the foliage and the roots, and the rest of the tree

will take care of itself.—W. F. Radcltffe.

AUTUMN-SOWN ANNUALS.
I so more think of omitting sowing a crop of these in

autumn than crops of Cabbage, Cauliflower, or Lettuce.

Annnals are, moreover, as certain in their issues as are the

vegetable sowings above named, and fill a gap in their way as

great. Considering, too, the outlay and trouble involved, the
relative returns are certainly as great as any display that can
be produced in the garden. Every year I can see the ad-

miration these simple flowers call forth and the pleasure they
give, and this is why I never forget to sow, and seldom forget

to issue a reminder to others who care to have them, to sow
them also. As " welcome as flowers in May," is an old and
remarkably expressive adage, for flowers are, in fact, at that
season especially longed for—and why ? because they are bright
and cheering messengers, telling us that another morn of

life is bom, sparklings of spring, and harbingers of summer.
Simple spring flowers must be estimated as what they are, and
by their own merits, or they have not due justice. A verdict

—

and it is too common—that " they lack the glowing richness
of snmmer and autumn masses, and we put them out of court,"
is not a fair one. I go further and say it is not an intelligent

one. What shoold we think of a man directed to admire a
glorious sunset taming away with, " Oh ! I don't care for that,

it will be ten times brighter to-morrow ? " I can understand
annnals not being grown because a particular system of gar-
dening docs not require their aid, or that they may bloom at

a particular time when a garden is vacated by those for whom

it is made enjoyable, but not because they are destitute of

beauty, or not so bright as brighter things.

I know annuals have charms to many, aud, used in con-
junction with bulbs and' spring perennials, a garden can be

made as fully attractive in April, May, and .June as at any
other period of the year. But gardens worked on the oidiuury

massing system, it is only practical to say, are sometimes in-

terfered with by a prolongation of spring bloom iu the beds,

and the holding-back of thousands of plants, involving much
labour iu attention to their wants, iu pots and stores. To
have the crop of flowers off by the middle or end of May, only

a limited number of plants, besides bulbs, are available. Iu

addition to Hepaticas, Daisies, early Pansies, and the Prim-
rose family, the following may be used:—Silenes, especially

pendula, to be sown at once ; Forget-me-nots should be now
ready to prick-out ; ColUusia verua, better sown in August, but

will do now ; Veronica glauca, sow now ; Virgiuian Stocks,

sow second week in September, or even Jebruary ; Lasthenia
californica, and a chance of Nemophila aud Limuanthes, sown
any time before the 15th iust. These are all early and give

white, blue, pink, yellow, and orange. August-sown plants of

the pretty Saponaria all flower early, but are not always past

their best until May is out. For beds intended for more tender

subjects, as sub-tropical plants, a prolongation of bloom in

autumn-sown annuals is an advantage. They are the very

plants to use freely. To some or all the foregoing, the Clarkias,

CoUinsias, Campanulas, especially pentagonia and Venus's
Looking-glass, Viscarias, Candytufts, Platystemon, Larkspurs,

and a few others may be sown any time from the 5th to the

20th inst., except CoUinsias (excluding verna), which are

better not sown until quite the end of the month, or their

upright, rapid, succulent growth may render them a prey to

frost-damages.

In mixed beds or borders autumn-sown annuals always show
to advantage, and give an air of cheerfulness to a place at ii

particular season in a way which nothing else can do. What-
ever charms may belong to hardy annuals, they can never b-j

fully brought out except by autumn sowing aud spring flowering.

Sown in spring, and, as is often the case, neglected, they

are little better than rubbish, but sown now and tended they

are reallj' gay and attractive. Sown iu autumn the plant* aro

stronger, their flowers finer, and duration longer, than when
sown iu spring. In fact, their period of flowering is long
enough.
These simple flowers have a beauty of their own, and are to

most people pleasing. There is nothing to go into raptures

about ; they give a quiet soothing pleasure. I know a rectory

where a batch of blue NemophUa has for years taken care of

itself. Every morning of every spring, when in flower, it was
visited by the rector, who derived more pleasure by this simple

sheet of blue than any other flower bed in his garden, hi
their management a few points must be attended to. As to

site, let it be as far as possible away from the lurking placets

of slugs and snails, as old walls, .spreading herbaceous plants:,

etc. As to soil, do not have it rich or dig it, but run the hoo
through, lightening it to the depth of an inch. That is all

that is necessary, and better than doing more. As to sowing,

let it be done in drills a foot apart, regulating depth according

to size of seed—Nemophila, for instance, being covered hale

an inch, Venus's Looking-glass merely dusted over. It dry,

soak the drills thoroughly before sowing ; it is of no use water-

ing after. Further attention must be given— first to thinning,

letting each plant stand separately and stool naturally. Thi'f

is important, and makes all the difl'erence between crop aud
no crop ; second, running the hoe through frequently, and by
every means keeping slugs at bay ; third, in severo frost and
no snow, covering lightly over with Asparagus tops or Fern,

but snow is the best protector. After all, however, thinning

early and sufficiently is the best safeguard against frost.

Attention to these hints will result in a supply to be lifted and
transferred to the beds on the first fine weather in spring. If

an early-and-soon-over display is wanted, plant as thickly ns

possible, covering the ground at once ; but if a lengthened
bloom is desired, plant t!jinner in proportion. Finally, if tbo

worst come that can come, and a hyperborean winter kills

all (which is seldom), the money loss will be trifling and the

land loss nothing, and disappointment may merge into a

determination to try again. I have not had one total loss iu

fifteen years.—J. Wrioht.

Gabden Nettikg.—I am glad attention is being called totho

question of selling nettiug by what can scarcely be called any-
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thing but an unfair mode of measurement. If I want 25 yards
of^4-yard-wide net it is measured for lengtii by puUiug it tightly

ia^thejdirection of its length, and for width by pulling it tightly

in^the'dii'ection of its width. Sleasure a piece of 1-ineh-mesh
netting, 4 yards by 1 yard ; the 4 yards drawn tight become
8 yards, and the one yard stretches to two when also drawn
tight. Open tlie net and lay it evenly

—

i.e., the diameters
each way of a single mesh being alike—viz., an inch, and the
superficial loss is seen at once. Is the method of selling, or
rather of measuring, fair? or is it after all only the " reputed "

quart and the " imperial " quart over again ?—A. B.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 1.

IILTU-M LOXGIFLOEUM.
Tou asked me for some photographs of our Lilies, and for

some gossip about them. I will begin with Lilium longiflorum,
the pot with twenty-two blooms and two buds ; height 3 feet

9 inches, width 3 feet 8 inches. The bulbs were bought at
auction as L. eximium, which they are not. Our knowledge
of L. eximium is rather uncertain. I understand that this
was found by Siebold among L. longiflorum, and have always
understood it to be rather dwarf-growing, with the mouths of
the tubes expanding widely, and I have a Lily with these cha-
racteristics. I am now toid that L. eximiuui of Siebold has.

LUium lougiflorum.

according to M. Duchartre, a very long tube, and my friend,
the great authority, Mr. Leichtlin, confirms this, and states
that it has the character of what he formerly named L. longi-
florum WUsoni. The pot is L. longiflorum, the size and
height being due to the favourable conditions of growth in an
orchard house, with abundant watering.

It is a very beautiful LUy, though inferior in height and size
of flowers and length of their tubes to L. longiflorum Wilsoni.
I often wonder it is not more generally grown as a conserva-
tory plant. Here it has been constantly said by visitors of
good taste, " Your Lilies are all beautiful," but none are more
beautiful than this, with its pure white tubes contrasting with
the fine green leaves. With us it grows well in the borders,
but owing to its being a very early Lily it, unless sheltered

and retarded by dwarf shrubs, is often checked and injured
by early frosts. With us it grows best in sheltered corners
with a northern aspect.

—

Geokge F. Wilson, llcatherhank,
Wojliriihjc Heath.

STEAWBEERT CULTUEE AND MEEITS.
After so many have stated their Strawberry experience of

the year, I am afraid my chance of saying anything fresh on
the subject is very small; however, I cast in my mite, and
I shall try and make my remarks as plain and practical as
possible.

The crop of Strawberries this year has generally been very
abundant, but owing to the dull and sunless weather we had
the fruit did not acquire its proper flavour, and the wet caused
the decay of great quantities ; a small black beetle also made
sad havoc amongst some of our fruit, by eating large holes in
the berries. Some people fancy the cause to be slugs, but I

believe the beetle is the offender, as we have caught large
numbers when gathering the fruit, and the beetles were right
in the centre of it. Notwithstanding all these losses we have
been able to gather from 150 lbs. to 200 lbs. daily when our
main crops were at their best.

Early Prolific (Dr. Eoden's) is my best early variety ; it will

take the place of Black Prince with me, as it is only a few days
later, and a much suiJerior fruit. Next is Marguerite, a most
abundant bearer of very showy fruit of immense size, but that
is all it has to recommend it, as the flavour is very deficient,

and the fruit when ripe will scarcely bear to be touched, it is

so soft. Keens' Seedling succeeds these two, but it does not
bear so well here as I should like ; a great many of the plants
turn out barren, notwithstanding their being carefully selected

before planting. Amongst my main-crop Strawberries I must
place President at the head of the list; it is a sure and most
abundant cropper of very large fine fruit. Sh Charles Napier
has this year done badly with me ; there was a very abundant
crop, but owing to the wet great quantities of the fruit decayed

;

still it is a good variety, a great cropper of beautiful shining-
looking fruit, with a nice sharp flavour, which some prefer.

Next in order comes British Queen and Dr. Hogg, the best-

flavoured two Strawberries I know, but our soil is too light for
British Queen. Dr. Hogg is not a great cropper with me, but
the fruit is magnificent, and the flavour everything that could
be desired. As succession crops for forcing they both do
remarkably well. Dr. Hogg in a cool Peach house with me this

year was the connecting link between iu-door and out-door
fruit. Duke of Edinburgh has done exceediuglj* well with me
this year, I intend cultivating it largely ; it is a superior va-
riety as regards size, colour, and flavour. My variety of Prince
of Wales I do not like at all ; it is a strong grower, and bears
abundantly, but it is very deficient in flavour, and the fruit is

small. It is a httle later than the above-named varieties, for
which reason I grow a few. Carolina Superba and La Con-
stante are two good varieties, the former is not a great cropper
but the flavour is superb ; in La Constante we have both
qualities up to perfection, and it is likewise a beautiful-looking
fruit. Goliath is a variety I have here resembling La Con-
stante iu habit, but more robust ; fruit on short footstalks,

and entirely hidden by the foliage ; a most abundant cropper,
and always sure, but it is rather deficient in flavour, and when
fully ripe is rather soft in wet seasons. I also grow Eifleman,
Empress Eugenie, and Cockscomb ; with regard to the latter

two the}' are good croppers, but both have very ugly-shaped
fruit, and they do not colour well. I also grow the Alpine
variety, which I am now sending in for dessert ; it is quite
equal to Black Prince as regards size, and if the flavour is not
first-class, still it makes a nice variety on the dessert-table, and
is relished, too, as the dishes are always brought out empty.
My method of culture I stated in your Journal last year, but

on reading some of your correspondents' articles I see there is

a great diversity of opinion as to the length of time the beds will

continue bearing satisfactorily. Some say two years ; others
say ten or more years. For my part I consider it greatly de-
pends on the mode of culture adopted. If they are cultivated
in beds, and the runners allowed to root and remain on the
bed, I consider that they are past their best after the third
year; but, on the other hand, if the ground is properly pre-

pared, and the plants kept as individual plants by having their
runners all trimmed away when they have done bearing , and
in the autumn an annual top-dressing of well-decomposed
manure is applied, I have no hesitation iu saying that they will

continue bearing satisfactorily for a much longer period.
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I was veiy pleased to see in a former number of your Journal

that Dr. Eoden was bringing his new seedling Strawberries to

the front. I can fully corroborate his remarks respecting them,
as 1 have had an opportunity of seeing them growing, and I

feel quite satisfied that they will be valuable additions to our

varieties of Strawberries. I have not the least hesitation in

saying that when they become public they will cause a good

many of our old varieties to be swept out of the garden. Dr.

Roden is a gentleman who has devoted a great deal of time,

attention, and study, to cultivating and improving the Straw-

berry, and it is very gratifying to think that he is again re-

warded with some valuable seedlings.—J. Andeesox, The
Giirdeiis, Hill Groif, KitUhrmhistfr.

Mr. LixKnuRST seems to me somewhat to beg the question,

when he thinks his standard of quality with regard to Straw-

berries must be higher than mine. I am not accustomed to

put a low standard of perfection with regard to anything,

either fruit, flowers, or otherwise ; and as the Strawberries I

alluded to have be3n seen and tasted by many persons well

qualified to give an opinion, and I have never heard but one
opinion expressed with regard to them, I still adhere to what
I before said, that Strawberry beds may, under proper cul-

tivation, be made to bear fruit of high quality and in great

quantity for several years in succession. I took fruit from
these beds two years ago to Dr. Hogg, when I happened to be

going up to London to him on a visit, and he pronounced them
to be as fine as any he had seen exhibited at the London fruit

shows, and I have seen no deterioration in these same beds,

either in quantity or quality, these last two seasons. So much
for the question as to standard of excellence.

When Strawberry beds become old and exhausted, it is

because the runners are allowed to grow, and the beds are

matted together so that the crowns are injured.

Strawberries on beds are not produced from the runners of

the previous year, but from the crowns, and every inducement
should be made for the crowns to make strong offsets, not

mnners. A strong crop of fresh leaves caused by hoeing and
manuring among Strawberries now, will not in my opinion im-
prove the fruiting of the beds next year ; in fact, as a general

rule, the crop of fruit is in almost inverse proportion to the

leaves, especially if there is much growth of foliage either late

in autumn or very early in spring, so that, although Mr. Luck-
hurst's argument seems to be a strong one, I am obliged to

differ in loto from his conclusions. If Mr. Luckhurst's plan

be followed, of course old beds will wear out. All I am wishing

to argue for is, that under other treatment the growth of the

crowns is renewed without a crop of runners, and that manure
is applied to the plants after the crowns have matured, and
the roots appropriate the manure to feed the flower and fruit,

and not the foliage. We should succeed very indifl'erently

with most fruits if our attention were turned to supply vigorous

leaves and wood-growth, though, as in everything else, the

happy mean is the riglit one. I prefer the application of

mulching to protect my plants during the winter, and to con-

tinue the root action, and not depend upon leaves for pro-

tection, which in our north country are not to be depended
upon ; and, as I have before said, I do not care how few leaves

I see upon my plants when the season for spring growth com-
mences.

Of coarse, in venturing to dispute the recognised and stereo-

typed treatmont of Strawberries, I lay myself open to the

remarks which Mr. Luckhurst makes, but I should not have
written the article Mr. Luckhurst alludes to had I not equally

based my conclusions on practical experience. I do not wish,

however, to be misunderstood. I have no desire to find fault

with the recognised system of renewing Strawberry beds ; I

only wish to assert that good fruit can be grown with the

other system, and this was the reason why I ventured to dis-

pute Mr. Luckhurst's assertion, that old beds always produced
fruit of a paltry description.—G. P. I'each.

TcE columns of the Journal have lately been unusually rich

in Strawberry lore, and the varied points touched on by dif-

ferent growers one would fancy would enable anyone having
a garden to enjoy a supply of this estimable fruit. Mr. Luck-
hurst can evidently make Strawberries grow anywhere, and
with such soil as he works on I am not surprised at his ad-
vocacy of treating them as biennials, and I feel quite sure
that on his particular kind of soil he can so obtain more fruit

than by any other means. Mr. Peach has evidently more
" body " in his soil to hold them on as perennials ; so have I,

if I never dig and top-dress continually
;
yet, with early and

good plants and a good season, I can get better fruit off plants
a year old than any other.

But we must take seasons into account, and act accordingly.
For instance, the rainfall in the gai'den under my charge tor

the months of June, July, and up to August 17tli is only
3. -10 inches, an unclouded sun prevailing nearly the whole
time. This, and a limestone base many feet in thickness, keep
me from digging up my yearlings. So, also, I must let alone
some two-year-olds, and by thinning the crowns slightly, and
always keeping the surface of the ground covered, I expect a
useful crop. Thus do seasons upset pre-arranged plans. The
weather cannot be ignored, and a mere rule-of-thumb practice

can never be relied on in sj)ite of it. To make the best use of

the best advice, it must be taken subject to weather contingen-

cies and local expediency. Scores of people cannot if they
would turn a dry season into a wet one by the watering-can,
and yearling plants cannot be fine without plenty of moisture
and support to carry them to maturity without interruption.

Therefore I see no inconsistency, but the reverse, in advising
the digging-up plants one season and letting them remain
another if weather-changes demand it. They demand it now,
and I shall not grub up hastily, and advise others similarly

circumstanced to hesitate also ; and the warning may be use-

ful, considering the advice—excellent at the time and in itself

—that has been given by different growers.

I note what has been said against Vicomtesse Huricart de
Thury. I recommend it because I find it early and free-bear-

ing, and not for its high flavour, yet its sparkling sub-acidity

is enjoyed by many palates. I know something recommends
it by the many applications I have for " runners." Anything
distinctly early or decidedly late in Strawberries is always a
desideratum, and if we can only get the fruit there will be
no great fight as to nice points in flavour. We cannot net

them up like Gooseberries and Currants, and prolong the

season.

I am glad to see what Mr. Douglas says ; kindly differences

are always instructive. He wonders, and with, no doubt, good
reason, that anyone should grow Elton as a late kind, while

Frogmore Late Pine is so much superior. I am not quite sure

whether I have had the true Frogmore, but, at any rate, such
as I had would hardly grow or fruit at all. The plants were
not from a sturdy stock, and I am fully sure that growing
Strawberries of unhealthy parentage is terribly uphill-work.

As to Dr. Koden, I can say no more than that he and the

artist make one's mouth water.—J. Wbigdt.

POTATOES AS THEY ARE.—No. 2.

NoRTHAMPTONSHiEE.—In answcr to your inquiry respecting
Potatoes, I am very pleased to give you a favourable report. I

have about thirty varieties planted, and have found very few
diseased. My plan is, whenever I see the "fatal " spots, which
generally come in small patches, to cut off the tops immediately.
I hold that small sound Potatoes are preferable to large diseased
ones. The yield this season is astonishing—fine, clean, and
large tubers, and many of them of first-rate quality. Among
the best is old Lapstone Kidney, an enormous cropper in well-

worked land ; Bresee's King of the Earlies, Excelsior Kidney,
Bresee's Climax, are also of first-rate quality. We have already
lifted some tons of the earlier varieties, such as Veitch's Koyal
Ashleaf and Hogg's Coldstream ; the latter, when true, is all

that can be wished, but it requires careful selection yearly.

Early Rose is also capital this season, but not of the quality of

those mentioned, still when they have to be supplied in large

quantities it is not to be ginimbled at. Primer, one sent here by
my friend, Mr. Johnson, Saveruake, is a first-class one, being of

good even size, a prodigious cropper, and of fine quality. Late
varieties I have not yet tried, btit will send word about them iu

due time.—R. Gllbebt, Burg)diij Kitchen Gardens, Slamford.

CniTswoBTH, Debbvshire.—The Potato crop is magnificent
in my immediate neighbourhood, the finest crop that has been
seen since 18-15 ; but I regret to say the continual wet of the
past fortnight has had the effect of bringing on the disease

slightly, and I fear it will get worse if the weather do not take

up at once. The rains have been accompanied by thunder
generally.

—

Thomas Speed, TJie Gardens, Chatsworth.

KiuKCALDY, FiFESHiKE.—The Potato disease is certainly

showing itself ; here and there patches of spotted leaves are be-

ginning to appear, but no word of disease at present. The crop,

is very heavy, and of excellent quality.

—

Peter Eintoul, liaith

Gardens.

BANEFsnmE, Scotland.—The disease, I am sorry to state,

has made its appearance where the crop is much shaded or

growing in cold, stiff, wet land ; but where growing exposed,
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and the ground anything like dry, there are little or no signs of

disease. IJ it keep off we are likely to have an abundant crop,

both large and clean.—Geokge Milne, The Gardens, CiUlen
House.

Staplehckst, Kent.—As this is not a Potato-growing district

I can only speak of the small quantities which everyone ha%Ting

a plot of ground invariably grows. The crop is generally

spoken of favourably ; the disease which manifested itself early

in August in many places was restricted to the haulm, with
only a solitary tuber here and there affected, and the fine

weather we have had since then has, on the whole, checked it.

The crop seems to be ripeuing-off in tolerable condition; it is

not heavy, but good in quality, aud we trust will turu out well

hereafter. I hear it stated that the much-abused American
Eose promises to be tolerably good in quality this season, a

matter not to be wondered at when all are better than usual.

—

J. BoBSON, Linton.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September 3ed.

DAHLLis, Asters, and Liliums were the subjects specially in-

vited on this occasion, but the show of all three was of the most
limited description ; indeed, about 100 feet of staging was all

that could be fiUed. The Dahlias from Mr. Turner, and the
Lancifolium Lilies from Mr. Baines were superlative, but the
other exhibits did not rise above mediocrity ; indeed, than
some of the Dahlias and Asters we never saw worse exhibited.
In one kind, as shown by Mr. Turner and another exhibitor,

there was a difference of diameter of 2 inches, and a correspond-
ing difference in buUd.
Of Dahlias, three stands of twenty-four were shown. Mr.

Turner was first M'ith splendid massive blooms of Rev, J. B.
Camm, Monarch, Arbitrator, Mr. Dix, Mrs. Sauuders, Crimson
King, Annie Neville, Egyptian Prince, Princess, Alexander
Cramond, H. G. Quilter, Duke of Edinburgh, FJag of Truce,
Toisson d'Or, Charlotte Dorling, Incomparable, John Standish,
Victory, Lady Gladys Herbert, Julia Wyatt, W. Keynes, John
Neville Keynes, Ovid, and Prince Arthur. Second came Mr.
TV". Seale, Vine Nurseries, Sevenoaks, who had Charles Back-
house and Lord Palmerston, scarlet, very brilliant, and very
good specimens of Peri, Hero of York, James Cocker, and others.

Mr. Aldous, Gloucester Koad, South Kensington, also exhibited.
In Class 2, for twelve blooms, the best came from Mr. Burpett,
gardener to E. P. Taylor, Esq., Loughborough Road, Brixton.
The second aud third prizes were awarded to Mr. Beach, gar-
dener to K. C.Petley, Esq., Eiverhead, near Sevenoaks, and Mr.
Gaines, Hampton Wick ; the blooms from the last were very poor.
Of Asters, in the nurserymen's class for twenty-four not quilled

there were none ; in the oi^eu class for twelve Mr. E. Rowe, The
Rookery, Roehampton, had the best ; the remaiuing prizes going
to Mr. George, Putney Heath, and Mr. E. Smith, gardener to
T. D. Galpiu, Esq., Bristol House, Putney Heath. Mr. Porter,
gardener to Mrs. Benham, also sent a creditable collection. In
the amateurs' class for twelve, not quilled, Mr. R. Anderson,
21, Blythe Street, Bethnal Green, was a good first, Mr. Rowe
second, and Mr. George third.

For the best six Asters, not quilled, in 8-inch pots, the first

prize was awarded to Mr. Smith, gardener to T. D. Cralpin, Esq.
These were fairly bloomed. Mr. Rowe was second, Mr. Geoige
third.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden offered prizes for trays of Asters,
twenty-four blooms, not less than eight varieties, respectively
of PjEony-liowered incurved, Victoria refiexed, and Pompon, or
small-flowered. For Pieony-flowered Mr. Anderson had the
prize, for Victoria Mr. Gaines, and for Pompons the same exhi-
bitor was also successful with flowers averaging 1} inch in dia-
meter ; while an extra prize was given to Mr. Anderson for a
very good stand of quilled.

Although prizes were offered for Verbenas and cut Roses, no
one came forward to claim them. For six pots of Lilium lanci-
folium (speciosum) Mr. Baines, gardener to H. MichoUs, Esq.,
was first with splendidly bloomed plants measiiring from 5 to
6 feet from the ground, and covered with innumerable blooms
and buds. The varieties were rubrum, very free-flowering,
album, and punctatxim.

Fkuit Committee.—A. Smee, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair. A
handsome Queen Pine Apple of GJ lbs. weight was sent by Mr.
James Harris, gardener to Mrs. S. H. Vivian, The Gardens,
Singleton, Swansea; it was grown in a small pot from a sucker
in sixteen months. A cultural commendation was awarded. A
seedling Peach was sent by Mr. Powell, of the Royal Gardens,
Frogmore, named The Lady, which was not thought any im-
provement on existing sorts. A seedling Plum was sent by
Mr. C. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury,
named Welford Rose-drop. The fruit is large, aud resembles
in flavour the Orleans, but was not thought by the Committee

]

to be an acquisition. A Melon, named Scarlet Perfection, was i

sent by Mr. J. Meakes, gardener to R. Fowler, Esq., Petersham,
Surrey, but the flavour was very inferior.

A collection of Plums was exhibited by Mr. W. Earley,
Valentines Gardens, Ilford, with the view of showing the
relative time of ripening of twenty varieties. Mr. Earley also

sent a bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes from a Vine said to be
the parent of that at Hampton Court. The Vine was planted
more than a hundred years ago.
A spleudid dish of Jefferson Plum was sent by Mr. Dancer.

The flavour was remarkably good, and a vote of thanks was
voted to Mr. Dancer. Three seedling Nectarines were sent by
Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxtord HaU,
Hford, which were thought highly promising by the Committee,
and were asked to be exhibited again next year. A seedling
Plum resembling Jefferson, named Gordon Castle, was sent by
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, but not so good as that fine

variety.

Messrs. Monro & Wilkinson, Potter's Bar, Herts, sent six
specimens of a very fine smooth Cucumber named Duke of

Edinburgh. It has a remarkably short neck, and the fruit is of

a very serviceable size—15 inches in length. A first-class cer-

tificate was awarded. A white-spined variety of Cucumber was
also sent Mr. J. Meakes, gardener to R. Fowler, Esq., Peter-
sham, but was not considered to be distinct by the Committee.

Flok.\l Committee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, had first-class certificates for
three splendid Begonias, two of which were stated to have been
lifted from the open ground. All of them had large and splen-

did scarlet flowers differing in their depth of colour from Vesu-
vius, orange scarlet, to Acme and Stella, deep scarlet; the last-

named, however, may not be, perhaps, so hardy as the others,

as it was not said to be so grown. A first-class certificate was
also awarded to the same firm for Vanda Bensoni, a Rangoon
Orchid, forming a very fine specimen, with brownish dotted
sepals and petals, and a pretty pale lilac Up. Mr. Bui't, Shore-
ham Place, Sevenoaks, had a cultural certificate for a very fine
specimen of Saccolabium with six racemes IG inches long.

Dahlias were numerously shown by Mr. Turner, Slough, Mr.
Wheeler, of Warminster, and others. The fu-st-named had a
first-class certificate for Ovid, rich rosy purple, one of the finest

Dahlias ever seen. Mr. Keynes, Salisbury, had a like award for
Julia Davis, yellow, also a cultural commendation for a stand of

tweuty-four. Mr. Harris, Orpington, had likewise a first-class

certificate for Mrs. Harris, a very fine-formed and pretty flower,

ivory tipped with pale purplish violet. Mr. EawUngs, Romford,
had also a first-class certificate for Miss Dennis. Mr. Eckford,
gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, likewise sent a col-

lection of Dahlias, and some promising Verbenas and Geraniums.
From Mr. Douglas came a spike of a sweet-scented Aerides,
name not determined. We might have extended our remarks
on the Dahlias and other subjects exhibited, but for the extreme
difficulty of ascertaining what their names were and by whom
exhibited. It would convey but Uttle information to oiu- readers
to state that Gl Dahlia was a highly meritorious variety, unless
we could also state the name it was to go by and by whom it

was exhibited ; and though names are, or may be, put later in
the day than we are compelled to take our notes, it is certainly
not till long after the Committee has ceased to sit. Several ex-
hibitors practically do away, to a certain extent, with the diffi-

culty by attaching their names to their productions. Such we
believe is the confidence felt in the faii'uess of the decisions of
the Floral Committee, that such a precaution as the numbering
of the plants submitted to it seems wholly unnecessary.

RAISIN-MAKING IN CALIFORNIA.
Any industrious person who has the right kind of Grapes

can make raisins ; aud raisin-making, which eighteen mouths
ago had still a very uncertain future in this State, may now
safely be called one of the established and most promising
industries here. Last year I ate excellent raisins in Los
Angeles, aud tolerable ones iu Yisalia ; but they sell very com-
monly in the shops what they call " dried grapes," which are

not raisins at all, but damp, sticky, disagreeable things, not
good even in puddings. This year, however, I have seen in

several places good native raisins; and the head of the largest

fruit-importing house iu San Francisco told me, the other day,
that one raisin-maker last fall sold the whole of his crop there

at §2 per box of 2j lbs., Malagas of the same quality bringing

at the same time but $2 37J. There is a market for all well-

made raisins that can be produced in the State, he said, aud
they are preferred to the foreign product. At Folsom, Mr.
Bugby told me he had made, last year, 1700 boxes of raisins,

aud that he was satisfied with the pecuniary return ; aud I

judge from the testimony of different persons that at 7 cents

per lb. raisins will pay the farmer very well. The Malaga and
the T\1iite Muscat are the Grapes which appear hero to make
the best raisins.
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For making raisins they wait until the Grape is fully ripe,

and then carefully cut off the bunches, and lay them either on
a hard clay floor, formed in the open au% or on brown paper

laid between the Vine rows. They do not trim out poor

Grapes from the bunches, because, as they assert, there ai'e

none; but I suspect this will have to be done for the very finest

raisins, such as would tempt a reluctant buyer. The bunches
require from eighteen to twenty-four days of exposure in the

sun to be cured. During that time they are gently turned

Irom time to time, and such as are earliest cured are at once

removed to a raisin house. This is fitted with shelves, on

which the raisins are laid about a foot thick, and here they

are allowed to sweat a little. If they sweat too much, the sugar

«indies on the outside, and this deteriorates the quality of the

raisin. It is an object to keep the bloom on the berries. They
are kept in the raisin house, I believe, five or sis weeks, when
they ai'e dry enough to box.

—

(New York Tribune.)

PHOTOGRAPHS OF LEAVES.
One very simple process is this : At any druggist's get a

little bichromate of potash. Pat this in a two-ounce bottle of

soft water. When the solution becomes saturated—that is,

the water has dissolved as much as it will, pour off some of

the clear liquid into a shallow dish ; on this float a piece of

ordinary writing-paper till it is thoroughly and evenly moist-

ened. Let it become nearly dry, in the dark. It should be of

a bright yellow. On this put the leaf ; under it a piece of soft

black cloth and several sheets of paper. Put these between

two pieces of glass (all the pieces should be of the same size),

and fasten them all together tightly. Expose to a bright sun,

placing the leaf so that the rays will fall upon it as nearly

perpendicular as possible. In a few minutes it wiU begin to

tnm brown, but it requires from half an hour to several hours

to produce a perfect print. When it has become dark enough,

take it from the frame and put it iu clear water, which must
be changed every few minutes, tiU the yellow part becomes

perfectly white. Sometimes the venation of the leaves will be

quite distinct. By following these directions, it is scarcely

possible to fail, and a little practice will make perfect. The
photographs, if well taken, are very pretty.

—

(To-Daij.)

NUESEETMEN versus AMATEUES.
I PERCEIVE in your last number two short paragraphs, the

one headed " Brown's Wonder Strawberry," aud the other
" Bine Peter and Little Gem Peas," both of which appear to

me to originate from the same pen, and the animus of which
is unmistakeable. It is evident to the simplest mind that the

writer's object was not so much to speak of Brown's Wonder,
as to shield himself under that heading to make an attack

npon me and the productions of which I have the pleasure, and
I hope the honour, to be the raiser.

Did I unwittingly give offence to Mr. Turner in my remarks

npon Peaa? If so, I beg to assure him that I had not the least

intention so to do. I beUeve the Pea so generally known as

Tamer's Little Gem was the production of a professional

brother, the late Dr. Maclean, of Colchester, and on that ground
alone I should not have been so uncourteous to his memory.
As to Mr. Turner, I never thought of him in the matter.

I have nothing to withdraw from my remarks on those Peas.

Little Gem is so well established that no expression of miue
would prevent anyone growing it who likes a very dwarf Marrow
Pea. For my part I should prefer Alpha for an early, and
some of the other better sorts of Marrow Peas for a later supply,

and hence I discarded it long ago ; but iu the Imperial class

—and this was really the object I had in view, not thinking so

much of Little Gem as of Beck's Gem, Tom Thumb, Ac—
I should prefer such a Pea as Blue Peter to wasting stakes on
many others of that class no better in quality and not so pro-

ductive for the ground they occnpy. But as to Emperor of

the Marrows, Mr. Turner's remarks more particularly surprise

ine. It is quite within the range of possibility that I may bo

as good a judge of Peas as Mr. Turner, albeit he is a nursery-

man ; and I can only say, that after testing many of the ac-

knowledged best sorts of Peas with which my gardens have
this year abounded, G. F. Wilson among the number, when
the Emperor came to table everyone wanted to know what it

wa.^, and said with one voice, " This is the Pea "—the best Pea
they had tasted. I believe the verdict to be a true one, and
fearlessly assert that your readers may grow this Pea with the

almost confidence—that is (tastes do so diflerj if they like a

first-class Marrow Pea.

Now as to the matter chiefly in hand, the Strawberries. Mr.
Turner's remarks carry absurdity on the face of them. He
says, " How is it we never meet with Dr. Eoden's gems, so

temptingly described in your last number ? They are never
met with in good gardens, on the exhibition table, or in any
catalogue." It is scarcely necessary for me to reply to the

above illogical proposition by asking another question. How
can the above results be achieved before the plants are even
distributed? Can anything more pointedly show the jealousy

Mr. Turner seems to entertain towards humble amateurs like

myself dabbling, I suppose he would say, iu matters we have
nothing to do with, and overstepping the bounds of reason and
even possibiUty to express his feelings ? I think I may here

say good-bye to Mr. Turner on the above head.

But he may say, " You had other seedlings temptingly de-

scribed, and which have been before the horticultural world

several years." Yes, but they were not described in the last

number of the Journal, and it is not true that they are never

met with in good gardens or in any catalogue. It is quite true

that I did not seek the assistance of men of Mr. Turner's

calibre to vaunt these seedlings, neither did I seek the good
opinion of the Horticultural Society to bring them before the

public. I doubt the expediency of the former for many reasons,

even though it may possibly lead to exclusion from such valued

catalogues ; but I quite agree with the latter procedure, where
leisure time and other circumstances conduce to such a result.

I preferred, with my active life, to let my seedlings silently and
unobtrusively make their way, assured that if there was merit

it would as certainly be found out without any adventitious aid

whatever, and what is the consequence ? Those Strawberries,

Early Prolific in pai-ticular, are to be found iu many good
gardens, are to be found iu some of the best catalogues, and
are gradually finding their way into others, several of which

are now before me.
The best exhibition table, and the only one I covet or care

about, is the table of the private gentry, and the good and
great of the land, for whom my exertions in this department

of the art are mainly intended, where the judges are not only

competent but unbiassed, and not for the mere trader in plants.

And that this course is being appreciated, I can now teU Mr.

Turner for his gratification, that my gardener cannot grow

Early ProUfio and Duke of Edinburgh fast enough in my
limited space, the former especially, for the numerous appli-

cations he has for these varieties from all parts of the country.

Aud with regard to the two varieties now being distributed, it

will be utterly impossible this year to execute the orders he
already has on hand for plants, except by limiting the num-
bers. The aid of nurserymen, therefore, as mere vendors of

plants, even to the dreadful exclusion from their catalogues,

will not be necessary. At the same time be it understood,

that those nurserymen who have applied to my gardener for

plants will by my instructions be treated with every courtesy

and attention, and their wonted privileges extended to them
in the order of priority, as far as circumstances will admit.

Having so far justified myself from this uncaUed-for attack,

I will not obtrude further on your valuable space on a subject

which is foreign to your pages, and on which I feel I could not

have troubled you, had you not inserted the articles in question.

I will, therefore, conclude by saying that Mr. Turner may
depend that I shall always be ready, and I trust able, to defend

myself from all such ilhberal attacks, whether they come in

the form of satu-e or otherwise. Mr. Turner's allusion to my
gems was, doubtless, very clever, but I think the term is so

thoroughly appropriated by himself that no one else has any

right to it, and I for one do not use it. On the other hand, if

Mr. Turner doubts my integrity or the honesty of my state-

ments, I shall be happy to extend the right hand of good

fellowship, and to see him at Morningside at any time during

a Strawberry season. We all know that no fruit varies more
with soil and situation than the Strawberry, but if Mr. Turner

honours me with a visit, he can judge for himself, and if I

have timely notice of his approach, I will try to give him a

dish of the true Emperor of the Marrow Peas.

—

Willum
RoDEN, M.D. __^____

Siamese-twin CucrJiDEns.—I enclose a photograph of an

extraordinary freak of nature, displayed iu the growth of what,

I think, may be properly termed twin Cucumbers. A number
of working men in this neighbourhood, interested in gardening

and fond of Cucumbcr-growiug, have raised a variety to which

they have given the name of Benicia Boy, in allusion, no

doubt, to the vigorous quaUties of the American pugilist. I
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understand the plant is a cross between the Irishman and the
Telegraph. It is a very free bearer, but was not thought to
be possessed of the power of producing such a freak of nature
as that represented in the photograph, and the like of which
has not been previously known in this district, nor, indeed,
amongst gardeners of extended experience in many parts of
the country. The present example is perfectly formed, and is
not at all the result of pressure, as is so often the case.—
S. Leech, Hotlin;iwood, near Mandtcster.

[The photograph represents the two Cucumbers united at
the shoulder, but both attached to one and the same stalk.
All fruits are liable to produce similar unions, as they are
occasioned by two embryos being in the same flower.

—

Eds.]

PREVENTING CALCEOLAEIA FAILUEES.
I HA^-E often noticed complaints of failures of bedding Cal-

ceolarias from one cause or another, including fly and weevil.
For three years I have regularly bedded some five hundred
plants, and have lost at least half of them, in hot weather
especially, and mostly owing to fly. I determined, however,
this year to try an experiment of my own, which has turned
out most successfully. It is as follows. I mixed in a bucket a
strong solution of Fowler's insecticide, heat about 100°, and in
this solution dipped every plant overhead, before putting it
into the ground, for about ten seconds. Out of over five
hundred bedded this year I have not lost a dozen, and have
not seen the slightest sign of weevil or fly of any kind upon
the plants, and they have grown and bloomed most profusely.
—James Eailton, Roselands, Falloicfield, Manchester.

BEDDING PLANTS IN THE LONDON PAEKS.
No. 2.

r We will now cross from the Green Park into Hyde Park,
and after passing some very good beds on the right, near
Apsley House, we reach Stanhope Gate, from which point to
Grosvenor Gate there is a series of beds which are simply
superb

; there are great sheets of splendidly-coloured flowers
and of leaf-plants, and the numerous beds are at once extremely
rich in colour, uniform as regards growth, and absolutely free
from blanks.

From Stanhope Gate to South Street Gate the oblong beds
on the right between the Plane trees are margined with Golden
Feather Pyrethrum and edged with Iresine Liudeni, the dark,
lanceolate, entire leaves of which offer a striking contrast to
the beautifully cut golden foliage of the Pyrethrum. On the
left-hand side next the park, the oblongs with rounded ends
are margined with Echeveria secunda glauca, and edged with
Dactylis glomerata variegata and Blue King Lobelia planted
alternately, and which produce a light and elegant effect.

There is then an inner line of Alternanthera amabilis latifolia.

The small circles round the Oaks are margined with Sedum
glaucum, and edged with Alternanthera amosna, and the remain-
ing space is filled with Mesembryanthemums. The oblongs next
the boundary, though their position between the trees is un-
favourable, are so good that all deserve particular mention. The
first is filled with Duchess of Sutherland Geranium

; the second
with the silvery-leaved Queen of Queens mixed with Verbena
venosa

; the third with Lucius ; the fourth with Mrs. Pollock
mixed with Blue Perfection Viola, a very effective combination

;

the fifth with Warrior, a magnificent scarlet bed ; the sixth
with Gaines's Dwarf Calceolaria ; the seventh with Christine

;

the eighth with Paul's Bonfire, literally a blaze of flower
; the

ninth with Gaines's Calceolaria ; and the tenth with Welling-
ton, a fine dark crimson, but not at its best. The remaining
four beds consist of Crystal Palace Gem, Heliotrope Jean
d'Amour ; James Eichards, bronze Geranium, very fine as a
bedder

; and Stanstead Eival, which forms a splendid glowing
crimson bed. Turning backwards, again on the right, next
the park, the first oblong is Model Geranium, a neat, compact,
golden-bronze kind, but which we shall discard another year,
and the result here accorded with our own experience, as the
bed of it is inferior to the rest in the series. Next to this is
Eose Bradwardine, one of Mr. Pearson's raising, a beautiful
and very pleasing deep rose, this is extremely fine. The next
bed is one of the finest iu the series. Crystal Palace Gem
Geranium, with a centre of Coleus Verschaffclti Improved,
perfectly even throughout, and which is much more brilliant
in colour than the old form when thus seen in mass. A
splendid bed of Glow comes next, followed by Mrs. C. Custons,

and then with Variegated Stella Geranium mixed with Pnrple
Queen Verbena. A fine bed of Mrs. John Lee, of a deeper
bronze than James Eichards, comes next, and then a bed of
Crystal Palace Gem centred with the Improved Coleus. The
remaining two beds are of Amaranth (Pearson), deep pink,
with splendid trusses and very fine in colour ; the other being
Mrs. Pollock mixed with Blue Perfection.
We now come to a fresh series of beds, that from th&

South Street Gate to the Mount Street Gate. In this the
margin to the beds on the right-hand side is of Veronica in-
cana, the edging of Lantana Selovii ; whilst on the left, as far

as the Elm tree, the margin is Echeveria secimda glauca, the
edging Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, with an
inner hue of Alternanthera amcena. The circles are the same
as in the previous series. From the Elm tree to the Mount
Street Gate the margin is Mesembryanthemum deltoidenm,
with an edging of Alternanthera magnifica, and an inner line ol
Robert Fish Geranium. Among the beds of Geraniums there
are very fine ones of Editor ; Artemus Ward, a narrow-zoned
Golden Bronze, very neat and even ; Princess Alexandra,
silver-edged, very pure white; Glow; Louis Eajseler, deep rose,

changing to soft rose, trusses very large, and forming a fine

mass; Perilla, Scarlet Gem, Lucius, Christine, and Bayard,
splendid. With these aie some beds of Calceolarias, but as
Gaines's Dwarf is the only one grown, we need not notice this

flower further.

We will now take the inner, or park side, backwards towards
South Street. The two heart-shaped beds at the end are
planted with Lady Plymouth white-variegated Geranium,
interspersed with Blue King LobeUa. The oblongs which
follow are in pairs as regards colour, or as nearly so as pos-
sible. The first pair consists of rich masses of Coleus Ver-
schaffclti Improved ; then come Pearson's Florence Durand
and Cleopatra, beautiful deep rose ; next. La Vestale, white,
which is better than its companion Madame Vaucher ; then
Coleus Verschaffelti Improved ; and finally the two heart-
shaped beds at the end are planted with Bijou, white-varie-
gated Geranium, mixed with Lobelia Lustrous, deep blue.

This is a very striking series of beds, those of the Coleus in

particular being admirable. From the Elm tree, backwards
still, are fine beds of Golden Circle and Golden Nugget Gera-
niums, respectively intermixed with Viola Blue Perfection and
Charming, and others of remarkable beauty, planted with
Coleus and Centaurea.

Starting again northward from Mount Street to Grosvenor
Gate we find the beds on the right are margined with Alter-
nanthera magnifica, and edged with Sportsman Verbena, rosy
purple ; while those on the left are chiefly margined with
Echeveria secunda glauca and edged with Mesembryanthemum
cordifolium variegatum, within which is a hne of Iresine
Lindeni. The heart-shaped beds, however, are margined with
the Californian Houseleek. In the long beds on the right
Kubro-cinctum, Bonfire especially fine, and Lucius are the
most conspicuous for free-flowering among the Geraniums

;

but we must not omit to notice charming beds of Centaurea
candidissima mixed with Verbena venosa, and a scroll of Mrs.
Laing silver Tricolor Geranium, which is magnificent. Turn-
ing backwards we have a fine heart-shaped bed of W. Sanday,
golden Tricolor ; then follow oblongs in pairs of White Star
and Flower of Spring, Mrs. Milford and Golden Chain, Jean
Sisley and Leonidas, Albion's Cliffs intermixed with Blue King
Lobelia, along with Lady Plymouth similarly blended. Then
come Chilwell Beauty and Duchess of Sutherland, both very fine

but the former taking the lead. Four heart-shaped beds round
the Rhododendron clump are beautifully finished-off. These
are planted with Imperatrice Eugenie Geranium, golden bronze,
interspersed with Lobelia Lustrous. There are, besides, two
circles of Mrs. Upton, pink, fine; and then we come to an
oblong of Violet Hill Nosegay, and Vesta, dark crimson scarlet,

extremely free. Next follow Artemus Ward and Mrs. PoUock,
and then Mrs. Laing and the Rev. F. F. Fenn, the latter with
splendid crimson trusses, large and freely produced ; and then
we have Madame D. Bertrod, deep jsink with a white eye,

paired with Pink Nosegay ; followed by beds of Black Douglas
and James liichards of the Bronze class, the former very effec-

tive by its deep blackish zone. Of William Thomson there is

a magnificent bed ; the colour of the flowers, a magenta-flushed
rosy crimson, being splendid, while the trusses are not only
good but very freely produced. Lawrence Heywood, iu the
way of Duchess of Sutherland, is also very good. There is a
charming bed of Golden Harry Hieover; and the heart-shaped
beds at the end are most effectively planted with Bright Star
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and Countess of Warwick, the one silver-edged, the other a

silver Tricolor Geraninin, intermixed with Lustrous Lobeha.

From Grosvenor Gate to Brook Street, and thence to the

Marble Arch, the beds are numerous, but not so close together

owing to the number of trees and shrubs. Although the plant-

ing is tasteful and well executed throughout, we shall not enter

into details. There are excellent beds of Abutilou Thompsoui

interspersed between Colens aureo-marginata, of Titian Gera-

nium, and of Mrs. Kiugsbury, silver Tricolor, edged with

Lobelia, and margined with Golden Feather Pyrethrum. From
Brook Street to the Marble Ai'ch the beds are margined with

.AJternanthera magnitica, and edped with Lobelia Blue King,

and among them are some very beautiful circles and round-

ended oblongs. 'SVe noticed lacthe Geranium, one of Dr.

Denny's raising, as especiaUy splendid both in colour and

size, combined with profusion of bloom. There are likewise

several admirable beds of Coleus.

EXPERIMENTS IN POTATO CULTIVATION.
We take the following account of some very interesting ex-

periments made by Mr. .J. T. H. Scovill, of Paris, Oneida

County, New York, "from the report of the Department of Agri-

culture of the United States :

—

Many practise the habit of selecting only small Potatoes for

seed, reserving those that are merchantable for sale. Others

plant medium-sized Potatoes, cutting only the largest. Some
practise shallow planting ; others plant more deeply and dig

them with a machine. I have made some experiments during

the past season to ascertain, if possible, what is the best kind

of seed to use. The ground used for this purpose was a clay

loam, and was an inverted green sward, ploughed about 7 inches

deep. The Potatoes were planted in hills, the rows being 3 feet

by 2 feet 'J inches apart, malting 5280 hiUs to an acre. The
number of hills planted of each kind was seventy, and the

result figured-out as if by the acre. The seed was carefully

weighed, both at the time of planting and at the time of digging,

and was estimated at the rate of tJOlbs. to the bushel. The
rows were marked with a horse-marker, and the seed covered

about 2 inches deep. The variety experimented with was the

Garnet Chili, a variety largely cultivated in Central New York
for local marketing. They were planted June 1st, and harvested

October 21st.

One eye to a piece, anrl one piece in a hill

One eye to a piece, and two pieces iu a hill .

.

Two eyes to apiece, and one piece in a bill

Tiro eyes to a piece, and two pieces in a hill .

.

Three eyes to a piece, and one piece in a hill.

.

Three eyes to a piece, and two pieces in a hill

.

Fonr eyes to a piece, and one piece in a hill .

.

Four eyes to a piece, and two pieces in a hill .

One largo Potato in a hill

One large Potato divided, in a hill

One small Potato in a bill

One small Potato divided, in a hill

Two small Potatoes in a hill

One medium Potato in a hill

One medium Potato divided, in a bill

Seed end o( the Potato in a hill

Potato, with ?ced end cut off, in a hill

Two medium Potatoes cut in two, four pieces

in a bill

One medium Potato quartered, fonr pieces in

a bill

One lar^e Potato in a hill, with cycsdug out.

.

Field crop
Field crop, Peach-blows

Some Tery interesting and curious facts are observable from
a pernsa! of the foregoing table. The strongest seeding, in

almost every case, furnishes the most flattering results. The
largest yield were those of Nos. 9 and 19, 230 bushels to an
acre, and a difference of about 17 bushels in amount of seed

used, while the proportion of small Potatoes was unusually
large. The best proportion of large Potatoes was in Nos. 2, 1,

and .5, and largest amount in No. IS. Tw^o eyes to a piece,

and two pieces in a hill, and three eyes to a piece, are better

than two single eyes ; while three eyes to a piece, and two pieces

in a hill, give eleven bushels less of large ones than a single

piece of the same number of eyes, and nearly double the num-
ber of small ones, as will be seen by referring to Nos. 5 and tj.

I find this minute in n>y momorandum at the time of plant-

ing, referring to Nos. 5 and 6 :
—" The labour of cuttiug with

three eyes to a piece is increased, and most of the seed ends

thrown out." .\lso of Nos. 7 aud 8 :
—" Seed ends left in and

generally divided, and sometimes more than four eyes to a

piece, aud less care in cuttiug." No. 20, one large Potato,

eyes dug out. Of the seventy hills planted ten did not grow,

aud three of these were dug up and destroyed by fowls. I am
satisfied that the proportion of those which did not germinate

would have been less had the planting been earlier. Every-

thing which resembled an eye was carefully dug out, and the

Potatoes were all carefully examined by other parties previou,<!

to planting. What does it prove ? It proves the wonderful

vitality of the Potato, aud that the cuttiug and planting may
be doue with a machine without fearing any material risk or

damage from missed hills.

From the result of these experiments my previous opinions

are confirmed, and I would say. Use good seed, aud avoid the
danger of a depreciating quality by feeding the small ones to

your stock. I usually plant a good medium-sized Potato, and,

if large, cut it once iu two lengthwise. The "field crop""

noticed was grown alongside the above, and was, I think, less

than my general crop.

These Potatoes were grown in the town of Paris, Oneida
County, New York, in au elevated locality, 1500 feet above

the level of the sea.

—

{Camilla Fanner.)

USING STONES IN POTTING.
H.ivE any of your readers ever used stones purposely iu pot-

ting such things as Tines and Pines? It is the custom to pick

these carefuUy out of the compost before using it ; and I eou-

fess, myself, to a prejudice against thern hitherto, though I am
not prepared, I must admit, to give a very good reason for the

same. I am led to ask the above question from au idea which
occurred to me the other day when examining the roots of a
Pine Apple plant which had been turned out of the pot. As
has often been observed iu the case of potted plants, the roots

were all at the side of the pot. Just to see how far they had
availed themselves of the body of soil between the stem and
the pot, I poked the soil out at the bottom of the ball from the
top. So few were the roots, comparatively, that this could be
done easily, leaving just the skeleton of the ball—a thick mat,
which had formed at the sides of the pot, and inside nothing
but a few strong roots radiating from the stem of the plant
to the outside of the ball, where they had congregated aud
thickened, without the least disposition to turn back and take

advantage of the bulk of rich soil they had left behind. I

estimated that the roots had availed themselves of about one-
third or one-half of the soil in the 12-inch pot, living prin-

cipally—after they had eaten the strength out of this—upon
the nourishment supplied iu the waterings. No doubt it was
observation of this kind which led to the practice of shifting

plants forward by inches, iu order that the roots might be
'

compelled to eat their way through in a regular manner ; and
there is reason in the practice, though in the case of the Pine
Apple the mauy-shift system is not a good one. Still, if by
any other practice we could produce the same results it would
certainly be advantageous. If a good plaut can be grown iu

a 12-inch pot upon only one-half the diet supplied, it would
doubtless be a much better specimen if it could be induced to

take it all ; and a 10 or 12-inch pot contains no more soil than
a strong Pine plant requires, but it is unable to avail itself of

the store under the circuiiistanees, and it is therefore lost. It

is the same with pot Vines and other plants, but to a less

extent, perhaps ; for the Pine has a very bad habit of warping
its roots round the sides of the pot, especially when it is potted

loosely. It would appear, therefore, that to make the roots

occupy the soil in the pot regularly as they progress, they must
be obstructed in their passage. Hard potting will do this to

a great extent, but it is not entirely effectual in preventing the
majority of the roots from establishing tliemselves at the side

of the pot. It seems to me, therefore, that a fair proportion

of stones among the soil would effectually bar their direct

progress. Round boulders would be too bulky, but flat slaty

stones, introduced vertically here and there between the stem
and the pot at potting time, would necessarily cause the roots

to break u]) into bruuchlets aud seek a more roundabout way
to their ultimate destination—utihsing, at the same time, the
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body of soil at their disposal, -which they would otherwise have
disregarded.

Supposing we could accomplish the end in view, it seems
certain that less-sized pots would do, and two pots of a given
size would give better results. I have frequently noticed, as
others must have done, that the ball of an old Pine plant when
squeezed with the foot, would burst its skin, and the contents,
soil and bones, scarcely touched with a root, would fall out in
much the same condition as when the plant was first potted,
except that the bones in the soU were just in that state in
which the roots like to find them for immediate use.—J. S.
(Thi- Gardener).

NANT,
THE PECCCIPAL FLOWER GARDEN OP BAEON HILL,

The Seat of Sir Richakd Bulkelet Williams Bulkelev,
Bart., Beaumaris, Anglesea.

To us this is an establishment quite unique, and as beautiful
as singular. It is at the base of wooded heights sheltering it
from the strong prevailing winds, and its name, A'«Hf, a dingle
weU describes its position. It is about a mile from the man-
sion, and hither Lady Bulkeley resorts almost daily; it may
be regarded as her boudoir, and in the two rooms of the Uttle
viUa, the windows of which admit a view of the entire garden,
her ladyship receives visitors, and has her " five-o'clock tea."
There is a brightness and elegance characterising the whole
that render it most attractive. The entrance is from the road

Nant. What Mr. Gough has to accomplish with his present

glazed structures will be estimated justly when we add that

the Nant garden requires nearly 14,000 plants, and Baron HUl
garden about 10,000, exclusive of potted plants for the con-

servatory, verandah, and house. We have but one other sug-

gestion to make, and we daresay that he is as fully aware of

it as we are—climbers wiU never flourish in the little con-

servatories in front of the Xant viUa until better top ventila-

tion is secured to them. The whole of the uppermost panes
of the roofs might easily be fitted into a hinged frame, and
they would not allow of too free a current of air.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA.
Although this plant has been known for many years, it has

certainly not yet received that attention which it merits, for it

is seldom we meet with it, although its rival the Pampas Grass
is plentiful enough. Whether it is that a plant which is in

beauty more than two months earlier than the Pampas Grass,

and at a time when the garden possesses other attractions, is

thought of less value on that account, or that an idea has got

abroad that the plant is not very hardy, or is difficult to

manage, I know not. It is, however, more likely that thg

plant is not sufficiently known. Certain it is that this fine

Arundo from the Antipodes is not met with so often as it

ought to be ; it flowers early in .July, and its numerous spikes

or heads resemble the Pampas Grass in every way, are often

as large, and are produced on stems which are, on the whole,

from Beaumaris by Llanfraes church, beyond which church it

is about half a mile. The public are admitted three days in
the week—Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, between the
hours of ten and two. The garden is about three-quarters of
an acre, and is arranged and planted as in the annexed plan.
It is one of the brightest, most varied, and best planted flower
gardens we ever inspected. It is highly creditable, as is all
the gardening connected with Baron Hill, to Mr. Gough, the
courteous head gardener, and we hope when next we visit
Beaumaris to find him in a more suitable residence, and with
more glass houses, somewhere between Fryars and Nant ; he
would then be better able to supply the demand for flowers,
and without that consumption of time required in passing
over the too-long distances between Baron Hill, Fryars, and

taller than those of that popular autumn ornament. What
is of more consequence, they are even more spreading, a
greater proportion of them rising diagonally on all sides of the
plant as well as upright in the centre, giving it as uniform a
character as the most fastidious dresser of plants for an ex-
hibition could desire.

The plant has a strong resemblance to the Pampas Grass,
but is somewhat broader-leaved, and, perhaps, does not rise
quite so high, so that a greater portion of the flower stem is
seen above the plant than is shown in its compeer ; its foliage
is also not so rough, but in all other respects the plants very
much resemble each other. From the difference in the time
of flowering we are in the habit of naming the one the summer
and the other the autumn Pampas Grass, still it must not be
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PLAN OV NANT FLOWEU GARDEN.

1. Dolphin Vase, snrronndecl vith Stella Geraniiini.
'2. Pnnd, coQtaiaini; Nymphsa alba acd ^old tish.

3. Laarel Hedge, 2 feet hii^h and 18 inclien wide.

4. Calceolaria Anreii tleribuDda,cdi,'cd with Uuo Lobelia.
5. OeraDiom Clipper, edged with Golden Feather Pyrothmm.
6. Irc^ino Lindeni and Mrs. Pollock Geranium, edfjcd with Altemanthciu
7. Lobelia flpccio'»a. I

poronychioides.
H. Centra, Emperor Aater, edped with Golden Feather Pyrethrum and
0. Frederick De-iVxii'* Geranium, odtted with blue Lobelia. [Altcrnanthcni.

10. tieraninm Mrc. C. Barry, ed;;ed with Lobelia. 11. Geranium Diadematum.
12. Geraniuiii IIo«c nfndatlcr, edk'cd with Pyrcthmm.
LS. Geranitim iJijou. C'J:,*cd with bhie Lfibelia.

14. Geranium Amy IU»ct:. ednod with Golden Feather Pyrethrum.
15. Geranium Stella, o<)k'ed witli Bijou Geranium pegged down.
Id. Calceolaiia Brown Prince of Orange.
17. Geranium Baron Ilill Seedling, edged with Mesembr^anthemnni.

18. Geranium Jladame Vaucber, edged with blue Lobelia.

19. Geranium Clipper, edged with blue.

20. Lobelia speciosa and Crystal Palace Nasturtium.
21. Geranium Mrs. Pollock, edged with Lobelia.

22. Geranium Tom Thumb, edged with Golden Feather PyreUmira.
2.1. Vase. 24. Portugal Laurels, 4 feot by :t feet 6 inchcf.

25. Scrollwork of Alternantbora-!, Pyrethrum, IresineB, and Lady Plymouth
26. Cineraria maritima and Ircsino Herbstii. [Geranium.
27. Scroll of Calceolaria Aurea tlnribunda aiul Beauty of Montreal.
28. Kibbon border. 29. Fountain. yi). Clipper Geranium.
31. Centre, Dahlias, finished off with Pyretbrum and Alternanthera^.
32. Centre, Geranium Prince Silverwings, finished ofT witli Pyrethrum and
33. Carpet of Alteniantlieras, Pyrethrum, &c. |

Altcmantbei-as.

34. Geranium Roscberry.
35. Centaurea caudidiBslma and Diadomatura Gci*aniura. SG. Tree Box.
A. Eock-ork. b, b, b. Shrubberj-. c. Walk to Rose garden.
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inferred that as the Arundo blooms so early it necessarily is

soon orer. On the contrary, there are few jjlants that I know
which continue longer in a showy condition, and it is not too
much to say that it often looks well up to the middle of Oc-
tober, after which, however, its appearance will not compare
with the newly-developed plumes of its neighbour. Up to the
end of August its beauty can hardly be said to be impaired ;

in fact, I might add, that at the present time (August 13th),
some spikes that were fully out in the first week of July look
better than they did three weeks ago. As regards hardiness
it may also be placed in the same list as the Pampas Grass,
for some of our plants have occupied the same position, and
that a fully exposed one, since 1806, without protection of any
kind, the situation being somewhat dry—too much so, I

believe, for well-developed spikes or plumes, and yet even in
that position it is but little inferior to the best examples of
the Pampas Grass. Its flower spikes may not be quite so
numerous, as I have not been able to count more than forty
on one plant. I strongly advise those who have not yet grown
this Grass to procure it, and whether as a single object on the
lawn, or in front of a shrubbery, its appearance when in bloom
is equally graceful.—J. Eobson.

PLANTS AS DOCTORS.
In addition to the pleasure that may be derived from flori-

culture, the sanitary value of flowers and plants is a feature of
the subject so important as to call for special mention. It was
known many years ago that ozone is one of the forms in which
oxygen exists in the air, and that it possesses extraordinary
jjowers as an oxidant, disinfectant, and deodoriser. Now, one
of the most important of late discoveries in chemistry is that
made by Professor Mantegazza, of Pavia, to the effect that
ozone is generated in immense quantities by all plants and
flowers possessing green leaves and aromatic odours. Hya-
cinths, Mignonette, Heliotrope, Lemon, Mint, Lavender, Nar-
cissus, Cherry, Laurel, and the like all throw off ozone largely
on exposure to the sun's rays ; and so powerful is this great
atmospheric purifier that it is the belief of chemists that
whole districts can be redeemed from the deadly malaria
which now infests them, by simply covering them with aro-
matic vegetation.

The bearing of this upon flower culture in our large cities is

also very important. Experiments have proved that the air of
cities contains less ozone than that of the surrounding country,
and the thickly inhabited parts of cities less than the more
sparsely built, or than the parks and open squares. Plants and
flowers and green trees can alone restore the balance ; so that
every little flower-plot is not merely a thing of beauty while it

lasts, but has a direct and beneficial influence upon the health
of the neighbourhood in which it is found. Surely, it is a
beautiful provision of Nature that something which is at once
the most dainty of occupations and most delightful of amuse-
ments should be intimately bound up with the solution of
problems so important as the health of our cities and the re-

demption of fever-infected districts in the country.

—

{Applctoti',^

Journal.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have received an official extract from the London

Gazette, of the 2fjth of August, which records the list of awards
in the British section of the Vienna Universal Exhieition,
and are well pleased to see that in Group 2, " Agriculture,
Horticulture, and Forestry," Messrs. Carter it Co., High Hol-
born ; Gibbs & Co., Mark Lane; Lloyd, Grantham; Sutton
and Sons, Reading, had awarded to them medals of the highest
class for "Progress," when their productions are compared
with those of previous exhibitions.

A cvRious contribution to the Uterature of that excellent
and mournful root, the Onion, comes from a little French
village. The inhabitants of this place regularly perform a
ceremony without whieli they hold the general well-being of
the said vegetable could not be secured. This ceremony con-
sists in the gorgeously-attired people of the village dancing in a
circle, holding hands ; and is said not only to make the Onion
healthy, but to impart to it a fascinating roundness and per-
fection of form. The festival continues eight days, and is ac-
counted generally pleasant and profitable.

—

(New York Tribune.)

A WRITER of experience states tliat he has found no
trees that succeed so well by the seaside as Pinus insignis and
the CoRsicAN Pine. He has plants of the latter growing and

flourishing where the Sycamore and Beech, twenty years-

planted, never could even get into respectable bushes. The
Pines named also have the advantage that hares and rabbits
will not touch them, and the wood of the Corsican Pine is very
valuable, while that of the Austrian, another great tree for the
seaside, is worth but little. He has also succeeded in growing
the Aleppo Pine (Pinus halepensis), from seeds brought from
the Isle of St. Marguerite, opposite Cannes, where this Pine
grows with its roots down to the salt water, and where it with-
stands the most terrific sea gales without seeming a bit the
worse for them.

—

[New York Tribune.)

WOEK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

A GREAT change has taken place in the weather, and frequent
showers have greatly refreshed vegetation ; therefore, now is

the time to be busy with the hoe in earthing-up the various
crops that require it, and also for planting those that from the
dry state of the weather could not be planted out before. Prepare
ground for sprine Cabbage, and also for hand-glass Cauliflowers.
Where Broccuh has not been sufficiently planted, large plants
may yet be put out with success. They should be laid-iu with
a spade in a slanting direction; earth-up the advancing crops.
Earth-up Cardouns for blanching in favourable weather. Con-
tinue to earth-up the early crops of Ccler/j carefully to the tops
of the plants, and thej' should always be dry at the time.
The crops that have not yet been earthed-up should be kept
very moist. Those Cucumbers in frames which it is intended
to keep in bearing, should be covered-up when the nights are
cold, the beds should also be newly lined. Continue to blanch
Endive, and plant-out from successional sowings. Another
sowing of the various sorts of Lettuces may be made. It is

always better to have a superfluity in the spring than otherwise.
Mushroom beds may now be made, either in sheds or in the
open air. Thin the summer sowings of Parsley when in a
young state, the plants will then gain strength to stand the
winter. A portion of the spring sowing should be cut down.
Gather the fruit of Tomatoes as it ripens, remove all the shoots
that shade it, also some of the leaves.

fruit GARDEN.
As soon as the fniit is gathered clear away the old wood from

Raspberries, also any extra shoots left at the summer thinning;
tie the young shoots to stakes or rails, and if very long pinch-off
their points, but do not shorten them too much now, as from
the exposure of the pith a severe winter would be apt to make
the canes shorter than you wish to have them at spring pruning.
Fork-in a coat of manure, for, like the Vine, the Raspberry
delights in rich feeding. If the above course be adopted you
will be rewarded with well-ripened prominent buds for next
season. Vines, attend to the directions previously given, thin-
out aU useless shoots, remove leaves where they are too thick,
and where you do not want the buds iu the axils for next
season ; but while exposing the bunches to more light, be careful
to leave a suiflciency of leaves to shade from the direct influence
of the sun's rays. Pay attention to the ripening fruit, gather it

immediately it is ripe, and use every means of destroying insects
which attack it. Where wasps are numerous bottles half-filled

with some sweetened hquor should be hung about the walls.

Continue to plant-out Strawberries, good strong runners of

which may now be x^rocured from the old beds.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Now that the weather is favourable it will be as well, where

such convenience is required for the preservation of the more
hardy of the tender plants through the winter, that provision be
made for the formation of a good-sized temporary pit. Turves
of dry peat, where they can be readily i>rocured, are as good a
material as can be used, but in the absence of them, turves of a

loamy nature will be found a good substitute. The situation

where the pits are built should be dry and sheltered, and the
turf walls should not be less than l.'i inches thick. Make the
walls firm as you proceed, and when of the requisite height
dress the sideis ofl' square and neat with an old hay-knife, or
some other instrument. The turves of the top layer must bo
secured in their places by driving pegs through into the lower
ones ; and if the whole of the walls of the pit could be covered
with patent asphalt roofing, which is a very inexpensive ma-
terial, they would be rendered doubly secure, as so long as

they are dry there is no fear of frost penetrating ; but if they
become wet, which the asphalt would prevent, their protective
influences would be greatly deteriorated.

greenhouse AND CONSERV.ITORT.
The management of the conservatory will be more uniform

now than in summer. No syringing wiU be necessary unless for

a plant here and there which may require it for keeping down
insects. Where blinds have been in use to keep off the sun
they cannot yet be dispensed with altogether, but use as little

as possible from this time. Get all the watering done in the
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morning, and give no more of it to any of the stove plants which
are brought into this house for their flowers, than jvist enough
to keep them from drooping their leaves. The few species of

Lantana which we cultivate in this country, are well suited for

flowering in this house in the summer and through the autumn,

and there is no doubt some kinds of them would interbreed and
make fine hybrids. There are between forty and fifty sorts of

Lantanas iii the BerUn Botanic Garden, many of which, no
doubt, would be welcome in this country, and might be easily

procured through the nurserymen. The old Turnera elegans is

a very useful and gay plant, it flowers from April to October in

the conservatory, and even out of doors in summer, but it re-

quires a house rather warmer than a greenhouse in winter, and

is the first to go off in damp winters. Young plants of it iu

small pots well drained and filled with sandy loam only, might
now be put in a spare Melon frame to ripen them off. When
they have flUed the pots with roots harden them by admitting

plenty of air. In winter place them on a shelf near the glass

in a cool part of the stove.
STOVE.

The beginning of September, when night fires will be neces-

B»ry in dull or cold weather, is a critical time for stove plants.

The house must now be kept more close, air being given in the

middle of the day. An increase of heat by artificial means is

more likely to retard the ripening of plants now than if they

were left cool and dry. The thermometer should not, however,

be allowed to fall below 60° for the next six weeks, and during

this time it is of as much importance to keep the atmosphere of

the house dry as in the dead of winter. These rules, however,
do not apply to plants whose habit is to grow iu winter, as in

the case of many bulbs, Orchids, and a few other plants. Clero-

dendron splendens is one which grows late iu the autumn, and
may now be encouraged ; it will flower for a long time in winter,

and established plants of it should not be forced to grow in the

spring or early summer. Like some other plants, it requires a

long time of rest after flowering. Prune and tie-in the climbing
plants, and prepare for those plants which have been placed in

the conservatory.
PITS AND FBAMES.

Keep up a gentle heat in the cutting frames ; give air to allow

the cuttings to dry; pot-ofE seedling plants, and also rooted

cnttings. Always use very small pots for the pui-pose at this

season of the year.
FKUIT BOOM.

Pat this in good order for the reception of fruit, and gather

not only the finest wall fruit as it ripens, but also some fa-

vourite Apples and Pears, so that by sweating part of them
by dry, sweet hay, you will be enabled to prolong their season.

Keep the fruit room cool and airy in order to allow of the escape
of moisture given off by the fruit, which is considerable for a

few weeks at first. Look over the fruit remaining out of doors
frequently, and gather it as it becomes fit. Also examine that

stored in the fruit-room, as there will occasionally be found a

few decaying for some weeks after housing, and these should be
removed as soon as possible.—W. Kease.

DOIXGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
We have had hazy weather accompanied by drizzling rains

—weather especially favourable for the spread of the Potato
disease, and, as a consequence, it is showing itself in the haulm,
which is much affected in places. No diseased tubers have as

yet been found.
FBUir AND KITCHIN GARDEN.

The young Strawberry plants which were put out early in

August are making rapid progress, consequently they produce
runners freely ; these are not allowed to remain, but are piui k -d-

off once a-week. A large crop of weeds was springing up be-

tween the rows, and the Dutch hoe, run through amongst them,
loosened the surface, which had become caked by the heavy
rains, and the weeds were thus destroyed. We saved a small
bed of old plants, which were treated in the following manner :

All outside leaves and runners were cut away from the plants

,

the ground had become quite matted with runners and the
leaves of the old plants ; these were cut up with a draw-hoe.
The ground was then raked over with a small rake, and a dress-
ing of decayed manure appUed. Except hoeing to keep down
weeds, no other attention is needed.
We are attentive to gathering Apples and Pears as they ripen.

It is better to gather Pears before they become quite ripe, and
where the collection is limited, two or three gatherings at inter-
vals of five or six days will prolong the season of certain sorts.

Of Williams's Bon Chrrtien, than which there is no better
bearer as a standard, bush, or jjyramid, the first gathering has
just been made. This fine Pear is mealy, and has a disagreeable
flavour if allowed to remain on the trees until the fruit is quite
ripe.

Kept the hoe at work amongst all kitchen-garden crops, such
as Sprouting Broccoli and Coleworts. Clearedoff Pea haulm
after the pods had been gathered, and dug over the ground.

This takes very little more time than it does to hoe and rake

the ground, and it is, besides, better for succeeding crops.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.

In these structures we admit more air, and do not shade so

closely, as it is highly desirable to have the wood well ripened

for the winter. We have repotted all Ferns requiring it, and
small specimens of hardwooded stove plants have had a final

shift for the season. Such subjects as Ixoras, Gardenias, Dipla-

denias, i'C, should not be stinted for pot room in the earliest

stages, if healthy handsome specimens are desired. We have

been washing the leaves of Orchids and some other plants on

which mealy bug had appeared ; we use only clear rain water

and soft soap. Training climbers iu the conservatory, such as

Laparjeria rosea and L. alba. These are by far the best au-

tumn-flowering greenhouse climbers, and under proper treat-

ment tliey are of very free growth. One often sees them iu an

unhealthy condition, and on looking for the cause it will be

found in the potting material used. Many persons pot them la

turfy loam, or loam and peat mixed together, neither of which,

composts suits them. We have grown both varieties (and of the

two L. alba is, perhaps, the stronger grower), for many years iu

turfy peat, and sandifthepeat does not naturally contain enough ;

and the pots used should be large in proportion to the size of the

plants. A good supply of water at the roots is essential ; the

leaves should likewise bo freely syringed at least once a-day iu

summer. Under such treatment thick fleshy roots will be formed,

and strong shoots as thick as a man's little finger will bethrown-

up from the base. Amateurs ought not to bo deterred from

purchasing this fine plant owing to its being difiicult of culti-

vation ; it is one of the easiest grown of plants treated as above.

Ti/ing and Training Chri/santhemiwis.—Vfe grow a great;

number of this useful winter flower to fill our large orchard

house. The largest proportion are grown specially to produce

fine flowers ; we pot three plants iu an 11-iuch pot, or two in a,

9-inch pot ; each plant will bear from six to nine flowers, and

the treatment requisite to produce these causes the plants to

grow very tall—from 5 to 8 feet. They require very stout sticks,

otherwise the shoots are damaged by the wind. Dwarf-trained

specimens, both of the large-flowered and Pompon sections, are

now being trained ; the shoots have to be much bent to get the

plants into a dwarf character, but it is bad management if the

bent shoots are conspicuous when the plant is iu flower. A
handsome specimen fit for the exhibition-table should present

a rounded surface of foliage and flowers. The flowers, standing

well up above the leaves, should be of large size and well-shaped,

as one good flower on a specimen plant is worth a dozen inferior

ones. As soon as the buds were visible we watered with weak
liquid manure water. A pinch of guano in the water-pot suits

them well.
FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.

Pineries.—We have a fair supply of nice fruit from our small

houses, and it is of good quality, a sure sign of which is that it

keeps well after it is ripe. Some Queens cut and laid iu a bos

in the fruit room, which box was very nearly air-tight, were

quite as good at the end of fourteen days as when they were cut.

We have done nothing to the plants except attending to water-

ing them, and this in the autumn requires much care ; it is

better to give them too little moisture rather than too much.
Vineries.—In the late houses a few berries had become cracked

very slightly at the apex ; these were cut out, as they soon

mould, and if not attended to will damage the sound berries.

We have not used any artificial heat this year to ripen the fruit,

not even in the Muscat house, and the fruit is, we think, as good

or perhaps better than we ever had it when more fuel was con-

sumed. Alicante, Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, and Muscat of

Alexandria are all that can be desired. Gros Guillaume haa

not ripened so well, but if we find the first-named three do

succeed perfectly in ordinary seasons without any artificial heat,

the last will be cut out, as it is not first-rate iu every respect.

The Vines make but little growth now, and little attention has

been required as regards pinching and training the shoots. Pot

Vines, which had made good growth in one of the Pine houses,

have been turned out of doors ; we like to see the wood quite

brown and hard before turning them out. A sure sigu of the

wood being ripe is the leaves at the base taking on an autumn
tint. Now is a good time to bud Vines. Inarching is best done

in summer, when the wood is green and the Vine in full growth.

Grafting should be performed when the Vines start into growth

in the spring.
Strawberries in Pots.—The latest of these are now bemg

potted. The sorts are mostly new ; and it may be noticed here

that when a new sort is introduced it has every justice done it.

A large number of plants, say fifty, more or less, are planted

out, and a similar number are grown in pots, and compared
with the old-established sorts, and very few stand the test of

this mode of comparison. Mr. C. Turner asks in last week's

.Journal how it is we never meet with the varieties raised by
Dr. Roden. Early Prolific, Duke of Edinburgh, and I think

another of his varieties were tested here, and not being of any

great merit were thrown out. It is late now to pot them, but
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we shall obtain from sis to twelve good fruit from each plant
—enough to test their merits. We have a great many sorts on
trial this year, and should any possess distinct, novel, and good
features, we shall be glad to recommend them. All our runners
were later this year, but the earliest are now making good
plants. We look the plants over once a-week to destroy a small
green caterpillar which feeds upon and disfigures the leaves,

and also to ijinch-off the runners, which are freely produced.

ORCHARD HOXTSE,

We can only repeat what was stated last week. We have
abundant supplies of Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, and Plums.
It is astonishing what can be done to supply a succession of

fruit from pot trees. This system of culture has its advantages
and disadvantages. It is true that fruit of the very best quality,

and size with quality, can be obtained ; a large number of

varieties can be grown, and by removing some of the trees out
of doors as soon as the fruit is set a longer succession can be
obtained. There is, on the other hand, one serious drawback, and
it is of no use disguising the fact, that they require unremitting
attention as regards watering, and when the trees are in fuU
growth an hour or two of neglect will ruin them for the season.
Prince and Princess of Wales Peaches are now coming in, as
well as the later Nectarines, such as Albert and Rivers' Victoria.
We continue to pot any trees that have been cleared of their
fruit.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Catalogue of Hya-
cinths, Narcissus, Tulips, c(-c.

T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.

—

Catalogue of
Bulbs and Hardy Tuberous-rooted Plants.

Carter, Dunnett, Sc Beale, 237 and 238, High Holborn, London,
W.C.

—

Carters Catalogue of Flower Boots, Fruit Trees, and
Moses.
W. Clibran & Sou, Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham, Cheshire.

—

Catalogue of Dutch Fiower Boots, Li:c.

Dickson & Robinson, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

—

Cata-
logue of Hyacititlis and other Dutch and French Flowering
Bulbs.
W. Rollisson & Sons, The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

—

Sujyplement of New, Choice, and Popular Flants to General
Catalogue, 1873-74.
John Harrison, Darlington.

—

Catalogue of Flower Boots.
George Poulton, Angel Road, Edmonton, London.

—

Catalogue
of Dutch Flower Boots, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, ^Oc.

William Rumsey, Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, Lon-
don, N.

—

List of Bulbs, Hardy Plants^ Bases, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solclij to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, tC'c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three qiiestions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books [J. G.).—Johnson's "British Ferns" enables in plain language any-
one to detect the name of a Fern without a magnifier. You can have it free
by post if you enclose 3s. 9d. in stamps with your addi-ess. (S. S.).—The
*' Cottage Gai'dener's Dictionary" will furnish you with information. Let U3
warn you that youi' suspicions are not justified by our experience, and you
will find that a nsual mode of rendering anyone untrustworthy i& to show him
that you mistrust him.

Seedling GERANiuit (Ceta Brfa).—The petals were all ahed, but we coald
perceive that the pips and entire truss are large and the scarlet very bright.

Fruit for "West Wall {Q. M. F.).—As you reject Peara you may have
Black Tartarian, BigaiTeau, and Belle Agathe CheiTies. The last-named
Tariety has the gi-eat mtrit of not being touched by either birds or wasps, and
hangs vei-y late.

Botanical Drawr;g {Mrs. L. (?.).—Tour query will be answered by the
following extract from Bnrbidge's " Art of Botanical Drawing." We advise
all who wish to draw plants and flowers correctly to buy the book. Its price
is but one shilhng. It in well illustrated. " In making botanical di-awiugs
eveiTthing should be clearly shown, and there mu«t be as much variety in the
position of the leaves and flowers as possible. Many leaves are smooth or
glabrous in frout and shaggy behind, this peculiarity must be correctly repre-
sented. In defining the margins of woolly leaves or leaves of great substance,
the student will find a soft pencil give a much better effect than a very hard
one, while a hard poncil is best for the definite outlines of flowers and their
dissections. Be particularly careful to show the petioles of some of the leaves,
«nd carefully note whether the leaves are arranged alternately, opposite, ver-

ticillate or distichous, and also note if they are furnished with stipules or
other atipcndages, as hairs, warts, or glands on the petiole or lamina; if there

is evideuL-e of these being present, carefnlly esanune them thx'ough your
pocket lens (an indispensable companion to the botanical student aud draughts-
man ahke), and if their being borne by the species is unusual, carefully repre-

sent them in your di'awing, magnified when necessary, bo as to be easily

observed and noted."

Seeds of Flanders Spinach {H. R. Q.).—The seeds are smooth, and any
sent to you with prickles are either of another variety or a cross-bred. Mr.
Keane in this Journal said that " the seeds are nearly round and smooth,"
which is totally distinct from " very prickly." In the " Bon Jardinier," the
best of authorities, the Flanders Spinach (fipinard de Flandrc), is especially

described as one of the smooth-seeded kinds ; and so it is by another good
authority, Mr. Thompson, in his " Gardener's Assistant," who adds—" Leaves
large, hastate, from tJ to 8 inches in breadth." Grow plants from the seed

sent to you, and it they do not agi'ee with this description give the seedsman
" the right end of the stick."

Fuchsia Leaves Browned {R. S. S.).—The Fuchsia leaves you sent have
shown no trace of being now or lately attacked with insects, and we should
therefore consider the plants have suffered from want of water and the bright
weather. The plants not having been shaded may have been the cause of the
mischief.

Insects on Genista (Ideiiv.—It is an aphis, which may be destroyed by
syi'inging with a solution of soft soap 2 ozs. to a gallon of water, adding to

each gallon a pint and a half of tobacco juice. It is best applied in the even-

ing of a diy (^Im day. The worst-iniested shoots Bhould be dipped in the
solution.

Grass in Stkawberrv Beds (Pc^i/*')-—It is nest to impossible to eradi-

cate gi-ass from the beds without seriously injuring the plants; and we can
offer no better advice than to pull it out, which will destroy all the kinds
except those that have creeping stems, and for these there is no remedy
but to fork out the roots, and that would entail the destruction of the Straw-
benies. We should continue to pull up the grass. If it is Couch or any other

grass with creeping undergi-ound stems, you may, by pulling them up as they
appear, keep them in check; but the only effectual remedy will be to destroy

the beds aud thoroughly clear the ground of the roots by digging and fork-

ing these out. After cleaning, the ground would need trenching and well

manuring. See that the ground for the new beds is thoroughly cleared of the
roots of the grass, and trenched and well manured.

CATEr.PiLLARS ON CAULIFLOWERS (Idem).—The bcst remedy is hand-piel"
ing. which you say you have practised without making much difference. Per"

siht in it, aud it wilt soon be foimd that the plants will be freed ; or you may
dust the plants with quicklime, choosing early morning, or just before dark la
the evening.

Annuals for Flowering in House (Idfm).—You may sow now in pots the
following annuals :—Alyssum maritimum, Calandriuia umbellata, Campanula
pentagouia, Clarkia pulchella maruiuata flore-pleuo, CuUinsia hart si sisfolia,

C. bicolor, Erysimum arkansanum, Eucharidium gi-audiflomm. Gilia tricolor,

Gypsophila muralis, Kaulfussia amelloidss, Leptoeiphon densiflorus, Lupinus
nanus. Mignonette, Nem.iphila insignis, N. atomaria, Platystemon califor-

nicus, Saponaria calabrica, Silene pendula ruberrima, Yenus's Looking-glass,

and Virginian Stock. They will need to have the protection of a frame in
winter, or a position iu-doors.

Kemoving Old Stems of Tines (Ten-years SuhKcriber).—Cut away the
old rods as soon as the Grapes are cut, or as early after this as you can. The
manui-e on the border would not cause the Grapes to shank. Probably your
crop is heavy, hence the want of colour ; and the shanking may be due to the
roots having gone deep into an outside border, and the roots not supplying
sap to meet the demands of the branches.

Varieties op Vegetables for Exhibition (Itlem).—Of the vaiietiee

named in your list we select Marquis of Lome Cucumber, Kidney Potatoes,

Canadian Wonder Kidney Beau, Intermediate Carrot, Turnips, Naseby Mam-
moth Onion, Cauliflowers, Excelsior Tomato, Mammoth Celery, and Custard
Marrow. We should have liked your lot better if you had had Peas.

Blackberry Plantation (J. B. N.).—We presume you refer to an answer
to a con-espoudent in our number for December 5th, 1872. The address you
require is Messrs. Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth.

Vine Mtldewed (D. H.).—It is very difficult to successfully combat
mildew out of doors. Mis 8 ozs. of soft soap and 8 ozs. of tiowers of sulphur
in four gallons of boiling rain water, and thoroughly syringe the Vine with it.

You should have sume person stirring the water while you are using it. Every
pait affected must be wetted. If you fail to do this you will also fail to

destroy the mildew. Many cures fail of the desired effect because they are

not properly applied.

Grapes Attacked by Bluebottle Flies {SubscriWr).—We have tried

to protect our Gi-apes from these flies in many ways, but can only recorn-

mend one of them, and that is to hang gauze of some sort over the venti-

lators at the front aud back of the house. It is of no use putting the bunches
in bags, it will only spoil them.

PRAR Leaves Blistered (J. J.}.—We have seen leaves similoily affected

when the roots were iu a stiff, undrained clay soil. It is also caused by tho sun
acting upon the leaves after cold nights. If your trees are in unsuitable soil,

dig round the roots aud add turfy loam.

Celery and Vegetable Marrow Culture {JR. D. IT.).—Celery may be
grown for many years upon the same ground if it is well manured after each

crop. Bemove the plants fi'ora the seed beds or pans as aoon as they are

large enough to handle, pricking them out 3 inches apoi't into a border of

rich light soil, or a prepai-ed bed of one half old leaf mould or rotten manure,

and one half gai-den soil, with a httle road grit or saud, well mixed. Water
freely, and the plants will aoon be ready for the trenches. Vegetable Mar-
rows do well in any rich soil, or on a manure heap ; in your case we should

prefer the manure heap, or plant on a bed raised a foot or two above the

common level, and you will have no more decayed plauts. To obtain pood
Cucumber seed, impregnate the femalo flowers with the pollen of the male

flowers, aud let the fruit remain on the plant till it turn yellow. The seed,

and all other of a similar character, should be kept (h-y, as damp spoils it.

Cucumbers Yellow at the Poikt a (Amatiur Gardener).—We think you
are kiUing your plant with kindness. The cause of the fruit turning yellow

at tho points is the atmosphere of the frame being too moist and the soil too

wet. Do not give any water as long as the leaves do not flag, aud we think

you will have Cucumbers this mouth. We find in dung frames that this

year Cucumbers have roquii-ed very Uttle water, ours damping-off as yours
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did; but we discontinued watering, admitted a Utile air at night, and watered
only when the plants floj^ged. They have done well, a little shade being given
from bright sun.

Insects on Gesneras and Gloxinias (Cop<').—There were some thrips

on the leaver when they reached us. There was also an aphi^. The ntmo-
Bphere has been too diy and bright; slight shade from bright gun and a
niuister atmosphere would have been desirable, ay the leaves are not only
infested with insects, but slightly scorched, probably (rum ihe sun's rays

falling powerfully on them whilst wet, or it maybe due to the atmosphere
being dry and the evaporation from the leaves excessive, ior the insects

fumigate the house on two successive evenings with tobacco, shutting the
house up close, and wetting tlie floor and other surfaces, but keeping the
foliage of the plants dry. These plants are easily injured in their foliage

by strong fumigations, therefore only fumigate moderately.

V.UUF.TIES Of Stra^vberries <[E.).—You should plant say nine sorts'

and select those most suitable for your garden. Black Prince is carliesti

followed by Keens' Seedling, sir J.PaxtoD. President, Premier, iJrilish Queen,
Mr. Radclyffe, La Cocstaute, and Frogmoro Late Piue.

Use of Sewage (G. J/. H.).—You will see what ia said on our first pageS
to-day. All your questions, and more, you isill find answered iu " Mouui-es
for the Many." which you can have fiee by post from our office if you enclose

Sid. la stamps with yoiu- addiess.

NA3IBS OF Fecit (H. B.).—Send the specimens canifige paid addi'Ob^sed to

the Editors at our office, and we will name them. It must, however, be un-
derstood that we cannot undertake the labour of naiuiug Icu'ge hamperfuls
at a time.

Names of Plants (J. K., Eartlebitry).—"We cannot name varieties of
florists' flowers nor any plant from leaves only. {Clare Subscriber) —We
cannot name plants frum such scraps. (Anne nnd Oihirs).—We have received
Ixixcs, some without senders' names, and all with such numerous specimens
that we could not examine them. [C. F.).—Your epeoimeu is vexy imperfect;
wu beUere it to be Campanula liliifolia.

POULTSY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES.
I WAS rather glad to see this subject discussed again iu the

pages of the Journal, as I think it of some importance to the
"well-beiDg of the fancy. I am not at present personally in-
terested in the qnestiou either way, utter want of time prevent-
ing me from making any attempt to exhibit, except at the few
great shows at the close of the year, at which, though wc often
do not know exactly who will judge our birds, we do kuow that
competent parties are pretty sure to be appointed ; but I have
had various complaints poured into my ears of late concerning
the awards at certain local exhibitions, which show things to be
in a far from satisfactory condition. It is not perhaps very easy
to take a beating good-temperedly, even when one is forced to
acknowledge that the winning birds are really better than one's
own ; but when anyone who understands his breed knows and
feels that his birds have been unjustly displaced in favour of
birds which are not superior, it is only natural to expect that
his feelings will be bitter indeed. Even then, if the mistake
has been made by a sterling good judge, who has the sense to
own it as a mistake which—perhaps from want of time, or bad
light, or other reason—he could not avoid, and you know he has
honestly done his best with the opportunities he had, you can,
after the first momentary vexation, put up with the mishap ; but
when it is felt that such mistakes have been the result ol sheer
incompetence, directly chargeable to the committee of the show,
X do not wonder that heart-burnings and dissatisfaction find
open expression, as I linow on many occasions lately to have
been the case.

I wish, however, chiefly to point out two advantages which it

seems to me would follow from the names of the judges being
published in the schedule. The differences of opinion of certain
judges are well known, and have been remarked upon already

;

for instance, I could name two who differ considerably as to
what is the proper ground colour of a Gold-spangled Hamburgh,
and another, most deservedly respected, whose partiality to an
almost bare leg in Asiatics, rather than to what most breeders
now like—viz., a nice, full, but soft curling hock, is also notorious.
I am not, be it remembered, finding fault with these gentlemen

;

my object is not at all personal, and they have as good a right to
their own opinions as I have to mine, and to judge couBistently
with them. What I wish to point out is the obvious inconveni-
ence and injustice to themselves which arises from the present
system. Supposing, for instance, Mr. A has been winning at
almost every show with his Cochins, so that it is well known he
has about the best birds of the season, and such a judge as I
have hinted at, disliking the " feather" of these birds, throws
them out; the conaerjaence is that the judge is branded as in-
competent by men who luow nothing of his reasons, but only
see that he passes by birds the usual judges consider 8tandard.s.
But most breeders of Asiatics have various kinds of leg-feather
in their yards, and had it been known that such-and-such a
judge would officiate, they could have selected a pen of birds,
first-class in quality, of such a leg-feather as would have suited
him. The advantage wonld be not so much to Mr. A, but that
the violent shock to public opinion wonld be avoided, and con-
fidence in the judge maintained.

I cannot see that selecting pens to suit the views of judges is

at all illegitimate. So long as they judge at all consistently,
they have a right to do so by what they think correct standards,
and also by discouraging nteasures to check any strong tendency
they may think they perceive towards a given fault. There can
be no harm in such consistent opinions becoming known, if only
they are known alike and openly to all ; and it is far worse as
happens now, for a very few only to know who is going to judge,
and thus have an advantage over the rest.

But what in my judgment would be a still greater benefit
would follow. Committees, having to engage judges in time to
put in their schedules, would be compelled to make early
arrangements for judging ; and even if disappointed of the man
they first applied to, would still have ample time to eugage
some other competent person. As it is, they jierlinps leave it

till only a week or two before the show, and then write off in a
hurry to, say, Mr. Hewitt. He is engaged. Then they apply to
Mr. Teebay. He is engaged too. They try someone else ; and
at last are obliged to be content with someone who would never
have been even thought of, had it not been left till too late to
get anyone else. And not only so, but many clashing dates
would thus be prevented. For suppose a committee write to a
well-known judge and ask him if they may count upon him to
judge at A , on the 15th November. He wi-ites back, per-
haps, " I would gladly come, but I am engaged to judge at
B on the same day." The question at once arises (the
schedule not being yet issued), whether the A committee
had not better alter their date to avoid clashing with B , and
thus they very likely would avoid an injurious competition, and
get their wished-for judge after all.

I have never seen one good argument against such a course.
If a judge is at all accessible to private letters, supposing him
known beforehand, he lacks the very first element of the judicial
office—integrity, and the sooner he is disposed the better
Should he be troubled with any kind of letters, he may justi-

fiably leave them unanswered if he chooses. In simple fact,

there are dozens of shows yearly, which it is well understood
will be judged by the same parties yearly if nothing absolutely
prevents ; and 1 am quite sure these shows and the judges who
officiate there stand at least as far above suspicion as anj' others
whose judges are not known.

I hope the correspondence will draw out a few more opinions
upon the siibject. I do not mean necessarily all ou one side.

If there are any good reasons why the names should not be
published, I am sure we should all like to hear them, and that
exhibitors as a body are open to conviction.—L. Weight.

EXHIBITION FRAUDS.
Two letters have recently appeared in your Journal strongly

condemning the practice of persons exhibiting what they have
" bought," and Mr. Paul in effect states that no one should be
allowed to exhibit plants, flowers, or such-like unless they were
actually "cultivated," and brought to their then state of excel-
lence by the "skill and industry" of the exhibitor ; but if this
rule were made law it would practically put a stop to all shows
of whatever sort or kind. A rule that applied to an exhibition of

the vegetable kingdom must, by a parity of reasoning, apply to
an exhibition of the animal kingdom ; and therefore if a person
who exhibits flowers he has bought is to be considered as want-
ing in morality, and guilty of a fraud, and to be held up to
general execration, so also must be he who buys " a prizetuking
animal " at one show and exhibits it afterwards at others as his
own, and yet this is the rule rather thau the exception. The
great majority of the horses, dogs, poultrj', ifcc, exhibited at our
present shows, were never bred nor reared by the exhibitors,
but simply purchased, or perhaps even only borrowed for the
occasion. " Skill and industry " have had nothing to do with
the matter ; it has been merely a question of pounds, shillings,

and pence ; and therefore if an exhibitor is considered perfectly
justified by all rules and precedents in exhibiting and taking a
prize at a show with some animal which he has just purchased,
why should an exhibitor be so severely condemned for doing
exactly the same thing with plants, flowers, Sec. ? If the prize
were for " the best roses to be grown by the exh'bitor," " bought
roses" would be of course disqualified, and in a country show
everybody would know whether they were bought or not ; but if

simply for " the best Roses," no one could be considered guilty
of fraud because he himself had not grown what he exhibited.

—

E. C. C. "

POULTRY ON AMERICAN FARMS.
The careful manager of a full stock of all the varieties com-

prised in a respectable establishment, will be particular to place
the Turkeys so that they cannot worry the common hens ; the
Geese so that they will not tyrannise over the Ducks, and so on
with the rest, at the same time preventing the breeding portion
from being annoyed by their own species ; for the young broods
do best when away from the regular haunts of the old fowls.

At the present moment I know of two places where poultry
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have been raised and are being raised. They are within sight of
each other. The first started with eighty common hens, six
Turkey hens, six Guinea hens, six Muscovy Ducks, and forty
pairs of old Pigeons. The management at this place was about
as follows :—The women walked around every morning and
evening calling "Biddy! Biddy! chick! chick!" throwing
first corn and then wetted meal, never looking to the right or
left to see whether old hens. Turkeys, or Guinea fowls ate up
the food; and the broods of young chickens got next to none.
The eggs were looked up two or three times a- week, and some-
times not so often ; every species laid, and were set in hay-mows,
mangers, Sec, and commenced sitting on about thirteen eggs

;

but others would be laid to them till twenty would be there, and
some would be put under other hens. The result of this has
been about three dozen eggs per week, besides what have been
broken and spoiled by the general casualties attending the
situation ; about eighty chickens from at least fifty sitting hens,
two or three hatchings makingiip a brood ; eight youugTurkeys
from the six old hens, and Guinea birds, itc, in proportion.
The Pigeons do the best, yet the eighty old Pigeons have only
about twenty nests, and those and the floor of their room is

y inches or more thick with dried dung ; and the floor of the
room has as many nests as the Pigeons can agree upon. In
olher buildings, those not likely to fight for a place in the
crowded cote, find corners, itc, and bring forth young, giving a
better return than the other feathered creatures.
The second place alluded to is a long way from being perfect,

as the premises are not so convenient, there being no farm
buildings, and consequently no shelter beyond where the fowls
ro:)St. This place had nearly as many common fowls, three
Turkey hens, and twelve Ducks. These had nests made chiefly
by placing old flour barrels about, and the young chickens were
fed every two or three hours, from sunrise till they went to rest

;

e^'gs looked up every day ; sitting hens' eggs all marked, and
everyone looked under each day ; fowls never called, but old
ones fed morning and evening, always at one time. Results not
so good as might have been, as a fox took over forty, vermin
and hawks more than that number, and a heavy thunderstorm
drowned several Turkeys, &c. However, ^20 chickens survive,
or have been used for the table ; thirty-seven young Turkeys
and 102 Ducks ; the eggs having averaged over ten dozen per
week— fifteen dozen some weeks ; the chickens sold made ^5 and
$G per dozen, and the eggs twenty cents and upwards per dozen
(forty cents at the start). The food consumed has been about
the same at both places, the Pigeons being great eaters—from
one and a half to two bushels of corn per week at each place.
The range is unlimited at either place.—A Working Fahmer.—
{liural New-Yorke7.]

"WHITBY POULTRY SHOW.
The fortieth annual gathering of the Whitby Agricultural

Society was held on the 27th of August, and the day being fine

the number of visitors was very large. The poultry pens were
placed in single tier along two sides of the field.

Adult Dorkings were first on the list, and they were good, but
the chickens of that variety were even better, the whole of both
lots being of the Dark Grey variety. Spayiish were a fair lot,

but somewhat low in condition. Both adult and yovmg Cochins
were extremely good. Among the former a grand pair of Whites
was first, closely pressed by a very large pen of Buffs. Buffs
also won in the chickens. In adult Bralnnas the winners were
Dark, but a pen of Light birds fairly left all the Dark ones in
the next class. Game do not require special notice. Hamhin-ghs
had six classes devoted to them, but the entries were few, though
the winners in most cases left little to be desired. In the Gold-
spangled class the competition was very close, the second losing
only by a slight loss of colour on the bottom of the tail. The
cup for the best pen in the Show was awarded to a pen of Silver-
pencilled in the adult class, and these birds were in splendid
bloom and perfect in all particulars. For Game Bayttams the
first prize was gained by Piles, and the second by Black Red
chickens ; and in the following class Black Rose-combed were
first, and White second. In the Any other variety class Gold
Polands were first, and Creve-Cceurs second.
Aylesbury i)«r/irs were well shown and good in all respects,

and some of the birds were claimed at a very low rate. Kouens
were also good but out of feather, especially in the adult class.

The first-prize Geese were large White birds in the beat possible
trim, and the second were Toulouse of good quality.
The Pigeon prizes were small, and the birds noL numerous,

but there were some good birds, the first-prize White Pouters
being a fine showy pair. Carriers were poor, but both Fantails
and jacobins contained some good specimens; the only other
pair of great merit was of Spangled Ice Pigeons in the Variety
class.

DoRKis-GS—1. J. White. 2. R. Smith, jun , Norton. Maltnn. /ic. I.aflv D.
Yeumnu, Whitby, c, A. Jackson, Great hrouf?htoo. CUickenn —I, J. White,
Warlaby. 2, E. Barker. Stukesley. vhc and Ojslrict Cup, J. Carr, Whitby.
he, J. Watts, Binnin^'ham.
SPANISH.— 1, J. Powell, Bradfonl. 2, II. Beldon, Biogley. c, J. Booth, Lythe.

Chickens.-l H. Bcldon.

CocniN-CHiNA.—1 and vke, G. H. Procter. Durham. 2. H. Beldon. e, F.
Horseman, Boroug]ibridge ; H. Tomlinson, Birmingham; G. Holmes. Driffield.
Chickfm.—l,G. H. Procter. 2, H.Tomlmson. he, H. Beldon; D. & I. Ibetaon,
Whitby.
Brahma Pootra.—1, J. F. Smith, Sheffield. 2. H, Beldon. he. F. Horseman.

Chickens.— 1, H Beldon. 2, J. Booth, he. W. Whitelev. Sheffield.
GA-iiE.—Black-hirastfd or other Beds.— I, H. Beldon. 2. H. M. Julian, Hull.

he, E. Wharton, Scarborough. Any othfr rurnlu.—l. H. M. Julian. Chickem.—1, T. E. Htalterthwaite, Castle Howard. 2, T. Dyaon, Hulifas. c, T. Peireon,
Rosedale, Pickering.
Hamburghs —Golden-spa>i(fled.~l, G. Holmes. 2. J. RolUnson. Lindlev.

he.H. Beldon; J. Rollinson. Silrrr-spnngled.—l.K. Beldon. 2, J. Rollinsoh.
hc.W. Diekson, Lythe; T. Tweedy, Thirsk. Goldeii-2yeneilled.—l,B.. BeldoB.
2. T. U. llKadcnan, Whithy. he. G. Holmes. Silver-pencilled.—1 and Cup, H.
BeldoQ. 2, G. Speedy, he. T. H. Readman.
Hambcfghs — ^Vo/tZ or Silver-spangled.— Chicke?is.— \. H. Beldon. 2, G.

Speedy. Guld or Silver-2)cncilled —Chickens —1, H. Beldon. 2, \V. E. ClaytOD,
Keighley. he. D. Waller, Stokesley. c, J. Webster.
Bantams.— GfYwc.—l.G. Holmes. 2 and /ic, W. C. Dawson. Any other variety,— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. he, J. Watta. c, R. Henderaon, Mildleaborough: J.

Russell. Whitby.
Any uther Variety.—! and I'he, H. Beldon. 2. T. P. Carver. Langthorpe,

Boroughbridge. he. Mrs. Cooper, c, T. Peirsou ; W. J. Weiherill, Whitby: E.
Ward, Whitby.
Farmyard Cross.— 1, R. Smith, jun. 2, J.Ireland, Frodingham. he. J.Storry,

Stokesley; G. Pounder, lurby Moorsidr-.
Sei,ling Class.— Cof A: and Hen or Drake and JOnck,—l, G. Urwis, Whitby

(Buff eJochln). 2, E. Barktir (Dorkings). 8, R Smith, jun. he, T. P, Carver; J.
Russell (Silver-spanghd Hamburgha). c, T. P. Carver; T. Dobson (Brahmas)

;

Mrs. Stonehousc, Darnholm (Spanish).
District PpizEs.—Dorking. ^•i)anish. Cochin. Brahma, or French.— Chickens.

1, J. Carr. Game, Hamburah, or Bantam.—Chickens.—l and Local Cup, G.
Speedy, Whitby. 2, J. Webs'ter, Whitby, he, T. H. Eeadman ; G. Speedy. e,J.
Russell.
DvcK3.~Aylesbunj.—l, T. P. Carver. 2, Mrs. Stonehouse. Dacklin{ts.—\. T.

Scar, Tiugewick. 2, J. W. Storry. he, T. P. Carver, c, O. A. Young, Driffield.
Rouen.—l. G. Garbut, Sinnington. 2, T. M. Derry. Gedaev, Wisbeach. he, Mrs.
Welford, Roxby. J)!ickliii'7'< —1, Miss Jordan, Driffield, a, G. Sadler, Borough-
bridge. .-1;^/ other v<iyifl>i.—l. J. Watta. 2, G. Sadler, he, R. P. Clarkson.
Farmyard Ci-oss.—\, Mra. Welford.
Geese.—1. J. W. Storry. 2, O. A. Young, he, P. Bedlington, Whitby, c, W,

Thompson, Lealholm. Gosling'i.-l, — Hodson, MaUon. 2, W. Thompson.
C, R. P. Clarkson.
TcRKEYS.—1, T. P.Carver. 2,Mr3. W. Ward. Ponies—land 2, Mrs. W. Ward.

he, J. Stnrry.
Extra Stuck.—I, M. Simpson, Whitby (Silver Pheasanta).

PIGEONS.
Pouters.-1, J. Blanchard, Great Dritlield. 2, J. E. Crofts, Blyth, Worksop.

he. J. Kilpatrick, Whitbv. c. T. Booth. Lvthe.
Tumblers.— 1. H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, G. Pyman, Raithwaite. c, J,

Aconley, Kosedale Abbey.
Carriers.— 1, J. E. Crofts. 2, J. Aconley. he, G. Sadler.
FAST4ILS.—1, J. F. Loversidge. 2, G. Pyman.
Jacobins.—1, R. G. Sanders, Leven, Beverley. 2, S. & T. Denham, Pickering.

he. J. Acoiiley ; J. E. Crofts, c, H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.—1, J E. Crofts. 2, .r. H Watkins, Hereford.
Barbs.-I, H. Yardley. 2, J. P. Fawcitt, Whitby, c, J. E. Crofts.
Any OTHER Variety.-1, J. E. Crofts. 2, J. U. Watkius. 3, J. Kilpatrick.

hc,G. Pymin; G. Sadler; J. Aoonley (2); H. Yardley; J. Watta; T. Booth.
c, J. E. Crofts ; J. W. Hyde, Norton, Malton.
Sellixg Class.—1, J. E. Crofts. 2, S. & T. Denham.

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Piidsey.

CIRENCESTER POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Abbey Grounds on the 28th of August.

The awards were :

—

Dorkings.-1, Rev. E. Bartrum, Berkhampstead. 2. S. Probert, Loatwithie!.
he, T. C. Bumell, Mitcheldever. c, J. Watts, King's Heath.
SPANISH.—1. H Feast 2, E. W. Darby, Cirencester.
GA^E.—Bla:k-breastedand other lieds.—l. E. Winnuod, Worcester. 2, G. S.

Prentice, Ampney Crucis. c, E. S- Gonlaell, Stroud ; J. Sm-th, Chesterton. Any
other rari(ty.~\, E. Aykroyd. Eccleahill. 2, E. tt inwood.

Braii'ma.s —Light.—I, J. Bloodwortb, Cheltenham. 2, Rev. N.J. Ridley, New-
bury, he, J. Mitchell, Moseley. e. J. Hope. Fairford; T. A. Deau, Marden.
Dark.—l. Cup, and c, T. F. AnsdeU, St. Helen's, he, H. Feast; J. Trinder,
Cirencester.
BRkH-siAS.-Lighl or Dark.—Chickens.—I, T. F. Ansdell. 2, W. Ford, Humber-

stone. he, A. Gibson, Weobley; 0. E. Cres3\vell, Bagshot ; J. Turner, Bath;
T. A. Deau, Marden. c, H. Feast ; E- Ensor. Bristol ; W. Morris, Rosa.
Cochins.— ir/(j7''.—l, S. Probert. 2, R S. S. Woodgate, Pembury. he, J.

Bloodworth, Cheltenham. Any other imriety.—l, Mrs. Allsopp, Worcester. 2,
T. F. Ansdell. he. H. Feast, c, C. Bloodworth.
Hamucrghs.— trt>/ff or tiilver-spangted ~1, Mrs. G. M. RoUfl. Ths Hendre. ?,

H. Feast, c, J. S. Macgs, Tetbury. Gold or Silver-pencilleu,—!, C. Blood-
worth. 2, J. McConnell, Ewyas Harold, he, H. Feast.
FttF.NCH.—1, Rev. N, J. Rid ey. 2, H. Feast.
Game Bantams.—B/ncfc or Brottni Reds.-A, A. Ashley, Worcester. 2, E.

Bowly, Siddington. c, E. Bowly (2); E. Soammell, Hilporton ; G. S. Prentice.
Any other lariety.—l, J. Mayo, Gloucester. 2, A.. Ashley, he, R. Smith, Ciren-
cester, c, C. Simpson, Ampney Cnicis.
Selling Class—1, Miss J. Milward, Newton St. Loo. 2, J. Crooto, Heavi-

tree. 8, H. Feast.
Any other Variety.—1, J. Croote. 2, C. Bloodworth. c, H. Feast ; S. Pro-

bert, Lostwithiel. Chickens.-l.Her. R. W. Everett, Monmouth. 2. H. Feast,
he, E. S. Godsell, Stroud; M. H. Start, Pewsey ; C. Bloodworth (2'; T. T.
Cooper, Swallowfield; Viscountess Chetwynd ; h\ F. F"wl«r, Plymouth, c, J,
Watts; J. Turner; M. H. Slurt i3J ; J. S. Bucklaud, Crud\soll.
DrcKS.—Bouen-l, E. Punting, Rodden Down. 2, G. Uolhiway, jun , Strond.

he, G. Key, Coatws. Aylesbury.—1, E. Bowly, Siddington. 2, J. S. Magga. he,
J. S. Maggs, Tetbury; H. Feast, c, G. Key, Coatea : T. A. Dean. Any oUier
varicty.—l and 2, G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes, c, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury.
Gefse,—1 and 2, A. M. Murphy, Cirencester.
Turkeys.—1, Ri;v. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, T. Porter, Baunton. he and e,

W. Slalter, Stratton.
Pheasant or Guinea Fowl.—1, L D. Little, he, J. Cross, Rcndcombe. C,

D.Blackford, CirencBBter; L. D. Little, Driffield; W. Slatter.

SWEEPSTAKES.
Game.-Cocfc.—1, C. V. W. Kell. Cirencester. 2, G. S. Prentice.
BRKQUk.-Light or Dark.—Cock.—1 and Extra, T. F. Ansdell. 2, J, Turner,
Game Ba>tam.—CocA;.—1, E. Bowly. 2, A. Ashley, Worcester. 3, J. Hab-

good, Stralton.
PIGEONS.

Cabriebs —1. P- R- Spencer, Hereford. 2. H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Dragoons.—IJ/.Hf or i'i/rcr.—l, H. Yardley. 2, N. Cuss, Ampney Ciucis. c,

W. Lane. Hereford.
Fantails.—], Miss J. Milward, Newton St, Loe. 2, H. Yardley. c, F. J.

Loveridge, Newark.
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Antwbkps—1, D. Blackford. 2, H. Yardley. lie, F. B. Bulley, Oxford ; J.
Croote ('I.

JaCijbins.—1, O. E. CreasweU, Ba^ahot. 2, J. Croote.
Owls.—1. E. Lee, Nantwich. 2. ti. S. Prentice, /le, J. Croote: H. Yardley.
TcsiBLERs —Any varUty ercpt AliniMul-i —1. J. Croote. 2. H. Yardley.
A.Ny oTuen Vabietv.—1. H. Yardley. 2. il. StaBbope, Stroud. Ext'a 2, P. R.

Spencer. Hereford, he, K. Barrett, Stroud; O. E, Cressvrell; F. B. Bulley,
Oxford (J), c, G. Holloway. jun. : J. Croote.
Selliso Cuiss.—1. E. F. Woodman, Cirencester. 2, P. K, Spencer, c, G. H.

Gregory, Taunton : G. Holloway. jun.; J. Croote; T. .\. Dean.

Judge.—Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, of London.

HALIFAX AND CALDER VALE POULTRY SHOW.
The meeting of the Halifax and Calder Vale -Association was

held on August 30lh. This, one of the oldest of the Yorkshire
agricultural societies, is very popular in the West Riding and
Lancashire, and the day heing tine there tvas an immense
gathering of visitors. The management and arrangements were
perfect, with the exception that the poultry and Pigeon pens
were open both back and front, causing a draught not at all

suitable for the birds, but we understand pens of a more modern
type will be adopted in future. As is generally the case at the
end of the season, the entries in both poultry and Pigeons were
not large, but the quality was very high, especially in the case
of the Pigeons, of which few birds were shown except by cele-

brated exhibitors.
We were surprised to find the adult poultry in such good

plumage, some of them scarcely showing signs of moult, while,
taken as a whole, the young birds were not so forward as we
usually find at this time of year.
The class for adult S/jnuis/t was very good, and the cup for

the best pen in the Show was awarded to the first-prize bird.
Adult Dorkings were few but of fair (luality, as were also the
chickens. Cochins and Brahmas were well represented, and
the Game classes good, which may be explained by the great
encouragement offered to that variety. Polish were very good
in both classes, and Golden won the first prize in each case.
Hamburgh^ were good in all the classes, although some of them
seemed to be rather overshown. There were no good Game
Bantams with the exception of about two pens, but several of

the Blacks were of fair ijuality, and the Variety class contained
good birds throughout. The first prize went to Pekins, and the
second to Silver Sebrights.
Aquatic birds were well represented in all classes, and the

first-prize Turkeys were very large.
In the Selling class Wliite Cochins were first, and Light

Brahmas second.
Pigeons, as before stated, were of the highest quality, but in

some classes the birds were out of feather and showed signs of

fatigue. The whole of the birds in the first three classes were
named, the first prize in Pouter cocks going to a handsome Blue
in capital show, though not so long a bird as the second, which
was a White one extremely neat but not in full blow. In hens,
a very large and perfect White was first, and this also won the
cup for the best pen in the Show ; it was in the highest
possible show condition. In Carrier cocks the first prize went to
a Black, and the second to a Dun ; but the gem of the Carrier
classes was the Black hen shown by Mr. Fulton. Almonds
were a neat lot, and the competition close. The first prize went
to the smallest and best-matched pair we have ever seen in the
show-pen, the second being very high in head properties, but
the cock somewhat dark. In Tumblers of any other kind the
winners were both Black Mottles, Kites and Splashes being
highly commended. The winning Dragoons were Blue and very
good, but most of the others too fiat in the skull. Trumpeters
^rere all noticed and mostly of the foreign variety, the first prize
going to an extraordinary pair of Black Mottles, and the second
to Blacks. Owls were all foreign, but some of the best were out
of feather, the winners being Whites. The winning Turbits
were Blue, but with one exception the rest were not noteworthy.
Jacobins for the most part were a little soiled, but the birds
noticed were very good, the winners being Red and the highly
commended birds Yellow and Black. The first-prize Fantails
Were an extraordinary pair, the tails being of immense size.
In Barbs Blacks were first, and Duns second, and in head pro-
perties they were an extraordinary lot, but very few were in
good condition. iVntwerps were bad, scarcely one really good
bird being shown. In the Variety class, Spangled Swallows
were first and Nuns second, while a nice pair of plain-backed Ice
I'igeona were highly commended.
There was a good display of eggs, the two winning dishes

being large but not so sound in shell as some of the smaller lots

;

the latter point is of the utmost importance for success.

SP»s-isn.— 1 and Cop, J, Lecmintr.BrouKhton. Preston. 2. J. Powell. Brailford.
he, H. Wilkinaon. F.arby.Skipton ; U. Bcldon, Goitatock, BinKlcy. CItxcken*.—
1,3. Lecminir. 2, H. Beldon.
D<iiiKisi.4.— 1, J. Walker. Rochdale. 2, J. Robinson. Chiekeni.—l, T. Statter,

Manchester, i, J. R-ittinson.
CocniMCiiiN-A — 1, C. W. Brierlev. Mid'lleton. 2, H. Beldon. Chickenn.—

1 and hr, C, ."^id^wick. KeiKhl.-y 2, M. Beldon.
Brahmi P'loTKi —I. J. Bownosrt, Ni-wchnrch. 2, H. Beldon. he. A. H. Haiffh,

Lindley. Chi:kfni.—\. 1. H. Picklci, Birkdale, Snuthporl. 2, H. Beldon. (ic, J.
H. Pickles : C. Carr, WiUden. Bindcy ; W. Whitclcy.
QkXK.—Black-breattid Red.—I, J. Fletcher. Stonecloagh, MaDcbcster. 2, T.

Bottomley, Shelf. Ae. H. Beldon. c. K. Heminuwav, Shelf. Chickcni.—l,J.
Fletcher. 2, Trayia & Burton. Thursolund, SheiBuld.
G\yi^.—Brotni-breasted and other Reds.—I, C W. Brierley. 2. .T. Fletcher.

Chickens.— I and 2, W. T. Coatea, Barnoldswick, Leeda. tic, W. Ornicrod,
Waldden, Todmorden c.J. Fortune, Keif^hley.
Game -Vtickwing Grey or Blih.—\, 3. Fletcher. 2, E. Ayki-oyd. Eccleshill.

Chickens.—1, Travis & Burton. 2. J. Fletcher.
Game.—-iKi/ variety.—\ and 2, R. Walker, Gomeraiil. Chick/n^.—l, U. C. and

W. J. Ma.sun, Drighlinffton.
PoLiVSDS.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. Chickens.~l,J. Robinson, Garstang. 2, H.

Beldon.
Hambchchs.— fioW or Silver-pencilled —1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Bowness, New-

chnrch. he, J. Robinson. Chickens.—I, W. & E. Clayton, Kei^hley. 2, J.
Robinson, he, J. RolUnson : J. Bowness.
HAMituRGna.—GoW or Sileer'Spanglcd.—l, J. Robinson. 2, J. Rollinson, 7ic, J.

RoUinaon; H. Beldon. C/ucfct*H.f.—1 and /ic, J. Rollinson. 2, -T. Bobinson.
Hamficiu.hs.—.1/ty other ^'arietii.—1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Bowneas. he, J.

Robinson. Chicketis.-l, T. W. Holmes, Kuahcroft, Baildon. 2. J. Robinson.
he, J. Howness-
Any other Variett Except Bantams.—1, J. Robinson. Chickens.—I, C. J.

Holroyde, Warley.
Game Bantams.—1. G. Noble, Staincliffe. 2, W. F. Addle, Preston, he, W. F.

Addio ; F. Steel, Halifax.
Bant-ims.—JSfn'-i:.- 1, H. Bellon. 2, E. Walton, HorncIifTe. he. J. \Valker.

Ami other v,iricly.—l, H. B. Smith, Brooklands. Brougbton. 2, E. Walton.
he, U. Beldon.
DvcK^.—.-tylesbur>/.—\ and 2, J. Walker, he, R. Hutchinson, Littleborou^b.

riotien.—l, J. Newton, Silijden, Leeds. 2. H. B. Smith, he, J. Walker. Any
l-aricty.-l and 2, H. B. Smith, he, J. Walker.
Grehe—1 and 2. J. Walker, he, F. E. Kawaou, Thoriie.
Turkeys.— 1, J. Walker. 2, F. E. Rawaon.
Selling Class.—1, C. Carr, Wildsden, Bingloy. 2, R. Hutchinson, he, H.

Beldon.
PIGEONS.

Pouter or Cropper.-Cocfc.—1, T. Rule, Gilesgate, Durham. 2, R. Fulton,
London, c, E. Horner, Harewood. Leeds : W. Harvey, Sheffield; R. Futtou ;

J. Hawley, Girlington, Bradford ; J. G. Taylor. Huddersfield. Hen.—I and Cui),

W.Harvey. 2, R. Fulton, c, R. Helliwcll, Halifax; T. Rule; E.Horner; W.
Harvey : K. Fulton ; J. Hawley ; J. G. Taylor.
Carrier.-Cocfc.-1. J.G. Tavlor. 2, E. Horner, c, H. Yardley ; R.Fulton (2).

Ben —1 and 2, K. Fulton, c, E. Horner (2).

TDMDLERs.—.Kmonti.-l.R.Fnlton. 2, J.G.Taylor, c. E Horner; H.Adams,
Beverley; W. Harvey; H. Yardley, Birmingham; K. Fulton ; J. Fielding, jun.,

Kochdale. Any other variety —1, J. Fielding, jun. 2, R. Fulton, he, J. G.
Tavlor: E.Horner ; H. Yardley. c. W.Harvey.
Dragoons.— 1. W. Harvey. 2, H. Yardley. he, E. Horner; E. Burnhill,

Cleckbeaton ; R. Fulton (2).

Trumpeters.—1,T. Rule. 2, R. Fulton, /ic, E. Homer.
Owls.— 1, J. G. Taylor. 2. H. Yardley. he, E. Horner ; J. Fielding, jun. (2).

TuRDiTs.—1. R. Fulton. 2, J. Fieldin", jun. he.T. Foster (21.

J.i<;uuis8.—I, R. Fulton. 2. T. Rule, lie, J. Hawley ; J. G. Taylor.
Fantails.- 1. T. Rule. 2, E. Horner.
Barbs —1, E. Horner. 2, J. G. Tavlor. he. R. Fulton (?) ; J. Fielding, jun.

ANTWERPS.—l, T. Foster. 2, J. Hawley. fic. R. Horner ; H. Yardley.

Any other Variety.—1, J. G. Taylor. 2, E. Horner, he, J. Thresh; H.
Yardley ; R. Fulton.
Selling Class.— 1, J. Hawley. 2, E. Homer, c, 3. F. Loversidge.

The Judges were—for Poultry, Mr. Teebay, Preston ; for

Pigeons, Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

BURY POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual E.xhibition of the Bury Agi'icultural Society

was held at Fishpool, Bury, ou the 28th of August.
In the poultry department, Sjjaiiis/i adults headed the list;

some good specimens competed, but nearly all were sadly out of

condition. Brahmas, Cochins, and Dorkings were all good
classes. The Game were not numerous, but choice, more par-

ticularly the Brown Reds. Some of the chickens of the same
colour were very promising. Samhiirghs, as tisual in this part

of the country, were excellent, the first-prize Gold-spangled

adults deserving especial mention. All the chicken classes con-

tained capital birds, with a very close competition. Game
Bantams were not largely shown ; all the prize pens, however,

made up for this deficiency by their quality. Black and White
Bantams had each a separate class, with a capital entry. In

the class for Any other variety of Bantams, Pekins were first,

aud Silver-laced second. Crcve-Cccurs took the prizes in adults.

Any other variety ; Houdans and Malays in chickens.

The Turkeys, Geese, aud Ducks were very good, the Rotten

Ducks being particularly so, almost every pen receiving notice,

and all being worthy of a prize. The Pigeons, although not

numerous, formed a very nice collection, nearly all varieties

being fairly represented.
The following is the prize list :^
Spanish.—1, H. Wilkinson. Earby, Skipton. 2. Fnrnesa & Sndall, Rawton-

Btall. Ac,J. Thresh; J. Nash. Walsall. (.Viic/d-ns.-l, H. Wilkinson.
CociiiNS.-C'iiinamon or Diilt —1 and 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Chickens.

—1, W. A. Taylor. 2, C. Sedgwick, Keighlay. he, C. Sedgwick; H. Tomlinson,

CorniNS.—'.<n!/ oilier rariety.—\, C. W. Brierley. MMdlelon. 2, W. Hey,

Rochdale, he, W. A. Taylor. Chickctu.-l, W. A. Taylor. 2. C. Sedgwick, he,

W. A. Tavlor; It. S S.Woodgate, Pembury,Tunliridge Wells.
, „, „ , ,

Brahmas. — Dark. — 1 and 2, T. F. Ansdell, Cowlev Mount. St. Helen a.

Ctiickfnt.—1 and 2, J. H. Pickles, Southporl. he, C. Loyland, Warrington ; \\ .

'^'riRUiMAS.-iijM. - 1, H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, S. A. Smith, Wilhington.

Chicken:-], H. Beldon. 2, T. A. Dean, Harden, Hereford, he, J. Watts,

Birmingham. ^ . ,

G«ME.-/ln|/toioHV.-Coct.-l and 2. C.W. Brierley.

OAME.-Blacfc or Brown Ittd.-\ and 2. C. W. Brierley. Cfticfeil».-1. W.
Tlllotaon, Coatea, Leeds. 2, K. Mann, Wallfleld Stand, vhc, W. Tillotson. he,

3. R. Fletcher ; E. Mann ; T. P. Lvon. Liverpool ; W. Perrin, Nantwich.

OiME.-Any other rarieti/.-l. C. W. Brurley. 2, Furness & Sudall. he, 3.

Ainaworth. Chickrne.-l, C. W. Brierley. 2, Furnoas i Sudall. he, 3, R.

GAM's.-Zn Woom andfeather.-Coek.-l, J. R. Fletcher, Sloneclough, Man-
chester. 2, T. Tomlinson, Bury.

, , „ . . „ , „, .

, , ,
PoLANDa —1 and 2, K. Beldon. he, 3. Robinson, Garjlang. Cht:ke:is.—1, J

F. Lawton, Ncwton-le-Willowa. 2, .1. Robinson. ^, „. , „ , „ ,„
Hiiint;aou3.-GuWtn»jjan5(eii.-l, O. S J.Duckworth, Church. 2, J. Bow
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nesB, Newehurch. he, H. BeWon; J. Robinson. Chickens.—1, J. Robinson.
2, J. Hall, fctacksteads. he. G. & J. Duckworth.
HA3IBUKGH3. — SUvcr spuiiglcil. — 1 and 2. J. Robinson, he, H, Beldon.

Chickens.—I, M. Isherwood, bury. 2, J. Robinson, he, U.,Beldon; H. Btau-
wortb, Worsthorne, Burnley.
H&^uvRGB.s.—Goldcii'pencilled.-—], H. Beldon. 2, J. Bowness. Chickens.—

1 and 2, W. & E. Clayton, Morton Banks, Keigbley. he, ii. &, J. Duckworth ; J.

Bownesfl.
B.AyiBVRG'ES.—Siliyer-poicilled.—l, J. Bownesa. 2, H. Beldon. he, J. Robin-

son. Chickens.~l, J. Robinson. 2, H. Smith, Keighley. he, H. Beldon.
Hamburghs.—jBiac/c—1, J. Robinson. 2, H. Beldon. he. N. Marlor, Denton,

Manchester; W. A. Taylor; J. Bowness. Chickens. — 1, N. Marlor. 2, M.
Isherwood. he, C. Sidgwiek ; H. Beldon ; W. A. Taylor ; J. Bowness.
Dorkings.— 1, J. Kobinson. 2, J. Walker, Rochdale, he. A. Darby, jun.,

Bridgnorth. Chickens—1 and 2, T. Statter, Stand, Manchester, he, J. Stott,

Healey, Rochdale.
Ant otuer Variety except Bantams—1, J. Robinson. 2, G. W. Hibbert,

Hyde, Manchester. Chickens.—1, G. W. Hibbert. 2, J. F. Walton, Hornctifle,

Ra\vteuiitall.
Bi-NT&Tiis.—Gamc.—Black or Bronm.—l and 2, W. F. Entwisle, Westfield,

Bradford, he, T. Bowker, Hill End. Burnley. A7ty other variety.— I, E.
Walton. 2 and he, \V. F. hntwisle. Any other variety except Game.—l, H. B.
Smith, Brooklands, Preston. 2, E. Walton.
Game.— Coc/i.—1 and 2, W. F. Entwisle.
Game.— ir/(t7fc'.—1, T. Cropper, Bacup. 2, H. Beldon. 7i(?. T. Cropper ; Pickles

and Whittaker, Great Hey, Eden field; E. Walton. Black —I, E. Walton. 2,

W. A. Taylor, he. Pickles & Wbittaker; H. Beldon; R. H. Ashton, Mottram,
Manchester.
DvcKs.—Ai/lcdniry.—l and 2, J. Walker. Spring Mouut, Rochdale, he, R.

Hutchinson,"Shaw Moss, Littleborousb ; T. Tomlinson, Elton. R>iu,en.—1, T.
Wakefield, Golhorne. Newton-le-WiUows. 2, T. Statter. he. J. Walker ; F. Uns-
worth, Newton-le-WiUows; T. Wakefield; T. Statter. Any other variety.—

1

and he, H. B Smith, Brooklands. Preston. 2, .J. Walker.
Geese.— U7i(f^.—1 and he, J. Walker. 2, T. Statter. Go^}inffs.—l, J. Walker.

2, T. Statter. Grey.—] . T. Statter. 2, J. Walker. Gu.Ui nos.—l and 2, J. Walker.
Turkeys. ~ 1 and 2, J, Walkt-r. he, Mrs. Milnes, Oaklands, Walraersley.

Chiekens.—l, Mrs. Milnes. 2, J. Walker.

PIGEONS.
Poutebs.—1, T; Rule, Gilesgate, Durhum.
Carriers.- 1, J. Cbadwick, Lark View, Bolt'm.
Txnant^^RS.-Almond.—l.J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. 2, J.J. Stott, Preston.

Balds or Beards.— I and 2. J. Fielding, jun. /tc, W. Hill, Heaton Moor. Any
other variety."l and 2, J. Fielding.
Owls.—Foreign —1 and 2, J. Fielding. English.-l, J. Cbadwick. Bolton. 2,

A. Jackson, Chequerbent, Bolton, he, J. Whitwortb, Bury ; R. Brierley, Fish-
pool, Bury.
Baehs.-1, A. Justice, Salford. 2, J. Fielding, jun. /ir, H. Yardley, Binningbara.
TuRiiiTS.— 1 and 2. J. Fielding, he, J. B. Bowdon, Blackburn.
Nuns — 1, J. Watts. Birmingham. 2, J. B. Bowdeu. he, T. A. Dean, Marden.
Jacobins.- 1, W. Dugdale, Jan., Burnley. 2, T. Rule, Gilesgate, Durham.

he, W. HiU, Heaton Moor.
Antwehps.—1, A. Justice. 2, W. Gamon, Chester. /iC, R. Bricrley, Bury

J. Wright, iv.ancbester.
Fantails — 1, H O.bowman, Higher Brougbton. 2, W. Hill.

Dragoons.-1, W. HUl. 2, H. Yardley. he, J. Watts; W. Hill.

Magpies.—1 and 2, J. B. Bowdon. he, H. Yardley.
Any VAKiETy.- 1, T. Kule. 2, H. Yardley.

Judges.—PouJtry and Flfjeons : Mr. T. J. Charlton, 23, Blen-
heim Koad, Mauningham, Bradford ; Mr. S. Fielding, Trentham
Park, Stoke-on-Trent.

BINGLET POULTRY SHOW.
The seventh annual Show of the Airedale Agricultural Society

took place on the 27th of August at Bingley. The following
report on the Pigeons has reached us.

{From a Correspondent.)
Pigeons.—Pouter cocks had four entries. A Blue was first;

this bird also "won the cup for the best bird in this and the

three following classes. A White was second. In the hens
Yellow and "White were first and second. Of Carrier cocks
there were four entries ; both the winners were Blacks, and the
judging of several previoua shows was reversed, and in the
opinion of all Mr. AUsop was right. In hens a good Dun and
Black were the winners. Almond Tumblers consisted of five

pens, and four of them were birds such as are seldom met with
at any show. In Tumblers, Any other variety, a grand Ked
Whole-feather was first, a Black Mottle second, and Ked Agates
were highly commended and commended. Barbs were a good
class, Blacks were the winners. Foreign Owls were remarkably
good ; White was first, and Blue second. English Owls were a
grand class of twenty-two pens ; a good old-fashioned Silver was
first, White second, A Silver, very highly commended, was
the best-conditioned bird in the class, aud with age will be
difficult to beat. In Jacobins, Red or Yellow, a good Red hen
was first, a Yellow cock second; and in Jacobins, Any other
colour, a remarkably good White with jjerfect pearl eyes was
first; this bird obtained the cup for the best bird in this, the
preceding, and two following classes. A good Black was second.
Of Fantails there were twenty-sis pens of such birds as are
seldom seen ; tweuty-four of them were Whites, one Black, and
one Blue. The first-prize bird was the largest-tailed and best-

carriaged bird seen for some time. The whole of this class was
highly commended. Of Turbits there were nineteen pens of all

colours ; Black was first, and Yellow second. In Dragoons, Blue
or Silver, Blues were the winners of both prizes. Dragoons,
Any other colour, had four entries, Yellow being first ; this bird
won the cup for the best bii'd in this, the preceding, aud four
following classes. A Red was second, Yellow being highly com-
mended and commended. Of Short-faced Antwerps there were
twenty-three entries ; Red Chequers were the winners. Long-
faced Antwerps had the same number of entries as the pre-
ceding class ; Blue was first, a Dun second. In the class for

Any other variety a Trumpeter was first, Blondinette second.

This was a good class. In the Selling class there were fourteen
entries; Black Barbs first. Blue Owls second.
The arrangements were good, and the birds well fed and

watered. The Show was held under a spacious marquee; and
under the management of so good a Committee and enthusiastic
and ardeut a fancier as the Secretary, Mr. Thompson, all went
smoothly and well. This was certainly the best Show of Pigeons
we have seen in Yorkshire for some time. The entries reached
231 pens, affording another proof, if any were wanted, that the
single-bird plan is far the best.

(ii.iATL.~Blaek or Brown Ti-:d.—Cockerel.—\, J. Fortune, Keigbley. 2, W. Til-
lotson, Coates, Barnoldswick. 8, a. E. Martin, Seultborpe. Fakenbam. Any
other variety.—Cockerel— ]. C. T. Burton. Thurgoland, Sbeffl*^]d. 2. W. Jb".

Entwisle. Wnstfield, Cleckbeaton. 3. H. C. & W. J. Maaon, Drigblington.
(tame —Black or Brown Red —Pallet.— \, H. Butler. Bradford. 2, W. Tillot-

son. 3, J. Maaon. Wnrcester. Any other variety—Pullct.—1, J. W. Tb»rnlon,
Bradford. 2. M. Jowett, Bra^iford. 3, E. Aykroyd.
Spanish.— C/t(cfccH.s.—l, J. Leeming. Brougbton. 2. J.I.Bootb, Silsden. 3, J.

Walker, Wolverbarapton. he, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton.
Dorkings.— Ckickens.~l, T. Briden, Earby, Skipton. 2, T. Statter, Wbitefield.

3, J. Kobinson, Garstung.
Brahmas,—CVitofcfHs.-1. J. H. Pickles, Birkdale, Soutbport. 2, W. A. Taylor,

Mancbester. 3, F. S. Arkwri^rbt. Suttnu Scarstiale.
Cocnis.—Chickens.—1 and 3, W. A. Taylor. 2. 0. Sedg:wick. Keigbley.
Hamburgh —^«i/ variety.— Cockerel.—!, H. Robinson, Baildon, Leeds. 2, J.

Smitb. 3, J. Robinson. Pullet— I, C. Pemberton, Bingley. 2, E. Gill, Fearn-
eliffe, Bm^ley. 3, J. Smi'h.
HAiiBUEGHs.

—

Golden-spangled.—C/ticfce»w.—I.T.May, Wolverbatupton. 2, J.
Robinson. 3, J. Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Silver span-)led.—I &m\ 3, J. KoUinson,
Liudley. 2, J. Kobinson.
HiiihVRGss.-Golden-poieilled.-Chickens.—l and 2, W. & E. Clayton, Mor-

(on Banks. 3, J. Preston. Allerton. Silver-pencilled.—1, J. Robinson. 2, H.
Smitb. Morton Banks. 3. J. Smith.
Hamburghs —Black.—Chiekens.—l, C. Sedgwick. 2, T. W. Holmes, Baildon.

8, J. Moore, Bingley.
Game Bantams.— C/tic/ccn^,—land S,W. F, Entwisle. 2,G. Noble, Staineliffe,

Dewsbury.
Bantams.—-dnj/ other variety. -Chickens.—1, W. A. Taylor, 2, R. H. Asbton.

Mottram. 3, J. Mitchell, Keichley.
An? other Variety.—C7acA:fHs.—l, J. Bowker, Keigbley. 2, Rev. A. G

Brooke, Sbrawardine. 3. C. Holdsworth.
Selling Class.—Cock.—\ and 2, J. 1. Booth. 3, H. Andrews, Eccletihill.

Hens or Pullets.—1, C. Carr, Wilsden. 2 and 3, J. I. Booth.

PIGEONS.
Pouter.—Cocfc.—Cup, T. Rule, Gilesgate, Durliam. 2, R. Fulton, London,

Hen.—I and 2, R. Fulton.
Carrier—Cocfc.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Hen.—1 and 2,

R. Futton.
Tumblers.—4iHio7MZ.—Cup, R. Fulton. 2, H. Adams, Beverley. Any other

variely.—\, H. Adams. 2, R. Fulton.
Barb.—1, R Fulton. 2, .1. Lister, Keigbley.
Owl.—Fore tqn.—l, H. Yardley. 2, R. Fulton. English—I, Ward & Rhodes.

2, J. W. Edge. "ErdingLon.
JACoBin.—Red or Yelljw.-l, W. Crott, Kiliinghall. Ripley. 2, R. Falton. An}j

other colour.—Cn^, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2. K. Fulton.
Fantail.—1, O. E. Cresswell, Bagshot. 2, J. Walker, Newark.
TuRBiT.— 1, R. Fulton. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch.
Dragoon-.—B/H(? or Silver.—1, W. Gamon, Chester. 2, Ward & Rhodes. An]/

other colour.— Cn\>, R. Fulton. 2, J. Watts.
Antwukp.— b7(0?7-/acerf.—1, J. Lister. Keigbley. 2, W. R. Wrigbt, Bii'mingbam.

Long-faeed.—l, R Pritcbard, Ludlow, Salop. 2, H. Jennings.
Any other Variety.—1, R. Fulton. 2. H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—1, R. White. 2, J. Mitchell.

Judges.—Poult nj : Mr. Richard Teehay, Fulwood, Preston.
Pigeons : Mr. H. AUsop, Eirmiugham.

ALDBOROUGH AND BOROUGHBRIDGE
POULTRY SHOW.

This was held on August 22nd. The following is the prize
list :—
Dorkings.-1, T. P. Carver, Langtborpe, Boroughbridee. 2, H. R. Farrer,

Greenbammorton Hall, e, H. S. Thompson, liirby Hall. Chickens.— I, J. New-
ball, Clifton, York. 2 and he, T. P. Carver, Langtborpe, Borougbbridge. c, H.
J. Farish, Borougbbridge Hall.
Spanish.— 1, Paliiater & Hawkins, Topcliffe. 2, H. R. Farrer. Chickens.—1-

Pallister & Hawkins.
Game.—1 aud 2, J. Watson, Knaresborough. Chickeiia.-l, J. Robshaw,

Wbixley.
Cociun-Ohina. — 1. F. Horsman, Borougbbridge. 2, J. Sberwin, Ripon.

Chickens.—I, — Croft, Leudal, York. 2, F. Horsman.
Brahma Pootba —1. Mrs. G. Mangles, Givendale, Kipon. 2, H. S. Tbompson,

CJtiekens.—l. T. P. Carver. 2. Mrs. G. M.anglcs.
B.ii^BunGaa.--Golden-spangUd.—i, E. Barnett, Thormanby. 2, T. Tweedy,

Thirsk. Golden-pencilled.— I, J. Sberwin. 2, J. Newhall. Chi<ikens.—1, J.
Watson. 2, P. Gill. Borougbbridge.
R&^iiURGue.—Sil rer-spaiigled.—l, A. Umpleby. Borougbbridge. 2, T. Tweedy.

Chickens.—1. J. Walker, Ouaeburn. Silvcr-2icncilled.—Chickens.~l, J. Clayton,
Tbirsk.
Polands.-1, C. Walker, Borougbbridge. 2, Mrs. Croft. Chickem.—l and 2,

C. Walker.
Bantams.- G«m<:.—I, T. P. Carver. 2, H. S. Tbompson. he, J. Watson, jun.

Any otiier variety.—1 and 2, T. P. Carver, he, J. tsberwin. c, J. Waddington,
Guiseley.
Farmyard Cross.—1, W. Woodward, Minskip. Borougbbridge. 2, H. S.

Thompson. Chickens.— I, T. P. Carver. 2, H. S. Thompsun.
Any other Variety.- 1, T. P. Carver. 2, J. Watson, he, G. Rabherford,

Tbirsk. c, G. Slater. Ripon.
Turkeys.-1, Mrs. Leak, Tholthorpe, York. 2. Mr.-?. G. Mangles. Poults.—!,

Mrs. G. Mangles. 2 and e, W. Bjukeidike. he. Mrs. Kirk. Givendale, Ripon.
Geese.—I, Mrs. G. MauKles. 2, J. T. Renton, Ripon. Goslings.—1, Mrs. G.

Mangles. 2. I. Moorey, Wulwith. Ripon. he. Mrs Smith, Humburton.
DrcKS.

—

Aylesburu.—1 and 2, T. P. Carver, he. W. Woodward, e, H. S.
Thompson. Ducklitms —I and 2. T. P. Carver. Rouen—!, C. Grabani, Alil-

borough. 2. G. Sadler, Borougbbridge. Ducklings.—1, G. Sadler. 2. Mrs. G.
Mangles. Any other varietu.-l, G. Sadler. 2, E. Thutlery, Dalton, Tbirsk,
Guinea Fowls.—J. J. T. Renton. 2, Miss Kirk.
Selling Class.-1 and 2, T. P, Carver, c, H. R. Farrer.

PiOEONS.-PoH^^rs.—1, G. Sadler. 2, F. TJmpleby. Carriers.-l and 2, G.
Sadler. Truvipeters.-l, W. Kitchen, Feniscowles." 2, C. Anton, Petergate,
York. Jaeubin.i.— 1. C. Anion. 2, G. .\nnalun, Bishop Monkton. J'rt?i(ai/.s'.— 1,

C. Auton. 2, W. Kitchen. Tiimbhrs,—! and c, C. Auton. 2, W. Kitcbin.
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Barhf.—l, C. Auton. 3, J. Smitb. Allhallow^ate, Eip-m. Tttrbits.—\ and 2, W.
Kitchen. Antwerps. ~ 1, T. Horsman, Kipon. li, G. Sadltr. Ou-U.—l, A.

i;mpli;b>'. a, G. Sadler Atw othfr varu-ty.—l, W. Kitclieu. 2, C. J. Garuett.

h« ana c. C. Anton. bfUittg CUitiS.—l, W. Scott/.Boroughbridge. 2, A. Wellfl,

Kipon. he and c, C. Anton.

Rabbit'? ~Jni/ Brfi-d.—Buek.—'i, A. Robson, Mortonon-Sw.lle. 2, C. Auton.

c, J. A. PowcU. X»us.—1, A. Eobson. 2, C. Anton.

EiTBA Stock.—1, W. Wilson. Boronghbridge (Guinea Pigs). Eijual 1, J. N.

Warrick, Langtborpe (Fantaiis).

Judge.—Mr. S. Burn, Whitby.

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
Febsut me to refer to the article under this title which ap-

peared in " our Journal " of August 21st. The writer must
excuse me if I am a little incredulous. I was once attending at

a petty sessions, when some case or other came on, I forget

what, but the question was asked (the people were quite in a

hiunble rank), "My good man, are you married, now?" A little

woman in a shawl immediately called out, " Yes, sir, he is, and
here's the baby," at the same time holding up as high as she

could an infant of a very few weeks old. The laugh can well be

imagined, and the marriage was believed in. Now, to believe

fully in this account of the polygamy of Pigeons I want to see

the babies, not one, but four. The case given by " E. W." is so

contrary to all my thirty-five years' experience as a Pigeon-

fancier—indeed, I have never known or heard of anything of the

kind. I do not for one moment impute the least atom of uu-

tnithfulness to " R. W.," but I think by reading his account
some links in the chain of evidenca are wanting. That Pigeons

may change-over partners, this I believe. "Was this case more
than simply such an exchange ?

" R. W." says, " I believe that the Blue cock regularly took

his turn on each nest." Ami to understand that the "I believe"

means ** I surmise or think," or that it means " I know for

certain ?" Then how could one cock take his turn on each nest ?

for Pigeons, cock and hen, sit a regular time. Unless " R. W."
not only believes but knows, I must doubt the statement. One
cock was evidently the master cock and a great tyrant, as occa-

sionally they are. I knew a cock Dragoon that was siich a tyrant

no one would keep him, and he was the source of a little income
to the dealer who owned him, and sold him over and over again.

Next as to the hatching. One pair of eggs were broken, and
though each contained a bird, the evidence as to variety is

at an end. Those that were hatched I should like to have been
seen when older, for three weeks is scarcely time to decide

between such near colours as Black and Blue, for many Blues
are very dark at first. Of the second hiitching "E. "\V." states

nothing as to colour, and the shifting to the care of nurses was
unfortunate. Knowing how very easily mistakes are made with
the best intentions, especially with respect to the habits, &c., of

birds, I take the liberty to doubt at present that Pigeons are

polygamous.
I will now briefly notice what I believe is not unusual, the

strong preference which some cock Pigeons feel for one certain

hen—I mean that one hen has many admirers. Mr. Darwin, I

believe, thinks that the brilliant colours of the male birds are

intended to attract the females ; on the principle, I suppose,
that young ladies at a garrison town are said to have frequent
attacks of scarlet fever. Probably he is correct: fine feathers

not only make fine birds but also attractive birds. In Pigeons,
I think sometimes the male birds are attracted by any special

beauty of a female. I had for some years an unusually pretty
Buff Baldhead hen, always clean, always trim, and so pretty in

colour and shape that strangers were wont to say, even though
not Pigeon-fanciers, "What a very pretty bird that is!" Now
this Uttle hen was constantly being followed and cooed round by
different cocks both mated and unmated ; but to all her admirers
she was wholly indifferent, and, like a good moral little ladj',

went calmly on with her duties as a wife and mother. I have
had the case of a cock bird who was also pestered with an admirer
of the opposite sex, and who beat her off for a time, and his

lawful mate beat her too ; but in the end, alas ! he yielded, and
left his partner to muse on the infidelity of husbands.

I think that when a Pigeon is attractive he or she is unusually
pood-looking. A regular old frump of a hen is not admired.
'the cocks who are tempted are lively, spirited, brightplumaged
birds, always cooing and showing themselves off to perfection

—

iu fact, regular " gay birds." It is unfortunate for romance
that the class of Dove known as the domestic Pigeon is neither
gentle nor always constant, for they habitually fight, and fight

pertinaciously, and they break pair occasionally ; while one
variety, the Pouter, will forget himself and his mate in a shame-
leas manner with at least any unmated hen in the loft, but the
Pouter is the most showy and cooing of all varieties, and hence
very attractive.

—

Wiltshike -JIector.

Pbolipic Tltikev.—My Turkey hen has laid altogether eighty-

seveu eggs. She has often remained on the nest for twenty four

hours at a time, but never properly settled to sit. She has
discontinued laying for a few days, and then laid several eggs
continuously again.

—

Waltek Biscoe.

PIGEONS AT HITCHIN AND EXETER SHOWS.
I BEGEET I cannot agree with Mr. Fulton, that dealers are the

great supporters of shows in the three kingdoms. Let the ama-
teurs all retire, and what would be the use of deaUng iu birds ?

I for one, with many others, vote Messrs. Fulton, Tardley, &c.,

intense nuisances as exhibitors, and what we do is this—we
find out if we can where they intend to exhibit, and then keep
our birds at home, although not being prize-grabbers we
cannot afford to help every committee to pay Mr. Fulton's
prizes. If dealers would exhibit less we think it would be more
to their advantage, audto the advantage of the birds also, which
are now shown by dealers uutil they die, no use being made of

them as stock during the breeding season.

As to the judgment at Exeter and Hitchin being reversed, it

is quite possible that the condition of the birds was reversed,

but as I was not at either show I cannot offer auy remarks upon
this ; but one thing I do say, that if the judges are to be judged iu

the way they are at present, and with such intense animus that
appears to prevail against at least some of them, I should think
their services would be discontinued. As to expecting per-

fection in them, or anything else in this world, it is simply stuff.

If you get them honest that must compensate for their de-

ficiencies in awards, and as in these days the names are always
published, if you do not like the judge, stay at home. Having
acted more than once in the capacity, I kuow how pleasant it is

to be surrounded by disappointed grumbling exhibitors, who in

nine cases out of ten are wrong. The judges in England are

pretty well known, so there need not be much ditficulty about
it. I have no personal feeling against either dealer mentioned ;

in fact, one I do not know. I believe Mr. Fulton to act as strictly

and straightforwardly as a dealer can, but I still think that if

dealers exhibited less, lent less, they would fiud amateurs in-

crease as well as their business. At present it stands thus,

What is the use of showing ? Mr. Fulton is sure to be there.

—

Obsebveb.

CLEANSING CAGE WATEE-BOTTLES.
There are, doubtless, many of your readers lovers of pet

birds, as I am, who have been puzzled, as I have been for years,

to find the easiest and best method of cleaning the fountain

bottles used in most bird cages. To begin, I ought to state that

I take care of my birds myself, have been very successful in

rearing Canaries, and have seldom lost a bird from disease of

any kind. Some have ilown away, poor, silly, little, short-sighted

things ; one or two have died of old age, gradually and pain-

lessly ; and a favourite hen once died while laying. Then, of

course, there have been untoward accidents, such as the attacks

of wicked malevolent cats, and twice a cage has fallen down.
The first time my poor Dick's leg was broken, and though set

with tender care he died. The second time a heu was jolted off

her nest with her four young ones, which, as may be supposed,

was not good for mother or chicks. Barring these accidents I

have been a very successful owner of cage birds. But the

fouutaiu-bottles have been one of my life-long difficulties. Of
course I like them to be clean and bright, but, in spite of aU
my pains, the green (some sort of algse) would accumulate on
the insiiles of the bottles, and I found it a long and troublesome

business to remove it. At the suggestion of various house-

maids I tried egg shells, tea leaves, ashes, paper torn up in

small pieces, &c., and at the suggestion of the housemaid's

master several kinds of acids. All were effectual in time, but I

have often spent an hour in cleaning one bottle. Now, my plan

is so easy and so simple, I want to recommend it to all your

bird-keeping readers. Put a little common garden soil, say two

teaspoonsful, into the bottle, washing it down with water.

Half a dozen good shakes will make the bottle quite clean and

bright, and remove all traces of green, and a rinse in clean

water wOl make it fit for the prettiest little pet bird in the

loveliest lady's drawing-room in England. — A LovEii of ai,l

AsiU.iTED CbEATUBES.

SUBSTITUTING A LIGUKIAN FOU A COMMON
QUEEN.

I HAVE two stocks of bccs in Woodbury hives, in one of which

tho bees had worked across the bars, so that I could not move
them. Accordingly, about a fortnight since, I drove the bees

into an empty hive, the bars of which were prepared as recom-

mended in your " Bee-keeping for tho Many," and I am glad to

find they are working theii' combs straight. I intend to feed

them well. • ^ i,

I am desirous of luiowing if I could obtain and join to this

stock a Ligurian queen, and if Jhia would be a good time for so
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doinfr- Will you also kindly inform me where I can procure a

pure fertilised queen, and the proper course to be followed to

ensure a successful union ?—G. M. F.

[As you do not appear to have utilised the comhs ah^eady con-
structed in the first hive, we fear that you will have hut a very
small amount in the new bos at the present time. An enormous
quantity of artificial food would be necessary to enable the bees
to supply the deficiency in combs, and to lay-in sufficient store

for the winter. Under these circumstances we should not advise
your incurring the exi^ense of a Lif^juriau queen with the risk of

losing the stock durin« the winter. You could, however, try the
experiment with your other hive now, or wait until next spring
to see if the transferred colony would then be in a sufficiently

prosperous condition. There is no objection to the present time,

other matters being suitable, for exchanging Ligurian for common
queens. If you determine on making the attempt, write either

to Messrs. Neighboui', Regent Street, London, or to Mr. W. J.

Pettitt, Dover, either of whom will supply you with a reliable

queen, and with instructions as to the best mode of proceeding
to ensure a favourable result.

—

Eds.]

HONEY SEASON IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
I HAVE received a letter from a bee-keeper in Gloucester

giving a very poor report of the season in his vicinity. He
states that " Everybody who keeps bees about here is sadly
complaining of want of luck this year. I went out yesterday
two miles in the country to see a person who had taken two
hives, an old stock and a swarm of this summer, and only ob-
tained 12 lbs. of honey from the two. At another place, where
there were eight hives, the owner destroyed four, and took but
12 lbs. from the whole. I have taken one super with 17 lbs. and
another small cap with 5 lbs. Tliere was a good deal of dark
comb and some brood in one of the supers."
This general deficiency of honey, and the prevalence of breed-

ing in supers, continue to be the complaint from all parts of the
country. I should be glad to hear at the proper time what bees
may have done at the heather this autumn.—S. Bevan Fox,
Exeter*

RiPiD Pickling OF Meat.—Roll the meat in a mixture of IGoz-
salt, Joz. saltpetre, and 1 oz. sugar, so that all parts may be
coQipletely salted ; then wrap closely in a piece of cotton cloth
previously well scalded and dried, and place in a porcelain or
other vessel. The cloth is essential with small pieces, to retain
the brine formed in contact with the meat. After about sixteen
hours, however, some brine will drain off into the bottom of the
vessel, and it will be necessary then to turn the meat, still

wrapped up, daily. A piece of Bibs., treated in this way for six
days, then unwrapped and boiled, will be found quite palatable
and sufficiently pickled. For larger quantities the cloth may be
dispensed with, since the brine formed will be sufficient to cover
the mass, provided the pieces are closely packed, and any un-
avoidable cavities filled with stones.

—

[English Mechanic)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Ddnkeld and Meigle^ Poultry Shows.—These were local shows, not

advertised.

Buckwheat for Fowls.—" I read in your number for August 14th, in
answer to 'Colne,' 'Buckwheat is not good for fowls.' How am I to recon-
cile this with Wright and other authorities ?—Ellcee."

[The authority we cousutt on subjects connected with ponlfcry-lieepius con-
demns buckwheat as a poultry food ; but we know it is used as a pheasant
food by gamekeepers, and good authorities speak in its favour for poultry : so,
as you have piu-chased some, you will do wisely to try it and thus test ita
merits. We do not know where you live, but if near Suffolk or Essex you
might readily obtain it if you call it '* brank."J

Game Fowls' Plumage (J. r-iuin).—We have submitted your letter to
Mr. Wright, and his reply is, "I will communicate with him direct if he
wishes.'' Mr. Wright's direction is, " at Messrs. Cassell <!c Co.'s, Editorial
Department, La Belle Sauvago Yard, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G."

Northern Counties Columbahian Society.—The gentleman who won
the first prizes in the classes for Pouters, Tumblers, and Foreign Owls was
Mr. Townson, of Bowdon, not, Messrs. Towerson, of Egi-emont, who did not
crhibit.

Keeping Wood Pigeons in Confinement (E. J.).^A. cage, even a very
large one, would be a Email place for Wood Pigeong; a room, or shut-in
loft, would be better. Wo say shut-in, as when adult they would bo certain to
fly away and not return, all attempts to domesticate them and cure their
roving propensities having failed. Brought up from the nest and confined to
a room tliey will be fairly tame, and possibly may breed. Give them for food
peas, barley, or wheat. If healthy and kept well fed and clean, they will live
jor years. Mind and give water for di-inkiug and bathing.

Uniting Swarms (Ignorant).—We think your surmise is correct. Tho
Bwarni of August 14th doubtless came out of your second hivo in the u'lass
case

; but as this cannot be moved about without danger of falling to pieces,
we should not meddle with it. Why not break it up if it has few bees and
no honey ? Yon might smoke the bees out of it, and save all but the drones

;

but if these are not yet got rid uf, and tho bees are few in number, we should
be inclined to destroy them, aa of no probable value. Aa to the swarm, we
should feed it up at whatever cost, seeing that your stock of bees is so

Umited. It would pay well another year with a fair honey haiwest. {Be<:).—
Ton can most easily unite any number of stocks by simply di-iving the bees
of each hive, one after the other, into a common empty hive, and then dash-

ing them all out in a heap in front of the ef ock you wish to keep. It is nob
too late to drive bees. If you put this on the ground in an open space, just

tilting up one side of it on a bit of wood or a stone, all the bees will march
up into it without any flighting whatevei-. Of course they will settle between
themselves who is to be the reigning mother. Blow a little smoke in at the
entrance of each hive before you begin to operate.

Honey Deficient—Uniting Swarms (An Old S»bs(:r(!icr).—We sympa-
thise with your disappointment, having no honey harvest whatever ourselves

this year, but we do not despaii*. We shall feed largely, and advise you to do
the same, beginning towards the middle of September, and feeding mostly
by night. It will be good policy also to unite all weak hives to their stronger

neighbuurs. No method of uniting stocks can be simpler or more effective

than that re I'.nmmended in this day's Journal to another inquirer. Drive two
or more stocks of neighbouring bees into some common hive or box, and dash
them out on the ground in front of the hive yon desire to strengthen ;

but
we would drive out the population of this hive as well, and then return the

whole united bees to it in the way prescribed. Writo again if you want
further information. Driven or united bees need not be far removed from
each other.

Transporting Hives (An Old Su.bsciiber\—You will^find your queries

fully answered next week. Let us know how yon succeed.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0'=' 8' Q" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DilB.
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expanse of its branebes, so that while the avenue is unbroken,
yet each tree may be regarded with pleasure for its own in-

trinsic merit.

—

Edward Lockhubst.

THE HORTICULTUEAL EXHIBITION AT
MANCHESTER.

Septemeek 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th.

One of those great efforts at horticultur.al exhibitions which
are made periodically was held last week at Manchester under
the title of " The Grand International Horticultural Exhibition

of Fruits, Vegetables, Autumnal Flowers, &c." The Show
was held in the Botanical Gardens, and though inaugurated
and conducted throughout by an independent body, it was
under the auspices of the Botanical and Horticultural Society

of Manchester. The conception and execution of this was a

bold venture, involving, as it did, a prize list of £1400. But
if such a venture is to be made at all, Manchester is the place

wherein to make it, and where there are so many jjeople, as

Lord Derby said, " to whom the parting with £100 note could

be an operation so familiar and so customary, that they would
hardly know they had done it." Yet these Manchester men
are business men, and, liberal as they are, they do not give

their money without a shrewd idea that it will be spent to some
purpose ; and the result of the effort that has been made we
have no doubt has proved satisfactory to them in the produc-
tion of an autumnal show, the like of which has never yet been
seen in the provinces.

The Show was formally oi^ened by Lord Berby on the 3nd
inst., and its leading feature was Grapes and a fine display of

vegetables. As concerned fruit generally, it may be said to have
been meagre. It was yet too early for our hardy fruits, and if

the Show had been postponed to embrace them it would, pro-

bably, have been too late for the Grapes. It is evident, there-

fore, that these were to be the great attractions of the Show,
and so they were. In our report, which follows, full particulars

will be given of them. Of autumn flowers there was also a good
exhibition, especially of Gladiolus, Dahlias, and cut flowers.

But in no respect was the Show international, except as between
" John Bull, Sandy MacDonald, and Pat Murphy," as old

Donald Beaton used to say. Our continental neighbours were
conspicuous by their absence, and so the British gardeners had
all the competition to themselves.

The arrangements were very good, and admu'ably carried

out ; and whatever merit there is in this respect is due to Mr.
Bruce Findlay, Curator of the Botanical Gardens, to whom
the direction of the whole was entrusted, and with whom and
Mr. John Shaw, we are informed, the conception mainly origi-

nated. The fruit was shown in the conservatory, a h,Tndsome
spacious glass structure, 150 feet long by 60 wide, on six tables

running longitudinally the whole length of the building, and
the flat effect which always attends a fruit show without some
accessories was enth'ely relieved by the permanent climbers

that clothed the pillars and rambled in free luxuriance over-

head, while the available area of the house was furnished with
exhibitions contributed by Mr. B. S. Williams and Mr. William
Bull, of London ; Messrs. Cole, of Withington ; and Messrs.

Dixon, of Beverley. These consisted chiefly of fiue-foliaged

and new and rare plants, and were highly meritorious ; the

names of the exhibitors being a guarantee for the quality of

the plants. The fine fruit was, therefore, well set off, and the

eye was not wearied with monotony.
Running at right angles to the western end of the conservatory

was a large canvas tent, probably 100 yards long and 20 wide.

This was skilfully laid-out in the gardenesque style with centre

beds, and raised winding terraces at the sides. To these were
devoted the exhibition of plants and autumnal flowers, with
groups and settings of fine-foliaged plants interspersed. This
great tent was supported by a frame of woodwork, the pillars

of which were covered with Ivy, thereby taking off the naked
look which they would otherwise have had, and which is so

objectionable in all such structures when they are unprotected.
One of the best coverings we have ever seen of this sort is of

sprays of Scotch Fir and Spruce nailed to the pillars. At one end
of this tent there was a bank of Gladiolus exhibited by Messrs.
Kelway, of Laugport, which could not but rivet the attention

of all lovers of this splendid autumn flower. A little lower
down was a trophy of vegetables exhibited by Messrs. Dickson,
Brown, & Tait, of Manchester, arranged with much skill and
taste, and forming a prominent object in this part of the
Exhibition. In the furnishing of this portion for effect the

merit is due chiefly to Mr. John Shaw, of Bowden ; Messrs.
B.arron & Son, of Borrowash; and Mr. E. S. Yates, of Sale.

Messrs. Jackman A Son, of Woking, had a splendid group of

their new popular Clematises, which attracted much attention
;

while Mr. J. T. Peacock contributed a fine collection of succu-
lents from his fine collection at Hammersmith. Messrs. Lane
and Son, of Berkhampstead, had a fine exhibition of Ivies;

and Mr. Richard Smith, of Worcester, one of evergreens.
Besides these two departments there were others more

detached, one a great tent containing the vegetables, and the
other the Potatoes. On the terraces surrounding the con-
servatory were fine specimens of Conifers in tubs, shown by
Messrs. Barron A- Sou, of Barrowash, and Mr. Maurice Young,
of Godalming. Numerous implements and garden structures,

boilers, and heating apparatus were also exhibited, which will

be alluded to anon.
Such an occasion would not have been complete without a

dinner, and this was seized by the President and Council of

the Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society to issue

invitations to the leading horticulturists present at the Show.
About 150 accepted the invitation, and sat down to a splendid
banquet presided over by Lord Derby, in the Hulme Town
Hall. It is not usual publicly to criticise the hospitality of

one's host, but on such an occasion it is admissible, and
especially so when the preparations and arrangements are

such as to serve as a pattern to those who are fond of getting-

up public dinners and testimonial entertainments. Some of

our metropolitan caterers may profitably take coiinsel with Mr.
Bruce Findlay, to put them in the way of knowing how to

dine a large assembly, not only sumptuously but in comfort.
In concluding these preliminary remarks we have only to add
that the whole arrangements were perfect, and we neither saw
nor heard of anything occurring to ruffle the susceptibilities of

the most sensitive, or to cause pain or disappointment to

anyone.

The great strength of the fruit display lay in the collec-

tions, which were truly grand, and for which valuable prize
were offered. Of Grapes, the show was very large, but that
of Apples and Pears very weak. The period of the season was,
of course, somewhat early for these fruits, and in October a
better show of them would, no doubt, have been secured. It
seems a pity that the promoters, having had the opportunity of

making a grand exhibition of the fruits of this and other coun-
tries, did not fix the date later, so that not only Grapes, but what
are after all the great standard fruits of the country, Apples and
Pears, would have been well represented. The Exhibition would
then have been, what it was not in any sense of the woid, inter-

national.
Collections.—For a collection of twenty kiuds of fruits, com-

prising not more than six kinds of Grapes, two kinds of Pine
Apples, and two kinds of Melons, prizes of X'30, X'20, and £12
were offered. Here Mr. G. Johnston, gardener to the Earl of

Strathmore, Glamis Castle, Forfar, made a most magnificent
display, being a long way ahead of his competitors, and so he
was the winner of the premier prize of the Exhibition. His
Grapes — Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland
Sweetwater, and Black Alicante—were very fine ; likewise the
Nectarines—Pitmaston Orange, Elruge, i'C. Peaches were re-

presented by Sulharastead (a variety of the Noblesse), Grosse
Mignonne, and KedMngdalen ; Pines by the Smooth Cayenne and
Ripley Queen; with these were Brown Turkey Figs, Melons, &c.
la every respect this was a most meritorious display. Mr. Jones,
Royal Gardens, Frogmore, and Mr. Grant, gardener to J. B.

Glegg, Esq., Chelford, were second and third respectively. In
collections of fifteen kinds of fruits three very good lots were
staged. The first prize of i'20 was awarded to Mr. Simpson,
gardener to Lord Wharncliffe, Wortley Hall, who had good
Grapes—Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, &c., and
Enville and Smooth Cayenne Pine Apples, Melons, Peaches,
Nectarines, .Jargonelle Pears. Mr. Upjohn, gardener to the
Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley, was awarded the second prize for

a lot nearly equally fine. The Grapes were very good, some
examples of Gros Colmar especially so, and a dish of Violette

Hative Nectarines in this collection were peculiarly pretty. For
the collection of ten kinls of fruits, exclusive of Pines, there

was also a good competition. Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Car-
ington, Wycombe Abbey, Bucks, was awarded the first prize for

very exceileut Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, Pears, ifco.

Mr. Bain, gardener to Sir C. R. Broughtou, Bart., Ludlow, ob-

tained the second prize for some very large, but rather coarse,

examples of Grapes, both black and white
;
good Peaches, Nec-

tarines, A'c. The third prize fell to Mr. T. Banuerman, gardener
to Lord Bagot, for a very excellent lot. For the collection of

twelve kinds of hardy fruits on a basket or tray, the first prize
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was awarded to Mr. Cor, gardener, Madresfield Court. The
fruit was all good, but haTing to be exhibited in a cramped space
—in this instance on an old tea-tray—it had a poor appearance.

Grapes.—So plentifully were these exhibited, and in many
cases so extremely fine, that they formed the greatest at-

traction of the whole Show. The prizes offered for Grapes
were large, and they were divided into numerous classes to suit

exhibitors of all grades. The general character of the display

was good, the most striking feature being, however, perhaps the

great size of the bimches rather than the fineness of the quality.

We do not know that we have ever seen such large bunches so

well finished of many of the varieties, but we have certainly

seen an infinitely superior show of Black Hamburghs years
ago, and we almost venture to say Muscats. The display at

Manchester this year was superior as regards quality, taking
it en masse, to that at Glasgow last year ; many very poor ex-

hibits, however, were staged, and by some of ont reputed Grape-
growers too, which it would have been well for them to have
left at home.
The finest and best dish of Grapes iu the Exhibition was the

Madresfield Court, exhibited by Mr. Meredith, of Garston,
which won for him the first prize for two bunches of Grapes
in commerce three years prior to the Exhibition. The second
prize was awarded to Mr. Cox, the raiser, for the same variety,

and the third pri^e also was given for Madresfield Court. It is

satisfactory to find that this new Grape is proviug itself so

well. For the best seedling Grape not in commerce, the first

prize was nobly won by Mr. Thomson, of the Tweedside Vine-
yard, Galashiels, with the Duke of Buccleucli, a truly gi^and

Grape in every way. Mr. Huntei-, gardener to the Earl of

Darham, staged a white variety, named Lambton Castle Seed-
ling, which was simply the White Tokay. For the heaviest
bnnch of black Grapes, a noble specimen of Black Hamburgh,
13 lbs. 2 ozs., the heaviest of this variety on record, we believe,
was shown by Mr. Hunter, of Lambton Castle. It was well
coloured for its size, but, as usiially is the case with large
bunches, it is more of a cluster than a bunch. The next
heaviest was a Barbarossa, weighing 5 lbs. 14 ozs., from Mr.
Dickson, gardener to J. Jardine, Esq., Langholm, which,
although not very well coloured, was clearly entitled to the
second prize ; it was, however, passed over for a better coloured
example of IJIack Hamburgh 1 lb. less in weight, from Mr.
Coleman ; and a still smaller bunch from Mr. Bruce, gardener
to Jame.^ Fildes, Esq., received the third prize. The heaviest
bnnch of white Grapes was sent by Mr. Dicksou, gardener to
J. Jardine, Esq., Langholm, N.B., the same exhibitor who at
Glasgow last year staged the largest bunch on record of the
White Syrian, weighing over 21 lbs. ; the example this year was
a trifle over 16 lbs.

Coming now to the j>i<ce de resistance among the Grape classes.
For ten varieties, one bunch of each, there was a grand contest,
the examples from Mr. Hunter and from Mr. Johnston being
very fine. Mr. Hunter staged 1, Muscat of Alexandria; 2, Mrs.
Pince ; 3, Itaisin de Calabre; -1, Black Hamburgh; .5, Golden
Champion, .5 lbs. 3 ozs.; C, Gros Guillaume, 9 lbs. 4} ozs.;

7, Black Alicante ; 8, Lambton Castle Seedling (White Tokay)

;

9, Bowood Muscat (Muscat of Alexandria) ; 10, Pennington Hall
Hamburgh (Gros Guillaume), thus making in all only eight dis-
tinct varieties. Now, according to strict justice this collection
ought to have been disqualified. The Judges, however, may
have felt, as we felt, that it would have amounted almost to
a cruelty to have done so ; the exhibitor, no doubt, hiving
shown them as, and believing them to be, distinct. The first

Srize of £1.5 was, therefore awarded to Mr. Hunter, who may be
ubbed at present as the champion Grape-grower. The ex-

champion, Mr. .lohnston, Glamis, made a good second. His
examples of Raisin do Calabre, Buckland Sweetwater, Lady
Downe's, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Black Alicante, White Nice, Bo-
wood Muscat," Aramon. &c., were very fine, the bunches averag-
ing between 5 and G lbs. and being well finished. Mr. Hill,
Keele Hall, came in third with much smaller but nice examples.
For five varieties of Grapes, one bunch of e.-ich, there was a

strong competition—over twenty entries. Mr. Hunter was again
placed first with very large and truly fine examples of Black
Hamburgh, 3} lbs., a fine bnnch; Black .-Vlicante, Raisin de
Calabre, Gros Guillaume, and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Bruce,
gardener to J. Fildes, Esq., was pbiced second with very excel-
lent examples also, but much smaller than Mr. Hunter's. For
three bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes there were twenty-
eight competitors, many of the bunches being of but ordinary
quality. The first prize was most worthily awarded to Mr.
Coleman, Ledbury, for three perfect examples cut from a Vine
sixty years old. The next lot in point of merit came from Mr.
Hunter

;
the bunches were large, moderately well coloured, and

with fair-sized berries. These were, however, passed over for
much smalli:r examples, a little better finished, from Mr. Temple,
gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim, and some
similar from Mr. Bruce were third.

Colour seemed to be the teat with the black Grapes ; but to
be consistent the same rule should have been applied to the

white ones. In the very next class—three bunches of Muscat
of Alexandria, the best ripened and the tinest coloiTred lot came
from Mr. J. Wakefield, gardener to R. F. Gretton, Esq., Burton-
on-Trent, and these received no prize at all. Tlie first prize
wiis awarded to fine exiimples, large both in bunch and berry,
but a little green, from Mr. Hunter. The second prize was
awarded to Mr. Roberts, gardener to the Earl of Charleville,
Charleville Forest, Ireland, for noble examples very large in
berry, and of a peculiar delicate colour, but a little over-thinned.
Mr. Meads, gardener to Eaikes Currie, Esq., Farborough, was
placed third with very pretty examples, having a most lovely
tint. Many other excellent exhibits were made in the claps.

For three bunches of any black Grape (not Black Hamburgh),
Mr. Coleman carried off the first prize with fine examples of Lady
Downe's, very large in berry. Mr. Bruce was placed second with
excellent Gros Guillaume, named Pennington Hall Hamburgh.
Mr. Meredith was third with Madresfield Court. Some fine
examples were also shown of Muscat Hamburgh and Alicante.
In the corresponding class for white Grapes Mr. Hunter was again
first with large and very tine examples of Golden Ch.ampion,
Mr. Hill being second with Foster's White Seedling, and Mr.
Goodacre, gardener, Elvaston, third, with Canon Htdl Muscat.
For the best collection of such kinds of Grapes as are not in-
cluded in the other prizes offered, Mr. Hunter was again first

with fourteen varieties of very good quality. Messrs. Lane and
Son, Berkhampstead , exhibited twenty-one varieties, not so good,
however, as iu Mr. Hunter's, and received the second prize. For
ornamental baskets of Giapes, not less than eight varieties,
single baskets were staged, containing a bunch of each. The
Grapes were good, but neither the baskets nor the manner of
exhibiting was ornamental. Mr. Roberts, Charleville, obtained
the first prize, Mr. I'Anson second, and Mr. Upjohn third.

Messrs. Lane A: Son had an extra prize for a large very elaborate
stand of eight baskets of distinct varieties, but which was any-
thing but ornamental.

Pines.—Of these the exhibition iu point of numbers was
meagre, the encouragement given by the small prizes offered

being small in comparison with the almost lavish expenditure
for Grapes. If poor in number, however, in quality the Pines
were extremely good. Mr. C. Sandford, gardener to the Earl of

Bective, Kirkby Lonsdale, had the honour of producing the
largest Queen Pine in England or anywhere else, so far as we
know. We were curious to ascertain carefully the weight of this

noble fruit, and found it was just 8 lbs. 4 ozs. It was, of course,

awarded the first prize in the class for one Queen Pine Apple.
The next surprise here was in the class for two Pine Apples, any
otherkiud. In this Mr. Miles, gardenerto Lord Caringtou, carried
off the first prize with truly magnificent fruits of the Eu'ville

Queen, weighing respectively y lbs. 14 ozs. and 9 lbs. 9 ozs.

These were certainly two of the finest fruits of that variety we
have seen. Mr. Miller, Worksop Manor, was first for the two
Queen Pines ; Mr. Jones, Frogmore, was first for the Smooth
Cayenne ; and for any other kind Mr. Miles was first with a fair

fruit of Providence.

Peaches, Nectabines, and Apeicots.—Here Mr. Johnston,
of Glamis, came well to the front. In the class for four dishes
of Peacheu, six in a dish, Mr. Johnston was first with very fine

fruits of Noblesse, Grosse Mignonne, Sulhamstead, and Red
Magdalen. Mr. J. Louden, gardener to T. Barnes, Esq., was
second with two dishes of Noblesse and two of Royal George.
In the class for twelve Peaches, three kinds, Mr. Malcolm, gar-

dener to Lord Cholmondeley, Nantwich, was first with good
examples of Royal George, Belle Beauce, aud Noblesse. Mrs.
W. G. Siddall, Cheltenham, was second with Barriugton, Grosse
Mignonne, and Noblesse ; and Mr. J. Barnes, Gloucester, third.

For six Peaches, any kind, the competition "^'as very strong.

Mr. J. Park, Railway Cottage, was first with very fine Noblesse.
Mr. Hind, gardener to Sir S. E. Moss, Bart., Roby, was second
with Grosse Mignonne ; and Mr. Beesley, gardener to R. Aders,
Esq., Whalley Range, third with Grosse Miguoune.
In Nectarines, three kinds in fours, Mr. Grant, gardener to

J. B. Glegg, Esq., was placed first with fine Elruge, i'itmaston
Orange, and Balgowan ; Mr. Cox second. For twelve Nectarines,

three kinds in fours, Mr. Johnston staged some very fine ex-

amples, and obtained the first prize ; the varieties were Duo d_u

Telliers, Murrey, aud I'itmaston Orange, all very fine. It is

not a little remarkable that the best Peaches and Nectarines
should come from so far north. For the best six Nectarines of

any kind, Mr. Hind was first with very fine examples of Violette

H.-ilive; Mr. Malcolm second with Pine Apple; and Mr. J.

Taylor, Huyton, third with I'itmaston Orange.
Apricots wero poorly represented, the Moorpark being the

only variety exhibited. Mr. Hill was first, Mr. E. Rooker
second, and Mr. J. Larking third. For the best six fruits Mr.
Malcolm was first, Mr. Jennings second, aud Mr. Larking,

Chii)ping Norton, third.

Melons.—Of these a goodly number was staged as usual, but
judging by appearances, the greater portion wero very inferior

In the green-fleshed class Mr. D. T. Fish was the winner with
a fruit named Queen Emma, but which was very distinct from
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that variety. It was stated to be of Tery excellent quality, but
its appearance was not at all prepossessing. Mr. Miller, Work-
sop, was second with a variety named Lord Napier. Mr. Temple,
Blenheim, was first in the scarlet-fleshed class.
Plums.—Of these there was a fair supply, but they were not

well displayed. In the class for twenty Plums, five kinds, Mr.
Jones, Frogmore, was first with Magnum Bonum, Green Gage,
Washington, Goliath, and Victoria, all very excellent examples.
In the class for twelve Plums, Eivers's Early Favourite from
Mr. J. Morris, Braintree, was placed first, Victoria (Denyer's)
being second.
Pe-uis and Apples.—Pears, if we except the Jargonelle, were

not well exhiluted. Mr. C. Rylance, Ormskirk, was placed first
with these for very good examples. In the collection of Pears,
twelve kinds, two of each, the best lot came from Mr. Jones,
Frogmore ; they were, however, passed over. Mr. G. Miles ob-
tained the first prize with Beurrc Diel, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Gansel's Bergamot, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Pitmaston Duchess,
Glou Mor<;'eau, Catillac, Bro-mi Beurrg, Knight's Monarch, and
Williams's Bou Chretien. This, as well as all the other collec-
tions, was placed on a small dish and luiddlcd-up, having a very
littery appearance. The tickets, in many coUectious, were badly
placed, and in some horrible mis-speUing occurred. The same
remark applies to the Apples, the exhibition of which was very
poor. Creditable examples stood forth here and there, but the
great mass was miserable for an important show like this. Mr.
Webb, of Calcot, wasplaced first for baking Apples, and Mr. Jones
Frogmore, first for dessert in the collection classes. For the
single dish of dessert Apples Mr. Webb was first with very fine
examples of Red Astrachan.
Fios were not largely shown, the principal variety being

Brown Turkey.
GoosEEEBRiEs, Considering the lateness of the season, were

well shown, the chief variety being Bed Warrington; the best
coming from Mr. J. Hodder, Prestbury, Cheltenham.
CuEBANTS, Red and White, made also a good display, the

examjjles being very large and fine.

TojiATOES were here included amongst the fruit classes

;

whether intended for dessert or kitchen we were not informed.
For four distinct kinds, three of each, the first prize was awarded
to Mr. Hunter for four dishes which were decidedly all the same
kind ; at all events it was impossible for the Judges to observe
any distinction.

Feuit Teees in Pots.—For two Vines in pots Messrs. Lane
and Son had very large plants in large pots bearing an abundant
crop of fair fruit. Peaches iu pots were very poor, and the same
remark applies to Figs. For two Pine Apples in pots in fruit
Mr. Hunter, Lambton Castle, staged some good examples of a
seedhng variety which promises well. They were, however,
quite green and unripe.
Feuiteeees' Collections.—Among the collections of fruit

open to fruiterers only some good exhibitions were made, the
fruit iu many instances being very fine and iu gi-eat quantity.
For the largest collection the first prize of i;20 was awarded to Mr.
Mason, Bolton. Mr. W. Copeland, Manchester, who was second,
had a collection nearly equally good. In his stand we observed
two large and fine baskets of Duke of Bucclench Grape. In the
class for collections of fifteen kinds of fruits the first prize was
awarded to Mr. Robert Jennings, Manchester ; in his exhibition,
however, there were only fourteen kinds, so that he ought clearly
to have been disquahfied. Mr. F. Stevenson, Altriucbam, was
placed second. It is greatly to be regretted that the collections
of fruit which were entered for competition in these classes by
Mr. Thomas, Jersey, did not arrive in time. We beHeve they
were detained on the railway and only reached the show-ground
late on the morning of the opening day, and were refused ad-
mittance without the knowledge of the Curator. Instead of being
exhibited, therefore, they were sold in Manchester market.

VEGETjU3LES.
Not the least interesting, though perhaps not the most at-

tractive, part of this great Show at Manchester, was the col-
lections of vegetables sent from nearly all parts of England.
•These vegetables were exhibited in a "large tent on the north
side of the conservatory, extending nearly its whole length.
There was a,lso a supplementary tent in another part of the
grounds adjoining the promenade or open space in front of the
range of hothouses, which was set apart for the exhibition of
Potatoes, of which there was a large and most interesting col-
lection, and (o which we shall refer again.
In the large tent adjoining the eonservatoiy, the first thing

that struck us on entering was a remarkably fine collection of
vegetables shown by Mr. John Holder, of Cheltenham, to which
the first prize was awarded. The wording of the schedule, " For
the largest and most meritorious miscellaneous collection of
vegetables, including all kinds" (open), left much to the in-
dividual judgment of the exhibitors, and we are glad the Judges
did not give the prize to a merely overcrowded collection, but to
one very meritorious, and having quite quantity and diversity
enough to bring it within the true meaning of the schedule.

The vegetables which we remarked as particularly good were
the Cauliflowers, Red Cabbages, GarUc, Celery, Cucumber
(Holder's Dreadnought, a fine seedhng of Mr. Holder's, which
looks very promising, somewhat of the type of Blue Gown, but
rougher in the spine, apparently a quick grower), Beet, Parsnips,
Tomatoes, Mushrooms, Vegetable Marrows, and Custard ditto.
The Potatoes were not remarkably good, at least we thought
both the Early Rose and Red-skinned Flourball coarse though
large. Paterson's Victoria was good. Amongst other vegetables
in this collection we saw that useless introduction, the Ra-
phanus caudatus, or Rat-tailed Radish : we had sincerely hoped
we had seen the last of it, but we suppose in a collection for mis-
cellaneous varieties some persons might be found to admire it.

The second prize went to Mr. John Turk, Railway Cottage. la
this collection the Onions were especially fine. We could have
wished for better nomenclature ; in fact, this was a desideratum
iu many cases both iu fruit and vegetables, the names often
carelessly wi-itteu and badly spelt, on small torn pieces of paper.
In this collection Nonpareil Cabbages were labelled as Nom-
perial. Capsicums as Capsicumbs, &e. Amongst the fruit,
especially among the Apples, we noticed not merely bad spell-
ing, but many dishes altogether incorrectly named. This, no
doubt, is to a certain degree unavoidable, but correct nomen-
clature adds very much to the value of an exhibition, as many
persons like to correct the names of their own fruits and vege-
tables by those exhibited at large shows, and we think it would
be a good thing if competent judges were, after the awards are
given, to correct any undoubted mistakes. The third prize in
collections of miscellaneous vegetables went to Mr. R. Gilbert,
of Burghley, from the Marquis of Exeter's garden. This col-
lection was very nicely staged, the difl'erent kinds of vegetables
being separated by the longer-growing kinds, such as Cucum-
bers, Celery, &c. Onions, Nuneham and Giant Rocca, very fine

;

Potatoes, Eeaconsfield and Premier, good ; Carrots, James's
Intermediate, very good ; Custard and Moore's Cream Marrow,
Canadian Wonder Bean, and Veitch's Giant Cauliflower, all
good. There were seventeen entries for the lai-ge collections of
vegetables, but there were several absentees—so much so, that
a large collection of French Gladioli was staged in the empty
space, and though not to be compared with the English-grown
Gladioh shown by Mr. Kelway, yet considering the season is

nearly over for French Gladioli, there were many very interest-
ing flowers sent.
The collections of fifteen kinds of vegetables followed next.

Here the premier prize was very easily taken by a remarkably
fine assortment of vegetables exhibited by Mr. G. Miles, gar-
dener to Lord Carington, showing that Mr. Miles not only excels
in forced fruit, as the reports of the South Kensington fruit
shows so often remind us, but that he equally excels in that
important department, vegetables. His collection comprised
some wonderful specimens of Student Parsnip and Altrineham
Can-ot; also very fine Early White Naples Onion; Peas, Lax-
ton's Superlative, no doubt a fine exhibition sort, and which, we
are informed, is also good for the table, though in our opinion
many of the larger-podded Peas are somewhat deficient in
flavour: Celery, Leicester Red; Cauliflower, Veitch's; Cucum-
ber, Blue Gown, were also good. The only fault we were in-
clined to find was with the Prince of Wales Potatoes, which
seemed too coarse for the table. We may remark that this
seemed to us too general a fault with the Potatoes in the col-
lections of vegetables ; with some few exceptions size seemed to
have been sought for at the expense of quality. The other
vegetables shown to complete Mr. Miles's number were Tomato
Trophy, Artichokes, Vegetable Marrows, Brussels Sprouts,
Yellow Malta Turnip, and Broad Beans, which were not over-
good. The second and third prizes were taken respectively by
Mr. John Holder, of Cheltenham, and Messrs. Copeland iV Doran,
Stretford. Out of nineteen entries there were thirteeu that came
forward.

In Class 77, for ten varieties of vegetables, there were thirty-
one entries, and nearly all who made them came forward. The
first prize was awarded to Messrs. Suowden & Son, Thirsk, and
we hardly ever remember to have seen a more uniformly good as-
sortment. We give the names. Carrot Long Surrey, Cucumber
Marquis of Lome, two of the best of the kind we ever saw;
Cauliflower Veitch's Giant, Celery Wright's Grove, Tomatoes
Trophy, Onions Nuneham, Beans Newiugton Wonder, very
good ; Peas Suowden's Nonsuch, a good variety ; Marrows, Ve-
getable, Cream ; and last, but not least, Potatoes, Lapstone, the
best dish of Potatoes in this tent. The second and third prizes
again fell, as in the last class, to Mr. John Holder and Messrs.
Copeland; but wo need not enter into details of the vaileties
shown.

In Class 78, for six varieties of vegetables, there were again
thirty-one entries, with very few absentees. Mr. Miles was
again first, as he was in the fifteens ; Sir P. Duucombe second;
W. Skinner, Esq., Cheltenham, third. Mr. Miles showed nearly
the same selection of vegetables as to sorts as in his fifteen, with
the exception of the Potatoes, which, to our mind, were better
than those iu the fifteen, being fine samples of Ashleaf.
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TVe pass over for the present Classes 79 and 80 for twenty-four

and twelve varieties of Potatoes, as they were, as before said,

in a separate tent. In the next. Class 81, for two Cauliflowers,

there was a large entry, but the prize was easily won by Mr.

Hunter, gardener to the Earl of Durham—another instance of a

gardener successful both in fruit and vegetables.

In Cabbages, white, the prize was won by two huge specimens,

which would have required nothing much less than a twenty-

gallon copper to have boiled them in, and two cooks to have

taken them out when boiled. The competition for Savoys was
close, and the Judges must have had some difficulty in coming

to their awards. The same may be said, too, with regard both

to spring-sown Onions, for which there were nearly fifty entries,

and for Tripoli, in which Mr. W. Skinner, of Cheltenham, gar-

dener to H. AskaU, Esq., carried off the prize with Large Red.

For Turnips, six white and six yellow, there was a very pretty

dish shown by Mr. A. Fallows, of Stretford, very small and very

clean, to which was awarded the first prize, the second falling

to Mr. J. Rylands, Warrington.

There was a remarkably good collection of Carrots shown, the

first prize being adjudged to Mr. E. Smith, Cheltenham, for a

short but even Carrot, very clean in the skin, called Nantes

;

the second to Mr. J. Turk for Long Red. The whole class was
good. We cannot say the same for the next class, the Peas, for

though there were about sixty entries, yet there were none of

any particular merit ; still it is somewhat late for good Peas.

The Dwarf Kidney Beans were good, the first prize being

carried off by Mr. Lumsden, gardener to Lady M. Nesbit Hamil-

ton, Sleaford. In twenty-four pods of Scarlet Rimners there

was also a large competition.

The Vegetable Marrows comprised, as usual, every size and
quality from the huge Pumpkin Squash to the Vegetable Cream.
This is always a difiicult class to adjudge, and the Judges,

wisely in our opinion, gave the prize to some medium-sized
evenly-grown Marrows fit for present use.

For the brace of Cucumbers we may almost repeat our re-

marks. These were shown in every size and every quality—long

and short, rough and smooth, dark green and light green ; there

were Cucumbers out of the fifty-three entries which would suit

every taste. The first prize was won by a very smooth and
round, and evenly-grown pair, shown by Mr. Fallows, of Stret-

ford. Mr. John Heywood, of Stretford, was second ; and Messrs.

CopeUnd & Doran, of Stretford, fourth, and, oddly enough, these

were the only exhibitors from Stretford, and each won a prize.

Are the good people of Stretford particularly fond of salmon ?

Classes 94 and 9.5, for Lettuces, were not good. In Class 96,

for Celery, Red ; and 97, for Celery, White, the exhibits were
good and the competition close. The other exhibits of G-ourds,

Beet, and Leeks do not require much notice.

We will now turn to the Potato tent, which to our mind was
the most interesting feature in the vegetable exhibition. Lovers

of the assthetic art might say there was not much to please the

eye in a large tent about 100 feet by .W, devoted entirely to Pota-

toes in dishes, there being no less than 8G1 dishes in competition,

and one hundred varieties shown by Mr. Harrison, of Leicester,

not for competition ; but unless all the dishes were cooked, there

is no better way of judging the merits o IPotatoes than by com-
paring the diBerent qualities of sorts as shown from different

localities. In Class 79, for twenty-four varieties of Potatoes,

eight in a dish, there were thirty-two entries, but nine of them
did not exhibit. The first prize was carried off by Lady Mary
Hamilton, of Sleaford, gardener Mr. Lumsden. Second by Mr.
Peter MacKinlay, Beckenham. Third by Mr. Richard Dean, of

Ealing. The winning collection comprised the following:

—

Harrison's Red-skinned Flourball, coarse; Early Rose, Bresee's
Prolific and Peerless, both coarse ; Callao, a deep red variety

;

King of the Earlies, The Bloomer ; Lapstone, good ; Climax

;

Ashtop Fluke, very fine and good ; Dunbar Regent, a fine-look-

ing Potato ; Carter's Maincrop, a fine-looking red variety, but
wc are informed of questionable quality ; Victoria (Paterson's),

good ; Prizetaker, fine ; Paxton's Woneler, Prince 'Teck, Milky
White, Willard, a very coarse-looking red ; Jackson's Seedling,
promising ; Sandringham Kidney, Veitch's Improved Ashleaf,
Dorrington Hero, the three last much of the same class of

Potato. The above lot of Potatoes were on the whole fine, but
seemed deficient in quality, especially the Americans, which
were very full of eyes. In the second-prize lot, by Mr. Peter
MacKinlay, of Beckenham, were Prince of Wales, fine; Late
Bose, coarse ; Hayes Kidney ; Early Rose, rough ; Bresee's Peer-
less, fine-looking; Salmon Kidney, good; Hundredfold, Climax,
Bresee's ProUflc, Ashtop Fluke, Duncan Seedling, red and
coarse ; Pioneer, a white Kidney ; Early Emperor, red ; Head-
ley Nonpareil, showing signs of disease ; King of the Flukes,
and King, these were in our opinion quite identical, neither of
them being King of the Flukes; Lady Paget, Royal Albert,
Lapstone, good ; Wheeler's Milky White, Sextus, a very good-
looidng Potato, Parkes' Seedling, Rcston Pippin, diseased;
and Chanapion. The third prize was won by Jlr. li. Dean, of

Ealin", with a very interesting collection, comprising some of
Mr. Fenu'g seedlings, and some very high-quality Potatoes,

decidedly better in point of quality than the first two oollections,
though not BO large. Among the best, Woodstock Kidney,
Seedling of 1871, Feun, English Rose, Rector of Woodstock,
Onwards, all seedlings of Mr. Form's, with remarkably fine skius
and small eyes. There was also a promising seedling of Mr.
Dean's called Cottager's Red. Waterloo, Lapstone, and Yorkshire
Hero were also very fine, though we are inclined to think York-
shire Hero only an improved Lapstone, and doubt if it is really

a variety, but only a selection. The worst two Potatoes in this

collection were Scotch Blue and Sm-prise. Amongst others. King
of the Flukes was the best we have ever seen of this sort, and
a kind called Belgian Kidney seemed nearly identical with
Salmon Kidney. Are they synonymous ?

In the class for twelve varieties there were forty entries, of

which there were twenty-six exhibited. Here the first prize

was easily carried off by Mr. Dean, and we never remember to

have seen a better quality of Potatoes exhibited. The varieties

were a selection from those shown in the twenty-four, and we
need not particularise, except to notice the very fine examples
of Rector of Woodstock, Onwards, and Y'orkshire Hero. The
second prize was again adjudged to Mr. Peter MacKinlay for a
collection which we liked better than his twenty-foiu", as some
of the coarser ones were eliminated.
The collection of a hundred varieties of Potatoes shown by

Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, was very interesting, but our
space will not permit us to particularise further. Of one thing
we were convinced, that Hundredfold is only an old variety,

called Gleesou's Late, come up again under a new name. The
two were shown near together in this collection, and we could
not find any difference whatever. This Exhibition has more
than ever confirmed us in our opinion that we need not go
to America for new sorts of Potatoes, nearly every kind of

American Potato exhibited being coarse, with deep-set eye?,

or with a gi'eat number of protuberant eyes on the flat part of

the Potato. They may be great croppers, but unless they are

far better than they look we are gaining in quantity at the ex-

pense of quality ; and if immunity from disease is aimed at,

owing to stronger and more vigorous growth, we can only say
that almost the firBt specimens of thorouglily dise.ased Potatoes
we have seen this year were Red-skinued Flourball, which
were pronounced proof against disease, and we do not believe any
Potato has ever or will ever achieve the hoped-for pedestal of

fame of being able to resist the insidious attacks of the "Pero-
nospora infestans," and at all events we seem at present to be
stepping in the wrong direction when the exhibition tables are

filled with such sorts as Early and Late Rose, &c.
We must not omit honourable mention of a very large and

fine assortment of vegetables shown by the Loughborough Hor-
ticultural Society in one of Mr. Perry, of Banbury's, greenhouses.
We especially noticed the Cauliflowers, Veitch's Autumn Giant
being very fine. The Onions were also very good, likewise the
Potatoes. We append the following particulars furnished to us
by Mr. Pickworth :

—" There were thirty-nine different kiuils

of vegetables, all gi'own within a radius of three miles of Lough-
borough, and almost exclusively the jiroductious of amateurs
and artisans. As nearly as could be ascertained, the weight
exceeded a ton. They were staged by Messrs. Smith, Hickling,

and Mounteny, of Loughborough ; Mr. McLean, gardener t >

Col. Packe, of Prestwold Hall ; and Mr. Lane, gardener to W.
P. Herrick, Esq., of Beau Manor Park, President of the
Loughborough Horticultural Society. Regret was felt at the
small competition in this class, as the Loughborough Society
sent their collection more to measure their strength than for

pecuniary compensation. The expense incurred exceeded i'20,

all of which was met by the contributors, the Society's funds
not being interfered with."

CUT FLOWERS.
Although fruit and vegetables formed the main feature of this

grand autumnal Exhibition, the finest that has ever been held,

yet with that wisdom which has for years marked the proceed-
ings of the Manchester Botanical Society, flowers and plants
formed by no means a contemptible portion of it. Liberal prizes

were offered, and the result was the gathering together a fine

collection of autumn flowers. Foremost amongst them, as ac-

knowledged on all hands, was my favourite the Gladiolus. Mr,
Kelway has many a time exhibited collections of his fine seed-

lings, but he never had such an opportunity of setting forth

their excellencies as on this occasion. At one end of the avenue
there was a mound, and the front of this formed a orescent

;

into this Mr. Kelway had inserted several hundreds of his seed-

ings at about a foot apart, and covered the whole surface with
lawn mowings, and nothing could possibly be more effective, as

tier above tier they rose, each standing separate, not one hiding
the other, and many of them of singular beauty and excellence ;

while on the stands for competition ho had placed some of his

very finest. In the class for twenty-lour he was, of course,
first with Meyerbeer, Virgile, and the remainder his own seed-
lings, foremost amongst them being Xerxes, Heloris, Damon,
Protherus, Uelle, Lady Bridport, J. Thompson, lutornalional,
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Una, Bosa, Zeta, and Canova. Mr. WitherBpoon, Chester-le-

Street, was a very creditable second, and I would draw especial

attention to his collection for several reasons. In the first place,

his garden is 2-1 yards square, and yet he managed to show in a
collection, and in twenty-fours, besides showing at Bishop
Ancklaud last week; in the second place, with the exception of

three flowers, his twenty-four were all Mr. Banks's seedlings

bought at 20s. per 100 ; and in the third place, he had intro-

duced the innovation of putting-in Asparagus foliage to hide the
naked stems, and I am free to confess the effect was good. I

think he deserves immense credit for the 2eal he has displayed
in Gladiolus culture, and Mr. Banks will be surprised at the
position his rejected seedlings have taken in Mr. Witherspoon's
hands. In the class for twelves, Mr. Kelway put forth his

strength, and exhibited some magnificent flowers, all, with the
exception of one, his own seedlings. He had Orange Boven with
sixteen flowers open, Ovid, Amarus, Mrs. Reynolds, and others,

seven of them being awarded certificates. Lord Hawke was
second with somegraudly-fiuished flowers—Le Titien,Lacepede,
Horace Veruet (magnificent), Marie Stu.art, Legouve, Le Phare,
Norma, MadameFurtado,Eloise, Margarita, and Eugene Scribe.
Next in grandeur to the Gladiolus—probably preferred by

some—were the Hollyhocks, and here Lord Hawke was/acj/e
princej^s. Probably twelve such spikes were never before exhi-
bited, and with one or two excej^tions they were all his own seed-
lings. Midnight and Leviathan were the exceptions. The seed-
lings were Vanguard, Golden Eagle, Excelsior, Mauve King,
Oriflamme, Eleanor, Isabel, Blanche, Talisman, and Lilac Rival.
The second prize was taken by Mr. Harrison, of Darlington ; and
the third by Mr. H. Minchin, Hook Norton. In twenty-four cut
blooms the same exhibitors occupied the same position. Lord
Hawke's flowers were Red Cross Knight, Phryne, Harold, Walden
Queen, Golden Eagle, Mr. Gates, Conquest, Goldfiuder, Waldeu
Princess, Seedling Blush, Talisman, Blanche, M.ijestic, Exhi-
bitor, Formosa, Vansruard, &c. In six spikes Lord Hawke was
again first, and Mr. Harrison second.

Dahlias were well exhibited by Messrs. Clark, Walker, &c.
The best thirty-six comprised Sir Greville Smythe, Acme of Per-
fection, Guardian, S. Naylor, Thomas Hobbs, Ne Plus Ultra, In
Memoriam, J. N. Keynes, Mrs. Boston, Chairman, Thomas Good-
win, Mrs. Dodds, Fanny Wyatt, Hebe, Vice-President, Criterion,
Toison d'Or, Pearl of Beauty, John Standish, James Bennett,
Chancellor, Annie Neville, Favourite, Lady Gladys Herbert,
Baron Taunton, Yellow Boy, Delicata, Peri, James Cocker, and
W. P. Laird. These were exhibited by Mr. Clark, of Leeds;
and Mr. Walker, of Thame, was a good second. The two great
competitors of late years, having retired—Mr. Keynes, of Salis-

bury, and Mr. May, of Bedale, the field is now open for other
competitors.

It was not to be expected that Roses would be very good,
nevertheless Mr. Prince, of Oxford, had a very fine box from his
cultivated Briar stock, which were exceedingly good for the
season. They were Mons. Laurent, Dr. Andre, La France,
Senateur Vaisse, Madame Lefebvre Bernard, Charles Lefebvre,
Paul Neron, Madame de Ligneris, Comtesse d'Oxford, Annie
Wood, Clcmpnce Raoux, Madame Victor Verdier, John Hopper,
Louis Van Houtte, Baron Haussman, Alfred Colomb, Emilie
Hanaburg, and Fraurois Michelon. He had also a most wonder-
ful box of Paul Neruu.

Asters were also well exhibited, and Messrs. Cole's collection

of cut flowers was exceedingly fine, comprising fine bunches of

Musa coccinea, AUamanda cathartica, Odontoglossum grande.
Erica Austiniana, Miltonia spectabilis, Ixora WilUamsii, Ste-
phanotis floribunda, Statice profusa. Erica ^emula, Stanhopea
grandiflora, Lapageria rosea, Alirides suavissimum. Erica Jack-
mauni, &c.

BOUQUETS, &c.

There was in these classes a very good competition, and ex-
ceedingly well arranged were some of those which obtained the
prizes. The first prize for wedding bouquets was taken by
Mr. F. Perkins, Leamington, for one a little too large, perhaps,
but very beautiful, in which Pancratium illyricum had been
admirably utilised, with white Camellias, i'c. Mr. Turner, of

Liverpool, was second, and Mr. Yates, of Sale, third. The
latter, however, was first for three ball bouquets, the most
exquisitely tasteful I have, I think, ever seen ; there was such
delicate harmonising of colour, such absence of vulgarity or
lumpiness, that they were really deserving of all praise. The
same gentleman took first for three stands for the dinner-table,
faulty in some respects—hiding the guests from one another

—

but yet arranged with so much elegance that it was necessary
to overlook these defects. Mr. Cypher was second with three
of the stands he generally uses ; they were, of course, well
arranged, but there was somewhat of heaviness at the base, and
the flowers had been a little too long exit. Mr. Turner was
thh'd. Mr. Yates was the only exhibitor of a stand for the
drawing-room ; it was, however, marked by his usual good taste.

In the plant cases for drawing-rooms, Mr. Ptersdorff, from Paris,
took first with a case containing a collection of dwarf succulents,
very novel and very effective. I have, I fear, outrun my space,

but I cannot conclude without bearing my humble testimony to
the excelbnce of the arrangements, or without tendering my
thanks to Mr. Findlay for the courtesy with which we were
treated, and the manner in which all oiu' wants were so admir-
ably provided for.—D., Deal.

THE DINNER.

As already stated in our introductory remarks, the dinner was
held on the evening of the opening day in the Hulme Town
Hall. The Earl of Derby presided, supported by the Mayors of

Manchester and Salford. After the customary loyal toasts

The Ch.vieman (Lord Derby), remarked : I need not tell you
that ours is not a political gathering [hear]. I need hardly add
that it is not a gathering of a very formal or ceremonial kind
[hear, hear] , and I hope that fact will plead my excuse when,
in compliance with the suggestions of those who are responsible

for the arrangements of this evening, I pass over various toasts

which, on a more solemn occasion, it is usual and might have
been desirable to propose [hear, hear]. I do not think the
members of the House of Lords and the House of Commons, of

the army and navy, and of the clergy [hear, hear], will feel

themselves particularly aggrieved because they are not called

upon severally and collectively to answer for their healths

[hear, hear]. If they are I beg to say in anticipation that the

omission does not imply any disrespect to them [hear, hear].

I come, therefore, at once to that which, upon these occasions,

is called the toast of the evening ; and before I sit down I shall

ask you to drink " Prosperity to the Manchester Botanical and
Horticultural Society " [hear, hear] . I can propose that toast

the more briefly because that prosperity which I wish for the

Society is not now, as it might have been years ago, a thing to

be wished and hoped for, but hardly to be expected. It has in

a very great degree become, and it is becoming in a still greater

degree, an accomplished fact [applause]. The Society has

passed through many troubles, and undergone many difficulties

—as most of us, whether individuals or institutions, do in the

course of our days [laughter] ; but I think that we see land at

last, and that there is now before us a reasonable security that

we shall not come to failure in the long run [hear, hear], I

dare say there may be many people to whom the idea of estab-

lishing a botanical society or holding a horticultural exhibition

in the very heart of the Manchester district may seem—of course

I am speaking of people a long way off—like an attempt to grow
Grapes in Norway, or set up a cotton mill in a West India

sugar island [laughter], for of course we must allow that the

presence within a few miles of us of something like a million of

population, nearly all of whom are engaged in tradmg or rnaun-

facturing pursuits, mth an accompaniment of more machinery
and probably more smoke than is to be found elsewhere in tha

same compass anywhere in these islands—that these are not

circumstances which would promise well for the success of

botanical or horticultural displays. But there are not many
things impossible to human energy [hear, hear]. That is a

doctrine which is pretty thoroughly impressed upon us in

Lancashire, and just in proportion as the display and as the

preservation of rare and beautiful specimens of horticultural

skill is rendered difiicult for us by the local circumstances of our
position, just in the same proportion those who hve in this

neighbourhood are the better prepared to enjoy sights which
contrast in so striking and marked a manner with those which
are habitually before our eyes [applause]. I once heard a friend

of mine say that there was one advantage of living in a great

town, and that was that you thoroughly appreciated the country

[laughter], which, he contended, rural residents never did or

could do, because, being used to it, they took all the beauty
and all the enjoyment of what was around them as simply

a matter of course. Now, I do not go so far as that ; but I

think we may see in this case the operation of that universal

law of nature which tends, as far as it goes, to lessen the

differences of human conditions—the law, I mean, by which
all advantages and all sources of enjoyment are keenly ap-

preciated, just in the degree in which they are obtained with
difliculty, and in which they are rarely available. Well, now,
gentlemen, you will not expect me to ai'gue about or to explain

the general advantage which arises from exhibitions such as

that which we have witnessed this morning. There are some
things which are too plain for argument, and which illustration

can only serve to make less clear. I suppose we may all take it

for granted that the English people, in these days, are coming
more and more to be inhabitants of great towns. That is, as I

suppose, a necessary condition of our present industrial exist-

ence. Under the system of machinery now only beginning to

be introduced, rural labour will be performed with fewer hands;
the rural population, if it does not diminish, will probably, at

any rate, not increase ; and co-incident with that state of things

you will have the continual expansion of our great towns with

a perpetual increase of manufactures and of trade ; and you have,

in addition, the creation of now urban communities, such as that

of Barrow, in the north of this county—a process which is pro-

ceeding with a rapidity which seems rather to belong to a new
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than to a very old country. It is, of course, open to"us aU to
have an opinion on the subject whether that change is or is not
an unmixed gain. For my own part I think that it involves
some disadvantages of a very obvious kind both in a social and
in a sanitary point of view ; but whether we like it or not, that
change is inevitable ; and we have only to accept it, and to make
the best of it we can [hear, hear]. If, for the majority of us,

life within a town has become inevitable, what we have to do is

to try to meet by artificial means the requirements of a more
artificial existence [applause] . If we are shut out from the wild
scenes of nature, or at least if we are compelled to go to longer
and longer distances in order to find them, we may in some
degree compensate ourselves by assembling, in a place like this,

natural creations more choice, more beautiful, and more varied
than nature unaided will ever show you within the limits of

any country [applause]. We can make our selection out of all

countries and all climates, and we can show to the natives of

India and to the natives of tropical America, in what they
would probably consider—I do not call it so—a damp and smoky
suburb of a Lancashire town, a larger number of their own most
exquisite products than any of them would probably have seen
in their own countries in the whole course of their lives [hear,
hear] ; and to do this as far as we are able to do it is not, as 1

look at the matter, a mere four de force ; it is not a mere dis-
play of man's power over nature ; it is a real, although it may
be a comparatively humble contribution to the cause of general
refinement and civilisation [applause]. A man need not be a
fanatical worshipper of art in any one of its forms to believe, as I

do believe, that no one could have a thorough appreciation of

natural or artistic beauty, without being better for the existence
of that feeling in his mind [applause]. And I take it that of all

forms in which that feeling exhibits itself, there is none which
comes so home to an average EngUshman as that of a garden
[hear, hear]. We are by habit, by tradition, and by tempera-
ture, an out-door people [hear, hear]. "We like museums and
picture galleries very well; but if we are to tell the truth we
like our gardens, our forests, our commons, our parks, and our
moors a great deal better [applause]. Even in crowded lodgings
and in dirty streets you will see the evidence of that feeling.

"Where nothing bettor can be got at, you will see a few flower
pots outside a window [hear, hear] ; and the same instinct which
pats these unfortunate liowers in that situation produces also an
exhibition such as that which we have seen io-day [hear, hear].
I think, and I hope, that the time is not far ofi when every
large town, and almost every small town also, will have its public
garden, and will consider that having a public garden is simply
a recognised institution and almost a necessity [hear, hear].
Foreigners—Frenchmen and Germans—are before us in that
respect. Now I have often noticed that it is a way we have to

be a little behindhand in matters of social improvement, and
then we come up all of a sudden, and with a rush make up for

lost time in a very few years [applause and laughter]. Well,
I wo'n't dwell here, because I am talking about what you know
better than I do [" go on "] upon the mere utilitarian cousidera-
tion of its being a desirable object to obtain an abundant and
cheap supply both of vegetables and fruit. I am told by those
TTho are more able to speak authoritatively than I can, that
both might be much more abundant and cheaper than they are
if horticulture were more generally studied than it is [hear,
hear^. And obviously the art which aims to extract the very
most out of a limited quantity of land by the application of

scientific skill and of human and mechanical labour, is an art
peculiarly suited to our conditions ; labour, scientific knowledge,
and mechanical skill being abundant, aud land, as we know,
being rather limited [hear, hear]. Of course I shall not speak
of the increase in the supply of fruit as an important object, if

you look at it merely as a contribution to the comfort and luxury
of those who have many comforts and luxuries at their com-
mand; but there is another side to that question also. Goto
any hospital and ask any doctor, and he will tell you how much
relief of suffering might be obtained, and how much real good
might be done, if, for icstauce, a cheap and abundant supply of

Grapes were at his command [hear, hear]. So much for tho
general subject. You will expect me, probably, to say a word
or two as to tho position of the Society, in whose interest and by
whose agency the exhibition of this day has been got up. Tho
Manchester Botanical and Horticultural Society has reached a
very respectable time of life. It was born in 1828. For many
years it had a prosperous existence, I am told. In 1857 it begau
to find itself in that position in which many enterprising and
energetic individuals have had the misfortune to be placed.
The lands ran rather short, and some attempts at holding ex-
liibitions on a large scale were not so successful as they deserved
to be ; and I believe between the date of 1857 and 1862 there were
serious doubts whether it would be possible to continue the
Society permanently. Then came a crisis ; various efforts were
made ; I need not trouble you with the details, especially as I
knew nothing about them a week ago, and shall probably remem-
ber nothing about them a week hence [laughter] ; but the turn,
aa I am inatructed, came ia the year 1867. At that time it was

determined to adopt a bolder policy, and to hold a general ex-
hibition, intended for the whole country, aud not merely for a
limited locahty. That bold experiment having been tried, it

completely verified the old popular saying that there is nothing
so expensive as being jJoor, aud that nothing succeeds Uke
success [applause]. I am instructed that in these exhibitions
the Society invested a great deal of capital, when perhaps it had
not too much to spare. The result was triumphant. Their
money came back to them with ample interest. The first large
exhibition which was held produced a profit of something like

ioOO ; and in the last six j'ears the result of following that
policy has been that the debt, which at its maximum stood at

i'9000, has been reduced to i'6500 [applause]. Well, contempo-
raneously with that, very great improvements have been made
in the gardens, and especially in the increase and improvement
of those houses which are intended for delicate tropical plants.

Last year, as my brief has it, the receipts of the Society were
itlOOO, and the expenditure was about i£3500, leaving ,i'500 to the
good. The present exhibition is tho first which has been held
in the autumn, and I think it differs in various respects from its

predecessors. I am told that the entries amount to 2100, a
number which has never been reached before. I am assured by
those who ought to know, that from a horticultural point of view
this will be quite the most important exliibition which has ever
been held in the northern parts of England [applause]. I sup-
pose I ought to add, what I mentioned this forenoon, that about
it'oOOO has been given in prizes in the course of the last six years.

That, I need not say, is very great encouragement aud a great
stimulus to horticultural art in all its branches, and not only has
it been a great encouragement to horticulture generally, but that
large and liberal expenditure has resulted in great benefit to the
Society itself [applause]. Now, I have only one word to add in
conclusion. Everybody has got his crotchet, and I suppose I
have mine. I have no great faith in any thing or any body, in-

dividual or institution, really getting ou as he or it ought to do
while he or it is burdened with a millstoue of debt. I told

you that the burden of debt upon this institution had been
diminished, but it is still considerable. I have not spoken to

any member of the Society upon the subject; and, therefore,

in what I say I alone am responsible for what may be a mis-
placed suggestion. I don't at all know what the Council or the
members of this Society would say if it were proposed to them
that an appeal should be made to those who are interested in

this matter to put them upon a thoroughly sound financial foot-

ing. I can only say, expressing my own opinion, that I think

—

considering their public character—considering that no member
of the Society desires the slightest financial advantage from any-
tliiugthatis done in that way—and considering the useful nature
of the work that they do, they might fairly and honourably
accept any help that is offered to them in that way for the
interest of the public and for the cause in which they are

working. Now, I should not have thought it was a difficult

thing to find twenty or thirty people in Manchester to each of

whom the parting with XlOO note would be an operation so
familiar and so customary that they would hardly know they
had done it [laughter]. I even venture to think that we have a
few such in this room, and the practical conclusion to which I
am leading is this—that if we are really interested, as I for one
am, in the future aud in the work of this Society, I think it is

quite worth our while to consider whether we may not do some-
1 thing more effectual and more substantial in that liue than
! merely making speeches about it or cheering the speeches
which are made. I wo'n't presume to pursue that subject

i further. I propose to you "Prosperity to the Manchester
Botanical and Horticultural Society" [applause].
Dr. J. Watts (Chairman of the Council) returned thanks.
The Ch.iik5I.vn said, before proceeding to other business, he

wished to intimate that the hint which he had ventured to

throw out had so far borne fruit that six gentlemen had offered

100 guineas each if the debt of i;6.500 was paid off, and, in

humble imitation of them, he offered himself as the seventh
[applause]. He then proposed the toast of " The Exhibitors."

Alter tho health of the Judges aud other toasts, the meeting
terminated.

CRYSTAL PALACE FRUIT AND GLADIOLUS
SHOW.

This was held ou the 6th and 8th iust., and although not so

extensive as the autumn shows of years gone by, it was, never-

theless, an excellent and effective display, and welcome as sup-
plying the long-felt want of a metropolitan autumu fruit show.
Had the date been farther on in tho season, no doubt the entries

would have been much more numerous ; and another drawback
was that the Show commenced on the last day of the Man-
chester Exhibition, so that it was impossilde for exhibitors at

the latter to place their productions in competition at the Crystal

Palace. The settiug-up of the fruit and flowers was very good,

and the arrangements made by Mr. Wilson, the courteous Super-

intendent of Shows, were admirably carried out.
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The best collection of fruit came from Mr. W. Coleman, gar-

dener to Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, and consisted

of magnificent Black Hamburgh Grapes, very large in bunch,
handsome in shape, not lai*ge in berry, but very even,' and beau-
tiful in colour and bloom ; fine Muscat of Alexandria, a Queen
Pine, Golden Gem Melon, Royal George Peaches, Pitmaston
Orange Nectarines, Brown Turkey Figs, and Jefferson Plums.
Mr. F. Deusberry, gardener to the Earl of Darnley, Cobhajn
Hall, was second.
In Pine Apples, the best three fruits of any variety came from

Mr. H. Plummer, gardener to R. Thornton, Esq., Cannon Hill

Park, Merton, the variety being Smooth-leaved Cayenne. Three
fine Queens, not quite ripe, from Mr. C. Hirris, gardener to C.

Bailey, Esq., Llanfoist, Abergavenny, were second ; and Mr.
Eveleigh, gardener to R. W. Thornton, Esq., Frenowle, Sid-

mouth, was third with Black Prince not quite ripe, Antigua,

and Smooth-leaved Cayenne. For a single fruit of any variety,

Mr. C. Harris was first with an excellent Queen ; Mr. M. Roch-
ford. Page Green, being second ; and Mr. T. Page, gardener to

W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham Common, third.

In the class for three bunches of black Grapes, Mr. Coleman
was first with splendid Black Hamburghs ; Mr. Holliday, gar-

dener to J. Noma, Esq., Bletchingley, second with good Muscat
Hamburghs ; and Mr. W. Gammon, gardener to C. Boosey, Esq.,
Bickley Park, third with Alicante.
For three bunches of white Grapes, Mr. Coleman was again

first with large, well-ripened Muscat of Alexandria ; Messrs.
Lane ^t Son, Berkhampstead, second with the same kind, but
not so ripe ; and Mi-. Cole, gardener to J. S. Budgett, Esq.,
Ealing Park, third. Mr. Gammon also sent good bunches.
For the largest bunch of any variety, Mr. Bones, gardener to

D. M'Intosh, Esq., Havering Park, Romford, was first with
Black Hamburgh, weighing 6^ lbs., large in berry, but red. Mr.
Coleman was second with Black Hamburgh, finely coloured,

weighing 4 lbs. lOozs. ; and Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whit-
bourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, llford, third with Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, very meritorious, of the same weight, large in berry.

Of Peaches and Nectarines, there was a good display. Of the
former the principal varieties shown were Royal George, No-
blesse, Barrington, W'alburton Admirable, and Late Admirable;
of the latter Violette H.ative, Pitmaston Pine Apple, Pitmaston
Orange, and Downton. The first prize for Peaches was taken
by Mr. Jones, of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, with Barrington,
very large and fine; the second by Mr. King, gardener to R.
LoSer, Esq., Slaugham, Sussex, with Royal George, large and
finely coloured ; and the third by Mr. Joseph Smith, gardener to

J. Swift, Esq., Eastbourne, with Late Admirable, very fine. Mr.
Tillery, gardener to the Duke of Portland, Welbeck, sent large

fruit of Walburton Admirable, and there were several good
dishes of Royal George. For Nectarines, Mr. King, gardener to

E. Loder, Esq., was first with fine examples of Violette Hative
;

the second place was taken by Mr. T. Frost, Bower Nursery,
Maidstone, with richly-coloured fruit of Pitmaston Pine Apple

;

Mr. J. Smith, gardener to J. Swift, Esq., Eastbourne, being
third with Stanwick.

Of Melons there was a good show. The best Green-fleshed
was Hybrid Cashmere, from Mr. Burnett, gardener to Mrs. Hope,
The Deepdene, Dorking; the second best, Beechwood, from Mr.
Dedman, Bromley; and Mr. Holhday came in third. The other
kinds shown in this class were chiefly Heckfield Hybrid, Cox's
Golden Gem, Golden Queen, and Colston Bassett. For Scarlet-

fleshed, Mr. Shaw, gardener to H. E. Price, Esq., Epsom, was
first ; Mr. Richbell, Tadworth, second ; and Mr. Cole third.

Figs were few. Mr. Chisholm, Boughton Place, Maidstone,
was first with Brunswick, large ; Mr. J. Smith, gardener to J.

Swift, Esq., second with Brown Ischia ; and Mr. G. Munn,
gardener to Mrs. Meeking, Richings Park, Slough, third with
Brunswick.

Of Cherries about a dozen dishes were shown, and these,

almost without exception, Morellos, and very fine. Mr. Sage,
gardener to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, was first, Mr. Deuxherry
second, and Mr. Holder, gardener to W. Balston, Esq., third.

Plums were neither so numerous nor so fine as we have seen
them at the autumn shows of former years. The best three
dishes consisted of fine fruit of Victoria, Transparent Gage, and
Jefferson from Mr. Douglas. Mr. Sage was an excellent second
with Kirke's, Jefferson, and Goliath ; Mr. J. Bolton, gardener to

W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Sevenoaks, third, and Mr. Holder fourth.
The Dessert Apples made a fair show, but generally they

were rather small. Mr. Holder was first for four dishes with
Kerry Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden,
and Jefferson, a pretty red-streaked variety. The second posi-

tion was taken by Mr. Jones, gardener to E. Purser, Esq., Wal-
lington, with Eibston Pippin, Devonshire Quan-euden, Cox's
Orange Pippin, and Nonesuch. Third came Mr. Jones, Frog-
more, with Red Astrachan, Early Nonesuch, Peach, and Fair
Maid of Windsor, a seedling, the fruit of a pyramidal shape,
pale greenish yellow, flushed and marked with crimson next
the sun, and with firm flesh. Mr. Frost, Maidstone, occupied the
fourth place. R. Webb, Esq., Calcot, sent, among others, splen-

didly coloured fruit of the Red Astrachan, also a highly-colourecl

seedling called The Shah.
Kitchen Apples were fairly represented both as regards size

and numbers. The best four dishes were shown by Mr. Holder,
and consisted of Lord Sulfield, Lord Derby, Blenheim Pippin,

and ^Vlsou's Glory, all of large size. Second came Mr. H.
Prepley, 58, Effra Parade, Brixton, with Blenheim Pippin fine,

Alexander, Mauks Codlin, and Yorkshire Greening. The third

and fourth prizes went to Mr. Jones, Frogmore, and Mr. Webb.
Pears were few and generally not tine. Mr. C. Tivey, gardener

to P. Gossett, Esq., St. Saviour's, Jersey, was first for three
dishes with excellent examples of White Doyenne, Beurre
d'Amaulis, and Louise Bonne. Mr. Holder was second, and Mr,
Douglas third with Williams's Bon Chretien and Bem-ru d'Amau-
lis, very good. A fom'th prize went to Mr. Frost.

l?or the heaviest dish of twelve Mr. Tivey was again first with
Beurre d'Amanlis, weighing 8J lbs. ; Mr. Whitaker, gardener to

S. Williams, Esq., Putney, being second with Williams's Bou
Chretien, weighing G lbs. Mr. 0. Goldsmith, gardener to Sir

W. Farquhar, Bart., Polesden Lacey, was third with Catillac.

Neither the last nor the other dishes were remarkable for weight.
Williams's Bon Chretien, Jargonelle, and Louise Bonne of

Jersey were almost the only kinds shown for flavour, except the
first-prize dish, which was Beurre d'Amanlis from Mr. Tivey.

Mr. Holder and Mr. Frost took the remaining honours with
Williams's Bon Chretien,

Of Vines in jjots only two collections of four were shown;
the best came from Messrs. Lane, and consisted of Alicante and
Black Hamburgh bearing freely. The second prize was awarded
to Mr. Foreman, gardener to E. C. Nicholson, Esq., Heme Hill.

Among miscellaneous fruit, first we must notice a seedling
black Grape, called The -Artist, shown by Harrison Weir, Esq.,

Weirleigh, Brenchley, grown in a ground vinery, and which is

said to be very thin-skinned and good. Being unripe the Judges
could not take notice of it, but as it is seedless, though occa-

sionally having one stone, it promises to be valuable. Extra
prizes were awarded to R. Webb, Esq., for a collection of Cob
Nuts and Filberts ; also to Mr. Jackson, gardener to G. Leveson
Gower, Esq., Titsey, Limpsfield, for a collection of fruit. Mr.
W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, exhibited Waltham Cross Grape,
also his Winter Muscadine ; whilst from Messrs. Rivers, of

Sawbridgeworth, came a collection of Apples, Pears, Peaches,
and Nectarines in pots, bearing profusely.

W^e nest come to the Gladiolus Show, and though it is now
late in the season for this fine autumn flower, Messrs. Kelway,
of Langport, bring out fine spikes from their large collection,

whether it is late or early. In the class for thirty-six spikes,

distinct, they were awarded the first prize for a stand of gi-and

spikes, mostly seedlings of their own raising—Victoria, Phenius,
brilliant crimson, maroon-purple flame; Orcleus, crimson pur-
plish flame ; Serapis reddish, with a fine crimson feather ; Robert
Fortune; Meyerbeer, SeUmt-ne, Theodoceus, &c. Mr. J.Douglas,
gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, llford, was a very
good second. His stand was composed mostly of seedlings and
good spikes of Orphee, Virgile, Meyerbeer, Horace Vernet, one of
the finest Gladioli in cultivation, Pha<bus, itc. In the class

for twenty-four distinct Messrs. Kelway were the only exhibitors,

and had the first prize for a fine stand. Here their own seed-

lings were again prominent. The best of these were Pithys
(first-class certificate), orange scarlet with clear white throat, a
gi-and flower ; Hecamede, a fine yellow, far superior to Schiller

;

Valgius, a fine broadly-opened flower, rose, with distinct purple
feather. Eugene Scribe was the only French flower in this stand.

In the amateurs' class for twelve spikes, distinct, Mr. J.

Douglas was first with a good stand. Coral Caves, orange-scarlet

feather and distinct maroon-purple throat, had a first class cer-

tificate. Orphoe, Horace Vernet, Meyerbeer, Virgile, and Lacfi-

pede were fine. The Rev. H. H. Dombrain, Westwell Vicarage,
Ashford, was second with a good stand ; Harrison Weir, Esq.,

Weirleigh, Brenchley, Kent, was third.

The class for new sorts not in commerce was an interesting

one. Messrs. Kelway were again first with six fine spikes.

Rev. H. H. Dombrain, a noble flower, soft red with white throat

pencilled reddish purple ; Harrison Weir, sahnon, with purplish

crimson mark on the Hp, and long spike ; Mrs. Reynolds Hole,
a fine white flower, with rosy purple throat and markings on
the segments, had first-class certificates. Lord Hawke, Rev. R.
Hole, and Lord Derby were also fine. Mr. J. Douglas was
second. In this stand was Mabel Glass, a fine flower, ground
colour blush, heavily flamed and feathered purple, lower petals

marked at the base with purple—this was also awarded a first-

class certificate. Mr. W. Tillery, Welbeck Abbey, Worksop,
Notts, had the third prize.

There was also a show of table decorations, in which fruit and
flowers were combined. In the open as well as in the amateurs'
class Mr. Hudson, Champion Hill, Camberwell, was first; Mr.
Burley, Brentwood, and Mr. W. L. Buster, St. Mary's Cray,

being second in the two classes respectively. For a centre-piece

of Grapes and foliage the principal prize was taken by Mr.
Bones.
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For miscellaneous floral subjects Mr. W. Paul took the leac3ing

place with a fine collection of cut Hoses, Geraniums, GladioU,

and baskets of Euonymus fiavescens and Kemus Pelargonium,
one of the salmon-eyed section. Messrs. Carter made a gi"eat

display of Gladioli ; Mr. Turner had splendid stands of Dahlias,

of which Ovid, noticed last week, had again a first-class certi-

ficate : and Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing sent a fine collection

of Palms, Dracaenas, cut Phloxes, Bicolor and other Geraniums,
&c. Mr. Ley, Croydon, likewise contributed a collection. From
Messrs. Dick Radclyfie & Co. came an effective display of Fern
cases and similar adjuncts ; and we may add here, though not

belonging to the floral department, that Messrs. Criscuolo, Kay,
and Co. exhibited very large Onions of the Tripoli varieties.

ROSE ISSUING FROM A ROSE.
I THOUGHT the enclosed wonld be interesting to you. It is

William Griffith ; the dark part in the stem was where there

was a bloom some six or eight weeks ago. The stem, as yoa will

see, came oat of the centre of the flower, and, as yon will

obsorre, prodaced the present flower. There were small leaves

just above the dark part, the smallest next above the dark

part, with another like it with three leaflets, one red like a Kose
petal, the other two green; another leaf was all green. In
Jane I had a flower on Folgens, which produced a hud from

the centre of it that came out about a month after the first,

but the stem from the centre of the first flower was only about
2 inches long ; the second flower was quite perfect as a bloom,
as was also the first.

—

Gsohge Lee, Clevedon.

[The leaves just above the dai-k part of the stem were very
small, pinnate, and two or three of the leaflets partly rose-

coloured. The stem. Rose, and leaves represented in oui- en-

graving issued from the centre of another Rose, which was
home where the letter a is placed.

—

Eds.]

THE CARNATION (DIANTHUS CARYOPHTLLUS).
The early history of this flower is shrouded in mystery,

there being really no authentic record extant whereby we may
be enlightened as to when or by whom the improved species

was first introduced into Britain. While one recorder credits

Germany, another Italy, as being its native country, it is like-

wise chronicled that Gerrard received it from Poland in 1.597_.

The species from which the present improved varieties iu

cultivation originated is said to be indigenous to England,
where it has been found a habitant of rocks and old walls.

Whatever is its native country is of minor importance, sufli-

cient that we know that it has been cultivated in Europe from
time immemorial, and that its appreciable qualities have not

degenerated, but continue yearly to improve. In early times,

when the Carnation had comparatively few rivals with attrac-

tions to commend them to share the sovereignty of the garden,

she was the recognised queen of summer and autumn, her

insignia for this exalted rank being the brilliancy and diversity

of colour, stately habit of growth, handsome symmetrical form
of flower, united to refreshing sweetness of perfume. But of

late years the Carnation, along with other hardy plants, has in

a measure been in the shady side of popular esteem, and we
now join the unanimous voice which recalls her to a place of

honour in every garden. riJil?''

Class[fication.^Thei-e are several distinguishable features

which separate the Carnation into groups, by which we have

what are designated Bizarres, Flakes, Picotees, and Selfs or

Cloves. Bizarres exhibit in their white petals, irregular stripes,

and spots of two different shades of colour. Flakes are dis-

tinguished by being composed of two colours—the ground

colour, and flakes of rose, scarlet, or purple. Picotees are de-

termined by having a margin or lacing around the petals.

Selfs or Cloves have only one colour, either white, crimson,

scarlet, purple, or other intermediate shades. Each division

furnishes endless varieties, which are subdivided into the fol-

lowing :—Scarlet flake, pink flake, yeUow flake, <te. The same
rule is applied to describe Bizarres and Picotees, but applies

to the lacing of the latter. In addition to the foregoing, we
have the much-valued Tree Carnation in grand array. These

are almost exclusively cultivated in pots, and wUl be treated

of separately.

Propagation.—This is effected by layers and pipings when
the object is to multiply approved varieties, and by seed for

procuring new sorts. By Layrrs : The time to propagate by
this means is just when the early flowers have expanded; and
the method of procedure is first to have sifted through a fine

sieve a mixture composed of river sand two parts, loam one

part, and leaf mould one part. With this form a little mound
around each plant to be operated upon ; slope the mound
down untU it joins the base of the plant, so that the layers

conveniently bend and lie to it without disjointing them.

When completed, proceed further by taking the shoots in-

tended to form layers, and cutting away the lower leaves.

Then insert the knife about half an inch below the third joint,

and make an incision into the centre of the joint, directing the

knife up the centre of the stem. Cut away the extreme end
of the tongue thus formed by the insertion of the knife. The
layer is next bent down to the ground and fixed in position by
means of a hooked peg, being careful that the incision is left

open when fixed. AVhen all the layers on the same plant have

been operated upon, finish by putting a covering of the com-

post over them, and water well with a pot furnished with a

finely-perforated rose. Their subsequent demands are only a

watering occasionally, should the weather prove dry.

The afternoon of a hot day is perhaps the best time to per-

form layering, when the plants are rendered less or more
flaccid by the heat of the earlier part of the day, and therefore

more pliable than would bo the case iu the morning when they

are glutted with the 8.ap accumulated overnight. By the end

of September the layers ought to bo sufficiently rooted to have
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them severed from the mother plant. Detach them by cutting

close to the part where they are layered, retaining as much of

the soil as will adhere to the roots, and allot each a pot accord-

ing to the size of its roots. The soil for this purpose should be

two parts rich loam, one of sharp sand, and one of leaf mould.
Plunge the pots in a cold frame in coal ashes, and supply

water enough to saturate the soil in the pots. Keep the sashes

entirely up to admit air, but shade gently for the succeeding

ten days in strong sunshine.

The commencement of November is quite soon enough to

afford the protection of glass, and this only in sharp frost.

Continue to supply unlimited ventilation—unless in frost—day
and night all through the winter, remembering also that every

blink of sun is acceptable, causing a quiet flow of s.ap in circu-

lation, by which the health of the plants is improved. Under
this winter treatment there is little to be feared from damping-
off, or mildew, or any other malady, if the roots have made a

proper move before frost sets in.

Insects.—When Carnations are exposed to a closely-con-

fined atmosphere, it invariably follows that they are attacked

by green fly. The first appearance of these should be the

signal to effectually destroy them by a smart application of

tobacco smoke, or by syringing overhead for a few days together

with a weak infusion of tobacco water. There are other safe

expedients—namely, puffing with Pooley's tobacco powder, or

even dry snuff. Wireworm at the roots is assuredly the most
destructive enemy to which this plant is subject, therefore it

should be the cultivator's careful look-out first to ascertain

that none exist in the compost before using it. Sometimes it

is a difficulty to get loam quite clear of wireworm, as whole
districts are often infested ; but where they must be contended
with, an effectual cure may be obtained by spreading the soil

into a body of a foot deep some weeks prior to using it. Into

every few feet of surface insert a piece of Carrot or Turnip, and
after a few days, so that the worms have been attracted to the

feast, look over the traps, and treat those caught to an ex-

ceedingly " warm bath." Continue daily to give the creatures

your attention until the entertainment thus provided them is

wholly forsaken, when it may be concluded that the last has
been killed.

General Culture out ofDoors.—That the Carnation may grow
luxuriantly it must have an aspect sheltered from cold winds,

free exposure to sunlight, a rich and perfectly-drained bed,

that has been previously enriched with well-rotted cow manure,
and the soil trenched at least 15 inches deep. The bed should
contain a good per-centage of rich fresh loam taken from old

pasture, which has been rotted iu a heap and frequently

turned before being mixed with the bed. The ground should

be trenched in the autumn, and allowed to lie rough until

early the following March, when it ought to be forked and
levelled down, and the plants put-in in rows, 1 foot apart in

the rows, and 14 inches between rows. Should severe frost set

in after planting, the plants must be protected by means of

hoops extended across the bed, and a covering of mats securely

put over tliem. When the flower-stems have advanced in

growth a bit, have them all secured to neatly-dressed stakes,

tying them at intervals as they require, to prevent the wind
breaking them ; and should the weather prove dry and hot, an
occasional watering of weak liquid manure will aid in improv-
ing the quality of the flowers. Stir the surface now and then,

and keep the ground free of weeds.
As the blossoms approach opening, it will be found that a

number of the more double kinds show a tendency to rend
their calyx by being too severely distended. To obviate this

it is necessary to tie a thread of matting securely around the

calyx, which will be quite hid when the flower expands, and
the character of the flower preserved.

Propagation by Pipinrjs.—The general fault and reason for

faUure by this mode is the season being too far advanced
before the pipings are put in ; and it will be found that propa-
gating by this mode can be turned into a success if the pipings
are put into gentle heat at the time when the plant shows a

disposition to grow, instead of waiting until the usual time for

layering. In preparing the pipings they ought to have the lower
leaves cleanly cut away close to the stem, and the shoot cut

across below the second or third joint ; and without allowing

them to flag in any degree, have them inserted into a rather

firmly-prepared bed of sand and leaf mould, with a thin cover-

ing of sand over the surface. A gentle bottom heat is essen-

tial, and the bed prs'\iouEly watered, but the superfluous water
drained off. The house or frame must be kept both close

and shaded, and moderately moist until the pipings are

rooted, which will, in all probability, be in three weeks or a
month.

Bi/ Seed.—Sow the seed in October in well-drained pans iu,

light porous soil, and place in greenhouse temperature over
winter

;
put the seedlings into small pots when they have

reached a size making them capable of being bandied ; repot,,

if necessary, in the spring, and plant out at the latter end of
April, and the most of them will flower before September.

Tree Carnations.—These are best multiplied early in the
spring, when they root with speed, and with few failures. The
plants should be potted without delay, into sizes of from 4 to

6 inches diameter, according to the extension of the ball of soil

adhering to them when taken out of the cutting-bed. AUow
them generous diet, but the prevailing material iu the compost
must be fresh fibry loam ; second to loam in importance is a
sufficiency of properly-reduced cow dung ; drain extra, and pot
firmly without ramming. Bepot as soon as the roots net the

exterior of the ball, repeating the same again and again, to

whatever size of pot the roots require to contain them. Have
no thought of limiting the size of pot to induce the plant tO'

flower ; flowers will come by-and-by, and the bigger the plant

the greater the success both in size of blossoms and in numbers.

SELECTIONS FROM THE BEST COLLECTIONS.

Scarlet Bizarres.—Admiral Curzon (Easom), Coriolanus (May}>
Dreadnought (Daniels), Duke of Wellington (Bragg), Lord Derby
(Heap), Oliver Goldsmith (Turner), Splendid (Martin), William
Pitt (Puxley).

Crimson Bizarres.—Black Diamond (Haines), Eccentric Jack
(Wood), a magnificent flower of large size, finely marked ; Grace-
less Tom (Wood), Hope (Puxley), pretty ; Lord Baglan (Bowers),
fine ; Phidias (Wood), Rifleman (Wood), iu crimson bizarres

one of the most beautifully marked ; The Lamplighter, another
splendid flower, by the same raiser as Rifleman (Wood).
Fink and Purple Bizarres.—John of Gaunt (May), Master-

piece (Schofield), Purity (Wood), Shakespeare (Puxley).

Purple Flakes.—Br. Foster (Foster), Earl Stamford (Elliott),

Florence Nightingale (Sealej-), Mayor of Nottingham (Taylor),

True Blue (Taylor).

Scarlet Flakes.—Annihilator (Jackson), Christopher Sly (May),
Illuminator (Puxley), first-rate ; Marshal St. Arnaud (Puxley),

Mr. Battersby (Gibbons), one of the best ; William Cowper
(Wood), a clear and beautifully-marked flower.

Pose Flakes. — James Merryweather (Wood), Lord Belper
(Turner), Mr. Martin (Elkiugtou), Nymph (Puxley), Rosabella
(Schofield), Rose of Castille (Headly), Samuel Moreton (Addis).

Cloves.—Bride (Hodges), pure white, splendid flower, robust
grower; Ghost (Turner), a lovely white ; Hindoo (Turner), deep
ci'imson, extra; Pioneer (Turner), salmon and scarlet; Purplo
Prince, extra ; Scotch Clove, dark, neat habit ; Napoleon III.,

brilliant scarlet, &c. ; Old Crimson, rich maroon-crimson.

—

A. Kbsb..—{The Gardener.)

THE KENTISH FBUIT CROP OF 1873.

In a district like that which surrounds Maidstone the im-
portance of a good fruit season is greater, perhaps, than that

of a good crop of Hops, for although the money value of the

latter may be larger, the community benefit more by the former
in the increased labour the ingathering involves, as well as the

advantages which large towns and remote and less favoured

districts obtain by fruit being plentiful. As the present season

has, on the whole, furnished us so far with better crops than

either of the last two, a brief allusion to the causes which seem

to have led to this result may not be out of place, especially

as the spring was certainly not favourable to the fruit crop iu

general.

With the exception of Plums and Pears most fruits seem to be
plentiful. To some it may appear strange that a season that

has proved favourable to the Apple should not also have been so

to the Pear and Plum, but such has not been the case. Theso
fruits bloom earlier than the Apple and the Plum in particular,

but severe weather may have told on them before the Apple
was far enough advanced to suffer ; for I find we had a suc-

cession of frosty nights following the 22nd of April, with occa-

sional showers of snow, hail, and rain, also ice one-third of an
inch in thickness on the morning of the 2Gth of that month.
This, followed by a bright sun on the same morning, proved

fatal to the Pear and Plum blossom, likewise doing much
damage to other crops. The wonder was that anything escaped.

Certainly grass and other herbage suffered as well as the fruit

crop, and at the end of April everything might be pronounced

late. Matters did not mend much in May. True, there were

no severe frosts like that on April 2Ctb, nor yet so disastrous-
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as that of May 12th, 1872, which destroyed Gooseberries even
fit to gather ; but a succession of dull uugeuial days with slight

frosts in places colniinated in a shai'p frost on the 14th, which
woiild have been more serious in its consequences had the

morning afterwards not been dull. As it was, doubtless it did

a certain amonut of harm, and it is very possible the scarcity

of Apples in certain places or on certain trees may be traced

to this source ; but ungeuial weather continued throughout

the whole of May and up to June 20th, when by degrees it

became somewhat warmer. Up to that date, aud even later,

everything presented a backward appearance. Wheat did not

fairly come into ear until several days beyond the average time,

and only two days earlier than in 1860 ; wliile grass and other

crops were almost stationary until the middle of June, when
rapid growth set in amongst all kinds of hardy vegetation

which the dryness of May had kept back, and a tolerably good
though late hay crop was the result. Most of the small fruits

benefited in a like manner by the change of temperature.

Strawberries looked well throughout, thus proving that if

that fruit can be protected from frost while in bloom it does

not require so much sun for its growth as other fruits ; in fact,

it would appear that the Strawberry is better suited to a cool

moist climate than to a drj" warm one, and possibly will exist

farther north than other fruits. This season has been one
of the best I have ever known for Strawberries. Gooseberries

have also been plentiful and good, but unusually late, some
being scarcely ripe in the first week of August, when the birds

began to carry them away ; the crop has likewise been good.
Bed Currants have also in most places been good, aud the foliage

has escaped the attacks of insects, which is a good augury for

next year. In some places, however, failures are spoken of.

In some cases Black Currants have been bad, the fruit being
covered with a sort of brown rust ; it was also small ; but I

believe that generally a full average crop may be reported.

Easpberries have, I think, been better in some previous seasons,

yet the crop cannot be complained of ; only the quantity grown
round here is small as compared with that of other fruits,

althongh equalhng that of Strawberries, but both these fruits

reach the market in better condition when grown near to it,

hence their paucity ai-ound Maidstone.
We now come to the larger fruits ; and omitting Cherries, of

which I can only speak from the observations made by others,

and which are very conflicting, I need only say that if 1873
has not been a Cherry year it has not been without them, the

late kinds being tolerably plentiful, and I believe that a fair

average crop of Cobs and Filberts may be reported ; not so

heavy as in 1870, but on the whole good. As to this, however,
I speak with some diffidence, as there is a dilt'erence of opinion
about them ; but there is only one opinion about the crop of

Pears, and that is, it is all but a total failure, both early and
late kinds suffering alike from the severity of the season, so

that there are in reality very few Pears, although there was no
lack of bloom, and that, too, of a promising kind. Plums are

also a thin crop, or rather ii'regular, for in a few orchards we
hear of fair and even good crops, and in others there are

none at all. In our own case we had too many last year to

expect much this season, but we find others who had a failure

last season have had one this year as well. The same remark
holds good with regard to Damsons, there being a few in some
places, a good crop in a few others, while the bulk of the
orchards will not be worth looking over. In fact. Damsons
seem more scarce than early Plums, both being irregular.

In addition to the above remarks it is pleasing to have to

record the general good appearance of the trees, so that if all

go well there may be hopes for another year. Eeferenco to

this matter reminds me that last autumn, or rather the latter

part of last summer, was a favourable one for ripening the
bloom buds, which I cannot but think has helped the Apple
and the other fruits which survived the cold uugenial spring
we had, for a well-developed flower, perfect and vigorous in all

its parts, is not so Ukely to succumb to a moderate frost as a
weakly imperfect one would be.

One more observation may be here made with regard to the
fruit crop, and that is the increased breadth of plantations of

Apples, Plums, Damsons, and small fruits to be found every-
where. Certainly new plantations of these fruits are more
plentiful than those of Pears and Filberts. No doubt the
planters have duly weighed the chances of a fluctuating market
operating in their favour or otherwise. Damsons, especially,
have been verj- extensively planted of late years, and would
become a drug were it not for the increased demand for fruit.

How far the foreign producer can compete with the home

grower it is difficult to foresee. Certainly in all early fruits he
has the advantage, and when there is a failure supplies will

doubtless be sent in from abroad whenever the price allows a
margin of profit.

-\nother circumstance affecting fruit culture at the present
day is that immense quantities are now boiled down for jam,
or undergo some preparation for use. The jam trade has
within a few years attained a position never dreamed of years
ago, when that article was considered one of the luxuries which
only the wealthy could indulge in. Now it is sold at a price

less than half that of butter, with which it successfully com-
petes,and jam-preserving houses exist in most fruit-growing,
districts. Ton after ten of jam is prepared, and a neighbour
of mine alone supplied several tons of Strawberries during the
past season for this purpose. So great has this trade become,
that small fruits. Plums, and Damsons, are not likely hereafter
to go to waste for want of buyers.—J. Bobson.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OP
OUK GAKDENS.—No. 9.

M;i-NV insects of the Hymeuopterous order are very puzzling
to the naturalist who has not time or taste to dip deeply into
entomological lore ; not that it follows, indeed, tliat he would
be much the gainer, for our nomenclature at present seems
inclined to go, as the printers say, " all to pie ;" but ignorance
is generally confident, aud the man who knows nothing about
distinctive characters calls an insect a bee, a wasp, or a fly,

without being troubled with doubts as to the correctness of

the name. Ou the other hand, the naturalist knows that there
are, as in the order cited, hosts of species looking exceedingly
like each other, yet widely separated in structure aud habit.

We have many species of bees aud wasps, and some of these
are not at the first or second glance recognised, while other
Hymeuoptera, and even some Diptera, resemble these insects

superficially. Gardeners are, I find, mostly quite awake to

the fact that there are various species of wild bees of different

sizes, but some of them have yet to learn that there are nume-
rous wasps besides the wasp better known than loved, so fre-

quent a visitant in ordinary years, and whose portrait (in print)

has certainly been drawn with too deep colours, mischievous
though it is. We have bees of diverse habit, popularly called,

as the reader is aware. Upholsterer-bees, Carpenter-bees,
Tunnel-makers, &c. ; and thus among the wasp tribes are there

many species which, so far from being hurtful or annoying to

the cultivator of flowers or fruit, are decidedly of service to

him.
It may be noted in passing, that the stinging Hymenoptera

wUl very seldom use their weapons from wantonness ; still, in

pursuing investigations among those species of insects we are

not sure about, it is needful to be a little cautious. "01 here's

a curious fly," said a friend of ours, seizing a flower hastily

with an insect resting thereon, said insect being no fly, but a

bee, and taking its departure abruptly after leaving the handler
a token of remembrance. I was reminded of the Irishman
who, in some tropical country, caught, with an exclamation of

delight, what he took for a humming-bird, in reality, however,
a stinging insect, aud his next remark was, " Bless me, how
hot his little fut is !" The warmth of skin caused by being
stung, however, is often accompanied by a swelling which is

not agreeable ; the appUcation of an alkali, or a fomentation,
so as to dilute the vu-us, being usually a speedy cure.

The Mason-wasps visit gardens, not solely for the purpose
of obtaining honey, though they have a penchant for that

product, especially as yielded by cultivated flowers. They
also seek larvic, not for their own benefit, but to supply their

young with food, since, from their structure aud the position

in which they are placed, it is impossible that they can forage

for themselves. The illustrious Bay is believed to have been
the first who observed, or, at least, the first who recorded, this

peculiarity ; and the worthy naturalist Bennie, whose rather

crude and disconnected observations on various departments
of insect life have been so freely made use of by his successors

in the field, enters at some length into a description of the

economy of some Mason-wasps as noticed by him at Lee and
in its neighbourhood. Several species of the genus Ammo-
phila are common enough in the counties of Kent and Surrey,

delighting in the sandy soil, and no doubt frequenting similar

ground in other English counties. It is usual to speak of the
" nests " made by these insects, though possibly the designa-

tion is not quite appropriate, as in each burrow or excavation

only one egg is deposited : hence the insect labours on day
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after day until her stock of eggs is exhausted or her strength
fails, and she herself becomes, perhaps, the prey of some
larger animal. I write in the feminine, as it is only the
female wasp that works thus for the next year's brood, the
male insect being distingiiished for no good quality that I am
aware of, and, hke other idlers of the insect races, it enjoys
but a short life. Both sexes are rather fly-like than wasp-like
in their appearance, the abdomen being lanky and the legs
long and slim.

The boring operation is performed chiefly by the jaws of the
insect, the legs not having suflicient power to dig, though they
aid in scratching out the material that has been loosened. In
compact sandy soil it is often hard work, and yet such ground
suits the wasp's purpose better than that where the sand is too
loose and liable to fall in. Reaumur, in his observations upon
this or an allied species, ascertained that the wasps soften the
part of the bank on which they are engaged by letting drop
upon it some fluid from the mouth, and thus render the stufi

more workable. The chamber and passage having been com-
pleted, and the walls smoothed-off, the wasp deposits its egg,
and then darts away to obtain the first instalment of food.
This is a caterpillar, most usually of some moth or saw-fly,

though Rennie states that in the chambers he opened he found
larva» without visible feet, possibly of some fly or beetle. The
first deposit having been made, a second journey must be
undertaken, and with admirable precaution the wasp blocks
the door of the cell with pebbles or fragments ; it may be to
prevent the escape of the captive, and also to keep out in-

truders, such as the Cuckoo-fly, which might seek a rear-
ing-place for its own progeny in an abode it had not con-
structed. Also Reaumur thinks she does this to prevent the
heat of the sun hatching her egg too suddenly. At all events,
the opening and closing of the hole is done again and again
until the needful complement of lar^ ;i> is obtained—sometimes
as many as a dozen, occasionally only half that number.
These unfortunate individuals are immured much in the
fashion of human wretches in the hold of a slave ship of other
days, and thus " cabined, cribbed, confined," they wait in
darkness their turn to be eaten ! With what has been called
" cruel instinct " the wasp almost always selects larva; that
are full grown, and therefore so far plumped-up as not to be
likely to die of inanition. Of course, with regard to those
particular larva", as they are full-fed, it might seem that the
horticulturist was not much advantaged by their removal, and
j'et he is, in another aspect of it, since they would many of
them, if not removed by the wasp, appear as moths the follow-
ing spring. The young wasp-grub or larva emerging from the
eggshell soon begins to reduce the dimensions of the conve-
niently-placed coil of larvir, and being duly fattened (unless
some sly parasite has eaten out its vitals, which does occur
now and then), spins a cocoon, and by-and-by comes out as a
Sand-wasp in its turn.

An amusing account has been published from the pen of
Mr. Vf. Hewitt concerning the doings of the Hairy Sand-wasp
(Ammophila viatica), a species that stores up spiders and not
caterpillars. Therefore it can hardly be reckoned as a " friend "

to the gardener, inasmuch as spiders, with very slight excep-
tion, are not among his foes—indeed, rather helpful to him.
In liveliness this wasp excels its relative, for we are told that
"these insects seem all velocity and fire. The spiders lie

under the leaves of plants, and in dens under the dry little

clods. Into all these places the Sand-wasp pops his head.
He bustles along here and there, flirting his wings and his
whole body. Ever and anon he crouches close among the
little clods, as a tiger would crouch for his prey. He seems to
be listening or smelling down into the earth, as if to discover
his prey by every sense which he possesses. 'When he finds
the spider he dispatches him in a moment, and seizing him
by the chest, commences dragging him oft' backwards." This
narrative has a tinge of the imaginative, yet it may be ac-
cepted as true in the main. Tripoxylon figalus, a smaller
wasp, of dark hue, and clad in silky down, is also a spider-
hunter, and this insect has been seen to seize with singular
dexterity a spider that was resting upon a web, and bear it off

without entangling its own wings.
Carpenter-wasps there are also of the genus Tripoxylon,

which form their nests in the stems of rosaceous plants (see

figs. 1, 2, 3, and •!*)
; they may be detected on the Bramble

and wild or cultivated Rose. Tripoxylon (Odyuerus) alter-

* For these illustrations, and that of the hornet's nest, -we are iudehtetl to
Messrs. Cassell's edition of Figniei-'s " Insect "World."

natum is almost sure to manifest itself by the round hole left

at the end of the stem or branch. In this instance we have
several cells, not a soUtary one, and for each small grub there
is due provision made by the mother insect. As flies are

Fig. 1.

A species of Tripoxylon. Nest of Tripoxylon in the stem of a Bramble.

Fig. 3.

Lai'va of Tripoxylon.
Fig. 4.

Pupa of 'Tripoxylon.

selected, especially certain of those that are troublesome in

the orchard, we are gainers by the labours of this wasp. The
nest, or series of cells, is so planned that the new brood
emerges in the reverse order to that in which the eggs were
laid, so that the later-hatched are not interfered with by those
that are more forward. Other Carpenter-wasps perforate dry

posts, and, under an arrangement very similar, also kill and
lay-up flies.

The Hornet (Vesper Crabro) is regarded with teiTor which
is almost ludicrous, and the statement is frequently repeated

that " three hornets can kill a horse." If such a thing could

be true, it is certain that the hornet is not accustomed to

attack the equine race, nor man, unless provoked thereto ; and,

what is rather comical, people sometimes rush ofi' in a fright

from a supposed hornet, when, in reality, the object they see

is most harmless, belonging to the Sphinx family, of which
some members have a close resemblance to bees and hornets.

Nearly related to the wasp, it is yet one of the most deter-

mined foes of that insect, though it will not disdain to touch
ripe fruit. The lesser species, agile, and provided with a sting

as it is, has no chance of making a successful resistance, and
is crauched up by the hornet much as a lion would seize a kid

—at least, not precisely so, since the hornet only sucks the

juices of wasps, and casts the carcasses away. The nest of the

hornet {fif/. 5), is rarely or never placed beneath the ground,

ill IIITItii
(

''i

5.—Hanging Hornet's nest.

the insect preferring to resort to rotten trees, which supply
material for the structure. This is generally coarse, and
swung from some secure point of suspension ; Reaumur ex-

hibits a figure of one looking like a pear in shape, with a

raised dome. That onr information about the habits of the

hornet is but scanty is quite explainable by the character of

the insect, which does not inrite intimacy. The old ladies of
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the community live through the winter, and some four or five

in concert start the colony of the next season. An ordinary
hornet's nest is seldom found to contain more than about
1-50 individuals, size making up for numbers.—J. R. S. C.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. U!.

LARDIZABiLA BITERN'ATA.—1!iiernate-le.\ved LAr-nlzinALV.

Of deciduous climbers, whether hardy or half-hardy, there

is, happily, no deficiency in our gardens ; but the number of

evergreen climbing plants hitherto available for general culti-

vation is so Umited, that when wo have named the common
Ivy we have exhausted the list. To this valuable climber,

which, although possessing few claims to beauty, is deservedly
esteemed for its utiUty in covering walls and concealing other
objects offensive to the eye of taste, the Lardizabala biternata
will prove a formidable rival ; for it appears to be equally
hardy, produces its beautiful dark green glossy foliage in

great abundance, and has, moreover, the additional recom-
mendation of bearing flowers of a singularly interesting charac-
ter, which in the case of the fertile blossoms, are succeeded
by an edible fruit.

It is a native of Chili,

glowing as far south as

Concepcion, whence it

was sent by George
Thomas Davey, Esq., of

Valparaiso, to Messrs.
Veitch, of Exeter.
The specific term, bi-

ternata, does not appear
to be verj' happily
chosen ; for, although
some of the leaves are
biternate, they are more
generally simply ter-

nate, especially in the
flowering branches, and
occasionally they are

tri-ternate. The leaflets

are often quite entire at

the edge, but sometimes
spinosely-toothed, of a
dark green colour above

,

but paler and veined on
the under surface.

The Lardizabala bi-

ternata is an illustration

of the dioecious class of

plants; it is, in fact,

both diircious and po-
lygamous; for, although
the flowers of the plant
represented in our figure

produce stamens only,

thoseof thefertUe plant,

which has not, we be
lieve, been yet intro-

duced to this country,
yield both stamens and
pistils ; it differs also

from the sterile plant

in its one-flowered pe-

duncles. These solitary flowers are succeeded by a many-
seeded berry, which is sold in the markets of Peru and Chili.

The pulp is said to be sweet and grateful to the taste. Its

stems yield a very strong fibre, which is made into cordage.
The blossoms of the male plant are borne in drooping

racemes, hanging from the axU of a leaf, the peduncle or
flower-atalk bearing at its base two large lieart-slmped bracts

;

and it is remarkable that these occur at the axil of the leaf,

even where there is no flower-stalk. The calyx is formed of

six fleshy sepals, arranged in two series, three of the segments
being external to the others when in the bud. The calyx is

the most highly-coloured portion of the flower, the petals
being comparatively inconspicuous, and of a thin niembran-
aceoas mealy textnre. The six stamens arc united by their
filaments into a column (monadelphous), and bear six oblong,
incurved, pointed, two-celled anthers, which open at the back.
With regard to the propagation of the plant, it may be

effected both by cuttings and layers, in any ordinary soil. It

will flourish in any situation not too much exposed to the sun.

but appears to prefer shady places ; and as it grows rapidly,
when well established its merits as a substitute for the Ivy will,

doubtless, soon be universally recognised.

In Peru, where it occurs as well as in Chili, it is called by
the Indians Aguilboguil and Guilbogui ; in Chili, its native
designation is Coquil-vochi. Two other species are described
by botanists, L. tri-ternata aud L. tri-foliata, which appear to

differ from the L. biternata in not producing an edible fruit.

The plants of the order Lardizabalacea\ although few in

number, are all of interest ; they were formerly included with
the Meuispermacea; or Cocculus tribe, to which the narcotic

beiTy known as Cocculus indicns belongs, but are now classed

apart, their many-seeded berries distinguishing them from the
plants just referred to.

The order LurJi:alin!aci\i' commemorates the services to

Natural History of Michael Lardizala, of Uribe.

—

[Thompson's
Eiiglislt Flower Garden, Revised by the Author).

Lnrdixabala bitorn&ta.

FLOWER SHOW AT ALTON TOWERS.
^ Few places in the county of Stafford have done so much to

cultivate and encourage
a pr.ictical love of plants
and flowers as the Alton
Floral and Horticultural
Society, and fewer still

whose labours have been
rewarded by so great a
meed of genuine success.
Its autumn exhibition
on the 28th ult. was cha-
racterised by all the ele-

ments requisite for a con-
summation of its che-
rished desires— an in-

crease in the number of

exhibits, an improve-
ment in the quality

thereof, and a larger

assemblage of those de-

sirous of seeing what
scientific knowledge and
industrious patience

could achieve than could

have been expected
while Jupiter Pluvius
dispenses his meteoro-
logical favours so freely.

Especially prominent
in the all-England class

was the fruit, and, as is

always the case at this

Exhibition, it stood far

above everything else

for attractiveness. There
was a wealth of Black
Hamburgh aud Muscat
Grapes, the chief prizes

for which were won by
Mr. Silcock, gardener to

Sir C. Shakerley, Soraer-

ford Park, Cheshire

;

while the Peaches of Mr.
J. Turner, g.ardener to

Basil Fitzherbert, Esq.

;

the Nectarines of Mr.
IJannermau, gardener to

Lord.'Bagot; and the Pine Apples of Mr. Miles, gardener to

Lord Carington, sorelv tempted the visitors. ' Florally the

Dahlias took the palm," those shown by Mr. Painter, of Small-

wood, Cheshire, and Mr. J. Sheldon, Derby, well deserving the-

first prizes awarded for twenty-four and twelve respectively;

though relatively the Roses were scarcely inferior, the thirty-six

of Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, the twenty-four of Messrs.

Perkins & Sons, Coventry, and the twelve of Mr. Samuel Eyre,

Leek, being much superior to the collections shown by their

opponents. The plants were most effectively arranged on a

pyramidal circular stage in the centre of the show- tent, the Roses

being placed round the base ; the collection of ten exhibited by
Mr.T. Rabone, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, which took

the premier prize, included magnificent specimens of Bougain-

vilUea glabra, Saccolabium guttatum, Caladium bicolor.Corypha

austrahs, aud Peristoria elata, the first-named Orchid being

especially well-grown. I'or Fuchsias, Mr. Chitty, Uttoxeter,

took the first prize, as did Mr. Walker, gardener to Capt. Daw-
son, Barrow Hill, for Geraniums, Ferns, and Petunias.

The Judges were Mr. GeorgeB.Tillyard, gardener to the Earl

of Yarborongh, Brocklesby Park, Lincolnshire ; Mr. Temple,
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gardener to the Earl of Aylesfonl, Packiugton Hall ; Mr. Brown,
gardener to Earl Howe, GopsaU Hall ; and Mr. Wilson, nursery-
man, Warwick, their awards giving general satisfaction. About
four thousand visitors were present, from Birmingham, Korth-
arnpton, Derby, Leicester, Sheffield, Burton, and the Stafford-

sliire Potteries.

MESSRS. BACKHOUSE & SON'S, YORK.—No. 2.

In resuming my notice of my visit I feel more than ever, on
reading what I have aheady written, how very inadequately

I have described my impressions, and how little it can give

people an idea of the beauties of the Alpine Garden ; still I

may do something in noting some of the beauties that I saw,

as there are, I believe, many who value these flowers and would
be glad to introduce them into their gardens. It is not essential

that they should be iu an alpine garden, as manj' of them are

suitable for herbaceous borders. Fragrance is not wanting in

some of these flowers ; nor are curious forms wanting, for

suitable places have been made for hardy Orchids. Here, for

instance, is the grand Cypripedium spectabile, the great Ame-
rican Lady's-slipper, with stems 2 feet high and showy white
flowers, and our native one C. Calceolus, and C. pubescens,
another American species. Orchis latifolia Trauusteineri with
brilliant purple flowers was also to be seen, and Opuntia Kafi-

nesquiaua was flourishing. Senecio argenteus is well known
for its pretty silvery foUage ; but a fine orange-flowered one,

abrotanifolius,wa3 also very conspicuous. Of course the grace-

ful forms of Ferns were not wanting, and many which we are

in the habit of considering as only fit for the greenhouse were
here flourishing in the open ah-. I shall hope to give a list of

the best Alpines I kuow.
But deeply interesting as the Alpine Garden is with its gems

and beauties of ail descriptions, and wonderful as is the col-

lection of alpine plants iu pots, perhaps the most unique spot

about the place is the Fern Valley, iu which are cultivated

about seventy or eighty kinds of Hymeuophyllum, Tricho-

manes, and other Filmy Ferns. I do not know the exact
measurement of this charming fernery, but I believe that
120 tons of rough sandstone were used in its construction.
The entrance to it is through the private grounds, for reasons
which will be clear to everybody who knows the nature of this

lovely tribe, and who can appreciate the tender care with which
they are nurtured. It is about 9 or 10 feet deep, and narrow.
The roof is of thick glass and iron ; and the fernery is in two
divisions, one for those belonging to tropical climates, and the
other for hardier species. But the division is not absolute.

There is simply a stone arch without any door to it. The far

end, which is reserved for the tropical species, is heated by a

warm tank. The heated air rises from this and reaches the
stone arch ; here it is met by a cool cm-rent from the other
portion of the house, which passes underneath the heated
current, and the result is that a condensation of vapour is pro-

duced, which results in a continued dripping and a most beauti-

ful deposition of the finest dew, which no sprinkling or syring-

ing with a rose however fine could eliect, and the plants live in

the very atmosphere most suited to them. Here were flourish-

ing in the greatest luxuriance from ninety to a hundred species

of Trichomanes, Hymeuophyllum, &c. Here, for instance, one
sees a lovely mass of the beautiful H. tuubridgense, and there
another of Trichomanes radicans, one of the lovelj' native species,

which thrive here as well as in their native habitats. Amongst
the more beautiful and curious of the Hymenophyllums were
scabrum, with fronds 10 or 12 inches long and very finely

divided
;
pulcherrimum, well deser-ving its name ; demissum,

with bipinuato fronds, very finely divided ; caudiculatum, with
broad fronds, with the ends lengthened-out into fish-hke points,

like some of the native Ferns ; dilatatum, with broad bright
green fronds ; cruentum, most beautiful—so beautifully trans-
parent are the fronds of this species, that I could see to read
the smallest newspaper print through it !—fusiforme, a native
of Chili, which Mr. Backhouse thinks one of the finest yet ad-
vertised. Then amongst the Trichomanes were, besides radi-

cans, the very curious reniforme with its large kidney-shaped
fronds of a bright green colour, the sori standing all round the
edge of the frond, giving it a remarkable and handsome appear-
ance

; Luschnatianum, a dark green climbing species with
sessile fronds ; and probably nowhere can the species be seen
in such perfection as here, for, while rejoicing iu moisture, it

does not like syringing
; alatum, very handsome, the fronds

growing from 9 to 10 inclies high ; anceps, very large and fine
;

mumbranaceum, a dwarf climbing species from the West Indies,
and very handsome.

But I must stop, for what is the use of adding a number of

names, which will only be travesting some first-rate catalogue ?

All I can say is that I had no conception of the extreme beauty
of these plants when grown in the state of perfection here
seen, and that a more pleasing sight it would be impossible
for a Fern-lover to have his or her eyes gratified with : and
that, as far as I myself am concerned, it is in very deed dir

creti't notanda. And what shall I say of the tjeniu.i loci .' Those
who know aught of James Backhouse kuow him to be a man
of science as well as a thoroughly good gardener. He, with Ins

late father, were amongst the favoured few who had the oppor-
tunity of seeing the grand solar eclipse of 1851 from the top of

one of the highest points of the Fille Fjeld in Norway ; and in a
short paper he has recorded his feelings on the occasion, while
in his dining-room hangs a strange weird-looking picture, iu

which he has placed on canvas his record of a sight which so

few can witness. Need I say that he loves his plants '? What
stories I might tell of his clever tracking of rare native plants,

[
and of the enjoyment of seeing his perseverance crowned with
success ! But he has other and higher qualities than these,

and pleasant was the interview we had on greater matters.
Gentle and loving as he is, he is well fitted to preside over

scenes such as I have faintly attempted to portray, where
some of the loveliest plants, minute though many of them be,

experience his tender care—plants which show that not merely
the grandest but the smallest of Nature's productions have
been perfected by the same Almighty Hand. Meetings such
as these are helpful to all who want rightly to fight the battle

of life, and who would desu-e to cherish friendship on its

highest and worthiest ground. And so farewell, good friend !

Long may you preside over spots so congenial to you, and may
your efforts be crowned now and ever with success.—D., Deal.

PRESERVING GRASSES, FERNS, AND FLO'WERS.
Gkasses should bo gathered early iu July, if we desire them

to retain their bright hues without the aid of art. Gathered
then, tied up iu large bunches, and hung away in a dark closet,

they come forth at our bidding, fresh and green as when
plucked. Now, by brooksides or in shady places, we can find

graceful Grasses, which will prove additions to our winter
bouquets, but they will lose their colouring, and require a dip
into " Judson's green dye." Dye them again, and they will

last for years. WUd Oats, Feather Grass, and all tlieir various
species are very ornamental iu wiuter, and mingled with the
Everlasting Flowers—Acroclinium, Xeranthemum, and the
white, yellow, and crimson Helichrysums—they vie with their

more perishable sisters, whose glories are on the wane. We
have just arranged two small vases for the coming winter. The
brilliant pink and white Acrocliniums add much to their beauty.

' The white Helichrysums can be dyed a brilliant purple or

scarlet with Judson's dyes, and exquisite bouquets can easily

be manufactured. These "everlasting" flowers should be
gathered as soon as the outer leaves open. Tie them up iu

bundles as you pick them, and hang them up, flowers down-
wards, to dry. Treated in this way, the stems are straight and
more easily used. They can be hung to dry in one's chamber, not
requiring a darkened place. Most of these flowers are allowed
to remain too long upon the bushes, and their beauty is

spoiled. As they become dusty under the frequent sweepings
of carpets, we dip them in cold water ; their petals close

entirely. We dip the Grasses also, to cleanse them, else they
will acquire a dingy hue.
Many persons like crystallised Grasses. These are easily

made by dissolving 1 lb. of alum in one quart of boiling water,

suspeniling the Grasses just over the steam—not to touch the

water—and as it cools, the crystals gather. Grasses need not
be dried before they ai-e crystallised. A few of them mingled
with the green Grasses and brUUant-hucd flowers light up well.

Ferns are much sought after for floral decorations. Their
feathery plumes, pinnated leaves, and graceful forms are very
beautiful. They differ from the Grasses, for those gathered

late in the autumn retain their colours better than the fresh

Ferns of June. The sap has hardened in their leaves. We
have gathered them late in November, when they were sur-

rounded by snow, and they have kept green all wiuter. The
running Fern is a lovely decoration for walls and pictures. Its

flowers add much to its grace and beauty, but it fades quickly,

and by Christmas but a faint green remains. Dip them in

Judson's dye (following the directions given on the bottle

for dyeing ribbons), and you will keep their lovely colour.

After thoy have been thoroughly pressed in heavy books, then
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dye them, spread on paper to dry in the shade, and then press

again. Thus treated, they will last for years. Maidenhair,

the most graceful of our Ferns, soon loses its colour: but

dyed, it is an addition to every collection of Grasses or Ferns.

Parsley Fern is very beautiful ; its soft, feathery leaves are

always sought after. These, if gathered late in the autumn,
win retain their colour much better. The Male Fern, with its

stiff stems, if well pressed, looks beautiful. We mingle it with

the many-coloured leaves of autumn, or we pin it to the wall

paper, around pictures, or over lace or muslin curtains, and its

effects are charming.
The branches of the Sumach, gathered soon after the frost

has appeared , or even before, press perfectly, and keep their

colours finely. If varnished with map varnish they never fade.

Branches of this tree interspersed with the Ferns are very

ornamental. We have made exceedingly pretty crosses from
its leaves, sewing each one separately over the other on a
pasteboard cross. Anchors and stars can also be made of its

lance-shaped leaves. Thus suspended over engravings or

curtains, they are very ornamental, and are easily dusted—an
essential in the eyes of a good housewife.

Bunches of dyed Mosses are to be purchased of all seedsmen
in the cities ; we dwellers in villages cannot avail ourselves of

them if we would ; but we can make them even prettier than
those exposed for sale. Gather the Mosses, pick out all the

debris, cleanse from dirt, and dry in the sun ; then dip into

Judson's dye, spread on papers to dry by fire or sunlight

We gathered last year a very finely-fibred Moss, dyed it a lovely

green, and saved some of the original colour to mingle its

brown hues with it. Then we took the " hoops " from an old

skirt, tied them together, and on the circlet tied wreaths,

vhicli city friends said " surpassed those displayed at the

shops."— {Farmer.)

REPOTTING ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
I OBSERVE that Mr. Douglas, who is a most successful cul-

tivator, says (page 180) that he repots as soon as the fruit is

off. I wish he would state how far he disturbs the roots in

repotting. Where a larger shift is required, the earlier a plant
is shifted the better ; but most of your readers will understand
repotting to mean the operation as described in Rivers's book,
which, if carried out to the extent recommended by him, would
probably injure the plant permanently, if not kill it. Such
mntilation of roots and removal of soil seem safe only when
the plants are preparing for rest. Of course, much may be
done by syringing and shading.—G. S.

PYRAMID AND BUSH FRUIT TREES.
The Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry alike, in these forms in

the past two seasons as well as the present year, have not
come np to the expectations which I, and no doubt others,

had formed in consequence of former years' experience. Lately
it cannot be said that they have been prolific in anything but
wood. Those trees which I have seen have made more wood
in the last three sea.sons than I have before noticed in double
the time. Even with summer pruning or pinching it has been
hard work to keep the strong growths in check. No sooner
are the shoots stopped than they start again with redoubled
Tigonr. Reports which we have from various parts tell no
better tale. Nature, as it seems, in the matter of fruit trees is

given np to growth, and when wo look at this state of things
how can we expect it to bo otherwise ? Let us go back a
little. Were not 1868, 18(J9, and 1870, hot dry seasons, the
climax being reached in 1870, when the crop of fruit was re-

markable, especially in the case of trees grown in the forms
now under notice? The whole tendency of those seasons was
to induce fniitfulness; and did we not allow the trees to bear
80 fully and so well in 1870, that the effects are not yet effaced
from them in 1873 ? I particularly noticed in 1870 that the
trees had little beyond fruit-bearing shoots or spurs, and had
so few spurs to develope into fruit-buds another year as to give
but faint hopes of continued fruitfulness. The spurs, from
the heat and drj-ness of former seasons, had become fruit-buds,
and the result was their extinction on blossoming. A tree
which bears a heavy crop one year gives but a small one or
none at all the next. It is considered due to the heavy crop,
but I am inclined to think it is rather the consequence of the
majority of the spurs in the previous year forming fruit-buds.
Were we to thin the fruit we should have it finer, but after wo
have allowed the blossom to expand, and the fniit to set, what

good is the thinning as regards next year's fruiting ? It may
at first thought appear to be of but small utility. The tree

has no spurs, or but few, to mature as fruit-buds ; but the fact

is that in every spur froui which we remove the fruit we set

free the means of forming spurs which, if they do not turn into

fruit-buds the season in which they are called into existence,

they will not if fruit be allowed to be borne thereon, and
these in the next or some future season will produce blossom
and fruit. By allowing a tree to bear as much as it will we cut

off its means of forming spurs not only for the next but also

future years' bearing, but by judicious and continued thinning^

of the fruit, never allowing the tree to overbear itself, we pro-

vide for a number of spurs being formed in each season, and it

is on those we have to depend for the fruitfulness of the tree

from year to year.

The past two springs have not been favourable to the blos-

soming and setting of fruit trees, but though this in itself is

sufticient to account for the indifferent out-door fruit crops,

it is, nevertheless, not so easy to explain that whilst our
bush and pyramid trees are unfruitful, the standard trees ar&

bearing good crops. This appUes, however, to standards of

some age. How is it that the more aged of the standard trees

are bearing, whilst those that are young are on a par with the

pyramids and bushes, not having borne fruit in the two last

seasons ? I conclude, therefore, that these years have been
exceptional ; they have been seasons conducive to growth, and
when such occur our prospect of fruit is not great, for no
matter how often and well we may pinch or stop, the trees

seem bent on growth, and summer pruning will not check it,

and induce the formation of fnut-buds ; or if they do form, they

are not well developed, so that the blossoms do not set. It is

known that with strong wood, though the trees may produce

blossoms, these do not set, or drop off at an early stage. All

kinds of reasons are given for the trees not bearing, but I find

that when Nature smiles we have fruit abundantly, when she
frowns man's art is useless to stay her ways.

It has been contended that working on dwarf stocks also

dwarfs the graft or scion, and conduces to early fruitfulness.

In some instances we have abundant evidence that trees on
dwarf stocks are prolific of fruit at an early stage or age ; but

whether we use a free or a dwarfing stock, the effect is to give

to the trees a prolificacy, which in some kinds soon ceases,

whilst in others it is permanent. Every tree placed on a

foreign stock is temporarily more prolific, and because wo have
fruit at an early age we are apt to attribute the result to tho

working on a dwarfing stock. This, however, coupled with the

frequent transplanting to which young fruit trees are subjected,

though it contributes to early fruiting, is not permanent in

some, and, I may safely say, a majority of kinds. They soon
overcome the influence of the stock and the early transplant-

ings, and are given up to growth or to fruitfulness just as

Nature dictates.

I have made these observations apart from root-pruning or

biennial or triennial lifting. I believe the fertility of the trees

to be dependent more on that than on any influence of the

stock on the graft. Boot-pruning or lifting tends to check
growth and to age the tree, and so does grafting or budding,

but the effect in either case is, as I have observed, but tem-

porary
;
yet as we cannot always be grafting, if we mean our

trees to continue bearing we must have recourse to root-

pruning and lifting if we wish to keep them fruitful and of

a reasonable size. After all, then, there is not much dif-

ference between trees on a free and those on a dwarf stock,

the ultimate result is in what we make the trees by the culture

pursued. Root-prune or lift a standard tree every alternato

year, and we find it fruits as well and as regularly as the same
kinds on a dwarfing stock, as a bush or pyramid. Take Lord
Suflic'ld Apple as an example. It bears early and regularly

whether it is on the dwarf stock in tlio pyramid or bush form,

or on the free stock as a standard. On either it is prolific

—

a regular bearer. It needs no Ufting nor root-pruning on
either stock or in either form. But this is a solitary instance.

Cox's Pomona, Hawthornden, and others could bo named in

proof of the early and constant fruiting not being due to the

influence of the stock. It is the nature of the variety. Another

example, but to the contrary, may bo found in tho Blenheim
Orange or Pippin. What is the good of tho dwarf stock to if?

The tree will not bear on it unless the roots are hacked every

second or third autumn, but grow it does, and it refuses to

fruit until it has a head quite as large as the standard on the

free stock. Summer-pruning does not mend matters. It is

the nature of the subject to attain some goodly proportions ere
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it produces fruit of note. Eoot-pruning will afford us fruit ou
either stock whUst the tree is young. Why, then, attribute an
influence to the stock which it does not possess?—G. Abbey.

SiONES IN Pots.—I agree with the writer (page 175) that
Gtoues are beneficial, and impede the soddeniug to which fine

soil not filled with roots is subject. But I think pieces of
broken brick are better stUl, because theii- porous nature gives
more hold to the roots, and they also act as a reservoir of

moisture.—G. S.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
In addition to the exhibitors mentioned last week, Messrs.

Dick Kadclyffe, & Co., of High Holborn, Loudon, obtained a
medal of merit at the Vienna Universal Exhibition for seeds
and horticultural tools.

—— A HANDSOME Specimen of the Cameeewell Beauty
(Vanessa Antiopa), was caught in the groimds of J. S. Ox^ey,
Esq., ou August 28th, by Mr. G. Hodder, gardener. Spring
Well, Clapham Common.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

The weather still continues favourable to the growth of the
autumn crops, the whole of which, when necessary, should now
be kept well eartbed-up. Young weeds will now be making
their appearance in abundance where seeds have been allowed
to ripen and f;ill diuing the summer. The whole of the garden,
when it is possible to do so, should be gone over and scuffled
with a Dutch hoe on a fine warm day, so that the young seed-
lings may die. Prepare ground for the main spring crop of
Cabbage; it should be highly enriched with manure, as the
plants will remain in the ground sixteen or eighteen months.
A quarter on which Onions have been grown is very suitable
for this purpose. Prick-out the young Cauliflower plants as
soon as they are_ sufScieutly large to fix in the ground. Some
may be pricked into a sheltered border and some into frames.
The Cucianbei- plants in the forcing house must now be care-
fully attended to ; every means must be used to keep them free
from insects and in a healthy vigorous state. When the plants
get firmly rooted give them a little manure water every al-
ternate time with clear water. Prick some of the Cabbage
varieties of Lettuce into a frame to come-in for winter use ; also
continue to plant-out strong plants of the Brown Cos for autumn
use. Pull-up those Onioyis that have done gr-owing, and house
them in a di-y state. They should be sorted before being laid
away in the root-cellar, and the thick-necked ones used first.

Thin the plants of Spinach to about 9 inches apart. If obliged
to step in among them, loosen-up the soil after the thinning is
completed. Take the opportunity of thinning the Turnips as
soon as they have made a rough leaf or two. Should slugs
attack them, which is not unfrequently the case at this season,
sprinkle two or three times a-week, about nine in the morning,
with soot or lime.

fruit garden.
Peaches and Nectarines should be looked over every day and

the fruit gathered before it is dead ripe ; if placed on shelves in
the fruit-room with soft tissue or silk paper underneath them,
the flavour will be better than if allowed to hang too long ou the
trees. After gathering what fruit is ripe, the trees may be
sprinkled with clean water in the afternoon of a fine day, but
vmless in extreme cases it would not be advisable to water now
any more at the roots, as the sooner the growing tendency can
be stopped and the matm-ing process completed the better. If
the heavy autumn rains, which we may expect before long, could
be thrown off the borders by tiles puddled with clay, or by
boarding, &c., we should suffer less from severe winters than if

the borders, allowed to get dry in July and August, have been
deluged with rain at the end of September and in October.
Unless the borders are particularly well drained, a second growth
will take place, the vessels of the wood will be charged with a
superabundance of watery fluid, and if a severe winter ensues,
black and brown-spotted, cankered, gummy, and dead wood in
the spring will be the consequence. Some Apricot trees are
having their leaves shghtly dotted with mildew, but instead of
watering at the roots the leaves might be syringed with sulphur
and water.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Carnation-layers which are rooted may now be potted. Pints

should also be bedded-out when well rooted. Keep Chrysanthe-
mums neatly tied-up, and at all times prevent their rooting
through the bottom of the pot. China Roses may now be pro-
pagated by cuttings with facility. Gather ripe seeds, and pull-
up those plants in the borders which have done flowering, and
of which seed is not required. The lawn, which has lately been
but little trouble, will now require to be frequently mown. Turf

may now be laid down. Keep Dahlias securely tied to strong
stakes.

greenhouse AND CONSERVATORY.
From this time to the end of October there will be a good

deal of potting for furnishing gaieties for the conservatory.
TropfBolum tricolorum and others should now be potted to come
ininApril.^ LiUum lougiflorum aud eximium, the latter only
a sUght variety of the other, to flower early in June should now
be potted ; also the beautiful varieties of Lilium lancifoliimi, to
flower next July, should now be in pots, but October is time
euough to pot all these if they are not wanted before their usual
time. By way of experiment all these and others should be
kept back as long as possible, in order to have fine flowers. The
spring-flowering Cyclamens are very desirable plants. They
should now be potted, and in the summer be gradually allowed
to get di-y, in order to be stored away for the winter. Plants of
this genus should always be marked with their names, as they
are apt to be confused ; and as some of them are at rest while
the others are in full growth, it may happen that they might
receive wrong treatment. The earliest crop of Hyacinths, Nar-
cissus, Tulips, &c., should now be making root freely in the new
pots, and very soon the whole host of Iridacece must be looked
over and arranged for potting. There are few in this order that
will do for forcing, but by potting some of them early in Septem-
ber, others late in the autumn, their flowering season may be
prolonged, and so with Oxalis versicolor and cernua ; kept near
the glass in a stove or forcing pit, they would be in bloom by the
middle of March. The Oxalis cernua has flowers of as fine a
yeUow as those of the Allamanda cathartica. Violets must soon
be potted and placed in frames for forcing.

STOVE.
Many useful plants in that section which flowers in winter

and early spring in the stove may be brought sooner into flower
by checking their growth about this time. This is done by
diminishing the usual quantity of water and by keeping the
house drier; others of the same sort may be encouraged to
gi-ow as late as they will, in order to succeed these. Every pot
plant should be looked over, one by one, at any time when the
weather is bad during this or the next month. It is not enough,
however, that the outside of the pots and the surface of the
soil are cleaned over ; the soil must also be turned out of the
pots, worms looked after, the drainage relieved from the sedi-
ments which the summer waterings have washed dovm among
the crocks ; and if the pot is at all covered with gi-een slime, do
not use it, but take a dry clean pot of the same size, then add to
the surface a little fresh soil of the same nature as that already
in the pot.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Continue to propagate plants as fast as possible, and if those

that are already rooted can be hardened-off, so as to have a
fortnight or three weeks' exposure before they are housed for the
winter, it will be all the better for them. Stocks sown at the
beginning of August will now be of a fine size for potting. Fill
the pots with good open compost, not too rich, and put two
plants in a large GO, or three into a large 48-sized pot. They
should afterwards be placed in a frame, and shaded until they
are established. Auriculas aud some of the more delicate Alpine
plants should be placed in the frame, so that they may be pro-
tected from wet, which is far more injurious to them than cold.
Rooted slips of Verbenas may now be taken off the plants in
the open ground and potted into small pots ; this will save the
trouble of striking.—W. Kj;ane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
In last week's Doings it was stated that the weather was

favourable to the spread of the Potato disease, and it has now
appeared on the tubers on the farm at Loxford. They dig about
an acre or more every day, and sort and weigh the croiJ, so that
there is ample opportunity of knowing exactly how many tons
are grown on each acre. Within the last two or three days
two tons of diseased tubers have been dug from an acre.

FRUIT AND KITCHEN G.VBDEN.
There are some exceedingly fine Coe's Golden Drop Plums

approaching to ripeness on an east wall, but as fast as the fruit

gets to a certain stage it is attacked by tcasps and flies. Several
nests of the former w^ere found in the immediate neighbour-
hood, and no time was lo.st in having them destroyed. The
bluebottle flies are also very numerous. We find the best way
to preserve the fruit is to cover the trees entirely with close

netting, naiUug the mateiial closely along the top of the wall,

and likewise making it secure at the bottom. Some oblique
cordon Pear trees on a low wall are bearing an excellent crop of

very fine fruit ; the young wood had been cut or pinched-back
twice during the season, and having again grown out, it was cut-

back for the last time this year. This constant stopping of the
young wood will cause the production of fruitful buds, and ia

on some soils preferable to root-pruning.
Ou the 5th inst. we made a sowing of Oniotis, Lettuce, and

Cauliflower. As regards the Onions, "in many gardens they are
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so mnch attacked by the maggot that it is not possible to obtain
a crop of souuil bulbs. Where this is the case, sow in the first

week of September. The varieties "we prefer are Deptford,
White Spanish, and James' Keeping. As regards Lettuce, we
confine ourselves principally to one variety, Hicks's Hardy
White ; it has not failed to stand well over the winter with us
during the last three or four years. It is a valuable Cos Lettuce,
resembling in many respects the Paris White, but hardier and
of larger growth. We have not yet determined which are the
best sorts of Cauliflower for our light soil. We have sown Early
London, Walcheren, Lenormaud's and Erfurt Dwarf Mammoth.
Excellent heads are obtained from this sowing about the end of

May and up to the middle of June. Later than June it is waste
of ground to plant Cauhflowers in our garden—that is, it is use-
less to try to obtain heads after June. The present sowing will
be planted in hand-lights in October, on ground trenched 2 feet
deep. We have harvested the Onion crop ; that from the
autumn sowing was taken-up about the second week of August.
We pull the bulbs up and lay them on the ground to ripen for a
few days ; they are then tied-up in large handfuls, and in wet
weather the best ore tied to ropes and hung-up in a dark close
shed, where they keep well. Where there is a loft to spread
them out it is a good plan to do so, and labour is saved.
We are gathering nice dishes of Peas from Alpha, though it is

badly mildewed now. We tried BUie Peter in comparison with
Little Gem, and thought the first-named superior in every
respect to the last. Bine Peter is the best dwai'f Pea, and can
be confidently recommended. It so highly pleased my employer
that he desired me to save all of it we had sown for seed, as he
wished to grow it in the fields.

FRCTT ASD FORCING HOUSES.
Until this week we have not had any fires in the Cucumber

house, but the temperature has fallen to 50', and it is no longer
safe to be without. We fancy that a low night temperature pre-
disposes the plants to disease—at any rate, we cannot obtain
well-shaped fruit unless a minimum of OiJ- be maintained in
the house. Thrips is very troublesome to us, but we get rid of
it on its first appearance by fumigating with tobacco ; several
smokings are necessary to destroy this pest. We recommend
Telegraph as the best and most useful winter Cucumber which
is yet in the trade.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOP'S.
We have been charmed with the Lilies in the conservatory

this year ; they are now in full beanty, and will continue so
some time longer (we do not have them under glass except for a
few weeks in the spring when they are starting into growth

;

they have the shelter of a cold frame until the shoots come in
contact with the glass); as the flowers fade we either place
them in a vinery or place the pots on their sides out of doors until
the leaves turn yeUow and fall off, when we shake the roots out
of the soil and repot them. L. auratum requires to be care-
fully handled, and the bulbs should not be disturbed more than
is necessary. It is more tender than any of the other sorts,
and will not do well if the pots are saturated with water in the
autumn. Of course we do not mean by this that it is not hardy,
as it stands out all the winter in the Rhododendron beds, and
flowers well every year if left undisturbed.
We were rather late this year in putting in the cuttings of

Phlox decussata, the autumn-flowering herbaceous species.
Ifany of the plants in 5-inch pots are now flowering, and are
also useful in the conservatory. Double Zonal Pelargoniums
are doing good service. The plants we have are now adorned
with the finest trusses we have yet seen. The cuttings were
put in late in the autumn last year in boxes, turned out of
the boxes in the following March into 4J-inch pots, and shifted
at midsummer into others 7 inches in diameter. Victor and
Marie Lemoine are the best two ; the former is scarlet, and the
latter a soft clear rose. What about the do<ible white sent out
in the spring at a high price ? We attend as many flower shows
as most people, but have not yet seen it exhibited. We looked
over the plants and removed all decajing leaves and flowers.
In the casa of the double varieties the trusses soon become un-
sightly if decaying flowers are not immediately removed from
the centres.
In the stove a night temperature as near as possible to 6.5° is

maintained. A lower minimum would suit some plants, but
would not be beneficial to Nepenthes and some of the Orchids.
We have looked over the Orchids, washed those reqtiiring it with
soft soap and water to remove insects ; and in the case of such
genera as Vanda, Saccolabium, &c., have surfaced the pots
and baskets with fresh sphagnum. Our cool Orchids have been
in a cold frame under a north wall until now ; they were placed
there early in June. They have now been removed to the house,
where they will remain all the winter. Amateurs and others
only having a small extent of glass should know how easily
these fine plants can be grown. Odontoglossum crispum (Alex-
andra;), Masdevallia narryana, and many of the finest species
are as easily grown as Pelargoniums. Plenty of moisture in the
atmosphere and at the roots is all they require.

FLO^^ER GARDEN.
Owing to the heavy downpours of rain and chilly nights the

plants in the flower beds are not looking so well as they did a
few weeks ago ; we are c;areful, however, to make the best of
them, as if the flowerbeds are allowed to become untidy throxigh
the accumulation of decaying leaves and flowers, it is a coniinual
reminder that summer is over. The wet weather has caused
Verbenas to make yoimg growths, so that we shall be able to
obtain cuttings suitable for striking in a week or two. At the
same time all the other bedding plants wOl be put in, such as
Cuphea platycentra, which is seldom grown now, but is a very
distinct and pretty plant for the flower border. Salvias, Helio-
tropes, Alyssums, and other subjects of a like nature are put
into a dung-frame from which the heat is almost gone. I'ansies

sown early in August have been planted out in boxes, the plants
about 3 inches apart ; they are now strong, and will be planted
out in permanent beds as soon as the ground is ready for them.
Roses have given a very good second bloom this year, but
mildew has been prevalent, and has caused it to be not so good
as it would otherwise have been.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
T. Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone, Kent.

—

Select List of Dutch
Flower Boots.
Milligan & Kerr, Dumfries.

—

Select Catalogue of Dutch Flower
Boots, Fruit Trees, Bases, Ac.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

—

Catalogue of
Autumti Bulbs, <£-c.

W. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, London, S.'W.—Catalogue of
Cape, Dutch, and other Bulls, Bases, lic.

R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

—

Catalogue
of Hyacinths and other Bulbous Boots, Alpine and Herbaceous
Plants, Fruit Trees, d-c.

Ant. Roozen & Son, Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland.—
Catalogue af Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, and other Dutch and
Cape Bulbs.
Bair it Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C.

—

Autumnal Descriptive Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants
for Winter, Spriiig, and Summer Floioering.

Downie, Laird, & Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., and 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots.
Dick Radclyffe & Co., 129, High Holbom, London.

—

Autumn-
Catalogue.
Soutag & Co., 1772, Folsom Street, San Francisco, California,—WJtolcsale Catalogue of Californian Tree and Shrub Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* We request that no one will wiite privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doiug they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, B.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mis up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and eonvenieutly, but write them oa
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.^Many questions must remain unanswered until next-

week.

AlTERiCAN Bramdleh (J. O. B.).—The kind to which you refer must be
the New Rochelle or Lawton. Apply to some ol onr leading nurserj-men, who
could, no doubt, procure it.

BnmAT, EorQUETS (Constant lirackr).—You may obtain them at any price,

from half a guinea to Qto guineas and upwards.

Back Wall for Lean-to Vinery (^. C. H.).—The best and cheapest sub-
stitute for brickwork for the back wall of a lean-to vinery, is a strouj^ frame-
work of deal scantling, faced iueide with match-boarding, and outside either

with weather-boarding or slates, lilliug the hollow space with dry sawdust.

Heating a Pit (Puzzled).—A pit in three divisions for Melons, Cucum-
bers, and other plants cannot bo heated with eflicieney by a Biiit,'le furnace
and flue. Cut through the old Hue at the partitiou of 1 and 2, continuing the
part in No. 1 around that division, or else caus-ing it to return upon itself to a
suitable shaft near the furnace, which should, of course, be outside the pit.

Deal with the flue in the other divisions in a similar manner, making another
furnace for it, and you will not only be able to apply heat to your Melons and
Cucumbers without affecting the plants in No. 1, but yon will avoid tho great

waste of heat, and therefore of fuel, that is fiuite unavoidable with your pi csonfc

faulty apparatus.

"White Scale on Acacia armata (E. M. KL).—Tho branch you enclosed

to as is attacked by the white scale, which is not easy of destruction. Wo
have fotind placing tho plants out of doors after the growth is complete, and
allowing them to remain exposed aa long in autumn as is safe, a good mod©
of freeing the plants of this pest. Another method is to syringe tliem

with water at a temperature of 140"^, the surface of the pot being covered

with moss about 3 inches thick, and over this somo canvas largo enough to
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cover the pot, which canvas must be slit up the centre to the stem of the
plant and secured to it, and also around the rim of the pot, the object being
to keep the hot water from reaching the roots. Laying the plant on its side,
syringe it well with water at the temperature above named, turning the
plant over and over again, so as to reach all the pai-ts with the hot water.
This repeated a few times will soon rid the plants of the pest. It must
not be dipped iu the water, but have it syringed on.

PniMDLA JAPONICA LEAVES INJURED {G. C).—The leaves are eaten or
perforated by some caterpillar- or weevil, which you may probably find at
work if you examine the plants after dark with a lantern ; or dust the plants
with snuff or tobacco powder both on the under and upper sides of the
leaves. We should remove the plants to a cold frame, plunging the pots in
ashes to the rim, and give air freely in mild weather.

Pea Culture and Selection (Amittrur, Diiblhi).—The average duration
of the Pea season is about four months, or from June to September. Occa-
sionally they may be had at a somewhat earlier or later period, but not with
any degree of certainty. The following selection may be depended upon for a
good succession, sowing them iu the order in which they ai-e named. Laxton's
Alpha, Kingleader, William I., Champion of England, No Plus Ultra, British
Queen, Premier. Monthly sowings to be made in January, February, and
March, and fortnightly sowings in the nest three months. Two or three later
sowiugs of Alpha and liiuglea ler may be made with good results in a favour-
able season.

Apples and Plums Fon Succession (Oichardist).—Dessert Apples.—HeA
Joauneting, Irish Peach, Early Harvest, Reiuette Jaune Hiitive, Devonshire
Quarrenden, Kerry Pippin, Ross Nonpareil, Pitmaston Pine Apple, Margil, Pine
Golden Pippin, VVyken Pippin, King of Pippins. Golden Reiuette, Cox's Orange
Pippm, Old Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil, Golden Pippin, Boston Russet,
Ashmead's Ki^rnel, Cornish Gilliflower, Reiuette Van Mons, Coui-t of Wick,
Colville Bjanclie, Pitmaston Russet, Melon Apple, Hubbard's Peaimain, Mau-
nington's Pcarmain, Keddleston Pippin, Heinette du Canada, Lord Burghley,
Sturmer Pippin, Golden Pippin, Lodgemore Nonpaieil. Kilchen Apples.—
Manks Codlin, Hawthornden, Duchess of Oldenburgh, Cox's Pomona, Beauty
of Kent, Cellini, Gloria Mnndi, Lord Suffleld, New Hawthornden, Mere de
Menage, Adam's Pearmain. Alfristoii, Striped Beefing, Bedfordshire Found-
ling, Brabant Bellefleur, Northern Greening, Bess Pool, Gooseberry. Dessert
PiuTjis.—Royale Hi'itive, Green Gage, Denniston's Superb, McLaughlin's,
Kirke's, Pui-ple Gage, Bryanston Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Late Rivers.
Kitchen Piiimj.—Victoria, Mitchclson's, Prince Englebert, Gisborne'e, White
Magnum Bonum, Coo's Late Red, Shropshire Damson. The whole of the
foregoing kinds of fruit are arranged in the order of ripening.

Gbsxeeaceous Plants (C. Yeatmnnl—V/e know of no work devoted to
them. "The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionarj' " includes them, detailing the
description, management, &c.

Shuivelled Grapes (O. ^.).—They indicate deficient root-action ; the
roots aje too dry, probably. We cannot give a decided opinion without more
particulars.

Grapes Diseased {M. F. 7F.).—Your Grapes are shanked. Encourage
more foliage by allowing the leaders and laterals oi the Vine to lengthen, and
oiiply fresh soil to the roots.

Grapes Mouldy (B. M. if- Co.).—They are destroyed by the well-known
parasitical fungus, Oidium Tackeri. The Vine should have been thoroughly
and repeatedly dusted with flowers of sulphur as soon as the fungus was
observed. Apply the sulphur now, and as soon as the leaves are off burn
them, and lime-wash the whole house and Vine with flowers of sulphur in
the wash. Then prune the Vine ; again dust it with the sulphur, and next
year look out in time for the Oidium.

Stove in Greenhouse (A Oarikn Nortec).—It the gases arising from the
mineral oil burnt in the stove you name can bv a tube be conveyed into the
open air, no injury will be caused to the plants, otherwise the gases will
injure all, and kill some of them. Over so small a structure you might apply
fc cover at night, which would greatly aid in excluding cold.

Cutting Box Edgings (South Hanls).—It cut or clipped every year it is
best done during moist weather in June, and if much of the Box is to be
removed it should be cut during moist mild weather iu April or early in May.
Large Gooseberries, Strawberries, and Raspberries [Tlios. Thonuis).

—On your light soil you will need to manure heavily, and mix it well with the
soil in trenching, or it may bo placed between the top and bottom spit, and
the surface should be enriched by surface-dressings. Oooseberrieg : red-
London and Clayton; yellow—Catherina and Leveller; green—Shiner and
Stockwell; white—Antagonist and Queen of Trumps. SIraieherries : Dr.
Hogg and Cockscomb. Ba^pberries: Carter's Prolific and Yellow Antwerp.
PaopAOATiNG Bedding Plants, Golden Feather Pirethrum (J. F. C).—The propagation of bedding stock may bo deferred till the first weekm October, provided you can then afford a lively temperature, and guard

carefully against the effects of damp. We would, howevir, remind you that
eevere frosts occasionally prevail before that period. Do not hastily discard
the Golden Pyrethrum, we have no substitute f..r it of equal excellence. As
you wish for variety, we recommend Mescmbrj-ftuthemum cordilolium varie-
gatum and Polemonium cajruleum vaiiegatum, both distinct and excellent
plants. Stellana gi-aminea aurca is of veiy dwarf habit, and has golden-
coloured leaves. There are some good cii-cles of it in Hyde Park.

Mossy Growth on a Doo Rose (.V. C.).—It is caused by Cynips rosa'
also called C. Bedegaris, and Rhoditcs rosn?, one of the Gall-formin" insects
It deposits its eggs in a bud of the young shoots of the Dog Rose aiid Sweet
Briar. The grubs or larvre hatched from those eggs produce thosB galls, or
lumps, covered with green and reddish fibres looking like moss, so fi-eauently
lound. ^

Royal Vinbyard Grape not Setting (7. Lo}isclale).— It you examine
the small berries you will find no stones in them, but in the large berries you
will. When the flowers are expanding you should shake each bunch gently
every morumg about ten o'clock. It sets well with us treated in this way
Occasionally we draw our hand gently down the bunches, as a small globule
of moisture gathers on the stigma of this sort, and unless removed fertiUsa-non cannot take place.

Grapes Cracking Woiiice).—Two correspondents complain of this. It is
caused by too much water being applied to the roots either naturally or arti-
aoiaUy at the wrong time. If the Vines are moderately dry at the rootswhen the Grapes are swelling for the last time, and they are well watered
in numerous mstances, though not always, many of the berries will crack.
Selecting Seed Potatoes (7,frm).—It is not a good plan to select the

small Potjtoes for seed. Medium-sized well-shaped tubers should be selected.

We spread ours out on the floor of a loft to dry them, and if convenient leave
them there until planting time.

Fire and Window in Fruit Room (A Conslnnl Subseriber).—V,'e would
certainly have a window in the fruit room, and a fire is necessary to keep out
the frost. We use a small stove in our fruit room, and have not yet seen one
better adapted for the purpose. It is iu the form of a cylinder, is made of
strong sheet iron, and is 21 inches deep by 6i wide. Patent fuel is used ; it ig
only charcoal prepared in a special manner. The stove is registered as
Joyce's patent, and is made at 2m, Oxford Street, London.
Training Cordons (F. /.).—Train the cordons as you propose.

Dwarf Roses (Idem).—The strong young shoots which are thrown up
from the base of Hybrid Perpetual Roses, as a rule should not be pinched
back, as the shoots will produce a cluster of flowers. Cut away a portion of
the old wood aunuaUy to prevent the bush trom being crowded. The best
time to do this is iu February or March.

Wintering Bedding Geraniums (Hi-nij.-Cattings struck in AugustwUI
keep better through the winter than old plants with your limited accommodo'
Hon. It will reciuire much care to preserve even the young plants in cold
frames. We have auswered the maximum number of questions

;
you should

not ask more than three. Write again, and say for what purpose you require
the plants.

Filbert (O. A.}. — The common Red-skinned Filbert, to be had of any
nurseryman.

Seedling Variegated GEEANinu (W. W. TF.).—There is a variegated
Stella iu commerce very similar to the leaves you have sent.

Names of Fruits (E. Pojiii).—Borovitsky. (Coidirioii).—The Apple is
Duchess of Oldenburgh. (R. L. E.).—;No. 1 is the White Summer Galville;
No. 2, Sugar-loaf Pippin. Dr. Hogg would be obliged by grafts of the former
in autumn.

Names of Plants.—We again have to state that we cannot undertake to
name Ferns without fruit, or from small portions of a frond. (J. H. B. ).—See
above. Your Geranium is a florists' variety. i^L R.).—See above. (T. S.).—
A monstrous form of Sileue Armeria. (J. B. M.).—Ferns shortly. (C. L.).—
Mauiandya Barclayana. (Ten-i/ears Subseribey).—T)ie wliite one is a double-
flowered variety of Hibiscus syriacus, the Althaea frutex of gardens ; the other
is some near ally, which we cannot determine from specimen sent. (T. P.).—
1, SoUdago Virgaurea; 2, Saponaria officinalis. (A. D. No. 6.).—It is the
Potei-ium Sangiiisorba, Lesser Burnet, or Salad Burnet. It is thus noticed
in our '-British Wild Flowers :

"—" The name is Gaelic, and refers to the brown
colour that so markedly tinges the superior parts of the plant. Jamieson in
his Scottish Dictionary quotes a couplet from Douglas's translation of Virgil,
where Burnet is employed as the name of a brown colour.

"'Behaldand thame so mony divers hew.
Some peii-s, some pale, some burnet, and some blew.'

It is synonymous with the French brunette; and in Anglo-Saxon there is the
Brun-wyrt, or Brown-wort. The leaves when bruised smell and taste like the
paring of a Cucumber. Gerarde says, ' It is pleasant to be eaten in salads, in
which it is thought to make the heart merry and glad; as also being put into
wine, to which it yeeldeth a certaine grace in the drinking.' It is certain
that the leaves and seeds are mildly astringent, and have in modern days
been employed as a remedy iu dysenteiy. It forms a herbage relished and
beneficial to sheep aud cattle." ( T. P.).—We cannot undertake to name plants
by leaves only.

POULTET, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

CHICKENS FAILING IN AUTUMN.
Small marvel if, when hum.an beings are bothered about

their costume, when the thermometer falls 22° iu tweuty-four
hours, that fowls, having no variety of wardrobe to go to, show
the rapid change by uumistalseable signs of having caught cold.
For many years at this season we are inundated with letters
telling us that chickens that have hitherto been lusty and grow-
ing, have all at once become dull, that their combs are dark,
that they turn from their food aud appear to give up. "Writing
in The Journal of Houticulture, we always shudder when we
approach a subject akin to flowers, shrubs, trees, or even vege-
tables—wo fear to commit ourselves. Nevertheless, it strikes us
they feel the first change in the weather just as certain plants
do, and as the first frost nips the Geraniums, Nasturtiums, Helio-
tropes, and all of that nature, so the chickens used to the
glorious sun and the dry grass feel the absence of the one and
the damp of the other. 'The simile may be continued : as we in
the heat of summer sit with doors and windows open, but on
the approach of winter, or at the first change of temperature,
close first the door, then the windows, and at last light the fire,
so the chickens require more shelter aud better food. We
breed many hundreds of chickens, and up to this time they
always roost out. Iu past j'ears, September has been a hot
month, we have fouud the first fortnight iu that month among
the hottest times of the year. This year there is a change ; half
the human beings have caught colds, so have the chickens. We
increase the quality and the quantity of the food. We catch
them at night when at roost, and put them iu the houses they
are henceforth to inhabit. We are sorry to see a growing dis-
position to feed on rice and potatoes. Both are bad. The first
induces poverty of blood and low condition ; the second in-
variably produce disease of the liver, causing that which is known
as a great dehcacy, the " foie gras." However deUcious it may
be when it has passed through the hands of the " artistes " at
Strasbiu'g, it is by no means a pleasant symptom among the in-
habitants of a farmyard or a cottage poultry-yard.
The best food for poultry is ground oats ; but that does not

mean the ordinary oatmeal. It means the -svhole of the oat
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ground with stones dressed for the purpose, bo flue that the husk
and corn form a smooth flour that will when wetted work into a

paste or liquid. The ordinary ground oats when slaked with
water mix as though they were made-up partly of chaff. Fowls
will not eat this latter, hut they are greedy for the former.

They do better on it than on any other food. It makes the best

morning and evening meal. The midday one may be Indian
com or whole barley; or, better still, the scraps from the house,

pieces of fat, the meat from beef-tea or mutton broth ; the dry
skin of any joint, the knuckle of shoulder or log of mutton
chopped small and thrown down, are all excellent food. For
small chickens these may be added to chopped egg, bread and
milk, and such hke. They will not giow so fast as their pre-

decessors have done. The nights are getting longer, the days
shorter, the sun has less power. The difference is not felt so

much in the middle of the day, but the mornings and evenings
are cold, they require to be fed at dawn and sunset, and these

two meals should be the best of the day. All chickens that

have not left the hen, or those that do not yet roost with the

adults, should be got under cover every night. Exception may
be made sometimes in favour of the hens under rips, but they
should be so placed that they are safe from cold winds and
driving showers. It will likely be said. Thousands of chickous
are reared without all this trouble

;
granted, but we only hear

of the survivors, and know nothing of the unfortunates who die

in the process. Our object is to give such advice as shall pre-

vent disappointment. We feel sure we have done so, and we
have endeavoured to cai-ry out our unvarying rule of making all

plain, and advising only that which we have ourselves tried.

PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES.
I AM also of Mr. Wright's opinion that Judges' names should

1)6 published before the closing day of the entries, and of late

I have taken the determination not to show unless I know the
gentlemen's names who are to of&ciate. My reason for so doing
is simply because the opinions are so different. For instance,
I have a pair of birds of a certain class which I have shown with
great success under several good Judges—the same birds have
i>een entirely passed over by other well-known gentlemen,
whereas birds I do not like in certain points took the honours

;

and as I have birds of the same class to suit those gentlemen
also, I can suit them all.

I do not mean to intimate that the latter Judges are not
efBoient gentlemen, only their opinion differs, and they prefer
certain points the former reject, and vice versa.

In answer to several letters I wrote to secretaries of shows a
few days before the entries closed, the schedules being published
too long beforehand to mention the Judges' names, I always
had for reply that the committee were not quite decided as to
their selection, but thatgentlemen of well-knowu character were
sore to officiate ; and the consequence was that they lost my
'entries. My opinion is, that if committees cannot publish the
Judges' names with their schedules, they should do so through
the Joomal as soon as they decide.—A. A. Vander Meersch,
Tooting.

A1.THOUOH I never exhibit fowls I take great interest in them,
and on perusing Mr. Wright's letter in your last week's Journal,
it appeared to me that publishing the Judges' names at poultry
shows would in no way assist breeders to attain the desired
knowledge—viz., the proper standard to aim at in breeding for
exhibition, but that whilst Judges held such diametrically
opposite opinions as those mentioned in Mr. Wright's letter, it

would simply tend to start two or more classes of the same breed,
each said to be perfect specimens, according to whichever Judge
they chose to follow. This I consider would undermine much
already accomplished. In my opinion the remedy would be for
all Judges to award by one recognised standard, then I should
say that most of the in-and-out judging now complained of
would be done away with.

—

Spectator.

With reference to, and in connection with Mr. Wright's com-
manication on page 181, 1 would direct the attention of poultry
exhibitors and breeders to another matter which appears to me
to be of paramount importance. Of my own knowledge, more
dissatisfaction arises from the incompetence or peculiar fancy
of the Judge than from the mistake of an admittedly good Judge,
an accident which distresses the Judge fully as much as the
losing exhibitor. But why should there be any difference of
opinion between really good Judges ? or why should any point
be left to their fancy ? To me it appears most anomalous, that
such a number of persons should be found willing to submit
their birds to competition and adjudication when there is no
recognised standard of excellence to bind the Judge. It is not
only very convenient for Judges that there is not such a standard,
and that many points should be left to their taste or discretion,
but it is eminently unsatisfactory to exhibitors, unless, perhaps,
to those favoured few who know exactly what the Judge likes,

And naturally take advantage of the knowledge ; but it is equally

convenient to unconscientious persons who, when getting rid of

their faulty birds, are ever ready to shield themselves under the
pretence of " disputed points."

Judging at poultry shows wiU never give anything like general
satisfaction until there is a recognised standard of excellence
•—a staudard, too, in which the points will be much more nu-
merous and with a higher figure set to each than iu the old

standard. Armed with such, amateurs would soon be sufficiently

skilled to deal with experts, and any intelligent fancier after a
year or two's experience might give satisfaction as a Judge.
Besides, a recognised staudard would have another merit—it

would keep points from shifting, a matter which causes much
annoyance at present. If what I have endeavoured to set out

above is true, it surely would not be expecting too much of the

gentlemen who are at preseut at the head of the list of Judges,
to sink auy differences of opinion that may exist between them,
and uuite in pubUshing a staudard which, I have no doubt,

would be hailed as a boon by every true poultry fancier.

—

0. P. H. Z.

DEALERS AS EXHIBITORS.
The letter which appeared a few weeks ago from the pen of

Mr. L. Wright was read with much interest and attention by all

poultry exhibitors, and must have carried conviction to the
minds of every disinterested and impartial observer of the con-
troversy. Merit is the one thing needful, whether in the pen of

the dealer or amateur, at our poultry exhibitions, and merit
ought to and must bear off the palm ot victory. By excluding
dealers from exhibiting, in most cases if not iu all we should be
excluding merit also ; but at the same time it is an incontro-

vertible fact that when they do exhibit they are sure to take
almost all the prizes, " for what is the use of showing," as

"Obser\'i;k" truly said, "when Mr. Fulton is sure to be there?"
One way of moderating, if not removing the grievance, would
be to confine each exhibitor, be he either dealer or amateui', to

only one entry; for then amateurs, knowing that they would
stand some chance of obtaining at least a second or third prize,

would take courage and send their birds, and thus the number
of entries would be largely increased. Although at first sight

this plan would seem to injure the pocket of the dealer, yet in

the long run he would be a gainer. He would be able to transact

much more business than he does at present, and the increase

in the returns of his business would amply compensate for the

loss he would sustain by not being able to take more than one

prize. The greatest amount ot dissatisfaction and grumbling is

caused, not by dealers exhibiting, but by their carrying all the

prizes away.—A. T. W.

ALDBOBOUGH AND BOROUGHBRIDGE
POULTRY SHOW.

The pretty little town of Boroughbridge was 01 fcic on Au-
gust 22ud, when the Show was held, and the receipts at the gate

were just double the amount taken last year. The poultry on
the whole were very good, but the adult birds showed the eft'ects

of the season in their ragged plumage. Dorking chickens were
a very good class. The first-prize peu had only the advantage
of age to secure its position, the second being in many respects

better, but much younger. Spanish were a treat to see. The
first-prize cook was in splendid condition, his face being so

white and smooth. In Brahma chickens a pen of very fine

Lights secured the first honours against their darker brethren,

and if they are kept growing will bo difficult to beat. In the

Variety class a splendid pen of Crove-Ca;urs, very large and iu

good condition, were first, and Black Hamburghs second.

Turkeys and Geese were very large and good, and the Ayles-

bury Duck classes such as we seldom see at the largest shows.

In the Variety class Widgeons were first, and Muscovy second.

Pigeons were very good, the most noteworthy being the

Carriers, Trumpeters, and English Owls. The prize Babbits

were aU Lops with good ears, which measured well.

We published the awards last.week.

ALFORD POULTRY SHOW.
Few committees can boast of so successful a first attempt at

carrying out a poultry show, every attention being paid to the

most minute detail that could ensure popularity. Two very

large tents were provided, the one being devoted exclusively to

poultry, the other containing a well-arranged display of Parrots.

Cage Birds, Rabbits, and domestic Cats. The latter portion of

this collection was much improved in ajipearance by Mr. Billett

providing with the pens a bright-coloured plush ottoman for

each cat, which in every instance formed a favourite and very

comfortable resting place for the animal exliibited. Unfortu-

nately it proved very wet early in the morning of the 2nd, but

as the day wore on the clouds broke, and a bright sun soon

rendered everything as pleasant as possible. A general feature

of the Show consisted in the majority of the old birds, from
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moulting, being lu woeful show trim, but the great bulk of the
chickens were not only well grown, but also in ailmirable feather.
±' or this simple reason we must confine our remarks more par-
ticularly to chickens.
Among these a grand pair of Brown Red Game claim especial

mention; they were shown in the hardest feather, well matured
tut the cockerel only very recently dubbed. Mr. Tickner, of
Ipswich, was successful with a pen of Golden-pencilled Ham-
burghs, sent m ei-quisite condition. In the Cochins, both White
and Partridge-feathered were very excellent, but the Buffs were
as decided inferior. A very well-feathered pen of Brown Leq.
horns were much noted, as being so rarely met with ; and a very
strange-looking pen of White chickens, the product of a cross
between the true Frizzled and Silky fowls, were decidedly a
curiosity though as yet barely ready for public exhibition. Thesnow of Aylesbury Ducks contained many very large specimens,
but faulty bills were the rule. The Rouen Ducks were a very

HMt 1
"^^^ "*' ^'™°Se to say, no fancy waterfowl w:ere ex-

P(>eoHs were a fair collection, but not numerous; White
routers, Black Carriers, Foreign Owls, and very superior Barbs,

m,°
among the most prominent varieties.

1. 1 "^^^ ^''^^^ °* ifofciiYs shown were the Lop-eared ones,tnougb some specially good Angoras and Silver-Greys were in
general competition in a class open to all other breeds.A very attractive portion of the Show consisted of Parrots ofmany rare varieties, singing birds both foreign and British, and
a very interesting couple of Long-eared British Owls. Theseuwls were soon claimed, as, being shown in the most perfect
leather and from their rarity in confinement, they wiU doubt-
less be transferred to some public collection.

Poultry and Pigeons were judged by Mr. Edward Hewitt, ofBirmingham; and Mr. J. W. Harrison, of Spalding, awarded
the prizes m all the remaining portions of the Show

E?b°o".'fjTwi-tte.''''°-
^'W-H-SbeB. 3,W.E,>o,jun. Ckickem.-l,^.n.

BBjiiMas'.-ijirfc-'l, w. E. Garner. 2, Mrs. E. Pryor. 3. J. M Atkinson

JameB.""
^'^ ^'"'"''"-^ '"'> 2' »"• J- KicHardeon. 3, W. WWteley. ArMi

BRiHM4s.---iiVi;i(._], r. Nntsey. 2, E. Coney. CMcl!cm-l Rev H WButton. 2, P Haines. S. W. KinR. /ic, W. King; S. F. Hu n e c J Wat't«

gate""' w"wl;ftcTir-
""'""' ^"" •«''^'^,,#.-fand 1; Itl.^'^U-

i^^Slt^^^: 1 1: %'^S^!: Z-i°t,lUi:'
"""'*'' «-*' ^'-*

Fkekch.-1,J. Lewis. 2,B.Hibbort. 3, 1. Nutsev.
bPiuisH.—1, G. G. Thompson. 2. Mrs. Martin.

?o\"Xs!^!;G°^*B"oSftl''R'sS^^^^^
Babsdooe or Ckoss.—1. J. S. Bond. 2, K. Concv. 3. F SanIBantams.-I. F. Sales. 2, G. F. Clare, he, A. Canty
ANi- OTHER Variety.— 1, E. S. S. Woodgate. 2.W L.e(lrard fftiVlvin—l ACanty. 2, W. Wbiteley. 3. S. F. Hulme." .-/.c,.7 Watts^lcfw G Wate^ 't

pJyorfj.'E°PoHa?."'''''"- «• «°'''''«°''
=

I- Nutsey/"K. Cone^''Mrl; e!

SELiiNG Clabs.-I, J Walkerley. 2, J. Brown, /ic. J. Sellers. cT.H Dows

, „ PIGEONS.
CARRraBS.—1. H. Yardley. 2, R. Ashton.
Pouters,— 1, E. Ashton. 2, H. Yardley

vi-toy."'^""''
' ^'"'"^'^«^- "• W. H. Tomlinson. he, J. LoTersidge; H.

C^alLa™^"
^""^^^•-l- ^- AUcn. 2, H. Yardley. he, W. Larkins; E.

Selling Clabs.-1, T. H. Dows. 2, B.Fo ster, he, E. Foster ; W. Larkins.

3^c'TH~v,^'!'"'^''rh ^- 5-,S"«'!'^y- 2, F. J. Smith, he, R. T. Grantham
;

Smith ?; H iJVi -^^
S^l?'',?'"':,,-^"!' '^""'f Lop.~l. E. S. Smith. 2, F. Jbmith. Ac, H. E. Glew

; E. S. Smith, c, E. S. Smith; G. Foulds.

_ , „ CAGE BIRDS.

pIrb?
t""

pr» \^-- ^'™'"- \B-Atkin. ,*c, W. Harwood. c, T. C. Johnson.

WUl»on"'aBjndrH.'wiirson'"
^''""'-'- °- ''"''• ' '^'^'^^ =""811. ., J.

J. B"rSbu'l"'r. jIs": Atkta?TfTw-H^ '*""'-'• ''"• ''"'^"- ' ^•

TS^^w^ff^'i^'irl; '•
F- '^'JV°J!'".-,

2. - Mountain, he. L. J. Brakenbnry

;

Tj^J.^Wood. c, D. SowJcn
; G. North. iTDicioJi.-l, Miss L M. Bradley. 2,—

HYDE POULTEY SHOW.
The great featm-e of the Hyde Show was its general excellence.

Nearly the whole of the most noted prize pens were entered, but
Bome were not by any means in perfect feather, as they were
moulting heavily. A somewhat serious drawback caused some
pens to arrive too late for competition. By the 7,65 a..m. train
from Manchester a considerable number of entries were expected,
both of dogs and poultry, and it was arranged for the Judges to
arrive by the same train. At the Hyde Junction, however, an
accident occurred ; the engine, tender, and a portion of the wheels
of a first-class carriage leaving the rails at what are called the
facing points ;" and the engine embedded itself to the very

axles, and entirely blocked both lines for about fom- hours.
Except the fi-ight consequent on a great noise and heavy jolting,
the passengers, as well as the poultry and dogs, were none the
worse for the mishap, and, under the circumstances, permission
was granted to the Judges to walk down the line a mile and a

half to Hyde to fulfil their duties, whilst the Committee, with
praiseworthy dispatch, sent conveyances by road for those un-
expectedly delayed on the railway.
The birds were nicely penned around the walls of a mill, but

the bght being what is called a " back light "-that is, coding
through the pens at intervals from the windows behind the
pens, could not display the poultry to the best advantage. The
toclnns and the Brahmus were admirable, and ot Eamlurglis
very rarely has there been such display. The Game were few,
but really good. Bantams were a fine collection, a pen of real
bilver-laced ones being worthy of note. Geese, Bucks, and
J^'irkeijs were all that anyone could desire. The comfort of thewhole of the poultry was well provided for.

R?rmK,°''7?,'/-,!?°,''J?'°'''
G-'"'3'ant'. 2. J. Walker, Rochdale.

o(L, r„r?;.7;, f w'i'i""?""','!;"'! =""' 2' W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Any
hew m, ", h!^ \ ^^^"'^ Partridfe). 2, T. Aspden, Church (Partridge).

R^™^ Pn?,.,? °"^n'
^,'"*<'"' (Pilrtndge)

; T. Stretch, Ormskirk Partridgei
,,.^Y P Smi?lT lhTffi"M-~r •"?? ';^-I-

'^"'if". Cowley Mount, lit. HeleS's.

'hnw„;; ?,?„i'i.»
''?'''''

i^'g'''-~;J' 7- " »"". Marden, Hereford. 2, H.Chawner, jun., Ultoxeter. he, Eev. N. J. Eidley, Newburv
T^riu^iZj^yv u'"'f'^

iif<fe.-l, Howarlh & Lever, Wooltord, Bnry. 2, T.Tomhnson, VVoolford, Bury. 13roicn.(>rf,M(«i Xtcds.-l, E. Bell, Burton-on-Trent. Ahu other variely.-l. E. Bell (Duckwing).
curton ou

K^rth^^^'l?''1:79''l^°"'""'"'i'"lr'\- ^ Kol^oson. 2, T. Edwards. BarntoD,
o r fe i°

• '"^.JBowness; R. H. Ashton, Mottram. iilver-ixnciUed.-laai
2, J. Eobmson. /ic. J. Bowness, Newehurch.
Hamboeghs. — poldenspangted. - 1, G & J. Duckworth, Church. 9, N.

5i^^ '^^' 1?,'°°'
''^'"",'"i*'^''-

'":.J-Kolihson,Lindley,Otley; J.Bowness; N.
f^Mr,,^ 'rf"!l?'"'\,\^- KoU'uson. 2, J. iollmson. ),c, J. KoUmson;
J. itobmson

; A. Lndlam, Mottram.
H»MBDKGHS.--B;i!cfc.—1, J. Robinson. 2, J. Bowness. ftc.T. Walker, Denton (2).

. , S^*"'',^'?' « I m ?"!?' Broughton, Preston. 2, Furness i Suddall, Kawten-
stail. e, J. Nash, Walsall.
CEEVECiECB.-l. J. Robinson. 2, G. Yf. Hibbei t, Goilley, Hyde, Manchester.
HocDA.NS.-l and 2, G W. Hihbert. he, E. Williamson, Henllys Berriew.
PoLANDS.-BJacfc with White Cresls.-l.J. Royle, Manchester. 2. E. Jones,Neath. Any other cartet:/.—!,}. Fcarnley, Lowlon, Newton-le-Willows. 2, J.rvQbmson. '

AST other Variety except Bantjm,s.-I, Rev. A. G. Brooke. Shrawardine
Rectory, Shrewsbury (Malays). 2, E. Walton, HorncliUc, EawtenstaU. fcc, E.
S. S. A\uodgate, Pembm-y, Tunbridge Wells.
Game BANTAMs.-B(ai;J;.6rc(is(€Yi Iteds.-l, T. Barker, Hill End. Burnley. 2,

no •,*?/";•, ^''^S'"?- 'I'^.G- Booth. Any other nalict;/.-!, J. W. Brockbankr
2, R. J. Hartley. Altnncham.
BANTAais.-BincJ: or White.-l, W. A. Taylor. 2, R. H. A«hton. he, E.

Walton; e, R. H. Ashton. Any other variety.— I, E. Walton. 2, E. Wharam.
Hyde.
Ducks.—Aylesbury.-l and 2, J. Walker, he, S. Dronsfield, Werneth, Old-ham; 1. Tomlmson Bouen.-l, J. Walker. 2, G. B. Goodfellow, Hyde. Anu

otluir rarzety.-l, J Walker. 2, G. S. Sainsbury. Devizes (Black East Indian).GEESE.—
1 and 2, J. Walker, he, J. & W.Eostron, Levenahulme, Manchester;

J. Greaves, Stockport.
TCRKETS.—1, 1,-ev. N. J. Eidlev. 2, J. Walker,

o ?.?''y'"^..'^f;**'-~'' ^- Smith, Rochdale. Coct.-l. R. Newhitt, Epworth.
2. W. Birch, Barnacle, Coventry. Hens.—l, R. Newbitt. 2, J. Nash. he. W.
Warburton, Hyde ; W. Birch.

PIGEONS.
Carbiers.—Cocft.—1, n. Yardley. Bii-raingham. 2, E. Horner, Harewood,

Leeds. Hc;i.—1 and 2, E. Horner.
PojiTEBB.-Cocfc.-l and 2, E. Horner. Hen.—l. E. Horner. 2, J. C. Boothby,

Stockport. Ac. H. Yardley; E. Homer.
TUMBLEBS.-,Sftor«-/«c<(i,-jlimn)irf8.—1, J. Fielding, Jan., Eoeha.ale. 2. E.

Horner, /ic, H. Yardley. -l«i/ o»lcrmirrf(i/.—l and /ic, J. Fielding, jun. 2, H.
Yardley. ^. j «

TDMBLEBS.-7.onor-/nm(.-B(!!(faoJ-Bcnr*!.—l,L.i\llen, London. 2, J. Watts.
King s Heath, Birmingham. Any other variety.—1, W. A. Hyde. Ashton-undcr
Lyne. 2, J. Watts. ' '

RnNTs.- 1 and 2, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.— 1 and he. E. Horner. 2, T. Newell, Ashton-undcr-Lyne.
*ANTAiLs,—1 and 2, J. F. Loversidge, New.Trk.
DB.1GOONS —B/uf.-l. H. Yardley. 2, J. Watts, he, E. Horner. Any othcr

varii:ty.~l, Mrs. Hunt, Hyde, 2, J, Watts.
ANTWEEPS.—sftor(-/u<;c,l— 1 and 2. G. B. Goodfellow. he, A. Justice. Long-

faced.—1, R. White, Manchester. 2, G. B. Goodfellow.
Owls.—£ii£iiis/i.—I, E. Lee, Nantwich. 2, J. Walker.

„ , „ LOCAL CLASSES.
Game.— Cocfc.— 1, W. Warburton. H,u».— 1, W. Warburton.
HAMBCBGHS.-Goki and SiU-cr-siian:ilid.~i. Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom,

2, J. Mayers, Denton. GoU or tiileer-i,eneillcd.—l, H. Smith, Hvde. 2, Ashtonand Booth. • j
-,

Bantams—1. R. H. Ashton. 2, Miss H. A. Wharam, Hyde.
Any other Variety except Bantams.—1, J. Mayers (Black HambnrghsV

2, D. Potts. Hyde (Houdans).
Ddcks.—1, u. B. Goodfellow.

JvDOES.—Poultry : Mr. E. Hewitt, and Mr. Richard Teebay.
Pigeons : Mr. F. Esquilaut.

TODMORDEN POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth annual meeting of the Vale of Todmorden Agri-

cultural Society was held on the (jth inst. The entries, con.
sidering that it is so late in the season, were very good in all
departments ; in poultry and Pigeons they amounted to about
350. The management of all was exceedingly good, and the
pens, which were on Turner's principle, placed in single tier
looked exceedingly well, while the birds appeared quite com-
fortable.

Game were divided into five classes, and all were young birds,
some of which were very good ; among them were the lir.stprizo
single Brown Red cockerel and the pair of Brown Reds. In
single pullets a gi-and Pile was first, closely run by a capitai
Brown Red. The only other birds worthy of speciia notice
were the first-prize Duckwingg, which are, doubtless, one of the
best pens that have been shown of late. The only exception in
the age of the fowls was in Brahmas, of which there was one
adult class containing some good old birds, and the young birds
were also very good and forward. In Cochins, Buffs were first
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and Partridge second. DorJuiigs were a good lot, but the oldest

chickens were much ont of condition, the first-prize pen being
young, but very good in all particulars, and all were Dark Greys.
The first-prize Spanish were forward and in good condition,
but the rest very late. Golden-penciUed Hambiirghs were very
good, forward, and in brilliant plumage; but some of the best
birds in this section were the Golden-spangled, especially the
pullets, which may fairly be termed perfect. Silver-pencilled
were nob so numerous, but the two winning pens were very
good and close in point of merit. The first-prize Blacks were
Hamburghs in all points, and such as will be difiicult to beat. Of
Saiitams, Game were a good lot, the first being Black-breasted
Eed, the second Pile, and a very handsome pair of Brown-
breasted Keds were highly commended. In the next class were
but two noteworthy pens, the first being pure white-ground
Silver Sebrights, and the second Blacks. In French only the
first-prize Cri've-Coeurs were of any note, but these were for-

ward and good. With the exception of the Malays, in the Variety
class it was difficult to find a pen fit for the prize, but these
were a grand pair.

Ducka in all classes were exceedingly good, the Aylesburys
being of immense size and of the purest quaUty, and every pen
was noticed, as also most of the Eouens. In the Variety class

for Ducks the first were Viduata Whistlers, and the second
Brazilian. Geese were a grand lot. Greys being first and Whites
second; and the Turkeys were large, but sadly out of feather.

The poultry in the district competition was very good in some
of the classes, the Cochins and Game being among these ; and
in Ducks three prizes were awarded, the first being for Rouen,
the second for Aylesburys, and the third for Black East Indian.
The Pigeon classes were well patronised, but in some the

birds were only of ordinary merit ; this remark applies to the
Pouters, with the exception of the first-prize Reds. In Carriers
Duns were first and Blacks second, and the Almond Tumblers
were pretty good. In the next class for Tumblers Black Mottles
were first and Blue Beards second, both pairs being Short-faces.
Fantails were only of ordinary merit, but the Dragoons were
a fine class, the two winners being Blues, and embodying all

the grand points of this variety. Barbs were good, Blacks being
first and Dims second. There were three good pens of Eed
Jacobins, but the rest were very poor. Antwerps were a large

but irregular class, both pairs of winners being Duns, the first

Short-faces and the second large useful Long-faces, while there
were many good pens faulty only in eye, which was of a sickly

yellow. Of Turbits, only the winners good, and both pairs

were Blue. Trumpeters were moderate. English Owls were a
large class with few good pairs except the winners, the first

being Blue, with capital heads, but somewhat small, while the
second were Silvers, large, but not so good in head and gullet.

Foreign Owls were good, Blues being first and Blacks second.
Of the Blue Rock little can be said, except that they were all

common dovecote birds, but the prizes were awarded. Of Nuns
there were only three pairs, but good. In the Variety class

Black Brunswicks and Hyacinths won the prizes.

The Babbits were not numerous, the prizes, as in Pigeons,
not being good, but some of the specimens were excellent.

In Lop-ears the first was a Grey-and-white, 22 inches by 4 J, the
second being Eawn-and-white, 21 by 4^. Angoras were all good
and well shown, and the Himalayan also a neat lot. The Silver-

Greys were one of the best classes. The Variety class con-
tained some grand Dutch, the first prize being awarded to a
Grey Rabbit of tliat variety, and the second to a splendid
Belgian Hare Rabbit; many of the others were highly com-
mended.
Gaue.—Jny eolour.—CockereL—l, W. Ormerod, jan . Todmorden. 2, W.

TUIoUoD, Coates, Barnoldawick. PulUt.—l, C. W. Brierley, Middlaton. a, T.
Dyaoo, Halifax. ft«. J. Mason, Worccater. c. W. Ormerail, jun.; W. TiUotson.
Game.—Bia^Jt ItrtU.^Chirkfnt.—l aod 2. W. Ormerod. jun. liroiL-n or avy

otktr Bedg.—ChicktTM —1, W. Ormerod, Jan. 2, T. Dyson, he, W. Tillotsou.
«, F. Walton, RawteoaUU. Any otiur varietu—Chicketu.—l, I. Uyaen. 2, F.
Walton.
BRAnuA PooTR-K.—Dark.—\, J. Bowneaa, Ncwchorch. 2, H. Lacy, Hebdcn

Bridi?e. Any cohoir.— Chickens.—1, J, H. Pickles, Birkdale, Southport. 2, H.
Lacy, he, J. U. Pickles ; J. WatLu, Btrmingham.
Cochis-China.—CAi<:Jtfn.».—1 and 2, <i, SidLTvick, Keijjhlev.
V(i&Kisoi.—Chick€nJi.—l, T. Bri'len, Early, bkipton. 2, T. Stattcr, White-

field, he, J. Walker, llochdale ; J. Robinson, GaratanK : J. Stutt, Healey. c, T.
sutler.
SPAHisn.—CWclfeenji,—], H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. 2, E. Brown, SbefHeld.
^jiUuvitoafi.-Goht'peneitUd.—Chickenji.—'l, W. & E. Clayton. KeiRhley. 2, J.

Bownesri. Oold^anglfd.—l and 2, J. Hall, StackHteadH. he, T. May, Wolver-
hainpton. ,SHver-pencilUd.—\, H. Smith, KeiKbley. 2, J. Rubinson. c, J.
Bounieii. 8itverupanffled.—l, J. Bobinston. 2, II. Stanworth, WorBthonie,
iJamioy. Btaek.—1,3. RaVinitin. 2, C. Sidifwick. /ir, .1. Bowncas.
BxVTxH^.-Gamr.—Chicktn^.-l, <i. Noble, Staincliffe. Dewsbury. 2, W. F.

Entwisic, Weitfleld, Bradford, he, W. F. Entwislc (i) ; E. Walton : C. W.
Dawion, Whitby. Any other varifty.—Chicken.i.—i, E. Walton. 2 and Extra,
R. H. .\»hloD, Mottram. he, W. Dawson.
fuKTn.-Chiekfita.-l, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, J. HelUwell, Hcbden Bridge.

c, K. NVhit.i-ht-ad. Burnley ; J. H. Fielden, Todmorden.
Axv -.TiiKu Vakiety.—CViiefcfiw.—1, E. Walton. 2. .T. Foarnley, Lowton,

Newton-lt^WillowB. ^, J. Watts, c, C. Holdaworth. IlarroKate {2).

Sil.1 iMii Cr.ASS.-l. J. Feamley. 2, S. Uttley. Koobdnk-. he, J. Fletcher,
Llttlch„r..H:;h. c, W. Ucy, Littleboroagh ; C. llolt, Rochdale : U. Wilkinson,
Earby. Skipton.
VvcKLisdit.-AifUiihury.-l and 2, J. Walker, he, R. Hutchinson, Littlc-

borooifh ; C. Holt ; T. P. Carrer, Lanirthorpc. Rouen.—1, W. Penny, Preston.
a. T. Wakeflxld, Golbome, Newtonle-WiUows. lie, T. Wakefield : P. UDBWorlli,
Vewtonle-Willowa ; C. Boll ; S. Uttley ; H. B. Smith, Brooklanda, Brongbton

;

W. Penny.

BrcKS.—Any other variety.—1, 2, and he, H . B. Smith, c, J. Walker.
Geese.—1, J. White, Netherton, Wakefield. 2. J. Walker, he, F. E. Raw-

son. Thorpe ; B. Consterdine, Littleborough ; W- Penny.
TDRKE13.—1, J. Walker. 2, F. E. Rawson. c, W. Sefton, Blackburn.

LOCAL CLASSES.
CocBlif3.—Chiekens.—l, R. Bowker. Todmorden. 2, J. Dearden, Hebden

Bridge, he, A. Sutcliffe, Feathorstall. Littleborough.
BR^n^xs.—Chickens.—1, B. Consterdine. 2, B. Cockcroft, Hebdeu Bridge.

lie, J. Dearden.
BvNTAiis.— C/i(Cfcfns.—1 and 2. W. Dawson, he, T. Greenwood, Todmorden.
Hx^BURGUs.—Chickens.— I, J. Sutcliffe, Hebden Bridge. 2, J. H. Fielden.
GAMf.—CAicl-fin.—1, B. Cockcroft. 3 and he, W. Ormerod, jun.
DiTCKLixoa.—1. C. Holt, a, J. Mitchell, Stanstield ; J. Trickett, Watorfoot.

he, R. Hutchinson, Littleborough ; J. Ultloy, Rochdale ; S. Wltbam, Todmor-
den ; J. Tricket,
Ani other Vakiety.—Oiicfteiis.—1, J. Mitchell. 2, R. Hatchuison. he, J.

Jackson, Uutterhole, Todmorden.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—1, J. Nelson, Hexham. 2, E. Horner, Harowood. Leeds.
Carrieks.— 1, J. Stanley, Blackburn. 2 and he, E. Horner.
Ti;mblehs.—--l^moHd.—i, E. Horner. 2. F. Moore. Burnley. Any other variety,

—1, B. Consterdine. 2. W. Scfton, Blackburn, he, J. Lawton, Staloy Bridge ; E.
Homer, c, W. Lumb, Crotberod, Rochdale.
Draooon-s.— 1 and 2, W. Sittou. he, J. Watts ; A. E. Binns, MuUerhole, Tod-

morden ; W. Sefton. c, G. Robinson, Portsmouth.
Fantails.—1, P. H. Spencer, Hereford. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, J.

F. Loversidge: E. Horner.
Barbs.—1, J. Stanley. 2, E. Homer, he, J. Lever, Todmorden.
Jacobi.ns.—1, W. Dugdale, jun., Burnley. 2, W. Sefton. he, E. Homer.
Antwerps."1, J. Stanley. 2, H. Jennings, /Vllerton, Bradford, he, K. E.

Haslam, Bolton; H. Jcuniugs; C. Hopwood, Rochdale: J. W. ColUnson,
Halifax : J. Stanley : E. Homer.
Turbits.—1 and 2, B. Consterdine. lie, W. Lumb.
Teuiipeters.—1 and 2, E. Horner.
Owls.-Eh<7/)^'(.—1 and c, J. Thresh. 2, R. A. Simpson, Halifax. he,s. E.

Kettlewell. Oldham; R.White, Manchester; J. Barker, Stilo, Todmorden; E.
Homer. ForeiiTn.-l, E. Horner. 2. W. Lumb.
Rucks.—Bine —1, M. Uttley, Walsden. 2, J. Crabtree, Ewood,Mytholmroyd.

he, F. Fielden, Walsden : J. Crabtree.
Nuns.-1 and 2, E. Horner, e, J. Watts.
Any other Variety.—1, W. Lumb. 2, P. R. Spencer, he, J. Watts ; W.

Lumb ; E. Horner.
, , ^ „

Selling Class.—1. W. Sefton. 2, W. Hoy, Littleborongh. he. W. Sefton

P. R. Spencer; W. Holt, Cobden, Todmorden. e, R. White ; S, Witham ; W.
Dugdale, jun; J. Howorth, jun.

RABBITS.
, , „

Spavish.—1, J. Boyle, jun., Blackburn. 2, J. Chappel, Dewsbury. he, J. B.
Cressley, Halifax. „, „ ,. „
Ang"BA.—1,S. Ball, Bradford. 2 and (ic, J. W. Harling. Burnley.

,

HiiiALAYAN.-l. F. Peters, Hull. 2, S. Ball. Jic, S. Ball; J. Boyle, jun. c, J.

Butterworth. Rochdale (2). , ^ , . .,» t* tt
SilveeGrev.—1. S. Ball. 2, J. Bojle.jun. ftc, J. Boyle,]nu.; W.H. Hewer-

dine. Hull. c. H. White.
, „ , . „,. „

Any other Variety.-1 and 2, J. Boyle, jnn. 7m;, R. Leggot, Tborne, Don-
caater; S. Butterworth, Rochdale ; J. Irviug, Blackburn ; H. E. Gilbert.

Sellino Class.-I, S. Brierley, Ending, Rochdale. 2, J. Bojle, jun. /ic,S

Uttley ; J. W. Harling.

The Judges were Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, and Mr. J. Dixon,

Bradford.

KENT AND SUEREY FANCY RABBIT SOCIETY.
The thirty-first half-yearly Show of the above Society was held

at Mr. J. D. AUatt's, Montpelher Tavern, Walworth Road (near

Walworth Road railway station), on the 8th inst., when some
very flue specimens were exhibited. A handsome silver cup of

the value of five gumeas was given for the longest-eared Rabbit.

The following are the awards :

—

Prize Length Width Age Weight
1st. Mr. Jennings.. Black-andwiite Doe (Silver Cup) 23 .. 6.) .. 4 21 .. St

2nd. Mr. Terry Black-and-white Doe 22S .. 6i .. 4 7 .. 9 6

Srd. Mr.Hvatt .... Black Buck 22J .. 6S .. 5 12 .. 9

4th. Mr. Staig Black-and-white Doe 211 .. 6» .. 3 10 .. 6i

ftth. Mr. "Woods .... Yellow-and-white Buck 2U .. E ..4 5 .. 6i

mil. Mr. Jlibill .... Tortoiseshell Buck 21 .. 4J .. 7 14 .. 8 2

7Hi Mr. Woods.... Blue-and-wbite Doe 21t .. 5 .. S 21 .. IJ
.stb. Mr. Frist . ... Grev-and-while Doe 2U..I>i..5 S .. Sf

lull Mr BTtord.... GrevDoo (Self-colour) 211 .. St .. 6 28 .. 8(

loth. Mr. Terry .... Bluc-and-while Doe I Weight) ... 21! .. B ..7 . . 9 10

lltb. Mr. Inman.... (Dutch) Blue-and-wbita Buck and Doe (Best Foreign
of Any variety).

Judges.—Messrs. Byford, Heath, and Hyatt. Supernumeraries,

Messrs. Jennings and Clark.—W. H. Webb, Secreta?^, 115,

Albany Boad, CamberioeU, S.E.

Inoenuitt m a Pigeon.—The following facts {having been

witnessed by myself) may, perhaps, be considered worthy of

insertion in your Journal, as bearing on the subject of " Percep-

tion and Instinct in the Lower Animals," which has lately been

brought into such prominent notice. On the Richmond Road
(Surrey), at about a mile from the town, stands an old roadside

inn, yclept "The Black Horse," owned by one R. Ketloy.

Attached to the house are a number of domestic Pigeons of

various breeds, chiefly Pouters. Having occasion to wait for

my pony to be harnessed at this inn a few years since, my
attention was directed by a gentleman, a resident of the neigh-

bourhood, with whom I was acquainted, to the strange conduct

of one of these birds. A number of them were feeding on a few

oats that had been accidentally let fall while fixing the nose-

bag on a horse standing at bait. Having finished all the grain

at hand, a largo Pouter rose, and Happing its wings furiously,

flew directly at the horse's eyes, causing that animal to toss his

head, and in doing so, of course shake out more corn. I saw

this several times repeated; in fact, whenever the supply on

hand had been exhausted. I leave it to your readers to con-

sider the train of thought that must have passed through the
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Pigeon's brain before it adopted the clever method above
narrated, of BteaUng the horse's provender. Was not this,
indeed, something more than mere instinct ? — Eich-ikd H.
Napiek, Upton Cottage, Bursledon, SouthamjHon.—(Nature.)

BEES AT MANCHESTEE SHOW.
The bees and honey at this great Show were for four days

surrounded by an admiring and ever-changing crowd of people.
Indeed, the masses of visitors were so great during the last two
days of the Show that not one in six could come near the bees.
Perhaps the most meritorious thing produced in the whole
Exhibition, including fruit, vegetables, &o., was a Crystal Palace
of honeycomb weighing 87 lbs., belonging to Mr. Breen, of
Arwicb, Manchester. It took the first prize offered for the best
glass super. Mr. Pettigrew called it a Crystal Palace, and valued
it at iElO : and one of the Judges bought it on the spot at that
price.

_
Several excellent glass supers were exhibited, one

weighing 40 lbs. took the second prize, it was owned by Mr.
Bethell. The wooden supers were not quite filled. Mr.
Withnell, of Burtou-on-Treut, came to the front here, and Mr.
Lee, of Bagshot, took the second place.
For the heaviest and beat hive filled by a swarm of this year

Mr. Breen, of Manchester, took the first prize with a Pettigrew
hive weighing 84 lbs. and Mr. Withnell came second with a bar-
frame hive. For the most ornamental hive Mr. Cooke, of
Denton, near Manchester, took the first prize and Mr. Wrigley, of
Bochdale, came second ; and Mr. Young, of Burton, had the best
observatory or nnicomb hive.
Two medals were offered for the best collections of empty bee

hives and supers and bee furniture. Mr. Lee, of Bagshot, with
a very neat and unique collection carried oft the highest medal

;

and Mr. Yates, of Manchester, took the second medal. Extra
prizes were awarded to Mr. Wood for a collection of bee pro-
duce and bee furniture, sent from Denmark ; and to Mr. Aston
for drone traps, &e., which he brought from Shropshire.
Mr. Pettigrew, who did not compete, exhibited a hive weighing

108 lbs. and a glass super weighing 28 lbs., both filled by a swarm
obtained on the 21st of May ; also a Crystal Palace of honey-
comb 20 inches high, weighing 40 lbs. When Mr. Pettigrew sug-
gested this bee and honey Show, he hoped to be able to place on
the exhibition tables thirty or forty big supers with a view to
give a stimulus and impulse to bee-keeping, but this season has
been a most unfavourable one for honey-gathering in the neigh-
bourhood of Manchester, indeed it is the worst for bees that
has been there experienced for twelve years.

MOVING STOCKS, UNITING BEES, &c.
We have had many inquiries of late in the pages of this

Journal on the subjects indicated above, which leads me to
offer a few hints as to the best mode of carrying out the several
processes in question.
Let me begin with the moving of stocks, which not unfre-

quently is a necessity at this time of year, as well as on or before
Lady-day. To move bees without due precautions to more or
less short distances is always a work of some peril, as the poor
insects when not made acquainted with the change rarely find
their way home again. They dart forth as nsual—at least, all
the older ones—without reconuoiteriug the new position of their
hive, and after a day's, or a few hours', foraging, without sus-
picion of danger, they fly naturally to the old well-known stance,
only to perish iu their weariness, after a few flights hither and
thither in the vain attempt to find their home again : therefore
all care should be taken to give the bees some warning of the
change before they leave the hive in the morning. This will
reduce the risk of loss of their valuable lives ; and the loss will
be diminished in proportion to the care and pains taken. We
think the following plan will be found to answer iu every
case and under all circumstances at whatever time of year the
removal of hives takes place, and whatever be the distance
to which they are carried. The principle can be adopted in
the case of all hives of wood or straw. Prepare a shallow box,
say 18 inches square and 2 or 3 inches deep. Let it have
a bottom board with roomy entrance-way, and alighting-step
in the usual place. Over it fix a large board if necessary, so
as to be suitable for all your hives of whatever shape. Cut
a sufiicient hole in it towards one side in such a manner
thatthe bees must pass down into the empty box below to
get into the open air. The hole had better be so cut iu the
board as for its outer edge to fit with the side of the box over
the passage into the outer air. In this way the bees will pass
in and out with the least difliculty, and yet be arrested by the
obvious change that has taken place in respect of their mode of
exit. We should recommend the removal of each hive separately
after an interval of a day or two.
As to uniting bees, one caution is of great importance. It is

of no use attempting to unite hives in the same garden, save
such as are side by side. You may very safely unite three or

four such stocks together, taking care to place the united stock
in the centre of the lot. It is a good plan to approximate the
hives that are to be united as near to each other as possible
some days beforehand. The simplest method of union has been
already given in replies to correspondents. It consists merely
in driving the bees of two or more stocks into a common empty
hive towards the close of the day, and then dashing them out
on the ground in some open place close to and in front of the
stock which has been chosen for their permanent dwelling. It
must be borne in mind, however, that a valuable Italian queen
must be hunted for (should such a queen preside over one of the
stocks to be united), and given to the bees after their reunion.
It is safest to give her to the bees in a queen cage, introduced
from above among the combs. Of course the other queen or
queens must be caught and destroyed after they have been
driven into an empty hive. We are in the habit of dashing them
out again and again upon the ground till we have secured the
queen. We should not hesitate, however, to drive the hive
with the Italian queen first, without catching her, and then,
after driving and catching the other queens separately, unite
them all by a final dash-out upon the ground. Some recommend,
by way of further precaution, the sprinkling of scented syi-up
over the whole mass of united bees. This we think unnecessary,
and at this time of year even dangerous, owing to the proba-
bility of its confounding the whole apiary by attracting robber
bees from every quarter. All such operations should be done
in the full daylight, although towards evening care is important,
particularly when the bees are so poorly off for honey as they
are now, for their scent and appetite for syrup of all kinds is at
present unusually keen.
Feeding on a liberal scale, but always at night, should follow

immediately after the union of hives has taken place ; for as
the consumption of honey is very rapid, at such times you might
find your hive in a starving state before many days are over.
But, indeed, no time is to be lost in feeding all weak hives that
are designed to remain tiU spring, whether they be united
stocks or otherwise. More than half the stock of bees in
England wiU perish this autumn without immediate attention.
Every effort should be made now to secure them effectually.
Let there be on discouragement allowed. A series of lucky
years may be drawing near, which will more than compensate
for all losses and disappointments.—B. & W.

OUR FIRST "SWARMING."
Not to experienced apiarians do I relate the story. I would

humbly beseech rather that they please to not listen. But if
among lady bee-keepers there be one who knows as little prac-
tically of "natural" swarming as did I on the morning of
May 27th, 1873,

" To her my tale I tell."

The morniug was cold, cloudy, breezy, and I said to my sister
Nellie, as we rose from the breakfast table,

" We shall not be able to divide the bees to-day, I fear."
" Will it matter ? " she asked.
" Oh no," I replied, serenely and confidently. " They will not

think of emigrating under a week ; their preparations are but
just begun, and in cool weather they are better off as they are."
As the morning advanced the wind died away and the sky

cleared. At noon it was bright, warm, and still. I noticed at this
time that the bees at one hive were very quiet—scarcely a bee in
sight—while at the other they were humming merrily. The
first-mentioned being the strongest colony, I wondered a little

at their inactivity ; its real meaning was clearly apparent some
hours later, especially after re-reading a forgotten passage from
Langstroth—"If in the swarming season but few bees leave a.

strong hive when other colonies are busily at work, on a clear,
calm, warm day, we may look with great confidence for a swarm,
unless the weather proves unfavourable."
An hour or so after noon, thinking that the bees were making

an unusual and unnecessary amount of noise, I stepped to the
door to see that at this but recently so silent a hive, there was
now quite a commotion. Many bees were wliirling about and
over the hive, while others were pouring forth in an unprece-
dented way as to numbers and hurry. Come forth iu a very
large stream they could not. The evening before having been
cold and stormy I had shut the fly-holes and somewhat con-
tracted the lower entrance ; and as the morning had been cloudy
and the bees quiet, no change had as yet been made. Now, as I
stood gazing on them, spell-bound at my first surprise, there
flashed across my mind the query, "Are they swarming ? " But
it was only to be at once dismissed. For didn't I Jaww that
they were not ready to swarm ? Htidn't I looked into the hive
but a day or two before, and found in the most advanced queen
cell only an egg ?

My second and accepted thought was this, that the sudden
warm sunshine had given a general impetus to honey-gatherers
and young bees to go forth, and that the unusually narrow door-
way excited and troubled them.
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Still there was no cessation to the steady outward flow, and in
larger and yet larger circles around and about the hive. 807110-

thing must be wrong

!

" Nellie '. " I cried piteously to sister in the next room, " I
don't know what is the matter witli my bees [

"

She hurried to the door. "Why, they're swarming!" she
exclaimed with decision.
That settled it. She spoke as one who knew, and my own

rejected iirsfc impression came back with overwhelming convic-
tion. They were swarming. What should I do ?

I had no course of action marked out, because I had long before
determined that my bees should not swarm. Most e.'iceUeut care
would I take to prevent that in these great woods, where, it they
weut beyond the clearing, it might be impossible to follow or to

find them. I had a vision of them now, sailing off over the tree-

tops beyond my reach, and I felt—I felt only that they must be
stopped ! now at once !

Suddenly I remembered to have somewhere read that the
queen often does not come out before a third or half of the swarm
has emerged. It was then possible, it might even be probable,
that she was still in the hive. If so, she should either stay there
or be captured at the entrance.

Seizing a pail of water I rushed forth hatless, veilless, and
gloveless into the midst of the throng of runaways, and began
sprinkling them as they emerged. But first, with curious and
absurd inconsistency, seeing how much faster they wanted to

come out than was possible, and pitying their crowded discom-
fort, I voluntarily bent down and opened a fly-hole, and so had
two streams pouring forth instead of one. ( Nellie will never for-

get, or cease to laugh at me for that performance, I fear). They
beat against my dress, they whizzed by my ears, brushed my hair,

grazed my cheeks, but I stood my ground, trying to watch both
openings at once for the queen, and sprinkling the water more
and more copiously as I saw that it produced no effect. I was
beginning to despair, for many bees wei'e washed down, and I

didn't care to drown them, much less did I wish to risk drown-
ing my queen. .Just then came a happy inspiration.

" Hand me that wide board, quick ! quick 1 " I cried to

Richard, who is a little afraid of bees. He cautiously shoved
it within my reach. Holding it so as to throw a shadow over the
entrance I continued the sprinkling. The effect was magical.

" It is going to be something of a shower after all
!

" " The
snn is under a clond, and it rains faster than ever !

" Telegrams
of this import must have been sent through the hive in a twink-
ling, for all at once there was a sudden, an entire stop to the
outward rush.

Then for the first I ventured to draw a long breath, and then,
too, I began to question doubtfully, if it had not been a very
foolish and useless, as well as an unsafe proceeding ? Was the
queen out or in ? The bees that had been washed down were
picking themselves up rapidly, and I soon became convinced
she was not among them.
But over our heads quite an army of bees were whirling and

swarming, now this way, now that. Once we accompanied them
half way across the woods, then back to the vicinity of the hive.
Suddenly they separated widely and came down to the grouud,
very evenly scattered over a large surface. I knew that they
had missed and wore looking for their queen, and I wondered
if their anxiety could be half as great as mine. Rising again,
they again seemed starting for the woods. But immediately
returning, once more they sprinkled themselves far and near
over the ground, somehow, Nellie suggested, giving one the
ridiculous impression of " going down on their hands and knees "

to make an effectual search. Evidently it was to them in some
way a satisfying one, for all now rose as by one accord, and came
hurrying back to the hive, pouring in as fast as possible, and
covering the whole front with a black sheet.

So soon as all had settled, we lifted the hive from its stand,
and placed an empty hive in its stead. Then, after arranging
the frames and putting in two combs of brood and honey from
the old hive, we (Xellio and I) began a careful search for her
missing qneenship. To our joyful surprise it was not a long
search. We found her as composed and dignified in demeanour
as though nothing had happened, and with very little trouble
we transferred her to the new hive. We found several queen
cells, the most advanced containing the tiniest of worms.

It was then, I think, that I for the first time discovered that
I had forgotten my bee-veil. Of course I walked into the house
for it at once.
The rest of the work, the appointment cf the remaining bees—every bee was at home—was a somewhat perplexing business.

However, I used all the judgment I had, and if the division was
not made quite as well as the bees could have made it, every-
thing has seemed to go exactly right with the new colony thus
far. With the old colony, too, all was well until—but that
belongs to another chapter.

Perhaps someone as inexoerienced as myself may bo in-
terested to know that from first to last the bees were on their
very best behaviour, nobody was stang.
We found a nucleus from the other hive the same afternoon

;

for interesting, exciting, and on the whole satisfactory as this
experience had been to me, I felt no desire to repeat the same
with another swarm, and in conclusion would say that I do not
venture to take the responsibility of advising any lady bee-
keeper to take the course ^of action above described.

—

(Corre-
spondent, American Bee Journal.)

ROBBER BEES.
I SH.u,L be glad if you can inform me of any remedy to pre-

vent robbers from entering my hives. I fed my bees Last
Saturday afternoon from the outside (not a good plan, as I have
found out), and I think there must have been a stranger helping
itself too, for a short time after they had taken it all in I saw
them pulling one or two about on the floor-board, but I thought
no more about it. On going to look at the bees the next moru-
iug I was surprised to find a great number outside guarding, and
over a hundred that they had killed on the floor, and a few
robbers trying to dart in through them. They have been try-
iug to get in ever since. I have picked up the dead bees, and
counted about 280. The robbers come from a person's apiary
about a quarter of a mile off. I saw in last week's Journal about
stocks dying in August of starvation, and I think his bees must
be starving from the way they try to get in ; they keep my bees
from working, besides killing the others. I have made the
holes smaller. Can anything else be done? What is the
average weight to be allowed for a swarm with combs and stored
pollen ? To what age does a queen bee generally live ?—P.
R.VINFORD.

[You have done right by contracting the entrances of your
hives ; but if the robbers still force their way in, you must
make the holes so small that only one bee can get through at a
time. If this do not prevent the attack of the assailants you
had better remove your hives within doors for a few days,
giving the bees plenty of ventilation, putting them back again
on their old stands. Do not feed them while iu confinement.
It is very bad practice to feed in front of the hive, particularly
at this season of the year. Are you sure that your own hives
are strong in population? It is not always that starving bees
are the worse robbers, but the strongest and best-provisioned
colonies very often make war on their weaker neighbours. A
stock should weigh from 15 lbs. to 20 lbs., exclusive of the hive,
to make it safe for the winter, though it will sometimes do well
with less. Queens may live four years, but probably three years
is about the average duration of their lives.

—

Eds.]

METRoroLiT.vN Eabbit ASSOCIATION.—There is to be a grand
show at the Montpellier on Monday, September 22ud, 1H7.3,

where all the metropolitan Rabbit societies have combined to

show their best Rabbits against each other for a silver cup of the
value of five guineas, besides several other money prizes. It is

expected to be one of the best shows ever exhibited in London.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Wings Irregular {A, B.).—Many people auffei- in the way you do. There

is a twisted flight that is incm-able, but wo do uoL imagine yours to be one.
We have several Brahma cock chickens, larjje well-grown birds, and after a
run or any other exertion they di-op their flights, hut they always get them
up again. The incurable casd we mention above is hereditary. That of
which you complain is often the result of weakness.

Brahmas with Swollen Feet (H.).—Have the rongh stones raked off
the grouud. The feet of fast-grown cocks are veij tender, and their bodies
are heavy. If you cannot rake the stones off choose some more favourable
spot, and shut the cocks up by themselves. Anything is better than getting
them bumble- footed, which is sure to happen.

Inflcencb of Parents on Comb and Leo CoLOun {J. O. L.).—When
two birds of different breeds are mated together, some of the produce
generally present a mixture of both, while others are to all appearance pure
specimens of the breeds to which their parents belong. You will, however,
be al>te to choose chickens possessing the points you wish to perpetuate, and
by mating them again to pure birds, you will probably succeed in breeding
that which you want.

Bantam Wateuv-eyed {J. W.).—Vfe hardly know what yon mean by a
watery eye. If there is any swelling with it, it is a co'd, and should be seen
to. "The best plan is to wash it with Wnegar and water, and to give a stimu-
lant—some bread and strong ale, adding thereto a couple of pills of camphor,
each the size of a garden pea. If it be only a watery eye we should still use
\'inegar and water.

Exhibitino Silver-grey Borkinos (IK. J).).—A class for "Coloured
Dorkings" comprises Silver-Greys, Cuckoos, and all but White. "Any other
variety " should mean White. \Vhoro there is a class for Silver-Grey, the
prize list generally states " Coloured Dorkings other than Silver-Greys." Aa
a rule, the Silver-Greys are not bo heavy as the others, and the Whites may
stand a good chance against them. Nino pounds is a good weigh . for a
White Dorking cock, and 7 lbs. for a hen.

CnicKENS not Featueri-so (.1 Siihacrihcr).—Your feeding is not good
enough. If you have no grass run you must got some sods of growing grass,
like a lark's turf, only much larger ; you must give them daily. Feed them
on ground oats or barloymoal mixed with milk, some hard-boiled egg chopped
fine, and bread crumbs soaked in milk. Leave off Indian com, sharps, aud
rice.
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Cockerels and Chickens Failing (J. S.).—Boiled potatoes are bad food,

and have a tendency to cauBe disease of the liver. We advise you to give
them some stimulant in the shape of bread and alo, aud to feed on ground
oats if you can get them ; if not, on barleymeal night and morning, with some
whole com in the middle of the day. From all faUin^' ill at the same time, we
should expect they picked-up something that disagreed with them. II you
have reason to think we are right, give each bird a table-spoonful of castor

oU. Bice is bad food, aud hae a tendency to cause very low condition, and,
consequently, vermin. Alter your dietary. Give them some bread and milk
in the morning, afterwards some chopped egg, also coarse cooked meat and
pieces of fat cut small. Let the ripa be in a dry place, wrll open to the sun,
and let the chickens have dust in which to dust themselves. The younger
chickens if fed in the same way, are suffoi-ing from the same disorder. Give
them strong camphor water to drink, and in bad cases give a pill of it to each
chicken. "We neverhave gapes, and if there ia the slightest symptom of them,
we have recourse to camphor, and have never known it fail.

Fowls fob Eggs and Chickens {Box).—We believe the Shanghaes will

answer your purpose very well, but we prefer Brahmas. They are not better

layers than the Shanghaes, but they are better table fowls. Both aro very
hardy.

Brahma-Weak-legged {A Subscriber, Wexford Hoksc).—Feed your fowls

well, give them ground oats twice per day, any rough cooked meat you may
have chopped-up small. If you have no ground oats give them barleymeal.
They have somewhat outgrown their strength. Keep them in a dry place lest

they should get cramped.

Fowls for a Thsee-acee Grass Run (^mo/cur)-—Where fowls are kept
on a comparatively small space, we always advise one breed. This saves
much labour and painstaking, the fowls do better, and the produce is more
valuable if at any time the stock is to be sold. Paradoxical as it may appear,
fifty fowls will do t,alf as well again if they have free i-un over three acres, as
they would if they were divided into two twenty-fives, and confined to an
acre and a hall each. "We do not think you can do better than keep Brahmas.
They are veiy haidy, they are not largo caters, they ore good layers, sitters,

and mothers. To produce eggs profitably you must have them in the time of

Bcarcity—that is, the winter. At that season few if any hens lay, but pullets

do. Just as it has been eaid all that is not militaiy is civil, so some people
say all that are not cocks ai*e pullets, only as distinctions of sex. Laying
belongs to a cexiaiu age. As soon as the x>ullet has attained to hen's estate
she begins to lay, whether it be November or May. Some allowance may be
made for the time of year. Chickens gi-ow faster and attain maturity earlier in

the spring and summer than in winter. Thus it should be no great difficulty

to an'ange for a constant supply. Some breeds lay earlier than others. The
eai'Uest we know aie Brahmas aud Cochins. W^e have known these to begin
at sixteen weeks. It is not desirable, as they always become in consequence
Btunted, and nature appears exhausted before she attains her prime. As a
rule, you may look for eggs from these two breeds between twenty and twenty-
four weeks old. Depemting on these facts, you will easily see that to insure
eggs at the scarce aud therefore valuable time of year, you will have to
arrange accordingly. February pullets lay in August ; March pullets in
September; April pullets in October; May pullets in November, aud so on.
The best food you can give is gi'ound oats, if they are to be had, slaked with
water ; if not, barleymeal. This supphes the morning and evening food.

The mid-day repast should be of whole corn, barley, or maize, varied with
such scraps as may be got together in a house. All stimulants and spiced
food should be avoided. The difference between Light and Dark Brahmas
existB only in colour.

Mrs. F. Cheshire's Chicken Apparatus {Mrs. Hope).—We do not know
where it can be purchased, nor any book in which it is described. Mrs. C.

will, perhaps, send us information.

Insuring Birds (E. K.,jun.).—We know of no insurMice oifice that would
insure either the life or safety of a bird for any sum either small or large.

Cirencester Show.—Mi-. T. A. Dean had an extra second prize for Light
Brahma chickens.

Pigeon Going Light (J. 3f.).—From your description we make no doubt
that youi* Pigeons have the disease termed by the fancy " going light," in

other words, consumption. The best lemedy is cod-liver oil ;
give a teaspoon-

ful every night. There is a way of administering it which will not soil the
feathers, that is by passing down the thi-oat cod-liver-oil capsules. Dip
them in water for a minute, and then they will go down the easier. Give
them as you would cram a young Pouter with beans. Give one night and
morning. You can buy them of most chemists cheaply. You can also give
your bu-ds bread crumbs, and milk to drink. Others give bread soaked in

ale, but we beheve the best thing is the cod-liver oil.

TuRBiTs' CRow^'s {Tt. E. H.).—" Shell-crowned and peak-crowned in
Turbits." In the former case the tuft of feathers at the back of the head is

in the form of a shell—that is, hollow on the side netu-est the head, and
larger than the peak crown. The shell-crown, con-ect in Nuns, is not proper
in Turbits. The peak-crown is formed by the feathers rising from the back
of the head in a horizontal line with the eye and beak, which terminate in
a prettily-pointed curvature a little above the head.

English and Foreign Owls (W^-m).—The former were, until late years,
the only Pigeons known as Owls. They are birds of fair size, in colour blue
or silver, the blue peculiarly beautiful, aud called " Powdered Blue." The
Foreign or African Owls are much smaller, and of exquisitely delicate appear-
ance, aud though seen of various colours, perhaps the WTaites are the best
and most fairy-like.

CuMULETs (/rfem).—Cumnlet, Volant, or White-eye, a cross-bred bird, pro-
bably between a Tumbler and an Antwerp. They have clear white eyes, and
the few wo have seen exhibited were throughout of a liplit coloui'. We
attach httle value to these birds. A Pigeon with a new name, however, finds
purchasers witli those desuous of a change.

Washing Pigeons (Jf/z-m).—Put a pan of water iu the sun and they will
wash themselves, and be clean if the loft is perfectly clean. You may take a
sponge and waeh tho larger feathers lightly with soap and water if they
need it.

Bottle-feeding {F. C. H.).—We cannot tell what was wrong in your
manipulation. No muslin come to hand. Was yonr bottle perfectly uprif,'ht

wheu inverted on the zinc over the hive ? We have often proved that with
the use of coarse net and zinc, pure water will not lose a single drop after the
bottle is once inverted. Of course some runs out in the act of inverting.
The interposition of perforated zinc alone, without any muslin, is sufficient

to prevent the fluid from running out. Some bee-keepers advocate bottle-
feeding in this way : A piece of glass is laid over the mouth of the bottle,
and withdrawn when the latter is in position on the perforated zinc; no
liquid will drip through. To prove the truth of this assertion we have juet
tried tho plan with a bottle of water, and not n sinslo di-op fell after the
withdrawal of the glass. Your pickle-bottles should have straight necks,
with rims but little projecting. We cannot fell the weight of your bos. If
wasps still enter joui- hive we fear the population must bo weak.

Dairy Farming {Orck^rdist).—By sowing Italian Rye Grass now you wil^
obtain a supply of fodder next April. An attempt to maintain two dairy cows
upon the produce of an acre of land will, we think, result in failure. From
our own experience we conclude that two acres of land highly cultivated ai-e
requisite to provide one cow with sutlicient food to enable it to yield a full
supply of milk, from the cream of which 12 lbs, of butter may be made weekly

;

and the yield of an underfed cow will proportionably fail both in richness and
quantity. In Cheshire, where the cows generally may be said to bo stall-fed
in winter, about three acres of grass land are considered necessary to provide
summer pasturage and winter fodder for each cow. Tho " Handbook of Daily
Husbandry" (Longmans) contains much valuable information on tho aubject.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,

Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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]ias been applied without typhoid having been transmitted,

affords no conclusive argument upon the question. As we
said before, ' It is no good argument to say that many persons

have used sewage-grown produce without having typhoid fever.

The question is, Can the fever ever be transmitted in this

way ?
' This point seems to us to be worthy of further in-

vestigation."

We agree in so thinking ; but cultivators and consumers
may continue to grow and to eat sewage-manured vegetable

produce with great equanimity, as there is at present no known
instance of such produce having caused disease of any kind.

Many years' experience, on the contrary, shows that such pro-

duce is wholesome, and we have this fresh sustaining evidence.
" The Merthyr Tydfil sewage filtering and sewage irrigation

scheme having now been in operation for nearly three years,

Mr. Thomas Williams, Clerk to the Merthyr Tydfil Local Board
of Health, sends us, at the desu-e of his Board, the following

extract from the periodical report of Mr. Dyke, the medical
ofiicer of health for the district :

—
' Much discussion has re-

cently arisen as to the supposed injurious effects which would
follow upon the use of vegetable food by man and animals
when that food was grown on land watered by sewage. To
you and to the public of this town and neighbourhood it is

well known that now for three summers and two winters large

quantities of vegetables have been grown on land specially

prepared, watered by the strained sewage from this town, and
also that very large supphes of green food for animals have been
obtained therefrom. The use of these vegetables and grasses

for so long a period by men and animals would certainly by
this time have shown some evidences of the evU consequences
assumed to result from the mode of growth. It has been my
duty carefully to watch the mode of culture and to note any
unfavourable signs ; but, so far from being able to discover

any such, I can with confidence point out to you certain facts

which show that the assumed pernieiousness of the use of

vegetables so grown is without any basis of truth. First,

mUk forms the chief food of children. The supply of this

liquid nourishment was, until lately, very scanty in Merthyr,
but it has been remarked that the supply was more abundant
during the autumn, winter, and spring of 1872-3, and also

that considerable quantities of Italian Rye-grass, Carrots, Man-
golds, (fee, grown on the sewage-watered lands, were used
during those periods as fodder for milch cows. Were any
pernicious effects in the health of children noticed ? Certainly

not ; for, while the mortality of the young under five years old

formerly averaged 48, 50, and 52 out of each hundred deaths,

in the second quarter of 1873 the average was but 39 per cent.

Secondly, diarrhosa would be a form of disease that would very

quickly be set up in human beings by the use of vegetable food
tainted by sewage. The number of Cabbages grown on the
filtration and irrigation areas during the last thirty months
would number many tens of thousands. All have been con-
sumed by the inhabitants of Merthyr and the neighbour-hood.
Has diarrhaia been thereby incited ? On the contrary, last

year the Registrar-General called attention to the fact that
diarrhcea was less prevalent in Merthyr than in any place in

England aud Wales; and, as I have already stated, the fatal

cases from this disease in the second quarter of 1873 were but
two, and those infants at the breast. Tried, then, by these

two tests—the use of fresh fodder grown on sewage-watered
lands by milk-giving animals and of vegetables (similarly grown)
by human beings—the experiences of the population of this

town and neighbourhood demonstrate the perfect salubrity of

the vegetable food so grown.' "

THE PDEPLE BEECH.
The beauty of the Purple Beech in landscape scenes and

ornamental forestry, its fitness for affording variety to the
monotonous green of our woodlands, and for giving effect in

assemblages of trees great or small, are so well known that I

need only hint that the adoption of this and other deciduous
trees with coloured foUage at planting would be a means of

giving a chai-m to our woods they do not at present possess.

What our woods need is colour with a grouping of the subjects
so as to give distinct and varied features. Beautiful as most
of our woodland scenes are, they wotild be vastly improved in

effect by adding in conspicuous places groups of deciduous
trees with coloured leafage.

It is not to the fitness of this tree for producing effect as

a specimen or in a group that I wish at present to direct

attention, but to seek for information on what appears to

militate against the tree's arriving at specimen size. I have
several young trees that may be a dozen years old, eight or
nine years planted, aud from 10 to 15 feet in height. Annu-
ally some of these fail ; some are in exposed positions, and are
blown down, the top broken off at the junction of the stock
and graft ; others die outright, the connection of the stock
with the graft being evidently severed. The stock hves, it is

the scion that dies. The leaves of the scion assume a bright
scarlet colour in August, and are certainly very beautiful ; it

is the last time they will gladden us by their presence. In
autumn the leaves fall never again to be renewed. Upon ex-

amination I find the stock has increased in thickness much
more than the stem of the scion immediately above the junction
of the stock and graft ; it is at the junction that the fault lies,

and this, I think, is due to the stock or conmion Beech having
larger sap-vessels than those of the scion or Purple Beech.
The sap seems to pass into the head freely from the stock in

the early years of growth, as evidenced by the free growth, but
after a few years the growths are considerably weaker, and it

is then that the mischief happens, though it is only likely it

has been gradually going on from the commencement of

growth in the scion. The barks have not united perfectly,

and the wood of the stock is dead opposite that of the graft,

though usually covered with hve bark, or in some cases ex-

hibiting a scar. It is known that the wood of the stock and
graft never unite, and that the barks, though they unite, remain
distinct ; but in this instance the union of the bark does not
appear to have been complete, there being a ring as if a cut had
been made and the bark separated. This is the most common
in the case of heads that are broken oft' by the wind, the bark
of the stock being disposed to grow over and cover tliat of the
scion ; whilst in the dying of the head the bark of the scion just

above the junction becomes dry, the sap taken up by the stock

not entering it, hence its existence is cut off by the inability of

the scion to receive the needful support from the stock. Is

there any remedy for this '? Has anyone practised the budding
of the Purple on the common Beech, and what has been the

result ?—G. Abbey.

HORTICULTUBAL SHOWS IN THE NOETH—
BISHOP AUCKLAND.

Railway travelling during August and September is so

general, that one is not surprised at now and then meeting
a neighbour at a distant station, where the hurry of the mo-
ment allows scarce time for the briefest of greetings. It is only
when one is fairly seated again, and the carriage in motion,
that something like the pleasures of travelling are reahsed

;

and notwithstanding all grumbling and complaints, somehow
railway travelling has its fascination, and in fine weather and
good company time passes speedUy. But railway travelling

is not always accompanied by this kind of social intercourse,

for many experience great difficulty in conversing amidst the

noise of the train, aud a quiet and almost continual look-out

of the window when not going through a cutting or tunnel is

to me a great source of enjoyment. I always endeavoirr, if

possible, to have a peep at what is going on in any district

thi-ough which I travel, even if it happens to be one known
to me.
There are few railway journeys that do not present something

interesting, and most of the lines leading out of London pass

through districts where gardening is carried on for the supply

of the great metropolis ; witness the orchards of Middlesex

and Kent, while large breadths of land are required for vege-

tables in the latter county, as well as Herts aud Beds. Essex
also sends its share, and experienced travellers know where
and when to look out for certain things on their way. The
Lavender fields on the confines of Beds and Herts before the

flowers are cut are of much interest, and so are the fields of

Onions, a bulb which is not everywhere to be found subjected

to field cultirre. I was agreeably surprised lately to notice

the use made of the seeding Onions to assist another crop in

its early growth. Rows of Onions for seed had been formed a

yard or more apart, ridge Cucumbers had been planted be-

tween them, and, from the healthy appearance the latter pre-

sented, it would appear they were doing well.

Railway travelling, especially if the journey is long, also

shows the effects of latitude on crops. Thus, on leaving Lon-
don in August the grass fields are brown and Ijurut-up with

the dry weather, and the corn either ripe or cut; but by degrees

as the train makes its way northwards, after the chalk and
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gravel of the home counties have been passed, the pasture

fields become green, and the corn is unripe, and even in places

quite green, while the bulk of grass shows that moisture has
been more abundant than nearer Loudon. Orchards are also

less frequently met with, and would seem to be confined to

supplying the requirements of the farmhouses which they ad-

join. Occasionally, however, a favoured neighbourhood pre-

sents larger breadths of garden ground ; for instance, the

environs of Grantham in Lincolnshii'e, and considerable tracts

of North Cheshire, are devoted to market gardens and fruit-

growing for the great towns which are near, and even the ex-

tensive plain on which the city of York stands is not without

its market gardens. Farther north, Carlisle and the vale of

the Eden are a land of orchards and gardens. Still more
fruitful, though further removed from market, are the large

fruit plantations of Worcester and Hereford.

Assuming our journey to the north to be by the Great

Northern Une, we find that after passing through the hUly
district of Herts and Beds we encounter very few deep cut-

tings or tunnels until a considerable way beyond the city of

York, all the important towns that are passed, including that

famed city, with its walls entire and noble cathedral, are placed

on tolerably level ground, so that it is only when we reach the

city of Hurham that we find the railway is so far elevated

above the bulk of the houses, that it would appear almost

possible to throw a biscuit into many of the chimneys. The
venerable cathedral and the castle occupying the rugged pro-

montory that is washed by the river Wear stand out in all

their beauty—in fact, I know of no railway station more pleas-

ingly situated than that of Durham, and the traveller by day-
light ought always to avail himself of the opportunity of look-

ing out on a sight that somewhat resembles that from the

Calton Hill, Edinburgh.
Amongst other attractions placed before the miner and weU-

paid artisan of the north, it is pleasing to observe that some are

of a character to enhghten and elevate the mind, and among
them flower shows are much in vogue. Many country vUlages

have their shows, with schedules of prizes equalhng those of

similar institutions in country towns in the south of England.
Into how far the shows in a colliery village fall short of their

more favoured compeers in the districts of sunshine instead of

smoke I will not enter, but in the amount of entrance money
paid by visitors there is a decided superiority, and sometimes
growers from a distance find it to their interest to send sub-

jects ; for however skilful the cultivator may be, there are

many subjects that will not thrive in a cUmate not the most
congenial even for its latitude, and more especiaUy where clouds

of smoke invest everything with a grimy coating.

The show to which I would especiaUy caU attention is now
one of the established institutions of the country, having
existed for many years, and, I beUeve, it has always been a
success; it is that held at Bishop Auckland, which occupies a

sort of central position between the great uon-miniug and
smelting district of the south, and the colUeries and ship-build-

ing yards that lie to the north, while lines of railway running
in every conceivable direction unite it with all the great

centres of industry for which the district is famed.
Bishop Auckland, many of your readers will remember, is the

residence of the Bishop of Durham, and certainly no nobleman
conld have selected a better site than that on which his palace

stands. A noble stone-built residence, in style partly eccle-

siastical and partly castellated, occupies a position in one of the
prettiest parks I kiiow. Leaving the railway station, the visitor

passes through a town that to all appearance owes its origin

to the Bishop's seat, for the portion called the Market Place is

very near the entrance to the park ; in fact, the street would
seem to point to the Gothic-arched gateway, which is itself

not more than a stone's throw from the episcopal palace. After
entering the gate a broad and well-kept carriage-road leads for
some distance in a straight line, then diverges to the left

through the dressed grounds, which are shut-out from the
park by a series of open arches surrounding a rectangle of con-
siderable extent, in the midst of which the mansion is placed.
The whole occupies an elevated tract of tabic land in a park
offering great diversity of surface. Through the opeuiugs of

this enclosure the visitor obtains a view of the well-fiUed flower
beds, which, arranged in a pretty design on grass, occupy a
position on one side of the plateau which surrounds the palace.
The beds seemed to be well filled with bedding plants, which
at the time of my visit were exceedingly gay. As I went on
the beauties of the park soon unfolded themselves, and its

popularity for Jete purposes was easily accounted for. After

passing the palace the ground begins to descend irregularly
with many undulations of surface, while at the bottom one c'f

the principal tributaries of the river Wear meandered beneath
overhanging trees of great luxuriance. The opposite bank rises
precipitously in places—so much so, that at one spot there
is an almost perpendicular rock from 200 to 300 feet high,
with its base washed by the stream. This wooded height is

intersected by walks, with seats and summer-houses at their
sides, and here and there a stream of water fresh and pure
bubbles out of the steep hillside, while the overhanging trees
and the Ferns lend a charm to the whole, and render it a
pleasant retreat for those whose avocations lead them daily
among brick walls and stone pavements.
The managers of the Show had thrown several temporary

bridges across the river (which was not less than from 40 to
.50 feet wide), for the accommodation of the visitors, in addition
to the permanent rustic bridge ; and it was on a piece of level
ground adjoining the stream that the tents for the Show were
pitched, while on a sort of natural terrace at a higher elevation
than the tents, the band-stand was erected, and surrounding it

were seats for the numerous visitors.

Continuing the description of the park, I may say that the
river curves round it for a considerable distance, afterwards
joining the broader expanse of the Wear. The surface of the
ground is well diversified by hill and dale, with trees in abim-
dance. Amongst others I noticed some very fine Sweet Chest-
nuts apparently in the best of health. Beeches equally good,
likewise Elm and Alder, while Oaks were to be seen at every turn-
ing, occasionally grouped with others crowning an eminence,
elsewhere standing alone in all their beauty. Some good
examples of Scotch Fir were judiciously grouped on the steep
by the river, but I was sorry to see one or two specimen of this
and another Fir or two dead, and several Birches in a similar
condition

; I suspect smoke was the cause. It was any-
thing but pleasing to witness there fine trees io such a plight,

and the question naturally arises. Will not the fine Oaks,
Beeches, Ash, and other trees some day be also kUled ? StUl,
as far as the foliage of the present year is concerned, it would
seem as if there was no immediate prospect of such a result.

Let us hope that science will in time devise some means of

preventing the evils which the smoke of factories brings in its

train, and that fine-wooded tracts like the park of the Bishop
of Durham (to which thousands were admitted), may remain as
ornaments to their districts. I was glad to see that the future
requirements of this fine park had not been neglected, for
young trees had been planted in suitable places, and among
them more than one Wellingtonia in convenient positions.

Architectural features had not been neglected ; a rising ground
at some distance from the palace had been crowned by what
might be taken for an ecclesiastical structure—a square of some-
thing like 100 feet to the side, with a castellated centre, and
surrounded by what might be taken for a continuous corridor
on Gothic arches, but this on closer inspection was found to
be only a place to feed the deer.
As regards the Show, the great fault was that too little tent

room had been provided. The principal tent devoted to plants
had a central stage about 14 or 15 feet wide in the centre, with
too little space for the public between that and the side shelves,
which were of course narrow. An improvement over the ar-

rangement of many of the south-country shows was the central
table or stand being only about a foot high, which was ample for
most if not all the specimens exhibited; but it was so crowded
with plants that their foUage hung over at the sides, and they
must have suffered very much when the place was thronged
with visitors. A greater extent of tent room and a rope-guard
a httle way from the plants would have prevented all damage

;

and if the shelves or platform had been covered with green
baize it would have been better, and possibly cheaper, than
planing the boards, as was done at this Show. A very good
plan, however, was adopted in protecting the fruit from injury.

The shelf it was on was lower than is often the case, and made
hke a long continuous trough, the top being covered with wire
netting. This, I presume, was put on after tho Judges had
done their duty, and it was certainly a very wise precaution,
and enabled the visitors to approach close to them, and, in

fact, lean over without doing any harm. The same arrange-
ment was adopted as regards the Dahlias, Asters, and other
low flowers ; but tall spikes of Gladiolus, &c., stood erect, and
I found that IfoUyhocks were also shown in lilce manner. Tho
hand-bouquets, which in ordinary shows form a very attractive

feature, over which the fair sex delights to linger, were here
huddled together—in most cases touching each other. Want
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of space was the sole fault of the whole Exhibition ; and this

I believe to have arisen from some mistake, for there was
no lack of enterprise, no stint of means on the part of the

promoters of the Show, who in their programme intimated

their intention of spending £11.100 in prizes and other expenses,

and I believe, so far as liberality and courtesy to all were con-

cerned, they well fulfilled their duties and promises.

Amongst the plants exhibited were good specimens of Alla-

manda, Dipladeuia, Lapageria, Bougainvilliea, Clerodendron,

Boudeletia, Ixora, and that ever-lovely Amazon Lily, Eucharis
amazonica, with the usual mixture of fine-foliaged plants, as

Alocasias, Marautas, Dracaenas, Monsteradeliciosa, and others.

A remarkably fine pot or pan of Tritonia aurea was conspicu-

ous, besides Heaths and other plants usually seen at such
iihows ; but I did not see the plants of Mrs. Cole & Sons,
from Manchester, which I believe were in previous years

exhibited here. The show of plants was good for the end
of August, but I have seen better Fuchsias at a show of

less pretensions.

I expected more competition in Pine Apples in a neighbour-
hood where glass and coals are so plentiful, for there were but
few; these, however, were good, yet inferior to what I had
seen a day or two before at Lambton Castle, as were also the
Grapes ; but as the fruit from that remarkable place consti-

tuted such an important element in the great Manchester Show,
and as I believe Mr. Hunter, from Lambton, was a judge at

the place, his fruit could not be exhibited. Some fair Grapes
were shown, the black being especially good, while some of

the white ones, as is often the case, were not ripe, and, of

course, fine-looking bunches had to be passed over. Peaches
were very fine, as were also Nectarines and one or two dishes
of Apricots ; but the Plums, Pears, and Apples fell short of

what are often met with in the south of England, and I was
somewhat disappointed with the Melons, which were numerous
enough. Small fruits were exhibited in sufiicient quantity to

meet the requirements of collections. The vegetables were in

most cases all good, excepting the Cucumbers, which were
much too old, but most of the Peas, Lettuces, and the Celery
seemed to be better than we see in the south, where a hot
summer renders their production very uncertain.

Cut flowers, especially Dahlias, very very few, Eoses but
few. Asters good, but 1 did not notice any Carnations. Per-
liaps the most conspicuous flower in the whole Show was the
Gladiolus, of which there were some excellent stands. There
were two large tents devoted to the general exhibitors, and
one to cottagers, but I fear that the exhibitions in the latter

section were not in accordance with the intention of those
giving the prizes, for the productions differed but little in
character from those in the other two tents. Vegetables may
be as well grown by the cottager as by the gentleman's gardener,
and even hardy fruits and ordinary liowers may be quite as
good: but good examples of LUiums, Fuchsias that could not
well ba accommodated in any ordinary window, large, hand-
some, well-flowered, double Geraniums, as well as Coleuses of
several kinds, were amongst their collections, and I saw one
or more plants of well-bloomed Eucharis, which indicated
that tlie means of the exhibitor were much beyond those of
the ordinary cottager.

Before taking leave of the Show, which has now been
established for many years, I need only point out that I believe
its support depends almost solely on that very important
element which backs up so many similar institutions—the
outside public. I am told the shilling admittances are ex-
pected to make up £1000 or more, and on the occasion of a
fair day like that of August 29th, when the Exhibition took
place, and at a time when the working classes have so much
to spend, it is not unlikely it far exceeded that amount, the
admission from eleven to one being 2s. Od., and after that Is.

The attractions of the place, with the best musicians that can
be engaged (I was told they were the same performers that
represented the English in its contest with America some
time ago), brought together such a number of weU-dressed
people as can only be met with on great fiMe days in the
metropolis or other large towns. It was pleasing to note their
general good behaviour, and, what is equally encouraging,
their critical taste for music ; their remarks, too, horticultural
way were often terse and to the purpose, showing that the
ship-builders from Sunderland and the Tyne, the iron-workers
from Cleveland, the seafaring population from Hartlepool
and Tynemouth,and the colliers spread over the southern part
of Northumberland and Durham, have a taste for the arts
which tend to refine humanity. All credit is due to those who,

in getting up an exhibition like that at Bishop Auckland, do
so much to benefit their fellow workers.—J. Eobson.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 2.

LILIDM LONGIFLOEUM WILSON! (Leichtlik).

The portrait of this was taken from the only pot in bloom
at the time that L. longiflorum (see page 170), was photo-
graphed. The plant, not being a strong one, does not do the
Lily justice. The distinguishing features are that the growth

^$^Mms^

Lilium longitlonim "WUsoui.

is stronger, the stem taller, and the tubes much longer than
in the case of L. longiflorum. We have had five blooms to a

stem with tubes 8 inches long to the reflex. In the present

specimen the height was only 3 feet 1 inch, with two flowers

to a stem, and the length of tube only 7J inches. On com-
paring the two photographs, however, the dift'erence of length

and form of the tubes is apparent. Some years ago we had a

pot of this Lily in full bloom, when a great cultivator of

Orchids, and, indeed, of most beautiful plants, paid it a visit.

His first exclamation was, " I would have come twelve miles

to see it
! " It is indeed a beautiful Lily. The only defect we

can see in it, and that not a very serious one, is, that the

petals being of a rather more delicate texture than L. longi-

florum, the flowers do not last quite so long. A first-class certi-

ficate was awarded to a plant from here.

—

George F. Wilson.

PELABGONIUMS AWAEDED FIEST-CLASS
CERTIFICATES

BY THE EOTAJj HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The following list of the Pelargoniums which have received

equivalent to first-class certificates at the Chiswick trials of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society, 1873, with the names of the
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donors, has been forwarded to as for publication by the officials

of the Society:

—

Golden Tricolors.— Beautiful for Ever, Colonel Lloyd
Lindsay, Countess of Enniskilleu, Madonna, Oriental. All these
were from E. G. Henderson & Son.
Silver Tricolors.—Circassian Beauty (J. Hodgson); Fair

Rosamond (E. G. Henderson & Son); Lass o'Gowrie (E. G. Hen-
derson & Son).
Golden-margined.—Golden Brilliantissima (J. Gibson).
White Varieg.ited.—Laura (E. Bland).
Bronze-leaved.—Crown Prince (G. Acton); Emperor of Brazil

(Downie, Laird, & Laing) ; Freelight (Carter& Co); Golden Harry
Hieover (E. G. Henderson & Son); Mrs. Elliott (Downie, Laird,
and Laiug) ; Heine Victoria (E. G. Henderson & Son).

Pink-flowered.—Amaranth (J. E. Pearson) ; Bella (Carter
and Co); Cleopatra (— Barrett); Evans' Seedling (— Evans);
Mrs. Halliburton (E. Bland) ; Welbeck Nosegay ("W. Tillery).

Scarlet Zonals.—Begere (Downie, Laird, & Laing); Don
Giovanni (William Paul); Dr. Livingstone (Carter & Co).

Cerise .\nd Sc.uilet Noseciys.—Chunder Sen (E. G. Hender-
son it Son ; Forest Hill Nosegay (Downie, Laird, & Laing).

It is found that the collection of Pelargoniums grown at

Chiswick requires annual reduction, in order to bring it within

manageable Umits. A large number has been this year struck

out as not being required, the best only in the several colours

and sections being retained. It has been decided to grow the

following again next season, with such additions of novelties

as may be obtained, many of those amongst the variegated
kinds not having been received in time to become faiiiy deve-
loped during the present season.

Golden Tricolors.—Mrs. Pollock, Amy Richards, Louisa
Smith, Mrs. Turner, Macbeth, Florence, Lady Cullum, Plutarch,
Sophia Dumaresque, Queen of Spain, Beautiful Star, Howarth
Ashton, Reindeer, W. E. Gladstone, Sophia Cusack, Lady Shef-
field, Beautiful for Ever, Oriental, Countess of Ashburuham,
Eastern Prince, Bright Eyes, Fair Emily, Sir R. Napier, Countess
of Flanders, Col. Lloyd Lindsay, Angelina, Madonna, Iron Duke,
Peter Grieve, Prince Arthur, Princess Mary, Imperial, Countess
of Enniskillen, Home Influence, Ed. R. Benyon, Leander, Fair
Rosamond, Solferino, Dr. Masters, Perugino, Valentine, Vedette,
Queen of Spain, Miss Goring.
Silver Tricolors.—Bridal Bouquet, The Graphic, Sabella,

ItaUa Unita, Glen Eyre Beauty, Princess Beatrice, Mr. J.

Clutton, Lass o'Gowrie, Simny Smile, Eva Fish, Knight of the
Garter, Prince Silverwings, Circassian Beauty.

Silver-margined. — Little Dandy, Golden Brilliantissima,
Brilliant Superb, Miss Kingsbury, White Lady, Waltham Bride,
Silver Chain, Snowdrop, Queen of Queens, Albion's Cliffs, Flower
of Spring, Laura.
Golden-lea\'ed.— Creed's Seedling, Crystal Palace Gem,

Golden Superb Nosegay, Robert Fish.
Bronze-leaved.—Imperatrice Eugenie, Gilt wi' Gold, Golden

Harry Hieover, Model, Golden Button, Crown Prince, King of

Bronzes, FreeUght, Harold, Eeine Victoria, Black Prince, Bronze
Banner, Rev. C. P. Peach, Black Douglas, Emperor of Brazil,
Cedo Nulli, Beauty of Calderdale, Princess of Wales.
PrsK-PLOwEHED.—Amarauth, Maia, Florence Durand, Blue

Bell, Welbeck Nosegay, Cleopatra, Bella, Christine, Christine
Surpasse, Mrs. Pottle, Evans' Seedling, Pink May Queen, Mrs.
Halliburton, Le Lord Maire, Richard Wallace, Mrs. F. Bumaby.
Mixed Zonals.—Amy Pfitzer, Caulde de la Meurthe, Mrs.

Hole, Sparkler, Magnet, Major Clarke's Princess, Pioneer, Miss
Stnbbs, Lord Belper, Chunder Sen, Master Christine, Madame
Barre, No. 276, Dr. Livingstone, Bonfire, Bolbrooke Pet, Chant
National, Red Dwarf, Shakespeare, Madame Day, L'Homme de
Metz, De Lesseps, Princess, Argus, President Gray, Don Gio-
Tanni, Marquis, Schiller, Rosy Mom, Paul Pry, Wilkie Collins,
Romulus, Hospitalitu Suisse, MdUe. Vendel, Prince Arthur,
No. 163, Richard Dean, Orbiculata, Harry King, No. 1, Patriot,
No. 329.

Scarlet Selfs and Zonals.—Warrior, Punch, Vesuvius,
Landers, Congress, Excellent, Aurora, Tyersal Rival, .lean
Sisley, Emily Moreland, Corsair, Solfatara, No. 202, No. 229.
Cerise and Rc^sb.coloured Zon.u.s.—Lucius, Crystal Palace

Gem, Forester, Serviceable, Princess of Wales, Regalia, lanthe.
Climax.
Fancy Zonals.—Miss Collingwood, Kentish Fire, Kate Creed,

No. 5.

Ivy-leaved.—No. 4, Coccinea, Coccinea fol. var., Peltatum
ete);ans, Ariosta, Duke of Edinburgh, Willsii rosea. Emperor,
L'EKigante, Dolly Varden, Argus.
Cerise and Scarlet Nosegays.—Forest Hill Nosegay, Begere,

Lady Kirkland, Masterpiece, Violet Hill Nosegay, Merrimac,
Amy Hogg, Demosthenes, Lawrence Heywood, Lady Palmerston,
Chilwell Beauty, Madame Mezard, Mercy Grogan, I'lame, Indian
Yellow, Orange Bouquet, Harry Hieover, Mr. Gladstone, Milton,
Arthur Pearson, William Thomson, Colonel Holden, Triomphe
de Stella, Lady Constance Grosvenor, Charles Dickens, Rev. F.

F. Fenn, Rev. John Wooley, Duke of Portland, Mrs. Melton,
Stanstead Rival, Louis VeuiUot, Grand Duke, Wellington, Vesta,
Waltham Seedhng, Soleil, H. M. Stanley, Duke of Devonshire,
Mrs. Vincent, Bayard, Copcord.
Salmon-coloured Varieties in Pots.—Dr. Newham, Emily

Licau, Renown, La Fontaine, Hogarth, Forest Hill Nosegay,
Gloire de Corbeny, President Thiers, Le Prophute, PoUy King,
Eugene Mezard, Queen of Beauties, Belle Esquirmoise, Madame
Van Houtte, Wilhelmine AVeick, Remus, Princess Alice, Hor-
tensia.

White-flowered.—The Bride, White Swan, Miss Collinga-
wood, Virgo Maria, Purity, White Princess, White Clipper.

The authorities at Chiswick would be glad to receive for next
year's trials any meritorious novelties (not included above)

that may be sent to them ; and if forwarded during the autumn
they will be still more acceptable, as they will then be in better

condition for growth next summer.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER SEPTEMBER 11th.
Pbalrenopsis amabilis
Saccolabium Bliiinei majus
Vanda tricolor

Buavis
Cypripedium Yeitchii

eoncolor
Pearcei
barbatum

Dendrobium McCarthire
Oncidium cucullatuia

Phalfenopbia
dasvtile
tigrinum
triqaetrum
incurvum
flexuosum
Kramerii

Polycicnislepida
Kestrepia ante anifera
Calantbe masuca grandiflora

Miltonia spectabilia
Morcliana
virginalia
Clowesii

maji">r

RegneUi
Candida grandiflora

Cattleya cri=pa
Loddicesii
ametbystina
labiata pallida

Lfelia clegaoQ, several vars.
Odontoglossum grande
EpideDdrum ranifenim

prismatocarpum
Barkeria spectabilia
Me&ospiDidiiim sanguinetun
Stanhopea tijjrina

Warrea tricolor
Ai-Tides suaTisaimnm—Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway.

POTATOES AS THEY ARE.—No. 'S.

EoxEURGHSHiBE. — Having been absent from home I was
unable to answer your inquiry in reference to the Potato crop.
I find our Potatoes all lifted and housed in rooms in good con-
dition. Regents, Early Rose, Eed-skinned Flourball, and Pater-
son's Victoria have little or no disease; Early Don, Moua's
Pride, and Milky White are badly diseased ; and Ashleaved,
Gloucestershire Kidney, Fortyfold, White Flourball, Ashtop
Fluke, Prolific, and Smith's Early had a good number bad
amongst them. Up to the present time I have not heard of
much disease in this neighbourhood. Mr. Thom, of Newton
Don, tells me his Potatoes are affected in the straw, but the
tubers are quite sound.
Some people advise planting early kinds early and lifting

early, but, as a rule, our earhest sorts are the most affected. I
believe it good practice to plant wide apart, say G feet or morei
and crop between with othervegetables. I have never seen this
done anywhere, but it has occurred to me that the wider the rows
are asunder the less likely would they be to disease.
My attention has been called to your advising a correspondent

not to soak Acacia seeds in boiling water as it would destroy
their vegetative powers. I know in the case of the Acacia
Riceana it is the only plan of getting the seed to germinate. To
sow this seed in the ordinary way one has sometimes to wait
more than a year before it grows, but soak it in boiling water
from the kettle and the seed germinates in less than a fortnight.
—H. Knight, Floore Garde?is, Echo.
Anglesea.—The Potato crop in this district was looking well

up to the first week in August, the plant being strong and
healthy, and the early kinds of first-rate quality, particularly
Early Dwarf Ashleaf and Myatt's Prolific; the latter a great
favourite here, and a heavy cropper. In the second week of
August the disease made its appearance in the stems about
1 foot from the ground, and has progressed ever since, par-
ticularly in the fields. The loss will be aoout two-thirda.

—

John Gough, The Gardens, Baron Hill, Beaumaris.

WicKLOw.—We are digging the heaviest crop of Potatoes I
have ever seen ; but I am sorry to say they are badly affected
with disease. Dalmahoya and Kemps especially are bad, threa
parts of them we are throwing away in a balf-rotten state.
Paterson's Victoria planted on a piece of ground sloping to a
brook and heavily dressed with old lime and mortar rubbish are
the best we have. I hope the disease is not general in Ireland.
The situation here is very low and damp.

—

Thomas P. Turner,
Gardener to the Earl of Meath, Killruddenj, Ireland.

South Wales.—The following are the results of the Potato
crop in my garden this season :—Myatt's Prolific, large crop but
much diseased; Red-nosed Kidnev and Paterson's Bovinia,
partially diseased; Racehorse, Early Creeper, American Rose,
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Snow's Eed-Bliinned Floiirliall, and Irish Flourball all sound
and a fair return. Two or three Maltese Potatoes I put late in
the ground yielded a large return, and quite free from diBease.

—

G. Eawdon Powee, Eci/vood Lodge, Tenhy.

KOYAIi HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
September 17th.

Theee was but a small display of the subjects iuTited in the
schedule, with the exception of fruit and -vegetables, which were
tolerably well represented. The best twelve double Zinnias
came from Mr. Osman, South Metropolitan District Schools,
Sutton; Mr. Clark, gardener to .J. M. Robertson, Esq., Eoe-
hamptou, being second ; and Mr. Porter, gardener to Mrs. Ben-
ham, Isleworth, third. Stocks were miserable and no prizes
were awarded, whilst for Pentstemons a second prize was given
to Mr. Porter. For Helichrysums the first prize was withheld;
and second and third prizes were awarded to Mr. E. Dean,
Ealing and Bedfont, and Mr. George, Putney Heath.

Prizes were offered for six Begonias ornamental by their
flowers, but there was no competition ; likewise for six Begonias
with ornamental foliage. Of these two collections were shown,
one by Mr. "Walker, gardener to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., Gunners-
bury House, Acton ; the other by Mr. Farrow, gardener to
G. Bathers, Esq., Brigadier Hill House, Enfield. These in-
cluded moderate-sized, well-grown plants of Marshalli, Eex,
Princess Charlotte, and Eicbardsoni. Prizes were awarded in
the order in which the exhibitors are named.
There was for the season a goodly show of miscellaneous col-

lections, and for these several extra jnizes were given. From
Mr. Williams, Victoria Nursery, Upper HoUoway, came a nume-
rous gr-oup of Beaucarneas, Dracainas, Yuccas, Palms, Croton
longifolium, beautifully coloured, and several fine Orchids and
Anasctocbils. An extra prize was awarded. Mr. W. Paul,
Waltham Cross, received a similar award for a collection of pot
Tea-scented Eoses, among which President, Marie Van Houtte,
Souvenir d'Blise Vardon, and Jean Pernet were notably good.
Mr. W. Paul also exhibited four stands of, for this season, very
fine blooms, and a stand of cut spikes of Gladiolus and Pelargo-
nium blooms. From Mr. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park Nursery,
Kiiig's_ Eoad, Chelsea, came excellent specimens of Dracaena
Fraseri, excelsa, stricta, Mooreana, maguifica, metallica, and
omata. These received a cultural commendation from the
Floral Committee. Collections of Zinnia Haageaua, and salmon-
coloured and white Zonal Pelargoniums, were shown from the
Society's garden at Chiswick. These were remarkably weU
bloomed, and many of the plants were far superior to those fre-
quently seen at exhibitions in pots four times the size.

Messrs. Osboru & Sons, Fulham, sent a selection of hardy
deciduous ornamental trees and shrubs, including Ulmus cam-
pestris vimiiialis variegata. with leaves nicely variegated with
white, especially the young ones ; Platanus acerifolia pyra-
midahs, with handsome broad glossy leaves; Tamarix sp., with
Asparagus-like leaves ; Cornus mas variegata, white variegated

;

Cornus sibixica variegata, variegated with white and partially
tinged with red ; Ehus Toxicodendron, the leaves dying-off
orange and scarlet; Quercus pedunculata Concordia, a very
effective golden Oak ; Ulmus montana albo-marginata ; Ehus
glabra; Salix crispa, the leaves singularly contorted; Catalpa
syringiBfolia aurea, with golden foliage; Ulmus campestris
a,urea; Salix caprea pendula, &c., together with Cratajguses
in fruit.

Mr. Prince, Market Street, Oxford, sent specimens of Eoses
on seedling Briar stocks of various ages, showing remarkably
free growth. The advantages which he claims for this stock
are, that the Eoses worked on it last longer than on the ordinary
Briars, and that their flowers are of finer colour and better form
than on the Manetti. One of his plants was Gloire de Dijon
budded in 1S71, but the bud remained dormant, or nearly so,
till July of the present year, since which time it has pushed
9J feet. He also exhibited several boxes of excellent cut blooms
from Eoses worked on his seedling Briar.
Though the prizes offered for fruit were small, an assortment

of good fruit was staged for competition. The best dish of
dessert Apples was sent by Mr. Woodbridge, gardener to the
Duke of Northumberland, Siou Gardens, Isleworth, and con-
sisted of good examples of Kerry Pippin. Mr. Douglas, gar-
dener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., of Loxford Hall, Ilford, was
second with Eeinette Jaune Hative, synonymous with Graven-
stein. Very good examples of Orange and Eibston Pippins
were exhibited, but unripe. Mr. W. Moorman, gardener to the
Misses Christy, Coombe Bank, Kingston-on-Thames, had the
best dish of Pears, highly-coloured Williams' Bon Chretien.
The second best was sent by Mr. Woodbridge.
A collection of twelve sorts of Vegetable Marrows from Mr.

W. G. Pragnell, gardener to G. D. W. Digby Esq., Sherborne
Castle, Dorset, bad a first prize in the class for that vegetable,
Mr. Pragnell also taking the first prize for a fine collection of
Tomatoes; Hathaway's Excelsior, Orangefield, and Defiance

were handsome. A good collection was also sent by Mr. Osman.
The second prize for a collection of Tomatoes was given to Mr.
Eecord, gardener to J. "Wbiatman, Esq., M.P., Vinter's Park,
Maidstone ; he had some very good specimens, Charter Oak
Prize being particularly fine.

Fkuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair.
Mr. W. Cole sent a basket of fruit, and received a cultural com-
mendation for the Williams's Bon Chretien Pears exhibited in
it. Mr. Moorman, gardener to the Misses Christy, Kingston-on-
Thames, sent a dish of Peaches named Pine Apple. Mr. Douglas
also sent a dish of Lord Palmerston Peach from a pot tree in an
orchard bouse. Mr. Dancer, of Little Sutton, Chiswick, sent a>

collection of Pears, Apples, and Plums, for which he received
a vote of thanks. Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway, sent a seed-
ling Apple called Williams's Eclipse, but which was passed as
of no particular merit. Mr. Sadler, gardener to E. H. Wyatt,
Esq., Wandsworth Lodge, Tooting, sent a seedling Melon which
proved to be of no merit. The same opinion was expressed of
one sent by Mr. Walker, of Oulton Hall, Leeds ; but Mr. Gilbert,
of Eurghley Gardens, Stamford, sent a Melon of very good
flavour indeed, and one came from Mr. Westcott, of Eaby Castle,
but of no merit.
Mr. Sadler sent a dish of Emperor Alexander Apples; and

Mr. Gardiner, of Lower Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon,
clusters of the Fairy Apple.
G. F. Wilson, Esq., of Weybridge Heath, sent some good

examples of Mr. Standish's Early Ascot Frontignan, which was
ripened in an orchard house, and which the Committee con-
sidered very good indeed.
From the Society's garden at Chiswick came some splendid

bunches of Madresfield Court Grape, as well as a bunch oS
Muscat Champion, which the Committee considered to be a,

Grape that ought to be more grown. Mr. Westland, of Witley
Court Gardens, sent a seedling kitchen Apple of very fine ap-
pearance, which, after being cooked, was not considered equal
to many other Apples now in season. fife'*!
Mr. Fenn, of Woodstock, Oxon, sent a collection of twelve

sorts of Potatoes, which were awarded a cultural commendation.
Mr. R. Dean, nurseryman, Ealing, Middlesex, sent a large dish
of Hathaway's Excelsior Tomato, which was very fine. Phis
Tomato is growing on trial at Chiswick, and has received a first-
class certificate.

Floral Committee.—W. B. EeUock, Esq., in the chair.
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, sent a charming collection of
hardy Heaths in baskets, comprising Erica viilgaris variegata,
with purple flowers ; vulgaris flore-pleno, very showy ; vulgaris
rigida, tenuifolia alba, vagans alba, and vulgaris Alportii, a very
fine rich-coloured variety. Together with these were baskets
of Menziesia polifolia alba erecta, and Pernettya mucrouata in
berry, as also fine plants of Celosia Huttoni lifted from the open
ground. From the same firm came also Nepenthes Chelsoni,
a very fine Pitcher-plant, a hybrid between N. Hookeri and
N. Dominiana. This received a first-class certificate, as did also
Nephrolepis davallioides furcata. Elumenbachia coronata with
orange flowers, lifted from the open ground, was again shown.
A first-class certificate was awarded for AbutUon Sellowiauum
marmoratum, with large leaves marbled with white and green,,
and whilst young with yellow and green. A first-class certificate
was also awarded for Aotinopteris radiata, with elegant fan-
like fi-onds. Maranta hieroglyphica was also shown by Messrs.
Veitch.
From Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea, came Phyllauthus nivosus, with

the leaves in the upper part of the shoots white with some
blotches of green. This received a first-class certificate, as also
did Odontoglossum Eoezlii, with a large flower with a white hp
yellow at the base, white sepals and petals, the two upper
lateral ones stained with purple at the base. Among other
plants shown by Mr. Bull were scarlet-flowered Begonias gran-
diflora and conspicua, having large finely-coloured flowers j
Dracnena Shepherdii, a noble plant; and Pourretia brevifoha in
flower.

New Dahlias were again freely exhibited, Mr. Turner, of
Slough, and Mr. Keynes, of Salisbuiy, staging grand collec-
tions. An extra prize was awarded to the former. Mr. Keynes
had first-class certificates for Mrs. Livingstone, purplish rose j
Letty Coles ; Mrs. Staneombe, cauary, faintly tipped with pxrrple;
and Parrot Keynes, a very showy fancy, yellow and crimson
scarlet. White Queen, white, with sulphur tinge, sent by Mr.
Wheeler, of Warminster, had a first-class certificate. Mr.
Turner, of Slough, had a like award for Emma, a very pleasing
shade of rose. Mr. Turner also exhibited a beautiful collection
of Pompon Dahlias.

Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot, sent Cupressus nutkatensis
variegata alba tinged with white throughout, and Biota elegant-
issima, a beautiful golden Arbor-Vitie. Mr. J. C. Crussell,
Fairy Croft Nursery, Saffron Waldeu, exhibited excellent
French Marigolds, some of them quite like a ball, and orange
and lemon African Marigolds, e-^-idently a very fine strain. Mr.
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Dean, of EaJinf;, sent a basket of double dwarf Marigolds of

varieties, of which Eanuncaliflora, Aurea floribunda, and Aurau-
tiaca floribvmda were the most notable.

DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
{From a Correspondent .)

The enterprising horticultural Society of this large and
flourishing town had a most successful Exhibition on the

4th, 5th, and 6th iust., in the Drill Hall and square in front.

It was opened on the 4th inst. by James Yeaman, Esq., the

newly-elected M.P., President, who delivered an appropriate
address. With the exception of the show in the Baxter Park
when the British Association met iu Dundee, the Society has
had no exhibition equal to that just past. The fulfilled entries

were 1678, being for plants, 241 (pots, 811 in number) ; cut

flowers, 429 ; fruit, 300 ; vegetables, 708. The amount of prize

money was i'280. The visitors. Including members and friends

<the chief support of the Society), numbered 13,106, and the
amount paid by the general public for admission was £217 7s.

The pot plants were a splendid sight, aud showed that the
wealthy merchants of Jutopolis are not devoted to jute alone.

The first prize for nine stove or greenhouse plants was the
challenge cup presented by Joseph G-rimmond, Esq., Corbett
Castle, and fa in money ; this was fairly won by Mr. B. M.
McMillan, Mr. Grimmond's own gardener. The local nursery-
men—viz., Messrs. W. P. Laird & Siucl.air, and Messrs. John
Stewart i Son, vied with each other in carrying off prizes in the
different departments, greatly to the advantage of the Show.
Messrs. Robertson & Galloway, Glasgow, took the first prize for

the best twenty-four Gladioli. The first prize for the best
eighteen Dahlias went to Mr. John McPherson, Polmuir Gar-
dens, Aberdeen. The Alpines were numerous, aud included
many rare and fine specimens ; the first prize for the best
thirty was won by Mr. A. Pattison, Baxter Park.
The cat flowers, as a whole, were very good, but unmistakeably

affected by recent cold and rainy weather. The table-decora-
tions, hand, table, and button-hole bouquets were very numer-
ous and gorgeous, not a few of them tastefully put up. There
were also some good floral devices.
The fruit was excellent. Mr. George Reid, gardener to Bailie

Moncur, won the first prizes for the best four bunches of

Grapes, best black bunch, best bunch of Lady Downe's, and
beat bunch for bloom. The first prize for the heaviest bunch
was gained by Mr. George Gillespie, gardener to James Paterson,
Esq., Binnettles, who also received the first prize for two Pine
Apples.
There was an abundance of vegetables of every kind, all in

good condition. The little hamlet or clachan of Balledgarno,
in the Carse of Gowrie, entered in all the departments, and
carried away no less than twenty-seven prizes.

There were two tables, 10 feet by 6, laid out as specimens of

dessert decoration, everything complete for a banquet. The
first prize, £.5, was awarded to Mr. David Goss, gardener to

Col. Macdonald, St. Martin's Abbey, Perthshire. The second
prize, .t'3, went to Mr. Mackie, landscape gardener, late gardener
to the Earl of Camperdown. The merits of both were warmly
discussed, and the general opinion appeared to be pretty equally
divided.

REPORT ON THE BRISBANE BOTANIC GARDEN.
We are truly pleased to find from Mr. Walter Hill's official

statement that this colonial garden continues its useful and
prosperous course under his good management. We have only
apace to spare for the foUowing extract :

—

" The fibre-producing plants have commanded special atten-

tion on account of the great and increasing demand that has
arisen in the mother country for materials for the manufacture
•of paper and textile fabrics. For some years past we have had
the following plants in cultivation in the Garden :—Crotalaria

jnncea (Bengal Hemp), Cannabis sativa (Indian Hemp),
Linnm usitatiasimum (Flax), Corchorua capsularis (Jute),

Urtica nivea (China Grass), Hibiscus cannabinus (Sunue),
Hibiscus sorbifolia (Rosella Hemp), Musa teitilis (Manilla
Hemp), Sida retnsa (Queensland Hemp), &c.

" Samples of the material manufactured from these plants
lave been exhibited at several of the agricultural and horti-

cultural shows in Queensland, at the Intercolonial Exhibition
in New South Wales, and at the International Exposition held
in London in 1802. Upon the last-named occasion the fibre

of the Sida retusa commanded great attention. The sum of

£''i'> per ton was offered for it in large quantities, according to

Bample, and it was anticipated that an increased demand
woald raise the price to £00 per ton. So many inquiries were
made of me on the snbject that, at my private ezpeuso, I im-
ported two machines from England, at a cost of £100, which
I was led to believe would answer the purpose of dressing the

fibre so as to render it saleable ; unfortunately they turned out
to be quite unsuitable for that object. A sample of Sida retusa
was also shown at the Loudon International Exhibition last
year, aud siace then I ha^ve been inundated with letters on the
subject, to very few of which I have been able to reply, owing
to my time being otherwise employed, aud the absence of
clerical assistance. Such questions have been put as the
foUowiug :—If a Company were formed, would they be able to
find five thousand acres of laud suitable for the cultivation of
this special product, aud where would it be situated ? What
would be the produce per acre were the land properly culti-

vated ? Do you know of anyone who understands the cultiva-
tion of fibre-producing plants, &c. ? It is to be regretted that
the great demand for the fibre of a plant which grows as a
weed iu Queensland, and is becoming a pest to the farmers,
cannot be better supplied.

"Late advices inform me that small lots of the Sida are
saleable at only from £14 to £17 per ton ; but a steady and
roUable supply would no doubt have the effect of raising its

value, especially as it appears to be wanted to meet the re-
quirements of the English manufacturers.

" The past year there have been distributed to 480 applicant^,
60,000 cuttings of twenty varieties of Sugar-cane, 2000 plants
and 4500 cuttings of three species of Mulberry—viz.. Moras
alba, M. multicaulis, and M. latifoUa, C400 Coffee plants,
2000 Tea plants, 10,000 Chinese Grass-cloth plants, 3000 Ginger
roots, 400 papers of Tobacco seed, 6 lbs. of Indigo seed, 8 lbs. of
Sun Hemp seed, 6 lbs. of Jute seed, besides 9040 of other useful
plants. From the above it will be seen how extremely useful
the establishment has been in dispersing superior trees and
other plants over the country."

A MELON-CUCUMBER.
We received from Mr. A. Spary, gardener, DigsweU House,

Welwyn, the foUowing communication :—" A remarkable freak
of Nature may be seen at the present time in the nurseries of
Mr. John Watson, St. Albans. In a span-roof house occupied
on the south side with Munro's Littlo Heath Melon, and on
the north with Cucumbers, is a Cucumber plant on the Melon
side bearing both Cucumbers and a Melon. The Melon is

about the size of a goose egg, aud slightly elongated in form ;

and although there is a small crack in it, caused, I think, from
overwatering, Mr. Watson thinks that it will ripen and pro-
duce seed. Was this compound fruit caused by the action of
the Melon poUen on the Cucumber blossom ? or was it wrought
previously in the parent of the Cucumber plant '? Mr. Watson
is of the former opinion, as he has not grown Melons for a
very long period. Have any of your readers met with a similar
instance?"
We requested Mr. W. G. Smith, the botanist and draughts-

man, to examine the " Melon-Cucumber," and the following
is the result :

—

Acting upon your request to visit Mr. Watson's nurseries at

St. Albans, and make a drawing and notes of his Melon growing
upon a Cucumber plant, I went there, and now send the re-

sults.

Until the present season Mr. Watson had not grown Melons
for thirty years, and the Melon-Cucumber fruit here illustrated

grows upon a Cucumber plant on the north side of a span-roof
Cucumber house, in which house on the south side are planted
a few fine Munro's Little Heath Melon plants. The pollen

of a male flower of a Melon was probably transferred to the
female flower of a Cucumber by some insect, and so the curious
hybrid has arisen.

The Melon-Cucumber is 4,J inches long and 8J inches round.
It seems externally to be exactly intermediate between its two
parents ; its general form is that of the Melon ; its skin is

yellowish green, and furnished towards the fruit-stalk with a
few Cucumber hairs, the fruit-stalk itself and the base of the

fruit is that of the Melon. Mr. Watson believes the fruit wUI
properly ripen and pioduee seed, but wliat the nature of tho
interior of the fruit may be time can only show. On the axil

of the stem which produces this cross-bred is a Cucumber leaf

of extraordinary size measuring no less than 1 foot 2 inches

across, and exactly 18 inches from the cross-bred grows a very
fine Cucumber as shown. My first feelings of surprise are

somewhat lessened when I remember how very prone somo
species of Cucurbitaceoo are to produce very diverse vai'ieties

amongst themselves, as the Melon with its white, yellow, or

red flesh, and its smooth or tuberculated bark, and the nu-
merous varieties thrown off from the Cucumber. Tho two
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plants, moreover, come tinder the same genus, the Melon being
Cucumis Melo, whilst the Cucumber is C. sativus. Had they
not been thus nearly related, and belonged to different genera,

the hybrid would have gone to prove a very close affinity

between the two parents. I conceive that the cross-breds
between different genera of Orchidaceas produced in Messrs.
Veitoh's establishment by Mr. Dominy, show the extremely
close affinity of the different genera experimented upon. A few

words as to the parents will bo of interest. Both the Melon
and Cucumber plants are in the highest state of robust health.

The Melon is Muuro'a Little Heath Melon, with red flesh.

The plants are heavily cropped with magnificent fruit, many

specimens weighing from 7 lbs. to 8 lbs. The Cucumber is

Watson's Antagonist, which is a healthy new seedling with
fruits of great size and fine form. Characteristic specimens that
I measure .1 were 26 inches long and 9 inches round. Mr. Watson
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asETired me that its qnalities for the table are first-elass, and
as he intends selling seeds of it next season, its worth will

soon be tested bv the horticultural world.—W. G. Smith.

PLAS NEWTDD.
Besidekci: of the Dowager Lady WiLLOtraHBy de Broke,

Anglesea.
No. 1.

In the time of the Druids, two miles from where now is the

Llanfair station of the Chester and Holyhead Railway, in the

Isle of Anglesea. stood Llwyn Moel (the Grove on the Hill),

the dwelling-place of Gwenllian, celebrated in the Welsh
annals. On the site of that a more modern mansion was
greeted, and was the seat of Sir Nicholas Bayley, but that was
pulled down when the estate passed into the possession of his

relative, the first Marquis of Anglesey, who erected the present

noble mansion. Since his death it has had other tenants, and
Thomas Assheton Smith, Esq., was the one who occupied it

immediately before Lady WiUoughby de Broke. Mr. Potter,

dently a square Roman stronghold, and there are the remains
of a Roman road leading to it. Close by are, or were, the re-

mains of the Trer Dryw (Druid's House), supposed to be the
Arch-Drnid"s residence, and near it his Bryn Gwyu (the

Blessed Hill), on which is a circular hollow ISO feet in diameter,
and surrounded by a bank of stones. Mr. Rowlands con-
sidered it " the grand consistory of the Druidical administra-
tion."

In addition we might particularise numerous other crom-
lechs and circles of stones, but we have enumerated enough to

establish the ancient sacred character of the vicinity, and we
felt more readily we were on Druidic ground from the noble
trees around, jlr. Wright, the head gardener, told us that

until not long since the oldest Oak on the estate was standing
near the largest cromlech represented in our engraving ; and
as those still standing and in fuU vigour must be of four

centuries' growth, that ancient of these ancients must have
lived from years nearly midway between the present and
Druidic times. We measured the trunk of one Oak and
found it more than 19 feet in circumference at i feet from the

CROMLECH, I'LAS NEWYDD.

of Lichfield, was the architect, and the entire mansion and
outbuildings are constructed of the grey marble from the
Moelfra (juarries near Redwharf Bay, on the north-west coast
of the island.

Without room for doubt this must be recognised as a chief

rendezvous of the Druids ; the cromlechs, tumuU, traditions,

and history hero bear concurrent testimony. .Just to the
eonth of Plas Newydd, we learn from Tacitus, that Agricola
crossed from the Caernarvon shore, defeated the Druid-incited
liritons, cut down the sacred groves, and extirpated the cruel

snrerstitiona. The place of the battle is still known as Bryn
Beddau (the Hill of Graves). Not far away is a carnedd (a

tnmalus, or heap of stones), overgrown with grass, but opened
on one side some years since, and the opening remains. It

leads to a low chamber, in which human bones were found,
the remains, as some antiquaries beheve, of victims confined
there ready for sacrifice on the neighbouring cromlech. When
we saw it sheep had sought shelter in it, and as they scampered
out were suggestive of an escape of the victims.

Then, there is Caer clawd (the Moated Intrenchment), evi-

surface, and a neighbouring Ash is 16J feet in circumference,
and straight as a javelin for 50 feet, where it separates into
branches.

The lodge-entrance of Plas Newydd is about two miles from
the Llanfair station of the Holyhead Railway, and passing
through the gate you at once enter a wood, through which the
road winds, that forcibly reminded us of the forest of Soigncs
between Brussels and the field of Waterloo. The trees are

large and lofty, and the bare white trunks of the Birch, and
of the still larger Elms, all without order, and the soil beneath
uncultivated, and productive only of Mosses, Ferns, and wild
flowers—form a fitting preface to the place of the Druids. The
road passes by various groups of noble trees for a full mile
before the house is reached.

GAEDENING AT CHELTENHAM.
You have been lately giving in the papers on " Gardening

in the West " glowing accounts of some of those palatial resi-

dences, such as Bowood, Tortworth, &c., which are among the
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glories of our land, although in the eyes of demagogues the
abodes of tyrauuical oppressors and hardhearted despots. Be
it mine to add a httle mite to these notes on Gardening in the
West, by telling what I saw in a more humble way during a
hurried visit to Cheltenham, so dear to valetudinarians ; and
in so doing I will just take a representative of each of the two
classes of horticulturists, amateurs and nurserymen—men who
have made their mark. When I mention the name of Mr.
Cypher I mention one who is well known to the liabitm'.s of

our exhibitions as among the most successful and tasteful of

our exhibitors of table decorations, and also of fine stove and
greenhouse plants ; while it was only the other day that a first-

class certificate was awai'ded to a yellow Carnation, King of

Tellows, which came from the garden of Dr. Abercrombie, the
amateur of whose garden I now wish to say a few words. It

is not often that we see a square as private property, but this is

the case with Suffolk Square, Cheltenham. Xhe owner built
his own large house and kept the square for himself, each
house having a stipulation in the lease to that effect. The
owner has left or passed away, but the garden remains as before
in the possession of the tenant of his house. Formerly it was
held by Capt. Lambert, who is well known as an enthusiastic
grower of Roses, and is now tenanted, as I have said, by Dr.
Abercrombie, an eminent physician, who delights in his garden
as a means of recreation and of Ughtening the cares of a labori-
ous profession.

The square is laid out with a central lawn of grass, in which,
however, are some very fine fruit trees—Apples laden with a
fine crop, Mulberries equally rich, and Pears. All round there
runs a wide border ; and in the first of these, 90 yards long, is

arranged a very effective ribbon border, with ten rows of plants
in it. It was at the period of my visit a little past its best,
but still very handsome ; the great trouble being to get plants
that would agree as to size and period of blooming, whites
especially being a desideratum. Will any of the readers of the
Journal say what would be the best white for, say, the fourth
row in such a border ? Geraniums such as Madame Vaucher,
&C., wiU not do. Would Centaurea candidissima not be a
good plant for that purpose ? Along another border was a fine
quantity of seedling Carnations and Picotees ; amongst them
large quantities of the King of Yellows, also another called
Maiden's Blush, and a fiery red one called Geant des Batailles.
These are aU selfs, but very effective, deliciously fragrant, and
«xcelleut for cutting for bouquets. But it is noi, to these alone
that Dr. Abercrombie confines his attention. He grows a
good coUectiou of named sorts, and has some promising seed-
lings. Along another border he has some " gem " beds, circles

comprising one sort of flower which form a sort of trial-ground
and nursery from whence stock is obtained for the future.
Amongst other things were some Phlox Drummondi, which my
friend Mr. Banks told me he has largely used this year to
supersede the Verbena. It is to be had in nearly all the'colours
that it includes, and is, moreover, so easily managed, so free
from disease, and lasts so long, that it seems worthy of more
extended cultivation than it obtains. There were also some
good plants of Chrysanthemums in pots which were being
prepared for the winter exhibition. But perhaps the finest
things I saw were some zonal Pelargoniums intended for the
Flower Show. I have seen them this year in many places. I
thought them fine at York and at Leeds, and good at Bath,
but I have not seen anywhere any to equal those I saw here.
One recollects the grand show Pelargoniums exhibited by
BaUey, Turner, and others in former days. Now, these zouals
were on the same model, were as full of bloom, perfectly dwarf,
and the most perfect specimens of zonals—no trusses tied down
or across, but all straight up—I have ever seen. If they are
beaten I would go fifty miles to see the plants that do it. Here
let me say that my acquaintance with Dr. Abercrombie is an-
other instance of the influence of our Journal.

I think I have ere now mentioned that Mr. Cypher is an
instance of the old proverb " Amor omnia vincit." In his in-
stance the object of the amor was that fair, and, I must say,
most affable young lady, Miss Flora. He managed to ingratiate
himself into her good graces, and made the garden he had care
of famous through the gracious manner in which she met his
advances

; and when the opportunity came he brought her
to a home of his own, and there house after house has been
put up for her convenience, and he and she are more devoted
to each other than ever. When I went through Mr. Cypher's
houses, which are mainly used for specimen plants for exhi-
bition, some of the best had been sent off to Manchester;
but there were still some grand plants of Allamanda, Dipla-

denia, Stephanotis, Azaleas, Heuchrysums, &c., all portending
future conflicts and triumph. I saw here what I have failed

to see for many, many years, that curious and fine old plant
Gloriosa superba, which has been shoved out of the way for
newer and less woi'thy things. Mr. Cypher is well known also
for his great taste in decoration, and from what I saw he is in
no little degree helped by his daughter, who was deftly arrang-
ing some bouquets when I went there. I was glad to hear
that his services are largely sought after in Cheltenham for
this purpose ; and everything about the nursery, small though
it is, showed that what he entered into he did thoroughly.

Such are the hurried notes of a hurried visit, but there may
be something in them to those who care to know of the pro-
gress of horticultui-e in all parts of oiu- " tight little island."—D., Deal.

THE AUTUMN KOSE SHOW AT BRIE-COMTE-
ROBERT.

Having been pressed by one of the worthy Editors of The
Journal of Horticulture to accompany him on an expedition
to France, to be present at the autumn Exhibition of the Society
D'Horticulture des Arroudissements de Melun et Fontaiuebleau,
I send an account which I hope may be interesting to many of

the readers of The Journal of Horticulture, as helping some-
what to compare the manner in which French exhibitions of

flowers, &c., are managed, and the manner in which the flowers,

&c., are displayed, as contrasted with others in our country.
Having promised to be present at a soiree at Darlington on
Thursday evening, to inaugurate the presentation of a Gardeners'
Institute and Keading-room to the gardeners in the neighbour-
hood of Darlington, given by Mr. Edward Pease, I had to travel
down by the night mail, and joining Dr. Hogg in Loudon, we
an-ived at Paris at 8.30 on Friday evening, having travelled
exactly five hundred miles in twenty hours, which was not bad
work to start with.
We were off early on Saturday morning, leaving Paris for

Brunoy at nine, taking the omnibus at Erunoy for Brie-Comte-
Robert. Our omnibus was very full, and the first novelty in
Rose-showing, at least a novelty to me, was seeing a veteran
Rose-grower numbering seventy-nine summers, on the top of

the omnibus with his Roses in a large round hamper lying
loosely one on the top of the other. The mystery was, however,
solved when we got to the end of our journey. We passed
through two country villages on the way to Brie-Comte-Robert,
where the Show was held; the first part of our way lying
through an orchard district, and on one side, where a hill sloped
down to a valley and the lay of the ground W'as very favourable,
there were dwarf Vines growing, but the quaUty of the Grapes
not suf&ciently good for making wine. We went along the flat

top of a hill, the church of Brie-Comte-Robert being a con-
spicuous object towering above the town some way off. On
entering into the town the Place de L'Exposition was soon
reached, as it lay on our right-hand side just outside the town.
We were set down at the gate and went in for a short time, but
were soon summoned to a dijei'rner at the Hotel de la Grace de
Dieu, where the Jury were to assemble. After partaking of a
thoroughly French dejciiner, which would be somewhat strange

to an Englishman, as it was to me, we returned to the Show,
which was still not ready for the Jury, alias the Judges, to com-
mence their task. Unfortunately the previous day had been
exceedingly wet, and many of the preparations had to be de-

ferred, as the ground had been visited with a thunder.>torm some-
what similar to the storms which passed over the neighbour-
hood of Birmingham previous to the show there last year.

I will now endeavour to describe the Show itself, and I will

preface it liy saying, that as the district about Brie is one of the

chief in France for Rose-growing, so one of the chief features,

and the most distinctive feature, of the Show were the Roses.
These were not shown in boxes in individual blooms on stages

as in our English shows, but iu masses on sloping banks, and in

beds on the sides of the tent. The central tent was about 100 feet

long and 50 wide, and two side annexes opened out from it, one
for fruit and the other for vegetables. The annexe for fruit

extended some way beyond the central tent, and on the further

side, also beyond the vegetables, were exhibitions of different

horticultural instruments and implements, with iron houses, &c.

In the central space outside the teut, and between these two
annexes, the ground was laid out in walks and beds on grass,

the grass being formed of grass seeds sown on rich light soil

;

and in the beds were arranged different exhibitions of zonal
Pelargoniums both double and single, double Zinnias, Cannas,
Fuchsias, Begonias, Vincas, and other plants. The central tent

was also laid out much in the same way, one side being broken
with rockwork and a jet of water, which flowed into an artificial

stream which passed through the tent and curved into the
grounds beyond, where there were some young gold fish swim-
ming up aud down. This little artificial meandering stream was
crossed here and there by bridges, both outside and inside the
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tent. The sides of the tent as you entered and turned to the
left, and as far as the south end next to the vegetables, were
occupied by banks of Eoses. These were not arranged according
to their concoiirs or classes, but each exhibitor filled a space
according to the classes in which he was going to exhibit, and
the several exhibitions of the same exhiljitorwere placed together.
I do not know whether I make this very plain to understand, but
the classes for Roses were arranged as follows

—

Concours 36. For Eoses, seedlings not yet put into commerce,
and never yet shown at any exhibition.

37. For a collection of more than 2tiO varieties.
38. For a collection of more than 100 varieties.
39. Do. than 50.

40. Do. do. than 25.

41. For a collection of more than 25 varieties of new Eoses
sent out during the last three years.

42. For a collection of more than 25 varieties of Tea Eoses.
Class 43, For collections of the greatest number of Eoses of

tie same variety, not less than 50 flowers of any one variety.
44. For a mixed collection of Eoses without distinction of

variety, arranged for effect, but not less than 200 flowers to be
exhibited.

45. For the best coUection of Eoses in pots.

From this list of classes it will be seen that quantity was what
was aimed at ; and in this they were eminently successful, as
the quantity of Eoses brought together was immense. For
instance, I will try and describe one bank of Eoses shown by
one exhibitor. First came a mass staged for Class :J8, about
180 varieties, in bunches of four to five in a bunch, with many
duplicates of some of the varieties. This occupied a space about
10 feet long, from 5 to 7 feet wide. Then where the bed widened-
out came a collection for Class 43—about CO Paul Neron, 160 Mal-
maison, 450 Gloire de Dijon, and 50 Baroness Eothscbild. Then
came 50 Jules Margottin, 50 Eeine d'Angleterre, and 50 La
Seine. After this followed a collection of new varieties of the
last three years. Then came a division between the exhibitors;
and in the same bank almost was a coUection of 200 varieties,
then a mass of La Eeine, then a collection of 100 varieties ; the
end of the group finishing with three kinds of Eoses, fifty kinds
in each, the whole being edged with about 150 Gloire de Dijon.
About two o'clock the Judges were assembled together at one

end of the grounds and divided into different sections, five in
each—l6t,For stove, greenhouse, and omamental-foliaged plants

;

2nd, for Eoses ; 3rd, for fruits ; 4th, for vegetables ; 5th, indus-
trial department ; 6th, agricultural department.
After choosing a President among the Judges in each section

we had to commence our deliberations. And here I may say
that the awards were not in money, but in objects of art and in
medals, and a certain number of marks or points to be given to
each coUection in each class according to their merit, five points
being considered as the maximum. For the first class. Class 36,
in Eoses, new seedlings, there was only one forthcoming, and
that of no great merit. I forgot to say our Rose Jury consisted
of M. George Schwartz, of Lyon, President ; M. Lacharme, of
Lyons, M. Soupert, of Luxembourg, Mr. Marc, of New York, and
myself. I am glad to say the new seedling was not certificated

;

and if the example of our Jury had been followed with regard
to a few other new Eoses, examples of which I had before my
eyes here, it would have been a good thing. In Class 38 there
were three competitors, one showing the best Eoses, but having
too many of one kind of bloom—Paul Neron, among them ; a
second having staged his badly, but having some of the best
individual blooms ; and a third running equal in point of marks
with the first by better judgment in arrcngement and selection.
And here I must say that the quantity of Eoses had to be eked
out by many of inferior quality, there being onlj' very few
blooms of really great excellence. Among them I noted Dr.
Andry, very fine ; Madame Laffay ; Prince Imperial, nearly the
best bloom of the many thousands shown ; Madame Thi'jrose
Levet, Souvenir de la Eeine d'Angleterre, La Eeine, Abel Grand

;

and among the newer varieties Madame Verard, Ei'*ve d'Or,
Perfection de Montplaisir, Madame Bernard, President Thiers,
Etienne Levet, Eichard Wallace, rather small ; Madame Trifle,
Tea. 'This and other exhibitions this year have confirmed me
in my impression that there are really no very good new seed-
litigs of 1871 or 1872, and that our best seedlings are the English-
raised ones, Annie Laxton and Cheshunt Hybrid. Bessie John-
Bon, as only a sport from Abel Grand, I do not reckon among
the new seedlings, nor do I think it any improvement on Abel
Grand. I also question its permanency.
But to return to the Exhibition I am at present speaking

about. For Class 39, more than a hundred varieties, there
were abont fotir lots entered for competition, and in this one of
the exhibitors was much in advance of the others. The names
of the exhibitors had not been given on to the awards before
we left, so I cannot particularise them. There were no en-
tries for more than twenty-five of a sort, and only one for more
than fifty

; and in Class 41, for twenty-five or more new varie-
ties introduced the last three years, there were only two entries,
of no great merit.

Class 42, for masses of different kinds of Roses, not less than
fifty of a sort, was one of the great features of the Show. In
the centre of the tent, in beds alongside one of the diverging
paths, were two lots, one a mass of liiOPaul Nerou in the centre,
then two rows of Gloire de Dijon 160, and two rows of Souvenir
de la Keine d'Angleterre 150, on the outside. This bed was
massed too close, and wanted foliage. Alongside it was another
bed, a great contrast tfifteen hundred). Rose du Eoi in the centre,
chiefly buds on foliage, then one side a line of La Eeine and
Souvenir de la Heine d'Angleterre, and on the other side a row
of about eighty Madame Boll, chiefly half opened. This bed
was shield-shaped, Madame Boll being on the inner or top side
of the shield, the two other rows outside. Besides these two
beds, there were also other lots for competition, two of which I
have already described; and as it will be seen from what I have
already said, one of the particular features of the Show was the
way in which Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre and La Eeine
were exhibited in masses ; indeed I have never seen La Reine
so fine—not coarse and lumpy, as it so often is in England, but
clean shell-shaped petals, and fresh in colour. Souvenir de
Malmaison was also well shown ; but, then, both Gloire de
Dijon, which was here jShowu by the hundred, and Souvenir de
Malmaison have both got English reputations for autumn
blooming.
But I have not yet described what was the most striking

thing among the Eose beds, and that was a vast bank of Eoses
shown by the Eose-growers of the village of Grisy Luisnes.
The mass was the whole width of the tent

—

i.e., about 50 feet
wide, extended 30 feet up one side, and 12 the other side, vary-
ing in breadth from 4 feet in the least, to 12 feet in the greatest
breadth. This bank, according to notice put up, contained
thirty thousand Eoses in nearly six hundred varieties, and con-
tributed by twenty-two Eose-growers in the district of Grisy
Luisnes, and they also informed the public visiting the Show,
that they had in their district four hundred thousand Eoses,
standards, half-standards, and dwarfs ready to distribute in
November. The effect of this mass of Eoses was very striking.

There was too much pink of the colour of Anna de Diesbach,
but, on the whole, it was very effective, and most probably the
same kind of thing can hardly be seen elsewhere. The Eoses
were all in small bunches, which were thrust into balls of clay
flattened-out at the base, with a hole pierced at the top to

receive the Eoses, the clay being then pressed round the stems.
There was a plentiful distribution of toliage and buds, and no
traces of the clay balls were visible, moss being put between the
interstices.

With this I will conclude my notice of the Eoses, but will add
more another time with regard to other departments of the
Show, both fruit and vegetables, as there were several exhibits
of unusual merit among the fruits, especially Pears and Apples^
and I could not but regret that the Manchester Exhibition had
not been graced by a collection of these French-grown Pears
and Apples, chiefly produced on espaliers and pyramids. There
were also other things with regard to this Show which are well
deserving of notice, and which I will allude to in next week's
Journal.—C. P. Peach.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We nnderstand Messrs. Felton & Sons, of Birmingham,

have been appointed nurserymen and seedsmen to His Eoyal
Highness the Duke of Edinburgh.

Messes. J. B. Bkown & Co., 90, Cannon Street, Lon-
don, were awarded the medal for merit for their galvanised

wire netting at the Vienna Univeesal Exhieition, for " ex-

cellence and perfection in material and workmanship, large

extent of production, and cheapness of produce."

An unsatisfactory controversy was carried on a few years

since as to the meaning of this Scotch popular rhyme :

—

" The pule of the Garioch,
And the Bowmau of Mar,

—

They met on Bennachic

;

The gule wan the war."

The i/ule is a weed (wild Mustard) too well loiown in many
parts of the country, although, perhaps, it is more generally

known by other names. It is also pronounced flwele, and is

derived from the same root as gold, ;iilil, fielt— i.e., from the

root of yellovi, and signifies the yrllnw plant—a name to

which it is well entitled, for it too often covers the green corn-

field with a blaze of gold. Another rhyme of the " north
conntrie " also mentions it, characterising it as one of the pests

of an agricultural country :

—

"The pule, the Gordon, and tho hoodie.craw

Are the three worst eneinicB Moray over saw."

Bowman is an old Scotch word for farmer, from hon, hnll, or

bow, a farm-house (originally of a dairy or pasture farm),

derived, probably from Gael, bo, cows, cattle. This root occurs
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very frequently in place-names in tlie nortli, as in Eastern
and Western Bo, Lingambo, Delnabo, Lochnabo. The word
bowvmn has originated myths in other parts of the country
also, as, for instance, in the case of the Bowman's Road, on
the shoulder of the Knock Hill in Banffshire, a road along
which the myth-making faculty has made the bowmen of a
defeated army retreat.

Mar and the Garioch (pronounced Ciry) are two districts of
Aberdeenshire, separated from each other in part by the hill
range of Bennachie, with its lofty and picturesque pinnacles
of rock.

I would, therefore, interpret the rhyme as follows :—There
was a time when the guU- was prevalent in the Garioch, but
had not yet spread into Mar. The agricultural mind of the
latter district was alive to the fact and the danger, and used
every means to prevent its encroaching. The representative
bowman, armed with full powers, stood, as it were, on Ben-
nachie, on the march of his own territory, to meet and drive
back the insidious attacks of the enemy, but in vain—the gule
won the war.

—

(Notes arid Queries.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Eaeth-cp Broccoli plants as they advance, this greatly pro-
motes their growth ; also earth-up other plants that require it.

Keep a watchful eye for the caterpillars ; as soon as they are
observed have them gathered-off by hand, this being the only
sure means of extirpation. The main spring crop of Cabbage
may now be planted, the small dwarf sorts at 18 inches row from
row, and 15 inches apart in the row ; the larger at 2 feet row
'from row, and 20 inches apart in the row. A double quantity
may be planted in the rows so as to admit of thinning-out every
alternate one in the spring. Prepare ground for Cauliflowers
to be protected with hand-glasses ; the soil should be rich and
if possible under a south wall. Nine plants may be planted
under a good-sized glass, and in the spring five or six of them
may be taken up and planted elsewhere. The first earthing-up
•of Celerij should not take place until the plants have made con-
siderable progress ; by commencing too early they are drawn-up
weakly. The earth should be closed round the stalks with the
liand. The heat of the Cucumber beds containing bearing
plants must not be allowed to decline or they will not continue
productive, whereas by proper attention they will produce fruit
till Chi-istmas. Dung should now be procured and prepared for
beds next month. Tie-up Endive tor blanching when the plants
are quite dry, and lay a tile upon each plant. Another planta-
tion may also be made. If a supply of Dwarf Kidney Beans is
trequired through the winter, a sowing should now be made in
pots half-filled with soil, which allows of the plants being
earthed-up. The beds of Mushrooms recently made must be
spawned immediately the heat has become moderate. When
earthed they should be well beaten down, as solidity is one of
the principal causes of productiveness. When the haulm of
Fotatoes is ripe they must be taken up, as they are likely to grow
again if showery -n'eather occurs, which greatly deteriorates their
flavour. Salading should now be raised under a hand-glass or
dn boxes placed in a forcing house. To keep-up a constant suc-
cession a sowing should be made about three times a-fortnight.

FKUIT GAKDEN.
In paying attention to the fruit at this season do not let the

trees be forgotten, but take every opportunity for hastening the
maturation of the wood. The points of the shoots might now
be shortened, and the large leaves on strong shoots cut through
the middle. The shortening the shoots will cause the buds left
to swell better, and unless the trees receive too much moisture
at the roots there will be no danger of the buds then bursting. In
extreme cases of luxuriance the stronger roots might be pruned
with advantage.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The sowing of annuals to stand the winter must not be de-

layed. A light free soil is the most suitable, but it is not desir-
able to have them in a very sheltered situation. We find them
stand better when the seeds are scattered over the rockwork.
We have few finer plants for bedding-out in the summer season
than the Petunia, and few genera in which a greater improve-
ment has been effected as to the quality of the flowers. One of
the finest varieties of the purple class for forming groups un-
doubtedly is Violacea superba, a kind sent out some years back
hy the Horticultural Society, and which has the property of
holding its colours until the flowers are quite withered. Prince
Albert is another variety possessing nearly the same properties
with a little improvement in form. Those desirous of having
Carnalion layers which will healthily pass through the winter,
will do well to pot them off as soon as rooted, and where ne-n-and
fresh varieties are required, the best plan is to see them taken oft.
Should layers come from a distance, examine that part of the
stem which communicated with the parent plant, it will some-

times have a cankered or decayed appearance, this must be care-
fully removed with a sharp knife, and the stem cut back to
where it is healthy. Should there be no appearance of decay
the stem must be cut across at the joint, which -will frequently
emit fresh roots. As the layers are taken off, the compost
in which they have been grown may be turned into the Tulip-
bed, either as a substitute for that which previously formed the
bed or to ameliorate that which is already there. It is a good
time to plant out those Pinks intended for blooming in true
character next year. By putting them out at this season there
is a much greater certainty of their blooming in true character
next season. Take care to have the frames intended for the
reception of Auriculas properly cleaned, and the broken squares
of glass repaired. Prepare a bed for offset Tulips ; these ought
to be in the ground a month before the main bulbs are planted.
Continue to turn the soil of the bed at intervals, giving it the
benefit of sun and air. Where bulbs are required for the flower
garden in the spring, no time should be lost in making a selec-
tion of them, and it is worth remarking that good bulbs, though
they may cost a Httle more, are preferable to going to a cheap
market and getting indifferent kinds.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Plants in the conservatory, the greatest portion of which are

expected to be in flower, may be kept as still as if they were
kept in a Ward's case from this time to the beginning of the
growing season, merely giving air to keep down sun heat. There
is no plant, however hardy it may be, that will endure with im-
punity the drenching rains of autumn, if confined in a pot. A
forest tree might thus be injured in wet seasons ; how much,
then, inust half-hardy plants endure if exposed in this way ! and
yet it is no less injurious to them to be housed early—that is,
after they have passed the nursery stages. All young and de-
licate plants, such as Heaths, &c., should now be put into frames,
not through fear of cold, but to guard them from the rains and
heavy dews ; and all large and more hardy sorts should be
placed in the fuU sun on the south side of hedges, walks, or the
like, aud some means of throwing off the wet should be devised.
Cinerarias, Chinese Primroses, Calceolarias, and the like, when
they have been grown on north or shady aspects, should now be
changed to face the south. Suificient qu.antitie8 of peat, loam,
sand, and leaf mould, in a dry state, for winter and early spring
potting, should be put under cover at any time when they are in
a dry state. Our success or failure depends on the condition of
the compost more than many are aware of.

STOVE.
After the stove has been kept dry for some time as is always

done more or less from the end of August, the red spider makes
its appearance in some collections in greater numbers than at
other times. This is the worst time in the year to permit the
ravages of this insect, as if the foliage is now disfigured it must
remain an eyesore till next season's growth ; therefore, on the
first appearance of the evil apply sulphur to the pipes, itc.,
and any plants more liable to the attack may now have their
winter pruning rather than be a harbour for the red spider.

—

W. Ke.ine.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
PRUIT AND KITCHEN G.UIDEN.

There is now plenty of work in this department. Apples and
Pears are being gathered as they become fit, aud we never had
a better crop or of better quality. The Apple maggot has been
a plague to us in previous years ; before the fruit was half-
grown it would mature and drop off through this pest boring
into the core. We used to look over the trees weekly and pick
all fruit that had been attacked, also picking-up and destroying
all that fell on the ground. This prevented the maggot from
increasing, and has allowed us to secure a crop tolerably free
from it this year. Gathering Apples and Pears requires con-
siderable judgment. The fruit ought to be handled very care-
fully so as not to bruise it, and it ought to be picked at the
right time ; if taken from the trees too early it will shrivel,
if allowed to remain too long the flavour of many of the
varieties will be impaired, and should a high wind arise
much of the best will be scattered on the ground. The in-
experienced may ascertain if the fruit is ripe in two ways—by
cutting a specimen in halves, if the pips are just changing to a
brown colour, it will be ready to gather; or by taking the fruit
in the hand, if, when the stalk is bent upwards it is not diffi-

cult to detach it, the fruit may be picked. We noticed a pecu-
liarity in some of the Pears this year. Some varieties always
crack with us, and this season has not been an exception, but
on the east side of the trees the fruit was very badly cracked,
on the west side it was but little damaged. A tree of Beurre
d'Amaulis was most noticeable. All the Pears without an ex-
ception on the east side of the tree were badly cracked, thickly
covered with russet, and of very small size, while those on the
other side were of good size and scarcely any of them cracked.
We have looked over all the pyramid trees and cut-back all
young wood; this should have been done three or four weeks
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ago, but we cannot do all work just when it is necessary, and
some judgment and consideration are required to know what to
do and what to leave undone at such times. "When the young
trees were planted here about nine years ago some were upon
the Paradise stock, others upon the Crab, and for small gardens
we would unhesitatingly recommend the Paradise stock, the
trees come into bearing at once and continuing to yield; but the
best and largest fruit are obtained from trees worked on the
Crab stock, and the objection to growing: them in small gardens
is, that they are long in coming into bearing, and they will grow
to a large size, taking-up much space.
We continue to attend to the young Strawberry beds, remov-

ing the runners once in a week or ten days; they are also kept
perfectly free from weeds by a constant use of the Dutch hoe.
Where the system of planting a new bed every year and destroy-
ing the old beds is pursued, success very much depends on the
management. If the plants are not out in time, if they are
allowed to grow wild, or to become smothered with weeds
failure is certain. We earthed-up Celery when the plants were
dry, and dug-over ground that had been cleared of crops.

PBCIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
In the late vineries we have found it necessary to have fires

on in the day with plenty of ventilation to dry-up the damp.
Some of the berries had begun to mould, these were removed
and a little attention to keeping the atmosphere of the house
dry will prevent any further damage. Royal Vineyard is gene-
rally the first to turn bad, and nest to it is Trentham Black.
The berries of these two sorts, Royal Vineyard especially, have
a tendency to crack round the stalk, consequently are liable to
decay at that part. Royal Vineyard is a thin-skinned Grape of

very good flavour, but it is a bad setter and does not keep well.
We have planted out a house of Cucumbers, from which we

principally intend to cut after Christmas; of course, they will
come into bearing long before that time, but will not be allowed
to carry much fruit. The house was thoroughly washed before
planting them out ; the woodwork with water in which a very
little soft soap had been dissolved—too much soft soap will
bring the paint off—the glass with clear water, and the walla
with limewash. To a pail of limewash we add a pound of
flowers of sulphur. During winter it is quite necessary to keep
everything in the forcing houses scrupulously clean ; if dirt is

allowed to accumulate in all directions it cannot be possible to
keep the plants in health.

ORCBABD HOUSE.
We continue to repot the trees, and have finished with nearly

all from which the fruit has been gathered. We used to pot
half of them annually ; those that were potted in 1872 would
not be repotted until IST-i.but would be surface-dressed instead.
Experience has proved to us that it is the best plan to repot
annually, and when we make this statement we also say when
and how the potting is done, so as to necure a crop of fruit the
following season. To the inexperienced cultivator the greatest
difficulty will be found in repotting a plant in full leaf into a
pot the same size as that in which it had previously been grow-
ing ; but this can readily be done. The roots which have be-
come matted round the outsides of the ball must be cut away
and the bail of earth reduced, so that when it is replaced in a
clean pot there will be from 1 inch to l^-inch space all round.
If the ball of roots is dry, plunge it in a tub of water for five

minutes. In potting, ram the soil in quite firmly with a
wooden rammer. The plants treated in this manner will have
a tendency to flag for the first three days after potting—not
longer. We never shade, nor do we keep the house any closer

;

if the day is sunny and windy it will be necessary to dew the
trees over with a fine syringe two or three times. Give a good
watering at the roots ten hours after repotting. Several dozens
of our Peaches, Plums, and Pear trees have been treated as
above this year; they have not lost a leaf through it, and if

your correspondent, " G. S.," is within a convenient distance he
can come and look at them. We have picked all the Nectarines

;

Victoria and seedlings from it were the latest. The only
Peaches left now are Desse Tardive, Princess of Wales, nearly
over, Lord Palraerston just come in. Lady Palmerston, and
Salway, Lord Palmerston Peaches are pretty good this year,
but, though well exposed to the sun, they are very pale, yet
they have not so much of the clingstone as they had last year.
This and Lady Palmerston are very useful late Peaches.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.
We have been re-arranging these houses. Any greenhouse

planta out of doors have now been taken inside. This has been
a bad autnmn for pot plants standing out of doors without
shelter, the soaking rains being injurious. Tho.se who grow
hardwooded planta for exhibition do not allow them to be ex-
posed to rains, bat place them under a framework, which can
be covered with canvaa made to wind upon rollers, and to bo
let down readily when required. Those who have had their
plants exposed to soaking rains must not be surprised if a few
choice flpecimens die-o^ in a mysterious manner during the
winter, or obstinately refuse to start into growth in the spring.
Azaleas and Heaths are very prone to do so. We have placed

a goodly number of Zonal and Variegated Pelargoniums in G-inch
pots in the greenhouse ; these were struck from cuttings in July,
and are very useful for flowering between now and Christmas;
their brilliant flowers are ever gay and attractive.

Cyclamens.—Until now they have been out in a cold frame
with the lights facing the north, but the weather being so un-
favourable, they have been removed to a span-roofed pit, and
placed on a stage near the glass. C. persicum has become one
of the most useful winter-flowering plants ; it can be had in
flower from the time the bedding plants are ovpr in autumn until

the beds are again gay with Hyacinths and other spring flowers.

The plants will grow freely in a stove or greenhouse tempera-
ture. They are readily raised from seeds, and can be made
into nice flowering plants in nine months from the time the
seeds are put into the ground. In dull damp weather the flower
buds and partially-developed leaves have a tendency to mould
and decay in the centre of the plant; these should be looked for

frequently and removed at once, otherwise the decay ^"ill spread,
and the plants be much injured and disfigured.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES KECEIVED.
S. Dixon & Co., 48a, Moorgate Street, London, E.G., and

Amhurst Nurseries, Anton Street, Hackney, E.

—

Catalogue of
Dutch arid other Flower Boots.
Pine-Apple Nursery Company, Maida Vale, Edgware Eoad,

London, W.

—

Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs and other Flower
Boots.
Louis Van Houtte, Royal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Cata-
logue of Azalea itidica, Camellias^ Greenhouse and Hardtj
Bhododendrons, £c.
W. H. Rogers, 132, High Street, Southampton.

—

Catalogue of
Dutch Bulbs and Flower Boots.

R. B. Matthews, 65 and 67, Victoria Street, Belfast.

—

Descrip-

tive Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots for Winter and Spring
Jloivering, Greenhouse a7id Stove Plarits, Fiuit Trees, tf-c.

Edmondson Brothers, 10, Dame Street, Dublin.

—

Autumn
Catalogue of Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, Croctis, d-e.

Robert Cragg, Car Colston, near Bingham, Notts.

—

Descriptive

Catalogue of Boses and Hardy Spring-fiowering Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books [R. R. Dute).—London's " Hortus Britamiicua " contains the botanic

andEDglish names of plants.

Heating Small Greenhouse (C. Marrison).—Merely to exclude frost

from so small a house, have a gas etove with a tuba to conYey the fumes into

the open air, and have an outside blind.

Fruit Trees {An Old Contribiitor).-~'W6 cannot advise further. What
your family prefer you had better select from our lists.

Ventilation (A Nurseryman).—It does not follow that the award at Man-
chester was wrong because the prize was given to a well-known system. The
judges were competent men. Your letter, if published, would be an advertise-

ment for the manufacturer you name.

Five-pound Greenhouse iTimhuctoo].—We know not where it can be
purchased, but full directions for its construction are in " Greenhouses for the

Many," a copy of which you can have free by post from our office if you
enclose seven postage stamps with your address. Any carpenter could erect

cue.

Fairy-ring Fungi (A. S. ^4.}.—The fungus you mention is probably the

true "Champignon." If so, it is edible, but all Fairy-ring Fungi are not
edible.

Peach Blotched (L. M. S.).—Tour Peach we snppoae was gathered from
an exposed wall, for we never observed similar blotches in Peaclies grown
under glass. We consider such blotches are caused by exposure to sudden
and considerable variations of temperature. A jardinier is intended for plants

in a dwelling-house.

Select Camellias (Nnv Beginner).—Alha. plena (old Double White).
Bealii, or Leeana superba, deep crimson; Valtevaredo, bright ro^e; Jubilee,

pinkish white and rose ; Imbricata, scarlet crimsun ; Comtessa Lavinia Maggi,

Select Azaleas {Zd^-m).—Dnchesse Adelaide de Nassau, red shaded with
violet; Stella, orange scarlet; Flower of the Day, white; Kinghomi, rosy

lilac; EtoUe de Gand, white and rose ; Leopold I., rose.

Geranium for Greenhouse Back Wall (A*nu/.i/orrf).—Clipper is a very

good kind for the back wall of a greenhouse having plenty of light. If the

wall is shaded we fear you will find all run up with baro stems, hut they may
bo made to branch by stopping. Pillar of Beauty (.Wm. Paul) is one of the

finest for the pillars and walls of a conservatory. ^

Gloxinia Leaf Browned (Lady Kin{i).—ThQ leaf sent is completely

dried up, we think in consequence of thripa, though the cause may have been
scorching. Without a better specimsn and some details of treatment we
cannot give a more satisfactory reply.

Cauliflowers BuTTuN-KKiDiNO (J. N.).—The cause of the plants going

to head is their not having been transplanted sufficiently early ; they were too

large. From seed sown at the end of March they would be fit to plant out in

May or the early part of June. The heads were formed before they were put

out, and the consequence is a " button " instead of a good largo head. Leaving

them in the pricked-out bed, but thinned, and their being no better than

those planted out, does not show, as you may have concluded, the fault to ba

in the plants. Were they not lar^'o before they wore thinned? Had tbey

been planted at the dintanco you name in good rich soil, wo think you would

have cut them ere this with liirgo heads. For following Potatoes, or planting

out early in July, the seed should not be sown before the beginning of May.

ToHACco Jlice—Lee's Prolific Black Currant—Uydranoea not
Flowbiuno [C. B.).—The tobacco juice is made at tobocco manufactories.
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and may be bad there or of any druf^giet. Lee's Prolific Black Currant may
be protuied tbrougb ariy resijectable nureeiyman. Our " Florists' Flowers "

Tvill suit jcu. It coDtaiDE Fucbt-ia trtatment. It may be bad from our
cfEce for five penny postage stamps. The Hydrarjjca we sbtmld place in a
warm sheltered position, and piye no more water than sufficient to keep it

from flagging, and afford protection from frost in winter, or better keep it in

a cool bouEe and dry. Start it in spring in a greenbouee, and we doabt not
you will another yeai' have a splendid bloom. We have one about the same
size that bad nearly a hundred beads of bloom. Festuca ovina would not do
alone fur a lawn. You should sow a mixture of the beat Grasses and Clovers.

Kepotting C-iiiELLiAS (A Subscriber).—We have potted Camellias suc-
cessfully as &oon as the flower-buds were formed, and we should not hesitate

to do it now if tbebudswere not being swelling for flowering. If they are it

would be better to defer it until they have flowered. We consider the plants
are best repotted as soon as the buds ai-e set.

Pears for Pyramids {Idfm).—Beurre d'Amanlis, Marie Louise, Beurre
Diel, and Beurrt Bacbelier. All large, good-flavoured, and free beai-ers.

Replanting Cerastium, Arabis, and Stachys lanata Edgings
{E. M. M.).—It will answer quite as well to replant the edgings of these now
as in spring, each division, especially of the Cerastium, having good roots.

The Arabis and Stachys aie not so particular as to roots; the shoots will strike

if a few inches of the stem be placed in the soil and the latter made firm about
them. The eailier it is done the better, choosing a moist time, and water-
ing at planting, es-pecially if the ground be dry, which is not unlikely if you
plant on the same spot. It would be well in such a case to give a liberal

dressing of leaf soil or thoroughly rotted manm-e, and work it well into the
soil before planting.

Tank for Aquatics—Greenhouse (J. H.).—The depth of the tank need
not exceed 18 inches. This will allow of about 6 inches of soil and a foot
of water over it, which wUl, however, be rather deep; but then you can add a
greater depth of soil, so as to afford the requisite depth of water. The tank
would be suitable for a great numV-er of aquatics ; the only fear will be in the
flue on which the tank is placed making the bottom of the tank too hot.

Amongst the taller sorts are Saururuscemuus, Diefishicolor, Thalia dealbata,
Typhp, stenophylla; and of dwarfer kinds, Nympbita pygmiea, Aponogeton
distachyon, Lymnanthemum geminatum, L. nympba-oides, and others that
would succeed in such a tank; Jussieuiagrandiflora, Nymphrea minus, N.odo-
rata, Pagittaria chinensis. S. lancifolia, S. obtusifolia, S. rigida, Vallisneria
spiralis mascula, S. spii-alis fcemina, YillarBla chilensis, V. pamassisefoUa,
V. reniformis, and setbiopica.

Gajiden Infested with Vermin (A. C.).—The best thing would be to
pare the surface off and bum it; but as you may not be able to do this on
account of trees, &c., we should give it now a dressing of salt at the rate of
one peck to 30 square yards, taking caie to apply it to the surface of the soil

only, and not strewing it on growing plants. The dressing of salt may be
given in March, also lime, as you have the ground cleared, at the rate of a
bushel to 80 square yards ; or you may apply gas lime in autumn, one peck to
30 square yards, allowing it to lie on the surface a few days afterwards ; then
dig it in, and fork the ground over again in March, or in February if dry.

Pruning Laurels {H.].—The Laurels and other evergreens becoming too
large should be cut-in at the end of March or eaily in April, choosing, if

possible, moist and mild weather. When the air is diy and frosty is not a
good time to prune. You may cut them in as much as you like; they will
grow again freely, and become green before autumn. The Wellingtonia may
be moved in moist weather, the earlier the better.

Heating a Small Pit (Victor and W. M. ^"rfrcu's).—Hot-water piping
is undoubtedly preferable for the application of beat to all kinds of glazed
structures, yet for your little pit a small furnace and brick flue will answer
admirably. Fix the furnace outside the pit at one end, carry the flue very
near, but not close, to the inside of the fi-ont wall on the bottom of the pit,

along the end farthest from the fire, and continue it near the back wall to a
shaft at the t-ame end as the furnace. Put a few 6-inch drain pipes on end
along the top ot the flue, 3 or 4 feet apart., fill up the bottom space with
coarse rubble, making all level a little higher than the top of the flue, and
put the soil for Melons or Cucumbers upon the rubble. By means of a few
wooden plugs fitted into the tops of the drain pipes you can regulate both
top and bottom heat to the greatest nicety. We add one or two valuable
hints :—Fix a damper and soot-door in the shaft near the bottom, and to
insure a quick draught let the flue have a sbai-p ascent for the first 2 or
8 feet nest the furnace.

Bose Issuing from a Rose {Rei\ S. A. £.).—Your specimen is too dried-
up for engraving from, even if it had been desirable to portray such a devi-
ation twice.

Meaning of Leow (rja/or).—This'word when used in South Devon, we
think, is pure Anglo-Saxon. When it is said the " land is leow," the culti-
vator meant the " land is warm." Hleow is Anglo-Saxon intends a nourish-
ing warmth.

Training Vine out of Doors—Growing for Competition (A. T. W.).—The best Grape for culture out of doors in England is the Royal Muscadine,
but it docs not bear freely unless young wood is trained up from the base
periodically. The best way is to train a I'od horizontally right and left from
the main stem, then train the shoots from these vertically at the distance of
18 inches or 2 feet apart. It is easy to remove the old rods and replace with
young ones when the old are exhausted. You would stand vei-y little chance
of taking a prize with your Grapes, competing against those grown in a hot-
house. We prefer nailing the rods to the wall rather than tying them to a
trellis.

Pears Splitting (Flo^'a).—This is caused by the autumn rains, and is

most common on light dry soils. Many varieties are useless with us every
year from this cause. Beunt- do RaLce and Marie Louise d'Uccle are the
worst, and this year Beurre d'Amanlis has half its fruit spoiled. II you could
water the trees during dry weather in summer it might prevent it to a certain
extent. But probably the best way for you to do would be to head the tree
back and graft it with a sort that does not crack.

Vines Unhealthy (Essex).—We have had our own Vine roots in three
vineries, and ve bad specimens of roots sent from a friend this year similar
to those you have forwarded. The specimen of loam seems exactly adapted
for Vines. Our own borders were made with the greatest care, as we person-
ally saw all the compost mixed up and put into the borders, and why the
roots shoiUd decay as they did was, and has as yet been, a mystery to us.
Scientific gentlemen were consulted, but they could not account for it. We
Bet to work and removed the surface loam to the dtpth of 3 or 4 inches, laying
bare some of the roots, half of which were quite dead; the compost was re-

placed with turfy loam pure and simple. Next season this turfy loam was
matted with sound healthy roots, and the Vines have continued to progress
well ever since. We can tmly advise you to ti-y the same experiment. You
did wrong if you watered the unhealthy Vines with manure water; it would
only make bad worse, and manure water taken from a tanlt in the farmyard
would he of uncertain strength. We have seen it applied to the ground strong
enough to bring the worms to the surface, where they died. In that state it
would be too strong for the roots of healthy Vines.

Treatment of Large Fruit Trees iB. W. R. 5.}.—The trees seem to
have been allowed to grow wild for a number of years ; and if you were to cut
the branches well back now or in winter you would not have a crop next year,
as all the fruitful buds of such trees are at the ends of the branches. The
best way to adopt would be to cut back a few of the most prominent branches
annually, and thus gradually get them into shape without losing a crop.

Management of Damson Trees (Irf^m).—Probably the trees are too close
together ; by removing every alternate tree it may dispose the others to fruit.

The trees will not bear- fruit if the soil is too rich. They bear best when they
make little wood. Do not prune the trees at all.

Pear Tree Unfruitful (Idevi).—Head it back, and gi-aft it with a free-
bearing variety. If the wood is thick, what is called crown grafting is the
best. About the end of February or early in March, when the trees are burst-
ing their buds, is the best time. The tree should he headed-back in thD
winter.

Vines for Small Span-roof House (InquircT).—They would grow in
the same soil as that in which the Cucumbers have been growing, but wo
would prefer fresh loam for the Vines. Six Vines will be sutScient, three on.

each side ; two rods from each will allow you to train the rods 2 feet 6 inches
apai-t, and 1 foot 3 inches from each end of the bouse. Three Black Ham-
bmgh, one Muscat Hamburgh, one Buckland Sweetwater, one Foster's White
Seedling.

Bark of Pear Tree Cracking (Amateur).—We fancy the tree must have
its roots in soil that is too rich, or in an unsuitable subsoil. If that is tho
case you ought to root-prune it, and add some loam from an old pasture if

you can obtain it ; if not, any suitable soil, not too rich, round the roots wili
do. As the tree is not loi'ge, you may bind the stem round with strong bast,
and slacken it as the wood swells when the tree is in gi-owtb.

Replanting Vines (Idem).—You may replant them, but it would be better
to place some tm^ loam over the surface of the border, and raise it up the
stem to the requh-ed depth.

Hot Press {Subscriber's Sister).—We do not know what you mean by &
"hot press," but whatever it is the heat from a small bedroom fire could not
be used " economically." The apparatus would be too expensive.

Roses Wholesale (IF. R.).—Write to Messrs. Paul, Mr. W. Paul, Mr.
Cranston, Mr. Turner, Messrs. Curtis & Co., or any of the leading nurserymen
who advertise in our columns.

Storing Fuchsias (W. fl".).—The best plan is to keep the plants in a dry
shed, cellar, or outhouse, where they will be di-y and safe from frost. After
flowering they may be set out of doors, and rather dry, so as to harden the
wood, and be taken under cover before frost. They will do well in any place
which is cool, dry, and secure from frost. The plants should be examined
occasionally to see that the wood does not shrivel, and a little water given-
Shrivelling will hardly occur if the plants are set on a floor or other rather
moist surface. The cooler they are kept the better.

Mushrooms Growing in Frame (C. S.).—The frame will answer for
Mushroom-growing if you can keep out frost, and the only danger will be in
the pipe from the hothouse drying the atmosphere. If the pipe be only warm
it will be beneficial rather than otherwise; a temperatuie of SS'^ to 60- is

needed for Mushrooms in winter. We presume you wish to know how to
make the bed. Procure the droppings of horses, mixed with about one-third
of short litter. Lay them out thinly on a floor, and so keep them from
heating until yon buve a sufficient quantity for making the bed. Make the
bed by putting in layer upon layer of the droppings, heating each very firm,
and making it about 3 or 4 inches thick, until you have a bed 13 to 15 inches
deep. When the bed is heated plunge a thermometer into it about 4 inches,
and obsei-ve the temperatme daily. In a week, if it be not above 7a'-, the bed
maybe spawned, but if higher this must not be done until the temperatm-e
fall to between 75-^ and 70^. Put in pieces of spawn about 2 inches square, in
holes 9 inches apart every way. and so as to be covered an inch deep. After-
words close the holes, and make the material firm about and over the pieces
of spawn, and when the temperature falls to 70- earth the bed with 2 inches
thick of rich loam, and beat very firm. In about six weeks the bed may be
watered very lightly, so as to keep it just moist, and mats or other coveiing;

may be placed over the lights to maintain a uniform moisture and temperature.

Repotting Greenhouse Plants {Idem).— It is best done in spring or
early in summer, when they are beginning to grow, or after the plants have
flowered and are making fresh growth.

Red Flowers for Spring Gardening (Q. S.).—Tnlips, single-flowered,

that bloom about twelve days, of the single Due Van Thol, ore—Aitus, scarlet

;

Belle Alliance, scarlet, dwarf ; Crimson King, scarlet crimson ; Proserpine,
dark rose, dwarf ; and Rouge Luisante, deep rose. We like the single-

flowered Tulips best for bedding, but we have known fine beds of the doubles
—Imperator rubronun, scarlet crimson, and Princess Alexandra, red, mar-
gined yellow, very dwarf. Other plants with red flowers are the Bellis aucu-
b.'ofolia and double red Daisy, double red Wallflower, Phlox verna, and double
crimson Primrose. We do not know of anything with red foUage that would
suit beyond the Beet.

DmDiNG MvosoTis dissitiflora (F. J.).—If divided now, but not into
small portions, it will answer for blooming next spring. Why not put out
the plantB as they are ? Raised from seed last year they will hardly be too
large—in fact, we hke them best strong.

Hardy Plants for MrxED Border {Idem).—Aquilegia glandulnsa. Del-
phinium alopecuroides, D. Belladonna, Dielytra spectabilis, Agi'ostemma?
coronaria purpurea flore-pleno. Campanula aggregata, Geum coccineum
grandiflorum, Hepatica angulosa, Lilium tenuifolium, Lobelia fulgens St.

Clair, Lychnis Haageaua superba, <iEnothera macrocai-pa, Papaver uudicaulo
sulphureimi, Thalictrum anemoniflorum plenum, Tricyrtis hirta, Tritoma
Burchelli, Trollius napellifohus, Asclepias tuberosa, Veronica corymbosa,
Pontstemon Wrighti.

Wintering Lilium auratum Bulbs (A. Q. C).—This is a question less

easy to be answered than at first sight appears to be the case. I believo

that as yet no cultivator can plant any number of bulbs without almost the
certainty of losing a considerable proportion of them. It this were not so.
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with the immense annual importation from Japan, auratiun Lilies would be

more plentiful and cheaper than they are. I beli'>ve that it is now generally

admitted, that, unlike Hyacinths, Liliums have no time of complete rest, that

the new roots are formed before all the last year's ones die. It follows, there-

fore, that if the bulbs in pots are allowed to become quite dry, these eorUest

first roots will be checked. Our practice is to repot as soon as the stems

fade, and to keep the soil slightly moist. Bulbs out of doors, of course, never

drv, and, I think, a larger proportion of these keep healthy than of those in

pots. As to plunging pots covered with ashes, I know this is often done, and
the right quantity of moisture may reach the bulb:^, but it is a rather un-

certain treatment, more so than keeping the pots lender cover and giving an
occasional sprinkling. There is no doubt that too much moisture in pots rots

the bulbs, so this must be carefully guarded against.

—

George F. Wilson.

PLAJTriNG HoLLVHOCKS AND PHLOKZs (Tyro).—In a heavy and wet soil

they shoald not be planted until spring, especially the Hollyhocks, which
oQght not to be turned out imtil April, the plants being wintered in a cold

frame. If you have the Hollyhocks in a mass the plants should be 3 feet

apart every way, but if in rows these may bo 4 feet apart, and the plants

S feet from each other In the rows.

Lucerne Sowing {Id^m).—It should be sown in April in drills 1 foot apart.

The ground should be in good tilth and clean. Six pounds of seed will be

required for the ground you name.

Name of Elm—Distance to Plant Forest Trees {Sunrtij).—The leaves

enclosed are those of a variety of the English Elm, probably Ulmue campestris

oomnbiensis. In the genus Ulmus, as in Solix, the varieties are so much
alike that they are easily confounded. TheEugUshElm is generally preferred

for planting for its timber. The Chichester Elm has a broader leaf and is of

upright growth ; it is preferred in some districts. You will require, to plant

trees of the genus Pinus 3 feet apart, 4840 to one acre; 4 feet apart it would
require 2722. It is the best way, however, to plant closely and tlun-out early.

Naues of Frcits {F. T. W.).—No. 1, Nonesuch; 2, Hawthornden; 8, Sel-

vood's Beinette; 4, Kentish Fillbasket ; 5, Winter Greening.

Najces of Plants (J. Knight).—Cyrtanthera Pohliana, Nees (Jnsticia

euue$^ Ldl.). (C. F.).—It maybe Rivina Isevis. (John).—1, Scabiosa atro-

porpurea ; 2, Looks Uke a poor specimen of Anemone japonica. {A. £., Ire-

landt.—The white one is Hibiscus syriacus (the Althaea frutex of gardens);
the other isa variety of the same, or a nearly allied species. iOctogenarius).

—I, Acanthus mollis; 2, Sambucas Ebulns. (Juvenile).^3Gili& autumnalis.

POULTET, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

TT
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BUILDING A POULTRY AND PIGEON HOUSE.
Which is the most economical way of building a fowl and

Pigeon house ? What size onght it to be for tweuty-four large
fowls ? Ought there to be a se-

parate compartment for sitting ?

Would it do to have the Pigeons
over the fowl house ?—M. S.

[Tour house should be of wood,
mid built with a gable—thus,

being ceiled inside, as at d. The
npper part of the house will

make a Pigeon house, a Re-
presents the door of the build-
ing; b, a glazed door for the
Pigeon house ; e, e, openings for
them to go in and out. These
maybeclosed at pleasure. Nine
feet square will be large enough
for twenty-four fowls. Let it be
as lofty as you can. If you like

to make it 12 feet square it will
allow you to partition-off a space
3 feet wide and 12 feet deep for a
sitting house. The birds must not sit in the roosting house.
We believe you will find Brahmas tht hardiest and most useful
fowls.]

PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES—STANDARD
CHARACTERISTICS.

Allow me to add my opinion on this subject to those of others.
I for one consider that it is simply an act of common honesty to
exhibitors for committees to publish the names of the judges in
their schedules and advertisements. As Honorary Secretary of
the Cambridge Poultry, Pigeon, and Rabbit Society, I may state
that I believe a good deal of the success which attended our
shows may be traced to our having secured first-rate judges, and
announced their names. But there is another point I think quite
as important, and it is this—all judges ought to have one standard
of excellence, and award the prizes accordingly ; then we should
hear no more of sending certain birds to shows to suit the taste
of certain judges—a procedure which I consider simply scan-
dalous, und tending greatly to disgust all amateurs who exhibit for
the honour of winning fairly. I would suggest that a meeting
be called in London inviting all breeders and judges to attend
who like, and that a standard of excellence be drawn out and
poblished, so that committees may know how the birds at their
shows are going to be judged. We should then, perliaps, have
the satisfaction of seeing the best birds win, which I am sorry to
say lately has in many instances not been the case ; at any rate,

amateurs would know what the points of the various breeds are
required to be for exhibition. If, as is stated by Mr. Wright,
different judges have different opinions, it is certainly high time
that there should be a rule to go by.—F. W. Metcalfe.

It would be an inducement to owners to show their birds, and
add greatly to the welfare of the various exhibitions throughout
the country, if some particular standard could be made to serve
as a rule and a guide for judges to decide by. It would be the
means of breeders all striving for one object—that of coming up
to the standard of perfection. As it is, we are all groping in the
dark. What is perfection in one place is not considered so in
another; hence the dissatisfaction of exhibitors who have
carried off the prize in one locality and failed in another. To
prevent such a state of things, I would suggest that there be
chosen from among the best judges some of the most experienced
men to draw up a set of rules that shall serve as a standard for

judges to be guided by, giving the various points required in each
class of poultry. Pigeons, and other birds. The same standard to

be used by judges in all parts of the country. We should then
know what to do, what to strive for—amateur and professional
alike. In preparing this standard, such men as Mr. Hewitt,
Mr. Teebay, and other well-known judges could greatly assist, and
in all schedules issued by the various committees there should
be printed the various points required in every class.

—

Thomas
Webb.

BANTAM COCK BROODY.
I HAVE rather a curious ease with a Bantam cock. The hen

hatched and brought-up some chickens ; they are, perhaps, now
about three months old, and the cock about three weeks ago got
them altogether to sit in the nest at night, and now he has
taken to sit himself. All day he remains on the nest, spreads
his wings and tail hke a hen, and if I take him off flies on again
directly. The hen and chickens, of course, are about as usual,
but he remains on the nest, leaving only about once a-day.—G. C.

[Is the cock the father of the chickens ? A capon, or an emas-
culated cock will often do as you describe {a capon always). It

would, indeed, be a curious case if he were the father of the brood.]

BUCKWHEAT FOR FOWLS.
I HAVE given it once a-day to all my young stock [Brahmas),

and they have done wonderfully well, and not one has been sick

or ailing since it has been hatched. I never give it to the hens,
as I consider it too fattening. My fowls are in a small enclosed
run.—ZiT.

RYHOPE (SUNDERLAND) POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the 9th inst., in a field halfway be-

tween Sunderland and Ryhope. The management was praise-
worthy, and the pens fFothergill's) were placed in single tiers

at a nice elevation. The only fault, and it is a common one,
was that they were open back and front. This might be easily

obviated by securing a few pieces of common calico, which,
stretched the whole length, would afford protection and prove
a great boon to exhibitors at allout-door shows, where many
chickens are rtiined by this cause alone. The schedule was an
improvement, as also the entries, upon all previous years, but
on account of the pieces of plate being offered for old birds only,

the young ones in some of the classes were poor, though in the
large section the Dorkings and Cochins were extremely good
and forward.
Of adult birds, Dorkings were in good feather for the time of

year, as also the Cochins, in which class a pen of grand Whites
carried off the cup for the section ; the adult Brahmas also being
very good. Of Game there were some well-formed birds, but
mostly out of feather, the cup being awarded to a grand pair of

Brown Reds, which, like the rest, showed signs of moult. Game
chickens were too young to show much quality. There were
some fair birds in Hamburghs, the Silver-pencils and Gold-
spangles being among those most noteworthy. As is generally
the case in the Sunderland district, the entries of Game
Bantams were numerous, and the birds generally good, but in
old birds an unfortunate mistake was made by some exhibitors,

and the best cocks in the class were mated with pullets, and the
consequence was they were thrown out of competition, and yet
the cup was won by a capital pair of Black-breasted Reds. The
chickens in the Reds were very good, and a smart pair (the

cockerel undubbed) of the above-named variety were first, and
capital Brown Reds second. In Any other variety of Game
Bantams, the winners in old birds were Duckwings, yerj good
in colour and style, but rather heavy in feather; and in chickens
very good Duckwings stood first, and Piles second and third.

The Black and White Bantams were poor in both classes, and
the Ajlesbury Ducks only moderate, but the Rouens were of

great size, and good in all points. In the Vaiioty class, Widgeons
were first, and Pintails second.
There was an extra class in which some good birds were
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shown, the first prize being taken by a nice pair of Malay 1

ckickeus, while good Houdans stood second.
I

Dorkings.— I, J. White. Warlaby, Northallerton. 2, W. J. Thompson, Wood-
horn, Morpeth, he, A. Bug^ass, Durham. Chickens.—1, J. White. 2, S. Stod-
dard, Millfleld. he, W. Swaun, BedUngton.
Cochins.—1. Cup, and he, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, W. J. Thompann.

Chickem.—l, G. H. Procter. 2, D. & J. Ibetaon, Whitby, he, W. Jaggs, Blyth

;

t).&J. Ibetson.
Brahmas -1, W. Swann, BedlinRton. 2, R. Moore, East Kainton. f, N. H.

Scott, Sunderland. ChicktJis.—l, C. Venablea, Sheraton, Cattle Eden. 2, R.
Moore, he, J. N. Liiwaun, Kyhope.
Spanish.—1, G. Holmes. Driffield. 2, R. Moore, e, A. Buglass; W. Jaggs.

Chickens.~\, R. Moore. 2, W. Swann.
Polish.—2, A. buglasa. he, W. Lainf?, Sunderland. Chicketm.—lf W. J.

Thompson. 2, W. G. Purden, Driffield, he, J. T. Proud.
GAiiK.—Any variety.—], W. LaiutT- 2, T. & J. Robaon, Bishop Auckland.

Black-breastcii and other Jieds—l and Cup, J. Fletcher. Manchester. 2, E.
Aykroyd, Ecc'eehill, Leeda. hr, J. BrouRh, Carlisle. Chickens.—l, R. Brittou,
Tbirsk. 2 J. Fletcher, e. G. Wataon, Hyhope.
Game.—.^ny other I'arieti/.—I.E. Aykroyd. 2, W. G. Purdon. ftc, W. Laing.

Chickens.—l, W. Lamg. 2, W. Allen, Sunderland, ftc. W. Allen ; G. Holmes.
H/L^BURaiiH.— Qoldeihspanglcd —1, G. Holmes. 2, A. Buijlaas. he, W, Bear-

park, Northallerton. Silver-simnglcd.—l, R. Moore. 2, G. Holmes. Chickens.
—2, T. Avr, Bankfoot. West Auckland.
U&TdiiURQS8.— Gold€TirpenciUed.—\, W. Bearpark. 2, R. Moore. Chickens.—

1,.T. Pattison.Bebside Colliery. 2. T Stansfield, Millfield. c, G.Holmes. Silver-

pencilled.—I, W. Bearpark. 2. W. G. Purden, he, R. Moore. Chiclcens.—l, G.
Holmes. 2 and he, T. Stansfield.
BiSTMSs.—Game.—Black-breasted and other Reds.—1 and Cup, W. Rogers,

Sunderland. 2. D. Hunter, Sunderland, he. J. French ; J. Ferry, Cowpen,
Morpetb. Chickens.—I, D. Hunter. 2,MiBS M. J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexbam.
he. Mrs. G. Hall, Kendal (2): J. Ferry, c, J. Barlow, Monkwearmouth.
BANTAMS.

—

Game —Any other rarie^y. -1, J. Barlow. 2. Miss M. J. Nelson.
he, T. Dowcll. Millfield ; G. Hall, Kendal ; J. & W. Gill, Bisbop Auckland ; G.
Holmes. Chickens.—l. D. Hunter. 2. T. & J. Robson. 3, Mrs. G. Hall. 4, Miss
M. J. Nelson, he, J. Barlow ; G Holmes; Mrs. G. Hall.
Bantams —.4ny variety except Gamc.—l. G. Holmes. 2, T. H. Cartwright,

Bisbop Auckland, he. Miss M. J. Nelson : A. G. Mitchell. Chicken3.—\,T. &. J.

Robsun. 2, G. Holmes, he, J. R. Torbock, Middlesborough.
DrcKS.-Aylexbiiry.-l, T. Stansfield. 2, C. Venables. he, W. J. Thompson ;

W. Lainfr; T. Dowell. Rouen—I, W. Swann. 2, Miss M. J. Nelson. he.T.
Stansfield; C. Graham. Boroiisbbridge. Anj other variety.—1, J. G. Milner.
2, T. P. Carver, he, T. Falla, Bisbopwearmoutb.
Sfllino Class.-1, J. G. Miluer. 2, R. Moore, he, W. Swann; R. Moore;

T. Falla : G. Watson.
Any other Varieti-.— 1, R. Hawkins, Seaham. 2 and c, — Wilcox, Whitburn.

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 12th inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

DoEKiNGs. — 1, Rev. E. Bartmm, Berkhampstead. 2, R. Wood, Clapton,
Thrapston. Hens.—1, R Wood, he. Rev. E. Bartrum. c, Mrs. Stephens,
Alibutts Kipton Hall. Chiekens.—l and Special, F. Parlett, Great Eaddow,
Chelmsford. 2. — Wvman. he. Wren & Page. Lowestoft; R.Wood, Clapton.
PuUets.~l, Rtv. E. JBartrum. he. Major G. I. Eweu, Fulham. Cock.—I. R,
Wood. Cockerel—1, Rev. E. Bartrum. he, R. Wood; E. W. Stratford, West
Mull ill g.

Spanish —1, Major C. I. Ewen. 2. Mrs. Stephens. Hcns.-l, E. W. Stratford.
he, H. Yariney. Birminifhara. Chiekens.—l, Major C. I. Ewen. 2, H- Yardley.
he, E. W. Stratford. Cock.— I, H. Yardley.
Game.— 1, S. Deacon. Oundle. 2. H. Yardley. Coek.—l, S. Deacon.
Game B^.tiT.\^s.—Black-breasted or other Beds.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. Good-

liffe, Huntingdon, c, — Hulme.Huntincdon.
Mixed Brepd.— 1 and2. J. (ioodliffe { White Cochin and Dorkinp).
CticuiN-CniNA.— 1, H. Yardley. 2, C. H. Mellor, Sawtry. Chicketis.—l, J.

Gooiibffe.
Hamrcrghs.— 1, Major C. I. Ewen. 2, A. F. Faulkner. Thrapston.
Polish.—1, G. W. Boothby. Louth. 2, J. GoodUefe.
Anv other Varietv.- 1, \V. Mansfield, (^ambrid^e.
DvcKS.—Aylesbury —1. — Deacon. 2, J. Goodliffe. DuckHngs.—1 and Speciiil,

T. Sear. Tinnewick. Buckingham. 2. J. Goodliffe. Bourn.—1 and 2, J. Goodliffe.
Durklings—l.F. Parlett. 3. R. Wood. Any other r(iru-iw.—l, H. Wvman (East
ludiani. 2, J. Goodliffe (White Call). Duekiings.—l and 2, J. Goodhffe (Black
East Indian and White Call).

GEEyE— 1, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 2, M. Kew, Market Overton, Oakliam.
Goylinas.—l, Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam, Peterborougb. 2, T. M. Derry.
Turkeys.— 1 and Special. E. Arnold, Whittlesford. 2, M. Kew. Poults.-l, E.

Arnold. 2, T. Gunnell, MUton.

Ph;f.iim<i —Special, 1. and 2, — Minson, St. Ives (Carriere).
F.xtra Priz(^ to the exhibitor obtaining *he greateiit number of prizes in the

forr^'oiiiir (.-biflses. A cup of the value of iTi, by the inhabitants of Huntingdon.
Awarded to Mr. Goodliffe.

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier, Finchley.

Polish.—1, 2. and 3, P. Unsworfh, Lowton, Newton-lc-Willows. he, H. Beldon.
French.—1, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 2 and 3. W. Dring:, Favereham. he,

3. K. Fowler,
Any other Variety.— 1, H. Be'don (White Cochins) 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, J.

K. Fowler, /ic, Mrs. Cunliffe (White Dorkings); J.J. Maiden (White Cochins).
Game Ba.nta.ms. —Black-breasted Beds.—l and S. G. Maples, jun., Wavertree,

Liverpool. 2 and he. W. F. Entwi.sle, Westfield, Bradford. Any variety
except Black-breasted Reds.—l, 2, and 3, W. F. Entwiale-
Bxntams.—--I/iy rariety except Game.—l. W. A. Taylor. 2, Pickles & Whit-

taker. Greaf Hey. Edentield. Burnlev. 3, H. Beldon.
DvcKS.—Rouen—1 2, and 3, T. Wakefield, Golborne, Newton-le-Willows. he,

T. Mills. Seacombe ; P. Unswortb. Aylesbury.— 1. J. Walker. Rochdale. 2 and
8, J. K. Fowler, he, J. Walker; J. K. Fowler. Any other variety.— 1, J. Walker.
(East Indian). 2. J. J. Maiden, BiRt,'leswade (East Indian). 3, H. Beldon (Call).

he, H. B, Smith, Brooklands. Bruughton ; C. W. Brierley.
Gekse.— Grey and Mottled.— 1, J. Walker. 2 and 3. S. H. Stott, Preaton. he,

J. K. Fowler; E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry. Whitc.—l and 3, J. K. Fowler,
2, J. Walker.
Turkeys.-1, J. Walker. 2, J. K. Fowler.

PIGEONS.
PouTKRS.—Cocfc.—1, L. Watkin. Northampton. 2. G. Taylor, Huddersfleltl.

he, G. Taylor; T. Moore. Birkenhead. Hen.—l, T. Moore. 2, H. Yardley,
Birmingham, he. L. Watkins. c, G. Taylor.
Carbiers.- Coofr.—1, E. C. Stretch, Ormsklrk. Liverpool. 2, H. Yardley. he,

T. H. Stretch, Ormakirk : T. Moore. Een.— i, T. Moore. 2, T. Chambers, jun.»
Northampton, c. T. H. Stretch ; H. A. Weston, Soutbport.
Tumblers.-1. H. Yardlev. 2, T. Moore.
Dragoons —Blue and SilveT.—l,'W. Gamon, Chester. 2, F. Graham, Birken-

head, he, W. Smith, Walton, Liverpool; W. Gamon; E. C. Stretch; F.
Graham (2). Anu other colour.—Cnp, 1, and 2, F. Graham, he. F. Graham (4>;

W. H. Mitchell, Moseley. Birmingbam. e, F. Graham ; W. Hill, Stockport.
Owls —1 and Cup, J. Fielding, jun.. Rochdale. 2, T. Moore, he, H. Yardley

;

A. Justice, Salford ; G. Taylor, e, H. A. Weston, Southport.
TuRBiTs.- 1, T. Moore. 2, G. J. Taylor, he, J. Walts, King's Heath, Bir-

mingham, c, H. Yardley.
Fantails.—I, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2. W. Hill, Stockport, he, J. F.

Loversidge; W. H. Tomlinaon, Newark-on-Trent.
Barbs.— 1, J. Fielding, jun, 2. H. Yardley. he, A. Justice : T. Moore.
Antwerps.—1,2, and c, W. Gamon. he, H. Yardley; J. Watts: A. Justice;

W. Hill.
Ndn.—I, H. Yardley. 2, W. Hill, ftc, T.Moore,
Any other Variety.— 1, T, Moore. 2, G. J. Taylor, he, H. Yardley; J.

Watts; W. Hill ; W. Gamon. c, W. Gamon ; G. J. Taylor.

JvDG-Es.—-Poultry : Mr. J. H.fSmith, Skelton, York ; Mr. II.

Teebay, Fulwood, PreBton.

MANCHESTER and LIVERPOOL POULTRY SHOW.
This was held at Chester on the 10th, 11th, and 1'2th iust. The

following is the Ust of awards :

—

DoRKiticR.—Colotired.—l, T. Statter, Stand Hall. 2,T. Briden, Earby, Skip-
ton. 3. J. Robinson, Garstang. he, T. Rigby, Winsford. SHver-Grey.—l, J.
Robinson. 2, A Darliy. Bridgnorth.
Spanish.-1, H. Beldon. Goitstock, Bingley. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earbv, Skip-

ton. 3. J. Siddorn. Winsford.
Cochin-China.—B«jr or Cinnamon.—1 and 2, C. Sidgwick, Keighley. 3, W.

A. Taylor. Maocbester. Brown and Partridge-feathered.—land he, 0. Sidgwick.
2, W. A. Tavlor. 3, E. A. Tudraan. Wbitcharch.
B[Uhma PooTHAS.-Z>.irfc.-l. W.A.Taylor. 2. J. H. Pickles, Birkdale. South-

port. 3, C. Layland, Warrington. he,E. Kendrick.jun., Licbticld; H. Beldon,
Goitstock; C. Layland. Light.—1,U., Beldon. 2, J. Long, London. 3 and /(C,

C. Layland.
Game.—Black-breasted Bed-t.—l, T. P. Lyon, Liverpool. 2 and 3, J. Piatt,

Swanlow, Winsford, Brown and other Beds, except Blaek-breasfed.-l, J.
Piatt. 2 and 3, J. Wood. Wigan. he. C. W. Bnerley ; G. F. Ward, Wrenbury.
Any variety except Black-breasted and other Reds.—l, C. W. Brierley. il and 3,
J. tioodwin, Liverpool.
HAWhVRGHs.—Oolden pencilled. — 1 and he, W. & E. Clayton, Keighley. 2,

Duke of Sutherland, Stoke nn-Trent. 3, W. Spcakman. Nantwicb. Silver-
pcncillcd.—l, H. Smith. Keighley. 2, J. Robinson. 8. H. Beldon.
HAyiuiRaHS.— Golden><panifted. — l, Duke of Sutherland. 2, N. Marlor,

Denton, Manchester. 3, G. & J. Duckworth, Church. Silver-spangled.-l, J.
Fielding, Newchurch, Manchester. 2, J. Robinson. 8, H. Beldon.
HAMBCRGH3.—Bf(iifc.—1, N. Marlor. 2 and Ac, C. Sidgwick. 8, J. Fielding.

STEALING PRIZE PIGEONS FROM AN
AGRICULTURAL SHOW.

I AM glad to be able to send the enclosed, for the loss of birds
has become frequent of late. I discovered this theft myself,
and put the Secretary and detective on the alert. A pair of Red
Turbits with shell crowns were lost from the Bramley Show, and
have not beeu heard of since,—E. Hutton,

" At the North Riding petty sessions, Whitby, on Saturday,
Henry Wilson, shoemaker, of Ayton, near Stokesley, was charged
with having stolen a valuable pair of cream-coloured Barb
Pigeons from the Whitby Agricultural Show on the 27tli ult.

The Pigeons were exhibited by Mr. Henry Yardley, of Birming-
ham, a noted breeder, who valued them at Jl20. They took the
first prize in their class. They were missed from the pens
between three and four o'clock in the afternoon, and it is sur-
prising how the prisoner succeeded in making off with them, as
policemen and caretakers were stationed around. The Secre-
tary of the Society (Mr. Stonehouse) offered a reward of £5, and
the prisoner was apprehended and pleaded gailty, but the
Pigeons have not been recovered. The Chairman said the
prisoner was convicted only last October of stealing two Tum-
bler Pigeons at Great Ayton, and sentenced him to two mouths'
imprisonment, with hard labour."

—

[Leeds Mercury.)

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
The remarks of "Wiltshire Rectok," publisbed in the

Journal of the 4th inst., upon the communication which I
recently made upon this subject demand from me a few words
in reply. " Wiltshire Rector" will, I hope, forgive me if I
do not treat very seriously, or regard as having much analogy
with the facts narrated by me, the occurrence which he mentions
as having taken place when he was once attending at a petty
sessions. Such an occurrence may rather be regarded as par-

taking strongly of the nature of a practical joke, or, at the very
best, as furnishing an example, not by the way an unfair one, of
the hasty and illogical manner in which conclusions are not un-
frequently arrived at by those who are entrusted with the ad-
ministration of justice in tribunals of the kind referred to. In
the case mentioned by "Wiltshire Rector" there was, ac-

cording to his statement, the assertion of the marriage, the pro-

duction of the alleged offspring, and I suppose we may assume
the absence of any denial of the marriage on the part of the
witness; but many other circumstances were conspicuously
wanting, for the existence of which iu the case which I have
ventured to call one of polygamy iu Pigeons I can vouch, " Wilt-
shire Rector " does not even tell us, for instance, whether the
baby produced bore any resemblance to its alleged father; but
I will not pursue the case in " petty sessions " further.

That "Wiltshire Rector" should be a little incredulous as

regards x)olygamy in Pigeons I am not surprised. I cannot lay

claim to thirty-five years' experience as a Pigeon fancier, but I

have kept Pigeons, and have been interested in their natural
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history for some years, and the case described by me in the

Journal of the 2l3t ult. is the only case of the kind, as I have
indeed before said, which has come under my notice in any way
whatever. Thus far "Wiltshire Rector" and I are at one.

I also agree with " Wiltshire Rector " in the belief that

Pigeons will change over partners. Was the case mentioned by
me, it is asked, more than simply such an exchange ? I answer
that I am satisfied that it was more. Had it been simply an ex-

change of partners, one would have expected to find tiie Blue
cock paired with the Black hen, and the Black cock paired with

the Blue hen ; but this was not so. The Black cock was entirely

beaten off, and did not (I speak from a tolerably close observa-

tion) in any way consort with either hen. He certainly was not

admittted to the nest of the Black hen, nor did I ever find him
sitting upon or see him so much as approach the nest of the

Blue hen. I am glad to find that " Wiltshire Rector " does
" not for one moment impute the least atom of untruthful-

ness " to me, but, at the same time, I think he is a little hyper-

critical when he asks the meaning of the words " I believe "

in the sentence " I believe that the Blue cock regularly took his

turn on each nest." I am aware that Pigeons, as a rule, sit a

regular time and through certain hours ; and my meaning was,

that having constantly seen the Blue cock sitting at one time on
one nest and at another time on the other I believed, or, iu other

words, that I had good reason to infer, that he " regularly "

—

that is, from day to day or as a habit, and not from mere caprice,

relieved each hen iu sitting. No doubt, as " Wiltshire Rector "

remarks, one cock was the master cock, and it will occasionally

happen that one cock bird among several is such, but that cir-

cumstance seems hardly to account altogether for the one cock

taking entirely to himself two paired hens, and otherwise acting

as I have stated. Now, to recur to the hatching, " Wiltshire
Rector " says " One pair of eggs were broken, and though eacli

contained a bird, the evidence as to variety is at an end." One
pair of eggs was, it is true, broken, but I cannot admit that
" the evidence as to variety was at an end," for the eggs broken
were those of the Blue hen, whUst those of the Black hen
produced Blue birds. No birds having been reared to feathering

from the Blue hen's eggs, positive evidence as to the variety of

the birds which they contained was, of course, at end, but there

was, especially under the circumstances of the case, presump-
tive evidence of it.

The remark made by "Wiltshire Rector" that "many Blues

are very dark at first," does not appear to me to have any appli-

cation to the present question, the birds referred to being from
the Black hen's eggs. The opposite assertion, if well founded,

that many Blacks are very light (or even blue) at first, might
have had more force. " Wiltshire Rector " further says that
" of the second hatching I stated nothing as to colour." How
could I say anything upon the point'? the old birds, as I stated

in my former communication, having gone to nest for the second

time only, somewbat more than three weeks ago, so that at the

time of my writing the young birds could not have been more
than a very few days old. I am now, however, able to state that

of the second lot of young birds, one from the nest of each hen,

was a Blue bird, the other two young birds, one from each nest,

not having lived over the feathering. I may also state that the

two hens each laid a third pair of eggs, and that the conduct of

the Bine cock still continued the same. I do not by any means
desire to assert that Pigeons are by nature polygamous ; but I

have narrated the facts of this case precisely as they have been
observed by me, and strange and unaccountable as the case may
appear, I do not feel or perceive any ground for feeling that I have
been mistaken either in my observations or conclusions.—R. W.

EXPERIENCE IN BEE-KEEPING.
Actin'o on the advice given in books, I gave my bees additional

room early in the season to prevent swarming. I tried supers,

nadirs, and collateral boxes, in order to give each system fair

play. After all my trouble the bees swarmed in June and July.

Would it not be better to let them swarm early, and then give

them supers, as I do not find that giving them extra room
prevents swarming ? I find they work better in supers than in

any other kind of box. This season I tried three nadirs. At the

end of August I removed them in order to get the honey. Two
were perfectly empty, and the third was full of empty comb.
Another hive had a box at the side, of which the bees took not

the slightest notice. Two other hives had supers. I took both
off late in June, and after taking the honey replaced them. At
the end of August I took them off again. One was full of fine

pure honey, the other had only a few combs, which, however,
1 have carefully put by for next season. I use straw hives, and
one or two bonnet boxes. Having had unexpected swarms I was
forced to hive them in a hurry. For the same reason I never
was able to find out whioh hive swarmed, as I generally came
into the garden, and found all the bees in a turmoil, and a

swarm hanging to a bnsh near. In my neighbourhood I have
to work single-handed, for the few people who keep bees smother
them every year in the old-fashioned way, and shook their heads

because I bought my first swarm as " A Clergtma.n's Wife "

did. I should state that the bee pasture is very good in my
garden, commencing early iu March, and continuing as long as
the heather is in bloom. Even now (September) fuchsias and
mignonette are in full blossom, and the bees are still busy.

—

TiMIiUCTOO.

[Every year brings with it some peculiarity of weather which
compels the bees to vary their proceedings accordingly. So one
year being wet and deficient in honey-producing power, natu-
rally allows freer scope to the breeding powers of the queen

;

hence a tendency to swarming predominates. Another year,

abounding in honey and fine weather, is favourable to the
storing of the precious gift, and swarms are rare, or else from
some other cause the bees will multiply enormously, and fill

every super with comb, without either swarming or gathering
honey. Were we able to foresee the coming season we should
forearm ourselves accordingly, but if the peculiar experiences of

one unforeseen season are to guide us iu our preparations for

the next, we should be constantly trying experiments, and be
liable to endless disappointments. Therefore, our reply to your
inquiry is, that while, doubtless, your proposal might succeed,
given a suitable summer, ten to one it would disappoint you
equally when the time came, owing to a change in the season
totally the reverse of the present one. We should, therefore,

advise you to persevere in that system of management which is

most adapted to your requirements. If you want swarms, let

them swarm early. If you have stock enough, give abundant
super room as soon as possible, and thereby discourage swarm-
ing. We ourselves have entirely discarded the use of both
nadir and collateral boxes, and believe the super to be the only

profitable, and, indeed, natural method of enlarging the honey-
comb quarter of the hive. Tou seem to have been as lucky as

anybody this year.

—

Eds.]

BEES AND HONEY AT MANCHESTER SHOW.
The bees and honey were very interesting and attractive. The

corner in which they were shown was crowded with visitors

during the whole four days ; indeed, so numerous were the

visitors on the last day of the Show, and so great the crush to

see the bees and honey, that not one in ten could obtain a

satisfactory view of them. For hours a compact mass of people

ten or twelve deep were slowly moved or pushed past the stage

on which the honey and bees stood. No one fancied that the

bees would interest so many people, otherwise better arrange-

ments would have been made for the visitors to examine them.
The Uving bees in glass houses should be exhibited apart from
each other, and at some distance from the hives of honey and
honeycomb. Though only Jl25 and two medals were offered iu

prizes for bees and honey, we had more than forty entries, but

in some cases no appearance was put in, the cause being supers,

which on examination were found not quite finished. Two
heavy hives broke down (combs) on their way from the Derby-
shire hills.

In Class A, for the heaviest and best hive filled by a swarm of

1873, Mr. Breen, of Manchester, came in first with a Pettigrew

hive weighing 8-1 lbs. ; and Mr. Withnell, of Burton-on-Trent, was
second with a bar-frame hive weighing GO lbs.

B. For the most ornamental hive Mr. W. Cooke, of Denton,
came first; and Mr. J. Wrigley, of Rochdale, second.

c. For the best observatory hive Mr. Young, of Burton-on-

Trent, carried the day.

D. For the best glass super of honeycomb Mr. Breen again

came to the front with a magnificent " Crystal Palace " weigh-

ing 87 lbs. It was the queen of the Exhibition—grand beyond
description. I saw it before it was brought from the moors,

named it " a Crystal Palace," and valued it at £10. One of the

Judges bought it at that price as soon as he saw it. Mr. Bethell,

of High Leigh, Knutsford, was second with a tlat glass super

weighing 25 lbs. ; and Mr. Wakefield, of Kendal, took the third

prize with a smaller super. All were well filled.

E. For the best wood or straw super Mr. Withnell, of Burton,

took the first prize; and Mr. J. Lee, of Windlesham, Bagshot,

came second. Under this head some syrup-comb was shown

—

most beautiful to look upon. The Judges on tasting it pro-

nounced it to be sugar-and-water, and therefore disqualified it

for a prize. I saw it was made of sugar before it was tasted.

Sugar-and-water cannot be converted into honey, though making
excellent food for bees.

i .»

F. For best collection of hives, supers, and bee furniture,

Mr. J. Lee, of Windlesham, took the silver medal ;
and Mr. S.

Yates, of Manchester, the bronze one. Mr. Lee's collection was

very neat and unique. His hives were chiefly made of straw

with bar-frames inside. His supers were of wood and glass.

Mr. Lee has, like most practical men, found that wood hives

condense the moisture of bees—which causes the combs to rot,

and therefore he makes his bar-frame hives like those of the late

Mr. Woodburj'—all of straw, neatly put together. Mr. Yates's

collection was larger in some respects, and more various too.

In it he had some of the best-mado straw hives I ever saw,
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from 20 inches wide inside down to smaller sizes, supers of all

tinds and sizes, and a Stewarton hive, which did not appear to

advantage beside the rest.

Mr. Aston, of Newport, Salop, exhibited some of his simple
and nseful drone traps and other bee furnitni'e. The Judges
awarded him a prize of 20s. for his traps, &c. I bought a drone
trap of him, and have tried it already, and I am glad to say it

answers well. Bee-keepers must thank Mr. Aston for his excel-

lent contrivance.
Mr. Wood, of Nyborg, Denmark, sent a hive and a large boxful

of various kinds of honey, mead, was, &z., so interesting that an
extra prize was given for it.

"WTien the Bee and Honey Show was suggested and tacked on
to the International Fruit Exhibition it was my intention to

exhibit some heavy hives, with thirty or forty big supers of

honeycomb from my own bees, but the season has been so un-
favourable for honey-gathering that I could only place one hive
and two supers on the tables. The hive weighed 108 lbs., and
the smallest glass super 26 lbs. ; both were fiUed by my first

swarm obtained on the 21st of May. The hive alone was sold
for £i 5s. as it stood. The other super might be termed a
Crystal Palace too, for it stood 20 inches high and weighed 40 lbs.,

though not quite finished. The Judges were the Rev. W. Cotton,
Frodsham; and J. S. Cunhffe, Esci., Handforth.—A. Pettigkew,
Sale, Cheshire.

BEES ON A FIR TREE.
A SWAKM of bees some time in the summer settled on a small

Scotch fir in my shrubbery, about 2 feet from the ground. They
were seen only lately, and have made a quantity of beautiful
white comb, now being filled with honey. It is fixed to the
stem of the tree, whidh is only 5 feet high. Is there any safe
method of taking the honey, and how ? If left till the winter,
would the bees die and the honey be spoilt ?—A. R.

[If left the bees would certainly die. Are the combs fixed
outside the tree, or are they in a hollow ? If the former, you
may drive the bees off the combs by steady fumigation with
brown paper, and cut the combs away easily. In the latter case
you must destroy them with brimstone.—Ens.]

BEE-FEEDING.
ExcTTSE my taking exception to your advice to "B. G." about

bee-feeding. The food suggested is cane-sugar syrup. As its

water dries from it, it crystaUises. Applied as you recommend,
it would be partly taken down during the night. In the morn-
ing, as the temperature rises, the expanding air which stands
over the syrup in the bottle will drive down a deluge over the
bees; this crystallises upon their bodies and destroys numbers,
besides rendering useless the adjacent sides of the two middle
combs, which are the most important in the hive. Bxperto
crede. The sugar should have added to it a teaspoonful of
strong vinegar for each pound, or, better, three drops of sul-
phuric acid, which, upon being boUed, changes the cane sugar
into grape sugar (the form in which sugar occurs in honey),
which will not crystallise, and which is more natural as a food,
and better for storing than cane sugar. The method of giving
food recommended I thought was exploded. Place a piece of
perforated zinc (that called No. 6 is best) over the feeding hole.
Pour your syrup into the bottle, and place over it a piece of zinc
bent up at one edge, then turn your bottle over. Place all upon
perforated zinc, and withdraw the sUde. The whole operation
is simple and cleanly. If you wish to remove the bottle, replace
the slip. The form of the zinc piece is immaterial, but a shovel
heavy in the handle is most convenient.—F. Cheshire.
[We cannot admit that our advice to '• B. G." was in any way

incorrect. We are almost tired of reiterating our assertion that
food prepared in the proportions, and boiled for the time which
we recommend, can be safely administered by the bottle system
of feeding. Whether net or muslin in conjunction with zinc,
or a piece of zinc only between the fluid and the bees, be used,
is a,matter of but little consequence. We prefer the net, as it

enables the bee-master to supply or remove the bottles much
more readily. We never find the food crystallise ; and if it

should happen to run over the bees or the combs, not the
slightest injury results, as the bees are soon cleaned by their
sisters, and the combs also are soon licked d :y. Whether or not
the syrup would be improved by the ar iition of vinegar or
sulphuric acid we caimot say, but wiU give the treatment a
trial.

—

Eds.]

V.u.TiE OF Hens.—A curious statement has been made and
pxiblialied in a French paper in regard to hens. It reckons the
number of hens in France at 40,000,000, valued at $20,000,000.
Of these about one-fifth are killed annually for the market. There
is an annual nett production of 80,000,000 chickens, which in
market yield ?24,000,000. The extra value to be added for
capons, fattened hens, and the like, is put at |2,200,000. The

production of eggs is reckoned at an average of 100 eggs per hen,
worth $48,000,000. In all it is reckoned that the value of hens,
chickens, and eggs sold in the markets of France is $80,000,000.
—[Boston Cultivator.)

CoNSiTMPTioN OP Eggs.—The importation of eggs increases.

In the last eight months the declared value was ^£1,797,759,

against i;i,302,870 of the preceding year.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Stocking a Htve of Ejipty Combs (G. H. F.).—If your geven-yeai's-old

straw hive is strong, you may drive out the bees into an empty butt, and
when pretty well settled shake them into your frame hive, whieb immediately
place upon the stand which the straw hive had previously occupied. You
must make up your mind to feed Uberahy : at least 20 lbs. of food will bo
necessaiy. Possibly you would not object to give a good quantity of the
dai'kest honey from tbe old butt. If you hud that the bos has not as many
bees as you would wish, you can get some cottager to allow you to drive out
and bring home the bees of a doomed stock, which you may add to yom- own.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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brewing, and a newspaper in his hand. It was a picture of

home contentment worthy of being placed on canvas. In ten
minutes more I could have walked into another equally prized
as a pleasant adjunct to the home, saying nothing about the
value of the canopy of purple clusters hanging from the roof.

There are sites innumerable suitable in soil and aspect in all

parts of the country where nice table or wine Grapes may be
produced almost without cost, excepting, of course, the trifling

outlay of neat glass coverings. The point is not to have them
too narrow, the aim should be to have all the roof space pos-
sible. The interior can be turned to account in many ways as

ornamental by the introduction of plants or for more useful

purposes. I am acquainted with one of these glass rooms or
home appendages, which is primarily used as a promenade
and exercising ground for the juveniles of the household, and
paterfamilias is fond of repeating that for this purpose alone,
and without any Grapes at all, that it is worth every penny it

cost.

Grapes thus grown without any fire heat will be well remu-
nerative at Is. a-Ib., and there is no insuperable obstacle in
the way of their being produced at even half that price in
almost every village, but certainly in every market in the land.
This may appear at first sight as rather a bold statement, but
consider for a moment what a healthy Vine will do, and it

will not be found far off the mark of sober truth. It would be
a national advantage if something like this were accomplished.
There seems to be a great aggregate wage and money surplus
in towns which must be spent in luxury, and a luxury in

healthy fruit is iniinitely preferable to other indulgences which
might be named. A fruit-supply of this character would not
interfere with the superior produce of skilled cultivators, which
will always command a superior price to satisfy the demands
of " superior people," who would no more eat cheap Grapes than
drini cheap wine ; and who can blame them ? Not—J. Weight.

CULTUEE OP BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS
TO AVOID DISEASE.

I AM rather surprised to hear complaints of the Calceolaria

disease this season, considering how favourable the weather
has been for the growth of that moisture-loving plant ; I there-

fore send yoir a few notes, the result of my own experience
and observation. The bedding Calceolaria has with me always
been, and still is, a favourite, as it is, I think, with most gar-

deners, for the simple reason that it would be a diflicult matter
to find an equally effective substitute.

My method of propagatiug and preparing the plants for

plautiug-out I described in vol. xxiii., page 487, and now that

the season is approaching I would advise those who wish to

have Calceolarias next summer to put in a supply of cuttings

in October in a cold frame at the back of a north wall or hedge,
and after the cuttings are inserted, give all a good watering
and put the lights on, which will be sufficient without any
other i^rotection during winter to secure you in the spring a
lot of beautiful plants, looking the picture of health. But
some will perhaps say. Why advocate cultivating a plant which
is so uncertain and so liable to die-off by disease, &o. ? In
answer I say that I have cultivated the Calceolaria both in
Scotland and the north and south of En;jland, and I have
never yet been visited with what I would call the Calceolaria
disease. It is true I have lost a few plants occasionally ; this

year my loss has been about eighteen out of between 6.50 and
600 bedded-out. One ribbon border contains 3.50 plants, and
I have not lost one plant out of it ; but I do not consider this

any great achievement, as the season has been so suitable to

the growth and well-being of the plants.

It is when we have to contend with a hot dry summer that
our skill is tried, and the results show whether or not we have
been making any provision for the want of atmospheric mois-
ture by securing the conditions necessary for the health of the
plants at the roots, which I deem to be the most important
point of all. The neglect of this, and planting in an unfavour-
able poor soil in a dry season, will, I have no doubt, produce
what is termed the Calceolaria disease. In a poor, light, sandy
SOU the Calceolaria will only prove a disappointment ; have
the soU, therefore, removed to the depth of 2 feet, and replace
it with some well-rotted turf enriched with manure, and, if very
heavy, half ought to be removed and the other half mixed with
a compost the same as above. If the plants have been prepared
as I recommended in the article previously referred to, and
are lifted carefully with balls, planted firmly in the ground,

afterwards well watered, and during the summer have the
blooms picked off as soon as these show signs of decay, suc-
cessful results may generally be relied on. The ripening of
seed exhausts the energies of the plants and stops their
growth, but if the decaying blooms are removed the plants
will commence a fresh growth, and a succession of flowers will

be kept up.

Mr. Railton in a former number, page 174, attributes his
success this season to " dipping his plants in a solution of

Fowler's insecticide, heat 100' ;" but I hope he will excuse me
if I say that I have very little faith in anything that can be
done to the tops. I believe the secret of success to lie entirely
at the roots, and I likewise consider the past season has been
too favourable for the growth of the plants to test any appli-

cation properly or to justify speaking decidedly on its merits.

—

J. Anderson, Hill Grove, Kidderminster.

FKUIT TKEES AT MR. THOMPSON'S, ILFORD.
On reading Mr. Abbey's article on pyramid and bush fruit

trees in the Journal of September 11th, I was rather surprised

at the result of his experience with these exceedingly useful
forms of fruit trees for small gardens. I say small gardens
advisedly, because in large gai'dens I would plant at least a
large proportion of both Apple and Pear trees on the Crab and
Pear stock respectively.

The Cherry, Plum, Pear, and Apple trees at Loxford this

year have borne a splendid crop ; Cherries and Plums could be
gathered in handfuls, and Apples especially have been plenti-

ful. Now, as it happens we had Apples of the same variety
both on the Crab and Paradise stocks, and Pears on the Pear
and Quince stocks, planted at the same time, while none of the
trees had been removed for six years, anyone can see at a
glance the different effects of the stock. Cox's Orange Pippin
on the Crab has not half a crop, on the Paradise the trees are

bent down with the load of fruit. On the Crab the trees are

more inclined to grow to wood, the growths are stronger, and
the leaves twice as large as those on the other stock. Then,
again, take Louise Bonne or Beurre Hardy on the Quince and
compare them with those on the Pear stock ; they do not look
like the same variety of fruit, and this " apart from root-

pruning or biennial or triennial lifting." Then let us notice

the Blenheim Orange ; it can be seen at Ilford on the Paradise
stock on trees 7 feet high and 8 feet across actually loaded
with fruit. I also went up to Ilford and examined the orchard
of fine young trees belonging to Mr. W. Thompson, under the

care of Mi'. Green. Nearly all the trees are on the Quince
and Paradise, and for young frees (they have only been planted
six years, mnny of them only three and four years ago), the
crop of fruit they are bearing is extraordinary, and not on a
few trees only ; for of some of the most useful sorts Mr. Green
has planted from three hundred to four hundred trees. Con-
sidering the large number of trees to attend to, their well-

trained appearance reflects great credit on the management of

Mr. Green.
Here is a row of Ribston Pippins, fine healthy trees, not a

spot of canker on the wood or a blemish on the fruit ; they
are carrymg a good crop. My experience with this variety is,

that on the Crab stock it cankers in the second year from
planting ; on the Paradise, planted six years on the same
ground, it shows no signs of canker. Next to the Eibstons

there is a row of Eymer ; this is a fine kitchen Apple. Dume-
low's Seedling, or Wellington as it is always called in the

London markets, is overloaded with fruit, and, as a conse-

quence, it is rather small. Sturmer Pippin should be grafted

on the Crab stock ; on the Paradise the fruit is very small.

Pomona is remarkably fine, the trees are studded with fine

handsome fruit ; this is free-bearing on any stock. Tower of

Glamis does not bear so freely, this being the first year the trees

have had anything like a crop, but large handsome fruit they

are, and it is a good keeper. In contrast to it here is the

Dutch Mignonne, the fruit on all the trees clustering together

like bees swarmed on a branch ; but most noticeable is the

Blenheim Orange. There are many trees of this good old sort

all on the Paradise, but on walking down the rows, here and
there a tree is seen with an unusually large crop, and on
examining the union of the stock with the scion it is plain

that there have been two sorts of Paradise stock used, the

union being the same on all the trees heavily loaded with fruit,

and different from that on the others. Probably Mr. Thomas
Elvers is the only one who can throw any light ou this matter.

Here in one place are four hundred trees of Loiuse Bonne
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Pear 6 feet apart, and not one -which is not bearing a good
crop of remarkably fine fruit. Beurrt' Hardy is nothing be-

hind it, the fruit clean, and considering the crop the trees are

bearing, of good size. Next comes Beurrc Diel ; a portion of

these trees were removed last year, and those that have not
been removed are carrying the largest and best crop. Gansel's

Bergamot, double-grafted, is bearing freely, and twenty trees of

Doyenne du Comice are bearing a large crop of very iiue fruit.

This variety can be highly recommended. Conseiller de la

Cour is not at all a free-bearing sort with me. With Mr. Green
the trees are producing abundantly, and the fruit is very fine.

I have also seen this variety very good with Mr. Barron at

Chiswick. It is a Pear of most delicious flavour. There is a

row of about fifty trees of Bezi Mai, this never becomes melt-

ing ; it has been headed back and regrafted with such sorts as

Dunmore, Zephirin Grfigoire. Bergamotte d'Esperen, Marie
Louise d'Dccle, &c., all of which are doing very well on it.

The last-named sort succeeds well on the Quince, and is a free

bearer ; the fruit is covered with brown russet, and is of very

good flavour. Marie Louise will not thrive on the Quince.

Beurrfi d'Anjou I had not seen before, but it is thought highly

of by Mr. Green ; it is a good-keeping Pear, of large size, and
the flavour is excellent. Duraudeau or De Tongres on the

Quince is loaded with fine large fruit, but on the Pear stock it

is very poor. Souvenir du Congres is a new Pear, but one
that I fancy will yet be grown to a large extent. I have it

double-worked, and so it is here. The tree has a fine crop of

large showj' fruit.

Plums have been fine, but owing to the wet weather many
have cracked and are spoiled. All had been gathered except
Autumn Compute, which had a moderate crop of fruit on it.

Mr. Green spoke highly of Guthrie's Late Gage. It is now
ripe in the garden at Loxford Hall, and I can freely corroborate
Mr. Green's good opinion of it. It is one of the very best

Gages for a pj-ramid.—J. Douglas.

THE MADEESPIELD COUET VINE.
I TRIED two experiments last year to prevent the berries of

this splendid Grape from splitting. These Vines are in two
large tubs. The rods, 10 feet in length, were stout and well
ripened. At the end of one I inarched a Black Hamburgh, the
effect of which has been to cause all the oval berries to become
perfectly round on all the twelve bunches, two berries on
one bunch alone preserving the oblong form. The Vine on
which the Muscadine was inarched has ten bunches ; very few
of the berries have split. This inarching was only halt way
np the rod. The Black Hamburgh and Muscadine are still in

pots, and I suppose it wiU be advisable not to cut them off

from the Muscadines. The seed of the round Grape I shall

preserve. What does Mr. Elvers say to this plan of changing
oval berries into round ones? The experiment can be tried

at once on any sorts where there is an oval and a round Grape
growing near. The lateral at the end of each rod should be
preserved, and when the wood is ripe inarched. It would be
curious to watch the effects of inarching different sorts.

—

Obsebver.

COPINGS FOR WALLS.—No. 1.

I SHocLD think that after years of experience and the advice
of practical men there are not now two opinions existing upon
the necessity of furnishing a garden wall with a suitable
coping. \ wall exposed as it is to all the vicissitudes of

weather needs a coping (juite as much as a house requires a
roof, in order to throw off the water that falls on the top, and
to protect the interior from the action of frost. A coping is

in this sense very important, but when it also affords protec-
tion to the trees growing on the face of the wall it becomes of
the greatest importance.
To accomplish either object a coping should project to some

extent on each side of the wall, but as to how far this projec-
tion should extend I believe there exists some difference of
opinion. I consider that if a permanent coping, such as I am
alluding to, has a projection of from H to G inches, according
to the height of the wall, it is sufficient for the general pro-
tection and weU-being of the trees ; but in the spring, when
the trees are breaking into growth, and their bloom buds ex-
pand, I agree with the common custom of adding a temporary
coping of wood a foot or more in width, to remain over the
trees till the season is well advanced or the weather has be-
Cvinj somewhat settled; for, as is well known, the Peach tree

with a coping

is a tender subject, and both the wood and foliage, as well as
the fruit, are Uable to injury from the changeable weather
that generally prevails np to the turn of the days. I there-
fore do not withdraw my coping-boards till that time, and for
the above reasons I suggest that others should try the same
plan instead of taking them down when a crop of fruit is set.

I fancy my readers will say that if the Peach tree is so tender,
why not put the coping-boai'ds over them in winter ? To this

I would say that I think no harm can arise from it, but there
is a possibility, and even probability, of an advantage, and it

is not difficult to perform. I think, however, I have said
enough to convince anyone of the utility of a projecting
coping to a wall, and wUl therefore give a few illustrations and
descriptions of forms of coping in use in different parts of

the country.
Ficj. 1 represents a wall 11 inches wide,

18 inches wide and 6 inches high in the
centre, reduced to about an inch in thick-

ness at the edges. It has a projection of

only 2 inches on each side, which I think
is not enough ; 3 inches on each side would
be more effectual in shielding the trees

from wet. If the wall were 18 inches wide
instead of 14 inches I would extend the projection even
another inch on each side, particularly if the wall were 10 or
12 feet high.

Fig. 2 is another coping of a similar

shape and width, but is only 4 inches high
in the centre, having the some projection

on each side as in Jiij. 1, but the thickness

at the edges is not more than three-quarters

of an inch. This coping is very suitable

for a wall from 8 to 10 feet high.
Fig. 3 is quite a different form of coiling, being made or

shaped to convey the most of the water to one side of the
wall ; it is a very useful form for those who
have a fancy for it, and think that it is

likely to prove effectual or more advantage-
ous than the preceding ones ; I am, however,
by no means certain that it would be so.

It is of the same width as the preceding
forms, but is 4 inches thick on one side, reduced to 3 inches
on the other, and projects from the wall to the same distance.

Fig. 4 is the dish form of coping, being shaped so as to
convey the water along the centre by a groove 1 inch deep,

and about IHn width. The thickness of
the coping at the outsides is 4 inches, re-

duced to 3 or a little less in the centre
without the groove. The water running
down this groove must, of course, be con-
veyed to the ground through a spout
similar to that from ihe roof of a build-

ing, but it need not be so large. I like this form of coping
very much, and am inclined to think it as good as, if not
better, than the rest, because it would do away with most of

the drip from each side of the wall.

On referring to figs. 1 and 2 there will be seen a little groova
under the part that projects from the wall, and also on one
side of fig. 3 ; these grooves are very essential to all projected
copings, for the purpose of preventing the water from running
down the wall.—TnouAs Eecokd.

Fig. 3.

CULTUEE OP THE YAM IN ENGLAND.
Wk have been doing well for two or three years in cultivat-

ing and acclimatising the Yam. With the sad prospect of the
Potato crop this is doubly interesting. We will with pleasure
send to any gentleman or gardener who may send his address
on a stamped envelope (as long as the supply remains), half a
dozen bulbs. They are only peppercorn and pea size, but the
plant becomes of 20 or 30 feet.

—

The Gabdeneb, Egremont
Loiigc, Brighton.

[We do not know which species of Dioscorea it is that has
done well at Brighton. One species from .Japan is probably
aa hardy as tho Potato, and two natives of North America
certainly are, but whether profitably cultivable remains to be
proved.

—

Eds.J

Laboe CoctjMBEE LEAVES.—Ouo of my Cucumber plants,
Cox's Volunteer, has leaves on it 20 inches across, and a fruit

28 inches long and 7 inches round, which has not yet done
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growing; and on my other plants, Blue Gown, many of the
leaves are 18 inches across. All who have seen them say they
never saw such magnificent plants.

—

Ghas. H. Page, Dulwich
House, Cardiff'.

TABLE DECOEATIONS AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE AUTUMN SHOW.

The Table Decorations were of a novel character, inasmuch
as prizes were offered for a combination of fruit and flowers,

also for a centrepiece of Grapes with foliage. The difficulty of

the former was manifest in the want of harmony of colour and
form, as few of the exhibitors seemed equal to the task. In
both classes Mr. Hudson, of Denmark Hill, was greatly in
advance of his fellow competitors, his first-prize in the open
class being a truly artistic work. His using some large and
heavy-coloured flowers for his centre made his fruit-surround-
ings of equal value as regards colour. Nor was he at a loss for

light and delicate tints and blendiugs, which were well thought
out, and his colour carefully studied and carried through ; and
yet his materials were of the simplest kind. Take, for instance,
his stand with a Melon, a beautiful netted one, full of varied
greys, greens, and buffs. This he very skilfully set-off by
placing it on some Vine leaves variegated with the bright
crimson and yellow of autumn's decay, and so placed that the
tints of the Melon led into the brighter one of the leaves,
which were, as it were, garnished with Maidenhair Fern. Then,
again, how charming was his dish of Pears ! how carelessly,

and yet how pictorially, were his Grapes laid in their dish

!

In fact, taken altogether, his table was a great success. He
also had the honour of winning the first prize in the amateurs'
class with another excellent and well-arranged display, the
fruit and flowers bficig well balanced.

Mr. Buster made a very fau' second with his flowers excel-
lently arranged, but his shortcoming was with the fruit. In
other cases the fruit totally overpowered the floral portion,
and, to use a sporting phrase, " had it all their own way." In
few instances was the fruit used as a decorative feature, and in
some it was almost hidden. This, of course, was in the worst
possible taste, and one of the exhibitors went so far as to

muddle his Grapes in such peculiar manner as more to represent
ill-arranged Damsons. As regards the centre group for a table,
Mr. Bones was a good first simply with black and white Grapes
well thrown together with Vine leaves and Ferns on a two-tier
glass. Good as this was, it might have been far better if a
few red Grapes had been introduced, or some of difi'erent

colours with Vine leaves in the colour of autumn. The rest

of the exhibits in this class went all the wrong way, the Grapes
being in most instances partially, and in some cases nearly,
hidden by Ferns, Coleus, and other leaves, and in one a tazza
had some will-polishcd Apples. In short, there was but little

novelty or originality and a sad want of thought and taste,

Mr. Hudson showing more knowledge of the subtleness of

art than we have seen for some time. Still, the Show was
particularly useful as it was decidedly instructive, and we hope
is but the prelude of far- better things, as it is clear that it is

one thing to decorate a table with flowers only, and quite
another to dispose fruit amongst them in such a manner as to

be useful and yet ornamental, and so to unite the two that they
may form one harmonious whole of the highest class of table
decoration.—W.

HAGUE'S SEEDLING POTATO.
In your .Journal of the 28th ult. Mr. R. Fenn, of Woodstock,

states of the Potato caDed Hague's Seedling (or Hague's Kid-
ney, for I presume they are the same), that it was raised by a
son of Major Hague, near Leeds, from seeds of some Potatoes
which he received from Harewood, and the said gentleman
appeals to five brothers as to the fact. One cannot reasonably
doubt such a statement; but, as Mr. Fenn goes ou to remark,
with respect to the Lapstoue Ividney, said in the same article

to have been first named by Mr. Fuller, of Headingly—" there
are a great many Lapstone Kidneys under as many aliases ;"

so, on the other hand, may there not be more than one va-
riety of Potato under the same name of Hague's Seedling ?

At all events I can vouch for the accuracy of the followLug.
Some years since (I cannot state how many) a gentleman
named Hodgekiuson resided at Barnby Moor, Notts, ou the
Great Northern road. He being on a tour of pleasure on the
Continent, brought home with him from France a Potato
which he gave to his gardener, an old man named Hague, to

raise stock for him. A fine second early Potato was the re-

sult, which he called " Hague's Seedhng," after the old man
who had the care of it, and he distributed samples of it among
his neighbours and friends. In this way I obtained a sample
of it, and have grown it ever since, and now have the pleasure
to send you the produce of one root, just taken up, that you
may judge of its quaUty and productiveness.

—

Octogenarius.

[We showed your specimens to one who is well conversant
with Potatoes, and he says, " This appears to be simply another
variety of the old Lapstone, which reproduces itself from seed
very readily."]

PINE APPLES IN NEW ZEALAND.
I am not aware of any Pine Apples being under cultivation in

Canterbury at the present day. Our supplies of this fruit

during oui- winter come from Queensland, arriving first at
Sydney and Melbourne with other tropical fruits, thence here,
after being knocked about very much at the above places, and
by the time they reach us they are very much disfigured and
bruised, which does not improve their flavour. Another thing
I observe about them—they have been cut when the pips are
only half their size, consequently they must be almost in a
green state when packed to travel. What little colour they
do acquire is during the voyage, no doubt. This may account
for their being almost tasteless, and having very little juice.

On their arrival here, to say the best of them, they are only of

third-rate quality, and are very different from those under
cultivation at home, with large, flat, swelled pips. I am given
to understand that they undergo a routine of cultivation in
Queensland the same as other tropical fruits. They usually
arrive here with Sydney Oranges, which I can assure you are
very plentiful every winter, and sell for a penny each. By the
cylindrical form of the fruit, and the average weight, 2J lbs.

(half ripe), small spines, little crowns, they appear to be the
old Queen variety—minus its bright yellow, juicy, and sweet
flesh, with its very pleasant acid—considered one of the best
and most useful of Pine Apples. No doubt the same might be
the case in Queensland, if the people there would only allow
them to arrive at maturity before removing them from the
parent stools.^ William Swale, .ironside Botanic Garden,
Canterbury, N.Z.

POT-TKUCK FOR REMOVING FRUIT TREES
IN LARGE POTS.

It is well known that the flavour of Peaches and Nectarines
grown in pots is much improved if the trees are carried out
into the open air a week or ten days before the fruit is ripe ;

but it is rather difficult

to move trees in 18-inch

pots with branches down
to the bottom, extend-
ing 2 feet on each side,

without either injuring

the branches or shaking
off some of the fruit.

To get over this diffi-

culty I have had a

machinemade, of which
I send you a drawing.

It answers the purjjose

admuably.
By means of slots in

the axle, and also in the

upright bearers which
carry the clips, I adjust

the latter to about the

proper height and width
of pots to be removed,
and when these are pro-

perly set, pots measur-
ing from 11 to 18 inches

can be removed without
alteriug anything except
the two handles, which
lie on the cross-bar of

the truck. When I wish
to remove a pot I adjust these handles, so that the points of

the clips are a little wider than the bottom diameter of the
pot; next elevate the handles of the truck, and slip the clips

round the bottom of the pot ; then, by depressing the handles
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again, the clips take hold of the pot under the rim and lift it

clean from the ground. Yon will observe, also, that when

the handles of the truck are the proper height for wheeling,

the clips point upwards at an angle of about 45", throwing the

tree into a slanting position to enable one to get tall trees

through doorways of an ordinary height.—J. Gamett, TIic

Grange', Bolton.

[The following still more simple contrivance was described

by Mr. Eadie in the twenty-fifth volume of our old series :—
It consists of two com-

mon hand-spikes, in this

ease about G feet long,

1 J inch thick, and 3 J inches

wide, with a sUt or mortice

in the centre through the

side to receive freely the

cross or tie-pieces ; and
two, what I will call the

pieces, being boards 1 inch

thick, and wide enough to

be strong, with one end
fastened with a pin or bolt

so as to work on a pivot in

the mortice of the hand-
spoke ; the other end made
with a bevel of about 40",

or enough to close the tie-

pieces as fast as the hand-
spikes are closed ; then a

pin on the outside of the

hand-spike put through a

hole in the tie-piece fastens

the whole together. The
end of the mortice is made
to fit the bevel of the tie-

piece, so that the pressure

of the pot cannot push it

back. To take it off the

pot, you draw out the pin

from the hole on the out-

side of the hand-spike, and
draw the tie-piece out of

the mortice. The pins are

fastened to the hand-spike
by a string or chain, so

that they cannot get lost.

The curve or circle in the

tie-pieces need not fit the

circle of the pot exactly,

but may be about a me-
dium of what it is intended

to carry ; if intended to

Ko. 1 shows the maimer tbo tie-pieces

lie in the mortice; a a are the two ties

;

i> b are the mortices ; c c are the perma-
cent pins ; d d are the pin holes to hold
it together ; c f are the closing sides.

Ko. 2 is a side view of the hand-spii^e,
showing the size of the mortice.

No. 3 is a cross view, showing the man-
ner of catching the pot

; // are the two
pins holding the hand-spikes together.

carry from 10-inch to 18-inch pots, the curve might be 7 inches
wide or 14 inches diameter.

—

Eds.]

EXHIBITION FRAUDS.
It was with considerable interest that I read in your issue

of July 31st a paragraph by Mr. W. Paul on exhibition frauds
;

and now that the subject has been again referred to in a letter

by M. Sisley, I am desirous of adding my protest against a
system, the working of which I have had abundant oppor-
tunities of observing. The honest exhibitor will, I think
accept the exposure made by Mr. Paul as a timely one.
The practice of borrowing plants for exhibition has in places

with which I am acquainted become so general, that it is re-

garded as a matter of very sUght importance. An evil which
I have noticed in connection with it is this : when persons
who themselves practise this kind of fraud, or connive at it

in others, are placed in oftice, false awards and other forms of
favouritism have not unfrequently been the result.
With M. Sisley I believe that interest in trade is not in the

smallest degree favoured by such frauds, but more than this,
they who practise them show their utter disregard of prin-
ciple.—S. Waltebs, Hilpi'Tton Nurseries, Trowbridge.

LoBELU toMPACTA, ou CiiYST.u, Palace Blce.—I think the
snperior qualities of the above-named plant for bedding can-
not be generally known, otherwise we should not sec so many
speciosa seedlings used. These have very much deteriorated
of late years, being neither one variety nor another, but only

a mixture of all sorts, and the habit has been quite unmanage-
able ; for, to keep the plant within bounds, frequent trimming

has been necessary, and this involves cutting away the best

blooming part of the plant. L. compacta, on the other hand,

requires no trimming, btit wiU form a dense line of very dark

blue, and for a front row in a ribbon border, or for mixing

along with other contrasting colours—such, for example, as

Golden Pyrethrum, in carpet bedding, it is quite unique. AU
it requires is, during the growing season, to open the plants

a little in the centre and gently push them flat on the ground,

which will induce them to spread.—J. Andebson, Hill Grove,

Kidderminster.

THE AUTUMN ROSE SHOW AT BBIE-COMTE-
IIOBERT.—No. 2.

To take up the subject where I left off in the last number of

the Journal, I will turn next to some of the other interesting

features in the Show. I have already said in my last that both

the large tent and the grounds outside were laid out in winding
walks, with raised beds of flowers set in grass. If the grass

had been Uke our good EngUsh lawns it would have added a

great charm to the whole ; but we do not see good lawns in

France, and the effect was produced by fine seeds sown and
coming up very evenly, but the grass was not intended to be

trodden upon. Among the beds inside, the most noticeable

were—first, a bed of varieties of Begonias. The Begonia
boUviensis, of which there was also a large bed by itself outside,

was exceedingly well done ; and besides this, inside was Sedeni,

Ingramii, ascotiensis, a fine, tall, red variety, and another fine

variety quite new to me, called Emeroud ; this had a large red

flower opening wide, showing many of its flowers upright, and
one I measured was 3 inches across, each petal very broad.

This is the largest-flowered Begonia I have yet seen, and if as

free-flowering as it seems to be, a very great acquisition to any
garden.
There were several very fine collections of ornamental plants,

chiefly of the size for house decoration. Among them Dracionas

in many varieties, the old termiuaUs and Cooperi being still

among the best; then Cordyhnes, CurcuUgo, Aspidistra,

Crotons, &c. The Palms were shown in a separate group by
themselves, but I did not notice any which are not pretty well

known in England.
There were several groups of Pelargoniums, both double and

single Zonals. Though not being an admirer of double Zonals,

stiU I looked carefully through them, and did not see any im-
provement on the older sorts exhibited there, as Marie Lemoine,
Marie Kendatler, &c. There were two good pinks, MerveiUe de
Lorraine and Imperatrice Eugenie, but Mr. Laxton's seedlings

are certainly finer in quality of pips to any I saw here. One
double one was called Mistress Proloc, which was evidently

our Mrs. Pollock under an altered name transferred to a double.

I was also amused among the single ones to see Buisson Ar-

dente, or Burning Bush.
Among the collections of single Pelargoniums, the class for

which. No. 13, was far the most beautiful collection of Pelar-

gonium Zonale inquinans, not less than twenty-five varieties, not

more than two plants of each variety; there were a great variety

exhibited. Among those I had not seen before were MdUe.
Nillson, a pink Nosegay, good ; Deuil de Lorraine, dark Zonal,

fine colour but small truss ; Lansandgo, hke Duchess (Donald

Beaton's variety); Madame Bureau, a fresh pink, something
like Pearson's new variety, Contessa Quarto; Mexico, a cerise;

Lady Kulam (sic), fine scarlet, white eye, (?) Lady CuUum;
Anne Pastry {sic), a large-petalled salmon Nosegay of the stamp
of Lizzie, and one or two others. I am not, however, inclined

to think them any advance on existing varieties we have in

England ; indeed, Mr. Pearson's Hybrid Nosegays amoug the

Hybrid Nosegays, and Dr. Denny's, Mr. George's, Mr. Paul's,

and Mr. Laing's, and others among both Zonals and Hybrid
Nosegays, have made such rapid strides lately, that it will, in

my opinion, be very difficult to obtain any very great improve-

ment now. Among old friends I saw well shown were Jean
Sisley (which, by the way, has been exceedingly good with me
both spring and autumn this year, but failed very much during

some hot weeks in July, as many of the pure Zonals do, from
casting its petals), Leonidas, Jean Valgeau, Firefly, Striking,

Merrimar, Le Grand, the last not up to the mark, Madame
Hoste. The effect of the masses of Pelargoniums in mixed
colours was very good, but some of the beds which were outside

the tent were much dashed with a heavy rain, which came ou
about 2.30, and soon found its way inside the tents as well,

making all the walks very wet and puddly, reminding me pain-

fully of the Birmingham Exhibition.
Among other beds outside the tent were some fine collections

of Cannas, some very tall in flower, others dwarfer, and in many
shades of foliage. The beds of double Zinnias, especially one,

were very fine, some of the heads very perfect. This is a flower

which evidently requires warmth to bring it to perfection, and,
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I think, would be well worth growing with care for suh-tropical
gardens at Battersea Park or elsewhere, as the varieties in
colour are now becoming more marked, and some of the colours
very glowing.
Among the cut flowers, which if my friend, "D., Deal," had

Ibeen with me there would have been a detailed report, were
long lines and banks of Gladioli. These were massed rather
like the beautiful bank which Mr. Kelway showed at Manchester,
but clustered much nearer together, and it was difficult to
examine the individual spikes, and I had not time to take down
the names of the best. There were also Dahlias in great variety,

a good selection of Asters, some Verbenas, which were much
injured by the wet weather ; some good spikes of Phlox de-
cussata, ttc, but I need not stop to jiarticularise.

Outside in a sort of boundary to the ornamental garden were
fine and interesting examples of trained fruit trees as cordons,
pyramidals, candelabra-shaped wall trees trained on wires, fan-
shaped, horizontal, iipright, and cordons; tall standards trained
fan-shaped and horizontal, for covering the upper spaces of
walls (and of these there were some remarkably fine specimens),
double cordons for espaliers, &c.
On the right annexe were several collections of horticultural

instruments, especially pruning tools, as S(?cateurs, saws, knives,
iSrc. Then came two long tables covered with fine fruit shown in
large collections : for instance, the first collection of Pears I
looked at contained fifty-one varieties, the next forty-seven, and
so on. The Apples and Pears had chiefly been grown on cordons
and espaliers. Among the sorts I noticed especially good were,
among Pears, Doyenne Sterckmans, Nouveau Poiteau, Colmar
des Invalides, Beurre Hardy, very fine ; Fondante des Eois,
Bon Chretien, Unique, and Williams's, Benrre Gris, Benrre
Superfin, Eeine d'Hiver, Prince Albert, Louise Bonne de Jean,
Louise Bonne d'Avranches, 'generally known with us as Louise
Bonne of Jersey; Bon Chretien, Napoleon, Suzette de Bavay
(our Aston Town), Doyenne St. Michael, Belle Auvergne, St.
Michel Archange, Triomphe de Louvain, Alexandre Lambrc,
Autumn Crassane, very fine ; Duchesse d'Angoulrme, very fine

;

Colmard'Aremberg, Josephine de Malines, Beurre Bachelier, &c.
Among Apples were Eeinette du Canada, and also a beautiful

striped variety of the same called Reinette du Canada, Panachee,
Alfriston, Belle Dubois, very fine, one Apple the size of an
ordinary Green-fleshed Victory of Bath Melon ; Eeinette de
Versailles, Eeine de Eeinette, Eibston Pippin, the best of all,

one Apple wonderfully fine ; Cadean de General, Baldwin,
Alexander, quite a picture in point of colouring, &c.
There were some good Peaches shown, but not so many as I

expected ; very few Nectarines comparatively ; a great number
of the Grapes of the country, and a fine collection of eighteen
varieties of Grapes shown by M. Bergman, gardener to Baron
de Eothschild, at Ferrieres, a hothouse collection, backed-up
by five or six very good Pines, Mr. Bergman having for some
time learnt English Grape and Pine growing at Chatsworth.

There were some fine collections of Plums also shown, though
in no gi-eat variety, the Eeine Claude de Bavay predominating.
To turn to the vegetable department, I need not enter into

detail upon the ordinary vegetable, but will mention some
peculiarities, among which were enormous Gourds (Potirons),
one weighing 60 kilogrammes, the kilogramme being nearly
2 lbs., another 63, and another 60. Another very peculiar
Gourd was the Turban, looking like a large yellow loaf quartered,
striped with red, and placed on the top of a round flat one, the
four quarters at the top bending over towards the centre and
bulging out at the side. Then there were large Black Spanish
Eadishes, about the size of a medium long red Mangel Wurtzel.
Very fine Aubergine, or fruit of the Egg Plant, in varieties.
Snake Cucumbers more than 6 feet long, and twisting about
like a real snake. Potatoes in great varieties, one exhibitor
showing 120 varieties, among which were our Yorkshire Lap-
Btones, and a dish called Lapstones, wrong-named, which were
really American Early Rose ; a good Kidney called La Certiere,
De Bretonneau, large, round, looking like a good Potato, and
one very curious and ugly-looking Potato, called Crapeaii
Nouvelle, or the New Toad, which certainly deserved its name.
Many of our known varieties of English Potatoes, as the Mar-
golin or Ashleaf, Chare Jaune, or Yellow Shaw, and others
were shown very small, and in many were traces of disease.
There was a fine assortment of Endive, which are much used
for salading, and also Eschalots and difi'erent varieties of
Onions, but I need not enter upon any detail about the other
sorts.—C. P. Peach.

KENT LABOURERS versus NORTHERN MINERS.
Let me state that my impression of Kent, gathered from a

ten-days stay in one of its most beautiful localities, is exactly
the opposite of Mr. AVitherspoon's. I was charmed with the
county, its people, and its productions, and feel sure, it Mr.
Witherspoon had seen what I saw in my short sojourn, any
remarks he may have made would have smoothed " D., Deal's,"

fui', instead of, as was natural, putting his hack up. On
returning to the coal pits of Durham I really had some com-
passion and feeling for the Israelites when they remembered
the Onions, Leeks, Cucumbers, etc., which they had had in
Egypt ; Kent was my Egypt. I need say nothing respecting
the north country and the Kent labourer, but the latter,

though he has less wages and less beef, has other gifts more
conducive to the well-being of his county.

-J.N.

" Yes, in the poor man's panlen grow
Far more than berbs or llowers

—

Kind thoujjhts, coutentment, peace of mind.
And joy for many houi'S."

WASHINGTON AS A CULTIVATOR OF THE SOIL.
At a recent meeting of the Norfolk Agricultural Society

(Virginia) Mr. Hope detailed the following particulars relative

to General Washington :—It is my intention to take you to
the estate of the Father of his Country, and to show you
George Washiu gton as a Virginia farmer of the last century.

I begin first with Mount Vernon, where, indeed, I shall linger

for the greater part of the time I have allowed myself in
illustrating his system of agriculture. This estate consisted
of the Mansion Ilouse farm, on which, as its name indicates,

his residence stood. Then, attached to it were the following :

—

Union Farm, Muddy Hole, Dogue Run and River. These
estates, at the time of his death, contained an aggregate of

8027 acres, as may be seen by reference to his will, and a

water front of over ten miles in extent. He owned lands in
Fayette and Washington counties equal to 4644 acres ; on the
Ohio and Great Kanawha, 32,373 acres, which land, in his own
language, was " the cream of the country," and here he had
a river front of fifty-eight miles. In addition, he had a tract

of 1200 acres on Four Mile Run, then the Round Bottom
opposite Pipe Creek, fifteen miles below Wheeling, containing
587 acres, with two miles and a half of river front, and
234 acres at Great Meadows on Braddock's Road, a line which
will for ever remain associated with the courage and sagacity

of Col. Washington when on the staff of that gallant but
unfortunate commander. lu addition, he acquired by his

marriage with Mrs. Custis control of 15,000 acres of land and
three hundred slaves, for which information I am indebted to

the President of our State Agricultural Society ; I need not
say I mean Major-General W. H. P. Lee, who now resides at

the White House, where his ancestress was married to Wash-
ington. In addition, he owned lauds in Pennsylvania, in.

Gloucester, and in the Great Dismal Swamp, which he person-
ally surveyed, and out of this examination and his report

thereon grew the company which is now in existence in the
city of Noifolk. Finally, he owned lots in Williamsburg,
Richmond, Manchester, Fredericksburg, and Alexandria. Y'ou

will observe that I have been only able in part to give you the

extent of his possessions, hut we see that he owned or
managed as a fiduciary during the most vigorous years of his

life, !in aggregate of 01,244 acres, and that his riparian owner-
ship amounted to seventy miles and a half.

Having given you this general and imperfect view of his-

possessions, a very great part of which were its primeval
forest, to which on a more formal occasion I might have
ventured to give some colouring, I return to the Mount Vernon
estate as it was in 1762. At that time it contained 3260 acres
under cultivation, and was worked by the foUowing force of
hands :

—

Bleu. Boys. Women. Girls.
Mansion House farm 12 . . 6 . . — . . 4
Muddy Hole fiu-m 3 .. — .. 9 .. —
Ferrv form 7 .. 4 . . 18 . . —
Bivertaim 8 .. — .. IS .. 19
Dogue Eun farm 6 .. — .. 8 .. 2

88 10 5:i 25
Total force, 126.

The above is taken from his manager's report for.\pril 14th,
1792.

Going a step further I find in a letter to Arthur Young, of
England, dated Philadelphia, December 12th, 1793, that the
General described his estate as follows, and Mr. Irving, in his

charming life, has copied in full the paragraph from which I
quote a part:—"No estate," says the General, "in United
America is more pleasantly situated than this. It lies in a
high, dry, healthful country, three hundred miles from the
sea, on one of the finest rivers in the world. A husbandman's
wish would not lay the farms more level than they are. The
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river, which encompasses the lauJ the distance above men-
tioned (ten miles), is well suppliecl with various kinds of fish

at all seasons of the year, such as shad, herrings, bass, carp,

perch, sturgeons, Ac, and several valuable fisheries appertain

to the estate—the whole shore, in short, is one entire fishery."

The separate farms were divided into fields, numbered from
one to seven, the better to enable him to carry on the wise

system of rotation in crops to which he so rigidly adhered.

Having arrived at some conception of the topographical and
other advantages possessed by the Mount Vernon estate, it

<;annot fail to interest this assembly to know how it was
stocked at the date above mentioned. In the letter already

quoted he says on the four farms there are forty-five draught
horses, twelve mules, 317 cattle, oxen included, 63i sheep, and
" many hogs ;" " but," says he, " as these run pretty much in

the woodland, which is under fence, their number is uncertain."

Such was the estate. Of its illustrious owner I shall presently

speak, but only in his character of Cincinnatus at the plough,

an instrument, by the way, which he was known to fashion on
one occasion with his own hands in order to instruct his

smith.
But before going further, gentlemen, permit me to indulge

in abrief episode. I think it can hardly fail to interest you, as

you are aU absorbed in a study of the great question of labour
and immigration. At that date (1793) a movement looking
to the introduction of EngUsh-speaking settlers in Virginia
was on foot in lireat Britain, and Washington's correspondent,
to whom the General wrote the letter I have just quoted, ad-
dressed him on this subject. In the reply to his foreign cor-

respondent the General says:—"Few ships of late have
arrived from any part of Great Britain or Ii-eland without a
number of emigrants, and some of them, by report, very full-

handed farmers." But, at that time eligible lauds in the
settled parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, com-
manded prices ranging from *20 to §40 per acre, which I gather
from a letter of his to Sir John Sinclair. This price, I fancy
was more than the yeomen cared to pay in any number, while
the labourers were driven oil by a consideration suggested
•when the General remarked, with far-reaching sagacity ;

—"It
deserves consideration if the mixing of whites and blacks is

advisable." And here by way of illustrating the price of land
in Virginia in '94, I pause a moment to light up my dry detaOs
and badly adjusted quotations with a little gleam of romantic
history. " Within full view of Mount Vernon," writes the
General, " separated therefrom by water only, is one of the
most beautiful seats on the river for sale, but of greater mag-
nitude than you seem to have contemplated. It is called
Belvoir, and belonged to George W. Fairfax, who, were he now
living, would be Baron of Cameron, as his younger brother
now is, though he does not take upon himself the title." Thus
you see, gentlemen, that a kinsman of the gallaut guardsman,
the Lord of Greenway Court, who ended his eventful life in
"Virginia, abandoned his rank, and renounced a title among
the most honourable of the British Empire. The prose of this
story is found in the fact that this estate was then in the
market at $33.33 per acre, a sum equal to at least JlOO of our
currency.
For his daily life and habits at Mount Vernon I must refer

you to the pages of Irving, where all the life and movement and
colouring which I exclude from this paper will be found com-
bined in a vivid picture. I only remark thatUke a good farmer
he rose at dawn, and was one of the very few grandees in the
colony or infant Republic who personally looked after his own
affairs. He was fond of field sports, and kept a pack of hounds,
which he followed with hearty enjoyment ; but this exhilirating
sport was always made a matter of incidental amusement and
not a pursuit, as was unfortunately but too common with the
gentry of that period.

I have shown you the magnitude of the estate on which ho
lived, and I now, by your permission, will show you how ho
systematically increased its area and productiveness. This ho
<Ud by reclaiming heads of creeks and inlets just as we may do
here. In his directions for managing Union farm, ho says:
" Although I may find myself mistaken, I am incUned to put
the other prong of this swamp into meadow, and have directed
the mode to be pursued to accomplish it. Next to this let as
much of the inlet in [field] No. 2, as can be laid dry for the
purpose be put in com, and when this is effected, planted in
grass. As the field comes round all the inlets may be prepared
for grass if circumstances will permit. The inlets at the ferry
might be brought into excellent meadows at very little expense

;

but to dwell on the advantages of these would be a mere waste

of time." So also in speaking of the River farm he said : "And
as the fields come into cultivation, or as the labour can be
spared from other work, the heads of aU the inlets in them
must be reclaimed and laid to grass, whether they be large or
small." This gives yon some idea of his judicious system. But
on this point let the great farmer speak in his own language :

"A system," he says, "a system closely pursued, although
it may not in all its parts be the best that could be devised,
is attended with innumerable advantages. The conductor of
the busiuessin this case can never be in any dilemma." Again
he writes :

" Nothing can so effectually obviate the evil of mis-
directed labour, or lost time, as an established system made
known to all who are actors in it."

In ordering the construction of a barn at Dogue Run, a barn
said to have been the best in America, he issued this order

:

" Make the bricks at the place and in the manner directed, and
let there be no salmon bricks in that building." Thus you see
from great questions of statesmanship and the growth of the
largest tobacco crops—crops grown on the York and on the
Shenandoah, and the Potomac—down to the smallest matter,
he was full of careful thought. On this subject General Wash-
ington says in his directions to his nephew, George A. Wash-
ington, in 1787 :

" It would be of great advantage if a certain
part of the force of each plantation could be appropriated in
the summer, or early part of autumn, to the purpose of getting
up mud to be ameliorated by the frosts of winter for the spring
crops which are to foUow."
But with all this minute care, judicious economy, and accu-

rate utilitarianism, Washington had an eye to the beautiful,
as is shown by his love of trees and flowering shrubs, for as we
learn from a letter of his to Mr. Jefferson, he had a botanical
garden of his own, to which he was greatly devoted. la
evidence of his fondness for trees we find him writing an order
to one of his managers to save him all the honey locusts possi-

ble, and in the fall to plant them on the ditches, where they
are to remain, says he, about 6 inches apart, one seed from
another. Again in directing certain work, he says :

" The
Cedars are not to be cut down, but only trimmed, and other
trees left here and there for shade."

Again he writes :
" In clearing the whole of this ground let

all the Ivy and flowering shrubs remain on it over and above
the clumps and other single trees where they may be thought
requisite for ornameiit." I might go on thus, gentlemen, at

great length iu my quotations ; but in reproducing the words of

Washington it is not necessary to multiply them ou this or any
other subject.

—

{Prairie Farmer.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The following satire in the Ann'rican Agriculturist is well-

deserved :
—" We are not, after all, up to our English brethren

in devising names for horticultural fixtures and appliances.
Does frost injure your Peach trees? Then grow them under
the ' Portable Fruit-tree Crymobouthus.' If this is not suffi-

cient protection, cover the glass with ' Frigi-domo,' and in-

crease the temperature inside by means of a ' Calorigen.'
Should the trees grow out of bounds, you can shorten them
with an ' Averruncator; ' and should scale, mealy bug, and the
like molest, you have only to apply some ' Phytosmegma.' "

We regret to have to announce the de.its of M. Baeil-
let-Deschami'S, the eminent French landscape gardener, who,
under M. .\lphande, conducted the garden embellishments of

modern Paris. The event took place at Vichy ou the 12th
inst., and was caused by disease of the heart, from which he
had been long suffering.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 17.

SOLLTA LINEARIS (LlNEAK-LEAVED Sollva).

The Sollyas are by no means the most striking features in
the flora of the Australian continent ; but they are neat in
their habit, and of easy management. They are all of scan-
dent growth, but do not generally exceed 5 or G feet, and may
easily, if thought desirable, be kept down to 2 or 3 feet by
stopping. Their evergreen character gives them an additional
value, and their lively blue flowers are so freely produced from
the end of May up to a late period, that one is surprised they
are not more generally seen by the side of the Fuchsia and
Geranium. The oldest and best known species is the S. hetero-
phylla, with leaves considerably broader than those of linearis,

but with smaller and paler flowers. The only other species with
wliich we ai'e acquainted, in addition to the thi'ee first named,
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is the S. Drummondii, with very small leaves and flowers,
much inferior in interest to those of the other species.

The SoUyas are usually treated as greenhouse plants, where
they thrive with but little attention, and upon the window
they will flourish quite as well as in the greenhouse. They
aie, however, so nearly hardy, that wherever a south wall can
be afi^orded them they will grow to much greater height than
in pots, and produce a profusion of flowers. lu the south of
England, and also in Li-eland, the S. heterophylla has been
known to live for several years with very little protection.
They would not, however, resist severe frost unless well matted
up ; and even in mild winters we would advise the same pre-
caution. When the plants are left out-doors, it will be prudent
to strike a cutting in early autumn, and preserve from frost.

As they are of rapid growth, the loss of a specimen can be
easily replaced. The soil best suited to them is a mixture of
peat and loam ; some cultivators dispense with the peat.

Sollya lincarif.

When grown as window plants they require a rather large

pot, and plenty of water during the summer. The plants
generally throw up shoots from their base, the first three or

four joints of which, if taken off when a little ripened, wiU
readily root under a small bell-glass or tumbler, and produce
flowers the following season. Seeds are produced freely by all

the species, and they may therefore be readily increased by
this means.
The long seed-pods, a group of which is represented in our

plate, are remarkable for hanging upon the plant at least a
year before they are ripe, so that the fruit of the previous year
is generally seen in company with the flowers of the current
season. The seeds are surrounded by a resinous pulp, as in

most other plants of the order Pittosporaceie, of which the
Pittosporums are the type, and from which circumstance the
name of that genus is derived— from^J'^'o, resin, and sj)orii7n,

a seed.

—

(W. Thompson's English Flower Garden, lievised by
the Author.)

\ ORIGIN OF KUBUS ID^US, THE GARDEN
RASPBERRY.

Our cultivated Raspberry is an importation from Europe.
Our native Red Raspberry (R. strigosus), however, is so near
it that the specific distinctness has been in doubt ; and speci-

mens from British America and the Rocky Mountains certainly

occur which a botanist must needs refer to R. IJaus itself. lu
Lis studies of the European Rubi, Professor Areschoug (in

" Botaniska Notiser," 1872, and in a translation by himself in

Trimen's " Journal of Botany," April, 1873), makes prominent
and important the fact that R. Idaius has no near relative ; or,
in other words, is the sole Raspberry in Europe ; but in mode
of growth, in the bark, &c., as well as in the fruit, accords with
American species ; with one of them so closely that all who
have come to the conclusion that species have a history must
needs infer a community of origin. Ai-eschoug concludes
accordingly, that " this species did not originally have its home
in Europe, but its origin is to be found in the east of Asia

—

viz., Japan and the adjacent countries, or perhaps in North
America." It is one of the members of that old boreal flora,

as we suppose, now mainly East Asiatic and North American,
which has found its way to, or held its place in, the north of
Europe, somewhat exceptionally. Both R. strigosus and
R. IdiEus inhabit Japan and Mandchuria, and Maximowicz
regards them as forms of a common species. Professor Ares-
choug adopts the now famihar idea " that the Asiatic and
North American floras have reciprocally mixed with each
other by passing Behring's Straits and the islands which in
its neighbourhood form a bridge between the two continents,"
which is a partial explanation of a problem that has to be
treated far more generally, now that we have reason to believe
that this flora formerly filled the Arctic Zone.

—

(De. A. Gray,
in the American Journal of Science and Arts.)

PLAS NEWYDD.
Residence of the Dowagee Lady Willouohby ee Bboee,

Anglesea.

No. 2.

The house stands on a terraced eminence. The view from
the terrace is beautiful, grand, and extensive ; looking over
a lawn sloping before it down to the woods which crown the
bold cliffs of limestone, and across the Menai Strait to the
wooded shore beyond, flanked by the mountain range of which
Snowdon forms a portion. A vista has been cut through the

woods to the left, so that the pillar crowned with the statue

of the Waterloo Marquis of Anglesey may be seen in the far

distance. It is about midway between the mansion and the

Menai Bridge. It is a column 100 feet high, with a railed

gallery around its summit, commanding one of the finest oj

panoramic views, for the rock on which it is erected is 260 feet

above the sea level. The name of that rocky eminence, Cras

y Dinas (the Hill Fortress), is appropriate to the military hero
whose memorial it bears. The colossal bronze statue is the
work of Mr. Noble. The lawn sloping from the terrace before

the mansion-front is tastefully decorated with flower beds, the
arrangement, planting, and culture of which testify to the
skill of Mr. Wright. Our engraving furnishes a perspective

view of the beds. It is from a photograph by Mr. Ambrose,
of Beaumaris.

Mr. Wright most obligingly furnished us with a ground plan
of the flower beds, but they are too numerous and too intricate

for us to have engraved. Nor would an engraving give even a
slight idea of the intense richness and beauty of the arrange-
ment ; it must be seen to be appreciated.

The stove represented in our engraving is small—26 feet by
18 feet, but in it Mr. Wright has contrived to cultivate the

largest variety of plants we ever noticed in so confined a space.

The plants are literally crowded, yet not one is unhealthy.

There are two tanks 4 feet 4 inches, planted with Water Lilies,

A'C ; bed between. Palm in the middle, filled up with Lyeo-
podiums, variegated Begonias, Sanchezia nobUis, Dracaonas,

Ferns, &c. Chmbers in Stove :—Allamanda Schottii, Pergu-

laria odoratissima, Ipomaja Learii, Stephanotis floribunda,

Passiflora princeps, BougainviUiPa glabra, Stigmaphyllon aris-

tatum,Lagerstra;miaindica. OnPillars :—Begonia fuchsioides,

Coleus Her Majesty, &c. And in the greenhouse, also of

diminutive size, are Jasminums, Marfchal Niel Rose, Tacsonia
Van-Volxemi, Heliotrope, Kennedya Comptouiana, and Ca-

meUias. On the back wall—Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Coleus,

Ferns, Begonias, Celosias, Balsams, etc.

One of the peculiarities of the flower garden we must not
omit ; it is a remnant of the old styles of bedding, and deserves

not to be obliterated, having the beds enclosed by flat very

broad edgings of Box instead of grass.

About three-quarters of a mUe from the mansion is the head
gardener's house, and it not only is such a residence as is

fitting for the man who is the best educated man attached to

an aristocratic establishment, but deserves a special notice for

its own merits. It is a fine old house, vdth walls so thick that
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each vrindow is in a recess 2 feet deep. We are of opinion

that it was the residence of Jlorus Gruffyd, who was the repre-

sentative in Tarliament of Beaumaris during Edwai'd Vl.'a

reign, and who then lived at Plas Newydd.
At some distance from tlie gardener's house is the kitchen

garden and orchard, the former occupying two and a half, and
the latter two acres, the whole enclosed by a 10-feet wall.

One observation applies to both—their tenants are productive,

vigorous, and well cultivated. The trees in the orchard are

full standards, and chiefly Apples. Although protected by
the wall and a wood at a short distance, these fail to shelter

effectually the trees from the S.W. gales ; and as these, of

course, sweep the Apples from the trees, the borders by the

walks in the kitchen garden have been wisely planted with

bush Apple trees about ."> feet high. Of these Mr. Wright told

us the most productive are those trained like a cup, the centre

branches being removed, for the circle of branches bears well

both on its inside and its outside. The crop on all waa
abundant.
The walls are well clothed with Plums, Pears, Cherries, and

a few Apple trees. Of the last-named we especially noticed a/

Eibstou Pippin, so fruitful and so healthy as to suggest that
the complaints we hear of its beiug worn out are occasioned by
the trees being subjected to an ungenial temperature. The
Pear trees were all well loaded, and one, Green Chisel, had'
on it the heaviest possible crop. One wall, 130 feet long,
devoted to Plums, has trained against it Victoria, Washington,
Green Gage, Purple Gage, Coe's Golden Drop, Denbigh Seed-
ling, Orleans, White Magnum Bonum, and Ked Magnum
Bonum. They were all heavUy laden. In the kitchen garden ia

a ribbon border—1, Cerastium tomentosum and Viola cornuta
alba; 2, Geraniums, various sorts, chiefly scarlet; 3, Yellow
Calceolaria ; 4, Ageratum mexicauum ; 5, Crystal Palace Scarlet
Dahlia. The front row of Cerastium and Viola produces one

I'LAS NEWiDD

of the most softened of tints by the blending of the white and
bine flowers.

Long could we linger farther over our remiuiscenses of this

and other attractive places and persons in this too-little-visiteij

Welsh county, but we hope we have published sufficient to
induce others to participate in its Idndliness.

"WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OIBDEN.

As the Bummer crops are removed, manure and dig or trench
the ground before the autumn rains commence ; in 8ti£f soils

this is of the greatest importance. Weeds are at this season
very troublesome, if any have been allowed to drop their seeds
daring the summer. The autumn-sown crops, such as Carrots,
OoioDS, Spinach, &c., must be kept clear of them, otherwise
they vrill be soon overrun by them. Remove or dig-in all

decayed leaves, and till litter that afl'ords harbour for slugs. Cut
down the flower-stems of the late plantations of Artichokes as
Boon as done with, and keep the plants free from dead leaves.
Continue to plant-out the main crops of Cabbages as recom-
mended last week ; keep the late seed-beds free from weeds.
The preen pods of the large sorts of Capsicums should be
gathered if there is any apprehension of frost. Slightly thin the
aatnmn-sowing of Carrots, and keep it free from weeds. As
soon as the main crops are full grown they should be taken up.
The Curumber plants cultivated in the forcing house must have
every attention paid them, much of their future success depends
on their growth at this time while the sun has some little power

and influence on vegetation. Keep the main shoots tied to the
trellia, and when they reach the top of the house stop them, but
not before ; slightly sprinkle the plants every fine day with a
fine rose on the syringe. If green fly makes its appearance,
smoke the house with tobacco. Plant some of the Cabbage
kind of Lettuce for winter use into frames as they become un-
occupied. The soil in which they are planted should be very
light

;
give but little air till the plants begiu to grow. Prick-out

on a sheltered border some of the Cos kinds previous to plant-
ing them where they are to remain through the winter. Shghtly
thin the autumn-sown Onions when they are a few inches high.
Immediately the main summer crops have done growing pull
them up and bouse them when dry. Cut down a portion of tlie

spring-sown Farsleij so that it may shoot again before winter.
Pot some good roots to plant in the forcing house for furnishing
a supply during the winter.

FIIUIT GARDEN.
Preparations should be immediately made for planting fruit

trees. Where old trees are rooted-out the soil should bo re-

moved for a considerable distance round and to the depth to
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which the roots are allowed to run, and replaced with good
fresh loam, not highly enriched with manure, which only in-
duces rapid growth when the young trees are young, and after-
wards premature decay, which is partly brought on by the use
of the knife and partly by the plethoric state of the tree, which
is one of the great causes of canker and other diseases. It dung
is used it should be in a state of entire decomposition and well
mixed with the loam. If old trees are to be taken up and re-
planted, the soil in which they are again to be planted may be
rather richer than for young trees. As soon as the frait is
gathered from wall trees wash them with the garden engine,
which will gre.itly bem-fit them by destroying myi-iads of insects
which usually attack them while the fruit is ripening, and which
is particularly the case this season. Eemove all foreright and
misplaced shoots, so as to allow the sun and air to ripen the
young wood. Destroy suckers of fruit trees. Continue to gather
ripening fruit.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Where extensive alterations and improvements in pleasure

grounds are contemplated, the sooner they are proceeded with
after this time the better. There are many advantages in com-
mencing early, for much more work can be done in a given
time now that the ground is in a workable condition than after
the rains of winter have set in ; and not only can much more be
done, but it can be performed in a more satisfactory manner.
Again, by commencing early we have the choice of the nurseries
for such plants as are required, and there is a better chance of the
transplanted shrubs succeeding, because if the autumn is mild
they will strike root at once, and if it is not mild they will get
BO firmly fixed m the ground as to receive little injury. New
ground work should always if possible be got over beifore Christ-
mas, and all planting should be completed by the middle or end
•of November. Choice evergreens, espceialiy if removed from
nursery beds, I prefer transplantiug in April. The last and,
perhaps, the greatest advantage of autumn planting is, that it
sets the gardener's hands at liberty for spring work, and this,
if anything like high keeping is desired iu the grounds, is
essential. Seeds of many sorts of hardy annuals may now be
sown

;
they will be found to flower much fiuer and earlier than

those sown m the spring, particularly the Larkspur, Eschscholt-
zias, Nemophilas, ^tc. Cut down the flowering stems of her-
baceous plants, but not the leaves growing from the crowns of
the plants. Keep the beds free from litter and dead annuals,
iulip seed may now be sown in shallow pans or boxes, covering
It very sUghtly. Continue to make additions to your collection,
always preferring quaUty to quantity. Now is a most excellent
time to take oft and pot Carnation layers. See that there are
no wireworms in the compost ; there is nothing like the grower's
eye to detect these mischievous depredators. Do not delay
another week the formation of beds of Pinks for next season's
exhibition.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Everything m the conservatory should be clean and sweet

;

the plants should never be crowded, therefore little air is wanted
through the ventilators while the plants are at rest; indeed,
letting m strong currents of air after this time does a good deal
of mischief by drying the soil in the pots too much, and thus
rendering large doses of water necessary when none should be
wanted. Plants in sitting rooms now require a very different
treatment. Housemaids will ventilate their rooms as long and
as often as they can, and make large fires in cold weather very
much to the injury of plants, which must have water freely
every dajs and should be changed as often as the stock will
permit. House the Orange trees which have been standing out
during the summer, clean the leaves if necessary, and fresh-
surface the soil m which they are growing. Fresh-surface and
tie-up the plants in the general collection as they are, but in
the house the pots should also be washed.

STO\'E.
But little water should now be given to Cactaceous plants,

very little will also suflice for Crinums, and all plants of suc-
culent growth; ligneous plants must not be allowed to be
quite dry, but if they have only just sufficient to keep them
ahye they vnll be the more likely to flower iu the spring when
an increase of heat and moisture is given them.

PITS AND FRAMES.
In ahout another fortnight the season for propagating wiU be

gone by, therefore where suflicient stock is not already put iu
there is little time to lose. Plants that are standing out to be
hardened should be so arranged as to be readily covered in case
of frost which may now be expected, and choice plants in beds
which it 13 intended to take up and pot should also be protected
on cold nights. By the middle of September Violets should be
planted out m pits within a few inches of the glass, afterwards
to be well watered ; lay half an inch of very dry soil over the
surface m order to keep down the damp until the plants are
firmly established and inured to confinement. Pots of Mig-
nonette must also be protected from rain, but they should not he
kept close. Hehotropes often get too strong about this time if
they are in the open air ; when this happens they never flower so

freely in winter, a short allowance of water with some covering
will soon check them. China Boses of all classes that have been
close-pruned in August should now be encouraged iu i^its, and
they will soon begin to bloom.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
^
Out-of-doors work is very apt to get behind during con-

tinued wet weather, and there is nothing to be gained by work-
ing outside while it rains ; but in most gardens of any note there
is always plenty to do iu the potting-shed or under glass ; so
that if one department lags behind, another is being brought
forward. During wet weather we have been making flower
sticks, labels, pegs, &c. The last few days have been fine

;

wind from the south-west, with a rising barometer, gives us
some assurance that this weather will continue.

FRUIT and kitchen GARDEN.
We have been gathering many sorts of Apples and Pears iu

good condition, except that some of the best specimens have
been injured by tomtits ; these active little birds are very use-
ful while their time is employed hunting for insects, but they
rather annoy us just now. They puncture a small hole with
their bills close to the stems of the finest Pears, these specimens
speedily decay either before or after they are gathered. The
slug caterpillar has been abundant this year, especially on Pear
and Cherry trees. On some trees three-parts of the leaves have
been skeletonised by them. Some persons throw dry lime on
the leaves to destroy them ; this it will do if they are smothered
with it, but many escape. The most satisfactory way is to squeeze
them with the fingers ; when the trees are not very large a
man will go over a considerable number in a day.
We hoed over all the fruit-tree borders, even if there are but

few weeds to destroy. Any larvEE of insects are brought to the
surface, where they become a prey to birds. At this season of
the year all weeds are raked off, as hoeing them up will not
destroy them if they are left on the ground afterwards. All
vegetable crops are looking well; hoeing and earthiug-up when
necessary is all the attention they requii'e.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
We are renewing the border of the early vinery—at least

adding to it. When the Vines were planted at first the borders
were not made out to their full extent, but a wall was built in
front of the border to prevent the roots from travelling into
what was thought unsuitable soil. However, on digging down
outside of this wall, which was well built in cement, it was
found that a large proportion of roots had got outside of this
wall. It was one of our early houses, and there is a fact w^orthy
of notice in connection with this house—it was found that, not-
withstanding all our precautions, the Grapes were liable to
shank. The border was carefully covered up with litter annually
in the autumn, and shutters were placed over this to throw oS
the winter rains and melted snow, the drip being allowed to fall

outside of the above cement wall. Of course an investigation
showed that this drip was falling ou the most active rootlets,

and icicles have been hanging to the hoards when the Grapes
have been swelling and stoning, with a night temperature of
65° and 70° inside the house. In the future we will have a
gutter to carry off the water from the shutters, and we fancy
that this is the cause of the Grapes shanking. In late houses,
where Grapes are hanging, we have removed all plants that re-

quire water, and when the weather is unfavourable, the atmo-
sphere charged with moisture and no wind, the fires are put on
in the day time. We must be watchful to cut out all decaying
berries as soon as they are observed. The Grapes look as if

they would not keep well this year. The Muscat of Alexandria,
Mrs. Pince, and Lady Downe's are keeping better than Alicante,
Trentham Black, and Royal Vineyard.

CONSERVATORY AND PLANT STOVE.
Orchids are now being freely exposed to the sun in order to

mature the growths for the ensuing winter. Indeed, after the
middle of September it is not necessary to shade any plants,
except any subject that may be unhealthy and requiring peculiar
treatment, or choice plants in flower. We have carefully looked
over all plants that are subject to be attacked with hug, and
washed them with soft soap and water. We have a plant of

Stephanotis floribunda trained to the rafter, and in a position
where it cannot be syringed w^ithout injuring the plants under-
neath, and it is very difficult indeed to keep it clean. Where
such plants can be syringed twice a-day during summer, they
ought not to be infested with vermin. Now is the time to get
all stove plants thoroughly cleansed, and see that the plants
are not crowded too closely together. Rather dispose of the
surplus in some way than allow the house to be crammed with
plants, as if this is the case it will not be possible to obtain good
specimens of anything. Some specimens of hardwooded green-
house plants were not potted at the time they ought to have
been done, and when this is delayed late iu the autumn the
plants do not succeed well the following season, and much care

is necessary as regards after-treatment, especially watsring.
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We are careful to see that the ball of earth is thoroughly moist

before it is tiirued out of the pot in which it has been growing,

and also as regards the compost. This should also be mo-
derately moist, and composed for the most part of turfy peat.

Heaths, Azaleas, Epacrises, &c., are potted exclusively in peat;

Leschenaultias, Statices, Phoenocoma, i'c, have a small pro-

portion of turfy loam added ; in aU cases the compost should be

made stifficiently porous with the addition of a little silver saud.

It is also necessary to place the drainage very carefully into the

pots, and cover the crocks over with the most turfy part of the

peat or loam. The loose earth should be shaken from it; no

plant will thrive if the drainage is stopped, and plants that have

to remain long in the same pot should have the most careful

attention. At this season of the year the freshly-potted plants

should not be watered for, say, "from three to six days after

being potted. We allude to hardwooded plants. Telargouiums,

Primulas, Cinerarias, and other things of that nature are not so

pai-ticular in that respect. Stage Felargoniums have started

into good growth, and the young shoots being fairly formed, we
had them shaken out of their pots and repotted. Our largest

specimens are grown in Si-inch pots. When they are shaken

oat we repot them in 7-iuc"h ; this allows of their being repotted

again in February into SJ-inch pots, which is sufficiently large

for a plant 18 feet in circumference. The compost in which
these are potted is turfy loam four parts, one part rotted manure
and leaf mould in equal proportions, and some silver sand. The
compost is made rather lighter at the first potting. Cinerarias

and Calceolarias have also been repotted ; we use the same
compost for them as we do for the Pelargoniums, except that

more leaf mould is added to make it lighter.

The recent fine weather has been beneficial to the flower

borders, and have caused them to assume quite a gay appear-

ance; the flower beds would be much improved if the decaying
and dead flower trusses could be removed. All we have been
able to do has been to run the lawn mower over the grass ; the

turf is very fresh and green. Cold nights are now setting in,

the thermometer falling dangerously near the freezing point

;

we took warning, and are now getting in cuttings of all such
tender plants as Coleus, Iresine, Heliotropes, etc.; but Verbenas,
Ageratiim. and all other bedding plants except Calceolarias will

be put in at once. We have no other accommodation for them as

yet except a cold frame ; this will not suit the tender plants,

they will be removed to a house where they can have a little

artificial heat in a few days.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Drtmimond Brothers, 52, George Street, Edinburgh.

—

Select

List of Hyacinths, Early Tulips, &c.
John Harrison, Grange Nursery, Darlington.

—

Catalogue of
Flower Boots.—Descriptive Catalogue of Bases—Descriptive

Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•,• We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture ^ X-c,, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, hut write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

FnriT FOR Garden near BmsiiNGHAM (Z. 0.).

—

Vrneri P?«m«—St.

EtieDnc, (Ireen Ga;:;e. .Teflferson, and Late Rivers. Conkinff PIu;h«—Early
Bivcrs, Prince of Wales, Victoria, and Belle de Septembro. Peadun in your
locality will be very uncertain producers unles*! protected by glass. Frogmore
Oolden, Early Grosso 3IigiioDDe, and Early Victoria.

Zinc Tttbes for SnovrrNG Roses (C. J. 2).).—Where can they bo bongbt
for 4«. per dozen ? Our correspondent say that the tinmen at Cheater make
% moflt exorbitant charge for them. Some of our readera will oblige ns by
sending an answer.

Cvmsn PiNCs acrtriaca {ImheVi.—li is not desirable to cut back the
shoots of thi'* Pine, as it does not produce new »4hnotH freely, and not in ad
caaes any. Sometimea the branches cut-in die bock to the stem, especially

when there are broiichefl left nnshortened. We therefore do not advise the
farther pmning of tlus tree than the cutting away of irregular growths. Let
them grow.

BosES ON Manettt Stock (Om^jja).—Bobcs on the Manetti stock may be
Sftfely moTcd in the nntumn after budding, or, as you express it, whilHt the
bads are dormant ; bat they are ranch better left a year to grow before removal.

The put of the stock above the bad ahoald be out down to it in spring when

the buds are beginning to grow. Cuttings of the Manetti Rose put-in in
November will be fit to bud nest yeai- in July or August.

Terrace Walk—Flower Garden—Turf Slopes, &c. f Sussrj).—Twenty"
one feet from the house to the edge of the slope is au ample width for a super"

terrace, but you have allowed only 9 feet of this space for the walk. A terrace

walk ought always to be regarded more as a promenade than au ordinary

garden path, for which reason and from its important and commanding
position it should be 12 feet wide. It is not at all uncommon to see tbem
much wider. In your case an additional 3 feet may vci-y easily be taken from
the turf and border, which latter after it is prepared for the creepers we
would turf over. A narrow open border next a lofty mansion aflccts the

diguity of its appearance, to which and to the prevalence of an air of repose,

turf contributes so materially. As the terrace walk is 3 feet below the floor

line, the level of the flower garden should not be more than 2 feet or

2 feet 6 inches below it, or the flowers will not be visible from the windows of

the gi'ouud floor. All the slopes should be of a uniform angle of 30°. A wait
alou}; the foot of the slope and about 3 feet from it would, we think, be an
improvement to the flower garden, but it is not desirable to continue it in the
American garden. The design forthe flowerbeds, whileit ought certainly to b©
strictly geometrical, should be of simple outline. Nothing makes a better

appearance than a combination of circles and oblongs, with some groups of

circles or modifications of that form, taking care to maintain a due pro-

portion of turf. The size of the beds is a matter for the decision of in-

dividual taste. We prefer large beds and a massive style of colouring for a
1 ten-ace garden. For the Americau garden we would have large beds of a

I somewhat long irregular outline, having high raised centres, with broad
margins of turf and walks winding among thera. There might be a grand
central mass surrounded by other beds, or the entire series of beds might
spring from or surround a central plat of turf. The general arrangement of

the grounds is very good, and the situation of the croquet lawn is admirable

;

the shrubs between it and the diivo should bo of a dense gi'owth and ever-

green character, while the planting of the detached groups should be of a
more mixed style, so as to include flowering and berry-beai-ing plants.

Newly-planted Strawberries Fruiting (.7. M. W.).—The Strawberries

you have planted this month will give you some fruit next year ; but to pro-

dace fruit the season following planting, the runners ought to ho put out in

July. It will be the second year that you will have a full crop on your plants

put out so late as September, though if the autumn be mild you may have a

fair crop next season. We should mulch between the rows and around the
plants, but not cover the leaves with littery manure. It will save them from
frost to a great extent.

Remotinoi Soil from Geraniums and Fuchsias (Jd^ml.—We presume by
Geraniums you mean show Pelargoniums ; and those should have all the soil

shaken from them after they have been cut down and have made shoots an
inch long, repotting them, after trimmiug-in the roots a little, in a less size

of pot. If they are zonal kinds they should have the soil shaken from them
in spring, after they have been cut-in and are breaking afresh. The Fuchsias

should have the old soil shaken from them in spring after they have been

cut-in and have made fresh shoots an inch or so long. In all cases of dis-

rooting, the plants ought not t» have pots larger than those they were in

before, but a less size if the roots can comfortably be placed in them, shifting

into a larger size when the pots are full of roots.

Peas to Yield a Dish Daily {Amaii-ur, Dublin].—To afford a dish of

Peas daily from June to September inclusive, you will need to sow at each

time two quarts, which with good cultivation will meet yournoeds, unless yoa
require very large dishes, when you must sow more.

LiLiUMS and Gladiolus for Rhododendron Beds (Mrs. Rcndcrson).—
Liiiums : L. auratum, L. Browuii or japonicura, L. bulbiferum, vars. umbel-
latum erectum, fulgidum, grandiflonim, incomi)arabile, and raaculatum;

L. cannidum. L. chalcedonicum, L. excelsum, L. eximium, L. longiflonmiy

L. loncifolium or speciosum and its varieties album, punctatum, roseum,

rubrum, rubrum cruentum, corymbiflorum album ; L. superbum, L. tenui-

foliuTO, L. Thuubergianum, varieties atrosanguineum, aureum, aureum macu-
latum, grandiflonim, multiflorum grandiflorum, and L. tigrinum. GbidioU r

—Brenchleyensis, floribundus, ramosus, Bowiensie, gandavensis, and varieties

Ne plus Ultra, Napoleon HI., John Bull, Penelope, Anna Paulowna, and Queen
Victoria.

Early Flowers (W. H. T.).—Messrs. Standish, Royal Nurseries, Ascot;

and Mr. Buck, Covent Garden Market. We know no special growers of them
in Paris.

Climbing Roses {H. H.).—Jules Margottin, Jaune d'Or, General Jacque-

minot, and La Reine are the best in your list for pillars, but none are sufti-

ciently free except Jules Margottin, General Jacqueminot, and Alba flori-

bunda. A few Hybrid Perpetuals for pillars are—Antoine Ducher, Anna
Alexieff, Alpaide de Rotalier, Berthe Baron, Contifolia rosea. Charles Rouillard,

Comtesse de Jaucourt, Docteur Hpitzer, Edward Morren, Elizabeth Vigueron,

Empereur de Maroc, Felix Genero, FranroiR Fontaine, Glory of AValtham,

John Hopper, La Brillante, Louise Odier, Madame Fillion, Madame Clemenco
Joigneaux, Mrs. John Berners, Prince de Joiuville, Vicomte Vigier, and Victor

Verdier. The poles tor training the Roses to are best of iron. Standard

Roses as creepers are best trained to an umbrella wire trellis.

Tree Shoots Browned (J. R. P. P.).~Th6 tree if at all like the specimen

sent us, is, we fear, beyond recovery. It appears scorched by li;,'htuing, and
will probably die. It is unlikely the rats, by burrowing under the tree, would

produce the effect your specimen oxliibits, though it is possible thoy may have

gnawed the bark or outer covering of the roots, and so destroyed them. All

we can advise is the loosening of the surface soil Irom the stem as far as the-

branches extend, and giving a top-dressing an inch or two thick of tui'fy loom

and leaf soil in equal proportions. We fear it will bo of little use.

Hardy Perennial {R. f>. S.).—It is probably Pentstemon Mnrrayannm,
but the specimen was very much smashed by Mio post-oflice punches. The
Begonia we do not know, and we cannot undertake to name varieties of them,

thoy are too numerous and too much alike. Begonias thrive in a compost of

sandy peat, fibrous light loam, and leaf soil in equal parts, broken up rather

small but not sifted, well mixed, adding a sixth part of silver sand, with good

drainage. The plants should be kept rather drj- during the winter, especially

if wintered in a greenhouse, in which they should have the warmest port.

Peat Soil for Plants (Mrm).—The peat used for fuel is not the kind

suitable for plants. That for plants is of a very different nature. It is found

on the dry parts of upland mor>r9, and is covered with a thick growth of

heath, the soil being full uf its fibrous roots and containing a good rjuantity

of fine white sand. It is the very opposite with that tiKcd for fuel, which is

of a soft spongy nature, containing very little sand and partaking more of
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the nature of a bog soil than peat. It is better to buy the peat you require
of some nurseryman in your locality than to procure it of a questionable

Blanching Endive IJ. ^.).—There are various ways of effecting this. Wo
take-up ours on the approach of frost, place iu cold frames, and cover with
mats, admitting a little air daily iu mild weather, but not removing the mats.
About three thicknesses of mats are needed to keep the frame dark enough to
blanch the Endive. Against the sides of the frames litter is placed in severe
weather so as to keep out frost. It takes about three weeks in winter to
blanch this plant, so that wc place in a two-Ught frame and expose fully in mild
weather; but during wet, though the lights are kept on the plants, they are
tilted BO as to throw off the wet, at the same time air is admitted, contiuuing
this treatment until wauted. Then cover the lights permanently with mats,
laying over the Curled a mat inside directly on the plants. Of the Batavian
we tie the leaves loosely together, and if (he weather be severe we line the
frame with hot dtmg. A two-light frame affords us a salad daily for three
weeks to a month, and it takes three weeks to blauch. Another plan is to
place pots over the plauts and cover them with ashes, and over this other
covering in severe weather ; and another plan is to take up the plauts, and
tying the leaves together cover thera with sand, but we prefer sawdust. We
like the former by far the best, for we find to blanch well some growth
Is needed, and how can this take place in a cold place or out of doors ? Pots
areveiy good early in autumn, and even tying the leaves together, or covering
the plants with pots, or the curled kinds with slates or tiles. In very severe
weather we blanch in a Mushroom house.

Pkcsino Oteeorown LitmELS (Qiialt).—Cat them in spring just when
they are beginning to grow, or, if cold and frosty, at the beginning of April.
Cut them mas much as you like; they will break freely either from old or
young wood, and especially from the base.

Adiantdm tarleyense (P., nochdale).—A Cucumber house is not too
moiet for this finest of Maiden-hair Ferns, and the temperature is very suit-
able. Sudden changes of temperature or of atmosphere are not good ; but ou
this score alone we see no objection to its being grown well in a Cucumber
house, shade being given the plant from bright sun.

Planting Flower Garden (C. T. ff.).—The writer you refer to is too ill
to bear correspond mce. If you had our volume, " Flower Garden Plans," you
would be able to be your own arranger. Its price is 5s.

Fdchsias (J. ir.).—The flowers are above the average size and stout, but
the colours are of the oldest varieties.

Coreopsis (Bamnl)to).—lt the plant is a Coreopsis, it is unusual for the
lay florets to be tubular.

PELAKGONinMs iW. G.).—You must consult our advertisement columns.
EooT-pRtiNiNG Fruit Trees—Apples on Paradise Stock [A Subsniber

Eight I'cnj-s).—Root-prune all your fruit trees at once. As you have practised
summer-pruning, the soil in which the trees are growing must be too rich.
Place some rotted turfy loam amongst the roots ; they will grow freely into it,
and will not have so much tendency to travel outwards. Root-pruning the
trees now will not cause them to form fruit buds this year, but it will check
the luiuriant growth next summer, and cause the formation of fruit buds,
rlums and Apples are treated alike as regards root-pruning. The leaves of
the different sorts of stocks vary very much. The spray you enclose may be
ct the English Paradise stock.

Best Market Pears (G. C.).—Beurrc Diel and Marie Louise are both
Rood Pears to grow, but Maiie Louise does not succeed on the Quince. Marie
Louise d'Uccle does as a bush or pyramid. The most profitable sort is Louise
Bonne of Jersey and Williams's Bon Chritien. If you want more variety try
Boyennc du Cornice, Beurrc Hardy, Beunc d'Amaulis, and Marechal do la
Cour. Easter Beurrc we have proved to be one of the best for diagonal cordons
on a wall. Beurrc Diel also succeeds.

Peaches as Standards (R. JV.).—Some varieties succeed as standards out
cf doors, notably Early York and Royal George, but the blossoms are very
hable to be destroyed hy spring frosts. One season we gathered a verj- good
crop of fair fruit from an Elruge Nectarine growing as a standard iu a shrub-
bery, and we are informed that a gentleman gathered a crop nf fruit annually
from a seedhng Peach trained as an espalier, and planted in light soil facin"
south in a garden in Essex.

Camellias and Azaleas for Small Greenhouse (J. JT.).—Camellias
Double White, Imbricata, Countess of Orkney. Azaleas Alba, Verschaffeltii
Due de Nassau, and Brilliant.

Adders {A. B.).—We know of no mode of preventing their coming into
your garden from the adjoining common except by a low wall, or a very small-
meshed galvanised iron net.

Names of Frdits.—We have continued weekly to announce that we cannotname more than sii specimens for any one applicant
;
yet, despite this an-

nouncement, we have almost every week boxes and baskets, to identify the
fruits m which would occupy hours of our time. As we write this we have
one package containing forty-two specimens, another containing thirty-eight,
and a third thirty-six, besides eight other packages containing a dozen or
more. We now say peremptorily that we cannot spare the time for naming
so many, and that under no circumstances can we name more than six speci-
mens of each fruit. (Ce)i(urio)i).—Apple No. 1, Pott's Seedling. The other
not recognised. (E. S. H.).—Aj>pleg : 'A, Manks Codlin; 6, Sturmer Pippin-
22, Waltham Abbey Seedling; 20, Cellini; :!2, Duchess of Oldenburg; 35,Haw-
thomden. Pears: 3, Red Doyenne ; 4, Easter Beurrc. (Pomona).—!, Dun-
more

; 2, White Doyenne ; 8, Passe Colmar ; -1, Eeurrc Gaudry
; 5, Duehesse

d'Orleaus. (H. Ciirf is).— 1, Louise Bonne of .Jersey ; 2, Red Doyenne ; 4, Winter
Nelis

; 6, Beurre do Louvain ; 7, Nouveau Poiteau ; 8, Beurrc Clairgeau.
(f. f.).—1, Fearn's Pippin; 2, Gravenstein ; 3, Not known; 4, Dumelow's
Seedlmg; 5, Cellini ; 6, Kentish Fillbasket. (rintor).—C.llini. (O. B. J5.).—
], Bysonwood Russet

; 2, Like Cellini; 3, London Pippin; 4, Herefordshire
Peaimain; 5, Court of Wick; 7, Yellow Ingestrie. (O. If. B.).—1, Fearns'
Pippin

; 3, apparently Nonsuch. All the others are quite unknown to us aud
appear to be local varieties. (F. P. «.).— 1, Do.venn.- du Comice ; 2, Easter
Beurrc; 3, Brown Beurre

; 4, Belle de Louvain ; (5, Williams's Bon Chretien
7, VanMons Leon le Clerc. (F.J'. W.)-Ain>Ui: 2, Winter Hawthornden
4, federal Pearmain; 7, Hawthornden; 8, Herefordshire Pearmaiu ; 10 Au-tumn Pearmaiu; 11, Sugarloaf Pippin. Pears: S, Catillac; 4, Beurre Diel'
5, Louise Bonne of .Jersey

: 7 and 10, Glou Morceau ; 9, Williams's Bon
Chretien. (H. Huntleii\.—1, Baxter's Pearmaiu; 2, Ganges; 3, Mere de
Menage, (ir. L. W.).—Pears: 1, WiUiams's Boa Chretien; 3, Beurre Le-
febvre; 4, Bcurn- d'Amanlis ; 7. Easter Beurre: 8, Gansel's Bergamot
Apples: 2, Wormsley Pippin ; ;;, Nonpareil; (1, Federal Pearmain; 7, Hoary

Morning ; 9, Dumelow's Seedling ; 11, Sykehouse Russet. The Plum is
Goliath. (J. Green).-The small Apples are Golden Russet ; the other not
recognised. {G. Diss).—Nelson Codlin.

POTJLTEY, BEE, AND PIGEOU OHEOmOLE.

INTERNAL INJURIES OF FOWLS AT SHOWS.
The other day I had a letter from a well-known breeder of

Light Brahmas, -which directed my attention again to a subject
I have often had in my thoughts. It was concerning a hen, one
of his best, which although not fat had a constant tendency to
go " down behind " after any little extra tax on the system,
such as washing for exhibition, and she had not laid for several
months. On feeling carefuUy, a moderate-sized tumour could
be detected in the bowels, which there is very little doubt was
the cause of whatever was wrong.
What struck me was, that I have come across various cases of

this kind during the last few years, and I think in every one I
can call to mind they relate to hens which have been at least
once exhibited, and in most cases to regular show hens. I have
a strong conviction that the cause in nearly every case has been
the rupture of an egg within the body, or some other injury
which prevents the egg being laid, and it thus forms the nucleus
of a tumour. Such an accident is not necessarily immediately
fatal, &% I have seen stated. I once had a hen which I knew had
a ruptured egg following a case of egg-bound, but she lived for
months ; the egg on her death being found to have formed a
rather hard tumour of somewhat the consistence of cheese, with
the broken shell, or a portion of it, mingled with the yolk. But
sometimes I believe the egg is not actually ruptured, but de-
tached or semi-detached from the ovary before the proper time,
aud thus forms only the exciting cause of a tumour. From the
accident occurriug almost invariably to exhibited birds, it is
my firm conviction that it is usually caused by injury at shows,
and that a word ou the subject may, perhaps, be of use. I do
not mean wilful injury, or such as we have known to be pro-
duced by the careless use of sticks or umbrellas. That injury is
caused in this way too can hardly be denied ; and it would be
a useful rule and grateful to exhibitors, which should require
all such implements to be " left at the doors," a reform which
might easily be carried into effect. Still I believe that injuries
from this cause are comparatively rare, and that in the vast
majority of cases it is mere careless handling which is in fault.
We all know it is not always persons experienced in handling
fowls who are entrusted with the penning of birds. Too often
mere labourers are hired for the occasion, who know no more
how to handle a fowl than how to breed one. Most of us know
from our own past experience how very easy it is for an active
aud frightened fowl to slip out of hands not accustomed to hold
such gentry, while even a fancier well accustomed to handling
Bantams, may easily lose his grasp of a gigantic Cochin which
gives a sudden and unexpected start. I have seen it happen
often, and if the bird thus dropped comes down suddenly with
the breast, or still worse, the bowels, on the edge of the poultry
basket, iuternal injury is very likely to result. In most cases, no
doubt, the shock is recovered from ; but should the bird be, as
must happen occasionally, on the very point of laying, rupture
of the egg, or, if not, some permanent injury to the organs, is very
likely to be the result. It is my firm conviction that this is the
real cause of such cases as that of which the fresh example was
brought to my notice.
The practical remedy is very clear. It consists simply of

allowing no one to pen the birds, or to pack them, who is not
used to handling fowls. If such a man cannot be found or cannot
be afforded, there is still an obvious remedy—let such of the
committee as have the requisite experience do this work them-
selves. That used to be the good old fashion, and there are not
even now wanting committeemen who keep it up ; but too
many are merely " ornamental," aud do little beyond walking
up aud down with a badge at their button-boles, leaving the
work to hirelings, who are naturally careless of the property
entrusted to their charge.

It is right to say that I have never myself had a bird injured
in the way I state, but I feel sure that iu mentioning the matter
thus generally, with no personal reference to anyone, I am
speaking the feelings, and shall have the hearty good wishes, of
many an amateur.—L. Wright.

BIRMINGHAM SHOW CATALOGUES ISSUED
WRONGFULLY.

TuEiiE is one thing requires to be changed at Birmingham.
It is a crying evil. While the .Judges are at work among the
poultry they are beset by people with their catalogues open at
the classes they are judging, aud are favoured vnth remarks
and information they do not 'wish for. There should be no
catalogue in the place while birds are being judged. The few
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pounds gained by the admission of the public during judging,
are dearly bought by the loss of that stern discipline that has
hitherto kept the " mother of shows " above suspicion. If the
public is to be admitted, at least withhold catalogues till the
awards are made. All will rejoice who have the welfare of the
Show at heart, and those who manage it may rest assured they
"wiU offend none of their supporters.—Q.

PKE-PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES-DKAGOON
PIGEONS.

If the exhibitors of poultry and Pigeons who from time to

time inundate our Journal with complaints of the non-publica-
tion of judges' names, would come to a general conclusion to

follow the prevailing fashion, and strike against showing at any
exhibition where the judges' names are not published a fortnight

before the closing of the entries, I think there would be uo
question of committees attending to their wishes. As an amateur
I should be very sorry to see dealers excluded from exhibiting,

as I do not consider them so great an ogre to amateurs as your
correspondents would have your readers believe. Taking the ca-

talogues of several of our best shows, and scanning the list of ex-

hibitors, I find that we amateurs come forth in good numbers to

do battle at every exhibition where the committees are liberal iu

prizes and cups, and do not seek to make a private fortune out of

the fanciers ; as an example take the Bradford Show, with its 640
specimens of Pigeons alone. The dealers do not breed the good
birds they show, and I think it is preposterous for amateurs to

sell at heavy figures their best birds, and then try to deter the
buyers from exhibiting.
As an exhibitor and fancier of Dragoons, I should like to hear

{through our Journal) the opinion of other fanciers as to the
points of a real Dragoon, as of late I find judges incline more to

IJragoons bred almost back to Carriers. Do fanciers consider a
white-rumped Dragoon able to win if correctly judged ? I con-
sider them foul-feathered birds, and as such they ought to be
disqualified. I trust some fanciers of note will give us their

opinion on the above points in Dragoons.

—

Black Jacobin.

AYLESBUKY POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the lijth last, iu the Market House, in

connection with the agricultural show, and proved a great
success, not so much from the number of entries, which, how-
ever, exceeded those of last year, but from the general su-
periority of the birds shown. Both old and young competed
together, and, as wUl be seen, the latter carried off most of the

Srizes, as old birds now are generally out of condition. The
ay was fine and the attendance good.
Doriings formed the largest class in the Show, nineteen

entries. The five-guinea cup given by Mrs. Lee, of Hartwell
Park, was awarded to a young pair of Dark birds of great size

for this early period of the season, and in splendid condition.
Second were a pair of Rose-combs, cockerel and hen. The third
prize also went to a pair of chickens. In Brahmas, Lady
Gwydyr performed the unusual feat of winning the cup for

Brahmas generally with a fine pair of Light chickens, Mr.
Ansdell's well-known pair of old Dark birds being second. Tills

award will, doubtless, give great satisfaction to breeders of the
Light variety. Spanish were, as usual, only a small class. The
cup pen were the only birds that were really good in comb as
well as face. There were three classes for Cochins, Lady
Gwydyr again taking the cup with a magnificent pair of Buff
chickens, which, although evidently in their chickenhood, were
of enormous size and grand colour. These birds were the gems
of the Show, and attracted universal admiration ; old birds
were second. In Partridge, a grand pair of old birds were first,

chickens second. A really splendid pair of chickens were second
in Whites. The third-prize birds were only entered at 50s., and
were at once claimed. Piles took the cup for Game, Mr. Mat-
thews's beautiful pen of Black Red chickens arriving too late.

In the \ariety lianfam class Gold-laced were first, and White-
booted second. Mr. Fowler, as might have been expected, took
the cup for Aylesbui-y Ducks, that for Kouens going to Mr.
Walker.
DoRKOlos.—Cap. T. C. BumiU. JlichelJcver. 2 and 3, L. Patlon, Hillmore.

Ttnnton. he. Rev. E. Barlnim.lircat UerkLampstead ; O. E. Crcuswell, Eariy
Wood, BafTshot. c. Rev. E. Uartrura.
Biunau.-Cap, Lady Gwvdvr. Stoke Park, Ipswich. 2, T. F. Ansdell, Cowley

Mount, SL Helen's. 3, lira. Tindal. Aylc8bar\-. c, W. MansAeld, Cambridee.
SpjKian.-Cop, W. K. Bull. Newport PagneU. 2, Mrs. AUsopp, Hindlip Hall,

Worcester. 3, H. Feast. Swunsea.
Cocmsn.—Buir.—Cnp (or best pen ot Cochins. Lady Owvdvr. 2..!. K. Fowler.

8, C. H o..rlworth. Cheltenham. I>artri(Iffe.~l. E. Tudnmu, Wliilchurch, Salop.
2. J. K Fuwlfr. Avleai-ury. 3, Capt. F. (r. Colend(?e, WurKravc. he, Capt. F. (i.
CoIeridBc; Mrs. fe. Pryor, Welwyn. IVhiU.-l.K S. S. Woodgale. Pembnry,
Tonbhdtrc WclU. 2. H. Beldon. Goltstock. 3, W. Birch, he. J. K. Fowkr.
e, H. Gnmey. Jnn., Aylesbury.
G.MB.-l and Cap. W. H. L. Clare, Trycross. Atherstone. 2, J. Walker,

Rochdale. 8, .Mrs. Tindal.
Fnescu.-I, h. n. Wood, Utloxotcr. 2, J. J. Maiden, Bi(tgIcBwadc. S.J. K.

Fuwler. he and e, Mrs. Tiudal.
ilumuauua.— Cf'oM OT SilrerpencilUd —1, C. Bloodwortb. 2,IH. Beldon. S, J.

Robinson. Garstang. Gold or Sili'cr-^l)anoled.—\ and Cup. H. Beldon. 2 and 3
*

J. Kobinpon. he, J. Messer, Reading : M. M. Cashmore, Loughburongh.
Bantams.—Gome —1 and 2. H. Winglii^ld, Siiibury. 8, T. W. Anns. Clapham.

Any other raricfy.—1 and e, M. Leno. Markyate Street. 2, R. S. -i. Woodgate.
3. K. H. Ashton. Mottram. he, Capt. F. G. Coleridge ; G. Vigers. Hersham.
Docks.—.^i/icsbitrj/.—Cup, 3, and he. J. K. Fowler. 2, J. Hedges. lioueii.—

Cnp, J. Walker. 2, L Pation. S.J. K. Fowler. Any other variety.—UU.ludno.
2. R. Wilkinson. Guildf.ird. 3. J. "Walker, ftc, H. B. Smith, Broughton (21 ; J. K.
Fowler, c, Mrs. H. J. Builey.
Ducks.—.-li/icabjiry.—Cup, J. W. Hedges, Aylesbury, he, W. Soton, Aylesbury.
Selling Class.- 1, 3, and e, J. K. Fowler. 2, T. Kingsley, Triug.

Judge.—The Eev. GrenvUle F. Hodson, North Petherton,

Bridgewater.

THE CEEWE POULTEY EXHIBITION.
A QUITE unforeseen accident from the blowing down of the

poultry tent, prevented the arrangements of the Crewe Poultry
Show proving anything like as complete as they otherwise
might have been ; nevertheless, as the poultry at the time of

this mishap were not penned, after some considerable delay the
birds were properly placed, well fed and watered, without an
injury to even a single specimen.
In Game the Brown Reds were decidedly the best of any,

some few being very high-class ones. Dorkings were as good a
class as any of this season, and the Spanish chickens were
unusually fine well-shown pens. In Cochins it is only necessary
to say Messrs. Tudman and Sidgwick were there with their

well-known chickens. Brahmas were numerous, but mostly
quite too young for showing, at least for two months hence. In
the class for Frenc/i fowls Creves weie first and Houdana
second. Of the latter breed there were many excellent pens.

In Game Bantams Mr. Entwisle obtained a great proportion of

the prizes with birds of the highest merit. Silver-laced and
Black Bantams were the winners in the Variety class for

Bantams. Never were better Hamburgh chickens shown than
those of his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, whose birds were in

the best of feather. The entry of Aylesbury and Rouen Dnchs
was of very superior character throughout, and of Geese and
Turkeys few shows can boast a better display. In the Selling

class Dark Brahmas and Light Brahmas were successful, but

many pens of other breeds entered at much below their money
value were among the competitors.

YOUNG BIRDS.
DoBKlNOS.—1, Mrs. Arkwright, Satton Scarsdale. 2, Miss Davies, Chester,

c, Mrs. Cuncliffe ; J. Stott, Healey.
Spanish.— 1 and 2. R Hulse, Winsford. he, J. Walker, WolYerhampton ; W.

Smallwood. Springtield.
Cocbin-China.— 1 and he, E. Tudman, Whitchurch. 2, C. Sidgwick, Keighley.

c. R. Scholes, Darnball.
Brahma Pootba.—I, C. Layland, Warrington. 2, J. H. Pickles, Birkdalc.

he, Mrs. Arkwright ; P. Unsworth, Lowton.
Polish.— 1 and he. J Fearnley. Lowton. 2, P. Unsworth.
French.- 1, R. B. Wood. 2, W. Dring, Faversham. he, J. Pownall. e, C.

Layland.
Gi^E—Blaek-breasted Redtt.—l. Duke of Sutherland, Trentham Hall. 2, J.

Platt, Swanlow.—Broicn and other liedn —I, J. Postle, Nantwich. 2, J. Plntt.

Any other variety.—!. 8. Joinson, Nantwich. 2, No competition. Cockerel.—

1. S. Joinson. 2 and 3. J. Platt. Pullet —I. C. W. Laxton, Nantwich. 2, J.

Morrey. Wybunbury. c, J. F. M. Fitton, Ovenden ; J. Mason. Worcester.
BiSTi.yi3.—Game.—Black breasted Reels— \ and 2, W. F. Entwisle. Westfield.

he. P Hind, Little Budworth. Any other variety.—1 and he, W. F. Entwisle.

2, S. W. Smith. Beckbury.
Bantams.—A'ot Game.—2. R. H. Ashton. Mottram.
Hamburohs.- Go/rffH-.spaH{/'c'i or Pencilled—1 and 2, Dnke of Sutherland.

Bilver-spanglcd or Pencttled.-l and 2. Duke of Sutherland.
DucKLiNos.—/ioufn — 1, J. Walker. Rochdale. 2, S. H. Stott. Preston, ftc,

W W. Duncsn, Moreton ; T. Wakefield. Newton le-Willnwa ; P. Unsworth.
Aiil'-'hurv.—l and 2, J. Walker, Rochdale, he. T. Sear, Tingewick: Mrs. M.
Hornby, bamhall: E. Shaw, Oswestry. Any other variety.—1, J. "WaikeT. 2,

T. Wakefield (Brown Call).

Goslings.—1, J. Walker. 2, S. H. Stott. hc.T. Coomer, Biisford; E.Shaw,
c, C. Richardson, Chorlton; R- Beckett, Hartford.
PocLTS.- 1, W. B. Etches, Whitchurch. 2, J.Walker, he, — Trelfa, Weaver,

c, J. Cowburn. „ , .„

Selling Class.—1 and 2, C. Layland. he, J. Pownall (Cnve-Cceurs). e, T.

F. Lyon, Liverpool (Brown Red Game).

The Judges were Mr. Hewitt, of Birmingham, and Mr.
Burgess, of Burleydam.

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 18th inst.

GAME.-B/ncfc-irraslcrf and other Reds.—I, Dnke of Sutherland, Stoke-on-

Trent. 2, W. H. L. Clare. TwycroBS, Atherstone. Any other variety.—1, With-
held. 2, Duke of Sutherland. _ ,

Spanish— 1, J. Walker, Standeford. Wolverhampton. 2, H. Wilkmson, Earby,
Skipton. he. E. W. Stratford, West Malbng.
Dorkings.- Co!o?;reii exceitt Hih'rr-Greyt —1, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Sutton

Scarsdale, Chesterfield. 2. J. D. HewBon, M.D., siatl'oid. ?ic. T. Bndcn, Earby,
Skipton. HilverGrey or Whitc.—\ and 2. A. Darl.y, lirulgnorth.

CuriiiN-Cni.vA.—C'mn/imon or jBujr.— 1, H. TuinhnMjn. Birmingham. 2, C.

Sidgwick, Keighlev. Brown. Partridge-feathered, or other varteties.—l. T.

Sheppard, Humberstone. 2. R. S. S. Woodgate, I'embury, Tonbridgo Wells.

Brahma PooTRA.-Iwrfc.—1. Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. 2, E. Kcndrick, .inn.,

Lichfield. Light.—\, H. Chawner, jun., Houndbill, Uttoieter. 2, E. Kendrick,
iun. he, T. A. Dean, Warden, Hereford.
Hambiirgbs. — OoMfii p'-iicillti/. — 1 and 2. Duke ot Sutherland. Silver-

lieneilled.—i and 2. Duke ot Sutherland. r:;olf(<-ii.«iion[i(/'rf.-l. Duke of Suthtr-

land. 2, T. May, Wolverhampton. 8ilver-s]jangled.—\, Duke of Sutherland.

2. W. M. Duignan, Walsall. „ , . „ „ „, j
HncBANS.-l, II. Maskery, Leek. 2, W. Dring, Faversham. he. P.. B. Wood.

tTttoxctcr. ^ . , ^ , . „ .

Cbeve-C<ece. — 1, R. B. Wood. 2, W. Dring. (ic, E. Lautour, Hexton,

TrRKKYs.—1, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, F. E. Richardson, Bramshall.

Uttoxeter. he, E. Kendrick, jun.
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Geese.—1. Duke ot Siilherland. 2, J. Lycett, Stafford, (ic, E. Kendricfc.
Ducks.— TF/ii7*' JyUi^hurii.—l. Duke of rfutherUanii 2. H. Feast. Swansea.

Souen.—i, W. H. Crewe. Ktwall. Derhy. 2. R. JoIiuboe. Kirkireton, Wirks-
worth, he, E. Kendrick, jun. Any other variety.—\. J. Watts, Kintc'a Heath,
Birmmsham. 2, tiuke of Sutherland, kc, R S. S. Wnr.dgate (Black).
Any other Vabiety.— 1, T. Buulton, Hantord, Stoke-on-Trent (Black Ham-

Ijurglis). 2, Duke of Sutherland.

MIDDLETON (NEAR MANCHESTER) POULTRY
SHOW.

This f.'reat fiunual Show of poultry has taken place once more
with great success. Here we look forward to iiuding the first

great eonteutions in all classes of young poultry. Those fowls
which are prominent here are usually heard of again at many of
our leading shows during the year. The Show being late in
September, the owners of most yards of any note like to send
here to compare as a test how they are Likely to rank for the
season. If not up to the standard, then, here is the chance if

needed of buying.
The working Committee were well up to their work, and every-

thing seemed to be done that was necessary for the well-being
of the fowls. Worcester and the Staffordshire Poultry Shows
being held the same day, took away several of our best ex-
hibitors, or divided their pens, therefore the competition was
not so severe and closely run as might have been.
The Judges were divided as follows—Mr. Fielding, Game and

Game Bantams
; Capt. Heaton, Spanish, Dorkings, Brahmas,

and Cochins; Mr. Martin, Hamburghs, Ducks, Geese, &c.;
Pigeons by a local gentleman, which seemed to give general dis-
satisfaction. The judging of the poultry was very satisfactory.
In Game our principal exhibitors were well represented, but

the cup for the best pen of cockerel and pullet was won with a
grand cockerel good in all points, but we thought the pullet
hardly up to the mark. In the cockerel classes the same owner
was again first, and obtained the cup with a good coloured bird
and grand style, but a little shy in the pen. No doubt when
penned again he will show to more advantage. Several very
good cockerels were shown in this class. Cockerels and pullets
of Duckwings and Piles we did not think well represented, the
first going to a pen of rather indifferent Pile cockerels ; Piles
and Duckwings went to a grand Duckwing cockerel. This class
was very fairly represented. In single Game pullets the com-
petition was very severe. Black Eeds, Brown Reds, and Piles
being all well represented, the cup going to a most beautiful
Black Bed, free from any pencilling or ruddiness on the wings.
The second prize was awarded to a very grand puUet. All the
prizetakers were grand pullets. Sjyaiiish were deficient in
many points considered necessary for a first- =lass bird. In the
cockerel class one only was of sufficient merit for a prize.
Pullets were better, the winning pens indicating by their ap-
pearance to be related in blood to Mr. Teebay's well-known
strain. Dorkings of all classes had a great want of substance,
and were deficient in all points to make a really good Dorking.
The first-prize cockerel and pullet were a mo'derate pen con-
sidering the yard they came from. Cockerels were a little
better represented. Pairs of Dorking pullets were the best of
the Dorkings. The first-prize birds were a pair of very young
but remarkably well-framed birds. They took the cup for the
best Dorkings in the Show. Brahma Pootras were numerous
and well represented, but nothing could approach the cockerel
winning the cup. He was a massive good-coloured bird, and
was admired by all the Brahma breeders. Cochins were well
represented, and competitiou very severe. Hamburghs were
not so numerously represented, but were good. The cup was
won with a grand pen of Silver-spangled which no Hamburgh
breeder could find a fault with. Spangles, colpur, and comb,
and all other points good. French Folds were but poorly re-
presented, the cup going to a pen of CrC-ve Ca>urs. The Am/
other varieiy included Polands, Malays, &c. InBantams, Game,
the first-prize cock was really the only good pen shown!
Bantams, any other variety, were well represented, but we
thought the cup might have been better placed. The Selling
classes were but poor lots. Ducldings were well represented.
The cup was won by a remarkably fine pen of Aylesburys.
Eouens were both numerous and .good. The first-prize birds
were well coloured and heavy ducklings. Goslings were good.
Turkeys were represented but by one very good pen. Many
birds changed hands at good prices.

Gi-)SK.~Black-hreo$ted and other lird^.—Chickens.—Cup, J. Fletcher Stone-
clouch. Manchester. 2. F. Waltcm. Hornckffe, Kawtenslall. 3, T. P. Lvon
Liverpool, he. W. H. L. Clare, TwycrosB. Atherstone: E. Mann. Wallfielrt'
Mancliester; J. Peet, Onnsklrk. Cockcrci.-Cup. J.Fletcher. 2, E. Mann, he j'

Wood, Wij?an ; H. .\Bbton. Prestwich ; E, Mann.
Game.—.flni/ other variety —€hiel<ens.—\, F. Walton. 2, ,T. Fletcher. 3, E

Bell. Burton-on-Trent. he, W. Bigi-in, Ulverstono. Cockerel—I, 3. Fletcher,
2, J. Goodwin, Liverpool.
Gamb.-Jiit; rarirty —Pii7k(.—Cup. J. Fletcher. 2, J. Cock, Worcester. S. S.

Matthew Stowmarket. 4,E. Bell, /ic, J, Fletcher ; C. W. Brierley, Middleton.
c, W. H. L. Clare.

SPANisH.-C/iii:;,-CM.—l, J. Clews, Walsall, 2, W. Harvey, Sheffield, S, Pallia-
ter & Hawkins, Topcliffe, Thirsk. Cockerel.—\, R. Halsall, Halewood, Liver-
pool. 2, Withheld. Piilic(.-1, J. Boulton, Bristol. 2, J. Leeming, BrouRhton,
Preston. '

Doaxiliaa.—Chickens.—I, Mrs. Arkwright, Sutton Scarsdale, Chcsterfleld,

2, J. Robinson. Garsting. S. J. White, Warlabv. Northallerton, /w, T. Statter
Wliiteheld. Manchester. Cockerel—\, Mrs. Arkwright. 2, W. W. Rnttlid»e
Storthend. Kendal. Pidlet -Cap, J. Fletcher. 2, J. White, lie, R. W. Riohafd-
Bon, Beverley ; .\. Darby, Bridgnorth.
Br iHMA PooTEAS -Chickcns—l and 2, Mrs. Arkwright. 3, J. Pickles, Birkdale.

Southport. Cockeret.—Cap, Horace Liogwood, Creeting, Neelham Market
2. C. L^yland, Morrs Brook, Warrington, lie. J. H. Pickles. Pullet —1, T. F
Ansdell, Cowley Mount, St. Helen's. 2, O. Layland. he, Mrs. A. Wiliamson,
Leicester.
Cochin-Chin-a —Bii#aii(i Cinnamon.—Chickens.—Cav. C. Sidgwiok. Keighley.

2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 3, W. P. Rvlands, Erdiigton, Manchester.
Coekerel—1, W. A. Burnell, Southwell. 2, W. A. Taylor. Pullet.—1, W. A.
Taylor. 2 and he, J. Royle, MancheBter.
CochinChiua.—.47!.i/o('ier variety— Chickens.—1, C.Siiij^ick. 2, J S. Gles-

sall, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland. 3, W. A. Tavlor. Cockercl.—L. W. A. Taylor.
2, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. PuKef.—l, W. A. Burnell. 2, VV. A. Taylor
BA:iinvRGnB.—Gold-penciUed—Chickens.— I, J. Bowness, Newchurch. 2, J.

Robinson. 3, W. E. Clayiou, Keighley. Cockerel—1, J. Rollioson, Lindley,
ntley. 2, J. Wrigley, Middleton. Pullet.—1, W. Speakman, Nantwich. 2, J.
BownesB.
HiUBVRans. — Silver-pencilled.- Chickens.—1, H. Smith, Kei-'hlev. 2. J.

Robinson. 3. J. Bowness. Cockerel.—1, a. Smilh. 2, J. Robinsun. 'Piillet.—
1, J. Robinson.
H&-anvRGns.—Gold-spangl^d.—Chickens.—2, T. W. Ogden. M ddleton. 3, G.

and J. Duckworth. Church, Accrington. Coekercl—1, T. E. Jones Wolver-
hampton. 2, J. Bowness. )ic. J. Buckley, Taunton, Ashton-under-Lyne. PuUeL
—1, J. Bowness. 2, T. May, Wolverhampton, he, J. Ogden, Tonge; T. W.
Ogden : T. May.
HAStnunGus-Silver-spajwled.-Chieken.^.—Cup, J. Fieldin*'. 2, J Robinson

S a.id he. J. Rollinson. Caekerel—l, J Robinson 2, J. Fielding, he. Asbton
and Booth, Broadbottom, Mo tram. PuUct.—l,,J. Fielding. 2. E. Gill, Fearn-
cliffe, Bindley, kc, J. Rollinson; J, Davis, CowhUl, Oldham; J. Robinson:
T. Smith, Keighlev.
Ui^aBURGKS.—Blaek.-Ckickens.-l. N. Marlor, Denton, Manchester. 2, D.

Lord, stacksteads, Manchester, he, C. Sidtjwick; J. Kobmson ; Stott& Booth,
Huntley Brook, Bury, c, J. Holt. Middleton ; Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acten
Burnell Rectory; S, Stephenson, Cockerel.—I and he, H. Hoyle, Newehurch.
2, J. Bowness. e. Rev. W. Serjeantsou. Pullet.—\. J. Bowness. 2. N. Marlor.
he, Rev. W. Serjeantson; R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury. Tunbrid^e Wells:
Slott & Booth. c.W. Bird. Rochdale; J. Lee.
Frencu.— C/a'c/.-CH.s.—Cup, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 2, W. Dring, Faver-

aham. 3, H. Feast, Swansea, he. Mrs. Vallaria, Aymers, Sittingbourne*
Cockerel —1, Rev. A. J. L. Dobbin, Ruddington Vicarage Nottingham. 2, W.
Dring, Pullet.—1. Mrs. E. Williams, Henllys Berriew, Montgomeryshire. 2,B.
Heald, Mapperly Plains.
Anv other Variety.— C/i(cA'fns —1, J. Fearnlev, Lowton, Newton-le-Willows.

2, Rev. A. G Brooke, Shrawardine Rectory, Shrewsbury, 3, .T. Robinson, he, 3.
K. Fowler ; F.Walton; P. Unsworth. Lowton, Newton-le-Willows. Cockerel.
—I, P. Uusworth 2, J. Feamley. Pullet —1, J. Feamley. 2, P. Unsworth.
he. J. Hamilton, Opensbaw, Manchester.
Bantams.—Game —1, T. Barker, Burnley. 2. G. Ha'l, Kendal. 3, T. Sharpies.

Rawtenstall. Cock or Cockerel.—I and 3, G. Hall. 2, T. Barker, he, E.
Brownlie, Townsend. Kirkcaldy, N.B.
Bast.ms.— -iHi/ other vorieiy.—Cnp, R. H. Ashton, Jlottram, Manchester.

2. E. Walton. 3, W, A, Taylor, he, H. B, Smith; M. Leno, Dunstable; W.
Harvey, Sheffield.
Seeling Class —1, W. A. Burnell. 2, A. Bamford. Middleton. 3, R. Hutchin-

son. Littleborougb. Cock or Cockerel —1. C. W. Brierley. 2. W. A. Burnell.
ftc, T. Wakefle'd

; H. Ashton. PuIJet.—LT. Whiting, Leven, Beverley. 2, C. F.
Barnett, Biggleswade.
Ddcklings.—.4j//es6Hri/.—Cup and 2..T. Walker. 3, R. Hutchinson, he. J. K,

Fowler; T. P. Carver. Laugthorjie. Boroughbridge (2J. Bo.'en.—l and 3, T.
Wakefield. 2. J. Walker, he, W. Scotson, Bickershaw, Wigan ; P. Unsworth ;
J. J. Waller, Kendal ; S. H. Stott. Preston. Any other variety.—1, M. Leno.
2, J. Walker. 3. H. B Smi'.h. he, G. S. Sainsburv.
GoBLiNos.—1, J. Walker. 2, W. Penny, Preston, he, J. Walker ; S. H. StotL
Turkeys.-I, J. Walker.

KETTERING POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at the Northamptonsliirer

Agricultural Society's Show, held at Kettering, on the 17th and
18th inst. :—
DoRKrvr.s.— Co(?7.'.—1 and 2. J. Loneland, Greniion. Northampton. 3, R.

Wood, Clapton, Thrapstone. h-. K. Sykes. Geiidington, Kettering. Cockerel,—1, J. Lou^ and. 2. Rev. E. Bartrimi. Berkhampstead. S, H. Vardley, Bir-
mingham, he. J J. Sharp, BroughtoD, Kettering.
D 'RKiNGs.—fl''Jis. — 1, R,5V. E. Bartrum. 2, J. Longland. S. R. Wood.

Pullets.— 1. J. Longland. 2, Rev. E. Bartrnra. he, J. Cbisman, jun , Winter-
bourne. Swindon ; H. Yardley ; H. Lotan, Ouodle.
Spanish.— C<JCfc. — 1. W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell. 2. C. Wright, Koith-

ampton. he. T. Cook, Wellinebornush. Cockerel —1, W. K. Bull. 2, J. T.
Parker, Northampton, he. C. Wright, Northampton.
SpA.sisn.—Ucns.—\, W. R. Bull. 2, J. T. Parker, lie, H. Yardley. Pullets,—

1, J. T. Parker. 2, W. R. Bull.
GA^\F..—Cock.~l. S. Deacon, Ound'e. 2, R. E. Dnckering, Northorpe, Kirton

Lindsay. 3, B. Cox, MouUon, Northamptim. Cockerel.—1, B Cox. 2 and 8,.

H. Lotan. Oundle. he, S. Deacon: T. Hancock, Northampton, c, (i. W.
Sanders, Wollaston. Wellingborough.
Game.—Hi'ji.—1, B. Cox. 2, S. Deacon. Pullets.—1 and '2, E. Cox. he, S,

Deacon.
Cochen-Chijtas.—Cocfc.—1, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 2, H. Yardley. he, J.

N. Bpaaley, Northampton. Cockerel. — 1, W. A. Taylor. 2, J. Goodliff^
Huntingdon.
Cochin-Chin-as.—Hf;w.—1. W. A. Tavlor. 2. R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembnry,

Tnnbridge Wells. P(t/^-^s.-l, J. Goodlitf. 2, W. A. Taylor, /a*, A. F. Faulkner,.
Thrapstone (2).

Brahma Pootra.—Cocfc.—1, Rpv. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, M. Leno, Mark-
vate Street, Dunstable, he. H. Yardley. CockerH.—l, G, H. Chettle, Weekley,
Kettering. 2, J. S. Clarke, Oundle.
Brahma Pootra.—Hch*.—1, Withheld. 2, A. F. Faulkner. Pullets.—I, T^.

Leno. 2, J. 3. Clarke.
Hambdrghs.— ('ocfc.—1. T. Love, Kingsthorpe, Northampton. 2, Rev. K.

IMon'gomery. Northampton, he. Right Hon. G. W. Hunt, M.P„ Oundle.
Cockerrl.—1, G. Thompson. Northampton. 2, T. Love.
Hamburghs.—Hen —1, T. Love. 2, E. Robinson, Kettering. Pullets.-l, A,

F. Faulkner. 2, T. Love, he, J. Foster, Kettering.
Bantams.—1, 2, and he, Capt. T. Wethcrall, Loddington, Kettering. Ani^

other ranVfi/,— 1. H. Yardley. 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester.
Any other Variety.-1, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, A. Faulkner.
Geese.—1, S. Deacon, Oundle.
Ducks. — Ajilesjury. — 1, T. Sear, Tingewick, Buckingham. 2 and he, S.

Deacon. Iinuen.—1, Rev. C. Vernon, Grafton Underwood, Kettering. 2. M.
Leno. ftc, R.Wood; C. Richards, Glendon, Kettering. Any other Txiricty.—
1, M. Leno. 2, B. S. S. Woodgate. /ic. J. Goodliff.
TuKKEVS.—1, M. Kew, Market Overton, Oakham.
Selling Class.-Cocfc.— 1, J. T. Parker, Northampton. 2, J. Sheffield, Great

Oa'celey. Kettering (Gander). Hcn. — l and 2. B. Cox. Monitou, Northampton
lUonen Duck), lie, J. Fobter, Ketleriog (Black Hamburgh).

MiscELLAKEOua CLASS.—I, W. Nottage, Notthampion (Black Spanish).
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2,T. Hancock. Northampton (Brown Red Game). 3, J. Longland, Grendon, Messrs. Esquilant and Charlton: Canaries, Messrs. Lowrev andNorthampton (Dorkmg). 4, T. Love. Palvprt
ooi=. -"u.yioj. a.iiu.

Pigeons.—Any variety.—1 and 4, T. Chamhers, Jan., Northampton (Dun and
Black Carriers). 2, J. Martin. Ketterinj; (Pouters). 3. H. Yardley. Ac, H.
Yardley (2) ; W. Nottage, Northampton (Blue Pouters) ; L. Watkin.

JcDOE.—Mr. R. Teebay, Fnlwood, Preston.

I

NOKTHALLERTOK POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

This Show, which was one of the sections of a grand af?ri-

<;uUural meeting, was held on the 19th inst. The pens (which
are substantial and made of wood, aUesceptiup; the front, which
is a loose frame covered with wire netting), were very comfort-
able and the property of the Society. The entries, though good,
were not so large as those of last year, partially in consequence
of the lists being closed before the entries were received from.

some exhibitors. Of Dorkings only four entries, but the winners
(chickens), were large and good. Game were more numerous,
but poor. SpaJiish, CochuiSy &nd Brahmas had many good pens,
the orst-prize birds in the two latter classes being chickens of

^ood promise. Polands and Hamhurghs were mostly in bad
eather, though there were among them birds of many honours.
In the Variety class Creve-Ccears were first and Sultans second,
both pens being very good. Game Bantams were numerous,
and the winners (Black Red) nice birds, the first-prize pen con-
taining a grand gamey-lookiug old cock. In the next class Silver
Sebrights were first, and White-booted of great excellence
second. Rouen Ducks were extremely good, but the Aylesburys
only moderate ; and in the Variety class Black East Indian were
first and Pintail second. There were some large Turkeys, and
the Goslings were also fine, White Embden winning the prizes.
Of Pigeons little can be said, and this will remain the case

while only one money prize, and that small, is awarded in each
class ; bnt we would remind the Society that, if well encouraged,
this is one of the best paying sections.

DoBKiNGs. — 1 and 2, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerton, he, W. Borille,
Osmotherky, Northallerton.
Game.— 1, T. FlintotT, N'ewliv. Stockton-on-Tees. 2, W. Bearpark, Ainderby

Steeple. Nurthallcrton. he. W. Younshaeband, DarlinKton.
Spanish. — 1, T. Flintiff. 2, G. Holmes, Great Driffield, he, n. Dalo,

Nnrthallerton.
Cochin Cm.vA—l,W. G. Pnrdon. Driffield. 2, D. &J. Ibeston, Whitby, he,

D. A J. Ibe^ton; F. Horseman, Boroughbridge.
BiuHUA PuoTRA.—1 aad he. Miss E. O. Powlett, Bedale. 2, F. Horseman.
PoL^vDs.—1, W. Bearpark. 2, C. Walker, Borooghbridge. lie, Mrs. Lloyd,

Northallerton.
TUmii:Rr.us.—Gold'*pangUd.~l,G. Holmes. Sihu'r->tpfuiglcd.~l, W. G.

Pnrdon, Driffield. 2, G. Holmes, he, G. Lennard, Whitby. <:, T. Tweedy,
Thirsk.
Hj^BURans.— Gold pineilUd. — l, W. G. Purdon. 2, D. Waller, c. G.

Holmes. Silver-pfncHUd.~\, W. Bearpark. -2. G. Holmes, he. W. G. Purdon.
Any otueb Varikty.—l.T. P. Carver Lansrtburpe. Borou^hbridge. 2, W. G.

Purdun. vhc.J. Taakur, Wensley. Leybnm (Eloudans). he, W. G. Tancock,
KipAn (Black Cn^ve-CcEar); Hon. W. O. Powlett. Bedale (Crtve-Ctear).
BiSTAVS.—Game —I and 2. W. C. Dawson. WTiitby. he, T. P. Carver: W.

Bearpark: W. Maynard, Northallerton, c. G. Oliver, jun., Northallerton; W.
G. Pnrdon. Any other variety.—1, T. P. Carver, 2, J. H. Cartwright, Bishop
Auckland, he, G. Holmes.
Ducks.—flowtt. — 1, T. P. Carver. 9, C. Graham. Aldbomnsli. Boroueb-

bridge. he, R. Tarbotton, Cawton, Gillinti East. York; J. B. Braithwaite,
Northallerton (2). Aylesbury.—I and 2, T. P. Carver, he, .T. Ward, Hntton
Bonville, Northallerton. Any other variety.— I, J. White, Warlaby, North-
allerton. 2, T. P. Career, he, J. Ward.
TcRKEys.—l. T.P.Carver. 3,J. B Braithwaite. Northallerton, /ic. C. Mc. C.

Swarbreck. Sowerby, Tbirfik: A.Eden. Catten«k; T. C. Bootb. Northallerton.
GosLlsr.g.— 1. R. Gamctt. Welbnry. N'orthallerton. 2,.T. B. Braitbwaite. he,

R. Giirbutt, Watt-ri-'ale, AmpU-trrth; Mrs. Storrv, Stokealey.
Selmsci Cuaa.—land he,T. P. Carver. 2, U. Dale, c, F. Horseman; W.

Bearpark.
Extras.—1, Mrs. Lloyd, Northallerton (Silver Polish),

Prr.F.oNs.—CnmVr*. — 1. Hon. E. C. Sh<»ro. Northallerton. 2, G. Sadlpr.
lioromjhhnilKe. Po'(/<t*.— I. G. Sadler. 2. K. Wilsnn. Thirsk. JacobhiJi.—l. T.
Dal.\ Suort^n, Catl.-rick 2. E. Mar&hall. N'orthalltrton. Tiimhlers.—X. T. Rat-
cliffe. iun., Northallerton. FantaiU —\, R. WilHun. 2. T. Ratcliffe, jiin. c, R.
Mewbam. NorthallerU'n ; R. Mais. Northallerton. TriimpetcTs.—\, G. Gibson.
Kirby Sig^ton. 2. T. Ratcliffe, jun. r«r6?i».—l, R. Wilson. 2, J. W.Smith,
Thir»k. .Vufw.—1, R. Wil3'»n. 2. G. Gibson. Maopies.—l, G. Gibson. 2. Hon.
L. O. Powlett. I.fybum. he, R. Wilson. Any o(/(«rrari>fi/.—I.E. Marshall. 2,
«. Sadler, he, Hon. L. O. Powlett ; M. Donkin, Northallerton.

Rabbits.—.(In y nri^-fv.—1, A. Robson. Morton-on-3walo. iiAc.J. S.Robinaon,
D&rtlnffton (Ixip-oAroJ). he, 3. Oliver, Northallerton; Miss H. O. Powlett,
BedAlelHimalayan). c. J. Grainger, Northallerton ; T. Smith, Thirak.

Mr. E. HattoQ, Pudsey, waa Judge.

Nr-wcAsTi.E-urox-TyNE Poultry, Pigeon, axd Canary Show.—The schedule of prizes to be awarded at the fifth annual
Exiiibition of this Society, to be held the 6th and 7th of Novem-
ber next, is good. The poultry department is comprehensive,
separate classes being given for adults and chickens in all the
pnucipal varieties, while good prizes are also offered for dead
poultry. The Pigeon classes are very numerous, single birds
competing in all, except one of the selling classes and in a
collection class, which is for the best four pairs, exclusive of
Pouters, Carriers, Short-faced Tumblers, and Barbs. In addi-
tion to the ordinary prizes, fourteen silver cups and ninety gold
medals are offered for competition. The Corn Exchange is
very spacious, allowing all specimens to be placed on the same
level. The Judges are—for Poultry, Mr. Teebay; Pigeons,

Calvert.

OSWESTRY POULTRY SHOW.
Although the day seemed somewhat threatening, the at-

tendance at this year's Show proved how great an interest
attaches to this meeting in the surrounding district ; the results
were, therefore, most satisfactory. Oswestry has always been
in high repute for the extraordinary amount of poultry for table
purposes sold in its weekly markets, dealers from Manchester,
Birmingham, Liverpool, Wolverhampton, and other densely
populated districts drawing from this market their general sup-
plies. Any -visitor walking round the Show just held could not
fail to notice the general excellence of the Turkeys, Geese,
Ducks, and useful breeds. True it is, though some of the prize
Game fowls were excellent, the majority of those shown wero
not nearly equal to those of bygone shows, two or three noted
breeders of Game fowls being no longer residents of the neigh-
boui'hood. Some few good Brahmas were among the com-
petitors, being well shown, and well arrived at maturity. Most
of those entered were, however, quite too young for successful
exhibition. In Cochins, Mr. Tadman was the principal winner
with two pens of very fine strongly grown Partridge-feathered
ones. Spanish chickens proved much better than at former
Oswestry shows. Among the Game Bantams were some first-

rate Red Piles and Black-breasted Reds, and some very pretty
pens of Black Bantams were also on view.
GkHE.—Black-breasted.—Cockerel.— Cup. W. C. Phillips, Worcester. 2, E.

Winwood. Wnrcester. he, P. A. Beck, Guilatield. Welshpool. Blaek breasted
ifcrf.— 1, W. C. Phillips. 2, E. Winwood. Ditckwiruj iireya and White or PilfS,—1, W. Jones, Worcester. 2, E. Smith, Morda, Oswestry.
Dorkings,—1, lira. Somervitle, Chirk. 2, Mrs. P. J. Eailey, Uosedale, Ten-

bury.
Cochin-Chtna. -Broifft or Partridge.—\ ami 2. E. Tudman, Wliitchurch. he,

T. Shepherd, Humberstone. Leicester {2). White or Buff —1, H M. Wjmn,
Hu<53in{?ton, Worcester. 2, C. Sidcwick. Keighley. he. R. Chase, Birmingham.
Spanish.—1, H. Wilkinson, Earby, skiDton. 2, H. M. Wyun.
Brahma Pootra. — Darfc. — 1. C. Laylami, Warrington. 2, J. H. Pickles,

Birkdiilc, Southport. c. H. B. Morrell, Gae M;iwr, Clyro : R. B. Wood, WooJ-
laod, Uttoxeter. Light.—1, T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford. 2, C. Layland,
Warrinj^ton.
Hambdrghs.—SiZucr or Gold'pencill€d.—'i,'W. Speakman. Nantwii'h. 2, W.

Clayton, Keighley. Silver or Gold-simn^led.-l, T. Breakman, Tdttenhall,
Wolverhampton. 2, J. Carr, Swansea.
Creve-C(eue.—1, R. B. Wood. 2. H. Feast, Swansea.
HounANS.— 1, Rev. J. Price, Bath. 2, Miss E. Williams, Henllys Berriew.

he, H. V. Storey, Nottingham.
Game Bantams.-1. S. W. Smith. Beckbnrv. 2. A. Ashley, Redhil', Worcester.

lie, W. F. Entwisle. Westtield. Brailford ; E. W. Soathwood, Fakenham.
Bantam.— 1 and 2, R. H. Ashton.
Poults.—1, W. B. Etches, Whitchurch. 2, J. Cowburn, MaeBygarnedd, Cor-

wen. c, Mrs. Somerville. Chirk.
Goslings— 1, W. Penny, Preston. 2, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Osweatry. 7iC,

W- B. Etches.
Ducklings.—Aylesbury.—I, E. Shaw. 2, J. Cowbam. Mouen,—1, E. Shaw.

2, W. B. Etches, he and c, W. Penny.
Ducks.-.-I'ly other variety.—1, Misa E. Lloyd, Oswestry (Muscovy). 2, E.

Shaw (East Indian).
Selling Class.—1 and 2. E. Smith. :\Iorda (Black-breaated Game and Duck-

wing Greys), c, E. Shaw (Rouen Ducks).

LOCAL CLASSES.
TuRKEY=;, Geese, Ducks, or Fowl?!.-1 and e, E. Shaw (Gees" and Ayles-

bury Ducks). 2. Mrs. Somerville (\Vhite Turkeys), he, Mia. R. Venables,
Oakhurst (White Tnrkevs).
GA^iE.-Black-breasted. — 1, J. Wainwright. Gailsfield, Welshpool. 2, T.

Allison, Undprhill, Oswestry. Any colour.—Pullets.—1, P. A. Belk. 2, Rev. P.
G. Bentley, West Felton.
Dorkings —1. Mrs. Somerville. 2, E. Shaw.
Amateurs' Prizes.—Gnmf.

—

Cock.—1, E. Shaw. 2, Rev. P. G. Bentley.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the
Judge.

WORCESTER POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the IBth and 10th inst. We have notes on

the Show and its surroundings, which we must postpone until

our next number.
Dorkings.—1 and Cup. J. Martin, Claines, Worcester. 2 and 3, Kev. E.

Bartnim. he. Miss Osborne. Vanton.
Spanish-— 1, Cup, and e, Mrs. Allsopp. 2. W. R. Bull. Newport Pagnell. 3,

T. Bamtield, Clifton, Bristnl. he, E. Jones. Clifton. Bristol.
CcicHiSB.-Cinnaynon and Buff.— I and Cup, Lady Gwyd\T, Ips'wich. 2. Mrs.

Allsopp; 3, C. SidRWJCk, Keik'Iilpy. he, C. Bloodworth. Cheltenham; W. A.
Taylor, Manchester, c, C. Bloodworth : J. K. Fowler. Aylesbury : Mrs. Allsopp.
Cochins.—Any other variety —\. R. W. Boachy, Kingskerswi-ll. 2. K. S. S.

Woodgate, Tnnbridge Wells. 3, W. A. Taylor, vhc, W. A. Burnell, Southwell.
fie, C. Sidffwick; P. Charles. Neath; J. Mercer. Bridport ; It. Winpfleid,
Worcester (2). c, Mrs. A. P. Rogers, Dartmoor; J. K, Fowler; Capt. F. G.
Coleridge. Henlev-on-Thames; J. Turner, West Hays, B«th.
Brahmas.-Darfc.—I and Cup, Horace Lingwood. Creotinu. 2. H. B. Morrell.

Caermawr, Clyro. 8, P. Unsworth, I.owton, Newonlc-Willows. he. Hev. J.
Bowen, Talgarth 0); — Hargrcaves. Bacup. c. Dr. Holmes. Cheeterlield.
BB*nMAS,-Li';;i(.—1, Horace LingWDod. 2. Miss A. Williamson. 3, Lady

Gwvdyr. c/k-.H. Cha\vner, jun., Uttoxoter. hc.T. A. Dean. Marden, Hereford;
H. Owen, Compton, Wolverhumpton; P. Haines. Diss; .1. Turner.
GMtz.-Black-brfnxted and other fifW-^.-l. S. Field. Bicester. 2. F. Winwood,

Worcester. 3, J. Andrews, Worcester. ('/(<:, T. Dynon, Halifax. /iC,S. Matthew,
Stowmarket; Miss Oshtjme ; H. Fi. Martin. Fakenham.
GiMB.—Jh;/ othr variety.— 1 and Cup, W. H. L. Clan, Trycroas, Athcrsione.

2, .1. Andrews. 3. T. Dyson.
UMiinvRanH.—SilverpenciUrd.—l a,r^t\ Cup, H. Beldon, Bingley. 2, J. Carr,

Swansea. UoUlm-prncilleiL—l, C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham. 2, W. Spoakman,
Nantwich. c, H, Beldon.
BAyincRonH.—Silver-iipan(}led.— \, H. Beldon. 2. .T. Fielding, Newchurch,

Manchester. GoldHp(uighd.—y, T. ^inv, Wolvcrhamiitr)n,
I'oLANDs. — 1. Clip, and 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, H. Beldon. hc, Capt. F. G.

Coleridge ; P. Unaworth.
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Frekch Fowls.—1, J. J. Maiden. Bigffleswade. 2, .T. K. Fowler. 8, Mrs.
Whinfielii. Worcester. hc.U.B. Wciod; W. Bnnff; R Wingfield.
Any other Variftv.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Hinton, Warminster. 3. R. S. S.

WooilKate. he, O. E. C' esswell, Baijshot.
Game Bastatss. ~ Black-breasted and other Beds—l, Cup, and 2. W. F.

Entwisle, Westfield, Bradford, /it, W. F. Entwisle ; J. Nelson, Hexham; W.
Shenton, Woreenter. c, A. Ashley ; J. Andruwa; J. Martin.
Gamk.— .-1711/ nihrr raiirtii —I, '1. ami hr, W. F. Entwiale.
Bantams.—B/ac/.- (uul ]Vhit<-.~\ and '1 W. A. Taylor, hr. B. Parrott, Hem-

bury, Bristol (2) ; R H. Ashton, Mottram, Manchester, c, T. Cropper, Bncup.
Bantams.—Any other varieti/.—l, M. Leno, Dunstable. 2, Rev. C. Spencer,

Naunton, Beanchamp. he, R. S. S. Woodgate : O. E. Cresswell. c, P. Foxwell.
Di:cKi.isGS.—Aylesbury.— 1 and 2. J. K. Fowler, vlic, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. Mon-

mouth ; J. Groves. Worcester, he. T. Sear. Tinfiewick, Buckingham. Rouen.
—1, T. Wakefield, Golborne. 2. P. Unsworth vhe,J. Nelson, /tc, J. H. Hoit,
St. Austell : Mrs. H. J. Bailey. Tenbury ; W. Stephens, Gloucester. Any other
i>ariety.—l and Cup, G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes. 2 and vhc, M. Leno. c, H. B.
Smith, Broufihton, Preston.
Selling class.—1,T. Sear. 2, E.L. Harrison, Lowesmoor. S.Mra. Whinfield.

he, W. A. Burnell ; P. Unsworth ; H. Gwynne. c, W. A. Buniell (2); J. Hughes,
Kidderminster; D. Young, Leamington.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.— Cocfc.—l and Cup. R. Fulton. London. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

he, S. D. Buddeley, Hereford, c, R. Spencer, Hereford. Hen.—1 and 2, R. Fulton,
he, H. Yardley.
Pouters.—Cocfc.—l, H. Pratt, Lnzells, Birmingham. 2 and he, R. Fulton.

C, H. Yardley. Ben.—\ and he. R. Fulton. 2, H. Pratt.
Barbs.—1 and 2, R Fulton, he. H. Yardlev.
ToMULERS,-.l/»iOH(i.—1, Cup, :ind he, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. Any other

variet]/.~l. H. Yardley. 2, R. Fulton, he, S. D. Baddeley; W. Mappiebeck,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
Fantails.— I. O. E. Cresswell. 2, R. Fulton, he, R. Spencer, e, H. Yardley.
Dragoons.— 1 and vhc. F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2, W. H. Mitchell, he, H.

Yardlpv. e. W. H. Mitchell, Moaeley. Birmingham; J. Watts, King's Heath,
Birmingham.
AvTWKRPS.—1 and 2, T, Clulee, Birmingham, he, H. Yardley. e, W. H.

MitcheU.
.Tacobins.—1, Cup. and he, K. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley.
Thumpeters.—1, H. Yardlev. 2, R. Fulton.
Nuns.— 1, J. Watts. 2, H Yardley.
Any other Variety.—1, H. Yardley. 2, C. Hitchcock, Oxford, he, H. Yardley ;

Rev. C. Spencer, c, S. D. Baddeley.

WHITBY BIRD SHOAV.
I KNEW he was ill. Five years ago when I first visited Whitby

I could see that Asthma had seized him with a strong hand;
and a year after, when an acquaintance begun through the
Journal had ripened into something very like friendship, and
B. B. and I and the black bay went down the night before the
Show to share his hospitality, I thought it held him with a
firmer grasp. How time flies, doesn't it ? It seems only as if

it was yesterday night when we drove-up to the door, which
was standing wide open, the Hght streaming out into the dark
with a warm glow, and he standing in the porch with out-
stretched hands to bid us welcome. I remember how I noticed
that night, when he reached from its place the grand old Book
and read from its pages, that he did so with an effort. I have
frequently heard him read from it since, and when I last heard
him at Christmas I wondered if I should ever hear him again.
I knew he was ill, very ill, and yet I was hardly prepared for
the black-edged envelope when it came a month or two back,
and we knew that a good man had gone to his rest. To many
who have taken an interest in Whitby Show for years past, the
intelligence that Mr. Wilkinson is gone will be received with
sorrow. He passed away quietly on the morning of the July
flower show, with which and similar piire pleasures he had been
60 long identified. Surely a fitting day for such a gentle spirit
to take its flight ! Everyone missed him at the Show last week.
The Judges and those engaged in active arrangements seemed
to move about with quieter steps than usual, and to talk in
whispers as if afraid to disturb his rest; and the very birds
appeared to hush their song, warbling and twittering in low
sweet tones, as though the stilluess and quiet affected even
them. But with this short '* In Memoriam," I must get on to a
review of the Show.
Everybody expects to see something new, something remark-

able at Whitby Show. Year after year the celebrities of the
season have made their first appearance on the stage at Whitby.
But this year will long be remembered as bringing in a new era
in Canary-breeding. It ought to be called Bemrose's year, for
the fact is simply this—** Bemrose first, and the rest nowhere."
It will be remembered that at the last Crystal Palace Show Mr.
E. Bemrose, of Derby, exhibited two birds of surpassing beauty
which were quietly ignored by the Judges without any reason
being assigned. A week or two after, in an anonymous con-
tribution to the Journal, it was stated that the Judges had
passed them over because they were of an unnatural colour. It
struck me at the time what a funny thing it was that any writer
should be able to publish a Judge's opinion when such opinion
had not been publicly expressed. I think if one takes hold of
one end of that chain it would not be hard to find one's way to
the other. However, that's a useful word for "Bring yoti up
when you are danger of going off at a tangent." However, Mr.
Bemrose was hurt, and I think justly so, at the slur so quietly
cast on his name, because these two birds were so superlatively
excellent that each ought to have been first in its respective
class, while to pass them in silence was to give the exhibitor a
blow beueath the belt. I may be wrong, but I think grave re-
sponsibiUties rest upon Judges, and I don't think it's right to
impute by silence that which cannot be substantiated. To pass

those birds was to say they were not genuine, and to say that
was to say Mr. Bemrose was not honest. But the birds were
genuine, and Mr. Bemrose's reputation stands on no sandy
foundation. He assured me on his word of honour as a gentle-
man, that the birds were in every respect genuine, that he had
moulted them himself, that their brilliant colour was solely at-

tributable to a method of feeding, and that this year, instead of

two birds, he would produce a string of them which should be
exhibited at every show in England from Whitby to the Crystal
Palace. And he has kept his word. I have examined the birds

carefully, and unhesitatingly pronounce them to be genuine,
and the grandest specimens ever exhibited. The colour is

something wonderful, and must be seen to be believed. I have
no doubt many won't beUeve it even then. But there are none
so blind as those who won't see, and none so deaf as those who
won't hear. I am sorry to notice a disposition not to give these
birds fair play elsewhere, about which I shall have something
to say by-and-by.
A reference to the award of prizes will show that Mr. Bem-

rose swept all before him. Apart from the excellence of his

birds, the rest were vastly inferior as a whole to the display of

previous years, with the exception of the Cinnamons and Lizards,

which were remarkably fine. Mr. Ritchie, of Darlington, is

strong in Lizards, and Mr. Watson, of the same place, is not far

behind.—W. A. BL.uiSTON.

Norwich.—Clfnr Yellou:—l and 2, E. Bemrose, Derby. 8. Adams & Ather-
Buch, Coventry, he, G. Cox, Northampton, c. H. &, D. Audley, Leicester.

Clear Buff —1 and 2, E. Bemrose. S, Brown & Ganlon, Northampton, he, W.
Forth. Pocklincton. e, Adams & Athersucb.

'i^oRv.ica.—Evenly-marked— Clfar Yellow. — 1, Adams & Athersucb. 2, S.
Tomes, Northamptun. Clear Buff—I and 2, E. Bemrose. 3, Adams & Ather-
sucb. he, R. Simpson, Whitby ; Adams & Athersucb ; J. Goode, Leicester, c,

F. T. Robinson. Norton, Malton ; Clark & Jarvis, Scarborough ; Wilson and
Irons, Lofthouse ; Barwell ift Sons, Northampton ; S. Tomes.
NoRVfiCH.— Utu'venly-marked or Ticked.—Clear Yellow.—1, Brown & Ganton.

2, Adams & Athersucb. 3. J. Clemminson, Darlington, he, Adams & Ather-
sucb; G. Cox e. C. Hampton & Chamberland, Lticeeter : M. King. Scar-

borough; J. Clemminson Char Buff.~l and 2, E. Bemrose. 8, Adams and.

Athersucb. lie, Adams & Athersucb; J. Greenfield, Stockton, c, H. & D.
Audley; G. Cox.
Norwich.— Cf^ar Yellow or Buff.—Green, Grey, Buff or Yellow Crest,—1, S.

Tomes. 2, Lamplougb & Bexaon, Derby. 8, W. Simpson, Pickering, he, J.

Devanv, Knaresborough. e, Clarli & Jarvis ; Barwell &, Sons.
BELGIAN.-Cicar Ycllnw.—l.Vf. Forth 2, L. Belk, Dewsbury. Clear Buff.—

1, R. Hawman, Middle&borougb. 2, W. Forth. 3, L. Belk.
Yorkshire.—C/far Yellow— i, T. Fawcett, Baildon, Leeds. 2, R. Ritchie,

Darlington. 3, H. W. Winter, Guisborough. he, W. H. Batchelor, Whitby;
R. Ritchie, c, R. D. Waite, Norton, Malton, Clear Buff.—l and 2, T. Fawcett.

3, L. Belk. he, W. Forth, c, J. Garbutt. Great Brougbion.
Cinnamon.— C/par Yellow.— I, Adams & Athersucb. 2, H. Johnson, Derby. 3,

J. Devaney. he, Ellerton Jii Mounsey, Darlington ; J. Taylor, Middlesborouffh ;

J Stevens, Middb'sborough. c, M. King ; R. Hawman : W. Johnstone. North-
allerton. Ch'nr Buff~l, Adams & Athersucb. 2, J. Taylor. 8. H. Johnson.
he, R. Hawman ; Barwell & Sons, e, M. Kmg.
Lizard.— GoWfiwtpanf/ifrf-l and 2, R. Ritchie. 3. W. Watnon, Darbntrton.

he, C. Greenwood, Scarborough, c. Adams & Athersucb. Silver-spangled.—

I

and 2, R. Ritchie. 3, W. Watson, jun. he, R Ritchie; W. Watson, jun. C,

Adams & Athersucb ; Ellerton & >roun8ev ; J. Taylor,
Caskky. -Grecn.—\. R. Hawman. 2. H. & W. Winter. 3. T. Tenniswood,

North Acklam, Middlesborough. Any other rartcfi/.-l, E. Bemrose. 2 and 3,

J. Stevens.
Six Canarprs in 0>b '^agf. — Young. — I, R. Simpson- 2, Ellerton and

Mounsey. 8, W. Henderson, Whitby, he, R. & 3. Burrowj, Whitby.

MULES.
Goldfinch and Canary,—ivnojr.—l, J. Goode. 2, R. Hawman. Buif.—1, R,-

Hawman. 2, J Stevens.
Anv other Variety.—1, J. Stephen. 2, J. Goode.

Parakeet.—1, E. Coates, Whitby.

DISTRICT PRIZES.
Norwich.—rrHofc or Buff. ~ Youno. — l, I. Diekcnsnn, Whitby. 2.W. H.

Batchelor. 3, R. Robinpon. Whitbv. c, R. & J. Burrows ; W. Henderson.
Norwich CRE9TED.—yf//o«' or B"^.— yoJ(»i7.—l. I Dickmson.
Marked Canary.— IV/Zoic or B«(#—roiiH(7.—l,H. Dale, Whitby. 2, G. Blake-

stone, Whitby. 3. W. Porritt. Ruswarp, Any other variety.—I, R. Pearson,
Whitby. 2, ti. & J. Burrows. P., G Elakestoue.
yivLE. — Young.—1. 2. and 3. M. Thompson.
Goldfinch,— 1 and 2. R Pearson. 8, W. Thompson, Whitby.
Linnet.—1 and 3, 1. Dickinson. 2. W. H. Batchelor.
British Birds.—1, J. Smith, Whitby. 2, R. Pearson. 3, J. Haw. Grosmont-

JuDGE.—Mr. W. A. Blakston, Sunderland.

FEEDING BEES.
Though 1873 has been pretty favourable for the gi-owth of

grass, grain, and root crops, it has not been, generally speaking,

a good year for the production of plums, pears, and apples;

neither has it been a favourable season for bees—probably the
worst we have experienced for ten years past. Whilst agricul-

tural and garden crops have done so well, how is it, I am fre-

quently asked, that bees have gathered so little honey? When
those putting this question are asked to account for the fact that

so few, if any, dogs have been seen panting for breath during

1873, they reply that the weather has not been hot enough.
When dogs pant—when the human body perspires, and is dewed
over to the finger points, flowers yield honey, and bees gather

it. In many of our counties this has not been a honey year;

in these counties many late swarms are now at starvation point»

and some are ah-eady dead from sheer hunger. Sugar never
was cheaper in England than it is now, and it is pretty evident

that great numbers of our bee-keepers are desirous to attend to

their bees better than they have hitherto done. From various

parts of England letters are coming to me, asking how much
syrup should be given to hives of this and that weight, also
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which is the best way to give it. It is no light matter for me to
reply to these private letters, and it is no light matter to Snd
stamps to carry the information sought. As The Journ.il of
HoRTicuTUBE is read by some, if not all, of the parties who write
to me, I will in this letter dwell on the question of autumn- feed-
ing. First, the best kind of artificial food for bees ; secondly, the
quantity needed; and thirdly, the time and manner of giving it.

The best kind of artificial food for bees is syrup made of the
best sugar .ind pure water, mixed at the rate of 1 lb. of sugar to
one pint of water, and boiled for about half a minute. When I
say best sugar I mean loaf or soft sugar refined, now sold for id.
per pound. Brown raw sugar contains, I daresay, more sac-
charine matter than refined sugar, but it is more relaxing

:

hence I use and recommend the whiter sugars for winter food
for bees. Many bee-keepers use a syrup tliicker and sweeter
than that which I have here recommended. They use 2 lbs. of
sugar with one pint of water. Mixed at this rate it is quite as
thick in substance as real honey ; it is much thicker and sweeter
than the sweet juice which bees find in and gather from flowers.
This statement must be made plain and intelligible to the reader
by amplification. All honey proper and genuine has been
swallowed and disgorged twice by bees. On being swallowed
the second time it undergoes a chemical change—a sweetening
and thickening process. Thus it is made into honey proper.
A valued and old correspondent of this Journal, I mean

"B. it W.," when he reviewed the "Handy Book of Bees,"
hinted that my statements might be the outcome of mere fancy.
On reading his review it did appear strange to me that a bee-
keeper of his experience did not imow these things—things that
have both been seen and handled hundreds of times during
the last half century. For instance, this year I placed a large
hive full of empty combs, with a strong swarm in it, near a four-
acre field of horse beans. From the bean flowers this swarm
gathered nearly 20-lb. weight in three days. On the evening of
the third day the bees were driven into an empty hive and the
honey taken ; no, it was not yet honey, for it had not been re-
swallowed. It was nearly as thin as water, bright, sparkling,
and as genuine as any ever collected by bees, but not yet changed
or made into honey. About 15 lbs. of this syrup was put into
a jar, and kept till my wife told me it was becoming sour.
Then it was given to a hive on which I had a super, and doubt-
less the bees in that hive converted it into as good honey as
ever was eaten. Honey merely collected into hives and not re-
swallowed does not keep or crystallise, it moulds like badly-
preserved fruit.

The syrup made of sugar and water at the rate mentioned in
this letter is equal for subsistence to the natural juice collected
by bees, and is also swallowed and disgorged twice before it is

stored-up in the combs.
How much should be given depends on the condition of the

hive and the number of bees in it. It takes 1-5 lbs. of food
stored-up) to keep my strong large hives from September till

March. Much less will serve small hives during the same space
of time. Much better it is to give a couple of pounds more
than enough than an ounce too little.

Now I come to notice the best time when autumn-feeding
should take place. The sooner it is done tlie better. To have
to feed bees late in autumn and in winter is an indication of
great ignorance or inattention, if it could couveniently be done
earlier. Feeding in cold weather is objectionable, for it may
set the bees breeding at an unseasonable time, and thus expose
them and their brood to the chilling effect of frosty weather.
It may be laid down as a rule, that all feeding should be com-
Eleted in September. If hives are waak in bees, and the owner
as no surplus stock wherewith to enrich them, he may com-

mence early in September, or even in August, to feed, and
continue for three or four weeks to do so, and thus secure a
hatch of brood; but this is not "advanced bee-management."
If the hives have bees enough, it is good management and good
policy to give all the food necessary as speedily as possible, and
let the bees settle down into the quietness of winter life.

There are hundreds of ways of administering food to bees,
and it often happens that everybody thinks his own way is the
best. The inverted bottle with a rag on its mouth is certainly
the worst I know for autumn, because it does not let hands
enough get to work. No system, however, will I condemn, but
say that the easiest and speediest appears to me the most desir-
able. I use large tin dishes and garden saucers for hives that
are not filled with combs. These dishes hold about 1 lbs. of
syrup, on which are laid a few chips of wood or chopped straw.
A strong hive empties the dishes in a few hours. When the
hive is filled with combs I frequently pour the Uquid over bees
and combs, about 2 lbs. at a dose, and three doses a-day, thus
giving G lbs. in twenty-four hours. Sometimes I raise these
inll hives off the board by ekes, thus making room for a large
dishful of syrup on the board. An inverted empty hive, with
the food placed in the bottom of it, and the hive to be fed
placed on it, are sometimes used. Thus I give i lbs. up to 8 lbs.m one feed to a hive.
Other contrivances for feeding at the tops and sides of hives

are used by bee-keepers ; they are excellent. As feeding gene-
rally attracts robbers, it is better to feed at sunset, and thus
avoid fighting.
Bees that are kept on sugar during the winter are generally

very healthy, and therefor^ if hives are well fed now we may
expect to have strong healthy stocks next spring. I want to
help everybody I can, and trust that the discouragement of a
bad season will not make any of my readers bankrupt in bee-
keeping. Let them be kind to their bees. The sun is behiad
the clouds, and may come out next year, filling our hearts with
gladness, and our supers and jars with honey and honeycomb.—A. Pettigrew, Sah\ CItcshire.

BEES ON A TEEE.
About three weeks ago it was discovered that a large colony

of bees had made a settlement on and under the branch of an
apple tree in a small orchard close to the house. The appear-
ance is singular. At the top, on the branch, a flat surface of
comb, which a plate could hardly cover ; the cells are empty

—

not a bee to be seen about that p.irt. Beneath the branch, and
with some protection from its foliage, there is a pendent mass,
about a foot across, encrusted with bees. What they are working
at cannot be seen. The mass increases daily in size; it hangs
7 or 8 feet from the ground, and begins to weigh down the
branch it adheres to. The bees are very small and dark. They
must have been some time at work before they were perceived,
as their structure was so tar advanced. I should like to know
whether what I have tried to describe is an uncommon thing,
and it it would be better to take them ; and if so, how ? We
are averse to destruction, as, of course, we are told that, being
new settlers ourselves, the bees are giving us a welcome.

—

J. M. C.

[It is not of vei-y common occurrence for bees in this country
to construct so much comb on the branches of trees, or to con-
tinue ahve so long. The bees are a stray swarm. The upper
piece of comb was probably at first built upright, and fell over,
being then attached to the branch where the side came in
contact. I should advise "J. M. C." to try to secure the bees
and unite them to some other stock. Blow a little smoke on
the surface of the bees and comb, and particularly on the top of
the latter near the bough. Hold the comb with one hand, and
pass a knife through it from side to side at the top. Having
previously inverted a hive on a table underneath, quickly lower
the comb and attached bees into it; place a floor-board on the
hive, and turn the latter over to its proper position. Or, at
once, brush or shake off the bees into the empty hive, and put it
resting on the branch to which they were previously hanging.
No doubt all the bees would soon collect within the hive. I
should much doubt the bees being sufficiently populous or well-
provisioned to survive the winter if not united to some other
colony.]

[The above was mia-sent to a contemporary, and published in
its columns last week.

—

Eds.]

BEES SUFFEBING FEOM DAMP—HONEY
HARVEST IN WEST NORFOLK.

I HAT.-E two straw hives, the supers of which, one of wood the
other of glass, are partially filled with comb now deserted by
the bees. In both cases the comb is worked-up thickly from
the stock hive. Will there be any objection to leaving them on
during the winter ? I should not ask this question if the stock
hives were of wood, as the rising vapours would certainly
damage the comb. I may observe, that an old cottager, a neigh-
bour of mine, put a straw super upon a hive last year at my
suggestion, and, at his own, left it on all the winter. The con-
sequence this year is some of the finest and purest honey in the
comb I have ever seen. He has also had a good swarm from this
hive.

Here, in West Norfolk, we can bear rain better than your
apiarian correspondents in more favoured and favourite counties,
but we want more warm weather than has fallen to our lot this
year.

I started with six hives, and my bees have produced 42 lbs. of
honey in the comb, most of it free from brood, and about 62 lbs.
of run honey. I have also two additional stock hives, besides
having (I grieve to say), sacrificed a strong "turn-out" to an
experiment. Of my present eight stocks, six are strong and
heavy, whilst the other two will require a little feeding.—E . H. E.
[We see no great objection to the supers remaining on in the

case of your straw hives, but if you have a dry place in which to

Sut them, why run the risk of their suffering from possible
amp or other damage ?

—

Eds.]

OATMEAL-AND-WATEE DEINK.
You briefly noticed a short time since this admirable diink,

rightly observing that, although it might be new to our American
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consins, it was not so to English workmen in foundries and
factories. "When, for many years, a great iron foundry and rail-

way works were open near me, the master was wont to give out
regularly a quantity of oatmeal for the purpose of being con-
verted into this drink. The men alwaj^s spoke to me most highly
of it, and that, although the heat was very great and they drank
much, yet they never were the worse for it, catching no cold,

and not suffering in any way. But my object in writing is to

note that there was one addition made to the oatmeal and water,
which was a few grains of cayenne pepper. This was considered,
especially by the Lancashire men, to be a great improvement to

the drink. I suppose the cayenne pei^per prevented any cold
on the stomach, and was relished in the heat on the same prin-
ciple or by the same instinct that curry is most relished in the
heats of India. The proportion of oatmeal used was about a
table-spoonful to a pint of water. Would that British workmen
generally would adopt such a healthy and supporting drink.
Seer—beer—beer is their bane, and much evil would be avoided
of this innocent thirst-appeaser could be adopted in the place of

that headache-causing, muddle-brain-making drink, which does
not quench the thirst, and unless good, which it usually is not,
imparts no support.

—

Wiltshike Eectok.

OUK LETTER BOX.
Dealeks anu Amateurs [Tyneside).—The tone of yonx communication

is too offensive to effect any good.

TuBXEY Fattening (L. A. £.).—A certain quantity of food is necessary to
fatten Turkey, fowl, Goose, or any other bird. Proper management reduces
this quantity to a minimum, while waste and carelessness increase it, till the
captious outcry of a friend of ours every time a sack of barley or bushel of
meal is wanted, "Drat the hirds 1 every morsel I eat costs me 3s. GtZ. per
pound," hecomes nearly true. Birds that are intended for fattening should
be well fed from the first. Fattening should be that which it professes to be
—the process of adding: fat to lean. Poultry intended for the table and
Itilled in running condition needs no fattening. If well kept it is full of
flesh, and sufficiently fat for ordinary purposes, ^lien, however, it is wished
to send poultry to market something more is required. Presuming your
Tmkeys are iu good fleshy condition, and only require fat, we advise you to
put them in an outhouse where they can perch, and where there is plenty of
air. They shouJd feed from a pig-trough or such vessel, and be well fed
three times per day. Ground oats or barleymeal mixed with milk, if to be
had, if not, with water. Many people add a httle bean and peameal; we
believe it does good. The part should be as one in twenty to the oats or
baiieymeal. Nettle tops are also good mixed with it. In a fortnight, or at
most three weeks, your birds should be fat enough for any market. They
should also increase greatly in weight during that time. As you intend to
Bead them to market we advise you to fast them from all food or water for
fourteen or fifteen hours before killing them. It makes them more saleable,
and though they may weigh a pound less, they will make more money. We
omitted to mention the three feeds per diem must be each time fresh-mised
food. If any of the former feed is left, give it to the runners, and mix rather
less.

Brahmas with BoEKiNa Cock {^. B.).—You will not require more than
one cock to the six hens. 'When you buy. always buy pure birds. If you buy
crosses you never know what you are buying. If you keep your own birds,
keep one of each, one pure and one half-bred.

Caeolina with East Indian Ducks (A. ^.).—The Carolina will not cross
with the East Indian Duck. It seldom takes up with any other than its
mate, but it has been known to do so with the Wild Duck and Pintail. The
Carolina will neither lay on the ground nor make a nest. It will therefore
bJ necessary either to provide a pollard stem to stand upright in the water,
or to put a hut like a small dog-kennel on the top of a pile driven fast into
the ground at the bottom of the water. It should have a small plank leading
from the poinf to the water. It should be sufficiently long to reach the
water at all times, even if very low, and should have small bars nailed across
it, to give the Ducks footing to ascend and descend.

Ground Oats {Exp>Ti€ntia Doci't).—'We are satisfied you will find no food
so cheap as the best, and your 38-Ibs. oats will be less costly than the
rubbish that is sold at a low price, and called chickens' meat. Fowls do not
like whole oats, and will only eat them when starved out. We have described
the properly-ground oat so cften, there is no occasion to do so again. It is
the best and cheapest food we know, and we find the better the oats the
longer the food lasts. "We do not for a moment believe the mixed breed of
your fowls had anythmg to do with your failure. Our notion is to give no
potatoes at all. Your food should be ground oats, barleymeal, scraps, and
Borne greaves. On these yoin- birds will do well.

Eggs Unpleasantly Flavoured (T. S.).—Your fowls are endently suffer-
ing from weakness. Give them some ground instead of whole corn. Give
them barleymeal slaked with water or milk night and morning, some Indian
corn and some scraps for a mid-day meal. We suppose from the fowls' yaid
being dug over once a-year, and always covered with cinder ashes, it is not
laid down in grass. Encourage your birds into the meadow as much as you
can. The eggs may be flavoured by the scraps. An egg takes any pervad"ing
smell into its compoeitiou—thus, it will smell of garlick or onion if the hen
be fed on them. There should be no smell inyourorchaid. Put the chickens
in the meadow.

Young Pigeons with Maggots in their Crops (R. E. H.).—We are at
a loss to know how this could be, but have heard of similar cases. The only
thing we can think of is that the birds were diseased from close-breeding.
This idea is strengthened by the fact that of a former hatch from the same
pair one died similarly. So many fancy Pigeons are scrofulous from close
interbreeding, this appearing from wing disease aud going light. We should
change ihe strain by buying one fresh bird. In your case it could not be bad
food or want of exercise.

Rabhits for Profit {T. O.).—There are methods of making Rabbits pav,
but all depends upon their kind and quality. If they are valuable Lups, with
ears from ^0 to ;i3 inches, and well marked, or of other varieties equally
superior in their pomts of exceileace, there will be no lack of puichasers if

you advertise them, for all fanciers are ever on the alert for really firet-class

specimens ; and if you aspire to the honours of the prize-winner, and are
successful, about which there is no doubt with good Rabbits, their value wiil
be gi'eatly increased. If you wish them to pay for domestic purposes, the
Belgian Hares or Patagonians will be found the most profitable, as they are
so large, hardy, and soon arrive at maturity. If fur turning down in semi-
wild state, the Silver-Greys will be found adapted to this mode of life, and
with profit if well managed. The floor of the stable may be damp, as the
cause of your want of success in rearing young ones, more especially if they
are of a delicate kind, and for which a hutch would be more suitable. Seek
information from some large breeders. '

Canary Feathers Seemingly Yellow (Dat).—The feathers in the mealy
cock are not yellow. They appear so at first, and ai'e of a much deeper
colour than they will ultimately be.—W. A. B.

Books (J. ii.).—Read ''Bee-keeping for the Many." Yon can have it fi*ee

by post from our office if you enclose five stamps with your address.

Bees on a Fir Tree.—If " A. R." has not yet touched his out-door bees,
let me beg him to try whether he cannot keep them through the winter by
giving them a roof. In 1866-7 Major V. Hruschka, the inventor of the centri-

fugal honey macliino, contrived to secure an out-door swarm .ind to keep it

through the winter, making many interesting observations. It is true that
he brought it into a room for the winter, but it was without sun or fire, aud
exposed to a temperature varying from 23^ to d^Fahr.—Buzz.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Loug. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
I
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inexperienced ones, tiiat wi]! send up a blooming stem, and
thus spend energies that were best stored up for spring. This
is how it happens that the blossom of a favourite Hower comes
without a welcome.
The question whether autumn-blooming is preventible would

probably be answered by all growers in one way. Roughly I

could reply in four words. It caunot be helped. Yet I con-
clude from practice with my own plauts, and from observation
of other collections, that the extent of autumn blooming may
be affected and reduced by adhering with all patience to proper
treatment in the summer, so that autumn trusses shall arise

alone from causes over which we can never have control.

First among such I would account the fact that a tendency to

autumn blooming " runs in the family." Instances of this

are afforded us by those Auriculas and Polyanthuses of low
extraction in the garden borders, and by the untutored pretty
Primrose of the woods and hedgerows. The florist may, there-
fore, expect an interference with his plans by this characteristic,

just as another family feature, the dimorphous arrangement
of the stamens, now above and nov.' below the pistil, leaves it

freely open to his seedlings to choose the alternative of a "pin-
eye "—one of the grossest insults they can offer him.

Again, there is a propensity amounting almost to a property
in some varieties of Auricula to bloom in autumn, and I rarely
escape being thus favoured by Lady Wilbraham, True Briton,
Beeston'a Apollo, General Niell, and a few selfs and others,
though I have never had more unseasonable bloom than seems
constitutional with certain sorts. There seems also a tendency
this way in some of the vigorous young plants, that, just miss-
ing bloom in spring, have been in almost unabated growth tiU
autumn.

In the foregoing remarks I have stated what I believe to be
causes of autumn blooming which can scarcely be considered
under our command, being connected rather with the nature
of the plant than with our powers over it.

I have next to say that I have reasons to think that an
unclean and unhealthy state of the plant during summer is

calculated to excite this property of the Auricula. I have
noticed that plants suffered to fall out of condition by being
heated and baked in the sun, or kept too dry, or allowed to be
ravaged by pests, h.ave in a marked manner struggled into
bloom in autumn ; for one thing which a plant in danger of

its life will do is to try and preserve its species by hurriedly
form i ng seed, to which flowering is of course the prelude. I

am quite sure that what has no right whatever to be blamed
for autumn blooming is spring potting. I repot all my Auri-
culas as they pass out of bloom, except such as are to stand
for seed, and every autumn I have only a very healthy quiet
set of plants—beautiful rosettes of mealy leaves and green

—

busy with forming stout hearts down among crisp short foliage,

and getting such doubly-established roothold now as I like

to see.

I will not here say more for spring potting than that I know
what has been said against it, and by practice what I could
say for it. I have at times been obliged to pot late, yet would
always choose early. But I would wish it known that indeed
early potting seems no exciting cause of autumn blooming,
but a check may be. Have your Auriculas established early, set

them iu a north aspect the summer through, keep them cool
and airy, take care to have them clean from every insect, love
to see them in full unbroken health, and then, though a few
precocious sorts and some young plants will bloom in autumn,
and seedlings, if you have them, will drop in upon you at all

possible times to amuse, perplex, disappoint, reward, yet shall
you have as little as may be of untimely blooming from youi-
established plants. But here let me confess that I never in
my heart affect to caU a flower out of season whenever it may
bloom. I am in truth not sorry to see a few Auriculas juet
now, though colours and properties have largely to be excused,
and though the beauties are as little like their loveliness in
epring as that ghost of a thing a moonUght rainbow is to the
bright living reality created by the sun.—F. D. Hokneb,
Eirkhy Malzcard, Ripon.

PHYLLOXERA VASTATEIX.
Specimens of the Phylloxera vastatrix have lately been for-

warded from France by Monsieur de Luza, which agree exactly
with those which have been observed in England. Its appear-
ance at present in France is local. It has done great mischief
in the Khine districts, but has happily at present not esta- I

blished itself in the Medoc vineyards. It has, however, made '

its appearance on the opposite side of the river in what is

called the Cotes and Palus district, which lies between the
rivers Dordogne and Garonne. It, however, has not been so

virulent as in the south-east of France, and there appears to

be some hope that, like other imported plagues, it mav die

out.—M. J. B.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
The notice of the awards of first-class certificates given to

the Zonal Pelargoniums at Chiswick, which has been recently

made public, leads me to make a few remarks. First, I do not
think it right that the name of the donor of the plants should
appear appended to the certificated plant instead of the raiser,

as it is misleading. For instance, among the Bronzes Crown
Prince has G. Acton's name after it. Eeine Victoria, E. G.
Henderson & Son. Now both of these were raised by Mr.
Laing, of the firm of Downie, Laird, &Laing. Again, Chunder
Sen appears as E. G. Henderson & Son, instead of its raiser's

name, Mr. J. P.. Pear-son. I know in some hsts it is distinctly

said that the name of the donor only is given, but as in some
instances the donor is the raiser, and in others it is not so, it

becomes confusing; and many persons are inclined to think,

"Oh! there must be two Crown Princes, one G. Acton's, the

other Downie, Laird, (tLaing's; or two Chunder Sens, one E. G.
Henderson's, the other J. E. Pearson's."

I should suggest that at trial grounds like Chiswick, only the

actual raiser be invited to send plants on trial, and that only
the raiser's name should appear on the awards. I should not
either keep any of the very old well-established sorts on for

trial; for instance, I see among Gold Tricolors, Mrs. PoUock
and Sophia Dumaresque ; among pinks, Christine and Blue
Bell ; among scarlet selfs. Punch, Vesuvius, Excellent, and
so on. Now I should fancy nearly every gardener must have
made up his mind about such sorts as these, and unless a few

of the old sorts were kept merely as a standard of merit, there

can be no use keeping such sorts as these for continued trial.

Would it not be better to select out every year such as

appear of sterling merit for a second trial, to give no cer-

tificate till after a two-years trial, but to give a Ust of those

considered of sufficient merit for the second year, and to invite

all raisers of Pelargoniums to send each year a selection of their

best seedUngs, limiting them as to numbers, and to give no
certificate till, after the second year's trial, it has been de-

cided that the individual plant under notice is either distinct

inhabit, colour, &c., and sufficiently superior to other sorts

sent out ? I know some will say that this would not suit the

trade. Perhaps it might not, but I am not in this instance

thinking of the trade, but we want to put a stop to the intro-

duction of novelties as mere duplicates. In the catalogue of

one firm two years ago, I calculated no less than forty-eight

new Bronzes sent out in one year, none of which hardly are

known to fame now, and the next year nearly the same number
of new ones appeai-ed, to say nothing of Zonals, and Nosegays,
and Tricolors, &c. Brutus is very often so like Pompey, or as

the adage sometimes reads, Brutus and Pompey are very much
alike, especially Pompey. Chiswick, moreover, is a difficult

trial ground for the dwarfer and more tender sorts, and these

require at least two years to try them, so that good plants may
be raised for the next year's trial, and aU the stock treated alike.

And now I am going to anticipate a few remarks on the

Pelargoniums of Mr. Pearson's, which I shall afterwards en-

large on ; and I would refer your readers back to some notes

of Mr. Quintin Read's in your number of June 12th, page 465.

He and I, though agreeing in the main, did not quite come
to the same conclusions. It seems to me that the stronger

growers have done better with him than with me, and that

the dwarfer ones have succeeded best here. Both Shakespeare

and Mrs. Vincent Fenn have been good again this year. Dr.

Tait, I regret to say, I had not put down for trial in a bed
;

this I was sorry for after Mr. Bead's encomiums. Col. Holden
has decidedly been too strong a grower ; but the Bev. F. F.

Fenn is good, though I do not think quite so good as I expected.

I am obliged to endorse what Mr. Bead says about Miss Rose
Peach ; the petal is too delicate for out-door work, but it is

beautiful as a pot plant, and for winter decoration will be

invaluable, the colour being such a decided acquisition. My
namesake, too, throws the flower-truss too much on the

ground ; but will, I expect, be often seen as a pot plant on the

exhibition table, as for pureness of colour and size of truss

there are few to equal it. But the Geranium I particularly

wish to take notice of now is Mrs. Lowe. Last year, owing to
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the wet, I was afraid it was going to be too coarse. This year

I had a good-sized bed of it, and from first to last it has been
the best pink bed I have ever seen, the trusses immense, pui'o

fresh pink—not so deep-coloured as some of Mr. Pearson's
other pinks, but very fresh and bright, standing both sun and
rain, the flower-trusses well above the foliage, but the stalks

not too long. I can recommend everyone who has it to pro-

pagate it freely, and those who are not fortunate enough to

have it I should strongly recommend to procui'e it. As a
companion to it, of a deeper shade of pink, which I am more
inclined to call lilac, Amaranth has been nearly as good, and
has been much admired by many ; this, however, as Mr. Read
remarks, has become better known, and having been certificated

at Chiswick, will be more readily sought after. Florence Da-
rand has been nearly as good, especially late on in the season,

and is remarkably fine as a pot plant. I can also sny the

same of Mrs. Lowe, of which I had two trained plants which
made beautiful specimens. One I have cut down for propa-

gating to save having to cut into my beds ; the other has still

trusses 5 inches in diameter in my greenhouse. Now Corsair,

too, which I thought likely only to make a good pot plant, has
been good as a bedder.

And here I may remark again, as I have, I think, before

noticed, that the pure Zonals which have no Nosegay blood in

them, do not stand sun, their petals seem to drop in hot
weather, especially in beds that face the direct rays of the sun
at midday. This is especially the case with .Jean Sisley, which
is very good both spring and autumn, but in the summer both
Chonder Sen and Charley Carbon surpassed it.

I have not time at present to enter into further details of

other sorts ; but I can recommend those who have a desire to

improve their pinks, and to get rid of Christine, Pink Stella, and
others, to propagate Mrs. Lowe, Amaranth, Florence Durand,
Comtesse Quarto, Mrs. Fytche, Mrs. Musters, and Mrs. Young.
I will, however, refer again more at length in a future number
to the Zonal Geraniums.—C. P. Peach.

SHADES AND SHELTERS.—No. .').

FRUIT-TEEE PROTECTION.

Among the various appliances in use for the protection of

fruit trees in bloom from injury through soring frosts, cutting

height of the wall, but in this case it is about 7 feet, and each
division is fitted with shutters.

Fig. 1 shows the shutters closed over the trees. The upper
shutter, n, is made of boards from a light kind of wood such as

deal, and the lower one is made of clean straight straw in the
manner described in my paper on straw mat making ; if straw

were preferred to boards the upper shutter might be made of

that material also. The shutters ai-e hinged to the frame by
stout pieces of leather, and when closed the top of each is

fastened by a wooden button shown at a. I ought to mention
that the framework is fastened to the wall by wire and small

iron studs or staples, and at the bottom stout wooden pegs are

driven into the ground at equal distances to keep the frame in

its place.

Fig. 2 shows the shutters open for admitting light and air in

the daytime, and after being let down they are kept in their

place by narrow leather straps or cords, as shown at b in the

top shutter, and at b on the lower one.

Fig. a is given to show the construction of the framework

Pig. 3.

with the measm-ement attached to the whole length as well

as to each division ; it also shows the size required for each
shutter in order to fit properly in the framework. On the
whole I consider this an excellent contrivance, and very suit-

able for amateur gardeners, the walls of whose gardens are

winds, and wet, there may be room to place the simple yet
effective contrivance for the purpose shown in the accompany-
ing woodcut. It is neither put forth as a new invention or as
a model of what the generality of fruit-tree protectors should
bo, but it is worthy of notice nevertheless, as it is a home-spun
contrivance, and on examination it will be seen that there is

something ingenious in its construction and mode of working.
Donbtless glass is the best and safest protection for wall fruit

trees, becanso it is more effectual in every sense of the word
;

but there are some persons who have no desire to go to the
expense of glass coverings, cheap though they be, therefore the
more lik'ly are they to stand in need of some such contrivance
as that illustrated. It will be seen that it is a framework of
wood five-eighths of an inch thick and S inches wide, extend-
ing from under the coping at the top of the wall down to the
earth's snrface. This, as shown, is divided into lengths of
about 9 feet C inches, and the v.-iJlh may be regulated by the

seldom bnilt so high as those round a garden of a large estab-
lishment.

—

Thomas Becobd.

DESTEOYING WASPS.
I WISH to ask committees of flower and fruit shows to offer

prizes for the best collection of wasps' nests. It would be the
means of destroying the.se garden pests, and not only would
the gardener derive a benefit from it, but the bee-keeper would
be pleased to get rid of them ; and I am sure it would be a great
novelty, and would attract great notice, for there are hundreds
who never saw a wasp's nest. Of course the wasps must bo all

dead when exhibited.

I am sorry that I have let the season go so far before speak-
ing about it, but I hope that I am soon enough for next year,
and we can commence as early as March or April. We can
begin with individual wasps, for by destroying the early one
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we kill the cjueens, and thereby destroy a nest indirectly. I

would remind all gardeners to burn all they discover. To
obtain the nest as perfect as possible, I roll up a piece of brown
paper about C inches long and tie both ends with a piece of

twine, I then melt some roll sulphur in an old frying-pan or
any old tin, and then put the paper in the liquid until it is

satui'ated ; the fuse is then ready. Go after all the wasps are
in (which will not be before it is dark), find the entrance to
the nest, light the fuse, place it in the hole, and blow with a
pair of bellows untU it is entirely burned, after which you may
safely dig the nest out.

—

James R. Pocock, Bromborouijh Hall,
Clicshirc.

BUSH AND PYRAMID FRUIT TREES.
Ant observer of fruit-tree growth can attest, and not a few,

I dare say, can add a testimony of costly disappointment in
their hope of fruitful bush and pyramid trees of lasting fertility

aud health. Every fruit tree—dwarf, graft, pinch, prune, or lift

as you please—has its own inherent constitution, and will grow
wood and fruit after its own natural aptitude and kind, subject
only to moderate restriction of form or symmetry, or become a
barren, scabbed, stunted scarecrow. Be the stem a dwarf of
but a few inches or feet, as of bush aud pyramid, still an ex-
pansion of branches, twigs, and foliage must be attained, ap-
proaching or equalling the head of the standard, else any per-
manent success is hopeless. I say so, the cordon system of
growth, horizontal, oblique, and vertical alike notwithstand-
ing, as lawyers say, for such a system induces but a morbid
precocity of temporary duration, and results in decay, involving
removal and renewal of stock in succession. Premature fruit-
fulness is acquired certainly by art, but Nature ultimately
resumes her sway or death ensues. " Soon ripe, soon rotten,"
is an adage old as true.—S.

[So totally at variance with our own reasoning, observations,
and experience, are the foregoing theoretical conclusions, and
so important is it to be assured as to the merits or demerits of

dwarf fruit trees, that we sent our correspondent's letter to one
of the best of fruit cultivators, and the following are his ob-
servations :

—

" Anyone reading the above observations would be led to
believe that bush and pyramid-trained trees are worthless to
plant in a garden, and that Mr. Thomas Rivers and other
eminent cultivators have made a mistake in recommending
them. When the soil is suitable, and the garden of large size,

I would plant the largest proportion of Pears aud Apples on
the Pear and Crab stock, because I find the best fruit is pro-
duced on trees grafted on the above stocks. But all gardens
are not large, and mauy of them are composed of soQ very un-
suitable for growing fruit trees. Let your correspondent fancy
a garden like that at Loxford Hall. When I undertook the
charge of these gardens ten years ago, tliere were at least two
hundred fruit trees in every stage of canker and decay, and on
examining the soil I found it to he very light and sandy,
ranging in depth from to IS inches over a bed of sand and
gravel. I saw that young Apple trees had been planted on the
Crab stock, and that many of them were severely cankered,
especially the Ribston Pippin. Well, what was I to do? We
must, if possible, have Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries.
Borders were marked out about 7 or 8 feet wide, the ground
was trenched to the gravel, and where the soil was very shallow
as much as a foot of gravel was taken out. Some clayey
loam was added to the soil in trenching, and in planting the
pyramid aud bush trees (Cherries on the Cerasus Mahaleb,
Pears on the Quince, and Apples on the Paradise stocks), fresh
loam was placed around the roots. Some of the trees have
been lifted once, and others twice, aud on referring to my
book the last time they were lifted was in 1865. My object in
lifting the roots was to spread them out near the surface of
the soil to prevent their going downwards into the gravel. I
soon found, however, that this was unnecessary, as roots both
of Apples and Pears were emitted quite close to the surface of
the soil, and that by covering the surface of the ground over
thinly with rotted manure, the soil was soon matted with roots
close to the surface. This would not have been the case if the
Pear and Crab stocks had been used. Well, then, as to
longevity, I believe that the trees will keep in good health for
half a century. They are now in full bearing, loaded this
year from base to summit with fine fruit, and canker is un-
known

;
and should ' S.' or any of your correspondents be

able to come to Ilford, thpy can see such sorts as Blenheim
Orange or Pippin studded with fruit ; the trees, only six years

planted, are 7 feet high and 8 feet across. These are on the
Paradise. Horizontal cordons I have not tried, nor wiU they
ever become so useful as the bush and pyramid form. But
where space is limited I can strongly recommend upright and
obliiiue cordon Pear trees on the Quince planted on walls. I

may also add that there are some varieties of Pears which do
not thrive on the Quince, but, on the other hand, there are some
which produce fruit larger in size and of better quality from
this stock."—J. DoDGLis.j

HISTORY OF CLEOPATRA BEDDING GERANIUM.
Now that the Royal Horticultural Society have published

their list of awards on the merits of the bedding Geraniums
which they have proved in their trial grounds during the

summer of 1873, and as in that list is the name of one with
which I am well acquainted, I thought a word or two on its

history would not be unacceptable to the bedding-Gerauium-
loving readers of The .Joukxal of Hoeticultcke.

In the list of pink bedding Geraniums Cleopatra is one
selected for special mention, and has three asterisks (equiva-

lent to a first-class certificate, I suppose), to her name. Cleo-

patra is a sport—a freak of nature, thrown off by that old

favourite and most profusely flowering Geranium, Trentham
Rose. The sporting branch was taken off some plants of it

growing in the flower garden of J. B. Taylor, Esq., of Radcliffe-

on-Trent, Notts, by his then gardener, Frederick Walker.
This was done in the latter part of the summer of 1865. When
Walker had one plant nicely in flower he showed it to the vicar

of Radclyfte (a very good judge of a bedding Geranium), who
was so struck with its good properties that he made him a

very fair offer for the plant, which Walker refused. He pro-

pagated it through the summer of 1866, and raised twenty
plants. A neighbouring nurseryman on seeing them offered

him a very good price for them, but on the advice of all his

brother gardeners, who all thought he might do better with it,

he refused it. In the spring of 1867 be passed his stock of it

into the hands of Mr. Samuel Barratt, of the Vicarage Nursery
Gardens, who has worked it and sold it largely up to the

present time. So extensively has it been distributed about
here, that no other pink Geranium is grown in anything like

the same quantities. In the summer of this year I strongly

advised my friend and neighbour Barratt to send up a plant

or two in bloom to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. He did so, but all he received for his pains

was a reply from some official at South Kensington saying that

the plants were not distinguishable from Trentham Rose, and
therefore not worthy of notice. He was so disgusted, and
naturally so, with this reply that he destroyed it. I wish he
had not. It would be worth while sending it to South Ken-
sington for them to compare it with the decision of the Floral

Committee on Cleopatra's performances the last two yeai'S.

About this time Mr. Barratt put in an advertisement of it in

The Journal of Horticulture, thinking that when the de-

cision of the Floral Committee was made known he should be
able to do something with it, but as nothing came of it he did

not repeat the advertisement. In 1870 or 1871, when the

Eoyal Horticultural Society advertised for new varieties of

bedding Geraniums for trial in their grounds, I again strongly

advised Barratt to send up plants to the Society's garden. I

said I thought be might rely upon Mr. Barron's faithfulness

and honour, who would see that all the varieties he received,

by whomsoever sent, should have fan- and honest treatment

;

and now in the autumn of 1873, at last, Cleopatra receives her
patiently-earned reward. We find out, however, by one thing

and another, that the Royal Horticultural Society's gardeners

have not been idle nor slow to perceive the merits of Cleopatra,

for we hear that it is considered by them their best and most
useful pink bedder ; and this opinion not only appears to be
the opinion of the gardeners at South Kensington, but of Hydo
Park, for one of the best pink beds by Park Lane this year ia

Cleopatra. It was, after Mr. Pearson's Amaranth (which is a
perfect wonder in that line of colour—lilac purple), the best

pink bed there on August 19th, when I saw it. I recognised
it at once; and on looking at the tally and finding my judg-
ment confirmed, I was both struck with surprise to see it there,

and filled with pleasure too. I sent it some time ago to Mr.
R. Fish, who after this may have a word to say about it. (How
we miss our veteran teacher's words of wisdom !) I also sent

it to Mr. B. T. Fish, of Hardwicke, Bury St. Edmunds, whose
opinion I should also like to know. You will begin to think

that I have more than a professional uiterest in the success of
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Cleopatra. I assure yon I have not ; but in a small place like

ours there is a strong community of interest running through
all our belongings, so that if one member suffer all the members
suffer with it, and if one rejoice aU the other members rejoice

with it.—N. H. P.

GAEDEN L.U3ELS.
Many contrivances have been used for labeUing trees and

plants in gardens and pleasure grounds, varying it their design

and usefulness. One of the first objects to be attained in a

label is durability, and the other is distinctness. Both of

these requirements are to be found in those of which we have
received specimens from Messrs. Bell it Thorpe, of Stratford-

on-Avon. They are of various sizes, and either round or oval

in form, some being adapted for hanging on a tree, and others

for sticking in the ground ; but all are made of metal which is

galvanised, and of a substance securing great durability, while

the names of the plants are cast so sharply in relief that one
cannot imagine that they will ever be effaced. We consider

these very valuable as labels, and the cost is marvellously

cheap.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 3.

LILIUU TIGRINUXI SPLENDEXS.

This Lily, which well deserves its name, -was first shown
before the Floral Committee at South Kensington in July, 1872,

the growth much greater. We have grown the two varieties

and the old tigrinum sinensis in pots side by side, under ex-

actly similar treatment. The order of blooming is, first L. ti-

grinum sinensis ; about ffi fortnight later L. tigrinum Fortunei

;

then, about a fortnight later, L. tigrinum splendens. The
plant of tigrinum splendens photographed threw three stems
from the one bulb. The height with the pot was 8 feet 10 inches.

One stem had twenty-six blooms and was 22 inches across.

The other two had respectively twenty-two and eighteen blooms,
making in all sixty-six blooms. At the back of a north con-

servatory it was indeed " splendens."

—

George F. Wilson.

[All our engravings of the Lilies are copied from photographs

taken by Mr. Ward, photographer, Weybridge.]

CAPE GERANIUMS.
I AM always pleased to give any information in my power to

others, and so have the less hesitation in asking for it.

If any of the readers of " our Journal" are acriuainted with
the culture of Cape Geraniums I should be very glad of direc-

tions how best to grow these curious plants. I have a fine lot of

plants of Geranium echinatum which appear in perfect health,

but just as I expected them to come into flower they lost every

leaf, and look now like a lot of Cacti. I wrote to a good gar-

dener, who also grows a lot of these pretty plants, and he says

he is just in the same predicament, and his are as bare of

leaves as mine. What makes me the more vexed, I had last

year a beautiful hybrid of this class, and it has also lost its

leaves without producing a bloom this season.

Many of the Cape Geraniums are so curious, and some so

beautiful, that I am anxious to grow and also to breed from
them, and any information would be very acceptable.

Is there anyone who makes their culture a speciality, or any
place where a good collection can be seen ?—J. K. Peaeson,
Chilwell.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
In various places contiguous to Graveseud, I am sorry to

report that the crop has suffered within the last few weeks,
though the farmers and market-gardeners are now digging-up
some sound and healthy tubers, and even in the infected fields

a good moiety has escaped harm. The change came over
the crop with that suddenness which has often been remarked.
During August the Potatoes could hardly have looked more
promising, and I was congratulating a grower on the prospect

of a heavy yield, and he remarked that he had seldom seen
the crop so free from insect blight. There is a general belief,

I find, that the disease, be it what it may, is in some way
brought to the plant through atmospheric conditions, and is

not to bo attributable to anything in the state of the soil and
the mode of cultivation. Men will, with certainly a show of

reason, point to the haulm, and show you parts of it affected

and others untouched on the same plant ; even of opposite

leaves, one will be healthy and the other blighted, and they
ask, " If the disease came up and the plant was radically

sickly, would it not entirely wither ? " And you may pidl-up

plants terribly diseased above ground, and not find an uusouad
tuber below, though such cases are exceptional. From a
limited observation in this district, I fancy the accession of

disease here occurred during some hours of cold rain and
easterly wind

;
yet as I cannot demonstrate this, my theory

must only be taken for what it is worth. Nor can I say that
the condition of the land as to drainago made any difference,

though in one extensive field sloping down from a chalk ridge

to some marsh land, I noticed a belt of Potatoes in the lower

portion of the field was affected, while on the higher ground
only here and there a straggler looked sickly.

The practice recently so strongly urged on growers of at

once cutting off' the haulm close to the ground is not carried

out here, and on inquiry I was told that they had tried it in

some rows, but that it " was no good." Happening just at a

busy time, some gardeners may not be able to spare the labour

requisite for the work being done effectively at once. As to

its non-utility, I beg to differ from these individuals, as the

disease is thus somewhat checked in the instance of the par-

ticular plants affected, and wo may expect to dig-up a smaller
when we received n first-class certificate. Lilium tigrinum proportion of diseased tubers ; also it is probable that some
Fortanei had been several times exhibited in the belief that subtle influence is borne from field to field. I noticed like-

it was tigrinum splendens. The difference between the two
[

wise, that in a field partly cropped with Potatoes and partly

varieties is most marked. In splendens the flowers are much with Kidney Beans, the latter had evidently suffered materi-
larger, the spots much larger and closer, the colour richer, and ally from their proximity to the former, as shown by their
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blackened leaves and withered stalks, while these plants were
healthy in other fields. Turnips growing among diseased

Potatoes do not appear to be at all affected thereby.

If the haulm be not cut off on the first symptoms of disease,

it must surely be at least advisable to dig up the Potatoes as

soon as possible, so that those uninjured by the disease may
be removed. But it seems that many are in the habit of

digging their Potatoes in small lots at a time, so that they will

not have all the tubers out of the ground perhaps before Christ

mas. Like the Turks, they are moved by a species of fatalism,

and argue that those tubers that are diseased cannot be re-

covered, and so they may as well rot away, while those that
are sound will be so whenever dug up. Under false notions of

economy in Kent, and elsewhere, some jiersons are accustomed
to plough-up their Potatoes instead of " forking " them out of

the ground. The result is, as is quite apparent, that a larger

proportion are lost than by the other plan, and of those that
are turned up more are cut about.

It would be interesting to ascertain in what relation, if any,
the Potato disease stands to the succession of crops. In some
of the fields I went through there had been grass or Clover
growmg the previous year, in others corn. It is not usual
here to make any particular selection as to soil, ifcc, in putting-
in Potatoes, but we may discover hereafter that Potatoes are

more likely to be diseased when they follow certain crops.

—

—J. R. S. C, Gravcsend, Kent.

[Whatever may be the cause of the disease, one fact has
been clearly established—Potatoes dug up early in August
usually are not diseased. Whoever leaves the tubers in the
ground until September subjects them to far more Uabihty to

be affected.

—

Eds.]

ROYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
OCTOBEK 1st.

The chief features on this occasion were the edible and
poisonous Fungi, of which several extensive collections were
shown, and the display of Grapes. As regards Fungi, which
are especially plentiful this autumn, we are promised a special
report next week ; we shall therefore here confine ourselves to
giving the names of the successful competitors. For Mr. Wilson
Saunders's prizes for collections of edible and poisonous l^ungi,
arranged separately, Mr. English, of Epi^ing, was first with
numerous species very neatly set xip, and Mr. B. J. Austin,
6, Russell Street, Reading, second. For the best collection of

edible Fungi, Mr. W. G. Smith, Mildmay Park, was first. Miss
E. Hubbard, Leonardslee, Horsham, second, and Mr. B.J. Austin
third. In the class for cultivated edible Fungi there was no
competition.

Prizes were oflered for six pots of autumn Crocuses, but none
were exhibited, and the only collection of Colchicums was that
shown by Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting, consisting of fine potfuls
of C. .autumnale aud its varieties palUdum and album, and
C. byzautinum and its varieties variegatum aud maximum. Mr.
Parker bad an extra prize for cut blooms of Pyrethrums, very
double, and a flue collection of Aster Amellus, discolor major,
Tritoma Uvaria glaucescens, and other hardy autumn-flower-
ing plants, among which Pyrethrum serotiuum was very con-
spicuous.

Prizes were oiiered for collections of Black aud White Grapes.
In the class for the former Mr. Bannerman, gardener to Lord
Bagot, BUthfleld, Rugeley, was the only exhibitor, and gained
the first prize with a dozen sorts ; Champion Hamburgh, Ali-

cante, Lady Downe's, and Gros Colmau were pretty good. The
first prize for a collection of White Grapes was given to Mr.
T. Wattam, gardener to A. H. Lougmau, Esq., Shendish, Hemel
Hempstead, he had very good Muscats and Buckland Sweet-
water. The best single bunch of White Grapes was a well-
finished one of Muscat of Alexandria, from Mr. J. Woodbridge,
Sion House, Brentford ; the same variety from Mr. T. Wattam,
was second. Mr. Wattam had the best single black bunch, a
well-finished Alicante. Mr. Woodbridge was second with Ma-
dresfleld Court Muscat.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. Sweeting, gardener to J. Y. Venn, Esq., Sneyd Park, Bristol,

sent a seedling Black Muscat Grape named Venn's Seedhug
Muscat; the flesh is very firm, and the Muscat flavour well de-
veloped. None of the bunches sent were in good condition.
Three bunches were shown. A small one cut from a graft on
the Dutch Sweetwater was the best-finished, and had been ripe

since May ; it was in good condition and well coloured. The
bunch cut from the parent Vine was very badly coloured. The
Committee asked to see this variety again in March.
Three seedling Apples were sent by Mr. John Webster, Gordon

Castle. The Committee could not express anj' opinion upon
them until they saw examples of established sorts grown at the

same place to compare with them. Princess Christian Apple
was sent by Mrs. Hitching, Upminster Common, Essex. They
were not in condition, and were passed. Mr. Ford, gardener to
E. G. Hubbard, Esq., Leonardslee, sent Apple Be.auty of Leo-
uardslee. The cooked fruit was a bad colour, and was thought
inferior to established sorts. Sir. S. Foulsham, gardener to
N. Surridge, Esq., Romford, sent a dish of dessert Apples, which
were passed. Messrs. Bunyard & Sous, Maidstone, Kent, sent
Alexandra Nonpareil; this is a very good-flavoured early Apple,
and sufliciently distinct. The Committee asked to see it next
year, as the fruit was shrivelled from having been gathered too
early. Mr. Dancer, of Little Satton, Cbiswick, sent beautiful
examples of Yellow Ingestrie Apple of good flavour.
Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, N., exhibited a bunch of

Waltham Cross Grape, which has already been certificated by
the Committee. It well maintains the character it received last
year: the flavour was very good. Winter Muscadine was also
sent by Mr. Paul. This is a very large-bunched variety, a sweet
Grape of pleasant flavour. Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, Notting-
ham, sent a seedling white Grape, the berries round, jiricy, and
of a pleasant IMuscat flavour ; also a very handsome bunch of
Dr. Hogg—this fully maintained its character as being one of
the very best Grapes with Froutignan flavour. Pond's Seedling
and Reine Claude de Bavay Plums, and a dish of Pears, were
sent by Mr. Jack, gardener to the Duke of Cleveland, Battle
Abbey, Sussex.
Mr. Dancer, of Cbiswick, sent thirty-eight varieties of Pears,

thirty-five of Apples, and two of Plums. 'The fruit were remark-
ably large and of excellent quality, reminding one of the best
examples from Jersey. Of Pears, Durandeau, or De Tongres,
was very fine, and will probably be a good market Pear; Gra-
tioli of Jersey ; Seckle, very fine and highly coloured. Beurrfe
Hardy, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Doyenne du Comice, General
Todtleben, Beurre Bachelier, Baronne de Mello, and Forme de
Bergamotte were really grand. He also exhibited such Apples
as Cox's Orange Pippin like good-sized Blenheims, Ribstou
Pippin, Braddick's and Scarlet Nonpareils, Golden Noble, Dume-
low's Seedling, Cox's Pomona, Reinette de Caux, much thought
of by Sir. Dancer. The Committee expressed their thauks to
Mr. Dancer for these collections, and recommended that the
Lindley medal be awarded for them.
A collection of Apples and Pears was also sent by Mr.. T.

Sadler, gardener to R. H. Wyatt, Esq., Wandsworth Lodge,
Tooting. They contained very good examples, and received a
cultural commendation. Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, sent some
very flue examples of White Spanish Onion. A cultural com-
mendation was awarded. Splendid examples of the Large
Yellow Tomato were sent by Mr. J. Perkins, gardener to Lord
Heuniker, Thornbam Hall, Suffolk, and received a cultural com-
mendation.
A first-class certificate was awarded to Barchard's Seedling

Apple, sent by Mr. Dancer. It is a very handsome Apjjle, very
free-bearing, especially on large standards. It was stated that
the tree would be eft'ective as a lawn tree, from its regular habit
of growth being naturally quite umbrella- shaped.
Messrs. Veitch it Sous, of Chelsea, sent a collection of Beet,

including the highly ornamental Chilian Beet. Of the kinds
cultivated for culinary use, which were in a cooked state, to our
taste Whyte's Black, Pine Apple Short-toi), and Dell's were the
best, standing in point of merit in the order named. Messrs.
Stuart & Mein, Kelso, sent a collection of Turnips.

Floeal Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair. Mr. J.

Baines, gardener to H. Micholls, Esq., Southgate House, bad a
first-class certificate for a Cattleya imported from Bogota, with
a deep purple lip, yellowish cream towards the base ; the rest of

the inflorescence slightly flushed with purplish pink. This was
subsequently named C. speciosa Bassettii. A like award was
made to Messrs. E. G. Henderson it Son, Wellington Nursery,

St. John's Wood, for Golden Fleece Thyme, with broader leaves

and more yellow than Thymus citriodora aurea. Mr. Williams,

of HoUoway, sent Pourretia acbupuUa, with gracefully arching

leaves upwards of a yard long, bright green, turningto crimson
at the extremities, and in the younger leaves partially blotched
with the same colour. This was asvarded a first-class certifi-

cate. From Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea, came Ricinus refulgens from
Burmah, with dark bronzed leaves—an effective Castor-oil Plant.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson exhibited Dahlia viridiflora, a green
Dahlia raised by M. Sieckmann, also scarlet Begonias Dr. Kellock
and Prince of Wales. From the Society's garden at Cbiswick
came two nice plants of Lomaria gibba Bellii, and Lady Middle-
ton Geranium sported, producing both rose aud scarlet-coloured

flowers.

Mr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, sent Chrysanthemum
indicum nanum, very dwarf and in excellent bloom, lifted from
the open ground. Mr. Wimsett, Ashburuham Park Nm-sery,
Chelsea, contributed a group of dwarf Palms, Crotons, and
Dracienas suitable for table decoration. Mr. Coulter, Haydou
Hall, Eastcote, Middlesex, sent a plant of Eucharis amazouica
in fine bloom and having large flowers.

Mr. S. P. Harris, Orpington, sent a stand of seedling DahHas,
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including Mrs. Harris, recently certificated ; and from Mr.

Eawlings, EomforJ, came a dozen fine blooms of kinds already

in commerce. Mr. Strahan, gardener to P. Crowley, Esq., Wad-
don House, Croydon, sent Ccelosyne cristata varieuata with the

leaves broadly striped with white. It was not in tlower, but is

a handsome variegated Orchid. Calver's patent flower-pot was

submitted to the Committee. Essentially it is a pot within a

pot, and the interval between the two can be filled with water,

which the patentee considei's will be an advantage.

Fiue stands of cut Roses were shown by Messi-s. Paul & Son,

of Cheshunt, and Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross. The
former sent for this late season excellent examples of Gloire de

Dijon, La France, Alfred Colomb, Alice Dureau, Countess of

Oxford, Victor Verdier, Belle Lvonnaise, Madame Berard, La
Fontaine, Paul Neron, Duke of Edinburgh, Maurice Bernardiu,

Madame C. Joigneaux, and Marquise de Castellane, together

with the new pink Tea Rose, Cheshunt Hybrid. Mr. W. Paul

sent fine examples of La France, Alfred Colomb, Duke of Edin-
burgh, Princess Beatrice, Madame Trifle, Edward Morren, Paul

Neron, Senateur Vaisse, Lyonnais, Dr. Andry, Marquise de

Castellane, Gloiro de Dijon, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Belle

Lyonnaise, Dupuy-Jamaiu, Etieune Levet, and some others.

From Mr. R. Clarke, market gardener, Twickenham, came up-

wards of a hundred pots of Cyclamens in good bloom.

PROPAGATING LOBELIA AND CENTAUREA
EAGUSINA.

Mt plan is to strike a few cuttings in autumn, taken from

the best plants, and these cuttings constitute the stock plants.

The system is to strike iu saucers with sand and water, placed

on bottom heat : two or three days is sufficient to have them
ready for potting-off; but I prefer boxes, as they take less

space and are more convenient for moving about. After pot-

ting-off they are placed in heat for a few days till growth has

commenced, when they are gi-adually hardened-off. In spring

the plants are cat over, and the cuttings treated again in the

same way.
In regard to propagating Centaureas by cuttings, the same

method may be followed with perfect success; in fact, mostly

all of oursoftwooded bedding plants can be struck in sand and
water. I have tried it successfully with some of our most
delicate Geraniums, such as Mrs. Pollock, Ac. It only re-

quires judgment in the amount of water to be kept in the

saucers, as some plants will stand more than others. It is

the simplest means of propagating Fuchsias, Verbenas, Helio-

tropes, and Iresines.

—

Robebt Stevens (iu The Gardener).

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The battle of the site of FAr.BiN-cnoN Marret was fought out

at the last meeting of the Court of Common Council. Plans

and estimates are to be prepared for the construction of a fruit

and vegetable market on the site of the existing Farringdou

Market. Are the trade to be consulted as to their require

ments ? The large market gardeners and fruit-growers within

twenty miles of London are the persons who will bring their

goods to the market for sale, and should be heard as to their

requirements. Would it not be well to give the committee

power to advertise for plans and estimates, and permit the

architect whose plan was successful to carry out the work, and
obtain the proper reward for his ingenuity and industry? The
best intelligence and the most practical information should be

at the disposal of the Corporation in all these questions. This

can only bo obtained by open competition ; and when the

designs, with estimates, are obtained, the Court should select,

after careful consideration as to the requirements of those who
are to use the market. Large space is required, not, perhaps,

so much for the immediate nse of the present men, but for

the growth of the trade for twenty-five years to come. Street

frontage is not so essential as good waggon entrances and exits,

as the goods are wanted to be drawn into the market and sold

from the waggons. The frait trade, foreign and British, is

carried on wholesale, and is conveyed to the public through
the street hawkers and retaU shopkeepers. This would be a

market where the commodities would be sold wholesale. The
whole shoald be undercover; no goods are more injured by
sun and rain than gathered fruit and vegetables, and nothing
consumed by the public of the metropolis so much appreciated

bnt so rarely obtained as those articles perfectly fresh. It

may be broadly stated that the three-quarters of a million

persons who get their midday meal in the City got better and
fresher vegetables than the remainder of the population of the

metropolis. And the reason is this : The eating-house keepers

and cook-shop proprietors of the City make their purchases

from the grower or wholesale vendors daily in either Farring-

dou or Covent Garden Markets, and take great care, in the

interests of their business, that the articles they purchase are

of that day's supply. That large portion of the public who
got their vegetables'from the nearest greengrocer, seldom ob-

tain auy that have not been gathered within four or five days;

vegetables leaving the market gardens on the Monday, stand-

ing Tuesday's market at Covent Garden
;
perhaps sold ou the

waggon to go to Farringdou or the Borough the following day,

and then sold to the greengrocer. The consumer may get it

the same day ; and it is very seldom that all he purchases he

consumes that day, so those gathered on Monday are often

not consumed until the Friday or Saturday. But the poor of

London, what do they get ? In the midst of the season, when

the supply of all kinds of vegetables and fruit is large, and

there is what is called a glut, they obtain the freshest and best

that comes to market, through the medium of that much-

abused but very useful class the costerraongers—fine large

Lettuces three a-penny, a Cucumber and two Onions for the

same money. Cauliflowers a halfpenny each, and Cabbages six

for twopence ; but in scarce times slug-eaten Cabbages, heated

and yellow Turnip tops, in fact the refuse of the markets, are

all they can obtain. There cannot be a more fruitful source

of disease than the consumption of stale vegetables by the

poor. If it is necessary to examine and cause to be cleansed

the cisterns in London houses, and watch and test the articles

that are sold by other tradesmen as food or beverages, it is

equally necessary, or more so, to turn out and condemn the

filth often to be found iu the cellars and stores of the green-

grocers of London. If a better supply of vegetables could be

obtained iu London, so much meat would not be consumed.

—

(City Press.)

An International Fruit and Plant Show is to he held

at Edinburgh in 1875, under the auspices of the Royal Cale-

donian Horticultural Society.

PLANTING A FLOWER GARDEN.
RICHNESS VEBSOS GLARE.

A FONDNESS for tinsel, a liking for gaudy colours, is charac-

teristic of humanity in a savage state or in a condition of semi-

civilisation. The "barbaric splendour of eastern courts is pro-

verbial, and may be taken as conclusive evidence of the force

and truth of the assertion ; for the maxim, " Like master, like

man," holds good the world over. Civilisation, on the other

hand, implies culture, inclining those who are so happy as to

enjoy its benefits to a fondness for Nature in repose ;
for soft-

ness, harmony, and quiet beauty ; for the play of light and

shade ; for that intricacy and delicacy of tint which is so won-

derfully interwoven in many a fair landscape ; for the brilliancy,

freshness, and varied beauty of the dawn, or the mellow rich-

ness of the setting sun, rather than the full glare of its mid-

day splendour. It follows, therefore, that for a work of art to

excite the interest and sustain the attention of persons of

refined taste, it must possess some of these desirable proper-

ties, and the degree of admiration awarded to it will be very

much in proportion to its excellence in this respect.

A flower garden is a work of art. Its position is generally a

prominent one—often so much so, that it may very justly be

regarded as one of the most important adjuncts to a building

of stately proportions and that is rich in architectural embel-

lishments. The management of every part of it, but more

especially the tasteful arrangement of the colours of the flowers,

is consequently a work of much importance, and which cer-

tainly ought not to be undertaken by an incompetent person.

Whether this is so, or that sufficient thought and study are

not given to the work, I am unable to say, but it is an un-

doubted fact that delicacy of colouring and repose are fre-

quently wanting in combinations that are pretty satisfactory

in most other respects. The primary colours— scarlet, blue,

and yellow—prevail in endless repetition ; a bold, often glaring

style of colouring, which should be tolerated only in very large

gardens, is but too often followed in places of moderate extent,

to the exclusion of that repose and quiet beauty, that air of

refinement, which it is so eminently desirable to impart to such

a scene. The hard, uncompromising, almost startling effect

of the bright masses of colour is so pronounced as to rob the

surrounding beds of all interest, however lavish may be the

nse of neutral colours. I have actually seen the principal walk

of a garden, with a ribbon border on each side filled with

alternating rows of scarlet, yellow, and blue, that glowed in

the full bright sunbhine with a dazzling brilliancy that waa
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perfectly bewildering. Fancy a person of refined taste select-

ing such a walk for a promenade ! It is full time that all this
faulty work should cease. Richness and brightness are not in-

compatible with repose ; for, while striving to avoid vulgarity,
great care must be taken not to run into the counter evil of

insipidity. Considerable breadth of colour is always desirable

;

a few rich colours skilfully blended and toned to quietness and
harmony by a judicious use of neutral tints, are quite certain
to be appreciated. Let this plan only be more generally
followed, and greater attention given to the various important
shades of grey, purple, pink, and crimson, so as to impart a
softer tone, striving for harmonious blending rather than vivid

contrast, and many flower gardens will be far more enjoyable
than has hitherto been the case.

The two arrangements of bedding plants A and's, appended
to the plan, will serve to illustrate my meaning. The arrange-
ment A, sent by " Hiohfield " for criticism, whUe it is faulty,

is very far from being an extreme case. An excess of yellow
is the principal fault ; four beds of yellow, with two more
bordered with bright yellow, and other edgings of a yellow hue,
are by far too much of this strong colour for so small a garden.
Then, too, the edgings of 5 and and 4 and 8 would clash

;

and I do not think the dark-leaved Coleus is a suitable edging
for white variegated Geraniums. The contrast is [certainly

FLOWER GARDEN ARRANGEMENTS.

1. Clematis Jackmanui, bonlered with Cerastiam tomentosum.
2. Calceolaria Aurea floribuntla, bordered with Ii-esine.

S. Calceolaria Aurea floribunda, bordered with Alternanthera amabilis.
4. Crimson-flowered Ivj'-leaved Geranium, bordered with variegated Saxi-

frage.

5. Scarlet Verbena, bordered with variegated Saxifrage.
6. Petunia, bordered with Lady Plymouth Geranium.
7. Verbena Purple King, bordered with Lady Plymouth Geranium.
8. Dwarf Ageratum, bordered with Cloth of Gold Pau^y.
9. Double Lobelia, bordered with Cloth of Gold Pansy.

10. IVIis. Pollock, bordered with Iresine Lindeni.
11. Golden Chain, bordered with Iresine Lindeni.
12. Bijou Geranium, bordered with Coleus Verschaffelti.
13. Flower of Spring, bordered with Coleus Verschaffelti.
14. 'White-flowered Ivy-leaved Geranium, bordered with Mesembryantbemum

cordilohum variegatum.
15. White-flowered Horseshoe-leaved Geranium, bordered with Mesembryan-

tbemum.

striking, but the soft effect of a blue or light pink edging is far I

more pleasing. In the re- arrangement b, it will be seen that
the Calceolarias, yellow Pansy, scarlet Verbena, and old crim-
son Ivy-leaf Geranium are discarded. The soft yellow Golden
Pyrethrum is substituted for the grey edging around the central
bed, which will be very rich, making a lovely centre with the
four surrounding beds, which with it form a pleasing sprightly
harmony of white, pink, soft grey, deep violet, and pale yellow

;

whUe in (i, 7, 8, and 9, the colours of bolder type make a pleasing—not a harsh—contra.st, leading the eye agreeably to the deep
rich colour of the outer beds. I would also call especial atten- I

tion to the fact that all the flowers are to be kept picked off
|

the variegated Geraniums; for if this were neglected, and the

B.
1. Clematis Jackmani, border Golden Pyrethrum; deep violet, pale yellow,

2, 3. Maid of Kent or Amaranth Geranium, border SantoIiDa incana; deep
pink, soft fleecy grey.

4. Flower of Spring Geranium (flowers picked off), border Altemanthera
amwua ; white, pink.

5. Miss Kingsbury Geranium (flowers picked off), border Altemanthera
amo'na ; white, pink.

6. Mrs. Pollock or Lady Cullum (flowers picked off), border Coleus
Verschaffelti splendens; yellow, deep crimson.

7. Golden Chain or Crystal Palace Gem (flowers picked off), border Coleus
Verschaffelti splendens

; yellow, deep crimson.

8, il. Lobelia speciosa, biuder Iresine Lindeni ; blue, deep crimson.
10. Purple Petunia, border Lady Plymouth Geranium; purple, pale yellow.

11. Purple King Verbena, border Lady Plymouth
;
purple, pale yellow.

12. Douglas Pearson Geranium, border Mesembryantbemum cordifolium
variegatum ; crimson scarlet, pale yellow.

13. Eev. F. F. Fenn Geranium, border variegated Mesemhi^anthemnm

;

deep crimson scarlet, pale yellow. I [deep blue.

14, 15. White Ivy-leaf Geranium, border Lobelia pumila grandiflora; white^

flowers suffered to appear, the effect of the arrangement wonld
be quite BpoUt.

—

Edwaed Luckhurst. i:ui.

A GAKDEN FOE STONE FKUIT, FLOWEKS,
AND GRAPES.

The houses are represented with the folding doors,'for the
ingress and egress of the small trucks closed, to prevent con-

fusion in the drawing. The houses are heated from one boiler

at the back of wall in the centre, the sunk pipes running at

the base of the wall to both houses ; the potting-sheds, fruit-

rooms, etc., at the back of the wall are heated or not as desired,

by the appUcatiou of open gratings over the passing pipes
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wherever wanted. The rafters of the roof of

these back sheds are elongated and brought
fine at the ends, so as to project over front

wall, and act as a coping covered with glass, to

protect from frost the trees trained on the wall

—this is, I believe, an entirely novel idea for

attaining that end, and certainly a cheap and
efUcacious one. The back sheds may bo built

of any width desired, and covered in con-
tinuation from the wall at the back with either

slate or glass. I much prefer the latter, especi-

ally if the expense of fluted glass i^ not ob-

jected to, as this is warm in winter and cool in

summer; even for fruit-rooms, the covering of

glass with a north aspect brings the fruit for-

ward but Uttle earlier than a dark room, and
certainly improves its flavour. The other sheds
with the advantage of being able to utilise the
hot-water pipes en passatit, are most useful for

protecting cuttings. Strawberries in pots, extra
fruit trees, etc., till they are wanted on the
front tracks ; they are also pleasant and light to

work in. The rods which extend from the face

of overhanging coping to front of truck-yard,
are very light, only made for holding moveable
common bird-netting, which is stretched to

meet at the front of this yard, an upright fence

of galvanised wire bird-proof netting 4 feet

high, so as to range with the houses. Thus
the whole is closed-iu from birds, and a lock on
the Ught folding-doors at each end, which are

also covered with galvanised-wire net, keeps
out all intruders. These doors are not shown
in the drawing, only the openings, to prevent
confusion. The rafters of front houses at each
end of the wall are extended to meet the pro-

jecting coping, and the corner space fiUed-in

with npright glass, which shuts out draughts.
The cold north winds, instead of eddying over
the top of the wall on to the trees, are shot off

by the angle of back roof and projecting coping
—no brick coping will be required for the wall,

only the wooden sill on which the rafters are

fastened, and the space between these will give

ample ventilation to the back houses at the

top, where it is required. There is a .3i-feet

walk between the trucks and the wall, one of

4 feet between the two rows of trucks, both in

and out of the houses. The squares in which
the fruit-tree pots are set in the trucks are all

moveable, and may be replaced with squares of

fret-work, should it be desirable to keep the

whole entirely for flowers. A small turn-table

may be placed at the front of folding doors in

the centre of the entrance path which runs at

right angles to the house, so that if it is desired

to change the position of any of the trucks,

they can bo turned and run down the centre of

this path through the wire doors, these being
for that purpose made the same size as the
folding-doors of the bouses. This turn-table

with a lid to open in its side between the rows
of trucks may form the cover of a sunk tank to

receive the rain water from both the front and
back hoQses, each truck full of trees or flowers

as they require syringing or watering, may thus
be brought over the tank instead of the water
having to be carried to them, and an immense
amount of labour and time saved thereby.
Where this forms the only fruit garden, I pre-

fer the back wall covered with choice Pear
trees, which in this climate will well repay the
care bestowed which they so seldom really get

;

the trees on the trucks do not shade tljem in

the least ; the trucks will always grow a super-
abundance of Peaches and Nectarines, etc., so
long as they will last, in proportion to the size
of the garden required for a family.

N.B.—Where conservatories for flowers are
bnilt at one or both ends of the front of a
dwelling-house, with a terrace or level space
between, on which to run ornamental flower
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trucks in front of the windows in summer, the wire fence iu

front and iron rods for the support of net would, of course, be
dispensed with, as intercepting the general view from the

windows, and, moreover, not be required as for the protection

of fruit from birds.

—

{Extract from Fountaine's New Method
of Growing Fruit, dc.)

EOSE SHOW AT BEIE-COMTE-KOBEBT.
[The following was accidentally omitted, and as it refers to

an important part of the Exhibition W'e insert it :—

]

I CANNOT conclude my remarks without referring to the very
polite manner in which we were received, and also, I would add,
that our Royal Hoiticultural Society might very well take a leaf

out of their book with regard to the way in which the Judges or
Jury were recognised. We do these things better in the large
exhibitions in the north of England than the R.H.S. do at their
provincial shows : witness the manner in which at the Man-
chester Show the Judges were entertained at one of the chief
hotels, and every cost defrayed from Tuesday night till Friday
morning. Here at Brie-Comte-Bobert, after the Jury had
finished their task of going round the different exhibits, they
were all invited to assemble at the Hotel de Ville, and in the
presence of the Prefect of the Arrondissement the different
awards were read out and entered into the Secretaries' book, and
any mistakes corrected. The medals and prizes w'ere then placed
on the table, for, as I before remarked, no money prizes were
given; but medals and objects of art, such as raised ornamental
stands for fruit and other table ornaments, were adjudged as

prizes, and no awards whatever were made unless the proper
standard of merit was reached. The medals, twelve in number,
and four other ornamental prizes, were then adjudged to the
different exhibitors, but they were not given away till the fol-

lowing day at tw'o o'clock, when the ceremony of presentation
by the Prefect took place in a tent especially erected for the
purpose.

After the awards had been finally settled a gi-and banquet was
held, under the presidency of the Prefect, to which the Jury
and principal exhibitors were invited; we were, however, un-
willingly obliged to leave in order to return to Paris, so that I
cannot give any particulars of the banquet.

I think the system of summoning the Judges together to have
the awards read out and verified might be adopted by ns, and
would often save the inconvenience which at times arises from
the wrong exhibitor's name being attached to the prize cards.
I fear the English are such an eminently money-loving nation,
that medals will not readily take the place of ±' s. d. ; but if at
every large exhibition medals were awarded as additional prizes
for successful culture, or for the introduction of novelties of

decided merit, or the hybridisation of plants, &c., and these
awards publicly given either at an advertised time in one of the
tents, or at an evening soiree or dinner, it would add much to
the i'clat of the Exhibition. I have no doubt that at the next
provincial show of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, wherever
it may be, the comfort of the Judges and exhibitors will be
more studied, and better arrangements made, by means of

which amateur and professional gardeners may be able to
meet together to discuss objects of common interest, and to
become mutually acquainted. "With these remarks I will con-
clude my notice of the Exposition de Brie-Comte-Eohert.

—

C. P. Pe.\ch.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 10.

Two gardeners who were at first engaged in a lively and
friendly conversation, came near to quarrelling merely through
a verbal misunderstanding. The topic of insect enemies
happened to come up, and one of the pair, a Scotchman,
waxed eloquent upon the injuries some of his fruit had sus-

tained from the " fleas." His English acquaintance was
somewhat puzzled. He knew pretty well the leaping insect

parasitic on man and animals, called scientifically Pule.v

irritans, and popularly the flea, and he had seen and heard
of other fleas, such as the Turnip flea, attacking crops, but
that there should be fleas upon fruit seemed rather extra-

ordinary. And when the narrator went on to say that some
of these " fleas " made a very loud humming, almost as loud
as bees, the listener became indignant at what he deemed to
be an attempt to play off a joke upon him. The mention
of wings, however, threw a new light upon the subject, and
the EngUshman discovered that there were " fleas " and fleas

;

the latter, if more numerous in north than in south Britain,
as spiteful tourists say, have no other qualities distinguish-
ing them from their brethren. Historically, one might trace

out some points of resemblance between flies and fleas,

though they belong to very different sections of the class of

insects according to the older naturalists. More recent au-
thors are a little inclined to assert that a flea is really a
four-winged fly minus its wings, and having only the four
scales remaining to show where the wuigs oug'.it to be, and
through lack of the powers of aerial flight, developing a
capacity for leaping.

Not by any means can it be said that flies, speaking of them
generally, are to be regarded by the horticulturist with dis-

favour. Some there are which occasion him a certain amount
of annoyance or positive injury in their larval and imago con-
ditions, yet others are of decided utihty, and a large number
simply iu the position of neutrality. At this season of the
year, glancing over the flower beds still gay with varied colours,

we see many flies—not all of them, as we might hastily con-
jecture, intent upon honey, but with different objects in view,
according to their habits. Hovering over the Asters, or at

rest upon them, we may discern specimens of the Helophili or
Drone-flies, so called from the indolence, or seeming indolence,

of their lives. One who is not entirely an unbeliever in the
doctrine of the transmigration of existences from one state to

another, calls these flies melancholy-looking, with a sort of

sadness about them as if they were doing penance in their fly

condition for transgressions committed in some other shape

;

but this is all fancy, of course, and they no doubt have to the
full all happiness befitting their size and make. A very com-
mon species is known as Eristalis, or Helophilus teuax, and
receives its specific name from the great resolution with which
it grasps any object from which it is unwilling to he removed.
But make one of them start from the flower on which it is

resting, and it dashes off with a sonorous hum, which, to-

gether with something rather bee-like in the insect's outline,

leads some persons to suppose that it is a veritable bee. The
economy of the larva of this Dipteron is worthy of regard,

for there is reason to suppose that, though it is not especially

the gardener's friend, by the habits of its life under the water
it decomposes much, which, in a hygienic aspect, is decidedly
unwholesome, if not dangerous, to mankind. These " rat-

tailed maggots," as they are popularly called, form a moiety
of the great host of Nature's scavengers. The excessive

length of their tails is a notable peculiarity in their appear-

ance, and, as the illustrious Eeaumur observed, they have a

telescopic action, so that the larvae can lengthen them to

reach the surface, if need be, and secure a supply of air ; in

the same manner, in fact, as the common larva of the gnat.

Having several of these in a shallow vessel, Eeaumur gradu-
ally increased the depth of the water, and found that their

tails elongated until they were double the leugth they had at

first ; and if it were not for this peculiar property they possess,

the larvfe would at times be likely to he suffocated in the soft

and slimy compounds of mud and decaying animal and vege-

table substances which supply them with food. As it is, pro-

bably some of them are destroyed by the sudden deepening of

the water, should that occur, or its violent agitation. The
breathing tube or tail is tufted, so as to exclude water while
admitting air.

The aquatic life of Eristalis tenax is by far the largest part

of its existence, and when a larva of this species has attained

its full growth it quits the pond oi pool and seeks a home in

the " common mother of all," the earth. There, buried for

awhile in the pupal condition, it is motionless and foodless,

coming forth ultimately in the summer or autumn again to

feed upon ambrosia instead of putrescence. It had been sus-

pected by entomologists for some years that flies of the genera
Eristalis, Syrphus, Volucella, and others, eat not only honey,
hut also the pollen, and the researches of Dr. E. Miiller have
established this beyond a doubt. He observed an individual

of E. tenax resting upon an CEuothera ; when stretching its

body forward it seized a fragment of pollen, and drawing it

nearer to the mouth, removed by means of the fore legs the

fine particles of thread by which this bit of pollen had been
attached to the mass. Then after subjecting the pollen to a

kind of mastication, performed by means of the valves of

the proboscis, the fly placed it iu the channel of the lower lip,

and it was speedily swallowed and the process repeated. Going
thus from flower to flower, and working on the greater part of

the day, as Dr. Midler found they did, these flies accumulate
in their interior regions a good quantity of pollen, for on
making a section of one Dr. Miiller discovered in the stomach
a mass consisting of many thousands of pollen grains. Why
these flies should devour so much pollen, and whether they
digest it all after a time, or, like certain Roman epicures of
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ancient notoriety, throw it np and commence again, is not

tboroughly explicable ; that the latter supposition has its pro-

babilities will appear presently.
" Bat," some reader may exclaim, " being in this way en-

gaged in eating pollen, and, to an extent, disHgurevs of flowers

by pulling the anthers to pieces, these flies are no friends to the

gardener!" Yes, we have reasons for supposing that their

indulgence in pollen, seeming to serve merely their own appe-

tites, is of great utihty to the cultivator and connoisseur,

for Eristslis tenax, and other flies of the family Syrphidffi,

transfer pollen from one plant to another to the benefit of the

race. As Mr. Xewman observes in the " Entomologist," " in

accordance with a law which is revealed in every variety, race,

or species, depauperation is always at work, aud no gardener

can possibly overlook the fact that if he attempt to produce
continuously any particular species or variety from the seed of

one plant, he will fail because of this tendency. The various

beautiful Asters or Michaelmas Daisies are preserved pure

because they are herbaceous ; the various portions of an her-

baceous plant constitute but one individual, whereas every

seed originates a new and independent individual. If an
Eristalis confines its attention to one plant of Aster, it only

distributes the pollen on that plant, and its descendants will

resemble the parent, not only in superficial appearance but

also in inheriting the principle of depauperation. Nature
endeavours to arrest this principle by causing the Eristalis,

when loaded with the pollen of one plant, to fly off to another

Aster, and distribute its treasure on this second plant, and the

pollen that to the flower which produced it was simply a prin-

ciple of maintenance, when transferred to another flower be-

comes a principle of renovation." I give this paragraph entire

without professing to endorse all that is therein stated, since

on some of the questions opened up by this and other asser-

tions made by those who have written on the economy of the

pollen-eating flies, differences of opinion exist among leading

entomologists. The broad fact cannot be upset, that in some
way the insects help on the fertilisation of flowers. The
vwdiis operandi may be variously explained. In the instance

given by Dr. Miiller the fly engaged upon pollen carefully

cleaned the head and legs after each operation, which seems
to militate against the supposition that by accident these flies

carry the pollen about attached to them ; aud, on the other

hand, if it bo assumed that the insects do disgorge it, doubts
may arise as to whether the pollen, after the mastication

described, is able still to fertilise. As yet, German and French
naturalists have paid more attention to this subject than we
have.

FUes belonging to the genus Volucella are also discovered

to be feeders upon poUen as well as honey. Simulating the

aspect of humble-bees, though more slim in the body for the

most part, the female insects contrive (without exciting sus-

picion) to enter the nests of bees, and the eggs they there

deposit hatch in due time, developing voracious maggots,

which seize and devour the larva; whose proper home the

nest is. If we consider, as some do, that humble-bees, and
wild bees generally, are nuisances in a garden, then the Volu-

ceUie doubly deserve our thanks for the services they render

us iu the larval condition in addition to that wo receive from
the mature insect. No more than a passing mention can here

be made of the numerous flies called llawk-flies, of the genus
Syrphas, brisk in their movements, almost fierce in their

aspect, and frequently in hot weather most pertinacious in

their attacks upon the human skin. Yet they are not insects

to be disliked, since they are, in part at least, predaoeous in

habit, and others, like those aheady spoken of, help forward

by their visits to flowers the fertilisation of many plants.

The eyes in Syrphi are particularly large, and the abdomen is

always banded ; when on the wing those organs are vibrated

with such rapidity that to the eye the insect looks as if sus

pended in the air without motion. Of the important services

of the larv.-c in reducing the number of aphides we have
already had occasion to speak, and it is a curious as well as a

pleasing sight to see one of these leech-like creatures glide in

among a host of aphides and spear successfully, blind though
he seems, victim after victim. It can't .'e said of the aphis as

of the lamb by a certain poet, that it " licks the hand just

raised to shed its blood," yet it does succumb to its fate with

marvellous composure, and the friendly ant and the hostile

Syrphus alike walk among the apbis hosts, and no alarm is

felt, though recent facts, it should be noted, cast doubts

npon the disinterestedness of the regard shown by ants to

aphides, and it is very likely that those active workers feel no

scruples about slaughtering instead of merely milking aphides.

—.1. R. S. C.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Fresh plantations of Cabbages and Lettuces should be fre-

quently examined; any that di-oop without apparent cause

should be examined at the roots, where probably a grub will be

found, which, if not destroyed, will continue its ravages. Earth-

up plantations of Broccoli, as they will now be growing rapidly.

Continue to prick-out the young plants of Cauliflowers under
hand-glasses and in frames ; a few may be potted in small pots

and placed in a frame, where they can have an abundance of air

and light, aud be protected from excessive wet. A few rows of

Celery, required for immediate use, may be earthed-up to the

full extent of the leaves ; but the successioual crop should

only be earthed-up gradually until it is iu demand, or on
the approach of winter. It should at all times be thoroughly

dry before earthing, or it will soon rot. Where there is any
forcing house the Cucumbers in frames are scarcely worth the

trouble and expense of keeping in a bearing state after this time.

Plants in frames undoubtedly produce the finest fruit for show,

but as they are only grown through the winter for use, they are

cultivated at much less expense and with greater ease in a
forcing house. A little manure water should occasionally be

given to those iu pots or boxes. Stop the laterals immediately

the fruit shows itself at one joint, or one joint above it. Some
prefer the latter mode, but if the leaf at the first joint be not

injured, we have not been able to discover between one aud the

other in the swelhng of the fruit. Keep the out-door beds of

Mushrooms protected from heavy rains by a good | covering of

litter. Maintain a regular degree of heat in houses containing

beds, and guard against aridity. Continue to take-up the crops

as they reach maturity, sort them before they are housed aud

pitted, as it will save much trouble .and waste. SUghtly thin

the late sowings of the Spanish sorts of Radish ; if a succession

of the common sorts is required, a sowing should be made in a

frame. Thin the winter crop of Spinach, leaving the plants at

9 inches from each other. Keep it free from winds. Should

there be any apprehension of frost, the unripe fruit of Tomatoes

may be cut and laid in any of the forcing houses.

FRUIT G.UtDEN.

Gather and house fruit as it becomes fit with the utmost care.

The finer sorts of Pears deserve as much care in gathering as

Peaches, the former to our taste being infinitely superior to the

latter ; and it must be confessed by everyone that they are more
valuable, as they supply the table for several months in suc-

cession without any extra expense.

flower garden.
All plants which will not survive the winter in the open air

and which it is desirable to save, should now be taken to a place

of safety. Plants which have been bedded-ont during the sum-

mer, such as the scarlet, variegated, aud other Geraniums, Salvia

patens, Calceolarias, Fuch»ias, &c., should be cut back, taken

up, and potted. The whole of the soil may be shaken from the

roots, and they should be put into small pots in light soil, and

afterwards be placed in a pit or frame. These plants will be

found far superior to young ones for bedding-out next season.

Large-flowering plants of the Salvia splendens, if taken up aud

carefully potted, wiU greatly add to the beauty of the conserva-

tory for the next two months. Many of the early kiuds of

Tulips and Narcissus are now beginning to grow, aud, therefore,

to keep them out of the ground any longer will injure them.

As, however, it is impossible to plant them permanently until

the autumn plants are removed from the beds, it will be found

it will be a good plan to place them upon an inch or two of

finely-sifted leaf mould and sand, and cover them several inches

deep with old tan or leaf mould. Iu this situation they wiU

make root, and may be removed to their proper situations with

the soil adhering to their roots as soon as the beds are ready

for their reception. The same observations apply to all kinds

of bulbs or tuberous-rooted plants that are desired for early

spring decoration—as for instance. Anemones, Crocuses, Snow-

drops, Hyacinths, Jonquils, Crown Imperials, &c. Continue at

every favourable opportunity to pot-off Carnation layers. Let

the grass or leaves be dry, for when wet with either ram or dew,

the soil which wiU sometimes get in the axils of tbe leaves (how-

ever carefully they may be handled), is diflicult to be removed,

and if not will prove detrimental to the plant during the winter.

The layers must be put in a close frame for a few days till they

liave again struck root. Seedliug Tulips when they are very

small are best iu tlie ground, and small offsets of choice sorts

had also better be planted. Any offsets of Auriculas which may
not be ready earlier in tbe season must now bo removed, plant-

in" carefully round the side of a quart pot, water to settle the

soil to the roots, and place in a situation free from drip or heavy

rain Continue to mako the beds of Pansies for next year s

blooming, and propagate by slips all that is desirable to increase.

Secdlin" Polyanthuses may still be prickcd-out to get estabhshed
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before winter. Compost heaps should be turned, and all insects

carefully picked, A small quautity of quicklime will prove bene-

ficial to the decayed turf intended for Tulips.

GREENHOUSE AND CO.VSERVATORY.

In those places where there are a number of plant structures

this is indeed a busy season in washing and scouring the various

structures from top to bottom, routing out the decaying summer-
flowering plants, and placing those plants that have hitherto

been out of doors, which of course have had previous to this a

perfect examination as respects draining, surfacing, staking,

tying, and the encroachment of worms, insects, mildew, &c.

"We may expect that the arrangements of the plants, if at this

season made systematically, will be attended with considerable

interest ; for, simple as this matter may appear at first sight to

some people, the good harmony and well-doing of the plants

depend much upon it in the coming season. Hardwooded
plants should be placed particularly to enjoy a fair share of air

and light. See that all luxuriant growth amongst these plants

ia duly stopped to maintain symmetry and a due balance of

growth. Keep a sharp look-out amongst them, and see that

neither mildew, green fly, nor other vermin or disease is allowed

to injure them. On fine mornings such plants as Ericas, Bpa-
crises, Pimeleas, &c., should be well syringed, and give all pos-

sible ventilation both night and day while the weather continues

favourable. In these structures many summer-flowering plants

must now be cleared out to make room for early-flowering

Camellias, scarlet and other Geraniums, Hydrangeas, Cine-

rarias, Gesuera zebrina. Primula sinensis, Neapolitan and
Russian Violets, late-blooming Stocks, and Mignonette, and all

these should be placed so as to harmonise with each other. See

that the late-flowering Camelliaa have their last bud-thinning
performed in due season.

PITS AND FRAMES.
These will now be brought into requisition rapidly, as many

plants which were turned into the borders in the spring will

now require to be taken up. Those plants which have roothold

should have abundance of air every mild day.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
As we assumed last week, the weather still continues very fine.

The wind, however, has been very changeable during the last

few days, shifting from south to uorth-by-east in a few hours

;

generally it has been from the east and very drying. This
has been exceedingly favourable for storing fruit and getting

the Potatoes out of the ground. The disease is increasing very
much, and as usual some sorts are not so much affected as others.

Of the Regent class Walker's Regent, an excellent variety for

general crop, seems to be least susceptible of disease, and the
White Don is the worst affected. Dalmahoys have suffered to

a considerable extent; and Early Shaws, which in this neigh-

bourhood used to be considered the best early Potato for the

London market, are three parts diseased.

FRUIT AND KITCHEN G.ARDEN.

Owing to the continued wet in August and early in September
weeds made much progress ; it was not possible to destroy them
with the hoe, and where this could not be done with advantage
the ground was lightly dug over and the weeds buried. The
ground is now very dry, and where weeds had grown much they
were hoed-up, and will die on the surface. No weeds should be
allowed to grow to a seeding state ; if they have done so it is

best to puU them out by hand and carry them off the ground.
This is now the season at which we find it difficult to keep up

a supply of good vegetables. Cauliflowers will not grow in the
summer months, and we annually sow Peas to come in at this

time, and they never give us satisfaction. Dwarf Kidney Beans
and Scarlet Runners can be obtained until the frost cuts them
down, and the little Coleworts will do us good service during the
next three months.
We cut the old canes away from the Raspberry stools, and

tied the young ones up loosely to the sticks. The system of

planting Hasphcrries in many places is to set them in beds or

quarters 4 feet apart each way, and we have seen various
methods of training adopted ; the best is to place a stout stick,

standing about 4 feet out of the ground, to each plant. Another
way is to bend down two plants and tie the tops together, or even
four plants may be bent down and tied to a stick in the centre ;

but neither of these methods is so good as planting about 2 feet

apart, and fixing a stout wire in a horizontal position 3! feet

above the ground. The canes are tied to this at regular dis-

tances. We hoed the ground and removed all canes not required.
The Strawberry beds had also become foul with weeds in spite

of hoeing. The runners were cut off and the ground hoed
between the rows, removing with the hand any weeds that were
too close to the plants. We do not like to hoe close to the neck
of the plants ; as with the system we adopt in planting them out,

•which is to place a spadeful or two of suitable loam around the
roots, we find that this during the autumn becomes a mass of

compacted fibres closs to the very surface of the ground. It

would of course be bad management to cut into this several

times during the season with a Dutch hoe.

The weather has been very suitable for ripening the best sorts

of kitchen and dessert Apples^ as well as the finer Prars, which
are of better quality than we have yet had them. We continue
to gather and store them in the fruit-room, exercising much
care in handling them, and judgment as to the time of gather-

ing. This last is of much importance, as if the fruit is gathered
before it is quite ready it will shrivel, and if allowed to hang
too long the flavour is not so good. The most certain plan is to

cut a medium specimen through the middle, and if the pips are

brown, the fruit may be gathered ; if the pips are white, the

fruit is not ready. Some v.arieties separate more readily from
the tree than others ; the Old Golden Pippin will hang to the

tree after the fruit is quite yellow and the pips dark bro'wn.

The earliest gathered fruit was looked over, and all decaying
specimens removed ; one rotten Apple will taint three or four u
it is not at once removed.

Several correspondents have written about their Pears crack-

ing. This the fruit have done with ua to a considerable extent

;

some varieties are free from it, but many sorts are bad. Beurro
de Ranee is the worst, there does not seem to be any sound
fruit of this sort. Beurri: d'Amanlis, General Todtleben (Marie

Louise is quite free), and Marie Louise d'Uccle are much affected.

We imagine that the soil and positiou have something to do
with the evil, as some sorts which have not turned out well with

us are in excellent order in Mr. Thompson's orchard at Ilford.

In all ijrobability sudden changes of temperature have a great

influence, also soaking rains after continued drought. Exposure
to the east wind likewise acts upon the fruit injuriously. We
recommend that the finer sorts of Pears be planted where the

east wind cannot act directly upon the fruit. Now is the best

time to perform the operation of root-pruning or removal—that

is, if the trees have to be removed from one part of the garden
to another. If it is necessary to convey them from a distance,

November is the most suitable month ; but more can be done
to induce fruitfulness by judicious summer pruning than by
cutting the roots.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Where accommodation for Pine Apples is limited, it ia some-

times necessary to grow in the same house succession plants

and those throwing-up and ripening fruit. When this is the

case, as it is here, it is necessary to study the interests of both,

and late in autumn and during the winter a lower temperature
is more suitable to Pines than most persons suppose. In our

houses .at Loxford Hall Pines have been wintered in a house,

some of them swelling their fruit, and others would not throw-
up until March or April, or later; and the temperature at night

from now until the end of February did not average more than
55^—frequently in cold weather it would fall to 50^. A mode-
rately dry atmosphere was maintained in the house, and the
plants were kept dry at the roots. Of course the fruit was longer

in ripening, but the quality was good. In one house a large

crop of Muscat Grapes is hanging, and this necessitates a drier

atmosphere than we would have for the Pines, and a little ven-

tilation at night.

The winter Cucumher plants lately put out are progressing

favourably, aud those in the other compartment which have
been bearing fruit for nearly twelve months have been cut out

;

indeed some of them had died-off at the roots, we fancied from
water running do'wn the stem, as they •n'ere freely syringed to

get rid of red spider on the leaves. The house lately planted
will soon bear fruit, and we shall be able to obtain one when it

is required, our demand not being large. The stock is kept trne

by cuttings, and this is certainly the best way to obtain a good
stock true.

ORCHARD HOUSE.
All the late Peaches except Salway have been gathered aud

the trees repotted. Lady and Lord Palmerston have been the

latest. There is much difference of opinion as to the quality of

these. They cannot compare for a moment with the best of the

midseason Peaches, but they are in use when such sorts as

Bellegarde, Grosse Mignonne, Barrington, and the Admirable
class are over. They have another disadvantage, and that is

that they have to compete with some of our best Pears. With
the Peaches we are sending-in Fondante d'Automne, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Madame Treyve, and other fine varieties of

Pears which are preferred by many ; but on certain occasions

the Peaches make up a dish and are valuable to us. We have
also kept them on cotton wadding in the fruit-room for two
weeks after being gathered. The house is now being kept close

to thoroughly mature the wood, and also to cause the trees to

establish themselves in the pots, as they will be removed out of

doors in a week or so.

PLANT HOUSES .AND CONSERVATORY.
Tree Carnations, which up to the present time have been

standing out of doors, are now very valuable to us. We have
y>laced a stick to those requiring it, and tied those in or showing
flower to the sticks. Smaller plants in CO-sized pots have been
repotted, and will be valuable to supply us with a succession
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of flowers lato in the spring. It will show the value of these

Slants when we state that we can cut flowers of Carnations any
ay in the year, or "all the j-ear round." But, perhaps, this

makes them too commoD, ami, as a consequence, they are not

so much thought of. It maj' also be noted here that the plants

should not be overpotted if abundance of flowers and not large

specimens be desired ; S4-inch pots are the largest size used, but
nice flowering plants can be grown in G-inch pots. Some of the

varieties are also much more free-flowering in winter than
others. Our favourite sorts are Proserpiue, Avalanche, Ascot

Yellow, Prince of Orange, Gloire de Lyon, and Boule de Feu.
To follow these in the spring we grow a goodly number of

Turner's Bride ; it is a magnificent white flower, smooth-edged,
sometimes delicately tinged with pink, and of good substance.

Zonal Pelargoniums, with their gay and brilliant colours, are

also very showy now; they are specially grown to flower at tbia

season, and serve well to keep up a 'display until the Chrys-
anthemums come iu.

FLOWER GAUDEX.
TVe have pnt in all our cuttings except Calceolarias, and the

plants intended to be lifted and potted must not remain out

much longer, as so much rain having fallen, early frosts must
be looked for.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
"William Paul, "Waltham Cross, Loudon, N.

—

Bose Catalogue,
1873-74.
Ellwanger & Barry, Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, New

York.—Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Trees^ Shrubs,
Roses y ii-c.

Butler, McCulloch, & Co., South Row, Covent Garden Market,
London, W.C.

—

Autumn Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulbs.
"William Hooper, 88, 0-\ford Street, London, "W.

—

Catalogue
of Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Boots.
R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Eahug, London, "W.

—

Catalogue of
Hyacinths and other Bulbs^ Hardy Bedding Plants, (Cc.

—

Cata-
logue of Bedding Violas, Parisies, d-c.

B. J. Edwards, 222, Strand, London, "W.C, and 25, Bishops-
gate "Within, E.G.—Autumn Catalogue of Hyacinths, Dutch
and Cape Flowering BulhSy d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the ''Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C,
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Book for a YorsG GARnnsKn (Mm. .V.)-—Give him the "Cottage Gar-
deners' Dictionarj ;" it includes every department.

Gbape PcRrnASERs {(r. S('jrit).—Write to Messrs. Webber & Co., Central
Aveaae, Covent Garden Market.

Peat (ff. T.).—The sample sent is not equal to the best uanally employed
for potting purposed, but mixed with an equal qaantity of sharp sand it will

answer.

PanirLA japoxica (C. M.).—li is nnusnal for it to bloom in autumn as

well as in spring ; but like all other plants, it is liable to such an eccentricity,

especially, &i i^ probable, the flowering iu May was checked or injured by
unfavourable weather.

Peach Blotched {L. M.S.).—An answer is on page 223 of our number
published September iHth.

A5IAR1-LLIS (T., Collum}>ion).—li is a cross-bred of A. fulstda, a portrait of

which is in the "Botanical Register," 226. The cross-bred is called vittata

by gardeners.

Depth of Water for a Water Lily in Winter (Hiohfield).— 'ThB

roots of a water Lily wiU be quite safe in any pond having' water a foot deep
over the mud in which it is growing. It is very hardy. We had a quantity
of the rhizomes of this plant h-ing on a damp place and covered with a
little soil, but out of water, during the greater part of last winter, and they
have grown freely, producing both foliage and flowers this summer. Your
flower.bed planting is con»idered more fully in a previous page.

Pot-trcck.—Mr, Gamett says, "The advantages that my pot-tmck has
over the one you speak of as of " simpler construction (see p. l33), are first, it

requires oniy one man to umc it ; and second, you con remove a largo tree in a
pot out of a crowded orchard bouse without tlistarbing any of the others."

Proi'AOATISO the .\ppi,e (/o'jufr/'r).—Some of the cboiccHt varieticH of
Apples have been grafted for centurios upon the Crab stock without the fruit

being deteriorated. Cuttings of the shoots of some varieties, such as tho
Codlin, Burr-knot, and Joanueting, readily strike root, and we have made
those of many other varieties similarly strike by merely taking care that at

the bottom of the annual shoot employed there should be a portion of tho
old wood allowed to remain. Let the cuttini^s be (i or H inche? long; cut off

the extreme i>oint, and allow no more tban two bud^ at the part above tho
soil to remain, cutting away all the bnd-t covered by it. Let the soil be very

li^t. pre.'is the soil about tho cutting, 4 inches of which should be buried
by the earth: water moderately, and cover with a hand-glass. If planted in

a pot and planged in a very gentle hotbed, the rooting tokos place faster and

more certainly. Plant the cuttings iu February, and do not move the hand-
ulasd, except to give water, uuiU therootiui; is effected. Air may be admitted
in July, and the glass liually removed iu August, aud the whole transplanted
iato tho uursory rows during Oi:tobei-. Trees raised from cuttings always are

more dwarf thau those propagated iu any other mode, aud excelieut specimens
may be thus gi-own for foreicg in pots.

'Le.xv {Li'adswcll).—It seems like a leaf of White Beet, but we cannot he
certain. If it is, the stalks may be cooked as Sea-kale, and the expanse of

the leaf as Spinach.

Viola—Pansy (W. W.).—The Pansy is a species of the genus Viola. The
Violet and Pausy belong to the same botanical genus.

Pears Cracked (G. HiuUo}i).—U there is no trace of fungoid growth on
the ekiu, it is caused by the fruit being exposed to sudden variations of tem-
perature when in an early stage of development, or by being esposed to cold

east winds. In our own garden we had fruit much cracked on the east side

of the tree, and on the west side it was of excellent quality, aud nearly free

from cracks.

Grapes SHRiVELLrNG pefore They are Ripe (Itocklynn).~U the stalks

of the berries are dead, then your Grapes are shanked ; and unless we know
something of the treatment the Vines have received we casnot propose a
remedy. If the berry-stalks, on tho other hand, are sound, then in all pro-

bability the Vines have not received sufficient water at the roots.

Grapes not Colouring (Fourtecn-yi-arg Subscriber).—When the borders

first showed signs of cracking, the Dutch hoe should have been run over them,
or the surface lightly broken with a fork. A dressing of frame manure would
prevent it. You should water more fieely at the roots. Iu future give a good
soaking of manure water as soon as tho Grapes begin to colour ; this will be
sufficient to finish them off.

Planting Cordon Trees and Eoot-pruning (Amateur).—November is

the best month to plant. It would be advantageous to root-prune the Nut
trees. Do it in October or November.

\ Vinery for Profit—Rendering Pits Profitable (C. S.).—We presume
from your letter that you do not intend to destroy the Vines, but that you
would also like to grow something else in the vineries. The Grapes would
pay best if you forced very early, so that they would be ripe in April or May ;

but in that case you could not grow anything advantageously under them,
except that the house could be used to force auy plants put in when the

Vines were started. If you do not force the Vines the house would be well

adapted for wintering bedding plants, which might be transferred to frames

in the spring. Messrs. Salter, of Hammersmith, made good use of such a

vinery as youi's to flower their Chrysauthemums. The haU-span forcing

house would he well adapted for growing winter Cucumbers; they could be

turned to profitable account in yoiu- neighbourhood. Or, if you would rather

grow flowers, train Stephanotis floribunda to the rafters, and grow Gardenia

florida underneath. Then, as to the small pits, you can either use them to

force flowers, or grow plants that do not require forcing. It the latter.

Cinerarias, Primulas, Cyclamens, and herbace^ms Calceolarias are profitable.

Lily of the Valley, Spiraea japonica, Roman Hyacinths, Tulips, Hyacinths,

Deutzia gracilis, and all such subjects, may be forced if early flowers of that

sort are required.

Plants for Window-boxes in Winter (iioxn).—Edge the boxes with

Arabis alpina variegata, and fill-in with low plants of Skimmia japonica,

which has clusters of red berries; or you may have an edging of Aubrietia

gneca, aud fill-in with Erica herbacea carnea. Small plants of Andromeda
lioribuuda. Gulden and Silver variegated Box, Euonymus radicans variegatus,

.ruuiperus tamariscifolia, Thuja aiirea, aud Vinca elegantissima, are very

pretty, and far more effective than flowering plants. Plants of low growth

and suitable are Saxifraga umbrosa (London Pride) and its variegated variety,

Sciila sibirica (blue), Adonis vernalis (yellow), Alyssum saxatile compactum
(yellow), Arabis alpina (white), Bellis aucubfi^folia (red), Cheiranthus Mar-

shalli (yellow), Hepaticas (double red, double blue, and single white), Myosotis

dissitiflora. andPrimula(double crimson, white, hlac.aud purple), few subjects

being prettier than the common Primrose. By all means have a few Snow-

drops, Crocuses, and early Tulips, as the Due Van Thols.

PRCNING Laurel Hedges {E. S.).—You may now cut off the rugged tops

of the Laurel hedge, but we should leave as many leaves as you can at the

base of the shoots, so as to give a cheerful appearance to the hedge in winter,

deferring the main pruning until spring, and then cut-in to the required

form, and go over the hedge again in September, cutting any strong growths,

so as to give a trim appeart*nce.

Hardy Annuals for Spring-flowering (Idtrm).—Candytuft, purple, lilac,

and white; Asperula azurea setosa, Colliusia verna, Limaanthes Douglasii,

Nemophila insignis, SUene pendula ruberrima.

FrrcHsiAS Infested with Insects (H. 7'.).—On the leaves you sent were

evidences of thrips, and one alive; their eggs are the spots to which you

allude. To exterminate them, fumigation with tobacco is the best means ;

but as you cannot adopt it we should syringe the plants, especially the under

sides of their leaves, making every part thorouglily wet, with a solution of

soft soap, 2 ozs. to a gallon, adding to every gallon a pint of tobacco juice,

which may be had of the druggists. Tho plants may be laid on their sides and

turned over.

Black Hamburgh Grapes not Colouring {E. Ji.).—The only means are

to have the Vines healthy, to be careful not to overcrop, to allow a goodly

amount of foliage, and to keep it free from insects. With this you will

hardly fall to have well-coloured Grapes. Bad colouring mainly arises from

too hco\7 cropping; indeed, our experience induces us to consider it the solo

cause, if the treatment is otherwise good and the Vines healthy. This year

we allowed au extra-vigorous Vine to carry eight more bunches than others

in tho same house, and whilst tho Grapes on the latter are black as jet, those

of the one Vino with eight more bunches are no more than red.

Crinums riparium and striatum (^I. £.).—We think that they are not

suthcicntly hardy to endure the winter *' planted m a moderately dry

f^lieltered bed iu front of a greenhouse with a glasH covering, sides and ends

open," but they would probably succeed if tha sides and ends were closed,

ond a protection of mats given in sovoro weather, admitting air in mild

periods.

Krspawnino Mushroom Bed {Burton Joyce).—X bed made in a pigstye

coming into bearing five weeks ago, will continue to produce until Novem-

ber, or probably later if covered with some dry hay or straw, and the openmg
cloned by a door. It will not do to respawn the bed, nor the old Cucumber

bed, as a gentle warmth is necessary for tho spread of the spawn. It is

probable that both beds will yield Mushrooms for a considerable time, not
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imlitely np to ChristmaB, all depending on keeping the bed from frost
and wet.

Removing Vine Leates (An Old Siihscriher).—lt will not answer to
remove *' many " of the Vine leaves to admit the sun to the Grapes to ripen
them. The removal of the leaves or exposure of the Grapes to the sun will

not ripen them, and will be injurious to the Vine. The leaves ought to fall

naturally; only the laterals should bo removed. The want of colour is duo
to the heavy crop ; doubtless, you will find the badly-colom-ed Grapes of fair
flavour. We do not think they will colour any better, as we think they are
ripe.

LlLIUM AUItATUM AND LANCIFOLIUM AFTER FLOWERING (7^;m).—The
plants may be set out-doors in a sheltered spot or cool part of the greenliouse
until the stems turn yellow and the leaves fall, then cut them down and
repot, removing all the soil that comes away freely from the roots, cutting o£E
the stem with its roots just above the bulbs, and repot in a compost of equal
parts sandy peat, fibrous loam, and leaf soil, with one-sixth of silver sand
chopped-np rather small but not sifted. Drain the pots well, and pot so that
the crown of the bulbs may be 3 inches below the rim, and only just cover
the bulbs with soil. We invariably place a little silver sand about each bulb.
Place in a cool house or a light airy position in the greenhouse, and keep the
soil moist. When the shoots have grown above the rims of the pots fill tho
pots to the rim with soil, adding one part of well-rotted manure to the com-
post named for potting.

Gladiolus after Flowering {Idem).—lake up the plants when the
leaves turn yellow, place them in a cool aii7 place to diy, and when di'ied free
them of the dead roots and tops, and keep in a cool and dry place, but safe
from frost, until planting time.

Sating Vegetable Seeds (P. S. J5.).—The saving of garden seeds, except
of particular kinds, is not desirable, as the varieties, to be kept pure, requii-e
to be grown at some distance apart ; for when two, three, or more kinds are
saved for seed in a garden, the kinds get mixed by the agency of insects, and
there is so great an advantage in sowing Feeds raised from a distance as to
more than counterbalance aoy seeming saving. In saving seeds in private
gardens we do not find any gain, so much ground is taken up by the plants for
seed, and more is saved of some kinds than would stock a county, and of
others very little. Particulars of saviug seed are given in the " Cottage Gai*-
deners' Dictionary." We repeat, it is uuly desirable to raise seeds of particular
kinds of vegetables, it being more safe, and in the end cheaper, to buy than
to save them.

Hautbois Strawberry Cdxtitre (In^Kirfv).—The Hautbois Strawberry
does not require different treatment from other kinds, but it is very important
that the runners be taken from fruitful plants.

Roman Hvacinths in Borders—Planting Hyacinths, Tulips, and
Crocuses Out of doors (J. H. £.).—The Hyacinths should remain covered
with the ashes until they have made good roots and have begun to grow at
top, but they should be removed from the ashes when tho tops have grown an
inch, which will be from four to six weeks. The Hyacinths should be planted
so that the crown may be covered about 2 inches deep ; and the Tulips and
Crocuses covered 1,^- to 2 inches dtep. They should be planted as early in
October as the beds ai-e cleared of the beddiug plants. The beginning of
November is, however, a good time. If the beds be well raised in the centre
it answers to have them in the order you name; bnt if flat we should prefer
them in sepaa-ate beds—in fact, we should have all Tulips or all Hyacinths,
with an edging of Crocuses to each bed.

Pruning Roses on their own Roots (C. R.).—The long shoots that
have grown a yard or more we should not cut back if your aim be to cover the
bed, but peg them down, taking care in doing so not to break them. We
prefer, however, to grow them as dwarf bushes without pegging the shoots;
and in this case we should cut-back the long shoots about half theii- length,
nnless they are flowering, when, of course, you will leave them until the
flowering is past and then shorten them, and mulch the bed with littery
manuie in December. We like them better not pegged, because we have more
freedom in working, and can attend to the requirements of tho plants in
manuring, watering, and cleaning, and we have larger flowers and better
trusses.

Asparagus Forcing in Vinery (^onuic/i).—Three-year-old good plants
of Asparagus may be forced in a vinery not started until the 1st of March.
They should not be taken up until you begin to force, or until the last
week of Februarj-. Instead of placing soil on the floor, we should make-up a
bed of dung and leaves 15 or 18 inches bi^-h, so as to afford a gentle heat of
70'^ to 75°, cover the bed with about 6 inches of light rich soil, and put in
the plants as closely together as practicable, placing some soil between the
crowns and roots, and over the crowns to the iepth of 1^ to 2 inches. The bed
will need to be watered so as to keep it moist, and in all watering use water
of the some temperature as that of the bed. The distance from the glass is
not material, only the shoots are liable to be drawn-up weak. We have had
very good heads at as great a distance from the glass.

HvAriNTiis IN Glasses (SciUa).—1hQ decay of the roots is probably due
to the foulness of the water, which we should change entirely every ten or
fourteen days, using rain or pond water warmed to the temperatm-e of the
room, and puttiug-in a piece of charcoal every time.

WoRMCASTs ON A La^vn (C. L. H').—The best mode of getting rid of the
wormcasts is to mix fresh lime with water at the rate of 1 lb. to three gallons,
and place in a hogshead or other large tub. After stiiTingwell up let it stand
forty-ei^'ht hourp, then pour off the liquid, and with it water the lawn, using a
rose watering-pot, and giving a thorough soaking. This will bring the worms
to the surface, when they may be swept up and cleared away. The lime water
is best applied after rain, as the worms are then nearer the surface, the lawn
being well rolled the day previous to the application of the lime water. For
keeping a lawn in order where wormcasts abound, we find a hght wooden
roller preferable to an iron one. The wormcast adheres tn the wood, from
which it can be cleared by an iron hoop. Sweeping a lawn in wet weather so
dirties the grass as to take away all its freshness.

Plants Infested wt:th Insects {Marie Lout si).—The leaves sent to us
are infested both with thrips and mealy bug. We should clean by sponging the
leaves with a solution of soft soap, 3 ozs. to the gallon of water, adding to
every gallon three gills of tobacco juice, and afterwai-ds syrint;ing with water
at a temperature of llC, the plants being placed on theii- sides and turned
oyer so as to thoroughly wet them in every part. The plants must not be
dipped in water at the temperature named, but have it syringed on. This
will destroy the bug, but the hot water must be kept from the roots.

Glazing a Conservatory with Fluted Glass (Wem).—We have no
donbt that fluted glass if well annealed will answer well for glazing con-

servatories, and to a great estent do away with the necessity for shading; but
this and plate glass are often so badly annealed as to break and cause endless
trouble in replacing, giving a good deal of dissatisfaction. We had some
rough plate tive-eighths of an inch thick, and it was brittle and cracked by
frost more than ordinary 16-oz. The best glass we have used for conservatory
and plant-honse roofs is one-quEirter-inch plate, ground on one side, placing
the polished face outside and the ground surface inside. It enables ua to
dispense with shading. We have not had a single leaf scorched beneath it;

but, then, some conservatories ore so badly ventilated as to be little better

than ovens under a hot sun, and many ask why the leaves of theii' plants are
browned and spotted.

Names of Fruits [Slough).—'The Apple is Borovitski. We do not know
what Pear you refer to that tomtits are so fond of. Calcareous matter is a
good application to fruit trees, and may be applied at any time in autumn
and spring. (Q. Q.).—The Pear was completely smashed, as well it might be
sent in a paper by post.

Names OF Plants {T. Winlcelman).—Tho answers are not identical, nor
were the specimens. The flower from Ireland was single. (JS. M. \V.).—
1, Bunium flexuoBum(?); 2, Petroselinum segetam(?). Both specimens so
imperfect that we cannot name with certainty. (Julia Maria).—One of your
specimens is Anemone japonica, the other we cannot undertake to name from
the specimen. (A Lady).—The variegated sprig is Symphoricarpus racemosus

;

that in flower is Spira'a callosa, r/(b. ; the other we cannot name. (J. Par-
ncll].—Verbena venosa. (O. Judfje).—Rivina lievis. [Algiers).—Job's Tears
(Cois lachryma). [Mary Neve).—A species of Pancratium. [Juvenile).—
Clerodendron splendens. or an allied species. [Veritas).—1, The Sq lirting

Cucumber (Jlomordica Elaterium); 2, A Begonia (vai'iety). (Mrs. Parry
Jones).—A Habrothamnus, probably H. fascioulatus. (/. X>i/fr). —Euonymus
europieus, Spimlle Tree.

POUITEY, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

A VISIT TO WOECESTER AND ITS SHOW.—No. 1.

In this article I will endeavour to describe simply and truth
fnlly my first peep at the city of Worcester and at its poultry
Show, leaving for a future paper particulars both of the place and
its feathered exhibition. I had the advantage of never having
been even in Worcestershire before ; so that all being entirely

new to me, my mind, like a blank sheet of paper, was clear and-
ready to receive any impression. I had indeed handled many
a delicate piece of porcelain, and gazed upon it with admiration,
and been told it was made at Worcester, and usually brought
from that city by visitors. Then I bore in mind that it was on
a September day that Cromwell conquered Charles II. near to
Worcester ; a battle which the conqueror cantingly or jestingly

called—(the latter probably, for there was quaint humour in the
man)—his " crowning mercy." But more I knew not, and with
the cathedral I was even pictorially unacquainted.
Whatever disadvantages September has for a poultry and

Pigeon show, for the latter are sure to be in moult, yet it is a
glorious month to go to a show. The fib of Thomson's " gentle
spring, efhcrial mildness " everyone, save an enthusiastic school
girl, knows to be a fib, while autumn's mildness and gentleness
we all know and experience. If I could but choose I would say,
" Let me have my threescore years and ten, every day of them
a September day."

'Tis a long pull from Wilts to Worcester, and made longer by
delay of trains. The autumn manccuvres have been for many
weeks blamed for making our Great Western trains each an
hour or so behind time, but surely they cannot bear the blame
now. Of course one meets in the train the man who cuts his

paper with his railway ticket ; the lady over-anxious about her
luggage—N.B., This is a pale-faced old maid. Then a mother
with six children returning from the seaside, and who (fact this),

takes me into her confidence at once on the subject of papa's
absence, measles, and whooping cough. I was afraid she would
want to confess to me on the spot, so I told her I had six chil-

dren, which no confession-priest ought to have. But no one
amused me half so much as a jolly Gloucestershire farmer who
got into my carriage, and his only luggage was a huge root of

mangold—such a root for the time of year ! I looked at the
farmer—I looked at the mangold—they were a capital couple,

so smooth-skinned, so healthy-looking, so handsome. Glorious
specimens of mankind are England's yeomen. The cream of

the poor went in the last generation to fight under Wellington
and Nelson, the pick of many a gentleman's family did the same,
and both fell ; but England's yeomen remained at home and
their race is uniujm-ed, for their best specimens lived and be-
came fathers, so that the finest men in the laud are the yeomen.
However, here I am at Worcester station, evidently in the land
of red brick. I look out for John Martin, formerly of Linton
Park, now of Worcester, bend my way towards the town, and
down a side street, see flags, and hear a fife-and-drum band.
My instiuct leads me right—it is the Corn Exchange. That
fife-and-drum band arranged in front are the union boys, whose
music brings a crowd and attracts attention to the Show. A
good plan this, and one which will cost a committee only a trifle ;

and easily adopted too, for each town has a union workhouse,
and each workhouse as a rule has its boy baud. JIany a time
I have had a diiHculty in finding where a poultry show was held,
for placards do not appeal to the eye like flags, and a few notes
of music are best of all.
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I find the Com Exchange, a good-sized skylight-voofed build-

ing. The poultry pens arranged around and across, and—also

a good plan—a refreshment stall plain to yiew, and not hidden
away in some adjoining room. This should always he, for a

modern refreshment bar with its neat-dressed and pretty damsels

is always a pleasing sight. And now for a first peep at the

poultry, next week for criticism. Poultry about iiO pens, and
of Pigeons about 70—not a large show, but a show of, what at a

glance I perceive, choice birds. The arrangements seem good ;

a solid zinc back to each poultry pen, which not only prevents

the tails being injured, but in addition shows off the birds to

adTantage.
The Dorkings are a fairly good lot ; the Spanish very good,

and the Cochins extremely good and numerous. The Dark
Brahmas contained some grand birds. The Light Brahmas
were strong and remarkable as a class ; while the Game must,

alas ! be marked down as few and not good. Hamburgh breeders

missed a chance in not sending their birds, for in the Silver-

pencilled there were but two entries, in the Gold-spangled but
one. Few but very nice, must be the verdict as to the pretty-

plnmaged Hamburghs ; while there were, on the other hand,
more Polands than of any class of Hamburghs. The French
fowls showed well. Any other variety few and good. Game
Bantams very strong, and good too ; but Mr. Entwisle left every-

body else to whistle for the prizes, he carrying off all. Among
the Black Bantams there were many very good birds, but, alas !

few Sebrights and none Silver. Among the Aylesbury Ducks
were Mr. Fowler's, which is saying enough in their praise. The
Bouens were nearly all noticed ; and among the Blacks were the

peerless ones from WUtshire, those of Mr. Sainsbury, of Devizes.
The Selling class was large, and the first prize was for the best

cock and hen, but it was given to a Duck and drake. Bather
funny this, though no doubt the Duck and drake were the best

birds. Of the Pigeons I will speak nest week.
Up comes friend Martin, and soon 1 am in the thick of a

number of kindly committee-men, while the friendly Vice-Ghair-
man makes himself known to me, and the Hon. Secretary shows
me every attention. But I want my dinner, and am recom-
mended to the Crown Hotel close by, a recommendation tho-

roughly deserved—a wide-extending, pleasant old hostelry.

Here I leave off my account for a while, merely adding that the
prize list, which, to the infinite credit of the managers of the
Show, was out in good time on the first day, was given last

week.
—

'Wii-TSHXBE Rector.

BUCKWHEAT FOB FOWLS.
Havino seen several intiulries and answers lately about this

grain, I think it may be well again to state my experience of it

directly in your columns. I am quite puzzled to tell why it is

so constantly affirmed that it is not good food, and that the

birds do not like it, for my experience is the direct contrary

;

and not only so, but I have during the last few years recom-
mended it to many scores of persons, and in no one case have I

foand their experience different from my own. I always find

that fowls prefer it to any grain they can have, and if a mixture
be thrown down containing all grain, the buckwheat will always
be picked up first, maize nest, and then other corn. Fowls
that have never had it will sometimes stare at it the first time,

but they quickly begin to pick it up. I cannot see that it is at

all stimulating or forcing diet, and the mere fact that it is the
common poultry food in France, and even here for Pheasants,
should be enough to dispel such an 'dea. It requires, however,
to be given with common sense, not owing to its qualities, but
simply on account of its colour. If it is thrown upon grass the
fowls cannot thrive, for the simple reason that the buckwheat is

so nearly the colour of the ground that it can hardly be found
by the birds, and they are really starved. It has sometimes
struck me that perhaps this may be the reason of our poultry
editor's ill success with it. But if it be thrown on a bare
place where it can be seen, there is no difficulty, and I
have constantly given it to fowls which have never seen it

before.

Buckwheat is also capital food for chickens. They will eat it

at three weeks old, when other grain must be cracked for them,
and they, too, will eat more of it than of any other grain except
whole grits. Some years ago I fed on buckwheat meal ground
up with husk and all for one season, and the chickens did well,
and grew very large. I should have repeated the experiment
but for the difficulty of getting the buckwheat ground. Of late,

indeed, the grain itself has been very scarce and dear, owing,
nodoubt, to the late war; hence it is not at present so relatively
cbexp a food as formerly, but even now I think it as cheap as
barley, being a heavier grain.—L. Wbioht.

are fourth and even fifth prizes in some of the classes. All the

prizes are liberal, and in addition there are sixty-two silver cups.

The entries close on the 20th instant.

Cbtstal P.U.ACE Poultry, Pioeos, an-d E.abbit Show.—Great
improvement appears here. The Judges' names are published,
anu, for the most part, the single-bird system is adopted. There

BAKTAM COCK BROODY.
In reference to the Bantam cock I mentioned in my note to

you (page 225), I would say in answer to the query, " Is he the

father of the brood ? " Undoubtedly so. I had the little hen
four years ago, and the cock I bought two years ago—a cockerel,

and I have had no other Bantam cock. I have a large Cochin

cock, but the Bantams are the Black-breasted Game, and there

is no doubt about the brood nor yet about the cock, for he is

very attentive to his hen. I set her upon seven eggs—she
hatched six.

I would add that he continued to sit until I prevented him by
taking the nest away. I almost regret I did not give him some
eggs. Since I prevented him from sitting he gets every night

the hen and chickens into a nest bos, and they all huddle-up as

close as possible. The hen had quite left the chickens before,

and had laid again. I have been to look this evening, and they

are all in the nest closely huddled-up. He always roosted high

before.—G. C.

COMMITTEES AND JUDGES OF POULTBY
SHOWS.

I AM residing some distance from the turmoil of the " busy

city," and not in a poultry-show district, nevertheless I take an
interest in the question, and am not without the laurels of

former days, now somewhat faded. I will try to take a common-
sense view of it, and should your space allow, wUl visit your

columns from time to time.

Two subjects seem to be on the boards at present—one, the

publication of judges' names before the entries close ; and the

other, the continual scolding of committee-men. This latter

backed by threatening letters.

As a rule, the committee-men of a poultry show work very

hard, and when all is wound-up, they have to be losers of money.
Most of them are real amateurs working for the love of the pur-

suit, and content to do so, with only one certainty in view—viz.,

that under no circumstances can they be gainers. I believe,

with the exception of one or two shows which are speculations,

this is true of nearly every show in the kingdom, and that the

committee-men will bear me out. Two scoldings appear last

week ; one blames because the men who have to handle the birds

are not adepts at it. Not one man in a hundred could do so,

and that man is very seldom of those who wiU take employment
for a day or two.

Next,'if the judges' names are not published, the public is

advised not to send their birds to the show. If I were a com-

mittee-man, this threat would not disturb my slumbers. Who
would be the sufferer if the show did not take place ? Certainly

not the committee-men or honorary secretary. They would

save time and money. The sufferer would be the exhibitor.

His birds are useless, and still worse, valueless unless thev can

be shown ; and instead of throwing difficulty in the way of the

hard-worked and unpaid official, he should in most cases thank

him for the trouble he takes, and make his labour as light as

possible.

I believe shows are profitable only to the exhibitor, and that

he cannot do without them.—X. W. Z.

MISREPRESENTATIONS AND JUDGES' NAMES.
RuMOUK has erroneously stated that E. Hewitt, Esq., has de-

clined to judge at any more shows for the present. I am enabled

to contradict at once this statement, for he has promised to

officiate at the Ipswich Show, October Idth.

In reference to pubUshing the names of judges, there is con-

siderable difficulty in so doing. What committee would like to

publish an array of names as judges, and at the last moment,
perchance, not have sufficient entries for one ? A great deal has

been said about the judges knowing Mr. A's or Mr. B's birds ; no

doubt such is the case sometimes. Then, why not place every

exhibitor's name upon his exhibits prior to the judges making

their awards ? for, if we have confidence in our judges, what
signifies their knowing to whom the specimens belong ?—W. B.

Jeffries, Ipswich,

KiLMABMOCK Show.—This has the merit of offering good prizes

for poulti-y. Pigeons, and Canaries, but Rabbits had better have

been omitted rather than have only two classes-" Any fancy

variety " and " Common." No judge can do justice to exhibits

in such a classification. We think that there is equity lu re-

quiring an extra shilling from exhibitors who wish to contend

for the special prizes, but we agree with a correspondent in sur-

prise that of those twenty-seven special prizes twenty-five are
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" mantelpiece timepieces." We cannot publish letters we have
on this. The Judges' names are published.

LONG SUTTON POULTRY SHOW.
The past week of fine weather has proved an advantage to the

Long Sutton Agricultural Society, that can only be understood
by those who have seen their shows under a series of misfor-
tunes through unfavourable weather. Last year from this
cause there was a deficit of nearly t'200. The entries at the
Show held on the 24th and 25th of September were the best
ever received by the Society, and the specimens were placed
under an excellent wooden building erected for the purpose,
and Turner's pens placed in single tiers showed them to ad-
vantage.
In Dorkings a Grey cock was first, and of the three birds that

put in appearance he w.a3 certainly a grand bird, though only
beating the Silver-Grey cockerel in the nest class by size, the
latter being as perfect in all other respects. The first-prize hen
in the Dark Grey class was, without doubt, perfection in all

points ; the second being large, but not in the same bloom. A
veteran Silver-Grey hen was first, and a good White second in
the nest class ; but neither bird was in high condition. In
Cochin cockerels the cup was awarded to a capital Buff, the
second going to a good Lemon; and in the next class a White
was first, and Partridge second and third. In Cochin hens also
the cup went to the Buff, this pullet being well made up and an
excellent colour; and in hens of any other colour a good Par-
tridge stood first, and White second. Bralimas.—Light cocks
were a good class, the winners being both large and well marked,
although the first-prize cockerel was somewhat creamy ; but
these were thoroughly beaten by the Dark cockerel in the next
class, which is more like a cock than anything else both in size
and feathering, the second bird in the same class being beaten
only in shape of back and tail. Light Brahma pullets were a
most extraordinary class, not only in numbers but in quality

—

such a show, in fact, seldom or never having been seen at this
time of year; and the cup for heus was carried off by this
colour, although there were also some grand pullets in the Dark
class. In the Hamburgh classes the entries were but poor,
which we believe has been the case at most of the shows this
season. There was only one Gold-spangled cock, as also Silver-
pencilled cock, yet the latter was so good as to win the cup for
the Pencilled section ; the Gold-pencils proving but poor, and a
Silver-pencil pullet also securing the other cup. Spanish cocks
had but three entries, and the best of these did not put in ap-
pearance tiU the following day, and the rest were but moderate
birds, though the hens made up for the deficiency of the cocks
in that respect. Polish were an extraordinary lot, but not in the
best feather ; the size and closeness of crests were uncommonly
good. In French fowls both firsts were awarded to Creve-Cccurs,
as also the extra prize ; in cocks the second and third going to
La Flcche and Houdan, and in hens Creve-Cceur and Houdan.
There were but fourteen entries in the two Game classes, and
the cup awarded to a nice Duckwing cockerel in fuU feather,
closely pressed, however, by a gi-and old Brown Bed hen in the
nest class. In the .A.ny other variety class the cup and first
prizes were carried off by Black Hamburghs, the former going
to a grand pullet ; the second in cocks going to Malay, and in
hens to Silky. Although the entries in Banta7ns were very
good and there were some excellent birds, yet we do not con-
sider that as classes they were nearly so good as in some previous
years; the Blacks being particularly poor, though there was
considerable progress in the Brown Red Game. The cup for
Game was won by Black Reds, and in the next section by pure
White Sebrights, although in the opinion of some the' second-
prize Golden were quite equal in quality.
There were some handsome Pheasants shown, the first being

Swinhoe, second Gold, and third Silver. Ornamental birds
were not equal to last year. The Rouen Ducks were very good,
and the Aylesburys fair specimens, and there were some rarities
in the Variety class, a grand pair of YellowbiUs being first,
Viduata Whistlers second, and Carolinas third. There were
some capital Turkeys in both classes, as also Geese, though
some of the latter were bad in colour, but very large. Capital
Toulouse won both first prizes.
The sale classes are generally a gi-eat feature in this Show, and

the present proved no exception, many cheaji birds being shown.
The cup for the greatest number of points for local exhibitors
was won by T. M. Derry, Esq.
The Pigeon classes were well supported, and it will only be

necessary to see the names of the exhibitors to get a guarantee
of the excellence of the birds, the classes in which we were
particularly struck being the Carriers, Trumpeters, Fantails,
and -Mmond Tumblers, though we should not omit to mention
the Barbs, the winning birds in all classes being small and goodm all points. In the SeUing class Barbs were first and Yellow
Dragoons second.
Babbits were a fine lot, the Lop-ears measuring in an un-

precedented manner, the first in bucks being a well-shown Sooty-

fawn, 23 by 5 inches, with a grand head and fine quality of ear

;

the second being also of that colour, not as high in condition
and fur, but otherwise good, and 23 by 4^, the remainder being
also good in measurement. The does, however, completely took
the shine out of the bucks, the former being large and superior
in colour and marking, many grand Rabbits having to be con-
tent with high commendations. The first was a Black-and-
white, 23 by 4j, and the second of that colour 22 by 4i, the latter
losing somewhat in marking also as compared with the former.
The cup for Rabbits was awarded in this class. In bucks of

any other variety a large well-shown Angora was first, and a
Grey-and-white Dutch second; and in does, Himalayan was
first and .Angora second. With the exception of the first-prize

buck there was nothing of striking merit in Silver-Greys. In
the Selling class Lop-ears won both prizes.
In consequence of the unfortunate illness of both Mr. Hewitt

and Mr. Massey, the Poultr;/ were judged by Messrs. Hutton
and Hedley, the Babbits by Mr. Hutton. Mr. EsquUant judged
the Pigeons.

DoRKiuGS.— Coloured.—Cock.—BxiTB, Rev. E. Bartrum, Great Berihamp
stead. 2, T. C. Burnell. S, W. H. Robson. Ami other rarUty.— Cock.—
1, Wren and Page, Lnwestoft. S.T.Wbiting. 3. A. Darbv. Bridgnorth. Coloured.
Hfn.—Extra. A. Darby. 2, H. LiiiBwoud. Needham Market. S. T. C. Burnell.
he, Rev. E. Bartrum; E. W. Soutbwood, Fakenham. Silver-Grey or White.—
Hen.—\, Wren & Page. 2. O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot. S. A. Darby.
he. Wren & Page, c, T. Whitinfr (21.

Cochins.—Bi/if.—Cocfc.—Extra, L.idv Gwydvr, Stoke Park, Ipswicb. 2, C,
Sedgwick. Keighley. 3, H. Lingwood. "c, W.'G. Purilon. Driaield; W. Mitchell.
Any other variety.— Coek.—\, R. S. y. Woodgate, Pemburv, Tunbridge Wells.
2, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 3, C. Sedgwick. Jic, W.'G. Purdon. Buff.—
H^n.—Extra, Lady Gwydyr. 2, C. Sedgwick. S, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham.
he, C. Bloodworth ; H. Ltugwond. c, A. Darbv ; W. Mitchell. Any other
variety.—Hen.—1, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3, C. Sedgwick.
tie. H. Beldon.
Brahmas.—I,([7;((.— CocA-.—1, Lady Gwydyr. 2. H. Lingn-ood. 3, J. Blood-

worth. /tr. J. Long; H. Draycol't, Humberstone, Leicester. Dark.—Cock,
—Extra, H. Lingwood. 2, J. H. Pickles, Birkdale. Southport. 3. W. R.
Garner. Liijht —Hen.—\ and Extra, Lady Gwydyr. 2, H. Lingwood. 3, P.
Haines. /tc.M. Leon. Danstablo (2); W. Ford; K, Fulton, London ; H. Beldon;
H.Draycott. Hart.— Hi <i.—I. H. Lingwood. 2, H. Marriott. 3, T. F. AnsdeU.
he, W. R. Garner ; T. F. Ansdell. c, E. Pritohard.
Hambubghs.- Go^i-spanflfcfi.

—

Cock.—i, J. Rollinson. Lindley, Otley. Gold-
peneilled.—Coek—l. A.Si\\eT. 2, H. Beldon. 3, C. Bloodwjrth. Silver-spanrlled.
—Coek.—l, H. Beldon. 2. C. Parsons. 8ilver-l>encilled—Coek. — F.xtra, H.
Beldon. GoZrf-siMndlcci-Hen.-1, W. .1. Hyde. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. KoUinson.
he. T. May, Wolverhampton; T. Bliikeman. Gold'PenciUed.— Hen.— l. H.
Beldon. 2, W. K. Tickner. Ipswich. 3. W. Speakman, Nanlwich. Siloer-
'ii/annled.-IIen—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Rollinson. Silver-ijeiieiUed.—Hen.—
Extra, H. Beldon.
Spanish.-CocA;.—1. H. Beldon, 2, W. Hodgson. Hen.—l and 3, Mrs, Tonkin.

2, H. Beldon.
PoLANLS. — Cock. — 1 and 2. H. Beldon. 3. A. Darbv. Ben. — Extra, H.

Beldon. 2, A. Darbv. 3. C. Bloodworth. c. J. Nelson ; C. Bloodworth.
Fkench —Coc4-.—I, E. B. Wood, Uttoxeler (Crcve-Cojur). 2, Rev, N. J. Ridley,

Newburv (La Fleche). 3, W. Dring. Faversham (Houdan). he, G. W. Hibbert,
Goiiley, Manchester. Hch.—Extra, R, E. Wood (Creve-Cffiur). 2 and 3, W.
Dring'{Crcve-Caiur and Houdan). he, Mrs. Vallance, c, G. W. Hibbert.
Game.—Cocfc.—Extra, E. Bell, Burton-on-Trent. 2, H. E. Martin, sculthorpe,

Fakenbaiu. 3, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. he, A. Cantv. c, H. E. Martin.
Hen.— 1. H. E. Martin. 2, S. Matthew. 8, A. Canty, (re, 'j. Nelson; A, Canty ;

E. W. Soutbwood.
ANY OTHKR Variety.—Coc/c—1, H. Beldon. 2. Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrewsbury,

3. E. W. .Soutbwood. Hen.— Extra, H. Beldon. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3,

Rpv A. G. Brooke, he, W. Capon : Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury ; E. W. Soutbwood.
BxiiTA^s.—Game .—Black-orettsted lied.—2. J. Nelson. 3, J. Rollinson. 4, A.

Ashlev. Extra, W. F. Entwisle, Westheld, Bradford, he, T. Barker. Brown-
hreaMed Red —I, J, Nelson. 2 and S, W. F. Entwisle. 4, T. Barker, Buroley,
.Ann other eolour.—l and 2. W. F. Entwisle. 8, J. Mayo. 4. T. Ijbrker.
Bantams—B?<(cfc.—1, B'rs. Mayo. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. 3, H. Beldon.

.4?!!/ (j/';cr variety —E\ir&, H. Yardlcy. 2,M. Leno. 3,H. B. Smith, Brongbton.
he, M. Leno ; H. Beldon.
Pheasants.-2 and Extra. M. Leno. 3 and he, Miss E. F. Clarke.
Ornamental BiKDs.—l,G. Howes. 2. O. E. Cresswell. 3. C. H. Jibb.
Ducas. — Bouen. — Extra, W. N. Robson. 2. S. H. Stott, Rochdale. 3, J.

Nelson, ftc, T. M. Derry ; S, U. Stott. Aylesbury.—1,1!. Sea.r. 2, T. P. Carver,
Langtborpe, Boroughbridge. 3, W. H. Eobson. Any otlter variety.—\ and2, M.
Leno. 3 and he, H. B. Smith.
TORKET !— Cock. — Extra, T. Jt. Derry. 2, Rev. 'N. J. Ridley. 3, M. Kew,

JIarket Overton, Oakham, he, Mrs. P. Harris. Hen.—l, M. Kew. 2, W. B.
Etches. 3, T. M. Derry. he, Mrs, P. Harris.
Gefse.—Ganiier—1. H. Beldon. 2, T. M. Derry. 3, S. H. Stott. he, O. A.

Young, Goose—1, H. Beldon. 2, T. M. Derrv. 3, 's. H. Stott.
Selling Class.— A'o. l.—l. T. M. Derrv ICarabridge Turkey). 2, E. Craw-

ford. 3, Miss M. E. Campaln (Avlesburv Drake), he. T. M. Derrv (Gander)
(2): A. Cole (21; T. P. Carver;' W. A. Burnell (Bull Cochin); E. Hancock
(Houdan); J.Ward (Brahma); T. Sear (Aylesbury Drake). A'o. 2.—Extra, E.
Crawford. 2, T. M. Derrv (Partridge Cochin). 8, Miss M. E. Campain. lie, A.
Cole; H.M.Harvey (Buff Cochin) ; F.Saul (Hamburghs).

PIGEONS.
CiTiBiF.Rs.—Black.—Coek.—\, H.Yardley, Birmingham. 2, R. Fulton, Loudon,

/ic, W. Massey: R. Fulton; R. H, Blackcock, c, F. W. Metcalfe, Cambridge.
Hrn.—l and 2, R. Fulton.
Carriers —Ann other colour.— Coek.—\ and 2, R. Fulton (Dun), he, A.

Storrar (Dun). Hen.—Extra and 2. R. Fulton (Dun), he, VV. Massey (Dun);
W. Bulmer (Dun) ; R. P. Spencer, Hereford.
Carriers.~VoHn{7.—l, W. Slassev (Black). 2, W. Bulmer (Dun), he, W.

Massey (-2); H. B. Massey: R. Fulton (Black); A. Billycald.
PouTf.Hs.- Coc/.-.— 1, T. Rule, Durham. 2, A. Storrar. he, R. Fulton; H.

Pratt. Hen.— 1 and 2, K. Fulteii.
Trumpeters.— 1 and c, R. Fulton. 2, T. Rule.
Fantails.—Extra, T. Rule. 2, ,1. Walker, he, J. F. Loversidge; R. Fnltoaj

O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bag.^hot: J. Walker.
Ivyim.r.^ii.-Almond.— \ and he. R. Fulton. 2. H. Yardlcy. .4ny other colour.

—1, J, Ford. London. 2, W. Woodhouse (Beards or Balds), he, Mrs, A. Wood-
house (Balds or Beards); H.Yardley.
Owls.—Extra, J. Gardner. Preston. 2, H. Yardlev.
Barbs.—Cocfc.—l, .T. Firth. Dewsburv. 2. R. "Fulton, he, J. Firth : 'W.

^lassey. e, W. H. Tomlinson, Newark, Hen.—l. R. FuHoii, 2, J. Firth.
Youn(i.—l and 2, J. Firth, he, T. H, Dows, Boston ; W. Massey ; S. Warren ; C.
G. Cave, Spalding.
*\ntwerps.—1. H. R. Wright. 2, .1. Lister. Keigbley;
.lAroDiNs.—Extra. R. Fulton. 2. R. Helliwell.
TuRBiTS.—l, G. H. Gregory. 2, O, E. Cresswell. /ic, R Fulton.
Dkawuons.—1, F. Lee. Nuntwich, Cheshire. 2, A. ^V. Wren, Lowcsto:t, he

R. DoDger, jun, ; J. Walker, c, G. H. Gregory.
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AST OTHER Variety —1, T. H. Dowa (Red Blaspies). 2, H. Yardley. he, J,
S. Price (Rants); R, Fiiltoo.
Sblltno Class-—1. H. B. Massey ( Barbal. 9, W. A. Wren (Yellow Dragoons).

ft«. A. Southwell (Silver Mealy Owls); W. Nottaite. Nonhanipton (2). c, A.
SUyer (White Fantails); C. G. Care (Barbs); J. Wallter (White Dragoons); R.
P. Spencer ; R. Helliwell (Archangel).

RABBITS.
Lop.—Bucit.—1. F. Banks. London. 2, J. Cranch, St. John's Wood, he, F. .T.

Smith; J. Hame, York; C. WinwarJ. c, Miss E. Alinston. Dof —Y.xtra, F.
Banks. 2. J. Hnme. he, F.J. Smith; 0. Kiim ; A. C.Wiseman; J. II. Barra-
cloiij;h ; R Baffbam ; K. Banks : J. C. * H. Ehvis.
Any other Pure Breed.—Burfc.—l, C. .\rthur. Melksham. 2. J. Boyle, Jan.,

BlaoVbum. he, F. J. Smith ; G. P. i R. Hackett ; T. Garner ; W. Bowes ; E. S.

Smith ; C. Winward ; W. H. Tomlinson. />oc.—1, F. -T. Smith, East Dereham

;

F..^;. Smith. 2, S. Ball, Bradford. )ic, T. Garner ; W. Bower; P. Badham ; E.
S. Smith.
Heaviest.—], J. Bowman, Y*ork. 2, W. HoUiday, Wakefield, hr, H. Brifigs.

Silver.Grey.—1, S. Ball. 2, \V. B. Etches, Whitechnrch. he, E, Brummitt

;

E, S. Smith ; J. Boyle, jiin.

Seli-ivg Cr.A93.—1. W. Beety, Long Sutton, 2, G. Goodwin, Long Sutton.
he, C. King; R. BnSham. c, E. Dring.

fourteeu to eighteen pens entered, which make a splendid show,
and answer much better for the funds.

—

Nearly a B.vld and
Quite a Be.ied.

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
The second article of " R. W." on this subject treats some-

what over-gravely my petty-sessions anecdote, introduced by
me as beinj; humorous, for I like humour. Then, he thinks me
" hypercritical " in asking the meaning he attaches to the words
" I believe." I venture to think I am not. Thus, if I say to a
man, " Are you sure of it?" and he says, "I believe bo," his

meaning is, " Well, to the best of my belief it is so, but I am
not sure." Having been lately for several days together sifting

evidence, or watching ic being sifted, and finding so much ap-
parently true breaking down on careful examination, I was the
more on the look-out for any flaw in this matter of polygamy in

Pigeons. " R. W." speaks now very carefully, and uses the
words " presumptive evidence." I think it woiild be very in-

teresting if " R. W." would exhibit at the nest Crystal Palace
Show his polygamous Pigeons, both the pairs and the young,
with a descriptive card on the pen.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

HojtE Attachiient of Pigeons.—Of the wonderful power that
Pigeons possess of finding their way to the cote where they were
hatched and reared, a case occurred in Bradford (Torks) recently.
Mr. John Mills, of 14, Richmond Road, who has a choice collec-

tion of Belgian race Pigeons, received a consignment of young
birds and a pair of old ones from Belgium lately. After the
Pigeons had been in Mr. Mills' loft a week or two the old male
bird escaped, and the female also managed to follow her lord.

It was supposed that the pair were lost, and Mr. Mills did not
expect to hear of them again, A few days afterwards, however,
to his great surprise, he received a letter from his friend in
Belgium, whence the birds had been brought to Bradford, to

say that both birds had returned to their Belgian home, and, as

a proof of this, the Pigeons were returned to Mr, Mills at Brad-
ford, and are now in his possession, along with a number of

yonng Pigeons from the same strain. As Bradford and Belgium
are separated by sevt^ral hundred miles, and the sea has to be
crossed, this long flight of the birds over an unknown tract of

country is very remarkable.

CANARIES AT THE CRYSTAL PAL.-^CE SHOW.
Ix reply to Mr. Blakston's remarks in your last week's Journal

respecting the character of the birds exhibited by Messrs. Bern-
rose >t Orme at the last Crystal Palace Show, will you kindly
permit me to vindicate the course taken by the Judges on that
occasion ?

I claimed that extraordinary coloured Ticked Buff Norwich,
216, and it proved to bo utterly worthless, neither retaining nor
perpetuating the colour in the slightest degree. I have it now
sound in health, perfect in feather, moulted a green-tinted straw
colour, and in the same cage one of Mr. Flexney's and Adams
and Athersnch's; these have retained tlieir colour in proper
proportion. The price of the bird was 40s., and for the purpose
claimed it was not worth as many pence. I am informed I am
not the only person who purchased a specimen of this stamp
exhibited by Messrs. Bemrose .t Orme. May I ask. Would
exhibitors generally consider sncli birds eligible for competi-
tion ?—E. J. Tkoake, 12e, White Ladies' Road, Clifton, Bristol

Weight of Eoos.—It has been ascertained, by careful experi-
ment, that the average weight for a dozen of eggs is 'Z2{ ozs.
The largest eggs weigh 24 ozs. per dozen, and the smallest only
141 0Z3.

—

{Canada Farmer.)

Mi.sr.iKE IN Pigeon Phizes.—I wish to draw committees' at-
tention to a mistake in the schedules they send out in the
present day. They offer prizes for Almond Tumblers and
Tumblers any other variety, of which we generally see three and
sometimes fonr pens entered for competition. Then, of late the
committees have a class for Balds or Beards, and we see from

THE BAR-FRAME HIVE.
It is well known that, in my opinion, this hive is not so good

as some others of simpler construction for the accumulation of
honey, and the convenience of bees. We can teach bees nothing,
and common sense and experience go haud-in-hand to convince
honest bee-keepers that complications of all kinds in hives are
hindrauces rather than helps to them. Bar-frame hives are,
nevertheless, pretty extensively used by amateur apiarians.
They are useful to those who are engaged in scientific research.
My aim now is to ask if no imj^rovement can be made in this
kind of hive ?

The most improved bar-frame I have ever seen is, I think,
capable of further improvement. Let the reader think for a
moment only of the difficulty and toil of reaching the bars inside
the hive. The top of the hive has to be unscrewed by the use
of a screwdriver—four long nails have to be withdrawn—the top
or lid gently raised and put aside, then both hands of the bee-
master are employed in lifting-out a bar of comb covered with
bees. In doing this, or even in holding the comb, considerable
risk is run of being stung, for the slightest shake of the hand or
puff of breath may offend the bees and cause them to rise as a
cloud, and dait at our faces with vicious intentions. Again,
when a super is placed on a hive of this kind, how can the
bars be got at ? The lid or top is immovealile now, and the
hive must not be touched or meddled with till the super be
removed.
Both theoretically and practically the bar-framers are markedly

imperfect and unsatisfactory. These hives are solely for the
convenience of the bee-masters, and, therefore, let me now sug-
gest that an effort be made by some practical bee-keeper and
hive-maker to produce a bar-frame hive to open at the back and
not at the top. If the back part or quarter of the hive were hung
on two brass hinges and closed with two thumb-screws, how
much easier it would be to reach and handle the bars. Of
course, this suggestion implies that the bars would be con-
structed to move backwards and forwards—in other words, to
be easily withdrawn laterally or horizontally. A very moderate
amount of mechanical contrivance will enable some hive-makers
to accomplish this, and I think a little perseverance in the
same direction may lead them to an achievement that will be
highly satisfactory.

Is it not possible to invent a sheet of thin elastic m.aterial,

call it a brush, aud fix it between the opening back door and the
bars, which would sweep all the bees oft the bars back iuto the
hive, as the bars are withdrawn ? I think it is possible to do all

this, aud that this kind of hive will not approach perfection till

some such improvement be introduced. A hive with the im-
provements herein suggested would do much to popularise bee-
keeping amongst ladies, and probably bring some of them to the
front as our instructors. The most timid person could then
with finger and thumb easily open the door, take out and ex-
amine the brood and honeycombs, and replace them without
risk or fear.

At another time I may discuss the merits of the bar-frame
hive ; in this letter I am seeking to improve it, aud probably
some readers with more inventive genius and mechanical con-
trivance may be able to suggest further improvements, and
carry all into a hive that will command the admiration of the
bee-loving community.—A. Pettigeew, Sale., Cheshire.

HONEY HARVEST IN EAST LOTHIAN.
TnE description of the honey harvest given by " B. &W.," Mr.

Fox, and others, applies equally well to that of East Lothian, or
the county of Haddington. The clover was a total failure here,
and the weather so cold and dry during the early part of the
season that they got no honey to store—barely suflicient to keep
them breeding, and numbers never swarmed at all. They were
sent to the heather the first week in August, and the heather
at that time was in fine condition, and those having plenty of

bees in their hives had every prospect of obtaining a lot of

heather honey. But, alas ! our hopes are all blasted: wet and
cold weather have prevented the bees from getting out to gather
the honey, so that out of about three hundred skeps in this

locality, I do not expect there are a dozen finished supers, and
those wliich were deficient in bees have made nothing; so that

many will die uuless liberally fed.

Out of twenty-oue of my own lot two are dead, and they
average a gain of nearly >s lbs. each at the heather, but no
supers are put into the body of the hive. They seem to have
ceased breeding shortly after they wore sent to the heather, aud
my average is mado-up by one or two strong, very strong, skeps.

One in a ten-bar Woodbury, in the spring, as soon as it was
filled with bees, I moved into a box with fourteen bars. When
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that bad been filled, it was put into a bos having twenty-three

bars. The queen kept on filling all these bars with brood, and

the hive never swarmed. It weighed 91 lbs. when it was sent

to the heather, and 116 lbs. when it returned, having gained

22 lbs., but all was put into the bars and none into the supers.

Had it been a favourable season it should have given me 30 to

40 lbs. of super honey. Another has gained 28 lbs.

Some of my neighbours whose stocks did not swarm have

a few supers, but none well finished so far as I can learn. A
ten-bar Woodbury we find large enough in most seasons for

this locality, unless uniting, which is extensively practised here

and with uniform success at all seasons of the year, except the

winter.
Honey is now eagerly inquired after, and a higher price than

last year is already offered for it.—Alex. Shearek, Yestcr

Garden, Haddington.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Northern Coldmbarian Societv {J. Q. D.).—We cannot comply with

your request.

Spanish Cock's Face Yellowish (C. T.).—Discoloration of a Spanish

cock's face may arise from many causes; among them are picking by the

pullets, and discharge from the white face immediately round the eye. The
only treatment for the first is to separate the bird from the pullets and to

dress the spots with citron ointmeut. For the second you must carefully

sponge and wipe out the discoloured spots, especially if there be any creases

in it, and then dress it with powdered alum. Bathing with cold water is also

a very good thing for it.

Stones for Grinding Oats {L. J. S.).—We believe the stones are from

Brittany. The first quality of stoue is required, but the dressing is the more
important part. However good the stone may be, if it be dressed in the ordi-

nary way nothing is accomplished. We have no doubt you can get every

information from Mr. Corcoran, sen., Mark Lane. It is his business, and he

thoroughly understands it.

Dorkings' Feet Corned (H. F. JT.).—When the wound or excrescence is

round, the skin being destroyed in the middle of the circle, we have no hope

of recovery. It is a rare thing to happen to a cockerel, but is not uncommun
in an adult or old bird. It is ";:;eueraUy caused by tho great weight of the body.

As a rule, it is vei-y rare where fowls are kept on grass ; it is very common
where they have only gravel iu their runs. As he is young we should turn

him into food; he will never be a satisfactory stock bird. If you are deter-

mined to treat him, moisten tho callosities with oil or warm water ; remove

as much of them as you can without causing bleeding ; apply citron ointment,

or, if more convenient, plain spermaceti to each foot ; bind it in a rag so that

no dirt shall come in contact with it, and allow the bhd to run only on grass

or on something equally soft and yielding. We do not promise a cure, but we
know this will relieve it. We, howevei", repeat we should eat him.

Ground Oats (A. A. V. ff.).—They seem good, bat we cauuot bear testi-

mony to them untried.

Indian Corn—Feeding Spanish Chickens (Rossini).—It is impossible

to say how much corn seven young chickens should eat. If it is the only food

they have they will soon begin to fall off. It is deficient in all the elements

necessai-y for the gi-owth of chickens. If it is not the only food, you should

tell us what else they have. As a rule, Spanish chickens are hard to rear, and

require not uuly constant feeding but great variety of food. They seldom lay

till they are eight weeks old. Give them ground oats, dough, chopped egg,

bread and cheese, and chopped table scraps. Above all, feed them the last

thing at night and first iu the morning. No fowl makes a better retui'n for

care and painstaking than a Spanish chicken.

Spanish Fowls (.4. T. ir.).—The legs of Spanish should be blue, not black.

It is very beneficial to shut-up these fowls in a darkened room for ten days

before exhibition.

Mrs. Arkwright's Dorkings.—Mrs. Arkwright informs us that the cock-

erel and pullet which won the first prize at Middleton, and which our report

says were moderate and deficient, obtained three days afterwards the first

prize at Crewe, and our report says the class was as good as any of this season.

We do not see that the reports are contradictory ; but if they were it would

only be evidence that different reporters differ in judgment. We add for

om-selves that Mrs. Ai-kwright's birds would need no defence, even if they are

not always equally good.

Aylesbury Poultry Show.—The highly commended birds in the Variety

class of Bantams were Capt. F. G. Coleridge's Japanese and Mr. Wilkinson's

Gold-laced Sebrights. Those exhibited by Mr. Vigera were not noticed.

Poultry and Pigeon House.—Mr. Gamett says, "I have a poultry and
Pigeon house pretty nearly of the same pattern you recommeud in your
Journal of the iHth ult., except that the nests themselves form the partition

between the roosting and sitting houses. Each nest is 16 iuches wide by
14 inches deep, and 14 inches high, and tho back of the nest is formed of a

loose board, which will slide. When a hen wants to sit the slide is taken

from the back and put in the front of the nest, thereby removing the hen
into the sitting house without touching her, which is a great advantage, as a

hen always prefers to sit where she has been accustomed to lay."

Wood Pigeons (W. M. O.).—You can get them at Baily'a, 113, Mount
Street. They will do very well in such a space as you describe.

Stock Weighing Fourteen Pounds (Pumeroy, Co. Tyrone).—Feed-up
at once to the full weight of t^O or 25 lbs. Finish before November, and, if

necessary, feed again in March or April.

Mouldy Comhs in a Hive {A. M. C).—We should advise you to cut away
any mouldy comb which may be found in your hive. It can only be produc-
tive of mischief. The vacancy caused by its removal will improve the venti-

lation of the hive in the winter, but we would cover it up with something
warm, as we ourselves do in severe weather. You can easily remove the comb
after a slight fumigation with rags or brown paper. Do it at once.

Hives to Prevent Swarming {F. E. Stacker).—There are many hives
made which profess to prevent swarming, but none of them can be said abs^i-

lutely to prevent it in any and every case. Bees will sometimes be iien'f rse

and have their own way. We have known them swarm out of a fair-sized hive,

before it was filled with comb, without any assignable reason. In general,

however, bees will not swarm in seasons that are fairly rich in honey if you
give them freo access at the proper time to fair-sized supers.

Obtaining Honey for Sale (F. E. Mailer).—With your present intention

to increase your stock of bees and sell honey next year, we think you would
do well to buy two or thi-ee more stocks at once. The present time is favour-

able for making purchases, and is also the time to give weak stocks all the

food they may require for the winter. Water and sugiir boiled are preferable

to beer and sugar.

Wintering Bees (A Ladrj Bee-keeper, MomnouthshiTe).—Your outer case

being rather larger than the Woodbury hive is not objectionable. In the

event of a very severe frost, the cavity between the hive and case could be

filled with rags or other warm materials ; or as soon as feeding is completed
a piece of old carpet or sacking might be flung around the hive, and over all

the case. The lid may remain unscrewed down till spring. Contract the

doors of hives to prevent mice going in during the winter.

Salvia nemoralis {M. C).—We believe the plant mentioned is better

known as Salvia eyivestris. We cannot say where you can obtain seeds of it.

All the common Salvias and Nepetas afford favourite pasturage for bees. The
journal is not published in England; it is an American publication.

Pumpkins (T. M.).—Whether large or small, their flesh may ho mixed with
apples for pies or puddings, or boiled and mashed aa turnips.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5V 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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To remedy the lack of colour iu our gardens a very old mode
of arrangement was revived—coloured gravels and other ma-
terials to afford a contrasting and harmonious whole. This
took with some; dead colouring materials were better than
no colour at all, and especially as live colours were not to be
had. The colours, however, were, like everything artificial,

found to fade (and their hues were never very brUhant),
and harmonised so badly with the live bright hues of the
occupants of the parts set apart for plants as to be so dull in

winter and so dead in summer as to interest no more than the
colouring of a carpet. Beyond the tracery there was nothing
in the polychrome or parti-coloured beds to attract or interest

;

no one could mistake the artificial-coloured materials for the
bright live hues of foliage or flowers. No wonder that this re-

vival of an old art found no advocates and but few adopters,
having its date when flowers suitable for massing were rare,

and revived when they were so plentiful and appropriate.
The rage for briUiant masses of bloom has of late years

been on the decline ; dazzUng displays of flowers have been
toned down—subdued by foliage, and the interest for those
subjects that contribute to the enjoyment of gardens at all

seasons has become more marked and decided. The appre-
ciation of the herbaceous and alpine plant appears returning

;

our gardens will soon be of the mixed order of which that
great cuthor Loudon once said of a garden of this kind, "It is

a perfect gem of botanical and floral beauty iu the foreground,
heightened in efiect by interesting gleams of distant scenery,
seen between and over fine shrubs and trees." It is by the
blending of shrubs and plants with effective foliage along with
those that gladden us with the brighter hues of their flowers,

that we can enliven our gardens in winter, make them objects
of beauty and interest in and for all times.—G. Abbbt.

AUTUMNAL ROSES.
In leading the Eose-growers' catalogues one would think

that autumn-blooming Roses are plentiful as Blackberries ; but
things, even in the Rose world, are not always what they seem.

It is not the first time I have found occasion to remark that
many of the so-called Hybrid Perpetual Eoses are anything
but perpetual as regards their propensity of flowering con-
tinually ; the most perpetual thing about them is the regular
and rapid succession of new varieties at 25 francs a-piece.
" Grand," " bien fait," " extra " are also terms in which they
are perpetually described. But to my comprehension many of
them are only summer Boses, Hybrid China or Hybrid Da-
mask, with little of the China in the former and not much of

the "bifere" in the latter; the large, full, and finely-shaped
Eoses required for exhibition in .June and July inclining raisers

to select where the Gallica and Damask blood preponderates.
Let anyone walk iu his garden of, say, two hundred varieties

of Hybrid Perpetuals any day after August, and count how
many sorts thenceforward to November give him a perpetual
supply of flowers. Yet Eoses in autumn are not only desirable
but valuable. We lo%'e our summer Eoses, and rise at un-
seemly hours to look at them ; nay, more, we risk sunstroke
and lots of ills in looking after them through a broiling sum-
mer's day. But beautiful as they are, we want Eoses in
autumn when Geraniums and bedding plants generally begin
to fade. We love to catch their crimson and purple tints in
the cool evening twilight, and to see them peering through the
morning mists covered with dewdrops which sparkle in the
sunlight.

Well, though not so plentiful as one might at first sight
assume, they are to be had for the seeking, only they must be
sought from this particular point of view. We must not ignore
the Tea-sC9nted because the flowers are loose ; nor the China
and Bourbon because they are small, for these are the most
perpetual-flowering of all Eoses. Only tempt them to grow,
and they are sure to flower.

A border of them planted in the spring of 1872 is now
(October 1) crowded with lovely flowers, white, yellow, and rose
of various shades ; in some all three of these colours so
exquisitely blended that it would be difficult to do them justice

by any mere verbal description."

But there are Hybrid Perpetuals worthy of their name, and
in order to refresh my memory and to be accurate in my
account of them, I have been walking among thousands of

Eoses, note-book in hand, and will now place before my readers
the fruits of this experiment.

White.—Louise Darzeus, Boule de Neige, Baronne de May-
nard, Madame Alfred de Eougemont, Madame Bellenden Ker,

Madame Gustavo Bonnet. R.'Sr '' r of various shades.—
Duchess of Sutherland, EarouLi^ . .-ost, Jules Margottin,
Abel Grand, Elizabeth Vigneron, M.iuame Derreus Douville,
Catherine Guillot, La France, Princess Beatrice, Louise Odier,
Lyonnais, Madame George Schwartz, Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier,
Madame de Stella, General Castellane, Madame Rival, Madame
Alice Bureau. Eed of various shades.—General Jacqueminot,
Mdlle. Annie Wood, Sladame Creyton, Madame Victor Verdier,
Marie Baumaun, Baron Haussman, Alfred Colomb, Augusts
Eigotard, President Thiers. Crimson and Violet shaded.—
Antoiue Ducher, Pierre Notting, Lord Macaulay, FisherHolmes,
Dupuy-Jamin, Madame Jacquier, Ferdinand de Lesseps. Add
these names of Hybrid Perpetuals to any or all of the Tea-
scented, Bourbon, and Chinese, do not let them seed, and a
plentiful supply of Eoses may be viewed on tree or gathered
for house decoration until the flowers of the garden out of

doors succumb to the winter's frost.

—

Willum Paul, JValtha^n

Cross, Herts.

THE EIBSTON PIPPIN.
Me. Douglas, in his remarks on varieties of fruits and their

stocks, has struck a chord which it would be well to follow

up, and if it lead to the Eibston Pippin tree being insured

without canker, it will be a standard tune in all gardens and
nurseries. Trees of this fine old and indispensable variety

are generally found in a decrepit state ; old ones, as a rule,

having a terribly shattered and emaciated appearance, and
young ones looking prematurely old. On soOs light and heavy,
wet and dry, or medium, there is the ubiquitous canker. I

have seen it alike on the lime, clay, and sand formation, and
about the only soil on which I have not seen it on the Crab
stock is a sound unctuous loam, trenched well and drained well.

Mr. Douglas's experience leads him to the conclusion that on
the Crab stock it commences to canker at two years, while on
the Paradise stock it is free from canker. The point is thus
reduced to a very simple proposition. We have returns of fruit

generally, of Roses and Potatoes. Cannot we have the opinion
of the nation on this old national Apple ? It is worth a special

notice by all growers ; and if all who have it good or bad would
say under what conditions it is so, having especial reference

to the stock on which it is worked, more valuable and really

reliable information would be adduced than has yet become
pubhe property.

I am of opinion that there is a good deal of truth in Mr.
Douglas's observation, and 1 should lilce to see it treated as

thoroughly as it can be. If the aggregate opinion of gardeners
and nurserymen, and Eibston-growers generally, should sub-

stantially confirm the idea that the variety is in a great

measure safe when worked on the Paradise stock, it will add
another valuable contribution to the many gone before and
given to the world through the columns of the Journal, and in

any case the information will be great.

The Eibston Pippin Apple cannot be dispensed with, and if

a principle can be laid down as a line of action to improve the
general stock, a great point wiU be gained on an important
matter. Here, on a rather light soil, on a substratum of lime-

stone and marl, old and young trees on the Crab are in a bad
state by canker; but a tree on the Paradise is as bright,

smooth, and clean as a Willow. What do others say '?

—

J. Weight.

LETTUCES.
That a strong feeling exists in this country as to the un-

wholesomeness of uncooked vegetables no one can doubt. The
holy horror with which many regard the salad-bowl when it

is handed round in winter or early spring, as if it contained

some Hecate's potion, is a proof of this feehng ; and yet it is

assuredly false. Doubtless a stomach ill at ease, and which
cannot perform satisfactorily its ordinary functions, ought not

to be asked to make the attempt ; but they who are blessed

with ordinary health may well regard a good plain salad either

of Lettuce or Endive as a valuable and wholesome addition to

their daily bill of fare. But in saying this I do not mean all

salads. I do not mean that mass of flabby green soddened by
a solution of vinegar and mustard and cream, in which it has
lain, perhaps, for a couple of hours before dinner time, but the

crisp and dainty dish of well-grown Lettuce or blanched Endive,

and simply dressed with oil, vinegar, and salt. Sidney Smith's

recipe for a salad has been highly praised, but it is a villainous

concoction ; and the ordinary French recipe of one spoonful of

French vinegar, four of oil, and a little salt is far preferable ;
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bnt as Sirs. Enndairs advice (a myth, I believe), was first to

catch your hare, so the first necessity for making a good salad
is to get youi' Lettuce, and it was for this purpose, and not to

expatiate on the making of a salad, that 1 commenced this

paper. The various catalogues that I have now before me
contain each some thirty or forty varieties, and the perplexing
thing is that few (comparatively speaking) varieties appear in

the different lists. Tomkins' Superb, Defiance, and Excellent
appear in one list ; .Jenkins" Superb, Defiance, and Excellent
in another ; and so on through many a catalogue. It is the
same on the other side of the water. The most distinguished
of the Paris seedsmen has sixty varieties in his catalogue, and
Tery few of these are known to English growers—under the
name, at least, in which they appear there.
Now, in my flittings to and fro this summer I have had an

especial eye to Lettuces, have visited one or two places where
they were extensively grown, and present here a few notes on
them. I do not mean to say that I shall be able to clear up
difficulties or explain svnonymes, but I can at least say what
I have seen to be good. I find, as a rule, in visiting large
gardens, that each person has some peculiar strain of Lettuce
which is considered preferable to all others ; and it would not
be difficult, from what I have seen, to make up a list, not of
fifty or sixty, but of five hundred or six hundred different
kinds. Oftentimes, when different kinds aie grown together,
impregnation takes place ; some better-looking plant makes its

appearance, this is seeded and a new strain is gained, and
Wilkin's Gem becomes a recognised variety. It does not travel
out of the neighbourhood, does not run against other varieties,
and so is considered distinct. So long as it remains in the
neighbourhood it is all well and good ; but it sometimes finds
its way into some catalogue, and so the evil of many varieties
is increased. In this there is no dishonesty, all is done in
good faith, but it is none the less perplexing to purchasers.

In the estimation of all real salad-eaters the Cos Lettuces
hold the foremost place ; there is a crispness and flavour about
them which we in vain look for amongst the Cabbage varieties.
But then my experience goes to this, that we must be mainly
dependant on the latter for om- winter supply. There are
Lettuces which are said to be hardy Cos, and with a protector
one may grow them, but they are not so satisfactory ; and in
winter and spring, even iu the Paris markets, you will find
twenty Cabbage for one Cos ; but in the summer what mag-
nificent heads, and hearts too, one sees! And so let us first

take the Cos varieties, the Romiiine of the French.
Dimmock's Victoria Cos.—A somewhat new variety of the

Paris White tribe, and probably a selected strain of it.

Holme Pari: (Sutton).—There are two other varieties in the
list, apparently the same as this—Lee's Nonpareil and Squire
Willshire. It is an excellent summer Lettuce.

Sflj-Foldiny.—A green Cos, of excellent flavour and large
size.

Paris Tfliite.—The Monde maraichere of the French nursery-
men, and taking different synonymes in English catalogues.
It is one of the finest Cos Lettuces in cultivation when a true
stock is had.
IncomparahU Green (Bunney).—A hardy, crisp, and excel-

lent Lettuce.

Monxlroux Brown Cos.—A very large Brown Cos ; crisp and
good.

Kinijliolm Cos.—Evidently a selected strain of the Paris
White.

Superb While (Sutton).—Another of the same class of Let-
tuce and very excellent, not passing even the Paris Cos.

Duckett's Perfection.—A fine, brown, Bath Cos Lettuce.
Nuneham Park.—A valuable variety, being not only a hardy

Lettuce, but one also that may be used all through the summer.
Crisp and sweet in flavour.

Alexandra.—A fine strain of Paris White.
Hardy iVhite (Hicks).—Another of the Paris White Cos

tribe.

.Sii</ar/ofl/.—Fine, crisp, and hardy, and closing-in its heart
well. First-class certificate from Royal Horticultural Society.

C/UJBAOE LETTUCE (LAlTrp. ok TltK Fbexch).
Tom Thumb rWheeler).—An excellent variety ; solid white

heart, and good at all seasons.
All the Year linund (fjeyden White Dutch ; Lee's Immense).

—Compact, hardy, and turne-in well. It deserves its name,
as it is good at all seasons.

Sutton :< Commoflure Xutt.—i. very early variety ; dark foliage,
It IS very hardy, excellent, and compact.

pale green leaves

summer Cabbage

Fdomle de Berlin.—A very pretty Lettuce
;

with yellow edges.

Ne Plua Ultra.—Durk leaves. A good hardy Lettuce.
Sutton's Gem.—Folds-^in well ; brownish in colour, and a

capital variety for winter work.
ISlonde d'Ett or Eoyale.—An excellent

Lettuce.
FANCY VAEnSTIES.

Oak-leaved Cos {k feuille de chene of the French catalogues).^A very pretty-foliaged Lettuce.
Asparaijus Cos.—Long pointed leaves.
Crimson Cos.—Leaves and heart of a bright crimson, curious

when mixed in salad. Of good flavour.
New Crim.9on.—Wrinkled foliage tipped with brown.
Small Dark Red.—A Cabbage Lettuce ; very good for cutting-

up iu salads with the green varieties.

These fancy varieties will be grown by those who are fond
of curiosities iu such matters, but the more valuable kinds for
use have been included iu the other lists. I dare say there are
a great many others of value aud importanee. but I have only
mentioned such as I have seen. One gr^^i, i.oint is to get
sorts that will not soon run to seed. In the summer this is
difficult, but the varieties of the Commodore Nutt, Tom
Thuml), aud AU-the-Year-Eouud type, are those which are
slowest in running away, and although most prefer the Cos
Lettuce, yet these are so admirable in their staying qualities
that they ought to be extensively grown.—D., Deal.

GLADIOLI FOK DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
Having given much satisfaction lately iu dinner-table deco-

ration with one of our most beautiful of autumn flowers, the
Gladiolus, I am desirous of drawing attention to its merits for
this purpose. I am not aware of its having been referred to
for such decoration iu any of the reports of the prize stands
at the various shows, nor did I ever see it so employed
except by myself this year, when I carried off the first prize at
our local show. Where is there a class of plants with such
a variety of beautiful shades of colour, so rich, yet without
gaudiness ? With a dozen good distinct varieties (and they
can be had for less than as many shillings), we have sufficient
to furnish a set of stands for some weeks—that is, if the plants
are growing well; and I see no insurmountable difficulty iu
anyone doing .so if he go the proper way to work.
Have good healthy bulbs, aud plant them in 18 inches or

2 feet of sound maiden soil, such as can be gathered from the
highways, with plenty of grit iu it, or any fresh soil taken
from the fields. It should be laid up for a year before using it.

I will say no more as regards culture ; only do not think because
the spikes are not wanted to be shown in a first-prize twelve
at the exhibition table, but are only to be employed for home
use, that it is unnecessary to pay extra attention to preparing
a good bed to grow them iu. It is almost astonishmg what a
number of flowers in a soil such as I have recommended one
good bulb will produce

; not one sickly, with half a dozen tiny
blooms, but three or four good spikes many feet high, and
nearly as many laterals on each iu succession. It will at ouce
be seen that they will well repay any extra trouble.

In employing Gladioli for table decoration I find much time
saved, for they last so long when placed in wet sand. They
give no trouble for from four to six days afterwards, and then
many of them will be almost as fresh as when first put in.
Do you not mix some other things with them ? Yes : herein

is one of the greatest secrets in dressing a stand of Gladioli
for the dinner table. I wUl just state my way of doing it, and
should any of your readers try it I hope they may excite as
much admiration as my spikes have done.

I use wet sand in the stands whatever their size. We will
just take one, say, of three tiers—viz., two of a bowl shape,
with a trumpet-shaped top. That of course will, if of glass,
be filled with water. We wiU take the top first, and place in
it two rather slight medium-sized spikes of a rich colour

—

shades of scarlet preferable
;
put them back to back, and give

them one neat tie at the top. If they are too long displace a
few of the under blooms ; these will come in for the lower dishes.
By no means touch the unopened buds, as they will all expand
in time, and by stripping the faded off they can bo replaced
again and again, adding fresh water until ail are open. Place
with them four or live spikes of the Oat Grass, and two or
three spikes of that grand, ever-serviceable Hoteia japonica;
finish-off with a couple of fronds of Maiden-hair Fern and a bit
or two of Sedum Sieboldii, or anything that will hang grace-
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fully over. Thcro uiay be two or three single Gladiolus

blooms round the edge if thought proper. The middle dish

should be edged with Maiden-hair, with half a dozen small

pieces of a red and white Fuchsia, such as Conspicua, alter-

nately with light sorts, such as Lustre and Guiding Star ; let

them dangle carelessly over the edge amongst the Ferns. I

should have stated that the sand ought to be covered with a

little moss, or, better still, Selaginella deuticulata, with its

roots embedded in sand. Thus put in it keeps much longer

than would otherwise be the case, and if it can be made to

stand up amongst the flowers so much the better.

For three, or at most four shades of Gladioli, single blooms,

strip them off the spikes as they are growing ; we can then

come again for more in a day or two, and continue doing so

for a length of time. Place them in the dish so that they will

barely touch each other. Now plant amongst and to veil over

a few of them, a few small sprays of Maidenhair Fern, and
then place in the most careless manner a few bits of white and

blue Lobelia, or the small white and mauve Violas. Let them
stand well from the Gladioli with just three or four tiny pieces

of wild Grasses, and we may proceed to fill the bottom dish.

I find, as most other people do, that nothing is better than the

common Male Fern to dress round the outsides with. Have
the sand a little higher in this than in the middle dish, and
cover it as for that. Place the Gladioli as in the middle dish,

only let scarlet shades piedominate rather than white and rose

shades. Now for a spray or two of Maiden-hair, or, it prefer-

able, a few leaves of Polemonium coeruleum variegatum, and
then four nice sprays of Hoteia japonica standing well out

from the centre. Let them be clear of the Gladioli as well.

A few bits of very light, small, feathery Grasses and a spray

or two of blue Lobelia may be added. I think with these easy

airy-looking sprays over the scarlet Gladioli, put in with taste

and with scrupulous care not to overcrowd, but give every flower

sufficient room to show itself off to the best advantage, there

will be a stand fit to place before a prince.

The Gladiolus will be oftener used for dinner-table decoration

than hitherto, being a plant within the reach of every person.

I have not given a list of a dozen or two of good sorts, as all

are now so good that if one only send for good mixed sorts

there will be httle disappointment.—J. Tayloh, Maesgwynnc,
S. Wales.

WHICH VAEIETT OF STEAWBERRY IS BEST
FOR FORCING?

To ask, Which kind is best to plant in a garden, or which

kind for general purposes ? is quite a different question, and

might call forth as many answers as the varieties of Straw-

berries grown in this countiy ; for, it is well known that both

soil and climate have to be considered in out-door cultivation,

not only of Strawberries, but many other kinds of plants

besides. A sort that bears prodigious crops at one place will

stubbornly refuse to bear at another place, though treated by

the same gardener ; hence the difference of opinion, and the

advantage of having sorts enough to test and choose from. By
pot culture under glass I think that most kinds of Strawberries

may bo successfully grown at the majority of places. An early

warm locality or county is ot course much more favourable for

getting early runners and the plants earlier matured than a

late cold place.

I force here many pots ot Strawberries, and for some time
have been testing some of the popular sorts—viz., Vicomtesse

Horicart deThury, President, Keens' Seedling, Myatt's Prolific,

and Sir Harry. I have other kinds not equal in merit to any
of these for forcing. These five just named are, in my opinion,

excellent for early work. Sir Harry is named last on the list,

because, under the same treatment as the rest, it comes in last,

say about eight or ten days later than the others. I give it a

bad mark for loitering so long behind the rest ; and, with coals

at 20.S-. or 25s. per ton, all will admit that the variety deserves

it. Notwithstanding, I consider Sir Harry is incomparably

the best Strawberry known for pot culture. Its many good
qualities raise it high above the other varieties :—1st, Sir

Harry bears forcing well ; will stand more artificial heat with-

out injury than any sort I have ever grown. 2nd, The fruit is

large and handsome. 'M\\, Flavour excellent. Ith, Colour

first rate. 'Ah, Very solid ; a highly important quality this

for those who grow tor market. The fruit ot Sir Harry is

heavier for its size than that ot any ot the other varieties

named. 6th, It is social : does not seek or need much elbow

room ; will bear well in jjots as closely placed together as they

will stand. It has but few leaves, and these are on long
stalks. Keens' Seedling, President, and Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury are more leafy in character, and require twice as

much room or space as Sir Harry and Myatt's Prolific. 7th and
lastly. Sir Harry is a continuous bearer. If well grown it

never tires of bearing, or sending up truss after truss of

flowers, and seldom tails to yield fruit ot considerable size.

" If you can speak so highly of Sir Hany, have you nothing
to say in favour of Sir Charles or Sir Joseph?" I am sorry

not to have a good word to say tor Sir Charles Napier. I have
three hundred good plants of Sir Joseph Paxton in 7-iuch

pots, and if these do well I shall be happy to recommend it.

In another letter I may treat on the growing and forcing of

Strawberries in pots.—A. Pettigkew, Priory Vineijard, Sale.

I

COPINGS FOR WALLS.—No. 2.

In my former paper I have hinted that for walls 10 or 12 feet

high the projectin;j portion of the coping may be extended with
advantage an extra inch or two on each side, and I still think

so, because the greater the distance the water has to fall, the

more likely is it to come in contact with the wall it the coping

is a narrow one. I admit that it a stone coping is used, the

expense will be increased by the extra projection on each side
;

but it this should be an objection, there is a substantial way
ot getting over it by having a coping

such as is represented in fit/. 5. 'This

shows an 18-inch wall with a coping of

stone ot the same width. The stone

has a flat top and is 5 inches thick in

the centre, gradually reduced to about
2 inches on each side. The projection

is formed ot bricks and slate before

putting on the stonework. The bricks

are laid so that the ends project 3 inches,

thus forming an excellent foundation

for the slates, which are placed on ihe

top of the bricks and project another

H inches. The slates are firmly embedded in Portland cement,

and there are two layers of them— that is, where the joints

meet in the under row another narrow slate is embedded in

cement over it, which preserves the joint and prevents the

possibility ot the wet entering it. After this the stone coping

is put on and all joints made secure by cement. When build-

ing-in the bricks give them a shght incline outwards, so that

when the slate is put on there will be the necessary fall to

carry off the water quickly.

Figs. 6 and 7 show another form of coping which I saw in

use at several different places years ago ; it is not submitted

as the neatest and most substantial sort ot coping, but it is

X
X

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

one that will commend itself to those who have not the oppor-

tunity of procuring stone or similar materials without in-

curring a considerably greater expenditure. It is suitable for

a wall 10 or 13 feet high, and is intended to serve the double

purpose ot protecting the wall from wet and the trees from

spring frosts. The coping, of which a section is shown in
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Ag. 7, projects nearly or quite 12 inches, and is supported by
bractets of wood built into the wall ; upon these is laid a
rafter running parallel with the wall, and the whole is covered-

in with neatly-made tiles. The small half-circular ridge placed

on the top of the roof is made of the same material as the

tile, and in lengths of a foot or more. It is laid-on with
cement, and the joints made firm with the same material. A
portion of the lower side of each tile is hoUowed-ont before

boming in order to make it fit on the ridge.

I Wrought iron is the most suitable material, and the plates

should be well secured by the bolts. These plates are to remain
permanently fixed in the wall. The brackets are of cast iron,

[

and though they are not different in pattern from those for
I shelves, instead of screw-holes they have at the top a lug

! li inch long one way and li inch the other, and a stud at the
bottom which fits the lower square hole in the plate. The use

I of the lugs will be seen on reference to n. To fix them, all we
have to do is to put the top lug through the top hole in the

plate aud let it drop ; it will hang by the lug, and cannot liy

any possibility fall out, and the bottom lug drops into the

lower square hole in the plate. The coping boards are then
put on and wiU fit exactly beneath the coping, and having an in-

cline outwards, the water will drop clear of the trees. A screw

will keep the boards from being dislodged, a hole being at the

end of the bracket that is within an inch of the end. I tor

one thank Mr. Abbey for bringing this very excellent bracket

under our notice, for I am not the only one who has an
objection to the ugly appearance of the pei-manent brackets

when the boards are taken down, and this bracket does away
with all that ; besides, its cheapness and eflicieney, as well as

ingenious design, are further recommendation.— Thomas
Eecokd.

Fis. 7.

At the time I saw the above coping in use I was assured that

it answered remarkably well in that part of the country, which
was in one of the eastern counties ; and although it is not the
Bort of coping that would be likely to suit the more tasteful

ideas of the present day, yet the fact of its being a permanent
coping of about the same width as recommended for tem-
porary copings and found to answer so well, suggests the
question, Whether, if the temporary copings now in use were
made into permanent, they would do the harm to the trees

generally ascribed to them ? I am inclined to the belief that
they would be more beneficial than the reverse for such fruits

as Peaches and Nectarines, Cherries and Plums. The former
two always exhibit a tenderness in our climate which causes
more anxiety than is experienced with any other description of

fruit trees, and I am greatly in favour of a more constant pro-

tection for such trees.

While upon the subject of temporary copings it may be as

well to call attention to a moveable coping bracket spoken of

and recommended by Mr. Abbey. Fig. 8 is an illustration of

D

c^r
Fig. 8.

it. I have not seen it in use, therefore with his permission
will give his own description of it. Ho says a good method is

to fix to the face of the wall pieces of iron H inch by half an
inch, and 1.3 inches in length, with a square hole at the top

IJ inch by three-quarters of an inch, and another of half an
inch, 9 inches from the top hole, with two lioles for bolts to

drive into the wall. The plate wUl on the face have the ap-

pearance of A, fig. 8. The plate should be let into the under
side of the coping up to the top of the upper square hole, and
before driving-in the bolts a space an inch longer and the same
Bi2e in other respects as the upper hole must be cut out of the

face of the wall l.J inch deep, opposite to where the plate is to

bo fixed. The distance apart ought not to exceed feet.

FIKST-CLASS-CERTIFICATED VEGETABLES.
First-class certificates have been awarded this year by the

Fruit and Vegetable Committee to the following vegetables

proved in the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick.

Peas.—Laxton's Gem (Laxton), dwarf, early, winkled, green
Marrow. Dagmar (Laxton), early, dwarf, wrinkled, white Mar-
row. The Shah (Laxton), early, wrinkled, white Marrow.
Marvel (Laxton), large-podded; second early white wrinkled
Marrow. The Baron (Laxton), very large-podded early green
Marrow.
Beans, Kidney.—Carter's White Advancer (Carter), dwarf,

prolific, early white. Cutbush's Giant Dwarf, very large pods,
strong-growing; second early. Osburne's New Early Forciug,
fine, dwarf, early prolific. Dwarf Butter Bean (Carter), large

fleshy pods of a pale yeUow. Mont d'Or Butter Bean (Carter),

tall runner ; large, fleshy, pale yellow pods.
Tomato.—Hathaway's Excelsior (Vick & Son), large, smooth,

round, early prolific.

Potatoes.— Alice Fenn (Ferm), early white kidney. Early
White Kidney (Fenn), large, early, white kidney. Little Gera
(Fenn), early white kidney. Bresee's Climax (Bresee), large,

round, second-early white. Fenn's Early Market (Fenn), large,

white, early, round prolific. Extra Early Vermont (Bliss and
Sons), early rose-coloured kidney; gi'eat cropper. Vermont
Beauty (Bliss & Sons), large, smooth, flat red ; second early, very
beautiful. American Pale Rose, large, flat, rose-coloured kidney

;

second early. Enormous cropper.

N.B.—The late Potatoes have not yet been judged by the

Committee.

POTATOES TUBERLESS.
I SEND a box containing the remains of a Potato, also another

with a number of small wireworms in it. The remains of the

Potato were alone, no Potato having grown (or, if so, it had
disappeared) for a yard at least in the row. With the other

one, having the wireworms in it, there were above twenty tine

tubers at the root, not a decayed one, and not a wireworm.

The haulms had the disease, and I had them carefully pulled

off a month ago, and am now digging the tubers up. On one

root turned up there were forty-four, and I saw afterwards one.

From 3 yards in a row there was not a Potato nor a remnant
of one.

I purchased foreign Belgian Kidneys, which I found so rich

and good that I was induced to plant 2 ewt. They were

planted in soot and lime on the 12th of February, the land

not otherwise manured. The year prior the ground was well

treated, and Peas, &o., grown upon it. I planted full-sized sets.

The haulms being badly affected, pulling them off prevented

the evU going down to the tuber, I think, as out of a very

average crop there is only here and there one decayed or

rather affected. I can account for so many yards proving

without a single Potato only by supposing tlie wireworm has

eaten them.—H. S. S.

[Two tubers were enclosed in the same box ; one tuber totally

decayed had on it a few of the "wireworms" (so called by

our correspondent), but which were the Snake Millipede (Juhis

complanatus). They may occasion decay, hut they certainly

feed on decayed vegetable substances. The other tuber, par-
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tially decayed, had a crowd of the Millipedes in it. We do
not think they caused the tuberless result. Have any of our
other correspondents observed such an absence of tubers ?

—

Eds.]

EOSE ELECTION.
In consequence of an application from one of your corre-

spondents I have taken counsel with two or three rosarians

whose opinions are of weight, and it seems quite unnecessary
to hold an election of all the Roses annually. In this opinion
I heartily coincide. It has, however, been suggested that an
election of the best Koses introduced in 1870, 1871, and 1872
would be useful. The question I would put to ail who have
grown any of these Roses is this, Name the best twelve Roses of

1870, 1871, and 1872, and underline the best six. To readers
of our Journal who have grown any of these Roses, and will

answer this question, I shall be obUged.— Joseph Hinton,
Warminster.

EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON PLANTS.
Does electricity act on plants in the same manner as heat,

and does it kill them like a toxical agent ? or is it a disorganis-

ing agent, which compromises life by destroying the organs
necessary to its maintenance ? This question we propose to

examine.
The effects of electricity on plants have been little studied.

In general, observation has been limited to the effects of elec-

tricity of high tension from a battery or a thunder-cloud, in

which circumstances the plant has always been killed, and the
lesions in various organs left no doubt that death was the
result of laceration of tissue.

We have studied the influence of electricity of weak tension
from Bunsen couples. It could be gradually increased, and
was measured by a galvanometer placed in circuit. The plant
chiefly experimented upon was Balsam, Balsamina impatiens,
chosen partly because easily procured, partly as being very
sensitive to external agents. Its stem is impregnated with
juices, which afford a ready passage to electricity, and its deli-

cate-tinted flowers indicate by their changes of colour the
influence of the current traversing them.

In our first experiments we employed the current from a

single Bunsen couple ; inserting the points of the rheophores
in the extremity of the stem, at an interval of two centimetres.
After half an hour's passage of the current there was no sen-

sible effect ; but the plant, then left to itself, ere long gave signs

of enfeeblemeut, and the part above the point where the cur-

rent entered, quite dried up.

The effect was much more rapid, and extended over a greater
length of stem, when we used two couples, and placed the point
of the rheophore by which the current entered at the lower
part of the stem. The plant soon indicated disorder by the
drooping of its leaves all along the stem, and, left to itself,

soon withered.

In these experiments the plant was killed through the de-

composition produced by electricity in the tissues. Of this we
convinced ourselves as follows;—A branch of Balsam experi-

mented with bore leaves of a delicate rose colour, and we ascer-

tained that this tint was changed to blue under the influence
of an alkali such as potash or ammonia. To test whether the
current would produce a similar change, we fixed the rheo-
phores in a part which was thick with flowers. The flowers

near the negative pole took a very perceptible blue tint, proving
that the alkaline substances were accumulated at this point,

and these substances could only arise from the decomposition
of the tissues by the passage of electricity (sufficiently explain-

ing the change in the other case).

We were interested to know if flowers of another colour
would also be changed by the current. With this view we
chose a Balsam with violet flowers, and subjected it to the
action of the pile. Those in the neighbourhood of the negative
pole did not change in tint, liut those at the positive took a
very perceptible red colour, produced, doubtless, by the trans-
ference of some organic acid to this point. These experiments
induce the belief that the varied colours observed in flowers of

the same species arise from the presence of some acid or basic

substance generatedin the tissue of the flowers, and capable of
altering their hue.
But the most interesting result, for us, in these experiments

is, that heat and electricity do not cause death in plants by the
same action. Heat acts like a poison, paralysing and destroy-

ing the irritability of the cellular and fibrous tissue of plants,

while electricity disorganises their tissues, and thus prevents
them from fultilUng their functions.
We further examined the effects of induction currents. The

effects of these on man and animals have of late years been
extensively studied, and medical science has found in them a
vahiable agent, especially for oases of paralysis of the nervous
system.

Our first experiments were made on a plant, the movements
of which present some analogy to the spontaneous movements
of animals—viz., the Sensitive-plant, Mimosa pudica. The
effects strikingly resembled those on animals. An electric
action, slight and short, suffices to close the leaflets of the
plant, and to depress the petioles all along the stem ; but after
some time the leaves resume their first position, and do not
appear to have suffered. If the commotion is powerful and
continued for some time, the plant does not thus recover, but
dies, its tissue not appearing, however, to have undergone any
change.
These results were confirmed by those obtained from more

common plants. We selected a vigorous and well-developed
Balsam, the stem of which bore leaves, flowers, and fruit.

We examined first the effect on the leaves, connectiug the
base of the petiole with one of the wires of a Rhumkorff coU,
and the summit of the leaf with the other. The current was
from a single Bunsen couple, and the coil, though small, could
give pretty severe shocks and bright sparks.
With these conditions we observed after a few minutes

that the leaf lost its rigidity, the petiole inclining towards the
stem, and the leaf looking like one which suffered from lack of
moisture. Left to itself it resumed its usual appearance ; the
action of the current had only weakened the tonicity of the
tissues, but had not caused death.
We experimented similarly on another leaf, but during a

longer time (about a quarter of an hour). It did not afterwards
recover, but dried up—a proof that the duration of the commo-
tion has an influence on the effect produced.
Next we made the current act on a fully-developed flower.

The effect on the tissues was more speedy and obvious than in
the preceding case. The peduncle bent towards the stem, and
the corolla changed in colour—evident proof of a profound alter-

ation in the tissues ; for the flower, at first of a lively red, as-

sumed a blue colour under the current. This experiment was
repeated in a great number of flowers, and always with like

results.

We also made the induction current act on the entire stem
of the Balsam, connecting one of the wires to the lower part,

and the other to the extremity. The current left throughout
the stem traces of its passage. At first the plant did not appear
to have undergone any change ; but after some time we observed
that the extremity, formed of tender and pulpy matter, became
inclined, as if aff'ected in its organisation. The flowers changed
colour, and the fruits, which had not yet reached maturity,
were burst, projecting to a distance the seeds they held. The
Balsam stem, thus acted upon for a quarter of an hour, was, in

reality killed, and in a few days completely withered up. It

appeared as if struck by lightning.

]3irds also were killed by the induction current.

The current which thus acts with such energy on the soft

and pulpy parts of plants exerts less sensible influence on their

ligneous parts. We repeated the foregoing experiments on a

leaf of Rose Bay, Nerium Oleander, and it was not perceptibly

affected; whereas, en operating with a branch which bore

several flowers, we observed these within, and on the following

day they had the aspect of having been scorched by the sun.

We repeated the same experiment on a stem of Basil covered

with leaves and flowers. The stem and the leaves resisted, but
the flowers felt the effects of the electricity, for ere long they
fell off. The same results were obtained with a flowering stem
of Lavender, and with a branch of Fuchsia.

From these experiments it appears sufficiently established

that the induction current produces the effect of a disorganis-

ing agent on the organs of plants only when, by reason of the

softness of their tissues, and the large quantity of water im-

pregnating them, it is propagated with ease in their interior

;

and that it has no appreciable action on solid and resistant

tissues. Still, if several couples were employed instead of one,

or if the coil were more powerful, or the action prolonged con-

siderably, there is little doubt that the most solid parts of plants

would be disorganised by the current.

Next as to fruits and seeds. We selected an Apple on a
branch which bore several nearly ripe. The extremities of the

conducting wires being applied to it, the current was allowed
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to act several minutes. Xo external phenomenon was produced,

and after the wires were withdrawn the Apple remained ad-

herent to the stem. After some days it fell off, while the other

Apples remained, and seemed to have a less advanced ripeness

than the detached one. Thus the current appears to have

hastened the maturity of the fruit; hut it also altered its tissue,

for the Apple soon gave signs of decomposition, and after some
days was completely decayed. Similar experiments were made
on Pears and Peaches, and with like results.

We next made the current act on seeds which had been

rendered conductive by immersion some time in water. The
seeds were Pea, French Bean, and corn. After having electri-

fied them, we sowed them in pots filled with good garden earth,

and for comparison we put in the same earth, and under the

same conditions of heat and humidity, seeds which had not

been electrified.

The electrified Peas were placed iu a chamber the constant

temperature of which was 20° C. They commenced to germi-

nate in about three days, while those which had not been
electrified gave no appearance of germination for six days.

The former showed a much more rapid growth, but they were

overtaken by the others, which ere long attained the same size.

The corn presented nothing remarkable. The electrified

seeds germinated somewhat more rapidly than the others, but
we did not observe a great difference in the manner of the

growth of the stem.
It appears from the experiments that the action of electricity

affects substances enveloping the embryo rather than the

embryo itself. Disaggregating the tissue which contains nutri-

tive matter, it hastens germination, but it does not seem to

produce any change in the manner in which the seed is de-

veloped.

En resume.—The induction current acts in an energetic

manner on plants, and produces effects analogous to those

observed in animals. Thus in the latter, the electric current

determines contractions which, intensified to a certain degree,

may bring on death through disorganisation of tissue. Simi-
larly in plants electricity enfeebles the vitality of tissues, and
even destroys them completely, through action too energetic

or too long continued.

—

(Abstract of a paper in the Slonitetir

ScieiitififfUf Quesneville, by M. Blondeau.—English Mechanic.)

APRICOT SHEDS.
I AM more than ever convinced that the culture of what are

generally called wall fruits under the glass roof of an open
shed, such as I described in the .Journal last year, will become
general. The one built by Mr. Foster has now been tested

four years, and his trees have borne three very heavy and one
fair crop of Apricots in the time. I went to look at it the

other day, and saw a Nectarine with about 130 fine fruit upon
it, which were finer than any wall fruit I have seen in the

neighbourhood this season. A Eivers's Prolific Plum tree

yielded 3.5 lbs. of Plums, though many of the fruit had been
previously gathered and eaten as they ripened, and all the

trees were most satisfactory. These trees are never watered

or syringed, and, in fact, are no trouble, except now and then
when the shoots are tied to the wires, or the fruit requires

thinning or gathering. I do not say they might not benefit

by an occasional cleaning of the foliage with the syringe, for

I think they would ; I only know they never get it.—J. E.

Peabsos, Chilwell.

GRAPES IN A WASHHOUSE.
The notes entitled "Evening Musings for Plain People,"

recommending Vine-culture, were exceedingly attractive, as

well as instructive, and ought to be much appreciated by all

amateurs.
In confirmation of what your correspondent afiirms, there is

in the village of Eusholme, near Manchester, a crop of Black
Hamburgh Grapes produced in a washhouse, apparently a most
unlikely place, and cultivated by an amateur who follows a
Tery different business from horticulture.

The washhouse is placed with its end against the dwelling,
covering the kitchen window, and is about 12 feet square, the
walls C feet high all round, on which is placed a span-roof of
glass, with three brick compartments for three Vines, a door
opening into a yard on one side, another to the kitchen, which
is mostly open—at least it is always so when I have called.

Some ladies to whom I mentioned the fact seemed to have little

faith in the matter antil I took them to see, and their astonish-

ment was great to find four washerwomen scrubbing away, and
over their heads 373 bunches of useful Grapes enveloped in
steam and no decay amongst them. Perhaps I ought to state

that the place is partially heated from a small boiler at the
back of the kitchen firefilace with a flow and return of 2-inch
gas-piping. There is also a miscellaneous collection of plants
in the washhouse.—J. Wright, Rusholme.

TAKING-UP POTATOES EARLY.
In your last number you say in your note to the commiini-

cation on the Potato disease, that the real safeguard is to dig-

up the tubers in August ; but here, in Lincolnshire, our Pota-

toes are not ripe till September and October, and I have some
Efd-skinned Flourballs that are nothing like fit even now.
What are we to do? I wish you would advise us in your
answers to your correspondents next week. Are we to take

them up before they are fit, or wait and take our chance of

disease ?

You will be glad to learn that there is little or no disease,

at all events in this parish
; parishioners and parson mutually

congratulating each other when we meet.— H. M., Louth,
Lincolnshire.

[The resource is to plant varieties that ripen earHer. Ripen-
ing is accelerated by planting on the ridge system. Your late-

ripening sorts we recommend to be taken up immediately you
find the skin of the tubers cannot be removed by rubbing them
gently with the finger.]

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 18.

BEEBEBI8 DAEWINII.—Darwin's Baebeeky.

Few gardens are now without an example of the evergreen
species of Berberis ; and the general characteristics of this

valuable tribe of plants are, therefore, pretty well known.
Less robust in its growth than some others of this genus, and
with foliage inferior in size to the pinnated leaves of the
Mahonias, the Berberis Darwinii yet possesses in its elegant

pendant racemes of flowers, an attraction pecuUar to itself, and
which fully justified the high praise bestowed upon it, on its

first introduction, in the principal horticultural publications of

the day.

The Berberries are very widely diffused throughout the

temperate regions of the globe. Those more commonly seen

in cultivation are of North American origin ; several valuable

species are natives of Asiatic climes ; whilst the Berberis Dar-
winii comes to us from bleak Patagonia, whose shores are now
invested with so melancholy an interest from the painful death
of Captain Gardiner and his fellow missionaries. It appears to

be also indigenous to the Chilian territory, including the island

of ChUoe. On its native mountains it is often found grow-
ing near the summer limit of snow, and is therefore hkely to

prove quite as hardy as the North American species, which
are known to bear our winters admirably. B. Darwinii is dis-

tinguished from nearly all the other species by the ferruginous
pubescence of the young shoots. The leaves, although small,

are so thickly disposed upon the branches that these are qui,te

concealed.

The beauty of the plant is much enhanced by the purplish
tint of the peduncles, which contrasts admirably with the rich

orange yellow of the flowers and deep glossy green of the
foUage. Like the other species it delights in a free loamy soil,

and may be readily increased by cuttings, division, or seed. It

has in fact been recently propagated to so great an extent as

to become available for planting as game cover, for which it is

said to be well adapted, as are several other species, winged
game being fond of their subacid fruit.

The genus Berberis is now usually divided into two sections

—viz., the true Berberries with simple foliage, and the Ash
Berberries, formerly known as Mahonias, and still classed as

such in many trade catalogues.

The section with simple leaves, of which the Berberis Dar-
winii is an example, are remarkable for the strong pungent
spines found at the base of the fascicles of leaves. These are

entirely wanting in tlie Mahonias, or those Berberries furnished

with pinnated foliage ; a circumstance quite in accordance with
the views entertained by most botanists with regard to the

origin of these somewhat formidable organs.

The Berberis aquifolia should be in every garden, and it

thrives in any moderately good soil, especially if a little

shaded. The species repens, umbollata, empetrifolia, and
fascicularis, are all attainable for a very reasonable sum, and
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are excellent plants for the shrubbery, and will flourish even
under the drip of trees.

At least forty distinct species of Berberis are now in cultiva-

tion in England ; one of them, Berberis japonica, was dis-

covered by Mr. Fortune on his second visit to China. This

magnificent evergreen grows 8 feet high, and has pinnated

leaves nearly 15 inches long, the terminal leaflet being, in one

specimen, quite .5 inches in length. Mr. Fortune first met with

this species in the neighbourhood of Hwuy-chow-foo, about

150 miles north of Shanghae, and afterwards near Sunglo,

whilst engaged in collecting Tea plants and seeds for the East
India Company. It appears that a specimen of the plant was
seen by Mr. Fortune on his journey to the Bohea Tea moun-
tains ; but, being too large to transport to Shanghae, he was
obliged to content himself with carrying off a leaf, with the

hope of meeting with smaller examples of the plant in his

subsequent travels. On this gentleman's return from the

Bohea Tea Mountains, it chanced that he rested a day or two
at the house of the parents of his servant, Wang. Having fre-

quently desired Wang to endeavour to procure him some young
plants of the Berberis without effect—for the natives of the

Berberis Darwinii.

Celestial Empire can rarely be persuaded to trouble them-
selves in any matter in which their pecuniary interests are not

concerned—he one morning called three or four of the family

about him, and, showing them the leaf which he had brought
with him, promised a dollar to any one who would bring him
a small plant of the same shrub. " One of them went out im-

mediately, and, to my surprise and pleasure, returned in less

than five minutes with a fresh leaf of the plant in question.
' That wUl do,' said I ;

' that is just the thing I want : briug

me a young plant with good roots and I will give you the

promised reward.' They now held a consultation among
themselves in an under tone, and at last said that the plant in

question had some peculiar medical virtues, and that the lucky
possessor would not part with it. ' Sell me this one,' said I

;

' and you wiU be able to buy a dozen others with the money.'
' No,' said they, ' the plant belongs to our uncle ; he is rich

enough, but he requires a little of the plant now and then
when he is unwell, and therefore he will not part with it.'

This was very provoking; but the Chinese were firm, and
there was nothing for it but to go, as sailors say ' upon another
tack.' ' Well, at all events,' said I, ' let me see the plant

:

don't be afraid ; I shall not touch it.' For some time they

refused to do even this ; but, through Wang's influence, they
were at last induced to consent, and led the way down to a
small cottage garden, completely covered with weeds. There
the beautiful shrub was growing apparently neglected, and left

to bloom unseen. It seemed very valuable in the uncle's esti-

mation, and he would not sell it, although I tried hard to in-

duce him to do so. It might be that he really valued its

medicinal properties, but, as it must be common enough in
that part of the country, he could easily have replaced it ; it is

not unlikely, therefore, that he supposed I should offer some
very large sum to induce him to part with it.

" On the following day another relation of Wang's came to

me in a secret manner, and informed me that he was acquainted
with another place where the same plant was to be had, and
that for a consideration he would go and fetch it. I engaged
him at once, merely teUing him that he must bring young
plants with good roots, otherwise they would be entirely useless

to me. This he faithfully promised to do, and kept Ins word.
In the course of the day he returned with three good plants,

which he sold me, and which I afterwards took back to Shang-
hae. These are now safely in England."—(H'. Thompson's
English Flower Garden, Revised by the Author.)

VAEIETY IN GARDEN BEDS.
During the past season I have had a few beds which have so

successfully broken through the usual monotony of a bedded-
out garden that I venture to mention them to you.

1. A bed of Lilium auratum, with Heliotrope between. This
has been magnificent, with a succession of blooms for more
than three months past ; as many as eight or ten blooms on
several of the Lilies.

2. A bed of common Sweet Williams, replaced by Lilinm
lancifolium sunk in pots.

3. A bed of LobeUa cardinalis, edged with blue Lobelia.

This has been most successful, both LobeUas having flowered

abundantly for mouths.
.5. A bed of Anemone japonica alba, surrounded with Statiee

latifolia, and edged with Gazania. This is an autumn bed,
and is in perfection at present.

These have been my real successes this year. Next year I

hope to be equally fortunate with a bed of Clematis Jackmanni,
another of Agapanthus umbellatns, edged with Gazania (Gera-

niums I find grow too tall and hide the foliage of the Aga-
panthus), and other combinations.

I am surprised to see how little imagination gardeners sean
to have, and how the same beds of a few varieties of flowers

appear year after year. Perhaps some of your correspondents
will suggest other beds, especially of herbaceous plants.

—

H. A. B., Ashjicld, Liverjiool.

NOTES UPON FERNS.—No. 5.

It has been a source of deep regret to me that circumstances

have entirely prevented me continuing this, or, indeed, any other
subject connected with horticulture, for some months. I now,
however, seek the earliest opportunity of resuming my brief

remarks upon this popular order. In doing so it occurs to me
that enough has been said in my former articles of an intro-

ductory character to enable my readers, if they desire, to take

up the subject, and to prosecute it to whatever extent time
and opportunity wUl allow. I purpose, however, leaving the

scientific portion of the subject, and step down to the practical

matter-of-fact business of cultivation. In doing this I shall

quote the most handsome kinds in each genus, together with

the general treatment required, indicating at the same time
which are best suited for stove, greenhouse, or hardy ferneiy,

for pot plants or basket plants. Our readers and amateur
Fern-growers, however, must not imagine they have nothing
to do but read these jottings to become experts in the manage-
ment of Ferns ; for although I shall endeavour to make every-

thing as plain as possible, the hints here thrown out must be
followed up by intelligent practice.

The first family which I shall deal with is the genus Adi-

antum, the members of which are popularly known as Maiden-
hair Ferns, a name derived from the slender shining black

stems which support the pinnules, and which form such

pleasing contrasts with the various shades of green of the

different species. Adiantum is distinguished as a genus by a

tufted or creeping habit of growth, by the pinna and pinnnles

being articulated with the petiole, by its exeentrie costa, by

the veins being simple, radiating, and forked, with the apices
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free. In addition to the above characters the sori is marginal,

globose, reuiform, or oblong; the indiisium is formed by the

mar;,'iu of the frond becoming changed in texture, reflexed,

and thus covering the sori. From a cultural jioint of view this

is a very distinct and natural group, and all the species are

well deserving the attention of plant-growers ; for from among
the kinds now introduced in a living state to this country,

some may be found to suit the requirements of all, whether it

be for stove, greenhouse, or open-air fernery, either for pot or

basket cultivation ; whilst the fronds when cut form exquisite

dressings for a lady's hair, and also in the formation of bou-

quets. For this purpose select the mature fronds, otherwise

some disappointment will accrue by theii' shrivelling soon after

being cut. Some of my fair readers may say, " This writing

is very well, and may bo of great service to those enjoying the

luxury of a stove or greenhouse, but we have no such struc-

tures, yet appreciate the grace and beauty of Ferns quite as

keenly as those more fortunately situated." But believe me,

I have not forgotten that many a rich collection of these beau-

tiful plants is to be found in towns and cities, and I hope to

see them far more plentiful. Indeed, Ferns appear to me
pecuharly suited for window plants in situations where, through

want of sun, flowering plants will not succeed.

The first thing to insist upon in the culture of Adiantums is

perfect drainage ; for although they delight in an abundant

supply of water, if it is allovred to he in the soil and become

stagnant death is sure to be the result. The soil which the

majority of these plants thrive best in is good fibrous peat, a

little light loam, and some sharp sand. When potting the

more delicate kinds, however, I usually dispense with the loam.

In preparing baskets for Ferns, the inside next the wire should

have a thick lining of living sphagnum moss, which serves to

hold the moisture, and at the same time prevents the soil

running through when the plants are watered. Baskets which

are constructed of other material will not, of course, require

lining in this way ; but it is of great benefit to any Ferns in

baskets to have a portion of sphagnum moss mixed with the

soil.

To enable young beginners (for whose benefit these lines are

penned), to select such kinds as suit their peculiar tastes, I

have here enumerated some three dozen kinds, all of which

have some distinctive feature of their own to recommend them;
and for their guidance I have put them into groups, showing at

a glance the positions they may be placed in without danger.

Gboop 1.—Species Suitable for Stove Cultivation:^

Forleyense loacrophyllum trapeziforme

concinnam 'Willesianuin cardiochlteua

teneroin pera^ianam pulverulentam

Gboop 2.—Species Suitable for the Greenhouse :

—

cuneatum
(.cftbrum

Ghiesbieghtii

Gboup 3.—Species Suitable for Wardian-case Culture :
—

excisnm mnltifidani mbellam decorum
cUDeatam t;etulosum cancmnuia latum
Capillua-VcDerid Veitchii

Grocp 4.—Species Suitable for Hanging Baskets :

—

Oitsimile canclatum colpodes

Feei lonolatum (decidnoQS) flabeUolatom

Group .5.—Species Suitable for the Decoration of Apartments
without the protection of a Wardian Case :—

fonuoHnm afiine cuneatum
CanniDgbamii , hiapidulum fulvum

Gkoup (i.—Hardy Species Suitable for Open-air Fernery :

—

pcdalum veuustum

EXPEBTO CUEDK.

solphortium
Slaacopbyllam
falvonj

reniforme
cbilense
concmnom latum

and do their part in making it a success. It is expected that

the subscription fund will be very considerable, nud that the

prizes will be on a liberal and tempting scale. That the ex-

pectation alluded to is not unreasonable may be inferred from

the fact that already subscriptions, etc., amounting nearly to

£200 have been promised. Professor Youge, of Belfast, is at

present staying in Dublin, and from the interest be takes in

the matter, and his energetic action where v,-ork is to be done,

we anpreheud he wo'u't leave without feeling the pulse of

the metropolitan horticulturists, and securing then- sympathy

and support. Belfast has many advantages for the purpose,

and is very favourably located in respect of exhibitors coming

from England and Scotland; and doubtless, therefore, the

horticulture of both will be largely represented on Irish ;oil

next autumn.
In fact, the leading horticulturists of the sister countries

have entered so warmly and in such a good spirit into the

matter that, as we are informed, the ultimate resolve come to

by the horticultural meeting recently held at Edinburgh w-as,

that the proposed Exhibition at Belfast be adopted as the

International Show of 1874.

We are not aware v^bere it is proposed to hold the Show,

but presume it will be the Botanic Gardens. If so, we would

venture to throw out a hint that other and more secure accom-

modation be provided for the display of fruit than that afforded

by the frail roof which usually covers the show-ground. Plants

do not look the worse of a sUght sprinkling, should rain

come down ; but a washing by no means improves the bloom

or blush of Grapes or Peaches. Though, too, the tastefully-

arranged show-ground is well adapted for a gardenesque dis-

play of exhibition plants, it is not so for a show of either cut

flowers or fruit. Large marquees for the purpose, pitched on

the beautiful velvet sward, would be both effective and pic-

turesque. Measures should also be taken to relieve the fruit-

tables of a monotony such as formed one of the drawbaclis of

the great Show held'last month at Manchester.

The session of the British Association for 1874 wiU open, we

believe, on or about August 19th ; consequently the proposed

Show will take place some day between that and its clo.^o on

August 26th. It will be well, both as regards metropolitan

and local fixtures for next year's autumn shows, that this

should be borne in mind, so as to leave exhibitors, and others

who would care to be present, free for the great gathering at

Belfast.

—

{Irhli Farmers' Gazette.)

PROPOSED GREAT INTERNATIONAL FRUIT
SHOW AT BELFAST NEXT YEAR.

Eneboetic action is being taken with a view to holding a

Great International Fruit, Flower, and Plant Show next year

at Belfast, on occasion of the visit of the British Association

to the busy metropolis of Ulster. We are further informed
that not only has the project been warmly taken up and ap-

proved of by the horticultural element in the immediate locality,

but that cordial and substantial support has been promised
by several leading members of the trade, as also by many of

the foremost horticulturists both in England and Scotland.

There is little room to doubt but that Irish horticulturists out-

side the northern province will enter warmly into the project

NASH COURT,
The Seat of ,1. P. Lade, Esq.

The traveller to Dover by the Loudon, Chatham, and Dover

Railway, will notice on emerging from a rather long tujinel

which he enters after leaving Chatham, that the country is

somewhat flat, especially to the left of the line, but by the

luxuriance of the crops ho will perceive at a glance that the

land is good and and well managed, at the same time the

absence of trees in many places gives it a somewhat naked ap-

pearance in winter. The extensive district known as the Isle

of Sheppey, as well as a considerable tract adjoining the inlets

of salt water which constitute the island so called, is only a

few feet above high-water mark, and the elevations ver\' un-

important until the chalky or gravelly hills which boun'l the

railway on the right are gained. But this tract of land has

long been remarkable for its fertility and for good cultivation,

and its produce whether of Wheat, of which there are large

breadths, or of Potatoes, which are also extensively grown.

Hops are less cultivated, but like the grain and Potatoes are

generally of the best quality. I must not. omit to notic; the

fruit, which in some seasons has an especial claim on our

notice, for at Sittingbourne, an improving little town on the

route, we are told the Cherry was first cultivated in England,

and there are large plantations of that fruit now in the neigh-

bourhood; and there, too, the antiquarian will find many

objects of interest. Though those who delight iu rugged and

varied scenery may not find this tract iu accordance with their

tastes, the lover of good farming will do so, and even the

former will bv-and-by, as the train proceeds further eastward,

find the country more diversified by hill and dale, with no lack

of timber to give it a clothed appearance. This is more tspe-

ciallv the case as one approaches Faversham, where I con-

template making a halt ; and further on there is plenty of

variety in surface before reaching the ancient city of Can-

terbury.

Nash Court is two or three miles from Faversham station.
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•where I was met by Mr. McCrow, the intelligent gardener, ani
through the liberality of his employer I was conveyed to my
destination in one of his carriages, passing on the way through
part of the ancient town of Fafersham, and along the old

Dover highway. If this has lost some of its importance as a

thoroughfare for both passengers and goods to the Continent,
it has not been impaired in quality as a good road ; now
the telegraphic wires to the continent of Europe traverse this

road, and their number equals those we are accustomed to see

at the London termini of long lines of railway. But our
carriage rattles along, and ascending a slight eminence above
the place where we have been travelling, we arrive at the
entrance gates to the grounds of Nash Court, and a short

drive through an avenue of remarkably fine Sweet Chestnut
trees brings us to the mansion, of which the accompanying
i-P'-ir^-i-itation is engraved from a photograph by Mr. Ashby,
photographer, Faversham.
Nash Court in our earliest records is stated to have be-

longed to the Priory of Christchurch, Canterbury. Of that
Priory it was held by the family of Garwinton, from whom it

passed by marriage to the Hants and Isaacs, the last-named
family being the tenants at the time of the Priory's dissolution

by Henry VIII., who granted it in fee to the head of the
Lincoln family, from whom it passed to the Norwood, Cley-

brooke, and Turner famOies, from the last of which it came to

Thomas Hawkins, Esq., by whom the present mansion was
rebuilt, about a century ago. Since the death of the last

Thomas Hawkins, who died in the year 1800, the possessors

were his four daughters, whose representatives sold it to the
present owner, John Pryce Lade, Esq., who restored it a few
years since.

The mansion is one of those commodious brick structures of

which so many were erected in the latter part of the seven-

teenth century, but unlike some that were built at that time,

this appears to have been constructed in the most substantial

manner ; the walls, the timber, and even the roof, alike seem
to almost bid defiance to time. The style is more Grecian
than Tudor, and either owing to the good quality of the bricks,

or the fact of their being recently cleaned, or it may be the

clear dry atmosphere, or the whole combined, certainly the
building has a remarkably fresh appearance, more so than
many that have not been buUt half a dozen years. The
situation is slightly elevated, but the house is sheltered with
some fine old trees on one side, in addition to the interesting

avenue already alluded to. The carriage front is to the east,

while the most spacious one is to the south, and the north has
also a good front looking out on a nice piece of lav;n and
shrubbery. On the west side are the offices, which are well
shut-off from the carriage drive by a thriving belt of choice
shrubs and Pinuses that have been planted by the present
proprietor, who, I may remark, has not had possession of the
place for many years, his ancestral home for some generations
being a mansion equally important, and not a great way off.

Mr. Lade has done much to improve it in many ways, additions
having been made to the residence and stables, and the gardens
entu-ely new made or remodelled, the whole showing good taste

ia design and good workmanship.
The park, to which great additions have been made, descends

gently from the east side of the mansion for some distance,
where there are pouds of w.ater, the ground also descending
beyond the park into one of those easy and agreeable-looking
valleys which, without impeding the action of the husbandman,
are eminently useful in every other sense ; it rises again on

the opposite side to a much greater elevation than that on
which Nash Court stands. The crown of the ridge and part of

its sides are clothed with timber, forming, in fact, the " Blean
Woods," which in times past have been notable for things

done in them, not the least memorable being the fatal affray

between a fanatical being styling himself Sir William Courtenay
and a host of additional titles, who with a multitude of deluded
followers assembled here some forty years ago, and refusing to

disperse at the request of some military sent against them,
the officer in command, anxious to avoid bloodshed, advanced
in front of his men, and, expostulating with the crowd, was
shot dead by their ringleader ; the issue being a volley from
the soldiers lulling the self-styled invincible leader and a
number of others. Such an event is not likely to be soon for-

gotten by a population not much given to emigration, and is

fortunately not likely to find a parallel in England at the pre-

sent day. Certainly the advance of education wUl prevent the

superstitious part of it being repeated. The Blean Woods had
also a bad name before that time. Smuggling, and perhaps
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sometliing worse, rendered it not advisable for the traveller to

venture through them alone. But more peaceful times have

come round, and the great natural wood is being intersected

with good roads, with here and there dwellings above the class

of those occupied by the ordinary cottager ; while from Nash
Court are seen two if not more churches, whose spires rise

amongst the trees of this once-notorious forest—Hernhill and
IHinldrk—and the mansion of Lord Sondes is also close at

hand.
Northward of Nash Court the ground is more tame but ex-

cellent in quality ; but to the south and also south-west it is

like the cast side, well-timbered and well-cultivated, orchards

and Hop gardens alternating with arable laud, while green

fields and woods and coppice give ample diversity, the space

between the mansion and the highway being partly dressed

and partly half-dressed pleasure ground. Near the house there

is an excellent croquet lawn margined with high trees, while

the noble avenue of Chestnuts is growing on ground having a

more park-like character. One of the trees which Mr. McCrow
kindly measured was upwards of 18 feet in circumference at

a feet from the ground ;- others were K!, 15, and 14 feet in

circumference at the same distance up, all being very healthy,

and promising to live for many generations. In the park I

noticed a Walnut tree, of which the spread of branches was
upwards of 'JO feet in diameter. The soil was mostly inclined

to be gravelly ; but it would appear that the term so often

given to a soil of this kind, " hungry gravel," could not well

be applied to it, tor most trees and shrubs, except some
Khododendrons on the north side of the mansion, were in the
best possible health ; notably so were some Pinuses and shrubs
that concealed the offices and stables.

Having described the general features of the place, we now
come to the garden, which, taken in its entirety as represent-

ing the rosery and flower and kitchen gardens, is placed at

rLOWER GARDEN AT NASH COURT.

A. A, Ribbon Borden?.

, B, B, Plant Honses.
c, Conserratorr.
D, Orchid Hcus^

, Mixed Borders.

E, Early Viueiy.
F, Late Vinery

A, Vase.

G, G, Grass.
H, H, H, "Walks.

1. Porpio Kin;; and Foxhunter Verbenas.
li. Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, L'Elfgftnle.

.3. Hilver-varieKated Pelargonium, Flower of Spring.
4. Sweet-scented white Verbena (seedlinK).

5. Mixed Phlox Dmramondi.
G. Two parts of bed next walk Verbena Defiance ; one pai-t, centre. Apera-

tom. ring of Lady Cullum Oeranium, edged with Tom Tlmrab
7, ft. Yellow Calceolai-ia, .Maid of Kent. [Ageratmu.

0. Glory of Waltham Geranium, edged with variegated Alyssum.
10. St. Fiacre Oerjnium, edged with GolJen Pyrethmm.
H.' Le Grand Geranium, eilged with Gazania .•^pleudons.

12. Donblo Pelargonium Madame Lemoiue, edged witli Gazania spleu-

denfi. The above four circular beds have a standard Rose in the
centre of each.

north and north-west sides of the mansion ; but imme-
diately adjoining the latter is a considerable breadth of turf,

with walks leading through it to the other portions of the

gronnd ; and a large space, bounded by the wall of the kitchen

garden, has been planted with Rhododendrons in judicious

gronps or clumps, but the soil does not seem to suit them, as

their propress has hardly been satisfactory. Some Magnolias

planted against the garden wall referred to were promising
better. A Rose garden occupying a parallelogram a little to

the west of the mansion was divided by turf walks into eight

diamond-shaped beds and four triangular ones at the corners.

This was planted entirely with standard and half-standard

Ro.^cs of the best kinds. The wall separating this from the

next compartment was also covered with climbers, and a good
breadth of turf forming what, in fact, might have been another

diamond-shaped figure, was left open. I was told the Roses
bad done well ; certainly their appearance justified such an
assertion, and I am informed new varieties are added occasi-

onally.

Adjoining the Rose garden is the flower garden, also a

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20,21.
22.

2.-!.

24.

•a;.

2G.

Centre, standard Rose, clump of Perilla nankinensis, mass of Stella

Geranium, edged with flirs. Pollock.

Lady Cullum Geranium.
Katue as No. 4.

Beauty of Calder^lnle Geranium.
Scarlet Verbena, Foxhunter.
Same as No. 6.

Same as No. 5.

Same as Nos. 7, 8.

Same as No. 11.

Amy Hogg Geranium, edged the same as Nos. 11, 12.

Piuii Chrietine Geranium.
Same as No. 9.

Same as No. 18.

parallelogram of upwards of 200 feet long by more than half

that in width, the glass structures forming the northern bound-
ary to it; but I will first describe the flower garden, or rather

annex Mr. McCrow's plan of it, which, as will be seen, con-

sists of a number of beds of a simple yet agreeable pattern

cut out on grass, and which at the time of my visit (the early

part of August) were well filled and in excei'jnt order.

I will now proceed to the forcing houses, of which there are

seven in one range. The central house, laiger and wider than
the others, is the conservatory. It has ii ridge-and-fnrrow

roof, and presents a neat appearance ; the other houses are

lean-to's, and, commencing at the west end, they occupy the

following position;—First, a Peach house; second, a Pine
stove; third, a house for hardwooded greenhouse plants,

c, the conservatory, which faces the central walk through tho

flower garden ; n. Orchid house ; e, early vinery ; and r, the

late vinery.

Taking the contents of these houses in detail, I may say

that the Peaches had all been gathered some time before my
visit, but the trees looked all that could be desired, and I
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understood there had been a good crop. In the Pine pit the
varieties grown were mostly Queens and Smootli-Ieaved

Cayennes, of which there were some good specimens ripening

fruit, and as Mr. McCrow occasionally exhibits them at the

Royal Horticultural Society's shows, little need be said in

their jiraise, as generally only good fruit finds its way there,

or it may be fruit at a difficult season, which is equally meri-

torious. Some other varieties were also grown, but the two
named were the favourites. The house for hardwooded plants,

of which, however, at the time of my visit, most of the usual

occupants were out of doors, was not left empty, but the most
ornamental subjects were in the conservatory. There I

noticed some good specimen stove plants and Ferns, as well

as the usual permanent plants. Amongst the latter were
Rhopala corcovadensis, several Acacias, Camellias, and other

plants ; while amongst Ferns were good specimens of Dick-

sonia antarctica, Alsophila australis, Cyathea medullaris, and
others. Good Latanias and Alocasias also occupied appro-

priate sites. A plant appearing to belong to the latter genus,

but of which I understood Mr. McCrow had not ascertained

the name, vras very fine ; having noble foliage with purple
leafstalks and midribs. It had also the advantage of being

a fast grower and not so sensible to injury from sunshine as

many allied plants. A good specimen of Cycas revoluta was
also deserving of notice. Eucharis amazonica showed well,

but had not quite come into flower, and there were, besides,

abundance of the usual summer-flowering plants, which seem
indispensable to a ojnservatory at this season, as Balsams,
Celosias, Gomphrenas, Scarlet Geraniums, and the like, as

well as Coleuses and other fiue-foliaged plants.

The Orchid house was also interesting, containing good plants

of Phalajnopsis, Aerides, and Vandas, as well as Dendrobiums
Lycastes, Oncidiums, etc. But an Orchid house seems to have
less attractions than any other in summer ; the abundance of

out-door floral beauty, which can be looked at and admired
without discomfort, would seem to be more attractive than

_
the uugenial moisture of the Orchid house, excepting to the
ardent lover of such plants. I will therefore pass on to the
vineries which constitute the two houses e aud f ; and without
taking their contents in the order of early and late, I will

merely note the kinds of Grape that struck me as being good.
First there was Muscat of Alexandria, on two rods of which
I counted twenty-four bunches all good and fine. A black

Muscat was also good. Not so, however, was Muscat Ham-
burgh, which, with the same treatment as the others received,

was only indifferent aud unsatisfactory ; but Lady Downe's
was very good. Scarcely less so was Alicante and Madresfield

Court, and even the Golden Champion, which has failed in so

many places, was tolerably good here, though not by any
means so large in the bunch as Child of Hale and another
white Grape resembling the Tokay. Of course that indis-

pensable Grape, the Black Hamburgh, was well represented,

and there was also a promising rod or two with good bunches
on them of Royal Vineyard. There was, then, no lack of

variety in Grapes, aud with one or two slight exceptions all

were doing well. I ought also to remark that underneath
the Vines, in one if not in both the vineries. Camellias were
perfecting their buds, and I understood were shortly to be
placed out of doors for the autumn.
Having already occupied so much space, I must hurry over

the kitchen garden which occupies a site to the north of the
range of glass described, and which contahied the usual breadth
of vegetables wanted by a family. Some hardy common fruits

have a suitable home in a slip at the west side ; amongst them
I noticed a good variety of Black Currant, and in another
place I was pleased to see against the walls some promising
Peach trees, one of which had fruit fast approaching ripeness,

aud as this fruit is far from plentiful this season, I was glad
to see it in such good force out of doors. In other parts of the

ground there were plenty of Apples, but Plums and Pears were
scarce, as, in fact, they are everywhere. Small fruits had,
however, been plentiful, aud most vegetable crops good.
Cleanliness and order were everywhere noticeable, reflecting

great credit on the proprietor of this fine place, who, at an
advanced period in life, takes so much interest in gardening,
and who is ably seconded by his worthy gardener. Apart
from what has been done in and about the garden, Mr. Lade
is also fond of farming, aud an excellent piece of Hops, to

say nothing of corn and other crops, attests the fact that the
well-being of vegetation of all kinds is attended to. Care is

taken in various parts of the estate to rear forest trees, a
matter which I much fear a future generation will blame the

present one for neglecting, but this is duly looked to at Nash
Court.—.J. RoESON.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At the Crystal Palace annual harvest festival, which com-

mences on Monday next, Messrs. Sutton & Sons have erected

for the fourth year a haevest teophv, which is 100 feet in

length, representing the agricultural and horticultural pro-

ductions of England.

The Commissioners of Her Majesty's Works and Pubhc
Buildings intend to distribute this autumn among the working
classes and the poor inhabitants of London the surplus bed-

ding-out plants in Battersea, Hyde, Regent's, and Victoria

Parks, aud in the Royal Gardens, Kew, aud the Pleasure
Gardens, Hampton Court. If the clergy, school committees,
and others interested will make application to the superinten-

dent of the parks nearest to their respective parishes, or to the
Dii-eetor of the Royal Gardens, Kew, or the Superintendent of

Hampton Court Gardens in the cases of persons residing in

those neighbourhoods, they will receive early intimation of the
number of plants that can be allotted to each applicant, and of

the time and manner of their distribution.

The Council of The Society for the Promotion of
Scientific Industry, looking to the enormous waste there is in'

the consumption of coal, whilst its cost is every day increasing,

have resolved that an exhibition shall be held in Manchester
of 1st, Appliances which may be adapted to existing furnaces,

itc, whereby an actual saving is effected in the consumption
of fuel ; 2ud, Appliances which may be adapted to existing

furnaces, etc., whereby waste heat is utilised ; .3rd, New steam-
generators and furnaces, boilers, and engines specially adapted
for the saving of fuel and appliances.

WOBK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

T-AKE every favourable opportuuity of clearing the ground
from weeds. In the best-kept gardens they are troublesome at

this season, when the ground is usually too wet for hoeing
and raking ; but these are more especially so when they are
allowed to seed during the summer, and the past one has been
favourable for ripening seed. Dig all vacant ground when in a
workable state. When the tops of Asparagus are decayed cut
them off close to the ground, the beds should then be made
clean and afterwards covered 3 inches deep with rotten dung or
leaves. The alleys should remain as they are aud not be dug
out, as many of the roots are thereby injured, and it is of no
pi'actical good. Where Broccoli is growing very strong it is

advisable to dig it up and place it in trenches in a nearly hori-
zontal position, covering the roots and stems up to the leaves

;

this has the effect of checking luxuriant growth, and of pro-
tecting the hearts of the plants in severe weather. The main
spring crops of Cabbage should be planted-out as early as pos-
sible. Those which were planted in August for Coleuiorts should
be earthed-up. This month may be said to be the commence-
ment of the professed Cucumber-growing year. The seed-bed
should now be made with well-worked dung over a layer of

faggots, the frame should then be put on, and when the heat is

up the dung inside the frame should be forked-up every al-

ternate morning for a week or ten days, at the end of which
time it will be ready to receive the seed, if the dung was pro-

perly worked previously to makiug it into a bed. Continue to

blanch Endive as wanted for use. A large quantity should
never be tied-up for use at one time, as it will be more likely to

rot. The first sowing in pots of Dwarf Kidney Beans should
be earthed-up as they require it ; if they are jjlaced over a flue

in a forcing house the pots should stand in saucers when the
fires are kept going, or otherwise the soil at the bottoms of the
pots will become very dry. Continue to plant the Cabbage
variety of Leilucc in frames for winter. Some of the Cos va-
rieties for spring use should also be planted in a sheltered border
as soon as they are of a sufficient size. Gather Sea-kale seed
when ripe, and as soon as the leaves begin to decay clear them
away. It is necessary to do this as soon as possible where it is

required for early forcing. Thin the late sowing of TurnipSy
but it is not necessary to leave them at so great a distance apart
as the spring and early-summer sowings.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Strawberry plantations should now be top-dressed ; where they

have been allowed to gi-ow thick and the leaves are decaying they
may be cut off, not too closely, previous to laying ou the dress-
ing. Gooseberry and Currant bushes may now be planted, as
m^y also most fruit trees. From the ensuing week Morello
Cherries, Impcratrice and Coe's Golden Drop Plums should be
protected from wet where they are still hanging upon the trees.
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Prepare for planting all kinds of fruit trees by getting the

ground in good order for the different kinds. On cold stiff soils

it is advisable to plant on hillocks 1 foot or 18 inches higher

than the surrounding surface. The trees will not grow so fast

in consequence, and will require more attention in summer iu

the way of mulching, but they wUl form short-jointed, well-

ripened fruitful wood, which is the best preventive of canker,

gum, ifcc, and will save the labour of resorting much to root-

pruning.
FLOWER GARDEN.

Cuttings should be carefully looked over to see that nothing
is omitted, and that a sufficient quantity of everything is in a

promising state for making nice plants before winter. It should
be borne in mind that plants which are at all difficult to winter,

rooted after this season, may be considerably thinned before

spring, and also that tliey will not be sufficiently strong to

furnish many cuttings for spring propagation, consequently a

larger quantity than would have been necessary had the cuttings

been put in a month ago should be provided. Bat if there is a

reserve stock of strong plants in pots, which is a safe practice

where there is a large quantity of bedding stock required, and
proper convenience for growing them and propagating in spring,

these will furnish a large quantity of cuttings next March, which
will form equally good plants by turning-out time. In the case

of Heliotropes, .\geratums, and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless

wintering young stock, as these grow so freely in heat, and are

so easily propagated from soft cuttings, that a few good-sized
old plants which require but little room or attention iu winter,

will furnish a large quantity of plants by bedding-out time.

Attend to the potting of cuttings sufficiently rooted, and give

every after-attention to these in order to have them well esta-

blished. Persevere with leaf-sweeping and other routine work.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs, if not already purchased,

should be procured and potted without delay. Orange trees

meant for forcing in winter for the decoration of the conserva-
tory should also be attended to. These and Daphnes are in-

valuable for winter blooming, and should be largely grown for

this purpose. Also see to having plenty of Salvia splendens,
which is useful for mixing among Chrysanthemums. It is a
good plan to place the largest plants of Salvias in a shady situ-

ation out of doors for a few weeks in the avitumn. Plants so

treated will be found to bloom more strongly and last longer in

beauty than others run-up in a warm house. Look carefully

after the watering of large specimens of hardwooded plants in

pots, especially Heaths, which are soon injured l»y being either
over or under watered. Examine the specimens often and care-
fully, and where they are found to be dry water thoroughly so

as to moisten the whole ball ; also look sharply after mildew on
softwooded Heaths, and dust the plants with sulphur directly

the enemy is perceived. Get Azaleas tied into form as soon as

can be done, in order to give them a neat appearance. Also
attend to the staking and training of other plants as leisure time
can be found. Look carefully after red spider on Chorozemas,
or anything else found to be liable to that pest, and see that
it is eradicated before the plants get disfigured. Red spider is

easily destroyed by laying the affected plant on its side and
well washing the under side of the leaves with the engine, ap-
plying the water with as much force as the foliage will bear.
Repot strong.growing Pelargoniums

;
plants that are fairly es-

tablished after repotting can hardly be kept too cool. Also
keep Cinerarias as cool and moist as is consistent with safety,

and attend to repotting such as require it. Primulas must also
be carefully attended to in order to encourage them to make
rapid growth, particularly dou>)le varieties. Keep Tree Violets
clear of their great enemy, red spider, by a liberal use of the
syringe, and give them plenty of manure water, which will assist

in keeping them in vigorous health.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Bulbs, such as Ixiag, Sparaxis, Gladiolus, &o., should now be

potted ; water them very sparingly until they begin to grow.
Hyacinths and Narcissus of sorts should also be potted for

blooming early. Plants that are to be forced early—such as

Rhododendrons, Roses, Azaleas, and Lilacs, should now be taken
in. Continue to pot bulbs ; take-up the tender Lobelias that
have been placed in the open garden, divide and pot them.
Open frames that contain hali-hardy plants daily.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AMSEK.
The long-continued fine dry weather has been most favourable

to all out-of-door operations ; for the last seven days the wind
has been from the south-west with a high temperature. On the
2nd of October it was W min., 07' max. ; ^rd, 53', 4:i' ; 4tli,

51', 74'; 5th, 50', 02'. And with this high temperature, al-

thoagh there has been no rain and the ground perfectly dry,

the Potato disease has spread with amazing rapidity. About a
week ago there were only a few bad ones, perhaps a hundrtd-

weight in every ton dug up. Now there are three tons of diseased

tubers to one of sound. It seems from this that comparatively
warm through dry weather is favourable to the spread of the

disease after the plant is affected. Let us hope that the disease

has not spread so rapidly in other parts of the country, as by all

accounts the quality is good and the crop over the average.

KITCHEN garden.
Have been digging and trenching all spare ground. These

operations ought not to be delayed, as the sooner the ground is

turned-up to the influence of the atmosphere the better, and
especially is this the case if the soil is medium or heavy ; but it

should not be delayed on light soils, which generally grow
weeds abundantly if the ground is long unoccupied. And just a

word in reference to trenching the ground. There are one or

two mistakes made in doing this. Very often the space to be

trenched has been trod upon during wet weather, or has been
made hard from some other cause. A trench is taken out at one

end, and the trench following is marked-off with a line, the top

spit is thrown into the bottom in hard cakes or lumps. This

we have frequently seen done. The proper way to proceed

with such a piece of ground would be to dig or fork the surface

over first, and to let it lie in that state until the surface becomes
ameliorated by the atmosphere acting upon it, when the ground
could be trenched with advantage. Another mistake which is

sometimes made, and it is one which cannot always be avoided,

and that is to go trenching when the ground is too wet for any
other out-of-doors operation. We have been sent to trench

when the water stood in puddles on the ground beneath our

feet, and when the surface has been frozen so hard that a mat-
tock which was used to cut-out the trenches, rung on the frozen

ground as if it had struck the solid rock, and the top spit had to

be thrown into the bottom of the trench in solid lumps. In
both instances there can be no doubt the labour was wasted,

and the men's time would have been better occupied under
cover doing work which would probably have to be done in a

more busy season—such as making pegs, sticks, &c., or repairing

and making appliances for shade and shelter. This is the best

time to relay Box edgings or make new ones. Nearly all garden

ground is suitable for Box, and after all there is no neater edging

either for flower or kitchen garden, but it must be kept neat ; if

not relayed it ought to be cut every year. When edgings have
been down more than six years, there are generally spaces where
the plants have died-out. When this is the case it is always

desirable to Uft the whole and relay it again. Vacant spaces in

the edgings arise from other causes besides unsuitable soils.

One frequent cause is allowing the crops to grow over the top of

the edging, and if this is not seen to in time considerable

damage is done. When ground has to be made-up for a new
edging the soil must be"rammed-iu quite firmly, else it wiU
sink unequally during wet weather.
Nearly all the Apples and Pears have been stored in the fruit-

room, where it has been necessary to look carefully for decaying

fruit, and to remove them at once to prevent them from BpoUing

the others. Such Apples as Sturmer Pippin on the Crab stock,

and the old Nonpareil, are not quite ready to pick. On the

Paradise stock they are quite ready, and are gathered. Pears

Winter Nells, Josephine de Malines, and other late sorts, are

yet out, but if the weather is favourable they will be gathered

before this appears in print.

fruit and forcing houses.

A few weeks ago it was stated that Grapes would probably

not keep well with us, and our prediction is being too truly

verified. The weather late in August aud early in September
was wet with a heavy atmosphere, which predisposed the

berries to decay, and where decay has set in warm weather

hastens it. There are some sorts which are worthless almost in

such a season as this. Royal Vineyard and Trenths.m Black are

very unsatisfactory. Royal Vineyard is a good white Grape,

and has generally given satisfaction, and we have had it very

good up till Christmas. Much may be done even in bad seasons

by careful attention to firing and ventilation, and after the fruit

is ripe no plants should be allowed to be in the house, as even a

very little moisture in the atmosphere is detrimental to the

fruit. We want Grapes that will keep well after they are ripe.

It is all very well to have large handsome bunches and large

berries with flavour combined; these are necessary, but not

more essential than good keeping qualities. Nearly all the

new Grapes of recent introduction have at least got the name
of being bad keepers. Wherever decaying berries are observed

they are removed at once. The houses which are forced early

have had the outside borders dug over, and a dressing of rich

compost mixed-in with surface soil.

PLANT HOUSES AND CONSERVATORY.

In all departments cleanliness is necessary, but in the stove

especially so. The glass frequently becomes dirty on the in-

terior surface with a greenish substance. This may go un-

noticfd during the summer months, but when the light of day

begins to decline, and midwinter is approaching, the glass must
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be cleaned. "We have also re-arranged the plants, taking care
that they are not too much crowded. Flower is not plentiful at
this time of the year, but the Calanthe vestita in variety and the
beautiful C. Veitchii will soou be in flower, and a few chance
blooms of Gardenia florida and Stephanotis floribunda are very
acceptable. Nor must we omit to mention the Eucharis ama-
zonica, which freely throws up its clusters of snow-white
flowers at all seasons alike. We have also in flower one of the
most beautiful of recent introductions, Dendrobium chrysotis.
It is one of the most free-growing of the species, and succeeds
admirably in an ordinary stove, either suspended in a basket
from the roof or grown in a pot on the stage underneath. Both
the specimens are floweriug on very strong young growths,
though they have not been imported twelve months. The
flowers are exceedingly beautiful; there is, of course, a differ-

ence in size and refinement, but we have not yet seen a bad one.
The flowers on our weakest plant (the other has not yet opened)
ajre 4

:i
inches across, beautiful clear yellow; the lower petal is

finely divided round the margin, so much bO that it resembles
a fringe of yellow moss, and at the base there are two crimson
purple blotches. This fine Dendrobium ought and will become
quite as common as D. nobile. The Bouvardias jasminiflora
and Vreelandii have been grown on shelves near the glass in
the Cucumber house during the summer months, and are now
rewarding us for our care with numerous trusses of pure white
flowers ; these are very useful for filling small vases, for button-
hole and all sorts of bouquets.
Chrysanthemuins have been receiving much attention—tying

and training specimens. The usual method is to bend the shoots
down until the plant assumes a dwarf compact habit of gi'owth,
but this system of training is frequently carried to excess, the
aim of the cultivator beiug to have dwarf specimens at all

hazards, so that the plants have a contorted appearance. Some
persons object to this method of training altogether as being
unnatural, but when it is well done the plants are very pretty.
In all cases the flowers should stand well above a mass of healthy
deep green foliage. The plants grown for cut blooms have also
required attention. It is now time to remove all side shoots,
also deformed and superfluous flower buds.

FLOWER G.UIDEN.
Potted-off the Carnations and Picotees ; we were later in layer-

ing them this year, else they are usually potted two weeks before
this. Our soil is not at all adapted for growing them, but we get
excellent flowers by obtaining suitable loam, and placing three
plants in a lU-inch pot. The pots are placed out of doors in an
open place, and the plants require but little attention. The
Rhododendron beds have been for the last six weeks very gay
with Liliums. L. auratum was in first, followed by the varieties
of L. speciosum, and they had a truly fine effect. If any readers
of this paper have open spaces in their Rhododendron beds,
plant them with any spare roots of the different Lilies, blowing
the lawn weekly keeps it in excellent trim, and the fine weather
has been favourable to the flowering of all bedding plants.

—

J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Harrison & Sons, Leicester.

—

Catalogue of Dutch and other
Flowering Bulbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. Ail
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
sepai'ate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

Hints about Flotver Shows (S;/ri//)H,':).—The Rev. Abner Browr,
PytchJey, Northamptonshire, published a little pamphlet on their manage-
ment. We believe it is out of print. We published an epitome of it in this
JoumaJ.

Grapes Mouldy (T. F. G.).—Not having seen a specimen we cannot speak
positively, but probably your Grapes are suffering from the Oidium Tuckeri.

Covering Archtvork o^'er a Walk (M. H. M.).—Yon are quite ri;;'ht in
snggefcting Rones and Clematiees to train over the ironwork ; and tm you say
Lime trees are planted on one eide for the pui-pose, wc would advise their
being taken away by detp-ees, as climbers that may be planted t-u both
Bides grow up to cover the arch. lu addition to Roses we would recommend
other climbers as well, as Javminum revolutum, J. nudiflorum, and the
ordinary white species Wistoi-ia sinensis, and rhaps a Laburnum, Virginian

Creeper. Aristolochia sipho, Bi^nonia radicans, Ceanothus deutatus. Ivy of

two or three kinds, and Honeysuckles, incluaing the Evergreen and Golden-
netted Japan one. Even the common Hop is very pretty at times. The fine

foliage of some of the Cistuses mii.'ht be introduced, as also Pyracantha and
the rich-flowered Cydonia japonica. The genus Clematis affords an endless
variety, but the continuous-lloweriuf,' kinds ought to be selected, as C. rubella,

Prince of Wales, JackmaiiLi, Staudishii, lanuginosa, and several others,

including some of the doubles, as Sophia, candidiasima, Ac. Amongst Roses
we would have two or three rambling Ayrshire ; they quickly cover a large

space, and can be cut away when better ones grow up. Felicite perpetue and
Princess Maiia amongst evergreen, Yellow and White Bank^ian, and ae many
Noisette as you like. Fellenberg, Solfaterre, Celiue Forestier, Lamarque, and
Martchal Niel may be mentioned as good ; while some Bourbons, as Souvenir
de Malmaison, Prince Albert, and iladame Desprez may be introduced ; also

Gloiie de Dijon and Eegulus as Teas. Some of the vigorous-growing Hybrid
Perpetuals, especially those related to the Bourbon or China section, may be
planted, as Louise Margottin, Louise Odier, and Modele de Perfection. As
you say your arch is 198 feet long, we would have 150 plants or more on each
side, say one h^If Roses and the alternate plants other cUmbers of the kindB
mentioned. Take care to plant the most robust growers on the side the Lime
trees occupy, and cut the latter away as the others advance.

Watercress Culture {R. G.).—You must obtain plants and propagate
by dividing them. The trenches in which they are gi-own are so prepared
that nearly a depth of 3 or 4 inches of water can be kept up. These trenches
are 3 yards broad, and whenever one is to be jilantod the bottom is made
quite firm and slightly sloping, so that the water which tlows in at one end
may run out at the other. If the bottom of the trench is not sufficiently

moist, a small body of water is allowed to enter to soften it. The Cresses

are then divided into small cuttings, with roots attached to them, and these

are placed at the distance of 3 or 4 inches from each other. At the end of

five or sis days a slight di-essing of well-decomposed cow dung is spread oyer

all the plants, and this is pressed down by means of a heavy board, to which
a long handle is obliquely fixed. The water is then raised to the depth of

2 or 3 inches, and never higher. Each trench is thus replanted annually, and
furnishes twelve crops during the season. In the summer the Cresses are

gathered every fifteen or twenty days, but less frequently during winter; care

is taken that at each gathering at least a third part of the bed is left un-
touched, so that neither the roots may be exhausted nor the succeeding
gathering delayed. After every cutting a little decayed cow dung, in the pro-

portion of two large barrowsful to each trench, is spread over the naked
plants, and this is beaten down by means of the rammer above mentioned.
After the Watercresse^ have been thus treated for a twelvemonth the maniire
forms a tolerably thick layer at the bottom of the trench, and tends to raise

its level. To restoi'e it to its original level all the refuse should be thrown
out upon the borders which separate the trenches from each other. These
borders may be planted with Artichokes, Cabbages, or CaiHiflowers.

Pampas Grass (C/i?rfc).—You may gather the flower-heads any time after

the stems cease to be green.

Nectarines kot Ripening (E.E).—We do not think that insufficient

water is the cause. \Miat variety of Nectarine have you ? Is it the Red
Roman? This is a clingstone, a tine-looking fruit, and the flesh is always
tough, and generally in cold districts uneatable.

Superior Apples {J. E.).—For Dessert: Devonshire Quarrenden, Early
Harvest, Cos's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim Orange or Pippin,
Sturmer Pippin. For Kitchen : Kentish Codlin, Cellini, Cox's Pomona, Haw-
thornden, Wellington, StMing Castle. If you want an Apple remai'kable for

its handsome appearance, substitute Emperor Alexander for Hawthornden.

Fuchsia and Geranium Pruning {R. D. W.).—The question is too vague

;

the pruning varies with the season and object. For five postage stamps we
can send you free by post " Florists' Flowers," which will tell you all about
them.

Site for Greenhouse (J. Jojics).—Your site in the back yard would
answer tolerably well for a greenhouse, but we do not think it would answer
for Vines, as the house would be deprived of the sun too long each day to

ripen Grapes, though they would ripen perfectly were you to assist them with
gentle tire heat in cold weather in spring and autumn. It would have been
much better to have had the house in a position where it would be fully ex-

posed to the suu.

Planting Crocuses in Lawn (Ralph).—Yon may make holes about
S inches deep in the lawn, and drop into each a little fine soil ; then put in

the Crocuses, and fill up the hole with fine soil. Place the corms root-side

downwards.

Primitla japonica with Short Flower-stems (F.J. T.).—The cause is

probably due to the plants ha\'ing been kept for the past sis months in a cool

greenhouse. They would have done much better out of doors, and not had
any protection. They have been kept growing, aud are weak, unduly started

into flower. Keep in a cold frame, and they will perform better in spring.

Wintering Echeverias and MESE^rPRVANXHEMrais Udetnt.—Take them
up now and pot them in light, open, sandy loam, and keep rather dry over

the winter in a dry aud airy part of the greenhouse. The Echeverias are

best propagated from seed, and the Mesembrjauthemums from cuttings in

sand over sandy loam. Propagation is besc practised in August, or it may be
done now ; the only difflculty is to keep from damp. In your case we should
defer the operation until spring.

Celery Hard (IF.).—It is caused by being grown slowly, and by the dry
weather we have had lately. The plants have not been duly surpHed with
manure in the trenches, and in a liquid state, and they should have had
copious waterings. Celery, however, is of very indifferent quality this season.

Good-hearted Lettuce (W.).—For summer, the best Lettuces are the
Neapolitan Cabbage and Paris White Cos. All the Year Round has a close

firm head, and is good in spring, summer, and autumn.

Protecting Plants in Greenhouse (S. noplandi.—We do not know of

any means by which you can keep frost from a greenhouse without a heating
apparatus. You might do much towards it by having frigi domo fixed to a
roller to let the blind down aud roll up as required. This would keep off_

much frost, but would not be sufficient in severe weather. Your house being'

small, we advise you to have a gas-heating bidler, especially as you live in a
town. It would be as cheap as any other mode of heating, far more cleanly,

and better suited to your case.

Ants in Greenhouse (A. X.).—The only plan we can think of is to mil
arsenic and honey together, forming a sort of paste, and place it in saucers,

inverting over each another saucer with three pieces of wood between. The
lower saucer should be placed in a pot with its edge level with the soil,
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or pieces of wood mast bo laid so as t » reach the eiitje of the saucer. Care

mnst be used with this mixture, as it will poison whatever partakes of it.

Son. FOR PoTTisG Bedding Plants (F. 7.).—The soil of which you sent

a sample is too heavy, nnd not sufficiently decomposed for pottia^'; but it may
be improved by addin<; saud freely, and chopping up fine, and by mixing with
the leafsoil. Merely torn up it WL>uld be too rou^h and open. All composts
for pottini; should be kept nuder cover for several days before they are required

for use. Keep it under cover in winter. It is not good to use wot soil for

potting.

Dn'iDi:*G Violas a.-kd PAXsres {Idem).—Plants of these, if taken up now,
divided, and planted, each division baring good roots, will flower as early and
nearly ag well as those from cuttiosrs only just struck. The Moaa on your
lawn is a Selas'iuella. whi';h will probably increase if left alone. We know of

no mode of encouraging it to spread.

Seedling Apple {Dotibtf'uli.—U is a good early pudding Apple, bat not
bettor thau many others already grown.

Boiler fob Heating Range of HbosES (Protector).—Probably the most
economical is that of the No. 1 Circulator ; but we should advise you to write

to the different makers that advertise in our columns, asking for edtimato.

Plane Tree TiuaEa (£. C).—The wood of the Plane tree is used for the
same purposes as that of the Sycamore, which is for turnery and cabinet
work. The Turks use timber of the Oriental Plane for ship-building.

Plane or Sycamore {Sunny).—The Oriental and western Planes are quite

distinct from the Sycamore. The former belong to the erenns Platauus, and
the latter to Acer. The trees which you see in London with " little bobs "

baDgittg some distance from the boui^h are the Plane, and the " little bobs "

aro the flowers in spring and the fruit in autumn. It depends much on the
soil whether the Elm or Sycamore grows faster, and there are so many
variotius of Elm varying in growth that ic is difficult to know to which of

them you refer.

Decayed Apples and Pears (E. Watts^.—Their extreme state of decay
and mouldiness we cannot account for, not knowing anything about the trees,

their culture, and their locality. We presume the soil is very wet, the situation
Teiy damp, and the trees very crowded.

Naues of Fruits (B. S.).—Longville's Kernel. (W. TT.).—Alfriston.
(J. Woodliffi.^l, Graveostein ; 2, Red Summer Calville ; 3, Winter Majetin

;

the Pear is Beurrt- Ciair^^eau. (IT. G.).—No. 1, Dumelow's Seedling; 2,

I>ack*8Bill: 3, Hoary Morning ; 5. Beurre Diel. (H. iVori/art).—Franklin's
Golden Pippin. {K. Z.\.—You have not numbered the Pears. The largest is

BotUTc de Kance. and the smallest Winter Nelis, the other two were quite
rotten. \WilHam TkompsonK—The two Pears are certainly distinct, and
neither of them is a crosd-bred. No. 1 is true Souvenir du Congrus, but the
other, which is worthless, we do not recognise. (J. B. O.).—Northern Green-
ing. (B. C. Oi//^y|.—Dacho=9ed'Orleans. (L. J.B.l—l, Federal Pearmain;
2, Bniddiek's Nonpareil; 4, Feam's Pippin; 5, Golden Winter Pearmain;
6, Beinette des Carmes. (D. B.).—5, Lewis's Incomparable; 6, Barcelona
Poaimain ; 9, YurkHbire Greening; 11, ll«jfe de Menage ; 20, Paradise Pippin.
(W. D. Payn*:).—Fear : Marie Louise. AppUs : No. 5, Beauty of Kent ; 89,
Oolden Noble; 74, Probably Small's Admirable; 150, Christui Pippiu. {Box
from Wincturgtrr, marked " CokerNut ConifiW't,—1, Round Winter Nonsuch

;

2, Hall Door; 5, Cellini; 6. Ltieombe's Seedling; 8, Small Beurre Clairgeau.
(Hogg rf- WooJ).—No. 1, Small Dumelow's Seedling; 2, KeiTy Pippiu. (R. A.).—Peart: No. 1, Marie Louise: 2, Beurre Diel; 4, Black Worcester. (Spero).
—1, Quito rotten ; 2, Lady's Finger; 4, Autumn Colmar; 5, Marie Louise;
6,Rotteu; 7, Beurr*- deWetteren; 8, Hawthoruden. ( JT. Milhr).—Ptutr:
Brown Beurr---; 3, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 4, Cellini; 11, Dumelow's Seedling;
24, Mere de Mi:>nage. (/. B.).— 1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Hawthomden; 3, Cob-
haxn; 5, Cornish Aromatic ; 9. Golden Winter Peat main; 8, Aromatic Ruseet.
Pear$: 17. Swan's E;,'g; 21, Flemish Beauty; 2 and 18, Rotten. (S. P.).~
6, Wykeo Pippin ; 4, Northern Greening ; 13, Delaware ; 3, Blenheim Pippin

;

7, Hawthomden : 10, Keswick Codlin. {B. S. J.).—Pears: 1, .Jersey GratiuJi;

2, Belle Julie ; S, Duumore ; 4, Not known. Apples: 1, Fearn's Pippin;
2, Byeonwood ; 3, Sturmcr Pippin ; 6, Bedfordshire Foundling. (A. H. Moijen).—Pearn: No. 1, Btllissime d'Hiver; 2, Beum- Diel; 3, Figue de Naples;
4, PasaeColmar; 5, Forelle; 6, Old Colmar. The seedling Apcde is not equal
to m&oy already in cultivation. (Yucca).—1, Blenheim Pippin; 3, Franklin's

Golden'Pippin; &, Kins of the Pippins; 9, Yorkshire Greening ; 17, Dume-
low's Seedling ; 14, Winter Greening. \E, S. H.\.—No. 2, Russet Pearmain

;

18, Golden Knob ; 1, Colonel Vaughon's ; 11, Winter Strawberry ; 9, Cellini

;

10, Winttr Greening. iC E. S.).—1, Autumn Pearmain; 2, Koyal Pearmain;
8, Lonijviilft'w Kernel ; 4, Early Nonpareil. iG. Diss).— I, Winter Ilawthoni-

den; 2, Selw^wd'a Reinette; 3, Blenheim Pippin; 4, Dumelow's Seedling.

(Jlfe>jno).—1, Red Astrachan; 2, Kerry Pippin; ii^ Royal Eusset; 4, Brabant
Belleflenr; 5, Cockle Pippin.

NAUE-i OF Plvnts (.1/. H. M.).—The leaf you send is. we think, Poly-

moninm csTuleum variegatum, one of the prettiest ornaments of tho flower

garden, bat it (ie«ms to tliriro better in Scotland and the nurth of England
tb#n near Lond'>n. In itd normal state it is occasionally found wild, but
rarely. Its English name is Jacob's Ladder. (G. B.j.—We cannot identify

it without seeiug tho flowers as well as loaves.

POITLTET, BEE, AST) PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

STANDARD CHARACTERISTICS.
I HAVE been interestftd by seeing how the question of publish-

ing jn'lg'^8' names baa drawn out many opinions as to the need of

a fixed standard for jndging. One says, " All judges ought to

have one standard of excellence, and award the prizes accord-
ingly;" another asks for "the same standard to he used by
judges in all parts of the country, we should then know what to

do ;" another still craves for " all judjjes to award hy one recog-

nised standard ;" and another affirms point-blank that " judging
at poultry shows will never give anything like general satisfac-

tion until there is a recognised standard of excellence," also

adding that, armed with such, amateurs would soon be suffi-

ciently skilled to deal with experts, and that any intelligent

fancier after a year or two's experience might give satisfaction '

as a judge, while points would be kept from shifting too. All

these opinions are very natural, and have indeed some basis of

truth ; but it seems to me that they embody also a very con-

siderable amount of misconception, on which account I should
like to give the subject a few words.

My impression is that I have myself given the subject of a

standard for judging by, greater and more sustained attention

than any other single individual has yet done. For several

years past I have, as time and opportunity offered, compared
the decisions of our best judges and attempted to tabulate them,
adopting long ago the superior American system of 100 points

as a gross total of excellence. My object was not to make a

table or set of tables which should show what judging ought to

be, but to see if any figures would show with a fair amount of

accuracy what it really was, as carried out by our best accepted

authorities. My plan was somewhat as follows : Haviugarough
table of points supposed to represent with some attempt at cor-

rectness their proper value, I examined how far the judging of a
good class at any show appeared to square with it. Probably some
one prize pen at least was in evident contradiction to it. Where-
upon I had to consider whether, according to my best and un-

biassed judgment, such award was an evident error ; or if not,

what elements needed introducing, or increasing, or decreasing

in the table, to bring the award in. When thus brought in, it

had to be considered whether or not the scale as now modified

still represented the other correct awards, and so far as memory
would seive from such memoranda as 1 had made, other awards
previously noted and collated. It was very slow work, and for

a long while nothing seemed to be gained, but by degrees I

began to see dayUght ahead, and I am bound to say that the

impression I ultimately formed was not one of surprise at the

amount of inconsistency and error, for some amount of these

there undoubtedly is; but of astonishment at the vast majority

of really consistent judgment if the grounds were only fully

understood.

This, then, is the first misconception I would mention. There
are errors and inconsistencies in judging, but the amount of

them has been very greatly exaggerated. It is said there is

"general" dissatisfaction with judging. I do not share that

opinion, but on the contrary believe that at least some half-dozen

gentlemen I could name, whUe no doubt some are better liked

than others, yet allh&ve on the whole the "general" respect

and confidence of exhibitors at large. People talk very " large
"

about refusing to exhibit unless the present system is changed

;

but they don't really do it, or, if they do, others take their places ;

and I feel at times somewhat amused at so many saying the fancy

and shows " must come to an end " unless things mend, while

all the time the pot keeps on boiling more and more furiously.

But secondly, I do not agree for one moment that there is any
real doubt, to any serious extent, as to the ideal of a perfect

bird. My meaning, if not my words, have been twisted from the

original, when I am spoken of as speaking of judging being
" diametrically opposite." Taking two of the judges who differ

most, say upon the point of leg-feather and vulture hock, it

would not be found, if each chalked out his ideal of a Cochin in

this respect, that they differed to any serious extent. The
difference between them chiefly lies in this—that one dreads a
fault or departure from this ideal in one direction more than
the other, while his brother judge rather dreads the opposite

fault. One would rather see an almost bare leg than vulture

hock, while the other would rather see the vulture hock than

the bare leg. And after watching this particular question of leg-

feather with pecuUar attention for the last five years, I will

state my decided conviction that both classes of opinion are

necessary in order to preserve the perfect medium. If one
judge's opinion became general, we should soon get all nearly

bare legs, the opposite fault not being even tolerated, and vice

versa. We did see this very thing a year or two back. And still

further, should the balance of opinions in such a point become
destroyed, the very same fault may be judged differently by the

same judge ; for it is manifest that if bare poles were the general

rule, it would be a judge's duty to discourage it, and rather give

prizes to birds perceptibly hocked than to such, in order to dis-

courage the evil tendency ; while later, if bare legs seemed all

gone out and (vulture hocks were setting iu, ho would, if a

thoughtful man, judge on precisely opposite principles. This

consideration alone will explain many so-called " inconsistent"

awards; and such " changes of fashion" are often charged on
the judges when the breeders really caused them, and the much-
abused judges are simply doing their best to stem the popular

error of the day.
But thirdly, after long and careful study of the matter I do

not see the possibility of any " fixed " standards at all. It

assumes y;na?j7;/ iu poultry-breeding, and in forbidding change
would forbid all improvement too. If an amateur considers

that by a slight and almost imperceptible alteration a breed

would be improved, he has a right to try the experiment, and
should his bird when shown commend itself to the best judg-

ment available at the period, who is to forbid him winning his

prize ? And if general feeling goes strongly iu favour of birds a
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little different to what they were five years ago, on what ground
are we to forbid it doing so? And yet again, so far as opinions

differ, they certainly exist, and while they do exist, how are

the holders of them to agree ? I have an opinion as to how a

fowl ought to be bred, and another man has another, what right

have I to make him " agree " with me, or what right has he ?

If two out of three agree with me, at present, on a rough average
birds of my type will get the majority of the prizes, but not all,

while the minority will get some, and thus prevent my notion

being carried to excess, as it might be if it were unopposed. I

do not see, until all amateurs can agree as to the comparative
merits of two given prize pens, how it is either possible or even
desirable for even those two pens to be always judged in pre-

cisely the same order. Such an opinion may seem rank heresy,

but thoughtful minds will see its truth.

Lastly, I would very briefly put the matter in a point of view
which seems to have been altogether overlooked, but which is

in my mind the most important of all. Finite faculties cannot
fashion " a fixed ideal." No such thing as regards human con-

ception of it can possibly exist. Take what is, perhaps, the
nearest approach we have ever attained to—the ideal of beauty
as regards the human form. As regards the main features of

this ideal, the Greek have, perhaps, solved the problem for us,

and produced the highest forms of ideal beauty the world has
ever seen. As regards these main features, no artist has any
real doubt as to the direction and general form, at least, of the
perfection which he seeks ; and yet look at the face of, say,

Baily's Eve at the Fountain, and then at that of a bust of

Ariadne. What a difference! and yet how is it to be decided
which is the most perfect face ? or how, in spite of the under-
stood ideal, how shall it ^be decided who, in a large company, is

the most beautiful woman ? To state such a question is to see

its difficulties ; but this variety of beauty runs through all

nature, and is its deepest and most mysterious charm. We
make all otir castings in one mould, but God does not ; and as

rightly and reasonably might a fond mother wish for all her
hoys and all her girls to be exactly alike, as we too wish for a
" fixed " standard for fowls. Let us once get it, and the tin-

defined charm of breeding them would be gone. The art of

man would attain it, or so near to it, that there would be
nothing more to do, and that endless variety of comparative
imperfection, each unit of which adds a beauty of its own,
which helps to inspire and adorn the whole—all this priceless

gain would be lost for the dead uniformity of a set of iron
castings, one of which we gladly treasure for the stamp of

beauty which it bears, but a hundred of which round the room
would be simply intolerable.—L. Wkight.

A VISIT TO WORCESTEB AND ITS SHOW.—No. 2.

On the second day of the Show was the annual hop fair, and
"the faithful city"—I judge that to be its designation, for
" Floreat sctnper fi delis ciuitas" is the inscription over the door
of its Guildhall—was full to overflowing with agriculturists of

the three varieties, the gentleman farmer, the farmer proper,
and the humbler yeoman ; while hop-factors mingled with the
crowd. The Show had been wisely fixed, in order to catch the
attendants at the fair. N.B.—Take a hint in this. Committee
of Devizes Show. To avoid a crowd {I hope there was one after

I left) I am at the Show early, and, after carefully noticing, I

must say that the arrangements seemed excellent, and the birds
were well looked after. A few food-pans for the Pigeons with
heavily-wattled eyes—I mean the Carriers and Barbs—would
have been well, as these bii-ds cannot see to pick their food
from the bare floor.

I now stand before the poultry. Class 1, Dorkings, any variety,
cockerel and puUet of 1873. The first prize and cup went to

Mr. J. Martin for a well-matched pair of the old Linton Park
strain, rose-combed. The Rev. E. Bartrum secured both second
and third prizes. The pullets in both pens were too rosy on the
wing, but they were good birds. The Spanish were good, as is

proved by the fact that the Bristol birds (Mr. Jones's) had to be
only " highly commended." Mrs. AUsopp had the first prize
and cup. The Cochins surprised one from their number and
goodness—thirteen pens of Cinnamon and Buff, and eight of

them noticed. Twenty-two pens of Cochins, any other variety,
and sixteen noticed. Lady Gwydyr's Buffs were in their right
place—viz., first ; Mrs. Allsopp's second will do after a time, but
they are not full-grown yet. The Cochins, any other variety,
showed a large number of Whites. All three prizes went to

White birds. There was one pair of Blacks, but sadly small
and weedy-looking. The Dark Brahma class had some grand
birds in it. Mr. Horace Lingwood took first and cup with the
finest birds of all, but heavily hocked ; the third prize, Mr.
Unsworth*8, was a nice pen. The Light Brahma was he
largest class of all, having twenty-six pens. The first-prize

thoroughly good, the second-prize very pretty; the third, Lady
Gwydyr's, had a big but terribly yellow cock. The Game did
not, I own, please me ; there was not the gamey look, that in-

deBcribable something, which, like the look of a gentleman, we

all recognise, but cannot easily describe. I own I preferred
the birds that took only the third prize among the Black-
breasted Reds. Silver-pencilled Hawhurghs but two entries,

let me add and most excellent too ; Mr. Beldon first and cup.
The Golden-pencilled six entries ; the first-prize birds neat but
small. The Silver-spangled very nice ; a pity that the cock in
No. 121 was wry-tailed, for they were a neat pen. Gold-spangled,
one pen only! The Polands were everyone noticed; seven
entries, but two pens empty. The French fowls seem still to

be popular, as they show everywhere strongly. The Any other
distinct variety class contained a beautiful pen of Black Ham-
burghs, Mr. Beldon's ; they were first. A good pen of Malays,
Mr. Hinton's, second ; and a pretty pen of quaint-looking Silkies,

Mr. Woodgate's, third ; and another pen of Silkies was com-
mended.
Of the Ba77tams I must speak in high terms. The Black-

breasted and other Reds were, as usual, numerous. The cock
of the second prize pleased me best, and a commended pen of

Mr. Martin's, No. 161, consisted of a very stylish-looking pair

of birds. Of the other Game Bantams, a pair of Piles first,

and Duckwings second, both belonging to Mr. Entwisle. The
White Bantams were not much, but the Blacks were excellent.

Sebrights, only one pen of good ones, Mr. Leno's, and an odd
pair of, I suppose. Yellow or Nankin Bantams, the cock hen-
tailed.

On the whole, in looking at this Show I may echo the words
of an eminent writer on poultry who was present, *' It was the
best chicken show seen in the provinces."

The Pigeons.—I must first state that these were few, far too

few—only about seventy pens ; and many birds, especially the
Pouters and Almond Tumblers, were in heavy moult. The
Carriers came naturally first. Mr. Fulton's Crystal Palace
champion bird for two seasons, took, and rightly, the first prize

and cup; and Mr. Yardley's second was a good second. The
Carrier hens were only four. The Pouter cocks were choice
in the extreme. The first-prize bird, Mr. H. Pratt's, measures
19Hnches in length, and 7^ inches in limb; it has, too, that
great beauty narrowness of girth, which in a White, as this was,
is particularly elegant. The second-prize bird, also White,
measures ISJ inches in length and 7 inches in limb. AH the
birds in this class were noticed. The hen Pouters were also

good. Mr. H. Pratt secured a second. The Barbs were not,

except the first-prize cock, of the highest excellence ; he is a fine

bird, but very aged. The Almonds were but three pens, but
such a three ! The first-prize birds were rich in the extreme,
with tails and flights showing the three colours, and the hen
specially rich for a hen. Among other Tumblers were as good a
pair of Agates as were ever seen by me, Mr. Yardley's. Mr.
Cresswell's first-prize Fantails contained a most splendid cock ;

in Mr. Fulton's second was a lot of Scotch blood, with which I

was pleased, for the Scotch birds are much the most elegant.

There was a commended pen of Blues, No. 271, which will be
wonders, at present they were too young for show. The Dragoons
were a superior class. Mr. Graham showed two pens of his
Yellows, one of which was first. The Yellow is the most difficult

colour to breed good, so that it rightly has the pre-eminence.
The soundness of colour throughout in this pen was most satis-

factory. In the second-prize birds the cock (a Blue) was very
good, so was No. 280. So also a pen of Whites ; indeed,
all the birds shown were good. The Autwerps were a poor lot.

The Jacobins, on the contrary, excellent ; the hoods of the
first-prize birds being beautifully flat on their heads. The
Trumpeters were hut two pens. The Nuns call for no marked
notice, save that they were too few. In the Any other variety,

a pair of White African Owls were first, and a pair of excellent

Magpies were second.
Such were the Pigeons ; but seventy strong, still a picked

seventy. I shall bear in my mind a remembrance of Worcester
Show, being the best of chicken shows, and of a small number
of excellent Pigeons.

I must speak of the politeness and kindness of all the Wor-
cester officials, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, and Committee. I

also made the acquaintance of Mr. AUsop, the Pigeon judge,
and a very able judge he is.

I must now in conclusion say something of Worcester itself

—

a noticeable and remarkable city ; no mushroom growth of a
recent day, but old and historic, and therefore very interesting.

It is a red-brick city, the houses built of that material, which in

time and with stone facings has a handsome look. Some of the
streets are very fine, principally the Foregate, a stately and
lengthened avenue, which running straight on east becomes then
High Street, at the end of which comes full and clear to view
the whole north side of the cathedral, which stands in a fairly

ample piece of greensward. Various streets branch north and
south. Below the west end of the cathedral, deep down, the

Severn rolls a broad stream. Few prospects that I ever looked

upon were as noticeable as that from the west of the cathedral

—immediately under me the Severn and its fine five-arched

bridge ; the rich meadows just across ; and far, but not too far,

the line of the Malvern Hills, more peaked than most English
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bills, and therefore prettier. This view lit up by a bright Sep-

tember sun was perfect. The exterior of the cathedral has been
restored and looks scarcely venerable ; the new face on the stone-

work, and the slates instead of lead, rather pain one. Though
it contains all styles of Gothic, the light early English moat
catches the eye. Inside, all is bustle and confusion ; carpenters,

and masons, and other workmen are busy and have set up their

temporary workshops. The noise of hammer, and saw, and
plane jars on one's ear. In some parts the very pavement is up,

and throughout all is shavings, and stone chips, and mortar,

and wood. I long to see it when finished. The airy lightness

of the interior is very pleasing. It was only in some parts that

entrance was allowed, and I walked up to the ankles in shavings
and dirt. King John has a better tomb than he deserved ; and
the most touching epitaph that I read was that on the tablet to

the memory of the wife of good Izaak Walton—" Here lyeth

buried (so much aa could die) of Aune, wifo of Izaak Walton.
She died (alas ! that she is dead) 17th April, lti62, aged 52."

All disciples of old Izaak and lovers of the angle should pause
over that epitaph. In the cloisters I looked for and found the

famous black slab in the north side of the cloisters, with only
one word on it

—" Mi.serrimus," " The Most Miserable " is the

meaning. Wordsworth wrote a touching and fine sonnet on it

;

but alas for poetry ! the one who thus ordered his grave to be
marked was no love-lorn one, no interesting being, no deeply
penitent man, but a rich, selfish, and cantankerous old bachelor,

who made everybody around him miserable, and as a just retri-

bution made himself the most miserable of all. Thus it was,
and is, and ever will be with selfish tyrants.

I leave the cathedral, and never since the parliamentary soldiers

were quartered in it, and stripped it of its ornaments, and com-
mitted every depredation was it, I should think, in such a topsy-
turvy state as now with its troop of, not, happily, destroyers,
but restorers. May the work be safely and skilfully finished.

The battle of September 3rd, lli-51, was begun a mile from the
city, and finally raged in the main street. I saw in the hand-
some Guildhall before mentioned two cannon and nine suits of

old armour left by Charles II. after the battle. The GuildhaU
is a most noticeable and handsome building, standing a little

back from the street, with a statue of Queen ."Vnne in a niche
over the door, and one of Charles I. and II. on either side of the
door. The interior is well worthy of a visit, containing among
its full-length portraits one by Reynolds of George III. One
thing is much needed by visitors to Worcester—viz., a guide-
book. Strange to say, not one is published. I was taken by Mr.
Grainger, Vice-Chairman of the Committee of the Poultry Show,
to see his beautiful china show-rooms ; and he courteously
offered me a card of entrance to his porcelain manufactory, but
I had not time to go, but I saw in his show-rooms the lovely
results.

Both Worcester and its Show were well worthy of a visit. I
never received more kindness, nor was I ever more interested.
I have two pieces of advice for all, and especially for young,
poultry.fanciers. One is. Go to as many shows as you can. The
other is, Take in, read, and digest Mr. Wright's new book; then
you cannot fail to learn and understand prize poultry. May
Worcester Show always flourish ; and as to Worcester itself,
" Floreat seynper fidelis civitas."—Wiltshire Rector.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.
As the time for this Show draws near, I wish to state through

the Journal what appears to me to be a real grievance. Last
year I was not there during the judging, because I consider the
presence of exhibitors at such a time objectionable, but I slept
at one of the hotels near the Palace, and at nine o'clock the next
morning I joined others that I knew were going into the Show.
The party I joined was admitted, but I and a friend who was
•with me were sent away for another hour, and the reason of
this was, we were told, " that we were not the servants of ex-
hibitors who were allowed admission to attend on their em-
ployers' birds." It was in vain we urged, " though not the
servants of exhibitors, we were exhibitors themselves, and that
our birds needed our attention quite as much as those which
were waited on by servants." Those in charge of the gate did
not doubt our word that we were exhibitors, but said "they had
orders to admit none but servants of exhibitors, and that they
meant to keep their instructions."

I thought that if I could have returned in the coat I usually
wear when feeding my birds I might have got in, but as it was
I was kept out for an hour ; whereas, I owned more Pigeons
and poultry in the Show than any one employer of those servants
who were admitted. I believe all those whom I saw admitted
to be honest men, but I do not know how many servants there
were admitted who might not be honest men

;
perhaps among

them might have been one who was seen by Mr. Hewitt waiting
on birds which he said " were foighting." I intend sending a
good many birds to the next Palace Show, and I hope they will
contend well in the lists, but I hope they will not be waited on
by any " servants " while I am kept out.

The case mentioned by Mr. Hewitt was not a solitary one, but
merely exposed as au example to check a growing evil. Will
servants be allowed in the Palace on Sunday, November 16th ?

Will they be allowed in,, au hour before exhibitors on other
days ? If so, I hope the pubhc have more faith in their regard
for dangerous competitors than I have. I for one shall be very
glad if the Committee decide not to admit any exhibitors, much
less " servants," who are personally interested and have not the

same credit to maiutaiu, until a certain time, and then admit
them and the public together.

If this subject were not so important to exhibitors generally,

I should not have trespassed so much on your valuable space.

—

H. M. Mavn.ird, Holmewood, Byde.

POULTRY EXHIBITORS.
It appears to me a diificult and also an unwise plan to exclude

dealers from exhibiting. In the first place, what is a dealer?
and secondly, who ought to be considered amateurs ? I know
several gentlemen who would be otteuded at being called dealers,

but at the same time their birds are generally on sale, providing

anj'one be willing to pay their price. Now, there seems to me
one way of getting out of the difficulty—that is, have two classes

for those breeds that are likely to have the largest number of

entries ; a champion class (if I may be allowed to use the term),

and a class for birds that) have never previously won a first

prize. I have not the slightest doubt in my own mind this

would cause a greater number of entries and eventually repay
committees for their consideration, at the same time giving

many a chance who have hitherto frequently refrained from ex-

hibiting, feehng sure they had no chance whilst having to com-
pete against certain noted parties who invariably sweep away
the prizes wherever they exhibit.

I quite agree with one of your correspondents as regards the

taking more than one prize in each class. I think if it were
made a rule to allow no one to take more than one prize in any
class, this would also be a means of increasing the number of

entries.

-\nother point of great importance is having one uniform
standard to go by in awarding the prizes. Whilst there are so

many opinions as to points, how can an amateur, or, indeed,

anyone,' know what to exliibit ? Why not have a meeting of the

principal judges and settle this long-vexed question? I for one
am ready to contribute my mite towards paying the expenses,

and have no doubt, if the matter could be arranged, there are

plenty more who would be willing to assist.—T. W. D.

MARKET RASEN POULTRY SHOW.
For a first attempt this meeting was good, and from the ex-

perience gained this year, no doubt the arrangements of future

shows will be improved.
Grey Dorkings were not especially good, but some very ex-

cellent Brown Red Game were among the prize-winners. The
Hambtirghs were a very creditable lot. Black Hamburghs and
Golden-pencilled ones more particularly. Spanish were not of

good quality, nor shown in good condition. Both Aylesbury
and Rouen Ducks were superior, and a few good Buenos Ayreau
Ducks in capital plumage were exhibited. The Geese, a class

in which single birds only were exhibited, were such as are but
rarely seen, the entry being not only large, but the whole of

them of very equal quality. Turkei/s were few but very good.

The show of Pigeons was a remarkably good one, but many of

them were placed too high for general inspection. Canaries,

Parrots, Foreign and English Cage Birds were well represented.

DoBKlvoa.—1, — Cashmere, Loughborough. 2, — Waters. Elsham, Brigs.
Gamk.—1, A. Canty, Barton-on-Hnmber. 2 and c, H. R. Boucherett.
Cochins.—1, R. S. S. Woodgnte, Tonbridgo WellB. 2. — Casliinere.

Brahmjs.— 1, W. R. Garner, Dyke, Bourne. 2, K. Swan, Lincoln, c, W. F.
Dunn, Middle Rason.
Uamburghs.—land 2, — Caahmere. 7ic, J. PUkington, Lincoln, c, J. Smith,

Lincoln.
Spanish.—1, A. Canty. 2, G. S. Thompflon. Barton-on-Humber.
Bantams.—1, R. Wingfield, Ltdbury, W ircester. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Cock —1, — Cashmere. 2, J. Johnson, Newark.
Hen.—L R. S. S. Woodgato. 2. J. .Tohnson. he, T. G. Gilbert, Col'ingham,

Newark: G. Waters ;
— Cashmere, c. J. M. Atkinson. .Vlfoid (2).

Chickens.-1 and Cup.— Cashmere (Bhick Hamburi^'tib). 2. A, Canty (Brown
Red Game), he, Mrs. Cross. Applebv, Brigg ; C. I>uckering. Kast Barkwith

;

Mrs. T. Fowler, North Willingham: W. G. Waters; U Chapman, Market Basen.
c, T. A W. Lievesley, Lincoln ; Rev. T. H. Wright, Market Itasen.

Barndoor —Prize — Wilson, Market Rasen.
DccKS.—iiouen.- 1 and c, R Swann. 2, — Tateson. Reasby, Wragliy. Ayleil-

bunj.—l. Lady E. Heneage. Hainton. 2, — Cashmere, tic. W. F. Duiiii. c, W.
i'. Dnnn ; — Coulbfck, Market Kaaon.
Geese—1,— Hodgson, sixhilis 2.— Ttinier.West Rasen. 7ic, Mrs. Marriott,

South Kclaey; Mrs. F'lwler ; J. Wilson: W F. Dunn.
TcRKKV — 1, H. E. Boucherett 2, W. F. Dunn.
Selling Class.—1, Mrs. Cross. 2, Lady K. llencagc. he, W. F. Dunn.

PIGEONS.
Carrit.rs.-1 and Cup. — Baddcloy. Unreford. he, W. Lnrkins. Biggleswade.
PooTEas.—L J. E. Crofts. BlTih. Worksop. 2. J. F. Loversidge, Newark.

e, P. R. Spencer, Hereford ; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Tombleks.— 1. H. Yarolcy. 2. — Uaddeley.

, „ „ .

Barbs.-L T. H. Do«s, Bo"l.'n. 2. H. Yardley. he, J. E. Crofts.

Fantails.- 1, .1. F. Loversidge. 2. P. R. Spencer.
Jacobins.— 1, J. E. Crofts. '2, U. Yardley. he, K. Chapman.
Rocks.—i!Iue.—l and 2, C. Wilson, Market Rasen.
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Any other Variety.—1. J. Walker. Burelem. 2, J. C. & H. Elwis, Doncaster.
he, — Baddt^ley; J. E. Crofts (2) ; T. H. Dows.
Selling Class.—1, J, E. Crofts. 2, — Kent, Liocoln. c, J. Walker.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham, was
the Judge.

NOTTINGHAM BIRD SHOW.
This was held on October 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.

NoBTVTCH —Clear Yi'Voic.—l, Enock & Atkins, Coventry. 2. C. H. Le^rge,
Derbv. 3, Ad.iins & Aibcrsueli, Coventry, vlic, G. BnTUsby, Derby, he. Clark
and Doyle, c, J. Newton. Nottinjjham. Clear Buff.—l, J. Clarke, Derby.
2, Brown &. Gayton.Nortliampton. ». E. Hyde, Melbourne, vkc, and /iC, Adams
and Atheifeuch c. Limliaf & Camall. Coventry.
NoKW en

—

Variegated Ffi/oic.—l, Brown & Gayton. 2, Adams & Atherench.
8, R, HeuBon, Der">y. vhc. G. Cox, Northampton, he, Adams tt AtberBUch.
c, J. Clarke Variegated Buff.—1, J. Clarke. 2 and 3, Arlams & AtliL-rbUch,

vhc, C Merrill. Spuudon he, C. l.eRee. ". Donman & Deardaley.
UoRWJcn.— Ticked IVi^OTo.—I.Brown itGayton. 2 and 3, Adams & Athersuch.

vftc, T- Wr'gbt Northampton, /u', C. Leege. c, Dooniau & D'-ardnley ; Hamp-
ton & Chamberlin, Leiceater. TicU'd Buff.— I, Adams &. Athersuch 2, Enock
and Atkins. 3, C. Merrin. vhc, H. Ball, CasUe Donnington. )ic, Limliaf and
Carnall e, Adams & Athersuch ; G. Ct-x.

aoRwicn.—Crested YeUov}.—\ and he, J. Judge. Derby. 2 and vhc, G. Clipsnn.
Northampton. 3, Donman & Beardsley. Crested Buff.—1, J. Goode. Leicester.
2 and vhc, J. Selby. 3, Clarke & Doyle, he, R. Huwman, Middlesborough.
e, J. Judge.
Belgian.—Any I'ariety —1, R. Hawman. 2 and he, Buntiug vt Evans, Derby.

3 and e, T. Dove. bution-in-Abbfield. vhc, J. N. Harrison, Belper.
'Lizxu'D —Jonque.—l, J. Martin, Salford. 2 and 3. R. liitchie, Darlington.

rhe. BuntiiJK& fcvans; W.Watson ; J. Martin ; Everton &• Moun^ey. Darlington.
he, W. Richards. Grey.—\. W. "(^ atson. 2. Bunting & Evans. 3, R. Ritchie.
vhc, W. Watson ; J Martin (21 ; T Dove ; R. Ritchie, he, E. Hyde ; Adama and
Ather&uch. c. Adams & Athersuch.
Cinnamon.— Jojcy^c.—l, Adams & Athersuch. 2. Clarke & Doyle. S, Brown

and Gayton. Northampton, vhc, J. Liuton, Nottingham ; Clarke & Doyle. c,H.
Haslam. £u#.— l, Clarke & Doyle. 2, Brown tt Gayton. 3, .\dam3 li Athersuch.
vhc, R. May.
Mules.—.^7(1/ variety.—1, vhc, and c, J. Spence. South Shields. 2, R. Hawman.

3, J. Stevens, Middlesljorough. he,M. Ward, Sneeton ; Hampton ifc Chamberlin,
Leicester.
British BiHDS.—Ajiy rarieUi.—1 and he, — Buiiiiston, Middlesborough. 2, S.

Maylan. 3. C. L. Rothera. Nt ttingham. c, W. J. Reader, Ely ; R. May.
Selling Class.—1 and 2, Allen & Twidney, Nottingham. 3, E. Shaw.

Judges.—Messrs. Barwell & Tuckwood.

LEICESTER ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

This Show was held in the Alexandra Rooms, New "Walk,
Leicester, on October 2ud, 3rd, and 4th.

NoBwrcH.— C/crtT- Yellou-.—l and 2, Bemrose & Orme, Derby. 3, Adams and
Athersuch, Covemry. vkc, Bemrose & Orme; Adams & Athersuch. he. H.
and D. Audley. c, J. Brooks, Oad'-y. Clear Buff.—i. 2, 3, and vhc. Bemrose
and Orme. he, S. Tomes, Northampton; Waiid & Wright, Northampton, c,

H. & D Audley, Leicester.
Norwich —Evenly-marked or Variegated Yelloic—l and 2, Bemrose & Orme.

3 and c, Adams & Athersuch. vhc, J Audley, Leicester. Evenly-viarked or
Varieoated Buff— 1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3, J. Goode, Leicester, vhc,
Adams &, Athersuch; Martini Griffin, Northampton, lie, S. Tomes; Adams
and Athersuch.
NnRW'CH.— jTfcfcerf or Unevenly-marked Yellow.—1 and R, Bemrose & Orme.

2, Adams & Athersuch, vhe, Bemrose & Orme ; I Herbert. Wigston. e, G. Cox,
Nortbamp'on. Ticked or Unevenly-viarked Buff.—i. Bemrose & Orme. 2,

Adams & Athersuch 3. Wand & "Wriyht. vhc, S. Tomes, he, J. Brooks;
Bemrose & Orme. c, H. & D- Audley.
Norwich.—Any variety of Crested Yellow.—1, Withheld. 2 and S.J. Goode.

Any variety of Crested Buff.-l, J Goode. 2, Martin & Griffin. 3, G. Cox.
Extra 3, Lampldugh & Bexncm, Derby, vhc, Bemrose & Orme (2). he, 0. Love,
Northampton: S. Tomes: H. & D- Audley.
liizjtnv.—Gohlrn-spanglcd.-l, W. Watson, Darlington. 2, S. Bunting. Derby.

8, Withheld, vhc, J. Goode. Silvcr'spangled.—l and 2, W. Wataon. 3, d.

Bnnt na- he, Adnms & Athersuch.
Cinnamon- l't/?oir.—1 and 3, Bemrose & Orme. 2, Lamplough & Bexson.

he, T, Stubley, Leicester : S. Tomes, c, J. Brooks. Buff.—I, Bemrose & Orme.
2, Lamplough & Bexeou. 8, S. Tomes. vhc,0. Love, Northampton, he, G. Cox
c, R Hawman. Middleaborouu'h.
Any other Variety of Canakv. — 1. Bemrose & Orme. 2, F. R. Tebbitt,

Leicester. 3, S Bunting. i>/ic, Ad'ims & Athersuch,
Gollfinch Mule —1, J. Go^de. 2, T. Hopkins, Leicester. S, R. Hawman.

2'/(c, T. Tenniswood. Middlesborough. he, Hampton & Chamberlin ; T. Hopkins.
British or Fokeign Birds. — 1, J. Brooks. 2, — Cave, Leicester. 3, J.

Hedges
Any VARfETY OF Bird.—1. T. Fulton. Leicester. 2, T. Tenniswood, 3, S.

Tomes. i^hc, Bemi'oae & Orme; J. Goode. he, H. tfc D. Audley; G. Gregory,
Leicester; Hampton i; Chamberlaiu; J. Goode. e. Wand & Wright; J. Greet,
Leicester.

Judges.—Messrs. Moore & Wynne, of Northampton.

Extra Prizes at Oxfokd Show.—The entries for the Oxford
Show will close on Wednesday next, October I5th ; the .Judges
being Messrs. Esquilant, Hewitt, Jones, Teebay, andTegetmeier,
who will be empowered to award extra prizes should the entries

be unusually numerous aud the specimens deserving. The
Committee are trying to make arrangements for placing persons
at the various railway junctions near Oxford, in order as far as
possible to prevent any delay in the return of the fowls to their
owners. Billett will supply the pens.

Tiie Game cock has recently come before the public, craving
protection against the revived brutality that had arranged a so-

called " International Cockfight," at Weaverham, in Cheshire,
but which was happily cut short by a visit from the police,
followed by a fine of X'5 a-head. If the " gentlemen " who had
come together to enjoy such "sport" could be credited with
any grain of feeling, we would ask them to commit to memory

the following lines out of the " Parish Register" of the poet
Crabbe. The poet, after describing other abominations to be
found in a certain gamester's house, thus describes a cock-
fight:—

" Here his poor bird the inhuman cocker brings,
Arms his hard heel, and clips bis golden wings;
With spicy food th' impatient spirit feeds,
And shouts aud curses as the battle bleeds.
Struck thi-ough the brain, deprived of both bis eyes.
The vanquished bird must combat till he dies;
Sliist faintly peck at his victorious foe.

And reel and staijger at each feeble blow ;

\Vheu fallen, the savage grasps his dabbled plumes,
His bluud-stained arms for other deaths assumes;
Aud damns the craven fowl that lost his stake.
And only bled and perished for his sake."—Parish Reyister (Introduction to Part I.)

Lord Jeffery, no mean judge, once declared that for descriptive
power these lines equalled, if they did not surpass, anything to
be found in the English language.

—

{Bock.)

CANAMES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
That your readers maybe able to judge of the value of Mr.

R. J. Troake's statements respecting the Ticked Buff Norwich,
216, which he purchased at the last Crystal Palace Show, I give
you an extract from his letter dated March 24th, iu reply to my
request to allow the birds to be sent to any person who might
desire to test the question of colouring:—*'I shall be very
pleased to do, so far as I can, anything to accommodate you, but
should not like to send the bird away now, as I hope he is

settled down for the season's work. I will send to any person
you may name a sufficient quantity of feathers from the saddle
to answer for any testing purpose that may be required. For
my own part I have tested it in various ways and fail to detect
any colouring matter (including that tried at Cheltenham), and
my conclusion now is, that the colour must be legitimate." I
wish to call attention to the fact that Mr. Truake is a chemist,
hence quite familiar with the best method of detecting any im-
posture.
Mr. Troake's particular gi-ievance is, that the bird has " neither

retained nor perpetuated the colour." Is Mr. Troake absolutely
ignorant of the fact, well known to all who understand birds,

that the second year's moulting unassisted by skilful artificial

feeding is invariably inferior to the first year ? Did Mr. Troake
suppose, too, in buying the bird that the -iOs. also included th©
knowledge of my method of feeding '? I beg to remind Mr.
Troake that the bii'ds are judged for plumage and condition, and
not for their breeding quahties. On this last point Mr. Troake
may be an able authority.

—

Edwakd Bembose, Market Ftace,
Derby.

[We shall insert Mr. Blakston's reply to Mr. Troake next week,
together with notes on Hartlepool Show, where, we are informed,
Mr. Bemrose has exhibited largely and successfully.

—

Eds.]

HONEY MARKET.
Since the *' Handy-Book of Bees" was published, I have

received many letters asking where honey aud honeycomb could
be sold. Some of these letters were written by ladies and
working men living in country districts, where there is but little

demand for honey. For many reasons I have declined to give
the names of buyers. In fine seasons I have a large quantity to

sell, aud like to have a ready market for it all. For the last two
years I have had a far greater demand for honey than I could
supply, and I firmly believe the demand will ever increase. My
neighbours, both rich and poor, like our honey, and buy it all

very readily. Wholesale dealers keep writing for prices. Thirty
years ago when I kept bees in Middlesex, I found no difficulty in

selling honey. A wine merchant bought all my run honey at

Is. 'dd. per lb., and Fortnum & Mason, of Piccadilly, London,
took all my honeycomb at Is. G<i. per lb. I believe the markets
of England will never be overstocked with genuine English
honey.
In bee-management Scotland is, I think, fifty years in ad-

vance of England, aud the honey produced there in proportion
to population is, I think, fifty times greater than it is here, and
all is sold at good prices. Indeed, I have two letters now from
Glasgow merchants wanting to buy of me.

I mention these things to encourage our English bee-keepers.
Let them persevere in their efforts to get large supplies, and an
outlet for it. If the factory operatives of any of our Lancashire
towns were to taste genuine honey, the,y would be found swarm-
ing round the house where it is sold day after day. They do
not know what real honey is. Some seven or eight years ago
I took two samples of good honey to Manchester, witli a view to

take orders from chemists. In some of the principal streets of

that city I called at almost every chemist's shop, but found I
was too late, all of ihem had been supplied for that year. They
tasted my honey, and said they had never seen any so good.

Some of them let me see and taste theirs. It was exceedingly
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mild to the taste, there was no smack of honey about it. I was
given to understand it was from Narbonne, in France, and was
sold at one time at 2s. Gd. per lb. On my way home I called at

tn-o more shops, in one of which I found the same class of honey
ten shades darker in colour. My suspicions were here confirmed,

that all the honey I had seen and tasted that day was manu-
factured from sugar by some process I was ig^noraut of. About
six months ago a surgeon called here, and in course of conver-

sation he told me he commenced his career as an apprentice to

a chemist, and then was frequently employed in raakm;; honey.

He was asked how it was made. He said, " To i lbs. of sugar

and lib. of water we put i lb. of honey, and boil all together. It

looks like crystallised honey, and is sold at Is. id. per lb., but it

is nothing but a toffy." If this " toffy " or trashy confectionary

find customers, what may we not expect when genuine honey
becomes known ? Consider also that hundreds of tons of foreign

honey are imported into England, and here find buyers. Most
of the foreign honey is far inferior in flavour to good English

honey. The Chilian honey is the best and purest of all foreign

honey that I have ever seen or tasted, but is not equal to British

honey. The working classes, especially the miners and colliers

of Scotland, use much honey at their tea-tables. It is used

on bread as butter and preserved fruits are. In the north of

England preserved fruit is used in large quantities by working
people. A fruit-preserver of Stockport told the writer that he
could not keep himself abreast of the demand. This was some
years ago, when he was preserving 150 tons of fruit, one-third

being Gooseberries. Since then he has told me the demand for

it is ever growing. I suppose that he now preserves about 200

tons of fruit. Bee-keepers, then, need not fear that honey good
and genuine will ever be a drug in the market.
As for wax, they have only to ask a price for a genuine article.

Chemists in making up ointment dare not use the wax of com-
merce, knowing it is, generally speaking, a spurious mixture of

lard, rosin, and wax. Grocers, too, covet and readily purchase
real wax, for they find no difficulty in selling it to ladies for

cleaning and polishing furniture. AVe sell our clear honey at

Is. .id. per lb. ; heather or moorland honey, at Is. ijer lb. ; and
honeycomb from Is. 3d. to Is. G(/. per lb. ; wax at 2s. and 2s. '3d.

per lb.—A. Pettigbew, Sale.

COURAGE MOUNTETH WITH OCCASION.
I BEGAN bee-keeping this summer—no, perhaps I ought not to

say that, as last summer I had a swarm given me in a common
hive. It did very well till one day it was blown over, and after

that it never did well, and the bees died in the winter ; but this

bad luck, instead of disheartening me, first made me take an
interest in bees. I searched all the JonKN.iis of Horticulture
and Cottage G.uideners from No. 11 volume up to the present
time, and read all I could find on bees. I procured " Beekeep-
ing for the Many " and *' Profitable Bee-keeping," and studied
them during last winter ; lately I have been reading Langstroth.
I at first thought I would " walk before I ran," and bought two
flat-topped straw hives (Economic), but reading in one of your
back numbers the experiences of a beginner with a Woodbury,
and seeing how well he succeeded, 1 determined to have a
Woodbury, so sent to London for one. My swarm, a gift (as the
giver said it was unlucky to buy bees), arrived on the 2Rth of
May, before my hive 1 What a dilemma I was in ! However,
it came the next day, and having made all necessary prepara-
tions, and attached some bits of guide-comb as well as I could,
though I did it so badly that two or three fell off soon after on
the same evening, and taking a big walking-stick I went towards
the straw skep in which the swarm was located. I felt so dread-
fully nervous, for I thought. Here I am going to dash these
bees out of this hive. How do I know they will take to this
great box ? Perhaps they will fly away, or, worse still, settle

on me. How strongly inclined I felt to run away ; but remem-
bering how I should be laughed at if I turned coward, I seized
the step, and struck it with such force that I sent the top of it

in. Out tumbled the bees—such a splendid swarm ! I quickly
placed the Woodbury over the moving mass, and it was quite
delightful to hear the mighty hum and watch the bees marching
into their new dwelling. Some of the stragglers I spooned-up
and shook down in front of the hive, as directed by Langstroth.
A tingling sensation on one of my fingers made mo aware I had
received my first wound, but I was too busily engaged watching
and helping my bees into their new home to attend to it. Later
in the evening I placed tlie hive on its stand, and all was right.

If I tell you I hardly slept at all that night I suppose you will
be amused : snch was the sober truth ; the bees drove all sleep
from my eyes. In a couple of days, having kepi out a frame
for that purpose, I secured with clips three bits of honeycomb
that fell out of the skep when I transferred the bees, and pro-
viding myself with some sweetened water and a roll of smoulder-
ing linen rags—still very nervous—took off the crown-board,
slipped in the frame, noticed with much satisfaction some combs
begun in the frames, slid the crown-board on, and left them. I
removed the supports in a few days, finding the bees had made

all secure. Nine out of the ten combs were begun ; they had
only been in the hive nine days. The 27th of June I put a

glass super on, carefully wrapped in cotton wool, with two bits

of guide-comb (all I had) in it, and did not look at it again for a
fortnight, owing to beiug^from home. When I did I found to

my intense vexation no comb built, only a thick cluster of bees

hanging at one end. The 21st of July I made a grand discovery

—my bees had really begun making a comb. I caught a glimpse
of it when the cluster of bees opened a little. I think that

moment was one of the proudest moments of my life, for as no
one about here has such a hive as mine, all skeps, I have had
everyone telling me I shall do no good with these " new-
fangled " hives. First I was told the bees would not take to

the hive ; I proved that wrong ; and next, that they would not

take to the super. So you see I have had no help except from
books. I thought bees always worked from the centre of the

super or hive ; I found mine had begun the two outside combs
first.

The beginning of August I saw the unlucky drones being
dragged forth. I covered the wooden covering of my hive with
a straw hackle, because I fancied the green paint attracted the

heat. Did I do right? I also raised the adaptiug-board on
wedges to give the bees more air. August 2.5th I took off the

super, found two of the frames of the stock hive had stuck to

the under side of the adapting-board. My bees got so furious

that I received two stings before I discovered what was the

matter. I retired, put on another pair of thicker gloves, and
separated the frames with a knife. I managed to get the bees

out of the super very well; they left directly it was tilted up a
little. I found a little honey in the centre of one comb, -nhich

I afterwards tasted—my own honey ; it was delicious. The
bees had carried down all they had stored in the outside combs;
about five combs were begun. I have put the super away till

next year. I have another swarm of June 3rd, but they do not

seem nearly so strong as the swarm in tlie Woodbury; the

reason I believe to be is that I have not all the swarm, for the

cottager from whom I bought them (for although I prefer to be
given my bees, I am not too superstitious to buy) neglected to

bring them the day they swarmed as she promised. The swarm
had been put in my hive (an Economic), which I had previously

left with the cottager, so I had no alternative but to have the

swarm, so sent for them at once, and they were carefully carried

home .and no combs broken. So nine days after the swarm had
come forth it was lodged in the garden. I tried a super on three

weeks after swarming, but though the bees crowded into it, they

refused to begin working, so I took it off at the end of August.

The Woodbury swarm has appeared twice as strong as the other,

more bees going in and out. The wasps have not troubled the

bees much ; if they get in they are hustled out immediately.

I cannot conclude without telling you how much your paper
has helped me. Every week it is eagerly scanned to see if there

is anything fresh about the bees. I assure you it has become
much more interesting than any other kind of reading. My
friends tease me, and say I have "bee on the brain." In spite

of having my hands swollen several times, and once having to

appear with a bandaged eye in consequence of the too close

attention of one of my pets, and getting well teased, and asked

if I was cared of my mania, to which I gave an indignant

denial, I must sign myself

—

An Enthusiastic Monmouthshike
L.U)Y Bee-keeper.

SKELETONISING LEAVES.
The solution for destroying the soft tissues is made by first dis-

solving 4 ozs. of common washing soda in a quart of boiling water;

then add 2 ozs. of slaked quicklime, and boil for about fifteen

minutes. Allow this solution to cool; afterwards pour off all the

clear Hquid into a clean saucepan. When the solution is at the

boiling point, place the leaves carefully in the pan, and boil the

whole together for an hour. Boiling water ought to be added
occasionally, but sufficient only to replace that lost by evapora-

tion. The epidermis and parenchyma of some leaves will more
readily separate than in others. A good test is to try the leaves

after they have been gently simmering (boiling) for about an
hour, and if the cellular matter does not easily rub off betwixt

the finger and thiimb beneath cold water, boil them again for a

short time. When the fleshy matter is found to bo sxVlEcieutly

softened, rub them separately, but very gently, beneath cold

water until the perfect skeleton is exposed.
The skeletons at first are of a dirty white colour: to make

them pure white, and therefore more beautiful, all that is neces-

sary is to bleach them in a weak solution of chloride of lime. I

have found the best solution is a large tablespnnnfiil of chloride

of lime to a quart of water ; if a few drops of vinegar are added
to the bleaching solution it is all the better, for then the free

chloride is liberated. Do not allow them to remain too long in

the bleaching liquor, or they will become very brittle, and can-

not afterwards be haudlfd without injnry. About fifteen minutes
are sufficient to make them white and clean-looking.

After the specimens are bleached, dry them in white blotting
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paper, beneath a gentle presBure. Of course in this, as in other
things, a little practice is needful to secure perfection. Simple
leaves are the best for young beginners to experiment upon

:

vine, poplar, beech, and ivy leaves make excellent skeletons.
Care must be exercised in the selection of leaves, as well as the
period of the year and the state of the atmosphere when the
specimens are collected, otherwise failure will be the result.
The best mouths to gather the specimens are July to September.
Never collect specimens in damp weather, and none but perfectly-
matured leaves ought to be gathered.
A soft tooth-brush is a capital instrument for removing the

soft tissues—much better than the finger and thumb. Indeed it

is always advisable not to touch the leaves during the process,
but to float them on a piece of wood when the brushing process
is to be gone through.—J. B. 0.

—

[English Mechanic.)

Ipswich Show.—Acting under medical advice, Mr. Hewitt
will not act as one of the Judges at this Show, but he hopes to
fulfil his other engagements.

would not be cared for. As eacb point is decided upon, fanciers mast breed
up to that standard, and face and overcome the difficulty.

Northampton Good Intent Ornithological Society.—The Committee
of Management in connection with the above Society have passed the foUow-
ing resolution, which will bo strictly enforced :

—" Should any suspected un-
natural-coloured specimens be sent to our forthcoming Show, they will not be
staged under any consideration, but will be immediately removed from the
ball, and the Committee will take such measures as they deem necessary for
the strict enforcement of Regulation 4. See schedule.''

Rochdale Rabbit Show.—We are asked by Mr. lioyle, jun., to state that
he was not the writer of the report which praised bis Rabbits so highly.

Ipswich Doa Show {F. W. C).—Mr. Groom was certainly wrong to reply-
as be did, for the Show takes place on the 15th inst. If we inserted your
letter we should have to afford space for replies.

Glass Supers not Filled (B. M. M.).—We advise you to remove from
your hives the small glasses which are not iiUed, for if left on till spring they
might be filled with brood before the bees begin to store up honey. As soon
as the hives become full, say about the beginning of May, put the glasses on
again. The advice you have received to discontinue feediug should not be
carried out if your hives have not food enough to keep the bees till March.
The sooner they receive enough the better. It is also time to cover and pro-
tect your hives for the winter. Damp hiyes and severe frost injure bees in
winter.

OUR LETTER BOX.
-ToDGES AT Poultry Show (Lester Bird).~Yoav letter would effect no

good if pubUshed, and would probably be injurious.

Ldmp in Fowl's Foot (H. F. fl.}.—The callosities on your fowl's feet are
not warts. All heavy birds arc subject to the same. The great weight on
the ball of the foot, and an occasional bruise, end by forming an abscees. It
is from this cause heavy birds seem to find relief when they ai-e able to
squat on the grass. Where the swelling arises from the presence of some
foreign substance, the removal of such a body is, of course, a cure; but
when the patient is old, and has been getting more and more tender-footed
for years, little can be done. It would have helped us to auswer if you had
stated the age of ths; bird. It is more than probable the hole of which you
speak will never be closed again with skin, but we have known birds that
lived and fulfilled all their duties, altbongh they had old sores upon their
feet. We believe all you can do now will be to be sure the wound is thoroughly
clean, then to apply some healing ointment, and to put the foot in a wash-
leather bag. Put him in confinement, either in a small place or in any place
where he will have grass, or something soft to walk upon.

Turkeys' Pace Swollen (7'^m).—Your young Turkeys are suffering from
severe cold or incipient roup. It is common at this season, when the nights
get longer and colder. Wash the faces with cold water and vinegar. I>o not
prick them. Feed on stimulating food, ground oats, with a little pea and
bean meal added, some green onion tops and some onion chopped with it.

Give ea.ch bird two pills of camphor, each the size of a garden pea; also give
twice per day some stale crusts soaked in strong beer. It maybe they have
roosted in a house wherj there are draughts. They would not mind such
some weeks ago, but they would feel them now, and they would cause the
cold from which they are suffering. See that they roost in a dry and
sheltered spot, and while they are sickly do not let them out till the sun is up.
They often suffer much from heavy cold dews and white frosts.

Extensive Rabbit Breeding {TF. H. H.).—We know of no such place as
you seek. There was one many years ago at Ampthill, in Bedfordshire. It
was kept by a soUcitor named Fisher. He was before bis time, and it failed
for want of personal superintendence. There is no reason why Rabbits
sbiuld not he bred as profitably in England as in Belgium ; and although some
may attempt to pooh-pooh the question, every day will bring fresh evidence
that whatever adds to the food of a people by supplying nutriment at a
moderate price, is not only a wise but a laudable pursuit. Your land should
not be high-rented. Among the buildings there should be a spacious barn.
All that you consume should be grown on the place, and produced at the
lowest possible cost. The manure will help you to grow very large crops of
green food, which must come in succession. Whenever you are witiiont green
food you will be losing money, or at least money's worth. The Belgians pro-
duce a sufficient number of Rabbits to enable them to send them by the ton,
and to make a profit at 6(/. per pound. They cut off the feet and ears and
skin the carcase. All this offal goes for manure. The very cabba'.'es are
denuded of their lower leaves, and present the appearance of the trimmed
Ehus so common in parts of Middlesex, Berks, and Bucks. The houses are
built in the plainest and most economical manner. Above all, the men who
breed tbeiu start in a small way. They buy only that which they can pay
for, and therefore do not start in debt. They have their correct and common-
sense visious of a large establi^hmont and considerable profits, and they
attain to them, but it is by degrees. The failure of all our poultry schemes
arises entirely from the fact that they wa^t to start at maturity. They will
have no chiUihood, nor adulescence. They must be "limited," have their
directors, brokers, solicitors, bankers, managers, and by tha time these aie all

provided the balance is, as Robert Macaire says, *' zero." You may depend on
your young Rabbits making as. per couple, and you can breed aod feed thera
for less. If you have plenty of money you may start on a large scale ; if you
have not, put your shoulder to the wheel, see to it yourself, and you will
increase and multiply.

Mandarin with Carolina Docks (Su?>sfribcr).—Mandarins are very like
Carolinas in all but plumage. They do sometimes interbreed, but seldom or
never cross with any other breed. We believe we are correct in stating that
very many years ago, when Colonel Sabine had the management of the Zoo-
logical Gardens, they had one Mandarin drake and no Duck ; they therefore
mated him with a Carolina Duck, and they bred freely. We should only keep
them in pairs, and should give them pollard stems. East Indians may be
put on at the rate of throe Ducks to a drake. If yoin- birds are properly
pinioned they will be safely confined with 2-feet netting. When they find
they have not the power of flight they become resigned. You need not fear
your Carolinas aud Mandarins crossing with other birds. Many have tried
to induce them to do so, and all have failed.

Lump in Pigeon's Wino (A Reader).—Your bird has the complaint
called " wing disease." Pluck-out the flight-feathers of the wiup so troubled,
and by the time they have grown again the wing will most probably be well.

White Rump in Blue Dragoons (J. T.).—No blue bu-d having a while
ruiup would now obtain a prize, it liaviug been decided that the rump must
b-' blue. All fancy points are difticult to obtain, and if they were easy they

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.
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creamy white, and bearing bright red berries. This is simply

superb for a small bed by itself, and very desirable for margins
to those of larger growth. It moves well, having good balls,

and requires peat soil.

Erica hcrhacca carnea.—Grows but a few inches high, is a

mass of bright, deep flesh-coloured bloom in December on-

wards, and is fine for margins or small beds. It requires sandy
peaty soil.

Andromeda jioribunda.—Deep green leaves, with white bell-

shaped flowers, and sweet. The plant naturally forms globular

heads, and is one of the finest of low-growing shrubs. It hfts

well, having an excellent ball for the purpose. Requires sandy
peat soil.

Vinca degantissima.—Creamy or yellowish variegated-leaved

Periwinkle, and very fine, either as a margin to beds of other

kinds of shrubs, or in a bed margined with blue Hepatica or

Scilla sibirica.

Hypericum calycinum.—This has pale green, or rather

yellowish green, foliage, but in some cases is subject to lose

its leaves in winter, otherwise it is very desirable ; and yet I

can hardly recommend it, owing to its Uability to loss of

leaves. I have, however, seen it very fine in fohage during
winter, and when this is the case it may advantageously be

employed. It moves well.

Now, those are all I can from experience advise of shrubs
for town gardens. Rhododendron daphnoides, myrtifolium,

ovatum, and WUsoni have neat foliage, are of low growth, and
may with safety be employed, they moving with excellent

balls, and give quite a cheering appearance during the winter

months, besides flowers in early summer.—G. Abbey.

THE MANETTI STOCK.
Let me warn any of my fellow rosarians not to be over-kind

to Roses worked on the Manetti stock. I have lost since last

autumn nearly two hundred plants of the best varieties, and I

firmly believe that it is from having made my soil too rich.

Mr. Keynes in his catalogue says, " It is difficult to give the

Rose too rich a soil." I think he should add in another

edition, " if worked on the Briar." The trees that have died

here were nearly all supplied from his nursery, together with

a large number of standards. The Manettis were small weak
plants, but the standards were very fine. I had six Eriars

and six Manettis of each variety ; they were planted in exactly

the same soU—an exceedingly rich compost of the top spit of

old pastures, ditch-soouriugs, and horse manure. The standards

for the most part did well, but, with the exception of Clotilda

Eolland, there is scarcely a healthy dwarf left. 1 took up a

lot of them and sent them to Salisbury, and asked if they

could account for it. A great deal of the soil was attached to

the roots, and so they could see how they had been treated.

The foreman in the absence of Mr. Keynes wrote back, "Your
soil is too good; take up all your dwarfs and plant standards

there instead." This I am going to do, and I advise all Rose-

growers who find their Manettis gradually dying down to lift

them and put them in Ughter and poorer soil.

This, however, only shows what a wonderful stock the

Manetti is for Roses. It does not require one-quarter the

dressing that the Briar does. It is far more elegant in ap-

pearance, and it Uves four times as long. Mr. Radclyffe told

me that I might grow Manetti Roses in brick dust, and I be-

lieve him. My natural soil here is worse than brick dust, and
I am going to try a few hundreds of Manettis in it after first

deeply trenching and di'essing it. There is another great re-

commendation also in the Manetti, and that is the great ease

with which you can increase the stocks. When you have only

to plant cuttings, and when struck bud them, or, if you do not

want to be bothered to do this, or have not the space to spai-e,

can give an order to any good nurseryman for as many as you
require, you have not the sUghtest difficulty in working as

many as you please. But with the Briar it is altogether

vice-versa, as a man said of his second wife, when he put an
epitaph on his first wife's tomb, " She died in love, and peace,

and goodwill towards all mankind."
The Briar is a most difiicult subject to handle. In the first

place the farmers do not like then- hedges pulled about. Many
of the largest cultivators of the land forbid any Briar-man to

come on their farms. The work, too, of extracting them is

the very roughest that can be imagined. " Please, sir," said

my Briar-man to me, " will you give an old coat and a pair of

overalls to get them Briars in, for mine last year were all torn

to rags?" "Why, man, my things would not last you a

week. Go and buy some fustians, and I wiU give you my
clothes when you have done." Then, again, there is the great
demand for Briars, which causes them to be very scarce, and it

is hardly any use going over the same farms two years in
succession. Then, too, in this part, and I dare say in many
others, the farmers who allow you to go over their farms
expect a quid 2>ro quo, so altogether it is expensive work. And
yet except for Teas the Manetti will produce as fine, and in
many soils much finer Roses than the Briar. If anyone doubts
this who is used to growing the Briar only in a grand, strong,
stiff loam, I would refer him to Mr. Cranston, of Hereford. Let
him visit his nurseries, or look at his stands at one of our
great Rose shows, and he will see what the Manetti can do.

We in the west could do nothing without the Manetti, and
every day we Uve we bless the man who introduced it—the man
who has done more than anyone in England to improve the
Rose, and promote its culture—the man whom Mr. Reynolds
Hole so fitly terms, " Field Marshal Thomas Rivers."

—

John
B. M. Camh, Monkton Wyld.

A FEW SORTS OP TOMATOES.—No. 1.

Knowing that of late years this valuable fruit or vegetable
has rapidly increased in favour and popularity, I thought it

would be well to grow a few of the many sorts that have from
time to time been introduced as candidates for a share of

public patronage, and try to prove their worth when compared
to that old and well-tried variety the Common Red, or Large
Red as it is sometimes called ; and at the same time I was
fully prepared, both from the descriptions given of these new
varieties, and from the behef that those who introduce them
were fully aware of the high merits of the Common Red
Tomato, and the estimation in which it is held by cultivators

in this country, to find that there was considerable advance
made in these new introductions. The result, however, has not
in several cases come up to my expectations, as the descriptions

below will testify. Before proceeding to describe each indi-

vidual variety, I will just state the conditions under which
they were grown. My intention was to treat them as nearly as
possible all alike ; I therefore gave them all a southern aspect
against a wall 10 feet high. I prepared stations for the plants
by digging out places 2 feet wide and 18 inches deep. I took
oft the first spit of earth and formed a ridge with it round the
hole ; these holes were then filled up with well-rotted manure
of whatever sort came to hand, and dug-in with the earth at
the bottom, and mixed well with it. This was done in March,
and before the plants were put in, the soil had time to become
sweet and pulverised. Seeds of the different sorts were sown in
a gentle heat the second week in March, and the second week
in May the plants were put out in their respective places. At
this time the different holes required a little filling-up ; there-
fore a portion of the soil previously laid outside was mised-up
with half-rotten manure and put on. This operation was
repeated, as long as the soil lasted, several different times
during the growth of the plants ; and plentiful supplies of
water, and sometimes liquid manure added to it, were given to
them twice a-week. The plants were all allowed to grow to
the height of i feet, were confined to one stem to that height,

at which they were stopped, and pinched-in to that height
during the summer ; consequently there were from tour to ten
bunches or clusters of fruit on each plant, according to its

habit of producing them. As the fruit grew each cluster re-

ceived a thinning, till all the plants had one and a final

thinning. As the shoots came forth they were pinohed-off,

leaving a few leaves at the base of each shoot. The fruit

swelled amazingly according to its respective size and habit,
and on the 10th of September the first dish of fruit was picked.

The following is my description and opinion of the different

sorts.

Orangefield.—Moderate in growth, very prolific. Fruit
large and fleshy. Skin thin and deeply ribbed. Ripens to a
good colour, and on the wall it is ready to pick nearly a week
before any other sort. When grown in the open ground trained

to stakes, for which this sort is particularly suitable, its fruit

is fit to gather at the same time as the Common Red Tomato.
On the whole, I consider this sort weU worth growing, and I

believe it is excellent for pot culture and forcing.

Snis's Mammoth.—Growth vigorous. Foliage distinct from
any of the red class of Tomatoes, being broader aud coarser,

much hghter in colour, and having rather a drooping habit.

It is a moderate bearer, with fruit of middle size, slightly

ribbed but fleshy, with a thin skin, and more pulpy in pro-
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portion to its size than the preceding sort. It is both smooth
and soft, ripens very slowly, and is fully a week behind the

Common Red. I consider this a second-rate variety.

The Trophy.—A coarse-growing sort. The foliage and habit

are identical with the Common Red, and it is a moderate bearer.

The fruit is produced in loose clusters with very long stalks or

stems, but it is both broad and thick, and grows to a large

size, very many of the fruit weighing from three-quarters to

a pound each. It is not very thickly nor deeply ribbed. It is

one of the broad and flat sorts, but it is very fleshy, though
coarse-grained. The skin is thick, and it ripens very slowly,

being fully a fortnight behind the common sort. I fancy the

weather has not been hot enough to bring this fruit to per-

fection, otherwise to me it seems to possess some qualities

which will induce me to grow it again.

Hepper's Golhth.—Grown as it was close by the side of

the preceding sort, I have been unable to discover any differ-

ence between the two. If I have the right one (and I believe I

have, for it is the same as I saw under that name elsewhere),

it is identical with The Trophy in every respect.

Charter Oak Prize.—As far as habit of growth, size, and
colour of foliage goes it is similar to the Large Common Red,
but its fruit are totally different. The majority of them are

approaching to a round shape, though many are different,

sUghtly ribbed towards the stalk, and scarcely any ribbing on
the fleshy portion of the fruit. It is a full-sized thick fruit,

flattened on the top, and is characterised by each fruit having a
hole in the top half or three-quarters of an inch over and the
same in depth, terminating in a point. If this peculiarity

could be got rid of, it would be one of the best Tomatoes
grown ; as it is, it is very little short of it. The skin is thin,

and the flesh is very pulpy and fine in texture. It ripens
quickly after the Common Red, which I have taken as a
standard in forming my conclusions. It is my opinion that
Charter Oak Prize is a first-rate sort to grow. Its flavour, I

am told, is excellent, and it ripens to a better colour than any
I have yet named.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

AN EXPEKIENCE IN TRANSPLANTING VINES.
Mr. Weight has written an excellent practical article on

the Vine, and I wish he would give his directions for making
the first-rate Vine border of which he speaks. I am induced
by that article to send you the result of an experiment I

lately made on Vines. I feel sure that it will interest some
of your readers. It was so unexpectedly successful, and so
strongly illustrates the hardy nature of the Vine. One can
almost do what one hkes with it ; the difficulty is to kill it.

My vinery, containing five Vines, did not succeed ; they
grew weakly, and though there was plenty of fruit, the Grapes
always cracked before ripening, and were useless. The Vines
were about twenty years old. Believing that I had truly sur-
mised the causes of the failure, I determined to move the house
to a better position, with an attempt to replant the same
Vines in it, but fully expecting that they would, at that age, be
killed by the removal ; it was, however, worth trying.

My plan was this :—In February of last year I cut the Vines
down, far below any buds, to within inches or a foot from the
ground. This ought to have been done the preceding autumn.
They bled profusely for three weeks, and I gave them over as
having sunk under the severe operation ; but the violent shock
caused a reaction and a vigorous effort. Some little time after-

wards they began to bud, and threw out, instead of their former
weakly branches, the strongest shoots, perhaps, that I over saw
growing on a Vine. I let them grow all the summer, stopping
the tops slightly in the autumn to ensure perfect ripening. In
November I moved them. The new border had been excavated
half a yard deep, and filled with a good, kindly, but rather light
loam, without a particle of manure or dressing of any kind.
The roots were spread out carefully fan-fashion, as near the
surface as possible, and lightly covered—not trodden, which I
consider a mistaken practice. A good coating of stable manure
was spread over the surface soon after. I intend never to dig
the border, but feed by successions of top-dressings. This
year I let the Vines grow by themselves for some time to
recover. About .June I headed them down again, but this
time to the lowest new shoot. They have since been doing
well, and have made very fairly strong well-matured shoots,
and (the best test of a Vine's being in a healthy condition)
large leaves. Grapes do not crack in the house now. Apply-
ing the result of this experiment to Mr. Wright's remarks upon
the spurring system, in which I entirely agree, I fancy that it

suggests a method of renovating Vines, and filling up the
blanks of which he speaks.—Robi. Blackburn, Selliam Bcctory.

AUTUMN ROSES.
Now, while the sunset glories of our Roses still linger, while

a glowing tint here and there ever reminds us of the meridian
splendour, let us wander through our garden, let ns note with
grateful pen the names of those varieties which are proving
that they deserve the title of " Hybrid Perpetual."
The rude winds of the equinox, like fretful children tired out

with play, have cried themselves to sleep ; and gentle autumn
is tenderly loosening from the long shoots the wearied and
worn-out leaves. On every side signs of decay and desolation
provoke in the heart a sweet melancholy ; and earth's children
that have borne the burden and heat of the day are sighing for

rest. But even as we write, the sweet fragrance of autumn
Violets, born as it were before then' time, harbingers of another
spring, a bright to-morrow, mingles with that of the queen of

flowers, and whispers to the falling leaves and the drooping
heart that blessed promise, "Thou, too, shalt rise again."
Yes, we love our sweet flowers, but they fade. We love the
fair things of this pleasant earth, but both they and it shall
pass away. Happy those who can say in chDdlika faith, " It

is well."

But we must have eyes now only for the Roses. The past
season has been on the whole rather unfavourable. In the
spring and early summer we suffered much from high winds,
and during the latter part of the summer and early autumn
the heavy rains spoilt the blooms. The last fortnight has,
however, been lovely, and I never remember such an abundant
and beautiful autumn bloom as we have had this season. We
are stQl cutting Roses that would not disgrace the benches of

any flower show ; and as there are, probably, many who are

about to plant, it may not be inopportune to mention the
names of those that have done, and ai'e still doing well. We
will take them alphabetically.

Abel Grand is still blooming freely. This Rose is a true
Hybrid Perpetual, but the quality of the autumn flowers is

much inferior to that of the summer.
Alfred Coloinb begins to bloom rather late—seldom before

the first week in July, but is of first-rate excellence both in

summer and autumn. It is still in bloom.
Baronne de Maynard.—A pretty and constant white Rose

for the garden ; it is too small for show. This has been bloom-
ing freely this autumn.

Belle Lyonitaise (Tea).—A valuable addition to this class,

equal in ail points, apparently, to Gloire de Dijon, but lighter

Ln colour. Still blooming beautifully.

Boule dc Ncige.—White ; very pretty and sweet. Blooming
freely at present.

Camille Bernardin.—A Rose of first-rate excellence, in bloom
from early summer to late autumn, and always sweet and good.
One of the very best.

Catherine Mermet (Tea).—A good and distinct Rose, very
free-blooming.

Celine Forestier (Tea-scented Noisette).—A most useful and
pretty Rose. Early, late, and constant bloomer.

CenlifoUa Uosea.—This Rose has been lovely with us in the
present year ; but it blooms very sparely in autumn. We stOl

cut, however, a few exquisitely-shaped blooms.
Charles Lefebvre.—A grand Rose of fine substance and

quality, not very floriferous, but stiU producing exceUent
blooms.

Comtesse d'Oxford.—A thoroughly good summer and autumn
Rose, lacking no good quaUty but scent. StUl blooming freely.

Extra good.
Devonienais.—One of the very best Teas. Lovely, sweet,

and free-blooming.

Dr. Andrij.—A little uncertain during summer, but very
good this autumn. A grand Rose when in character.

Duehesse d'OrUans.—Opens late, but always very good in

autumn. It blooms tUI cut down by frost.

Dupuy-Jiimain.—A most splendid Rose, good all the season
through ; robust, free-blooming, of splendid shape and colour.
After this season's experience I should place it among the first

twelve. It is still blooming beautifully.

F.milic Ilanxburrj.—This Rose comes into bloom very late,

and, moreover, throws up many blind shoots. The flower is

most charming, but too sparely produced to warrant my giving
it such a high recommendation as many did last season.
Ferdinand de Lesseps.—A lovely and fragrant Rose, much
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like Exposition de Brie, on which, however, it is an improve-

ment. An abundant autumn-bloomer.
Fislii'r Holmes.—A beautiful dark Rose, with thick petals.

A constant and late bloomer.
Gc'uiJralJacqiit'minot.—Not veiy double, but in every other

good quality not to be surpassed. It has bloomed beautifully

this season.

Gloire dc Dijon.—Same as ever—good.

John Hopper.—We cut a most lovely bloom of this Rose
to-day (October 7th) ; but it is not usually up to the mark
late in the season, though very fine and constant earlier.

La France.—Not so good as usual this season. Fine weather

appears to suit this Rose best, though it does tolerably well at

all times. Very floriferous and sweet.

Louis Tan Houtte.—A superb dark Rose, gorgeous in colour,

richly scented, and constant. A fine autumn-bloomer.
Madame de Rothschild.—A magnificent Rose, a true Hybrid

Perpetual ; but it has not been so good as usual with us this

season. No scent.

Madame Victor Verdier.—A superb crimson-scarlet Rose,

good in every way. Very free and fine in autumn.
Madame IVillermo: (Tea).—A most beautiful and free-bloom-

ing Rose. Still to the front.

Mdlle. E. Verdier.—Most charming, distinct, very florifer-

ous, and a thorough perpetual. One of the best, but it has
no scent.

Marfiucritc de St. Amand.—Very good, blooming well this

autumn.
Marquise de Gastellane.—A Rose that is better with us in

autumn than in summer. A lovely clear rose colour, and very

free-blooming.

Marlchal Niel.—A grand Rose, Tea-scented, blooming very

early in summer and late in autumn, but sparely in mid-
season, except from buds of the year. This Rose has been
more than usually good this season, and is stiU producing

excellent blooms.
Paul Neron comes in late ; its chief recommendation is its

great size.

Pierre Notlin;).—A good Rose, producing fine autumn blooms,
but rather uncertain early in the season.

Senateur I'aisse.—As good as Madame Victor Verdier, which
it much resembles.

Souvenir d'un Ami (Tea).—This Rose has done remarkably
well this season early and late ; stOl in bloom.

Souvenir d'Elise (Tea).—A lovely sleepy-looking Rose, with
large petals, very constant, and still in bloom.

Souvenir de la Malmaison.—A good old Rose, well known as

an abundant autumn-bloomer.
I'i<.-(or Verdier.-—StiU in flower. A fine handsome Rose, but

scentless.

In making these notes at the present time many most ex-

cellent Roses are of necessity omitted, such as Marie Baumann,
Prince Camille de Rohan, and others, which do admirably up
to the end of August, but afterwards have blooms so much
inferior to those produced earlier in the season as to be almost
worthless.

What is chiefly remarkable is, that of the thirty-six varie-

ties named, no less than eight are Roses sent out in 1870—viz..

Belle Lyonnaise, Catherine Mermet, Comtesse d'Oxford, Fer-

dinand de Lesseps, Louise Van Houtte, Mdlle. Eugenie Ver-
dier, Marquise de Gastellane, and Paul Ncron.

It is also remarkable that, although such a multitude of new
varieties were introduced in 1872, my experience of them has
not led me to give any of them a place in the above list. The
most promising appear to be Etienne Levet, Richard Wallace,
President Theirs, and Lyonnais, three of which are scentless.

I should much like to hear if any of the 1872 Roses have done
better in other hands.

Of the new Roses of 1873 which have bloomed in my garden
this season, the most promising appear to be Claude Levet,

MacMahon, Duhamel de Moneeau, Felicien David, Mrs. Veitch,

and Madame Lacharme. Perle de Lyon (Tea) is apparently

a valuable acquisition.—R. W. Beachey, South Devon.

DocBLE-ELOssoMED PEicH FRUITFUL.— In the gardens at

Clontarf, near Dublin, the seat of Sir A. Guinness, Bart., is to

be seen on a wall a beautiful, trained specimen of the double-
flowering Peach, bearing from four to five dozen splendid fruit

—well coloured, and of a most delightful flavour. Mr. Smith,
the intelligent gardener, informs me it has fruited before. Is

it not a very unusual thing to see fruit as above stated ? I

may also state that the crops of Apples and Pears are every-

thing that could be desired ; some are most extraordinary
fruits.—A. 0., October 8th.

BUSH AND PYEAMID APPLE AND PEAR
TREES.

I AM glad of the success of Mr. Douglas with the Apple on
the Paradise, and the Pear on the Quince stock. What have
others to say on the subject ? Have those cultivating these
trees found them produce satisfactory crops hi the last three
seasons ?

Our Blenheim Orange is eight or nine years planted, and I

do not think it has produced a single fruit, and is about as

likely to do so as it ever was. Other specimens of the same
kind are no better, the first fruit has yet to appear on them.
There is reason to know they are on the Doucin stock, on
which are other kinds which seem to thrive, except the Haw-
thornden, which is cankered to a frightful extent. Even the
Ribston Pippin is remarkably vigorous and free of canker, not
a speck anywhere to be seen on the shoots, branches, or stems.

But as if to teU us that the freedom from canker is not due to

the stock, we have a Ribston on the same stock that was
entirely eaten by canker to within 6 inches of the stock two
years ago, and this tree has now branches as free of canker as

the others.

Benrrfi Hardy Pear is a magnificent pyramid, as free on the

Quince as we have it on the Pear stock. The graft has in this

instance " overruled the stock quite." Other instances may
be mentioned in Jargonelle, Zi'phiria Gregoire, Beurrfi de
Capianmont, Bergamotte Esperen, Beurre Bivort, Beurr6 Diel,

Beurr6 d'Aremberg, Marie Louise, and Beurr6 Giffard of the
dwarfing influence attributed to the stock not being apparent,

and in no wise contributing to their fruitfulness.

The effects of the Quince on the Louise Bonne are so marked
that two trees have died outright, and another has all the

leaves withered and the wood drying-up. More are so weak in

growth that it is plain their days are numbered. What a con-

trast to those we have of this kind on the Pear ! Who will set

us right in the matter of stocks for fruit trees ?—G. Abbey.

TUBEELESS POTATOES.
Examples are asked for. I produce one. It may, however,

not meet the case of " H. H. S." I was the other day called

to sit or stand in judgment on apparently one of the finest

pieces of Potatoes ever seen growing. The strength, length,

and vigour of the haulm were extraordinary. The yield was
by the owner expected to be immense. It was nothing—abso-

lutely nothing. There were no tubers, and no signs of there

having been any. Neither were there any traces of wireworm
or other subterranean enemies which might be supposed to have
destroyed the incipient tubers. They, the wireworms, have,
however, in this case no right to be blamed, as the cause was
clear. The plot on which the Potatoes were growing was deep,

Mght, old gai'den ground. Its depth and lightness were further

increased by shifting a lot more similar boU and putting on the

top of it, making a depth of not less than 4 feet of soil rich in

humus and deficient in calcareous matter. In such soil tubers

will not form.

In a square of the garden under my charge I found that the

Potato plants would not tuber. It was a black mould 3 to

4 feet deep, and for years the practice had been to trench into

it hotbed manure—mainly rotted leaves—freely ; so light was
it that no difficulty was found in sinking a spade quite up to

the handle. Stopping the manure and the trenching, and
Ughtly digging-in fresh soU, as roadside trimmings, itc, and
even planting some crops without digging at aU, have been
the means of consoUdating the plot and making it better for

everything. There must be some resisting power in the soil

to induce a free formation of tubers. In soils too hard the

tubers form in a cluster close round the stem, they ripen early

and are small, lacking support by a cramped and restricted

root or fibre action. In frames, if light soil is used and thrown
in lightly also, the crop will not be so early or productive as if

the same soil were trodden reasonably firm. Some soil, of

course, requires no artificial firming, it may be already too

firm and too close, and must be trenched to secure aeration

and what we call lightness. But the indiscriminate trenching

of all soils for Potatoes is erroneous. Soot is one of the best

manures on heavy soil for Potatoes—and perhaps everything

else

—

but if freely used on very light and also deeply-worked
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ground the result will be any amount of top and Ternffe

bottom. As a solution of " H."H. S.'s " difficulty tlipremarks

maybe a " mile off the mark;'' it is, however, .ittle expe-

rience that may be useful to somebody.

Some Belgian Kidneys purchased in the miets, presumably

the same as those to which " H. H. S. Uludes, are really

excellent in table qualities—light, whitejd of perfect flavour.

Before cooking the skin is light red They are earUer than

the Kegents, and hardly average cipers. On this account

they will not be extensively groy good in quality though

they are.—J. Wbight.

PROPAGATING CTTAUKEA EAGUSINA.
JIe. Eoeert STEVENS-ee page 253) has most certainly

achieved a great succesi rooting cuttings of these plants ready

for potting-off in twjr three days. For those who may not

have his means or id success the following mode of striking

Centaurea may beeful ; it is a plan which has been practised

for some years « unvarying success. Let a few old plants

of Centaurea pd in the borders all the winter, and at the

latter end of >ch or beginning of April take them up, and

strip-off theJe shoots with a heel, then remove the lower

leaves, and 'ble-in the side shoots in the flower beds where

they are in'ded to stand during the summer. Take care to

make eaduttiug firm in the ground, and success is certain.

—A SuBSBEK FOR Thirteen Years.

THE EIBSTOX PIPPIN.
In ponse to Mr. J. Wright's invitation by .Journal of

9th oJctober, I report the possession of bush trees six to

seveiears of ago from grafts; bright bark, glowing foliage,

andj'orous stem, branch, and twig, fruiting but sparely, but

molng fruit-spurs abundantly. The stocks are Crab, the

sis to 7 feet in height and diameter of head, and the soil

bfn heavy loam, substratum marl, and underlying sandstone.

Jhes of equal size and vigour I possess of various varieties,

; soil apparently genial to all alike
;
pyramids also, 10 to

feet high, tapering from 6 to 1 foot in diameter. I have
pple, Pear, and Plum trees on Crab, Pear, Quince, and
lum stocks, fruiting and preparing to fruit without much, if

ny, distinction in growth and health. I have yearly strewn
he surface soil with Ume after top-forking over, more to

get porosity than to give this ingredient to the land. Sand,
too, was added, so that lime and silica may contribute to the

seeming success of my trees ; but development, size, and chary
pruning, I imagine, have their degree of desert in my hands.
As to Paradise stocks, a definition of the name is wanting.

Are these stocks English or French, Burr Knot, Nonesuch,
Stibbert, Doucin, Pommier de Paradis, or Apple-pip seedlings,

or what ? I know a little of these stocks, though but little,

and fancy, by comparison with the Crab, that they wo'n't

last, and although predisposed to fruit soon, do so fitfully ; in

fact, bear the " hectic flush " of bloom, and will die of con-

sumption induced by precocity. I may be wrong, and am
open to correction. I think that we must reason from analogy,

and following the preference of Mr. Douglas for Crab stocks

and standard trees, we must not depart too far from Nature's

behests in our own cultural concerts.—S.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 4.

I.ILIt'M TKiHINrM FLOKE-PLENO.

Before describing this LUy I will, according to your sug-

gestion, say a few words as to our mode of growing Lilies.

Wfe have found the best soil to be a mixture of two parts peat

and one part of loam, with, when the loam is at all stiff, an
addition of half a part of sharp river sand. In the orchard
house we prefer to use rather large pots, and to place the bulbs

from 1 to 2 inches under the soil. When strong growth has
begun the plants require frequent watering. When Lilies are

grown in the open ground we have found most sorts grow well

in dwarf Rhododendron beds in deep peat. Wo have had this

season some splendid clumps of L. auratum at the top of a

rootwork with a northern aspect, in a deep bed of about three

parts peat to one part of loam ; while L. Leichtlinii has bloomed
well in an east rockwork border, on soil composed of about
two parts loam and one of peat. In the open, to escape danger
from frost, we plant the bulbs ."< or (1 inches deep. Some
Lilies, like the old garden white Lily, L. cnndidnm simplex,

seem to prefer a larger admixture of loam ; and according to

Mr. Berkeley's experience, L. Szovitsianum blooms well in a

stiff soil. L. speciosum (lancifolium) is easily pleased. We
tried three sets of equal-sized bulbs in as different compost as

possible—some aU loam, some all peat, some loam and old

manure, and some in our usual mixture of two parts peat and
one of loam with a little sand. The last showed rather the

best growth, but there was no very serious difference between

any of the pots. This season in our beds in the open we shall

use rather a larger proportion of loam to the peat. Here, as

we have no more cats than mice. Lilies in the open must take

theu- chance of water from the skies, as they very seldom get

it from the water-barrow.

Lililim tigTiuum flore-pleno.

To return to the subject of the photograph, the double Tiger
Lily. Its beauty depends more than in most Lilies on its cul-

tivation. We have heard more than one good authority speak
slightingly of it, simply because thej' had never seen it decently

well grown. Wo have it flowering fairly well in a rockwork
bed facing the north, but not at all to compare with the plant
photographed. Its height from the soil of the pot was 5 feet.

It had thirteen blooms to a stem. The leaves were 7.J inches
long. The flower, besides being very beautiful, has the merit
of lasting long. We found our first bulb among some Lilies

from Japan. It was curious to see the first bloom expanding
its petals, one tier after another ; we did not know what to

make of it. We showed it at South Kensington in August, 1870,
when it received a first-class certificate, which in my humble
opinion it most thoroughly deserves.

—

George F. Wilson.

AlUCfABIA IMIilllcATA FROM ENOLISn-SAVED SEED.^MeSSrS.
Mitchell, of the Piltdown Nurseries, near Uckfield, have a
flourishing batch of several hundred Araucarias, raised from
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seed gathered oil' one of the fine specimens of this tree, for

which Piltdowu is so famous. The tree is about seventeen
years old.—E. L.

CULTURE OF CAPE GERANIUMS.
In answer to Mr. J. R. Pearson's paragraph in your number

of the '2nd of October about the growing of Cape Geraniums, I

send the following few remarks, which I hope will prove bene-
ficial to him, and many others besides. I have grown these

curious-looking plants, and have flowered them with what may
be termed success in the following manner :—They should
be well ripened during the hottest of the summer months,
allowing them little or no water from the end of July untU
tho month of October, and then start them as soon as you
like in a pretty fan- heat, as near 60° as possible ; and I can
assure Mr. Pearson and all who grow this class of plants that
they will have flowers, and that in abundance. Although
their flowers are not of much consequence, still they make a
pretty show for a month or two early in the spring. They are

very easily grown, with a little attention of course ; and Mr.
Pearson need not be surprised at their losing their leaves, as
they are deciduous.
As lam not acquainted with any of the places about London,

I cannot direct him where to go to see a good collection. I

shall be very glad to give him any other information regarding
them if required.

—

Axdkew Scott, The Gardens, Maris Bank,
Ijoanhead, Edinburgh.

[We are much obliged by the above, and hope we shall have
more from the same and other pens. The ouly cultural point
Mr. Scott has not noticed is a description of the soil he em-
ploys. This omission reminded us that thirty years ago we
visited the Cape of Good Hope, and that when at the head-
quarters of the wild Geraniums (Table Mountain), we were
surprised to see the soil in which they flourished. We turned
to the journal of our travel, and the following is an extract
from notes we made at the time :

—

" In our wandering to-day (November 20th) we got to a
villa in the suburbs, with a garden hedge of the Prickly Pear
(Opuutia vulgaris), covered with its gorgeous yellow flowers.

It appeared the most splendid exhibition in vegetable nature
I had ever seen. Growing also wild we saw the Aloes, which in

our climate are said to bloom but once in one hundred years
;

but here they are to be seen in every direction with their

gigantic flower stems, and looked upon as a weed ! I was told

their only use is ' to wean babies !
' which I found upon further

inquiry is by means of the bitter juice of the plant being
applied to the breast of the mother, and rendering it unpalat-
able. It is very rare to see a genuine Hottentot ; they are not
blacl;, but leaden-coloured. The jetty blacks with woolly hau'
are Mosambiques. The waggons from the country drawn, as

we saw them, by eighteen bullocks two abreast, with a driver
riding, and a little boy running in advance and leading the two
headmost, are very peculiar features of this place. The lower
description of blacks go riniversally with naked feet, but some
of them, both men and women, wear one of the most primitive
kind of clogs imaginable. It is simply a wooden sole, raised
as English clogs are by two transverse pieces, and kept on the
foot solely by means of a piece of iron with a fiat broad knob,
which is passed between the great toe and the next. They
have three markets daily. The green market is attended by
poor blacks from the neighbouring country with the produce of

their gardens, which they spread out upon a cloth, and squat
by the side of their little commodities beneath the shelter of

another cloth spread out as an umbrella. We are unfortu-
nately just between the blossoming and the fruit seasons. Mr.
Justice Kekewieh tells me the first makes the country the most
gorgeous spectacle possible, and he likened it then to the
richest Turkey carpet. We saw in the market abundance of

Garlic, Oranges, Lemons, green Almonds, a kind of Turnip-
rooted Cabbage (which is a very nice vegetable, tasting between
a Vegetable Marrow and a Turnip), Parsnips ? (or roots some-
what like them). Potatoes, Parsley, and other pot herbs.

" At half-past seven a.m. I started from Mr. Kekewich's,
with the guide he had provided—a bastard Hottentot unmfd
Jonas, and an intelligent little boy, a sou of Mr. Kekewich's
housekeeper. After passing several villas and small vineyards,
Hopeville, the residence of the Chief Justice Sir John "Wilde,

&c., we arrived at a public pump, at which our guide filled the
bottle that was to accompany us. We then got on to a rudely-
stoned (to say paved would convey an idea of regularity) road,
which follows the course of one of the mountain streams, and

leads to a rude water-mill, picturesquely situated among Fig
and other trees, from among which its overshot wheel was very
perceptible. The stream puzzles its way through huge blocks
of granite, of which the mountain is composed, and it serves
as the chief means of washing the clothes of the town, for
hither the washerwomen resort, and at the time I was there
about fifty of them were employed in the process of cleansing.
This did not add a little to the interest of the scene. They
are universally Mosambiques, black, and shining as ebony.
Dressed in white with red handkerchiefs round their heads,
and with arms bared to tlie shoulders, and legs equally so to

above the knees, they stand in the rushing stream each before
a smooth-surfaced block of granite ; they wet the clothes, soap
them, and having kneaded them like dough for some time,
they redip them into the water, and then taking them by one
end they swing them round their heads in the course of beating
them (not violently) upon the block of granite. They rinse
them in a tub which each has, and complete the process by
spreading the clothes upon the blocks of granite around, and
sprinkling them for hours with water by means of a cow's
horn. In more than one instance I saw a woman thus em-
ployed with a child at her back. There is a house about
half a mile up the stream where they deposit the clothes t.hat

are net finished, and where they are taken care of until the
next morning. The path from here became gradually less

traceable, and soon we had no other mark than the stream.
This continued until we nearly reached the gorge through
which we had to pass on to the table summit, and this is the
only even slightly dangerous part, for it is here alone that you
have to leap from the points of one huge block of granite to

those of another, and if you sUp your fall is not upon the
softest of surfaces, and your legs may get wedged in the inter-

vening spaces. It is a fatiguing ascent throughout, for it is a
continued passage over granite blocks, and the few steps you
take upon the soil fall upon the loosest possible of sand. Every
yard's advance was interesting, for everywhere around were
plants which I have been accustomed to see in the vases of a
parlour or greenhouse. Mesembryanthemnms, Cape Heaths,
Geraniums, and many others are in profusion and greatest
luxuriance. The luxuriance would suggest that we cultivute

Geraniums in too rich a soil, for here they grow in nothhig
but pulverised granite, plentifully supplied with moisture.
Apes, tortoises, and lizards are to bo found in the mountain,
but we saw none. The view is the chief attraction, and this
fully compensated me for the three hours' labour in ascending
for whether looking down upon Table Bay and Cape Town, or
more to the southward over Simon's Bay, or into the interior,

it was magnificent and extensive ; such a grand foreground of

granite in its confused masses, interspersed with, to me, the
strange foliage of shrubs I never beheld before."]

CALCEOLARIAS.
In the very useful matter conveyed in recent communica-

tions on the disease and means of prevention, I observe that

one point which I have repeatedly found valuable has not been
noticed. I have grown the Calceolaria for many years, and at

times in soils naturally unsuited to healthy growth, and re-

sulting in partial failures, giving much trouble. The best

remedy or preventive of disease I ever found was the very

simple one of a change of cuttings. When grown on a light

soil the growth appeared to get weak and degenerated, and the

plants from cuttings continuously produced on such soil lacked

vigour to begin with. A batch of sturdy cuttings grown on a

soil approaching clay produced results most marked and bene-

ficial. From infancy to death they showed their strength, and
were proof against the ills to which the weaker ones suc-

cumbed. Not in one year, but ten, and perhaps nearer twenty,

I have proved the advantage of " foreign " cuttings put in by
the side of my own, and taken from soil of an opposite character.

My practice is similar to that of most others—selecting stubby

cuttings and putting them in at the end of the present month
(October). On a firm bottom a good covering of soot—not a

mere dusting, but fauiy covering the ground—is spread, over

this 3 or -1 inches of sound loam trodden firm, topped with a

little finer and lighter soil and sand. I like inserting the

cuttings 5 or G inches apart, and never removing them until

they go at once into their blooming quarters. This, however,

is a question of numbers and spare lights to cover them.
When lights are limited they are put in twice as thickly, and
half taken out in spring and turned into Celery trenches (beds

4A feet wide). The ends and sides are roughly boai-ded, and
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as the lights face the north, shading the glass is very seMom
necessary. If very bright at the time of putting in, a little is

Bometimes given for the first week. In winter, after they are

frosted, they are covered until it thaws again, whether it is

twenty-four hours or twenty-four days. At plantiug-out time
they are in fine order, and are planted deeply in deep-dug
ground. Deep and careful planting is of the first importance.

The soot at the bottom fulfils two objects, both good ones

—

keeping worms down, and imparting to the plants luxuriant

health clothed iu deep dark green foliage. Healthy hardy
plants at the outset, which set disease at defiance, are what all

should aim at. They take a great deal more killing than weak
ones, with hardly enough life in them to fatten the lean green

fly which they cannot resist. Undoubtedly, healthy cuttings

to begin with, and no pampering or coddling afterwards, are

essential conditions to success. If these ai'e secured, and to

them are added sound culture afterwards, and still disease

ensues, the manager is sincerely to be pitied in his unthankful,
hopeless, miserable task.

There may bo those who have no glass covering at all, and
yet desire to have Calceolarias. They need not despair, as

hardy short-jointed cuttings dibbled in a north border now,
and left to take care of themselves, will give a useful propor-

tion of nice plants ready for lifting on or before the 1st of

next May. Some of the best plants I have seen these last

three years were raised with absohitely no protection whatever.

The cuttings were of exposed outside growth, and hardy when
put in. In this state they are about as hardy as youug Cab-
bage plants, and possible loss in one or the other is provided
against by prudent people iu planting more than is really

required.—J. Wbioht.

SEA-KALE SEEDLINGS.
I HAVE no hesitation in saying that, under ordinary circum-

stances, there is no necessity whatever for growing Sea-kale
two years before forcing ; it is labour lost. Plants grown from
chopped roots make a lot of spray which has to be regularly

thinned-oat, and during the growing season the crowns left

have to be watched, and the seed-stems removed when they
appear, which further induces the plants to make lateral

growths, which have again to be thinned-out in their turn, and
in the end, though perhaps two or three good crowns will be

secured to each plant, they will be no better than seedlings of

one year's growth. I say this after having adhered to the

seedling plan, and no other, for nine years. We never have a
successional quarter of Sea-kale ; we cannot afford the room,
but force a whole quarter of seedling plants every year. With-
out extraordinary culture we have had plants from seed more
than 5 feet across by October. At this date, September 1.5th,

we have them above 4 feet, generally, with robust crowns, and
roots like Carrots—seed plants which will throw heads, when
they come to be forced, that ought to satisfy anyone. Before

long, gardeners will be planning their crops for another year

;

I should therefore advise them to go in for the seedling plan
without fear—for very many yet stick to the dibbling process

—and they wUl save both time and space. Our Sea-kale

quarter is not always trenched, but just as often only dug

;

generally following Potatoes or Celery. To guard against

failure of a crop, which is the only risk by seed, it is worth
while to red-lead the seeds, and to sow thickly. The first wUl
effectually stop all depredations from vennin, and thick sow-

ing will insure a crop. It is soon enough to sow by the end
of llarch or beginning of April. On one occasion, and the
only one on which we had to sow twice, the seed was put in

about the 10th of .Jane; and with a little coaxing we had
plants fit for forcing by the end of the season. Some of the
best seed we ever used was gathered from wild plants on the
coast of Wales. The seeds were small, but the plants turned
out as usual.— J. S. (in The Gardener).

IN MEMOEIAM.
I TBrsT that it is no feeling of fraternal partiality that loads

me to think that a notice of a dear and valued brother who
has just entered into his rest ought to find a place in the

colnmns of our .Journal. Of this I am sure, that even if I be

unduly partial, there is that kindness of feeling amongst its

readers and contributors (not paralleled, I believe, by any other

paper, and owing in no small degree to the geniality of our

Editors), that I hhall be at once pardoned for the mistake if it

be one ; but i^^o bo a thorough and genuine florist of the old

school, to have a kindly feeling towards the brotherhood of

gardeners, do not entitle one to a niche in our columns, I do
not know what does.

My brother, James Reynolds Dombeain, from our earliest

days was associated with me in our love of gardening, and in

practically carrying out our tastes, and up to the very last that

same love continued. Our tastes, too, took the same line in

gardening. Like myself, ho cared more for florists' flowers

than for any other flowers, and, Uke myself, the Auricula took

the chief place in his affections. Engaged in oflicial duties iu

the Control department of the War Oflice, he had lived in our

own homo up to about ten years ago, and thus was enabled to

find a relaxation from the duties of official life in the cultiva-

tion of his favourites. With the Auricula he also cultivated

Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, and Ranunculuses, and of late

years the Gladiolus. Of all these he was a successful exhibitor,

although he cultivated them not for that purpose, but from
his sheer love of flowers. No one was more easily satisfied

with even a moderate share of success than he was ; no one
ever saw him ruffled because others had beaten him in the

conflict ; no one was ever more ready to acknowledge the supe-

riority of those who had gone ahead of him. About the time

I mention, owing to one of those changes which most public

services are subject to, he was ordered ahmnd, and for five

years was quartered at Gibraltar. The iiej,i, of the climate,

working on a constitution already having a tendency that way,
laid permanently the foundation of a disease of the liver, which
ultimately proved fatal. On his return from thence he again

renewed his cultures, and Auriculas again held the foremost

place ; and almost the very last letter I had from him told me
of his success in exhibiting a stand of Gladioli only one short

month before his death. He was one of the Honorary Secre-

taries of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland for many
years, and endeared himself to all who came iu contact with

him through the courtesy and thoroughly gentlemanly manner
he always treated everyone, no matter what his station.

It would ill become me to obtrude on strangers the moro
sacred things connected with home life, but it is to me a great

happiness that in looking back over the many years of inter-

course we have had together, not once has a cloud come between
us ; and I mourn the loss of a loving brother—not lost indeed,

but, I verily believe, gone before. Somewhat younger than
myself, it speaks to me svith no uncertain sound ; and I fear

to be reminded by it that, like the flowers we love, our period

of life must soon be over, to live, if we are truly wise, where
death never comes.—D., Di'itl.

DESTBOYING WASPS.
I HAVE just seen iu The .Jouknal of Hobticulture, No. G53,

page 249, how to destroy wasps. The hints that Mr. Pocock
has been pleased to give will. I am sure, be taken advantage

of. I remember the time when some of the noblemen and
gentlemen in Scotland give the power to their head gardeners

to reward the under gardeners to kill such pests, but this, I

think, has to a very great extent been given up. The Earl of

Traquaii- for many years gave a Uberal reward to the children

iu the neighbourhood for the destruction of wasps. In 1S45,

on the 2Gth of April, there were delivered 75G dozen; on the

3rd May, 114 dozen ; on the 10th May, 5'.)i dozen ; and on
the 17th May, G43 J dozen ; making in all the incredible

number of 18,87G wasps in the course of four weeks, and iu

one parish.

—

Wm. Laubie, DiippUn Castle Gardens.

I ESDORSE Mr. Pocock's remarks about wasps. Apart from
the suffering which unfortunately this vicious insect has the

power to inflict, a power too often most wantonly executed, it

is most destructive to our fruit, and so convinced am I of this

fact, that I wage a war of extermination agaiust its tribe. I

offer the reward of 'id. (three pence) for every wasp killed

before the 1st of May, and give from Grf. to l.'. Gd. for every

nest according to size. Mr. Pocock's recipe will stupify the

flies, but not kill them or the larvaj, and I shall be glad if any

of your readers will inform me how to preserve the nests, and
yet destroy the insects and grubs in the cells.

—

Subsobibek.

HoTEiA jAroNiCA.—Your correspondent Mr. G. Taylor, on
page 267, speaks of using the spikes of Hsteia japonica in

conjunction with Gladiolus flowers for dinner-table decoration.

These, no doubt, would be a charming combination, but to me
the difficulty lies in getting this Hoteia to bloom at the end of
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the J ear. Perhaps your correspondent would kindly give us

a few hints to enable us to accomplish this. With me, in

the neighbourhood of London, it always blooms during eai'ly

summer ; but if I could have it in bloom now it would be a

valuable acquisition.—W. G.

PEOPOSED SHOWoF THE ROYAL HOETICULTUEAL
SOCIETY AT ABERDEEN.

Ox the 7th iust. a meeting was held in the Imperial Hotel,

Aberdeen, to take into consideration a proposal to invite the

Eoyal Horticultural Society of England to hold their annual

provincial show there. The meeting was called by circular by
the Lord Provost, in whose absence the Marquis of Huntly
took the chair. There were present the Earl of Kintore ; Mr.

J. Farley Leith, M.P. ; Mr. Gordon, of ParkhiU; Sheriffs Dove,
Wilson, and Comrie Thomson ; Sir John Clark, of Tillypronie

;

Major Turner, of Turner Hall; Mr. Leith, of Whitehaugh;
Mr. Gordon, of Craigmyle; Mr. Ferguson, of Kinmundy ; Mr.
George Eeid, seedsman; Mr. James Cocker, nurseryman; Mr.
W. Smith, nurseryman; Mr. Foggo, Invercauld; Mr. Milne,

accountant ; Mr. Tough ; Mr. Taylor, AUanvale ; Mr. Symon

;

Mr. J. S. Henderson, Secretary of the Horticultural Society, etc.

Mr. Henderson stated the nature of an interview he had had
with Mr. Lindsay, Secretary of the Eoyal Horticultural Society

of England. They should consider themselves very highly

honoured by the proposal coming from such a quarter, it being

the first time the show had been suggested to be held in Scot-

land. Mr. Lindsay then stated that having occasion to caU
upon Mr. Henderson, it had occurred to him to ask whether it

would be possible at any time to hold the English show at

Aberdeen. He could not pledge the Society to accept their

invitation, but Aberdeen had many recommendations, especi-

ally in its continuous sea connection with London. Glasgow
has great wealth, but it lacked that advantage ; and although
application had been made to Glasgow, it was quite open to

Aberdeen to send an invitation. These shows had been held

for live or six years, and, with one or two exceptions, had been
very successful. It was the object of the Society to make the

shows a means of introducing scientific lectures, and having
the most experienced horticulturists and botanists in the world
in the Society, this feature could not fail to be a success. If

the show were held at Aberdeen five or six acres of ground
would be required, and it would be necessary to raise in the
locality £1000 for prizes, and to raise a guarantee fund of

£.500. The Society give £500, and pay any deficit after draw-
ing upon the guarantee fund, should that be necessai'y, and
the half of the profits would go to the guarantors. Some con-

versation took place, and the general feeling was that, while

thinking well of the proposal, it would not be possible to raise

the necessary funds in the district.

The following Committee was appointed to make inquiries

on the subject, and to report to another meeting—viz., the
Lord Provost, Lord Kintore, Mr. Irvine of Drum, the Marquis
of Huntly, Mr. Fordyce, M.P., Sheriff Thomson, Mr. Lindsay,
Sheriff' Wilson, Mr. Ciordon of Craigmyle, Mr. George Reid,
Dr. Geddes, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Henderson, Secretary.

—

{3Iontrose Sfview.)

THE FUNGUS EXHIBITION AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

EvEEYONE who visits the annual Fungus Show of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, must be struck Ijy the extremely beauti-
ful colouring of many of the Fungi exhibited. Species tinted
with crimson, carmine, and vermilion are very common, and
most of these belong to the genus Russula, so named on account
of the red colours of so many of its members. Itussula rosacea,

E. rubra, B. sanguinea, and many other highly-tinted species
are always found upon the tables : most of the species of this

section are highly poisonous, though a few are mild or even
edible. A scarlet Fungus of great beauty is seen in Agaricus
muBcarius, a plant by no means uncommon in Birch woods
and other places. It is a narcotic poison, and is always well re-

presented at the shows. Every visitor to the recent display
must have been struck with the extreme beauty of a group of
plants of Eussula aurata never before seen at the South Ken-
sington shows, and this time brought by Miss Louisa E. Hub-
bard from Horsham. The colour was dazzling yellow shaded
into vermilion ; the gills pale buff with a sulphur-coloured edge.
Passing from the red species into the orange, we have various
members of the genus Cortinarius, generally shaded with rich
orange-brown. C. sanguineus was well represented with its

blood-red shading; but C. ciunabarinus was not at the Show
this year. One of the very best groups was that of Cortinarius
orellanus, the tints being of the richest orange. This plant, not
hitherto exhibited, or, indeed, pubhshed as British, was found
by Miss Sarah HolUman in Epping Forest, a district, though
well worked, which produces new species every year. The Cor-
tinarii are also known by their rusty gills and veil resembling
the web of the spider. Most of the yellow plants come under
the genus Hygrophorus, so named on account of the watery sub-
stance of many of the species. We noticed H. ceraceus and
many of the other yellow species well known for the extreme
luminosity of their tints. H. psittacinus is yellow and green,

after the manner of the colouring of parrots. A well-known
green Eussula, E. virescens, was poorly represented, though by
no means an uncommon plant in the London district. The black
Eussula nigricans had many representatives.

Most white Agarics are found under the genus Agaricus, and
the majority of the white-spored species are very sober in their

hues, many or most of them being probably edible. The white
milky species comingunderLactarius, however, are bestavoided,
as many are known to be dangerous poisons. The curious para-
sitic Nyctailis parasitica was brought by Mr. English, growing,
as usual, upon a dead Eussula nigricans. At the north of

London, however, this plant generally grows upon Eussula
fcfitens. The odours of the Fungi exhibited are generally re-

marked. Phallus impudicus was on the table in all its glory;
and Miss Hubbard brought Agaricus cucumis, which has a

terrible odour of stale fish. A. sulphurous, potent of gas tar,

was abundantly represented.
Some truly gigantic specimens of Polyporus were brought in

P. fraxineus and P. applanatus, with the huge polyporoid mass
recently found under the Bank of England. Some fine large

plants of Paxillus atro-tomentosus were brought from Wobum
by the Eev. W. W. Newbould, and many other Fungi of extreme
rarity and interest were gathered together from all quarters,

the room provided for the display being, however, altogether
insufficient.

As on previous occasions, most if not all the well-known edible

and poisonous species were arranged in groups, and anyone
taking an interest in the stibject of Fungi as food could not fail

to be pleased with the enormous number of species brought
together. The Exhibition is always rendered doubly valuable
and attractive by the presence of Mr. Berkeley, Mr. Currey,
and others, who are ever both able and wilhng to answer
questions, impart instruction, and give their own experiences
of the plants exhibited.—W. G. S.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

LiLiusi (hydkiddm) Keamebi. Nat. ord., LiUaceae. Linn.,

Hexandria Monogynia.—This cross-bred was raised from Ja-

panese parents. " Lilium Krameri has been forwarded for

figuring both by G. Wilson, Esq., F.L.S., and by Messrs. Barr
and Sugden, to the former of which gentlemen a first-class cer-

tificate was awarded for it by the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

According to Mr. Baker it is a hybrid between L. speciosum
and L. japonicum, an opinion which Mr. Wilson thinks con-
firmed by its foliage and odour. It would be interesting to

know precisely, respecting this relationship, which of the
parents took the father's part, and which the mother's duties.

Mr. Wilson informs me that he believes it was sent by Mr.
Kramer, of Japan, to Messrs. Teutschel, of Colchester, two
years ago under three varieties, accompanied by coloured
drawings. Of these No. 1 had rather expanded flowers like

L. lougiflorum, with mauve tint on the back of the petals.

No. 2 was wholly mauve. No. 'i was wholly white. Of these

Mr. Wilson has flowered Nos. 1 and 2, of which No. 1 had not
smooth edges to the petals, and No. 2 was of a deeper mauve
than in the drawing. Mr. Barr has been good enough to give

me precisely similar information as the result of his experi-

ence, with the addition that these Lilies vary much in size

according to cultivation."

—

(Bot. Mntj., t. 6058.)

CAEAGU.iTA Zahnii. Nat. ord., Bromeliacea>. Linn., Hex-
andria Monogynia.— Flowers yellow, sheath crimson. Dr.
Hooker says he has " adopted the specific name proposed for

this splendid plant by its importers, Messrs. Veitch, in com-
memoration of the services of their excellent collector Mr.
Zahn, who discovered it in 1870 in Chiriqui, Central America,
shortly before he perished by drowning, a victim to his enter-

prise, on his way to Costa Kica. The genus Caraguata com-
prises the Tillandsias with united petals, and filaments adnate
to the tube of the coroUa."— {iio(. il/n,'/., (. 0059.)

LiN.AEiA S.VG1TTATA. Nat. Ord., Scrophulariaccffi. Linn.,
Didynamia Angiospermia.—Flowers yellow. " Linaria sagi-

tata is a common plant about Magador, and^xtends as far
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south as Agadir. It is also found in the Island of Lanc&rotte,
one of the Canaries, acd that one considerably the nearest to

the Marocoan coast, but in no other island of that group,
which looks as if it were a comparatively recent importation
that had not as yet spread further to the westward. The
specimen here figured was raised from seeds brought by us
from Marocco in 1871, and which flowered in June of the
present year in Mr. Maw's garden, and in the Royal Gardens,
Kew."—(Bo«. Moft., t. 6060).

Pelbctpiioiu ASELi.iFORiiis Car. CONOOLOR. Not. ord., Cao-
taopa>. Linn., Icosandria Monogynia.—Flowers purple, yellow,

and green. Native of Mexico. " This remarkable and stUl

yery rare plant has been long known amongst Cactus growers,
and has in fact been in the trade for many j'ears, having been
imported by the Brothers Tonel from Mexico, where it was said
to have been fonad with the equally anomalous Cactaceous
genus Anhalonium (lU. Hort., vol. xvi., t. G0.5 a). It was first

published ty Ehrenberg, from specimens grown in Berlin
in 1843, but nothing was known of its floral character till

Lemaire, in 18-58, published in the ' Illustration Horticole,'
quoted above, an excellent figure of it, with a very full and
interesting description."

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 6061.)
RoBDS DKLicioscs. Nat. ord.. Rosacea?. Linn., Icosandria

Polygynia.—" A very interesting and little-known plant, de-
ijoribed by its discoverer, the late Dr. .Tames, as bearing a
fruit of dehcious sweetness and considerable size ; the latter

of which characters is not borne out by the specimens com-
munioated by Mr. Henry, and figured herewith. Whatever
may be the qualities of its frsit, there is no question about
the handsomeness of the flowering plant, whose flowers some-
what resemble those of a white liose in size and abundance.
It is a native of the Rocky Mountains, between the latitudes
311' and 45' N., on alpine ridges, where it was discovered by
Dr. James in 1822, and there are specimens in the Kew Her-
barium, collected by .James in the Colorado territory in 1861,
and by E. Hall and J. P. Harbour in 1862. Between the
dates of 1822 and 1861 it does not seem to have been seen by
any naturalist. Torrey and Gray (I.e.) and G. Don, in his
' Gardeners' Dictionary,' describe the flowers as purple, which
is not the case.
" Rubus deliciosng was introduced into cultivation in Eng-

land by my friend Isaac Anderson-Henry, F.L.S., of Hay
Lodge, Edinburgh, who received the seeds from N.W. America
in N. lat. 44", and flowered the plants he raised from them in
May, 1870. He describes it as 'a bush a yard high, covered
with large lovely blossoms, and quite an ornamental plant,
irrespective of the coming fruit.' The fruit, however, did not
came either in that or the following year, but in the end of last
.July Mr. Anderson-Henry sent a fruit, and which was of a ma-
roon brown colour and agreeable taste."

—

{Hot. Mag., I.. C,0C}2.)

AmuccLA Clmrle.^ J. Perry.—" This splendid self Auricula
was raised by Mr. Turner, of Slough, and was very deservedly
awarded a first-class certificate by the Floral Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society at its meeting on May 7th, 1873.
In the class of selfs it claims a very high position, possessing
as it does so many of the good properties essential to constitute
a first-class flower. It is a healthy free grower, has fine hand-
some white-dusted foliage, and produces stout large trusses of
its lovely flowers. The colour is a beautiful deep violet, the
pips being large and flat, remarkably smooth on the edge, and
yery circular, while the colours are well proportioned, with a
good white paste. It is a flower of firm substance, and is not
only very distinct, but particularly attractive, and in every
way well worthy a place in the most select collections of these
most interesting spring flowers."— (Florist and Pomologist.)

THE REV. JOHN HUYSHE'S PEARS IN NEW
ZE.VLAND.

I HAVK fruited for the first time two of his admirable va-
rieties of Pears this season—the Victoria and Prince Consort

—

and find that their texture, juice, and flavour are underrated
rather than overrated, in your description in The Journal
OF HoETicoLTDRE for 1867. The Victoria variety is now in
Reason here (July 30th) with me, and proves to have all the
merits the most fastidions lover of the Pear can desire.
My frait of them both are from double-grafted trees, which I

think causes them to be very fine. After your diagrams ap-
peared, not many months afterwards young trees of them were
in Melbourne, for private firms import largely and with great
spirit from Europe ; hcuce my fruiting them so soon by taking

a few grafts oft the young trees on arriving here for mo from
Melbourne, ani inserting them on old trees. I think the in-
fluence of our climate has had a good deal to do with their
arriving at such perfection. I send you an outline section of
a Winter Nelis now in season, no turnipy flavour here, but
one that will gratify the palate.—W. Swale, Avanside Botanic
Garden, Canterbnrif, N.Z.

[The drawing represents the Pear of the full size and the
usual form.

—

Eds.)

LAMBTON CASTLE.—No. 1.

Tub Skat of the Karl of Dbbham.
There are few rivers that present us with a greater diver-

sity of outline than the Wear, a stream which traverses the
county of Durham, and eventually enters the sea at Sunder-
land. True, it may not be so hard-worked as some of the Lan-
cashire rivers in the way of supplying water power, for the
reason that it runs through a district where the steam engine
may be said to perform not only the offices that water power
does elsewhere, but also many of those usually done by
manual labour; and even now, in spite of its pollution, it is a
fine river, and in its course past the city of Durham, its steep
and precipitous banks clothed with timber running up to the
walls of the venerable cathedral, add considerably to the
charm which that old city and its various associations present
to the traveller, for by a circuitous bend the river seems almost
to encircle the town. Proceeding further on it is occasionally
seen hemmed-in by high and precipitous banks, with naked
rock overhanging its channel, and its bed a floor of that ma-
terial ; while anon it has a serpentine course through flat

and extensive meadows, which at times of high floods have
evidently been overflowed. Then it enters some rugged glen,
as at the place now immediately under notice ; but before
doing so, its tortuous course through the meadows that bound
Chester-le-Street shows in some measure the character of the
stream and its adjuncts, for on its banks we noticed two of the
moat prominent plants were the common Tansy and Senecio
Jacobiea, both in flower, while we did not see the purple Loose-
strife, so common in many other places ; but our chances of ob-
servation were few, for in fact we approached Lambton Castle
from another direction.

Fence Houses, a village of no great dimensions, is some two
miles or more to the south, but there an important railway offers

the nearest station to alight, and proceeding some distance
along country lanes we reach one of the entrances to the park, or
rather domain, for at this particular place it is a wood of con-
siderable dimensions. An excellent carriage road carries us
on underneath some well-grown Oaks, beneath whose wide-
spread branches Rhododendrons of all ages and sizes are
luxuriating alternately with Hollies, Yews, and other ever-
greens, with all the intervening spaces not occupied by them
either dotted over with noble examples of the male Fern, or
entirely covered with the common Brake, leaving but few
places for other herbage to show itself ; nevertheless, we
noticed a fine group of that ornamental British plant which
has never had its merits fairly acknowledged, the Equisetum,
and its appearance in a mass was certainly good. But we must
not linger, and our roail continuing to descend we at length
come to a position where some additional planting would seem
to have been recently done, and some of the fashionable
Pinuse.i appear to have been employed; still not having time
to examine them closely wo proceed, and descending further,
a turn of the road brings us in sight of the gardens lying im-
mediately before us, but on the opposite side of the Weir,
which it should be stated is here a wide navigable river.

Pausing to look at the garden from this point the traveller is

impressed with the magnitude of the glass structures, of which,
I believe, there are twenty-seven in all, and most of them
large. The first impulse also would bo that it is exceedingly
snug and well sheltered, for the woods that screen it at the
back rise considerably above the structures and dressed grounds.
On the other hand, the ugly idea starts up that a situation
which appears to be so carefully carved out of a forest, is not un-
likely to be visited by late spring frostn, lying as it does below
everything around it. With tlii..i, however, we have nothing to
do, but proceeding a little further on we see an ornamental
bridge that leads direct to the gardeu, while the carriage road
skirts the banks of the river for some distance farther, the
steep banks to the left being timbered to the top, and there is

the sama admixture of Rhododendrons, Feru.=
, Ac, as previ-
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ously described, with the addition of naked rocks peeping out

in places, and now and then a stream of water rushing down a

lateral guUey to join the main river below. This carriage road

passes the front of the Castle, which is built on the top of a

steep grassy slope on the opposite side of the river, where the

roadway is carried over the river by a bridge, and by an easy

curve and gradient ascends the hill and reaches the front door.

Where Lambton Castle is now, formerly stood Harraton

HaU, the seat of the noble family of D'Arcy. It is a modern
buUding, being erected, as was the bridge over the Wear, after

the designs of Bononi, early in the present century. The
Lambton, or, as it was originally spelt, the Lamtun family are

noticed in records contemporary with our first Norman longs,

and are the only family in the county of Durham except the

Lumleys that retain the residence from whence they derive

their name, which is Lambton House, still standing at a short

distance from the Castle.

A little to the north-east of Lambton Castle and on the left

side of the river is an eminence called Worm's Hill, the reputed

scene of a legend well known, and some years ago believed in

by many people in the north. The ease was this : The young
heir of Lambton was one of a class not extinct yet, it is to be

feared, that led a dissolute life, and was guilty of all manner
of wickedness short of murder ; and amongst other improper
acts he used to amuse himself in fishing on Sundays, and on
one of these occasions instead of a fish he caught a worm,
which was of such a singular and hideous description that he
had some difficulty in disengaging it from his line, and after so

doing threw it into a pit or pond, where it continued to grow
to such an extraordinary size, and its voracitj' for food was so

great, that it soon made the whole neighbourhood a wilderness,

and all attempts to kill it resulted in the discomfiture or

death of its assaOants. It is said that when at rest it coiled

itself several times round the sides of the hiU in question,

leaving on the bank its marks, which are still visible. Mean-
while the young man whose irreligion had been the cause of

this plague had betaken himself to other lands, and after a

variety of fortune returned home an altered man, and set about
destroying this monster by arraying himself in a complete suit

1 of armour, on the outside of which a great number of sharp

knife-blades were fixed, and enticing it to the river, took his

stand on a rock in the stream and awaited its attack, which
I was in the serpent fashion of coiling itself around his anta-
i gonist ; but in this instance the number of cutting blades out

LAMliTON CASTLE, S.W. VIEW.

it up into slices, which the current washed away. The ob-

noxious and all-dreaded worm disappeared. How far this

story may be tinctured with the religious feelings that pre-

dominated in the dark ages it is needless to enter into ; suffice

it to say the terrace-like marks remain on the hill, and the

legend has survived many generations.

I could dwell upon otlier legends and upon the botany of

Lambton. Leaving this line fortress-like mansion to be de-

scribed hereafter, we retrace our steps, and taking advantage

of the ornamental iron bridge previously alluded to, we find

ourselves in a good position for taking in the whole at a glance,

and few gardens present a richer panorama. To be brief in

the description, I may say that both the Castle and the garden
occupy the left bank of the river Wear, which at this place

runs in a north-easterly direction, so that the garden in a

great measure faces the south-east ; and although the right

bank at this place rises somewhat suddenly, scai'cely giving

room for the carriage-road to be formed along the side of the

river, the other side affords a level space of perhaps 200 yards

wide or more, which is the site of the kitchen garden. At
the northern extremity of this level tract the ground rises

abruptly, and on this the glass structures are erected in a

double tier, the lower one being also considerably above the

level of the kitchen garden ; a terrace wall with ample room
for Vine borders, &c. separating the two ; while in like manner
the second or upper tier of houses is faced with a steep sloping

bank of turf, on which flower-beds forming an agreeable pattern

as a whole are cut out, and at the time of my visit they were

well filled with the choicest bedding plants. I may also

observe that the original kitchen garden here was a square,

the lower tier of glass houses alluded to forming its northern

boundary, with walls at the east and west sides, and a hedge

at the south side nearest the river. This feature still exists,

but large additions in the way of kitchen-garden ground have

been made on the east side, while on the west side a still

larger space had been cleared of timber and was formed into a
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flower gwden on so extensive a scale, that taken in connection

with the ribbon borders on the terrace wall, the flower-beJs

on the grass slopes, and those met with elsewhere, I was told

about a hundred thousand were yearly bedded-out ; for be it

observed that in immediate connection with the mansion there

were not any, or at all events very few beds ; and properly eo

too, for a Norman fortress-like residence does not seem the place

for such kind of decoration. But wo must return, and, accom-

panied by Mr. Hunter, endeavour to give some description of

the occupants of the glass houses, as well as other matters

connected with this fine place.

To such of our readers as visited the late fruit show at Man-
chester, the remembrance of the fine Grapes exhibited from
this place must have Itft an impression not easily forgotten.

A bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes weighing upwards of

13 lbs. is a horticultural phenomenon that does not present

itself every day. In fact, there is reason to believe that it

never did so before ; besides which, other Grapes were equally

well grown with the Hamburgh. Another feature in fruit-

growing has been achieved at Lambton, which, though not

unexampled, is but seldom accompUshed, and that is the rear-

ing and fruiting of I'ines from seed ; and one at least, if not

more, is of groat promise and likely to make its way as a new
fruit, while others are also coming on. But we will take a

glance at the Grapes first, and by way of commencement may
say that the bulk of the Vines—in fact, I believe the whole of

them—are planted inside the house, and the whole of the

interior is formed into borders ; not but that the roots may
have access outside as well, but all are planted inside. Fur-

thermore, I may add that most of the vineries are lean-to

houses of ample width and medium pitch, while most of the

pineries are span or partly span-roofed, and one or two orchard

houses are also of the latter class. The central house of

the lower tier differs from all the others in being made into

an interesting conservatory, and united with the upper tier

by a broad flight of steps in its centre leading to the level on
which the other houses stand, the whole being judiciously

arranged with choice specimen plants, so that the difference in

the levels of the two compartments which compose this con-

servatory is an advantage rather than the contrary. In this

house I noticed a very fine pair of Dicksonia, the same of

Yucca gloriosa variegata. Phormitmi tenax variegatum was also

well represented ; so were the Dracainas, Lataniaa, and other

line-foliaged plants, with the necessary admixture of flower-

ing ones, amongst which Campanula pyramidalis was ex-

ceedingly well done. The roof was draped with climbers, and
baskets were suspended at suitable places ; one or two formed
of Lomaria gibba looked very well, while those of Tradescantia,

Ivy-leaved Geraniums, and other plants, were also good ; but

the end of August is not the time a conservatory is thought to

be the most attractive. After noticing some good plants of

CamelUas that were being prepared to occupy the house at the

proper time, with plenty of Azaleas and the like, I again turned
my attention to the contents of the fruit houses.

The extraordinarily fine Grapes exhibited by Mr. Huuter
from this place at the late Manchester Show will have pre-

pared your readers for hearing of something wonderful, and I

can fully bear out all that has been said about the merits of

these (Jrapes from having seen them in their growing state.

Bat first of all I will advert to the character of the house in

which they were grown, which, be it observed, did not differ

in any essential particular from what is met with everywhere

—a rather broad lean-to house with front lights consisting

of about 2 feet of glass ; and the character of the glazing and
817.6 of the squares were of the ordinary typo. The top air,

however, was admitted by leverage moving flaps on hinges,

rather than by sliding the lights down, and the front upright

lights were made to open, and were on the whole more often

used by Mr. Hunter than the back ones. The pitch of the
root was of a medium kind. The length of the rafter, however,
was greater than is often the case, though not remarkably so,

while in all other respects the houses presented tho ordinary
stamp of vineries of their class, and were all heated with hot
water, Ihe pipes being in most cases divided rather than
mnning in cjnsters ; they were also all near the ground. The
Vines—tho all-important Vines—were in every case planted
inside, the permanent ones against tho front lights, while in

some houses recently planted the back wall was also covered
with Vines, from which excellent Grapes were also obtained,

and even in one or two cases that Mr. Hunter pointed out to

me, where the roof Vines had almost entirely deprived the

back ones of every blink of sunshine, there were some fine

bunches of fruit equally well coloured with those on the rafters,

thus showing that the soil, the treatment, and the et-ceteras

which constitute the requirements of Vines were all to their

liking ; and the best of health, not coarse and gross pithy

shoots, met the eye e\isrywhere, and in all esses where the

fruit had not been cut excellent crops were to be seen.

As there were several houses devoted entirely to Grape-grow-
ing, most of the popular kinds of the day were duly repre-

sented, the most general one, of course, being Black Ham-
burgh, which was remarkably fine. Most of the rods bearing

this variety were heavily loaded, and in general the bunches,

if we call them such, resembled a cluster of Lunches, and
as well as being large were also well coloured. Mr. Hunter
pointed one out to me as being not unlikely to weigh 12 lbs.—

a

monster of a bunch, which, as the sequel proved, he had under-

estimated, for it proved to exceed 13 lbs. ! As your readers

wUl be aware, it was shown at Manchester and carried oft the

pri/.e as the heaviest black bunch at the Show, and possibly it

was the heaviest that was ever produced ; but other bunches
exceeding 9 lbs. were also furnished by the same house and of

the same kind, and I was told one upwards of 9J lbs. had
been cut a few days before. I should hardly expect that

houses containing such large bunches of Grapes of this variety

were ever met with before, and the Vines had not been limited

to a small number of bunches, but the crop, taken as a whole,

including the rods having the heaviest bunches on was good ;

even the shy-bearing kinds, as Barbarossa and one or two
others, were equally loaded with the Hamburghs and Muscats,

which, as everyone knows, in general show plenty of bunches.

Next to the Black Hamburgh alluded to, the Madresjield

Court was very fine. It is certainly a fine Grape ; and as it

appears to have carried off honours at the Show above alluded

to, it may be mentioned here with something Uke an exception

to its useful quaUties, as Mr. Hunter reports its keeping

badly. This, however, need not mUitate against its merits at

the time being as looking exceedingly well, and there were
some large bunches of it. Although neither so good nor so

large as the Hamburgh and Barbarossa, and, perhaps, one or

two other kinds, stOl it is evidently a deserving Grape, one that

is often met with elsewhere in good condition, and which is

highly spoken of at table.

Catabrian Lai/in.—A fine, large, white Grape tolerably well

known, but not always well managed. Here it was grown
to the size which imparts value to a Grape whose chief merit

is its size ; and Calabrian Kaisin or Eaisin de Calabre, for it

has both names, carries with it a noble appearance as a white

Grape, and is, morevover, a good keeper, and one which when
well ripened is not without its merits at table. Bunches of

enormous size were, of course, furnished at Lambton.
Barharoiisa [Gros Guillaumej.— This fine Grape is but

seldom met with now-a-days, its reputation as a bad cropper,

or, in other words, of being shy in showing bunches, had told

sadly against it ; but anyone who has seen it at Lambton must
be of a different opinion, for like all others the crop was good,

and the bunches remarkably good. I should think the largest

must have exceeded 10 lbs., and that, too, a long nicely-tapered

hunch, not tho short, stubby, cluster of bunches represented

by the Black Hamburgh. The bunches, though not quite ripe

at the time I saw them, looked nevertheless likely to attain a

good black hue, which is not always the case with this va-

riety. As a Grape it would seem to require some especial

treatment, being tender, and like Lady Downe's and some
others, late in ripening. It is, however, well worth a place in

a collection.

Trcbbiano.—Also a large white Grape, which when well

ripened is very good. It is likewise a good keeper, and one of

the lest setters we have. The bunch, however, is generally

short and irregularly-shaped ; even when it attains a large size,

as is the case at Lambton, the bunches seem all shoulder, and
there is often a deficiency in bloom in this land which mars its

appearance at table or at an exhibition. It is, however, a useful

Grape for ail that, and although it belongs to .a section that

has long had only an indifferent name in tho country, it is

reaUy a good firapo when thoroughly ripe, and immense bunches
of it are not unusual, there being some excellent examples at

Lambton, but nothing to compare with the Hamburgh pre-

viously spoken of, nor some of the other kinds that will be

noticed. It is, however, often denied tho necessary amount
of fire heat required to ripen it thoroughly, and when not -

finished-off well it is only a second-class Grape. Miny of the

best examples we see of it at horticultural shows aro far from
ripe, and consequently of indifferent llavour.
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Gohhil Oiamplon.—Tli;3 Grape, like all the others previously
described, was also good, aud seemed free from the faalt so

often attributed to it

—

i.e., craoking, and the bunches were all

nicely shaped and of good size, the berries, it is almost need-
less to say, being vary large. Mr. Hunter was of opinion that
this Grape would ouilive much of the abuse that had been
heaped upon it, bjl doubted whether it would attain the dis-

tinction of some o'.d well-known kinds. Certainly nothing
could be finer than its appearance at Lambton, and I under-
stood it had been good Last year also, the bunches being
equally fine, and the berries large and uniform.

Mrs. Place's Mwcat.—This was also good, and well main-
tained the good name it has acquired elsewhere, the bunches
being large aud well filled out, which is not the case in every
place at which it is grown ; where we are accustomed to see a
large well-formod bunch when in the young state, but the
berries not swelling out to the required size, it has a naked,
stalky appearance. This was not the case with the examples
at Lambton, all being fully grown out and filled-in, so that
the laying dowa a bvrnoh on its side revealed but few foot-

stalks. It was a'so well coloured—another difficulty often
encountered with this Grape ; and the rods bearing it were
heavily loaded. On the whole, all that has been said in favour
of this Grape may be said to be fully borne oat by what was
seen of it here.

Seedling Whi'^,—A very promising Grape, the rod of which
I was told was ouly inarched on the stock supporting it in

1372, aud yet there were four very fine bunches upon it—one or

more might be .5 lbs. weight or upwards—while its qualities in

the matter of flavour were not inferior to its appearance, so

that I expect we shall hear something more of this Grape, as

it had tlie appearance of one likely to keep well. The stalk

supporting the barry was stout, and the general appearance
of the whole robust and hardy, aud there crrtainly is a lack of

good-keeping Grap'"? of the white kind. The Golden Champion,
even witli those who manage it best, fails in this matter; and
although now &v\ than the White Muscat is mat with in a
tolerably good condition late in the winter, it is more often
shanked and ragged, and at best cannot equal the black
Grapes in keeping qualities ; the Syrian, Nice, and Trebbiano,
whether they constitute one, two, or three kinds, are all found
faulty in the stalk lata in the year ; therefore, a really good-
keeping white Grape will be an acquisition. I hope Mr.
Hunter will give us some more particulars about this promising
Grape.
Muscat of Alexandria.—I need not say this Grape was ex-

tensively grown, as well as the varieties into wliich it is sub-
divided, as Bowood and Tynniughame Muscat, and also Canon
Hal!, and like tlio other kinds named they were all good ; the
old or normal form being, nevertheless, the greatest favourite.

Most excellent fruit well ripened was shown in one of the
houses, while the foliage was also all that couM be wished for.

Plack Scedlinj.—Tliis was also a promising fruit, one or two
bunches appearing to exceed 5 lbs. ia weight. It had some
resemblance to Gros Guillaume, and like it would appear to be
more difficult to colour well, but the bunches were well shaped,
berries good, and there was still ample time for it to colour
well, which it promised to do, when it would present a robust,

well-eonditionad appaaranoa. It is a fine-looking Grape, and
one likely to make a name.
Lady Doione's.—I need hardly say that this fine Grape was

also largely groTU, and there were plenty of fine bunches of it

too, but Mr. Hunter was not so anxious to have this Grape so
very large, as he justly observed that for very lata keeping a
madium-sized bunch was invariably better than a very large

one ; and the same remark held good with regard to the
Alicante and West's St. Peter's, which however good in January
are not always the best to look at in August. All three were
extensively grown, and in the bast possible condition, but they
were not so likely to figure at important fruit shows in Septem-
ber as they might do after Christmas, especially as there was
no lack of other kinds more befitting the time of year, and
accordingly better suited for the occasion.

Alicante.—This useful late Grape was also duly represented,
aud more than one fine cane of it was loaded with large, well-

shaped bunches that promised to be of good service when the
short dark days of winter rendered such fruit really valuable.

I am not sure whether Mr. Hanter mentioned the varieties in-

cluded under the name of Alicante, for by catalogues and the
opinions of growers thara seem to be more kinds than one.

At all events the normal kind, if it be right to call it such, was
in the best possible form, and all but finished.

Of the other kinds of Grapes, I believe, but am not certain,
that Gros Colman was grown ; also Royal Vineyard, Foster's
White Seedling, and some others, but I omitted to notice
them distinctly, and therefore must leave their description to
other hands. I ought not to omit mentioning that in look-
ing over the Grape houses, one producing some of the finest
fruit was only planted in 1869, while in another housa, a
Black Hamburgh Vine planted against the back wall occupied
the whole length of it, which was somawhere about 90 feet.

I may also further remark, that notwithstanding the large
size of the bunches described above, and their worth con-
firmed by the position they took at the Manchester Show
(Mr. Hunter taking the lion's share of prizes for Grapes), the
foliage was not extraordinarily large, certainly not so large as is

mat with in places where the fruit is not half so fino, neither
was the wood larger or stouter than is often seen in other
places, but it w.as as hard as twigs of Beech where it had
ripened, and the foliage was in all eases healthy ; even when it

was ripening off the early Vines, it had tha healthy yeUow
appearance which out-door foliage ought to have when clear of

insect or other ailments.—J. Robso.i.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Dr. Hooker says that Captain Markham has most kindly

presented to the Herbarium of the Royal Gardens, Kew, a
small but very interesting collection of plants brought back by
him from his recent Arctic voyage. Amongst them are foar
specimens which he obtained from Dr. Bessel, who collected

them in lat. 82" N., the most northern position from which
any phanerogamic vegetation has hitherto been procured. The
locality appears to have been on the east side of Smith's
Sound. The species are Draba alpina, L. (Alpine Whitlow
Grass) ; Cerastinm [alpinum, L. (Alpine Mouse-eared Chick-
weed) ; Taraxacum Dens-leonis, Desf. var. (Dandelion) ; Poa
flexuosa, Wahl. (Zigzag Meadow Grass).

—

(Nature.)—— The financial results of the Manchester Fruit and
Flower Show were:—Receipts, £2907 8;. lOd. ; expenditure,
£2134 3s. 5d. There is therefore a balance in its favour of

£833 5s. 5d.

The volume of Artisans' Reports upon the Vienna
Exhibition, published by the Society for the Promotion of

Scientific Industry, Manchester, will be pubUshed about the

2()th of this month. There are thirty-six reports.

ANOTHKRinstanceof the Effect OK Soil, ox the Colours
OP Flowers is furnished by Herr Max Leiehtlin, who trans-

planted a Lilinm Coridion into heath soil, when the flowers

changed from sulphur yellow to red. This fact would appear
to show that L. Parthenoion and Coridion are in reality varie-

ties of the same species.

—

(Enijlish MeehanU.)—- Not long since we were shown a collection of Japan
Flags (Iris K.eiipferi), which impressed us as being unusually

fine. "They have proved entirely hardy in the latitude of New
York, aud the flowers are large aud of a great variety of colours,

from pure white to deep blue, beautifully veined and mottled,

many of them tipped with yellow. Their easy cultivation and
propagation must certainly make them popular with the horti-

cultural public, as they belong to a class of plants that know
how to take care of themselves. They bloom after tha old

Garman Flags, and thus aid in prolonging the season.

—

[New
York Tribune.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHKM G.AHDEN,

Rarely do we have a more favourable season than the present
one for digging and trenching ground, and as there are few gar-

dens but would be benefited by the latter operation, I trust the
fine weather will not be allowed to pass without attention to

this subject. Asparagus is generally considered to be one of

the greatest luxuries the garden produces, but it is very rarely

found to be what it ought to be, aud this arises in a groat

measure from the bads being improperly made. It is a very
common practice not to attempt to prepare the ground till the
time of planting; a large quantity of dung is then dug-in, aad
the roots immediately planted. It is not our intention at pre-

sent to give the details of planting, but only to recommend
those who intend making new bads in tha spring to prepare tha
ground immediately by diggiug-in and well mixing a large

quantity of duug and leaf mould with the soil ; the ground may
than be slightly forked-up in the spring, and the bads formed
aud planted. Tie-up Cardooiis for blanching when the leaves

are quite dry; twist haybands round so that the earth does not
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come in contact with the leaves when earthed-up. Take ad-

vantage of the present fine weather to earth-up Celery ; keep
the whole of the leaves together. Continue to prick-out Cauli-

flowers under hand-glasses and in frames. Any that are not fit

for use should be preserved in a cool place, or the leaves may be
wrapped round the head and the whole plant buried in light drj'

soil. Cucumbers in boxes should have a top-dressing of rich

soil occasionally. In gi'ving water at the root, let it be heated
to 80°. Fill-up and dress Serb beds for the winter. Dig-up a
portion of Horseradish for winter use ; clear away the leaves as

soon as decayed. Continue to take up the main crops of Pota-
toes, the weather being at present very favourable for the pur-
pose. Keep up a succession of Small Salads by sowing in boxes
and placing them in a forcing house.

FRUIT G.VRDEX.
Gather all kinds of Apples as soon as the stalks separate easily

from the branches ; but as some adhere very firmly, the best
criterion of fitness for gathering is to slice a frmt up the middle
and see if the seeds are approaching maturity. Care should be
taken to keep all late fruit from light and from air if it is desir-

able to keep it long. This should be particularly attended to in
the case of those fruits gathered before being sufficiently mature,
otherwi.se they will be disfigured by shrivelling, &c. The season
of any favourite Apple or Pear may be prolonged by gathering
at ditferent times, and by subjecting the first gathering to a
higher temperature, so as to promote the saccharine fermenta-
tion. Care should be taken that the increased temperature is

not attended with too dry an atmosphere, or the juices of the
fruit will be unnecessarily exhausted. The fruit cannot be

[

better dealt with at present than by placing them thinly on
open shelves. Look after Filberts and Walnuts, and see that
they neither become too moist nor get too much dried, as in

either case the kernel will be injured. Fruit trees of all kinds
should now be planted. After planting those againstwalla, nail-

iu the branches, so that they may not be broken by the wind.
Strawberries may yet be planted if the plants are strong.
Prone Gooseberry and Currant bushes.

FLOWEB G.UtDEN.
i

Now that the frosts have rendered the flower garden shabby
for the season, the principal thing to attend to will be the storing

!

such plants as it is desirable to preserve for another season. I

am not an advocate for preserving many old plants, but there
are certain tribes which bloom all the better for being a year or
two old. Among these I class more particularly Scarlet Pelar-
goninms and shrubby Calceolarias, and of these I make it a rule
to keep all the plants I can find room for. Calceolarias are
generally potted in the smallest-sized pot that they can be put
into, and if convenient placed for a week or two in a close pit

;

bnt if not, they are at once placed under the greenhouse stage,
where they remain nntil turned into cold pits in the spring.
For Scarlet Pelargoniums provide a range of span-roofed pits

filled with tan, which at this season should receive suflicient

fresh material to excite a gentle fermentation in the mass. In
this tan the Pelargoniums are placed after being cut down,
stowing them as thickly as possible, and the pits are kept pretty
close until the plants liave made fresh leaves, after which they
are inured to the air and receive the same treatment as other
plants, taking care, of course, to secure them against frost

thron"hout the winter. In spring, about March, they are potted
and placed in heat until thej^ are well established, after which
they are hardened-oiT preparatory to being planted-out in May.
These plants will be excellent for dwarf beds, as they do not
grow so vigorously as young ones. Scarlet Pelargoniums may
also be preserved in boxes, securely packed in dry peat earth.
As the flower beds are cleared they should have a coating of leaf
mould, and then be dug-np and left rough, so as to receive the
benefit of frost ; or should the flower garden be near the dwell-
ing house, where it is constantly seen from the windows, the
beds may be filled with hardy evergreens kept in pots for the
purpose. Take-up Dahlias immediately the tops are destroyed
by frost, it does not benefit them in the slightest degree to let

them remain any longer in the ground. Where worms are
troublesome on lawns they should now bo destroyed with lime
water.

OBEESUOUSE AND COSSERVATOBY.
From this time till late in the spring some climbers in the

conserii'atory will require pruning and thinning-out. The whole
of them will require a little dressing now or soon, especially
when they obstruct the light. Where only one climber is

grown it must be pruned according to the time you want it to
be in flower next summer. The earlier they are wanted in
flower the sooner they must be pruned. One great advantage
in climbers of this nature is, that most of them flower on the
current year's growth like the Grape Vine. All such ought to
be very clo.^ely pruned at the final dressing. Some people are
afraid to cut off much wood, and their plants soon get disordered.

STOVE

.

From October to May the principal watering in the stove
should be done before noon, and to the middle or end of January
the house should be kept as dry as possible; a slight syringing.

however, will be useful to keep the foliage clean from dust, itc.

A sunny morning is the best time to water overhead, and once
in ten days will be often enough. All plants that require prun-
ing or thinning-out before the next growing season should be
dressed at once to give more room for the rest. Clerodendrons,
Vincas, and other fast-growing plants, which require large pots
in summer, should never be wintered in these large pots; turn
them out, shake all the soil from them, and place them iu as
small pots as you can get their roots into, but do not prune the
latter much at this time.

PITS AND FRAMES.
-VU plants iu this department should be got in order for winter

as quickly as possible. Those that are well established may be
placed in their winter quarters at once, giving the most valuable
ones the best places, but those which are not well rooted may be
kept in heat a few weeks longer, for though Theory may say,
" Keep them as quiet as possible," Practice, which is a much
better guide, says, " Keep them growing until they are thoroughly
established, imless you wish to consign them prematurely to
the rubbish heap."—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WKEK.
Since writing last week's doings a change has taken place iu

the weather—a heavy rain on Wednesday, followed on Thurs-
day morning by a sharp frost 4' below the freezing point. Of
course all tender subjects have suffered very considerably, and
the beauty of the flower garden is over for this season.

KITCHEN GjARDEN.
On all dry and gravelly soils there is considerable difficulty

in obtaining good Cabbages, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, &c., and
more difficulty still with Cauliflowers and Broccoli. In our
light soil we have given up the latter altogether. Of Cauliflowers
we make one sowing in the autumn and another early in spring.
The autumn sowing is now ready to go out under the hand-lights,
but the ground is not yet ready. They do well on the Gladiolus
gi'ound, no manure being required. As soon as the Gladioli are
lifted the ground is simply forked over, and the lights put on ;

they are 22 inches square, and each hand-light contains four
plants ; of course a few more are planted under each light to be
thinned-out and planted iu the open ground in March.
Planted Lettuce in a dry south border. We have reduced our

stock of varieties to one only. We used to sow the Brown
Dutch Cabbage Lettuce for planting iu autumn to stand the
winter with the Paris and Brown Cos ; but the Cabbage Lettuce
were never used when the Cos vaiielies were to be had, and the
White Cos were preferred to the Brown. After trying many
varieties new and old, we have selected Hicks' Hardy White
Cos as being the best. It is simply a selected strain of the Paris
Cos, and is very like a white Cos which has been grown by
some of the cottagers in this neighbourhood for twenty or thirty

years. We select a dry day, and a time when the plants are dry,

to earth-up Celery ; do not attempt to do it unless it is dry, as the
plants are very liable to decay with us even under favourable
circumstances.
The wet coming on Wednesday last prevented our finishing

gathering Pears and Apples. The fruit of some sorts seemed to

have a firm hold, although the pips had become brown. The
old Nonpareil and Scarlet Nonpareil hang on the longest, the
first named more so than the second. While the foliage is on
the trees and the fruit hangs firmly it must continue to swell

;

but on the other hand, if it is allowed to hang late, frosts, high
winds, and rain do much damage ; and the fruit does not keep
so well if it is gathered after being exposed to much rain. The
largest proportion of our Apple trees are worked upon the Para-
dise stock, and Pears on the Quince, and they bear abundantly
with summer pruning or pinching, so that it is not necessary to

lift any of them to induce fruitfulness. If this was necessary
it would be done at once, so that the trees would become esta-

blished before winter. When the trees had been only two or
three years planted we removed them by taking out a deep
trench at one end of the border where they were planted, aud
trenching the border from one end to the other, removing tho

trees as the ground was trenched. The object in doing this was
to work the ground well, and mix-in with the staple some clayey

loam, in order to improve the character of the light soil. Where
old trees had grown, before the young ones are planted it is

highly desirable to work-in some turfy loam amongst the roots ;

or if this is not to be obtained, the top spit from any cultivated

field would be beneficial to the trees. If the trees are planted

in a new garden which has not previously grown fruit trees,

this would not be necessary. All that would be required would
bo to dig a trench round the tree at a greater or less distance

as the tree is large or small, dig well down under the roots, so

that a spade can be readily thrust underneath the ball and the

tree heaved over partially on one side ; then throw it over in an
opposite direction, so that any tap roots can be cut through.

FRUIT AND FORCINQ HOUSES.
Many good growers of Piiw Abides keep up a high tempera-
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ture both in their fruiting and succession houses diu'ing the
winter. Our houses ai'e kept at about 60'^ now, and during cold
weather the temperature falls to about 55^, and occasionally
lower. In the fruiting house there are a number of fruits in
different stages of development. There are ripe and ripening
Queens, and for later use, Smooth-leaved Cayenne, Charlotte
Rothschild, and Jamaica. The Smooth-leaved Cayenne is cer-
tainly the best winter Pine, and produces the greatest weight as
well as the best quality of fruit for the space it occupies. A
moderately dry atmosphere suits them best at this season, and
much care is needful in watering.
Late Vificries also require to be constantly attended to in the

matter of airing. No plants requiring water shoiild be in the
houses where Grapes are hanging ripe ; a dry atmosphere is

essential to the fruit keeping. We are constantly on the look-
out for decaying berries, and have them removed as soon as
decay commences. Where ranges of houses, as is the case here,
are heated by one boiler, and the fire is constantly kept burning,
the hot water can be turned on to the vineries in the morning
when the ventilators are opened, and turned off again early in
the afternoon, so that the pipes may be cooled down consider-
ably before the house is shut up. The house should not be shut
up when the pipes are hot.
Training and fijing Cucumhcrs to the trellises. These are

moveable, so that they can be fixed nearer the glass in winter,
and further removed from it in summer. The winter distance
is 9 inches, and in summer 1-1 inches. Thrips are very trouble-
some, and there is no more effectual method of destroying them
than by fumigating with tobacco, and this must be persistently
followed up until the thrips are destroyed. We read of growing
Cucumbers in dung frames during winter aud keeping up the
heat by linings, but this seems to us like going back to the dark
ages, and the time when two fires were required for an ordinary
vinery. There is certainly no better way of growing Cucumbers
in winter than by planting them in a house or pit heated by
hot water and training them to a trelUs overhead.

PLANT HOUSES AND CONSERYATOKY.
A re-arrangement of these was necessary after the frost of

Thursday. A few hardwooded plants were outside, and it was
necessary to get in all the Chrysanthcinurns, as the flowers
had considerably advanced on some of them. Those blooms in-

tended for exhibition should not have the outer florets de-
stroyed by frosts. The blossoms are all set now, even the latest,

and no time should be lost in thinning them out. List week
allusion was made to the method of training for dwarf speci-
mens, especially exhibition. On one occasion at the Chrys-
anthemum Show at South Kensington those trained in this
form were set aside by the judges for i^lants trained in a natural
manner—that is, all the shoots were trained upright in the form
of an inverted cone or pyramid, but the uatural-trained plants
were in excellent condition, and the flowers far superior to
the others in quality—two points of the very greatest import-
ance. In judging Chrysanthemums, or, indeed, any other
flowering plants, we would give quaUty of flowers and health of
foHage the greatest number of points.

Cyclamens.—Oui plants are three years old, aud have been
much admired for the beauty of the foliage. Nearly all our
visitors ask how they were grown. The seed was sown in
February, 1871, and as soon as the plants were fit to handle
they were pricked-out singly iu small pots, and the pots
placed on shelves near the glass in the Pine house. They
were grown iu heat all the summer, aud each plant pro-
duced from twelve to thirty-six flowers or more the following
autumn and winter. Since the first year the plants have not
been grown in heat. As soon as the flowering period is over in
the spriug the plants are placed near the glass in a heated pit,
and when they have made some growth they are repotted. In
May they are removed to a cold frame facing north, and all

flowers are picked off as they appear. About the last week in
September they are removed to the conservatory or greenhouse,
and are allowed to flower. They require plenty of water all the
growing period, nor must the plants be allowed to become dry
in winter when in flower, but avoid watering the leaves, and
water mxtst not be allowed to lodge in the centre of the plants.
The earliest-potted Ilijacint/is are making growth in the

plunging material. The Komi^n Hyacinths have grown an inch,
and have been removed to a cold pit. They will in a few days
be placed where they can have a gentle heat.

FLOWEIt GARDEN.
The frost and a continuous rain have made sad havoc with

the flowering plants. The more tender subjects are quite black,
and the rest are over for the season. As soon as the weather
shall be fine we will have everything cleared oil except Calceo-
larias. From a press of other work the cuttings of tliese have
not yet been put iu. There is plenty of time yet, aud nothing
is gained by having them early, unless cuttings of any variety
should be scarce, when it is well to propagate early in order to
obtain cuttings in the spring. A number of the beds are planted
with Hyacinths and Tulips, but we only plant in alternate years.
The bulbs planted last autumn were not disturbed in the spring,

the bedding plants being put in amongst them when the leaves
were yet green. When these are removed the beds will be hoed
and raked, and probably a dressing of fine soil put over the
surface. With this treatment the bulbs do well the second year.
—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (IF. G.).—Henfrey's "Elementary Course of Botany," edited by Dr.
Masters. The price of the *' Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," free by post, ia
Is. 2d.

Edsh and Pykamid Fbuit Trees (S.).—"We must decline inserting any
more but the results of practice.

Winter Tempekature of Greenhouse (H. T.). — The beat required
for all tbe plants you name, and for every other needing greenhouse
treatment, should be a night temperature from now up to March of 40- to
45^ and in very severe weather it may fall to 3S-, but the nearer 40^ the
better. In tbe day the temperature should be 45^, and not exceediat; 50",

from fire heat, admitting air on all favourable occasions, but not lowering
the temperature below 45-, though in severe weather a day temperature of
4(J is better than heating the pipes or other surface very much to give a
higher temperature. The birds aud plants will do well together as regards
temperature.

DouBLE-GLAzrNG FOE Eeststing Cold (Inquir€r).~Yo}i do not say what
tbe temperature of the two pits may be when they ai'e covered with the
lights, or shut up, hut we will presume the lights to be i^ut on close when the
temperature of the frames or pits is 40-, and out-doors at 35*^, and down to
freezing-point by dark, falling to *22- by morning. We do not presume to tell

how much less frost would enter the pit with double sashes than the one with
single, as so much depends oh the wind and continrance of the frost, for it;

might be 10'' of frost all night, or only half as many, though the thermometer
register lO'^ in the morning. Double sashes are equal to about 0- of tempe-
rature, or a structure with double sashes will be 5- bibber ia & dull cold
period than one with single sashes, the conditions being equal.

Moisture on Ferns in Unheated Fernery ildtm).—Very few of our
native or hardy exotic Ferns will endure tbe continual dripping on their fronds
of water from a jet, but if only occasional the following would succeed:

—

Asplenium Adiautum-nigrum, A. marinum, Adiantum CapiUus-Veneris,
Athyrium Filix-ftemina, vars. apuaeforme, corymbifeium, plumosum; Blech-
num Spicant imbricatum, Lastrea dilatata cristata, L. Filix-mas cristata,

L. opaca, Osmunda regalis cristata, Polypodium vulgare cambricum, Poly-
stichum aculeatum, P. angulare prolLferum, P. angulare multihdum, Scolo-
jjcndrium vulgare, vars. corymbiferum, crispum maximum, sa^ittatum cris-

tatum, ramosum majus, ramo-cristatum, and fissum, and Woodwardia ai-co-

lata and radicans. If kept constantly moist tbe Filmy Ferns, Trichcmanes
radicans and var. AndrewsLi, Hymenophyllum tunbridgense, and H. "Wilsoni

;

and if not often wet you may add to those preceding the Filmy Ferns,
Onychium japonicum, Niphobolus lingua, Lomaria alpina, L. mogellanica,
Litobrochia vespertilion is, and Cyrtomium falcatum.

CucuarBER Leates Mutu-ated {R. D, TF.).—The leaves sent are per-
forated by some insect, probably crickets, that may be poisoned by phos-
phorus paste spi-ead on thin slices of bread; or tbe leaves maybe eaten by
caterpillars, which may be taken by examining tbe plants, especially the
under side of the leaves. Examine the plants at night with a lantern, when
you may probably take the marauders at work.

Pipes for Lean-to House {It. I'.).—Your small lean-to house will answer
well (or bedding plants with two 3 inch pipes along the front, aud in summer
it would answer for Cucumbers and Jlelous. We should have a pathway along
the back, with shelves over to utilise space, and tbe whole of the front for
plants on a lattice stage, to be taken out in summer. The cuttiug frame will

answer best if heated by a tank covered with slates or boards, and over this
a few inches of sawdust or other plunging materials ; or you may put in a few
inches of rubbish, and then 3 or 4 inches of soil, and insert the cuttings In
it. The sides of the tank left free will give sufficient top heat.

LAw^• Patchy (Idem).—"U'e should apply a dressing of very rotten manure
to the lawn in March, or rich compost, and eai'ly in April rake it well with an
iron rake, and t^ow over it 6 lbs. Festuca dmiuscula, H lbs. Cynosuruscristatus,
aud 8 lbs. Trifolium minus, with 4 llisPoa nemoralissempervirens in mixture
for one acre. Kake lightly alter so\\iDg, and roll well, not mowing until May,
and then keep well mown and rolled. A dressing of guano in moist weather
in May would much improve the growth of the grass.

Frames upon Brick Arches IJilcm).—You may have tbe frames placed
on brickwork pigeon-holed, and with arches also under the bed pigeon-holed,
and so constructed they answer very well, having walled spaces for linings

about '2 feet wide. Such pits ai-e not uncommon, and very old.

White Bedding Viola {F. T., Duhlltj).—There is not a white bedding
Viola equal to Viola Perfection in habit and quality, but there is a yellow one—
viz., lutea gi-andiflora major, nearly equal to it m blooming qualities. Per-
haps the best white bedding Pansy is Dean's White Bedder.

Ivy not Clinging to Wall IF. O. W.).—Wo advise you to nail-up the
shoots to the wall with shieds as they grow, and the Ivy will not fall from
the wall, but cliog to it after the shreds are rotten, or, if it show that
tendency, secure the main shoots with iron holdfasts.

Melons Failing {Rev. F. H.).—W'e do not consider the cause of the
failure to be in the dry heat given off by the hnt-water pipes. They were
not, probably, surrounded and covered with rabble brought over the pipes
G inches. Had it been so, and the plants duly watered, the roots would nob
liave suffered. We, however, prefer the pipes iu a chamber, tbe pipes covered
with boards or slates, leaving the joints open, then about 3 inches of rough
compost or rubble on the elates, and then 10 inches or a foot of soil upon
that. We pret-ume you have other pipes for top heat, which should be pro-
vided with evaporation-troughs.

Stove in Small Greenhouse (F. N. R.).—The stove you mention has
no tube to carry the results from tho biu-niog fuel into the open air, conse-
quently the plants would be all injured and many killed.

Plums eok Walls (S. S.y—Drsscrt—3 u]y Green Gage, GroenGage, Coe's
Golden Drop, and Ickwortb Imprrutricc. CuoKiitri—'E&dy Orleans, Goliath,
and Autumn Compnte.
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Lujrus APTER Flowerixg (St. Honori).—The Liliuras should have the

dead flowers cat off, or at least be kept from scediug. aud the pliuitsi laced in a

cold pit, honse, or out of doors in a sheltered position, where they may remain
until the leaves fall, only keeping the soil moist, and when the stems are quite

yellow cut them down, just over the bulb. "SVe twist the stem out, as it

parts freely from the bulb when the latter is mature. Tuiiiins the plants out

of the pot*!, remove all the soil which comes freely from the roots, and repot

with the crown of the bulbs about 2 inches below the rim, usin;,' a compost of

two parts hbrous light loam, one pait each leaf soil, sandy fibrous peat, and
old drj" manure, with a half part silver saud and pieces of charcoal, the loam
and peat broken-upbut not sifted. The bulbs should be just covered with
soil. Keep in a pit or other structure safe iiom frost and moist.

Eiucis Failing (T. J.).
—

"We thint the Ericas were injured by the es-

cessive drought, and were killed by the delugiug watering you applied to

them, but too late. The case would have been different had you watered the

bed before the shoots of the plants had become dried, but when uuco this

class ol plantsbecome thoroughly dried the watering only hastens their decay,

the wood turns quite brown, and the plants go off at the neck. W'q think had
you watered earlier the plants would have lived. It it* of no use wateiing

these plants after they become thoroughly dried. If they become dry it is

best to moisten the soil by degrees, commenciug by spriukling overhead, and
60 restore the foliage ere the soil is made very wet. The soil should, how-
ever, be kept moist, and then the plants will not suffer. Wo ai'e obliged by
the spores of the scarce Fern.

HsATiNO A Pit (3/.).—Yon do not state whether the pit you propose heat-

ing is on the same level as, above, or below the greenhouse and vineiy. If it

is on the same level or above, there will bo no diihcnlty, but if below we do
not see how the pit is to be heated without having a separate heatiug appa-
ratus for It. It would be best to take a flow-pipe direct from the boiler across

the end of the greenhouse and the path outside to the pit, and two 3-inch
pipes all round will give yuu the heat you may need, either for forcing or

other pnrposes. The return-pipe will need to be connected with the return

of the greenhonse. Vi'e should take the flow-pipe in the pit down two sides,

across one end, and then return by the same route under the flow-pipes. This
will give yon two rows of pipes. It is hardly worth while having a separate
boiler for so small a pit, and whilst we were about it we shotild contrive to

have the other pit heated, taking the pipes named round both. It would be
very little more eipense ihan only heating one pit, and would be a great con-
venience. You will need valves to shut-off or turn-on the heat as required.

They ought to be as near the boiler as convenient.

The Manetti Stock ID. R.).—It is a Eose raised from seed by an Italian

named Manetti. You must buy the stocks oi some nurseiyman, or from one
buah r&ibe mure from its cuttings.

Cut Flowee Coupasy {W. F.).
—

"VTe do not know anything about the
Company.

WiSTER Treatihent OF ViXES (C. S.).—The Tines froiti which the Grapes
are cut should have all po.asible ventilation, and ought not to be syringed, but
be kept dry. "When the leaves fall, or in December, prune them, and tho-
roughly cUaning the house dress them with a sulphur, soft soap, and tobacco-
juice composition, S ozs. soft soap to a gallon of tobacco juice, brought to the
consistency of paint with sulphur. The rods of the Vines should be freed of
the loose bark, and washed with a stiff brush, then brash the mixture well into

the crevices, taking care not to rub off the eyes. The hot«se should be kept
cool and dry, not higher than 40^ from tire heat until the Vines are started.

The thrips you may destroy by fumigating the house with tobacco two nights
in succession, and again in ton days or a fortnight.

TouATOES TO Fruit is Jcxe (Idmi).—For fruiting in June the seed
should be sown early in January, and the plants gi-own-on and fruited in a
Cucumber or otlier house with a similar temperature, assigning them a light

airy position. Wo have not tried raiting them from cuttings, though the
idea has often occurred to us.

Lilacs for Forcing {F. W. T.).—Lilacs for forcing are best purchased at

a nuTicry where they are grown as dwarf plants well set with buds for the
purpose. All they require is to be potted in light fibrous loam, and placed in

a hoDse with a temperature of 45^^ for about a fortnight, and then in one
with a temperature of 55= to 65S where they will soon come into flower, and
when the flowers open remove to the conservatory. They should be sprinkled
overhead with water of the temperature of the houee twice daily until the
flowers show colour, and it should then be discontinued. They will flower in
the conser^'atory in due time if introduced, a few plants at fortnightly or
three-weeks interv'ois from November op to March inclusive. For raising

plants suckers Bhould be planted in lines a foot apart, and IS inches between
the linen, in an open situation, where they may remain two years, and then
be transplanted, doubling the distance, and after other two or three years they
will be lit to force, or as P<:«_)n as they form flower-buds suflicieutly plentifully.

The Persian is the most dwarf, and it with Charles X. are the best kinds for
forcing.

Treatment OF Cherries on Mahaleb Stock (A YorkHhireman).—The
bet't information is to be found In Bivers's "Miniature Fruit Garden." The
roots of your trees must have stmck into uns^uitable soil. We invariably
find this stock do well in light soils. So all the pruning in summer. All
that the trees require is to thin-out the wood where it is crowded, and to
nhorten long shoots. Birds eat Belle Agathe Cherrj-, but the fruit does not
seem to be so attractive to them as that of the summer Cherries. We have
not seen the starlings attack it, probably th^y obtain preferable food at this
season. Six feet will be too close, they ought to be iJ feet at the least.

Vine Mildewed (E. S. S.).—The old Vine is in a bad position. The roots
in your bouso should be outHide. Plant two at the front as you propose. Do
not plant any climbers; they will be in the way of the Vinc.H, and will pro-
bably introduce red spider. If the Vines do well they will cover all the roof
next Mason. If jou try to do too much with your Uttlo house, you will do
nothing well.

Old VnriB not SrccEEDiNo (J.).—In the first place the hoaso docs not
receive light enough, but ins'ead of fixing an iron rod as you propose, there
ehonld b« a trclti.^ 1-1 inches from the glass front and back. It is very easy to
renew the house with joung wood by training-up a joung rod aimually, and
gradually cutting-out the old rodti. We think those arc the answers to your
questions. If u ji, state in a few words the infonuatiou you require.

MoRELLo Cherry hot Thhiviso {W. H.).—This Cherry succeeds in almost
any description of fioil, but prefers a medium loam. If aphis is allowed to

breed on the tree the branches will occasionally die-off. Yours being planted
close to a spring is in an nnsuitable position, and this of itself may account
for the branches dying-ofT.

Names of Fruits.—Unavoidably postponed until nest week.

Names of Plants (G. E. W.).—1, Asclepias curassavica ; 2, Selnginella

Martensii ; 3, Celsia Arcturus. (S D.).—1, Anemone japonica; 2, Ciapsula
spathulata. {J. H. B.).—Polypodium \-ulgare. (J. B. ilf.).—Davollia cana-
riensis and Aspidium trifoliatum. (Oakdimm).—Aspleuium lucidum and
Nephrodium (Lastrea) dilatatum, var. (JS. D.).—1, Eupatorium, appaiently
Weinmunuianum, Bttjtl ; 2, Leycesteria formosa ; o, Convolvulus tricolor

(C. minor of gardens). (iJ. Jameson).—1. Nephrodium iLastrea) dilatatum;

2, Davalha pjxidata; 3, Polypodium leiorhizon, Wall. (C. iaijlor).—Perhaps
a Neriue, but we cannot name from specimen sent. [W. H.).— 1, A Myrio-
phyllum ; 2, a Potamogeton. ( IV. T.J.—JBrowaUia elata. The Caladium is a
florists' variety.

POULTET, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

LET THE BEST BIRDS WIN.
How is it that Messrs. A, B, aud C, those "noted parties," as

" T. W. D." calls them, wiu all the prizes at poultry shows ?

And how is it that Messrs. D, E, and V, who want to do so, but
can't, grumble so much, and grudge them their success ? Let
me try to auswer these two questions fairly aud plainly.

In the first place let us see who A, B, and C are. Many of the
grumblers say, " Oh ! these people are nearly all ' dealers.'

They make a living by travelling about with their birds to aU
the poultry shows. It is no use tryiug against them. They
ought not to be allowed to exhibit in the same classes with us.

If this sort of thing is to go on, I know one thing—I shall give

up exhibiting altogether," leaving us to infer that thus poultry
shows would go to the dogs. Aaother suggests that the " noted
parties" should only be allowed to take one prize iu each class.

Another that there should be a champion class for those who
have good birds, and another class for the " scrubs." (Query,
should the first prize be given for the best or the worst bird ?

and how much ought the public to be paid for looking at them ?)

Another wants to handicap the best birds so heavily as to make
it improbable that the owners would exhibit them. Another,
who has an eye to business, would compel those insatiable

devoxirers of prizes to affix such a low price to their choicest

specimens that they would inevitably be claimed by one of the

D, E, F fraternity. But then, of course, he would never be
so unfeeling as to exhibit them more than once against his

former brethren in affliction, or else he would place an equally
low price upon them as that at which he himseli claimed them,
in order that E and F might have a chance too.

Let us ask, first of all, Is it true that nearly all the successful

exhibitors are "dealers?" I must answer iu a somewhat enig-

matical manner, aud say. Yes and No. Yes, if D, E, F mean
that their birds are bred for sale as well as for other objects.

No, if they mean that the majority of prizewinners devote
themselves entirely to the rearing and exhibitiug of poultry for

the purpose of gaining a livelihood by it. Let the catalogues of

our leading poultry shows speak for themselves. They will

record a stSl more emphatic "No." Begin with Dorkings, and
work down to Bantams, and you will find that in almost every
instance the principal p)rizes fall into the hands of some amateur
who devotes his or her energies to the production in perfection

of some particular breed, whose success is a proof that patience,

labour, time, and money have been freely expended, and ex-

pended not in vain—a success which Messrs. D , E , and F should
still less grudge, since it is the result, as a rule, of experience
gained by repeated failures ; a goal which has been at last gained
after much disappointment, with a fainting heart, it may be,

BtUl bravely hoping against hope. Let D, E, and F follow the
same course, and then, and not till then, will they experience
the refreshing exultation that follows the winning of the first

victory—not with purchased weapons, but with birds that have
been bred by oneself.

Now, as to the obstacles that D, E, and F suggest should be

placed in the way, in order to prevent poor A, B, and C from ob-

taining their just reward, would it be well to debar A, B, aud C
from taking more than one prize in each class ? First, would
it be well for poultry-show committees ? Secondly, would it

secure the desired end—viz., the mention iu the prize list of

I), E, and F's inferior birds ? In answer to the first question,

"T. W. D." says, "I think if it were made a rule to allow no
one to take more than one prize iu any class, this would be a

means also of increasing (the italics are mine) the number of

entries." Truly the thoughts of mankind in general, and of
" T. \V. D." in particular, are very wonderful—quite beyond
the comprehension of such dull intellects as mine ; for as one
who has acted on the committee, and as the secretary of a

poultry show, I confess that I should have declined to try the

experiment suggested, fearing that those who now are in the

habit of entering two, three, or four pens iu each class, would
do, as I should most certainly do myself, enter only one. But
" T. W. D." will say, " Yes, but many in such a case would
enter, who, with inferior birds, would have a chance of securing

one of the prizes ; better than if one exliibitor had it iu his

power to sweep them all away." I am inclined to think that
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their first experiment would teach them that bad birds stand

no more chance, even with such a rule, than they did before.

The only difference would be, that whereas before A and B
divided the prizes, now A would be first, B second, C third,

and D, E, F, & Co. would be, as before, ** left out in the cold."

Again, would it answer to have separate classes in poultry

shows for " dealers " and '* amateurs ?" In my judgment, No.
The great majority of exhibitors are not " dealers " in the com-
mon acceptation of the term, but " amateurs." There are com-
paratively very few who have the temerity to attempt to gain a

living by breeding and exhibiting fancy poultry. It is a marvel
to me how any who do attempt it manage to succeed, consider-

ing the competition they meet with from the immense number
of amateurs, who, grudging neither time nor money so that

they may ride their hobby well, can ride, moreover, with a

heart free from care and anxiety, seeing that even if they fail

they have little to lose. I should say, therefore, that it is not
the " amateur " who competes at a disadvantage, but the
"dealer;" and I would always back any experienced amateur
who devotes himself entirely "to one or two breeds {not more) to

beat auy number of dealers who have to devote attention to

every breed indiscriminately.
But some have said, " Why should this distinction be made

at flower shows and not at poultry shows?" The cases are

widely different. I have said before that those who gain a
living entirely by breeding fancy poultry and Pigeons are very
few—too few by far to make it worth while for committees to

offer special prizes for them. On the other hand, the name of

those who cultivate flowers and plants for sale as a means of

livelihood is legion, and consequently nurserymen's classes are

always well filled. The poultry amateur also widely differs

from the amateur horticulturist ; for whereas the one is, as a

role, willing to sell his stock, and, moreover, is only too glad to

make a profit by it if he can, the other exhibits his productions
without any view to sale, and usually only for the pleasure and
honour of the thing. There is thus not the slightest difficulty

in drawing the line between nurserymen and amateurs, but to

attempt to do so between poultry-dealers and poultry-amateurs
would be far more difficult, and would inevitably lead to endless
squabbles and displays of ill-feeling.

Again, would separate classes for champion birds, and for

birds tbat have never won a prize, as suggested by " T. W. D.,"

answer? I think not. The object of a poultry show is not to

encourage the breeding of bad birds, but good, and it would be
a waste of money, and a perversion of the object for which such
shows were instituted, to make it a recognised possibility for a

bad bird to obtain the recommendation of a first prize. Many
speak and write as though the object of a poultry-show com-
mittee, in arranging their prize list, ought to be to distribute as

evenly as possible among exhibitors the amount of cups and
money they offer for prizes. Such people invariably feel ag-

grieved if a portion of the spoil does not fall to their share.

They abuse the judges, they abuse the prize list, they abuse the
committee, they abuse the successful exhibitors, and blame, in

short, everybody and everything excej^t those who are really to

blame—viz., themselves. The heading of my paper expresses
the doubt which exists in my mind as to whether this unreason-
able disposition is not incurable in many cases. I trust, how-
ever, that others are erring from want of thought, and if my
words help to dispel their illusions I shall be more than satis-

fied. In conclusion, I would add that I have written the above
in no unfriendly spirit towards those whose communications
show that they differ from the foregoing opinions. If they can
say anything that will conclusively prove me to be mistaken, I

shall willinf<ly acknowledge my error ; meanwhile I cordially

hope that my friends (if they will allow me to call them so)

D, E , and F will cease to grumble, and say with me, with a hearty
good shake of the hand, Let the best birds win.—K. W. Beachey,

I QUITE agree with " T. "W. D." that it would be difficult and
unwise to prevent dealers exhibiting. IE tht^y possess first-rate

birds, and can win first prizes, why shouldn't they? If they
have bred the birds, so much to their credit; and if they have
bought them, caunot amateurs also buy such for the same
money ? I think it would be a good plan to have a separate
class for young birds , especially in some of the Pigeon classes,

at the larger shows, and then all would have a good chance ; but
when there is only one class, and a dealer shows the best bird,

and consequently gets the first prize, let the disappointed
amateur say to himself, " Well, the bird deserves it ; let me try
aud breed such."

—

Almond Tumbleh.

[We think this subject has been sufficiently discussed.

—

Eds.]

Aylesbury Ducks. Would it be right for me to borrow them
and esliibit them along with mine in my own name ?

—

Cr.ug.

[It would be an untruth, and if the birds, not your own,
gained a prize that would give your poultry-yard a good re-

putation it did not deserve. Why not exhibit them in the

names of the rightful owners, you taking the risk and the profit

if any?

—

Eds.]

THE CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
I WAS just thinMng, as I sat waiting for the postman bringing

the Journal with the Crystal Palace list, what a gi'eat advantage
exhibitors had who could go with their fowls to a show a long
distance off. The first thing that took my attention lately on
the Journal's arrival was Mr. Maynard's letter. Now, my birds
will have to leave home early on Saturday morning, travel up-
wards of two hundred miles, including I do not know how many
changes, and will have to be taken across the city in a van. Of
course, the Committee will attend to them ou arrival ; but what
chance will they have if it come to something like a point ol
equal merit between my birds aud the birds of an exhibitor whose
man has been allowed in, we will say, early ou Monday morning
before the Judges commence, just to attend to his birds, to wash
their heads, and rub them down to make them look fresh ? My
birds having had that done on Saturday morning would look
dull compared with his, consequently I should lose.

I thiuk, after they are delivered up to the Committee, no
exhibitor or his man ought to be allowed to enter the place of
exbibition until after the judging is over.

There is another small matter I hope the Committee will re-

consider—namely, compelling exhibitors to send their birds in
separate hampers. I shall show two hens iu one class, not for
sale: how much better it would be if I could seud them in one
hamper divided in the middle with canvas. It would save
carriage, and encourage exhibitors to make above one entry when
it is on the single-bird system. To a person who understands
his work it would be no detriment to pen and hamper them, and
I should think the Committee will have none but competent
persons at a show like that at the Crystal Palace.—F. M. A.

EXHIBITING ANOTHER OWNER'S POULTRY.
I HAVE Rouen Ducks, Spanish, and Brahmas, which I intend

exhibiting at a show which will take place at the end of the
month. Two friends of mine, one who has ceased exhibiting
altogether, and another who does not like the bother of exhibit-

ing, have, the first one some splendid Game, and the other

In reply to Mr. Maynard's letter, the Committee purposes
strictly carrying out the rules of the Show, and no person will
be admitted to the building except those engaged by the Com-
mittee, before the Palace is open to the public.

With regard to persons obtaining admission under the pre-
tence suggested by Mr. Mayuard, we gave no authority to the
policeman who had charge of the door to pass them, and if they
prevailed iipon him to allow them to enter, they must have con-
cealed themselves in the building, as no one was seen by us, and
we are sure no one approached the Judges until the pubhc were
admitted. We much regret Mr. Maynard did not call attention
to this subject at an earlier period, as it would have enabled us
to trace the matter, for the Committee would not knowingly
allow any breach of the rules to pass unnoticed, they being of
opinion that the only way to treat exhibitors fairly is to place
all on an equality, and that can only be done by faithfully carry-
ing out their "rules and regulations."—C. How.uid and W. I.

Nichols, Hon. Sees.

FARNWORTH POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the '2ad inst., and it may be necessary

to add for some of our readers that the town is near Warrington,
in Lancashire. The pens were nearly one hundred more in
number than last year.

G\-iiE.—Black-breasted Re<ls.—1. T. P. Lyon, Liverpool. 2. J. Fletcher. Stone-
clough. 3, J. Piatt, Winaford. Bioirn-hreastcd Jitd.-<.—l aad 2. J. Piatt. 3, T.
P. Lyon. Any other varicti/.—l, J. Fletcher. 2, J. E. Andrews, Worcester. 8, E.
Bell, Barton-on-Trent. Cock.—Any colour.~l and Cup, C. W. Brierley, Middle-
ton. 2. J. Chestera. NantwicU. 3, J. Cock, Worcester.
Dorkings.— 1 and Cup, Rev. E. Bartrum, Bcrkhampstead. 2, Miss Davies,

Cheater. 3, J. Robinson, Garstang.
ypANisii. — 1 RTid Cnp, J. Leeminff, Preston. 2, H. Wilkinson, Earby. S, J.

Walker. ^fjin.I.f.-rd-

CociHN'^ —Ciuiiavion or Bnff—1 ,ind 2, W. A. Taylor. Mnncbester. S, W. A
Bnrnell, Southwell. Any oiltcr variety.— 1, W. A. Taylor. 2 and 8, W. A
Burneli.
Hamborghs.— Gold-i)ejicilled.—1, J. Ro>iin8on. 2, W. Speakman, Nantwiob.

S, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapston. Silver-pencilled.—1 and 2, J. Ruhinson. 8, M. M.
Cdshm >re. Sheepahed. Golii-span(ilca.—\., J. Robinson. 2, T. Walker. Denton.
3, N. M irlor, Denton Silver-spangled.—1 and Cup. N. Marlor. 2, J. Robinson.
», J. K Pardy. Newton.
PoLANDs.—1, J. Fearnley, Lowton. 2, J. Robinson. 3. W. A. Taylor.
Brauma Pootrai.— 1 and Cup, J. H. Pickles, Birkdale. 2. T. F. Ansdell,

St. Helens. 3, P. Unsworth, Lowton.
Bantams.—CTawu'.—l. 2. and Cup. W. F. Addie, Preston. 3, G. Maples, jun.,

Wavertree. Any varirty except Game.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2, H. B. Smith, Pres-
ton. 3, E. Walton, Horneliffe.
GATdm.—Cock.—l and 2, W. F. Addie. 3. G. Maples, jun.
Any othpr Variety. — 1, T. F. Anadell {Dark Brahmas). 2, R. B. Wood.

Uttoxeter (Creve-Coeurti). 3, N. Marlor.
Seli-ino Class.— C/HC/ccn*.— I, T. P. Lyon. 2,W. A. Darnell. 3. T. F. Anadell.
DvcKB. — Houen —\. .L Walker, Rochdale 2 and 8. W Evan^. Wliiaton.

Ayleehuru —l. 2, and H, J. Walker. Any otker variety.—1, M. Leao, Dunstable.
2, E. L. Wipan. 3, It Gladstone, jun.
Gkese—1 and -,;, J. Walker 8, J. Storrv, Stokesl'^y.
Tl-rubys.— 1, J. Brookwell, Wigan. 2, Kcv. N. J. Ridley, Newbury.

I The Judges were Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; aud Mr.
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G. Fell, Warrington,
illness.

Mr. Hewitt was prevented attending by

HARTLEPOOL POULTRY SHOW.
The Society has tho support of some of the principal gentle-

men of the borough, and the Market Hall is placed at the

disposal of the Committee ; than this it would be very difficult

to Sud a more suitable building, with its crescent-formed stalls

on which to stage each class of Pigeous, and an excellent light

is thrown on every object from the top. Excellent pens were

provided for the poultry, and were a great improvement upou
those of last year, but the Pigeons were shown in the same
lock-up, bell-shaped pens of Mr. Rule's, and which we have

drawn attention to before. The first nine classes in poultry

were only moderately supported, and some of the birds were in

a terrible state of moult, not at all fit to be away from their

homes ; but scarcely a pen of these won a prize, there being

sufficient in full plumage to bear off the honours, and yet quality

was not sacrificed for the sake of feather.

Of Dorkinqs there were but three pens of Dark Greys, but all

good, and of Bull Cocli ins five, and the cup for the first teu classes

was awarded here to a promising pair of chickens. In Cochins,

any other, were Partridge first and second, and White third, all

very good. In Brahmas, a pen of large Light birds stood first,

and a good pair of Dark chickens second, the pullet in the latter

pen being most perfectly pencUled. Polish were a grand lot,

but not quite full in feather, but the first-prize SUvers extremely
large and compact in crest. Fowls, any other, came next, and
Spanish were placed first, good Malay chickens second, and
Spanish third.

Of Ducks, Rouen were first, a very large and perfect pair, the

two next pens being of fair quality, and the rest poor. Ayles-

burys were a capital class, all being of less or more merit, and
the winners very large. In Any other variety of Ducks, a pair

of Mandarins, in the full blaze of their gorgeous plumage, were
first, very neat Brown Calls second, and Black third.

The Selling class was very large, and some excellent ptirchases

were made through that medium. Game, as classes, were only

moderate in quaUty, and some of the pens empty through an
awkward mistake on the part of an exhibitor. In Keds, the

firat-prize Brown-breasted chickens were a smart stylish pair,

the second being pretty good Black Reds, and the third-prize

pen containing the best hen in the class, but mated to a coarse

bad-footed cock. Game, any other colour, were Duckwings in

beautiful bloom fii-st and cup (old birds) ; second birds of the

same colour, as also the third, which peu contained the most
stylish puUet shown. In single cocks, a strong well-built Brown
Red first, a good Duckwing second, and a Black Red hen third.

iJaH<a?H» were*he feature of the poultry classes, the whole
being well supported in numbers and quality, and many more
prizes might well have been awarded in all the classes, the cup
in this section being carried off by an exquisite pair of adult

Piles. In Reds, the winners were first Brown Red chickens,

second old Black Reds, and third chickens of that kind. Game,
Any other colour, were Piles first, Duckwings second, and Piles

third. In Blacks were some neat specimens, the three winning
pens of chickens being such as will not be easily beaten, the

style, ear, comb, and size being just perfection. In Any other

variety of Bantams, the first were Silver-laced, of the long-

coveted shade of ground colour and otherwise good ; the second
White-booted, and the third Silver Sebrights of the antiquated
variety. In Bantams, single cock or hen, a grand old Black
(the hero of many fights) won the first, while an equally good
Black cockerel was second, and Brown Red cockerel third.

For Hamburghs there were five classes, many pens being good,

while others were just as poor; the Silver-spangled chickens

to which the cup was awarded were well and evenly spangled,

and altogether one of the best pens we have seen this season,

while the first-prize Gold-spangled ran them rather close for

the plate.

Pigeons were next, and they were a tough lot, the entries

being very large, and the competition most unpleasantly keen.

In Short-faced Tumblers the winners were all Almond, the head
properties of some of the birds being extraordinary, though
some were a little too dark through age. In Tumblers, Long-
faced, Mr. Harvey won with a most perfect Red Mottle, the

second being a Black Mottle, and third an exquisite Red-breast,
while there were several good-coloured Almonds in the class.

Carriers, first a capital Black cock, not quite clear of the moult,
but eagerly claimed at i'20; second, an old well-woru Black
cock ; and third, a good well-shown Dun. The hens in this class

were not good as compared with the cocks. In Pouters, Mr.
Rale's grand Blue cock won not only the first in his class but
also the cup for the best bird in the Show ; the second was a

long Red, and third a handsome Blue hen. Barbs were not good,

most of the best being somewhat blear-eyed, while in Trum-
peters the recent importations won all the prizes, and do not call

for special remark. Fantails, as will be seen on reference to the

names, were marvels for style and quality, but the winners left

little chance for the rest, altbongh they were good also. In

Jacobins a very neat Red hen was first, a good Red cock second,

and Black third. Turbits had twenty-four entries, and would

have made two grand classes ; a Blue cock, full of head qualities,

being first, a very small and sound-coloured Black second, and a
somewhat large but otherwise perfect Silver third. English

Owls were a good but irregular class, many varieties of head being

shown ; the first and third prizes went to Blues, and the second

to Powdered Blue, all these being good in head and gullet, while

birds of more beautiful colour (as for instance some splendid

Powdered Blues with long thin heads and beaks), were com-
mended. Magpies all good, the prizes going to first a Yellow, se-

cond a Red, and third Black. Dragoons, twenty-five birds shown,

and scarcely one but that might have won a few years back,

while the contest among the first half-dozen birds was almost a

puzzle, and the prize awarded to Blues, the first only beating the

second bird by a little superiority in strength of build, and the

third coming very close, and evidently a much younger bird. Any
other variety was a puzzle, as also the Selling class, there being

twenty-nine birds in the former and thirty-seven in the latter.

In the first-named class a foreign Blue Owl was first, a Pigmy
Pouter second, and a Laced or Frillbaok of unusual excellence

third. With such an entry as the above before them we think

it not at aU unwise of the new Society at Middlesborough to

give the large number of classes they are now offering for the

Pigeon fanciers.

To follow up with such an entry of liabbits shows that section

is full of spirit, and when we can measure one after another

throughoat a long class without coming upon a single one so

short as 20 inches in ear, it is a signal that the winners

of this generation of Rabbits may look out or they may become
losers with the next. The does in this section did not measure

as well as the bucks, but the latter were entirely beaten by the

does in style, quality of ear, and size, and the medal was given

to a most handsome Blue-aud-white, the second prize going to

the Long Sutton cup Rabbit, which seemed to have lost in style

and elasticity of ear to some extent. Silver Greys were not

numerous, but the first-prize RabHt also won the medal for

the section. Himalayan were not so good as we have seen,

though the first was well marked and good in points. In the

Variety class they were numerous and good, the prizes being

divided between the Dutch and Angora, a most exquisite young
Blue Dutch doe being first, an Angora very fine iu fur second,

and Mr. Boyle's grand Grey Dutch buck third, several other

very good Dutch being highly commended.
DOBKIXGS.—1, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, J. White, Wailaby, Northallerton

3, M. M. Cashmore. Shecpshed. „ „ „ . »^ ,, „ ™t
Cocnins—Buff ana Cimiaiiwn.—Cup, 1, and S, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, W.

Harvev. Amj otiu-r colour.— 1. T. M. Derry, Gedncy. 2, W. Harvey. 3, E.

Smith.' Timperlev. Jic. M. M. Cashmore.
, „. , „ ^ n

BBinMA i-ooTBis.—: and 2, H. Heldon, Goitstock, Binglcy. 3, C. Carr

Wilsden. Bingley. he. C. Venabica, Caslle Eden.
^ , ,. , , ,, „ ,

Pousu.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3, W. Crott. Lendal, \ork. c, A. M. Ealmer
Bishop Aucliland. „ ... „ ^ ^.i _.
GiME —Rett,i.—1, E. Winwood, Worcostcr. 2, R- Bntlon, South Ottermgton

Thirak. 3. C. VenaWes, Castle Eden. Anij other coioiir. — 1 and Cap. J.

Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester iDackwiniil 2. W. F. Kntwisle, WestBeld,

Bradford. 3. H. 0. & W. J. Mason, Urijhlington. Leeds, he. J. Rubson,

Bishop Auckland (Duckwing). c, W. YouuKhusliand, Darlington. Single

BiriU.—Any colour.—I, W. F. Entwisle. 2, W. Allow, High Barnes. Sunder-

land. 3, R. Brilton, South Otterington. Thirsk. c, E. \Vm«ood, Worcester.

Game EisTJUis.-nrd.-l, W. F. Entwisle. 2, W. C. Dawson. Whitby. 3, J.

Nelson, lie. 3. & W. Gill, Bishop Auckland; J. A. Brooke, Hunslet. Leeds ; I.

Barlow, Sunderland; D. Hunter, Sunderland ; W. F. Entwisle. c. J. Robaon;

A.J. Niion, Burton-on-Trent. .471)/ oilier colour.—Cup. 1. and 2. W. F. Entwisle.

3. J. Robson; R. Wingfield, Worcester, lie, J. Mago, Gloucester; J. Barlow;

D. Hunter, Sunderland.
, ,, ,, ., », ^ n n

BANTiMS.—BMcSr.— 1 and 2. R. H. Ashton, Mottraro, Manchester. 3, H.

Beldon. Ac, J. Nelson. .Inj/ odicr iianV(j/.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, J. H. Cartwrigtt,

Bishop Auckland. 8. T. P. Carver. Sinr/le BiriU-.inii r,in,Ul.--l, W. RoRera,

Sunderland. 2, R. H. Ashton. 3. W. F. Entwisle. v/ic. J. Nelson lie, W. C.

Dawson; H. Beldon; J. Ruisell, Whitby, c, W. Robinson, Whitehaven; J.

Barlow. Sunderland: T.Ayre. West Auckland (Pilei. ,,„„„,.
H*MBCRons.~GoWspnni7toi -1. J. Bownoss. Newchurch. 2. H. Beldon.

3, Keenlcyside & Harburn, Bishop Auckland. Jjilucr-lijiaiijicil.—Cup and 1, U.

Beldon. 2. M. M. Cashmore. , ,^ v. , ,. o
HiiiBCEOHB.—GoW-iJcnciilfd.-I, H. Beldon. 2. J. Bowness, Newchurch. 8.

D. Waller, Stokesley. he, W. G. Purdou Driffield. Silrer.isnu:Uled.—\. H.
Beldon. 2. J. Bowness, Newchurch. », M. M. Cashmore. he, T. DoweU,

HAMBrRo'HB.—Biocfc, OT my other colour.—1, H. Beldon. 2, J. Bowness. 3,

J. Stott .S Booth, Bury. „ ^. t- , «r .«
DuoKS.-i?oiicn.-l, J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexham. 2, &. Fendress, Martin,

Kirbymoorside, 3, W. Hedley. Yarm. he, I. Bakei%;ell. Seatou Carew; T. M.

Derrv. e, R. T. Walker, Greatham. Ai/lcsbnry -1. T. P. Carver, l.anclhorpe,

Borouglibridge. 2, J. Storry. Stokesley. 3, T. Stansliold, hun.lcr and. Any
other rartetii.—l and he, W. Binns, Pudsey (kasarkas). 2, H. Beldon. 3. J.

White, VVarlaby. Northallerton. „ , . t, , /ir i i o
Anv OTHEB ViBiETV.—1, H. BcMoH. 2, R. Hawkius, Seaham (Malaya). 8,

Pallister it Hawkins, Topclifl'e, Thirsk (Spanish).
,

Selling Class.-1. M. M. Cashmore. 2,,I. Watts, King s Heath Bu-miJlg-

ham. 3, C. Carr, Wilsden. Bingley (Brahmas). he. I'ev. .1. 0. Milner,

Hamstcrley, Bishop Auckland (Dueksl; PaUister ,t Hawkius (Spanish). c.T.

P Carver, Langlh.irpe, Boroughbridge (Aylesbury) :
Well" * "''">""

?;''S'
(Japanese Bantams': H. H. staveley, Driffleld (Duckwing); H. Beldon; W.
Ormerod, jun., Walsden, Todmorden.

PIGEONS.
TDMBLEEe.-S/iorf./oceA-l. E. Horner. Hnrewood, Leeds. 2, J, Gardner,

Proaton. 3, H. Yardley, Birminghain. '"•/^- Drydone, Dunse; J. <.uthne,

Hexham, c. W. Setton. Blackburn. Uma-faced-l. W. Harvey, Sheffield. 3,

J. Watts, vhc, G. Thompson, Ncwca»tlo-on-Tjno. c. G. Ihonipson: W.
Mapplebeek, jui.. Sparkbrook. Birmingham; R. Blacklock, Hundi-rland

;
J.

Watiai E. c: Stretch, Omiskirk ; W. Selton ; J. Edge, Tyburn, Erdington.

''cS>'^''Br-I,P. R. Spencer, Heretord. 2, S. D. Baddelcy, Hereford
3^
E

Homer, he. R. Blacklock; E. C. Stretch (2); E. Horner, c, H. A. Ayrton-

Sallbum-by-thc-Sea ; E. Beckwith, Monkwoannoulh ; P. K. Spencer.
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PotJTERS.—Cup. 1. and 3, T. Rule. Durham. 2, E. Horner, he, J. F. Lover-
sidge, ^ewark : R.Blacklock; F.. Beckwith; T. Kule.
tiUBR —1 and2, E. Horner. 3, H. Yaidley. c.J. Maule. Newcastle.
Tbdmpetebs.— 1 and he. T. Rule. 2, W. Harvey. 3, E. Horuer.
Fantails.— 1 and 2, T. Rule. 3 and vhc, I. "Walker, Newark, he, C. N. Lythe,

Cottingbam.
Jacobins— 1. T. Rule. 2. R. HelliwcU, Halifax. 3, W. Du^dale, jnn , Bura-

lev. he, E. Belliwell. Halifax : T. Bale. c. W. Eulmer, Stot kton-on-Tees.
Tdkbits—1. H. G. Poole. Eratiford. 2 and 3, W. Croft, he, H. Beldon ; C. N.

liVlhe, Cottingbam. c,l Young. Biabop Auckland ; J. W. Kdge ; E.Horner.
Owls—£7)(;/Ks;(,~l, J. Gardner, Preston. 2, H. P. Poole, Bradford. 3, E. Lep.

Nantwicb. he, E. Lee; K. Elacklock. c, S. D. Baddoley, Hereford; G. W.
Dutton, Cbester.
Magpies.- 1. H. Beldon. 2, E. Homer. 8, J. Watts, he, M. Ord, Sands,

Sedgctield (2); E. Homer.
Dhaooons.- 1. E. E. Stretcli, Ormskirk. 5. W. Sefton. 3. H.Yardley. vhc,3,

WattH. he,J.\Vii't8: E.E. Stretch; W. Buimer, St'>ckton-on-Teea.
Any oTHEH V.MtiFTV —1, E Horner. 2. W.Harvey. 3, M. Ord (Lace), vhc,

W. Dugdale, juii , Burnley, he, H. Beldon.
Selling Class.— 1 and 3, J. Gatbrif (Pouter and Tumbler). 2. H. Beldon

vhc, W. Sefton. he, P. K. Spence, Hereford, c, G. W. Sivewright, Hartlepool.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgians.—C/fn?- or Ticked Yellow.—I, J. N. Harrison, Beloer. Clear or

Ticked Buff —I. E. Hawman, IVIidrlleslioroiigh. 2, J. N. HarriBon. he, W.
Bu]mer, Stuckton-on-Tces ; W. Button. Northgate. Baildon, Leeds.
Norwich.— C'/cor Yellow.—1 and 2. Bemrose & Orme. Derby, i-ftc, R. Simp-

son, Whilbv; B»mro&e & Orme. Char Buff —1, 2, and 3, Bemrose & Orme.
he, F. GoodTMU. Pjer. Whitby.
^ot^^^lcu.— Variegated Yellow.—l and 2. Bemrose &Orme. hc,T. Armt-trong,

Great Bronelitoti. Northallerton, c, F. Goodwill; S. Tomea, Northampton ; J.

Rowland, bkelton. Martke ; J. Cleminson, Darlington; Ellerton & Mounsey,
DarliLgton Variefiated £«J7'.—1 and 2, Bemrose Oic Orme. v/tc, Bemrose and
Orme ; J. Goode, Leicester, he, E. Simpson.
HoRy-'icn.—Crested.— \, R. Hawman. 2. .T. Goode. B.Bemrose & Orme. vhc,

S. Tomes. Nurlbampton. he, E. E. Tuflitt, York. c. Hedley &. Wrighison.
YoBKSHiBE.—Cifar Yellow.—1, J. Rowland. 2, L. Belk, Dewsbury. 3. W.

Button. Wtc. W- H. Batcbelor, Whitby: J. Stevens, Middlesborough. he, J.

Ckminpon: T. Tenniswood, North Acklam. Middlesborough. c, M. Holroyd,
Great Horton. Bra'fford : W. Button ; J. Whiltaker. Great Horton. Brad ord.
Clear Buff.—}. J. Vfhiti&is.er. 2, L, Belk. 3. W.Bulmer. /tc, — Holroyd (2); J.

Stevens, c, W. Thornton. Darlington.
YohKnuiBE.— Variegated Yellow —1. J. Stevens. 2, J. Whittaker. vhc, L.

Belk; J. Clemlnson ; J. Rowland. Varienated Bwif.— 1, — Holroyd. 2, J.

Whittaker. he. J- Garbutt, Great Broufjiiton, Stokcsley ; L. Belk (2).

CisnAMos.— Yellow —1, Bemrose & Onne. 2. Bemrose &. Orme. vhc, 3.

Taylor, Middlesborough (2) he, W. W. .lohnson, Carlton. Northallerton. Buff.
—I and 2, Bemrose &, Oime. vhc, J. Taylor, he, W. W. Johnson, Carlton,
Northallerton, c, T. Cleminson, Darlington. Variegated.— I, Bemrose and
Orme. 2, L. Belk. vhc, T. Armstrong, Great Broughton, Northallerton. hc,T.
Tenniswood.

'LiZABB.-Goldeyi-'timngled —\ and 2. R. Eitchic, Darlinuton. Extra 2, W.
Watson, Darlington. eiilversi}anglcd.—l, R. Ritchie, vhe, J. t-tevena: R.
Ritchie; W. Watson, jun. (2). he, J. Clemmson, Danington Gold or silver-
spangled, with hroken eap.—l and he. W. Watson, jun. 2 and i^he. R. Eitchie.
Any other ^'AHIFTY OF Cana-RY.—L J. Baxter, Newcaslle. 2, J. Rowland.

S, W. Hutt' n. vhe, W. Biilmer. c, J. Spence. South Shi. Ids ; S Tomes.
Goldfinch Mule.— IV//o«' —1, R. Hawman. 2, J. Gnode. Buff.~~l. R. Haw-

man. 2, M. Holroyd. vhe, J. WbittaUer ; J. Stevens. Dark.—l, C. Holt, South
Stockton. 2, J. Stevens, he, T. Tenniswood.
Mule.-^7)7/ other tmrieti/.-l, J. Goode. 2, T. Jobling, Middlesborough. 8, J.

Spence, South Shields. Extra 3. J. Baxter. Newcastle.
GoLDFiNCH.—l, R, Pearson, Whilby. 2, R. Addison, West Hartlepool,
Ljnnet.— 1 and 2, W. Carrick, Middlesborough. 3, J. T. Harrison, Darlington.

vhe,W. H.Batchelor, Whitby; W.& CBurniaton, Middlesborough; W.Gibson,
Hartlepool.
British Bird.—Any other variety.—1 and v/ic, R. Pearson. 2, W. &. C. Bur-

miston. he, W. Carrick.
Selling Class.— 1, Master R. L. Gaine. Snndeiiand. 2, J. Rowland, Skelton,

Marske. 3, J. Giirbutt. c, R, Simpson ; J. Garbutt ; H. & J. Burrows, Whitby ;

W- Henderson, Whitby; \V. Barland ; T. Cleminaon.
Pabbotb.—1, W. Boden. 2, G. Alderaon.

RABBITS.
Lop-EAEED.—JIwc/.-.-1, F. Banks, London 2,T. Myton. Hungate, York, he, F.

J. Smith, East Dereham : W. N. .lackaun, Hartlepool : T. Mvton ; J, Boyle, jun.,
Blackburn; J. Hallas. Hudderslield ; W. B. Boden, West Hartlepool, c, J. C.
Crosley, Halifax; I. Lynn. Middlesborough. JJoe.—l and Gold Medal, F.J.
Smith. 2, F. Banks, vhc. J. Hume. York, he, W. B. Boden : J. C. & H. Elwis.
Doncaster; I. Mason, Hull: W. Donkin, Drif&eld ; J. Hallas, Hudderslield.
«, T. Mvton; J. Boyle, jua. ; W. B. Boden
SiLVER-GREy.— 1 and Gold Medal, S. Ball, Bradford. 2, F. Peters, Hull, he, J.

Boyle, jun. c, J. Mason.
Himalayan.—1. J. Hallas. 2, Miss H. O. Powlett, Bedale. c, W. N. Jackson,

Harllepool; S. Ball.
Any other Vakiety.—1, W. Donkin. 2, W. Bowes, Darlington. 3, J. Boyle,

jnn. vhc, F. J. Smith; S. Ball, he, J. Mason, c, W. Bowes; J. Mason; J.

Hallas.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey; Mr. J. Lawsou,
HoUycarside House, llyhope. Canaries : Mr. W. A. Blaiteton,
Sunderland.

CANARIES AT THE NOTTINGHAM SHOW.
As to the birds disqualified in Clear Yellow, and which were

published in our local papers, I beg to state one was exhibited
by Messrs. Enoch & Atkins, of Coventry. These two gentlemen
came over and were surprised to find that one of their birds was
disqualified for having been coloured. I now beg to call the
attention of the fancy at large, that the owners of this bird in-

sisted on having their birds detained for proof, that they are
left with me, and that I shall give a full and correct account in

due course. Will you also allow me to state, that five birds
were disqualified and had the white chalk cross on their cages,

through the Derby feeding, the secret of which Mr. Orme told

me he had sold ? I will leave those to judge who saw them at
the Show, whether they are fit for exhibition or not, saying
nothing about their breeding qualities.—-W. Holmes, Secretary.

Cbystal Palace Poultry Snow.—The entries for this Show
close on Monday, October 20th. The schedule is a most compre-
hensive one ; the value of the sixty-four cups and money prizes

which are offered for competition approaching nearly £1000. In
some classes we notice as many as eight prizes.

PACKING CANAEIES FOB TEAVELLING.
The best cage for general purposes is the ordinary show cage,

and its shape, a section of which is shown underneath, sug-
gests the best way of packing for travelling. Place the cages
face to face, with a sheet of stout paper between, and tie each
pair securely with strong string ; then place the pairs end to
end, and enclose in a canvas wrapper, which sew with a pack-
ing-needle and sail twine. Cord well, so as to render the whole

Show Cage. Section of package.

firm and secure. Label the package, in letters as conspicuous
as possible, " Live Birds," and despatch by night mail. If the
journey be one which occupies a night and a great portion of a
day, despatch by mid-day train. Always endeavour in such
case to finish with the night journey. Feed well before packing,
and put a supply of seed in the cages. Some persons give
sopped bread, but I think that before many miles have been
got over the sopped bread will be rolled into a sort of pastry-
cook's hedgehog. Birds can be sent in this way to any part of
England, and I have sent them in perfect condition to Dublin.
I should have said that the drinking vessels must be made into
a separate parcel and attached, or each tin may be placed on
the front cross-bar inside, and pinched tight to prevent its being
dislodged. The above is the ordinary method of sending birds
to shows, but the ingenuity of exhibitors leads them to adopt
various modes of packing. Among such the best is a skeleton
box like a hatter's packing-case, only it must be made ridge-
shaped to admit of the cages being packed face to face. Such
a shape effectually secures attention to "This Side Up," and
prevents other x^ackages being placed on the cages.—W. A.
BLjVKSTON.

HAETLEPOOL CANAEY SHOW—THE " BEMROSE
AND OEME" CANARIES.

I AM glad to find that at last the question of the " grand
secret" of obtaining colour in Canaries is attracting attention.

Some time back " Feingilla Canabia," in a well-written
paper, endeavoured to elicit an expression of opinion as to
whether the colour in the feather could be affected by any pro-
cess of feeding. I know "Fiiingilla" well. Like old Sol.

Gills, he is " chock full of science," and anticipated that his
paper would be the precursor of a series of articles on this in-

terestiug physiological problem from one or another of the
scientific contributors to the Journal. Faihng a reply, he i-ushed
to his library, and buried himself deep in other studies

;
put his

" Fownes " on the shelf, locked away his chemicals, and, in com-
pany with his microscope, relieved his mind of its perplexity by
sorting and classifying the contents of a tiny phial of dredginga,
which had been fished up from—I am afraid to say how many
thousand fathoms in the middle of the broad Atlantic.

Messrs. Bemrose & Orme have, however, solved the problem,
though, as in the solution of the automaton chess-player mystery
at the Crystal Palace, lookers-on are as much as ever in the dark.
But the fact remains, and in the face of protests from exhibitors
who find themselves literally " nowhere " with their best birds

;

in the face of a time-serving policy in such committees as listen

to these protests, and allow themselves to be coerced and become
the mere tools of those for whose benefit they cater ; in the face

of openly-avowed disbelief which, though based on defective

knowledge, is honest and maidy ; and in the face of covert
attacks, whispered insinuations, furtive winks, expressive shrugs
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of the shoalders, " we-shall-see " sort of elevations of the eye-

brows, the pointed weapons of little minds and i^orant; in the

face of this, and much more, of which deponent saith nothing,

the " Bemrose and Otme " Canaries are rapidly and surely com-
mending themselves to the fancy as the grandest specimens
ever seen.
Mr. Bemrose's reply to Mr. Troake last week seems to leave

me little to say on the general question of the honesty of the
birtls. Nor do I think Mr. Troake, in the remotest way, intended
to cast any reflection on Mr. Bemrose's integrity. Indeed, it

will be no breach of confidence when I say that Mr. Troake
wrote me immediately on reading my notes on Whitby Show,
telling me the history of his purchase, and the great disapijoint-

ment he experienced at what he considered such an unsatisfac-

tory moult; and said, in as many words, that his desire was to

ventilate the subject whether, what we will call for distinction,
" artificially "-fed birds were suitable for competition, and fur-

ther said he should endeavour to vindicate the Judges' decision.

I think I am putting Mr. Troake's proposition fairly.

As regards the genuineness of the birds, apart from the
evidences they bear about them of the impossibility of their

being otherwise, I have only to ask those with whom the word
of a gentleman goes for something, whether Mr. Bemrose's
unqualified assertion of the fact is to be accepted or not? When
a gentleman stands up, as Jlr. Bemrose did, at the banquet at

Hartlepool, at which the Judges were entertained by the Com-
mittee of the Show, and says, " I pledge you my word of honour
as a gentleman that every bird I and Mr. Orme have exhibited
here to-day is a genuine honest Canary ; that their extraordinary
colour is attributable to no other cause than my method of

feeding; and further, that there is no possibility of their having
been daubed or smeared by any solution given as a drink, since
they drink nothing but pure water,"—are we to believe him, or
are we not? And if we don't beUeve him, what are we to

believe ? Are we to weigh against such statements as these the
unsupported assertions of persons who can give no reason
whatever for their disbelief, or who, after every facility has
been granted for investigation, have tried all they knew and
utterly failed to demonstrate anything except that the birds are
genuine ? Or, worse still, are we to accept the inuendoes of any
who, when opportunity has been presented, and every inquiry
and examination courted, have simply refused even to look at

the birds, and, never having seen them, yet persistently preach
up their spurious character ?

In the name of common sense what should such a sifting of

evidence result in ? and in the name of common honesty and
fair play is such opposition as I have indicated right ? And
mark, it exists not in my imagination, but in fact.

The appearance of this long string of birds this season is

inseparably connected with the two which appeared at the last

Crystal Palace Show, and vindicating the Judges in their action
then would be to vindicate any similar procedure in the future.
My argument was that those two birds, if honest, should have
been first in their respective classes. To pass them in silence
was to proclaim one of two things—either the incapacity of the
Judges to determine what is and what is not a painted Canary,
or else to proclaim Mr. Bemrose a knave. If I' can show that a
knowledge of the fact that what we will call artificial feeding
will induce colour was known to the Judges, my contention is

that it wa.s wrong to pass them by simply because a superior
method of feeding had induced a superior colour, inasmuch as
artificial feeding is a universal practice, its varied action prized
as a great secret, a knowledge of it coveted by all, and searched
for as diligently as for the philosopher's stone.

I shall not do wrong, then, if I quote from Mr. Bamesby'a own
recipe for obtaining colour, which is as follows :

—

"Daring the moult supply no other but canary seed, and no
freen food whatever, or you will counteract the food they will
ave to partake of—viz., canary seed, marigold flowers, and

saffron cake, and solution During moulting, when
beetroot or carrot is sufficiently grown, you may cut slices, and
after scoring them both ways with a knife, give them to your
birds in the raw state Give your birds during moult-
ing strong saffron solution, and a solution of cochineal only to
drink They are both harmless, but necessary in
assisting to improve, and striking out well the rich orange-
tinted feathers so desired and satisfactory to the eye of a
breeder and exhibitor of Norwich birds."

I shall also not do wrong if I quote from a letter I received
from Mr. Bamesby ancnt the Cheltenham scandal. I may say
that Mr. Troake was present at Cheltenham when the bird re-
ferred to below was tested. " I must candidly say, from what
I have seen since the return of the birds, that there is want of
convincing grounds to prove that the bird has been treated
otherwise than they are treated here by the fanciers in having
stun to take inwardly, which adds so much in bringing them out
to such perfection as the breeders in the town have been noted
for for years. If -'s birds are coloured, so have the}' been for
years, not only those shown by the fanciers here generally, but
birds which were shown by at your own town years gone

by, and by many others. I have always found an ardent
honest fancier, and in such light I am in duty bound to support
him, which is my intention towards any man whom I find as
such." And I may add that Mr. Barnesby told me with refer-

ence to a very " hot " bird I saw in his own house, that it had had
" as much solution and cayenne pepper as would Icill a Christian."

I said above that artificial feeding was general; aud apropos
to this, I will just mention that at Hartlepool there was quite a
scene in the committee-room while Mr. Bemrose was exposing
his scarcely half-moulted birds for examination. A gentleman
from Darlington who was very sceptical, at last expressed him-
self perfectly satisfied, aud shook hands on the public expression
of his faith. "But,", he said, " Mr. Bemrose, this wo'n't im-
prove breed. I show for breed ; that's what I show for !

" Mr,
Bemrose replied, " Now, just answer me one or two questions.

Do you use marigolds ? " "I do." " Do you use saffron ? " "I
do." " Do you use cochineal ? " "I do." " Do you use iron ?

"

"You have me there!" "Well, what do you use marigolds,
and saffron, and cochineal for ? Is it not to give colour ?

"

" Why, yes." " Well then, I am only a Uttle in advance of you,"
I did not intend to refer to Mr. Troake's statement about the

bird moulting up an inferior colour, as any tyro knows that, as a
rule, without hardly any exception, Norwich birds are at their
best the first season, aud not one per cent, of them ever see the
show stage the second year. Reference to any catalogue will

show this. This does not apply to marked or crested birds.

Their marking or their crest is as valuable the second year as

the first. Nor does it apply to Mules or to position birds.

There is one feature in the case which deserves attention, but
it is a feature which Mr. Bemrose has only brought out more
prominently than before. It is this : It is useless for purchasers
to buy extraordinarily high-coloured birds under the impression
they will produce the like to a certainty. This has always been
the case, and it has always been a cause of complaint among the
uninitiated, that the colour was not perpetuated. It only goes to

prove a universal system of artificial feeding, which each breeder
has hugged to his bosom like a masonic secret, and which
Mr. Ashton referred to years ago as existing in Derby and other
towns, and which could not be bought with money. But this is

true (and I am not telling tales out of school when I say it), that
you must have high-bred birds to get high colour. The same
results cannot be got from a lemon-coloured Yorkshire as from
a Jonque Norwich. Each, when it is turned out of the moulting
cage, will preserve its distinctive shade, but much intensified.

But I am forgetting Hartlepool. It was a great Show, not-
withstanding the usual pressure had been brought to bear in the
way of promises of withdrawal of support if the obnoxious
" Bemrose & Orme " birds were allowed to compete. But
Hartlepool has a way of doing as it Ukes, and any who thought
to dictate to Hartlepool found, as they say in the classics, that
they had "got the wrong sow by the lug!" Perhaps in these
days of controversy as to the respective values of capital and
labour, it might interest some to calculate which holds the more
independent position, the competitors or the givers of the
prizes ? There was an excellent entry, considering the extent
of the schedule, and the display must have been most gratifying

to the Committee. The Belgians were not numerous, but there
were two or three good birds among them. Among the Norwich
there were some birds of nice quality. Mr. Simpson, of Whitby,
appears to have a wrinkle or two somewhere ; he showed a
nice Jonque. Mr. Cleminson, of Darlington, too, had some fine

quality of feather, though tho great desideratum was wanting.
Of " breed " there was no lack, and when ho learns the "grand
secret " his birds are bound to run forward. In crests Mr.
Hawman was first with his Whitby purchase, a grandly-topped
bird, but if tho schedule had not been general in its classifica-

tion, Mr. Goode's bird (Leicester) must have been first. As a
simply crested Norwich bird, Mr. Hawman's bird won on the
crest alone, though even in that respect there was not much to
choose between the two, Mr. Goode's having exquisite finish of

crest, grand style, good quality and clearly-marked wings. The
Yorkshire birds were well represented, but iu the race for size

there is a manifest departure from the old stand.ard. A plain-

headed Coppy is not a Yorkshire bird proper, and if the Coppy
be introduced to obtain size, all traces of coarse feather should
be bred out. Cinnamons were fine, the admixture of Norwich
blood affording grand scope for the development of colour.

Those behind "Bemrose tt Orme" were, as at Whitby,
unusually good. Mr. llitchio and Mr. Wataon had it all their

own way among the Lizards. Silvers wero a show in them-
selves, and a more level lot it would be diffif ult to find. They
were all tjuality, and formed a lovely group of birds, attracting

deservedly a lion's share of attention. Tho Mules were, most
of them, old friends, and one looks anxiously for some new
faces among them. Mr. Goode's Jonque, though much blemished,
is one of those richly-coloured lusty birds not seen every day.

The Show, as a whole, was of great merit and, judging from
the influx of visitors, bid fair to bo a great financial success.

Hartlepool seemed to bo en pie. The very cab.^ were covered
with posters as on election-days, and large bills on all sides
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called on the sight-seeing public to " go and see the wonderful
Bemrose & Orme Canaries ! " It richly merited all the suc-

cess it achieved.—W. A. Blakston.

In quoting from my letter, Mr. Bemrose omitted to mention
one of a few weeks' later date, wherein I stated that I had tried

Nature, the best of all possible tests in such a case, and that I

found the bird to be a perfect failure. Thus in a little over two
mouths after the exhibition the colour could not be sustained,

the chemical test being to all appearance useless in tliis case.

To this I did not receive a reply.

I think Mr. Bemrose may as well attempt to maintain that a

good Belgian would moult-off all the best points, as that the

colour would entirely fail in the second moult of a true-bred

Norwich. I believe that to maintain the colour over the moult
would be a portion of the best evidence of the genuine character

of the bird, and to fail to do so would be likewise evidence to

the contrary. If Mr. Bemrose's birds are genuine, why do they
Bo utterly fail to maintain or reproduce the colour when this

can be fairly accomplished by the birds of other exhibitors?

By Mr. Bemrose's own showing, the colour on the birds is

brought about by a pecuUar mode of feeding, and I believe I am
correct in stating that Mr. Bemrose can take an ordinary bird,

and if the treatment be commenced previous to the moult, he
can produce on this colour equal to the birds shown at the Palace.

This being purely artificial, they have no power to produce or

maintain it, and in the next moult the feather would be restored

to the original colour. Consequently, I contend it becomes
merely a matter of process for colouring, and that a bird coloured

by hand would be equally valuable and eligible for all purposes
with those by feeding; the difference is simply the means em-
ployed, the result being the same. I beg to thank Mr. Bem-
rose for the information afforded me, and to call his attention

to the eighth rule in the regulations for exhibitors at the Palace
Show.—E. J. Tboaxe, Clifton, Bristol.

THE HONEY SEASON.
A PREJUDICE against the use of supers and improved hives of

modern invention will, I am afraid, be engendered in conse-

quence of the unproductive yield of honey this season ; there-

fore, perhaps, the record of the result in this neighbourhood,
where the straw cottage hive is the only one in vogue, may be
beneficial. With most persons there was not an ounce of honey
in the hives, and the wax was not of much use, as it was crisp

and brittle, and unless active steps are taken immediately to

commence feeding liberally and systematically, most bee-keepers

will lose their stocks altogether. Although I fed my bees last

winter regularly, I have had a very few pounds from three hives,

only about an inch in the uppermost part of the comb contain-

ing any. The present honey season has been the worst one
within the memory of " the oldest inhabitant." The general

opinion is, that in whatever description of hives, in whatever
part of the country, with but a few exceptions, the result of the

season may be summed-up in one little word—none.—A. T. W.,
CarmarthensJiire.

OUE LETTER BOX.
Fowls Moultino (Jack). —Birds are late moalting this year, and as they

get older they moult more slowly. With them, as with some other bipeds,

the reparative process or power decreases with age. Stimulating food will

retard rather than accelerate the operation ; it causes a hot fevered skin,

wherein the stub uf the feather, instead of being nourished, is dried up. The
best food yuu can give is ground oats mixed with milk, and lettuces.

Sale of Table PouLTRi' (H. H. C).—You cannot do better than write to

Mr. Howard, Leadenhall Market, Gracechurch Street, London, E.G.

Fowl's Foot Sole Swollen {Frenchnutn).—!! there is matter forming
you will do well to open it, and after the ba<j is thoroughly cleaned out bind

the loot up in soft linen on which citron ointment has been spread. Wrap
the whole in wash-leather to keep out the dirt, and confine him to a run
where he will he always on grass. He must not walk on anything hard till

the foot is healed. It is a tiresome disorder, and difficult of core.

Tumour on Fowl's Breast (M. S.).—You must open the swelling. The
ttunour will easily come out. You can then sew up the opening, and rub the

suture well with grease. In sewiug-up you will find you have two skins, an
inner and an outer. You must be careful not to sew them together. It is

not an uncommon case in a large bird. It would be a disqualification at a

ehow if it were seen.

Varieties Running Together (Perplexed).—If the birds are separated

six weeks you may depend on the eggs. We believe a month is sutticient, but
advise six weeks in order to be safe.

Brahm.\ Unable to Stand (H. F. H.).—The bird is in a hopeless state

either from atrophy, or stoppage, or from injury to the back. A hen sits in

the position you describe (on the tail and legs wide apart) when she is egg-

bound, but the moment she is relieved of the egg she resumes her proper posi-

tion. A young awkward cockerel that has overgrown his strength sits on his

knees, but as growth ceases power returns, and he recovers his proper carriage.

Bat when an ftld or ac adult bird makes himself into a tliree-ieggej stool with
the help of his tail, we consider the case a very bad, if not a hopeless one,

"With regard to the seller replacing hiui. much depends on the time you have
had him. Y^ou should have returned him at once. As, however, the seller

admits he was so (iickly (whether from mouU or otherwise), that the journey
was too much lor him, wo think he is bound to send you another at a con-

siderable reduction in price.

Altrincham Snow (J. H. T.).—If a committee does not advertise a show,
we conclude it is a mere local one.
Pigeons Diseased (Timepiece).—Your Pouter cock is scrofnlons. Dress the

wound when healed with iodine paint once a-day to absorb the moisture and
prevent a recurrence of the boil. At the same time give a tea-spoouful of cod-

liver oil daily, or some capsules of the same. These remedies may do good,
but absolute cure there is none for scrofula in any being or bird. Dress the
Carrier's eye with alum and water, or only warm water, or lotion of lunar
caustic, according as you see which suits.

Scouring in Pigeons (iVij;).—Give a piece or two of old mortar as piUa
each day, and feed on old beans.
Crested Canaries (J. C).—A crested Canary has a tuft of feathers on

the top of its head, and is not called Crested frum merely raising its feathers

at times. They ai-e very beautiful bu-ds, especially when the body of the bird

is a clear yellow or buff, and the crest a dark green.—W. A. B.
Canary with Thirteen Tail Feathers (C. K.).—The modern Canary

is a remarkable bird. He ought to have twelve feathers in his tail, bat he
occasionally has more. This seldom happens : seldom enough to be called

uncommon, but not so seldom as to be worth more than a passing notice. He
more frequently has leas. That is decidedly common; but that is generally

to be attributed to the caprice of the exhibitor. Some men have such a keen
eye for mathematical exactness, that when they see a black feather on one
side of a bird's tail and not one on the other, they pull the black one out, and so

equalise matters. But inasmuch as there is still an unequally balanced tail,

and the obnoxious black feather will persist in growing to the great discomfort

of the honest soul, he improves the bird and removes all cause of offence by
inserting a white feather in the hollow stump of the black one. There is no
accounting for the pranks birds play with their tails. Two years in succession

I discovered that a lovely Goldfinch Mule had had a black feather cut out of

its tail. Last Crystal Palace Show that same Mule (or its ghost) stood first,

and in the anonymous notice of the Show it was stated that the Mules were
exceptionally good, *' tail feathers all told." So that Mule must have taken
into its head to grow a white feather for the occasion, or else there was a
wtiite one put in, or else the tail feathers were not all told. I incline to the
latter opinion.—W. A. Blakston.
Belgian Canaries (if. T. .ff.j.—Write to W. A. Blakston, Esq., 5, Doui'o

Terrace, Sunderland.
Crystal Palaces of Honeycomb at Manchester [Sussex).—These large

supers were filled by single swarms, which doubtless had special and extra

attention from their owners. Next week Mr. Pettigrew will commence in our
columns a series of articles on the best modes of supering, and of inducing
the bees to hll supers, large and small, with honeycomb.
Moth in Honeycomb (Idem).—Remove the moth's nest from the combs

of your super by the use of a knife or strong knitting-needle. If the combs
are broken a little by the operation, they will be repaired next spring when
you place it on the hive again.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camdf.n Square, London.

Lat. 51^ 32' 40" N. ; Long. O'^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DiTE.
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pleaeures which he might otherwise enjoy. But because many
persons have ridden the bedding-out mania too far, it is no
reason why we should go to the opposite extreme and have
perpetual monotony with the repetition of the same sort of
flowers, mixed without any reference to harmony of colour
or contrast of form. Aud at the risk of repeating what I

have, I think, before said in your columns, I do not see why a
formal geometrical spring garden made of Daisies, and Violas,
Polyanthus, &c., should be admired, while the same garden
filled with much choicer and much more lasting summer
bedding-out plants should be considered as meretricious.

This, however, is somewhat of a digression called forth by
the want of design and skill manifested by the French gar-
deners both at the Tnileries, Luxembourg, Versailles, aud else-

where. It is well known that a good lawn is a thing almost
unknown in France, aud its absence is generally ascribed to
the climate ; but when they have the means of irrigating, if

only they would use an American machine and cut oftener,
scattering the grass instead of collecting it, I am convinced
that their lawns would soon improve. If we were to leave an
EngUsh lawn for ten days, or even three weeks, as is some-
times the case abroad, uncut, we should not have much to boast
of about our English lawns.
There is one thing the Parisians certainly beat us in—the

selection of their trees for the Boulevards, Ac, and their
manner of pruning them, nearly every tree having a clean
straight stem, properly trained and judiciously pruned, and
the Boulevai-ds in Paris are certainly a great feature. But the
manner in which the trees are planted iu some places is un-
interesting in the extreme, representing a forest of bare poles
with foliage only on the top. Take, for instance, the trees on
the north-east side of the Luxembourg gardens, or on each
side of the wide avenue from the Place de I'Etoile to the Tuil-
eries ; they are planted in rows so near together and so closely
in the row that there is no room for them ever to grow to
make good trees, nor can anything in the shape of grass or
shrub grow underneath ; the consequence is, there is nothing
but bare earth or gravel under the trees, and uninteresting
lines of bare poles, with shade overhead. If the central
avenues were left, more than half the other trees cut down,
aiid the remainder left in groups, fenced round for a time
with shrubs, and a number of evergreens planted among them,
much of this painful monotony of bare earth might be done
away with.

Another thing I may also allude to. I was under an im-
pression from what I had heard that I should find fruit re-
markably cheap and good. This certainly was not my expe-
rience. Peaches were to be had in tolerable abundance, but
the best at the fruiterers were a franc a-piece. Inferior ones
mjght be had at the Halles Centrales at prices varying from
15 to 35 centimes. Good Pears were very little, if any , cheaper
than in England, and I saw no Pears under 15 centimes, or
lUl.

; there were hardly any Nectarines ; the best fruit, and
cheapest on the whole, were the Figs. Grapes were beginning
to be plentiful, but they were not inviting to look at, and I
did not try them ; but such a thing as a good bunch of hot-
house Grapes, as Hamburghs or Muscats, was scarcely to be
Eeea.

With regard to the vegetables in the Halles Centrales, per-
haps the most noticeable feature was the Endives, which seem
to take the place of our Lettuces, and in which the French
certainly succeed better than we do. Their Onions were also
fine aud their common Melons ; but in no other respects could
I find that their vegetables were superior to ours, and certainly
not their manner of cooking them.
On the whole, I am afraid your readers will think that I

have looked on Paris gardening with a rather John Bull's eye,
and I certainly must confess I came back very sure of one
thing—that our English public parks, as Hyde Park, Eegent's
Park, and Battersea Park, were decidedly far superior to any-
thing that I saw in Paris ; aud as far as I can see, our English
and Scotch gardeners have not much to learn either from
the taste or skill displayed by French gardeners. I should
like some of our best gardeners to have free scope given them
in the Eois de Boulogne, the gardens of the Tuileries, and
elsewhere, and I should be surprised if there were not very
Boon a manifest alteration for the better. There are several
plants, indeed, used by the French, as the Cosmos, both white
and yellow, the Tamarisk, Ailantus, Eobinia, Stenactis spe-
ciosa, and others which might be tried, I think, with advan-
tage with us

; and if we were also to take a leaf out of their
look with respect to the management of trees in avenues, and

the proper sorts to plant iu the streets, we should be the
gainers.—C. P. Peach.

WINTER FLOWEE GAEDENING.—No. 3.

In addition to the shrubs named in my last paper as suit-
able for town gardens, there are others available for the or-
namentation of flower beds in the winter months, but which
do not succeed in town gardens. All those previously named,
as well as those to follow, will flourish in the country, or
where they are not exposed to the smoke and dust of our
manufacturing towns.

Cri/jjiomeria clfijaiis.~Oi graceful pendant habit, and yet
pyramidal or cone-shaped, wide at the base aud rounded at
the top, owing to its drooping habit. The foliage iu autumn
aud through the winter is of a chocolate hue, brighter, deeper,
and far more decided in colour than any shrub I know, not
excepting the Eetinosporas. A bed of this may be margined
with Euonymus radicans variegatus, or if the plants are over
2 feet high, then margin the Cryptomeria with Osmanthus
ilicifolius variegatus nanus. The plants lift very well if annual
removal is practised, so as to induce the formation of roots
near the stem, and fibres to keep the soil in a ball. If not
lifted annually the roots spread out considerably, and there is
then risk in removing them; therefore, it is necessary to com-
mence transplanting these and other plants at an early age.
Plants 1 foot high and well furnished are suitable for small
beds, aud for margins to beds of the Silver tree lyy, and SUver-
variegated Holly.

Btixtis aurea pcndula.—Yellow-margined leaves with the
centre green. This is the golden-variegated, branching, or
pendant-habited tree Box, which is useful for lines and mar-
gins, as also small beds, though not very bright in colour.
Buxus nova argevtea marginata has silver-margined leaves,

and is also desirable for margins, lines, and small beds.
The Boxes lift with excellent balls, aud in spring, after they

have done service in the flower garden, should be cut-in to the
form and height required, but owing to the frequent removal
they will not grow very luxuriantly.

Junijicnis UimariscifoUa clothes the ground with the finest
possible green covering, forming an admirable edging to every
kind of shrub with bolder foliage and brighter hues of colour.
It moves well if the plants are annually transplanted.

TliKJa aurea.—This is of very close and compact growth,
forming very ornamental globular heads of a bright green
tipped with brown, which early in spring assume a bright
golden hue. It is useful in many ways for winter gardening,
forming fine lines and bands. In beds it mav be edged with
any of the Hepaticas, Winter Aconite, Scilla" sibirica. Snow-
drops, or Crocuses of the blue, purple, and white shades of
colour, and is the best possible shrub from its symmetry of
form for associating with low-growing, spriug-flowering plants,
breaking the angles of flat surfaces, and otherwise relieving
and freeing them of a fatiguing monotony. Plants only a few
inches in height are quite as effective for lines or margins as
larger plants are for centres and masses.
Thuja pygma-a.—A very dwarf subject, as its name impUes,

bright green tipped with brown, and one of the finest of shrubs
for a permanent second line to a border or bed, the outer Une
or margin bemg Arabis alpiua variegata argentea, or Cerastium
tomentosum. For small beds by itself it is also admirably
adapted, as well as for surrounding the Silver Tew, the margin
being blue, red, and white Hepaticas, a hue of each in the
order named.
Thuja elegaiitissiiita.—An upright or pyramidal form of

T. aurea, having clear golden tips not only in spring but in
autumn. It is now beautiful. It may be employed in the same
way as T. aurea, bearing in mind that it is of upright habit.
The Thujas remove well, but should be Hfted annually.
O^mantli'is ilicifolius rariegalus nanus.—Bold Holly-Hke

foliage, with broad white or silver variegation. Very effective,
but will not succeed in exposed positions. It is good for
sheltered spots, but in open situations the Silver-leaved Holly
should be substituted for it.

Hollies.—Gold and silver-variegated or blotched, as also
green-leaved kinds m various forms and degrees of colouring,
are good. They can be grown as flat-topped bushes only a
few inches high for margins, or with round or pyramidal heads
of almost any height. The Hollies can be removed with as
great a certainty of success as any other shrub, only for tho
purpose in view they must be lifted frequently from the com-
mencement of their preparatory growth or training. The
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pruning needed ehould be done in spring, just before or when
they are beginning to grow.

Cerasu.^ lusiianica tntjrtifoUa, or Myrtle-leaved Portugal
Lanrel, has bright deep green narrow leaves, much smaller

than the species, and is very useful. It is effective as a central

mass margined with Erica herb.icea earuea, it liaving an inner

line of B. mediterranea alba. For a second line round a mass
of Hollies, either gold or silver, it is effective, the outer line

being Euouymns radicans variegatus, or the Silver tree Ivj-.

La»nii(i«its.—The white flowers of this on dwarf bushy
plants are very effective, and a mass margined with red, blue,

and white Hepatica forms a pleasing group or l)ed. It is also

very suitable for the angles and centres of extensive arrange-

ments. It moves well, requiring to be cut-in in spring if

becoming too largo and growing out of shape.

Liguftnim juponicum.—Large, shining, bright green leaves.

This is very effective in a mass margined with Bollis aucuba;-

folia, either with or without inner lines of Scilla sibirica and
Snowdrops. It moves well, and may be kept of auy height by
pruning in spring and pinching in summer. The flowers,

which are white, are produced in spring or early in summer.
Pernellj/a mucronata.—Shining deep green leaves; very

effective as a green bed or line, especially when in berry and
margined with Snowdrops. It retiuires peat soil.'

Gaultluria Sliallon.—A pretty procumbent plant with purple

berries. Effective as a second line or margin to beds of bold-

folisged shrubs, as the Tree Ives, Hollies, and Aucubas, or in

a bed by itself, eJged with Aubrietia purpurea variegata.

Guultheria proctimbois.—Shining oval leaves and red berries

;

very effective as an edging to a mass of Aucuba limbata, or

other masses of bold-foliaged shrubs, especially those with
variegated or coloured leaves. Requires peat soil.

Itdinospora pUifera is very effective by its plume-like foliage

tinged with brown, and dwarf plants of it make a neat mass
when margined with Euonymus radicans variegatus. There
are others of the Retinosporas, but I have not had sufficient ex-

perience of them. r>. cupressoides, R. plumosa, quite a gem,
as are its golden and silver forms; B. ericoides, which in au-

tumn has the foliage of a violet purple hue ; and R. obtusa
nana with its fine golden foliage, would be welcome additions

to oar self-coloured-foUage hardy trees, and very effective for

winter gardens.
Taxus elegantissima.—Both the silver-striped and the gold-

striped Yew are at their best in antumn and winter
;
plants

not more than 2 feet high make fine masses margined with
Ganltheria procumbens.

Abiei ClanhrasiUana and A. pytjiniaa are very distinct and
effective as margins to masses of bold-foliaged shrubs, and for

dotting in carpeting, as, for instance, in a broad band of

variegated jVrabis a yard wide, disposing them that distance
apart along its centre, the effect is very fine.

Other subjects might be pressed into our service, but I have
selected those I am most conversant with, and shall only add
a few shrubs that are useful as forming objects on flat surfaces
or carpeting, and in imparting beauty to their otherwise mo-
notonous aspect.

CuprtMiu LaK.-<oniana nana.—Dwarf and very compact ; deep
green foliage.

Ciiprfssus Laumoniana stricta.—Of pyramidal form, dense
habit.

Picca pectinata pyomtea.—A mere pigmy Silver Fir, which
is superb planted pincushion fashion on a ground of Bellis

aucubecfolia.

Thujnpsig dolabrata is the subject I will mention as the finest

of all for centres. Its graceful plume-like habit and dark green
foliage render it very suitable. It is, perhaps, the most beauti-
ful of evergreens.—G. Abbey.

BOCCONIA .TAPONICA IN NEW ZEALAND.
We are indebted in the colonies to Messrs. Shepherd,

nnraerymen, of Sydney, for the introduction of this novelty,
which is now pretty well spread about in our gardens ; for I

find it very easy of cultivation, as well as very ornamental,
growing amongst other border plants. In their catalogue they
state of it the following :—" This grand-foliaged herbaceous
plant was discovered in .Japan in 18(iG, and sent to Prussia,
where it was an object of univLrafll admiration. We intro-
duced it into this colony in 18G8, and succeeded in growing a
splendid specimen last year, fully 8 feet in height. It has
proved itself perfectly hardy, and can be grown freely in any
I>08ition ; but shelter is necessary to preserve its magnificent

foUage from injury."

—

William Swale, Avomide Botanic
Garden, Canterbury, N.X.

POT-CULTDRE OP STRAWBERRIES.
All gardeners know that early warm localities are the best

for the cultivation of Strawberry plants in pots, for in such
places runners can be obtained comparatively early in the
season, and be grown into strong fruiting plants. In cold and
late localities it is rather difficult to secure ruuners early

enough in such seasons as the present. Southern growers
have, in this particular, a great advantage over those in the
northern counties.

There are different ways adopted to obtain runners early.

A very common one is to plant out in a prepared bed the
plants that have been forced, as soon as they have ceased to

yield fruit. These produce ruuners pretty early. Another
mode is to plant runners of this year in a rich bed, with a
view to obtain runners from them in the next year. Both
ways are excellent and practised here ; which is the better I

cannot say. I fancy the runners of last year produce ruuners
rather stronger than the forced plants of this year.

Where the expense of labour is not so great a consideration
as excellent plants, our best gardeners layer the runners in
small pots filled with soil, and hold them there by placing
stones on them till the runners take root in the pots. In this

way the plants receive no shock or check when cut from the
mother plants. As soon as convenient afterwards they are
shifted into larger pots, and placed in a sheltered open place,

where they enjoy the sunshine, and grow into strong stubby
healthy plants. About the middle of July they are repotted
in their fruiting pots, which are generally about 6 or 7 inches
in diameter. It is now of great importance to let the plants
have plenty of room to develope their leaves and allow the
wind to play amongst them. Every plant needs a square foot
of surfaea for itself. Though plants treated thus require
much attention, having to be watered almost every day, and
the runners frequently taken from them, they will abundantly
repay all the labour bestowed on them by yielding a great
weight of fruit. In private garden establishments this mode
of layering the runners in small pots, and repotting them twice
afterwards is generally adopted and practised. Our best gar-
deners think it is the safest way of preparing Strawberry
plants for forcing. But where time and expense of labour are
taken into account—where everything is balanced in the
scales of profit and loss, another mode is practised which
answers very well. The ruuners are not layered iu pots, but
allowed to grow attached to the old plants till July, when, by
using a clean sharp trowel, they are lifted with good balls and
placed at once in their fruiting pots. Thus good plants are
obtained and grown with much less work and attention than
the system which calls into use three sizes of pots. I dare
not say that the three-shift system is more successful in pro-
ducing a better crop of fruit than the one-shift system. The
end is reached by both ways ; one way, however, is much
shorter than the other, and all my life I have preferred the
shortest and easiest road.

In confining the roots of such plants as Strawberries iu pots
we do them an injury—the whole thing is artificial, and so far
as art can repair the injury it should be done. If less space
be given to the roots of the plants richer food should be
afforded as compensation. Strawberries like rich soU every-
where ; in pots they require it richer still. One-third rotten
sods, one-third rotten dung, one-third sand, and a little bone-
dust well mixed make an excellent compost for Strawberries
in pots. It the sods are rather sandy less sand, of course, will

be used. In this rich soil the plants grow strong and fast, and
worms fatten when they get into the pots. It is no easy
matter to keep worms out, they will go through 3 inches of

clean ashes or cinders to reach the soil in the pots.

Plants, like animals, need rest—a winter as well as a summer.
If Strawberries in pots are not allowed three months' rest

they are more difficult to manage. Hence it is important to
have their crowns ripened early, and the plants at rest iu

October. This is done by placing all the pots on their sides
with their faces to the south. Thus they become compara-
tively drj' and send the plants to rest. When the fruit is

wanted about the end of March, plants should be placed under
glass and subjected to the influence of a gentle heat three
months sooner, for it takes three months of artificial treat-

ment to force Strawberries to perfection. Those which are
not put into heat till February or March generally bear
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heavier crops than the first batch. Plants thus grown and
forced will yield a supply of rich and luscious fruit at a season
when it is much wanted.—A. Pettigkew, Priory Vineijard,

Sale.

HOTEIA JAPONICA.
In answer to "W. G." (pages 291 and 292), the plants from

which I took the flowers so late in the season were forced early

in spring, and after blooming were placed in a cold frame,
gradually hardened-off, and allowed to rest for a time by giving

httle or no water. They were then divided if required to in-

crease the stock; indeed, if the plants are large I always like

to do so, as I imagine they bloom better in consequence. In-

deed, it is impossible to have too many plants of it, and the
smallest piece makes a good plant in one season, and will throw
np some spikes of bloom even before frost comes to cut it down.
If the stock is not to be increased, and large plants are pre-
ferred, after resting as above just shake them out of their pots
gently, prick the soil out from between the roots, and plant out
at a good distance apart. They grow amazingly when placed
in a situation suited to their wants, which in summer is a cold

rich hght soU in a moist rather shady spot. A north border is

just the place for them. Such a place mine have had this

summer ; last year they grew in a wet bog bed, and never did
they do better. They are taken np, potted, and placed in a
frame when the leaves die dovm in autumn, if required for

forcing. Perhaps "W. G." does not want them for forcing.

Little they require—a window, a frame, or a greenhouse will

bring them on very early in spring. If he has none of these,

then an early border with a little protection may help. Get it

to flower as soon as possible, then cut the leaves down to the
ground. Let the plant just stai't into growth again ; then take
it up, divide if required, and plant it in very rich soil, and in a
situation similar to that recommended above. I think that
with this treatment " W. G." may reasonably expect plenty
of this plant's beautiful graceful flowers to place with his
Gladiolus.—J. TAyxoE, Maesgicynne.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 19.

ACACIA GEANDIS.—Grand Acacia.

To the vast genus Acacia the phrase impcrinm in imperio
may well be applied, for among the plants of the Legxuninons
family it stands pre-eminent, if not for its utility to mankind,
at least for the considerable number of species included within
its limits. A large proportion of them are natives of Australia,
and from these we select one of the neatest and dwarfest spe-
cies, more especially adapted for window or frame culture.

The Acacia grandis is a native of Western Australia. It forms
a shrub of moderate size, and flowers freely while small. The
stems are angular, grooved, and usuaUy, but not invariably,
quite glabrous. The leaves consist of two pinnte, articulated
at their base, each pinna being about an inch long, and com-
posed of from eight to ten pairs of linear, alternate, smooth
leaflets, the rachis or stalk to which they are attached being
flattened, and terminated by a small leafy point.
At the junction of the pinme with the branch, several

curious appendages arise which deserve attention. First,
between the two pinniE wiU be found a short thread-like pro-
longation of the petiole, terminating in a little globular head

;

next, a minute gland-like body, which is apparently an abortive
flower bud ; then either one or two small cup-like involucres,
out of which the flower stalks arise ; fourthly, an articulated
woody spine, about half an inch long; and, lastly, at the base
of the leaf are two bristly stipules, and occasionally a third,
beneath the prolonged petiole first mentioned. The flower
heads are generally in pairs, on smooth stalks about three-
quarters of an inch in length,*and are very numerously pro-
duced.
The beauty of the flowers of the Acacias is entirely due to

the long projecting stamens, the calyx and corolla being so
email as not to be easily distinguished after the full expansion
of the capitule or flower head. Both the floral envelopes
referred to are composed of five equal divisions, regularly
arranged ; and, in this respect, there is a departure from the
type of the order, which, as our readers are well aware, is

chiefly characterised by its papilionaceous flowers, of which
those of the common Pea and Laburnum are examples.
The Acacias, including the species now figured, generally

ripen seed ; but the number of legumes bears but a very small
proportion to that of the flowers, for it must be borne in mind

that most of these contain stamens only : of the twenty or
thirty florets composing the capitule, but a very few contain
both stamens and pistil.

In some of the Acacias' the spiny process in the axil of the
leaf is so largely developed as to be a very formidable organ,
and capable of inflicting a serious wound, as in the A. horrida
and A. Caffra ; in others it is altogether absent, as in the species

dealbata, discolor, spectabilis, and most of the species in-

cluded in the section Bipinnatte.

A. grandis is a most charming window-plant for spring
flowering, being at that season loaded with its golden yellow
balls ; and at aU periods of the year its elegant foUage gives it

an ornamental character.

Acacia grandis.

Its propagation is effected either by seeds or cuttings, usually
by the latter method ; they should be inserted in white sand,
or very sandy soil, and covered with a bell-glass or tumbler.
As they are impatient of damp, they require a little more care
during the rooting process than those of the leafless species

;

the inside of the glass should be wiped daily, and as soon as
the cuttings are fairly struck they must be potted-off into

sandy peat, and eventually into good fibrous peat containing
less sand. During the summer the pot may be placed out-

doors in a warm aspect, on a layer of ashes, to keep out those
plagues of the gardener, the worms ; but in dry weather it

must be carefully watered, as the foliage of this and similar

species is more delicate than that of the phyllode-bearing

Acacias, in which the cuticle is much thicker, and contains

fewer stomata or exhaling pores. In this and other cases

it wiU be found an excellent plan to place the pot containing

the plant in one considerably larger, the space between the
two being filled up with moss, which may bo kept damp. This
wiU prevent the roots from being injured by long exposure to

the scorching rays of the sun.

As it is essential to the production of flowers the following

spring that the young wood should be thoroughly ripened, it

will be better to remove the plant from the influence of heavy
rains about the middle of September ; after which period it

should receive but moderate supplies of water. In winter it

will require all the air and liglit that can be given it, and
should be kept in a cool apartment up to the month of

February, after which a warmer room will hasten the develop-

ment of its beautiful flower heads. In case of very severe

weather, measures must be taken to secure it from frost.

Though accorded specific rank when first introduced. Acacia

grandis is now universally regarded by botanists as but
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a variety of the polymorphous A. pnlcljella, and it differs

chiefly from the type in having more numerous and longer

leaflets. Several other desu'able forms of A. pulehella are in

cultivation, one of which—A. hispidissima of catalogues—is

specially deserving of mention on account of the long spread-

ing hairs with which the branches are clothed. This variety

is also cultivated under the name of A. lasiocarpa. As a

companion plant to A. grandis may be recommended A.

Drummondii, a plant of more recent introduction, and per-

haps somewhat more delicate in habit. Many other desir-

able species occur in catatogues, but a large proportion of

these flower only when the plants have attained au incon-

venient size.

The .A.cacia lophantha, frequently cultivated in the subtropical

garden for its elegant bipinnate foliage, is now placed in the

genus Albizzia, which is distinguished from Acacia by its

monadelphous stamens.— (IP. 'Thompson's English Flower
Garden, Itiviscd by the Author.)

GOLDEN CHAMPION GRAPE.
I HAVE a strong impression that, if this Grape were to receive

special treatment, the fatal spot which aflects it would to a

great extent disappear. It is a Grape that wants time to grow
and ripen, and a dry atmosphere. We have it here, grafted

on Black Hamburgh, in two different houses. In one house,

which has been subjected to a good deal of hard forcing for the

last two years to get the crop in at a desii'ed time, the Golden
Champion is simply unpresentable. In another early vinery,

which is thi'own open day and night as soon as the Hamburghs
and others begin to get ripe, by which time the Champion is

generally stUl green, it has always finished well. This season
a bunch in this house was allowed to hang a month or live

weeks after it was quite ripe, and when cut it was still plump
and without a blemish. It is such a magnificent Grape when
dished-up, if free from specks, that one is to be excused if they
fall freshly in love with it, and resolve to keep it on and give

it another trial. So far as my experience goes, I should think
it is a Grape which wants no more assistance in the way of

fire heat or forcing than will just enable it to ripen during the
most favourable part of the season. Those who have facilities

I would recommend to tr^' what the result would be if allowed
to come away naturally about AprU or May, keeping the venti-

lators always open, except in wet weather, and in fact giving it

little more than the protection of glass, using fire heat chiefly

to dispel damp. This plan has at least cheapness to recom-
mend it ; and no one will deny that it is a Grape well worth
making an effort to grow successfully. Could it be presented
at dessert in good form, it would put Muscats to one side for

the time, not on account of its appearance only, but its flavour,

which is so excellent and refreshing.

I have an impression that it would do better out-doors in the
south, in a warm situation, than inside a vinery

; and I hope
those who have opportunities will try it on the hardy system.
No doubt the " spotting " is due to the very tender skin of

the berries. The least thing injures it, and leaves a lasting

blemish ; and it is reasonable to suppose that a high and moist
temperature will have the same effect upon the berries as upon
the leaves of Vines

—

i.e„ to make them still more tender and
ansceptible of injury. Thinning the berries should also be very
carefully performed : it should be done twice ; and great care
is necessary not to injure the berries that are left with the
scissors, which should be clean and smooth.
The Golden Champion, like some others of its class, does

not bear so well when pruned on the close-spur system. It is

a good plan to leave a bit of young wood, and a better show of
fruit will be the result, which will give a choice of bunches, for
they vary much in the setting, some having a greater propor-
tion of small berries than others.—J. Simpson.

'If those who grow this noble Grape will ventilate freely,
and keep it dry whenever it approaches the ripening point,
they will not be troubled with spot.—En.]—(Tfte Gardener).

The Meeting of the Baixisn Association in Belfast-
Proposed Flobal and Horticultural Show and Exposition
OF Local Lsdcstbies.—On the IGth a meeting of the Directors
of the Belfast Royal Botanic Gardens and those gentlemen who
consented to co-operate with them as a committee to cany out
the arrangements for a grand floral and horticultural show and
exposition of the staple and other products of the industries of
Belfast and neighbourhood (to take place in the Gardens

during the meeting of the British Association in August, 1874)
was held in the Chamber of Commerce, Belfast. Committees
were appointed to make the arrangements desirable in the
various departments. -There is some misunderstanding be-
tween the Directors of the Belfast Botanic Gardens and the
Directors of the North of Ireland Horticultural Society, and
we earnestly recommend that harmony be at once adopted.
We quite agree with Mr. L. Ewart, who, after remarking that
he came there prepared to hear some spirit of a desire to siuli

difl'erences and unite with the North of Ireland Horticultural
Society in preparing for the meeting of the British Association,
added that he thought it a great pity that there should be two
shows, for one would be interfering with the other, and the
interests of both might be affected.

NOTES ON MR. PEARSON'S GERANIUMS.
So much has been written on the merits of Mr. Pearson's

Geraniums by many of your correspondents that it is scarcely
necessary for me to say more ; however, the very wise remarks
of your correspondent, the Rev. C. P. Peach, in " our Journal

"

of October 2nd, page 248, induce me to offer a few additional
notes. I think the Rev. C. P. Peach must make his beds for
Geraniums very much richer than we do here, or than Mr.
Pearson does at ChUwell ; for those varieties which make very
little progress here, grow and bloom abundantly with the Rev.
C. P. Peach. Then those which grow moderately strong and
bloom freely here, with Mr. Peach run so much into leaves
and branches.

I have made a few notes during the late summer respecting
the Geraniums sent out by Mr. Pearson during the last year
or two, and on comparing them with my notes of last year, in
some cases I have to retract a little, and in others confirm my
previous statements.

I will begin with the various shades of scarlet, and first take
the orange scarlets. Here Corsair comes to the front. Last
year it was only moderate as a bedder in tho latter part of
the summer, this season it has excelled anything I ever saw
before. I also saw it at Chilwell after a downpour of rain, and
it stood nearly as perfect after the rain as it was before the
storm. Besides, the flowers are so perfect in shape, and the
plants so prolific in bloom and so fine in habit, that it must
become the most popular plant of its time. Mrs. Hetley,
rather stronger than Corsair, is also good ; it is a fine, bold,
orange scarlet, with a large truss, and I place it next in order
of merit to Corsair in this shade of colour. In very dark
scarlets the Rev. T. F. Fenn has certainly been magnificent

;

the habit of the plant is so dwarf and free, the trusses so bold
and grand, rising stately above the foliage, that I feel sur-

prised that it has not come up to Mr. Peach's expectations.
Then come five others in the rosy-crimson section all of

sterling worth. I wUl put them down in the order of merit.
Mrs. Vincent, a free bloomer, with strong footstalks ; this^
Mr. Pearson thinks, wUl prove one of the very best he has
sent out. Shakespeare, dwarf in habit, and of free-blooming
properties, of the style and habit of the celebrated Violet
Hill Nosegay, though much superior in all resi)ects. Colonel
Holden, a great favourite with Mr. Pearson, though rather
more robust than Shakespeare, but very good. Dr. Tait, very
fine, but not so good as last year ; and F. Bradley. These have
all been conspicuous for their fine large trusses and free-bloom-
ing properties. As a pot plant Colonel Holden is supremely
beautiful, and nearly as good as the Rev. C. P. Peach.

Of very dark crimsons, Edward Sutton and General Outram
were the best; the trusses were large and the flowers bold. We
have also a great improvement in the mageuta section. Mrs.
Reynolds Hole, bright magenta, with immense trusses freely

produced, very dwarf in habit, and when better known likely

to become very popular. Frank Miles, magenta rose, more
robust than Mrs. Hole, and au improvement on that useful

variety Arthur Pearson. Motcalf, salmon rose, is good either

in pots under glass or in tho flower garden. Robert Evans,
much of the colour of the old Trentham Rose, but as much
superior to it as Bayard is to the old Tom Thumb.
We now come to the pink section, and here the improvement

made during the last three or four years is very striking. I

cannot speak so favourably about Mrs. Lowe as Mr. Peach does.

I have had it growing on a warm border with such sorts as

Lady Louisa Egerton, Amaranth, Maid of Kent, and others,

but it has not promised to be a useful variety. In a pot in

the conservatory it has been most beautiful. In looking over

my note-book I do not find any mention made of it during my
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late visit to ChUwell. Those that have stood the best here,

and which were also good in Mr. Pearson's trial-grounds, are

Mrs. Holden, Mrs. Augusta Miles, Mrs. Ffytche, and Mrs.
Tait ; these are all first-class for out-door embellishment. I

saw a bed of Mrs. Holden at Thoresby early in the summer,
and it was like Mr. W. Paul's Eoses—" Something to see once
and dream of for ever." I do not think that Mrs. Musters,

Mrs. Young, and Contessa Quarto are going to come out as

useful bedders, but they are pre-eminent as pot plants. Mrs.
Musters I consider the finest yet in commerce for conservatory
decoration. Miss Eose Peach makes a handsome pot plant

;

it is dwarf and compact, and the colour distinct, but my
opinion respecting it as a bedding variety is not altered.

In the lilac pinks we have Amaranth and Florence Duraud,
both plants of undoubted merit, but your correspondent has
said so much in their behalf, and said it so well, that there is

nothing more for me to add in their favour.

The above are the cream of Mr. Pearson's new sorts ; and if

I must make a selection from the above for bedding purposes,
I should cl cose the following:—Amaranth, Mrs. Hetley, Flo-
rence Dnrand, Mrs. Holden, Mrs. Augusta Miles, General
Outram, Mrs. A'incent, Shakespeare, Rev. T. F. Fenn, Colonel
Holden, Mrs. Eeynolds Hole, and Metcalt. In making a
selection for pot-culture I should take the following :—The
Eev. C. P. Peach, Miss Eose Peach, Mrs. Ffytch, Mrs. Musters,
Mrs. Young, Contessa Quarto, Corsair, Eose Bradwardine,
Amaranth, Mrs. Viuc.^i^t-, Frank MUes, Florence Durand, Amy
Eobsart, Col. Holden, ^.iis. F. Burnaby, and E. Sutton.

I cannot close these desultory remarks without saying a few
words respecting the sorts which Mr. Pearson intends to send
out early in 1874. Mrs. Gibbons, an improved amaranth,
flowers deep lilac, and the trusses large. Colonel Wright, red,

immense truss, plain leaf, without any zone; habit fine. Miss
Laura Walker was very remarkable in colour, between a plum
and a cherry. H. E. Clifton, cherry colour; large bold truss.

Hon. Mrs. Sugden, scarlet crimson, with a light eye. Lady
EmDy Pierpoint, the most beautiful delicate pink I ever saw.
This I consider the sweetest Geranium Mr. Pearson has yet
raised. Caxton, fine large truss, cerise, suffused with plum.
Arthur Eogers, cerise, much like the preceding, but not so
dark. Lucy, bright rosy pink, large and fine, extra good.
Percy Cooper, bright scarlet, with white eye. John Watson,
fiery crimson, large petals, each flower 2 inches across. Sibylla,

red pink, trusses as large as an ordinary boy's billy-hat. Miss
Maud Holden, rich brilliant scarlet, with light centre. Mrs.
Turner, pink, shaded with lilac, light centre ; trusses immense
size, the largest I ever saw. My friend Mr. Parks, of Mans-
field, who is no mean judge respecting the merits of Geraniums,
was so delighted with Mrs. Turner that he came home with a
truss in his button-hole, and was freijuently stopped on the
way to see how many trusses he had tied together. Miss
Blanche Storey, delicate pink, with light eye. Cruger, scarlet,

suffused with pink, quite remarkable in colour. Nelly May,
salmon, shaded with scarlet. The above are all in advance of
anything that has preceded them, and only require to be in
the hands of the public to be appreciated.

—

Quintin Eead,
Ph'a/leij Tale Goi-rfcns, Mansfield.

amateur from the following year, when he in turn gets them
from the nurserymen. Mistakes easily occur, and this year I

had to disqualify at Bath two or three stands of new Eoses,
because some we)'e shown of too old a standing. Amateurs
will consequently, I think, understand that Mr. Hintou wants
to elicit opinions on Eoses sent into nurserymen's hands in the
autumns of 18C9, 1870, and 1871.—C. P. Peach.]

THE EOSE ELECTION.
I FIND there is some misunderstanding as to the age of the

new Eoses. The catalogues by no means agree, and I have
received several replies that throw the whole poll into con-
fusion ; I therefore must simplify matters. It appears that by
a rule, I believe of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, Eoses date
from the autumn they were sent oixt, though probably they
appear in tbe catalogues of the following year as the new Eoses
for that year. Now, as the Eoses sent from abroad to us last

autumn can hardly yet be said to be acclimatised, and as any
positive opinion of their merits may give a fictitious value to
them before they are otherwise fully proved, it is proposed to
leave out these Eoses altogether ; and the question therefore
will stand thus :—Name the best twelve Eoses introduced
during tbe years 1869 (the year of Castellane) to 1871 (the
year of Etienne Levet) inclusive. Underline the best six of
these.

—

Joseph Hinton, Warminster.

[Mr. Hinton sent me and the Rev. C- N. Pochin the above
previous to forwarding it to the Journal for insertion. There
is no doubt a difforenoo of opinion between nurserymen and
amateurs as to what constitutes an 18G9 or 1870 Eose. A
nurseryman, according to the Royal Horticultural Society's
rule, reckons his Rjses from the autumn he gets them ; an

TOXTETH PARK AND AIGBUETH GAEDENEES'
SOCIETY, LIYEEPOOL.

The meetings of this Society are held in the Schoolroom,
Lark Lane, on the first and third Fridays in each month. The
following is the annual Report :

—

At the commencement of the year now closed some important
alterations in the constitution of the Society were determined
on, and have since been carried out. The chief of these altera-

tions was the forming of a fund for the purpose of aiding afflicted

or distressed members, and the widows or children of deceased
members. The fund for this purpose has, since its formation,
been steadily increasing, and it is hoped that in a short time
this part of the Society's organisation will be ready for operation.

During the past year the following papers were read at our
meetings :

—" The Importance of giving Plants a Season of Eest,"
by tbe President, Mr. Thomas White ;

" Manures, their Use
and Abuse," Mr. J. E. Pocock; "The Sowing and Germination
of Seeds," Mr. W. H. Waddington; " The Camellia," Mr. James
Webster; "Horticultural Exhibitions," Mr. George Thomson;
" A Hint to Gardeners on Cleanliness and Order," Mr. G. H.
GaUoway; "On some of our Spring-flowering Bulbous Plants,"

Mr. T. White; " Tropical Scenery," Mr. W. Odle ;
" Gardening

as I Found it in America," Mr. J. Thompson ;
" Liliums,"

Mr. T. White ;
" Advantages of Mental Improvement," Mr. J.

McElwee. The papers were full of excellent practical obser-
vations, and frequently produced discussions of a most interest-

ing and beneficial character. The resolution to devote each
alternate meeting to the inspection of, and remarks upon, speci-

mens of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, secured a series of most
interesting evenings, a large number of specimens having been
brought forward and commented upon. Among them were
many varieties possessing great merit but not generally known

;

the growth of these deserving varieties has no doubt been
thereby promoted to the advantage of employers as well as of the
employed. There can be no doubt that this is a most excellent

method of spreading desirable information as to the compara-
tive values of varieties, the best modes of treatment, and other
matters.
The usual soiree of the Society took place in the school. Lark

Lane, on the evening of Friday, November 22nd, 1872, on which
occasion an unusually large niimber attended, considerably over
two hundred having been present. Songs, recitations, ttc,

enlivened the meeting, which passed most pleasantly. We are
happy to add that a balance resulted in favour of tbe Society.

In regard to numbers the Society is in a satisfactory state,

while under tbe altered rules, a number of honorary members
have been added to the Society. These have been increasing up
to the present time, and will, it is confidently hoped, continue to

do so as the Society is more known and appreciated.
The financial report shows that the funds of the Society have

been most carefully economised ; no heavy expenditure has been
incurred, the augmentation of the fund for benevolent purposes
having been kept steadily in view.
In conclusion, we would urge upon members the importance

of making the existence and advantages of the Society widely
known, especially its value to the young men growing up in the
profession ; and we would again ask for tlie hearty co-operation
of all in endeavouring to promote its usefulness both as a means
of mutual improvement, and in every way to advance its in-

terests and prosperity.

NEW BOOK.
How to Groxo Asparagus. By W. Eaeley, &c. Bradbury and

Co., London.
" Asp.ABAGUs is known to have been cultivated as a culinary

vegetable for nearly two thousand years. This cultivation ori-

ginated, probably, in Greece, and has thence been diffused to

the rest of Europe ; for its name is imcorrupted Greek, signify-

ing a bud before it has fully opened, clearly pointing to the state

in which it is used for culinary purposes ; and every nation in

Europe knows it by no other names than such as are derived
and corrupted from the Grecian. In German it is Spargel

;

in Dutch, Aspergie ; in Danish, Asparijis ; in Swedish, Sparis ;

in French, Asperge ; in Italian, Sparagio ; in Spanish, ^s/?a?"-

rago ; in Portuguese, Espargo ; and in Russian, Sparsoh,
" Asparagus officinalis, or Wild Asparagus, is found native iu

Japan, and on the seacoasts of most parts of Europe ; and from
this, there is no doubt, our garden Asparagus has been raised.
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High caltivalion—the abundant supply of rich appropriate
manure—will work strange changes in all plants ; and we have
no doubt upon our minds that, as in many similar instances,
' the muck heap ' has elevated the Asparagus of the beach into

the Asparagus of the garden. It is quite true that some gar-

deners have (ailed in effecting this change ; but, ou the other

hand, Miller and some more practitioners equally trustworthy
succeeded in their experiments directed to the same point ; and,

in cases like these, one affirmative testimony is unshaken by a
thousand negatives. (Even Cato was aware that the wild As-
paragus (Corruda), planted in rich moist soils, becomes that

which is cultivated.

—

Vc He liustica, 6.)

" Cato flourished about 150 years before the Christian era,

and in his work just quoted we have a full detail of the mode of

cultivating the Asparagus pursued by the Romans. These di-

rections are an epitome of those which oct ur in Abercrombie,
Miller, or any other standard work on horticulture. They are

as follows :
—

' You must well work a spot,' says Cato, ' that is

moist, or which has richness and depth of soil. Make the beds
80 that you may be able to clean and weed them ou each side

;

let there be a distance of half a foot between the plants. Set in

the seed, two or three in a place, in sti-aight line ; cover with
mould; then scatter some compost over the beds. At the vernal

equinox, when the plants come up, weed often, and take care

that the Asparagus is not plucked-up with the weeds. The year

you plant them, cover them with straw during the winter, that

they may not be killed. In the beginning of the spring after,

dress and weed them. The third year after you have sown
them, burn the haulm in the beginning of the spring. Do not
weed them before the plants come up, that you may not hurt
the stools. The third or fourth year you may pluck them close

by the root ; if you break them off they yield side shoots, and
some will die. You may take them until they run to seed. The
seed is ripe in autumn. When you have gathered the seed,

burn the haulm; and when the plants begin to shoot, weed
and manure. After eight or nine years, when the beds are old,

lay out a spot, work and manui'e it well, then make drills where
you may plant some roots ; set them well apart, that you may
dig between them. Take care that the roots may not be injured.

Carry as much sheep dung as you can on the beds ; it is best for

this purpose ; other manures produce weeds.' "

We have extracted the foregoing from a volume we published

some years ago, to correct what Mr. Earley says upon the

derivation of the name of the plant and its early history. On
the more important subject, its successful cultivation, he is

more correct. We wUl make one extract and recommend the

little treatise to those who need information ou Asparagus
cnltare.

" In instances where produce of the finest possible character is

the aim of the grower, irrespective of the time or trouble neces-

sary to obtain it, I strongly recommend the following system as

the right one to follow :—Select a piece of ground, in size ac-

cording to the number of plants required, clear out the soil to

the depth of 6 or 8 inches, and make the bottom level and hard
with cinder ashes or any other substance that the roots do not
like. Upon this make a provisional bed of the richest and best

materials procurable, from 15 to 20 inches in depth. Upon this

bed BOW the Asparagus seeds, about the 1st of May, in rows
about 3 feet apart, and at about 1 inch below the surface. The
seeds will soon germinate, and as soon as the plants are observed
to be growing freely, water them copiously with well-diluted

liquid manure during aU dry or moderately dry periods through-
out that summer. By these means a fine vigorous growth will

be assured. At as early a date as possible the plants should be
thinned-out, the strongest ones only being retained, and these
if possible at about 12 inches apart.

" Having the permanent beds prepared as previously advised,
freshly forked over and made ready for the reception of the
yonng plants by an early date in the month of May of the foUow-
me year, proceed as follows with the transplanting :—Chop-out
a line between the rows in the seed-bed, and then between tho

plants in the rows. Then remove each plaut with as much soil

as possible, by passing the shovel along the surface of the hard
cinder bottom, to a previously prepared shallow trench in their

new quarters. Such trenches, as I have before stated, should be
3 feet apart, and the plants put in them at about 20 inches from
each other.

" It will readily be seen that, by following this plan, a race of

young, robust plants will be formed, and which, so treated, will
be well able to carry a vigorous growth up to old ago. Plants
indifferently grown when young, and otherwise stinted and im-
poverished, cannot, and never will, produce fine Asparagus."

Sir Montague Cholmeley, M.P.'s, and there died in harness.
Ho was a contributor to the Gardeners' Ueuevoleut Institution,

and I believe was on the committee of that excellent institution.

His contributions have also enriched this .Journal. The fol-

lowing is from his daughter—" My dear father departed this
life for a better on the 'Jth inst. He only kept liis bed a fort-

night. His end was peace."—J. Wkight.

Mr.. Jons Edlinoton was of tho celebrated Thomson school.

He had many years' training at Wrotham, and subsequently,

after a worthy term in charge of Crom Castle Gardens, he was
called to the chief charge of Wrotham. He eventually suc-

ceeded to the interesting and qaaint old gardens at Eastou

—

THE MOVEMENTS OP THE GLANDS OF
DROSERA.

• The peculiar movement of the glands which cover the mar-
gin and the upper side of the leaf of the Sundew has often

attracted the attention of botanists ; and having had the op-

portunity of observing it somewhat minutely during the past

autumn in Westmoreland, the following uotc^ may interest the

members of the Association. The observations were all made
on the commonest species—Drosorarotuudifolia. It should be
noted in the first place that the glands of Drosera are in no sense

hairs—that is, cellular expansions of the epidermis of the leaf.

They have been shown by Greenland and 'iruoul to be an inte-

gral part of the leaf itself, penetrated by a fibro-vascular bundle
with spiral threads (in other words, by a vein or nerve of the

leaf) from one end to tho other, and even furnished with sto-

mata on their surface. They terminate in a pellucid kaob,
within which is formed their peculiar viscid secretion. Under
a low magnifying power this secretion may bo seen coUected

about the knobs, and stretching in glutinous strings from one
to another. The secretion has probably an attraction for flies

and other small insects, as, if the plaut is examined in its

native bogs, scarcely a leaf will be found in which an insect is

not imprisoned, and one leaf will very often show as many as

three or four. The experiment was made of placing a very

small insect—a species of thrips—ou a leaf at that time quite

unencumbered, beneath a low power of the microscope. Im-
mediately on coming into contact with the viscid secretion, it

made vigorous efi'orts to escape, but these efforts only seemed
to entangle it all the more deeply. The contact of the insect

appeared to excite a stronger flow of the secretiou, which soon
enveloped the body of the animal in a dense and almost trans-

parent slime, firmly glueing down the wings, and rendering

escape hopeless. It still, however, continued its struggles, a

motion of the legs being still clearly perceptible after the lapse

of three hours. Daring all this time the insect was sinking

lower and lower down among the glands towards the surface

of the leaf, but only a slight change had taken place in the

position of the glands themselves, which had slightly converged

so as to imprision it more completely. But after the struggles

of tho prisoner had practically ceased, a remarkable change

took place in the leaf. Almost the whole of the glands on its

surface to its margin, even those removed from the body of the

insect by a distance of at least double its own length, began to

bend over and point the knobs at their extremities towards it,

though it was not observed that this was accompanied by an
increased flow of the secretion from them.
The experiment was made in tho evening, and by the next

morning almost every gland on the leaf was pointing towards

the object iu the centre, forming a dense mass over it. The
sides of the leaf had also slightly curved forwards so as to

render the leaf itself more concave. Tho nearly allied Venus's

Fly-trap, or Dionsea muscij>ula of North America, which im-

prisons flies by a much more sudden motion of the tides of the

leaf, collapsing when irritated on the upper surface, is said to

digest and absolutely consume the insects thus entrapped.

What becomes eventually of the prisoners of the Sundew my
experiments have not yet been carried sufliciently far to as-

certain. It will be seen that the most singular feature in the

phenomena described is that the motion of tho greater number
of the glands did not begin till after the insect had become
comparatively motionless ; and, therefore, it is very difficult

to attribute it to the excitement caused by tho struggles on
any "contractile tissue" at the base of the glands, an explana-

tion which has been offered for the sudden and rapid motions

of the stamens of Borberis on the leaves of Mimosa. It is also

quite certain that tho impinging of rain drops on the surface

of the leaf causes no similar motion—a peculiarity similar to

that which Darwin has observed in the case of tho motions of

tendrils and cUmbing stems. In order to determine what

share in theso motions of tho glands was due to tho organic

nature of the substance imprisoned, and to its power of motion,

the following experiments were also made :—A small piece of
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raw meat was placed on another leaf similai' to tbe first. No
immediate change was observable, and no increased flow of

the secretion ; but after the lapse of a few hours a perceptible

inclination towards the subject of the more distant glands
took place. The next morning the piece of meat was found,
like the fly, sunk down to the surface of the leaf, with almost
the whole of the glands converging towards it and above it in

just the same manner. The changes here were, therefore,

perfectly of the same kind as in the case of the fly, though
apparently somewhat slower. After the lapse of twenty-four
hours the piece of meat appeared decidedly lighter in colour

;

but an accident prevented the process of digestion being further
traced. On other leaves were placed a minute piece of wood
and a small piece of worsted ; and in neither of these cases
was the least change perceptible, after the lapse of a consider-
able time, in the position of the object, nor in that of any of

the glands—either those in contact with it or the more remote
ones. It would appear, therefore, as if the organised structure
of the fly and of the piece of raw meat had some power of
exciting this motion which is not possessed by matter of a
different description. There may be but little that is novel
in what I have just stated, but I hope to be able at some future
time to carry out a more complete series of observations on
this curious subject.

_
[Many foreign Heaths have their corollaj and sepals covered

with an intensely glutinous secretion, elaborated by a system
of glands at the base of the corolla and sepals, and numbers of
insects in an apparently exhausted condition (i.e. bloodless)
may be seen adherent to them. The pitchers of Nepenthes,
as I have shown in this journal, almost invariably contain
numbers of flies attracted by the semi-sweet fluid secreted.
The ascidia of Sarracenia and Darlingtonia also are furnished
with chevau.r di' /rise admirably adapted, I do not say inten-
tionally, to permit an insect to enter freely, but entirely pre-
vent its exit. It is perhaps worth notice that some Drosera
sent me two or three years since by my brother, were found to
have adherent to their glands and the hollows of their leaves
vast numbers of diatoms and desmids. So that it would appear
the plant cared little whether its proteinaceous food were ani-
mal or vegetable.—H. P. H.]— (.Jis(rac« of a Paper read hij

Mr. A. W. Bennett before the Britisli Association.—English
Mechanic and Worid of Science.)

A CENTUEY OF ORCHIDS FOE AMATEUE
GEOWEES.—No. 13.

The first half of my task being-completed, I feel that I
must pause awhile and ponder for a few moments over the
numerous reminiscences which have flashed through my
memory as the descriptions of the various plants briefly re-

ferred to in my former articles have run off my pen. Several
of these incidents were extremely amusing, whilst a few of the
plants described have awakened sad remembrances of friends
who have passed away, some under peculiar circumstances, in
foreign climes. Co'logyne cristatn brought up the ghost of a
broken vow ; and do not be horrified, fair readers, when I say,
instead of finding me humbly penitent it provoked a hearty
laugh. The vow, truly, was a rash one, but the provocation
was great at the time, as all who read the facts of the case
must allow, and I feel sure they will grant me full absolution.
Some twenty years ago two ladies came into the garden in which
I was employed and asked to be shown through the hothouses

;

one of them was very stout and middle-aged, but the slender
figure and sharp features of the second completely prevented
me from foiuiing an estimate of her age. I conducted them
through the houses, and endeavoured to interest them in
the various plants by pointing out any peculiarities I knew,
without, however, meeting with any response. As we passed
through the Orchid houses I thought my visitors lingered more
than usual, and thinking these plants were the ladies' pets, I

enlarged upon their beauties, and pointed out the rarities of
the collection, when the elderly lady remarked, "I think them
excessively ugly, notwithstanding the strong advocate they
appear to have in you ; but I must say that several of them,
and that one in particular (Gcelogyne cristata), appear to me
as if they might make a very handsome pickle, though I can-
not say what the flavour would be." Readers, can you imagine
my feelings ? Perhaps you may, but I do not think you could
picture the elongation of countenance and the look of con-
tempt which I cast at them. " Pickles, indeed ! " said I to my-
self

; "had I only known how much you appreciated the beauties

of Nature I would not have wasted so much time and breath
upon you, and I declare I will never attempt to interest any-
one with plants again." How I have kept this vow the Editors
as well as the readers are able to judge to some extent.
To resume my subject, however, without further digression.

I must now ask you to bid adieu to the cool Orchids, as those
I am about to recommend require more fire heat than
those already enumerated, although I entirely repudiate the
stewing heat in which some amateurs, aye, and professionals,
will persist in keeping their plants, which, however, instead of
being a source of pleasure and enjoyment, when thus treated
disgust their owners, and their culture is relinquished. The
species which I intend enumerating in this the second portion
of my subject thrive admirably and bloom freely under medium
treatment. I do not object to the thermometer running up
considerably with sun heat during summer, providing they are
well supplied with air and moisture ; but in the winter months
the night temperature may be allowed to fall as low as 58° or
CO" with advantage to both plants and pocket, and this in
times of dear coal is of considerable importance.

Section II.

For which the meau temperature should be about 75°, but which tlirive iluriug
winter in a night temperature of SfiP or 60'^.

AEKIDES.

This is a genus of Indian plants, for the most part produc-
ing large, showy, and deliciously-fragrant flowers ; indeed,
they may be considered to rank amongst the most beautiful of
the whole tribe. When out of flower they are very ornamental,
having erect stems and broad channelled leaves set in two
ranks, or distichous. In general appearance their habit of
growth resembles that of many species of Yanda, but the
flowers ai'e very distinct, and, moreover, although in the latter

genus we have several examples of blue, or partially blue
flowers, I am not aware that this colour has been observed in
any species of the genus now under consideration. Aerides
are all found in a state of nature clinging to the branches of
forest trees, and under cultivation may be grown upon
blocks of wood if the fancy of the amateur inclines that way

;

but independent of their requiring more attention under this

system, it is not possible to have such well-furnished plants as
when grown in pots or baskets, and surrounded with living

sphagnum moss. They are by no means diflicult to cultivate,

but the fact must be borne in mind that, unlike Cattleya,
Epidendrum, Gcelogyne, and many other genera, they have
no thick fleshy pseudobulbs from which to draw support during
the resting season ; and drought must be tempered with mercy,
for if the leaves begin to shrivel it is a sure sign that the
plants are in distress. I know the argument has been raised
that in a state of nature there is no help for them, and that
they have a drying such cs we have no conception of. This I

would not dispute by any means, but then there are no registers

of births and deaths amongst Orchids in a state of nature such
as exist at home. For instance, a gentleman purchases an
Aerides, say for five or ten guineas, with a given number of

leaves, and if this plant is sulijected to an overdrying during
the winter, the probability will be that two or three parts
wither, turn yellow, and have to be cut oft', which not only
disfigures the plant, but actually lowers its value. Thus every
plant under cultivation is under strict surveillance, but no
one ever keeps a record of the number of plants, especially

young ones, which never survive a dry season, and in all pro-

bability are never missed, for when the rains come everything
bursts into growth, and losses are seldom noticed ; whilst those
which siirvive no doubt bloom profusely, and thus, as it were,
compensate for those which have perished. Such compensa-
tion, however, is not accepted amongst Orchid-growers at home,
and therefore I say. Do not dry your plants in the winter
season to such an extent as to cause them to lose or shrivel

their leaves, for there is more enjoyment to be derived from a
handsome well-furnished plant with, say, two or three spikes

of bloom, than from a partially naked one, however well it

may be flowered.

Aerides thrive well in wooden baskets or pots. The former
have a very neat appearance, and the roots will adhere to the
wood, and push out between the interstices. The great objec-

tion to their use, however, is that just when the plant has be-

come thoroughly established it is found that through decay it

requires renewing; to obviate this I would advise the use of

perforated pots, which have a light appearance and admit air

to the roots. I am quite aware some of my readers will say
thev admit cockroaches as well as air. This is undeniable li
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they infest the house, but these pests should not be allowed

to exist, for if a continual war is waged against them they may
soon be exterminated, and upon the introduction of any new
specimen to the collection it should be immersed in a pail of

tepid water, which will not injure the plant, but which will

cause any of these marauders to issue from thcu' lurking

places. Orchids do not breed these insects, and if a little

extra vigilance be displayed in searching for them, I see no
reason why Orchid houses should be more infested with these

tropical pests than an ordinary plant stove.

To resume, however. I would advise the use of perforated

pots for the cultivation of Aerides, and, instead of loading

them with large quantities of potsherds, prefer at any rate the

greater portion of the drainage material to be composed of

lumps of charcoal. This remark, indeed, will apply with equal

force to any and every Orchid grown in a pot. In potting, use

cleui, sweet, and living sphagnum moss, and press it down
tolerably firm. I have found that Ai'rides sometimes shrivel

and die in a most unaccountable manner. When this symptom
of bad health sets in, turn the plant out and cut the base of

the stem through. In all probability it will be found that the

centre is decayed ; this must be followed up until sound growth
is reached. The plant should be placed upon a block of wood,
and receive extra attention until it recovers. My first know-
ledge of this disease was in the case of the original plant of

A. Schriideri, which died under my hands, but I have always
been able to arrest its progress whenever it has occurred to me
since, because I have taken it in time.

The various members of this genus are also liable to become
infested with a small brown scale ; if it make its appearance,
wash it off carefully with hot water and soft soap. From the
manner in which many plants are imported into this country, it

would seem to be the normal condition of some plants to be

clothed with a gootUy number of these pests. Another kind
of insect also sadly disfigures the plants if not exterminated
as soon as seen ; it causes the bases of the leaves to turn to a
dnll copper colour, and they ultimately fall off. Washing
with Abyssinian mixture I have found an effectual cure for

this worst of pests, but it must be well followed up, or it will

allow some to escape and perpetuate their work of disfigura-

tion and destruction. I much prefer washing to fumigating
any plants of this order ; indeed, from observation I am in-

clined to the belief that whenever Acrides or Vandas are

fumigated they lose some of their lower leaves soon afterwards.

I shoiUd like to know if any of my readers have observed the
same occur with their plants.

A. ODORATCM MA.irs.—This is at once the commonest and
most fragrant species of the whole genus, and is an old inhabitant
of our plant bouses. It is erect in growth , bearing broad bright
green leaves, which are arranged in a distichous or two-ranked
manner, and unequally truncate at the ends. The spikes of

bloom issue from the sides of the stem, near the axOs of the
sheathing leaves ; they are drooping, many- flowered, and about
a foot long. The flowers are large and fleshy, waxy-white, the
tips of the sepals and petals being stained with pink ; they are
very fragrant, usually produced daring May and June, and last

several weeks in full beauty. No collection of Orchids should
lack this free-blooming sweet-scented plant. It seems to be
widely distributed throughout the cooler parts of the mainland
of India.

A. ODORATDM runpCRAscENs.—The name of the preceding
kind at once implies that it is a superior form of the original

species, and this again is another, but so entirely distinct
from the last that both may be grown with propriety even in
very small collections. In growth this variety is erect and
very vigorous ; the leaves are two-ranked, broader and longer
than the preceding variety, truncate at the ends, and deep
green in colour ; spikes of bloom very long and many-flowered,
sepals and petals waxy-white stained with purplish pink. It

blooms at the same time as the preceding. Native of the East
Indies.

A. cBispOM.—A bold-growing plant, having an erect blackish-
purple stem and broad distichous leaves, which stand straight
out, varying from to 10 inches in length, and are very deep
green in colour; the spikes are long, many-flowered, and
stand out horizontally ; the individual flowers are large, white,
the sepals and petals being stained with rose pink at the ends

;

Up large, and of the same soft yet rich rosy pink colour. It

blooms during .Tune and .July, and lasts about a fortnight iu
full beauty. Native of Bombay.

A. AFFiNE.—This is a more compact-growing plant than the
last-named species; the leaves are two-ranked, slightly re-

curved, channelled above, about a foot long, fleshy in texture,

and light green in colour ; spikes longer than the leaves,

branched, many-flowered, and pendulous. Flowers soft rose,

or pink and white, sometimes slightly spotted with rose. It is

an abundant bloomer, "coming iu about May and June, and
lasts several weeks in full beauty. Native of the East Indies.

—EXTEKTO CrEDE.

HAVE APHIDES BEEN UNUSUALLY ABUNDANT
DUKING 1873?

A COKEESPOKDENT of " Sciouce Gossip" has recently asserted

that aphides have appeared more plentifully than usual this

season. It may be so within the range of his observation, but
I am in doubt as to this being the case generally. Indeed, so

far as I have noticed, I tend to just the opposite conclusion, as

far as gardens are concerned. These insects have not been in

profusion on several plants, the Hose for instance, which
often swarm -n-ith them. Some trees, such as the Sycimore
and Beech, have had a good many on them, yet not much
beyond the average, and these aphides do not transfer them-
selves to other plants to the gardener's injury. Other persons,
iu the vicinity of London and in North Kent, think with me
that the " blight," as they call it, has not given much cause
for complaint in 1873, and some attribute this, rightly or

wrongly, to the amount of rain we have had.— J. E. S. C.

LAMBTON CASTLE.-No. -A.

The Seat or the Eakl of Dhkham.
We now come to another feature in fruit-growing, which

has attracted quite as much attention as the large bunches of

Grapes referred to last week, and that is the fruiting of seed-

ling Pine Apples that had been raised some time ago from
seed grown on the spot. I beheve the variety from which the
seed was taken was Black .Jamaica, and that the fruit was not
large of its kind. As the rearing of Pine Apple jilants from
seed is not often thought of by gardeners, and many are not
aware that an English-ripened Pine contains perfect seed, I

was curious to ascertain its history. I was told that seed may
occasionally be detected in Pines which have been in bloom
at the best period of the summer, and that it is iu point of

size and appearance not unlike the stones of the smaller kinds
of Grapes ; and that it germinates I had ocular proof by seeing
seedlings in various stages of growth, but I need hardly say
it is some time ere they arrive at a fruiting size, before which,
however, some idea may be formed of their character by ob-
serving the habit of the plant and other appearances : stiU, it

is not until they have fruited that their real merits are evident.

A large proportion of the seedlings are inferior to kinds already
in cultivation, but occasionally there is one of superior excel-

lence. Such an one was pointed out to me ; and as it had
been fruited before and a stock of plants obtained from it, it

was not diflicult to make a favourable comparison between it

and varieties that are well known.
The Lambton Seedling Pine—for that is the name by which

it is distinguished—is borne on a plant having rather long
leaves of medium width, less mealy than those of the Enville,

and not inclined to bronze on the upper side like the Jamaica
and some others ; spines rather wide apart, but not remarkably
so. The character of the plant may be regarded as sturdy.
The fruit is more conical than barrel-shaped ; the pips for the
most part quite flat, as much so as in the Smooth-leaved
Cayenne ; the crown small, resembling that of a Queen. It is,

however, to its size that I would especially call attention, and
stiU more to the rapidity of its growth, for I was told it was
not unusual for a plant only twelve months old to produce a
fruit from 8 to 9 lbs. weight, while much heavier fruit was
produced on plants a Uttlo older. I noticed one thirteen pips
iu depth, which in all probability would ripen into a fruit from
10 to 12 lbs. weight ; and Mr. Hunter told me ho had cut a
fruit of lOi lbs. from a plant only eleven months and a half

old. I also understood it was well spoken of at table, while
its appearance was all that could be wished. I was glad to see
that a good stock of it was being propagated, so that we may
ere long hear of this fine Pine being grown elsewhere, as it

must take its place amongst the large ones of the day, of which
at the present time Charlotte Rothschild and now and then
Smooth-leaved Cayenne seem to be the greatest favourites iu
most places. No special treatment was given to theso seed-
lings that was not accorded to the rest. The bed , the pots, and
the position were alike in all ca^es. The pots were medium-
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sized—not at all large for Pines, and yet not so small as some
tliat I have met with, where the merit of growing Pines in

small pots was more considered than growing them well. Here
they were of fair average size, evidently well filled with i-oots,

and plunged in a tan bed with, I believe, hot-water pipes under-
neath. The house was span-roofed, or rather a sort of half-

span on the north side. Other varieties were also grown, the
best kind (for there arc evidently two) of Smooth-leaved Cay-
enne being well represented, as were also Queen and Charlotte
liothschild, and all alike good. In one of the corners of a bed
was a box of seedUngs not larger than small cuttings of Ver-
benas or other plants, and I could see that stems of old eut-

down'favourites were also utilised with a view to induce them
to produce suckers, but the process is not so rapid a one as
that by which many other plants are multiplied ; nevertheless,
where it is necessary to propagate extensively a valuable variety

like the Lambton SeedUng, every means ought to be adopted,
although robust suckers from plants that have borne good

fruit are undoubtedly the best

—

i.e., they soonest produce good
fruit again.

Before taking leave of the Pine houses I may remark that
the whole of the plants bore the impress of the most robust
health, and exhibited no sign of scale. All were in pots plunged
in heating material, or otherwise supplied with bottom heat.
A very wise plan was here adopted, which in all cases ought
to be followed where Pines are grown, and that is to isolate
the pineries from the houses containing stove or greenhouse
plants. A glass partition, however close-fitting, is not enough
to shut out scale or mealy bug where there is a chance of its

reaching such tempting food, and there are comparatively few
estabUshments exempt from these pests if any great number
of exotic plants are cultivated. It appears to be almost im-
possible to keep some plants free from these unwelcome in-

truders. At Linton we make it a rule to raise seedling plants
only in one Pine house, and when it is necessary to remove
them elsewhere they are never returned to it.

lami:ton castle roR»'iN(j houses and kitchen garden.

Veil accompaniment to the other fruits sent to the table of

the noble proprietor two small houses were devoted to fruits

not often cultivated for such a purpose, although not unknown
perhaps a century ago, and occasionally met with fifty years

ago—namely, two kinds of Passiflora, one being P. edulis, and
the other what Mr. Hunter called P. quadrangularis (Grana-
dilla), or P. alata. The fruits of the two species hear Uttle

resemblance to each other, for those of the first are not larger

than a full-sized Plum and purple, whOe those of the second
are like a fair-sized Jlelon and yellow. It would be difficult

to find two houses presenting better crops of fruit of any kind.

The plants were trained immediately under the glass, and the
fruit hung down as thickly as in a well-managed Cucumber
house, looking rich and good. More novel, because more
rare, in another house was the YaniUa fruiting in tolerable

abundance, but to the ordinary looker-on it seemed less in-

viting than the Passifloras. Bananas there were, of course, in
plenty.

In a place where tender fruits are cultivated with so much
care and success, hardy ones are not likely to be neglected.
Peaches and Nectarines were abundant, but the crops in the
earliest houses had been gathered long before my visit. I

noticed some very useful-looking Plums on trees in pots in an

Orchard house, but the healthiest trees, and those that had
borne or were carrying the best crop of fruit, had been planted

out, and were trained in the bush fashion, as it was de-

monstrated years ago that trees in pots seldom finish-off their

fruit well, so that it is only as objects of novelty that they

are much cultivated in places where fruit in large quantities

is grown in the ordinary way. Here, however, the crop was
promising both on trees in pots and those planted out.

I will here notice the fruit room which I was shown into, and
an excellent roomy place it was, differing from the too-common
backshed makeshifts so often met with ; in fact, with the

exception of one I had previously seen at Knowsley (Lord
Derby's), it was the most complete in its way I had ever

known. There were tiers of shelves round the outside, with a

broad one in the centre having drawers for putting away some
of the choicer specimens, while an ample path was carried all

round, and light and ventilation were alike at command.
This house occupied a position behind the upper tier of glass

structures, and adjoining it were some other offices and neces-

sary accompaniments to a large place.

The flower garden, like the other features noticed above,

was in the immediate neighbourhood of the kitchen garden,

for owing to the character and position of the mansion it
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wonld have been out of place near it ; but a large fpace to the

west of the kitchen garden was devoted to flowers, and this

being on the line of route between the Castle and the kitchen

garden is, in consequence, first met with. It was gay with

the choicest gems in flower and foliage that wealth and skill

could supply. The main series of beds in this garden con-

sisted of a number of ch'cles and alternate curved beds sur-

rounding them, in shape something like a portion of the

letter S, fonning, in fact, what gardeners term the Florentine

chain. On each side of a broad walk of considerable length

there were a number of these beds, edged with Box, with paths

of coloured gravel between, and a band of turf separating

them from the broad walk. The whole was on so large a scale

as to require a great many thousand plants to fill the beds,

and their position being on a level space which could be

seen from the heights above, nothing could well look richer.

I did not attempt to particularise the contents of the beds, but

I was pleased to see that hardy plants were not altogether

omitted, one or two excellent examples of Pansies being

grown, as was also a much better variety of Viola cornuta

than is usually met with. There were Sedums and Semper-
vivums in great abundance, while stove plants, such as Coleuses

and Alternantheras, were in their best garb. In other places

the more robust kinds of ornamental-foliaged plants were

grown. I was told that winter, or rather spring gardening, was
also carried on to as great an extent as the summer decora-

tion, and an immense breadth of double Daisies was in reserve

to do duty when the tender plants were over. Ribbon flower-

borders also existed in front of the plant and forcing houses.

I was especially pleased with one by the side of a wall, and
consisting of a groundwork of Cerastium about 4 or 5 feet

wide, with a bordering of Beet and a few small circles about
12 or 1.5 feet apart in its centre. I forget the precise plant

composing these circles, but it was aU one kind. Other beds

on the turf banks which occupied the space between the two
tiers of glass structures were also filled with bedding plants, all

being in the best possible condition.

I could not but notice that two of the plants used were
more robust in health and altogether presented a different

aspect from that which they usually do in the south, and these

were hardy plants—Arabis albida variegata, and Dactylis

glomerata variegata. The latter I have never been able to do
mncb with in Kent, although I have had it since 18.50. The
Arabis succeeds better, yet it never assumes that robust character

it has in the moister climate of the north, for I saw it at other

places as well as at Lambton, and in all cases it was good. I

may further remark that it is in much repute there, being

grown in abundance in most gardens, as is also the variegated

Dactylis. On the other hand, it was apparent that the Calceo-

laria is losing ground, and the same may be said of the

Verbena ; neither does it appear that tricolor Geraniums
occupy the high position they did a few years ago, but silver-

edged ones are more sought after. The increasing demand for

ornamental-foliaged plants threatens to throw many flowering

ones out of cultivation ; nevertheless, in all probability there

are more flowering plants cultivated now than at any former
time, but the cultivation of ornamental-leaved subjects has
advanced in much greater proportion, and in many respects

they do duty for a longer period than their more showy neigh-

bours, not being injured by the drenching rains we occasionally

experience.

I may ,
perhaps, be excused for not going further into details on

the merits of the various long and well-arranged ribbon borders

and the innumerable beds wliich are introduced at every fa-

Tourable turn, leaving t)ie reader to judge for himself of the

magnitude of the bedding-out department, when it is stated that

about 10fi,000 plants are every season required for the work.
Leaving the forcing department and flower garden alluded

to, of which we have an excellent view from the high ground
to the north of it, we cro^s a sort of ravine by an ornamental
bridge, where a spacious gravel walk of easy curves and gradients
takes us through a wood that clothes the left bank of the river

above the garden ; and amongst the noble Oaks and other
trees we see that Rhododendrons, &c., have been planted in

abundance. Ever and anon we come to spaces neatly turfed
over, where specimen Conifers of the choicest kinds are thriving
almost as well as the native trees, but of course smaller. The
positions chosen for these are in every way favourable, sur-

rounded as they are with high trees and other shelter. .Amongst
noticeable trees were some good Deodars and Wclhngtonias,
and not a few Araucarias in a promising condition. I was
told the memorable winter of 1860-01 had done much damage

here, but other trees had been planted and were flourishing.

.\s there were several of these openings in the wood through
which the path wound, and choice shrubs and trees planted
in each, the interest was well kept up till we reached the noble

mansion, of which a view was given last week, standing on the

summit of a steep on the left bank of the Wear, one of its

principal fronts facing that river. A rather confined teiTace,

sustained by a retaining wall of considerable height with
a balustraded top, overlooks the steep slope and the view at

the bottom, while a bridge across it a little way higher up
affords access to the carriage way that runs along the oppc-

site bank and approaches the mansion by a curve on the

north side.

The park and grounds, which cover an area upwai'ds of

five miles in circumference, have escaped the intrusion of the
railways which intersect the country all around, and have done
so many long years before railways were thought of in other
parts of England. It was not known that coals had been
worked in the immediate neighbourhood of the Castle until

many years after it was built and occupied, when it began to

sink in places to the great alarm of its inmates, as a sudden
fracture in the walls accompanied with an alarming noise would
occur occasionally at night. This, of course, led to the ex-

amination of the ground below, and it was found that the coal

had all been worked-out underneath it. Means were therefore

adopted to remedy the evil, and a long and careful process of

undersetting, with the necessary repairs to the damaged walls,

has made the whole structure Uke one buUt within the last

twenty years. It contains many splendid apartments. The
hall is, I believe, 90 feet long and 60 feet high, with stained

glass windows and other embeUishments.
I cannot conclude these notes, long as they are, without

thanking Mr. Hunter for his courtesy in giving me all the in-

formation on which the above description of Lambton is based,

and apologies are due on my part for many omissions. The
contents of the kitchen garden, for instance, have scai'cely

been alluded to, and these were both good and judiciously

arranged ; but time compelled a separation from one whose
merits as a Grape-grower are only on a par with his frankness
and hospitality as a man.—.T. Eobson.

SOIL FOR VINES.
Mk. BL.iCKBrKN (see page 2.S7) writes on the compensating

system ; in asking for information he gives it, and this of a
practical kind. Let us hope to hear next of his little house of

Grapes, as by the good start he has made, and the thoughtful
attention he gives, he is sure to have fruit—useful, handy,
enjoyable fruit. His " new border site has been excavated half

a yard deep, and filled (possibly a foot above the level), with
a good, kindly, but rather Hght loam without a particle of

manure or dressing of any kind. The roots were spread out

carefully fan-fashion, as near the surface as possible, lightly

covered, and not trodden. A good coating of stable manure
was spread over the surface. The border never to be dug, but
to be fed by successions of top-dressings." These remarks are

so good and sound as to be worthy of reproduction. He then
asks for a first-rate border. Well, that is a first-rate border

for a little house intended for useful Grapes for home table

use. It may not be quite first-rate in the sense of producing
sensational bunches for exhibition purposes, but nevertheless

many a prize has been taken for Grapes from borders not

better than this, including the good supplemental attention it

is sure to receive.

I may just add, in proof of my confidence in it, that I last

year renewed a Vine border and lifted the roots. I did not,

however, go so boldly to work as Mr. Blackburn, because I

could not afford to sacrifice a season's Grapes. The soil used

was a " good, kindly, but rather Hght loam, without a particle

of manure;" but—and in this respect my border may be the

better of the two—I mixed in a portion of charred vegetable

refuse. A foraging expedition landed me at the " stick yard."

The foundations of old stacks, the accumulation of years, were
cleared out and purified in the fire. Kvery particle was charred

—not an inch, I believe, being missed—for fear of fungus.

This proved also a compensating system, as I did the yard

people a kindness in clearing away the rubbish, and myself

one in getting some valuable mixing stuff for the Vine border.

New roots commenced to form into it at once, bristling out of

the old, straight, fibreless stems, and the Vines carried a

heavier crop of Grapes than they had ever done before,

although every particle of the old border was taken away.
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There are so many contingent circumstances to be considered

in Vine-border making and renovation, such as special end in

view, money at disposal, site, subsoil, position, rainfall, ttc,

that the subject is a large one, and cannot at present be

entered on fully. In the meantime Mr. Blackburn's receipt

with this supplement is reliable, simple, easy, and useful, and

may be adopted without fear of failure, other conditions being

rightly carried out. But may I suggest that Mr. Blackburn

look again and " make assurance doubly sure " in the matter

of complete maturation of the wood :' The Vinos were cut

down as late as .June and have large leaves. Wood-ripening

is a vital point in good and certain Grape-production, and
autumn fire heat is frequently of immense value. My late

Hamburgh house is now being treated to a little fire for the first

time since last October. It is a practice regularly adopted,

and nothing could answer better, a houseful of Grapes being

annually produced by a fortnight's firing in October. Some-
times, however, we must fire iu winter to keep frost out, but

the mildness of last winter did not require it. I am certain

a little fire heat now, if the house is heated, could do no harm
to Mr. Blackburn's or anyone else's late Vines, and am almost

as certain that it would do thom good. Heat with air and
without moisture is the prime agent in wood-ripeniug, and this

in turn is a prime condition for fruit-producing and perfecting.

My namesake of Eusholme alluded to Grapes in a wash-
house. I enclose you half a dozen berries grown by a journey-

man joiner in a glass lean-to covering his back door and also

wash-house door, but the steam from the last-named place

fostered mildew last year. It was diverted, and this year all

is well. The glazed structure faces east with a point south,

but is sheltered from the north by buildings. It has no arti-

fiuial heat whatever. The border is formed of a load or two
of rather light turfy loam mixed in the garden soil and covered
with manure each autumn. He is selling his Grapes at '2a.

per lb. ; and I am sanguine you will consider them worth the

money, and that Grapes can be fairly grown by simple means.
—J. Weight.

WINTER GARDENS AND PAVILION AT
SOUTHPORT, LANCASHIRE.

{From a Correspondent.)
The progress made with these important works under the

direction of Messrs. Maxwell & Tooke has been very consider-

able during the past few mouths. Siuce the spring about
eight acres of land have been cleared of old buildings, sand
hills, and gardens, and the whole almost fenced-in on three
sides. The outside work, under the immediate superintendence
of Mr. Thomas, is now being fast pushed on, and in a few
weeks a large portion will be laid out in lawns, walks, and
shrubberies. Temporary greenhouses are being erected, so

that the horticultural portions of the building and grounds
may be opened with a good display. Mr. Reed has been ap-
pointed curator, and has aheady commenced his duties, and
hopes before the time of opening is fixed to have a sufficient

number of the inhabitants of the deep sea collected together
to stock the whole of the tanks in the aquarium. When
complete there will be no place of resort either inland or on
the coast that can boast of such an undertaking, providing
the various sources of enjoyment on anything like the scale
that the du-ectors intend to provide here. Nor could we easily
find any other place where such an undertaking could be com-
menced with any hope of financial success.

For those of our readers who are not aware of the exact
nature of these buildings, we will make an imaginary visit,

supposing the place to be complete. Turning from Lord Street
under the shade of the old trees now in Mansion House Lane,
we see an avenue 80 feet wide, with broad footpaths on each
side leading to two handsome lodges at the entrance of the
grounds. Having paid our fee we are admitted at once into
the grounds, aud find the space iu front of the buildings laid

out iu beautiful flower-beds. This portion of the grounds,
being sheltered from tho sea breeze, forms a beautiful retreat
in stormy weather, and is properly designated the Winter
Gardens. In front of us stands a magnificent pile of buildings
350 feet long. In the centre is the principal eutrauce-hall and
staircase, flanked on each side with spacious cloak-rooms

;

behind those are the central promenade with two heights of
terraces IfiOfeet long, and flanked on the north by the baud
pavilion, a splendid buildiug 80 feet high, aud on the south by
a conservatory of equal height. The cloak-rooms and central
hall have both fiat roofs coupled with the verandahs out.sido.

aud forming promenades. Entering the central hall under 'a

beautiful carriage porch, we face a splendid staircase 15 feet

broad, leading by easy gradients to the central promenade, and
on each side of this staircase another 8 feet broad leading
down to the aquarium. We take one of these side staircases,

aud after descending a few steps we are iu the vestibule of the
aquarium, a room some 30 feet by 20 feet. Hearing the splash-

ing of water we turn round and see a beautiful little fernery,

in the centre of which is playing a diminutive fountain. On
each side are the turnstiles in\itiug us to the great hall of the

aquarium, a fine room 170 feet long and 30 feet broad, the
ceiling of which is supported by thirty massive columns with
carved and enriched caps, from which spring the arches and
groins of the ceiling ; in the centre of each groin is a cut
coloured ring of glass, sending down through the hall a subdued
light of yellow, green, and blue tints. On each side of this

hall are the fish-tanks, twenty-three iu number, each tank
having a large plate-glass front 8 feet long. Passing down to

the left we come to another hall 180 feet long and 24 feet

broad, running at right angles to the first. In this are a great

number of small tauks containing all those minute inhabitants

of the sea, both vegetable and animal, that from their size

would bo invisible iu the larger tanks. Here also we see

small cascades of fresh water triolding and dropping from
rock to rock, whilst in every crevice grow specimens of our

hardy Ferns, Lycopodiums, Mosses, and Lichens. Passing
by this fernery we enter again the great hall of the aquarium,
and regain the main staircase, ascending which we find our-

selves at once in the central promenade. This portion of the

building is by no means the least attractive part of the works, a

promenade 33 feet broad and nearly 200 feet long, with a raised

platform on each side for loungers, galleries, and verandahs,
giving accommodation to hundreds of visitors, and from which
can be had most extensive views of the grounds, looking on
one side over terraces, lawns, and shi-ubberies, right upon the

sea, and commanding views of the Welsh hills on one hand,
and the Cumberland hiUs on the other, with the pier and
promenade immediately in front, and on the other a com-
plete panorama of the town of Southport, with Scarisbrick

and Ormskirk in the distance.

Ascending one of these galleries we take a view of the

interior. The centre portion of the ceiling is plastered and
divided into panels, with neatly moulded wood framework,
whilst the side roofs are of glass. This arrangement secures

a more uniform temperature with greater shade than an entire

glass roof would, whilst the glass at the sides enables the

place to be embellished with large ornamental baskets con-
taining flowers and climbers.

Passing along this gallery to the opposite end of the pro-

menade we come to what is termed the reading gallery, a room
about 33 feet square, open on two sides, and from which we
get a perspective of the entire building ; looking one way wo
survey the length of the promenade, aud right across the con-

servatory, whilst from the other side we command a perfect

view of the band paviUou. From this gallery we pass into

another that surrounds the entu'e paviUon, and from which
we get an ever-varying view of this magnificent room capable

of seating comfortably two thousand people, and always
arranged that eight hundred people may sit and Usteu to the

music, whilst a stream of promenaders 16 feet broad can pass

round both the audience aud orchestra without either incom-
moding the performers or the Usteners. On the side near to

Coronation Walk we have another lounge some 40 feet by
33 feet, with projecting windows commanding all Coronation

Walk to Lord Street, aud a considerable portion of the pro-

menade. From the windows of the band paviUon, which are

large and occupy most of the wall space, we get beautiful

views of the grounds.
Passing now along the central promenade we enter the large

conservatory, one of the largest and certainly one of the hand-
somest in the country. Here we ramble under the shade of

Camellias, Azaleas, Palms, gigantic Ferns, and all manner of

magnificent foliage plants, in what appears to be a never-

ending path, at one moment shut-up and buried amongst the
fragrance and beauty of the vegetable world, and at another
obtaining most extensive views of the whole house, embracing
trees OO feet high, creeping plants of every description hanging
in festoons high above the head, aud beds of flowers of every

colour aud form. Nor is the eye the only organ gratified, for

here we have the feathered songsters piping out their melodious
strains, and holding high carnival. Nor is art forgotten, for

hero and there amongst the shrubs stand graceful groups oJ
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statuary, whilst in the centre springs a noble fountain seudiug

up its crystal stream high into the roof that rises 70 feet above

the floor. Passing from here upon the terrace facing the sea,

we get at once a view commanding the entire garden. Stretch-

ing down to Duke Street, are winding paths hid in shrubberies,

and here and there stand shelter houses, whilst in front are

extensive croquet lawns, flanked on one side by the grand

terrace, and protected from the sea on the other by high banks

of rock and shrub, whilst round the whole are carried walks

and flower-beds carefully sheltered from the cutting blast.

Coming to the lodge in Coronation Walk, we pause and ask.

Have we seen all ? We are told Xo ; there are rooms as large as

any in the place we have not yet entered—vineries, and green-

houses hid from view, grottos and nooks we have not dreamt

<jf, nor have we seen the half of all that here can be seen. But

our time is gone. Into those tanks containing the wonders of

the deep we must look another time, and defer to a more con-

venient season our more minute inspection of all that has been

so carefully and judiciously provided here for our enjoyment.

THE GEAPE LOUSE.
The recent reception of leaves of the Clinton Grape Vine

affected with the minute galls or excrescences, with which every

Grape-grower is familiar, from Mr. P. C. Khoa, of Neponset,

Bureau county, in this State, again invites our attention to

this insect. This matter assumes a particular importance at

this time from the intelligence just given by the newspaper

press, of the arrival in this country (Chicago), from France, of

a distinguished horticulturist and practical entomologist, M.
Planchon, for the express purpose of investigating the diseases

of the Grape Vine in America, and especially, we may presume,

the insect now under consideration, which is considered to be

identical with a similar species which has been much more
destructive in Europe than in this country.

It is a remarkable fact that in Europe the insect works
mostly upon the roots of the Vines, and has rarely been known
to form galls upon the leaves, whilst in this country they are

more generally known as producing galls upon the leaves,

which do not verv- materially affect the health of the plant.

This remarkable dift'erence in the habits of the insects in the

two countries naturally led to the supposition that they were

different species of the same genus. But Mr. Eiley, who has

made a special study of this insect, and who has had oppor-

tunities to compare specimens from the two continents, in all

their stages, beUeves them to be identical beyond all doubt

;

and he has also shown that they damage the roots of several

varieties of Grape in this country, though to a comparatively

small extent. It was estimated that the (h-ape-root louse of

Europe damaged the Vines in the single province of Vaucluse,

in France, in the course of three years, to the value of five

millions of dollars. The apparent identity of the American
with the European insect has caused it to be viewed with much
apprehension, especially since the publication of Mr. Riley's

articles upon the subject, and since he has given us reason to

believe that the languishing condition of certain varieties of

our Grape Vines, from invisible and unknown causes, may be

referred with considerable probability to the insidious opera-

tions of these insects upon the roots.

No very satisfactory treatment of this insect has been sug-

gested. In France various washes have been experimented
with, but with imperfect results. The most important direc-

tion is to gtiard againt the dissemination of the pest by ex-

amining the roots of all Vines before transplanting, and if they
exhibit the little knots which these insects produce, either

discard them altogether, or trim-off the damaged roots and
immerse the remainder in hot soapsuds or tobacco water.

Everyone who has paid any attention to this subject has been
struck with the remarkable partiality which these insects

exhibit for the Clinton Grape Vine ; so great, indeed, that we
believe it may be safely said that tenfold more galls are formed
on the leaves of this Vme than upon all the other varieties

combined. This notorious fact naturally induced Mr. Riley
in his earlier writings to advise the extermination of the Clin-

ton Vine?, and we copied and endorsed that advice in our
former article, conditioned, however, upon an evident increase

and spread of the disease. In his fourth report Mr. Riley was
induced by subsequent observations to modify this opinion.

We will quote his own remarks upon the subject :

—

" Last year, from the knowledge we then had of this insect

in this country, I recommended the destruction of the Clinton
Vine where other and better varieties succeeded as well. This

advice was given in order to get rid of the galls, and wherever

it has been followed it has had the desired effect. It was given,

however, under the impression that the Uce would not attack

the roots except where the leaves were covered with galls ;

whereas, in truth, the roots would appear to be less affected

(at least during the growing season), where the leaf galls are

abundant than where they are scarce ; while they may be

absolutely ruined where no signs of galls exist. Consequently

there is no longer any urgent need of, or good reasons for,

destroying our Clinton Vines."

Nevertheless, inasmuch as it is a notorious fact that a greater

number of Grape lice originate upon the Clinton Vines than

upon all the other varieties combined, if we assume that the

leaf lice and the root lice are identical, and that the Phylloxera

vitifolii of America is the same species as the P. vastatrix of

Europe, then, in case these insects should ever show a tendency

to become as destructive to the Vine in this country as they

have been in Europe, it would evidently be one of the first

dictates of prudence to exterminate the Clinton Vines, and

thus remove from our vineyards this most prolific hotbed of

the Phylloxera.

—

{Prairie Farmer.)

WOBK FOB THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Manures should now be wheeled out of the framing ground to

the vacant spaces in the kitchen garden, and immediately after-

wards dug-in. Every portion of the ground should now be free

from weeds. Cut down any remaining flower-stalks on Arti-

chokes, remove a few of the large outer leaves, and cover the

roots with litter or old tan ; it is a common'practice to earth-

up with soil between the plants, but one which we entirely

disapprove of. Take up Beet, and having cleared it of leaves

preserve it in sand. The Cape varieties of Broccoli which
are now heading must be secured from frost after they are

formed. Keep Cucumbers securely tied to the trellis, and the

shoots stopped as before recommended ; slightly syringe every

fine clear day, and give air at every favourable opportuuity.

Another sowing of Dwarf Kidneij Beans should now be made.
Keep the first crop duly supplied with water; this must be par-

ticularly attended to when they are in flower ; if allowed to get

dry at that time the whole of the blossom will fall off without

setting. Give air to Lettuce at every favourable opportuuity,

more particularly to the young plants ; the Cabbage varieties

intended for winter use will not need it so freely. When the

means of heating a Miisliroom house is flues, maintain a moist

atmosphere by frequently sprinkling them; pans of water should

also be placed on them. It is generally more convenient to

have Parsnips taken up and stored in the root cellar than to

dig them up as wanted. Taking them up should therefore be
immediately attended to. In mild and favourable situations a

few Potatoes may be planted to come in for early use, but there

are but few places to which this will apply. Clear away the

decayed leaves of Rhubarb, and cover the crowns of the roots

with old tan or any sort of loose litter. Scorzonera and Salsa/ij

may now be taken up and preserved Uke other culinary roots.

FBUIT GARDEN.
Pay every attention to gettiug the wood of Peach and Apricot

trees well ripened by exposure, shortening, &c. Prepare for

planting all kinds of fruit trees by getting the ground in good
order and suitably prepared for the different kinds. The sooner

the trees are planted the better, as they will then make fresh

roots before winter. In all cases, but more especially on cold

stiff soils, it is advisable to plant on hillocks a foot or 18 inches

higher than the surrounding surface. The trees will not grow
so fast in consequence, aud will require more attention in sum-
mer for mulching, but they will form short-jointed, well-ripened,

fruitful wood, which is the best preventive of canker, gum, &c.,

and will save the labour of resorting much to root-pruning.

When planting fruit trees spread the roots out carefully, and
close the soil about them with the hand ; never shake the tree

up and down, as is sometimes done, for it disarranges the roots

very materially. Eoot-prune fruit trees where they are growing

very luxuriantly, or take them entirely up and replant them.

Gather any remaining fruits, such as Quinces, Medlars, and
Walnuts.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The beauty of most of the plants which enlivened the flower

beds and borders with gay blossoms in summer is now nearly

over ; all that remain to cheer us at this season are some late-

flowering Phloxes and the varieties of the Chinese Chrysan-

themums, which in flue autumns like the present are very orna-

mental when tied-up so as to show their flowers to advantage.

Cut down the stems of all plants that have done blooming.

The tubers of Dahhas will survive moderately severe winters

in the open ground if protected by a covering of dry litter or

fern ; but it is the bett practice to take them up as soon as the

leaves and flowers have become blackened by frost, as they will
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flower better than if left in the ground ; they may he preserved
over winter in any dry cool place where they wiU he free from
frost. If there ia one thing more than another which contri-
butes to the high keeping of this department of a gentleman's
establishment, it is finely-kept and perfectly smooth turf. This
is unquestionably the best season to lay tui-f, except under
large trees, and in such situations it is better to delay until
spring, otherwise the constant dripping of the rains in winter
would do material injury. Level to a uniform height the edgings
which surround the walks and borders. These two things, com-
bined with good walks, will give a garden a highly-finished ap-
pearance. Herbaceous borders may now be regulated, reducing
the large plants considerably, and preferring rather to leave the
outside than the centre of the plants. Where the plants have
not been regulated for some years it will be best to take them
up, manure and trench the ground, and replant them properly.
It will soon be necessary to put Auriculas in their winter
quarters. Nine-tenths of the collections grown in the country
are wintered in glazed frames, or sheltered by boards hinged to
the wall ; the great point, however, is to keep them from drench-
ing rains when the plant is in a dormant state. Polyanthuses
may still be pl.anted, the sooner the better. All offsets, seed-
lings, or unhealthy bull)3 of Tulips should now be in the ground

;

and as the main bed ought to be planted between the middle of
October and the first week in November, everything must now
be in readiness, and the first favourable opportunity should be
taken to put them in the ground. In consequence of the late
fine weather the beds ought to be in a good state for i^lanting,
and it would be a wise precaution to cover them with mats
during the night or on the appearance of rain, as it is advisable
not to plant when the bed is too much saturated.

FORCING PIT.
The forcing pit should now be in full operation to keep up a

stock of flowering plants for the rooms and conservatory through
the winter. All hardy and half-hardy plants brought in for
forcing should have a temperature at first of from .50° to 60°, to
be increased up to 75° when more advanced ; but as many plants
will not bear such heat, and others will not do much good with-
out a high temperature, there should be two distinct pits or
at least divisions for this purpose. In large establishments
many are forced in stoves and early vineries, but to allow the
management of these houses to be altered in any degree to suit
forced flowers is no economy. However, there are many plants
that may easily be forced in this way. With a large stock of
Chinese Azaleas some of them may be had from Christmas till

the end of May. The first lot should now he brought into a
heat of 50°, or even G0° if they were forced last April, and if their
flower-buds are prominent. The double Roman Narcissus is
the first of the forced bulbs, and where they have been potted
early in August they will now stand (J0° of heat, and will l)e in
flower by the end of next month. Hyacinths that have been
potted before the middle of August will now endure a good heat
and bloom early without at all injuring the bulbs, whereas late-
potted bulbs are ruined if forced early; not hut that they will
flower well enough, but the bulbs are of no use afterwards.

PITS AND FR.\MES.
Every plant that is liable to be injured by wet or cold should

be taken in. Give air freely every mild day. The greatest care
should he taken that the soil in which the plants are growing
do not become sodden by heavy rains. The lights should
always be on diu-iug wet weather, but tilted up at the back.—
W. KE.iNE.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

We have taken advantage of fine weather to get some trench-
ing done. A week or two ago we alluded to the disadvantage
of trenching the gi-ouud when it is not in good order, either
soaking wet or frozen hard ; but it is not possible to do all such
work in fine weather where a large quantity has to be done. In
this case the most particular work must be chosen for the most
fitting time. Ground might be trenched or worked in any way
for the commoner description of kitchen-garden crops, when it

would not be desirable to do so for the choicest descriptions of
florists' flowers, such as the Gladiolus, Pink, and Carnation.

All the Apples were gathered more than a week ago, except
the Nonpareils. These have also been taken into the fruit-
room. We have, until this season, managed to keep Straw-
berries in beds clear of weeds by the hoe, but through using
loam that contained a quantity of grass seeds, when the plants
were put out the ground became foul with weeds. In such a
case hand-picking ia the best remedy. It is not desirable to dig
amongst the plants, otherwise the weeds might be buried in the
ground. We cut off the runners, for they are not allowed to
remain to exhaust the plants.
We have gathered a small dish of Peas, but they have not

done so well as was expected, and the frosts have destroyed the
Kidney Beans, so that for vegetables we are confined to Cole-
Worts, Brussels Sprouts, and Savoys, which are very good this

year. We envy those who are enabled, from having a suitable
soil, to obtain good Cauliflowers at this season. Those who are
fortunate in having a good supply should be careful to protect
them from frost. It is a good plan to cut the leaves back con-
siderably when the Cauliflower is nearly ready for cutting, then
pull the plant up and place the roots in boxes of sand in a back
shed or other cool place.

PEUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
We are making ready the early vineries for forcing; the out-

side borders have been covered over to protect them from rain.
Various appliances have been recommended for this purpose-
such as covering with glass lights, thatchmg with straw, &o.
Ours are covered with wooden shutters, which are fitted under
the wall-plate and slope gently to the front of the border, the
water being carried into a drain by spouting. Inside we have
been cleaning the glass and woodwork, using a very little soft
soap with the water on the woodwork, but none on the glass.
The Vines, after being pruned, are washed with soap and water,
and then painted over with a solution of Gishurst compound,
or sulphur is added to water in which soft soap has been dis-
solved, until it is of the consistency of paint. The inside borders
next claim attention, the object being to entice the roots to the
surface of the border; this is accomplished by removing the
surface soil to the depth of about 3 inches, and replacing it with
a compost of equal parts of loam and rotten manure, pressing it
in rather firmly.

This is a critical time for late-keeping Grapes; a quick eye ia
essential to notice the first appearance of mildew on the berries,
and to have those affected removed at once.

Strawherries in i^ots for forcing have been removed under
glass. All the varieties are looking well for fruit, and are almost
free from any appearance of spot on the leaves. This season
has not been entirely favourable for them, the weather being
cold and wet at the time the crowns were being formed. Our
plants are always placed in an open position, and each pot is

elevated on a brick, which causes the air to circulate more freely
underneath the foliage than it otherwise would. The plants are
plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse in cold frames, and the lights
are entirely removed in fine weather, and are only kept on to
preserve the plants from heavy rains and frosts. Instead of
removing them to the frames, they might have been advanta-
geously placed on the shelves near the glass in the houses where
they ripen their fruit, hut Chrysanthemums and other flowering
plants are in the house, and watering Strawberries on shelves
causes much damp.
A few Orange trees are cultivated in pots in the Cucumber

and Pine houses. A large plant of the Taugierine variety is

bending under the weight of its fruit, and is the earliest to
ripen, followed by the Maltese Blood and St. Michael's. If the
plants are free from scale and other insect pests they do not
require much attention, and the fruit is very useful for dessert
between now and Christmas. The fruit ought to be cut with
part of the branch and a leaf or two, so that it may readily be
distinguished from foreign fruit.

OECBABD HOUSE.
We have now repotted all the fruit trees. The bulk of them

were shifted by the end of September, but some of the Apple
trees, such as Calville Blanche, Melon, and Northern Spy, and
the Salway Peach, could not be moved until the fruit was
gathered. All the trees have been taken outside, and the house
filled with Chrysanthemums. The trees are placed on hard
ground close together, and the pots covered over with cocoa-nut
fibre refuse to protect them from frost. Some of the best ciilti-

vators of orchard-house trees have protested against removing
Peaches and Nectarines out of doors at this season, alleging as
a reason that the trees suffer from frosts and rains. We have
followed the practice for more than six years, and have found
no harm result from it.

PLANT STOVE AND CONSERVATORY.
In the plant stove we do not find much to do, except to keep

the plants clean. Our house has been infested with mealy bug
from the first, and we find the only way to get rid of this is to
watch for it and immediately wash the plants when it appears.
Now is a good time to follow it iip, and by scrupulous cleanli-
ness eradicate it entirely.

Poinstttia pulcherrinia, which has been growing in a cool
greenhouse during the summer mouths, has been removed to a
stove temperatme. This plant is indispensable for decorative
purposes about Christmas ; its glowing crimson-scarlet floral

bracts light up the stove at the dullest season of the year. We
do not always see it grown as it ought to be. Some cultivators
fancy that it requires to be kept in the stove all the year. If
they are grown so the plants will run-up shoots like a gross-
growing Willow, and nearly all the leaves will fall off before
the bracts appear ; whereas plants grown in an airy house, or
even in the open air, will be dwarf, and the leaves are retained
to the last.

There is a paucity of flower in the stove just now, but Stepha-
notis floribunda is iu bloom, also Calanthe vestita rubra and
III tea. These two charming Orchids are the easiest grown of
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plants ; they may be grown as large specimens, twenty bulbs in

a pot, or what is a more useful and desirable size, three bulbs
in a 5-iiich pot. Tbe compost in which they luxuriate is turfy

loam and sand, with a little manure added, and a liberal pro-
portion of potsherds for drainage; the loam should be broken
in pieces by the hand, and have the finer portion sifted out of

it. The pseudo-bulbs should be potted in February before they
start into growth, and should not be watered luitil they start

into growth at the base. Water cautiously until the plants are
in free growth, when they may have an abundant supply.
The red and white varieties of Lapagtria rosea are now in

splendid bloom ; nothing can at all equal these beautiful plants

for training to a trellis overhead in the conservatory, or to an
ambrella trellis in a pot, and those who have not seen the
charming effect produced by training the two varieties together
should see them in all their glory. At the Messrs. Veitch's
nursery, Chelsea, where they are trained to form a covered
walk over the corridor leading from the offices to the plant
department, they are now in magnificent bloom. They are also

the easiest grown of plants. Pot or plant out in turfy peat
and sand, supply liberally with water during the summer
months, and do not pinch the plants for pot-room. "Wo recently
saw a good-sized plant of L. alba in a celebrated private garden
dragging out a miserable existence from being potted in iin-

suitable loam. Tlie compost, as is usually the case when the
largest proportion of loam is used, had become too compact,
and the thick fleshy roots could not penetrate it.

"We also recently wrote of the value of Tree or Perpetual-
flowering Carnntions, and of these we would especialiy note
Miss Joliiffe, a Mesh-coloured variety. It is of a dwarf-growing
character and flowers abundantly, the fiowera being very sweet.
Buyers intending to purchase should note this fine and distinct
sort, it is just the thing for Covent Garden.
Decaying flowers have been removed from all plants as soon

as perceived. At this season the damp mould which hangs to
them is offensive and soon destroys the other flowers.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Cleared-off the summer occupants of the beds, and put in the

Calceolaria cnttings ; we generally put them in boxes in a cold
frame under a north wall. Much time has been taken-up in
sweeping the lawn, walks, &C. Cleanliness is all-important.—
J. Doi;ci.As.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London)

S.E., and Edinbiirgh.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Boscs.
W. Knight, Hailsham, Sussex.

—

General Catalogue of Nur-
sery Stock.
T. Bunyard A; Sons, Ashford and Maidstone.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Hoses.

J. R. Pearson, Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

—

List of
JBeddirrg Geraniums for the Spring of 1874.

B. L. Pierpoint & Co., 16, Great Charlotte Street, Liverpool.—Multumin-Parvo Pocket List of Dutch Flower Boots.
Isaac Bnmning & Co., 1 Market Place, Great Yarmouth.—

Catalogue of Flower Boots, Dried Flowers, d-c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,• We request that no one will write privatply to any of the

correspondents of the '* Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By bo doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture ^ d-c.^ 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request tliat correspondents will not mix up on the

same slieet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books {^trt. Ho/mraJ.—Loudon's " Encyclopfedia of PUntfl" gives the
infonntttion yr>n nrr.-!. "Prirc £9. ^?^». 6d. {T. T.^.—Tlie price of Ibo Supple-
ment t 1 ictiouary " ia la. td. \Yc cannot say when
there

Set I —Your Rupfiet ia excellent. {A. r^umhottiti).

—It i^ well V. .-;ti iinUr-r; t-j tlio Fruit Cororoiltec. Addrefs tlic 8ccn:tRTj.

YoUK-ynn-.F, Arrr r— Pkstt:ovi\t. Wnrns {SfXly iTi?/).—The larfjo Apple
you hod li^'in Ynrkshiro is no doubt \\"amer'« King. It ih juet what you de-
scribe it. Yon may get rid of the bu-ge weeds on your lawn by dropping a
few drops of oil of vitriol on thoir crowns.

Plastaik OS Lawn (IToTri/),—Cot them out with a knife, and drop two
or three drops of xnlphuric acid (oil of vitriol), on the cut (surface of the root.

Bp-POT-risa Heaths {Q. ./).—The l>efit time is March. Give them a
moderate dhift, provide good draina^'c. and ti>-c fibtotis giuidy peat broken up
rather fine, but not t-ilted, and pot ^rro. the neck rf tbo plant bving nlightly

raised in the centre of the pot. For tbe 10-iu:ii pots iiao 12-inch ones, and
for the 9-inch pots employ those 11 inches in diaiueter, or pots 2 inches
larger than those in which the plants are at present.

HvAciNTHS AND TrLiPS IN HEAVi' SoiL {Bf/a).—Could you not lighten
the soil by well mixing ashes wjth it, or old mortar rubbish and sharp sand ?

This would alter the soil, and you might safely plant in November. It will
not answer to keep them out of the ground until epring. It you cannot
plant, owing to the wot state of tlio ground in winter, we fear the plants
would not succeed even in Kj^ring, otherwise you might pot the bulbs now,
and plunge in ashes out-doors in an open yet sheltered position. Let the
ashes come about 2 inches above the rims of the pots, and in spring tmii the
plants into the beds; cryou might plunge the pots in the latter.

Compost for Adiantum fahleyense (Fernhursl).—Thiee parts sandy
fibi-ous brown peat, and one part sandy very fibrous loam, and a fifth of
silver sand ; the peat and loam broken up rather small, but not lifted, and in
potting just cover the creeping stems. Afford good drainage.

Dacttlis GLoiTEKATA Haediness {lilt'm).—It is quite hardy, and will live

out of doors with you if the soil is not very wet and heavy.

Pteris Fronds Crested (i?. F. B.).—The frond you sent us ia very beau-
tiful, and appears to be a finely-crested form of Pteris umbrosa. The plant
must bo very graceful as a specimen.

Various (F/ojo).—Ccanothus africanus flowers in spring, and requires a
light well-drainei soil—loam with a third part of peat. It should he giown
in a cool gi'eenhouse, or on a south wall withijrotection during severe weather
in winter and spring. The flowers are pale yellow, and veiy fine. You are
quite right in your " fancy " that Viola comuta planted in a bed of Hyacinths
keeps the latter from blooming properly. The Filberts fruitful up to this year
will probably produce well another season. We should not prune them, as
they have not hitherto been pruned, and they would therefore go all to wood.
The njost we should do would be to thin the branches out where too close
together, hut not to any gi-eat extent. The Apricot from a stone, nearly four
years old, will probably require as long again to fruit, unless you bud it on the
Plum stock. Thomas Methven Rose is a free gi'ower, iu colour a brilliant

Carmine, a Hybrid Perpetual, but it has not the pendant habit of Gloire de
Dijon. Gloire de Bordeaux, bright rope. Tea-scented, is a more fitting com-
panion.

Soil for Roses (H. J.).—The soil sent will do without manurmg before
planting. Mulch the surface in the spring and summer, and keep the soil

moist by watering duiing dry weather.

Strawberries Replanting, &c. [E. M. P.).—Take them and replant at
once. Virgin cork will do for out-door rockeiy, but is not so durable as rough
stones. You may lift your Broccoli to promote hearting.

Mantring Hardy Plant Border (F. ^.).—We should next month dress
the border with the manure which you say is too rough to dig-in now, let

it lie over the winter, and point it over iu spring. In planting hardy plants
now, by all means place a few handfuls of leaf soil around each plant, mixing
it, however, a little with the soil.

Gathering Late Pears (Irftwr).—None of the late Pears should be re-

moved from the trees when great force is required to separate them from the
stalks. If the branch be reversed, or the fruit's position be reversed, and it

do not part, the fruit ia not fit to gather. They ought to bo left on until they
part readily.

Iron Stove Cleaning (H. A. I/.).—Not wishing to put on anything that
will give-off fumes, we should have the stove black-leaded.

MARiiCHAL NrEL Rose Pruning {Idem).—We should not cut-back the
shoots until spring, and only then remove any parts that may not break
freely, or the unripe points of the shoots, bending the shoots down so as to

induce the breaking of the eyes from the base upwards. Pi-obably you will

have a fine bloom next season. Mter the shoots have broken, secure them to

the wall.

Melons Suddenly Fatltng {R. H.).—The leaf sent shows that the plants
died from the disease, for which there is no remedy known. It isvci-y similar
to that attaching the Potato, and equally disastrous. We think it arises from
the plants becoming over-vigorous owing to being gi-own in a moist rich soil,

and hence full of sap, whicli is not elaborated in our dull autumns, and con-

sequently decomposes in the tissues, and gangrene or ulceration ensues. The
best means of prevention are a change of soil and seed, and keeping as dry
both at the roots and the top as the state of the plants will allow.

Heating a Pit in a Stove 'F. 7'., Dnhlin).—A 4-inch fiow-aud-retum
pipe will give sufficient bottom heat for a pit 3 feet wide, and the same in

depth. The pipes should be 18 inches from the top of the pit, and the pit

should be filled-up to their level with rough rubble, and over this 6 inches of

finer, and ^ome flue at top, and this ^ill leave you a foot space for plunging.
Wo should have preferred to have had the pipes in a chamber covered with
slates or flags, the joints open, and about a foot from the top. This would
give you a more uniform temperature for x'hmging in, the space over the flags

forming the chamber for the pipes beneath, beinj; filled with cocoa-nut refuse,

which answers as a plunging material.

Wintering Geraniums in a Room {H. C. B.).—There is no reason why
you should not succeed in wintering them in a room from which frost is

excluded. You cannot give them too much a:r when the temperature is

above 40", yet take care to avoid draughts. Give no more water than suflicient

to keep the shoots from shrivelling, and remove the leaves as they turn yellow.

It is well to err on the side of too little rather than too heavy waterings.

Keep the plants as ueai- the light ae possible, especially after they commence
growing in spring, and water more freely as growth progresses.

Steam Pipe for Gas Boiler \E. II. J.).—If it ia a hot-water boiler it

will not need any steam pipe, as no steam will be generated if the boiler and
pipes be duly supplied with water. If they require no Bupply-cistem we are

at a loss to know how the boiler is fed. Surely tliere are means of supplying

ihe boiler with water ? It muet hove sneh means, which will also servo for

an ah- pipe, and for the expansion of tlio water when heated. Wo have no
experience of the boiler you name. The manufacturer would supply tho in-

formation you need.

Filling a Vase with Bn.ns {A. O. H.).—We do not know how to plant

a vase with Tlyacinths, TuHps, and Crocmcs so as to have them in flower at

the same time with certainty. You must make sure that the vaso is drained,

or has a hole in it, then flll 'it with cocoa-nut refuse three parts, and a fourth

part of charcoal in pieces from a pea to a hazel nut, placing an inch of rougher

charcoal at the bottom, and then put iu the Hyacinths in the centre, tho

Tulips of the dwarf early kinds all round, and tho Crocuses just within thg

edge, planting thera so that they will be covered about three-quarters of a
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inch deep, raisiog the compost well in the centre and making firm. Plunge
the vase in water, stand on a sink to drain, place in a dark closet for a month,
and afterwards in a window, turning the vase daily. The plants should have
water as requii"ed. The bloomiug may not be siiaultaneous, but it will not

be very far from being so unless you use late kinds of Tulips and Hyacinths.

Grapes Spotted (H. Craike).—The root-action of the Vines, the Grapes
of which are so affected, is deficient. If planted within the house let them
be well watered, and occasionally with wtak tepid liquid manure. If the

roots aj-e outside the house, let them be well mulched through the spring and
summer. We speak of future treatment, for nothing can be done now, as

the mischief is completed.

Tines under Thick Fluted Glass (C. B }.—We have seen Vines grown
under such glass in Scotland, but they were not satisfactory. In the south
of England they might have done better. Black Hamburgh would be the
best sort to grow. Probably, as you suggest, Lady Downe's would succeed,

and the berries would not be liable to become scalded; but this can always
be prevented by giving plenty of ah' at the time of colouring. "White Grapes
would not do well. It would be useless to plant such a variety as Buckland
Sweetwater or the Muscats.

Lady Downe's Grape in Cool Vinery (A. B. C).—If you can give a
little heat when the beiTies are setting—from 65° to 70^ at night—this Grape
will do without artificial heat at any other time, and will colour and ripen
well.

Syringing Fruit Trees {C. S.).—It is vei-y beneficial to thoroughly wash
wall trees with the gai-den engine after the fruit is gathered.

Planting Strawberry Beds (Idem).—The end of July or beginning of
August is the best time to plant. It is not too late now ; do it at once. We
do not know Prizetaker.

Grapes for Ground Vinery (F. J.).—As you are desirous of obtaining a
few bunches next year, it is the best time to plant now. There is none so
good as Black Hamburgh. Place some rotted manure over the roots after

they are planted ; no other protection will be required, except to throw a mat
over them should severe frost set in before the lights are ready.

Fruit Tree Diary (T. C.).—No such publication exists. A small ledger

index ready lettered can be had of any stationer, and the names of the trees

entered in it alphabetically.

Vabiegated Laurel ICIiester).—We presume you mean the Aucuba
japonica, sometimes called " the Variegated Laurel." You can obtain it of
any nurseryman for a few pence.

Names of Fruits (il/., .S(im/;?('W).—Yournoble Apple isthe GloriaMundi.
(O. H. R.).—The Apple is Winter Hawthoruden, and the Grape Royal Musca-
dine. (Junius).—Golden Eeinette. (S.).—No. 1 is not Copmanthorpe Crab,
and we do not recognise it ; 2, Unknown ; 3, Pennington's Seedling ; 4, De-
cayed; 5, Swan's Egg. [JR. TT.).—Stamford PiiJpin. {Mrs. Hfiidirson).—
Hampden's Bergamot. (L.).—Hall Door. {H. H. H., Covtutry).—1, Yellow
Bellefleur; 2, Golden Streak. (A. L. McCalmont).—!, Ravelston Pippin;
2, Hampshire Yellow. {Itu»).—Pears—1, Williams's Bon Chretien ; 2, Brown
Beurre ; 3, Thompson's. Apples—1, Cellini ; 2, Ord's ; 3, Scai-let Nonpareil.
(B. L. E.).—The three Pears are entirely rotten. Apples—5, Baxter's Pear-
main ; 6, Beauty of Kent ; 7, Dumelow'e Seedling. (Q.).—BeuneDerouiueau.
{H. Harris).— 1, Pearson's Plate; 12, Comte de Lamy ; 14, Golden Knap;
22, Susette de Bavay; 37, Autumn Colmar; 43. Jost-pbine de Malines. {Dr,
Jones).— 1, Durandeau; 2, Beurre Giffai-d; 3, Brown Beurre. The Apple is

Warner's I^i^g. [T. Pa/oHt.—Apples—1, Golden Eeinette ; 2, Wormsley
Pippin. Peai-8—I. Duchesse d'Orleans; 2, Vicai- of Wiukiield. lE. S. H.).—
4, Nonesuch; 12, Kiug of the Pippins; 17, Reinette du Canada; 10, Court of

Wick; 20, Golden Noble; 24, Adams' Pearmain. The Pear was rotten.
(L. J. B.).—7, Wormsley Pippin ; 8, Selwood's Reinette ; 9, Lamb Abbey Pear-
main; 11, Emperor Alexander; 12, London Pippin. {G. Diss).—1, Beauty of
Kent; 2, Braddick's Nonpareil ; 3, Dutch Mi;,'nonne; 4. Northern Greening.
(C«n(ur(o?iL—12. Wyken Pippin; 9, Gravcnstein ; ll,RibstonPippiu; H, Cockle
Pippin. Pears—1, Rotten ; 2, Jersey GratioU ; 3, Gansel's Bergamot ; 4, Marie
Louise; 5, Bergamotte Cadette; 6, Van Mons Leon le Clerc. (C. T. Wilson).
1, Urbaniste; 2, Old Colmar; 3, Chaumontel ; 4, Beui-re Sterckmans. (H.K.,
ShadwelD.—l, Winter Quoining ; 2, CarUsle Codlin ; 3, Norfolk Colman

;

5, Lord Duncan ; 6, Golden Pippin.

Names of Plants {J. R., Hartlehury).—We cannot name any plants unless
their flowers are sent. Florists' vaiieties we cannot attempt to name under
any circumstances, and your Begonias are all such varieties. {JuvcniXc).—
The Guernsey Moor-plant is Pyrola media, or Intermediate Winter Green.
The "Hortus Britannicus " includes all plants known in Britain, not merely
the native plants.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

PUBLISHING JUDGES' NAMES. &c.

Taking all circumstances into consideration, it is both difficult
and doubtful to secure a judge long before the time of com-
petition

; consequently, if a change were unavoidable, endless
disputes would evidently be the result, if not cases for litigation.
Societies are generally formed, with the view of improving the
various breeds, by enthusiastic fanciers, who, at a considerable
expenditure to themselves both of time and money, give their
brother fanciers an opportunity of showing their stock, and, as
an extra incitement, offer premiums to be competed for in an
honourable way. Notwithstanding, it is a merry meeting and
unbegrudged expense on their side ; therefore, all who take ad-
vantage of these opportunities without the trouble and expense,
Bhould not be so ready dictating what ought to be done to secure
exhibitors a better chance of gain. There is no writer on
poultry Bubjects more in favour with the fancy than Mr. Wright,
and I doubt not he would lend his able support to establisla
the only system that would cure every disease attendant
hitherto on poultry shows, and thereafter purge from our pe-
riodical competitions the vei-y objectionable and systematic
practice of making them a source for mercantile speculation, and

this can only be done by establishing a uniform standard, as
urged by " Spectatoe." Until this be done, and judges ap-
pointed who thoroughly understand their duty, we shall never
be in want of grievances, hitherto too frequently justly com-
plained of by honest competitors. Judges should be well paid,
and it may now be worth the attention of a number of gentle-
men to devote enough time to study the various properties of
each breed, to enable them to judge correctly according to the
standard laid down by a ruling committee, and when by them
considered proficient they could obtain a diploma, entitling each
to a fee—say ±'5, with expenses, for officiating at any compe-
tition. Such shows as could not afford that should not be con-
sidered of much importance, and we would not so frequently
hear of advertisers taking several hundred prizes in the course
of a season ; no doubt true, but which, having been obtained at
petty local shows, are of no great account. Under such a pro-
posed system it would be sufficient for a society to advertise
that their show would be judged by one qualified by the com-
mittee regulating the standard properties.

Having been connected with competitions as secretary for
many years, I candidly state the difficulty the committee have
always had in obtaining first-class judges, and frequently after
the judges had been fixed we received apologies, and were left

in an awkward position up to the last hour.
I thiuk, upon very little reflection, great danger and many

difficulties would arise to the standing of a society were they
tied down to name judges beforehand, as I fancy exhibitors
would be entitled to have their entry money returned if the
particular judge named did not officiate—nay, would they not
be entitled with some degree of justice to compensation to cover
the expense in forwarding their birds under a false notice 1 A
standard judge would prevent this, and give satisfaction to all.

In reference to professional dealers exhibiting, many object from
the same mercenary motives, but under the present rules we
must be content to see the best birds win without partaking of
the gain. The only professional dealers of any note we observe
carry off so many prizes are Mr. Fulton and Mr. Yardley. No
one who knows these gentlemen personally can say aught else
than that they are honourable in all their dealings, and have
done a great deal to stimulate the fancy ; at the same time I
must admit it is very sickening to all beginners who join in a
competition, their chance of a prize being so very small when
these great exhibitors are known to have birds in every class.

It stimulates all young fanciers to get a prize now and then, as
from all we know a twenty-shilling prize obtained by a young
enthusiast is almost certain to be followed by a ten-pound ex-
penditure in extra stock.

I will suggest a remedy without laying any restrictions on our
respected dealers ; it is simply that all birds entered for com-
petition should have the breeder's name attached when known,
and when not, say " Breeder unknown." This would prevent
not only false fame, but would be a sufficient reward to a suc-
cessful breeder if not the exhibitor, besides being an assistance
to trace the pedigree of certain birds, thereby securing in a great
measure proper crosses when required.

—

Deeds Show.

STANDAED CHARACTERISTICS.
I ATFmM again, " judging at poultry shows will never give

anything like general satisfaction irntil there be a recognised
standard of excellence," because at present scarcely one in a
hundred exhibitors knows exactly what are the requisite points,
and I regret to say that one does his best, or rather his worst, to

keep the ninety and nine in the dark or to mislead them. That
is my experience and observation.

I quite agree with Mr. Wright when he says that there would
be less dissatisfaction " if the grounds of judgment were fully

understood." That is exactly it—the general dissatisfaction has
its origin in the general ignorance of amateurs, but for whom
poultry shows would cease to exist. Is it not worth while to
instruct them 1

Thanks to Mr. Wright for all he has done towards perfecting
the standard, but I think he might have done more by making
more points where possible, and not bulking '* head and comb,"
"tail and its carriage," " colour and marking," A'c. ; for if ten
points are better than five, twenty ought to be better than ten.

As to the judges, I believe they are thoroughly conscientious

and capable, but why should they, any more than breeders and
exhibitors, have crotchets, and " force others to agree " with
them ? and above all, why should they differ from each other ?

It appears to me to be of small consequence whether a Brahma
should be vulture- hocked or not, but it is of much importance
to a breeder to kuow which it should be, and therefore I say the
point should be fixed, and similarly with every other point.

Let there be no question about the point, nor about its relative

value ; fix everythiug that can be fixed ; and still there are
some points which, as they cannot be accurately defined, must
be left to the taste and discernment of the judges. A " fixed "

standard may assume " finality," but for how many generations
of men will fowls be bred before the fixedness of the standard
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will be a bar to improvement ? and in what year of grace may
we expect to have any strain of any variety of fowl bred to such
perfection, that all their produce will be so entirely perfect, and
80 exactly alike, that it will not require the most watchful care
to keep it from degenerating? Mr. Wright's last paragraph
toGches the point which must be left to the judges—viz., "ideal
beauty." This is the undefinable point, which may be felt but
cannot be described, and is truly " the deepest and most myste-
rious charm;" but surely we may strive after perfection,

although we cannot attain it.

Mr. Wright has taken much trouble to make a standard, so
that it is reasonable to assume that he approves of one, pro-
vided it is not " fixed ;" but beyond giving a general idea, of

what use is a standard if not fixed and recognised by the judges ?

It is just possible that the art of man might attain nearly to

a " fixed " standard, but the art of man will never attain to

such a Protean one as Mr. Wright advocates; and as to any
breed of fancy fowl ever attaining to such a " dead uniformity "

that it will be as " simply intolerable " as, let me say, Guinea-
fowl, I, at least, do not expect to live to see it, and so such a
contingency does not disturb my rest.

With reference to " T. W. D.'s " suggestion I, too, am ready
to contribute towards defraying the expenses.—O. P. H. Z.

In common, I doubt not, with many more, I read Mr. Wright's
remarks with pleasure in your number of October 9th. I fully

admit their truth, but there is one point bearing on the question of

judging which should be noticed. If the standards be unknown,
and the awards bo various and inexplicable, how is it that at

every show certain names are always noticed at or near the
head of the classes in which they exhibit ? In many instances
it has been so for year'?, and remains so, notwithstanding the
changes of judges.
There will always be difficulties in fixing a standard. It

would be necessary not only to add the points awarded for

merit, but also to deduct for faults. From the moment the
points are published and their value settled there is nothing to
hinder a bird with some glaring fault from taking a first prize.

All discretionary power will be taken from the judges, and the
owner of a Spanish cock with drooping comb, or Dorking with
faulty toe, may, if other points be perfect, become the distin-

guished of a class by virtue of the numbers represented by
them. Under the present system shows have increased and
birds have improved. Spite of all that is said and written, ex-
hibitors know perfectly well what to show and how to show it.

As a body, the judges have done their duty well. That they
have done so may be attributed to the liberty and independence
they have enjoyed in the execution of their office; but it seems
to me that their occupation is gone if awards are to be made
by calculation. Exhibitors may then enter birds, and declare
on the entry paper they send pen No. , counting so many
points. In the matter cf judges, let well alone.—X. Y. Z.

'We agree with our correspondent, for there is one consider-
ation which outweighs other merits—high condition. This
mast be left to the judge's decision.

—

Eds.]

A VAEIED DIET FOR FOWLS.
There are no animals more omnivorous than fowls; fish, flesh

herbs, and grain being devoured by them with equal relish.

We say eqnal, for though they commonly pounce upon meat
with greater avidity than upon grain, this is generally because
it affords a rarity, and a flock kept for awhile almost entirely on
animal food will show the same greed for a few handfiils of corn.
Now, those animals accustomed to use a varied diet should

not be confined to an unvarying one. There are, indeed, some
species which are naturally limited to one or a few kinds of food.
Thus, cattle do well enough althougli kept month after month
on grass alone, and a tiger will thrive with notliing but lean
meat npon his bill of fare. But with other animals, as with the
human race, for instance, the case is different, for no person can
maintain the highest efficiency when confined to one article of
food. No matter how fond we may bo of a particular dish, we
loose relish for it when allowed nothing else for a number of
consecutive meals, and the intense craving for variety indicates
as its source something more than mere appetite. It gives
evidence of real necessities of the system which are constantly
varying with the changing circumstances of weather, employ-
ment, and other conditions.
The fondness for variety shown by fowls is as significant of

real needs as we have found it to he in ourselves. In purveying
for them, a judicious variety selected from the three general
divisions—fresh vegetables, grain, and animal food—is at all

seasons absolutely necessary for young and old, in order to make
them perfectly thrifty. True, they will not starve on hard corn
and water, neither will they pay a profit so kept.

—

(Tin' Amcri.
can Poultry World.)

Tub MiDDLESGoitoL'uu Show of pon'try and Pigeons will be
held at Middlesbjrongh on the 27th of November. The schedule

of prizes offered (though the amounts are not large), are suffi-

ciently numerous to deserve attention. In each class three
prizes are offered, the classes for poultry being eighteen, and
those for Pigeons thirty-one. We hope the young and spirited
Committee will receive such encouragement iu entries as will
ensure the permanency of the Association.

BUCKWHEAT FOR FOWLS.
I QUITE concur with Mr. Wright iu his remarks upon this

article of food for fowls, and believe his observations do not
arise from any vague theory, but are founded upon and reduced
to a familiar practical application. Among the French authors
are Baron Peers, Espanet, and Mariot Didieux, who write much
iu its favour, and it cannot be denied but that they are (in their
own sorts) well advanced in fowl-culture. My own experience
in using it satisfies me that it is very nutritious, constituting a
necessary part of a good dietary. I have it ground in propor-
tion—one part buckwheat, three of other grain.—S.iER.isiN.

IPSWICH AND SUFFOLK POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 14th and 15th inst. in the Provision

Market. There were upwards of four hundred entries of

poultry, Pigeons, Babbits, and Cats. Subjoined is the prize
list :—
Cochin'-China.—Ct/ittamon or Buff.—Cockerel.—I and Cup, Lady Gwydyr,

Ipswich. 2, Mra. A. Tindal, Aylesbury, he. Capt. F. tl. Coleridde.
Cocius-CniNA.—Any oUwr colour.—Cockerel— I, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury,

Toabridge Wells. 2, Rev. R. L. Story. Lockington, Derby, c, Capt. F. O.
Coleridge; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Pullet.—1 and 2. Mrs. A. Tindal. he,

Lady Gwydyr; Rev. C. H. Crosse, lie, Capt. F. G. Coleridge ; J. K. Fowler.
Brahmi PooTRi.-Dark.-Cockerel.—l, Horace Lingwood. Creeling. 2, O. E.

Cresswell. Bagshot. Pullet.—1, Horace Lingwood. 2, H. Marriott, Skirbeck,
Boston, he. Rev. J. G. B. Knight ; J. HiU. c. Col. Cockburn.
Brahma PooTRi.—Light.—Cockerel.— I and Cup. Horace Lingwood. 2, H.

Chawner, jun.. Uttoxeter. Pullet —1, Horac3 Lingwood. 2. H- M. Bliynard,
Ryde. Isle of Wight, lie. Lady Gwydyr. c, Mrs. T. Turner ; Mra. F. Cheshire,
Acton ; Mrs. A. W. Bachan ; Lady Gwydyr.
DoRKiU(i.—Cockei-el—\. T. C. Bnmell, Micheldever. 2, F. Parlett, Chelms-

ford. Pullet.—I and Medal, F. Parlett. 2, T. C. Burnell. c, T. C. Bumell

;

Viscjunt Turnour.
Game. — Black or Brown Red. — Cockerel,—1, H. E. Martin, SouUhorpe,

Fakenham. 2, E. Bell, Burton-on-Trent.
Game.—.4ni/ other cotour.—Cockerel.—'l,'E.'BeU. 2, W. H. L. Clare. Twycross,

Atberstone. c. Mra. A. Tindal. Pullet.—I and Cup, C. W. Laxton, Nantwich.
2, T. J. Codgbi-ook, Ipswich, he, G. C. Baroett; E. Bell, c, Mrs. A. Tindal; J.

W. Fitch ; W. Adams.
CaEVE-CtEUR.—1 and E.Ktra, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade.
HoDDAN, OR La FL.EcaE.—Cockerel.—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, W. Cutlack, jun.,

Littleport. he. W. Dring.
Creve-C(EUR, Houdan, or La Flecue.—Pui'c^—1. J. J. Maiden. 2&Tadvhc,

Mrs. A. Tindal. c. A. Page, jun. : W. Cutlack. jun. ; J. K Fowler.
Hamborgh.—GoUl or Sileer-peiicdled. -Cockerel.—1^ A. Silver, Melford. 2, M.

M. Cashmore, Sheepshed. Loughborough, c, W. K. Tickner.
Hamborgh.—Goid or Silver.simtigled.—Cockerel.—\, T. F.. Jones, Wolver-

hampton. 2, W. K. Tickner.
Hambubgu.—.iH!/ colour. ~Pullet.—\ and Exlra, W. Speakman, Nantwich.

2, M. M. Cashmore. he, A. F. Faulkner, c, J. P. Case.
As-y OTHER Variety. -1, M. M. Cashmore. 2, R. S. S. Wondgate (Black

Hamburghs)- he, T. L. Nash (Silkies) ; Capt. F. G. Coleridge (Golden Polanda)

;

G. W. Boothby (Golden Polauds); J. P. Case (Black Hamburgh?); J. K.
Fowler, c, W. Cutlack, jun. (Black Hamburghs) ; Rev. J. G. B. Knight (Black
Hamburghs).
SelijIng Class.—Hen. Pullet, or Duck.—I and 2, Lady Gwydyr. he, T. C.

Burnell; T.L.Nash (Buff Cochin); Rev. J. G. B. Kniijht (Dark Brahma): Rev.
F. Tearle (Silver-spangled Hamburghs). Cock, Cockerel, or Drake.— I and
Extra, Lady Gwydyr. 2. W. H. L. Clare (Game), he, 1. A. Mudd (Rouen
Drake): Rev. P. Tearle (White Dorking); Lady Gwydyr; W. F. Dixon, c, E.
Smith (Dark Brahma).
Bantams. — Game. — 1 and Cup, W. J. Jeffries. Ipswich. 2. W. Rayner,

Ipswich. Itc, W. J. Jeffries; W. Rayner; W. Adams; Capt. T. Wetherall.
Lodlington ; A. Ashlev. c, T. W. Anns, Clapham : Capt. T. Wetherall. BUuk
or White —1. J. S. Pearson. 2, K. H. Ashton, Mottram, Manchester, he, Mrs.
Taylor; R. H. Ashton : W. Adams.
BAVTAMS.-Sflii/W Claas.—l and 2. W. J. Jeffries (Black Red), he, Capt. T.

Wetherall (Black Red) ; A. Ashley (Game), c, S. N. Brewster (Duckwing).
Ducks.—1 and 2, J. K. Fowler, he, F. Parlett; Mrs. A. Tindal.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.— roimsr.—I, A. W. Alexander. 2, H. M. Maynard. c, W. Bulmer;

C. Norman.
PoDTEK.—roiiHi7.—1, C. Bcvau. Ipswlch. 2, H. Yardley. Birmingham.
Barb.-Vouiio.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2. P. H. Jones. )ic, H. Vardley ; P. H.

Jones.
Antwerp.—1 and 2, C. F. Copcraan, Birmingham, he, U. Yardley; A. R-

Burrell. c. C. T. Townsend, , „
Fantail.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, Miss R. A; Eeles, Southwold. he, J. F.

Loverside ; J. Walker, c, J, Walker ; E. Tilchmarsh.
ANV OTHE'i Varietv.—I, Medal, and 2, V. H. Joneg (Trumpeter and Almond

Tumhhr) /u!, S. D. Badleley ; F. Harwood, .lun. (Drag.ion) ; Miss E. A. Eeles
(Pigmy I'oatcr); P. H. Jones (African Owl) H. W. Webu (English Owl), c, J.

Dntlon (Trumpeter); Col. Cockburn (Trumpeter).
Skm.ing Class. — 1, C. Norman, Westerfield, Ipswich. 2, P. H. Jopes

(F.nKlishOwla). he. J. Hu Isoii (Trumpeter); A. W.Wren (Dragoon): P. H.
Jones (Yellow Dragoons and Barbs): C. Norman: Mrs. Green (Ice and
Priests); R. Elliott (Trumpeters), c. E. Leo (Dragoon); W.V. Longe.

RABBITS.
LOP.EARED.—1 and 2, F. Banks, London. /K, F. J. Sniilh. c, F. J. Smith; N.

W. Kc.rry.
AsGoRA.- 1 and 2, F. J. Smith.
HiMALAVAN.- 1 and2. C. King, Long, ftc, E. 8. Smith. „ , „ „v
Anv other Variety.-1. G. P. R. Hackett (Belgian Hare). 2, F. J. Smitb

(Silver-Orey) he, Mrs. A. Tindal (Belgian Hare) ; E. S. Smith (Silver-Urey).

c, T. W. Auus (Silver-Grev).
. . „ , , , m

SELniNO Class —1. C.King. 2, F. J. Smith (Lop), h; J. Parker (Lop); T.

W. Ados (iilTer-Orey); F. Banks (Lop), c, N. W. Korry (Lop).

CATS.
TAnuY OR Cvi>Hij3.—l, G. W. Bales, Ipswich. !,E. Baiter. ftc.W. Leathers.

c, W. Cutlack, jun. . „ ., _ . „ ,

PERSIiN, ASOORl, OR ANY OTHER LOSO.IIAIIIED.-1, HOH. MrS. Paget, SCOlO
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2, Miss Thompson, Woodville. Gravesend. he, Miss Hales, Canterbury (2);
Miss S. A. Pocock, Great Btrkhampstead.
Black, White, or Black-and-white.—!, J. Jackson (White).
TORTOISESHELL, ToRTOISE3HELL-AND-WhITE, OR OTHER VARIETY NOT

Classed.—1, J. Hurry. 2. T. Goldsmith.
Kittens.—1, Miss ti. A. Pocock (Angora). 2, T. J. Codgbrook.

Judges.— PouUti/ (except Bantams) : Mr. P. H. Jones.
JBantamSj Pigeons, and Babbits: Mr. J. Martin. Cats: Mr.
P. H. Jones and Mr. J. Martin.

ROSS POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 21st inst. The following is the list of

awards;^
Brahmas.—Darfc.—1, H. B. Morrell. 2, W. Birch. /iC, H. Feast. Light.—],

T. A. Deau. 2. J. Bloodworth. he, Kev. N. J. Ridley.
CocHisB.—Cinnamon or Bnff.—^l, J. Martin. 2, H. Yardley. he, H. Feast.

Any other variety.—1, J. Bloodworth. 2, Capt. Coleridge, he, Rev. R, W.
Everett.
Dorkings.—1. E. Hooper. 2, J. Martin, he, H. Feast.
Game.—1, II. Feast.
HAMBDRGHa.~(ro;(i or Siliwr-span{ilcd.—\,Mri. G. M. Rolls. 2,'J. McConnell.

Gold or biivn-petuilled.—l, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. 2, H. Feast.
Spanish.— 1, J. Martin. 2. Mrs. Tonkin.
Bantams.-1, B. F. Parrott. 2, J. Martin, he, J. Mayo ; H. Feast.
Any other Varikty, incldding Crossbresos. — 1, J. Hinton (Silver Po-

lands). 2, Capt. F. G. Coleridge (Golden Poland), he, Mrs.H. J. Bailey (Creve-
Coeur). c, J. McConnell (Silver Polish).
Any Variety.— C'/ncfce?w.—l, J. Maitin (Dorkings). 2, J. Bloodworth (White

Cochins). 3, J. H. Pickles (Dark Brahmaa). 4. T. A. Dean (Brahma), vhc,
Mrs. E. A'lsoDp (Buff Cochins) ; Capt. F. G. Coleridge (Buff Cochins), he, Mrs.
Sterne (Brahma and Houdans); J. Watts (Litjht Bmhmas); D. Lane (Buff
Cochins); C. Bloodworth (Buff and White Cochins); W. Birch (White
Cochins); Mrs. H. J. B.iyley (Silver-Grev Dorkings); T. A. Dean (Ham-
burghs); E. Leake (Black Hambiirghs); J. Thistle (Pile Game).
TDvcKs.—Any variety.—1. Mrs. H. J. Bailey. 2, W. Stevens, he, Mrs. G. M.

Rolls ; J. Loveridge ; K. Ponting ; W. Stevens.
Geese.—1 and 2, Mrs H, J. Bailey, he, Mrs. Stock ; Mrs. G. M. Rolls.
Tdreeys.— 1, A. Armitage. 2, Mrs Rolls.
Selling Cikss.-Cock or Cockerel.—1. E. Shaw, he. Rev. R. W. Everett.

Hens or Vullets.—l, Miss Mortimer, he, T. F. Phelps; J. MeConntll, c, C.
Bloodworth.
Drake and Duck.—Any ?)rced.—Farn)fM.—l, J. Loveridge.
Local Classes.—Bra/imtis, Cochins, or Dorkings.— Chicicens.—1. 4, and he, W.

Morris. 2, Rev. R. W. Everett. 8, W. Treasure. ^Any other variety.—Chiekens.
—1, 2, 3, and i. Miss Mortimer, he, Mrs. Baker.

PIGEONS.
Antwerps.—1 and 2, J. Gardner, he, A. Marston ; S. D.Baddeley.
Barbs.—], H. Yardley. 2, W. P. James, he, H. Yardley.
Carfiers —1, iS. D. Baddeley. 2, P. R. Spencei-.
Fantails.—1, P. R. Spencer. 2. J. F. Loversid^e.
Jacobins.—1, H. Yardiev, 2, J. Gardner, he, H. Yardley.
Poctebs.—1. P. H. Spencer. 2. H. Yardley. he, H. Yardley; F. Wilton.
Dragomns.—1, H. Yardley. 2, W. Lane. he. J. Gardner; H. Yardley.
Tbumpeteks —1, S. D. Baddeley. 2. J. Gardner, he, J. Currie ; H. Yardley,
Any other Vakiett.—1 and 2, H. Yardley. he, J. Gardner ; Miss R. Carnac;

T. F. Phelps; J. P. Mills ; C. J. Hitchcock; T. F. Phelps, c, F. Wilton.
Special Selling Class.—1, H. Yardley. 2, T. F. Plielps he, P. R. Spencer.
Local Classes. — j47i(u'('rj)s, Carriers, or Dragoona.-Toung.-l and 2, W.

Morris. 3, T. F. Phelps. Any other variety.—Young.~1, T. F. Phelps. 2 and 3,

T. Bamett.

Judge.—Mr. Edward Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

TONBRIDGE WELLS POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in a spacious marquee, and was certainly

one of the best meetings this Society has ever enjoyed.
Spanisli, Dorkings, and Brahmas all showed-up well in quality

and quantity; IIaniburghsina.de an immense class, so did the
Bantams ; in the latter "class White-booted stood first. This was
a great achievement for this breed, with Bantams of all other
kinds in the field. White Cochins and Buff were well repre-
sented and good, but the Ducks of all kinds made the best
classes. Large SeDing classes and Pigeons wound up the whole.
Mr. M. Hedley was the Judge. Below is the prize list.

Spanish.—1, E. W. Stratford. 2. Major Ewen. he, J. Francis.
DoBKiNGS.—1 and 2, T.Coke Euruell. 3, Lady A. Nevill. /ic, E. W. Strat-

ford ; A. Arnold, c, N. EdyhilL
Brahmas.—Dflr7:.—l,R«v J. G. B. Knight. 2, W.Jacob, /jc, E.W. Stratford

;

J. Long. Light—1, Miss Hates. 2, J. Long, he, M. Leno ; E. Haywood.
c, Capt Sangster.
Hambubghs.—.-Ikj/ vaiiciy.—\ and 2, R. S. S. Wooigate (Black). Extra, E.

J. Lenny, he, C. K. Lancaster Lucas ; E. T. Foakes. c, J. Ware.
Game.—1 and 2, G. H. Fitz Herbert, he and c, A. Warde.
French.—1, J. J. Maiden. 2, W. Dring. he, E. W. StratfordVF. Lake;

Major Ewen. c. F. Lake ; Mias A. Sharp.
Cochins.—Bta?" or Cinnnmon.—\, Capt. Coleridge. 2, E. J, Lenny, c, C.

Beard. Any other varirty.—l and 2, R. S. S. Woodgate (White), he, C. E.
Lucas ; Rev. A. W. Warde.
Bantams—1, R. S. S. Woodgate (Booted). 2, W. S. Marsh. Extra, M. Leno.

he, Mrs. Taylor ; J. Ware ; Roberts & Radford (2) ; G. Woo dman. c, J. and S.

Seli,ing Class.—Cocfc.-l, R. S. S. Woodgate (Cochins). 2, E. W. Stratford.
he. E.J. Lenny; J. Francis; M. S. Marlin : J. K. Lawtber; R. S. S. Woodgate;
M. S. Martin c, R. S. S. Woodgate. Tiro Hens.— I, H. Steed. 2, R. s. S.
Woodgate. Extra, W- Dring. he, Rev. A. W. Warde; R. S. S. Woodgate. c,

B. H. Pearson ; R S. 3. Woodgate.
Tdbkeys.—1 and 2, A. "Warde. he, L. Huth. c, Mrs. Brasaey.
Geese.— 1. E. C. Lee. 2. H. White, c, Marchienesa Camden.
HvcKs.—Aylesbury —1, W. Jacob. 2, F. E. Arter. he, N. Edghill. e. M. S.

Martin. Jioiten.-i, C. Ratcliffe. 2, M. S. M»rtin. he. Mrs. J. D. C. Roheits

;

F. E. Arter. Any other brccd.—l, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, M. Leno. he, R. S. S.
Woodgate ; E. Haywood.
Pigeons.—.4?iy hreed.—l, H. Yardley. 2, G. Ware. Extra, R. J. Lennv.

he, S. Hogg ; E. Durrant ; H. Steed ; F. Bates ; C. G. Hitchcock.

OxpoRD Poultry Snow,—The entries having closed with a
total number approaching 1400, being an increase of more than
five hundred on the first show, the Committee have decided to

give a cup specially for the young Carriers, and extra prizes to
the amount of nearly £20 in the other classes of poultry and
Pigeons.

NORWICH CANARY SHOW.
I THINK it must be some years since Norwich held an All-

England Show, for I do not recollect having seen its name in
the list of fixtures for the last eight or ten years at least. At
first sight this would seem strange, for one would think that
surely at Norwich, of aU places in the counti-y, a large annual
gathering might be expected. But, as an old salt once remarked
to me, with Jack-Bunsby-like perspicuity, one night when I was
on our pier, looking for my boy's return from his first voyage,
and asked him how he could account for the ship being so much
overdue ? " There's lots of things gans to mak' up all things."
With that satisfactory explanation I had to be satisfied ; and
possibly a similar hypothesis may account for a city which
counts its Canary-breeders by the thousand confining itself to

breeding only, and not agitating itself with public exhibitions.
Among the lots of things which go to make up all things, in
this case, is the fact that the Canary-breeding community in

Norwich is split up into several sections, each revolving round
some centre, and holding little or no communication with the
rest. A spirit of conservatism strongly flavoured with selfish-

ness pervades the whole of these clubs ; and fencing themselves
round with stringent auti-free-trade rtdes, of the wisdom of

which they may, perhaps, after all, be the best judges, they
have allowed the spirit of emulation to develope itself into a
party exclusiveuess, which, in keeping the various clubs dis-

severed, has prevented any one of them carrying out that
which, standing alone, it was difficult to do, but which united
they might easily have accomplished. And then, too, they have
wanted a lunatic to take upon his shoulders the huge burden of

secretaryship. When I was in Norwich last year I saw that the
fever was in the veins of one man at least, and I was not sur-

prised when, some months ago, Mr. Jacob Mackley told me
that he, with a mere handful of working men, had determined
to take iipon themselves the responsibilities of an All-England
Show upon an unusually large scale. One cannot but admire
the patient self-denial of these men who for many, many weeks

—

a whole year I believe—met and contributed their mites till the
whole of their shares in the undertaking were fully paid up, and
they felt justified in committing themselves to the issue of their

schedule, trusting to the chance of three consecutive fine days
and a large influx of visitors, such as we see only in large towns
on market-days, to "bring Ihem home," as their treasurer ex-

pressed it to me. This is what the Norwich "Alliance " Club,
a chib consisting entirely of men who earn their bread by the
labour of their hands in one or other of the many industries of

the city, did; and having done it, and done it nobly and well,

let them have all the honour. Still, let me say to them, such a
strain on their energies is almost too much; and let me suggest
the desirability of their digesting some scheme which, while it

would not interfere with the independent action of each of the
many clubs, would admit of their ixniting for the purpose of

bringing to a successful- issue each year a show worthy of the
city.

Such was the Exhibition held iu St. Andrew's Hall on Thurs-
day, Friday, and Saturday last week. It was a sight such as

the thousands who witnessed ifc will not soon forget.—W. A.
Blakston.

[We have not space this week for the whole of Mr. Blakston'a
report on this great Show, but wiU publish the remainder in
our next issue. Our readers will be interested to know that
the birds in the celebrated " Bemrose & Orme " collection of

Canaries were tested by a public analj'st and certified to be
genuine. Mr. Blakston gives a graphic description of the scene.]

CAN.4RIES.
Norwich.-Ci^ar Yellov\—l and 2, Bemrose & Orme. Derby. 8, Imboffand

Smith, Coventry, vhc, G. & J. Macklcv; T. Hutehin ; Bemrose & Orme; E.
Shaw; A. Palmer; R. Evans; B. Hovell. he. F. Wilhs (2); R. Johnson; G.
and J. Mackley 12). c, W. sparks. C'earDiiff.—l,'2, and 3, Bemrose & Orme.
vhc, G. & J. Mackley (2); Imhoff & Smith (u). he, F. Willis (2).

iioRvncii.—Evenly-marked Yellow.—I and 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3, G. Wones,
Norwich, vhc, Bemrose A: Orme; H.Green; A Dunn; ImhoffA Smith, he,

F. Alden. c, G. & J. MaclUey (2). Efcnly-nnarked Buff.— I, 2, and S, Bemrose
and Orme. v)ic. E. Shaw ; J. Goode. he, G. Wones; R. Evans.
Norwich.- Tiefrerf and Unci^nih/-viarkt'd Yellow.— I. 2, and 3, Bemrose and

Orme. vhe, E. Shaw: InilL.tl' & smith, he, T. Hntchin ; F. Alden. c. T.
Hutehin ; D. Armes. Ticked and rneeenly-markcd Lu,ff —1, 2, and 3, Bemrose
and Orme. r/tc, F. Willis (2j. he, G. & J. Mackley ; ImhDff& Smith, c, C. Cole-
man (2).

Norwich.—Marfcfd Crested Telloie.-l and 3. Bemrose & Orme. 2, B. Broad-
water, Trowse Newton, Norwich, vhc, F. Willis; G. & J. Macklev (3); G.
Clipson; J. Betts. c, G. & J. Mackley. Marked Crested Buff.—l, F. AldOD,
Norwich. 2 and 3. J. Goode, Leicester. vhe.G. & J. Blackley (3); F. Alden,
Norwich; W. Drake; J. Betts. he, G. & J. Mackley; Bemrose & Orme; A.
Colman. C, Bemrose & Orme; J. Taylor.

^v-RV.-icu.— Yellow with Clear Grey orDark Cre.tt.-l andS. J. Mackley. 2, B,
Bovell, Norwich. hc.ii.&J. Mackley; Bemrose it Orme ; B. Broadwater, c.

Merry & Warren. Buff with Clear firry or Dark Crest.— I, W. Sparkes. Cossey,
Norwich. 2, G. Wones. 3, R. Brundell, Norwich, vhc and c, G. & J. Mackley:
Bpinrnse & Orme ; J. Goode ; A. Dunn, he, Bemrose & Orme ; H. Ayres ; W.
Hovell.
Belgian.- Clear and Ticked YelUiw.-2 and 3, J. N. Harrison, Belper. Clear

and Ticked Buff.-iauii 2..}.^, Bfimsnn. S. G. & J. Mackley. r/(c. R HawmaH.
Li7.i.RT>.—G</lden-spannled.—2, Rev. V. Ward, 3, J. Hickton, Sutton-in-Ash-
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field. Silver-spatigUd.—2, L. Belk. Dcwsbary. 3, J, Hickton. Gold or Silver-
$pangUd withbroKcn cap.—i and 3, Rev. V. Ward.
YuRKsniRE.— C/cflr Yellow —I, J. Rowljind, Marske-by-the-Sea. 2. W. John-

SOD, NorUiallerton. S. H. Warini?, Bradford, i-lic, W. UuttoD |2'. he, M. Ho!-
rovd; L. Belk ci): J. A T. Fawcett {ii. c, J. Stevens: J. Whitaker; J. M.
Cooper. rf€ari>!iif.—l, H. Waring. 2, J. A X. Fawcett, Baildon, Leeds. 3. L.
Belk. lAc, J. Rowland; W.Johnson: J. & T. Fawcett. he, A. Dent; L. Belk;
J. Whitaker. VarUgated Ytlloie cr Buff, irrespective of colour,~\, J. Stevens,
Middlesborough. 2, T. Tenniswood. North Acklam, Middlesborouph. 3 and
he, J. Whitaker. Great Horton, Bradford, i/ic. L. Belk : G. & J. Mackley.
CiN.NAMos.— rcffoic.—1 and 2. Bemruse A Orme. S, Barwell A Son. t^he, J.

Drake ; Bemrosei: Orme. ftc, R Poole. r.W. Drake ; J. Drake. ijH.^.—1, 3, and
fi<r, Bemrose .t Orme. 2. Barweli & Son. c. N. Walker (31.

CtSKx^os.— Variegated Yellow or Bftff, irrespecttee of Colour.— 1, Bemrose
and Ormc. 3 and 8, L. Belk. vhc, M. Holroyd. he, Bemrose & Orme ; G. & J.
Mackley; J. N. Harrison.
CiSiEV.—Jjil/ other variety.~1, 2, and c, G. & J. Mackley. 8, J. Rowland,

iliir. M. Holroyd. he, L. Belk.
Sn Norwich Canaries.—/rrt'^p/'Cfire o/Cofour.—1. Bemrose &Orme. 2 and

*<;, U. and J. Mackley. 3, F. Willis, vlic, ii. & J. Mackley ; J. Yallap. c, B.
Noller.
Six Lizards.—Irrespeetive of Colour.- vhe. Rev. V. Ward.
Six Norwich Casariks.-i*or ilembers of the Bath House Club.—1, — Frost.

2, — Merry. 3 and he, W. Hovfll. I'lC, A. I'almer. e, W. Drake.
Six Norwich Canaries. -For Mcmbert of the Xurwich Alliance.—'i. J. Belts.

2. W. Everett. 3. G. Woncs. vhe. It. Brundall. he, J. Brundall; R, Drake.
r, K. Bennett ; R. Broadwater ; T. Ong.

MULES.
Goldfinch and Canary.- raritvafai Yellow.—1, K. Hawman. 2, J. Goode.

S. J. Whitaker. i-he, G. & J. Mackley. rariegated Buff.—l, 2, and 3, G. 4 J.
Mackley. vhe, J. M. Cooper, he. J. Whitaker; W. Walter; T. Hopkins; R.
Poole. I>arfc.—2, J. Drake. 3,T. Tenliiawro.l.
ANTOTHEBVARiiiTV.—l, J. Stevens. 2,W. Hatton. 3,;G. & J. Mackley. I'/mt,

G. 4 J. Mackley ; J. Goode.
BRITISH BIRDS.

BcLLFlNCH.—1, J. Drake. 2 and 'ic, 0. Kniwht.
GoLDFixcH.—1. W. Hatton. 2, G. & J. Mackley. he, R. Drake.
LI.NNET.—1, W. Carrick. 2, J. N. Harrison, vhc and c, G. & J. Mackley.
Redpolb OR Siskin.-I and 2, G. & J. Mackley.
Skylark.—1, 2, and he, G. & J. Mackley.
Blackbikd.—1, 2, and he, G. & 3. Mackley.
SoNC, Thrush.—1,G. 4 J. Mackley. 2, F.Frost. The whole class very highly

commended.
Jay.— 1 and ?, G. & J. Mackley.
Jackdaw.—i. G. 4 J. Mackley. 2, C. Roper, he, — Golder.
Any othbb Variety.— 1 and 2. G. & J. Mucklev (Rohin and White Starling}.

he, W. & C. Buinislon (Brambleanch). c, W. Walter (Crossbill).

BIRDS OF PASSAGE.
Red-beaded Cardinal.—1, Miss E. A. Eelea. vtie, W. Walter.
Waxbiixs.—1 and vhe, W. Walter, ke, J. Breeze ; G & J. Mackley.
JavaSpabxows.—1, J. Kirkman, M.D. r/ic, J. Breeze, ftc, G. & J. Blackley

;

T. Thorpe.
ParaIjcets.—Australian Grass.—1. U. Lane. vhc,.T. Kirkman. M.D. hc,1.

Thorpe ; J. Kirkman, M.i>. Australian or Broad-tailed.—\ and vhc. Miss E. A.
Eelcs. ftc. W. Walter. RijiQ-neeked or Indian.~l, J. Finch r/ic, F. Willis.
Love Birds.- 1, J. Diake. vhc, W. Walt-.-r. he. G. & J, Mackley.
FiRnoTs.—King.—l, J. Drake, vhe, H. Lane. Green, or any other variety of

large, except Grey.— 1, Vf. Waller. 2. B. Blake. 3, R. Flaxman. tfrc?/.— 1 and
8, G. 4 J. Mackley. 2, S. Winter, vhc, J. Breeze, he, J. Vallop.
Cockatoo.— I, M. George. 2, J. Breeze. 3, H. Lane.
Aky otiieb Variety.— i and 3, Miss E A. Eeies (Orange Bishop and Mada-

gascar Bishop). 2, Mrs. J. Cross (.\meriean starling). The whole class very
Djghly commendedu

Judges.—ilr. W. A. Blakston, Sunderland; Mr. J. Baxter,
Newcastle.

SHOET-FACED TUMBLEKS, AND PIGEON
CLASSIFICATION.

It must at last be patent to the most obtuse observer that
fanciers (unless they be willing to suffer three of the four still

existing varieties of the Short-faced Tumbler to pass, as other
breeds of Pigeons have passed, into oblivion, and be numbered
with thinga that were and are no more), must at once come
forward and rescue the Mottle, Bald, and Beard from their im-
pending fate.

Birmingham, for the last time, in 18C7 provided classes for

each of these beautiful varieties, and this year, I am happy to

Bay, again permits the Balds and Beards to enjoy the luxury of

separate classes. The unfortunate Mottles are, however, agaiu
relegated to the society of birds that have not the slightest

claim to disport themselves in a show-pen. Surely this is bad
enough, but worse remains behind. The Crystal Palace Show,
which in January, 1870, offered separate prizes for Mottles,
Balds, and Beards, and which this year takes the high-sounding
title of " National," has gradually allowed the Tumbler classes

to dwindle away, and now, hurribilc diclu ! actually provides
no class at all save for Almonds and Any other variety. To say
that this conduct is disgraceful is to make use of a mild expres-
sion ; for is it not a disgrace that a so-called national show
should totally ignore the existence of the Mottle, Bald, and
Beard—varieties which in themselves have their sub-varieties
and off-colours—and should permit Agates, Splashes, Kites, and
whole-feathers, which are simply the off-colours of t)ie Almond
and Mottle, to compete against three standard varieties, for

which, if justice were done, classes, not only for their separate
varieties, but also for their sub-varieties, should be furnished ?

This National Show agaiu sauctious the exhibition of defect
by offeringprizes for off-coloured Pouters, and adopts the cheese-
paring policy that marred the otherwise perfect Pouter classifi-

cation at the last Glasgow Show by classing the Ked and Yellow
Pouters together. Birmingham following in its wake still con-
demns the Yellows to associate with the off-colours. Pigmy
Pouters are, by way of an honourable exception, to be shown in
pairs at the Crystal Palace, instead of having, as all Pouters
ahonld, classes for both cocks and hens ; and, instead of being

offered prizes for both Pieds and whole-colours by way of eu-
com-agiug breeders to produce perfect miniatures of our beau-
tiful Euglish birds, are only fiu-nished with one class.

lu Dragoons both Show?, after providing classes for Blues,
Silvers, aud Reds and Y'ellows in a nir.st liberal manner, tack
on to the word "White" in the fourth class "or any other
colour," although it is admitted on all hands that the above five
are the only colours possessed by the Dragoon bred for the show
pen.—TuKEEY QnrLL.

THE COMMON FLYING TUMBLER, OE EOLLEE
PIGEON.

WuiTE-siBED Tumblers are very pretty birds, but are very un-
common and scarce. The head, neck, breast, tail, and primary
flights are black or coloured, all else is white. Any intermix-
ture of white with coloured feathers is a great detect ; in fact,

the chief feature in these birds ia the ]iurity of colour and the
distinct line of separation in the markings. This kind also
should have " pearl eyes." Blacks, Keds, and Blues are the
more noticeable of this variety, and really are very pretty birds.
Badges, so named originally from the pecuHarand diverse mark-
ings of white upon a black or coloured head, are showy birds,
amongst which are some excellent workers. There are three
varieties—Black, Red, and Blue. Each kind should be entirely
black or coloured on head, neck, breast, belly, thigh, back, and
tail ; the ten primary flights aud the muffs should be white.
What I have said with regard to the heads of the Saddles applies
ecjually to Badges. The sprinkling of white ou head is in truth a
badge, but such I hold to be a most undesirable " badge," or col-

lection of foul feathers, about which uo two fanciers are agreed

;

and being thus, and also an eyesore to those who have a taste
for the beautiful, I would urge fanciers to breed it out, and
thereby settle at once this bone of contention. Now, it must be
understood that of all the varieties and sub-varieties before-
named, there are Short-faced, Medium-faced, and Long-faced
birds, I5ooted or Grouse-mufleti, Long-muffed, and Cleau-legged,
any of which are exceedingly pretty. There are also amongst
them Rollers, Tumblers, Tipplers, and Mad Tumblers or Rollers

;

these names simply denoting the different peculiarities in their
performances.

Rollers, thus named from the extraordinary number of con-
secutive backward revolutions which they go through in mid-air.
These revolutions are (in good birds) not passed through very
frequently, an interval perhaps of five or ten minutes takes
place between each performance, after which descent the bird
will rise to pass agaiu through a similar ordeal. Tumblers,
so named from their almost perpetual habit of tumbling, for as

they rise even they will tumble at pretty regular intervals,

throwing a double or sometimes a treble somersault as up they
go ; all the flock working almost simultaneously, then collecting

closely together, around again they go until the next turn, and
so on, whereas the best Rollers gently soar above, reserving
their energies for the descent or homeward journej-. Tippler is

a sort of technical term for Tumbler Pigeons that simply throw
a single backward somersault ; if they throw, or attempt a
double turn, they are discarded from the stock. This kind are
only sought for and bred by fanciers chiefly in the north of

England, and they certainly have selected birds that perform
with wonderful regularity and unison this single action or acro-

batic feat. Mad Tumblers or Rollers are those that cannot (or

seem as though they cannot) rise upon the wing at all without
endangering their lives by this excessive tumbling propensity;
it seems, at least in their case, quite an involuntary action,

which it is impossible to control, for no sooner do they lose their

footing than all command is apparently gone—they are likely to
strike against any surrounding object and fall lifeless victims
to this remarkable habit. I attribute the peculiarity mainly to

the result of matching birds, each possessing to a high degree
the same peculiarities; audit is only reasonable to infer that
their progeny will possess in a still stronger degree the excessive
eccentricities of the parent birds, until what is real enjoyment
to ordinary, aud even extraordinary birds, becomes, as in Mad
Tumblers, a sort of unconquerable mania. I could adduce con-

vincing proof, I think, as to these views, but to do so here may
be unnecessary and inadvisable.
The best of flyers arc, as a rule, chosen from the medium or

pleasant-faced birds, from which are generally selected birds,

both good and good-looking, fit for a visit to cloudland, or good
enough to worthily occupy a show pen—in short, either fit to

win as match-flyers or exhibition stock. Long-muffs should be
about -IJ or 5 inches long, and much resembling small wings,

the quills of which are strong and firmly fixed at the web-like

sides of the outer toes, after the style of the muffs of a good
Trumpeter. Grouse-legged are those upon which the legs and
feet are neatly clothed in small feathers, entirely hiding all but
the toe nails; these, by some people, are called " booted." Then
there are clean-legged ones of every variety : they have clear,

or featherless legs ; and these are by some fanciers preferred,

but as it is not my wish to show a bias iu favour of one beauty
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over another, I refrain from giving more than simple facts in

connection with each sort, and leave the choice for others to

determine. One or two questions, however, are necessary. Do
you simply want pretty Pigeons of the Tumbler type ? If so,

make your choice out of the lot of beauties I have enumerated,
and suit your own taste. Do you want the happy combination
of beauty and quality as flyers and workers ? If so (to be candid),

you are not sure to obtain them, but you will stand the best

chance of meeting your wishes by selecting from Eosewings,
Mottles, and Self-colours (long-mufled). Do you want high-flyers

and good Rollers for, say, half an hour's flight ? If so, pick
again from Mottles and Rosewings, and also Saddles, medium
or grouse-muffed, and you will be most likely to get what you
require. Do you want a flight of high-flying Sky-scrapers, such
as are good for half a day's almost constant performing up aloft?

If so .you must make up your mind to set beauty aside, and by
the purchase of a known one here and there, regardless of shape,
colour, or markings—no matter whether long, medium, or short-

faced, whether " white " or *' bull " eyes, or even half-and-half

;

no matter whether mixed or coloured flights, clean-legged or
muffed. Then you may obtain Flying Tumblers to your heart's

desire ; such, indeed, as would satisfy the wishes and tire the
patience of the stiffest-necked fancier of the flying fraternity.

Bat the majority of these extraordinary flyers, you must under-
stand, look only to perfection when mounted up high in flight.

They show to great advantage on a bright, clear winter's morn-
ing or autumn's eve. When young birds are fully moulted, and
old ones are clear of parental cares, they fly the best, and ap-
proach nearer and nearer the cerulean canopy of heaven.

On an autumn's eve, as I have said, they look particularly

pretty at a great altitude, moving about in circuitous space,

their various colours being intensified and more brilliant by
reason of the effulgent beams of light from the setting sun
beneath them ; then they flicker like a myriad of coloured
insects, performing at intervals those extraordinary convolutions
which have not only delighted the lower grades of society who
keep them most, but have moved with admiration and astonish-
ment the most refined and dignified of our associates. It is

really a most interesting sight to witness a well-trained, re-

gularly-flown flight of carefully-selected Tumblers, which, if

regularly practised, will, on being liberated from their loft or
pen, at once start voluntarily upon their circuitous upward
journey, performing as they go with an almost perfect unity of

action—the whole lot as they gradually mount skyward passing
through their peculiar evolutions almost simultaneously—now,
perhaps, a little straggling, but quickly collecting again into a
compact mass at a great height above their home, they flicker,

flicker as up and up they go, with probably one or two " top
sawyers" of superlative merit discernible surmounted im-
mediately above the flock as leaders, and these only descending
occasionally to a few circles with the busy group, by reason of

on occasional " roll " of about 1-5 or 20 yards ; then, recovering
their equilibrium, up again they go to soar above their fellows,

turning as they turn, rolling sometimes, when they roll, until
one of those extraordinary series of somersaults, and then
another and another, bring them to the spangling mass beneath
them, which now, perhaps, are at such a stupendous height that
at times {even to a long-sighted pair of eyes), they are entirely
lost to view, and the admiring observer too often finds himself
vacantly staring into space, and probably enjoying a peculiar
sort of feeling which (in the absence of medical references), I
shall describe in my own way—viz., as resembling " lock-jaw "

in the neck and back ; and, strange to say, an equally singular
feeling pervades one's optics ; in fact, all is gone—objects be-
come cloudy or obscure ; it is a genuine case of staring these
birds out of sight, for now all is green, now all is blue, now
green and blue. Kaleidoscopic scenes are on view free of charge—it is truly a blue look-out. The Pigeons, pretty things, are
clean gone, and one's vision partially so. " Yet lost to sight
to memory dear," for on soLUoquising and on the endeavour
to straighten one's vertebrie, a rub of one's eyes, and a look
again upon earthly objects, it is iinfortunately found that for a
time all, all is chaos. Oh, dear ! yes; 'tis confusion worse con-
founded (and I speak from experience), myriads of acrobatic
phantom-Pigeons are performing in wild confusion upon every
semi-descernible object. They appear to one's over-strained
optics as Mad Tumblers disturbed by the unwelcome and
sudden visitation of a blessed feline quadruped or the more
renaarkable circumnavigations of the embryo aerial velocipede
which is to arouse all nature with astonishment.

But where are the Pigeons ? That is the first question on th*
complete restoration of one's discerning powers after perhaps
an hour or two of repose. Out you go, and up you look ; but
where, oh where have they gone? They are indeed "gone
from my gaze like a beautiful dream." Again and again are the
eyes strained to the extremest stretch of vision. East, west,
north, and south are eagerly scanned until the eye has tr,<iversed
the semicircle of blue, when at last the eye rests for a time
upon a light fleecy cloud, and lo! twinkle, twinkle—no not
" little star," because stars don't (as a rule) " twinkle " at mid-

day. Nor do they sparkle to any degree through even Ught
clouds ; so shade your eyes and take another survey, and behold,
sure enough, the Little host of flickering dots or specks prove to

be the still unweary compact mass just passing beneath the
light vapoury cloud which, by strong contrast, makes them
visible and thereby reveals their whereabouts. Yes, there they
are, still gliding on in about the same radius as they have tra-

versed so oft ; tumbling, rolling, tippling as before, according to

their several qualities, when first lost to view ; and this daily
proceeding with good and well-trained stocks continues for

hours ; the birds seem to revel in the sport and, as it were, each
one appears to outvie the others until, with an apparently
general understanding, they begin their gradual descent, sailing,

more or less, after eachperformance, but without even yet show-
ing the least symptom of flagging or weariness from their

lengthened sojourn iu the cooler skyward regions.
It is often in their descent that the best top-flying Rollers

perform the most wonderful revolutions ; for when the flight

have alighted these ''top-sawyers" or " leaders," as they are

termed, are still a good height, taking small circuits; then
hovering or soaring immediately above their home, they com-
mence to finish by a series of rolls, descending from 10 to

20 yards at a time like a falhug ring, then balancing or steady-
ing themselves with outstretched wings like a hawk between
each series of somersaults, and completing generally with a
grand Jinalc, and then a lurch and a pitch forward with closed

wings, and the day's flj' is over. Their ai'rial qualifications

alone have raised them high in the estimation of numerous
fanciers who regard their performances as the highest and best
qualification for affording real enjoyment to those who like

Pigeons.—J. W. Ludlow.—{American Pet Stock Bulletin.)

STRENGTHENING STOCKS BY UNIONS.
Bees ceased breeding this year earlier than usual ; and as the

season has been an unfavourable one, every bee-keeper would do
well to examine his stocks and leave nothing to chance. From
almost all parts of England we are hearing of stocks being in a
very poor condition, and likely to perish if not liberally fed.

One gentleman who called here yesterday said he had reduced
his stocks to foiirteen in nximber by uniting the weaker to the
stronger ones, and had given his bees i'10-worth of sugar this
autumn.
We are also uniting the weak to the strong hives, and, more-

over, I purchased a great many swarms of condemned bees in
Lincolnshire, which I have united to my stocks. These bees
arrived about eight o'clock at night in three boxes, and as I
intended to strengthen twenty hives with them, I deemed it

wise on arrival to ixnite them by candle-light. The twenty
hives to receive the Lincolnshire bees were well fed by pouring
some syrup strongly impregnated with nutmeg over both bees
and combs. It took twenty minutes to syrup these hives, which
were left uncovered till they received the bees. Then we placed
the boxfuls of bees opposite a window well lighted with gas and
candles, and by this light we ladled the bees out of the boxes
into the twenty hives, giving each hive about a quartful of our
new friends from Lincolnshire. The job was easily and speedily
done, and very satisfactory, for not a battle was fought, not a
bee killed. And in uniting our own bees we act in the same
way, first feeding the stock by pouring syrup over the bees and
combs before the other bees are cast in amongst them. The
bees thus fed are full of contentment and joy : their hilarity is

at its height about twenty minutes after the syrup has been
administered, when the bees should be cast in amongst them.
The use of the nutmeg is to prevent the bees from knowing the
strangers by smell. I believe it possible to successfully unite a
thousand swarms to stocks without the use of the nutmeg or
mint in the syrup, but still it answers the end for which it is

used in uniting swarms.—A. Pettigkew.

WHAT IS HONEY-?
I HAVE hitherto been unable to notice what Mr. Pettigrew

told us on this subject in a recent number of the Journal. His
statement amounts to this—that honey is not a pure production
of nature gathered by bees from the flowers or elsewhere, but
that it is manufactured, as it were, by these insects out of a
more or less weak syrup of sugar which they find in flowers.
To put it in his own words, " All honey proper and genuine
has been swallowed and disgorged twice by bees. On being
swallowed the second time it undergoes a chemical change—

a

sweetening and thickening process. 'Thus it is made into honey
proper." Mr. Pettigrew next refers to a review of his " Handy
Book of Bees," in which I "hinted," he says, " that his state-

ments might be the outcome of mere fancy." I forget now
exactly what I did say, as I am writing from " beyond seas,"
and have not my books to refer to ; but I must say that I was
never more surprised in my life by any statement of this sort.

I remember well my valued friend the late Mr. AVoodbury dis-

cussing the question as one which might possibly be correct,
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bnt with his usual caution aud correctness, he did not venture
to state this as a fact. Mr. Pettigrew is more venturesome, and
boldly asserts, while pitying my ignorance, that " these things
have been seen and handled hundreds of times during the last

half-century." It is an odd way of expressing the f ict, if fact it

be, that bees make honey after twice swallowing aud disgorging
it ; but may I ask Mr. Pettigrew for his evidences of these facts ?

The " instance " he mentions is no instance at all. The thin-
ness of the syi-up or honey collected from the bean flowers
proves nothing, save that the honey was thin. I have a theory
to account for the honey becoming thicker—it is a very simple
one—merely that of evaporation in the open cells before sealing-
np. It is but a theory I admit. But to allow that bees have a
power of "sweetening" honey from some source of sweetness
within themselves I cannot believe.—B. & W.

THE ART OF SUPEBING.
"I WISH I knew how to make my bees fill supers like these,"

said a lady at the Manchester Exhibition ;
" somehow mine are

either spoiled by brood in them or remain unfilled aud un-
finished. I wish you would tell me how to manage better."
This lady is a fair representative of a very large section of bee-
keepers who are anxiously trying to get supers filled with pure
virgin honeycomb. I therefore think it may be interesting
and profitable to many if the art of supering be explained in
your columns.
Amateurs and most of our lady apiarians are not coucerned

to know which system of bee-management is most profitable
;

they keep bees for pleasure, and would like to have plenty of
honeycomb for their own use, and some supers well filled to
give as presents to their friends. A large crystal palace of
honeycomb is no mean Christmas gift, and cannot well be sur-
passed as a central ornament to a dinner-table.
As my object in writing is not to teach experts, but to make

all mere beginners and learners in bee-keeping experts, I shall
probably do this most easily by detailing my own practice in
simple language, and, when necessary, giving reasons why this
and that are done.

It should be understood by all, that though supers may be
obtained from hives of all shapes and materials, some kinds are
better than others, and where these are used both the bee-
master and his bees are placed on vantage-ground. For instance,
lu-ge hives are incomparably better than small ones ; straw
hives better than wooden hives; and those of simple construc-
tion are more easily managed, and give more freedom and scope
to the industrious inmates than those which are complicated.
The position of the holes in the tops of hives, through which

the bees reach aud fill the supers, is of little importance. The
holes in my hives are all in the centre of the crown, and
measure 4 inches wide. Some modern inventors object to centre
holes because they are immediately above the brood combs
where queens are ever at work laying eggs, and may readily
step into the supers and there deposit some. To avoid this
danger these inventors have the holes in their hives nearer tlie

outside combs, where honey is generally stored. Both answer
well, for excellent supers of comb have been filled through
centre and side holes. I get supers weighing 10 lbs., 20 lbs

,

30 lbs., and 40 lbs. filled over centre holes without a cell of brood
or speck of farina in them. The size of the holes is of some
importance. I think there should be a good thoroughfare and
plenty of room for travellers between the hive and super. If
the passage be too narrow, as it is in some lands of hives which
I could name, the bees are longer in filling the supers, and fre-
quently never attempt to fill them at all.

Before I give my modes of supering I have to notice one
thing more—viz., that swarming is an indestructible instinct
of bees; it is a law of their existence. Hence there is some
risk of losing swarms by managing bees on the non-swarming
system. In attempting to prevent swarming by supering, the
most expert and experienced bee-master will sometimes find his
design frustrated.
Elsewhere I have ventured to express an opinion that more

supers of comb can be obtained by managing bees on the
swarming system than on the non-swarming one. Very well

;

when a hive is fall of combs and these combs covered with bees
it will be ready to swarm in three weeks, weather being favour-
able. In about ten or twelve days after the outside combs are
covered with bees, and eggs deposited in them, preparations for
swarming may be seen going on inside the hive. Now I endta-
Tonr to prevent such preparations by giving the bees more
room—that is, when I prefer honey to swarms. Well then,
shortly after the combs are covered with bees, supers should be
put on the hives. If the supers be made of wood or straw I
first put two or three bits of clean drone-comb, well cemented
or waxed to labels, in their crowns, and thus tempt the bees to
go into them at once and commence work. From tho crowns
of the supers to the crowns of the hives I use ladders of wood,
a'jout as thick as a child's finger. On these the bees go up, aud
commence to build their combs from the crown downwards.

This is of great importance, for bees naturally build down-
wards ; and when supers are thus filled tho combs are squared*
off and finished before they touch the crowns of the hives*
When half tilled they can be examined, by lifting, without in-
jury. If guide-combs be not used the bees would probably
build the combs into the supers upwards from the combs and
the crowns of their hives. By using two or three bits of guide-
comb the bees are tempted to commence work in the supers
at the outsides as well as in the middle of them. Drone comb
is used in supers as guides for this reason, that drones are seldom
—I might venture to say are never—bred in supers of ordinary
sizes. These supers of drone comb are invariably filled with
pure virgin honey. But if you had no drone comb at hand,
would you use a bit of worker comb ? Tes, certainly, to
induce the bees to begin at the top and build their combs in
the natural way. Thus the combs in the supers are at some
distance from the brood combs, till they and the super are
nearly full of honey. But at the time of supering, any bee-
keeper may lift one of his hives aud cut out a few pieces of
drone comb to be used as guides. Indeed, when we are bending
our energies to get many and fine supers of honeycomb we cut
out of oiu" hives all the white drone comb we can get. I prefer
it empty, so that it can be easily fixed in supers before they are
put on hives. As soon as they are put on, the bees go up
amongst the empty combs, fix them more firmly, and begin to
store honey in them ; and when such supers are taken off, it

will be found that the clumsy work of the bee-master has been
hidden amongst the more perfect work of the bees. Such supers
are just as good, sweet, and saleable as those that have never
been touched by the hand of man.
One year I made a special effort to get a great number of

supers of honeycomb. When all my straw aud glass supers
were filled, I went to our grocer at Rusholme, aud bought a great
many small boxes, which he had emptied of mustard and other
articles. They were about a foot square and 3 inches deep

—

just what I wanted. He charged 2d. each for them. A small
hole, say 3 inches wide, was cut in the bottom of each box

;

then they were filled as full and as neatly as I could with combs
(white and beautiful) cut from large hives, and placed on hives
ready to fill them with honey. Thus more than half the work
was done for the bees before they entered these supers. Next
to straw supers, about 4 inches deep and 12 inches wide, come
these cheap shallow boxes for convenience. They are conve-
nient both to fill and to empty.
Next week I shall notice the best ways of filling glass supers,

crystal palaces, and other matters pertaining to this art.

—

A. Pettiqrew, Sale, Cheshire.

Autumn Sw.iiim.—In one of the Yorkshire newspapers it is
stated that on September 30th Mr. John Davison, of Richmond,
took a swarm of bees which had swarmed in a garden in French-
gate. The same gentleman was similarly occupied with a swarm
belonging to Mr. Thos. Thompson, of the Green. The fact is
attributable to the hot weather which prevailed. On the follow-
ing morning the thermometer reached 89", and 72' in the shade.

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER.
Occasionally I notice in your Journal articles on dogs. Now

that the great painter of dogs is no more, may I ask if any of
your elderly correspondents happen to remember Landseer in
his youth ? If so, was he sportsman ? wliat dogs did he himself
pet and most care for? »tc. Just at this time any additional
information concerning the great painter, and especially con-
cerning his early days, would be read with excessive interest.—H.

[We know much of " the great painter of dogs " iu his early
days. He was staying together with his friend, Mr. John
Hayter, jun., at the clergyman's of a village in Essex, where we
then resided, and he was then engaged on painting the re-
pliques of his " Rat-Catchers." We think he had orders for six,

and he was painting them all at the same time, so that each
might have precisely the same colours. He mourned over the
monotony of the occupation. Either then, or not long after, we
heard him talk of painting a " Hector and Andromache," an
idea he realised in the duck mourning over the dead drake, and
which Mr. Graves under tho title of " The Widow," has now
exhibiting in his noble collection of engi*avings of Sir Edwin's
pictures. We recommend our readers to inspect tliatcollectiou

—

there are 305 engravings from the pictures Ijy " the Shakespeare
of the animal world." In infancy, his mother being weakly, we
were told, he was sent to be nursed at Beeleigh, near Maldon,
in Essex. At the latter place he continued in boyhood at Mr.
Woolley Simpson's, and even then he painted in oil colours. At
the time we became his acquaintance ho was taken across the
country shooting to a furm-liouse, tlio good dame at which was
requested to have some bread and cheese placed before him and
his friend in "the keeping-room." With glistening eyes and
smiling lip, rubbing his hands, lie went up to an oil painting
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hanging over the fireplace—""Well, it is not so bad, is it ? " and
he looked again and again at it during luncheon. It was a stalled

horse turning his head to welcome the groom coming with a

sieve of oats, and was a ijicture painted in Sir Edwin's boyhood.
Temper-trying was he to his sporting companion, for when

that companion's pointers stood and backed staunchly—" Stop !

stop !
" was Laudaeer's invariable very audible whisper, while

he laid down his gun, took his sketch-book from his pocket, and
outlined the dogs. The delay was forgiven so soon as sitting

down in the shade for a bite and sup, he showed his masterly
sketch. Daring these intervals of rest his pencil was rarely

idle, and there was one group of Dock leaves that was often

pourtrayed in his sketch-book, as the wind and rain had Viiried

it
—" Capital for a foreground" was his comment.

—

Eds.]

OsTEND EiBBiTS.—The declared value of foreign poultry and
game imported in the last nine months was £135,211, which was
a large increase on the previous year. Ostend Rabbits are in-

cluded, and the importation is considerable.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Address (Turkey Quill).—yir. WoUtenholme, 3, Elizabeth, Cottages, Arch-

way Road, Higbgate.

Brahma Poultry Club (J. D.).—We never heard of tlie club before. The
rule is very objectionable, but we presume it is a private association, with

which we have no right to interfeie.

Showing other Persons' Birds (Cra?*?).—Merely buying tlie eggs for

other persons to batch and to rear the chickens at their own expense would
not entitle you to show the birds as your own.

Diseased Potatoes for Fowls (E. A. B.).—If boiled they would not

injure the fowls. One feed daily in addition to other more nutritious food.

Duck as an Eoo-rRODUCER (I. IV.).—The number of oggs laid by a Duck
depends vei-y much on the breed to which she belongs. In all poultry the

non-sitters lay more than those that are concerned in the rising generation.

Thus the Aylesbury will lay a gi'eater number of e^jgs than any other Duck.

The Black Duck, called the Labrador, or the East Indian, or Buenos Ayrean,

is a good layer. The liouen is au average layer, and the Wild Duck lays few
compared to these. An old Duck is, as a rule, a better layer than a young
one, but it is impossible to give the average of any of them. Aylesbury Ducks
begin to lay in November and December; Rouens three months later. Both
the time when they begin laying, and the number of eggs they lay, are in-

fluenced by their keep and by judicious management.

Cockerel Severely Purged {Cheshire Sttbscriber).—We are sorry to say

yours is not an uncommon case. Birds frequently suffer on their return

from shows, either from the mistaken kindness of visitors who give them all

sorts of out-of-the-way food, and from the rubbish that is put at the bottoms
of the pens, instead of earth or gravel. Whatever it may be, the bird must
pick-up some of it with liis food, and if it be of au indigestible character he
must suffer from it. If your bird is suffering from any such cause, there will

be no relief till it is removed. We advise, then, a table-spoonful of castor oil

to be followed by Baily's pills, varied with an occasional pill of camphor, and
by stimulants such as bread and ale.

Spanish Fowls Catarrhed (Black Spanish Fancier].—Your fowls are

suffering from the alternations of weather, and the rapid changes from warm
to cold, and wet to dry. In fact, they have a little cold. Birds that are com-
pelled to live in paved yards are always subject to this disorder, and it some-

times takes a worse form. Give them some bread and ale. Spread gravel a

couple of inches thick over the yard. Let them have some camphor always

in the water, enough to make it taste. Give them some lettuces to eat, and
see they do not roost in a draught. Spanish fowls are not subject to roup.

Silver-laced Bantams' Plumage {B. T. C).—None of the so-called

Silver Sobrights of th3 present day would have been admitted years ago as

belonging to the breed, their colour would have been declared wrong. When
the Silver Sebright left the bands of its maker. Sir John '' of that ilk," the

foundation colour of the plumage was that of frosted silver—a dead white.

Sir John kept the two colours. Golden and Silver, carefully separate, but since

then they have been allowed to run together, and it is from that fact the

Silvers have the yellow or creamy tinge of which you complain. You now
propoi^e to do that which Sir John Sebright and his son Sir Thomas always

did, to repair colour and to alter lacing. You must be careful to choose the
AVhite Bantam cock with drooping wings and without sickle feathers. It will

make one season difference. The effect of the Black hen will be to make the

lacing heavier. Bo careful to select a cock to put with these hens that can be
depended upon as a breeder; you probably know all cannot. You cannot do
better than you propose, if you wish to make the Silvers more silver, and the
Golden better laced.

Roup in Pigeons (Y. A.).—Give a few peppercorns daily, and keep the

bird warm if the case is only a slight one. Move him into a stable where a
horse is kept if it happen to bo convenient, as there the atmosphere is suit-

able, and yet no fiie heat. If the case is bad make small pills of an equal
quantity of jalap and cayenne mixed up with butter, and givo a pill oveiy

other day. Feed well. As to infection, fanciers differ, but by keeping the
bird apart from the others you act prudently.

Empty Trap Hives inGarden (Mrs. H.).—There is no law against "people
keeping empty hives standing ready to catch swarming bees not always the
people's own," but the dishonesty of the intention ought to prevent it. The
owner of a swarm so trapped Las a right to recover it.

Present Weight of a Stock {E. S. H.).—The weight of bees at this

time of year is gi-eatly reduced, and is reducing fast, but they will now begin
again to breed, and will, of course, increase in weight. We cannot do more
than guess the weight of your bees, so much depends upon their numbers.
If fairly strong they might weigh from 2 to 8 lbs. Ten pounds of actual
honey will carry most stocks well through the winter. Probably 8 lbs. would
suffice.

Straw Sicep on a SherringtonBar-frame {B. J. H. T/iomoi).—We think
your better way will be to separate the two at onoe, and preserve the Sherring-
ton and the few combs iu it for the flrst swarm next year. The separation

is easily effected. AU the bees, and the honey too, are now in the skep, so
that you have only to apply a little pressure to lift the skep from the Sherring-
ton, and then place it on the board. If the two remain together, the beaa
would doubtless fill the Sherrington with combs nest year, but probably the
half of them would be drone combs.

Transferring Bees (A. T. FV(>b).—Unquestionably it is much too late
to transfer beea. You must wait till May.
Prize Hites at Manchester (C. H. E.).—The hive, if it might be called

a hive, which took the first prize in the ornamental class, was made wholly of
glass of three thicknesses, globular, with a centre hole for supering. The
board on which it stood was covered with crimson velvet outside the circum-
ference of the hive. It was made for the occasion, and is worthless for any-
thing but exhibition. The secoud-prize hive in this class was made of ma-
hogany, square, with four sides of glass.

Crystal Palace Hives [Idsm).—Thi& "Crystal Palaces" were very large
supers, with lids at their tops like the bottles seen iu confectioners' shops.
Mr. Breeu's prize " Palace "' stood 22 inches high, 10 inches wide at the bottom,
15 inches at the widest part, and abi^ut 7 or 8 inches wide at the lid. Mr.
Pettigrew's was nearly as high, Ij inches wide, and narrowed to only 5 inches
at the bottom. We are unable to say that a good coat of paint will preserve
straw hives, for we have not tested it; but find that hives well and neatly
sewn with canes will stand the wear and tear of ten years without paint, and
look well to the last. We agree with you that a milk-pancheon is a very un-
sightly cover for a bee hive.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat, 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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Would it not be as well if the Palace authorities were to see

to it? "KoU and butter," or "cold meat," is very nice at

times, but after being up all night and travelling, the advan-

tage of getting a hot breakfast is appreciated by at least one,

and I believe all of us very weak mortals.—W. Fakeen, Home
House, Huntingdon Eoad, Camhrhlije,

A FEW SORTS OF TOMATOES.—No. 2.

Keye's Eaelt Pkolific.—As its name implies, this variety is

a few days earlier than the old Bed Tomato, and it is cer-

tainly as prohlic as that variety, but its fruit is, on the whole,

fully two sizes smaller, and in most instances so deeply ribbed

as to be nearly cut iu two. The skiu is rather thick, therefore

there is not much pulp for the size of the fruit. I submit
that for out-door culture it is not even second-rate, but for

pot-culture it may be desirable ; even then I do not consider

it equal to the Oraugefield.

General Gkaxt.—A strong grower but not a prolific variety.

Its fruit is produced on short racemes of not more than seven

frnit in each, but generally five, and attains about the size of

a Golden Pippin Apple. It is round and handsome, being

without ribs, and ripens to a very high colour. It is about

a week later than the Common Red, but it keeps a long time
after having been gathered. I do not find any other particular

merit attached to it. It would require a much greater space

to grow a given quantity of fruit than any sort I have yet

named.
Hathaway's Excelsiob.—This is also a strong grower and

very prolific. The fruit is large, heavy, and handsome, being

nearly as round as a cricket-ball, not a rib upon it, and ripen-

ing well up to the stem. The skin is thin, smooth, and shining,

and the flesh moderately firm. It is a most excellent sort for

slicing-up in Tomato salads. It is a somewhat new variety,

and I purchased it on the recommendation of a friend that it

was one of the best Tomatoes for general cultivation ; in

that opinion I entu'ely agree. Since that time the Royal
Horticultural Society have had it on trial at Chiswick, and
awarded it a first-class certificate.

Peae-shaped.—This sort with me was but a moderate
grower, and a number of the fruit, instead of coming in the

shape of a Pear, were very similar to that of General Grant,
only not so large, but when ripe and true to shape they are

very ornamental, though small and only moderately numerous.
The uncertainty of this variety in character, and its small
fruit, prevent its being generally grown. I do not think I

shaU try it any more.
Red Cuekant.—This is an exceedingly handsome and orna-

mental variety, producing its scarlet-coloured fruit iu racemes
of from 8 to 20 inches in length. The fruit is about the

size and shape of that of Solanum Capsicastrum. Many of

the racemes bring to perfection as many as from thirty to

forty fruit on each, and they are very freely produced, so much
so as to make a properly cultivated plant appear literally

covered with fruit. The foliage is smaU and the wood both
slender and short-jointed, biit the plant grows freely, is al-

together the most attractive variety I have seen, and a most
useful one for garnishing dishes of fish, etc. It will grow and
thrive as well in the open border, trained to stakes or trellis-

work, as it does against a wall, but the fruit does not ripen

so early. To those who like such subjects for greenhouse
decoration here is a plant which far exceeds iu decorative

qualities Chilies, Capsicums, &c.
Red Cheeky.—This is called Red Currant by some, but my

variety is in no way like the preceding. The habit of gi'owth is

coarser, and it is a very shy bearer. The fruit is produced iu

semi-racemes of from five to ten fruits each. It is about as

large as a Cherry and ripens to a very high colour. I do not
consider it worth much, and shall not grow it again.

De Lave.—I have tried this three years both under a wall

and iu the open border, and in neither position has it proved
worth growing. The season must be hot and sunny to ripen
the fruit perfectly, but when grown in pots under glass it turns
out well, and from its self-supporting habit it is a very suit-

able variety for that purpose.
Tellow Cheeey.—This corresponds in every way to the

Red Cherry Tomato, except that its fruit is yellow and a little

larger. I consider it is only worth growing for the sake of

variety.

Yellow Ball.—This is also yellow-fruited. Its hajjit of

growth is vigorous, though it is not a prolific sort. Its fruit

is as round as a ball and attains nearly the size of General

Grant. If this could be improved in size it would prove to
be the best of the Yellows, but as it is I am not prepared to

say much iu its favour, and should still prefer to grow the
Old Laege Yellow.—In habit of growth, productiveness,

and shape of fruit it appears exactly like the Common Red,
though its colour is yellow and its fruit is second iu size to
that variety ; it ripens about the same time. I consider it is

the best of the yellows, and to those who like the colour it

may be worth growing, but in my experience I could never
find that the yellow Tomatoes are appreciated ; I always hear
that the colour is objected to when they are served-up.
The Common or Large Bed.—This sort I need not take the

trouble to describe. All know it, and if their experience ia

like mine it is yet too good to be discarded, for if quantity and
quaUty of fruit be wanted we must still grow it. I took an
average of four plants of each sort of Tomato I grew, and
intended to weigh the produce of fruit from beginning to

end, but that week of wet rough weather in September brought
on the disease so severely that quantities of fruit were spoiled

and my intentions frustrated ; however, as far as I did go,

the Common Bed bore off the palm for weight. Charter Oak
Prize was next, then Hathaway's Excelsior, and Keye's Early
Prolific was fourth. If we were to take the weight of equal
measures of fruit, doubtless Hathaway's Excelsior would far

exceed the others, because it is a weighty soUd fruit which
would pack closely in the basket. I think it would be profit-

able if any person who has grown other sorts of Tomatoes
than those which I have named would state the result of his

experience.

—

Thomas Record.

THE POTATO DISEASE IN 1873.

JouRNEYiNGS iu England, Scotland, and Ireland during this

past summer gave me many opportunities of noticing to what
extent the Potato crops had suffered from disease in several

localities.

In West Cornwall we had, as usual, signs of its presence

among the early sorts iu May, a leaf or two being blotched,

and small patches being more or less affected ; but in the

beginning of June matters looked worse, and the haulm was
in mauy places blighted extensively. Now, the general rule

has been that low-lying partially-shaded spots suffered first

and most severely ; but not so this year, for iu mauy instances

these had escaped, while the sunny south side of the hill was
devastated. But still, the disease did not reach the tubers

in anything like the proportion iu which it might have been
looked for. Digging, of course, went on rapidly, for when
disease attacks our early crops, though not ripe, they are very

nearly fit to be taken up for the early supply, and fully an
average crop was commonly sold, and at good prices.

The latter jiart of June I spent in and around London, and
certainly most promising was, at that time, the appearance of

the Potato crop. The same remark applies to Ireland in the

beginning of July, and to Scotland during the latter part of

that mouth. In August, however, long-continued rain and
consequent low temperature began then- work, and in Perth-

shire, around Dunkeld particularly, there were manifest un-

mistakeable symptoms that disease was at work. Going south-

wards appearances improved, but in September I found the

Essex fields that had looked so well in Juno sadly bhghted,

audi he like through the south and south-western districts

some were worse, some were better, but very few, appai'ently,

were altogether unscathed.

Iu West Cornwall, where I again found myself in the middle

of September, there was scarce a vestige of haulm left, so

thoroughly had the malady there done its work. I had my-
self planted an experimental piece with various late sorts,

American as well as English. Of those which turned out best,

as regards their power of resisting disease, there were Sutton's

Bed-skin Flourball and Skerry Blues. The first of these,

however, turned out worthless in quality, and they have con-

sequently been given to the pigs, but the latter gave a fair

crop, and were excellent. The Early Rose, Goodrich, and
another somewhat similar American variety, suffered, I think,

even more than the Flukes, Victorias, and other common
English varieties. The Red-sldnFlourballs have, indeed, always

beUed their name, so far as I can learn, in this district, and I

should be glad to hear that they have justified it elsewhere.

They certainly, however, do make a better fight against the

disease than any other variety that I have ever grown, even

putting out fresh leaves after the first have been destroyed.

Much questioning was there also iu all these various locali-
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ties touching the disease, its usual effects, and suggested '

remedies; but from all that I gathered, the conclusion re-

mained, that in fact we know httle or nothing more about its

cause and treatment than we did some twenty years ago. As
a rule, it does not usually make its appearance till the crop is

approaching maturity. Fine bright weather retards it ; dull,

close, foggy days develope it rapidly, and then, once developed,

nothing avails to stop its ravages. The oft-suggested plan of

cutting away the haulm close to the roots I have myself tried

in various cases without any benefit. This very year, obsei'v-

ing patches of disease in a piece of Early Myatt's, I out to the

ground one portion, while an adjoining one of similar size was
left untouched. A fortnight later and both were dug up, when,
where the haulm had been left the Potatoes were considerably

larger, and no more disease among them than in the other.

As this bears out my conclusions of former years, removing
the haulm serves only, it would seem, to reduce the crop

;

and just so we might expect it would be, for probably as soon
as the leal is attacked the sap throughout the plant becomes
diseased, equally in the portions below as in those above the

ground.
Soil, climate, and cnltivation may all, I believe, contribute

their share in fostering or resisting the Potato malady. A
light porous soil, a dry climate, and a moderate allowance of

manure, will usually produce a healthy but not too vigorous a

growth, while the contrary to these conditions wUl result in

that overluxuriant vegetation which is the first to suffer.

Subject, of course, to particular variations, this seems the
common rule, and hence I apprehend that the drier soils and
higher summer temperature of the mitUand and eastern dis-

tricts of England need fear no rivalry in late Potato-growing
from locaUties which, like West Cornwall, have an excess of

moisture and deficiency of heat.

If accurate accounts were attainable, I believe that it would
be found better economy in this particular district to import
onr winter Potatoes rather than to grow them. But in soils

and cUmatea the best suited to this crop, has it not, I would
ask, been found that even in years when the actual disease

has been least felt, or even when there have been no signs

whatever of it, the average crops of late Potatoes are now very
far below the yield of ten or twenty years ago ? Where due
rotation has not been observed this would only be a necessary
result; but I ask the question, What has occurred where
the land has only been called upon for this particular crop in

its proper course ? Does this, if such is the case, point to a
reduced constitutional vigour of the plant? And again, if so,

has this resulted from the continuance of disease or from any
other cause ?

Such are my Potato-jottings for this ye.ir. Seed is already
being purchased for next year's crops, and many complaints
are heard as to the difficulty of getting sound samples. This
strengthens my opinion that the past has generally been a bad
season for Potato disease, as might, indeed, have been ex-

pected from the prevailing character of the weather. How,
then, have foreign growers fared ? What supplies have France,
Holland, and Uelgium for us ? Can they grow an equal crop
to that of past years ? and is the disease less prevalent abroad
than with ourselves? All these are questions of interest, and
may throw Ught on what so much still needs it—viz., the origin,

conditions, and treatment of this scourge of our fields.—W.

wait two or three years longer, and then they will send up
from the roots shoots 7 or 8 feet high, as straight as an arrow
—the very acme of perfection, and ready for the insertion of
his best lloses. That yeiir I put in about thh-ty cuttings, and
every year since have been adding to the number.
By this means good sorts only are jiropagated—the real Dog

Ptose—scentless, with few prickles, and these strongly hooked
downwards, and not perpendicular' to the stem, with improved
roots.

If Mr. Camm and nurserymen would propagate their own
Briars in this manner in the months of August and September,
there would be less outcry about the short lives of Hoses ; but
finding the plants a scarce commodity the briarman makes all

fish that comes in his net, brings home all that comes in his
way, provided they be young and straight, regardless how
many prickles there may be upon them, and with a ekin as red
as a soldier's coat ; these are paid for and worked, and the
consequence is, if the bud succeed, the Eose lives, producing
blooms—puny things—for two or thi'ee years, lingers on, and
then dies of consumption. Give the Briar fair play, and it is

an excellent stock. Like Mr. Reynolds Hole I am thoroughly
of opinion that if one can get a Rose on the Briar of the right

sort, and on the main shoot, it wEl far surpass that on the
Manetti, just in proportion as the former is more vigorous-
growing than the latter

;
provided it will grow on the Briar at

all, for I find that, like many living animals, they are very
capricious. Some will live only on one kind of stock, others

on another, and many on both—(•..'/..with me Charles Lefebvro
will not thrive on the Briar, neither will Baroness Rothschild,

but both do well on the JIanetti, and on their own roots, .\gain,

G^nural Jacqueminot, Maurice Bernardin, and Pierre Notting
will not thrive on the Manetti, and succeed excellently on the

Briar.—D. D., Makerston, Kelso.

N.B.—I forgot to say I propagate my Manetti stocks also by
cuttings, while I am budding in August and September.

EOSE STOCKS FROM CUTTINGS.
I KEAD very attentively every article in The Journ.il or

HoBTicuLTCBE treating on Roses, Briar and Manetti stocks,

and have just finished a perusal of Mr. Gamm's observations

on the latter in the number of October 16th. So far as my
eiperience teaches I agree with him almost entirely—that the
collecting of Briars is a most rugged, tiresome, and expensive
concern, for I have gone for them ten or twelve miles, and had
them conveyed home both by trains and carts. Feeling this

work both costly and fatigueing, I set to work in another
direction.

I had sown seeds years ago which never germinated, and
therefore had abandoned this plan. I resolved, however, to

try cuttings, and falling in with a very favourite Briar (for

there are hundreds of varieties of them) in August, I dug a
piece of ground and dibbled-in the cuttings taken off mostly
at the joints, making them as firm as ever I could. The
cuttings exactly resembled those of Gooseberries. To my great

delight nearly every one of them lived. It is not the cuttings

themselves, however, that will benefit the rosarian ; he must

LOBELIA WHITE PERFECTION.
A KEALLY good white-floweriug bedding plant is a great

desideratum, whether it be a Geranium, Verbena, Lobelia, or

anything else. We are still very deficient of white-flowering

plants for the flower garden, though of white foliage we have
plenty ; but in cold wet situations like mine, even such plants

in the majority of seasons are disappointing just when we
want them to present the best appearance. It is, therefore,

with much pleasure I can recommend this welcome addition

to our scanty supply. Bearing in mind the wet and unfavour-

able season— here, throughout the summer, we have only

been once three days in succession without rain—and taking

into account the unfavourable situation, it seems wonderful
that this Lobelia should have done so well. It is what
may be called a white strain of Lobelia speciosa, and much
praise is due to the Messrs. Veitch, of Cheisea (from whom
we had our supply of seed), for sending out such an excellent

variety. Never did the Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society award a better-merited certificate. It is not

to be expected that so great a flirt as the Lobelia is, should
be in this instance quite constant to colour from seed

;
yet,

notwithstanding a few true blues which put in an appear-

ance, it is remarkably pure—none of your half pink, half

blue, and half-a-dozen other shades, but a white, as its name
denotes, to perfection. Nothing can be more even in growth,

standing from 5 to G inches high, and of a semi-erect habit,

and the whole mass a sheet of pure white. I certainly had
some misgivings until I saw the first blooms, but then with

much gratification',I beheld a genuine white Lobelia.

As regards the few blue-flowered plants that are produced
amongst the seedlings, they make a pleasing mixture ; but

should they not be wanted they can be easily detected when
potting the seedlings, being much lighter, and with little if

any of that hairy surface that is inseparable from the blue

variety ; or they can be planted in little clumps, and as soon

as a blue is discerned let it bo pulled out. We served in this

way two beds edged with it, and they have been much ad-

mired.—J. Taylor, ilacfgu'i/nnc, Carmarlhcnahire.

HoTEiA .TAPON'ICA, Ac.—In answer to " W. G.," page 291, X

have now (October IHtb) six plants of Iloteia japonica in full

bloom, also some two or three score of Strawberry plants, a

few with ripe fruit. All the above plants I forced in flower

early in- spring. In July I planted them out in the open
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ground ,Vwhere they very soon grew again, and flowered a
second Jtime the same year.—J. Down, Gardener, Ashdoicn
Park, Sussex.

MR. ROBERT FISH.
In the morning of the 23rd lust, died Robert Fish, our able,

kind-hearted, and judicious correspondent and friend during
nearly the whole of the twenty-five years this .Journal has
existed. A few sentences in his first communication addressed
exclusively to amateurs indicated the man—" What is beauti-
ful in plants should be admired for its beauty alone. The
pleasure arising from producing and tending that beauty is a
different thing. Whether the plant be grown in hothouse,
greenhouse, garden, or field, its peculiar beauty should at ouco
be recognised. Cultirate plants with such a spirit, and they
wiU promote that which is civilising, soul-elevating, and good-
ness-tending." In conclusion, after giving good practical
advice, he added—"Amid many, or, at least, some failures,
there will be acquired that general practical knowledge, the
safest companion and the best testing agent of science."
From a near relative we learn that Mr. Fish was born in the

village of New Scone, in Perthshire. He was educated at the
parish school, and, we believe, finished his education at a
seminary in Perth. It is certain that he received a good ele-

mentary education, and even what was then considered a
classical one, so far as that means a knowledge of the rudi-
ments of Greek and the capacity to read and understand Latin.
These acquirements had an important bearing upon his early
life. From his youth he was a careful observer of nature, and
grew a diligent student of general literature, though devoting
himself to his profession with an energy seldom equalled.
He served his apprenticeship under the late Mr. Beattie in

the gardens of the Earl of Mansfield at Scone Palace, and was
distinguished for industry in the garden and his devotion to
study in his leisure. His practice was always to have a book
at meal times and to read a portion to think upon when de-
voting the day to heavy manual or other labour. He was a
contemporary and a personal friend of David Douglas the
botanical collector, and took a lively interest, with the late
Mr. Loudon, in the erection of a monument to his memory in
the churchyard of New Scone.
From Scone Mr. Fish went to the gardens of Sir Robert

Preston, of Valleyfield, in Perthshire, the same habits of dili-

gence continuing to distinguish him ; there he formed friend-
ships that endured for life. From Valleyfield Mr. Fish went to
Caenwood, Hampstead, and from thence to Plucklaugh in
Staffordshire, and the Horticultural Society's gardens at Chis-
wick. During all these changes he was earnestly employed in
mastering his profession, forming congenial friendships, and
storing his mind with those almost inexhaustible resources of
knowledge which he shortly afterwards began to pour forth
through the public press, and that continued to flow almost
without interruption to his death.
From the time of his having launched as a master gardener

in that most unlikely of all spheres for the display of ability,

culture, and genius, the Messrs. Tattersall's, at Hyde Park
Corner, Loudon, till within a few months of his sudden end,
he contributed to the horticultural literature of the times. Ho
was a devoted admirer of the late Mr. Loudon, who, with that
noble generosity that ever distinguished him, heartily welcomed
the young writer in the only possible place at that time, the
" Gardener's Magazine." His first essay was on " The Coihng
System of Vine Culture." It appeared in the Magazine in
.July, 1833. He was then at Mr. Tattersall's. He formed a
friendship with Mr. Loudon that only ended with life. He
originated mutual improvement societies, and his pen, his
power, his purse were ever ready when horticulture made a
call on these. He was Secretary to the West London Gar-
deners' Association in 1837. At Mr. Tattersall's he heard that
Col. Sowerby had called on Dr. Lindley to inquu-e about Mr.
Fish. This was in 1840. Dr. Lindley had not at that time
known him personally ; his words were characteristic—" Oh !

you are Mr. Fish, are you? WeU, if a tithe of what I have
heard of you be true you are worthy of any place." He was
sent down to Putteridgebury.

^

Any resume of Mr. Fish's labours is impo.«sible within the
limits of a notice like this. His worth as a man is a jewel
hidden deep in the hearts of all who knew him. His literary
contributions appeared in nearly all the gardening periodicals
until he joined the staff of this Journal, and he employed his
pen for this until it dropped from his hand owing to « partial

paralysis. His skill as a gardener is evidenced by every feature
of the gardens of Putteridge Park, which he may be said to

have, out of a common field, constructed and furnished with
a care, a zeal, and a success seldom equalled, perhaps never
excelled, to the last moment of his life.

From 1840 until his death Mr. Fish remained at Putteridge-
bury, and for twenty-five years of that period we knew him,
and now record that in every relation of life he was excellent.

As gardener, his skill, and good taste, and care for his em-
ployer's interest were prominently apparent. As son, husband,
aud brother he was deeply loved. His brothers owed him
much, and delight to acknowledge the debt ; for, as one of

them in a note before us declares, " He was brother, father,

and truest friend to me." His " genial writing," as it was
well described by one of our readers, was justly appreciated
by them ; and we readily and unreservedly acknowledge, that

during the long period he was united to us we ever found him
one of the most cordial, ablest, and soundest of counsellors.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 5.

LILIUM TIGRINUM EEECTUM.
This is a Tiger Lily not much grown, a neglect which I think

is to be regretted. It is very distinct from all other members
of its family. The spots are rather small and the flowers not
very large, but the erect habit and rather dwarf growth are

productive of a pleasing contrast when it is grouped in the

conservatory with L. tigvinum splendens and L. tigrinum flore-

pleno. Our first bulb was given by Mr. Leichtlin. We took

up a cut flower-stem to South Kensington ; but partly owing
to the flowers being overblown, and partly from their being

shown in company with more showy Tiger Lilies, the Committee
was not much impressed with it. The photograph, as will be

seen, hardly does it justice; it shows the habit, snl that is all.

At the time when the photographs of the Lilies had to be taken

the only pot of this species in bloom had lost most of its

flowers. Its height was 3J feet. It had six blooms to a stem.

The leaves were 5 inches long. It, like other Tiger Lilies, pro-

duces many stem-bulbs, aud therefore can be easily increased.

We purpose trying a clump in the border, which ought to

have a good effect.

—

George F. Wilson.

Promoting the Clinging of Iw.—If " F. G. W." would

make the border for his Ivy of good compost, say a foot wide,

and peg all the shoots down to the ground, just nailing 2 or
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3 inches of the points to the bottom of the wall, it would sooner
Tae covered with good, strong, healthy shoots that would cHng
securely ; while long growth nailed to the wall gets blown
about by the wind, and never fastens or grows so well as when
it starts from the ground.—T. S.

KEW GARDENS.—No. 1.

[We extract this clever popular description of Kew Gardens
from the " Edinboi'gh Eeview." Additions we may occasion-

ally make will be bracketed.]

Can we wonder that the citizens of London have for ages
been drawn, as if by some irresistible impulse, westward

;

beckoned onward, as it were, by the splendid beauty of the
setting sun ? In our own time we have seen the famous gar-

dens of Vauxhall, where Pepys tells us the nightingales used
to sing so sweetly, swallowed up in the advancing tide of brick

and mortar ; and Kensington Gardens, where, within the
memory of many middle-aged men, squirrels were as plentiful

as blackberries, are now caged-in by a suburb, until they are

not more retired than a square in Bloomsbury. Westward still

the great wave of human life is advancing, until our last open
space yet, thank God, open to the pure country fields in the form
of a public pleasure ground, is in the Iloyal Gardens at Kew.
Like the Hampton Court Palace Gai\lens, they have flourished

Duder the favour of the Crown for many reigns, and the forest-

like pleasure grounds have had time to form a deep setting of

noble trees round the Botanical Gardens, brilliant with flowers

and exotic plants gathered from all quarters of the globe. It

is true they did not pass into the possession of the Crown until

the beginning of the last century, but for a century before a
residence known as Kew House, with these grounds, was in the
possession of Lord Capel, and from him fell into the hands of

Mr. Molyneux, who married his daughter, the Lady Elizabeth
Capel ; so that these noble grounds, at least as far as the
arboretum or forestial portion is concerned, have been in care-

fal cultivation for at least two hundred years. Mr. Molyneux's
connection with the Court, as Secretary to the Prince of Wales,
son of King George II., and father of George III., appears to

have drawn the attention of that Prince to the charming situa-

tion of these grounds, and induced him in the year 1730 to

take a long lease of them from the Capel family. At that time
the estate consisted of about 2.50 acres, bounded, to speak
broadly, by the Kichmond Koad, the old Iloyal Deer Park, and
the river Thames. In the time of George 11. , when these
grounds were first laid out for his son, the Chinese fashion in
gardening was in vogue, and the grounds round the present
lake by the Palm house were designed after the fashion of the
picture in the old-fasliioned willow-pattern plate. In the old
lake there was an island crossed by an apparently inaccessible

Chinese bridge, not far off a Chinese Tai House, and as if to
give a still more cosmopolitan character to the grounds, a
Turkish Temple and an Assembly Room, the style of which, as

set forth in Sir William Chambers' perspective view of it, it

wonld behirl to guess at. The Great Pagoda, however, which
still stands in handsome preser\"ation some little distance off,

in the midst of the arboretum or pleasure ground, is the only
TCBtige of this Sinesian garden folly of the seventeenth century
now remaining. The classical foUy still exists. Sir William
Chambers, as wo all can see, capped artificial mounts with
Temples of the Wind, Temples of the Sun, Temples of Victory
and Minden ; now either entirely empty or tenanted by a stray

bust or two of departed heroes, which look wonderfully cold
and miserable in their deserted shrines.

These so-called classical temples and buildings in the gar-
dens were erected under the direction of the Princess Augusta,
the relict of the Prince of Wales, by whom the exotic depart-
ment of the garden was commenced. AU vestiges of her glass

stoves have, however, given way to new buildings more fitted

to the advanced appliances of our day ; one noble building,
however, still remains—the old orangery, a lieavy but impos-
ing-looking conservatory (marked by the date 17<il over the
portal of the building), where once the blooming fruit flourished,

but now devoted to specimens of colonial timber. Under the
guidance of William Alton, the author of "Hortus Kewensis,"
published in 1789, the gardens were enriched with a large
number of foreign plants. During his time and that of his
son, W. Towusend Alton, Esq., who was an especial favourite
of George HI., these Gardens were the receptacle of the riches
in horticulture collected and brought over by Captain Cook,
Sir Joseph Banks, and Captain Flinders, in their voyages
round the world. In addition to these Mr. Allan Cunningham

brought home from Australia many rare plants, and the expe-
ditious of Bowie and Masson to Brazil and to the Cape of Good
Hope furnished the Gardens with singular products of the
southern hemisphere. With the reign of the poor blind king
(who, by the way, spent the last years of his life in the quaint
old red-brick palace seen from the lawn), the value of Kew Gar-
dens as a scientific centre of botanical and horticultural science

gradually declined, the two succeeding monarchs taking little

interest in the establishment, and spending but little upon it.

With the first years of the present Queen's reign, during which
such vigour seemed to be infused into the scientific life of the

nation, the first movement was made which transformed the

Gardens from an effete royal establishment into the noble

grounds which, under its able Directors, have become the most
famous botanic garden in Europe. In the year 1838, in con-

sequence of the general feeling that the Gardens should be
placed upon a dilJereut footing, and thrown open to the public

as a great popular and scientific institution, at the instigation

of Lord John Eussell a Committee was appointed to inquire

into their management and condition. In 1840 the inquiry

resulted in a report by Dr. Lindley, which recommended that

the Koyal Botanic Garden, the pleasure grounds, and the
Eichmond Deer Park should be transferred to Her Majesty's

Woods and Forests, and this arrangement was immediately
carried out ; but subsequently the management has been divided

between two departments, the Gardens and pleasure grounds
passing to the Works and Public Buildings Department, and
the remainder to the Woods, Forests, and LandEevenue Office.

The Botanic Gardens in 1841 received as its Director, on the

resignation of Mr. Alton, Sir William Hooker, and from the

day of the advent of this distinguished botanist the fame of

the national establishment immediately began to re-assert

itself. The proposal of Dr. Lindley, in his report to Govern-
ment, gradually, under the care of this distinguished Director,

became an established fact :
—" .\ National Garden ought to be

the centre round which all minor establishments of the same
nature should be arranged : they should all be under the con-

trol of the chief of that garden, acting in concert with him, and
through him with one another, reporting constantly their pro-

ceedings, explaining their wants, receiving their supplies, and
aiding the mother country in everything that is useful in the

vegetable kingdom. Medicine, commerce, agriculture, horti-

culture and many valuable branches of manufacture would
derive much benefit from the adoption of such a system. From a

garden of this kind Government would be able to obtain authentic

and oflioial information on points connected with the founding

of new colonies ; it would afford plants there required, without

its being necessary as now to apply to the officers of private

establishments for advice and assistance." In order to give

space for these improvements, however, considerably more
room was required than could be found in the original Botanic

Gardens, which at the time of the transfer from the Crown
consisted of only eleven acres. This portion of the old royal

domain was at once opened to the public, together with its

plant-houses and museums, as they then existed. These in-

adequate limits were soon increased by the grounds im-

mediately about the orangery and the conservatory, which gave

an additional four acres ; the pinetum was subsequently added

by the Queen. This land, which was contiguous with the

pleasure ground, afforded room for a collection of plants of the

Pine tribe, and for the erection of the Palm stove, which was

built in 1848, and for the lake in its modern form—an addition

of forty-seven acres. In 184C-7 the royal kitchen and forcing

grounds were incorporated with the Botanictl Gardens, making

an additional seventy-five acres in all. In 18G1 Decimus
Burton commenced the building of the temperate house, which

lies in the avenue terminated by the old Pagoda. The arbo-

retum or pleasure grounds were, after the death of the late

King of Hanover, thrown open to the public. These grounds,

which the non-scientific public greatly esteem on account of

the beautiful timber they contain, comprise an additional

270 acres, and, in addition to this, the old Eoyal Deer Park, of

about four hundred acres, now belongs to the Woods and

Forest Department, affording almost unlimited space for the

extension of the Gardens when more space is required. These

beautiful enclosures have, in short, grown-up piece by piece,

like the British Constitution, by grants and arrangements with

the Crown, and they now form the finest horticultural esta-

blishment in the world, without cavil or dispute.^ It is need-

less to say that to give a full account of the Gardens in a

botanical sense would occupy volumes. As, however, we are

writing for the intelligent visitor, and not for the professional
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totanisit, vfe shall probably satisfy him by pointing out the

main features worthy of attention in the Garden and its

museums.
The public are more familiar with the entrance from the

Green than with any of the other entrances from the Rich-

mond Road, or from 'the towing-path facing the Brentford and

Isleworth ferries. The tine old gateway, a specimen of iron-

work but rarely met with, seems to smile upon the holiday

folks who, hot from toiling over the Kew Bridge, huilt after the

Chinese ideas of such a structure, are gratified both in eye and

mind by the luxuriant verdure that meets their eye imme-
diately they pass these portals. It is no spick-and-span new
garden they look upon ; the turf speaks of ages of careful cul-

ture, the trees rise to a noble altitude, and then- foliage strikes

them as something rare and beautiful. And well it may ; for

the spot immediately within view is the old arboretum. Here

for two hundred years at least all the rare trees of the old

and new world have been collected and carefully tended. The
buildings, too, wear an air of picturesque beauty which speaks

of the past. The old Kew Palace, somewhat retired on the

right hand, speaks of the days when solid building in fine red-

brick, which harmonised so well with the Terdure around, was

a hying fashion. It seems, like all the old buildings of that

age, to have a history, and that history, as we know, was
associated with the latter years of the poor, blind, old king,

which were spent within its walls. At that time the grounds

around the palace were not nearly so open as they are now,
the paths wound about amid shrubs ; and here, on one oc-

casion, as Fanny Burney tells us in her autobiography, the

poor king, escaping from his keepers, pursued her, as she fled

terrified through the garden to escape him. Here, also. Queen
Charlotte lived many years after his decease, and closed her

days. But scientifically as well as socially this spot is famous.

Looking over the wire fence which separates the royal grounds
from the garden—for they still belong to the Crown—we see a

sundial mounted on an antique pedestal. This site marks one
of the great astronomical triumphs of the past. The curious

si)ectator may not have an opportunity of reading the in-

scription which is engraved upon it, which we therefore

give—
" On this spot, in 1725, the Piev. James Bradley made the first

observations which led to his two gr-eat discoveries—the aber-

ration of light, and the nutation of the earth's axis. The tele-

scope he used had been erected by Samuel Molyneux, Esq., in a
house which afterwards became a royal residence, and was taken
down in 1803. To perpetuate the memory of so important a
station, this dial was placed on it in 1832, by command of Hia
Most Gracious Majesty King Wilham IV."

Thus by a most happy coincidence this ground may be con-

sidered sacred to the great explorers of the skies and the earth

—the one a searcher of the starry heavens, the other of the
rarities of mother e.arth ; and in the names of Bradley, the
Astronomer Royal, and Sir AVilHam Hooker, the creator, so to

speak, of these gardens in a scientific sense, may be traced the
origin of the two scientific establishments, the Kew Gardens
and the Kew Observatory.
But to turn once more to the cool shade of the noble trees

which tempt the lounger, scientifical or otherwise, in these de-
lightful gardens. As we have said, many of them are now in

their prime, and all are more or less rare as well as beautiful.

Very many of them are exotic, and were removed here by the
Duke of Argyle, termed by Horace Walpole " the tree-monger,"
from his famous garden at Whitton, near Hounslow. Among
the most umbrageous of these trees we may note the Turkey
or Mossy-cupped Oak of South Europe and Asia Minor. The
noble .spreading branches of this tree always attract the visitor,

and around the Cork Oak near at hand it has been found
necessary to put up an iron fence to keep off visitors, the treo

having been nearly destroyed by the anxiety of the curious to
take away trophies of its living bark. On the lawn near the
pathway leading to the herbaceous grounds may be seen a
Weeping Willow that possesses an historic interest, inasmuch
as it is grown from a cutting taken from the tree growing over
the grave in which the Emperor Napoleon was buried at St.
Helena. We perceive in Museum No. 1, a portion of the Oak
tree under which the great Duke stood and gave his orders at
Waterloo ; a seat should be made of this, in order that the
visitor may, at his ease, contemplate the relic of the great
Emperor. Near at hand is a very curious tree, the Hop Horn-
beam, so called on account of the blossoms resembUng those
of the Hop. The Black Walnut of the United States and the
common Walnnt grow side by Bide.— {Edinburgh liivUu:)

[The following is from the unpublished journal of a gentle-
man who visited St. Helena in 1842 :

—

Left James' Town about eleven to visit Napoleon's tomb, in
a little double-bodied phn?ton a little larger than a chOd's
carriage, drawn by two strong horses, and the lightness of tha
one and the strength of the other were soon found to be de-
sirable. Never did I travel over such a road in my life, road
only traversable by one carriage except in places, and then in
passing another the wheels graze—graze on a ledge with a
rock hundreds of feet perpendicular above you, and a chasm
hundreds of feet in perpendicular descent on the other side I

View of the town in the rocky glen beneath very striking.

First, striking, par excellence, where all is striking, is " The-
Briars," a large residence lately purchased by Mr. Solomons
for £600, and where Bonaparte at first resided until Long-
wood was ready for him. It is at the very termination of

James' Valley, where it abruptly is concluded by a perpendicular
rock, 200 feet perpendicular, down the face of which descends
a waterfall, that looks as it falls like a long fillet of waving
smoke.
The next object is the residence of Mr. Young, the Custom-

house Collector of the island. It is seated on the summit of
one of the loftiest hills, and in the bosom of a very large wood
of Scotch Firs. It is just before reaching this that vegetation
in healthy greenness first appears, and consists of Mesembry-
anthemums. Prickly Pears, coarse grass, and the common
Furze, which with its bright golden blossom had quite an
Essex look about it. Furze and the wood of the Gum Shrub
are the only fuel of the people, excepting that of the slave

ships, which now are so continually broken-up at the island^
since it has got an Admiralty Court. Six such vessels,

schooners of about 200 tons, were being thus served whilst we
were there. The Chief Justice, Mr. Wild, is also Judge of this

Court, but without any additional salary. As Chief Justice he
has £800 a-year. No barristers. The Town Clerk, an attorney,

is Queen's Counsel

!

About half a mile beyond Mr. Young's residence the road
forks, and a board tells you that the left leads to Napoleon's
tomb. The descent is frightfully precipitous, and at last the
carriage has to be left, and a few hundred yards traversed on
foot to the residence of Mrs. Tarbntt, who rents the right of

exhibiting the tomb, and for which she charges 3s. Gd. a-head.
It is a very small, neat, white cottage, all one floor.

This was a little cottage whether Mr. Tarbutt (who was a
merchant at James' Town, and becoming involved destroyed
himself two or three years ago), was accustomed to come of a
Sunday, and during the hottest season, with his wife and
children. It is about two miles and a half from Longwood,
prettily situated on the side of one of the mountain decUvities,

and looking down into one of the deep alpine valleys, so wild
and so magnificent in this island. This cottage was soon
found out bj' Bonaparte, and whenever the family were absent
he was accustomed to stroll hither with Count and Madame
Bertrand, and read resting upon the horse-hair sofa, still pre-

served in the cottage, or, when the season was warm, beneath
the trees where his tomb was made. These trees were a few
Willows planted in a circle, and leaning inwards to a com-
mon centre, planted by Mr. Tarbutt in a little hollow enclosed
on three sides by the mountain tops, for the purpose of afford-

ing shade to his cows whilst being milked. It is about
100 yards from the cottage, and close to a spring of most pure
pellucid water, and which Bonaparte drank to the exclusion of

all other water during his residence on the island. So quiet,

so sheltered, and yet so grand is this little spot, that it is no
matter for surprise that Bonaparte should so markedh' express

a wish for his remains to repose there if he died upon the
island. The English Government resolved to gratify the
Emjieror's wish, and so soon as his death was known offered

to purchase the plot from Mr. Tarbutt. It was sold to them
for £1200, to remain in their possession " so long as the body
of Bonaparte remained there interred." This wording secured
its return to Mr. Tarbutt so soon as it was exhumed for re-

moval to France. On Mr. Tarbutfs death it was sold by his

creditors, and the purchaser, a Mr. Pritchard, lets it to Mr.
Tarbtitt's widow for £110 a-year. She obtains her living iu

the way I have mentioned, and by selling refreshments to the
visitors. We had some ale and bread and butter, and Water-
cresses fresh from the Napoleon spring. The vault remains
open, and the hollow at the bottom precisely as when Napo-
leon's coffin was reposing within it. The whole is lined with
plaster, is about 8 feet deep, and descended into by a flight of

wooden steps, which are already suffering sad dilapidation
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from tbe knives of the thoughtless acquisitive. One Goth
actually had loosened, during the temporary absence of the

exhibitor, one of the stones of the vault, and was carrying it

off under his arm !

There is a little cottage near the vault whore the exhibitor

resides. This was the barracks for the sergeant's guard con-

stantly kept there during the time Napoleon was inhumed in

the place, and one little detached room is where the officer

slept, who came every evening.

The present exhibitor is an old invalid soldier, a lucky

fellow who has a pension of £37 from the E.I. Company,
another of £10 settled upon him by the French Government,
besides the doles he receives from visitors. The same Govern-

ment, through Prince de JoinviUe, promised Mrs. Tarbutt a
pension as a token of their sense of the readiness with which
Mrs. Tarbutt parted with the ground, but this pension has
never been paid. The strongest ground for claim is, that

Bonaparte used to resort so much to their residence during his

life. The vault is surrounded by a strong iron railing, and
is situated within an enclosure of wooden railing, such as is

common in front of the villa gardens near country towns.

Within are planted some Cypress trees, but there are no trees

living that were there in Bonaparte's time. Those of the

; Willows which were alive were taken away in packages in
' the " Belle Poule," but the dead trunk of one of them still

' remains.]

PEAR LUCY GEIEVE.
This new English Pear we have received from Mr. Peter I The fruit is sometimes larger than those that are figured J

Grieve, of Colford, Bury St. Edmunds, whose name is fami-
|
being 3inches long and 2J inches wide. " ' -'^'

- -
liarly known in the
gardening world, and
especially so as the im-
prover of the coloured-
leaved Geraniums, one
of which bears the
same name as the ex-

cellent Pear upon
vhich wo are now
writing. The history

of this Pear is a short
and simple one, like

that of the Uttle girl,

now gone to her rest,

who sowed the seed

of it, and whose name
it bears. Mr. Grieve,

in a communication,
says—" The pips from
which this tree and a
few others were raised

were sown in a flower-

pot by a child some
twelve or more years

since, and the subse-

quent death of the

raiser caused the seed-

lings to be regarded
with more interest

than would otherwise

have been the case.

The tree which has
produced the fruit

sent, and which is the

•first that has fruited,

has not been grafted,

bnt is growing npon
its own roots, and
trained to a south wall.

My impression was that the trees, although very distinct in

habit and foliage from each other, were the produce of the

Winter Nelis variety, but of this I am not sure."

PeAr Lucy Grieve,

It is rather uneven in

outline, and is bossed
round the waist and
about the eye, and
its shape is a combina-
tion of Glou Morijeau

and Swan's Egg, the

appearance about the
crown being particu-

larly like the former.

Skin Itmon yellow,

with occasionally a

brownish - red blush
on the side next the

sun ; and the whole
surface is sprinkled

with cinnamon-
coloured russet dots,

which in some parts,

and particularly
round the stalk, are

so thick as to be-

come patches of russet.

Eye rather open, with
long narrow segments
set in an uneven de-

pression. Stalk an
inch long, woody, set

even with the sur-

face. Flesh white, very
tender and melting,

very juicy and richly-

flavoured.

This is a delicious

Fear, and has the
texture of flesh of

Mario Louise.
It is ripe during Oc-
tober.

The fruit from
which this description was taken was grown against a wall,

and it is probable if grown on a standard it would ripen

later.

THE MANETTI STOCK.
Mr. Camsi's comments on the Manetti stock induce me to

put upon paper a few remarks which I made at the opening
of a Gardeners' Institute at Darlington, with regard to the

action of different soils on different stocks, more especially

with reference to the Manetti and the Briar.

It is a very common thing to hear the most opposite opinions

expressed with regard to the Manetti stock by men who are

good growers of Roses and earnest amateurs, and it generally

happens on inquiry that these differences arise from the nature
of the soil each rosarian has to deal with. One man will say,
" Oh ! a Manetti is no use with me, it never gives mo a good
bloom, and is always throwing-up suckers." Another man
will say, " I can get no Roses to do well with me except ou
the Manetti stock." Mr. Camm gives a very good instance of

how the Manetti stock may be injured by over-good treatment

;

bat before he discards the Manetti from that plot of ground
and plants Hoses on Briars I should say. Stay yoor band. Dig

the ground well over, and let it be thoroughly aerated and all

the ingredients mixed. I may be mistaken, but it seems to

me from his account as if all tho materials were thrown
together in a crude state, and not propeily prepared for the

roots of the Manetti. And, secondly, I might ask. Might not

the weakly state of tho stocks have something to do with it ?

One does not feed an invalid with turtle and venison, nor a

baby with roast beef, though each might do well on milk and
farinaceous food. My experience tells me that the Manetti

Rose will stand a rich soil, provided it is not over-heavy, and
that in a lighter soil it will digest a good deal of strong

manure ; but the instance Mr. Camm records only confirms

my previous idea, that many a Rose on the Manetti is injured

by over-much manure and over-much coddling. One of our

Rose-growers covers his bed witli manure and litter for the

winter, and then puts soil on the top of that again : this seeing

to me a sure way to provide for Orange fungus and other evils
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of a like nature. Why I should especially say to Mr. Camm,
" Do not be in a hurry to discard the Manetti for Briars," is, if

he wishes his beds to last, they have far more chance of doing

so on the Manetti than on the Briar ; and, except in cold stiff

clay soils, I should never advise Eoses on the Briar to be

planted for permanent effect, except it were those worked on
the seedling Briar, when a Rose has a chance of making its

own roots, and there is less tendency to root-suckers from the

Briar stock.

This brings me to the remark that I made at Darlington,

and that is that Roses have fallen into disrepute in many
gardens, and many people say, " Oh ! it is no use my attempt-

ing to grow Eoses here," merely because they have never

grown anything but standards. The rage for standards has
militated more than anything else to hinder the spread of

Eose-growing ; end my reasons for stating this are these : All

standards are, as a rule, dug from hedgerows and plantations

by ordinary labourers, who care more about getting a good
straight stem than a good root. They are cut out of a hedge
in any way they can get at them, and then laid by in bundles

at home, often not even put in by the heels, but merely thrown
under a shed with a little straw over them till the man has
obtained a sufficient number to take them to a nurseryman.
The nurseryman plants them in rows, and perhaps out of

every hundred from twenty-five to thirty per cent, die, and
of the remainder only thirty per cent, have sufficient root to

bear transplanting. Well, all that live and push their buds
are in due course budded and sent out from the nurseries. If

they get into a good soil which suits the Briar they have a

chance—thirty per cent, of them—to make good plants and to

grow well and bloom freely under certain circumstances ; but
if, as is too often the case, the soil is a light loam, or sandy
or peaty, then the Briar stock after a year or two gradually

deteriorates.

It is the nature of all Eoses to renovate themselves by shoots
pushed from the base. Look at a strong Dog Eose growing
in a hedge

;
you will see each year strong shoots sent from the

base, or else root-suckers, each sucker stronger than the one
sent out the year previous. Now, this nature of a Eose is

entirely set on one side by the practice of growing standards
with bushy symmetrical heads. Every strong shoot is pinched-
in to prevent its getting the better of its neighbour. In my early

days as a boy I have often heard gardeners say, " Oh ! I must cut

back or cut out that shoot, as it is a rogue ;" although if the
rogue had been left to itself it would have given the best

bloom on the tree next year when properly pruned in the
spring. Against this constant piuching-in of the head the
Briar is as constantly remonstrating by pushing out suckers
from the roots—not from eyes in the stock itself, as in the case

of the Manetti, but robbers that mine their way under ground,
and appear from 2 to 3 feet, and often more, away from the
stem, and which as constantly have to be cut off. Another
evil with regard to standards, too, is the price of them. Owing
to the difficulty of obtaining good stems and so great a per-

centage dying, those persons who have followed the fashion of

planting tall standards are chary about the number they plant,

and others are prevented altogether.

I have not quite finished this catalogue of delinquencies yet.

The last I bring forward against the Briar Eose, and not the
least, is, that except, perhaps, for three or four weeks when in

full flower, they are not pretty objects, and in winter decidedly
ugly objects. The queen of flowers should not be grown as a mop
on the top of a straight stem tied to a thick stick, and owing to
the whole of the head being exposed they are liable to severe
injury from frost—in fact, in the winter o£ 1860-Gl I lost out
of about one hundred standards every Eose but two. This
alone in the north of England would decide me against the
use of standards ; but I am also convinced that in light loamy
soils on gravelly or sandy subsoils no Roses on the Briar
either as dwarfs or standards will last. About five years ago
I made a new Eose garden, and planted 250 to 270 Eoses in
it. In the centre of the two beds I had dwarfs on Briars. On
examining the other day, there is only one of the original ones
living, and that one dragging on a struggling existence which will

be ended by the spade this year. The rest are on the Manetti
stock, and have gone on pushing strong shoots from the ground,
many of them making 4 to 7 feet every year. I have, of
course, lost a few weakly ones amongst them, but not many

—

certainly not more than half the number of those planted on
the Briar, though there were at least sixteen on the Manetti to
one on the Briar to start with.

I do not wish to say one word against the quaUty of the

bloom to be picked from maiden Briars on soils which suit
them, but I do say that, with exceptional cases, the blooms
from transplanted cut-back Briars are very poor after the first

year or two, except in the hands of experienced gardeners who
know their requirements ; but for all ordinary garden soils

and for permanent planting in a rosery, give me plants on the
Manetti. My reasons are these : Any ordinary garden soil

may be made to suit the Manetti stock, and even where soil

is as bad as Mr. Camm's, beds may be made-up to grow them
by judicious mixing. Then by planting the collar of the Rose— i.e., the union of the scion with the stock—low enough (and
this is an essential point to be attended to), the Eose emits
roots of its own, and continues to push up strong shoots from
the base, according to the nature of Eoses, and by judicious
pruning, by removing all wood more than two years old, a
strong, healthy, vigorous growth is kept up. Instead, too, of
having a head open to the mercy of every frost, a slight cover-
ing of litter or winter's genial covering of snow protects the
base, and even if killed down to the ground the Eoses push up
again from the ground as strong as ever. I have frequently
had my plants cut down level with the ground, and yet they
made plants 3 or 4 feet high the same year. There is no bother,

again, about root-suckers. I know many, from not planting

deeply enough, and from not carefully taking the eyes out of

the stocks before planting, have Manetti shoots from the
stem ; but I have never yet seen on the Manetti a root-sucker

properly so called, nor do I on an average have more than
one Manetti shoot on every fifty plants ; whereas I have
counted as many as fifteen to twenty on a single Briar stock.

I think, in the same way, that much of the discrepancy we
hear of with regard to the action of the Quince on the Pear,,

or the Paradise, Doucin, or Burr Knott on the Apple, arises

not so much from the influence of the stock on the fruit 8.S

the influence of the soil on the stock. For instance, the
Quince and the Paradise are both surface-rooters ; if they get

on to strong loamy soil with a large admixture of clay they
have no chance of maldng fine surface fibres. On some cal-

careous thin soils, again, they burn, whereas in deep light

loam of a sandy nature they will grow Apple and Pear trees-

with as large tops almost as Crab stocks or Pear stocks. In
one place, again. Apples and Pears have to be constantly lifted

or root-pruned to induce frnitfulness ; in another such treat-

ment is either perfectly unnecessary or would be wanton de-
struction. In many a case, too, a tree is said to canker on a
particular stock, whereas in another soil or even in another
aspect it would succeed ; in fact I see far too great a tendency
to generalise from individual instances.

Another great advantage of the Manetti stock, and one
which I have already partly alluded to, is that there is no
hideous bare stem, and you can plant the Eoses in beds, and
peg them down or treat them as pillars, and with proper care
the quality of the Eoses will be as good after four or five years''

planting as the first year.

When gardeners have a strong clam or unctuous marly soil,

or even a tenacious loam, to contend with, I would give persons
about to plant Manetti the same advice that Punch did those
about to marry—Don't ! It is, as a rule, labour lost. There
dwarf Eoses on the Briar would succeed ; but there especially

would I recommend Eoses budded on the seedling Briar, such
as those with which Mr. Prince, of Oxford, hasbeensosuccesj-
ful ; as, instead of having been rudely torn from hedges with
their roots cut, these seedling Eoses budded when two years

from the seed, have strong healthy roots uninjured, and the
union between the scion and stock is perfectly formed. More-
over, the Eoses on these seedling stocks may be planted as

if on their own roots with no unsightly stems to contend
against.

I have spun a somewhat long yarn on Mr. Camm's text, but
I am very glad to find so many amateurs are beginning to

adhere more strongly to the Manetti stock, as everything

which adds to the permanency of Eose-beds helps to give an
additional interest to Eose-growing. I have now had the

experience of eighteen years with regard to the Manetti, and
I have still left on that stock Eoses which were killed down to

the ground in the fearful winter of 18C0, but which recovered

and have borne transplanting and are aUve now.—C. P. Peach.

ELECTION OF KOSES.
Mr. Hin'ton has obtained the votes of about fifteen well-

known Eose-cnltivators on the merits of the new Eoses—that

is, those brought out in the three years 1870-1-2. We intend
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pablisMng the votiug papers and Mr. Hinton'd notes next

Thursday.

DESTROYING WASPS.
I SEE some of your contributors wish to linow how to destroy

\rasps and to talie their nests. It is now about iifteeu or six-

teen years since, when as I was " sugaring " in the New Forest

(collectors of Lepidoptera will know what I mean by " sugar-

ing,") one night in September, I was rather startled by the

sudden blaze of a large lire a few yards off me, and to see au

apparition busy poking-up and adding to the conflagration.

On going up to ascertain what it was all about, it proved to be

an old keeper friend burning wasps. " Why, what the deuce

are you at, Jimmy?" "Burning wasps," was the reply.

"But I can kill them much easier and surer than that," said

I. " Can you now?" said Jimmy; " there is another nest close

here." So off we started, I having my beetle-bottle in my
pocket with a good lump of cyanide of potassium in it, this

—the cyanide—I well moistened and wrapped in a piece of

rag, and popped in the entrance to the nest, poked it down
with a piece of stick, and stopped-up the hole. In about half

an hour, to Jimmy's astonishment, I quietly dug-out the nest

and put it in his hands ; to his great delight and admiration

every wasp was as dead as a " red herring." I was in great

request for the rest of the time I was in the Forest that

aatamn, and whenever I have visited it since.

But I find a far better way is to make a very strong solution

with water, and to pour about a quarter of a pint in the

hole leading to the wasps' nest. You need not mind about

stopping-up the hole, nor need it be done at night. Go quietly

and pour in the solution at mid-day, and every wasp will go

home and be killed. I have sometimes had to clear the en-

trance of dead wasps to make way for others. I have killed

hundreds of nests since, and dug-out scores of nests—beau-

tiful objects they are, varying from the size of a cricket-ball

to that of a bushel measure. I ought to say that the cyanide

is a most deadly poison, and requires very careful handling,

and after using it do not Uck your lingers.—W. F.

This subject is again receiving its share of attention. The
best plan is to pour gas tar into the holes. If the hole de-

scends, and a good dose is given, the work is done
;
you need

not, as a matter of fact, even close the hole. But our practice

is to dig out and thoroughly destroy every nest at a price of 6d.

It is well worth this expenditure. The wasps this year have
not destroyed a pennyworth of Grapes. This year some
strong nests on the opposite side, and close to a stream of

water, deep, and i feet wide, bothered us, but our vermin-
killer was equal to the occasion. He cut down a fine stem of

Heracleum giganteum, and removed the pith from the joints,

making what he called a " telescope." One end of this he put
across the water into the hole of the nest, and poured tar

into the other. The tar thus entered their habitations, and
although the holes were never stopped-up, the destruction was
complete, and a wasp never seen afterwards.

We do not care to take the nests whole for exhibition, but

one was exhibited under a glass shade at the Bracebridge

Show in September, and certainly arrested the attention of

the numbers of visitors as much as did anything else in the

Exhibition. Perhaps, however, the ticket attached lent its

share to the curiosity of the thing, on which the President

(Rev. C. C. Ellison) had written, "For price of honey inquire

within."—J. W.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
A COMMITTEE has been formed for the purpose of raising a

Testimonial to Mr. .J.vmes KicnAims, late Assistant-Secretary

to the Royal Horticultural Society, by which "his friends

desire to express the high esteem in which he has ever been
held by them on account of his personal worth ; to acknow-
ledge the never-failing courtesy, impartiality, and thorough-
ness which marked all his oflicial relations with the Fellows
during the long period of his connection with the Society

;

and to record their regret that circumstances should have led
to the severance of his relation with the Society."

There is to be an I.STERNiTioNAL Horticcltciul Exni-
bition held at Florence from the 10th to the a.^th of May,
1874, in connection with an International Botanical Congress,
which will take place at the same time. The schedule which
we have received contains 248 classes, and it is announced that
prizes will be awarded consisting of 100 gold medals, 221 silver.

and lol bronze ; and besides these, the Jury will have at their

disposal a number of gold, silver, and bronze medals for plants

and meritorious objects not comprised in the schedule. Be-
sides these, large gold medals will be given by His Majesty the
King of Italy, the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce,
the lady patronesses, the province of Florence, and the city

of Florence, to exhibitors who have contributed most by the
beauty and importance of their exhibitions to the success of

the Show. Prince Paul Demidoff has placed at the disposition

of the Jury two large gold medals of the value of 500 francs

each to the winner of the first prize in Classes 114 and IIC for

Roses.

It is not usually till Lord Mayor's-day that crowds
flock to see the CHRvsiNTUEMUMs in tue Temple Gardens,
but last year Mr. Newton, of the Inner Temple, secured a fine

display nearly a fortnight sooner than ordinary, and this year

he is earlier still. The Japanese varieties in particular are

many of them already in their fuU beauty, especially James
Salter and Red Dragon ; but Elaine, pure white, which was last

year awarded a tirst-class certificate by the Royal Horticultural

Society's Floral Committee, is the gem of the collection, being
fully (J J inches in diameter, and there are several other blooms
of the same variety nearly as large. Of the ordinary large-

flowering kinds there are fine examples of Pleuipo, Lord
Derby, Mr. Brunlees, Little Harry, Prince Alfred, &o., and
next week it is expected the show will be at its best. In the
Middle Temple Mr. Dale has also a nice little collection,

which, however, is not so forward. Among Japanese varieties

Elaine and Fair Maid of Guernsey promise to be very fine.

Mr. Dale has also this year added a number of refiexed kinds

to give variety from the usual incurved form.

Messes. Carter & Co. will hold their Metropolitan Root
Show at the Crystal Palace this year. Thoy offer twenty-six

l^rizes for various roots grown by the farmer and gardener.

.—- Mr. Elliott remaiks that few people know the richness

or delicacy of Peaks until they have eaten of a summer or

autumn specimen which was gathered just as soon as it would
separate easily and readily from the tree, and then ripened up
in flannel wraps and darkness. Temperature is again a point

in this perfecting process ; if above 80 Fahrenheit the Pear will

be liable to rot at the core, if below G0° it will colour, but will

not develope its saccharine perfectly.

—

{New York Tiibiiiw.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OP
OUR GARDENS.—No. II.

I MUST confess to being one of those old-fashioned indi-

viduals who do not quite approve of the course of study some
female philosophers of our time pursue. To certain naturalists

it is very possible that Mrs. Mary Treat's paper on " Control-

ling Sex in Butterflies (" American Naturalist,'' vol. vii.,p. 129)

may be a treat to read ; for my own part I could not help wish-

ing that her sex had so far controlled her as to have led her to

the choice of a happier theme. After a good deal of wire-draw-

ing we manage to find out the gist of the paper, which is this :

that the worst-fed caterpillars almost invariably produced
males. Given a due amount uf heat and moisture, and plenty

of food, and there was an immense preponderance of female

specimens. These observations, of course, were made upon
individuals in confinement, but the author contends that by
parity of reasoning the same results would ensue in insects at

large. Male butterflies in truth are simply starved females

;

and as it must happen in nearly every brood that a part have
to pass through less favourable conditions than their brethren,

from that part males are developed. How the balance of the

sexes in these circumstances is maintained the author does

not trouble to inform us, or, perhaps, to speculate upon at all.

As her conclusion of her experiments in reaving, Mrs.

Treat states rather naively as follows:—"It would seem as

the result of the whole that sex is not determined in the eggs

of insects, and that the female require more nourishment

than the male. Nor docs this appear stiauge when we con-

sider the reproductive nature of the female. It has frequently

been said to me, ' If your theory is true, it makes the female

higher in the scale—superior to the male.' I believe it has

always been admitted that the female gives bii-th to the young.

If this is considered superiority, then the female is superior;

but if beauty of form and colour is taken into account, then

the male insect is superior ; the same as with birds and the

higher animals.'' A Mr. Andrews, who cannot accept the

theory, writes to propose this crucial test—let the experimentalist
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select a species (tor such species there are) wherein the or-

diuarv female larva differs from the male. If hj- any peculiar

treatment she can turn these into male insects we shall have
a strong proof that she is right. But I have been reflecting

on the bearing of all this upon horticultural pursuits, as it

leads to the supposition that a great benefit might accrue, not

only from killing caterpillars, but from keeping them on short

commons. As the author of the jiaper sagaciously points out,

male butterflies do not lay eggs, and a starvation system car-

ried through a few generations might blot out an obnoxious
species altogether. But I am afraid the theory will not "hold
•water."

Butterflies of several species, injurious and harmless to the

garden, are loth to leave the autumn flowers, and we are apt

to notice them more, perhaps, at this season than when
insects of all kinds are about in swarms. Vi'e are sure to see

in October the unloved Garden White (Pieris Brassicoe) and
the handsome and strong-winged Vanessidfe (no foes to us,

but rather our friends) sweep over the flower beds whenever
there is a sunshiny day, though they rarely appear in transient

gleams. The Bed Admiral (P. Atalanta) is one of the boldest

of these garden visitors, and his red and black adornments
are very conspicuous, though the artistic eye prefers to these

the more delicate and varied markings on the under side of

the wings. This butterfly has, in some respects, peculiar

tastes ; it will oocasioually pitch upon the sugar spread by
insect-hunters at night, when all respectable butterflies should

have retired to rest, and it also eagerly sips the sap which

exudes from some trees in autumn. So confident is the Ked
Admiral in his powers of flight, that he will let the stroller

come provokingly near, and then he suddenly dashes off high

in air, possibly to return when the annoyance has past. After

October this species lays up lor the winter in some cozy hiding-

place. The Comma
butterfly (Grapta C.

Album") , a species fly-

ing in October, is at

present confined al-

most entirely to the

midland counties.

Unlike some of the

Vanessidfe, it shows
no partiality to the
coast, nor does it seem
restricted to the dis-

tricts where its fa-

vourite food-plant,

the Hop, grow.i'.

Abuirdant in Worces-
tfrshire and Herefordshire, it is at present unknown in Kent
and Surrey, though these are also Hop counties. The old

entomologists write of the Comma as a London spceies, and it

is possible that when it occurred on the heaths near London
it was also distributed through the adjacent counties lying

to the sotith.

The caterpillar of this butterfly comes under the observation

of those who are not naturalists, because it is found feeding

on the Hop during, or a little before, the time of the autumn
gathering ; but yet it can hardly be said to be one of the

enemies of the plant, being rarely seen in any numbers, and
always confining itself to the leaves. In gardens it is not in-

frequently found feeding upon the Eed Currant. This cater-

pillar is of a grey tint, chequered with reddish, and well

coated with branching spines, which are brown or whitish

brown, excepting those which arise from a short white stripe

on the back, and these are pure white. Two of the spines

project forward in front in a singular manner, giving to the

bead the appearance of being horned. The pr.pa or chrysalis

is hardly appropriately designated by the latter name, for it is

brown, marked with black lines, and bears metallic blotches,

which are of a silvery tint. No other brood of caterpillars

has ever been observed except this one in July and August,

yet it is still a matter that is mooted among entomologists

whether there are not more broods than one of the species

every year, because some of the butterflies captured in certain

months display notable diiJerences which are constant.

In form the Comma is quite unique among our British
butterflies, being considerably angled ; on the upper surface,

which is brown, with a darker band, and various scattered
spots, may be traced a resemblance to some of its near rela-

^' For tliii and the subsequent illustration we are indebted to Figuier's
" Infect World," publiehed by MessrF. CasselL

Comma Butterfly (Grapta C. Album.

tives ; the under side of the wings, among the confused browri
shadings, has a distinct mark, which is either like a comma or
the letter C, as the eye of the onlooker judges of it. In on&
of the varieties there is a mingling of green in the brown on the
under side, and in another the whole is suffused with tawny
yellow. Bat in each of the modifications in its appearance
the Comma is a handsome butterfly, and as it is fortunately
by its choice of localities, rather out of the way of some of the
insatiable hunters after such insects, we may hope it will still

visit fields and gardens in the midland counties, and, possibly,

extend its range. It has been taken recently in Yorkshire and
in AVales. The Comma is, in the open country, frequently to
be seen settling on the Thistles ; in gardens, fruit, especially

over-i-ipe Plums, prove an attraction to the insect. Of the
spring flight of these insects less is known ; no doubt eggs
are deposited then, as with the other Vanessida;, and at least

a moiety of the October specimens Uve through the winter.

The " meny little Copper" Butterfly, as various authors
have seen fit to call it, dashes to and fro, sometimes haunting

Small Copper Butterfly (Polyommatus Phlicas).

the grassy slope, and sometimes fluttering over the flower beds,

being, as Mr. Newman has noted, rather fond of the flowers

of the Verbena. We may see it all through October, and even
into Kovember ; for the autumn individuals of this species

(known to entomologists of our day as Polyommatus Phla;as)

do not survive the winter, but flutter on until their lives are

ended by the cold nights. Why this butterfly should have
been thought to be especially merry I cannot tell ; though a
lively, yet not a fast flyer, it is not more brisk than other

species of its size. Undoubtedly the Copper is inclined to

be pugnacious, and these butterflies may be observed chasing

the autumn specimens of the common Blue (P. Alexis), or
even daring to approach the Tortoiseshell ; but perhaps this

is all in sport, though it is still true that there are real butter-

fly contests, and all the torn wings we see are not to be attri-

buted to the force of the wind.
In P. Ph!a?as the expansion of the wings is only about an

inch ; were the insect larger perhaps its beauties would be
more highly estimated. The fore wings are coppery red,

spotted with black; the hind wings blackish brown, with a
coppeiy band along the hind margin. A curious variety is

frequent in France and Germany, wherein the copper hue is

replaced by a silvery white, and these have occasionally been
picked up in England, and, naturally, considerably prized by
collectors. The female butterflies of this species have usually

a row of blue spots just above the baud on the hind wings,

A more brilliant butterfly allied to this, and once abundant in

the Fens—namely, the Large Copper, P. Hippothoi- in science,

has been lost to us since 18i8, and is not very likely to turn

up again in Britain. The lesser species under notice is dis-

tributed throughout these islands, except in the extreme north

of Scotland. There would seem to be three seasons of the

year—namely, about April, June, and the close of autumn—
when the butterfly is on the wing.

The caterpillar' of the Copper Butterfly is found in August
feeding upon Docks and other species of Eumex; yet it is

often missed by those who are seeking it, through its habit of

at once dropping from the plant when alarmed. In its mode
of travelUng over leaves or other objects one is reminded of

the movements of the molluscous animals, for it slips along

quite in a slug-like way ; and indeed, altogether, it is dissimOar

to what we consider the ordinary type of a caterpillar, not being

long and cylindrical, but with the back very convex, and the

segments overlapping each other. It has been compared to the

familiar shell called a Chiton. The head is completely sheltered

by the second segment. The growth of the siuumer brood of
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the caterpillars of P. Phlscas is rapid, three weeks sufficing to
bring them from the egg to maturity ; but the " Coppers " now
about prove to be the parents of a later brood of caterpillars
which hybernate. They probably pass the ungenial months
low down, resting on the stems of grasses or upon the earth.
—J. K. S. C.

ADVENTITIOUS ROOTS.
A CORKESPOXDEXT, (" PoxTypooL," ) is quite incorrect in noting

the Grape Vine as " the only cultivated plant that emits roots

the stems need to extend further, and that these adventitious
roots are ready to perform good service to sustain that ex-
tension.

The instances we haT« particularised are not all, and by the
courtesy of Messrs. Cassell ct Co. we are enabled to illustrate

one other. In M. Figuiei's " Vegetable ^YorIJ," which they
have published, occurs the following passage and engraving ;

—

" In the tropical forests of America and Asia the Vanilla,
whose fruit is so sought after for its sweet aroma, twines its

slender stem round the neighbouring trees, forming an elegant.

C'onsoi-valory ot tbe Jardm dos Plantcs, v. i

from its stems." On the contrary, there are many plants

which produce roots in the same way. We have stood under
the Banian tree in the Botanic Garden of Calcutta, every

Ijranch of which had emitted an adventitious root, and every

one of which roots had reached, penetrated, and derived

nonriihment from the soil. The coimnon bane of cultivators,

the Conch Grass (Agropyrum repens), emits adventitious

roots from each joint of its creeping stems. Even the true

roots of the Primrose will die, yet the plant continues to

flourish, because adventitious roots are emitted from the stem.

Why the Grape Vino emits such roots from its stems is still

a question unanswered conclusively. They always indicate

vigorons growth, therefore the true roots need no such aid.
|

It may bo, as in the case of the Banian, an intimation that i

[[i . _ _i i i.itious vo'ji:^ ot tUe Va'iil^ii.

flexible, and ai?rial garland, at once a grateful and 'pleasing

ornament in these vast solitudes. The underground roots of

the Vanilla would not be sufficient for the nutriment of the

plant, and the rising of the nourishing sap would take place

too flowly. But nature has provided for this inconvenience by
the adventitious roots which the plant throws out at intervals

along its stem. Living iu the warm and humid atmosphere

of tropical forests, the stronger shoots soon reach the ground,

and root themselves iu the soil. Others float freely in the

atmosphere, inhaling the humidity and conveying it to the

parent stem. All these processes may be observed iu full

operation in many well-ordered conservatories."

We might add inany other illustrations, but it will suffice to

observe that the fibres which are emitted by the stems of the
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Ivy, and enable it to adhere to the wall it climbs, are adventi-
tious roots. That they can perform the functions of true
roots we are convinced, for we have seen Ivy plants retaining
their verdure on walls after the stems of those plants had
been severed from their roots. Then there is the common
Dodder (Ciiscuta), which by the adventitious roots of its stems
abstracts the sap of the plant it embraces unto it brings death
to that plant.

INQUIRY.
Have any gardeners been visited by a Scotchman in Norfolk

and Suffolk selling cloth that proves useless ? He makes
various statements as to who are his uncles.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Every part of the garden should now be kept free from litter.

Celery and all other vegetables should be trimmed at the rub-
bish heap, and not on the quarters, as is sometimes the case

;

the latter method gives an unsightly appearance, and serves to
encourage slugs and insects injurious to gardens. Where .Is-
paragus is required throughout the winter, beds should now be
made for forcing it ; half-spent dung mixed with a small portion
of fresh manure and some beech or oak leaves will maintain a
steady heat for a length of time. Make a bed 4 feet high, and
put on the frame immediately; when the heat is up and has
become regular, level the bed and lay on a coating of leaf mould
3 or 4 inches thick, then place the roots as thickly as possible
oyer the bed, aud cover with 3 inches of the same soil; nest
give a good watering, and afterwards close the frames until
the heat rises, when air must be given according to the state
of the bed and the weather—from 5;5° to 60^ of heat will be
quite sufficient at any time. Dress the out-door beds if not
yet done. Where Broccoli has grown very vigorously, and is

required late in the spring, it may yet be laid down as recom-
mended last mouth ; the roots should be deprived of as little of
the soil as possible. Cucumbers in pots must be supplied with
manure water if the plants are growing vigorously, it being
necessary to afford them nutritious matter pretty freely to
make up for the deficiency of soil. Plantations of Lettuce for
spring use should be looked over frequently in the morning,
ajid all slugs destroyed ; if they should be very plentiful sprinkle
lime over the whole of the ground either early iu the morning
or late at night when the weather is mild. Secure from frost
any now ready for use. The Mushroom beds now coming into
bearing should be carefully looked over twice a-week. If any
very dry spots are observed on the beds, slightly sprinkle them;
this will scarcely ba necessary if dung is used to maintain the
necessary temperature. The whole of the main crop of Potatoes
should now be taken up and carefully stowed away. Those
planted in August should be protected from frost with pea
haulm. In favourable soils and situations these will afford a
supply of new Potatoes from the end of this mouth till Christ-
mas. Sea-kale can be forced in a similar manner to Asparagus,
but it is mirch less troublesome to force it iu the open ground

;

by placing pots over the roots, and covering with leaves and
dung, it may be had in perfection by Christmas.

FRUIT GARDEN.
At the risk of being charged with repetition I cannot avoid

urging the importance of early autumn planting ; if put off till

December scarcely any advantage is gained over planting in
March or .-Vpril, but a great disadvantage will be experienced
if severe weather should set in immediately afterwards. If the
leaves are still somewhat green, the check given by raising
the plants will have a tendency to accelerate the ripening of the
wood ; and if, after watering, the bark of the young wood should
present any appearance of shrivelling, the stems of the trees
may be twisted round with hay or straw bands, and a slight
shading given to the top for a few days with frouds of ferns,
&c. The straw bands should be twisted hard, so as not to retain
much moisture, and for tender trees they will be as serviceable
in moderating the rays of the sun in summer, as iu guarding
against the severity of the frost in winter; if, in addition, the
roots are well mulched with dry litter they will continue to grow
aU the winter, and thus be well fitted to supply the expanding
buds in spring. In many gardens an extinction of many of the
old trees should be gradually effected. I say gradually, because
frequently gardeners ardent after noveltv get themselves into
scrapes by clearing away too much at a time, and thus render-
ing the supply deficient until their voung trees come into bear-
ing. In planting, care should be taken to select the most ap-
proved sorts. The improved varieties of Pears should be intro-
duced into every gai'den either by planting or by grafting on
estabhshed trees. In addition to their other good qualities,
most of them are great bearers, and produce fruit when the
trees are comparatively young. No Pears need be grown on
a south wall in favourable places, with the exception of, per-

haps, a Jargonelle, to supply early fruit; this, along with the
Citron des Carmes aud one or two more varieties, will be quite
sufiicient.

PLOWEB G.ARDEN.
Fuchsias aud similar plants that usually shoot up if killed to

the ground should have a coating of leaf mould, decayed tan, or
some Ught material laid over the roots. Also protect tender
shrubs with baskets and mats ; cut down and clear away the
stems of herbaceous plants. The weather is now favourable for
planting, and it should therefore be proceeded with expeditiously.
Where large trees or shrubs are to be removed they should be
taken up with the greatest care ; every root should be carefully
preserved, more particularly the small ones, this being of greater
importance than that of preserving an immense ball of earth to
a few of the larger roots. Should a tree or shrub lose by acci-
dent many of their roots at the time of removal, a part of the
head should be pruned away, as the head and root should always
bear some proportion to each other. After planting they should
be securely staked, that the wind may not have sufficient power
to loosen them.

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE.
When the principal collection of Chrysanthemums comes into

bloom, a selection should be made of the best and most useful
sorts. Give timely attention to providing a succession of blooms
with which to keep the house gay, and avoid as far as possible
the expense of forcing, which is injurious to most plants. Be
careful not to let plants in bloom suffer from want of water, giving
weak manure water to Chrysanthemums, Salvias, Camellias, &c.,
and use every means to preserve the beauty of specimens in
bloom as loug as possible. Damp and mildew are the great
enemies to be guarded against at present in conservatories and
greenhouses, and these must be sharply looked after, especially
in the case of plants that have not ripened their growth well, and
are iu a rather soft state. If not already done, get plants tied
into proper form with the least possible delay, for it is difficult
to tie a plant so that it will not look a little stiff and unnatural,
and the sooner all this kind of work is done the better the speci-
mens will look when iu bloom.

STOVE.
Most of the plants should now be kept as much as possible iu a

state of rest. No woody plants should be allowed to become quite
dry, but they should only have sufficient water to enable them
to retain their foliage if evergreen, which is the case with most
of the plints in this department. W.atch narrowly for insects,
and destroy them as soon as perceived.

PITS AND FRAMES,
The pits aud frames containing Auriculas, Carnations, and

similar plants should have the lights drawn off every mild day.
If any of the plants should waut water give it sparingly, and
only to those in actual want of it.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
A CONSIDERADLE fall of raiu during the past week has some-

what retarded out-of-door operations. It has been cold too, the
thermometer being occasionally down to the freezing point in
the morning. We would just notice the state of the Potato
crops in this neighbourhood. They are rapidly lifting them on
the farm, and the result is as follows :—Dalmahoys and Wbite
Dons, which seem to be the most susceptible, are almost totally
destroyed. Regents (Walker's) are not quite so bad. Rocks are
very good in quality, aud are not much diseased. Flourballs
are not diseased ; indeed all the sorts introduced from America
seem to be free from bUght ; so that if the quality is somewhat
inferior to our own standard sorts, there is compensation in the
freedom froni disease and the weight of crop, the yield in many
instances being enormous.

KITCHEN G.ABDEN.
The bush and pyramidal fruit trees now that the fruit is

gathered should be looked over, aud aU superfluous shoots
and branches removed. Our own require to be looked over, but
work of a more pressing nature demands attention, and where
this is the case the trees will sustain no injury if they are
attended to at the earliest convenient opportunity. In doing
so it is well to give an eye to any insect pests, which by being
destroyed at this time will cause a great saving in labour in
spring and summer when there is little time to attend to it.

For instance, the eggs of Bombyx Neustria, or Lackey Moth,
can readily be detected in clusters on the small branches; they
are generally glued together and fastened firmly round twigs
as thick as a cedar pencil. The Quick hedges and orchards of
Apple trees are frequently defoliated before midsummer by the
ravages of this pest, though hand-picking iu winter, or destroy-
ing the caterpillars as thev form iu clusters shortly after they
emerge from the eggs, would have to a large extent prevented it.

We cut over the Asparagus close to the ground, and carried
off the tops at ouce to prevent the seeds falling on the beds,
where they would vegetate during the eneuing summer, and
cause much labour with the hoe.
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FRUIT AND FORCINQ HOUSES.

It is only necessary to allude to the treatment which the

Pine Apples receive at this time. In the houses where fruit is

BweUing-ofE and ripening the temperature should he ahout C)ii°

at night, with a rise of from 5' to 10 by day. It is, however,

not absolutely necessary to maintain quite so much heat, as

the froit will ripen and be of good flavour if the temperature is

5' lower, only in the lower mean it will not arrive at maturity

BO rapidly. Considerable attention must also lie paid to atmo-

spheric moisture and ventilation. No water should be kept in

the evaporating troughs, as enough moisture can be obtained

by sprinkling the paths and walls of the house twice daily, and
even this amount of moisture should be regulated by the state

of the weather out of doors. Very little water is required at

the roots of the plants ; those having fruit in any stage of deve-

lopment should not be allowed to get quite dry, otherwise the

fruit will be juiceless and wanting in flavour, and too much
wat«r mil cause it to become black at the core, or to show decay
in patches upon the exterior portion, and if it do not this it

will not keep long after it is ripe. A well-ripeued Pine Apple,

if it is cut as soon as it is ripe and placed in a dry fruit room
from which frost is excluded, will keep perfectly sound and good
lor three or four weeks. Ventilate the houses in all weather,

except cutting frosty winds ; even in very cold weather the top

lights should be moved down or opened, if only half au inch.

The smallest chink will fill the house with fresh air, and at

the same time promote circulation.

Cucumber Houses.—This is now a critical time for the occu-

pants of these, and where houses are badly constructed much
care and judgment are necessary to produce a continuous supply
of fruit from now until February. Low lean-to pits are the

worst places imaginable for Cucumbers, especially if a man
cannot get inside to attend to the plants without moving the

lights ; no wonder if in such a case damp and canker cause
'wholesale destruction. Half-span houses facing the south are

the best, and a suflicient quantity of hot-water pipes should be
laid down so that the temperature can be maintained at G5°,

even in a severe frost, without overheating them ; and the plants

must be trained to a trellis fixed about a foot from the glass.

We do not require a large supply during the winter, so it is not
necessary to overcrop the plants, only two fruit being allowed

on a plant at a time. No disease has ever visited us, and our
stock of plants is always increased by cuttings. This winter we
are growing our own Tender and True, also Blue Gown ; they
are, doubtless, the best two Cucumbers that have yet been
raised, and both sorts are shy in producing seeds. Our plants

are looked over once a-week, to thin-out the growing shoots and
to train and stop those that remain. If there is any trace of

thrips, fumigate with tobacco until they are destroyed. Bottom
heat is entirely supplied by means of hot-water pipes, and when
this is the case there is some danger of the plants suffering from
want of water, even if the soil in which they are growing be wet
on the surface ; when watering, give sufficient to thorouglily

wet the soil through. Our beds of soil are about 20 inches in

depth, and they require watering once in three or four weeks.

PLANT STOVE AND CONSERVATORY.
In the stove the principal work has been to look over all

plants infested with "mealy bug, and to wash them when there

were any traces of insects. It is very difficult to get rid of this

pest altogether, bat it can be done by persistent washing with
soft soap and warm water. At this time of the year the plants

must be carefully looked over once every week, and all wood-
work must be washed two or three times during winter with
warm water. Slugs have been troublesome to us ; the young
growths of Orchids are very attractive to them. As they in-

variably feed at night it is necessary to take a lamp to watch
their movements, and they can be destroyed as they are found
feeding upon the plants. Greenhouse plants require to be care-

fully watered, it will not do to use the watering-pot indiscrimi-

nately amongst soft and hard wooded plants. Healthy hard-

wooded plants which are not restricted in pot-room require

water once or twice a-week, but it will not do to look over the

plants so seldom as this. They should be looked over at least

every alternate day, and the state of the roots and requirements
of each plant ascertained.

Chrysanthemutns viiW. soon be in fall beanty, and those who
have given most attention to their plants during the summer
months will now enjoy the fruits of their labours. .Tames

Salter and Elaine amongst the .Tapanese, and Mrs. Kundle
amongst the large-flowering section, are now in flower. The
varieties of Cedo NuUi are amongst the earliest-flowering of the

Pompon section. We have been tying and training the dwarf-
growing specimens, and we dusted all of them with flowers of

sulphur to destroy mildew. This generally appears on tho

plants as soon as they are placed under glass. It can always
bo destroyed without injuring the plants if sulphur bo used
apon them on its first appearance. Many appliances have been
invented, more or less expensive, for dusting them with sulphur.

The best which has yet come tinder our notice is worthy of

recommendation for its smallness of cost and simplicity, at the

same time it is very efiicient. It is simply a pair of bellows
with a small box, at one comer of which there is a hole to fit

the nozzle of the bellows, and at the other a smaller hole through
which the sulphur is blown out in a regular and fine cloud when
the bellows are in operation.
The earliest of tho Hyacinths are ready to be removed to the

forcing houses, and the latest-flowering Dutch bulbs have just

been potted.
FLOWER G.IRDEN.

Looked over the herbaceous border, and cut away all growths
which had got out of bounds ; attention to this is necessary all

through the summer, as the smaller-growing species are apt to

be smothered and ultimately destroyed by their larger-growing

neighbours. Many persons complain that the more rare and
small-growing -Vlpines will not succeed in the neighbourhood of

London. They will succeed very well even in ordinary soil if

they have justice done to them. Many i^ersons want a mass of

flower all the summer, and bedding plants amongst Alpines

;

the consequence is that the gross-growing Zonal I'elargouiums,

Verbenas, &o., overgrow such plants as the alpine Gentian, the
dwarf-growing Saxifrages, and others. It is necessary to keep
the herbaceous border distinct from the bedding plants, and the
smaller-groiving Alpines in a different part from the taller-

growing robust species.
Planted out a number of kinds of Narcissus. These fine old

flowers have been sadly neglected recently, but the rage for

masses of colour having somewhat abated, we may hope to see

them inquired after again. Even the old-fashioned Daffodil has
been turned out of the cottage gardens, aud little plots 4 yards

by 8 have their rows of Geraniums and Calceolarias, and where
there is no accommodation for wintering bedding plants the

owner must buy or beg fresh plants every year ; whereas the
charm of gardening consists in variety, and attending to the re-

quirements of the same plant or plants all the year round. One
or two of the best kinds of Narcissus to plant are N. poeticus,

N. poeticus flore-pleno, N. Bulbocodium (the Hooi) Petticoat),

N. juncifolius, a charming small species with Rush-like leaves;

N. incomparabilis and its double varieties; aud N. ceruuus
plenus. The last-named is rare and expensive, but it is very
beautiful. Having once obtained a supply of bulbs of any of the

above, they are little or no trouble afterwards ; all that is re-

quired is to divide the roots and plant afresh every third or
fourth year.—J. Douglas.

TBADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Catalogue of
Bases, Fruit Trees, Cuniferce, Hardy Trees, Sliruhs, dc.

Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle, and 36, Mark Lane, London.

—

Deseriptivc List of Bases, Bliodadcndrans, dc.

Jean Verschaffelt, Faubourg de Bruxelles, No. 134, Ghent,
Belgium.

—

Supplement ct E.rtrait du Catalogue des Flantes.

Jules de Cock & Sreur, Ledeberg, near Ghent.—TratZe Cata-
logue—Autumn, 1873, Spring and Summer, 1874.

Constant Kerkvoorde, Wetteren, Belgium.

—

Catalogue dss

Arbres, Fruitiers, Bosiers, Arbres et Arbustes d'Ornement.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of tho

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore bo addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dr., 171, Flat

Street, London, B.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening aud those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at onco.

Books tFrank TT.).—Balfour's First and Second Bonks of Botany. They

are two very small volumes in CoUins's Elementaij Series. (jV. CoekU).—

Sutherland's " Handhook of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants," and \Yilhams 8

" Stove and Greenhouse Plants."

3kai'E9 SnANiuNG (C. i3.).—As the Vines arc planted outside the vinery,

we arc of opinion tliat the stiankiuf is caused by the roi.ts boiuK chilled and

not supplying sufflcicnt sap to the bunches. If the roots were mulched over,

and over the miUch a tai-paulin to exclude excessivo wet, tho evil probably

would not occur.

HALF-ciiAKnixo Vine Shoots [A Comlant Su!)»cri(.rr).—Tlio end of the

hhont on which a bunch of Orapes is growing is held in the flame of a lamp

until partially charred, previously to insertinpt tho shoot m water as described

in our number published on tho 1st of last May.

Driving awav Kats and Mice (S. Broirnc).—Tho old mrvRazine which

states that a plant which grows in great abundance in every field, the Dog's-

tonguo (Cynoglossnm oflidnalo), if bruised and laid in places where rats and

mice abound drives tliem away, may bo correct, for it siuella detestably.

Apply to some of the herbalists in Coveut Garden Market.
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FRtJiT Trees for Kitchen Garden {Ramalho).—We canuot tell from
yoiir plan whether you can make use of both mdes of the wall, but we assume
jou do not intend to do so. The east wall will have a west aspect and will be
suitable for Pears, which we should plant as vertical five-branched cordous,
at 3^ feet apart, on the Quince stock. The brick wall to the north will have
a south aspect; plant it with Apricots at 15 feet apart. The oak fence will

be available on its east side for Plums and Cherries, which may be planted
15 feet apart. The oak fence to the south will have a north aspect ; it will

suit the Morello Cherry or CuiTants. The border 28 feet wide will answer for

Cun-ants and Gooseberries, and the whole of the inner borders we should
margin with fruit trees, planting them 3 feet from the edge of the walks,
planting Pears on the Quince, Apples on the Paradise stock, Cherries on the
Mahaleb, and Plums as bushes and pyramids. On the opposite side of the
walk you may have Apple or Pear trees trained as double cordons on the
Paradise or Quince stock, They should be planted about 1 foot from the eilge

«f the walk, and trained to strained galvanised wire. The remainder of the
borders you would not probably find too large for Strawberries and Kasp-
berries, which you seem to have overlooked. Plant them on the 10-feet west
(east aspect) border. The centre of the main borders or quarters will be suit-

able for Potatoes.

Variegated Ivy on Iron Balustrade (E. TF.).—The Ivy will gi'ow, but
not cling to an iron balustrade. Plant in rich light soil and train the sboot?,
securing them with tarred string as they grow to the ironwork.

WooDLicE, Crickets, and Cockroaches in Mushroom Hoctse (R., Lan-
cashire).—For the woodlice place a little short hay all round the walls, and
on this pour boUiug water in the morning, also pour it down the wall. The
•woodlice will secrete themselves in the hay, of which there need not be more
ihan an inch wide at the junction of the bed with the wall; and the boiling
water, if confined to this, will not injure the Mushroom beds to any great
extent. Repeated a few times, this proceeding will free the house of the
woodlice for a while. Phosphor paste spread on thin slices of bread will

•destroy the crickets and cockroaches.

Safrano Rose Tree too Large {S. S.).—There is no necessity to increase
the size of pot. Turn it out of its pot, remove from it all the soil that can be
got without injuring the roots, and repot in the same size. This should be
done at once. The head need not be subjected to more than the usual pruning,
but, if anything, cut-in rather closer than if the plant had not been disrooted.

SowaNG Lily of the Valley (Kejiilworlh).—Keep them in layers in dry
sand until spring, and then sow in Hght rich soil in a slightly shaded position.

Planting Thorn Hedge (T. C.'.—For forming a hedge quickly we re-

commend plants 2,1 feet high, stiff rather than long and weak in growth

—

those known as "extra picked." "We should have along with the Quicks
every fourth plant a Beech 2^ feet high. Allowing eight plants to 1 yard
"there will be two Beeches and six Quicks; for your 230 yards you will there-
fore need 460 Beeches and 1380 Thoms. As you plant on the level the
ground should be deeply dug or trenched, and if it is in bad heart a liberal
dressing of manure may be mixed with it. The space trenched or dug
should not be less than 2 feet wide, along the centre of which you should take
out a trench, and in this place the Quick and Beech at the distance named,
and as deeply as they were planted before, filUng-inwith fine soil, and making
firm and level. The plants should not be cut-back until they have gi-own a
year, and then be cut to 6 inches from the ground, excepting the Beech,
which should only have the sides and tops trimmed, and this you may do
with the Quicks, only when cut down they make much closer and better
bottom?.

Exhibiting Acacia longifolia magnifica {A. W.).—A good, well-formed
and flowered specimen of Azalea or Pimelea would be more valuable in a
collection of plants at an exhibition than the Acacia, but a great deal depends
on the plants and then- " get-up."

Heating Greenhouse and Pit {W. J. JV/.).—As the end of your green-
house ie at the back of the kitchen fireplace, we should, if practicable, heat it

from a boiler behind the kitchen fiie, and thus make one fire do for both.
Two 3-inch flows and the same number of return pipes down one side and
across the end up to the doorvs'ay would afford you sulficient heat for the
greenhouse. Two 3-inch pipes—namely, a flow and return, would give
sufficient top heat for the pit ; and have the same number of pipes beneath the
bed for bottom heat. Vie fear, however, that you will not be able to heat it

from the kitchen fij-e, as the house may be below the fireplace. In this case
you would need a boiler v\ith a stokehole outside, sunk so as to get the
necessary level. Considering the present price of coal, if possible have a
boiler at the back of the kitchen fire. Yoiu- greenhouse will answer for the
Vines, having the border partly within and partly outside the house. The pit
Tvill answer for all the purposes you name.

Medlar Gathering (C. P., Hcrrs).—If, wbcn lifted up above a horizontal
position any of either the Medlars or the Nonpareil Apples pai't from the spray,
they may be gathered.

Hfreaceous Border Flowers (A'. L. D.).—Select for yourself from the
following:—Agi'ostemma Coronaria tlore-pleno, crimson; Alyssum saxatile
compactum, yellow; Anemone apennina, blue ; A. bortensis fulgens, scarlet;
Annmatheca omenta, salmon with red spots; Aquilegia fragruns, lemon;
Ai'abis albida, white ; Aubrietia deltoidea grandifiora, blush lilac ; Aster alpinus,
lilac purple ; Eetonica grandifiora, purple; Campanula ag^Tegata, blue ; Cheir-
anthus Marehalli ; Cokhicum alpinum, rosy purple ; Convallaria rosea, rosy
led; Cyclamen neapolitanum red; Cynoglossum apenninum,blue; Belphinium
Belladonna; Dianthus cruentus, deep scarlet ; D. fioribundus, pink; D. pun-
gens, white; Dodecatheon Meadia, lilac; Draba aizoides, yellow; Erigeron
speciosus, bluish purple and yellow ; Helleborus niger, white ; Hepatica angu-
losa, blue;^ H. triloba, blue and red, double and single varieties ; Hypericum
calycinum, yellow; Iberis saxatilis, white ; Iris attica, yellow, veined purple

;

I. reticulata, blue-purple, blotched yellow ; Lilium tenuifolium, scarlet; Nar-
cissus jnncifolius, yellow; CEnothera macrocarpa, yellow; CE. taraxacifolia,
white; Orobug vernus, purple; Phlox verna, rose; Pulmonaria angustifolia
rubra, purplish red; Scilla sibuica, blue; Serapervivura californicum, fiue for
edging, leaves in green rosettes, tipped brown; yilene alpestris, white;
B. Schafta, rosy pink ; Sisyrinchium grandiflorum, purple; Symphytum cau-
casicum, blue; Trollius asiaticus, orange yellow; T. europ<T?us, lemon ; T. ua-
pellifolius, yellow ; and Zephyranthes Candida, white. These do not exceed
18 inches in height, though soil, Ac, make considerable differences.

Melon Pit (Melon-eater).—You certainly ought to have more than sis
Melons from your seven-hght pit. Wq apprehend there is no provision for
lining, nor any means of increasing the temperature after the heat of the
bed first made declines. In this case it will be quite early enough to sow the
seed at the beginning of April iu a Cucumber frame or hotbed, and grow bo

as to have strong plants by the beginning of May. The pit, we presume, will
be filled with leaves, and be this month planted with Potatoes, which will be
off in April or early in May, when the soil will be removed, and the leaves
being only partially decayed, will, if taken out and mixed with some hot dung,
afford iu a few days a gentle heat sufficient to ripen a good crop of Melons
in August.

Variegated Laurel {Cfiester).—You are not mistaken in beUeving that
there is a variegated variety of the common Laurel. It is in the catalogues
of Messrs. Veitch, Messrs. Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, the Lawson Seed and
Nursery Company, and others.

Violets to Bloom in Autumn and Winter (Viola). — Plant rooted
runners or suckers in April or early in May in good, rich, light soil, enriched
with thoroughly-decayed manure or leaf soil, choosing a position shaded
from the direct rays of the sun, an east border being suitable. The plants
should be 1 foot apart every way, and be well supplied with water until
established, likewise in dry weather during the summer. Stir the ground
frequently about the plants, keep clear of weeds and runners, and dust them
occasionally with soot. In September they should bo taken up with balls,
and planted in frames of good, rich, hght soil on a dry subsoil in a sheltered
sunny position. They will need to be well watered, and the lights should not
be put on until continued heavy rains occur, and even then air should be
given. Protect from frost by covering thelights with mats. In mild weather
they cannot have too much air. The kinds we grow, and which afford us a
supply of Violets in September and through the winter, are Czar, which is

the only suigle one we grow, Double Purple or Russian, Queen of Violets,
and Neapolitan. We have frames or pits 60 feet loug filled with these, and
containing about a thousand plants, and we have about a similar number of
plants outside, which succeed those in frames, and flower until May.

Bindweed in Asparagus Bed {Son of AJam).—The roots of the Bind-
weed baring taken possession, it will be difficult to eradicate them without
destroying the bed; but we should in the first instance ti? a dressing of salt,

at the rate of 1 lb. per square yard, in March and every month throu^'h the
summer, or as long as the Bindweed shoots appear. If the Bindweed do not
appear after the first or second di'essiug, discontinue the salt until the shoots
of the Bindweed again appear.

Apple Tree Unfruitful—Plant Leaves Falling (J. B. B.).—The
Apple tree which does not make much wood has probably been weakened by
excessive bearing in previous years, and, as the tree is not over--vigorous, we
should advise youi- loosening the surface soil and giving a top-dressing of
short manure 2 or 3 inches thick. The leaves you sent us are not those of a
Thunbergia, but of Euphorbia jacquiniiBflura, which loses its leaves at this
period of the year, when the plants are started into growth early in the
season. The only way to retain them on the plant is to keep it in a growing
state by a moist brisk heat, with moderate watering at the roots. The plant
will flower all the better of the wood being firm and well ripened, but in a
greenhouse you will need to keep it rather diy in winter. By all means keep
the shoots from the glass. We cannot undertake to name Fuchsias ; they
are too numerous, and resemble one another too much.

Azalea Casting its Leaves (Q. S. D.).—It is probably due to the growth
of the plant being weak and the wood small, the buds prominent, and the
roots not very active. Perhaps the drainage is imperfect, or the soil deluged
either from watering or rain. Some kinds, from their weak growth, are very
impatient of wet, and many kinds—iu fact, most of them, lose their leaves

at this season or later. The only way to prevent premature growth is to
keep the plants cool, liyht, and airy, and only moderately moist. If kept
warm and moist their growth is encouraged, and a general cause of prema-
ture growth is the imperfect ripening of the wood in the previous year.

Corsair Geranium for Bedding.—"In my notes on Mr. Pearson's Gera-
niums I made an omission. I omitted to mention Corsair. This I consider
the best bedding Geranium I have seen during the summer. Having visited

many places of interest both in the midland counties and the north in
August and September, for the exj>res3 purpose of seeing the bedding-out iu
those places, I can say confidently it ought to have been the first on the list.

—QuiNTiN Read."

Gardenia Culture—Drying Ferns (Abbot).—The Gardenias from now
until spring should be kept rather dry in a cool, light, and au-y part of the
stove, or in a warm greenhouse, giving water only to keep tlie leaves fresh ;

and in February or Slarch place them in a temperature of 60"' at night and
70- to 75- by day, ^ith a rise of 10 to 10- from sun heat, the atmosphere being
moist, but the i>lants not syringed overhead after the flowers hegiuto expand.
They are all the better of a bottom heat of 75°. After flowering, the plants
may be cut-in, and grown-on in a brisk moist heat of 65^^ by night and 70= to
75- by day, potting them, and continuing the treatment until the growth is

complete ; then ripen or harden-off by exposure to light and air, keeping
rather dry and cool in winter. It is not good practice to dry-off Fenis, but
they should be kept rather drier than when growing. The soil, even for deci-

duous kinds, should be kept moderately moist. The prices given of fruit in
Covent Gai-deu Maiket are retail. The sieve contains seven imperial gallons.

Transplanting Fig Trees (An Old Subscriber).—We should delay the
planting until spring, and make siu:e that the border is well drained, and of

light rather than hea\7 loamy soil. To this we would add some old mortar
rubbish and mix it thoroughly with the soil. For planting we advise three

parts turfy loam chopped-up rather fiue, mixed with two parts old mortac
rubbish and one part of decomposed manure.

Treatment of Muscat of Alexandria Vines (T. MitchrU).~-'pToha.}Ay

the roots have travelled into unsuitable soil, but this is often blamed when
the cause of shanking has been found in the summer management of the
Vines and the restrictive system of pruning. If you had not intended to

plant young \'ines we would have advised you to make a new border outside

for the roots of the old Viues, and by a different system of pruning have
managed to get rid of all the old canes in a few years by cutting out one or

two of the old ones each year and trainiug-up young canes to supply their

places. This you ought to do with your young Vines ; but they must have
room to expand then- leaves and ripen their wood, in which case a few bunches
could be obtained from them in 1875.

Names of Fruits (IT'. Thompson).—Yon have not numbered or otherwise

distinguished the Pears, and consequently we canuot give you the names.
(J. P. Erith].—!, Gravenstein; 3, Manks Codlin; 4, Butch Miguonne ; 5,

Feam's Pippin ; 6, Cellini; 7, Pomme de Neige. (John Thomas).—1, Worms-
ley Pippin; S, Woodcock ; 4, Winter Majeting; 5, Lady's Dchght; 6, Min-
chall Crab. (A. P. W. C.).—The Apple is Robinson's Pippin, and the Pear
Red Doyennt'. (liei\ Mr. C.).—The yellow Apple is Eing of the Pippins, and
the green one Hawthomdeu.
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Najtes of Plants {J. CroxAt-ld),—There is no ^oubt yovir plant is a Ficua

of some sort, of which there are maoy species, but we cannot tell what it is

from the descriptiou. Send a leaf and fruit. The bulbs of Leucojiim vcrnum
can be had at anr bulb shop in London. Wa are surprised that you caiuiot

get them in Manchester.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE,

STANDARD CHARACTEEISTICS.
The writers who frfve their opinions on this head seem to bo

ignorant of the fact that Mr. Baily, of Mount Street, Grosvenor
Square, published the colour, i'c., of exhibition fowls in ISUO,

and that a " Standard of Excellence " was issued by the Poultry
Club in ISlJS, the Club being composed of the best exhibitors,

breeders, and fanciers of the time, many remaining until this

day, and that a second edition is now being published. Having
acted as judge in England and several times abroad, I can speak
as to the great boon that this work is to amateurs. When I went
to Canada the ignorance on poultry points was ludicrous, but by
the help of exhibitions and the " Standard" which amateurs
were able to get at—it being reprinted in portions iu the monthly
numbers of tbe "Canada Farmer"—their eyes were opened and
they saw. The Americans were in the same state, and they
copied it ; but inasmuch as it did not suit some of the com-
pilers to alter their birds they cased-off the " Standard " a bit

to suit their views. Well, they have a right to their opinions.
As to judgments being made arithmetically, I can hardly con-

ceive that that was the intention of the Poultry Club, but to
stamp simply a relative value on each point. No judge who has
not a practical knowledge of his work can act properly, and a
nice job he would have to sum-up the merits aud demerits in
an addition sum even in the fifteen scale. I certainly myself
found the " Standard " very useful in shutting-iip disappointed
exhibitors, and could fill your pages with amusing stories on
that head. But as I know for a fact that after our four exhibi-
tions at Toronto, combined with the publication of the first

edition of the " Standard," the fowl fever spread throughout the
length and breadth of Canada and the United States, in the
latter to a marvellous extent up to the present day. I, in the
name of Canada, whose poultry representative I have the honour
to be in this country, am grateful to the compilers of the work
for their labours.
That the supposition that any judge would be tied down to

the actual value of the different points is fallacious, but that
the work is a most valuable one must be admitted, aud I think
that few judges would be found to withhold a prize from any
bird bred up to the " Standard."

" X. Y. Z." gives beginners too much credit when he says
they know what and how to show. An old exhibitor does, from
his long practical knowledge and experience, not so the novices.
—F. C. HASS.IRD, Slicerncss.

BRIGG POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Corn Exchange on the 21st inst. There

could not have been a better show of i?igeons.
The Dorkings, both old and young, were very good. Cochins

were good throughout, the first-prize pen taking the cup for the
best pen in Classes 1, 3, 5, C, 8, and 10. The chicken classes
were also very good. Brahmas had three classes, which were
all good. The first prize pen of chickens wajs the best that has
been seen this j-car. Of Crrve-Caurs both classes were good.
Houdans, or any other French variety, were very fair. The
Game classes were well filled, and for the most part good birds.
Of Spanish there were only seven entries in the two classes;
the adult birds were very bad. The Bantam classes were the
largest and best iu the Show, there being twenty entries in one
cl.i.ss. The Any variety class was very well filled, Polauds and
Silkies being the prize birds. There were also some good Black
Ilamburghs.
Among Pigeons, Carriers and Pouters were as good as could

possibly be seen, the first-prize Carriers winning the cup for the
best pen of Pigeons in the Show. Tumblers were very fair.

Fantails were good ; Jacobins all good, not a bad pen shown

;

and Turbits fair. Trumpeters and Barbs were very good. The
Any other variety class was well filled, comprising some very
fine birds.

There was a very good show of Rahhits, especially in the
Any variety clasg, which was well filled. In every respect the
Show was a very great success.
This was the first Show that lias been held at Brigg, but the

arrangements were very good and gave complete satisfaction to
all concerned, and we believe the Brigg Show will iu time
become one of our very best.

DoBKixos.— 1, M. M. Caahmore. Sbcepshcil. Lonuliboronith. 0, Withheld.
Ch\ckrrv<.— 1, W. H. CrfiWf, Klwall. Derby. 2, W. llnrvi v. sh.Hklil.
Cocinss.— 1 nnj Cup. K. S. 3. Wooduatc, I'cmburv. Toiibriflc- WellR. 2. W.

Horrey. e, V. Asllcy, Dri«K. Chickritt.-l, W. Hnrypy. S, J. Ktalty, CoUinif.
ham. he. V. W. Kclscy, Hull: E. J. Drapi^r, Burton.on-Trent. c, W. K. Cave,
Market Harborongh ; Kcr. I'„ L. Story ; W. Hcbsclline ; T. M. Deny, Gedney.

Braumas.—Darfc.—1, J. M. Atkinson. Alford. 2. R. Swan. Lincoln.
Brahmas —.iHy varkttt.—\, 3. Watta, King's Hpaili, Ilirininyb.im. 2,W. R

Garner, Dykc.Bourne. Cfttcfct';i5.—1, J. Holmes, WbitCL-otes, Chesterfield. 2, J
H. Pickles, Uirkdale, Sonthport. c, J. Stow. Morton. Puurne.
Creve-Cikurs.—1, Rev. J. R. Lape, Roxby Vicaraite, B'j^-g. 2, Mrs. E. Cross,

Appleby Vicarage, Brigg. ftc, C Green, Caistor. Cliic/i'tKS.— 1 aud 2, Rev. C, C,
Ewbank, Langlord Vicarage. Biggleswade.
HOUDANS, OR ANY OTHER FRENCH VARIETr, EXCEPT CnRVE-CoiURS.—1, MrS.

E. Cross. 2, A. F. Faulkner, Tbrap&tone. Chickens.—I, Rlra. E. Cross. 2 and
c, H. H. Cave. Brigg.
Game.—.-!«!/ rrtriVfi/.— 1 and Cup, E. Aykroyd, Eccleshill, Lee(2a. 2, F. Sales>

Crowle. Chickens.—i, E. Aykroyd. 2, E. Winwood. Worcester.
Spanish.—1, A. Cantv. 2. G. G. Thompson, Barton-on-Humber. Chickens.—

I, S. W. Uallam. 2. K. Newbitt. Epworih. c, W. Harvey.
Hambt:rgu3.— ^o/(i and Sihu^r-iipanglcd.—l, T. M.iy, Wolverhampton. 2. M

M. Cashmore. c. \V. G. Waters, Elsbam, Brigg (2). iioUl and >ilveri)encilleti,
—1, R. Newbitt. 2, Burcll & Boulter, Sheffield, he, M. M. Cashmore. c, A. F.
Faulkner ; R. Newbitt.
Bantams.— Gflmc.—l.W. Adams, Ipswich. 2, J. Fletcher, Stnneelough. he, 3.

P. Mansell, Lincoln; R. E. Duckering. Kirton-iii-Lindsay ; R Newblt. Anip
varii^ty exet'iit Game.—I, W. H. Robinson, Long Lee, Keighley. 2, M. Leuo,
Markyate Street, he, R. S. S. Woodgate.
.\ny other Distinct Variety.— 1, W. Harvey. 2, J, Watts, he, Mrs. E.

Cross : M. M. Cashmore. c, G. W. Boolhbv, Louth.
Geese.— 1, T. M. Derry- 2, •!. B. Hepworth, Hatfield, Doncaster.
DvcKS.—Aiflcsbury.—l, T. P. Carver, Langthorpo, Boroughliridgc. 2. W. H,

Crewe, /tc, T. Sear, Tingewick ; W. G. Waters, c, M. M. Cashmore. Jtonen.—
1, R. Swan. 2, J. Watts, he. M. Leno. c. W. H. Crewe. Any other variety.—
1. K. Faulding, Brigg. 2, M. Leno. he, J. Watts, c, R. J. Sergeant, Barton-on-
Huniber.
Tdrkeys.—I, T. M. Derry. 2, M. Kew, Market Overton, e, Mrs. Smith.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—], Cup. and 2. E. Horner, Harewood. Leeds, he, H. Yardley,

Birmingham, c, T. Chambers, jun., Northampton ; P. R. Spencer, Hereford.
PoOTtRS.—1, W. Ridley, Hexham. 2. T. Rule. Durham, c. W. Harvey; L,

Walkin, Northampton; T. Rule; Rev. C. C. Ewbank ; E.Horner.
TuMHLEES.— 1, H. Yardley. 2. W. Adams.
Fantails.— 1, T. Rule. 2. J. F. Loversidgo, Newark, he, 3. F. LoTersidgc ^

J. Walker, Newark, c, E. Ho'ner.
JAC0BI^s.—I and 2, A. .\. Vander Meersch, Tooting, he, E. Horner,
TcEBiTS.— 1, C. N. Lythe, Cottingham. 2, A, Silvester, Sheffield, c, O. E.

Cresswell, Early Wood, Eagshot.
Trumpeters.—1, W. Harvey. 2, T. Rule. /«:, P. R. Spencer; E. Homer, e>

A. A. Vander Meersch.
Barbs.—1 aud 2, E. Horner, he, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety.- 1, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2. E. Horner, he. A,

Silvester ; P. R. Spencer, c, W. Harvey ; A. A. Vender Meersch.

UiUBiTS.—Lop-eared.—1, Shaw & Allison, Sheffield. 2, J. Hume, York, An]^
other variety.—i, W. Bowes, Elmhurst, Darlington. 2, J. Owen, c, W. H.
Hewcrdine. Hull; F. Sabbage, Northampton; J. Berry, Elsham; A. Canty^
Barton-on-Humber.

Judges.—Messrs. W. B. Tegetmeier and J. Douglas.

NORTHAMPTON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The Show of the Korthampton " Good Intent Ornithological
Society," was held on Wednesday aud Thursday, the 22ud and
23rd inst., and in point of entries was a great success. There is

no hall in the kingdom that is better adapted to such a purpose
than the Corn Exchange, the light being so well aud equally
dispersed in aU parts of the building. Strictly speaking, the
Show is not confined to ornithology, the Committee considering
that an additional attraction would be secured in offering a few
classes for Rabbits,
The entries in these sections were only moderate, partly ou

account of the small amount offered, but mostly from the Society
not providing pens for their exhibition, but what were shown
in these classes were a credit to the exhibitors, especially iu some
cases which are deserving of special notice. In the first class a
grand Blue Pouter cock stood first, and a White second, the
first-named bird being one of the largest-blown birds we have
ever seen, and altogether massive and well-built. The second
was a White, slim aud beautiful in form, but losing in several

other points. In Carriers, two Duu hens won the prizes, .and

they were capital birds, well made-up and shown iu nice bloom.
A Yellow Jacobin cock of good points was first in the next class,

aud a Blue Xurbit cock second. In Dragoons the contest was
severe between the two winners, which were Blue, a single

point deciding between them ; many of the others being also

good. In Any other variety, a nice White Trumpeter was first,

and a Silver Antwerp second ; and in the Selling class, White
Pouters and Almond Tumblers won the prizes.

Lop-eared Babbits were not good, if we except the first-prize

Fawn doe, which was very young, and the Sooty Fawn buck
that took second. The varieties, on the contrary, were a grand
lot, the Tortoiseshell Dutch buck, to which tha first prize was
awarded, being about perfect ; the second going to Angora, and
the third to a Black-and-white Dutch; while many other de-

serving specimens had to be content with commendations.
In the Canary department the entries were very large, but

we are sorry to have to relate that several stained specimens
were subjected to the test, proof of artificial colouring fairly

established, and the birds at once disqualified, those in the

Buff Cinnamons being the worst cases ; and we were informeiJ

that these birds would be sold by pubhc auction in accordance

with the fourth rule of the schedule. We do not know if this

regulation was carried out. We hope it was, and if our reporter

had mentioned the names of the exhibitors we would have
published them.
Messrs. Bemrose & Orme had no specimens of their high-

coloured birds at the Show ; and although we can sympathise
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•with those Committees who, for the sake of securing the entries
in great numbers (which vre admit is of primary importance),
yet we consider it a disappointment to the public and a decided
hardship to those gentlemen that their specimens should be
blackballed, for, -whatever may be said to the contrary, there
are few members of the fancj who would not have been glad
to be the first to attain such au object, and it is well known
that most of the best fanciers have done all in their power to
attain the highest point in colour by select feeding and other-
wise. Supposing, even, that the gi-eat beauty of colonr of these
birds will last only to the next moult, they are, at any rate, on
a par with the Lizards and the London Fancy, whose fleeting
beaiity lasts but for the first season ; and we wonld suggest to

those Committees a way out of the difficulty, which, we think,
would prove fully satisfactory to all concerned, and that is that
a special class be set apart for these birds for a couple of seasons,
and a cup or medal of merit be awarded to, say, the best half-
dozen birds. This course, we contend, while saving the shows
iu a pecuniary point, would cast no reflection upon these gentle-
men, and would preserve the great treat for the public—viz., a
sight of such extraordinary specimens. The Norwich classes
were well represented, there being 140 specimens competing in
the first sis classes. The birds exhibited by Messrs. Enoch and
Atkins were of large size and good in feather and quality.
The Ticked and Unevenly-marked classes contained some

nice birds. The winner in the Yellow class, belonging to Mr.
Lons, was a very showy bird, and the second and third were
also of good quality.
The Evenly-marked or Variegated classes contained some

well-marked birds. The first-prize bird in Yellows was of
strong colour, although the marking would have been no worse
if it had been a little heavier.
The first in Buffs was a vei*y clear hen, good in all points

and very even iu marking ; the second also being good, but, to
some extent, out of condition. The Crested Yellow class was
a great surprise, one after another throughout the class proving
good ; but even these were eclipsed by the Buffs, the first-prize
bird in the latter being a fitting compeer for the recently-
imported specimens of Trumpeter Pigeons, the crest being of
such size as to cover-up the eyes completely; the rest of the
birds were also capital specimens. Belgians were good, but it

was difficult to catch these indolent gentlemen out of repose,
or iu such condition as to display their beauties.
The Yorkshire Canaries were not good, but the Cinnamons

were good iu all classes ; in the Selling class the entries were
'iiumerous, and many cheap birds changed hands.

In British birds a most splendid Starling was first, a Thrush
second, and a Skylark third ; and there were some good birds
in the Mules, the first being a grand Yellow, and the second a
Buff very well marked.

CANARIES.
Norwich. — C^i^nr IVI/oic. — 1, Enoch & Atkins, Coventry. 2. G. Golbv,

I>alliQ|^^un, Northampton. 3, J. Audley, Leicester, vhc, G. Golby ; H. & i>.
Audlfy. he, Adams & Athersuch ; Cox & Brown, c. S, Tomes; .1. Auitley.
Clear Buff.—l and 2, Enoch & Atkina. S, R. B. Ncwaom, Bromley, vhc. Adams
and AtherBuch (2). he, J. Audley; Enoch & Atkins, c, R. B, Newsom; Cox
n I Brown.
Norwich.—EcfH^y-mrtU-ffZ or Variegated Yellon-.—l and 3, J. Audley. 2.

Enoch & Atkins, vhc. Adams & Athersnch (2). he, H. & D. Audlev ; Cox and
Brown, c. Adams & Athersuch

; H. & D. Audley. Evenhi-markea or' Viirieo^t<^i^
EuiT.—l. H. & D. Audley, Leicester. 2 and 8, Adams i Athersuch, Coventry.
vhc. J. Goode. he, Martin & GrifBn. c. W. Lpe.
UoR-n-icH.— Ticked or Unevenly-marked Tellow.—l,T. Irons, Northampton.

2, Over & Griffin, Coventry. S, W. & T. Wright, Northampton, vhr, Adams
and Athersuch. he, Enoch & Atkins, c. Adama & Athersuch ; J. Judge.
Ticked or Vnevc7ilu-marked Buff,— I and 3. Adams i Athersuch. 2, Cox aud
Brown. Northampton, vhc, S. Tomes; Adams & Athersuch; Over & Griffin.
he, J. Clark ; R. B. Newsom c, S. Tomes.
Norwich—.•J/(i/f(i)(t(y of Crested Yellow.— \, 3. Judge, Derby. 2, Rice and

Gilbert. Northampton. 3 and he. Cox & Brown vhc and c. G. Clipson. Ann
variety oj Crested Buff.-l and 3, Mart n A: Griffin. Northampton. 2, S. Tomes,
Northampton, vhc, Cox & Brown, he, BarweU & Sons ; J. Goode (2). e,
Hampton it Chamberlain.
Belgian. -C/car, Ttrkcd, or Variegated Tellmr.—l and 3. J. N. Harriacn,

Helper, Derby. 2. S. Bunting. Derby. Clear. Ticked, or Variegated Buff.-l
and 3. J. N. Harrison. 2. R. Hawman, Middlesbrough, vhc. W. Forth York.
Yorkshire.-^ny variety of Yelluu\—l, T. Iruns. 2, L. Belk. Dewsbury. 3.

TV. W. Johnson. Carlton, Northall*-rton. vhc, W. Forth. Any variety of Biif.
—1, T. Irons. 2, T. Tenniawood, North Acklam, Middleabronch. 3. W. Forth.
vhc. L. Belk. he, W. W. Johnson.

'Liz\UD.—Ooldeii-si)a7igled.—l and r/tc. W. Wataon, )un . Darlington. 2 and
3, B. Ritchie, Darlington, he, S Bunting. Silvcr-siiaiiijled—l, 3, aud vhc, W.
"Wataon. jun. 2. R. Ritchie, he, S. Bunting.
Cinnamon.—Jon<jMe.—l. Adams & Alhersuc-h. 2, J. Taylor. Middlesborough.

3, BarweU & Sons, Northampton, vhc and c, C. Law. he. Cox & Brown. Buff.
—1 and 2, Adams & Athersuch. 8, Cox & Brown, r/ic, Rice & Gilbert.' he. J.
Taylor, c, W. Stanford.
Cinnamon.— Tfc/vcii or Brokr}\, Jonque or Bittf.—'l, Adams &. Alhersuch. 2 J

Taylor. 8, S. Tomes, vhc, Martin & Griffln he, C. Law. c. T. Irons.
CiHTiAnos.-Eveiily-marked or Variegated Yellow or BiixT.-l, L. Belk. 2 and

c, T. Irons. 3, W. Douglas. Northampton, vhc, G. Kerlon. he. C. Law.
Any other Variety.—1, L. Belk. 2. Rice & Gilbert. 3, R. Uawman. vhc,

J. Tear, he, J. N. Harrison, c, B. S. Johnson.

Adams & Athersuch. vhc, Cos & Brown; Adams i Athersuch (2); T. Middle-
ton, he, Cox & Brown ; Adams & Athersuch. c, A. Camps ; S. Stratford.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—1, W. Nottage, Northampton. 2, L. "^'atkin, Northampton, he, L.

Watkin; W. Nottage. c, A. Stlvebter.
Carriers.—1 and 2. T. Chambers, jun., Northampton, he, M. Perrin; W.

Nottage. c,D. Barnett; W.Brown; A.Silvester.
TuRDiTS OR Jacobins.—1, T. W. Swallow. Northampton. 2, A. Silyester,

Sheffield, he, A. Silvester; T. W. Swallow (2); W. Nottage.
Dragoons.—1 and vhc, F. Gamble, Northampton. 2. T. Chambers, jun. he,

A.Silvester; W. Nottage ; W.Brown (2); T. Chambers, jun. ; T.Bedford.
Any other Variety.—1, A. Silvester. 2. J. Mantel (Antwerp), vhc, T.

Chambers, jun. Ac, W. Nottage ; D. Barnett (Barb); A. Silvester ; J. Mantel
(Antwerp), c, H. A. Saddington; W. Nottage ; J Mantel (.\ntwerp).
Selling Class —1, L. Watkin. 2 aud vhc, W. Nottage. he, W. Nottage ; W.

Brown; T. Chambers, jun. c, T. Gill.

Rabbits —Lop-eared.—I, A. Ashmead. Northampton. 2, F. Sabbage, North-
ampton, he, J. Caatledine; S. Whitehouse. c, J. Tebbutt. Any other va-
riety.—1, F. Sabbage (Angora). 2. H. C. Hancock (Angora). 3 and 4, G.
Foster (Dutch and Patagonian). he, C. Corv (Angoraj; J. Millard (Dutch);
S. Youl (Angora) ; A. Ashmead. c, F. Sabbage" (Dutch).

Goldfinch 'M.-cj.es.—Evenly-marked or X'arie<jated.—1, J. Goode, Leicester.
2, T. Alleuby, Crossgate, Durham. 3, R. Hawman. vhc. Hampton & Chamnt-r-
Liin

; Moure & Wynne, he, H. & D, Audlev. e, T- Hopkins. Vark.—l, W. & T.
\\ n^'lit 2 and he. Cox & Brown. 3, Muore & Wynne.
British Biitns.—1. J. Albright. Nortbaropton. 2, Cox A Brown. 3, T.

Knight, Northampton. vhe.Cox & Brown ; \V. & C. Bumiaton. he, Cox aud
Brown ; G. Cleaver.
PAKHnTS.—l,S- Bunting. 2, J. Powell. Northampton. S and /iC, J. Munslow,

Northampton, vhc, J. Goodall; J. Munslow.
SELiis^j Class.—1 and Extra 3, Cux & Brown. 2, Martin & Griffin. 3,

Cup won by Adams & Athersuch, with eighteen points.

Judges.—Cage Birds : Mr. W. "Walter, Winchester, and Mr.
J. Bexson, Derby. Pigeons and Babbits : Mr. E. Huttou,
Pudsey.

NORWICH CANARY SHOW\
Had I invested sixpence iu a guide-book I might have posted

myself up in the history of Norwich aud its antiquities, and
have given a better description of St. Andrew's Hall than I am
now able to do. Guide-books make capital "cribs." Who this
particular St. Andrew was I do not know, or when he lived or
when he died, why he was canonised, or when the Hall which
bears his name was built. All this and much more I might
have learned for sixpence ; but as it is, the life of this respected
man is to me a sealed book. Saiut is such a common prefix iu
Norwich that one would almost imagine it had been the favourite
residence oi those

" Elevated with the saints to moimt,"

and I should not have been surprised to have seen the familiar
title over some of the shop-doors. I can give no better de-
scription of the Hall than that in its exterior it looks like a
church with the tower and steeple cut off, aud the interior con-
veys the idea of its being some grand old ecclesiastical structure
converted to secular purposes. It had been kindly lent to the
" Alliance" by the Mayor and Corporation of the city.

It was nearly ten o'clock at night when I and my colleague,
Mr. Baxter, arrived at Norwich; but late as it was, of course we
went just to take a peep at the Hall. It was then only very
dimly lighted, but there was light sufficient to show^ that the
morrow would open on a scene the like of which I never saw
approached in a Canary show. Truly the "Alliance " had done
their duty in securing such a noble edifice in which to esliibit

their treasures. The Social Science Congress had held its meet-
ings within its walls only recently, and the decorations had
been allowed to remain, adding such a splendour to the Show
as could only be obtained under similar circumstances. Apart
from the tasteful adjuncts, the walls are covered to the very
roof with life-size portraits in oil of Norfolk worthies, among
which is one of Nelson, for which I was informed the Corpo-
ration had refused i'lo.OUO. It is not often that the Canary is

seen with such surroundings as these. When we entered the
Hall next morniug to begin our work the sight was most im-
posing ; and to add still more to the beauty of the scene, Messrs.
Ewing & Co., of the Boyal Norfolk Nurseries, discharged during
the day waggon after waggon of ornamental shrubs and fine-

foliaged plants till the place became a perfect Paradise, and the
illustrious worthies on the walls seemed to wink and blink in
the sunshine as if perfectly conscious of the whole, specially one
benevolent-looking old gentleman in drab kuee-breeches and
gaiters, the inscription on whose frame told how well he had
filled the civic chair in days gone by. Such a fine, genial-look-

ing face ! Wherever we went those gaiters were always looking
at US. If I remember rightly, one hand was in the pocket of

the drab knee-breeches. If not, it ought to have been, as I was
told it was in life constantly there, and was never withdrawn
empty.
We commenced our work at the most difficult end of the

schedule, which end, however, on looking at the catalogue,
proves to be the middle thereof. I refer to the Cages-of-Sis of

the "Bath House" aud "Alliance" clubs. In each of these
classes there was a premium of a silver medal as first prize, and
the competition was keen. The "Bath House" mustered
twelve groups, and here, perhaps, it was not so difficult to arrive
at a conclusion as in the case of the "AlUance," which staged
no less than thirty-three sixes. These forty-five groups, contain-
ing iu the aggregate 270 birds, formed a spectacle one has to go
to Norwich, the city of Canaries, to see. From end to end it was
all quality, and it was a loug time before we, after carefully
weighing over the pros and cons, filled our balance sheet, and
made Mr. Frost, of the "Bath House," and Mr. Betts of the
" Alliance," happy men. In both cases each won with a trifle

in hand. Mr.' Everett, the Treaaiurer and backbone of the
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" Alliance," was clearly second ia his club, thongh it was nearly
six of one and half a dozen of the other with Mr. Merry and Mr.
Hovell in the ** Bath House," who were respectively second
and third. Layinj:j down as a basis of operations that "live good
birds and an inditfereut one did not constitute a level six, gave
Mr. Merry the turn of the scale. It will easUy be imagined
that behind these stood many cages of superlative excellence,
and I may say that I was never before so struck with the wonder-
ful quality of feather the Norwich breeders possess.

These disposed of, the ten open classes of Norwich birds next
claimed our attention. The "Alliance" with a just appre-
ciation of what every Englishman loves—fair play, had not sup-
plemented its prize list with an announcement that " no un-
natural colours would be staged," neither had it issued any
proclamation to " honest fanciers," nor had it met in committee
and paraded its virtues in pharisaical fashion. Norwich knew
well that its breeders had for more than a century never feared
to meet any comers, and when beaten could often congratulate
themselves that it was with their own blood, birds whose pedigree
was written in some cottage beside the loom of a weaver or other
artisan, from whose " mews " had been sold high-bred stock to
other localities. It was not likely, then, that these men were
going to show the white feather in the contest, or allow any
cutaide pressure to influence them. For the fame of the
"Bemrose it Orme," birds had reached the old city, and many
a man who had been a Canary fancier from his boyhood would
wonder whether such things could really be ; and still wonder-
ing and half doubting, brought his best forces into play, and
went into the battle like a man determined to beat or be beaten.
And this was not done without some sacritice. The "Alliance"
knew that in the absence of extraordinary support its members
were committing themselves to certain pecuniary loss. All
honour, then, to the men who, having made it their motto,
" .4 clear stage and no favour," do not falsify themselves, but
set an example to some in a higher station in life, who when the
time for the exercise of principle comes, lose their heads, and in
BO doing make a rod for their own backs. This was the password
of the "Alliance," and they met theu' fate like men.
In Clear Yellow, Bemrose it Orme were first and second

with two wonders. Their third bird was not in condition, or
colour must have carried it through. As it was, Imhoff & Smith
(Coventry) took third place with a wonderful Jonque. Size,
colour, and quality were all there, but it is too long in the
feather. Still, it is a bird one could look at for a day—a triton
among minnows. Among the commended division, Mr. F.
AVillis, Messrs. Mackley, and Mr. Hovell, all of Norwich,
showed a class of birds which, under the new I'igime, would
—it's difficult to say what they would look like.

In Clear Buffs, Bemrose & Orme took all the prizes, their
birds being unapproachable for colour and meal. In my eye
their Mealy birds eclipse their Jonques, the high colour show-
ing the farina to such advantage. Imhoff & Smith, in this

class also, showed two remarkable birds, as also did Mr. F.
Willis and the Mackley Brothers. They were faultless, but
beside the wonderful Derby specimens their colour paled.
The Variegated classes were superb. Bemrose & Orme were

first and second in the Evenly-marked Jonques both in marks
and colour. Mr. Woncs's (Norwich) third-prize bird was a great
beauty and merits special notice. In respect of wing-marks it

waa superior to Bemrose & Orme's second, but the pencilling
on the eyes was not so decided. Here again colour told in the
close struggle. Mr. Wones's bird has that beautiful silky
quality of feather which rivets the eye at once : it was in the
bloom of perfect condition too, and *.he moment it was at rest
threw out its snowy under-fiue like floss silk. The very highly
commended were all superior birds.

Bemrose & Orme were first, second, and third in Evenly-
marked Buffs, closely pressed by Mr. J. Goode, of Leicester,
and Mr. E. Shaw, Nottingham. To each of these was awarded
a very high commendation. In the same class Mr. W^ones
showed a well-marked hen, nearly perfect, but the left eye is a
trifle heavier than the right—colour rather fiat.

The Ticked classes were, as they usually are, simply grand.
It waa a great day for the lovers of high-class birds when wo
in Sunderland, some years ago, made provision for this class of
bird, the parents of perfection. They are the backbone, main-
stay, bones, muscles, and sinews of the Nor^vich variety. Never
waa Buch a bird seen as Bemrose d; Orme's first-prize Ticked
Jonqae. One wit said he could feel the " heat " when he passed
the cage. The second and third, too, were miracles. By some
ovenight the printer omitted to print the commendations in
this class, but there were some valuable stock-birds among those
mentioned in the prize-list last week. My memorandum book
has ImhofI & Smith and E. Shaw specially noted.
Bemrose it Orme's carriage stopped the way again in the

Ticked Bufis, and Mr. F. Willis and others had to rest contented
with cards of merit on their cages, which, however, did indeed
contain meritorious specimens.

The Marked Crested Yellow.^ were not good. They were
produced in greater perfection in Norwich years ago, or my taste

is more fastidious. A good crested Jonque is very difficult to
breed, I admit, but the greater part of those shown in both the
classes apportioned to the Yellows were very much below par.
It was very different with, the Crested Bufit. Here there waa
plenty of feather, and, in not a few cases, width of skull and
corresponding excellence of crest. With the Norwich breedera
quaUtif is a sitw qua non ; quality is another uame for high
Norwich properties, and that is equivalent to loss of crest
points. I have before explained that the crest is not native
to the Norwich variety, but is au imported element, obtained
either from the majestic Manchester Coppy or the smaller,
neatly-finished crested German bird. From the Coppy are ob-
tained size, coarseness, length of feather, and other points not
desirable in a Norwich bird ; but there is no mistake about the
description of crest resulting from the cross. It has size and
shape, and the object to be aimed at is to breed-in the desired
size and shape of crest, and to breed-out all the objectionable
points. I think in Norwich they have gone too far—the birda
show splendid quality but not enough crest, and a Coppy or
two imported into the city will do no harm. In Marked Crested
Buffs ilr. F. Alden was first with a grand bird. I have seen
crests which could have extinguished even this bird's head, but
so much high quality and crest is not often seen. It was truly
a crested jVo)ic!r/(. The same exhibitor also showed two others;
one, evidently his pet bird, was a fine stock bird, but its place
was in the harem rather than in the show-cage. Mr. Goode
was second and third with two over-year birds. For style and
carriage the second was unsurpassed. A very fine one-winged
bird, Mr. W. Drake (Norwich), vhc, was snapped- up at its cata-
logue price. The purchaser has a valuable stock bird in it.

The gem of the Clear-bodied birds with dark crests was Mr.
W. Sparkes's (Norwich) hen. On the other side of the Hall, in

the groups, was a cage of six young crests from her ; all good.
Mr. AVones was second with a fine hen ; more quality and lesa

crest. The tliird bird also was good, but it was a clear case
of one, two, three with a lot of really good stuff in the rear,

as well there might be in twenty-two entries. In Crests there
were in all seventy-five entiies.

In Clear and Ticked Belgians there were but six entries ; Mr.
Harrison, of Belper, showing in a form which would have re-

quired some beating had there been six times as many.
Lizards were wretched. Uufortuuately, Mr. llitchie's (Dar-

lington) arrived too late for competition. He sent six, which
were the admiration of aU beholders. It was grieving to see
them out of the fray.

The Yorkshire mustered in force, and birds which have
already passed under review this season added another notch to

their score. These birds attracted a great deal of attention, and
many were the expressions of satisfaction at the way in which
the two counties have shaken hands. I am sorry to say, how-
ever, that one exhibitor, Mr. M. Holroyd, of Bradford, gave a
practical illustration of the way in which Evenly-marked birds

can be manufactured.

It was getting near dusk when we judged the Cinnamons. All
had to be carried to the light, and we were eventually compelled
to finish for the day while in the middle of the class, and I am
afraid we made a great oversight. I am informed we passed
over a bond fide painted specimen. Bemrose & Orme's birda

were again the gems of the variety—both plain and Variegated.

Mr. Luke Belk, Dewsbury, scored twice in the Variegated Buff
with long stylish birds.

The " Any other variety " class did not fill well, but Messrs.
Mackley scored an easy win with a fine Coppy, and Mr. Row-
land (Skelton, Torks), made a mark with one of the north-
country long Greens.
Every Mule of merit shown has already been under notice,

except a very fine Linnet Mule shown by Messrs. Mackley,
which looks very like moulting into a perfectly clear bird. Mr.
J. M. Cooper (Norwich) was represented by a remarkably fine

Buff Goldfinch Mule, which must have "walked in," but one
tail feather was unfortunately missing. It is a beautiful Mule.
Bemrose itOrme made their final bow iu the open sixes,

with Messrs. Mackley second, and Mr. F. Willis third. Mackley
Brothers had slightly the puU in colour, and Mr. Willis in size

and condition.
It would be tedious to notice the British and Foreign birda

seriatim, hxii nowhere except at the Crystal Palace was such
a show ever seen, and a most gorgeous sight it was, consisting

of over a hundred entries. Nearly last on the list stood the Grey
Parrots. I suppose we must have given satisfaction in our
awards, for one of them as I was putting a first-prize card

through the ring of its cage, told me confidentially it was " all

right !
" A Selling Class of seventy-eight entries, from which

anyone might have selected his breeding stock, completed the

Show.

The Exhibition was opened on the Thursday morning with a

promenade concert by the Carrow brass band, whose services

were most generously tendered by Mr. Colman, the well-known
manufacturer of the condiment for which, and old maids, my
own county town ia so famous. The grand old Hall was boou
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filled withaclisting^uished company, and things began to assume
a very rosy hue. But as the day wore on there were evident
signs of a storm brewing—an ominous silence, and the absence
of any marked expression of opinion about the Eemrose-and-
Orme birds grew into low whispers, and first one and then
another venturing to compare notes with his neighbour ; it only
wanted someone more outspoken than his fellows to say the
word which raised the whispers to vehement denunciation, and
the concealed suspicion into emphatic protest. It was very
amusing to hear the decided opinions of some of the opposition;
they were so much to the point, and were so conclusive as to
the dishonest character of the birds. *' I'm a breeder, sir, I am !

"

was one man's declaration of faith, and that seemed to settle

the question for half a dozen of his intimates. "I ain't bred
birds for forty years without knowing something," was the
opinion of another. That was evidently cousidered a settler
for me. "You are an excellent judge of birds, you are, sir

{noniinativus prononiininn raro expriwitirr^ for which overhaul
your Gilbert A'Becket). We've seen some of your judging to-
day, and will see a little more to-morrow morning." From that
moment I believe Mr. Baxter and I were looked upon as two
victims for sacrifice. But the greatest oracle of all was an
awful old fellow, of whom, I am sure, even his own circle were
ashamed. He was one of that kind of men who, having a
smattering of ready wit, try to pass it off as knowledge. But
in his case it was tinged with so much coarseness that one could
not help wishing that really well-meaning men had not a more
sensible and temperate advocate. He walked up and down the
Show, firing his shots right and left, and then, with his hands
deep in pockets, would seem to be weighing over in his mind
whether tarring and feathering or the horseiJond would be the
most satisfactory way of vindicating justice on the morrow. In
the fulness of his joy at the prospect of the sport when Bem-
rose & Orme should be exposed, and the Judges convicted at
conniving at a felony, this terrible old man made, like one of
old, a rash vow. But people should be careful how they make
rash vows. A young man at Whitby Show made a rash vow;
he was going to " fetch it oil," or eat the birds. But this young
man did neither. And this old man at Norwich vowed that if

the birds came out of the ordeal true birds, he would find a
carriage and pair and drive Mr. Orme round the city. But he
didn't. On Thursday afternoon it was resolved that the Bem-
rose-and-Orme birds should be protested against according to
Rule 5, and the thing was gone about in a business-like way.
Seven exhibitors protested against seven of our decisions, aiid
seven half-crowns were deposited, to be returned if the objec-
tions were sustained, or forfeited if considered frivolous or vex-
atious. I may be wi-ong, but I thought Mr. Mackley smiled as
he heard these fated half-crowns drop one by one into the cash-
box with a musical chink.

That the investigation might be conducted so as to remove
all doubt as to the genuineness of the birds, the protestors
engaged the services of Mr. Sutton, the eminent public analyst;
and to insure things being done decently and in order I retained
Mr. Stanley, solicitor, to watch the proceedings on behalf of
the Judges, for though it was virtually the birds which were on
their trial, it was the " decision of the Judges" against which
the appeal was made. An arrangement was soon come to by
which it was settled that the inquiry should take place at half-
past ten the following morning, Mr. Stanley representing the
Judges; Mr. Betts, Chairman of the "Alliance,'' representing
the club ; and Mr. Frank Willis appeared for the objectors. The
furious old man was jubilant, and when we left the HaU at night
I believe he was almost afraid to lose sight of us. Mr. F. Willis
shook hands with Mr. Orme, and vowed his vow, "It the birds
are true I shall be the first to sh.ake hands with you, but if not
I shall be the first to trip you up." And then we three wended
our way to our hostelry, the "Duke's Palace." I don't know
what the objectors did, but we had a good supper.
Nest morning Mr. Orme knocked at our bedroom door, for

Mr. Baxter and I had chartered a double-bedded room ; it's

half the fun when you're from home to have a chat and a laugh
after you go to bed ! When he came in I noticed a change In
him and when he asked for the loan of a rasor I thought things
were getting serious^

" His eye waa stern and wild, his choek was pale and cold as clay

;

Across bis tightened lip a smile of fearful moaning lay !

He paused awhile—no trace of doubt was there

;

It was the steady, solemn pause of resolute despair.
I saw him gaze upon the scroll, once more its words he read ;

Then, calmly, with uplifted hand its folds before him spread.
I saw him bare his throat and seize the blue cold steel.

And grimly try the tempered edge he was about to feel.

A sickness crept upon my heart, and dizzy swam my head

:

I could not ciy, I could not stir, I felt benumbed and dead I

Again I looked. Across his face a fearful change had passed

;

He seemed to rave I O'er cheek and lip a flaky foam was cast.
He raised on high the glittering blade 1 Then first I found a tongne,
Hold, madman I stay the frantic deed 1 I cried. And forth I sprung.
Orme heard me, but he heeded not ; one look around he gave,
And ere I could arrest his hand, he had begun to—shave :

"

and while doing so gave us a peep behind the scenes, and related

some extraordinary stories anent Canaries, Canary breeders,
and Canary exhibitors.

Half-past ten found us at the Hall, and our old enemy looked
quite pleased to see us once more almost within reach of his
ctvttch. I believe he looked upon the inquiry in the light of a
coroner's inquest, and thought that Bemrose & Orme and the
Judges were corpses. But there was plenty of life in Mr. Orme
yet, and when the analyst had retired to the committee-room
(where I should have said the protested birds had been placed
under lock and key), he led in his trump in the shape of a siuall

cage of partially-moulted birds, in which was to be seen feather
in every stage of development. These birds were ex.imined by
everyone most minutely, while Mr. Orme tried to " lay out " a
Uttle money to advantage. But 20 to 1 on the birds was not
even a sufficiently tempting price, and when the cage was
handed back to Mr. Orme with the honest confession, " It we
had seen these first we would never have protested," I thought
how the seven half-crowns would be whispering to each other
in the cashbox. Five minutes later the analyst's verdict was
given—Perfectly genuine ; and the next thing I saw was Mr.
Orme being carried " shoulder high "and then "tossed; " and
there is plenty of height in St. And:ew's Hall to give a man a
good hoist. I never was " hoisted," but I have heard lads who
have been tossed in a blanket at school say that going-up is

very nice, but when you come down it feels as if you had left

your liver sticking against the ceiling. I think this must have
been Mr. Orme's idea, for after one " hoist " he clasped one of

his enthusiastic friends by the neck, and as botli could not go-up
the interesting performance ended by shaking hands all round.
The first to redeem his promise was Mr. F. Willis. The obstinate
old curmudgeon refused to be satisfied, and the carriage was not
forthcoming, and the last I saw of him he was standing in front
of the first-prize Ticked Jonque solemnly asserting that it had
rubbed its colour off on the back of the cage.
Had the inquiry been conducted in any other way there is

no kuowiug to what results blind prejudice might have led.

Ouce on a time I used to do 220 yards in decent form, and once
I trained for a mile. I don't know what sort of a performer
Mr. Baxter may be, but he looks as if he could go, and I have
no doubt that if the inquiry had been placed in the hands of
some who had made it a foregone conclusion, we should both
have had an opportunity of showing our agility. Later in the
day the Sheriff of Norwich presented the cup to Mr. Orme,
and next morning in the " latest intelligence " column of the
papers appeared the result of Mr. Sutton's analysis.—W. A.
BL.iKSTON.

HIGH-COLOURED CANARIES.
In the secret mode of feeding and moulting I confess I have

no experience ; aud as Mr. Blakston states that the birds must
be of good breed, the operation simply improving the colour,

probably he can inform me how it happens under such circum-
stances that my bird should have changed from a rich orange
to a green straw-colour buff. I am disposed to think that if

Mr. Bemrose would publish in the Journal from whom he pur-
chased and the price paid for the two birds previous to putting
them under treatment and exhibiting at the Palace, it would
somewhat assist other persons in forming an opinion on the
merit or demerit of his discovery, aud the quality and value of

the birds required for being coloured. I have not the slightest

intention to dispute Mr. Bemrose's mode of colouring, and I
quite believe his statements to be correct, but I contend that
birds artificially coloured, by whatever process, are not legiti-

mate. If artificial colouring is to be considered legitimate, the
mode of colouring must be leift to the discretion of the exhibitor,
and the birds disqualified at Cheltenham would have been legi-

timate. If genuine Norwich birds will not retain or perpetuate
their colour, how is it that fanciers have for so many years been
enabled to maintain, and by judicious and careful breeding
gradually improve, the colour, and that a fresh exhibitor, to

whom the secrets must be unknown, can occasionally com©
forward and carry off some of the best prizes ?—R. J. Tkoake.

I HA^'E read with a great deal of astonishment Mr. R. J.

Troake's letter about colouring Canaries by feeding, because
his arguments are, to say the least, somewliat peculiar. Why
should a good Belgian moult-off his best points, which are part
and i^arcel of the bird's bony structure, and the colour not en-
tirely fail in the moulting of a true-bred Norwich, which colour
is produced by a peculiar method of feeding ? Why should it

not ? You might as well expect a Belgian to turn into a Pigeon
as to expect it to change its conformation ; whereas in the case
of the feathers of birds, it is a well-established fact that they
will alter at moulting. Look at the Lizards : they repeatedly
throw out white feathers after their second moult, and I have
myself been accused of malpractices because a Crystal Palace
winner which was claimed changed the colour of his feathers
when he moulted.

I take it that if Mr. Bemrose's birds had been fed as he fed

them—and there is the secret—they would have kept their colour
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when in the possession of their new owner. Mr. Troake says
this is purely artificial. Are improvements artificial, whether
in animals, birds, or even plants, produced by a judicious selec-

tion in breeding, and crossing, anifci'ding ' Mr. Troake says
again, it becomes merely a matter of process for colouring, and
that a bird coloured by hand would be equally valuable, itc,
the difference is simply the means employed. Of course that is

the difference. If I want to breed a fox-terrier with black-and-
tan head I do not take a white-headed dog and paint him, but
I put two and two together and consider, and then one and one
together, and try to breed what I want. I have given up the
fancy altogether now; the infiuxof 6oH(i.?z(?t' painters and stainers

disgusted me, but I still have the interest of the fancy at heart,

and hope Mr. Orme may long be to the front with his birds

artificially coloured by good management.

—

Caveat Emptor.

I AM anxious that your readers should have every opportunity
of judging who is right, so allow me to ask. What sort of a hen
did Mr. Troake breed with ? He speaks of my birds ; let it Ije

clearly understood that he only purchased one. It is of the
utmost importance that the hen should be highly bred. Again
I say that none but the best blood will acquire the high colour
so universally admired, and which is only produced upon them
by my method of feeding. Mr. Troake's remark that it is im-
material whether the colour be obtained by feeding or painting,

is really laughable. The idea is certainly a novel one. In plain
English, he deems it equally dishonest to paint Canaries and to

feed them so as to obtain a high colour. With the former view
I fully agree, though some of Mr. Troake's Cheltenham friends

did not think so ; but I mast fully and peremptorily dissent
from the opinion that feeding for colour is dishonest.
My method is simply " art assisting nature," the true plumage

of the Canary having been quite unknown till now. This wiU
and most be acknowledged by all fanciers soon. Time is my
best ally, and I can afford to wait. The Norwich Show of the
last week giving me twenty-four prizes and a silver cup after a
professional analyst had certified to the genuineness of my birds,

is another milestone in the march of success.—E. Bemkose.

"WHAT IS HONEY?
Is the last number of this Journal "B. & W." asks this

question. My answer is that honey proper is not found in
flowers; that the sweet juice found there is collected by bees,

and afterwards converted by them into honey proper^market-
able and presentable. He asks for evidence, and says that *' the
honey collected from the bean flowers proves nothing, save that
it was thin." My contention is that, inasmuch as it had not
been re-swallowed by bees, it was not honey proper. Neither
is cream butter, though butter is made of cream or comes from
it. What evidence have you that cream is not butter ? The
evidence of the senses. For more than fifty years we have been
seeing, handling, and tasting both cream and butter. They are
different articles. In the same sense have we for more than
fifty years been seeing, handhng, and tasting honey from the
plant, and honey from the bee. They are different articles.

Will "B. & W." put the matter to the test next summer? If

he does, he will hnd that as cream undergoes a change in the
charn, honey undergoes a change in the bodies of bees.
For the sake of others who may wish to see for themselves let

me snggest a very simple experiment. Some warm summer
morning put a strong swarm into a hive—full or half full of

empty combs—say, at 7 o'clock a.m. Weigh hive and bees before
the latter begin to work. This swarm Nvill probably collect 5 lbs.

of crude honey the same day before 7 o'clock p.5t. Remove the
bees into anotner hive, and extract the honey. It will be found
crude still, and as unlike honey as cream is unlike butter. No
process or amount of evaporation will remove its crudeness. It

will mould ; it will become sour. I have never seen it crystal-
lise like proper honey.

If this be not conclusive evidence, put another swarm into
another hive with empty combs. It may collect the same weight
of crude honey in the same space of time ; but let it remain in
the hive, and if the bees be prevented from gathering more by
rnin or artificial means for thirty-six hours, all the crude stuff

will be changed into honey proper, and stored away on the out-
sides of the combs. When bees come home from the fields tliey

empty their sacs in the first empty cells they can find, and go
back to the fields for more; hence, on lifting and examining a
hive at the close of a hard day's work, we find the clear, limpid,
but crude fluid gathered that day amongst the brood combs

;

there, for couvenience, to be re-swallowed, and stored away at
night.
One word of correction, for " B. it W." has quite unintention-

ally made it appear that I pitied his ignorance. I simply said
it was strange he did not know these things, and in the last

sentence of his letter of last week he says, " To allow that bees
have a power of sweetening honey from some source of sweetness
within themselves I cannot believe." " A source of sweetness
within themselves " ia a new idea altogether to me, and has not

come out of anything written or spoken by me. There is no
" source of sweetness " inherent in a bee ; neither is there a
source of butter inherent in a churn. If " B. & W." will not
put the matter in question to the test in his own way, perhaps
he will accept next summer a jar of crude honey, and one of
perfect honey, collected from the same flowers by the bees of

—

A. Pettigkew.

THE ART OF SUPEEING.—No. 2.

In placing and fixing empty drone combs in supers before the
bees enter them, the bee-master should not forget that there is

a right and a wrong way of doing this. The more closely we
imitate nature the more likely are we to succeed. All honey
cells dip to their bottom : they are not horizontal. As comba
are found and cut out of hives they should be placed in the
supers. If they are turned bottom upwards, the cells wiU slope
the wrong way and be much more difficult to fill. Such an
operation would indicate great carelessness or want of skill ou
the part of the bee-surgeon.
Well then, let the combs be properly placed and partially

fixed in the supers which the bees have to fill with honey.
What is meant by fixing them ? From my remarks of last

week the reader learned that we filled shallow boxes with cakes
of white empty combs, which the bees soon afterwards filled

with honey. In doing this we begin at one side of the box,
and, of course, finish at the other side. The combs are kept
apart from one another by little bits of wax or wood—two or
three between every two combs. The lids are then put on the
boxes, and these are placed on full hives. The bees fix the
combs more securely and begin to fill them. As soon as they
are full they are taken off and other empty ones put in their
places.

I shall now come to glass supers, which are rather more
difficult to manage, but the work of filling them or having them
tilled is within the reach and compass of bee-keepers not very
far advanced. To believe in our own ability to do a thing puts
us on the high road to success. Let me here strongly condemn
the common bee or bell-glasses which are sold for supering.
Where could we find anything so unsuitable and inconvenient
for the purpose of supering as these common bee-glasses ? If any-
one were to assert that not one out of ten used is filled I would
believe the assertion. In bee-gardens lots of them are met
with that were never filled since they were made. Even when
fiUed it is no pleasant task to cut the comb out of them. We
use and recommend glass supers with lids, which are better
in every way and more convenient for the bee-master. Mr.
Samuel Tates, of Old Millgate, Manchester, supplies me with
this superior kind of supers. In his catalogue of bee-furniture
he calls these lidded glasses by my name, simply because I was
the first to introduce and use them in England ; but in Scotland
they had been used before they were employed here. They
are not only better but far more ornamental than the common
sort. Being in two parts they are, of course, more costly.

The reader will at once see how easy
it will be to help the bees to fill this

super. When a hive is ready for super-

ing one of these empty glasses is placed
on it. Then we take the lid off and place

at once some pieces of empty drone comb
on the crown of the hive inside the glass,

and hold them erect and in proper posi-

tion by wedges or little bits of comb.
The lid is put on and the super is well
and warmly covered with cotton wool or

woollen cloths. In less than twenty-four
hours the bees have adopted andfastened
more securely the combs thus put in.
" Whj', these combs are Cinches high to

begin with, and the bees are building
them upwards! " Lot them go on for

another twenty-four hours, or till a rough
wooden lid be prepared with some more white combs artificially

sealed to it, three or four nice large pieces. When this is done
the glass lid should be removed and the wooden one with combs
depending put in its place. Thus the bees havo combs from both
top and bottom to unite and fill, and, when weather permits, they

do it with marvellous dexterity and rapidity. Wlien the super is

filled the most expert and suspicious apiarian or dealer in honey
could not detect a flaw in it. Supers of this kind are perfect

in eveiy sense, and cannot be surpassed for excellence by those

which are fiUed by bees managed ou the jog-trot system.
" I quite understand all you have said, and can now see how

easy it wiU be to fiU our shelves with supers of honeycomb in

fine seasons ; but one thing is not clear to me—viz., these supers

have wide parts or bellies, and the combs as they are built up
and down will be in the middle of the supers opposite these

wider parts; how do the bees fill them?" I am glad the

reader asks this question, for my answer, I hope, will raise him
to the top of the class iii this art of supering. Well, before I

Pettigrew'a Glass Sux)cr.
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put on the wooden lid with combs going downwards, I place
some pieces of comb so that they will fill the widest parts of
the glasses. These side pieces are sometimes placed one way
and sometimes another. It does not matter much whether
they run alongside the glass or radiate from the centre to
the outsides. I think that all supers whose combs radiate
from their centres to the sides, like the spokes of a cart-wheel,
look better than those whose combs are flat and straight from
top to bottom.
When the combs are well united and the supers nearly full,

the wooden lids are cut off with a table knife orbit of fine wire,
and the glass ones put on. If these glass lids are dome-shaped,
with a cavity to flU, I place a few pieces of nice comb on the
tops of those broken by the knife or wire, so as to fill the cavity,
and then finally put on the glass Uds. The bees will soon finish
the work thus given them to do. Let me here say that I seldom
permit my bees to fill every cell with honey and put lids over
all. When every cell is filled and sealed over, the super is said
to be " finished," but it never looks so well or appears so inter-
esting as supers which are not quite finished. A few inches of
cells half filled and open give supers of glass an appearance
more artistic and pleasing to the eye of a naturalist.

If I have not combs enough to half-fill or quarter-fill a super
of glass, I put a guide-comb on the wooden lid, give the bees a
ladder up to it, aud thus induce them to commence at the top.
When the combs reach the sides of the super the wooden lid is
cut off and the glass one put on. Bees can hold by rough wood
aud straw, but they cannot hold by glass, hence the use of
wooden lids and ladders. The introduction of large pieces of
comb into supers may be compared to travelling by express
tram.

_
The other way of letting the bees do all the work is

travelling by the old parliamentary train, which is longer on
the road. I prefer the express to the parliamentary train.

_
Let me here press on the attention of my readers the neces-

sity of covering glass supers warmly and thickly with some
soft material. If they are not warmly covered the bees will
not work well in them ; aud if not quite dark the bees will try
to shut out the light by plastering and bespattering wax on the
inside of the glass.

" Well, sir, you have so far unfolded the art of supering that
I long for the coming of another summer that I may obtain
from my own bees some glass supers of comb. Do you think
I may attempt to fill a crystal palace?" Yes, by following
the line of procedure marked out, you will succeed in filling
with virgin honeycomb a palace of glass as large as the glass-
blower can produce. "But what shall we do when a bad or
unfavouriible season comes?" In another article this question
will be answered.—A. Pettiorew, Sale, Cheshire.

Boss PooLTKY Show.—In the list of awards sent to us it was
not mentioned that the premier prize in poultry was awarded to
Mr. H. B. Morrell (Brahmas) ; and in Pigeons to Mr P R
Spencer (Pouters). Mr. Hewitt was prevented by illness from
ofhciatmg as Judge, and the awards were made by Mr. Teebay.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hartlepool Show,—Mr. P. Bauks informg us that he did not exhibit theLong Sutton pnze Rabbits at Hartlepool Show.
Calomel FOR Fowls (GZcri,..,).—Calomel is useless to fowls, and takes no

effect upon them. We expect that on examin.ation von will find near the
vent a knob of hard cheesy matter. If it Meeds, the skin is already broken.
Generally It you enlarge the opening a little with knife or scissors, and then
squeeze the bottom of the ball or knob, it will shoot out. The cavity that is
left must be thoroughly washed out two or three times per day. The
liciuid shonld bo injected with a syringe, aud after it shows an inclination to
heal, alum or any other astringent may be used in warm water. The evacu-
ations shonld be giecn, white, and figured. Your feeding is good, but doaway with the sharps. Bread and milk and ground oats shonld cure anything.
Marking Fow-Ls (»>s(,-ro/V).-NothinK is easier than to mark poultry byputting a wire ring or sewing a piece of hst round the leg, and this last is

capable of developmeut by enabling those who wish to do it to mark the
different broods by using wor.-ted or list of different colours. There isalways difliculty in telling the age of hens. A very good Judge may feel
tolerably sure and justified in giving an opinion, but if he were asked to name
the grounds on which his decision was based, he would be unable to do so,and would hide behmd generalities.

Light Brahmas (Don Quijrote).~The "Light," there are no "White,"Erahmas should have black flights and tails, and striped hackles. Any more
colour than this is a defect, and would in a close competition be fatal to suc-
cess. We know few more attractive poultry sights than a yard of Li.'ht
iirahraas, and hardly any fowl that shows so well in a pen. Like all other
light-teathered fowls they reqaire a clear atmosphere, and are not calculated
lor a smoky climate.

Ground Oats lEllceel-yfe are glad to receive your testimony, but we are

/<tZ ?, "^^.T'^o
^"o ever tried ground oats will speak lightly of them, ordeny that they are the most satisfactory food he ever used. They costmuch, but well managed we are not sure they are much dearer than inferiorlood. ihcy can only be ground where the stones are dressed on purpose, ond

mllUhTcrnnV" ""TP'^'^'-h"
"'•'"=""'• We were told there was a steel

^ is ?L^
be worked by hand, and we bought one. It was worse than

little floor
^ ^""^ '"''^ " I"""'"!' °' ''^"^ "'-"^eJ «i'li an

ScuHTY Legs (Coc/iinl.-The disease is called • the poultry elephantiasis."

It IS unfortunately becoming very com mon. The first cases we saw were
about ten years ago. The only treatment is to keep the legs constantly oiled,
and rubbed with any softening ointment. There is no cuie for it.
Dimensions op Woodbdry Hive (O. B. I.—The box of the Woodbury hive

being S inches deep, and the frames 8 inches deep outside measure, leaves an
lucn to be divided between the top and bottom. Mr. Fox thinks three-eighths
of an meh for each space preferable. This is also the space between the ends
of the frames and the sides of the box. The bar is 13^ inches long; the
notches cut in the two uprights of the frame to receive the bars leave about
three-sixteenths of an inch on each side, to which the projecting pieces, five-
eighths of an inch long, are nailed or dovetailed. The entire length of tbo
top of the frame is 14Z inches full. Mr. Woodbuiy worked with very shallow
notches for the ends of the frames to rest on ; the frames being easier of re-
moval, and less likely to crush bees during manipulation. From centre to
centre of each frame is 17-16 inch ; any deviation in space con be thrown to
the sides. It is best to measure from centre to centre of the frames, as then,
as far as the proper spaces between the combs ore concerned, it makes no dif-
ference whether the bars are wider or narrower than the dimensions given.
The spaces between the frames must come right. For easy manipulation,
however, it is important that all the frames should agree in measurement. It
you are still in any doubt or difficulty, we should recommend your obtaininB
a hive from Messrs. Neighbour, Eegent Street, and havmg all your other hives
made from it. It is important that all the hives and parts of the hives shall
be exactly similai- in dimensions, so it is advisable to construct all from one
pattern, and not copy from each other indiscriminately, as in the latter case
the various parts are suie to get wrong.
Canary Losing its Voice after MorLT (C. ^.).—This is not unusual.

Some birds will make an apology for a song all through the moult, but they
seldom break into full song till the change is complete. Your bird, however,
seems to have caught cold, and a cold at such a time is dangerous. Keep him
warm, and indulge him with a little sopped bread and milk in the morning,
but do not allow it to rem.ain to get sour. If you remove the water-vessel for
two or three hours, and then replace it with a few drops of cod-liver oil float-
ing on the surface, you will find it a simple way of administering a good
medicme. I have never tried thistle-seed, but should be veiw sceptical as to
Its being " a cure tor all diseases of birds."—W. A. B.
Killing and Preserving Insects.—J Subscriber wovM be glad if any-

one could inform him of the best mode of killing and preserving from de-
composition butterflies and other insects.
Transferring Bees (T. Bradhiil—lt is not always necessary to put aswarm into a common straw hive first before introducing the bees to a Wood-

bury hive
;
but there are many cases in which it is decidedly more convenient

to do 80.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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kind that is remarkable for the sweet scent of its flowers ; the
well-kuown deep Tiolet Jaokmanni is, I believe, still unsur-
passed by any of the later introductions of the same shade of

colour. Then we have Lady Caroline Neville, of a delicate

mauve shade ; Madame Van Houtte, a very fine shaded white
variety; lanuginosa, with pale blue flowers; and grauditlora

mutabilis, having the largest flowers of any kind I have seen.

There are many other tine seedlings in the hands of Messrs.
Crippg of various shades of colour, such as mauve, deep crim-
son, and bright blue. Turning now to the Lonioeras (Honey-
suckle), the sub-evergreen variety flexuosa is first, with its

delicious scent, and for the freedom and continuity with which
it flowers ; then come the white-flowered fragrantissima, the
scarlet sempervireus, a very distinct variety, but with a very
long straggling habit of gi-owth, requiring considerable care in

training ; the yellow-flowered flava, and the very rapid-growing
excellent variety brachypoda. When one or two kinds only are

wanted, flexuosa and brachypoda may be strongly recom-
mended as being of a dense branching habit, vigorous growth,
very free-flowering, and most hardy, thriving well upon an
exposed north aspect. Some plants of both funds that were
placed in their present position two years ago are now from
15 to 20 feet high. Nor is this simply the growth of a few
strong leading shoots, for both plants have produced " breast-
wood " and side shoots so freely, that frequent pruning and
training have been necessary. Of the Jasmines I may select

Jasminum officinale, a free-flowering, very sweet-scented white
variety ; the brilliant yellow revolutum ; and the weU-known
winter-flowering uudiflorum. The EscaUouias, though not
a large section, are a very important one. E. Ingramii and
E. macrantha are almost identical, both growing vigorously,

and yielding a profusion of pretty pink flower spikes ; the only
difference is in the more glossy foliage of macrantha. Escal-
lonia pterocladon is a very distinct and valuable climber, with
small foliage and white flower spikes. Of Ceanothus there
are azureus, with its charming panicles of pale blue flowers

;

and divaricatus, having a close neat growth, well clothed with
glossy deep green foliage. Berberidopsis corallina is another
fine species of the evergreen type that is worthy of especial

attention ; it has handsome leaves of a peculiarly deep shade
of green, stout in texture, and freely produced, which form a
fine foil to the deep crimson of its drooping clusters of rosette-
like flowers. Nor must I exclude the beautiful pale blue
Wistaria, the fine old Bignonia (Tecoma) radicans major, with
its bold trusses of orange and crimson flowers, and Passiflora
ca3rulea ; all three of these old favourites being exceedingly
valuable for covering a large area of wall-space quickly. Li-
gustrum japonicum and Berberis Uarwinii are also worthy of a
place ; both have handsome evergreen foliage, and the white
flowers of the first, and the deep orange flowers of the second,
are alike produced abundantly. The very compact-growing
Ligustrum coriaceum will, I think, prove a useful evergreen
for covering low walls or pillars, its singularly round glossy
foliage presenting a very striking and uncommon appearance.
Garrya elliirtica merits a corner from the beauty of its catkins
in winter, as does the singular Chimonauthus fragrans, which
produces its fragrant flowers at the same period of the year,
but it ought not to occupy a prominent position, as it is not
an ornamental plant.

I have excluded very many kinds of different species in
order to present a really choice selection to your readers

;
yet

the list grows upon my hands, and there are yet one or two
others which I cannot pass over. What can be more beautiful
at this season of the year than the Virginian Creeper (Ampe-
lopeis hederacea) when its foliage becomes a mass of the
brightest crimson, which is so beautiful that one cannot but
regret its being the forerunner of decay ? The more refined
form of this species, Ampelopsis Veitchii, is also very orna-
mental

; its growth is more slender than that of hederacea,
and its general appearance is very elegant. Of other plants
having fine foliage, but with insignificant flowers, the best
are Aristolochia Sipho, Akebia quinata, and Periploca gra;ca.—Edwaed Luckhuest.

FRANCOIS LACHARME ROSE.
Why is Fram/ois Lacharme omitted from this year's cata-

logues of Roses? It is a very fine Rose in every respect, and
is deliciously fragrant. It should not be allowed to go out of
cultivation.—A Constant and Inteeested Eeader.

[Why, indeed ? Well might our fair correspondent inquire,
if her complaint were correct. We endorse all that she says

as to the beauty and fragrance of Frangois Lacharme, nor do
we fancy that it wiU go out of cultivation ; but there is a fashion
even in Boses, and what is old in fashion often has its other
good qualities overlooked. How rarely, for instance, do we
see a bonnet now-a-days ; and when we do, well, how is the
beauty fallen ! yet we can imagine that it kept off neuralgia and
other evils, besides giving the wearer an expression more in
consonance with our old-fashioned notions. Be this as it may,
it is very certain that in some of the Bose catalogues we often
miss old friends in the rage for something new. But we do not
think the case of Francois Lacharme quite so hopeless, for we
rushed to our file of catalogues, and with a sigh of relief the
first /oHc we consulted all mentioned Frangois Lacharme, and,
moreover, gave it a good character, which we trust wOl prove
enduring for some years longer, for the Bose deserves it. Thus
fortified we looked no further, and we trust our correspondent's
fears will prove groundless.]

THE ELECTION OF NEW EOSES.
Last year's election having been on an extended scale, it

did not appear advisable to hold it annually ; but one of your
correspondents having made inquiries on the subject, I con-
sulted the Eevs. C. P. Peach, E. N. Pochin, and Buhner, and
the majority considered that a poll of the newer varieties

might prove interesting and also useful to those who only
purchase " a good article," and are indisposed to lay out much
on the plants that come over to us annually with such crack-

jaw names, and such a flourish of trumpets as to their good
quaUties—characters, alas ! that a year or two's trial rudely
dispels. The election, therefore, was purposely restricted to
the more recent introductions. But on the threshold I was met
by a difliculty : Several of the larger growers and the i-eturn-

ing oflleer meant two different things by the same words, and
in asking for 1870, 1871, and 187"i, I found I was altogether
in error. I believed, with several amateurs and some nursery-
men, that I was thus including all the Eoses from Castellane's

to Etieuue Levet's year, whereas by the rules of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society the age of a plant dates from the year
that it is introduced into commerce, and thus, although called

by the niu'serymen in their catalogues " new Eoses for 1873,"

it means the 1872 Eoses. Intentionally the absolutely new
Eose list was omitted ; the experience of a single year is often
very fallacious, and not a few have been misled by it. The
value of this election is to assist, by a variety of opinions
formed in different soUs and climates thus brought together,

the retention of the best varieties alone. We all know that a
first season's impressions are often subsequently falsified. As
a proof of this I will simply mention, that in the general
election last yeai' several new Eoses of 1871 received honour-
able mention, notably Lyonnais and Madame BeUon ; at

least, these two Eoses received more votes than any others of

the 1871 Eoses. What has a year's further experience done
for them ? Has it added to their reputation ? I trow not.

Madame Bellon is not even mentioned by some who last year
thought it so promising. It is pretty, certainly, but has too
slight distinctness of character. Lyonnais has not much
improved, is somewhat loose, and apt, I fear, in the exhibition

tent to stare the judges out of countenance, a proceeding that

every well-educated and modest Eose would rigorously avoid.

President Thiers, Madame Lefebvre Bernard, and Etienue
Levet were next in order ; the two former cannot be said to

have advanced in estimation. Thiers appears overrated, is

thin and flat, and little likely to hold his own any more than
his namesake on the continent. Etienne Levet, on the con-

trary, was certainly not sufficiently esteemed. It bids fair to

be tlw Eose of 1871, and must be in everybody's coUectiou

;

indeed, its position on the poll is remarkable—second only to

Comtesse d'Oxford, and equalling her ladyship in first-class

votes. The two next best Eoses , Fran^'.ois Michelon and Madame
George Schwartz, were unnoticed in the election last year.

Franrois Michelon must run Etienne Levet hard for the pre-

miership of 1871 if its other qualities are as good as its looks
;

it is a grand Bose, and, like Etienne Levet, quite an acquisition.

The position of Andre Dunand has disappointed me, espe-

cially as au addition to our liguter Eoses ; I think it will rank
higher another season. Annie Laxton and Princess Beatrice

are possibly in a rather false position, as I do not think all

the voters realised that they are 1871 Eoses. In the same
position possibly is Edward Morren, which came out at an odd
time between the two years, but which some consider to be
1808. Of the older varieties this has retrograded ; the past
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season, being wet, was not favourable to it, and in the great

essential of qnality it is rather deficient, "ft'ith the exception

of this Rose, the position of the isijy iutroductious are almost
identical with their relative positions in the general election

last year.

Altogether there are twenty-six voters—fourteen amateurs
and twelve nnrserymen, and they have named fifty-one Roses
as in the best twelve; whilst in the six, twenty-nine Roses
are noticed.

In the following table, the first column shows the position of

the Rose at the close of the poll ; the second, the name, kind,

and age of the Rose ; column A , the number of votes given to

that variety by amateurs in first six ; B, the votes in the se-

cond six; C, the total of amatem- votes. The same letters

with an asterisk show the corresponding votes of the nur-
serymen, and the total number of votes polled for each Rose
is found iu the last column. Where the votes are equal,

position on the poU is determined by votes in the first six

;

where still equal, the Roses are bracketed together.

POSITIOK
Mo. Naue of EnsE.

1. Comtesso d'OxJoril, H.P.. 1869 11
2. fitienne Level. H.P., 1871 12
3. ManiaiBo de CastelJane, H.P., lb69 11
4. Louis Van Houtte, H.P., 1869 10
5. MOlle. Eug. nie Verdier, HP., 1869 .... U
6. Inunois jrkhelon, H.P., 1871 1

7. Ferdinand Je Lesseps, H.P., 1869 4
8. Madame Geo. Schwartz, H.P., 1871 4
9. Catherine Mermet, T., 1869 5

10. Paul Neron.H.P., 1869 S
11. President Thiers, H.P., 1871 1
12. Annie Laiton.H.P., 1871 4

f Lyounais, H.P., 1S71 1
'( Richard Wallace, H.P., 1871

15. Madame Le(ebvre Bernard, H.P., 1671 .

.

2
16. Andr. Dunaiid, H.P., 1S71 1

( Princess Beatrice, H.P., 1871 1

1 Edouard M,.rron. H.P., 1869 (?) 1
19. Madame Marie Van Hontte, T., 1871 .

.

1
20. Baroune Louise ViknU, H.P., 1871
31. Captain Lamur«, HP., 1870
23. Madame Bellon, HP., 1871
S3. Sonvcnir de Paul Neron, T., 1.S71

24. Madame Hipi oljte Jamain, H.P., 1871
/Madame Jules Margottin, T., 1871 ....
- Belle Lvonnaise. T., 1869
(EUzaBo.lle, H.P.,1869

28. Dive dOr, N., 1869 1

2 —13
1 —13
8 —14
1 —11
1 —10
9 —10
5 — 9
2 — 6
3 — 8
5 — 8
3-4
2 — 6
5 — 4
2 — 2
3 — 5
6 — 6
2 — 3
4 — 5
1—2
3-8
2 — 2
2 — 2
1-1
1 — 1
2 — 2
3 — 3
— U
— 1

10
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Kev. C. P. PeacHj Appleton-le-Street, Malton.

1. Anuie Lastou 7. Andre Duuand
2. Comtesse d'Oxfonl 8. Lyonnais
3. Etienne Levet 9. Baroune L. UxlcuU

4. Louis Van Houtte 10. Jladame Lefebvre Bernard

5. Mdlle. Eugi'iiie Verdier 11. President Thiers

G. Marquise de Castellane 12. Princess Beatrice

Mr. Peach says, "I do not think very highly of any Koses since CastoUane'e

year, unless it may he Annie Laxton, Etienne Levet, and Lyonnais. How-
ever, time will prove. I think President Thiers an overrated Hose."

Rev. E. Handley, Baltonshorough.

1. Mdlle. Eugt-nie Verdier. 7. Frau.:oi8 Michelon

Comtesse d'Oxford
3. Mai-quise de Castellane

4. Etienne Levet
5. Madame Lefebvre Bernard
6. Louis Van Houtte

8. Ferdinand de Leaseps
9. Baronne Louise Uxkull

10. Catherine Mermet
11. Souvenir de Paul Neron
12. Madame Jules Margottin

Mr. HiNTON, Warminster.

1. Etienne Levet
2. Paul Neron
3. Catherine Mermet
4. Marquise de Castellane

5. ConiteHBe d'Oxford
6. Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier

7. Andri' Dunand
8. Frani;ois Michelon
9. Louis Van Houtte

10. Marie Van Houtte
11. Ferdinand de Lesseps
12. Edward MoiTen

Kev. J. B. M. Camsi, Monkton Wyld, Charmouth.

Comtesse d'Oxford
Ferdinand de Lesseps
Louis Van Houtte
Mdlle Eug'-nie Verdier
Catherine Mermet
Mai-quise de Castellane

7. Madame Berard
8. Etieune Levet
9. Capitainc Lamure

10. Madame George Schwartz
11. Francois Michelon
12. Audrt- Dunand

Mr. J. Scott, Warminster.

Louis Van Hnutte 7- Paul Neron
M<31Ie. Eugruie Verdier 8. F. rdiuand de Leaseps
Maniuise de Castellane 9. Andre Dunand
Etienne Levet 10. Comtesse d'Oxford
Princess Beatrice 11. Fran(:ois Michelon
Catherine Mermet 12. Richard Wallace

Rev. E. N. PocHiN, Sileby Vicai-age, Loughborongh.

1. Comtesse d'Oxford 7. Catherine Mermet
2. Marquise de Castellane 8. Belle Lyonnaise
3. Edward Morren 9. Annie Laxton
4. Mdile. Eugenie Verdier 10. Fran^'ois Michelon
5. Paul Neron 11. Madame Hippolyte Jamaia
6. Etienne Levet 12. Ferdinand de Lesseps

Mr. J. BuRKELL, Heighingdon, DarUngton.

1. Lonis Tan Houtte* 7. Ferdinand de LesBepa*
2. Comtesse d'Oxford* 8. Frani,'ois Michelon
3. Marquise de Castellane* 9. Md-Ue. Eugenie Verdier
4. Catherine Slermet* 10. Lyonnais
5. Madame George Schwartz* 11. Andre Dunand
6. Etienne Levet* 12. Paul Neron

Mr. Burrell adds that those marked with an * would take rank in the
best 24 of all Roses.

Rev. H. DoMBEAiN.Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.

1. Andrt Dunand 7. Marquise de Castellane
2. Baron de Bonstetten 8. Edouard Morren
3. Madame Lefebvre Bernard 9. Auguste Rigotard
4. Etienne Levet 10. Reve d'Or
5. Fran<;-ois Michelon 11. Madame Cecile Berthed
6. Madame George Schwartz 12. Madame Bellon

Mr. R. W. Beachey, Finders, Kingskerswell, Devon.

1. Louis Van Houtte
2. Comtesse d'(_)xford

3. Mdlle. Eugt-nie Verdier
4. Ferdinand de Lesseps
5. Catherine Slermet
(i. Ec-ienne Levet

7. Belle Lyonnaise
8. Paul Neron
9. Marquiee de Castellane

10. Richard Wallace
11. President Thiers
12. Lyonnais

Mr. Tapner, Crowhurst, Battle, Sussex.

1. Louis Van Houtte 7. Belle Lyonnais?
2. Marquise de Castellane 8. Souvenir de Julie Gonod
3. President Thiers 9. Madame Lefebvre Bernard
4. Paul Neron 10. Baron de Prailly

5. Etienne Levet 11. Docteur de Chalus
6. Madame George Schwartz 12. Comtesse d'Oxford

Rev. A. CiiEALES, Brockham Vicarage, Reigate.

1. Marquise do Castellane 7. President Thiers
2. Mdlle. Eugc-nie Verdier 8. Edouard Morren
3. Annie Laxton 9. Paul Neron
4. Louis Van Houtte 10. Madame Cecile Berthod
5. Comtesse d'Oxford 11. Virgile
(i. Revo d'Or 12. Princess Louise Victoria

Mr. F. n. Gall, Julians, Buntingford.

1. Marquise de Castellane 7. Paul Neron'
2. Comtesse d'Oxford 8. Edward Morren*
3. Ferdinand de Lesseps 9. Louisa Wood
4. Etienne Levet 10. Francois Michelon
.''». Lyonnais 11. Madame Schwartz
6. Annie Laxton 12. Princess Beatrice

* Big enough for prizefighters, but coarse Roses.

Mr. R. J. Baker, Heavitree, Exeter.

1. Marquise de Castellane 7. Baronne Louise Uxkull

2. Ferdinand de Lesseps 8. Madame -Tules Margottin
3. Louis Van Houtte 9. Madame Bellon

4. Comtesse d'Oxford 10. Annie Laxton
rj. Etienne Levet 11. Franrois Michelon
G. Marie Van Houtte 12. Capitaine Lamure

Rev. C. H. BuLMER, Credenliill Rectory, Hereford.

1. Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier
2. Comtesse d'Oxford
3. Louise Van Houtte
4. Etienne Levet
T). Annie Laxton
(3. Madame George Schwartz

7. Marquise de Castellane

8. Frani,'ois Michelon
9. Madame Bellon

10. Madame Lefebvre Bernard
11. Madame Chate
12. Catherine Mermet

These I thiuk are placed in order of merit. Mr. Bulmer
adds that he has degraded his last year's choice, Ferdinand de
Lesseps, from the high position in which he placed him at

the general election, for gross plagiarism of Exposition de
Brie and Maurice Bernardin.

It is often said of women that they still nobly love on when
the object of their affections has proved himself false in every

way ; and something of this depth of love clings to our friend

Mr, Buimer, for in a second communication he writes, urging

me to givo his opinion, but adds, " But only, mind, as to hia

being an original. He is a grand good Eose." So he is, adds
the returning officer.

P.S.—After sending off the papers the following revised list

reached me from the Rev. A. Cheales :

—

1. Annie Laxton
2. Marquise de Castellane
8. Mdlle. Euginie Verdier
4. Comtesse d'Oxford
5. Princess Christian
6. Etienne Levet

7. President Thiers
8. Louie Van Houtte
9. Princess Louise Victoria

10. Andre Dunand
11. Lyonnais
12. Madame Ci-cile Berthod

It was too late to make any alterations. But supposing this

second list to stand, it places Etienne Levet on an equality

with Comtesse d'Oxford, and it gives another vote to Lyonnais,
as also to my favourite Andre Dunand, which raises these
Roses in position. It speaks eminently for the good qualities

of Etienne Levet that it should have attained such a position.—Joseph Hinton, Warminster.

A BATTLE WITH WIREWORMS.
Of all garden pests none are so puzzhng as that tough

yellow-coated little rascal the wireworm. " What shall we do
with it? how exterminate it?" is the oft-repeated cry from
numerous sufferers ; for, encased as it is in armour so stout
as to render it impervious to all ordinary means of assault, it

yields to nothing which can be applied to the soil, and extreme
cold appears to be the only thing in nature that is fatal to it.

It is for this reason that it is recommended to stir and expose
foul soil during the prevalence of severe frost. It is obvious,
however, that this plan is only applicable to spaces of a very
limited area, and therefore a more certain and efficient plan is

requisite for general adoption. The method which I am about
to describe is not a new one, hence it has not the merit of
novelty to recommend it ; but there can be no mistake about
its efficiency, the very mention of it conveying conviction to

every mind that it cannot fail. Simply stated it is this : Pick
the wireworms out of the soil and—smash them ! This will

probably at first sight be thought a tedious operation, and one
that is not likely to prove altogether so certain in its effects as

I have stated ; I will therefore proceed to explain how well it

has been found to answer in actual practice during the past
season.

Very early in the present year a field was placed nnder my
care as a kind of auxiliary kitchen garden for the cultivation

of Potatoes and other culinary roots. The soil, which for

many years had been stirred no deeper than about 4 inches by
means of a light one-horse plough, was found to be in a very
poor, almost inert condition. A liberal dressing of rich farm-
yard manure was carted on to it ; it was well stirred and
thrown up roughly to a depth of fully i) inches with spades, and
in due course about au acre of it was planted with Potatoes,

Now, neither in digging nor during the planting were many
wireworms percejitible, yet, upon examination a short time
afterwards, there was hardly a tuber without several wireworms
attacking it—some just commencing operations, others which
had burrowed so deeply as only to leave a short portion of

their wiry bodies visible, while all with unerring instinct were
gathering to the richest feast they had probably met with
during their existence. Such an unpleasant occurrence might
be regarded either as a serious dilemma or as a capital oppor-
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tunitj- of clearing the soil of bucIi a pest, and so savinR not

only the present but future crops from its ravages. 'While

taking the latter view, the former one, which seemed to point

to possible failure, was only felt as a spur to exertion, and a

couple of men were immediately set to take up the Potatoes

one by one with trowels, destroying every wireworm that eould

be found, and replacing the Potatoes in the soU as they went

along the rows. It was a long and tedious job, but it was
undoubtedly a thorough one, for it was computed that upwards
of ten thousand of the enemy were destroyed ; and so the

battle was gained, the crop proving an excellent one, sound
and free from any blemish.

The experience which has thus been gained will prove in-

Taluable in future practice ; and whenever land is found to be

infested with wireworms, I feel assured that Potatoes placed a

few inches beneath the surface and about 2 feet apart for a

week or two, will prove an unfaihng bait to lure them to de-

struction.

—

Edwaed LucKHur.sT.

NOTES UPON FERNS.—No. 6.

DAVAUJAS.
I NOW purpose offering a few remarks upon this genus, known

popularly as the Hare's-foot Ferns, from the great resemblance

of the scaly rhizome of the typical species (D. canariensis) to

l>AT&Uia p;lid&ta.—Part of barren and fertUo fronds fuU size, and portion of

fertile frond magnified.

the foot of that animal. Many of these plants are admirably

adapted for basket-culture, whilst others of larger and more
robust habit of growth form noble specimens when grown in

pots, their large and bright green arching fronds rendering

them grand ornaments either for home decoration or exhibi-

tion purposes ; whilst others, again, form beautiful objects in

a Wardian case. Most of the species have fronds of a some-
what leathery texture, whicli renders them peculiarly suitable

for cutting for vases, as they last a considerable time without
curling, and sprigs of several of the more finely-divided kinds

may bo used with good effect for the decoration of a lady's

bair.

Davallias are creeping plants, and should always be potted
cpon a slight cone or elevation, after the manner described

for the majority of Orchids, which gives a greater sur-

face for them to spread over, and at the same time prevents

the rhizomes from being buried, which would be injurious to

their well-being. As a genus they are characterised by their

ctoat, scaly, creeping rhizome (which, however, in cut or two

instances are sub-erect). The fronds are sometimes pinnate,

but more usually bi-tripiunate, thick and leathery in texture,

and deltoid in outline ; veius forked and free without the

sUghtest indication of becoming netted ; the receptacles are

terminal, and bear close upon the margins, usually in the

sinus of the segments, oblong or sub-rotund sori, which arc

covered with a thin drj' indusium, which is attached at the

sides, and thus appears like a little jug or pitcher, and these,

being produced in great abundance, add materially to the

beauty of the fronds. For soil use rough peat and sand, and
drain well.

GEOur I.

Species suitable for stove cultivation.

clegans Bolida

divuiicata Togelii
peutapbyila
uruata
data

Group II.

Species suitable for tbo greenhouee fernery,

canariensis Lindleyii pyxidata
piUcbeila {see accompanying figure)

Group III.

Specieg suitable for growing in baskets in the stove fernery,

dissecta bullata (deciduous) nitidnla
decora

LEUCOSTEGIA.

The few species included in this genus are all very elegant

plants, requiring the temperatui-e of the stove fernery. They

Leucostegia immorsa.—I'inna full size ; Bpore-masa magnified.

are very nearly allied to Davallia, and, indeed, are included

in it by many pteridologists, but yet have many points of

distinction, which render them a distinct and natural group.

The chief differences may be summcd-up in this manner

:

They have long scaly rhizomes, which for the most part are

half buried below the surface of the soil ; the fronds are thin

and membranous in texture ; the sori are mostly situated on the

extreme ends of the tips of the veins, whilst the indusium is

attached by its base ^only, and thus leaves the sides free.
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They are all extremely beautiful, and weU deserve a place in
eyery fernery. The principal kinds are

—

chterophylla
Mooreana
liirsuta

EXPEKTO CkEDE,

jmmei'Ra (deciduous) (see

parvTiIa engraTing)
borneuBis

affinis

pulchi-a

KEW GABDENS.—No. 2.

l^EAK the old orangery, which stands with such a command-
ing presence, an example of the large manner of its constructor,
Sir WilUam Chambers, even in small things, are some noble
specimens of Oaks, one specimen of which, the Evergreen, or
Holm Oak of Southern Europe, should not be overlooked. The
tints of some of these trees are lovely in the autumn, and make
us regret that the old habit of planting them in our parks has
completely gone out. There is a fashion in trees and tree-
planting as in most other things. For these last fifty years
the deciduous trees which make autumn so glorious in the
paiks of Old England, have given way to trees of the evergreen
kind to such an extent that they are now scarcely procurable
in_ the nurseries of this country. Thus, when it was deter-
mined lately to plant some of the vistas radiating from the
Great Palm house with the rarer specimens of hardy deciduous
trees, it was found necessary to procure them from foreign
nurseries ! The last popular fashion is for the Deodar Cedar,
which is clothing the pleasure grounds of England with its

heautiful drooping foliage. The Araucaria imbricata, or the
Puzzle Monkey as it is popularly called, is another Conifer that
is making a steady footing in our pleasure grounds, but it is

only lately that it has been spread about largely by the nursery,
man. In the old arboretum, through which we are still stroll-
ing with the reader, is a specimen, which was planted as long
ago as 1702. When Sir William Hooker was first appointed
Director of the gardens he found this tree sheltered by a small
hut-hke structure, the supposition being that it was only half-
hardy and could not withstand the rigour of our winters. We
may notice here by the way that this testing of plants as re-
gards their powers of becoming thoroughly acclimatised, is one
of the most important functions of the establishment. Asso-
ciated as this botanical establishment is with kindred institu-
tions in our colonies throughout the globe, of which, indeed, it

is the nursing mother, it follows that plants and seeds are con-
stantly arriving, the very nature and habits of which are as yet
rmkuown

; but they are here tested, and if found suitable to
our cUmate are spread throughout the land through the agency
of the nurserymen. By this means enormous sums of money
have been thrown into their hands, some single plants have
sufficed to make the fortunes of some of the leading firms

;

but, as we shall show, they have returned the favour with
interest.

Notwithstanding our desire to see the old fashion revived of
planting deciduous trees in preference to the unchangeable
evergreens, we cannot help regretting there are so few Cedars
of Lebanon in these gardens. These trees were a fashion of
our ancestors. They are said to have been introduced to this
country by Evelyn in 1691. This being true, it disposes of
very many pretty tales connected with this majestic tree. For
instance, it is fondly repeated by many a pleasure party that
floats past the Duke of Northumberland's grounds at Sion
House, on the other side of the Thames, that Lady .Jane Grey
received notice of her accession to the throne whilst sitting
under one of the fine Cedars in these grounds. Be that as
it may, however, there can be little doubt that the Cedar of
Lebanon gives an expression of grand repose to a garden which
we fail to find in any other tree. How much do some of our
old hereditary houses owe to their solemn grandeur—a type of
the persistent historic life of their possessors ? Of old' there
stood a fine avenue of these noble Cedars in this arboretum.
They were planted about the year 1700. Of these there only
now remains a fine old stump covered with Ivy. It is very
much to be regretted that as they decayed some younger Cedars
were not replanted. There are many very exaggerated ideas
afloat relative to theii- slow growth, the size of many existing
trees, which cannot be two hundred years old if it be really true
that Evelyn first introduced them, testifying to the contrai-y.
But the rare trees we have mentioned are not confined to

the small space which formed the old arboretum, and covered
only five acres. The adjacent lawns are also jilanted -n-ith

them, gome of which have .an unmistakeable foreign appear-
ance. For instance, the visitor is immediately struck by the
appearance of the United States Palm and the Chusan Palm, i

comparatively low trees, which meet his view immediately he
enters the garden. The Oriental appearance of these makes
him for a moment believe that he is in an eastern palace. A
very sUght protection is all that is required for them in the
winter. Near to these singular trees the Yucca gloriosa sends
up its tall spire of white flowers ; they are nearly allied to the
Aloes, and the visitor for a moment thinks that he has had the
good fortune to see that plant in blossom, which, however, he
may have done this very summer by visiting stove house
No. 5, where the so-called Century Palm was in bloom for the
first time in this country.

But what is that delicious scent that is wafted to us as we
advance ? The Magnolia grandiflora, with its pure white
blossoms scattered amid the grand fohageot the beautiful tree,

at once strikes the eye mth its beauty, and answers the ques-

tion. We may wander for hours amid these fine trees without
tiring ourselves ; but as we hear the Cireat Lily is just out, let

us make our way to the T-shaped stove house, which is close

at hand. WTiat a delicious scent greets us as we enter ! and
what a glorious sight this peerless Lily presents, seated amid
her green island-like leaves ! Well may the famous botanist

Haenke have fallen upon his knees when he discovered it, and
expressed his sense of the power and manificenee of the Creator

in his works. But grand as the plant is in this humid stove,

under the tropic sun and in the noble waters of the Amazon
it appears to this one as a giant to a pigmy. There the flower

is upwards of a foot in diameter, and the leaves measure as

much as 8 feet across, and are capable of bearing half a hun-
dredweight. But comparatively dwarfed as it appears under
artificial treatment, it is still surprising. The study of the

evolution of leaf and flower for a day or two is most interest-

ing. The bud, which makes its appearance from beneath the

water in a few hours, as rapidly opens when it is clear of it.

The bursting of the bud is accompanied by a slight noise, and
immediately the house is flooded with a delicious perfume,

somewhat like that of the Magnolia, only more delicate. As
you watch the petals slowly unfold, at first the flower appears

of a creamy white; but in a few hours, as its cup-like form
fully opens, the most delicate pink is seen to tinge them ; but
the bloom lasts only for a few hours, as they perish the day of

their birth, and new blooms come up and repeat the glory.

But the evolution of the leaves is scarcely less interesting, if

not quite so beautiful. They first appear on the surface of the

water curled up, with their deep midribs strongly marked,
and here and there armed with long thorn-lLke spikes. Coiled

up like a hedgehog they first make their appearance in this

world; on their putting off their defensive attitude they slowly

unfold their beauty to the sky ; appearing at first with a deep
rim, which doubtless induced the natives to call them " water
platters ;

" aud so they unfold, until at last the circular' leaf

Ues flat upon the silver flood, an emblem of perfect repose,

moored by its rope-like stem to the central root. Let us hope
that a larger tank may be afforded to this beauty to display

her ample setting of emerald leaves. As it is, they crowd up
aud over the stone margin of then- tank, aud give the spectator

a sense of the plant being crushed aud crowded. But we
must not, even by the grandeur of the Victoria regia, be pre-

vented from noticing the extreme beauty of the under side

of the leaves of another Lily close at hand—Enryale ferox.

These leaves are not nearly so large as those of the Victoria

Lily ; but either by accideut or by design one of them was
twisted upon its stalk, so as to show its under side—a perfect

marvel of colour. The leaf itself is hke a piece of reddish-

purple satin, whilst the prominent midribs are a rich amber.

It seems a pity that such a beautiful sight should only meet
the human eye by accident.

Not far from this tank the curious may note several varie-

ties of the Pitcher PLant. The bottom of the deep pitchers,

which are suspended from this singular tree, is generally

filled with water; and as the inside edge of the pitcher is

frilled round with a series of fine hairs pointing downward,
it would seem as though nature intended it as first a lure to

attract insects, aud then as a trap to hold them, as they do not

appear to be able to si",rmount the fringe of hairs which pre-

vents their exit. The pitchers are therefore full of drowned
insects. Some of these receptacles hold two quarts of water,

and, notwithstanding the flies, are sought for by the thirsty

traveller with avidity. Near this plant is another—Nipa fru-

ticans—a low stemless Palm, beai'ing a large head of nuts, that

grows in the tidal waters of the Indian Ocean. Dr. Hooker
tells us in his Himalayan .Journal that there is a particular

interest attaching to this plant iu a geological sense, inasmuch
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as the nuts of a similar plant have been found abounding in

the tertiary formations at the mouth of the Thames ; and

must have floated about there in great profusion till buried

deep in the salt (silt ?) and sand that now form the island of

Sheppey. Toung Palms of different species fill up the sur-

rounding benches, and on the western wall the Yauilla plani-

foUa is trained, yielding the famous flavouring fruit. The
houses forming the two arms of this stove house are devoted

to economic plants, both tropical and temperate. Of the

growth of fruits and condiments we daily eat, how few of us

have any knowledge; of the fibres that yield us garments, not

one in a hundred is as familiar as it ought to be. Here we

may find the Coffee tree grow, the Cotton plant bearing the

Cotton pods, the Clove tree, the Ginger plant, the India-rubber

tree, the Nutmeg tree, and a score of others that we have not

space to mention. The teaching power of these stove houses

is far beyond anything the pubhc can gain from books, because

here they have the facts printed, as it were, du-ect from Nature

upon the inquiring brain, in a manner which is pleasant and

rarely forgotten. Here and there Nature in her economy

gives us products that are almost humorous in their character.

Let us note, for instance, the Sack tree. By merely soaking

and beating its trunk, the bai-k is suflicieutly loosened to turn

inside out, a section of the bark being left at the end to form

the bottom of the sack. In the museum at the end of the

herbaceous garden the visitor will see one of these sacks.

This is an example of the application of these museums in

giving to the pubhc a view of the ultimate use of these eco-

nomic trees.

In the northern wing of this cruciform house the visitor

should not forget to see the Venus's Flytrap, Diona;a mus-

cipula, another enigma of Nature. The irritability of the

lobes of the fringed blades of the leaf is so great that, upon an

insect alighting upon them and touching any of the minute

bristles upon the surfaces, they close upon it like a pair of

sugar-tongs and imprison it—who shall say for what ultimate

purpose this automatic engine of destruction was devised ?

Striking northward towards the Palm stove which gleams in

the sun, let us take in our way the Water-Lily house, or

tropical aquarium. The small tank in this house is mainly

occupied by the Papyrus, the first paper-making material of

which we have any knowledge. The flowering stems contain

a pith which is cut into strips with their margins overlapping

;

these strips are crossed by others at right angles, and by

means of pressure are consoUdated into the writing paper of

the ancients. It seems strange that after so many thousand

years we should have come back to a similar material for the

manufacture of paper. Esparto Grass now forms the broad-

sheet of many London daily papers. Common straw is also

largely used, and the woody fibre of the Norway Pine is now
making its way into the market for the same manufacture.

Among the graceful Papyrus float several beautiful species of

Water LiUes, the most interesting of which is the Nymphrea
gigautea, an Australian Lily whose flowers, of a most delicate

blue, measure 12 inches across. Some of the Lotus tribe have

red and white blossoms. A very curious plant to be seen in a

tub in this house is the Water Lettuce of tropical countries, in

which only the skeleton appears. The triangular tanks at the

corners of the house are filled with the Sacred Lotus of the

early Egyptians, and which is so often found delineated on
their monuments. The graceful appearance of this plant im-

mediately strikes the attention independently of its interesting

associations with the past. We can Ukon the settiug-on of its

leaves to nothing more nearly than to that of the Nasturtium,

only their colour is of a more tender green, whilst the flower is

a most delicate pink, with seed-pods like a top, in the flat

upper surface of which the seeds are set separately at equal

distances. No more graceful plant could find a place in

private tropical aquariums than the Sacred Lotus. Near at

hand is the very remarkable Telegraph Plant of India, so called

from the spontaneous jerking motion of the lateral leaflets,

which are tdtemately raised and depressed. This is one of the

curiosities of the Gardens, and seems to hold the visitors with

a sort of mesmeric attraction. The Caricature plant is close at

hand. The variegation of the colour on its leaves often

assumes very curious forms, hence its name ; but we confess

that we have rarely seen any irregularity which could be said

to take the character of a caricature. But from tlieso frivohties

of Nature, so to speak, the eye is irresistibly attracted by the

lovely colour of the common Rice plant, the great food-pro-

ducer of the teeming millions of Asia, India, and the Southern

States of America. From the smaU seed-plots we see flourish-

ing here, of the colour of the heart of a Lettuce, we can
imagine the delicious repose vast swamps of it must give to the

eye in the torrid east and on the parched plains of the south.—(Edinbunjlt Ueview.)

PARIS NOTES.
" Bravo! John Bull," I doubt not many will say when read-

ing my good friend Peach's letter ou French gardening, and
I hope, therefore, I may not seem to be out of place if I add
a little of my testimony on the subject, for to my inexpressible

delight we were for a couple of days doing Paris together. I

had written to him after the Manchester Show saying how
happy I had been in our intercourse together this year at York,
Leeds, Bath, and Manchester, and now I said, " Good-bye for

the season, and I am off to Paris next week." How I tossed

up my hat and shouted when, in reply, I had a brief note to

say, " After all we may meet in Paris. The Dr. (we all know
who the only doctor is that we recognise as such), has per-

suaded mo to go with him to Brie-Comte-Eobert." And so we
did meet, and a pleasant close it was to our pleasant intercourse

of the year.

I am glad that he has spoken out as he has done ou the
excessive laudation that has been given to the French parks,

etc. I protest were we to believe some books that have been
written on the subject we might beUeve Paris was one unbroken
series of grand parks, &a. Now, I maintain they have nothing
comparable to London. The Bois de Bouloguo is extensive,

but you have to drive three miles from the cen re of Paris to

get into it, and then you have nothing in grand trees or mas-
sive beauty to equal Kensington Gardens (I do not mean the

R.H.S.) ; while, as Mr. Peach says, there is nothing—absolutely

nothing, to compare with B'attersea Park, the Regent's Park,

or Hyde Park. The Pare Moneeaux is pretty but very tiny,

and the Buttes Chaumont is perhaps the most original and
striking of all the Paris gardens. At the same time I would
say one or two things to take oS a Uttle of the edge of my
friend's pohshed rapier. In the first place, the Paris gardens

are not what they were when Baron Haussmann was aidile and
Napoleon III. Emperor. lu my notes immediately after the

war I noticed the employment of commoner plants and of

annuals, and the same cause has doubtless prevented a com-
plete return to the more expensive style of the Empire. This

will not, of course, be any excuse for the glaring mistakes

noticed by Mr. Peach, any more than the badness of the pen
for false spelhng. Then, I thiuk, it is to be remembered that

it was the French who first set us the example, and that, as

we usually do when we really take a matter up, we go to it

more thoroughly, and our landscape gardening is no excep-

tion to this. Nor can I divest myself of the notion (I hope
it is not insular prejudice), that there is a fuuldness about

French decoration which has obtruded itself into their land-

scape gardening. As an example of this I may mention the

Square Montholon, a place about the size of a quarter of Cab-
bages in a good garden. Not contented with planting this,

and then making it a pleasant place for those who Uve in the

neighbourhood of the I'lUe Lafayette, they have made a small

waterfaU, horribly suggestive of the one in the large tent at

Bath. Now when a good woodcut of this is made, of course

it looks very pretty, but I fancy good taste revolts at it. I

quite agree with Mr. Peach, too, as to the poverty of the

mixed borders, and for all these large places I thiuk there is

nothing so suitable as the bedding-out system.

With regard to fruit and vegetables there is a good deal to

be said as to the view he has taken. It was the time of year

when the POches de Montreuil were fully in. These, be it

remembered, are out of doors just now at Chevet's, Petal's, and
other first-class shops. The best were a franc a-piece, while

at the HaUes you could obtain some very nearly equal at about

eight for thi-ee francs. Well, I suppose one would not pay
much more for out-of-door Peaches in Covent Garden in Sep-

tember. Moreover, I think those much lauded have a pecuUar
astringent flavour, or else I was unfortunate in those I bought.

As to Grapes I must beg to differ from him. The Grapes from
Montpellier were coming in ; after them come those from the

middle of France, and later ou those from Fontainebleau and
Thomory—these are mostly the Royal Muscadine, known there

as the Chasselas de Fontainebleau, and very sweet and good
they were. The bundles had evidently been thinned and cared

for. Tliey were, of course, not comparable to our hothouse

Hamburghs or Muscats, but then you could get a poimd for

forty or fifty centimes ; and I know for the ten days we were
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in Pai-ia onr party enjoyed very much at breakfast a fair supply
of these Jlontpellier Grapes. The black Grapes were not nearly
so good, and after one trial were dispensed with.
And truly I may say with my good friend the Boulevards

with their ranges of trees are surpassingly beautiful ; and
whatever bad taste may be showu, whether architecturally, as

in the hideous New Opera House, or in the gardening, it is

a marvellously beautiful city, and not even the commune has
been able much to mar its beauty. One never tires of it as of

other cities, and one need not wonder at the feeling which it

stirs in the hearts of its inhabitants. One thing struck me as
indicative of what many hope for—a Legitimist restoration :

the far greater number of priests moving about, and the break-
ing-up old houses in the Faubourg St. Germains which I have
seen for years shut up. Well, with these things we gardeners
have nothing to do. Let us hope, whatever may be the issue
of events, the gardeners of both countries may continue to
learn from one another, and exchange those kindly courtesies
which no class of men are more ready to show.—D., Deal.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No, 20.

DELPHINIUM HENDERSONII—Henderson's LiBKSPOK.

If a stately habit and magnificent flowers of the deepest
blue are to be regarded as recommendations to notice, then

Delphinium Hendersonii.

is the Delphinium Hendersonii entitled to a prominent place
in our list of choice subjects. It possesses in a high degree
those characteristics for which the perennial Larkspurs are so
deservedly esteemed. As one of the chief points by which
it is distinguished from most other varieties is the large size
of the flowers, we have preferred to give one or two detached
blossoms of nearly the natural size (about two-thirds), rather
than a reduced figure of the entire spike, which must, neces-
sarily, have failed to convey a correct idea of their great
beauty. The dark green glossy foliage cut into acute seg-
ments is strikingly handsome, as is that of most of the
Delphiniums. In common with the other members of this
showy genus, it delights in a rich light soil, in which it grows
from 4 to 5 feet high, and is, as might be supposed, perfectly
hardy. It is a hybrid between D. cheilanthum and D. elatum
Bplendens, and was raised by M. Chauvicre, of Paris, of whom
Messrs. Henderson, of the WeUington Nursery, purchased the
entire stock.

The size of the flowers is very remarkable; but it is, we

think, fully within the range of probability that varieties will,

ere long, be raised with yet larger blossoms. By a very simple
process all our perennials, and, indeed, every description of

plant, might be greatly improved.
It must have been remarked by all observant horticulturists

that the first few blossoms which expand on most plants are

considerably the largest ; and that even when the flowers are
removed as soon as faded, the succeeding ones do not equal
them in size. In such plants as the Potentilla, ffiuothera

speciosa, and many others, the flowers gradually diminish in
size until, at last, they are scarcely more than one-half the
dimensions of the earliest ones. It follows, as a matter of
necessity, that the seeds ripened by the flowers first expanded
will be much finer than those produced by the latest blossoms ;

and if, instead of permitting the whole of the buds upon the
spike or raceme to reach maturity, all but the first two or
three are pinched-off, a still further improvement will result ;;

for the vital forces of the plant will be concentrated in the
development and maturation of a very small number of blos-

soms. When the plant produces several flower-stems, one-

may be very well spared for this purpose. It is not advisable,

we think, to cut-off the upper portion of the spike ; we would
simply pick-off the buds, and that at the very earliest period

at which they can be removed, so that none of the strength

of the plant be wasted in nourishing them. The plants raised

from seed thus obtained may be subjected to the same pro-

cess ; and so on, for any number of generations, with increasing

benefit. It would , however, be necessary to guard against cross-

impregnation by any other species of an inferior kind present-

in the same garden, as this would tend to modify materially

the character of the progeny.
To return from this digression to the Delphiniums, which-

we must not quit without a few remarks on the structure of

the flowers. Like many other genera of the Ranunculus
tribe, the Larkspurs are remarkable for their coloured sepals,

the true petals being comparatively small. Of the five divi-

sions of the calyx, the upper one is prolonged into ahoUov/i

spur, which varies in length in the different species. In the

true Delphiniums the petals are four in number ; two usually

very narrow, and furnished with spurs, which are included iu

that of the upper sepal ; the other two are much broader at

their ends, and reflexed downwards over the stamens. In
D. Hendersonii, and many other kinds, these two petals are

covered with yellowish hairs about the centre, which com-
municate to the flower the appearance of being occupied by a

bee, or other large insect , which may be supposed to have crawled
in in quest of nectar, and thence the popular designation of

Bee Larkspur applied to D. elatum and other species.

D. Hendersonii does not produce seed, but many other
garden varieties being fertile, a considerable number of seed-

lings have been raised of late years, some of which are great

acquisitions. Not to speak of the well-known D. formosuni
raised by Mr. W. Moore, of East Dereham, the following

deserve especial mention :—D. Bella Donna, of dwarf habiO

and light sky-blue flowers ; D. bicolor grandiflorum, a seed-

ling from D. formosum, but with a centre of pure white ;

D. Le Mastodonte, one of the largest yet raised, with deep
blue flowers, the centre white ; D. Nahamah, dark blue, in

long close spikes ; and D. Madame Eichalet, with cobalt blue

flowers, the centre nearly white. These are all single-flowered

varieties, but a copious selection could easily be made of double

and semi-double forms, of which alopecuroides, Beatsonii,

Herman Stenger, Keteleeri, Mens. Barral, and EanuncuL'p-

florum are among the best.— (ir. Tlionqison's English Floicer

Garden, licvised by the Author.)

MR. ROBERT FISH.
In addition to our remarks on the death of Mr. Robert Fisi

which were made in our last publication, we wish to state that

he was in the 6.5th year of his age, and that he was buried ou
the 27th of October in the churchyard of Lilley^ in Hertford-
shire. Besides the members of his own family, who came from
distant parts in England and Scotland, his funeral was at-

tended by George Sowerby, Esq., of Futteridgebury, by the

manager of the estate, and other friends ; and it is right to be
mentioned that the whole expense was defrayed by Mr. Sowerby,
who will also erect a suitable memorial—a graceful tribute to

the worth of one who for so many years served his family so
faithfuUy and so well.

In the last week's Journal of Hokticdltcke you gave an
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account of Mr. Robert Fish, and yon spoke in high terms of

him as a man, and with much feeling of the long friendship,

now bronght to a close, which had subsisted between you and
him. It may be gratifying to you to know how he used to

speak of the Journal and its Editors.

I was very intimate with him, and not long ago when talk-

ing about these matters he spoke of the great pleasure it had
been to him to have been connected with you for so many
years; and he said, •' You would be s;irprised if I were to toll

you of the inducements I have had to leave the Journal, but it

was of no use. The kindness with which I have always been
treated by the Editors, and the gentlemanly bearing they have
always shown towards me, render any separation impossible.

Nothing shall ever disturb my allegiance to my idol. No !

never, never I
"

—

Lctox.

[We were not without experience of Mr. Fish's attachment

to us. It was one of real affection. Only a fortnight before

his death one of the Editors visited him, and the affectionate

embrace with which he was received brought tears in the eyes

of both. He was indeed a noble-minded man. On that oc-

casion he alluded to the efforts that had been made to " dis-

turb his allegiance," and to the quarters whence these efforts

came ; but the effect of them was only to rivet him more
closely to his old love. In the last letter we believe he ever

wrote, he says, " I have not dared to look at my idol—the

Journal, all my medical advisers say I will get right if I only

keep quiet. I have got no end of ideas for the old Journal if

ever I should be able to write them.'"

AsD so our dear kind old teacher and friend has fallen

asleep and gone home to his well-earned rest. May he rest in

peace! I have now one friend the less. lu all the future I

shall miss the voice of one firm and faithful guide, who was
ever ready to point out the way, and who also took care to warn
the young travellers of the dangers of the road. I never saw
my old friend, yet I seem to know him as well as if I had seen

him every day for years. It has long been the great desire of

my heart to be able to accept his kind invitation, often given,

to go and see him. Now that is past, and on this side of the
grave I shall never hear his cheery kindly voice. My loss is

great. Fifteen years ago, at a most anxious period of my expe-

rience as a gardener, I was much bothered with some point in

gardening; I forget what it was now, but it was, I thought,
too insignificant to send to the Editors of The Journal of
IloiiriciLTfRE, and so I violated the notice at the head of
" iVnswers to Correspondents," and wrote to him ; and instead

of his answering me shortly and plainly, as any perfect stranger
might reasonably have done, he replied to me at some length,

going into all the details of the subject, making it all per-

fectly plain to me, and doing it all in that simple, loving,

fatherly way which was such a part of his nature, that my
heart warmed to him in deepest gratitude. I never can forget

that act of kindness ; as long as I live it will be for ever green
in my memorv-.
Many times since then I have written to him, and no matter

how he was surrounded by other most pressing duties, he would
always reply, and always doing it wisely, lovingly, fatherly. He
is now gone, and I shall never be able to thank him in person
for all his kindly acts ; but through you, who knew him so well,

and who knew something of me too, I wish to make known
my sorrow for his death, and my sympathy with all his friends
and relatives at his loss. We must not grieve too much, for

the Master has called His servant to Him, that servant who
has made bo good use of the talents committed to him.

—

N. H. PowsAix, Iladcliffe-on-Trent , Notlingham.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Tfte great success which attended the Provincial Exhi-

bition of the Royal Horticultural Society when held at the
Lower Grounds, Aston, Birmingham, in June, 187"2, and
which again waited on the Horticultural Exhibition held in
the same place in connection with the Warwickshire Agricul-
tural Association in June of the present year, has induced
Mr. H. G. Quilter, the spirited proprietor of the Lower Grounds,
to arrange for holding in the coming year a Grand Midland
Counties Horticii.tcral Exhirition, to commence on Tues-
day, July 7th, and continue over the three following days.

Ir has long been known that the Dahlia was first

bloomed in Flngland at Holland House, but not until the
publication of Princess Marie Liechtenstein's volumes, entitled

" Holland House," were the circumstances of the plant's in-

troduction published. The imperious Lady Holland of George
Ill.'s reign aimed at beijig first in everything—even her culi-

nary productions were to be unparalleled. When in the south
of France she first became acquainted with Palestine soup, a
name wittily applied because its characteristic ingredient is

the Jerusalem Artichoke. She obtained some tuber.=;, which
were believed to be of that vegetable, and they were sent the
gardener at Holland House. Instead of the Artichoke they
were tubers of the Dahlia, and she had the value of the acqui-

sition impressed upon her by a London florist offering thirty

guineas for a tuber. Another mode of its acquisition, how
ever, is that she was at Valentia hi 1804, and had it given tc

her as a rarity just arrived from South America. However,
she was the introducer, and thus occasioned the graceful

verses written by her husband

—

" The Dahlia you brou^bt to our isle.

Your praises for over shall speak,
In gardens as sweet as yonr smile,
And colours as bright as yonr cheek."

Messrs. Sutton & Sons at their approaching Show at
PiEADiNG offer many very valuable prizes, in silver cups and
money, for various farm and garden products. Messrs. Morris
and Griflin, Messrs. Long & Co., and the Guarantee Manure
Company, offer silver cups for roots to which their manures
have been applied.

HiGHpraise is given inforeign journals to the St. Aueeet
Plum, of Belgian origin, closely resembling the Golden Drop,
but ripening a month earlier, and superior to it in quality and
productiveness. It is oval in form, rounded at both ends ; skin
greenish, suffused vrith gold, spotted and marked here and there
with a crimson blush, and having flesh coloured and flavoured
like the best Green Gage.

—

{New York Tribune.)

CHABLCOTE,
The Residence of H. Spencer Luct, Esq.

Amidst the host of old domains which England boasts, there
are few which by their associations direct themselves more to

an Englishman's heart than tbat of Charlcote, associated as
it is so closely with the rise of one of the greatest poets the
world has known, one of the keenest and most accurate of

observers of nature animate and inanimate, one who was as

far before his time in natural science as be was before other
men as a poet. But it is not of Shakspere that we have to

write but of Charlcote, which, if history be true, was the
scene of doings which led to his departure from Warwickshire
and entering on a career which led to fame. There are many
things in man's life which, viewed at the time and judged by
our limited knowledge, seem misfortunes, but which looked at

in the retrospect are clearly seen to be the reverse ; and so

with Shakspere. Events probably drove him from bad com-
panions, made him adopt a fresh, more energetic cnur.sft of

life, and gave a spur to that intellect of which the utterances
are admired and repeated by all ranks from youth to age.

The little village of Charlcote is about six miles from
Warwick, whence there is a broad and remarkably well-kept

road, with numerous seats at the sides ; along this wo travel

for five miles or so, then there is a branch road to the right

which leads to the village, and beyond this arc the park
gates.

In Domesday Book the parish is called Cerlecote (Anglo-
Saxon for Husbandman's Cot), and the earliest lord of its

manor known tons is William, son of Walter de Cherlcote,
who about the end of the twelfth century assumed the name of

Lucy. From him was descended tho Sir Thomas Lucy, the
generallj' believed prosecutor of Shakspere, knighted by Queen
Klizabeth in the eleventh year of her reign, and whom the
poet satirised as Justica Shallow. The family then had assigned
to them by the Heralds three luces (or fish known now as the
pike) ; so this points the jest which is uttered by Slender that
some other member of tho family may have " the dozen white
luces in their coat" when ancient. Sir Thomas Lucy rebuilt

Charlcote House about the year IS.'iit, and as then constructed
the mansion remains. His body and that of Lady Lucy were
deposited in Charlcote church; and on their tomb no record
of him is inscribed, but a feeling and graceful tribute to her

memorv' is upon it, testifying by its concludmg couplet that
he was its author.

" Set down by him that best did t-now
\\ hat hath been written to bo true."

That wife was Jocasta, familiarised as Joyce, heiress of the
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Actoas of Sutton in the county of Worcester. It is remarkable

mat her eon, also a Sir Thomas Lucy, prosecuted various

offenders for deer-stealing in the park at Sutton, and the record

of that prosecution in the Star Chamber in the eighth of

.James I.'s reign (IGIO), within Shakspere's lifetime, is still

among our public records. The wife of the Rev. John Lucy, who
possessed Charlcote at the beginning of the present century, was
lineally descended from Mrs. Lane, the preserver of Charles II.

after the battle of Worcester.

From the park gates already referred to we pass by an avenue
of stately Elms, some 250 yards in length, to the old lodge,

which we are informed is the same as originally erected ; and
the mansion, of which we give an engraving from a photograph,

also remains unchanged, save by the addition of a new libraiy

and dining-room, and restorations which the hand of time had
rendered necessary ; but these have been so executed that it is

difficult to tell the new from the old, such care having been
taken to preserve the original character of the building, which
is of red brick with stone facings. The principal front is to

the east, and between this and the old lodge there is a neatly-

kept flower garden, which is overlooked on its north side from
the croquet lawn upon a higher level. The terrace wall

bounding this is seen in our engraving, as well as one of

the Cedars which are growing on the east and west sides of

the lawn ; but the trees, it must be remarked, are of no great

size. At the extremity of the beautifully-kept croquet lawn
there is a small stone conservatory containing some Camellias,
Fuchsias, etc., but principally used in winter for sheltering

bedding plants, of which about 20,000 are annually planted.

Passing a rustic aviary, a walk leads northward to the Rose
garden overlooking the park of between ,S0O and 350 acres,

well timbered, and stocked with nearly as many deer as there

CHARLCOfE HOBSE.

are acres. Here there is a summer-house with a circular bed
in front, surrounded by a series of small beds converging to

its centre. There is likewise a very old Mulberry here, in the
last stages of decrepitude, but of its age and history we could
learn nothing. The walk past the summer house is carried

,.ound and rejoins that on the north of the croquet lawn, the
mtervening space being occupied with " The Wilderness,"
consisting of ancient Yews, Box, and Scotch Firs.

The west front of the mansion overlooks the Avon, which
is reached by a flight of stone steps, while on the south-west
side a view is gained of a waterfall and bridge. To this pro-

bably Jago refers in his lines

—

*' Charlcote'B fair domain.
Where Avon's sportive stream delighted strays

Thro' the gay KmiJing meads, and to his bed
Hele's gentle current woos, by Lucy's hand
In every graceful ornament atfir'd.

And worthier such to share his liquid realms."

Between the mansion and the river there is another flower
garden on two levels, the higher being carried close to the
house, and from this there is a fine view across the park. The
south-west entrance is reached by the bridge just referred to,

from which point an avenue 20 yards wide of nearly three-
quarters of a mile in length extends in the direction of Strat-
ford-on-Avon. The trees are Lime, those near the house are
of great age and overarch the road, but nearer Stratford they

are quite young. It may here be remarked that a footpath
runs from the little village across the park to Stratford, and
the greater part of its length is nearly parallel to the avenue ;

ini'eed at this time of fallen leaves, and probably at all other

times as well, its course is so faintly marked that the avenue
has to serve as a guide to where the footpath is. It must
have been an old right of way, saving something like half a

mile in the distance to Stratford-on-Avon, and probably
existed in Shakspere's days, and ivith a herd of deer but
200 yards off one could understand how easy it would be to

mistake where the right path lay.

The Icitchen garden and forcing ground are situated a quarter

of a mile from the house, being on the opposite side of the
branch road leading to Stratford-on-Avon. 'Ihe walled garden
is about 2J acres in extent, being about 130 yards long by 100
yards wide, thus presenting a good length of south-aspect

wall. The ground for some distance from the south wall is

nearly level, but it then slopes rapidly to the south. The soil

is a sandy loam, 2J feet deep, and in excellent condition for

growing all kinds of crops. The principal walls are of brick,

from 10 to 12 feet high, and surmounted with substantial

stone copings projecting 4 inches beyond tho wall's face, but

towards the lower portion of the ground the height varies

according to tho slope. The Peach and Nectarine trees on
the south wall are well trained, but several of them evidently
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require renewing, and tlie same remark applies to many of

the Pear trees ; indeed there is considerable scope for re-

arrangement ; and Mr. Eanson, the gardener, who has only been

a few months in the place, will have heavy work before him
in gradually effecting needful improvements, especially as, like

most gardeners, he is not overburdened with help. Along the

principal walks are espalier-trained Peai' and Apple trees from
which excellent fruit is obtained.

The forcing houses consist of two pineries, four vineries,

two Melon houses, and a small stove. The three-quarter span
pineries comprise 72 feet run, and contain an unusually good
and Tery healthy stock of fruiting and succession plants, the

kinds being Queen, Smooth-leaved Cayenne, Black Jamaica,

and Providence ; the last-named variety is grown in consider-

able quantity, as it is much desired for the dessert. A slate

bed at the back is used for growing Melons and Cucumbers.
Three of the i-ineries are lean-to's 15 feet wide, and two of

them 20 feet long. The third house is 3 feet longer, and
planted with Muscats and Black Hamburghs. The Tines
show that in past years they have been heavily cropped, in-

deed too much so, and the canes are by no means strong. At
the end of this range there is a small stove containing Ferns
and fine-foliaged plants, among which are some very good
specimens. The late vinery is a three-quarter span 42 feet

long, and in this there is a very good crop of Muscats, excel-

lent bunches of Alicante, a Vine or two of Lady Downe's, Mrs.

Pince, and one or two others. The two Melon houses are at

present filled, one with Eucharis amazonica, EpiphyHums,
Pancratiums, the other with .\zaleas and an excellent strain

«f Chinese Primulas, of which Mr. Eanson has also a large

stock in pits. Although we saw the garden at one of the most
nnfavourable times at which a garden could well be visited

—

the end of the gardening year, if such can be said to have an
•end at all, yet the cleanliness and good order of the houses
and kept grounds were highly creditable to Mr. Eanson.

WOEK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.UtDEN.

Mucu as there has been written on the utility of trenching
the ground in kitchen gardens, and bringing-np a portion of the
SQbsoil to mix with the surface soil when the latter is said to be
worn-out with constant cropping, some gardeners are still blind
to its advantages. If the subsoil be stiff loam they are fearful
of mixi:--g a small portion of it with the surface soil, although
the latter may be Like an ash heap, and as rich as dung can
make it. I am aware it requires some judgment as to the
<iuantity of the subsoil to be brought-up, for the texture of the
soil may be materially injured by a large quantity at one time,
but it can rarely so happen with a small quantity ; and as very
many old gardens would be greatly benefited by this operation,
I hope the present fine weather will be taken advantage of for

the purpose. Immediate steps should now be taken to protect
the roots of Artichokes from frost, if not already done, but it is

best to be on the safe side. I have known a whole plantation
destroyed by frost in what was considered to be a very favour-
able situation, and where it was thought quite unnecessary to
protect them. All Cabbages that are sufficiently grown to earth-
up should have it done before frosts set in. Eed Cabbages for

spring use may still be planted. Those Caulifiowers now pro-
ducing heads are very valuable, therefore the greatest care
should be taken to preserve them from frost, either by digging
them up and planting them in frames, or pulling them up and
hanging them in a very cool shed. They are sometimes pre-
served by being buried in peat soil after the leaves are wrapped
round the heads ; but if great care be not taken in doing this
the soil gets into the heads, and it is almost impossible wholly
to remove it by washing. The Cucumber plants should be kept
as near the hght as possible ; nothing can supply the want of it,

while heat, air, and water can bo given as required. Take-up
Endive and plant in a frame some of the most forward, so that
should severe frost occur there may be a supply. Add soil to
the last sowing of Dwarf Kidney Bcait-i as they grow, until the
pots are nearly full. Keep those in bearing well supplied with
water. Radishes are sometimes required all the year round.
If so, it will now be necessary to sow on a slight hotbed ; after
they are up air should be given at every favourable opportunity.
If they are sown immediately they will be ready to draw about
the end of .January. A few old roots of liliuharb may be taken
up and planted in boxes or pots, which may be placed in a
Mushroom or forcing bouse where the heat is about CO". Keep-
up a succession of Small Salad by sowing in boxes twice a-^n-eek.
No vacant ground should now remain undug. It is a common
practice with some gardeners to leave the whole of the digging
till frosty weather seta in ; by so d»ing halt the benefit the soil
would receive is lost, and, independently of this, it makes the
garden look very untidy.

FKCIT G,\RDEN.

Eemove all green laterals of Peaches and Apricots that tho
growth of the trees may be checked, and with a new birch broom
gently switch-off the matilred leaves, taking care not to injure
the buds, repeating the operation at short intervals, so that the
young wood may be ripened by exposure. To effect this still

further cut-out any small twigs that will not be wanted, and
as soon as convenient loosen from the wall those shoots in-

tended for bearing next se.aEon. Where, unfortunately, the
leaves are still green and adhere, no time should be lost in going
over the trees and cutting all the stronger leaves in two. As no
great nicety is required, a man will soon goover a wall by catch-

ing the leaves between his knife and thumb. This will tend to

check luxuriance and hasten the maturation of the buds with-
out the shoots shrivelling or the danger being incurred of gum
or canker, which in some cases is the result when recourse is

had either to indiscriminate root-pruning or a wholesale depri-

vation of leaves.

FLOWEB CUIDEN.
The business of this department is now in a great measure

confined to the clearing-up of leaves, wormcasts, f.ud other ex-
traneous matters, and making the lawns, etc., look as tidy as the
season will admit of. If the bulbs are planted—and if they are
not no time should be lost in getting them into the gi'ound

—

those beds which are unoccupied may receive their winter
digging, and, where necessary, winter trenching, taking care if

the soil is strong to expose it as much as possible to the action
of the atmosphere. While, however, you dig the beds avoid
touching the shrubbery borders ; for though custom, which too

frequently makes us commit sad blunders, may show they look
better after being dug, depend upon it plants do not grow any
faster for being annually root-pruned, and such is the effect of

annual digging. Worms are now very troublesome, especially

in wet weather, when it is diffictilt to clear their casts away,
but their ranks may be materially thinned by watering the
ground with fresh lime water, or with n'ater containing corrosive
sublimate, though in the latter case they are merely driven out
of the ground and require to be gathered-up by hand and after-

wards destroyed. Corrosive sublimate is very quickly brought
into a liquid state by mixing it with spirits of salt.

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE.
The stock of plants to bloom at Christmas, consisting partly

of stove plants grown for that purpose, and partly of forced shrubs
and bulbs, should now receive some attention, particularly the
latter, which should be undergoing a slight amount of forcing to

get them to bloom by that time. Chinese Azaleas and Oranges
may be assisted by a little extra heat, being careful, however, to

apply it gradually. At the same time, if a forcing house is at

command a portion of the stock of Eoses, Lilacs, Syringas,
Dentzias and other hardy shrubs from the reserve pit may be
placed in the cool end of it, or in a light situation in the early

vinery or Peach house. If they can be afforded a slight bottom
heat all the better. A few of the more early-forced American
plants, including some of the earliest-flowering Ehododendrons
should be added; they -n-ill greatly enhance the display in

.January. Bring forward Hyacinths and early Tulips in a gentle
bottom heat. Double Eoman Narcissus, Crocuses, Neapolitan
Violets, Mignonette, and Cyclamens bloom early v.'ithout much
forcing, and answer best placed ou shelves at the back of vineries

to catch every ray of light, and to insure them from damp.

COLD PITS.

Plants in cold pits that may have been excluded from light

and air for a few days must not be too suddenly uncovered ; on
the contrary, they should be very gradually inured to exposure.
Take advantage, however, of fine days to give air freely, and
keep the plants very sparingly supplied with water at the roots,

so as to prevent the production of weak, sappy wood. Look
frequently over anything subject to the attacks of mildew ; apply
sulphur the moment this pest makes its appearance, and see

that everything is free from insects. If there is any prospect of

a scarcity of bloom next May, a portion of the Achimenes and
Gloxinias should be repotted at once and placed in the warmest
part of the stove, choosing such as have been the longest at rest,

and a few Clerodendrons, Allamaudas, and a plant or two of

Echitea splendens, and Dipladenia crassinoda may also be
started ; but unless there are plants of these with well-ripened
wood and that have been some time at rest, nothing will be
gained by starting them into growth at present.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AVEEK.
We noted last week that the weather had been unfavourable

for out-of-doors operations. If it does not rain the ground has
no chance to dry. Giving to the damp, muggy atmosphere and
frosts at night, the thermometer occasionally falling to '22° and
2a°—that is, to 10° and 9" below the freezing-point.

FRUIT ANU KITCIIKN GARDEN.
On referring to the bush and pyramid fruit trees last week,

and the ineect pests by which they arc attacked, a very common
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unci destructive one was omitted—viz., Aphis lanigera, or Ame-
rican hliffht. This should be destroyed before the autumn
rains and frosts set in. The insect is covered with a white
downy substance, and owins to this, as they cluster together,
they are readily detected. The trees should be looked over, and
wherever the insects are observed a brush dipped in boiled oil

should be applied to them ; a mau can go over a large number
of trees in a day if they are not severely attacked. A lai'ge pro-
portion of our young trees were affected with it last year; they
were brushed over early in September, and this season it has
not appeared.
The fruit was stored in good condition, and is keeping very

well as a rule. Specimeus which have been bruised or injured
in any way speedily decay, and are removed as soon as decay is

observed upon them. Apples have kept better than Pears

;

some of these have decayed at the core earlier than usual.
Beurre Bosc and Triomphe de Jodoigue seemed to go all at

once, and General Todtleben is even worse. Marie Louise,
Doyenne du Comice, Beurri; Superfiu, and Chaumontel, the
last-named from pot trees, are now ripe and very fine. Amongst
the many fine varieties of new Pears grown by Mr. Green in

Mr. Thomson's orchard at Ilford, we saw and tasted specimens
of one of a very high order of merit ; it is named Beurru
d'Esperen. It is of medium size, and somewhat resembles
Beurre Hardy ; it is melting, sugary, and rich in flavour.
The Cauliflower plants should have been put in under the

hand-lights early iu October, but the ground could not bo pre-
pared at that time, and it is now so wet that it would not be
wise to plant in it before it is dry and the weather more suitable.

The i^lants which were in the open ground were lifted and
placed in boxes where they can have the shelter of glass lights.

FKUIT AND FOP.CINO HOUSES.
It is not necessary to allude to late vineries, except that we

must watch for any signs of decay in the berries where late

Grapes are hanging. The heating apparatus has had to be put
in action almost every day, b^ing careful to have the ventilators
open at the front and back ; at the same time, when there were
signs of a severe frost the lieat was not allowed to decline quite
so early in the afternoon. It is not desirable to allow the ther-
mometer to fall much behiw 40° at night. No plants requiring
water should be admitted into the house, although a few Vines,
I'lgs, or Roses in pots, it they are denuded of foliage, will do
little harm, as very little water is required for them. Soft-

wooded plants of any description are objectionable, as the leaves
frequently cause decay and mould in the house. Any descrip-
tion of plants may be kept in the earliest houses after the
Vines have been made ready for forcing.

We have been at work in the enrh/ vineries pruning, washing,
and painting the Vines. After these are pruned, the loose bark
removed, and all adventitious roots formed during the growing
period of the Vine cut off close to the stem, the bark is tho-
roughly washed with warm water aud soft soap, and then painted
with a mixture of sulphur and soft soap. A little soot is added
to it, and sufficient clay to make it of the consistency of thin
i:>aint. The inside borders next claim attention ; insects inju-
rious to the Vines are probably concealed in them. The sur-
face is therefore entirely removed to the depth of 2 or 3 inches
aud replaced with rich compost ; well-decomposed turfy loam
and rotted manure in equal parts thrown in a heap and well
mixed together are as good as can be obtained for this purpose.
Many correspondents complain of their Grapes slianldng this

season : this occurs both in early and late houses, and in nearly
every case it is owing to the roots being iu bad soil. In old
vineries, and in some new ones, the borders have been made too
rich at first, and when the manure and other organic matters
have decayed the borders become too close, so that the air
cannot penetrate, and in a wet season a large proportion of the
active rootlets are destroyed : in short, the outside borders are
too wet and the inside borders not wet enough. Gardeners
who have had a long experience of the requirements of Vines
kuow how much water to apply to the roots that are inside the
house; but where this is not the case, in many instances water
is applied in mere dribblets enough to wet the surface soil to
the depth of 3 or 1 inches, and underneath where the largest
proportion of roots are the soil is probably quite dry. If this is

the case there is no wonder if the Grapes shank. It is now a
number of years since Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, through the
pages of this Journal, suggested that the summer management
of the Vines in many instances caused the Grapes to shank, too
large a proportion of the growing shoots being cut away at one
time. No doubt such bad management as cutting a barrowload
of leaves and shoots from a moderate-sized vinery when the
Vines are iu full growth, must be injurious to the health of the
A'ine.

PLANT STOVE AND CONSERVATOET.
In the stove many of the plants require a temperature of C5°

at night all through the winter months, and a moderately moist
atmosphere ; others are better with a lower temperature and
moderately dry atmosphere. Most of the Vandas, Aerides, and
Dendrobiums flswer more freely the ensuing summer if they

are wintered in a house where the minimum temperature ranges
about 55°, with a moderate amount of moisture iu the atmosphere
and at the roots of the plants. All the plants requiring the
above treatment have been removed to the back of a succession
Pine house ; the Dendrobiums and smaller Aerides are suspended
from the roof, the larger and heavier pots and baskets being
arranged on a stage at the back of the house.
Removed Poinsettia pulcherrima to the stove ; the plants had

been growing in the Pine house near the glass. Judicious air-

ing and careful watering are necessary in the stove department.
No water should lodge on the foliage of tender plants.
We have now got over the worst part of the year as regards a

supply of flowers for the conservatory. Chrysanthemums will
be abundant untU Christmas, aud for this purpose the Japanese
are very useful ; the earliest and latest blooms are to be found
amongst them. Cyclamens will flower continuously until March.
Tree Carnations of every shade—pure white, flesh colour, rose,
crimson, brilliant scarlet, and deepest maroon—will not be want-
ing. Pots and pans full of the Roman Hyacinth are throwing
up numberless trusses of flowers ; but the chief attractions are
the two varieties of Lapageria rosea and alba. No greenhouse
or conservatory should be without these charming climbers
When the flowers open early in September L. rosea has them
paler in colour ; now the colour is intense and brilliant. L. alba
at that time is of the irarest white, now the flowers are flushed
with pink.
Potted different species and varieties of Lilies. L. speciosum

and varieties of this are the most frequently grown for green-
house and conservatory decoration. L. auratum is also a most
gorgeous aud popular species, but L. tigrinum and varieties of

it—particularly splendens, and the double Tiger, with the ele-

gant L. Leichtlinii, should not be omitted in the most select col-

lections. There is considerable difference of opinion as to the
best time and manner of potting Lilies ; some growers pot iu
autumn, others in spring; one prefers to pot without disturbing
the roots, another shakes the soil from the roots, and separates
them one from the other. Autumn is certainly the best time
for repotting, audwhen a large number of bulbs have been planted
in one pot it is best to separate the roots and replant them in

another pot, placing the roots equally over the soil in the pot,

a little sand being placed under and over each bulb. They
should be planted sufficiently deep in the pot to allow of from
1 to 2 inches of soil being placed over the crowns of the bulbs.

The best spikes are obtained by planting one bulb in a 6-inch
pot ; it should be potted the following season in .an 8i-inch
pot ; in this case the roots should not be disturbed much, only
those which have grown from the base of the stalk should be
removed. The potting material suitable for the largest propor-
tion of Lilies is composed of equal portions of turfy loam and
turfy peat of a sandy nature—not bog peat, which is often sour
and unsuitable ; to six parts of this add one of leaf mould and
one of rotted manure. When the bulbs are potted remove them
out of doors, and cover them with cocoa-nut fibre refuse, or
some other light material. A little rain will do no harm to
them, but when the soil in the pots has become wet through,
some lights, shuttRrs, or other protection should be placed over
them to throw off the rains. Early in January all of them
should be removed to shelves in the greenhouse, or be plunged
in cold frames or pits.

Potted Lily of the Valley and Hoteia japonica. They were
potted in the soil which was left from the Lilies, but they do
well without any peat being added to the comj^ost ; the pots are

likewise plunged out of doors, and taken into the forcing houses
as they are required. Removed the earliest Hyacinths and
Tulips from the material in which they were plunged out of

doors into a low pit, where the Ughts are kept close over them.
—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
John Jefferies & Sons, Cirencester.

—

Catalogue of Nursery
Stoek, comjirising Forest, Fruit, and Select Ornamental Trees

and Sliriibs, Bases, itc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticidture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, cCc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

N.B.—Majiy questions must remain unanswered until nest

LiNNEAN Society (Jurenile).—No examination is required before election

to be a Fellow.

Preserving \VALNnTS and Filberts t Young Oardenrr).—After remov-

ing' the husks of both, let the nuts dry on their outside, and theu store them
iu jars or boxes in layers, alternating \vith layers of drj- sand.
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HoRTicuLTURAi. BUILDINGS (Zcta).—The advantages of the houses to which
you allude are, that bein^ of iroa they are very durable and afford good faci-

lities for ventilation; but we are of your opinion, and prefer the ordinary

method of construction; the house lli^ht, but sufliciemly strong to insure

stability, and well ventilated.

Bush and Pyramid Fruit Trees (S.).—Experience is opposed to your
vion-s. We repeat that we can only insert the results of practice on this

subject.

Tree Leaves (Capt. Preston).—The leaves sent are not those of a Maple.
bat of an Oak. They appear to be those of Quercus coccinea or Q." rubra. If

they die-off a bright scarlet they are the former, hut if a dull crimson they
are the latter.

Vallota purpurea after Flo'^\-ering (Tohtham).—Keep them in a
light airy position, aod repot now or between now and February, giving

them a pot no more than l\ or 2 inches larger, providing giod drainage, and
removing the soil that comes away freely from amongst the roots, using a

compost three parts tibrous loam, and one part leaf soil or old dry cow dun?,
and a sixth of sharp sand. In potting do not remove the offsets, but let all

grow together. They do not Interfere with the larger bulb.-i, and m time they
will flower. If you wish for more plants, then, of course, you wLU remove the
offsets, and put them singly in small pots.

Lime Water {Mirfiehl).—The proportion of lime to water to be employed
for destroying worms, is 1 lb. fresh lime to three piillon^ of water, thoroughly
miied in a hogshead. Let the mixture stand forty-eight hours, and thuu
water with the clear liquid, giving a thorough soaking in the evening,

especially in moist weather. It will bring the worms to the surface, and they
may be cleared off with a broom.

WiJCFERiNo Show Pansies (7(i<'m}.—They will winter Rafely in an ordinary
frame in a sheltered, dry situation. If in pots these should be plunged to

the rim in ashes. Keep only moist, admitting air fieely, but shielding from
rainH, tilting the lights in wet but mild weather. Protect with mats in

severe periods.

Spik.ea japonica in Frame {Idem).—It will succeed in a frame. It is a
hardy herbaceous plant, but in a frame it will flower earlier than out-doora.

To have it in flower early it requires to be gently forced.

Camellia Leaves Browned (J Subjcnh-r).—The leaves have the npper
surface or epidermis destroyed by the attack of an Acarus or red spider, of

which there were numerous traces, as well as eggs clustered on the under
side close to the edges. Thoroughly sponge the leaves on their under as well

as upper surface, al.-^o the stems, with a solution of soft soap, 4ozs. to a
gallon of water, using it at a temperature of 10(P to 120 .

Vine Bobder Making—Vines for Forcing (Amateur).—We should
have liked your border arrangements better had it been partly within and
partly outside the house, the front wall being on arches so as to allow of the
roots going outside, planting the Vines inside the house. We should not have
le*<s than 9 inches of drainage, and over that a layer of turf; 2 feet G inchen
of border formed of turf and old mortar will answer with the half ton of

boni«, the whole thoroughly mixed. Plant the Vines in front of the house,
at t> feet apart, and when they reach the roof stop them, and securing two
shoots take one to thericht and the other to the left, and when they have grown
ly inches in that direction take them up the roof, which will cause the rods to

be 3 feet apart, and with two rods, each Vine will have 18 feet of rafter. We
should have all the pipes in front, and clear of the Vines. For early forcing

we recommend Black Hamburgh, and Backland Sweetwater,

Vinery and Cucumber House (Stella).—The vinery will need to be kept
cool. If you have plants yon should only give fir j heat to exclude frost. The
bedding-ont and other plants would have been better in the vinery than the
Cucumber house, which we presume you will employ so as to have Cucumbers
in spring and through the summer. The Vines will need to be pruned when
the leaves have faUen, and ought to be cut back to within three eyes each of

the bottom of the rafter, and you ought not to take more than two bunches
from each Vine next season. We should not apply fire heat before March, if

wo had no plants to protect from frost. We cannot advise you as to what
would be best to grow. Fruit can always be disposed of, and flowers, ospeci-

afly in winter, meet a ready sale, but nothing is gained by attempting too
much. To tell you how to treat the Vines would be to rewrite the "Vino
Manual," and the Cucumber is treated of in " In-door Gardening."

Grapes Shanked (Q. W.).—The Grapes, as yon sacpected, are what
gardeners term "shanked." The cause of the dying of the stalks is the de-

ficient supply of sap, owing to the roots being outside the house. If the sur-

face of the border over the roots is covered with fermenting dung, and a tar-

paulin over this to protect from excessive wei. and cold, the shanking would
probably proceed nu further. Ketain the old Vines. Muscat of Alexandria
requires a higher temperature than you employ.

Vineries, Fernerv, and Forcing Pit Heating—Vines for Vineries
(IL 0. O.).—The aspect, south-west, will answer. The mode of heating you
show in the plan will not do. In the early vinerj' you will need four rows of
pipes—two flows with their returns, and for the f^ucceesion vinery you will

require two rows— a flow and return, and they should bo so arranged that
each honse can be heated independently of the other—i.e., either separately
or together. Wo should have the flow main for the early vinery as you show
it, and take a branch from it .for the later vinerj- at the hack of the fernery,
and through the back wall of tlie viner}' as soon as that house is reached,
thence across the end and along the front, and back again to the boiler. The
pipe may continue round the fernery as you show it, but we should take a
branch (rnm the pipe going to the late vinery immediately after entering the
fernery, then acrous the end, up the Hide, across the other end, and down the
other side, joining it to the return pipe from the late vinery. In this case you
will only need a valvo for the flow pipes of the fernery and vinery. The
forcing hout«o will need two pipes, as you show, for bottom heat for the bed

;

but two pipes will not afford sufficient top heat. You ought to have four
rowH, and employ itio .'l-inch pipes for bottom heat for the beds and for top
heat to the forcing houne. The other houses we should supply with 4-inch
flow and return pipes. There should be valves on tho flow pipes, so that
each house may 1k> heated separately or along with others. The pits, wo
presume, are not to he heat«d. If you heat them, a flow and return :l-inch

pipe woTild do well. Tho V>rdeT for the Vines wo should make partly within
and partly outside tho house, planting in each case innldo tho hou-^e. Tho
pipes for heating should be 2 feet 6 inches from tho front wall, and 1 foot

from the wall plant tho Vines :{ feet apart, tho end ones IS inches from tho
endtf. This will give you five Vinc^ for each house. For the early house wo
advise three Black Hamburghs, one Buckland Sweetwater, and one Wliito
FroDtignan. For tbo late house two Muscat of Alexandria, one Madrcsficld

Court Muscat, one Mrs. Pince, and one Lady Downe's ; or, if you wish for ft

late-hanging white kind, Trebbiano may be substituted for ono of tho Muscat;

of Alexandrias. Train tho canes up the rafters, not lougtbwiso of the houses,

Zvgopetalum intermedidm--(H. 2*. i^.).—The abnormal flower of the

Zy^'opotalum is very peculiar, but we have seen similar forms befora Ln fact

this genus is very liable to malformations.

Celery the Second Year (Jo/t/i H. B.).—The seedlings from sfjed sown
in spring wilt not answer for next year's planting, as the plants will run to

seed. They are of no use. Xou must raise fresh plants by sowing in Feb-

ruai'y or March.

Fruit Trees for Sussex {Lady C. T.).—Winter dessert Pears for espaliers

—DoyenUL- du Cornice, Durandeau, Thompson's, Fondante do Malinf i, Forelle,

Winter Nelis, Beurri- Sterckmans, and Bergamotto Esperen. W'rAer dessert

Apples for espaliers—Cox's Orange Pippin, Adams' Pearmain, Cockle Pippin,

Golden Reinette, Golden Russett, Blenheim Pippin, Manning''jn's Pearmain,

and Nonpareil.

Myrtles Cutting and Shifting (C. M. M.).—We should not advise cut-

ting back until February or March, and then prune-in so as to lay the foun-

dation of well-formed beads. Shifting ought not to he done until a mouth
or six weeks after the plants have been cut back. If you had had them in a

heated house we should have preferred to have shifted now and cut back ia

spring, keeping the plants rather dry at the roots until they had broken, but
sprinkled overhead twice daily. After breaking, encourage growth by copious,

supplies of water and a moist atmosphere ; but as the plants are in a cool

house we fear they would not root much during the winter, if at all, and.

therefore do not advise shifting until spring.

Planting Lilies of the Valley (A. B. C.).—The present is the proper
time to move these plants. They like rich, light, loamy soil enriched with

leaf soil or thoroughly rotted manure. An east, or north-east, or north-west;

aspect is for them preferable to a south-west aspect. Plant in rows a foob

apart, and the plants U inches apart in the r.iws, planting them in clumps of

three to half a dozen crowns each. They should be planted about 2 inches

deep, the crowns just below the surface, and after planting be mulched about

three-quarters of an inch thick with partially decayed leaves. Water freely

in dry weather after May.

EucHARis AMAZONicA Treatment {A Con,<<tant Sii&sr; tbcr).—It hlooms-

at various times, but principally in summer. Grow it in the stove in a Ught

airy position, encouraging growth for about three months by keeping th&

plant moist, and then keep it dry for a period quite as long, not, however,

allowing the leaves to flag ; and by this plan you may bloom the plant twice,

if not oftener, in a season. Moderate pot-room only is required, and a compost

of turfy loam three parts, and one part leaf soil, and a like proportion of sandy

peat, with a free admixture of silver sand. Good drainage is very essential.

Insects (H. B. W.).—Your Cyclamens have been attacked at the roots by

the irrepressible grubs of the Otiorhynchus vastator. Nothing will eradicate

tlem besides careful examination «tf the plants aud repotting them if not too

far eaten. The grubs must be looked sharply after, as they burrow deep into

the bulbs, and must be carefully picked out aud destroyed.—I. 0. W.

Names of Fruits (Rev. C. Badh<im).—P<.-arx—^o. 1, Beurrc Langelier;

.S, lied Doyenne; 4, Dunmore. Apples—l, Cobhara; 5 and 6, Lucombe's
Seedling. {M. A. M.).—l aod 4, Golden Winter Pearmain; 2, Dutch Mig-

nonno; 3, Cox's Pomona; 5, Dumelow's Seedling. (E. S. //.).—26, Pearson's

Plate: 16, Rose de Chine ; 34, Russet Pearmain ; 5, Scarlet Pearmain, 38, Ked-

dleston Pippin. (Hogg d- Wood].—^ and 10, Melrose; 9, Autumn Pearmain;

5, Winter Codlin ; II, Yorkshire Greening; 4, Federal Pearmain; 00, ReinettO'

du Canada; I, Mere de Menage; 0, Trumpington; 000, Golden Winter Pear-

main ; 8, Leadmgtou. (L.).—March Bergamot. " Hogg's Fruit Manual."

POULTEY, BEE, AlID PIGEON OHIONIOLE.

POULTRY HAUNTS.—No. 1.

Mr. E. B. 'Wood's, Woodland Hall, Uttoxeteb.
" I sDPPosE you never read the other part of the Journal,"

quoth my good frieud, the Rev. J. Handley, at the Tauutou
Flower Show. "Don't I, though?" was my reBponse ;

" anff

what fowls do you go in for?" " Houdans." " So do I." And
forthwith we were at it—a regular mill ; and the different strains,

the various breeders, the ins and outs of poultry shows, aud the

various items that interest the initiated, were merrily discussed

across the hospitable board provided by the Committee.
It was in the month following that, being on my way home

from the great Manchester Exhibition, it occurred to mo that,

as I had for many years been in the habit of noting in the pages

of our Journal siich places as struck me in their horticultural

aspect, and as I had received many an intimation that nuch

notices were profitable to many, so t might perhaps say some-
thing to poultry-fanciers in the same gossippiug way that might,

interest them. When I see anyone taking a prominent posi-

tion in flowers, poultry, or anything else, I like first of all to

know what the man is like, and then I like to know his sur-

roundings; and the same feeling that would induce me to look

with interest on the garden whence some of our greatest achieve-

ments have come, makes me desire to see the places whence
some of those wonderful birds have come which seem by right

to occupy a foremost place in the numerous contUcta which now
are almost universal.

It so happeued, then, that Uttoxeter lay not much out of my
way on my return ; and as Mr. Wood has taken such a leading

place for some years as an exhibitor of French fowls, and had
supplied birds for my own little yard, I halted on my way home
at the riuiet country town which is so evidently connected with

old Kom.an times, and on tho following morning made my way
to the pleasantly situated house where Mr. Wood carries on hia

cultures. After a pleasant walk across the fields of about a mile
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and a half, the ground gradually ascending, I came on an old
Roman or Danish tumulus, and thereby was suggested to my
mind that some interesting Roman remains had been lately
found there, but I could gain no information on the subject, and
imagine I must have been mistaken. As I had recently seen
the fine collection at Yorli and Cirencester, I consoled myself
with the belief that there waa nothing likely to surpass what
I had Been there.
Woodland Hall stands upon an eminence overlooking a wide

fcreadth of woodland and pastoral scenery. The house is a
modest, unpretending, but comfortable structure, and the ap-
pliances of the place were evidently brought to bear on the rear-
ing and management of the poultry. Mr. Wood breeds Creve-
Coeurs, Houdans, and Brahmas, but it is for the two former that
he has become so famous. Who has not admired the marvellous
specimens of gaUic beauty that he has exhibited at the Crystal
Palace, Birmingham, and elsewhere ? He has attained this per-
fection, as every breeder must do, by a process of selection, not
leaving thework touaturalselection, which I lookupon as a myth,
for it is not always the strongest that makes the most desirable
parent. Other qualities may be wanting, but the careful breeder
marks those birds which exhibit good points, and by a system
of crossing and recrossing attains his object; audit is no difficult
matter for him to say from what parents his chickens are pro-
duced. Mr. Wood adopts no expensive plan in breeding his birds.
The houses are plain ; the runs are of some length, divided-
off by wire netting, while as the fowls grow they have some
fine pastures to roam over. Like many breeders this year, his
birds were not so forward as in former seasons, but I saw many
of gi-eat promise amongst the cockerels and pullets, and some of
his old birds were m fine condition. Here were heroes that, if
they had not been in a hundred fights, had at least carried all
before them wherever they had been engaged ; while in some
cases it would be told how either the odd" fancies, or more pro-
bably hurried labours, of judges had passed by birds which in
other places had won the highest honours. In connection with
these breeds Mr. Wood holds the opinion, I believe now very
widely entertained, that no fowl surpasses, if indeed any equals,
the Houdau in general exceUencies. Leaving aside its beauty,
which I know many say is analogous to that of a Scotch terrier,
and ugly brutes " is one of the mildest terms I have heard
sorue apply to both—leaving this question on one side, they are
in the first place very hardy ; second, they lay a large quantity of
eggs

;
third, they never sit ; and fourth, they arrive at maturity

very early, and do not become after four or five months' care
like the Dorking, coarse and disagreeable. This rapid growth
jn their early stages is very desirable. To get good Dorkings
for exhibition, breeders try for the very earliest birds, and unless
they can hatch in February think they can do nothing. Now
Mr. Wood says, " I don't care about these very early chickensm the French breeds. The beginning of April is time enough,
and chickens hatched then will be in capital order for poultry
shows in November." This is a great advantage, for it is hard

^A? w°*^?"
young chickens through the cold March winds.

Mr. Wood IS a youug man ; and as he has already done much
lor the French breeds, so much as to astonish Frenchmen them-
selves, so I beUeve he may yet do more. We are sure to hear
of him again, and I hope to see his birds at our gi-eat Show at
the Crystal Palace, and shall be very much surprised if he do
Dot take a very high place both with Crcve-Cceurs and Houdans.—D., Deal.

THE NAERAGANSETT TURKEY.
This is one of the largest and hardiest of all the Iireeds of

1 urkeys. It is raised in the greatest perfection in south-eastern
Connecticut and Rhode Island, a region famous for its fine
poultry. Turkeys do remarkably well along the sea-board, and
almost every farmer remote from the village has his flock. It
IS not at all uncommon to find flocks of from one to two hundred
birds, the product of about a dozen hens, under the skilful
management of a poultry woman or boy. Of course they do some
damage to the grain ; but this evil is counterbalanced by the
enormous destruction of insects secured. From June to Sep-
tember they subsist mainly upon grasshoppers, crickets, and
other insects, ranging for the most part in the pastures and
woodlands.
They are fattened in Octoljer and November, and it is notuncommon for a lot of early chicks to reach the average weight

of 14 lbs., dressed at Thanksgiving or Christmas. The common
run of Turkeys sent to the New York market do not averagemore than 8 or 9 Iba. The Narragansett is a very large healthy
Uird, and has been bred for size for many generations. Most of
the birds sold in the Boston and Providence markets under thename of Rhode Island Turkeys, or Extra No. 1, are of this breed
Ihe farmers are careful in the selection of their breeding stock
taking young gobblers that will weigh from 22 to 28 lbs. and
hens that will weigh from 12 to 16 lbs. Where the birds are
kept over, gobblers will sometimes dress 32 to 34 lbs. For
making poultry for market the Narragansetts have no superior.
Ihe prevailing colours are white and black, with a large patch

of white upon the wing-bow, giving the general impression of a
grey bird. They are not uniform in the shading, but with suffi-
cient painstaking could be bred to a feather.—W. Clift.
{American Poultry World.)

OXFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Exhibition was held at the Town Hall

and Corn Exchange, on October 29th and 30th.
The good management of the first Exhibition, combined with

a liberal prize list, produced a very large entry, aud an unusual
number of exhibitors from all parts were present, doubtless
from believing that they would here see many of the birds that
would be brought against them at the two great shows that are
so quickly to follow, and to calculate their chances of success.
The Dorking classes were satisfactorily represented in num-

ber and quality. In the Coloured class one or two pens well
worthy of commendation escaped notice. The Spatiish class
contained seventeen entries, but we thought them a poor lot.

The cockerels were very backward, and we saw no bird of any
great promise. We liked two or three pens better than the
winners, but the difference was not suflicient to give any violent
cause of complaint. In the Buff Cochins Mrs. Tindal, an almost
new exhibitor, had an easy victory ; and the veteran breeder of
Partridge Cochins, Mr. Tudman, came as clearly to the front in
his variety. We are sorry the endeavours that have been made
during this season to improve Black Cochius have not resulted
in greater success ; they were a miserable burlesque of Cochin
fowls. Had they competed with the other varieties not one pen
could possibly have obtained a commendation. There is no
reason why they should not be raised to the same standard of
excellence as other Cochins, and we trust that breeders will not
be discouraged. Some good birds have been seen, and there is
no doubt that with judicious crossing they can be produced
again. The Dark Brahma class was a good one, but we did not
Uke the awards of the prizes. The comb of the second-prize
cock was very faulty, and with so many birds equal in all other
properties, we think this must have escaped the Judge, or he
would not have placed him in such a position. We thought
Mr. Lingwood's pen should have been first, the first-prize pen
placed second, and a highly-commended pen belonging to Mr.
Bennett third. A very promising cockerel was also shown by
the Hon. Mrs. Baillie Hamilton, but it should have been kept
at home until more developed. The birds in the Light Brahma
class we thought showed a general improvement on those
exhibited last year, and here we consider a greater mistake waa
made than in the Darks, the best pen remaining unnoticed by
the Judge. The Game classes were moderate, but condition
being of all importance here, we have little doubt that many of
the first-class exhibitors would not risk their best birds, but
that they are reserving them for the great shows that are coming.
The Houdan class was almost the largest in the Show, Mr.
Dring, who showed the best cockerel, winniug, closely pressed by
Mr. Quibell, who had a little the advantage in the pullet. In
the Game Bantams the Black and Brown Reds competed to-
gether, making a very large entry. A lot of handsome birds
were to be found in this class, and an extra third prize was
awarded. Some pretty neat birds were also to be seen in the
Black Bantam class, and we were pleased to see an extra prize
awarded to Mr. Brannd in the Sebright class. This variety has
BO long been in the hands of Mr. Leno, that it is gratifying to
find some one occasionally rewarded for contesting the honours
with him. The Bantam " Any other variety " class was an un-
usually pleasing collection.
The entries in the Duch classes were large, especially the

Rouen, and we think when the Judges arrived here they must
have been exhausted, and hurried over the Blacks, for the
awards were not here received with satisfaction, a very noted
exhibitor feeling so much hurt as to offer his entire stock for
sale.

Some good bargains were to be found in the Selling classes,

which were quickly caught-up, the sale office being besieged
immediately it was opened.

The Pigeon collection was a very fine one, many of our most
successful exhibitors competing for the prizes. Mr. Fulton
cleared the board in both classes of old Carriers. In the class
for young, which was, perhaps, the most interesting in the
Show, Mr. Ord obtained the first and second prizes, an extra
Recond being judiciously awarded to Mr. Massey. Some superior
birds were exhibited in the Pouter classes. The first and second
prizes for Barbs again fell to Mr. Fulton. The first-prize birds
were a grand pair well matched. They also most deservedly
obtained the additional honour of a cup over four classes. The
second-prize pen contained a splendid cock, but the hen was
unworthy of him. Both classes of Tumblers contained some
pretty birds. The Dragoons, a variety that is daily becoming
more popular, mustered in great force, the first prize going to a
superb pair of Yellows. A hen in the second -prize pen was also
greatly admired. lu the class for Owls, a pair of foreign suc-
ceeded iu obtaining the first prize ; au extra first being given to
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a pair of English. They were good birds, hut M-e did not think
them well matched enough to merit this distinction. The
Turbits were a large class, and here the competition was very
close. Vt'e liked a highly-commended pair quite as much as the
winners. The first prize for Fantails was taken by the Rev. "W.
Serjeantson with an exquisite pair. The first prize in Jacobins
"Went to a pair of Reds—it was an easy win—the second to a
pair of Whites rather splashed. In the Trumpeter class, Mr.
Fulton again won both prizes, and another cup over four classes

"with some magnificent birds of the newly-imported type. A
very fine pair of the old style belonging to Mr. Hardy were
highly commended. Magpies were strong in numbers, but only
moderate in other respects. The Any variety and Selling classes
were worthy of attention.

We are pleased to add that the arrangements were very com-
plete, and that the Committee were most courteous and at-

tentive to the exhibitors and visitors.

All -will rejoice at the snccess of this Exhibition, which has
made gigantic strides in its short life. I trust it may not out-
grow its strength. The Committee this year decided to try a
class for Malays, and fourteen entries of this breed were made.
My object in these few lines is to point out to committees that
Malay breeders have very fairly responded to the iu^-itation, and
that this class was not by any means the worst payer to the
Exhibition. Considering that a portion of the cup was presented
by Malay breeders, it becomes rather a question how many
breeds paid better. Light Brahmas were certainly first, Dark
second, and lloudans third. I am, then, disposed to think that,
considering the subscriptions of Malay breeders, the JIalays
would come next. Whether this be so or not, as nearly all the
classes had the same amount of prize money, the Malays have
at least shown they are very slightly behind many classes that
are never left out in the cold, as they mustered fourteen pens;
while Buff Cochins, Game cockerels only mustered sixteen, a.

point equalled by both Polish and Black Hamburgh. Partridge
Cochins were only fifteen, whilst Dorking (Any other variety),
French {Any other variety but Houdans), and Silver-pencilled
Hambnrghs only reached respectively twelve, eleven, and nine
pens ; yet would any show of moderate proportions argue that
Silver-pencilled Hambnrghs should be left out ? I trust that
other committees in framing their schedules will not omit them,
and not insult them, as Birmingham does, by offering them
second prizes value 10s., each entry being really 8s., to say
nothing of railway carriage.

—

Joseph Hinton, WarDiiiister.
P.S.—I regret to say that my cup Malay cockerel has returned

minus the whole of one sickle feather, apparently pulled out,
and the other broken off in the middle. In a yoimg bird such a
result can hardly be a simple accident. There was no feather
in the hamper.—J. H.
DoBEiNos.— CoioHTcrf.—Cap, T. C. Eumell. Micheldever. 2, Mrs. Somerrille,

Chirk, North Wales. 3, Pev. E, Bartrmu, FcrkhanipRtead. he. Rev. E. Bartrum ;

A. Darby, Bridcnorth ; Lord Turaour, bhillint^lce Park, Petworth. c, Mrs. M.
D- Dnnn. In j,' Iewood.
DonKiNGs—Si7rcr-(?r^I/.—Cop. Countesa of Dartmonth. Patshnll, Wolver-

hampton. 2, H. Beat "Wexham, Slough. 3, W. Bateman, Kidlington, Oxford.
DotiEiSGS.—Blue —Cup, CoonteBB of Dartmouth. 2, Dow"Ker CounteBS of

Ayleafurd. 3, W. F. Harvey, ftc, A. Darby; H. Allen, Tottenhara.
DoBKiNOS.—vdny o(/t'Tr(ir(V/i/.—Cup. Misa E.AViUiams, HenllyB Berriew. 2,

W. Badger. BriilRiiorth, Salop. 3, A. Darby, he, A. Darbv; E. W. Stratford,
West MalliDK
Spanish.— Cup, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, Bristol. 2, T. Bamfield, Clifton,

8, R. Nt wbitt. Epworth.
Cochins.— Cifinnnion avd Ei/iT.—Cnp and 3, Mrs. A. Tindal. Avlesbnry. 2, W.

A. Taylor. Manch'-«tor. he. W. A. Bumell, Southwell (2); "W. A. Taylor. C, J.
Benton, Erdincton HirniinKham.
CocnisB.—Portri'l'je.—Cup and 9, E. Tiulman, "Whitchurch, Salop. 2 and he,

J. K. Fowler. Aylfsbury. r. W. A. Taylnr.
Cochins.—iJ(<u-A-.—Cup. T A. Bond. Londonderry. 2 and 3, W. Eadeer.'
Cochins.—Jni/ ntUrr variety.—Cnp, R. S. S. Woodpate. Penibnrv, Tonbridce

"Wells. 2. W. A. BumvlL 3,R. W.Beat-hcy.Kinpskcrnwell. /ic. \V. A. Burnell;
Mrs. A. Tindal : J. H. Muir, Oxford, e, C. Sanders, Watereaton.
Brammas. — />arit. — Cup, H. B. Morrr-ll, Caemawr. Clvro. 2. W. Birch,

Shtfli.-Id. 3. H. Lintrwood, Creptinir, N.^tdliam. he.T. Pohifret, Higher Wal-
ton; E Kcnilrirk. jiin . Lichfiotd : U.Lingwood; F. Bennett, Shiinal, Salop; J.
Watt'?, KinGt's Hea'h, Birniiopharn.
BRAnM*p,—/."/A/.— Cup. P. Haines, Palffrave. Digs. 2. Mrfi. A. Wil'iamaon,

L'ice^ttir. 3, Mrs. T. Turner. Avon. Kinnwoo'l, he. Mrs. T. Turner; A. O.
Worthineton. Burton-on-Trent; G. "Whit ft, Sutton ColeSeld ; J.Benton; Miss
Haifa. Cantcfbary : U. M. Maycard, Holmewood, Ryde, Isle of Wight, c, T.
Holti^n. Burlnnuham.
Gavf.—BVi k hrenstrd Ped.—Cap and 2. .1. R, Fletcher, Stonecloogh, Mnn-

chentir. 8, W. Foster, Deal. Extra 3, S. Matthews, Stowmarket, /ic, J. Mason,
Wore Bter,
GxuR.—Brotrn-brfaj>U-d and otlier liedjt.—Cuj), F. W. Walton, Homcliffe,

Bawtcnstall. 2, S Matthew. S.J. Cork. Worcester. Extra 3, W. Foster, he,
T. P. Lyon. Liverpool : Duke of Sutherland. Stoke-on-Trent.
GiXK —Any other varirtjf.—Cup, E. Bell. Burton-on-Trent. 2. J. Brassinc-

ton. Newport, >alnp. 3, J. T. Brown. St. Austell, he, T. Dyson. Halifax.
Gaue —Any rnri'ty.—Cockerel.~Cav. T. Dyjion. 2. J. Forsylh, Wolvirhamp-

ton. 3, A. <i. Martin, hr, W. Ormcrod. jun.. Welodcn. Todmorden.
BAiiuvttoitn.—fjiiild-prneilUd.—Cnp, J. Robinson, Garstang. 2, H. Bcldon,

Bingley. 3. J. RoHins-n. I.indley, Otiey. c. H. Moore. Wcst'm-Bupor-Mnrc.
Uxair.rnoim.-Si'r, r-pfnrilted.—Cup, H. Eeldon, 2, R. NewbiU. 8, J. Bow-

ness, NewchUTch. Mntichr'stcr.
RA^iirnr.n>*.~fiotff--p(inQlrd.—Cujt. T. Blakeman, Tettenhall. Wolverhamp-

ton. 2. T. Walker. Denton. Manchester. 8, J. Bownosa. Extra 3. J. Robinson.
he, T. Boulton, Hnnfiird, Stoke-on-Trent; N. Mar lor, Denton, Manchester; C,
Parsons*. W..lv.-rliftmpt..n : T. Dean. Kei^'hley.

HAiiiir-Roiis — .Sr/i- r -r/mrrp/*-*/.—Cnp, Dnke of Sntherland. 2, J. Fielding,
Newcbnrch. M.incln--ter. 3, H. Bcldr.n. he, J. RoIUn«on.
Hamhi'hom-;.- /j'/'irA'.-Cud. N. Mark.r. 2, J. Bownesa. 3. Rov. W. Serjeant-

son. Shrewnbury. Extra 3. H. Hoyle, Newchnrch. Manchester, ftc. T.Walker;
M. M. Cnihmore, SbccpBhed, l^aghboroagh. c, T. Holmes, Baildon, Leeas;
R, S. S. Wood^atc.

PoLANDS.—Cup, P. Unsworth. Lowton, Newton-le-Willows. 2, J. Feamley,
S. G. C. Adkins, Birmingham, he, G.C. Adkins (2); A. Darby ; W.A.Taylor (2);
H. Beldon.
HocPANs.—Cnp, W. Drinp, Faversham. 2, W.O.Quibell, Newark. 3, Rev. A. J.

L. Dobbin, Nottingham. Extra g, Rev. E. Handley, Ballunaboro', Glastonbury,
he, W. Dring: W. H. Coppleston, Lostwithiel ; H. Feast, Swansea; W. Ow
QuibcU. c. Miss Woodham, Romsey.
French.-Cup and 2, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter. 3, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade,

he. Misa Mortimer, Rose; Rev. C. C. Ewbank, Biggleswade.
JlALAve.-Cup, J. Hinton.Warnnnster. 2, U. Hawkins, beaham, Sunderland.

3 and he. Rev, a. G. Brooke. Shrewsbury.
Silkies.— ini(7<'.—Cup and e, A. Darby. 2, O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood,

Basf hot. 3, R. S. S. Woodgatc.
ANV OTHER Varietv.—1. R. S. S. Woodgate {White Guinea Fowls). 2, R.

Loft. Wooduianeey. Beverley (Friesland). 3. R. R. Fowler. Aylesbury (Whito
Leghorub). he, J. Watts, c, J.Long, Bromley Common (Brown Leghorns); R,
Loft (Sultans).
Game Bantams.—B/flcfc or Broicn Heds.—l and 3, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cock-

Bhaw, Hexham. 2. G. Hall. Kendal. Extra S, W. F. Addie Preston. lic.J.R.
Fletcher: T.B.Lyon; W. F. Addio ; Capt. Wetherall, Kettering.
Game Bantams.-Jhi/ other varieti/.—\, H. J. Nickeleon, Miiborne. 2, Miss

M. J. NelBon. 3, J. R. Fletcher, he, J. 11. Fletcher; A. Ashley, Worcester ; W,
A. Barber, Chatawnrth ; W. F. Entwisle, We&ttield, Bradford.
Bantams.—B/acfc.—Cup and 3, W. A. Taylor. 2. H. H. Aahton, Moitram, Man-

chester, he. J. Walker, HaUtax ; R. H. Ashton ; H. M. Maynard ; H. beldon.
Bantams.—S(-'i>r)(7/if.—l and 2, M. Lcno, Markvate Street, Dun&table. Extra

2, F. Braund, Bideford. he. H. Beldon. c, T. C. Burnell.
Bantams.-.d«j/ other ivni<fi/.—Cup,S. A. Wyllie, East Mouleey. 2. R. S. S.

Woodgate. S. Mrs. A. Woudcock, Leicester, he, H. B. Smith, Broutihton,
Preston; W. W. Bolton, Beverley: Duke of Sutherland, c, B. S. Lowndes,
Stony Stratford: O. E. Cresswell; Miss M. Spencer, Pershore; J. Rouse,
Soulhall; Rev. W. Serjeantson.
D\:cKs.- Aylesbury.—Cup, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2 and 3, J. K. Fowler. Ayles-

burv. he, J, Hedges, Aylesbury; S. R. Harris, CuRgarne, St. Day; T. Sear,
Tingewick; H. T. Southam, Water Eaton; H. Frankland, Church; J. K.
Fowler.
DvcKS—Eonen.—Cup, J. Walker. 2, Hon. Mrs. Vernon, Kettering. 8, P.

Unsworth. he. S. H. Stott. Preston: T. Wakefield, Golborne, Newton-le-
Willuws; MissM. J. Nelson; Rev. C. B.Rowland, Pillerton Vicarape, Warwick;
T. F. Upsher, Sntton, Ely : A. Haslam, Wigan ; F. Parlelt, Great Baddow.
DvcKS.—Blaek East jT(d(a;t.—Cup, J. Walker. 2, K. Francis, Frome. 3, W.

H. Stagg. Pewsey. he. M. Reynolds, Biggleswade ; W. H. Stagg ; G. S. Saina-
bury, Devizes ; J. W. Kellewa'y. Isle of Wight; J. J. Maiden.
DvcKs.— Any other variety. — Cup and 3. H. B. Smith (Mandarins and

Whistlers). 2, Rev. W. Serjeantson (>potted Bill). Extra 2, W. bmne, Pudsey
(Carolinae). he, J. Walker (Carolina); S. H. Stott (Carolina); H. B. Smith
(Carohnasi: R. Wilkinson (Mandarins and Carolines) ; W. Binns (Mandarins);
M.Ltno (Whistlers Viduata and Carolina), c, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Roscdale,
Tenbury; W. BLUitcher. Notting Hill, London (Mandarin); K. R. Fowler
(Black Ca\uga) ; J. Watts.
TuKKLYS.- Cup. E. Arnold, Whittleaford. 9, F. E. Richardson, Bramshall,

Uttoxeter. 3, E. Kendrick, jun, he, H. J. Gunnell, Milton ; Mrs. Nutt, Fillong-

ley, Coventry.
Geese.—Cup, J. Walker. 2, J. K. Fowler. 3, S. H. Stott. he, Mrs. H. J.

Bailey ; Hon. C. Parker, TetBworth, Oxon.

Selling Class.—Brahmas, Dorkings, and Cochins.—Cocks.~l, W, A. Bnr-
Hell. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3. T. C. Burnell. he, J. Hedges; Miss Osborn.
Yarnton : C. Sanders; W. Badger; Hon. Mrs. B. Hamilton, Kidgmount, Wo
bum; J. K. Fowler; C. Sidgwick, KeiRhley (Partridge); S. Salter. Egrove,
Oxford; C. Carr, Wilsden. Biogley. c. Mrs. Peet.Sharnbrook ; A. Darby ; Mrs.
AUsopp, Worcester; E. Pritchard, Tettenhall, Wolverhiimptou ; Mra. Christie,

Instow,
Selling Class.—Bra/tmn.?, DorfcnttTs, and Cochins.—Hens.—1, J. Watta. 2^

W. A. Burnell. 3. F. Rayner, shanklin. Isle of Wight, he. D. Young, Leam-
ington; R. S. S. Woodgate; A. Darby: W. Badger; W. S. Powell, Oxford; C,

Morris, Grassendale, Livei-pool; J. W. Craddock, Oxford; H. T. Southam
(Light Brahmas); S.Salter; F. Bennett; C. Carr. e, Capt. F. G. Coleridge,
Wargrave, Henley-on-Thames; E. Shaw, Plaa Wilmot, Oswestry.
Selling Class.—-4nv other rariety.— Cock.—l. J. T. Parktr, Northampton

(Spani-h). 2, Capt. F. G. Coleridge (Gold Polands). 3. Miss E. Williams, he,

Mrs. Whinfield. Worcester (Houdans) ; Mrs. A. Tindal (La Fbche and Houdan) ;.

W. P.iich (Brahma) ; R, S. S. Woodgate ; T. Blakeman ; Mrs. E. Smith, Morda,
Oswestrv; H. Brown, Putney Heath.
Selling Ci./Lss.—Any otlier variety.—Sens. — 1 and Cup, Hon. and Rev. F,

Button, Wendrush Vicarage, Burford, 2, G. Berry, Little fleaton, Middleton
(Crrve-Cceur). 3, S. Field, he, Mrs. J. Cross, Appleby Vicarage, Brigg ; Capt,

F. G. Coleridge.
Selling Class.—D»cfcs.—1, J. Hedges (Aylesbury). 2, T.Wakefield (Rouen).

3,T.F. Upsher. he. J. Walker; Hon. Mrs. Vernon (Rouen); Rev. W. Pearce,

Kidlington (Aylesbury): A. Darby (Rouen); E. Shaw (East Indian); T. F,

Upsher: J. K. Fowler; M. Leno (Rouen): J. Hutt, Thrup, Oxon (Reuen). C,

W. Bateman (Aylesbury); S. Field (Aylesbury).

Local Class.-iinj/ variety.—\, C. Sanders (White Cochins). 2, R. Harvey*
ChadliDgton, Enstone (Brahmas). 3, R. Price, Oxford, /tc, H. Piper, Oxiord;
Hon. 0. Parker (2).

PIGEONS.
CARRtERS.-Cocit5. — 1 and 2, K. Fulton, London, he, C. E. Duckworth,

Wavertrce, Liverpool; H. M. Maynard. c, H. M. Maynard ; J. C.Ord, London.
Carriehs.-if(".t.-l and 2, K. Fulton, he, W. E. Nalder, London ; S. Salter.

C, T. Crisp, Southall; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Carriers.- ro»Hi7.-Extra Cup and 2, J. C.Ord. Extra2andTftc, W. Massey,

Spalding, he, T. Crisp; W. E. Nalder; Col. F. C. Hassard, Sheemess (21 ; A.
Billveald, Nottingham, c, S. Clifl', Nantwich ; T.Crisp (2); R.Fulton; Col. F.
C. IJasaard; S. Salter (2).

Pol'tkrs.— C'ocA:,t.—Cup, H. Pratt, ICnowle. 2, Mrs. S. Ladd, Calne. he, Mrs,

S. Ladd : R. Fulton (2). e, S. Salter. „ ,^ ,„,
PocTERs.—Hcn«.—l, W.Ridley, Hexham. 2,Mra.S.Ladd. ftc, R.Fulton (2);

S. Salter. „ „.
BAHR3.-Cupand2. R. FuRon. vhc, H. Yardley ; S. Salter, ftc, J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale ; S. Salter, .„ ^^ .,>_ .1
Tl-mulers.—.^/monrf.— 1 and /fc,R. Fulton. 2, J.Fielding, jun. c, W. R. Pratt,

Oxford, winy of/icr mnVfy.-l and 2, S. Salter.

Dragoons.—Cup, F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2, W. Gamon, Chester. Extra %
D. Young, vhc, S. Cliff; F. Graham, he, R. Fulton ; G. H. Gregory, Tiiunton ;

S. Salter, c. Wren & Page, Lowestoft ; E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk ; W. H. MitcheU,
Moaoley, Birmingham.

. , , *

Antweupb.— 1 and Extra 2, W. Gamon. 2. W. Slater, Birmingham, he, A.

Damarall, Exeter; J. Gardner, Preston ; H. Yardley. c. C. Herncfl'. Banbury.
Antwerps.—Komin*; Birds.—\, Sparrow & Cotton, London. 2, T. Poster,

Binglcy. he. Sparrow & Cotton : W. R. Pratt, c. A. R. Burrell, Cnmbndge.
Rusts.— 1 and 2, S. Salter, he, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden ; H. Yardley.

Owls.— Cup, J. Fielding, jun. 2, S. Salter, he, H. Yardley. c, F. Braimd ;

J. Gardner; T. W. Town^-m. Bowden ; R. Wilkinson.
NiNs.— 1 and 2, W. Croft, Killinghall, RipU^y. „ ,

Tl-kiuts.—I and 2, S. Salter, vhc, O. E. Cresswell. he, W. Croft ; G. Hardy,
Shepherd's Bush. London ; R. Fulton ; G. H. Gregory.
Fantails.- 1. Rev. W. Serjeantson, 2. H. M. Maynard. he. 3. F. Loveraidpe,

Nowark; F. Braund; J. Walker, Newark ; H. M. Maynard; S. Salter; H.
Tomlinson, Newark-onTrcnt. c, J. F. Lovereidpe, Newark.
Jacoiiins— 1, R. Fulton. 2, 3. Salter, /ic, B. Fulton ; H. J. Clarke.

Trcmpetehr.—Cup and 2, R. Fulton, lie, G. Hardy, c, P. K. Spencer, Here-
ford ; S. Salter.
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Magpies.— 1, C. G. Hitchcock, Oxford. 2, R. Pulton.
Any other Variety. -1. H. Yardley. 2, S. Salter.
Local Class.— Wrjjn?/?-? .^fi/ircrjjA-.—l, W.Tomlin, Oxford. 2, Powell & Crane,

Oxford. 3 and vhc, W. l; Pratt.
Selling CLASS.-]. S. S.iUi;r. 2, A. Damarall. 3. L. Allen. London, /tc, W.

W. Wootten, Headingtiin (Priests); Capt. F. G. Coleridge (Blue Owls), c —
Gearv. Moretou, Bideford (Silver Owls); W. P. Keall, Wantage (Blue Englisli

Owls); A. Damarall; G. H. Gregory; S. Salter (2); Miss J. Milward.

The Judges were—PoiiUr;/ : The Bev. G. F. Hodsou (who
officiated for Mr. Hewitt), Mv. Teebay, and Mr. Tegetmeier.
Pigeons : Mr. Esquilant and Mr. Jones.

The Age of Eggs.—The "Medical Press and Circular" quotes
the following from a French book, to ascertain the age and con-

sequent freshness of an egg:—Dissolye 120 grammes of common
salt in a litre of water. If the egg is one day old it will sink to

the bottom ; if it was laid the day before it will not reach the
bottom ; if three days old it floats ; and if more than five it comes
to the surface, and the shell projects more and more according
to the staleness.

now imitating Nature as closely as possible by radiating the

warmth upon the top of the egg only, and allowing the under
side to remain somewhat cool. Your readers will at ouca see

that this is a natural method ; and as the germ floats only at

the top side of the egg, and remains so in whatever position

the egg may be turned, we consider this beautiful provision of

Nature to be our unerring guide, aud our experiments have
proved that this is the correct method for us to apply our heat.

We have not in any way altered the configuration of the ap-

paratus ; each remains precisely the same.

ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION.
The following is in reply to " T. G. Wright." The

temperature for hatching is 104°, but if it falls a few degrees
lower occasionally, as it does when the hen is off her eggs,

BO harm is done. We know nothing about the need for

turning the eggs, nor do we recommend any incubator, and
we only reprint the following from a former volume to

supply the information you need.
The accompanying engraving, for which we are indebted to

Mr. P. Crook, of 20, Motcombe Street, Belgrave Square, is a
representation of Crook's improved incubator, which, though

Crook's Improved Incubator.

not differing materially in principle and form from the older
apparatus, nevertheless presents some important modifications.
To show more clearly what these are it will be necessary to de-
scribe briefly the original apparatus. The size known as No. 2

was calculated to hatch sixty hens' eggs, or eighty-four Pheasants'
eggs, was 22 inches high, 15 inches wide, and 11 inches from front

to back. The trays of perforated zinc, lined with blanket, were
enclosed each in a compartment, all the sides of which, except
the front, were hollow, and served to contain water, by which the
requisite degree of heat was communicated to the eggs. To heat
the water, both in the old and improved apparatus, a lamp is

employed, which burns a highly-rectified non-explosive oil, the
burner being a brass tube pierced with five of the smallest
holes which it is possible to drill, and filled with cotton threads
to draw up the oil. In lighting the lamp a piece of burning
paper is held against this tube till the vapour from the oil

ascends and is lighted. Externally, the water-jacket is covered
with blanketing to prevent loss of heat. The new apparatus,
instead of being closed at the back, is open, so that there is

always a current of cool air from front to back below the eggs,
and these receive the heat principally on the upper side, as in
natural hatching.
The alterations and improvements are stated by Mr. F.

Crook to have " originated not from any inefliciency in the prin-
ciple of our former incubator, but to avoid, as much as we are
able, those disasters happening through inattention, the results
of which are to dry-up the moisture necessary to the perfect
development of the germ, and destroy the vitaUty of the chick.
To describe our alteration it will be necessary to say that we are

-UtLlicial Xiearia^ Apparatus.

" The artificial rearing apparatus, of which the above is a re-

presentation, is very simple in its construction, and is,_in fact,

a more perfect carrying-out of the plan proposed by M. Reaumur,
whose works upon the subject of artificial incubation are well
worthy of the attention of poultry-breeders. The apparatus

is a slanting casing of hot water, with a loose casing of per-

forated metal, aud lined with lamb skins ; a lamp is placed at

the back end, which keeps up the required warmth for winter

use. It is intended that this useful adjunct should be attached

to a coop, as represented by the dotted lines in the engraving,

which prevents the birds from flying on to the top of the appa-

ratus ; the oblique construction of the apparatus enables the

chicks to nestle comfortably up to the top side, in imitation of

Nature, as if the chick were nestling under the hen. There is

no warmth applied to the feet of the birds, as we have found
from experience tliat when they are warmed from the floor upon
which they rest, they become weak and languid, soon have the

cramp, aud readily take cold. The warmth in this, as in the

improved incubator, is only applied to the top or back of the

bird."

SHORT-FACED TUMBLERS, AND PIGEON
CLASSIFICATION.

I THINK " TuiiKEY QuiLL," iu " our Joumal " for October 23,

has hit a blot in regard to the above subject. All the varieties

of Short-faced Tumblers are such thorough high-class fancy
birds, are of such ancient lineage, and so exquisitely beautiful

—

a beauty all see well in an exhibition cage, unlike some varieties

which show badly, that I think they deserve much encourage-
ment. The sprightly Short-faced Bald and Beard, that lustrous

gem the Black Mottle, and those striking-looking tinies the Red
Mottle and Yellow Mottles, must not be suffered to die-out.

Let committees offer prizes, the birds will come; if not the

first year, they will come the second and third years. I wish to

see more attempts at breeding these birds. Those who can
keep flying Tumblers, and have a small space for a wired-in

Pigeon house as well (and who has not ?), can manage these

varieties, for they are so small, they require but little room. I

hope, though too late this year, that the Crystal Palace Com-
mittee will alter their schedule in behalf of these birds another
year.

I own that personally I do not like the exhibition of Pouters
of "any colour or marking." I know they have great value for

breeding, but they smite my eye, and do not please it when
seen at a show. Perhaps there is one exception—viz., in that

land of Pouters Scotland, they may fairly appear, but in England
I would have tbem iu the Selling class. 'I'he standard colours

for show, the off-colours for use in the lofts of their owners, and
to be bought. Of all things let not the high-fancy Tumblers
lack encouragement—they were fancy birds a century ago.

—

WiLTSHUiE Rector.

NOHTIUMPTON 0BSITH0L0G1C.1.L SOCIETY'S ShOW. "I beg
respectfully to inform you that we have carried out our No. i

regulation in the schedule to the letter, and the five birds de-

tected as artificially coloured were sold by auction on Monday
evening, aud realised the sum of t'2 5.s.—an average of 9s. each
—and it will be applied towards defraying the expenses of the
Exhibition. The whole of the coloured birds were purchased by
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their former owners, Messrs. Barwell it Sons. I beg, on behalf
of the Society, to tender you their best thanks for the satisfactory

manner in which you discharged your duties as Judge at our
late Show, and for the liberality you have shown to us on this

occasion.—C. Hillier, Sec."

[The above is a copy of a letter sent to Mr. Hutton.]

BEARDS, BALDHEADS, AND MOTTLED
TUMBLERS.

It was with no small interest I read the letter from "Turkey
Ql'iLL," and I am very glad he has brought forward such an im-
portant and interesting subject. I think it very discreditable

for a show with any pretensions not to have classes for all that

are really distinct breeds, and not for those only where the

committee are pretty sure of good entries. If these shows are

.really for the improvement of the different breeds, and not
for profit, then I say let every distinct variety have a separate

class, and not classes for mongrel-bred birds because the classes

are sure to pay well.
" Deeds Suow" says, " Notwithstanding it is a merry meet-

ing and unbegradged expense on their side," &c. (the committee,
I presume, he alludes to), my opinion is that the merry meetings
are all very well while the show pays, otherwise there are more
long faces than smiling ones. In the latter case if a class has

not had sufficient entries to pay the prize-mouey it has been
struck out from the next year's prize-list, and would only
appear again if the committee could get some enthusiastic ex-

hibitor to give a cup or the prize-money to have it in once
more. I am sorry to say this was the case with the so-called
" Great National Show," for in the year 1870 the classes referred

to did not pay, consequently they were struck out instead of

having another opportunity. The consequence is that as these
varieties have not been considered worthy a place in the prize-

list they have gradually disappeared from the show-pen, as no
exhibitor will show them against the odd or off-feathered birds
they have to compete with.

I would suggest that if " Turkey Quell" would offer, through
these columns, a sum towards a prize or prizes at one of our
leading shows for each of these varieties, he would be responded
to by many who would gladly contribute and become exhibitors
where they now have no chance.—A Would-be Exhtritob.

A VISIT TO ' SOMERSETSHIRE SQUIRE '

HIS TUMBLERS.
AND

As long back as August 29th, 1872, there appeared in the
columns of this Journal a letter on Tumbler Pigeons signed
" Somersetshire Squire," in which the writer spoke of having
a capital flight of birds, thorough good performers, in colour
chiefly Red and Black Mottles. At the same time came a kind
private invitation for me to go and inspect these birds. Cir-

cumstances, needless here to mention, prevented my accepting
" Somersetshire Squire's " hospitality until Michaelmas-day
this year. I had always treasured-up in my mind that some
leisure day I should see a new fancier among his pets, see some-
thing and some one pleasant at the time, and leaving pleasant
memories. It so chanced that " Somersetshire Squire's "

town is but a short run by rail from mine, and yet, strange to

cay, I had never been there.

Given, then, as fine a day in autumn as ever fell to my lot to

enjoy, a breezy health-giving day, when the spirits perforce
must rise in harmony with Nature's cheeriness—given a short
journey by rail, and then came the station, and then who was
I to see ? A man old or young ? a man surrounded by grand-
children, or with a troop of daughters ? a little man with, as

nsnal, a very large wife, or a large man with, as also usually is

the case, with a wee wife ? Now, between ourselves, good
leaders, I had made up my mind that I was to meet a middle-
aged man like myself, so I walked up and down the platform,
looking hard at every male who was just half way on in the
journey of life. I looked at the fat, and I looked at the lean

;

I looked at the tall, and I looked at the short ; but none of them
looked a reply. VVhen, lo ! I was challenged by name by one
whom I had passed and repassed, and in a minute my hand was
in that of ** Somersetshire Squire." Now, I am not goine to

let out any secrets of person or of place, but I will just say this,

that " SoMERSETsnntE Squire " is a young man, not yet left his
aniversity. I gladly record this, for it is an admirable thing for

a young man to start with and stick to a nice healthy hobby in
life ; it gives innocent amusement, it gives interest to a life in
the country especially ; but too frequently I only find elderly
men as Pigeon-fanciers. So I always hail with delight a young
recruit as either a Pigeon or poultry-fancier.
Soon we are down from the station, wo have a link in the

knowledge of a mutual friend, and now we are passing quickly
through the streets of one of the many charming west-country
tswns, with three capital fox terriers, those sprightly, plucky

little dogs, scampering before us. The pony dog-cart, that

very handy and fashionable vehicle, is soon through the town
and on the countrj' road. I have spoken of the west-country

towns in high terms, and surely they deserve it. At their head
stands Bath, " The Queen of the West," which with its sur-

rounding country excels in beauty every other place in England;
then, according to their degree, come Swiss-like Bradford-on-

Avou, aristocratic-looking Devizes, Canon Kingsley's " pretty

Chippenham," open airy Warminster, snug little Wells, down
further to bright clean Taunton, i'c. Surely this sunny Michael-

mas-day made all the beauties of the west more beautiful.

Chatting about Pigeons and fox terriers, four miles are quickly

passed, then a lodge, an approach, an old manorial dovecote, a

Sower garden bright with bedding plants, never brighter than
on this day—it is a garden like a long bowling-green studded
with gay colours—and a glimpse of a still longer garden beyond
the house, and we pull up at the home of " Somersetshire
Squire," a renovated manor house, venerable, yet very comfort-

able-looking, having an English near view of park and tree, and
dense woods far away. Lunch there is soon to be, but mean-
while a look at the Pigeons. Many of them have been caught
over-night, and placed in baskets for my inspection. To quote
" Somersetshire Squire's " own words, " they consist of

feather-legged and clean-legged birds, with the exception of one
or two, none of them heavily feathered on the legs. As to

colours, they are chiefly Black Mottles, Black Splash, Red
Mottles, and Bed Splash, Duns with white flights, Blue with
white flights, and a few white, or nearly so." Such of the

colours. Some had pearl eyes, others bull eyes, and they are

forty-four in number. The birds had been bought as flying

Tumblers, for their flying and tumbling—many at Bristol, and
those not found equal to their work were discarded. Thus they

were a picked lot, picked for work, not for colour. I never

looked at or handled a lot of birds more likely to distinguish

themselves in mid air.

So I looked at and examined them. After luncheon is to be

the performance—luncheon, that pleasant meal, particularly

in a pretty place in the country with an agreeable family. I

question if dinner parties ever give half as much pleasure.

Often there is a heat and closeness, and always, of course, eon-

tractedness of view; but with a midday meal there is light

within and without, flowers near you, and often a flower garden

in sight, and, best of all, no uneasy night's rest, so often follow-

ing the late heavy repast. Ladies have a belief that they look

best of an evening; I half doubt it now that morning costumes

are so charming.
I ascend the house, and from its roof I am to see the Pigeons

take their exercise. But Pigeons will not do always what they

should—they are seemingly perverse, though of the race of

Doves. N.B.—Other bright-coloured though wingless doves are

also said to be at times perverse. I have had friends to see my
Tumblers, and have been obliged to keep saj'ing, " If you_ had
but come yesterday they flew so much better." But it is so

through all animal creation. The dog that " begs " so well to

his mistress will not "beg" at all before strangers. The bull-

finch will not pipe when ordered for display. The child brought

in for exhibition grandly dressed ami ribboned has to be carried

out, the naughty boy, kicking and screaming. And Tumblers

are no exception to the rule. So on this fine day they would

not gather and go up all together, but scattered and wanted to

pitch, hence the fine sight of " the flight " in close pack and
wheeling regularly at a vast height was denied me ; but still, I

never saw individuals tumble better. No birds could be better

performers, neater clearer tumblers. Thus, seeing what as indi-

viduals they did do, I could well imagine what as a flight they

could do.

Having watched the birds and enjoyed their performance, I

am taken to see the remains of a Roman villa near. This was a

rare treat. The pavement having been discovered some years

ago, my friend's excellent father had carefully erected over it a

low building of which he keeps the key ; hence it is preserved

from the rain and snow, and also from those who would pocket

specimens. The pavement is in many places perfect in shape

aud also in colour ; and the legend of a part, Orpheus charming

the beasts, is easily recognised. I was shown, too, the remains

of the Roman baths, also in good and traceable condition. Then
on we wend through a winding woodland path to a keeper's

house ; then on and on where the pheasants in numbers ran or

flew near us, through woods looking on woods all autumn-tinted :

then back by a well-plantod glade with a brook sparkhng in

sight here and there, and crossed by a picturesque bridge ;
back

to inspect a kennel of harriers—right true hounds they are ; then

almost an equal number of fox terriers of every age from a day

upwards. But I had not yet seen all. I go and look at Rouen
Ducks of great length. One Duck really seemed as if she ought

to have an additional pair of legs. Then pigs of vast fattened

proportions. Then I stroll into garden and vinery, and try all I

can to photograph all I have seen on my mind—not a diflicult

process, for we easily remember what is very agreeable.

In conclusion, let me remark that a country life to be enjoyed
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presnpposes coTintry pleasures tinderstood and followed out. I
lately heard of one who had grown utterly tired of living in one
of the most charming houses and parks in England, and who
observed, " I am so dull. I look out on trees, and the only
difference is trees in sunshine and trees in rain, and therefore I

am going to live in London." Such is a pitiful case ; but, on
the other hand, a country family interesting themselves in

school and cottage, in garden, and stable, and kennel, in dove-
cote and all other country pleasures, at the same time fond of

reading and observing—the mind employed and the body em-
ployed. Oh ! what an enviable position such hold ! How much
more health-giving—health in its widest sense, reaching beyond
body to the mind—than one which those have to ocoupy who
are " in populous city pent."
A country gentlemen's life, and that, too, of his family, in

England, is the very picked life of all, embracing so many
possible pleasures and excluding so many unpleasant circum-
stances. Such, if I mistake not, so enjoyed, I was witness of

when I paid a visit to the home of my young friend " Someeset-
SHiBE Squihe."—"Wiltshire Eectok.

Cetst^il Paeace Show.—We understand the total number of

entries for the ensuing Show on the 17th-20th inst. amount
nearly to 3600, being an increase of about 400 on the preceding
year. The Dark Brahma class for pullets is the largest, the
entries here exceeding 100. In the Pigeons, Dragoons and
young Carriers take the lead.

MIDDLESBKOUGH CANABY AND BIED SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The Middlesbrough annual Show of Canaries and other birds
was held in the Odd Fellows' Hall, Middlesbrough, on October
31st and November 1st, and was a great success. There were
over eighty exhibitors and 352 entries.

Mr. T. Clarke, of Sunderland, officiated as Judge, and his
awards, as a rule, were correct—albeit, he did not please every-
one.

I

Belgians numbered seventeen in two classes. In Yellows, the
first prize was won by a really beautifully " ugly " specimen ; it

was generally admired and was fully deserving its position, and
was claimed at a good price. The other prizetakers had good
birds—in fact, the class was so good that the remainder were
very highly commended. Buffs occupied eleven pens, and they
were also a real good class, the honours being taken with fine

birds ; of the remainder, one-half were very highly commended
and the other highly commended, an evident proof of the
Judge's opinion of them.
lu Clear Norwich, Messrs. Bemrose & Orme took all the prizes

with their wonderfully rich-colom'ed birds ; in fact, they were
nnapproached, and the general opinion in the Show was that
they were bond-fide specimens. More than one fancier tried
his tests, but with no result so far as altering their colour.

In Even-marked Jonques the first prize was taken with a
nicely-marked bird which deserved its jjosition. In Even-
marked Buffs, the first, second, and third prizes were all won by
the same owners with nicely level-marked and good-shaped
specimens. In the Ticked classes the same owners were again
the largest prizetakers. There were some good birds in the
Crested Norwich classes, the fii'st-prizebird having an immense-
sized crest, although it had not the finish of the second bird.
Coppies were an average lot.

Lizards were a very good lot, and Messrs. "Watson & Ritchie
took all the prizes. The awards were about right except it be
in the Silver class, where, probably, Mr. Watsou ought to have
been placed higher, yet there was not much to choose either way,
as the prize and commended birds were all of high class. In
Cinnamons Messrs. Bemrose & Orme were again to the fore.

Mr. Adams ran them close, and fairly split the Derby Jonques
with an excellent bird. In Variegated Cinnamons, the first

was a very rich bird, though far from being so evenly marked as
the second.
The Yorkshire birds were a show in themselves, numbering

seventy-two in the Clear and Marked classes. There were some
magnificent birds among them, and the Manchester Coppy was
evidently predominent in most of the specimens. It would
appear that a Yorkshire bird cannot be too long if it is only
close in feather and free from the frill on the breast. These
classes were minutely inspected by the visitors, and generally
admired. The Yorkshire Greens were well represented, and
contained some fine specimens. One or two of the prizetakers
had their wing-coverlets edged with brown, which ought not to
be. In this class the awards were much criticised.

There were some nice birds in the Evenly-marked Mule class,
and the awards gave far from satisfaction. The first-prize bird
was much heavier marked on one wing than the other, and was
shown in very bad condition. The second-prize bird was gene-
rally considered worthy of the highest honours ; it is a nice sis-

marked bird. The third-prize bird was not eligible for a prize

at all, it not being an Evenly-marked bird, and having a cap, eye
and wing marks. Mr. Kawnsley showed a fine Mule that should
have been amongst the prizetakers. Dark Mules were a fair

lot, and the awards correct. Linnet Mules were one of the very
best classes ever seen in a show, and the prizetakers wonderfully
fine birds. Goldfinches were an average lot, and many birds

were far from being up in feather. Such a class of Brown
Linnets as was here is seldom seen, and the Judge must have
been a considerable time in separating them.
The Any other variety of British birds contained five Thrushes,

cue Missel Thrush, one Starling, one Chaflinch, one Bullfinch,

one Bramblefinch, and one Lark. In the Any other class of

Mules Mr. Hawman was first and second with a Clear Goldfinch
Mule and a nice Variegated Greenfinch and Canary Mule, a fair

Bullfinch and Goldfinch Mule being third. The Judge awarded
a goblet to the Clear Mule as being the most perfect specimen
in the Show.
The SeUing class had a large entry, and many birds were

claimed out of it. There were some very fine stuffed specimens
of the larger Hawks and Moor hen.

Belgian.—CZear or Marked Yellow.—\, J. Moorlioase, Little Horton. 2. J. N.
Harrison, Belner. 3, R. Robinson, Middlesbrougla. vhc, T. Cockcrton. Ulver-
stone; J. N. Harrison: W. Bradley, Ulverston. ClearorliIarkcdBuff.—\^3.
N. Harrison. 2, R. Hawman, Middlesbrongh. 3. VV. Crewdaon, Ulveraton.
vhc. R. Robinson (2): W. Buhner, Stockton; J. "W. Harrison. hc,\i, Jones,
Ulverston (-2) ; T. Cockerton ; W. Bradley.
Norwich.— C/t-rtr Jonque.—l, 2, and 3, Bemrose & Orme, Derby, he, J. Adams,

Coventry (-2). Clear Dttff.—l, v, and 3, Bemrose & Orme. he, Moore & 'Wyime,
Northampton (2).

^ouv.icii.—Evenly-marked Jonque.~\,3. Adams. 2, G. Cox, Northampton,
S and vhc. Bemrose & Orme. he. i. Greenfield. Stockton, c, G. Wilson, Crook.
Erenhj-ni'irked ijH^.—l, 2, and 3, Bemrose .i Orme. /tc, J.Adams; Martin and
Griffin, Northampton. C.J.Adams.
Norwich.— r(cfc<'d or Unevenly-marked Jonque.—l and 2, Bemrose & Orme.

8, J. Adams, he, 3. Devanev, Ivnaresborou^h; T. Cockerton. TiekedorUU'
ercnhi-marked Bnff.—l and "2, Bemrose & Orme. 3 and vhc, J. Adams, he, T.
Cockerton ; B. W. Castelow, Sunderland.
Norwich.-CrcsteJ.-l. Martin & Griffin. 2, R. Hawman. Middlesbrough.

3, J. Goode, Leicester, vhe, Bemrose & Orme. he, J. Devaney ; Bemrose and
Orme; J. Garbutt. Great BrouEbton. Copvy Crest—I, \V. Bulmer. 2, W.
Button, Baildon, S, L. Belk, Dewsbury. pftc, W. Cotton, Middlesbrough (2)

;

J. Stevens, Middlesbrouph.
Lizard.—GoWfii-sj)(inijic(i.—land 3, W. Watson, Darlington. 2, E. Ritchie,

Darlinffton. !'/;c. J. N. Harrison ; K. Ritchie, he, J. McNeal. Marske. Silver-

spnnriled.—l and 2. R. Ritchie. 8, W. Watson, vhc, J. Stevens ; W. Watson

;

J. Goode. he. L. Belk.
Lizard.-Go;</ or silcer-?pan(iled,vuth Broken Cnp.—1. 2. and 3. R. Ritchie.

rlic, W. Watson (21 : W. W. tllerton. Darlington, he, Z. Howe, Middlesbrongh

;

J. FairclouKh, Middlesbrough ; J. Taylor, Middlesbrough.
Cinnamon.—JoHqwe.—l and 3, Bemrose & Orme. 2. J. Adams. I'/ic, E. Winter,

Guisborough; J. Taylor: Moore&Wjnne. /ic. W. W. Johnson. £u^.—l, Bern-
rose & Orme. 2 and 3, J. Adams, he, C. Holt, South Stockton.

Variegated Cinnamon.— 1>//oui or Bnff.—\, Bemrose & Orme. 2, L. Belk.

3, R. Robinson, vhc, 3. Adams ; J. Stevens, he. 3. Fryer, South Stockton.
Yorkshire.—Clear I'dioir.-1 and 3, W. Hutton. 2, C. Holdsworth. Harro.

gate, vhc, W. Howard. Harrogate : 3. Robaon, Eedlington : L. Belk ; J. Row-
Land, Skelton: T. Tenniswood. Middlesbrough : T. Irons, Northampton, he, J.

Moorhouse. Cirar Bii#— 1. J. Mooihouse. 2, J. Fawcelt. 3. W. Bulmer. rftc, G.

Hudson, South Stockton (2); W. Bulmer; J. Fawcett; J. Garbutt (2); J.Moor-
house. Til.
Yorkshire.—Z;i'fH^/-»mrA:tT(i Yellow.—1, 3. Stevens. 2, P. Rawnsley, Leaget

Green, Bradford. 3, J. Moorhouse. I'hc, L. Belk. Evenhj-marked Bnff.—\, P.

Rawnsley. 2. J. Moorhouse. 3, L. Belk. v/ic, M. Burton, Middlesbrough ; T.
Tenniswood: P. Rawnsley.
Yorkshire.— Tict'-'i or Unevenly-marked Yellow or Buff.—WW. Bulmer. 2,

J. Garbutt. 3. J. Stevens, vhe, G. Johnson; J. Rowland, he, 3. Fryer; J.

Baston, Bradford, c. H. Croasdale, Ulverston.
Canary.— Ciivir Green.—1, 3. Spence, South Shields. 2. J. Rowland. 3. E.

Winter, vhc, R. & 3. Williams, Guisborough. lie, K. Hawman ; M. Jackson,
Guisborough ; R, Robinson.
Goldfinch Mi:LE.—I?refiZv.jn(irfc('(7.—l, J. Moorhouse. 2, R. Hawman. 3, J.

Spence. n/ic, P. Rawnsley ; Moore & Wynne. /ic.W Lister, Malton. Dark—
1, C. Holt. 2, W. Lister. 3, W. & C. Bmniston, Middlesbrough, vhc, M.
Burton ; J. Stevens : G. Cox. he, W. Hutton ; J. Goode.
Linnet Mule.— rari('(?rt/('^f —1 and 3, J. Spence. 2, J. Stevens, vhc, W.

Hutton: P. Rawnsley. /ic, T. Nowell, Baildon.
Any other Class op Mules.-1 and 2, R. Hawman (Clear Goldfinch Mule,

and Greenfinch and Canary Mule). 3. W. Hutton.
Goldfinch Moulted.— 1. W. Hutton. 2, J. N. Harrison. 3, R. Wilson.

vhc, R.Pearson. he,V^. Lister; R. Addison; P. Henrici, Middlesbrough; T.

Tenniswood; P. Rawnsley .

Linnet Moulted.—Brou-ii.-l, J. N. Harrison. 2, W. & C. Burniston. 3, K.

Douthwaite. vhc. Z. Howe ; W. Carrick (2) ; W. & C. Burniston ; T. Young ; J.

Stevens, he, E. Fr.inks.
Any other Variety of British Birds.-1, 3: Fairclongh. 2, J. T. Harrison.

3, W. &C. Burniston. vhc, C. Holdsworth. he, W. Lister; R. Pearson; W.
Iddison, Darlington, e, R. Pearson.
Selling Class.— 1, M. Burton. 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3. J. Stevens, vht,

Bemrose & Orme ; W. Iddison ; G. Cox. he, T. Jobling, Middlesbrough ; G. Cox.

Judge.—Mr. Thomas Clark. Sunderland.

Speciai, Class foe Blue Cabbieks at the CAjrBEiBGE Snow.
—I have to acknowledge the following subscriptions towards the

above class at the forthcoming Show ;—Mr. W. G. Hammock,
10s. Ijd. ; Mr. E. Cave, 10s. Gd. ; Mr. K. Fulton, 10s. 6d. I will

give 10s. Gd. myself, and shall be glad to receive any further dona-

tions towards the same object.—F. W. Metcalfe, Hon. Sec.

_ WHAT IS HONEY ?—FEEDING BEES.
" Mr. Pettioeew is a great authority in practical bee-manage-
ment—few more so, and right gladly do we welcome his com-
munications to our Journal. His recent advice on the subject

of feeding bees was admirable; and very ingenious are his

various methods of utilising empty comb and inducing bees to

enter supers, with which he is now favouring us ; but—I regret

this " but " exceedingly—I cannot endorse his notions on the
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Bubject of honey. I wonder how many of your apiarian readers
ever heard before of this singular theory about the " re-swallow-

ing "of the "sweet juice of flowers" by bees preparatory to

their disgorging it into the cells after its conversion into honey
in their stomachs. Still, its novelty would not prove it to be
erroneous if it were only supported by sufficient evidence. But
where is the evidence ? In the case of butter and cream we
should hardly believe that the one could come out of the other,

even on *' the evidence of our senses," were it not that we see

the result of the milkmaid's churning continually reproduced,
and there lies the proof. It is not the fact that here is butter
and there is cream, as we see plainly enough, which convinces
ns that butter is the issue of cream. Now, will Mr. Tettigrew
tell us that he has witnessed beyond the possibility of mistake
the process of re-swallowing and disgorgiug of which he speaks
with so much confidence, at least so as to produce the honey?

I have had as much experience as most people in the taking
and tasting of honey at all times of the year from April to

November. I have tasted the honey in the open cells which
has been fresh-gathered during that interval from the early

flowers of our gardens, including our bush fruits, and from all

the fruits and flowers of summer and autumn, even to the
honey which at times the bees gather in large quantities from
the ivy blossoms at this time of year. I know the flavour of

each so well that I could pretty nearly tell from what flowers

such and such honey was gathered, even with eyes closed, but
I have never seen reason to doubt that what the bees collected

in any given day, or at any given hour of the day, was honey

—

neither more nor less—and that honey is the sweet juice of the
flowers. At the same time I am well aware that this sweet
juice of the flowers—honey as I beUeve it to be—varies greatly

in consistency and quality, not merely as it is gathered from
different flowers, but according to the state of the season and
of the weather. It is in its prime of quality and flavour in

May and June, richer, thicker, with more of saccharine and
vinous matter than it possesses either earlier or later in the
year. In July and Auijust it differa greatly, and is poorer, with
more acidity, and rarely keeps well. But, indeed, some years
honey will not keep at all ; even that which, according to Mr.
Pettigrew's theory, has been re-swallowed and disgorged, is

scarcely eatable. The honey of this year, for instance, is in

many places of very indifferent quality. As to the test which
Mr. Pettigrew proposes, I should certainly like to see it tried

;

perhaps next year it may be tried by several of our friends. I
am confident, however, that it will prove altogether delusive,

I mean as to the change into honey.
One word in reply to Mr. Pettigrew's correction of my state-

ment of incredulity as to bees having " a power of sweetening
honey from some source of sweetness inherent in themselves."
I gathered that he believed in the existence of something of the
kind from the language employed in his former paper, as where
he writes, " On being swallowed a second time it undergoes a
chemical change—a sweetening and thickening process." And
now to another matter.
The bottle-feeder I have found inadequate this year to the

exigencies of my apiary. It is too slow in its action where
such extensive feeding is required as this season is necessary;
I have therefore supplemented its action (as in fact I did also

last year) by feeding in supers inverted at the tops of the hives,

and so arranged that the holes shall coincide. These supers are
filled with large pieces of empty comb, so carefully arranged as to

allow of the layers of comb being piled one on the top of another
by the aid of sapports of wood or comb. These are filled with
the syrup gently poured in so as equally to occupy the cells.

Care must be taken that the combs are flat and on the level,

otherwise much of the food will pour off them and be wasted,
if it run out through the hole or holes at the bottom. From
3 to 5 lbs. of food can thus be given at one time, which will be
taken down in one or two days, according to the warmth of the
weather and the strength of the hive.

I have tried another plan with great success for feeding stocks
in wood or straw hives, round or square, and of any size as the
case may be. The same arrangements of comb are made in an
inverted box which has no holes at bottom. A sufficiently

large board is placed over it, with a large oblong hole at one
side, 80 placed over the box that the bees can run up and down
continuously from their own hive to the food below. The hives
are placed at the top of it. Should the feeding-box be of the
same size as the hive itself the board can be dispensed with,
and the bees will carry-up the food all the quicker. If all holes
are carefully stopped so as to prevent the egress of the bees,
the hives may be brought into the house and placed at night in
a warm kitchen. In tins way feeding cau take place with ad-
vantage even in coldish weather. Let all bear in mind that
good honey seasons are sure to come ; therefore it is worth
while to save all hives of moderate strength by careful feeding,

which can be done up to December and even later,—B. & W.

ing caused by these may be immediately assuaged by the appli-
cation of lime-water—a remedy which may always be prepared
at once by the aid of a little quicklime and a glass of water.

—

(Union Medicale.)

THE HONEY SEASON.
HA^^NO read the letter of " A. T. W." in your Journal of the

ICth ult. respecting the scarcity of honey this season, and the
probable prejudice likely to ensue against the use of supers and
improved hives of modern invention, allow me to offer a little

encouragement by the following statement.
Last year I began bee-keeping, and used Taylor's cottage hive,

with glass super made by Lee, of Windlesham, Bagshot. I

hived my swarm on June 4th, 1872, put on my super the '2ith,

and took it off October 30th containing 18 lbs. of honey. From
the hive I have this year had three swarms, which I placed in

the same sort of hives ; these, with two other similar stock hives,

are filled with honey, and on one I had a super, which I have
taken, containing 1(3 lbs. of honey. In one other super, in which
no honey is stored, the wax is neither brittle nor crisp, and will

fetch a good price.

I trust this may induce apiarians to patronise this humane
system of bee-keeping, and though some failures may arise to

the " busy bee," let us with them learn the lesson they never
forget

—

Nil desperandum.—M. W., Mozcl Manor, Jersei/

.

Cleaning Bibd-fountains.—I saw in your paper the other
day an article on cleaning bird-fountains with soil. I find that

there is nothing better than some shot put in the fountain with
hot water and well shaken to take the green off. I use the same
shot as is used for cleaning wine-bottles.—Q. H. B.

WARNING.

LtME-WATER IS Stisos OP Bees OR Wasps.—M. Dauvemo
states as the result of uomerous trials, that the pain and suiler-

Im our last nnmber we inquired if any of our readers in the
eastern coimties had been cheated by cloth sold to them by a
Scotch pedlar. "We had heard that he had so cheated some
gardeners, pretending that he had garden net to sell, which he
had not with him, but luring them to purchase the cloth which
was in his pack. Our inquiry has induced the following :

—

In answer to your inquiry about a Scotchman " selling cloth

that proves useless," I beg to say that I was visiting at a house
near Norwich in November last year, when one morning my good
hostess received "an important announcement!" "extraordi-

nary sacrifice of sUks !
" &c., " owing to the late war in France."

Patterns were enclosed, and the ladies of the party were in rap-

tures at the texture, the gloss, the everything about them, and
especially the cheapness. I believe my wife, who is of a deeply

sympathetic nature, almost shed tears at the terrible sacrifice

of the poor trader. Beautiful silk dresses, " such loves ! would
almost stand by themselves," of 1.5 yards for about Jtl a-piece.

Suffice it to say my wife determined at once on eight of them,
and our liberal-minded hostess on six, for various daughters

or daughters-in-law. Well, whilst the ladies were congratulating

themselves on their good fortune, and I was trembhug in my
shoes at what I deemed this unlucky contrtlemps, we beheld a

big burly-looking man come up to the front door. Presently he
was announced as the very individual who was so self-sacrificing.

He brought very large bundles with him, and I felt it was all

up with me, and that I had better produce my cheque-book like

a man. He very politely said that he had not got the silks with
him, for thSre was such an extraordinary demand for them that

he had sold all he had in his trap, but that we should liave the

ordered goods in a day or two. He then produced some pat-

terns of Brussels carpet, and said he was enabled to let us have
this at 9d. a-yard. My sympathising wife whispered mournfully
to me that our large drawing-room carpet was getting shabby ;

that the present one could go to the smaller drawing-room, and
that to a bedroom, and so on, Uke those unfortunate people who
have large families, and when the elder boys are refitted, their

nether garments descend to the smaller fry. Our hostess's old

servant here reminded her that their carpet was getting shabby
also ; and as old servants invariably get their own way, another

was ordered. I believe the subject of curtains was mooted, but

at this point I was getting faint and clammy, and so I daresay

lost much; for it was drawing to the end of the year, audi
had not a large balance at my bankers. Whether the poor,

unhappy, self-sacrificing trader noticed my sad condition I do

not know, but he certainly ran to the rescue, l)y throwing into

my arms most unexpectedly a huge bale of cloth, saying he

would let me have it for—I think, but am not sure, though I

have his receipt—£2 123. I was very helpless—I am a small

man—and I stood with my arms outstretched, overwhelmed with

this great quantity of cloth, vainly protesting that I had so many
clothes I did not know what to do with them. Again I was
silenced, not only by my wife's " My dear, you know black always

comes in useful"—but by the man heaping another bale of

equally large size upon my devoted head, saying, " I give you
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this in." I do not know -whether you are a married man ; but of
course the bargain was concluded, the man was paid. I remon-
strated, and said I would pay him for the goods altogether ; but
his saying, *' We always make up our accounts every day, sir,

and you shall be sure to have the things on Friday;" and
another look from some one, made me relent and give him the
cheque. Suffice it to say, we never saw the silks or the carpet,
and the cloth has proved the veriest old shoddy that ever came
from Gloucestershire.—Yours faithfully, X. Y. Z.

Preventing Rust in Iron.—The following mixture is stated
to be an excellent brown coating for protecting iron and steel
from rust. Dissolve two parts crystallised chloride of iron, two
parts chloride of antimony, and one part tannin, in four parts
water, and apply with a sponge or rag, and let dry. Then another
coat of the paint is applied, and again anotlier, if necessary, until
the colour becomes as dark as desired. When dry it is washed
with water, allowed to dry again, and the surface polished with
boiled liuseed oil. The chloride of antimony must be as nearly
neutral as possible,

—

[English Mechanic.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
OxJORD Show {Blackhird).~\ou will see 'Oiir report, and we think that

renders forthor comment needless. Your remarks will always be acceptable.

Wright's Illustrated Poultrv Book [Rfv. H. F.].—'We are informed
that Mr, Wright's Poultry Book will be published in volumes from this month,
but that the issue in monthly parts will not be completed till February, and
that cases for binding will then be provided, and duly advertised on the
wrapper.

Bantams at Bristol Snow.—I should like to ask some one connected
with this Show to state whether it is by oversight or design that all Bantams
except Game, Black, ^V^lite, and Sebright s are ignored in the schedule? I
have no personal interest in the matter, not bein:; a Bantam breeder ; but as
such a decision leaves no place for the beautiful -Japanese Bantam, the Pekin,
Nankin, White-booted, and others, which surely would fairly till a class, I
think it well to make the inquiry while there is still time to remedy the
omission if desired.—L. Wright.
Partridge Cochin's Plhmage (T. S.).—We have no hesitation in giving

a deci^-ion in favour of No. 2. The feather enclosed is exactly the colour the
breast should be, whereas that from No. 1 has the tinge so much complained
of by judges. No. 1 is pencilled, but No. 2 is not. The latter would be better
if it were pencilled.

Ducks Breeding (J. C.).—Ducks require water in the breeding season.
They do perfectly well without it at any other time. The Aylesburrs are the
best layers, but they do not sit. The Rouens come next, and "then the
Buenos Ayreau ; these last lay and sit well; they are also hardy. Your
Light Brahmas will not lay before December, and that will depend somewhat
on the weather. When you speak of a shade of buff, do you mean a decided
buff, or merely a faint cream ? If they have any buff feathers, get rid of
them. If they have only cream colour, keep them ; they will likely moult out
of it.

Hens Picking their Mate {,Xantippe).~ATe you sure the hens eat the
cock because they dislike him ? It may be their way of showing love, or it
mav be that, like the husband of two wives in the fable, the ladies do not
agree as to the caudal appendage of their lord and master. Let it be as it

may, we know from experience what an abominable prupensity it is, and how
hard it is to get rid of it. We have never known it to be continued after the
fowls were turned out; but as we are by no means sure the cock objects to the
operation, we advise you to try one of any breed. As your hens are cross-
bred, you can do so with impunity. We have suffered much from this
same complaint. Ldst summer we had a pen of Spanish, cock and eight
hens. After a time they began to eat each other's feathers. At last only the
wing and tail feathers were left. No one ever saw such a lot of hideous scare-
crows. We s^eut them to the back slums, where they are barely sheltered
from the weather, but have a tolerably good run. We asked after them from
time to time, and the answer always was, "They are going on nicely." We
saw them yesterday; the hens have moulted beautifully, so has the cock,
only he has no sign of a tail; he is to all appearance a Rumpkin. We are
seeking a cock of small value to try with these cannibals. We ehall then
shut this bird up till his tail is fully grown, and try whether they have for-
gotten the propensity. There is no cure for it that we are aware of. We
should advise you to try a Game cock. He will not be particular who he hits,
whether male or female, and his ideas of pleasure are likely to differ from
those of his more placid and patient predecessor. Take your bird from the
hens and let them run alone. Turn him among them every morning for half
an hour before they are let out. Watch him and them. It is very likely
there is only one offender. If it be so, take her away, and then let him run
with the hens.

What Pigeons to Keep {E. B.).—Ae yon want Pigeons for the table
and also to please the eye, we say. Do not keep what are called most improperly
"Blue Rocks," but are really Dove-house Pigeons, the true Blue Rock being
a very scarce burd. Buy at any Pigeon shop a few pairs of variously-coloured
Dragoons, called vulgarly Dragons. They are cheap, are capital breeders, and
all you want, as they are good-looking birds as well. Get some one who
understands the matter to fit up your Pigeon house with nest-places. If you
send us particulars as to what sort of a house it is, we shall be pleased to give
you full information.

Pigeon Dhopping his Wing (C. 3/:).—Feel beyond the quill of the wing
featherw, and it there is a hot lump your bird has wing disease; if so, pluck
the flight feathers out, and when they grow he will most probably be well.
If no lump or thickening, he is ill from moulting, and. perhaps, is a very old
bird and will die. Move him into a warm place, and give hempseed with his
food.

Various (A Suhscriber, G. L.l.—Your stocks weighing 35 lbs. each are not
too heavy, though a few pounds less will keep the bees till spring. There U
no better bar-frame hive than the Woodbury, but we cannot mj that red
cedar is the best kind of wood to make them of. Bees have no aversion to
ziuc feeders.

Deficiescv of Honey (An Old Bee-keejier, Ecnt].~lt is owing to the pas':
season having been so unfavourable for bees that the cottagers around you
have so little honey to take now. You yourself have been comparatively suc-
cessful ia realising sLx-tenths of your usual quantity.

Deficiency of Bees (Wt-m).—" ^Vhat has become of the working bees
which are so greatly reduced in numbers ? " We have to say that the bees
stopped breeding this year a month sooner than they usually do. and doubt-
less the storms of wind and rain which they had so often to contend against
brought many of them to the ground, where they were chilled to death. The
death-rate amongst bees has been uncommunly heavy this year, and the birth-
rate has been unusually small. Good coverings against frost and rain will be
needed to preserve weak stocks. If your stocks are in a bee-house cover them
well round with some soft dry hay or other warm material ; if not in a house,
cover them well with hay, and over all a good thatch of straw. This is of far
more importance than the aspect in whicli they may stand, for we have found
no advantage in one aspect over another.

Killing and Preserving Insects (A Siihscriher).—The question ia an
extensive one. Various details in reply would be found in Green's "Insect-
hunter's Companion," and Knagg's " Lepidopterist's Guide ;

" but the subject
to answer fully would require more'space than we can afford at present.

Softening Skins.— "-4. E." wishes to be told how to soften the skins of
small animals after they have been cured with alum to keep the fur on them*
We shall be obliged by a reply from some of our readers.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat.51°32^4Q"N. ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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iutroduction of spring gardening that ths taste for cultivat-

ing these flowers has been resuscitated, and the important
addition thay make to the decoration of our gardens at that

early season is likely to cause them to be again one of the
most popular of the hardy decorative plants. We know of no
flowers which keep up for so long a period such a mass and
variety of striking colours. They may furnish either beds of

distinct colours, or be used iu an almost endless variety to

produce whatever effects may be desired ; while their hardi-

ness and facility of propagation give no anxiety as to their

cultivation, as is the case

with most plants which
are used for bedding pur-

poses.

It is well known that

there are varieties of the

Polyanthus which are

grown by florists as prize

flowers, but of these we
do not intend to treat,

our observations will be
confined alone to the
hardy border varieties.

In the wild state there

is a considerable differ-

ence between a Primrose,

a Cowslip, and an Oxlip,

and botanists have re-

cognised this by calling

them severally Primula
acaulis, Primula veris,

and Primula elatior.

The Primrose is at

once distinguished by
the flower-stalks being
one-fiowered, and issu-

ing direct from the root-

stock in the bosom of the
leaves. The corolla is

large and flat, the tube
of the calyx cylindrical,

and the blade of the leaf

tajieriug into the winged
footstalks.

The Cowslip bears its

flowers in an umbel
which is on the top of

a tall scape, and they
are small, concave, and
sweet-scented, with an
inflated calyx. The blade
of the leaf terminates
abruptly, and the leaf-

stalks are not winged.
The Oxlip is perfectly

distinct from either a
Primrose or a Cowslip,
and may be said to be in-

termediate between the
two. It has a tall hairy
stem like the Cowslip,
bearing a many-flowered
umbel of drooping flow-

ers, which become erect

when in bloom. The co-

rolla is large and flatter

than in the Cowslip, the lobes are deeply notched, and there
are five deep yellow spots round the throat. The calyx is
cylindrical, with sharp acuminate segments. The blades of
the leaves are like those of the Cowslip, with the winged
petiole of the Primrose.
These three forms are the parents of the garden flowers

known as Primroses, Polyanthus, and Oxlips, which may
be

_
taken as the primary divisions ; but these are again

divided into the various forms known as IIose-in-Hose,
Pantaloons, and Galligaskins.

I.—THE PEIMEOSE.
In a state of nature the Primrose is not subject to any great

variation. It is only iu the size and form of its flowers that
this is most observable. In the Weald of Sussex, where it

grows in great profusion and luxuriance, I have had every

opportunity of observing the variations to which it is liabl
and I have remarked that there are the earlier and the later-

varieties, causing two blooming periods. The first, which com-
mences iu the beginning of March, and is sparing in com-
parison with the second, producing flowers which are generally
small, have nothing remarkable in their appearance; but in

j

the second season, which begins about three weeks or a month
I
later, we have the full flush of the Primrose bloom, and then
we find flowers of all sizes and forms, some perfectly round
and of the diameter of a half-crown piece, others with six

instead of five lobes in
the corolla, some with
fringed corollas, and I
have seen them with the
limb of the corolla nearly
abortive. But the varia-
tion in colour is very
rare. I have found in
my fields a pure white
with a large round flower,
a deep red, a brick-colour
flower, and a puce, but
these occur very seldom

;

and I have never seen a
wild one which throws
its flowers on a scape like

the Cowslip, although it

is mentioned by authors,
and I every year raise
them from seed among
my Polyanthus, The two
periods of blooming are
observable iu the culti-

vated varieties as well as
in the wild ones. Almost
as soon as winter has dis-

appeared, and even be-
fore if it should be a
mild one, some of the
early varieties already
make the flower borders
gay. The Single Paper
U'hite and the Single
Lilac bloom very early,

and are quite past when
the great mass of other
sorts are coming in. The
Double Sulphur is also
a very early and free

bloomer, and there are
two varieties of Double
White, one of which
blooms earlier than the
other.

We do not obtain from
the Primrose in a state

of cultivation so great
a variety of colour as we
do of the Polyanthus.
Primroses are always, or
nearly always, self-co-

loured with the excep-
tion of the eye, which is

always present.

The trae Primrose
varies in colour of all

shades from white to dark maroon. But although the colours

are less varied than in the Polyanthus, the varieties of double
Primrose are much more numerous. I have in my coUectiou

Double White, two varieties ; Double Yellow, Double Sulphur,
Double Lilac, Double Crimson, Double Red, Double Purple, and
Double Purple with silver fringe. The varieties in form of the

Primrose are so far as I know Pantaloons and GaUigaskins,

but I have never seen a true Hose-in-Hose Primrose.

THE OXLIP.

Although this is not a common plant I have found several in

hedgerows on my property, varying in colour from sulphur to

a more decided yellow, and Uke the Primroses and Cowslips,

some with thrnm and some with pin eyes. I have cultivated

it for several years, and never succeeded iu obtaining any great

variation. The only distinct varieties I possess are of the

Hose-in-Hose.
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Hose-in-Hose form, a dark crimson, and two i5n6 yellows, one
being the " Proliferous Oxlip '' of old authors with a thrum
eye, and the other pin-eyed. My opinion is, that the Oxlip ia a
true hybrid between the Primrose and the Cowslip. Wherever I

have found it wild has been where CowsUps abound, and it

also blooms at the same time as they do. The idea that it is

a trne hybrid is also supported by the fact that it seeds very
indifferently, being all but sterile, and when I have found
seeds they have been almost entirely barren.

THE P0LTA^'THD3.

When the Primrose and Cowslip are brought into cultivation

and successive generations of them are raised from seed and
grown in near proximity, they develope into a form we call

Polyanthus, which partakes so much of the characteristics of

both the Primrose and Cowslip, that it is dilHcult if not im-
possible to say whether it has come from the one or from
the other. I have found in a seed bed of Polyanthus every
gradation of form and colour, from the common yellow Prim-
rose and common Cowslip to the most highly-developed Poly-
anthus—so much so, thiit it is impossible to say where the
former terminates and the other begins.

I am inclined to think that the Polyanthus comes originally

from the Cowslip, for if seed be sown a veiy large proportion
of the plants when they bloom prove to be the common Cow-
sUp in various stages of development towards the Polyanthus,
and very rarely is it that a true Primi-ose occurs. Among the
many thousands I have raised there has never been an Oxlip
among them. Those which have large flat corollas and a
cylindrical calyx-tube partake most of the character of the
Primrose, and may have been produced by it having impreg-
nated the CowsUp. On the other hand, there are those plants
which are Primroses in the early part of the season throwing
np their one-flowered stalks, and then later on pushing up a
stoat scape bearing a bunch of one-flowered pedimcles, and
becoming a Polyanthus. This may be due to the Primrose
being fertilised by the Cowslip.

-Mthough Polyanthus seeds produce so large a proportion of

Cowslips and so few Primroses, the Polyanthus has more of
the character of the Primrose than of the Cowslip. The large
decnrrent leaf-blade, the cylindrical calyx-tube with deep acu-
minate teeth as long as the tube of the corolla, and the large

flat limb of the corolla, are all evidence of this. It is singular
that a Polyanthus is never seen with an inflated calyx like the
Cowslip.

The varieties of the Polyanthus are endless as regards colour,
but in form we have not so great variation as in the Primrose.
As yet we have but two that are double— the old Double
Purple, and the Belgian variety called Arthur De Smet, purple,
with a yellow fringe. I have some very large yellows and also

a magenta-coloured one which show a tendency to become
semi-double, but as yet I have not seen any that are perfectly
so except the two mentioned above. There are several take
the Galligaskin and Pantaloon forms, but I do not know of

any that are Hose-in-Hose.

HOSE-IH-HOSE.

The Hose-in-Hose are all Cowslips or Oxlips, tho calyx of
which has become an exact-coloured /ae-simi/c of the corolla,

and has the appearance of one flower being inserted in the
tube of another. Hence they are called Hose-in-Hose, a very
old name, having been used so long ago as by Parkinson, who
Uved in Shakespere's time.
My original plants of Hose-in-Hose I got from Mr. Webb, of

Calcot, near Beading, a gentleman well known as a great cul-
tivator of the Polyanthus, the Primrose, and the Cowslip, and
who very kindly presented me with all the varieties of Hose-
in-Hose in hia collection. These were yellow of various shades,
brownish red, and dark red. Since then I have by careful
crossing succeeded in raising a great variety with much larger
flowers, and embracing a great range of colour from pale
lemoti to deep yellow, and from pale brick to the richest
maroon. Last year I raised a very lino variety of Hose-ui-
Hose, produced by a cross from one of the large-flowered
Polyanthus, as the corolla is of unusually large size, and the
calyx equally so.

There is a very fine variety of this form which comes from
the Oxhp. It has a large sulphur-coloured corolla, and blooms
in great profusion, forming a charming spring bed. Of this I

have tho thrum and pin-eyed forms. These are all I have
ever seen in this country ; bat last spring when I was in

Brussels, I found in the flower market there a fine rosy lilac,

which makes a pleasing variety.

—

Philanthos.

(To be continaed.)

EEROES IN EXHIBITING FLOWERS.
I Ai,w.\.YS notice that more persons are interested in the

matter of Eoses than any other subject touched upon in your
pages, and, with many others, I was much pleased with the
communications of Mr. W. Farren and "D. D.,"of Makerston.

It is high time, especially in country exhibitions, that a
stop be put to some of the practices Mr. Farren alludes to,

particularly, I may say, those of putting duplicates into a stand
and of adding leaves. It is not merely in Eoses that duph-
cates come to the fore ; but in stands of Verbenas, Dahlias,
Hollyhocks, and other florists' flowers, where dissimilar blooms
are to be shown, it is the most common thing possible for
duplicates to be put in with the hopes of their escaping the
judge's eye; and, what, perhaps, is worse, the practice has
become in some places so common that judges do not disqualify
because they cannot find any stands that are free from the
dishonesty. What I complain of most is, that by this practice
honest exhibitors are often excluded from their proper place
in the prize list. For instance, one exhibitor has ten varieties

of Verbenas, and makes up his stand of twelve by addijag two
duplicates of his best sorts ; another exhibitor shows twelve,
but has to put in two inferior varieties to make up the number.
Other exhibitors, again, do not show in the higher numbers
because they find they are short of one or more varieties to

make-up their stand, while the dishonest exhibitor steps in
without any qualms of conscience, and carries off the prize
by means of duplicates, which the other would not contend
for. As regards the addition of leaves, I think it ought to be
more definitely stated in the schedules, and the committee
should ask the judges to be particular in seeing the rules

carried out. In many cases the schedule says, " Buds and
leaves allowed," and country exhibitors think this means that
additional leaves may be tied on. At one show, I remember,
this year where I was judging, my co-adjudicator and I started

with the full intention of disqualifying every stand whtre leaves

were added, and it ended by our disqualifying none, because
we could not find a single stand in which it was not more or
less done.
With regard, however, to duplicates, borrowing blooms, and

other dishonest practices, the authorities at flower shows can-
not be too particular in doing all they can to put a stop to

them. Shows are too often looked upon as the means of

putting money into the pockets of exhibitors rather than for

what they ought to be intended, the encouragement of horti-

culture and the spread of horticultural knowledge ; and with
the idea of what is called obviating unpleasantness, dishonest
practices are winked at. I have known gardeners exchange
plants, one gardener lending one or more oruameutal-foliaged
plants in exchange for blooming plants, and vice versa, in
order to help each other to win the premier prizes, and
divide the spoUs afterwards. I have also known nurserymen
buy plants at one show and tako them to another show the
next day or next week, and exhibit them as their own grow-
ing. However, the subject of dishonesty at shows opens out
too wide a field for discussion, but it is one which requires to

be taken in hand by all horticultural societies.

I am very glad that " D. D." has called attention to striking

Briar stocks from cuttings ; this does away with one of the
greatest evUa of which I complained in my notes on the
Manetti. I am also glad to hear from Mr. Farren that the
Manetti has succeeded in the stronger soils of his garden as

well as tho lighter, and I fully agree with him that much in-

jury is often done from overfeeding the Manetti stock in its

infancy. It is not a wise plan to apply all the manure to a
bed when first planting, but good food should be added as the
plants acquire strength.—C. P. Peach.

HYBRID AGAVE.
.\mongst the numerous results of hybridisation which from

time to time crop up, few are more singular and interesting

than one which recently came under my notice, obtained by
Mr. Taylor, of Highgate, so long and so well known in con-
nection with the famous collection of Cycads at Lauderdale
House, the property of J. Yates, Esq. It appears that some
time previous to the death of Mr. Yates a very fine plant of

Agave geminiHora produced a flower-spike. The flowers of
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this plant were impregnated with pollen frcm A^ave deusiflora,
then blooming in a neighbouring collection. The result from
this cross is a plant with somewhat narrow leaves, entirely
destitute of spines saving at the apex, but profusely orna-
mented with long, broad, filTery-white filaments, and the
edges have a continuous white marginal border; indeed,
saving in the somewhat narrower leaves, these hybrids re-

semble the plant known in our collections as Agave Sohidigera,
and it therefore becomes a question whether the last-named
kind has been obtained by this same cross at a former period,
instead of being introduced from Mexico, as is generally sup-
posed. The plants, I understand, will be exhibited at the
next meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, when those
interested in this tribe of plants will be able to inspect them.—ExpEETO Ckede.

EXHIBITING EOSES NOT GROWN BY THE
EXHIBITOR—BRIAR STOCKS.

TouB impression of October .30th was of a character to
gladden the heart of every rosarian. Not only " More about
Koses," but " Much More about Eoses," and by very able
pens ; and, in this mouth of all others, especially welcome.
Even Sombreuil, that most persistent of all autumnals, has at
last given over blooming ; and Koses must be talked about, for
they can no longer be gathered. There is a negative character
in general about November. Some of your leaders will re-

member Hood's famous lines. Por those who do not I will

venture to quote them. It is the experience of a Londoner,
but almost of others.

" No sun, no moon,
No moi-n, no noon.

No dawn, no dark, no proper time of day;
No sky, no earthly view,
No distance looking blue ;

No road, no street, no t'other side the way.
No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no bees,
No fiuits, no flowers, no leaves, no buds on trees.

November."'

Like Mr. Farren, I am tempted to ask you to let me say my
say ; and first about exhibitions. I imagine all your readers
will endorse what he says most emphaticaUy. It is incon-
ceivable to me how anyone with any self-respect can conde-
scend to contend, much more to take a prize, with a flower in
his box that does not fairly belong to him ; but I incline to
hope that the practices Mr. Farren alludes to are comparatively
rare. I have been on the committee of two Rose associations
for the last seven years, and I do not recall any flagrant case
of the kind; and certainly we should have made "things"
very " unpleasant " if we had met with such. Wo have had
to make our rules more stringent to meet exceptional cases,
but the new rules have always been readily accepted. I have
been told that it is considered quite fair to get flowers anywhere
for a table decoration, though even to this allowance I have
always demurred.

I most heartily hope the Crystal Palace authorities read
" onr Journal." I also, like Mr. Farren, fasted from 7 to 1 p u.
on the morning of the last Rose Show. In answer to some
anxious inquiries I was told I could have spirits, but nothing
else ; and breakfast deferred added to hope deferred on such
occasions is really trying.

May I venture to remark further that " D. D.," of Kelso,
makes a most valuable suggestion '? There are good, bad, and
indifferent among Briar stems, and the latter two iiredominate.
It is quite time that our nurserymen turned their attention to
finding out the best kind of Briar and also to propagating it.

Seedling Briars are not very easy to obtain. I sowed a large
number of Briar seeds last year with the poorest possible
results. Seedling Biiars maybe the coming stock, but I think
it will be very long before they oust those of the hedges. A
well-rooted two or three-year-old Briar will give a branch to
bud on that cannot easily be equalled. As to Briar versus
Manetti, Sir Roger do Coverley would have remarked with his
wonted wisdom, " There is much to be said on both sides." A
batch of Roses on Briars is more likely to have some bad plants
among it than an equal number had in from a nurseryman on
the Manetti. But until the general public begin to plant the
Manetti properly, and until people get the idea that all that
comes up is not to be kept, Manettis will betray, and purchasers
will wonder. I hardly ever inspect an inexperienced person's
garden without having to point out a huge plant towering in
triumph, with the poor budded Rose all but suffocated. Some-
times in spring such plants wiU have been pruned, moreover,

and are looked after most carefully. It is, perhaps, best for
each person to state his own experience. Mine is that there is
nothing like the Briar even on light soil such as my own, when
it likes the situation, but that Manetti stocks are safer in the
winter and give less trouble. I also incline to agree thatwh.en
once started they will stand very heavy manuring.

I should like also to say that I think all Rose-growers must
feel gratitude to Mr. Hinton for the great trouble he has again
taken in the Rose election. Many of us want some educating
into what are each year's Roses.

—

Alan Cheales, Surrey.

PHYLLOXERA VASTATRIX.
The number of The Jourkal of Horticultuke of December

lUth, 1872, contains a most interesting and valuable article,
giviug all the details at present known of the new Vine pest.
Phylloxera vastatrix. As one of the members of the Bath
Microscopical Society, who were anxious to render their soiree
worthy of the visit of the members of the Royal Horticultural
Society at their recent visit to this city, I wrote to a friend in
Bordeaux, asking him to procure me specimens to exhibit that
evening, as we had not been able to procure any specimens
among our friends or in the ordinary ctiurse of trade. My
friend, writing on June 4th, states, " The Phylloxera vastatrix
which has destroyed so many Vines in the Rhone wine country,
and more especially in the vineyards about Nines, Montpellier,
Ac, is, happily for us, completely unknown in the Medoc
districts. On the vineyards opposite Bordeaux, on the other
side of this river, in what is called the Cutes and Palus wine
district, this iusect has made its appearance, and has done
even a good deal of harm. Of late, however, it seems to be
less frequent. These effects, unlike what has happened in the
south-east of France, have not been general, attacking only
a few estates and vanishing without injuring the very neigh-
bours of its victims. My cousin will only be able to find
them in a month, when the effects of the Phylloxera will be
apparent on the attacked Vine."
My friend M. de Luze sent me a map showing which parts

of the Bordeaux wine district had been specially injured by
the Phylloxera. In a letter dated August Ith he stated that
the Phylloxera had been found in some parts of the St. Emi-
lion country, where it had never been seen before.

M. de Luze kindly sent me a bottle containing the roots of

some afl'ected Vines
;
part of these I forwarded to Professor

Westwood, but, unfortunately, the box sent to him was smashed
in transit. The oth'er jjart was safely delivered to the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, of Sibbertoft. His letter is so lull of interest,

and so condenses all that is known at present of the mode of
increase of this pest, that it is worth copying. " Sept. 28, 1873.
With some difficulty I at last found the female Phylloxera on
the roots which you sent, dift'eriug in no respect from what
I have seen in specimens from British Vines. So fai' as
the females are concerned the histoiy is well known. The
female attaches itself to the under side of the leaves, iu which
it produces a protruding sac, within which it emits a multi-
tude of eggs. These hatch and produce lively mite-like young,
which run about in every direction. Other females attach
themselves to the roots, in which they cause a slight depres-

sion ; but whether the active young are first produced on the
roots and then go upwards to the leaves, or whether from the
leaves to the roots, has not, I believe, been ascertained. The
curious point is that the male has never been observed in this

country. The Phylloxera has been destructive in many of our
gardens. Mr. Malcolm Dunn, when at Powerscourt, sent a
paper on the best mode of destroying the plague to the London
Horticultural Society, which is published in the Journal. I

am not aware that any certain remedy has been discovered."

To this lucid description I can add nothing. The small

portion of the affected roots I kept for myself gave me some
specimens, which, unfortunately, 1 did not at once preserve,

for on going to my bottle for specimens to exhibit to our
Microscopical Society I could find none, part having become
mildewed, which would be fatal to these insects. I may, how-
ever, say that the drawing given in the Journal of December
I'Jth, 1872, is very correct. My impression was when exa-

miniug the roots whereon I found the insect, that having made
an entrance or found a gap in the bark, that they to some
extent burrowed their way, and so separated the outer thin

bark from the woody central portion of the root, thus destroy-

ing its power of properly transmitting the juices from the

terminal fibres. I may mention that in plate 24 of Smee's

"My Garden" is a very clear drawing of the terminal fibres
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pierced by the insects, with the protuberances formed in conse-

quence of these punctures. Mr. Smee tells me these drawings
were copied from a pamphlet pubhshed at Jlontpellier. In
page -124 he states that the disease was first noticed in America,
then in Ireland.

What a marvellous source of thought is opened-up by the
statement made—that hitherto no males have been found ! If

the insect has already been very destructive in our gardens
many new observers will be on the look-out for the males, as

well as for the winged state, which hitherto has been unseen in

England, though so frequent in America.

—

Joh^j G. Baktbum,
Batli.

Since the first appearance of Phylloxera in France, it is

estimated that of 2,500,000 hectares devoted to the cultiva-

tion of the Yino, more than a million have been doomed to

steriUty or been threatened by it. The subject continues largely

to engage the attention of the P'rench academicians and others.

Sulphide of carbon applied about the roots has been success-

ful against the insect ; but it is now stated by M. Leooy de
Eoisbaudran that it acts injuriously to the plant, the leaves

quite withering, though continuing to adhere to the branches,
which are still green within. He thinks, besides, it is a too

expensive remedy. It is aiJfirmed in La Nature that only one
plan has hitherto succeeded—viz., that of sprinkling wine
containing a little sulphide of potassium. Ammonia is at

once a poison for the insect and a manure for the plant.

Captain Bertrand distinguishes three distinct periods in the
disease, corresponding to so many years ; it is in the second
that the insect should be attacked. M. Max Cornu has been
studying the production of galls on the teudrils and petioles of

Vines attacked by Phylloxera. M. Balbiana has presented an
important memoir on the mode of reproduction of the Phyl-
loxera of the Oak. He finds that the pairing of the sexes of

the Phylloxera in autumn, apterous or winged, gives birth to

females which afterwards multiply ad inunitum by partheno-
genesis. M. Planchon, who has returned from studying the
Phylloxera in .\iuerica, makes three observations:— 1, The
American Phylloxera and that destroying the French Vines
are absolutely the same. 2, Certain varieties of American
Vines resist the attacks of Phylloxera. 3, There is an Acarus
which pursues the Phylloxera down into the ground, attacks
it, and feeds on it. He thinks it might be useful to acclima-
tise this Acarus.

—

{English Mechanic.)

ANOTHER POTATO DISEASE.
Ix the article headed " Another Potato Disease," in No. 629,

page 313, Jlr. Yilmorin says for some years past in France
several kind.s of Potatoes have been known to produce a certain

per-centage of tubers, which are unfit for seeding purposes on
account of their shoots being slender, almost thread-like,
instead of being strong and thick as usual. The same disease
was known in New Zealand, in the North Island, before 185.5,

in which year I planted some Potatoes at Wellington. I was
at that time just beginning my experience of gardening in

New Zealand, and the Potatoes which I planted were sound
and good to look at, but when they came up they had a stunted
weak look, and on ihe crop being taken up the tubers were
small and unsaleable. I found out afterwards that the tubers
which I planted were some which had been thrown aside as
unfit for the purpose, although I paid for them £1 per ewt.
They were an early sort, and were very scarce at that tfAie.

The early sorts of Potatoes were subject to this disease, and at

planting time those with thread-like shoots could be sorted
from those which had strong shoots, and only those tubers
with strong shoots were planted.

It will be well that I should state when Potatoes are planted
here ; the early kinds are planted in August, the late in De-
cember. The late sorts had none of the so-called blind seed
or thread like shoots amongst them ; this induced mo to try to

find some plan, if possible, of getting good tubers of the early

sort suitable for planting. I before remarked that the late

sorts had none of the so-called blind seed among them, and
this fact induced me to reserve some tubers of the early kinds
for planting later than usual. These were planted about the
first week in November, and produced a good crop. There
were only a few tubers with thread-like shoots. From that
time I have made it a practice to plant some of the early sorts

for seed purposes later than those which are grown for food.

I am not aware if this disease still continues in the North
Island, as I hare for some years past resided in the Middle

Island. During my practice here I have seen only a few tubers

with thread-like shoots.

Mr. Yilmorin has asked for information to help to find

means to prevent this disease—that is, tubers having thread-

like shoots. This is caused by the plants having received

some check during their growth, perhaps from the hot days

and cold nights of our early summer mouths. To prevent

this disease it will be seen from what I have described, that

the way is to plant the early varieties for seed purposes later

than has been the practice.

—

John DnTiON, Gardener, St.

Allan's, near Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 6.

LILIUM LEICHTLINII MAJUS.
This is a most beautiful Lily ; its large, yellow, richly-spotted

flowers and graceful habit leave little to be desired. Our
first bulb was bought as Lilium oallosum, and the disappoint-

v,v

Lilium Leicbtliuii moJuN.

ment felt when the growth showed this to bo n misnomer,
vanished when the bloom came, and it proved to be L. Leicht-

linii magnified in all its parts, growth, flowers, spots, and
leaves. The plant photographed was 5 feet high from the

soil of the pot, had four blooms to the steui, and bad leaves

7 inches long. When the importer of the first bulbs visited

us, he believed the bulbs sent him as callosum were only

Leichtlinii; but on seeing the two Loichtliniis in their pots

side by side in the north conservatory, he at once recanted

this heresy. We have not yet grown L. Leichtlinii majus in

the open border, but as L. Leichtlinii succeeds perfectly, there

is little doubt that L. Leichtlinii majus will before long be a

great addition to the out-door Lily bods. We showed it before

the Floral Committee in July, 1872, when it received a first-

class certificate.

—

George F. Wilson.

The Kose Election.—I see I have made an error in stating

that had the Kev. A. Cheales's revised list been accepted it
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wonld have made Etienne Levet equal to Comtesse d'Oxford.

This is correct as regards the number of votes, bat it would
really have placed Etienne Levet at the head of the poll, as

that Rose would have received the greatest number of first-

class votes.

—

Joseph Hinton, Warminster.

UOTAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY'S SHOW
AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

November 12th and 13tii.

At this season it was hardly to be expected that there could

he an extensive exhibition at South Kensington, but on enter-

ing the conservatory, where the flowering plants are grouped,

we were agreeably disabused of this impression, and on passing

into the adjoining corridor we were surprised at the array of

fruits and vegetables that met the eye. We have seen better

individual specimens of Chi*ysanthemums, and much larger cut
blooms ; but, as a whole, the Show is large, and it is also good,

the greatest fault being that many of the specimen plants are

not sufficiently forward, a fault that must be laid to the season;

and as the Show was originally fixed a week earlier, the Society

may be congratulated on having postponed this date.

In Class 1 prizes were offered by tbe Duke of Buccleuch for

collections of Chrysanthemums. Mr. Rowe, gardener to Vis-

countess Clifden, Dover House, Roehampton, was awarded the
first prize for a magnificent group, chiefly of large-flowering

kinds, with some Japanese giving a pleasing variety, together

with ]?ompons. The blooms, too, are of the largest size. Second
comes Mr. Forsyth, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, with
a group in which are many excellent specimens, some of which,
however, have not yet reached their best. Messrs. Dixon & Co.,

Amhurst Nurseries, Amhurst Road, Hackney, are third with a
very good group, in which is a line specimen of Mrs. G. Rundle.
Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, Mr. Herriugtou, gardener to

J. Price, Esq., Thornton Road, Clapham Park, aud Messrs. Cut-
bush, of Highgate, also exhibited in this class, the latter having
a very even lot of well-bloomed plants.

In the nest Class, 2, Messrs. Dixon are first with a very good
group, in which Dr. Sharpe, Mrs. Rundle, Alma, and Guernsey
Nugget are conspicuous. The second prize went to Mr. A.
Forsyth; the third to Messrs. Cutbush for Prince of "Wales,

Gloria Mundi, Lord Derby, Empress of India, and Alfred Salter,

fine, with good specimens of other varieties.

Class 3 is for six large-flowered. Here Mr. A. J. Coote, gar-

dener to W. R. Morris, Esq., Deptford, is first with large plants
in free bloom. Second comes Mr. "Whittaker, gardener to

S. Wilhams, Esq., Putney, and Mr. Rowe is third.

In Class 4, for twelve Pompons, Messrs. Cutbush are first

with a fine group, in which Lilac, Brown, Golden, and White
Cedo Nulh are remarkably fine. Messrs. Dixon are second; and
Mr. Forsyth also exhibited a group.
For six Pompons Mr. Butcher, gardener to R. A. Glover, Esq.,

Hadley, Barnet, is first. Rose Trevenna, Cedo Nulh, and its

lilac sport are fine.

The best single specimen Jarge-flowered Chrysanthemum in
the nurserymen's class is Prince of Wales, about 4 feet in dia-

meter, and with a profusion of bloom, from Messrs. Dixon

;

Mr. Forsyth being second with Mrs. G. Rundle. In the corre-

sponding class for amateurs Mr. A. J. Coote is first witli the
last-named variety, and Mr. Whittaker second with Prince of
Wales. An immense plant of James Salter is shown by Mr.
J. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith; this

took the third prize.

The best specimen Pompon Chrysanthemum comes from Mr.
A. Forsyth, and is a beautifully-grown plant of Cedo NuUi,
3 feet in diameter. Second corao Messrs. Dixon with the same
"variety, aud third Messrs. Cutbush with a very good plaut of

the brilliant-coloured Bob. In the amateurs' class Mr. Whit-
taker is first with Cedo Nulli, and Mr. Butcher second with
Madame Martha.

In the nurserymen's class for twenty-four cut blooms Messrs.
Veitch, of Chelsea, are first with splendid examples of Princess
of Wales, Guernsey Nugget, Empress of India, Prince of Wales,
Jardin des Plantes, John Salter, and other kinds. The same
firm also exhibit a stand of Japanese kinds, in which Erecta
Buperba, Elaine, Red Dragon, Chang, and The Sultan are con-
spicuously ornamental in a fine stand. ^Messrs. .Jackson &: Son
are second. In the amateurs' class for twelve Mr. J. Hinnell,
gardener to F. A. Davis, Esq., Surbiton, is first, and Mr. Clark,
gardener to J. M. Robertson, Esq., Roehampton, second with
good even stands.
For six Bouvardias, Messrs. J. Standish & Co. take the first

prize with B. jasmiuiflora, Vreelandii, and a recent variety with
reddish-tinged flowers named Bridal Wreath.
For nine decorative plants bearing berries there are three com-

petitors. The best come from Mr. E. Smith, gardener to T. D.
Galpin, Esq., British House, Putney Heatli, and comprise Cra-
trogus pyracantha, Solanums, Pernettya mucronata, and P. mi-
crophj-fla. Mr. J. George, Putney Heath, is second, and has

a nice Skimmia japonica, Solannms, Pernettyas, &c. Mr. J.

Aldous, of South Kensington, is third.
For collections of Potatoes the fir.st prize was awarded to Mr.

James Betteridge, nurseryman. Chipping Norton, Oxou. He
has 125 varieties of rounds and kidneys. The examples are very
clean and well-developed. Amongst the most useful sorts are

the old Cobbler's Lapstone ; Birmingham Prizetaker, a fine,

large, well-shaped kidney; Oxfordshire Kidney, Pebble AVhite,

Welsh Kidney, Early Emperor, red, round, fiue shape. Ex-
cellent examples of Breseo's Climax, aud Bell & Thorj)e's Model;
there is a fine dish of this, showing what an exhibition Potato
ought to be. Mr. P. McKiulay, Beckenham, is second with
a good, neatly-arranged collection. Mr. Richard Dean, seeds-
man, Ealing, showed a small collection, but it contained some
splendid specimens of both round and kidney kinds, many of

them the seedlings of Mr. Robert Feun. Some of the unnamed
seedlings are very fine. The third prize was awarded to him.
Messrs. Carter & Co., of High Holborn, exhibit a select collec-

tion not for competition, and a large collectiou comes from the
Society's Gardens at Chiswick.
For the prizes offered by the Messrs. Carter for the best ten

sorts, to include five round and five kidney varieties, Mr. P.
McKinlay is first, and Mr. F. Miller, gardener to J. Friend, Esq.,
Northdown, Margate, second.
For a collection of Celery, Mr. C. Lidgard, Albion Road,

Hammersmith, takes the first prize with some splendid speci-

mens. Wright's New Giant White is enormous. Williams's
Matchless White and Manchester Solid Red are good varieties

for exhibition.

Messrs. Carter also offered a series of prizes for collections of

vegetables, which brought out a fine collection from Mr. W. G.
Pragnell, gardener to G. D. W. Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle,

Dorset. James's Keeping Ouion and White Spanish are finer

indeed. In all there are about fifty dishes iu the collection.

Mr. C. Osman, gardener. South liletropoUtan District Schools,

is second.
Among miscellaneous exhibitions we must especially note a

group of Dracenas, a beautifully-arranged set of Palms, Dra-
c.Tuas, and one of Cycads, Ferns, and Palms from Mr. J. Wills,

Onslow Crescent, Brompton, who had an extra prize. Nume-
rous collections of Cyclamens in fine bloom come from Mr. R.
Clarke, Twickenham, and Mr. Smith, Ealing Dean Nursery.
Mr. Scott, Merriott, Crewkerne, sends very large collections of

Apples, Pears, and one of ornamental Crabs ; Mr. Jack, gardener
to the Duke of Cleveland, Battle Abbey, and Mr. Kinghorn,
Sheen Nursery, receive extra prizes for collections of Apples

;

Mr. Gurney, gardener to Lord Lawrence, Brockett Hall, Wel-
wyn, also sends a collection. A similar award was made to Mr,
Jones, gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore, for truly magni-
ficent Smooth Cayenne Pine Apples, the produce of suckers

planted November 15th, 1872 ; also to Mr. Meredith, of Garston,

for fine bunches of Gros GuiLlaume, Alicante, Muscat, and other
Grapes. Messrs. E wing, nurserymen, Norwich, contribute col-

lections of Apples and Pears.

Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Messrs. P. J. Perry, of Banbury, sent specimens of Banbury
Onion. Mr. Millar, the Gardens, Clumber, sent fruits of a seed-

ling Cucumber which the Committee considered to be the same
as Telegi-aph. Mr. Jack, the Gardens, Battle Abbey, sent a
brace of handsome Cucumbers, which were supposed to be a
form of Telegraph. Mr. Hepper, gardener to C. Ledward,
Esq., The Elms, Actou, sent fruit of a new Custard Marrow,
" The Shah," some of the fruit of which was cooked, but the

Committee did not consider it a desirable novelty. Messrs,

Carter & Co. exhibited the Yokohama Squash, a large, ribbed,

oblate fruit of a dark green colour. Mr. Muir, the Gardens,

Oulton Park, Tarpoiiey, sent two bunches of a large black seed-

ling Grape, which was'not in a condition for a favourable opinion

to be formed of it. Mr. Wells, Southend, sent a basket of Black
Hamburghs, cut from ground vineries; they were very well

flavoured. Mr. John Pearson, of Chilwell, sent three bunches,

of a seedling Grape of great excellence, to which a first-class

certificate was awarded. It was named Golden Queen, and pro-

duces a long tapering bunch like the White Muscat of Alexan-
dria, aud shouldered. The berries are long, oval, large, and of

a fiue bright amber colour when ripe ; the berry-stalks are short,

stout, and warted ; the skin is hard and membranous, and indi-

cates a long-keeping fruit ; the flesh firm, crackling, and with a
rich saccharine flavour. It was raised from the Alicante crossed

by Ferdinand de Lesseps. It is an early Grape, and ripens with

a moderate heat.

Lady Henniker, a cuhnary Apple in shape like the Beauty
of Kent, was exhibited by Mr. Perkins, Thornham Hall
Gardens, Suffolk, and was awarded a first-class certificate. A
dish of Beauty of Hants Apple was exhibited by Mr. Dean,
Ealing. It was the opinion of the Committee that it was iden-

tical with Blenheim Orange. A dish of seedling Apples was
sent by Mr. Drewett, Denbies, Dorking. The local name is Lee's

Russet. A dish of seedling Apples from Mr. C. Turner, Slough,
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dotted over like a Downton Pippin, was also shown. Mr. Lee,

Clevedon, Bristol, sent three dishes of Apples; among them
was the Apple of Amassa. A series of seedling Apples came
from Messrs. Lane, Berkhampstead. One of them, No. 1, a very
pretty red-streaked Orange Apple, was past its time, and the

Committee wished to ^ee it aguiu. A dish of Doyenne du Cornice

I'ear from Mr. G. Wilson was very fine and well-flavoured;

another, from Mr. Dancer, Chiswick, was rather better in flavour.

A dish of Cox's Orange Pippin, very larse and fine, came from
Mr. D.incer ; a dish of Qainces from the same. A cultural com-
mendation was awarded for these.

Two dishes of Oranges for naming came from Mr. G. Parr,

East End House, Fulham. These were very large, rind very
thick, and rather bitter, and a perfect absence of juice. Fruit

of the Tacsonia quitensis was also exhibited ; it is said to make
an agreeable preserve. It was grown from seed sent by the late

Professor Jameson, of Quito. Referred to the Scientific Com-
mittee. A collection of Apples came from Mr. J. Preston,

Cottam Nurseries, Lancashire. A collection of eight dishes

of -Apples, grown on cordons on the French Paradise stock

at Hayward's Heath, Sussex, was sent by Mr. H. Shepherd,
gardener to N. Laurie, Esq. A cultural commendation was
awarded.

Floral Committee.—'W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair. The
subjects exhibited on this occasion were few. Vanda c:x3rulea,

with four spikes in beautiful bloom, and of a deeper blue than
usual, was exhibited by Mr. Smith, gardener to C. Lane, Esq.,

and had a cultural commendation. First-class certificates were
awarded to Mr. Tomkins for a fine double white Chinese Pri-

mula, called P. sinensis flore-pleno magnifica ; to Mr. Murrell,

gardener to W. B. Hume, Esq., for Batemannia Burtii; and to

Mr. E. C. Waters, for Chrysanthemum Golden Mrs. Bundle,
a pale yellow sport of Mrs. Bundle, and equally good in its

colour.
Messrs. Veitch sent Dracfena Baptistii with broad deeply-

bronzed foliage, and a species of Cymbidium from Assam with
a white lip spotted with brown. From Mr. Williams, of Hollo-

way, came Agave Taylori, a hybrid between A. geminiflora and
^ensiflora, noticed in another column.

Auhriet also painted the fifty-thvee illustrations to Lot No. 110,

a folio of butterflies, plants, aud flowers, which was bought by
Mr. Turner for i'112 7s. This work had fetched at the La
Valliere sale 3,000 livres, and subsequently 3,430 at the auction

of M. de Liman's collection.

Another book of birds by the same hand, Lot 116, was dis-

posed of for -i85 Is.

£147 was paid by the Duke of Marlborough for Lot 102, a

treatise on fruit trees by Duhamel du Monceau, Paris, 1768,

2 vols, in 4to., with illustrations, painted from Nature, by M.
Parocel, the elder, who signed each drawing; and the same
nobleman disbursed X'173 5s. to secure Lot 134, which is de-

scribed as a " RecueU de tableaux points par Agricola," in folio,

the subjects being different objects of natural history, cata-

logued as " a work for the highest appreciation." It contained
twenty-sis drawings of shells, insects, and plants.

STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM
SOCIETY.

The annual Show of this old-established Society was held on
the 11th and 12th inst. Unfortunately there was a clashing of

dates between this and the Koyal Horticultural Society's Show
in consequence of the latter Society having altered the dates
originally fixed, so that there was a diminution in the num-
ber of exhibits. The Show was held in the New Assembly
Rooms, and we are pleased to say was arranged with excellent

effect; numerous fine-foliaged plants were introduced, and there
was no lack of fruit, collections being furnished by Mr. J.. Monk
and Mr. E. Smith, fruiterer. Stoke Xewington.
For four specimens of large-flowering kinds Mr. J. Rainbow,

nurseryman, London Road, Clapton, took the highest position

with excellent plants of Gloria Mundi, Mrs. G. Rundle, Beet-
hoven ; second came Mr. J. Monk, gardener to H. Head, Esq.
For four standards Mr. Rainbow was again first, and Mr. Howe
second, both having fine specimens of Prince of Wales and
Mrs. Rundle ; and Mr. Rainbow was also first with a fine half-

dozen plants grown as for cut blooms. For six Pompous the
prizes went to Mr. Monk and Messrs. Ponsford, of Brixton ; and
for four standards the first place was taken by Mr. Howe, whose
liUac Cedo Nulli and Bob were very fine. Mr. Rainbow was
second.
Of cut blooms there was a good display, though they did not

run very large. Messrs. Howe, Sanderson, Goodwin, Smith,
Monk, and Dixon & Co. were the principal prizetakers.

Foreign Potatoes.—An official document just issued shows
that the declared value of Potatoes imported this year was
^1,934,105, against f923,766 in the preceding year.

AucTiox OP Books in 1701.—At " the Great Hall in Conduit
Street, opposite the chapel, Hanover Square," 610 lots were sold
in March of the year above-named. Among the lots and the
prices they realised the following are thus noticed in " Notes
and Queries ;

"

—

No. 9.^, plants, painted in miniature by Auhriet, realised

.£45 3j., and was bought by — Barrow. The thirty illustrations

were painted on vellum, from Nature, by Claude Aubriet,
painter of plants, »kc., in miniature style, and draughtsman to

the gardens of the King. The works of this artist are rare, so
says the descriptive note, " as the greatest portion of his draw-
ings were made for the King, and are deposited in the Royal
Library." This volume realised at the La ValliiSre sale 1100
livres ; at that of M. de Liman, 1200 lives.

DESTROYING WASPS.
" Suisscribek" may not have seen or may have forgotten a

very easy way of destroying wasps' nests without injuring the

comb or nests, merely by placing a piece of sponge tied on a
stick, or a piece of tow, dipped in a saturated solution of cyanide
of potassium (or the cyanurate, as it is sometimes called) in

the mouth of the hole. This may be done any time, night or
day ; but it is curious to watch the elifect on a hot sunny day :

A wasp either returning to its nest or coming out of the nest

comes within range of the fumes from the cyanide, staggers,

and falls down dead in a few seconds, and within twenty
minutes you may dig the nest out, and find all the wasps either

dead or dying inside the comb ; they may he brushed-off the

comb and a few drops of the cyanide solution scattered on the

heap ; they never recover this. If the cyanide is pushed into

the hole at night, and the whole covered up and then dug-out

the next morning, no grub will ever recover it. It will destroy

all insect life, and is the safest thing to use for hornets' nests.

Has anyone ever tried the effect of a weak solution on plants ?

—C. P. P.

With some brown paper and a piece of cane or stick, about
one-quarter of an inch in diameter and 9 inches long, I make
some cases similar to those used for fireworks, which I fill

with the following composition:—Gunpowder one part, char-

coal dust one part, and flowers of sulphur two parts. I then
make some touchpaper by soaking brown paper in saltpetre,

and drying, and insert a bit iu the end of each squib. In the

evening, at dusk, I take as many of these squibs as there are

nests to destroy, light a squib, hold it in the mouth of the

nest until it is burnt-out, stop the hole with a clod, and let it

remain a few minutes, then dig them out. I may add, my
employer gives me Is. per nest destroyed, and within the last

three years I have dug-out sixteen nests, and have never seen

one of the wasps move. The same cases can be fiDed several

times.—J. F. G., Gardener.

KEW GARDENS.—No. 3.

It is but a step to what seems to the public the central sun
of the gardens—the Palm stove. This is, we believe, the largest

tropical house in existence, its entire length being 362 feet by
100 feet iu width, and 66 feet iu height. What a noble prison-

house it is for the captured forest trees of the tropics, and
how healthy and luxuriant the captives look ! The visitor

is transported to the torrid zone, and iinds tho blaze of

light shadowed by the curved leaves of the Palms, which
mako dim arcades of shade as he pushes through them, whilst

the humid heat helps to carry out the deception ; only one
thing seems wanting—a few bright-coloured birds to make
the picture perfect. But we forget : more iUusions, however
delightful, are not sought after here, but facts, and they are

sufliciently pleasant and enticing to need no adventitious help.

Graceful as is the foliage of these Palms, they may be termed
economic plants in the highest degree, as many of them pro-

vide food and wine, water, clothing, and cordage to the in-

habitants of tho arid country in which tliey grow. In many
cases, indeed, they may be said to bo tho tree of life, affording

at onoo shelter, food, and drink to those who seek them.
Visitors who enter those houses to seek information will find

each plant duly labelled, so that they have no difticulty in

ascertaining their names and the class and order to which they

belong. They may, therefore, bo considered living picture-

books. Indeed, this may be said of the whole garden, from

tho meanest weed that grows in the herbaceous grounds to the
' noblest trees ; and, in this senee, the value of^it as a public
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inEtructor is inestimable, and the more so that the knowledge
they afford is given insensibly, whilst indeed the lounger thinks

he is merely enjoying himself. Among such a tangled mass of

verdure we have only space or time to refer to a few of the

more graceful or valuable in an economic sense ; and in doing

so we cannot avoid availing ourselves of the valuable and in-

teresting guides to these gardens by Daniel Oliver, Esq., the

keeper of the herbarium. They are models of what such

guides should be—clear in description, full of facts, and with-

out one superfluous word.

Arenga saccharifera, as its name implies, is a Palm yielding

abundant saccharine matter, which by fermentation makes an
excellent wine—red and white—each tree yielding on an aver-

age three quarts daily. Marco Polo says, " When they want
wine, they cut a branch of this, and attach a quart pot to the

stem of the tree, at the place where the branch was cut ; in a

day and a night they will lind the pot filled." Its fibrous

integument makes incorruptible cordage, and the cellular pith

of the trunk affords abundant sago-meal. Close beside this

wine and meal-giving tree is a Brazilian Palm—Astrocaryum
rostratum. The sight of this tree of ferocious habit reminds
one of the fierce tiger that lies in wait amid the verdure of

tropic climes. Every leaf is beset with powerful spines, which
mark the midribs of the leaves, and are arranged in rings

around the stem. Any traveller making his way in the forest

would certainly feel the force of these talon-like projections,

which justify its classification among the ferocious genus.

Caryota urens, another Palm, is a native of India, remarkable
for its divided leaves and wedge-shaped leaflets. This is

another wine-giving tree. It would seem as though Nature in

very hot climes compensated mankind for the extreme heat by
affording natural fountains of refreshment to the inhabitants.

Roxburgh, in his " Flora ludica," says, " This tree is highly

valuable to the natives of the countries where it grows in

plenty. It yields them during the hot season an immense
quantity of toddy or Palm wine. I have been informed that

the best trees will yield at the rate of a hundred pints in the

twenty-four hours. The pith, or farinaceous part of the trunk

of old trees, is said to be equal to the best sago ; the natives

make it into bread and boil it into gruel." Thus bread and
wine may be said to be the fruit of this beautiful Palm. We
cannot fail to recognise the tall and beautiful Cocoa-nut tree

(Cocos nucifera), which lifts its head crowned with graceful

plumes above the other trees. This Palm, which is universal

in tropical countries, perhaps yields a more varied produce to

mankind than any other tree ; indeed, it is popularly said that

its uses are as numerous as the days of the year. The gigantic

leaves of the Talipot Palm of Ceylon and the Indian Archi-

pelago, which casts such a shade, naturally suggested one of

its principal uses—the construction of tents. The West Indian
Fan Palm (Sabal uiubraculifera) is another specimen of the

broad-leaved class of Palm, the leaves measuring from 4 to

(i feet in diameter, and growing to a height of GO to SO feet ; in

this stove it is comparatively short, but the breadth of foliage

contrasts richly with the more plume-like class of leaves. A
very beautiful Palm is Phytelephas macrocarpa—the Vegetable
Ivory Palm. The peculiarity of this Palm is that the stem,

instead of being erect, trails along the ground, sometimes for

20 feet, before it begins to rise, and then it lifts its head barely

more than 3 or 4 feet. The seeds which produce the vegetable

ivory are found in hard clustered capsules. This ivory is used
for turning purposes, the cheaper kinds of chessmen being

made from it. The beautiful fan-like arrangement of Urania
speciosa, the Travellers' Tree of Madagascar, draws attention

to one of the most valuable trees of the tropics—a tree yielding

pure water. Ellis in his "Madagascar" tells us—

•

" This tree has been most celebrated for containing, even
during the most arid season, a large quantity of pure fresh water,
supplying to the traveller the place of wells in the desei't.

Having formerly been somewhat sceptical on this point, I deter-
mined to examine some of the trees. One of my bearers struck
a spear 4 or 5 inches deep, into the thick firm end of the stalk of

the leaf, about 6 inches above its juncture with the trunk, and on
drawing it back a stream of pure clear water gushed out, about
a quart of which we caught in a pitcher, and all drank of it on
the spot. It was cool, clear, and perfectly sweet.

We are not aware whether in the Palm stove this water,

which to the thirsty traveller must seem like a direct gift from
God, is yielded ; if so, and the tree was not injured by it, a

trial now and then before the public would be deeply interest-

ing. At each end of the stove there are staircases, which lead

to and from the gallery, from which a view of the heads of the

Palm trees is obtained. Near the ascent staircase is a very re-

markable group of Screw Pines, so called from the likeness of

their leaves to that of the Pine Apple. The great peculiarity

of these Palms is the manner in which they throw out adven-
titious roots above ground, which serve as buttress-like sup-
ports to the tree. The Bambusa vulgaris, close to the stair-

case, is a specimen of the rapidity of growth of this cane,
which, like the Bambusa gigantea, is rapidly reaching the glass

roof. It has been observed to grow at the rate of 18 inches per
diem ; and this very specimen has reached to the gallery from
the ground in three months ! The uses of the Bamboo are
almost too numerous to mention ; and in the Museum No. 2,

at the end of the ornamental water, opposite this buUdiug,
hundreds of specimens of articles manufactured from it may be
observed. Among the smaller specimens in this house, the
magnificent Doryanthes excelsa, an Australian Lily, which,
like the country of its birth, is on a magnificent scale, throws
up flowering stems of 20 feet in height, having clusters of crim-
son flowers 12 to 18 inches in diameter. Let us notice also

Girardinia Leschenaultiana. This is a most virulent Indian
Nettle. The late Curator of the gardens was stung by it on
one occasion, when his hand swelled to double its normal size,

and he was disabled for at least a couple of hours, when the in-

flammation gradually subsided. Before ascending the stair-

.Icacia pentadenifl.

p. Petiole forming the flat leaf-

lite phyllode.
A, With leaflets.

V, "Without leaflets.

case we must not forget to notice Antiaris toxicaria—thtj

deadly Upas tree. Dr. Horsefield says :

—

"This is one of the largestin the forests of Java; (he stem is

cylindrical and perpendicular, rising completely naked to the

height of CO, 70, or SO feet. Close to the ground the bark is, in,

old trees, more than an inch thick, and upon being wounded
yields plentifully the milky juice from which the celelirated

poison is jirepared. In clearing new grounds near the tree, the

inhabitants do not like to approach it, as they dread the cu-

taneous eruption which it is known to produce when newly cut

down. But except when the trunk is extensively wounded, or

when it is felled, by which a large portiou of the juice is dis-

engaged, the effluvium of which mixing with the atmosphere,

affects the persons exposed to it with the symptoms just men-
tioned, the tree may be approached and ascended like the

common trees of the forest."

Thus it will he seen that the popular notion as to the deadly

shade of the Upas tree, which the poets make so much of, is by

no means to be taken as literally true. As long as its stem

remains intact indeed, it appears to be harmless; it is only

the juice which contaminates the air with poison. Ascending
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the spiral iron staircase, we have a full view of the crowns of

the Palm trees, and the manner of their being thrown off from
the main stem. The unfolding of some of the leaves may be

observed, showing the tender green of that portion of them
which has just seen the light. Some of the creepers which
ascend the staircase and surround the gallery show the prolific

nature of these plants ; and some of the llowers are magnificent
in colour. High, however, as we have ascended, it will ba seen

that the tropical trees have shot still upwards, and the flora of

the warm latitudes is threatening to touch the glass roof.

Since the introduction of glass as a protection against the

weather, there has been a struggle to lift it high enough to

keep pace with tropical growths. Like the contest between
guns and armour-plating, there has been an incessant struggle

between Art and Nature in the stove houses. At first the old

orangery was employed to preserve the plants and trees re-

<iuiring heat, but the Palms and Pines speedily shot up to its

comparatively-speaking low roof, and had to be cut down to

suit the capabilities of the house. Decimus Burton lifted this

roof to CU feet ; but we now see the Bamboos Ufting up their

verdure to the glass, and some of the Palms will shortly touch
it, and then—but here the contest is ended by the triumpli of

the trees. It may be asked. Why may not the glass roof be

made to lift so as to accommodate these tropic growths?
This, no doubt, would be easy of accomplishment by means
of telescopic columns that could be lilted by machinei-y ; but

when we remember that some of the trees now in this Palm
house acquire an ordinary height of from 100 to 18U feet, we
fear the victory must be left with Nature and the flora, inas-

much as Ufting the roof to anything like this height would in-

volve difficulties in sending heat to such altitudes. Such, at

at least, is the present view
;
possibly a few years may enlarge

our ideas and our capacity for action in the matter, as it has
in so many o.ther cases. Meantime, we must submit to see the
glorious leaders of the Palms cut down and their beauty spoilt,

or, when they are at their greatest beauty, they must be re-

moved from the house and destroyed, in order to give place to

younger trees, which, in their turn, will be nursed at great
expense to full treehood to be in like manner degraded—a re-

sult, we must confess, greatly to be deplored, and most of all

by the learned Director of the garden, who of all men must
most regret to see a limit put by ai-t to the vigorous powers of

Mature, which his skill has done so much to foster in these
gardens.

If we leave the Palm house by the middle door looking
towards the Sion vista or northwards, we see, radiating west
and east of us, two others : the vista leading past the temperate
house towards Sir William Chambers' pagoda, and the so-

called Cedar vista. These long avenues are not yet completed,
but it is sufficient to say that they are lined with Deodars and
with deciduous trees, those of the old world facing as a rule

those of the new. The Sion vista right before us was cut so

wide that it admits a torrent of cold air from the north, and
the Deodars that were planted here, for this reason or from
the poverty of the soil, have failed to make any growth. If

we follow the Pagoda vista a few hundred yards we come into
the pleasure-ground or new arboretum, in which the new
temperate house is situated. This building was built after a
design by Decimus Burton in 18G1. The building consists of

a centre 212 feet long by 137 broad. There are two octagons
50 feet in diameter, which it is intended to connect with the
main building by terminal wings, but as yet the plan is not
completed. The glass is tinted a light green by oxide of

copper, in order to intercept some of the heat-giving rays of

the sun. This arrangement is also adopted in the Palm stove.

The planting of this house, so far away from the more culti-

vated part of the garden, is appropriate to the flora it contains
dedicated as it is mainly to .Vustrahan forest trees, and other
countries in the far distant South Pacific Ocean. If we ascend
the staircase and look down upon the vegetation we see at a
glance the distinctive nature of the Australian flora, so differ-

ent from the vivid verdure of tlio tropics, or the deep green of

the vegetation of the northern latitudes, where Nature, clothed
in her dark Pine forests, seems to be in solemn mourning.
The flora of Australia, to begin with, is remarkably uniform in

its character. The Gum trees, including the iron and stringy-

bark trees, and the blue, white, swamp, and other Gums, have
all a uniform complexion. Wo are told that the Acacias have
a remarkable peculiarity in their leaves also, which aids in

making them colourless. " The compound, and often greatly
divided blade of which usually remains undeveloped, so that
the leaf is reduced to a stalk, which, however, to compensate

for the want of a blade, is so much flattened as to resemble an
ordinary leaf. These flattened leafstalks (phyllodia) may be
recognised as such by their vertical direction, being attached
as it were edgeways to the stem." ^The accompanying figure

from Figuier's " Insect World " represents this description of

foliage.

—

Eds.j Near the staircase, an excellent example of

this curious character of the leaf, and the method of its setting-

on, may be observed in the Acacia melanoxylon. It can easily

be conceived that the vertical position of the leaves to the stem,
difl'ereut from the horizontal arrangement so common in trees,

goes a great way to produce the shadowless aspect of the flora

in Australian woods, which Darwin thus notices iu his " Voyage
of the Beagle :

"

—

" The extreme uniformity of the vegetation is the most re-

markable feature iu the landscape of the greater part of New
South Wales. Everywhere we have an open woodland, the
ground being partially covered with a very thin pasture, with
little appearance of verdure. The trees nearly all beloug to one
family, and mostly have their leaves placed in a vertical instead
of, as in Europe, in an horizontal position. The foliage is scanty,
and of a peculiar pale gi-eeu tint, without any gloss. Hence the
woods appear Ughtless aud shadowless."

One of the blue Gum trees of Australia has been planted out
at Kew, near the house, and is flourishing. We question, how-
ever, whether it will stand the severity of an English winter.

But in the south of France, and more especially in Portugal,

these Eucalypti have been introduced and cultivated with ex-

traordinary success. We have seen as many as two hundred
varieties of them iu the Botanic Garden at Coimbra, and the
importation of this tree is a national benefit to the Peninsula.

It grows very fast even iu a dry and hungry soil ; it affords ex-

cellent timber ; it acts as a disinfectant for unwholesome
places ; the bark contains an alkaloid febrifuge ; the leaves

may be smoked ; and its uses appear to be innumerable.
Interspersed with these shadowless trees we have men-

tioned are many, however, in this house growing iu the same
temperate zone of a totally different character. Let us note,

for example, Araucaria Bidwilli—the Bunya-Bunya Pine. This
is really a beautiful tree with dark green glossy leaves, grow-
ing to from 100 to l.OO feet high, and producing large cones,

the seeds of which are eaten by the aborigines of Moreton Bay,
Australia. This Pine flowered for the first time in Europe,
in this house last year, aud the cone may be seen in No. 1

Museum, at the bottom of the ornamental water by the Palm
house. It is said that these trees form the only hereditary

property which any of the aborigines are known to possess

;

each tribe possessing its own group of trees, which pass on from
generation to generation.

—

(Edinhurgh lieview.)

ERRORS IN ROSE CULTURE—SELECTIONS
FOR EXHIBITION AND BORDERS.

That too much cannot be said about Roses is my excuse

for troubling you with this letter. It is impossible to find a

heavier soil than mine. It is a soil par excellence for the

Briar, as anyone would say who saw the way my stocks take

to it, and the vigorous growth they make. Out of seven hun-
dred last year I do not think I had twenty that did not grow
well and prove fit for budding ; but, with all that, I must say

I prefer the Manetti as a stock. The Roses I cut from the

maidens are as a rule finer than those cut from the maiden
Briar, and the second season there can be no comparison.

I have grown Roses here for five seasons, and I now think

I have hit upon the secret of success. At first I lost many
plants in the way my friend Mr. Camm describes, aud I thought

my ground too rich and heavy for the Manetti and nearly

discarded it ; but I must own the fault was entirely owing to

what Mr. Peach says in his letter on pages 333 and_ 334—

I

over-mulched aud coddled.

Last year I planted a bed mostly with Manetti stocks budded
by myself in my own soil. I put but very little manure, but

a very large quantity of burnt clay. I kept the soil constantly

pricked-up so as to admit the air, and from that bed I picked

all my best blooms, and had scarcely any fungus or mildew,

which prevailed to a great extent with the others. I believe

the secret of growing the Rose on the Manetti in a heavy soil

is to keep the ground open, and to avoid much manure when
the plant is not in active growth. I believe constant lifting

and redigging the beds imparts fresh hfo to the plants, and is

followed by a strong healthy growth. So satisfied am I that

the Manetti is the. stock, that I shall use nothing else this next

season for Perpetuals
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But one word about my friends the Teas. They certainly

will not take kindly to the Mauetti. I have given special

attention to this lovely, and I think hitherto much neglected

class of Roses ; and my experience is that when a Tea budded
or grafted on the Manetti is found to be doing well, it is because
it has discarded the stock and has made its own roots. I have
hitherto had nearly all my plants on the Briar or on their own
roots. I lelieve, however, that the Briar cutting, as lately

described in the .Tournal, will be the stock, as I have some
plants so worked which I planted this spring, and they have
done more in one season than those on either the standard or

their own roots have done in two.

One word on the Tea Rose border. We hear too much about

a southern aspect. I believe it to be almost the worst that

can be chosen. I have seen Teas in such a position exposed
to the full heat of an August sun, scorched to death, and not

a bloom bigger than a Buttercup. My Teas are planted under
an east wall in a border 8 feet wide, and here they do all I

could wish. They get an equal share of sun and shade ; and
many varieties which fall almost as soon as open in hotter

positions, mature into fine flowers fit for the exhibition box.

I do not say that flowers of substance and strong growers,

such as Marijchal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, and others, will not
give magnificent blooms on a south wall, but as a rule they
are early and late when the sun has not so much power. There
are many varieties of Teas which should be much more grown
than they are both for exhibition and decoration. No Rose
is so perpetual. I have gathered blooms this week, and there

are plenty of buds now ready to open if frosts will allow them.
I append a list of kinds I grow, should you think it worth while

to insert it.— Edwaed Handley, Baltonshorongh Parsonage,
Glastouhunj.

FOR F.XHIEITICN.

Marechal Niel
Devoniensis
Triomphe de Reuues
Ct'line Fnrpstier

Gloire ile Dijon
La Belle Lyonnaise
Mafiame Berard
Soavenir (Tun Ami
Sonvenir d'EIise
Souvenir de Paul Neron
Ruben R

President

Comte de Paris
Niphetos
Catherine Mermet
Madame Falcot
Madame Willermo:^

Madame Jules Margottin
Marie Van Houtte
Moiret
Bougere
Alba Rosea, or Madame EraTy
.Teau Pemet
^Madame Margottin

Madame Cliarlea

Adrienne Cbriatophle
Madame de St. .Toseph

Triomphe de Luxembourg
Abricott'

BEAUTIFTIL AS GARDEN ROSES.

Archimede
Sombreuil
Anjjust Vaucher
L'Enfant TrouTe
Pauline Labontt-

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
I ASK permission to call the attention of your readers to a

possible means of putting the Royal Horticultural Society on
a more satisfactory footing than its present one, in the hope
that some one with time and energy at his disposal may be

induced to come forward, take the lead, and work out this or

some other practicable plan of reorganisation. It is a melan-
choly fact that, even under the late Council, strong as it

was horticulturally, and hard-working and persevering in its

attempts to forward the interests of horticulture, a large part

of the great body of horticulturists throughout the country,

including many of its best members, held aloof from the So-

ciety, and neither thought, felt, nor spoke kindly of it. Under
the new Council, which came in after the Kensingtonian covp
d'i'tat,ihe fact of the small proportion of horticultural members,
and the loss of the valuable Assistant Secretary, Mr. Richards,

have alienated not a few of what horticultural friends the Society

had. There is no doubt that the Society has done, and is doing,

much good work at Chiswick, at the Committee meetings, and
at the country shows, but even the late Council had almost
overwhelming difficulties with which to contend. If for a

moment we consider the constitution of the Society this will

at once be apparent. A very large proportion of tlie Fellows
have joined the Society in order that their children and they
may enjoy the large open space and conservatory at South
Kensington, and for these objects they pay an admission fee

and an annual subscription of two or four guineas ; this may
seem a fair consideration, but unfortunately the South Ken-
sington garden stands under rather peculiar circumstances.

The money which bought the land came from the surplus of

the 18.51 Exhibition, principally consisting of the people's

shillings. This land, some twenty-two acres, has become im-

mensely valuable ; it has been estimated at £300,000. Property
bought from such a source, and of such value, ought to yield,

in some way or other, a much larger sum than it does, to be
spent on public objects ; as it is, with the debenture debt
(£2000 a-year), which must be paid, with rent (£2400 a-year),

which ought to be paid, and with that part of the cost of

Chiswick garden which goes to nursery work to beautify the
South Kensington conservatory and garden, and with South
Kensington rates and taxes, there is no great amount left for the
great public object of spreading and helping horticulture. The
late Coimcil almost concluded an arrangement with the 1851
Commissioners, by which, in consideration of the Exhibition
visitors being admitted free to the gardens, the Commissioners
would clear the Society of the debenture charge of £2000 a-year,.

of the rent £2400 a-year, and give what was estimated to

amount to £1000 a-year more for horticulture (a settlement
with life Fellows was understood). This would have enabled
the Society to carry on vigorously, and would have fairly

utilised the land. Then the Kensingtonian compact vote

turned out the Council. It has been more than once said that

the CouncU made " a very poor fight." It might have been
put still stronger, and said, made no fight at all. This last

was not to be wondered at. When people know that they have
laboured earnestly with the single object of doing their best

for a Society, and devoted much time, spared with difficulty,

it is not they who are likely to lift up a finger to keep them-
selves in a troublesome post. If there was to be any fight, the
horticultural Fellows, who did not take the trouble to come up-

and outvote the Kensingtonians and the few horticulturists

who sided with them, ought to have made it, and by their vote

have kept in the Council, and have given the country Fellows

the power of voting by proxy.
Now, for the future, it is my firm conviction that a state of

the Society is possible, free from the dead weight and inert

matter which clogs the present one. Consider what a vast

number of weU-to-do people, fond of their gardens, there are

now in the country ; very many of them would be willing to

help horticulture if it did not cost them much money or trouble.

I would make the annual subsciiption a guinea, and have na
admission fee. I can speak from my experience of a Society

where, simply because they think it useful and active, many
members have joined, and go on subscribing to it, without ever

going near any of its meetings ; and I beUeve a very great

number of Fellows would join at this small subscription. The
Society ought to have the old Chiswick Gardens as a home,
and to make arrangements with the Commissioners, and under-

take, for a fixed consideration, to furnish the conservatory^

and to hold Committee meetings and a certain number of

shows at South Kensington. I believe the money from this

source, with that from the numerous guinea Fellows, would
give more free funds for horticultm'e than the Society has ever

yet possessed, and the Society would be a real horticultural

society.

—

George F. Wilsok, Heatherbank, Weyhridge Heath.

COLOUB AEEANGEMENT.
A few simple rules in the arrangement of flower beds wUl

materially enhance the efi'ect produced. Among these are

—

1. Avoid placing rose-coloured next to scarlet, orange, or

violet.

2. Do not place orange next to yeUow, or blue next to violet.

'A. White reHeves any colour, but do not place it next to

yellow.

4. Orange goes well with blue, and yellow with violet.

.5. Rose colour and purple always go well together.

—

{Canada

Farmer.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
An invitation has been addressed through the President to

the members of the Royal Horticultural Society, by the Presi-

dent of the " SociETA ToscANA d'Ortk-dltura," to attend a

grand International Exhibition at Florence, which is to be

held from the 11th to the 25th of May next. Members are

also invited to exhibit at the said Show, that the horticulture

of this country may be represented.

Rep-skin Floureall Potato (Buttons').—In reference to the

remarks of your correspondent " W.," page .S28, my experi-

ence is the same as his in regard to its freedom from disease

but quite difl'erent as to its cooking qualities. I had some
the other day baked (the only way in which these large Pota-
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toes ought to be dressed), aud a more perfect ball of flour it

is impossible to conceive. Where did " W." get his seed
from ? Alas ! there are many sold as it which are worthless.
—D., Deal.

EXTKAORDINAEY CONIFER IN JAPAN.
[The Editor of the yorkshin- Ga-ettc has obligingly sent us

the following note and a .Japanese drawing, which we have
had copied.

—

Eds.]

I WILL give an account of a most remarkable tree. It is to

be seen about half-way between O'Kayama aud Onomichi, and
I send you a couple of large Japanese drawings of it, which
will give you a very correct view. It is a Pine tree, called in
Japanese Gar-lu-no-mar-se, and is growing between the two
cities above mentioned, in the province of Bizen. The height
of it is 20 feet from the ground ; the length from the extreme
point of the spreading branches at the one side to that of the
other is 250 feet. The branches, fourteen in number, are
supported from the ground, as shown in the drawings I send
you, by bamboo supports. Above the fourteen lower branches

abundance of the interesting Hydnum auriscalpium, growing
from moss-covered Fir cones ; aud Plilebia merismoides, aud
other commoner plants. Ou JMerryhill Commou, where the
carriage was again left, MaVasmius caulicinalis was found grow-
ing on the Fir cones, as indeed it was subsequently in Mynde

I Park. It is a very rare and local plant, and many speci-
mens were gathered. Here, too, was Hyphomyces laieritius

' growing on Lactarius deliciosus, a "find" so exciting that, in
I
north-country fashion, it was forthwith solemnised by a hearty
shake of the hands. At Haywood Forest Coprinus lagopus was
found, and in the next field to it Mr. Moore gathered Lactarius
uvidus, of which the white milky juice turned quickly ou
bruising to a delicate lilac. A special " hark back " was made
to hunt for more specimens, and rewarded at the time by a
single find. Later in the day, however, it was gathered again
under an Oak tree on Bryngwyn Hill. Here also Mr. Plowright
gathered Merulius tremellosus ; and Agaricus sinuatus was met
with amongst other discoveries. A shower of rain at this point
of time, if it did not damp the ardour of the party, at least
counselled a return to the carriage, especially as it was near one
o'clock, aud a friendly shelter was in store at Mynde Park, where
they were hospitably and kindly received and refreshed by the
owner, Mr. Hudson Lutwyche. Before two o'clock the rain had

Japau6at) Cuiiilei.

there arc three extra ones on the top. The age of the tree in

May last was eighty-three years seven months, it having been
planted by the grandfather of the party that now lives in the
house adjoining. I can assure your readers it is a wonderful
tree, and the trouble taken to train it must have been tre-

mendous. I also send yon a view of one of the largest temples
in the sonth of Japan. It is eitnated near Harisuri, which is

three rii south of Fukuoka, on the main road to Saga and
Nagasaki. It is called Dar-dar-i-fu-no-ten-gin. The number
of fish in the sacred ponds are thousands, and the pilgrims
(for we have pilgrims in Japan) feed the fish when they visit

the temples. The temple itself is much the same as all other
large temples, but the situation, the laying-out of the grounds,
and the view surpass those of any of the others I have yet seen.
Near it there is also another large temple, containing four
large images, one being gilt, IC feet high, seated and on a
pedestal. They are worshipped by all the Japanese near the
place.—J. Taskf.b Fosteb.

THE FUNGUS FORAY AND FEAST OF THE
WOOLHOPE CLUB.

October 21-21.
Or the rarer Fungi found in the first day's excursion the fol-

lowing may be mentioned. In the Fir plantation near the pro-
cathedral at Belmont, where the first halt was made, Agancua
cirrhatuB, a rare and elegant little Fungus, growing from a
Sclerotium, was at once pointed oat by Dr. Bull ; then an

ceased, and the hunt was resumed in the park. Here an .abun-
dance of the warm, richly-tinted Hygrophorus puniceus was
found studding the turf in shades varying from apricot to blood-
red, and along the slopes of the Mynde and of Bryngwyn Hill
were gathered Lactarius glyciosmus and L. pallidus by Mr.
Broome; Sphinctrina turbinata by Mr. Phillips ; Hydmim udum
and Polyporus Schweinitzii by Messrs. Eenny and Plowright, as
well as many others.
Along the brow of the hill it may be stated that the poisonous

Lactarius torminosna and L. turpis were particularly plentiful,
the one aa inviting perhaps by its colour as the other was for-
bidding by its hues of dirty, dusky brown. The lovely Agaricus
muscarius was also particularly abundant beneath the Birch
trees.

Wednesday morning (October 22nd), was devoted to a close
examination of the Funguses collected for the exhibition and to
their arrangement on the tables of the Club-room ; but in the
afternoon a foray was made in the beautiful grounds of Bel-
mont, where Licea applanata, Peziza succosa, Hydnum alu-
taceum, Geoglossum viscosum,and Typhula erythropua met the
fjuick eyes in search of them, though the chief prize of this
foray was made by Mr. Plowright—to wit, the rare and local

Marasmiua Hudson!, growing on fallen Holly leaves. It is an
elegant little Agaric studded all over with deUoate purple
spines.

On Thursday—the general field-day of the Club—though him-
self tmavoidably absent, Mr. Stanhope had placed his head
gardener at the service of the Club, to show them the diverse
beauties of the trimly-kcpt gardens aud grounds of Barr's Court
of which—to say nothing of many curious deciduous and ever-
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green trees—the clean-clipt Yew hedges are a conspicuous
feature. It was too late in the year to see the effect of the
t'lstefal arrangement of the flowers to harmonise with, and not
ignore and disown, these old-world topiary triumphs, as also to

realise the success of a cordon Pear-wall, of which the abundant
frait had been gathered. Bat within the precincts of these
charming gardens every lawn and slope was rich with dainty
fiingologioal treasures. Here Mr. Berkeley quickly found Geo-
glossum glahrum, G. olivaceum, and G. difforme. Mr. Brooke
gathered Clavaria ourta under the Yew trees—the elegant little

Agaricus (Mycena) flavo-albus ; A. (Pleurotus) tremulus and
applicatus ; A. cuneifolius ; A. corticolor ; Anthina flammea;
Pistillaria quisquiliaris, &c. Mr. Vyse detected Puccinia strioli

growing on Carex ; and there were many other discoveries. The
mycological successes of the day, however, were a species of

Nolanea and Hygrophorus foruicatus, both new to Britain. The
Hygrophorus grew also on the Moccas Park law n. There should
have been a general hand-shaking here, but a shower of rain,
though it lessened not the joy and enthusiasm at finding these
treasures, dispersed the naturalists rather summarily ; not,

however, before a goodly number of them had inspected the
magnificent Oaks of the Park, the gigantic denizens of Price's
Walk, and the Holme Lacy Welliugtonia described by the Wool-
hope Commissioner in the Transactions of 1870. Several arbo-
ricultural curiosities—among them an American Scarlet Oak

—

were noticed by the Club despite the rain, which somewhat
interfered with leisurely contemplation, but no member of the
party deemed his outing a failure.

At the repast, inter alia, were served-up the Vegetable Beef-
steak (Fistulina hepatica) and the delicate Hygrophorus pratensis,
admirably cooked, and Dindoii aux truffles was one pi'ce tie re-

sist mice.

TOMATOES.
I HiVE read Jlr. Record's papers on the culture of the

Tomato with much interest. I do not agree with all he says,

so I offer these notes.

I am well aware that Mr. Record can grow Tomatoes out of

doors, as I know his garden well. Living as I do in the north
of England. I cannot plant them out with any degree of cer-

tainty as to what crop I shall get, and as I recjuire a g)eat

many, I devote a house entirely to them. It is a span-roofed

house, aboiit 20 feet long by 1'2 feet wide, with a walk in the

centre, and a flat stage on either side, where I kept all my
bedding Geraniums duriog the winter. These I had removed
in March into a vinery, and on the stage I placed some stable

litter, quite dry, to keep the soil from falling through. I placed

it about a yard wide from one end of the stage to the other.

On this I put some good maiden loam with plenty of fibre. I

used no dung. There was a barrowful of loam to each Uglit

;

over this I scattered plenty of soot. The plants Uke soot.

That is all I used. I gave them at every alternate watering
liquid manure made from sheeps' droppings. Ou one side

I had tlie Trophy, on the other Oraugefield. Trophy came
in about ten days earlier than the Oraugefield. So pleased am
I with the former that I shall grow no other variety. With
me it is a splendid cropper, all that I can wish. I grew the

plants on a trellis, and one could almost see them grow. I

kept them well pinched back, and when the trellis was fur-

nished with robust short-jointed wood I gave them a check,

and liept them short of water for a time. I gave them plenty

of air. Very soon they were full of bloom and fruit. Unfortu-
nately I did not keep an account of the quantity produced,
but I had bushels of splendid fruit.

What is prettier than a good house of Tomatoes ? I have to

fend them to table every day, and yet I gave away basketful

after basketful. Financially speaking, they can be grown and
made to pay, and are always saleable. The secret to grow them
is to give them plenty of soot, plenty of pinching, and when
they have made enough wood starve them a little. I have
heard the remark made, " How rank your Tomatoes are !

they are all wood !" I find it an excellent maxim, " A stitch

in time."—F. P. Lhckhdest, Mill Bank Hull, near Warrington.

I AGREE with Mr. Record that Hathaway's Excelsior is a fine

variety. I have grown several sorts, and in 1ST2 had the Lnrge
Red very good. This season I have had Hathaway's Excelsior,

and to my satisfaction it is the best I have yet cultivated.

It grows very strongly in tlie first part of the season, for I

thought I had all plant and no fruit, but with frequent stopping
I obtained at last a fair crop as large asRibstou Pippin Apples,

but rounder. I find the Tomaio likes fresh soil like most other

crops. I grew mine in a border made anew this time last

year after pulling down an old vinery, and no manure was

added to it. I gathered just a bushel from five plants, besides
a small gathering or two before.—C. M.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAiiDEN.

There are but few gardeners who are unacquainted with the
value of leaf mould ; it is of all soils the most useful in the flower
garden, and it is scarcely less valuable in the kitchen garden
and forcing department. One of the best practical gardeners
we have known used it mixed with a small portion of cow dung
thoroughly decomposed in the forcing of culinary vegetables, and
also for Peach trees. Raspberries, Melons, See, and I can aver
I never saw more abundant crops ; it was also used largely in
the kitchen garden, which was equally productive. Now, al-

though the value of leaf mould is more or less generally known,
it is rarely that a greater quantity of leaves is collected iu one
season than is actually wanted for the purpose of forcing.
This, I have no doubt, arises in some measure from the ex-
pense of cartage ; but by the plan I am now about to recom-
mend it will be, as far as regards collecting leaves for leaf mould,
a mere secondary consideration. In extensive parks there are
usually many hollow places where leaves collect in large quan-
tities. In a central part of these hollows a hole should be dug
sufficiently deep and large to hold the leaves near at hand, but
not so deep as to endanger the lives of any cattle which might
by accident get into it. The leaves should then be raked into it

and firmly trodden. During the summer they should be turned
twice or thrice, and have a small portion of lime mixed with
them each time, when they will be fit for some purposes the
following winter ; but, if convenient, it is best to let them re-

main iu the bole two years. Thus there will be a great saving
in cartage, as it takes many loads of leaves to make one of

mould. Another bed of Aiparagus should be prepared at

the end of the week if a succession is required. The frames
already planted may remain covered-up night and day during
cold weather until the heads begin to appear. It is necessary
to take advantage of every favourable opportunity to earth-up
all the Celery that requires it ; rather let it remain as it is than
attempt to do so while wet, as it wiU afterwards rot in a very
short time. The Ciicutnher plants require constant attention
in stopping and tying to the trelUs. During very dull weather
the plauts should not be excited to so great a degree by heat
and water as in clear weather, neither should they be allowed
to swell-off so many fruit at one time. If the herb beds are
not yet cleaned and done-up for the winter they should be
attended to without delay ; a slight coat of very rotten dung
should be laid on them, for the double purpose of protecting the
roots from severe frost and to enrich the soil. The Cabbage
varieties of Lettuce planted in frames intended for winter irse

will not require much air if the soil is light and dry. Should
they require a Uttle water, give it to each individual plant from
a watering-pot without a rose ; never expose the plants to
heavy rains. A little leaf mould, tan, or cinder ashes should
be laid over the crowns of Sea-kale plants

;
pots may then be

set over a portion of the plantation, and be covered with leaves

as they are collected ; if required for use in a short time stable
dung should be used. In gathering the leaves of Spinach the
beds should be trodden upon as little as possible, as the growth
is injured by having the soil so consolidated about the roots ;

where it is sufficiently light and dry for the purpose the surface
of the soil should be loosened-up. The past week the weather
has been vei-y unfavourable for out-door operations. As little

as possible should be done on the ground when wet, as stiff soils

.are greatly injured thereby. Look over Onions and other culi-

nary roots, and pick out all that are any way decayed. Remove
all decaying and damaged Carrots, &c., from the root-house.

Prepare suitable places for a supply of Turnips, Celery, tfcc,

being stored-up on the first approach of severe weather. ]?ota-

toes, if kept in a house, and especially if raised in rather a wet
state, should have flues formed of faggots, itc, passing through
the heaps. When sufficiently dried, the draught of air may be
stopped or regulated at will. When the flavour of newly-raised
Potatoes is preferred to having them like a bill of flour, a
quantity of earth, neither dry nor wet, may bo sprinkled
amongst them.

FRUIT oardem.
Prune and nail Vines and other fruit trees as before recom-

mended. Fig trees in some situations will require to be pro-
tected. This may be done in a variety of ways, but I prefer

gathering the shoots into several liundles after being unnailed,

and then wrapping mats round them. The present changeable
weather will furnish an opportunity of examining and removing
all decaying fruit from the fruit-room. Those slightly specked
should be taken out and reserved for present kitchen use,

as otherwise the atmosphere of the room would become so

tainted as to hasten the decomposition of all the stock.

FLOWER garden.
Chrysanthemums will now be in perfection in most places,

therefore take every means to preserve their beauty as long as
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possible. For some of the very tenderest kinds of Roses some
protection "will soon be necessary. Also get in a stock of Briars
for budding upon next year, for unless these are planted before
spring they seldom furnish strong shoots for early budding.
With weather like the present all new work should be pushed
forward with vigour, and if the soil has been properly prepared
by draining where necessary, as shoiild always be done before
planting, there will be much fewer failures from planting now
than if the work is delayed until March. Where, however, the
ground to be planted is of a harsh clayey nature, and in an un-
kind state at present, it will undoubtedly bo better to defer

Slanting until spring. Soils of this nature should always be
ug or trenched some considerable time before planting, as

neither draining nor anything but exposure to the action of the
frost will bring them into a fit state for planting. Roll walks
and lawns occasionally to keep them firm and smooth. There
will be comparatively little to be done in the flower garden at
present, except-sweeping and cleaning, and any spare time will

be well spent in going over the stock of plants in pits for next
season's use, removing every decaying leaf, and where the sur-
face soil has become green, removing this and top-dressing with
sandy loam. There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants
at this season as damp, therefore take every opportunity you
can of admitting fresh air. Beds of choice bulbs should be
protected by a coating of leaf mould ; also cover the roots of

Erythrinas, Alstriimerias, and similar plants. Continue to plant,
prune, and dig as before recommended.

STOVE.
Where plants are placed on a trellis "within 2 or 3 inches of

the flue, they should be examined carefully every daj-, as they
often want water, although they appear moist on the top ; very
small plants in smtill pots should never be placed in such a
situation. I have before adverted to this subject, and I do
so again, knowing that many plants are lost by having the roots
at the bottom of the pot dried-up.

CONSERVATORY AND GKEEXHOUSE.
These departments should now be gay with Chrysanthemums,

after which forced flowers and antumn-sown annuals will come
in. It is too often the case that a quantity of useless plants are
harboured here to the exclusion of those which are far more
serviceable for decoration.

PITS AND FBAireS.
Commence forcing Roses and other shrubs; smoke them

about once a-fortnight to keep down green fly. Open the frames
containing plants when the weather is favourable, but never
have the lights oflt when wet.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
FRUIT AND KITCHEN G.UtDEN.

The weather still continues very unfavourable for out-of-door
operations. The ground is saturated with wet, and is not in
a condition to be moved by digging, trenching, or taking up
roots. Some persons leave such roots as Parsnips, Beet, itc,

in the ground and dig them up as they are required, but it is

mnch better to lift them in fine weather and store them in sand
in a back shed or some cool dark place. By doing this much
trouble will be avoided in the future, such as digging-up the
roots in very wet weather, or when the ground is hard with frost.

We dug-np the Sra-hale roots, selecting the large and medium-
sized ones for forcing, and laid the small roots in the ground to
plant out in the spring. A dozen roots, more or less, are planted
in an Il-inch pot ; the pots are placed out of doors and covered
with cocoa-nut fibre refuse ; they are then ready to be removed
to the forcing houses as required. Any house will do where the
night temperature is from 50° to 65°. In the lower temperature
the roots will be longest in starting, and will grow more slowly,
but the S^a-kale will be of much better quality. We have tried
different methods to blanch it. One is to stop the holes in the
bottom of an 11-inch pot, and to invert it over that in which the
Sea-kale is planted ; but the preferable way is to plunge the
pots in cocoa-nut fibre refuse, placing it over the crowns of the
plants to the depth of i) inches. This is a better and more
cleanly way of forcing Sea-kale than the old one of placing
boxes over the crowns, and then making a dunghill on the bed.
This last-named method is very uncertain, and involves a vast
amount of labour, especially when, as is sometimes the case,
the beating material has to be dragged a considerable distance.
The method should only be adopted when no other means are
at command.
Pruning and placing sticks to Jiaspberricn. Where these are

trained by a single stout stick beinjj^ placed to each plant, the
sticks very soon d*cay at the stirface of the ground, and gene-
rally require to be looked over every year. If it were not for
the trouble of looking over the plants to renew the sticks, and
the difficulty in some parts of obtaining sticks at all, ttiis is a
good way to train Raspberries. A better and more economical
way is to plant in rows -1 feet apart, and 18 inches between the
plants. The canea can be trained to wires fixed in a horizontal

position by being strained to iron supports at each end of the
rows, and kept at a uniform height from the ground by means of
sticks placed at interval^ along the rows. There ought to be
two wires—one at 2 feet 9 inches, and the other 1 feet from the
ground line.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
It may be just necessary in passing to allude to the orchard-

house trees. They are now in an exposed position out of doors,
placed on a hard bottom, so that worms are excluded. The
pots are plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse up to the rims first,

as, though they are not removed outside before the first week
in October, it is very often necessary to water them for a week
or two after ; but on the first appearance of frost some fresh
material is placed over the surface of the soil of the pots, in
such a manner that it slopes from the stem of the trees to the
rim of the pots, and will throw oil the water which falls in the
form of rain or snow. Notwithstanding this precaution, the
roots become saturated with wet, yet after seven or eight years'
experience we have not failed to obtain a good crop of fruit
every year. More orchard-house trees are injured by excessive
dryness at the roots than excessive wet.
Cucumbers are looking very well and bearing handsome fruit.

A minimum temperature of 65' can be kept up iu the houses in
the coldest weather; the plants are trained about 10 inches
from the glass ; there are also ample means for ventilating both
at the front and back of the house. The means employed to
ventilate the houses are not always satisfactory ; in some cases
the front sashes are arranged so that they canuot be opened
without admitting too much air, and iu cold weather it is
deemed prudent not to open them at all. The best way is to
have the sashes hung on centres, and open them all at once
with a rod and lever, so that they can be opened to admit the
smallest chink of air—just enough to cause a circulation. The
plants have been fortunately free from thrips, but j-ed spider
has attacked them ; this is kept in check by occasionally
syringing the plants with water which has been warmed l>y

being in pots placed against the hot-water pipes during the
night. The best time to syringe them is in the morning just
before the ventilators are opened.
Pine Apple pilants, especially those just throwing-up fruit, re-

quire careful treatment ; where the plants are in large pots
they will seldom require water—that is, if they are pluuged in
a tan bed. Some growers prefer to place the pots merely on the
surface of the bed without plunging them, and where this is

done, owing to the evaporation from the pots more water will
be required. In all cases better give too little rather than too
much water. Our plants are watered sparingly, and the atmo-
sphere of the houses is kept comparatively dry. Where fruit
is throwing-up and swelling, many Pine-growers would have a
night temperature of from 6.5" to 70°, and where this is the case
more atmospheric moisture would be necessary. In cold nights
the houses here fall to 55°. Dessert Oranges, such as Taugierine,
Maltese Blood, and St. Michael's, ripen well iu the same tem-
perature, and are of excellent flavour. When our Orange trees
were bought-in from the nursery they were infested with browii
scale, and until quite recently this had been a constant source
of annoyance. The trees were repeatedly washed with soft
soap and water, and this, with a thorough syringing twice a-day
during the summer months, has seemingly eradicated it.

PLANT STOVE AND CONSERVATORY.
Allusion was made some time ago to the usefulness of the

winter-flowering Calanthcs for decorative purposes. They should
be in every collection of stove plants. The different varieties of
C. vestita, in which white predominates, contrast well with the
gorgeous spikes of pale red to crimson flowers of C. Veitchii.
This last is a hybrid raised by Mr. Domiuy, and introduced to
the public by the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea; it can now be
obtained at a cheap rate, and is by far the best of the Calanthes.
They may be grown three bulbs iu a pot, or thirty in a 15-inch
pan or pot; if very large pots are used these should be filled

rather more than half full of potsherds. The Pleiones are also
very pretty; at this season, like the Calanthes, they lose their
leaves before the flowers expand. A, lower temperature suits
them, and they should have abundant supplies of water during
the period of growth. As this is the time to repot them, a few
words on this essential point in their culture may be useful.
They begin to grow immediately the flowers fade, and that is

the time to repot. The pots should be half-full of crocks, over
these should bo placed some sphagnum moss; the compost
to consist of turfy peat two parts and one part of sphagnum,
with some potsherds broken small mixed witli it to keep it

open. All plants requiring a good supply of water should be
potted in an open compost, and have plenty of crocks put in for
drainage. P. maculata is the most beautiful. P. lagouaria and
P. Wallichiana are also very handsome. Potted Cypripediums
and some other ten'estrial Orchids, including the beautiful Cape
Disas. Cypripediuni spectabile is one of the most beautiful of
the Lady's Slippers, and is very easily gi'own as a pot plant;
like most of the Orchids it requires plenty of drainage, the
pot should be fiUed half full; very fibrous loam and a little
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fibrous peat added to it is the best potting material; some sand
is added to it to keep it open and porous, a few lumps of sand-
stone mixed "with the soil are also beneficial. The surface of the
soil should be covered over with moss, which is kept in a grow-
ing state by being frequently sprinkled. The plants are placed
an a heated span-roofed pit from which frost is excluded during
winter.
Chi-ysanthemums which are grown for the quality of the

•Sowers have required some attention, the florets have been very
liable to damp and decay. These have to be removed as soon
as they are perceived, to prevent the decay from spreading.
Care must be taken in tying and training the specimen plants,
and dusting with sulphur wherever mildew appears.

FLOWER G.URDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In this department there is plenty of work waiting to be done

when the weather is suitable. The weather, which would not
permit work on the flower beds, was very suitable for removing
shrubs from one part of the garden to another. Many amateurs
and some gardeners are not careful to save the roots of their
plants when digging them up. All deciduous and evergreen
trees will pay for a little extra labour in digging round and
underneath the roots. The best way is to form a circle round
the plant to ba removed; if the plant is large the radius must
also be large. Then with diggiug-forks throw-out a trench out-
side the circle formed round the roots, and when the trench is

sufficiently deep, work underneath the ball of earth. If the
trees or shrubs are choice species and difficult of removal, mats
should be wrapped firmly round the ball to keep the mould
from parting from the roots. The place where the plant is to
be put in should have been got ready previously, so that it will

not be necessary to further injure the roots by placing the tree
on the surface of the ground, and then have to wait until the
hole is dug-out.
Have finished lifting the Gladiolus roots, and have put them

away in a dry place for the winter, at least those roots that are
dry. It is necessary to thoroughly dry the roots first. "Where
this has not been done thoroughly they have been injured.
When the corms are lifted, cut the stalks off at once^ close to the
crown of the root, and place each sort separately in a flower-pot.
The pots can be taken into a vinery or dry shed, where the old
corms and small ones may be separated. If the small bulbs
are required for increase they may be saved and potted after-
wards.—J. Douglas,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** We request that no one will wi-ite privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture j dx.j 171, Fleet
Street^ London, E.C.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Norwegian Firms {Noricaii).—We are Bon-y we cannot give you the dis-

tinctive character of the Norwegian and Swedish houses ; but if you write to
Hansen of Christiauia, or Lundsrom of Frosunda, you will obtain all you
require to know.

Hot-water Engineering (E. Smith).—"We know nothing about books on
the subject.

Black Funous on Rose Trees iC^'ta Beta).—If yoiu- Eoses are budded
on the Briar we fear your soil and situatiou are not suitable ; if on the Manetti
Btock we should advise you to lift and replant, adding good well-decomposed
manure. Black funjjus and orange fungus seem mnch on the iucreaae.

Syringing with a solution of soot, soft soap, and snlphur is one of the best
remedies ; and as fungus generally arises from deficient root-action, watering
with liquid manure will be of gi'eat service in checking its spread.

Storing Apples and Pears (F. J.).—The Apples would keep in barrel-i

quite as well without as with the packing in saud; thoroughly dried straw is

much better, as in sand the fruit is apt to become insipid. They may be
packed in casks without straw, in either case looking them over at the end of
two or three weeks, and removing any that show Bymptoms of decay. They
may then be repacked, and will keep plump until fit for use. Pears keep very
^velI in boxes if stored in silver sand or in dried straw.

Potting Bedding Plants—Plants ron Low Wall (Idem).—Leaf soil is

preferable to rotten manure for mixing with the soil for beddincr plants, but
•well-decayed stable manure is good. We use both—one-third of leaf soil and
one-fourth of well-decayed dry manure. For covering a low wall we sliould

prefer Ivy to Virginian Creeper, as the former is evergreen. Employ the sraall-

ieaved kinds of Ivy, as Hedera tauricn, H. rhombsea variegata, and new Silver-

variegated or elegantisaima. The Virginian Creeper you had named to you
was probably Ampel^psis Veitchii, a very neat growing sort, adhering to the
wall witli tho tenacity of Ivy. It is very pretty, especially in autumn, when
the leaves are about to fall. Thero is an advantage in placing silver sand
around and over the bulbs of Hyacinths, &o., for it eaves them from decay.

It\' not Thriving (A. B ).—The most probable cause of the wall becoming
bare at the bottom is want of attention in the early stages of m'owth to
securing shoots for the lower parts of the wall. If you caimot bring down
some slioots we should plant young plants and train the shoots as thoy grow
so as to cover tho lower part of tho wall, enriching the soil with some loaf

soil or thoroughly-rotted manure pointed-in with a fork. Water freely iu
dry weather, and sprinkle the wall every evening in hot weather with w^ator,

so as to encourage the growth of the Ivy on the bare parts. Keep the old
Ivy well cut-in every spring, cuttiug-iu closely every part, and nail the shoots
to the wall as they grow.

Mice Eating Crocuses (.7. iJ.).—Wet the Crocuses, place them in a shallow
box containing red lead, and thoroughly coat them with the lead before
planting. It is said that placing pieces of the Crown Im[jerial bulb near
where the corms are planted will save the Crocus from the depredations of
mice.

Newi,v-PLANTED EosES (E. P. B.).—Mulch the ground about the plants
with littery manure 3 inches thick, and in February cut each strong shoot
back to six buds, the moderately strong to three or four, and the weak shoots
to two eyes each. The Roses in pots should be potted at once, and placed in
a cool house or cold pit, and in January should be placed in the cool green-
house, or now if no fire heat is employed. Prune them at the time of in-

trouucing them, or in January, limiting pruning to the removal of the points
of the shoots, and cutting-out the old weak wood.

Winter Cuc03IBER Cultctee {H. P.}.—Plants from seed sown now will

not fruit at the end of January, or will only bear indifferently, but they will

come into bearing iu February or Miu-ch. The distance apart will vary with
the extent to which the shoots are limited; 2 to ii feet will be sullicient. The
depth of soil also varies with the width of the bed, 15 inches to 2') inches
being a suitable depth. There is no exhaustive work on Cucumber treatment

;

but the subject has from time to time been fully treated of iu our pages.

Cycas revoldta Culture (J. E.).—It requires to be grown in a stove, or
will succeed in winter in a warm conservatory. Repot in spring when it

begins to grow, and encourage growth with a moist heat, copious sprinklings

overhead, and thorough supplies of water at the roots. After the growth is

complete avoid wettiug th i fronds, keep the plant moderately dry at the roots

in winter, and perfectly so overhead after the gx-owth is complete. We
consider the cause of the leaflets now turning yellow is moisture on them,
either from condensation or spriukling overhead. Good drainage is necessary,

and a compost of rich, tuvfy, light loam, and a third of sandy fibrous peat.

It is possible that the leaflets may tall from a deficiency of moisture whilst

they are being formed.

Fungus in Tan Bed (Wm. C).—Frequently stir the pai-ts infested with a
smiiU fork, and sprinkle with quicklime. The monng of the tan about is,

however, tho best remedy.

Heating from Room Firf. {L. W.).—The cheapest plan would be to have
a flue rnnniog along one end and the front of the gi-eenhouse, the fire or

chimney from the fi^re rising about the height the fire is from the hearth-
stone, intJudiug the depth of the tire, and then along the flue in the green-

house. A shield of sheet iron to close the part above the fire in the room,
and coming down to the grate, would give you more draught when you wanted
to increase the temperature in the greenhouse, as in a cold frosty period, and
with a damper iu the chimney from the greenhouse flue, the heat could be
regulated at will. Another plan, but not so economical, would be to have a
bitiler at the back of the fire, with a 3-inch Ilow and return along the front

and one end of the greenhouse. This would be the safest and best mode of

heating, having a flue under the boiler, which could be used in severe weather

to give the extra heat required. You would need a flow-box or feeding-cistern

—better the latter, which should be directly over the boiler or near to it, ajid

the supply should be regulated by a ball-tap.

Vines for Late Vinerv (TK. fl.}.—The Vines planted against the back
wall of your lean-to viuery will not ripen well, aud tliey keep badly late in the

ReasoD. White Tokay and Black Hamburgh have succeeded well with us. The
White Musuats do badly, nor should any shy-bearing sort, like GrosGuillaume,
be planted. We also grew some very fine, well-coloured fruit of Alicante on
pot Vines trained to the back wall of a vinery, where the rafters were nearly

covered with Vines.

Rose-tree Planting (S. C). —The Roses planted after wet weather on a
fine day, succeeded by a week of rain, need not bo taken up and replanted iu

dry weather.

Mr. R. Fish (J. G.).—Mr. Fish had promised us to have his photograph
taken, but his sudden death prevented the fulfilment of tho promise.

Various (H. G.).—a. Stipa pennata, Feather Gratis, c. Stellaria media.
i>. Merculiaris perennis. Dog's Mercury. Your specimen is a male plant. We
do not know the Pelotas berry. The specimens you inquire for can bo
obtained through any of the chief nurserymen and seedbmen who advertise

iu our columns.

DisA grandiflora Culture (Hifjhfield).—The great object to be secured

is luxuriant growth with abundance of bloom. To obtain this it requires

liberal treatment. Give it a plentiful supply of moisture; do not even allow

it to become dry during the period of rest, which ia short compared with that

of growth, and to prolong it by artificial means greatly injures the plant. This

is the season when it rc^iuires our special atteutirm. November, as a rule, is

the spring-time of the Disa—that is, for healthy plants; those iu a weakly

state may be somewhat later, and, on the other baud, strong plants a Httlo

earlier. To make the treatment as plain as possible, we will suppose the plants

to be healthy and vigoi'ous ; in this case pot at once, if needed at all. In the

after-treatment we must take a lesson from nature. Coming from the Table

Mountain, of which it is spoken of as the pride, it is at once evident it does

not require a hot temperature; as long as frost is excluded that will sulfice.

Where there is no cool house it will do well in a cold pit or frame.

Club Root {J. II. £.).—Your Cabbages and Broccolis are attacked by what
gardeners call " club root." The small clubs or knobs on the roots are caused

by the female of a small weevil (Curculio pleurosti^iua), which punctures the

roots and deposits in each puncture an egg. The chief cures for it are examin-

ing the plants before planting, removing all the small clubs or knobs, if any,

and killing tho small grub weevil ; then dip the roots in a thick paste formed

of soot, lime, and soil, three part of the latter to one of each of the former,

before planting, aud use soot in the first watering afterwards. If a little soot

and lime are put on the ground after the plants be^in to grow, all the better.

This weevil seems to shun all nitrogenous matter and ammonia. It will also

bo good policy to change the Cabbage gi-ound every year. If so looked over at

planting time, and the ground is freshly and well dug, and well manured, and

if soot and lime are used in watering, there will be little of the club in old or

young plantations. In places where the weevil has become very numerous, it

is a good plan to let the plants grow to a fair- size, and to well examine them
before final planting.

Best Fifty Gladiolus { V—In his work on the Gladiolus, our corre-

spondent "D., jDca^'' marks thefcdlowinsaathe best flowersfor exhibition:

—

Adolphe Brongniart, Antigone, Beatrix, Celimene, Delicatissima, Edith Dom-
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brain, Eagene Scribe, Earydice, Horace, Horace Vernet, James Veiteh,

Jupiter, LegouTf, Madame FartaJo, Madiune Desportes, Madame Dorabrain,

Mano Stuart, Mejerboer, Michiit:! Ange, ilubt-re, Nestor, Normo. Orphee,
Pbcebus, Phidias, lliiierve, Primatrice, Kobert Fortune, Rosa Bouheur, Rosa
Pei^ection, Scliiller, s-ir J. traukiin, Uljsse, VirgUe, Virgiuale, aud Princess

Mary of Cambridge. To these may be added—Benvenuto, ilt-aro, and Octavie
of thin year's seediings. To these may be added to make op the fifty—Adanson,
Armide, Dr. Lindley, FuUon, Humere, Reine Victoria, Shakespeare, Le
Poussin, Antiope, Araniis, and Oiietian. The fleshy roots nnderneath are the
old eorms, and must be detached and thrown away. The small white thinga
are the yoong bulbs, which should be kept for increasing stock.

P110P.IGATING Pit Heated by Hot-wateh Pipes (A Constant Reader).—
As you say your pit, 8 feet by 3. has two doable rows of pipes passing through
it, we would advise, if oue of the sets of pipes passes close to one of the side

walla, that it be boorded-off, so as to impart a little top heat in midwinter if

wanted to do so; at the same time some contrivance ought to be adopted by
placing a b*tanl or somethiug over it, and covering it with sawdust or other
plunjfiug material afttr top heat is no longer wanted, which is not likely to be
after the end of .Tauuary. If the pipes are not at the side, the same effect

may be produced by placing a draining pipe or two, or something of that
kind, upon the piperi, and letting it pass through the plunging material; aud
this pipe could be stopped-up when not wanted by a bag of sawdust or any
other material easily taken out again. Then as to the bottom of the pit aud
pluD^ng material there are various opinions. Some like a hollow chamber
underneath with a slated floor; while some are content to cover the pipes
with coarse rubble stones, with liner ones at the top, and over that a layer of
moss or somethiui,' that does not decay very fast, and then the plunging
material, which may bo 10 or 12 inches thick, and may be tan, cocoa-nut fibre

refuse, or sawdust. If the latter, the thickness need not be quite so great
as in the case of tan, which is more apt to get dry at the bottom; but we
have had more experience with tan than with anything else, and have found
it answer very well. >awdu3t, however, is more convenient for plunging small
pots; and oocoa-nut flbro is also good. A\*hatevcr is used, it will be necessary
to give it a watering now and then, say with tepid water, in sufficient quantity
to wet it to the bottom, where it begins to dry with the heat from the pipes
below. With a litiie care in this way we have no doubt your propagating pit

will do you good service. Of course you will take care in opening it to insert

catting-pots and the like to allow aa little of the chilly cold outer air as you
can to get in. Such shouid be done in mild weather if possible, while in
severe nighta a little covering will be of much service.

Repottisg Vallota pcupukea ( iV. G.).—The plants may he repotted up
to the end of March. We cannot name the flowei- you sent, and cannot
advise as to the time of potting. If an Amaryllis", it would be best potted
after it has had a season of rest, dried off, aud is beginning to grow ; if a
Uippcastrum, it would bo best potted after the growths are full-sized.

DccK's-iirLL Api'le ( W«m).—The Dnck'e-bill Apple is much grown in Susses.
Another name for it is the Winter Pearmain. It will keep till June, and at
that season may bo used either as a dessert or a culinary fruit. It is a good
bearer every alternate year, and is reckoned one of the best quality.

IpomiEa Learii Tueatment (Miss iV.).—It is not unlikely that the
briUiant purple Ipi.ma'a you saw on the Continent is this. You may keep the
plant, or rather i:s root, in the sand until spring, and in February pot it iu
a compost of two parts light turfy loam, one part each sandy peat and leaf

soil, with a sixth part of silver sand. It requires a rather large pot for the
size of the root. We have grown it well in a 12-inch pot. Place the pot in
a hotbed, and contiLue it there until the plant has made shoots 9 inches to
afoot long, and tlien gradually withdraw it from the hotbed, and set in a
Rreenhonse, tiaiuing ttie shoots up the roof about a foot from the Klass,
keeping the plant well supplied with water. It will flower, if strong enough,
in August or September. Wo think the Ceanothus spray you sent us is that
of C. rigidus, bat we cannot be certain in the abseuce of a better specimen
and floweru.

Greenhocse BuLDors Plants fob Winter (Amateur).—^We can only
think of two—Imautophylluin miniatum and Schizostylis coccinea, you
having debarred us the "ordinary class of bulbs."

Peach Bokder—QtJiNCE FnciT Falling (.Ifrs. H.).—The border for the
Peach trees ought not to bo less than the length of the branches or height of
trellis the trees ore to cover. The inside border for planting the trees
should not be less thou 2 feet, better 3 feet, giving root space outside. It
would bo best to plant the Aprijots on the back wall, aud the Peach trees in
front, as the latter, we presume, will be the principal object. Whether you
have Aprioot^ or Peaches on the back wall, they wilt not succeed after a few
years unless the treen in front are kept low. so as to admit light to tbe trees
on the back wall. The Quinre on the wall probably casts its fruit through
the drynts* of the soil. Make holes about a foot deep with a crowbar about
afoot apart when the tree is in blossom, and give a thorough soaking of
water, making furrows near the bole of the tree, as making holes there with
a crowbar would probably injure the roots. Fill the holes and furrows at
least three times with water, allowing the water to sink in before applying
Tnoro. .\ftor the water is alt settled iu, or the next day, loosen the surface
with a fork, level tbe ground, and give a mulching 2 inches thick of short
littery manure, and in a fortnight give another thorough soaking of water,
bnt without making holes.

MaSTI8IA S*LT^T.iIlIA AND AllISTOLOCinA ORNITIIOCEPHALA IN WINTER
(A Constant Rfadf-ri.—The former should be allowed to become dry, hut not
HO dry as to endanger the vitality of the roots, affording water occasionaDy to
keep them fr-jui Hlirivolling. The Aristolochia should also bo kept dry to
prevent as much as pit-sible growth during the winter. The drier it is kept
the Iwtter, crtnsiqtont with the vitality of the stems. 80 long as they ore
plump do not water.

CLiMBiifo Rose Fon Back of Oreenhoube (J. M.).—If there are no
climbern on the roof, nor any plants hliading the back wall of your house, it

will answer fur a It'^.^e. for which yon will need to make a border not less

than IH inches wide, and 2 feet deep, it being well drained, and filled with
turfy loam and a fourth of woU-decayed manure. The Tea-scented kinds
would be mott suitable, as Mar^chal Niel, Sombrcuil, Marie Sisley, NiphetoB,
and Narcisfic. .Select from those.

Caubllias for BArK Wall or VrNEEY (rrf<rm".—Camellias will Huccccd
on the back wall of a vinery havini? a suitable border. The beat compost is

the top inch of s/jil from a pasture where the staple is a rich light loam.
Cliopthis up roui^hly, ond add a fourth of sandy peat, draining tha border
well, and putting in thp compost firm. Select from Bealii, Bonominns, Ma-
thotians, Mathotiana olbo, Monarc'i, Reticulata florc-plcno, and Valtcvorcdo.

pHCTfTNO Vines in Greenhouse (E. M. W.).—The Vines, we presume,
are now losing or have lost their leaves, or when this takes place they should
be pruned ; but we cannot make out what your propo^ed mode of training is

;

but we presume by having thein with one, two, and three leaders rtspectively

you intend to train them with one, two, aud three rods, aud bavethat nimiber
of rafters or wires for training them at 4 feet apart, wnich distance is suffi-

ciently close for a greenhouse. The canes should be trained along the front

to the place where you requne the canes, and thm up the roof, cutting each
cane to within three eyes of the bottom of the rafters. If you only require

three rods, then cut the strongest cano back to within three eyes of the bottom
of the rafters or where you wish to originate side shoots, and cut the other
shoots or canes in to two eyes each. This will give you two side shoots, on
which you may take a bunch of fruit eath, and train the uppermost shoot as
a continuation of the main rod, and this in the following year may be cut

back to within 3 feet of its origin. Particulars of treatment you will find in

the " Vine Manual,"' which may be had by post from our office for 2s. l^d.

Keep the hou&e cool, only excluding frost.

Fuchsia Chlture (Daisy).—The cultivation of the Fuchsia is given in

our ''Florists' Flowers," which may be had at our office for 4(Z., or by post for

an additional postage stamp. The appearance of red spider is owing to too
dry an atmosphere, and probably a deficient supply of water aud nourishment
at the roots.

CHRYSANTHE3IUMS BusHY (O. E. S.).—The Way to secure this is to stop
the plants at 6 inches ; and when they have broken, and to induce shoots, the
shoot may be pegged down, taking care not to break it, and the shoots result-

ing from the stopping may be thi-ee or more. They should be trained by pegs
towards the sides of the pot, and when they have grown 6 inches should be
stopped. The shoots should be pegged or tied down or out as they grow, and
disposed evenly, so as to form a well-shaped head. Stopping may be practised

up to the first week iu July, bnt not later; after this, regulating the shootsv

by tying out to neat stakes. Cuttings are preferable to old plants.

Bedding GERANroMS

—

Tomatoes from Cuttings {C. G.l.—The Gera-
niums that have the leaves slightly nipped by frost, and which you have placed

rather close together in the vinery pit iu ordinary soil, will not, should they
revive, which is not unlikely, give you any great amount of cuttings in spring;

but you may cut them iu then, and put iu any available shoots as cuttings.

Theye will strike freely iu gentle heat. We have no experience of the raising

of Tomatoes from cuttings, but plants so struck would be likely to fruit sooner

than those raised from seed iu January. The forcing house would probably

bo most profitably employed in growing Cucumbers, but the small amount of

heating medium would be totally inadequate for the growing of Cucumbers in

winter.

Weevils (G. S.).—Lime water in the usual proportion of 1 lb. to three

gallons of water for driving out worms has no effect on thei^e pests, nor do
dressings of soot or soot water drive them away. We should be glad of the
experience of our correspondent on the subject, and by what means he traps

the perfect insects in April.

Names of Fruit (Thomas Clapkam).—1, Fearn's Pippin; 2, Norfolk Beef"

ing ; 3, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 5, Keddlestou Pippin. (A. D.).

—

Pears:
No. I, Catillac; 2, Easter Beurrt-. Apples: 1, Norfolk Beefing or Winter
Greening; 3, Golden Harvey ; 4, Graveustein. (F. J. A'.).—We have named
six as we announced as our restricted number. Others which we recognise

we will publish next week. 3, Golden Harvey; 5, Hall Door; 7, selwood's

Beinette; 10, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 13, Parry's Pearmain; 15, Early
Nonpareil.

Names of Plants (F. B.).—1 or 4, Arbutus TTnedo; 5, Spartiura junceum
Remainder leaves only. (J.H. B.).—l.Scolopendrium vulgare; 2. Polystichum
angulare. (Sub.).—1, Brassia Lanceana, Li?id?. ; 2, MaxiUaria picfa, floofc. ;;

3, A Gesneria or ally, but specimen inauJiicieut. (P. IV.I.— Davallia ciliata, .

Hook. (Fife).—1, Polypodinm (Campyloneuron) repens; 2,Davalliadissecta;

3, Acrostichum (Glaphoglossum) couforme; 4, Polypodium stigraaticum.

(R.R).—Very bad specimens. 1, Alternauthera ; 2, Tradescantia discolor;

3, Selaginella sp. ; 4, Crassula sp. (J. C.).—1, Pteris longifolia ; 2, Aspleuium
Fabianum; 3, Selaginella Kraussiana; 4, S. uncinata; 5, S.Braunii; 6, Gym-
nog;amma tartarea.

POULTRY, BEE, AST) PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

STANDAKD CHARACTEKISTICS.
I AM very glad that the remarks I hastily penned a week or

two back on this subject have elicited some opinions on the con-

trary side. What we all want is truth, which we hope to see

finally emerge as the fruit of free discussion ; aud now that two
correspondents have replied directly to my previous remarks, I

should like again to make such observations as occur to me in

reply to theirs.

I differ seriously from the postulates assumed by " O. P. H. Z.,"

or at least from most of them. It may bo that only one in a
hundred exhibitors knows what are the requisite points iu fowls j

but his poultry acquaintance must be very unfortunate if it be
his own personal experience which prompts the remark that
" that oue " does his best or his worst to mislead the others. I

remember vividly the time when I, as a youug and inexperienced

fancier, had to glean from others information that could not

possibly be obtained from books ; and I remember as vividly

the kindness and courtesy I met with from nearly everyone to

whom I applied, though in most cases I had no personal ac-

quaintance whatever to presume upou. And I can affirm that

the same spirit exists still, for I see large drafts being drawn
upon it at every show I visit. One fancier is quick to recognise

the real spirit of the craft in another, however ignorant, and
wherever this is found it is only to ask and have.

But further, when " O. P. H. Z." asks if it is not worth while

to instruct the ignorant, I reply. Decidedly bo ; but I also reply

that such ignorance as he speaks of—the not knowing " what are

tbe requisite points," is perfectly inexcusable. There is hardly
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any modern work on poultry wbich does not at least set forth

as much as this in ternis plain enough for anyone with real

interest in the subject to master. If there be not that real in-

terest, all the instruction in the world is useless. There is not

a single important point in any one breed about which there is

any serious doubt among competent fanciers as to the correct

ideal; and if it be replied, But how are the ignorant to know
these points ? I reply that any good book studied, or any recog-

nised judge asked, will impart the needful information. Taking
the point itself mentioned—vulture hocks in Brahmas, there is

not one judge nor one book which does not clearly state that

they should not be hocked, and that such a feature is a grave
fault : and so of the rest. The exact weight to be allowed to any
fault in judging never can be fixed; but after spending several

years over the matter, I assert deliberately that the vast

majority of awards by our recognised judges can be harmonised.
"X. Y. Z." has illustrated this point well.

It is perfectly easy for a gentleman or gentlemen to sit at a
table and agree on a scale of figures. The first plan was tried

in England, and the second was tdedin America. But any such
*' parlour" scale if tested at a row of pens will be found even
ludicrously incorrect, aud actual awards rigidly made by it will

be found monstrous in many cases. Only a few months ago the
judges at a large American show were handed blank forms for

every pen, in which their estimate of the j)oints according to

the American standard was to he fiUed-in, and the prizes given
to the highest totals. One of the forms was sent me previous

to the show as a proof of the improvements to be introduced

;

and it was announced beforehand that the birds "would be
judged according to the standard." Here, then, was every con-

dition now wished for: here was an agreed standard, which had
been settled by a convention and revised by another convention,

and the birds were to be judged by it. I had a letter from one
of the judges after, saying that it was the most foolish thing he
ever knew. They took two days of the hardest work possible

;

and I heard from indei^endeut sources that the awards were at

least no better than usual when completed. I also know, by a

letter from one of themselves, that the same judges being re-

quested to judge the greatest show of the season, just after, in

the same way, absolutely and point-blank declined to do so,

saying they had had quite enough of it, and would never do it

again : one trial of the plan was quite enou<:;h for them.
The letter of "Deeds Show" is so courleous to myself per-

Bonally, that I am sori*y I cannot agree with him. I have already
said that every point desired in a bird is known; and if more
than this be meant, there is no one who has any right to estab-

lish a uniform standard. All the competent judges we have
refuse to be bound in any such way; and I am at a loss to see,

since they stand aloof, how incompetent judges are to first frame
and then force such a standard upon them. What value can a

standard framed in defiance of the best judges ever have or

pretend to ? I do not know whether 8.ny allusion is meant to

an attempt which it is understood is to be made to form a com-
mittee and agree upon a standard at the Crystal Palace. If it

be, I am sorry to say I cannot, as he suggests, lend any assist-

ance to it. I should certainly like to see a genuine club or

association for broad and beneficial objects, aud supported by
men known and respected in the poultry world. But I can
hope for little from a movement notoriously promoted by some
persons for their own private ends, to which so ridiculously

few names at all known in the fancy have been subscribed;
which makes its very first object the framing of a standard in
defiance of the opinion of the very best judges we have ; aud
which begins its work by deliberately insulting Mr. Hewitt, and
not only insulting but slandering men like Mr. Blakston. Such
S3'mptoms are sufficient for me.
There is, however, a sad and serious cause underlying the

complaints which have been made, to which it pains me to

advert. For many months we have practically lost the seiwices

of Mr. Hewitt ; and Mr. Teebay, too, is not capable of the fatigues
he was. Such loss of services we have grown so accustomed to as

almost to forget they might be withdrawn, and could not be easily

replaced, and both the cause and its effects are enough to justify

the gravest anxiety. I can only say that the matter has caused
m.ost anxious thought to many of those best competent to con-
sider the subject, as well as to myself, long before mooted in
correspondence. We want no more "agreed" standards, but
we do sadly want more skilled judges ; aud I am not hopeless
that the want may before long be in some measure supplied.
If energy were expended in this direction which is wasted in
ideas long since proved fruitless, good might be done : at all

events, I can see no other means of mending the state of affairs.

—L. WltlGHT.

THE BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The entries for the forthcoming Show terminated on the Ist

inst., with every prospect of a satisfactory result. The following
are the numbers :—Poultry aud Pigeons, 2325 ; total entries, 2913.
The aggregate is somewhat larger than that of last year. On

a comparison of the figures it wiU be seen that the principal

changes have occurred in roots and corn ; the increase under
the former head being 96 ; while under the latter there is a
decline of 25. This fluctuation may doubtless be ascribed to
the fact that the past season was unpropitious for cereals, but
favourable to the growth of roots. In 1S72 the numbers were :

Poultry and Pigeons, 2363 ; total entries, 2889.

SOUTHERN SHOWS AND THEIR CLASHING.
We southrons have comparatively speaking very few poultry

shows, it is therefore the more galling when these clash ; yet
the Wilts County aud the Portsmouth Show are advt^rtised for
the same date, aud they must necessarily injure each other if the
dates are persisted in. I understand the judges, pens, &c., for
the Wilts County Show are engaged, and the schedules in print

;

I trust, therefore, that if the Portsmouth Committee are not as
far advanced they will see the wisdom of altering their date. I
have been accustomed for years to exhibit at both, and, like
many other small exhibitors, regreb this unfortunate contretemps.
I, therefore, appeal to Portsmouth, and hope if the arrange-
lients are not as complete the Committee will try to alter them.—Joseph Hixton, Wartninstei'.

BANTAMS AT BRISTOL SHOW.
In reply to Mr. Wright's inquiry last week on the above sub-

ject, I would say it is no oversight of the Committee that there
is no class for Any other variety. In consequence of our heavy
losses in connection with our Show, we have from time to time
cut out those classes which fill so badly as to numbers. In our
November Show, 1SG7, we h id a class for White and Any other
variety. The entries were ten Whites, one Japanese, and one
Pekiu. The latter took the first prize and cup for all varieties of
Bautams, the Japanese second, aud the White the third prize. The
White exhibitors were so annoyed at the two pens of mongrels,
as they were called, taking first and second prizes, that we thought
it best to make two separate classes in our next Show, January,
1SG9. The result was nine entries in the White class aud four
in the Any other variety. The next Show we struck out the
latter class and have not since included it.—E. Cambridge.

WHERE DO THE INJURIES TO EXHIBITED
BIRDS OCCUR?

I THANK, in the name of all our Committee, Mr. Hinton for

his kind expressions about our Show. I want to tell him,
through the pages of this Journal, that his Malay cock's tail was
perfect when it left our Show. I penned his birds myself. I

was most careful in putting them into the hamper, and I took
them to the station last with my owu hands. The cock had his

tail perfect then, and perfect did the bird go away from us. I
am most sorry it should have happened, but I believe these tail-

pullings take place at the stations and places where the birds

have to wait for trains. I will narrate a little anecdote. I was
travelling to a poultry show; at one of the junctions some
curious person insisted on knowing the contents of a big basket.

He first peeped in through the lid, and only saw enough to

make him want to see more. He took hold of the lid, and tried

to make the gap larger between the lid and the basket ; the
string was fine; the lid suddenly opened, and a Black Red
Game cock flew out of the basket and over the line into a field.

The bird was at last caught, but the train had gone. That bird

was " too late," if nothing worse happened to him. Again, at

one of our principal stations in the middle of England I went
into the parcels' ofilce, aud I found the porters had opened a
basket to look at the bird inside, and had let it out on the floor

for the others to look at. The bird (a Spanish cock) was wild,

and it flew through a window and cut its head.
These two examples show us what is done at stations. The

secretary and the committee of a show often have blame to hear

for tails being palled out, when it has been done before the birds

ever got to the show at all.

Now I am writing, I want to say a word or two about these

"men" everyone is talking of and writing of just now. I go
about to a gi'eat many shows, in fact most of them—I do not
suppose any amateur attends more than I do—aud I have the
pleasure (for it is a great pleasure, in fact I think it an honour)
to know most of the " fancy." I know the managers ("poultry-

men" some style them) of nearly every known exhibitor. I

have been into the show before opening with them ; I have seen
them under every possible circumstance, and never—not even
once—have I seen any oue thing which could not have been
doue before the whole mass of exhibitors. To pull a bird's tail

out, to shake up a bird, they would about as much think of

doing, I most firmly believe, as you, Messrs. Editors !

Whether it is advisable or no to let exhibitors in before the

judging I will not speak of, thouj^h personally I cannot see the

harm ; but of all the dreadful things which are supposed to take

place when the " men " are let in I do not believe one word; and
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I woold safely allow anyone into an exhibition, as far as my
birds are concerueii, for I do not believe there is one man in the
" fancy " who would harm a feather of them, so high an opinion

do I hold of all my poultry friends. Of course there may be
" black sheep," but at the very many shows, in all counties, I

have attended, I have never seen one case.

—

Eegikald S. S.

AVooDGATE, I'emburi/, Tonbridgc WcUSy Kent.

UNCONNECTED NOTES.
Is Class 27, Elack Red Game Bantams, at the Oxford Show,

my pen, -ITJ, was " commended." This was omitted iu the cata-

logue, but I saw the card upon their pen and received it back in

the basket. A commendation is, perhaps, not much to be proud
of, but in a class of thirty-five, and only eight noticed besides,

it is something.
I should like to notice, not as a disappointed exhibitor, for I

am satisfied, that white deaf ears were more prevalent tbau I

expected. In one prize pen the cock had decided traces of them,
and in a highly commended pen both cock and hen.

And now, before the Crystal Palace Show comes on, may I

urge the Judges not to give a prize to duckfooted birds ? When
I say that I have, iu different years, bought a second-prize pen of

Duckwing Game Bantam pullets which turned out (at least one

of them) duck-toed, and last year the only prize pen of Black
Reds in that large Bantam Selling class, m which the cock was
badly duck-toed, I do not think the protest needless. Of course

<aveat emptor; but still you do trust a good deal to judges'

opinions, and no doubt I did not look at the birds as closely as

I should have done.
And now I wish to notice a curious point, also in a Crystal

Palace prize bird of last year—viz., the second-prize Silyer-Grey

Dorking cockerel. I bought him and he was (alas 1) a fine bird,

but he broke a toe, got sickly, and dming his moult has had to

be killed. Had I, however, read a passage in the last number
of Wright's "Poultry Book" before his death, I would have
endeavoured to keep him alive longer. The passage I refer to

is on page 500, and relates to Gallus Bankiva, " The ueck-hackles
when first moulted are replaced not by the true hackles, but by
short dark grey or black feathers, which remain for two or three

months before they are replaced by the new hackles." Mr.
"Wright says that he has never been able to find these in any
breed but Game ; now this Silver Grey Dorking moulted his

neck-hackles, and they were being replaced by short square-
ended black feathers, and I did not see on examination any of

the true silver hackle coming. I was therefore the less inclined

to take much trouble with him, as I thought him useless for

breeding Silver-Greys, even if he should have recovered, which
seemed more than doubtful. As I have plenty of his stock left

I shall be able to see if any of them develope a similar tendency
in moolting.—E. Spesser Tiddem.vn, Childcrditch Vicarage,
JBrentwood.

GEEAT YARMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
This was held at Yarmouth, in the Drill Hall, on Wednesday

and Thursday, the 5th and Gth inst. The Hall is an excellent

one for the purpose, being capacious, and the light well diffused.

The pens were of a very substantial kind, being made of wood
and rod iron with sliding doors, and these are intended to be
let out for hire. The Show was open to the public for two days,

bnt the previous day had been set apart for judging only, a

mistake which we have reason to believe will be rectified for

another show ; but notwithstanding this drawback, the Com-
mittee was -well patronised in point of entries, and though many
of the best exhibitors were represented, yet the local element
was well to the front, and showed a most decided improvement
in the birds over those shown last year; in fact, so close was
the race against some of the crack birds, that a single point
would have decided in favour of those of the locality.

Single Game cocks were first on the list, all colours being
shown together, and among these were some good birds. The
Black Ked cockerel to which the cup was awarded, showing
fairly that that variety is on an improving march, it being long
since so superior a bird was shown ; second was a Brown Red
cockerel ; and third an old cock of that colour ; the former, a

well-moulted bird, being a little shy or too wild for the show
pen. In single hens all were Brown Reds of this year, and the
whole class good ; the competition in the first three being so

close as almost to suggest a to.ss-up for place. Game cock and
hen was a poor class, but the winners (all Duckwiugs), good, the
two first being grand in colour but somewhat soft, while the

third was the best cock in the class, but shown with a bad
ben. \Dorking.^ good in colour, large, and well-formed, were
first; second, Dark; and third, Silver-Grey. Spanish poor, if

we except tbo two first pens, the first of which were a grand
gftir of 'chickens. Cochins, single cocks, were first a grand old

nff ; second. Buff ; and third, Partridge. Hens were also first

a Bnff, second a White, and third a Partridge, all being capital

birds of their kind. In Cochin chickens the first were capital

Bafls, thoagh yotmg, the others Partridge but undeveloped.

In Brahmas, single cocks, an old bird stood first, and cockerels

second and third, the whole being good and the competition

close. In hens of that variety, the cup for the section was

awarded to a grand oldJien, large, good in pencilUng, and well

developed; the second-prize hen falUng little short m point of

quality but not iu as forward a state ; the third also bei2g a

hen Li'-ht Brahmas were single cocks, a large well-marked

cock first ; second a good bird but lost iu colour. In hens a

yoiin-^ bird of moderate size but grand marking was first; a

laroelieu, but out of condition, second; and thud a fair puUet.

In^the chicken class Dark were first, and Light second and

third Hamburghs were not numerous nor the quaUty good, if

we except a few pens. In Spangles, Golden won the cup ; the

Silver not proving up to the mark, although with the exception

of the tail-hackle of the cock in the first-prize pen of the latter

variety they were good, but in this point he was wanting,

being entirely free from spangling. Two pens of the Gold-

pencilled were very good and close in points, aud the cup for

Pencilled awarded here, while only the first in Silvers were up

to the requirement. Black Hamburghs viei^e mostly white in

the face, though the first and second were grand pens. Bantams

(Game) Black or other Beds came next; hut wo were dis-

appointed with these, for as a class they proved poor compared

with what might have been expected, although most pens con-

tained one good bird. The first aud third goiug to Black, and

second to Brown Reds. Game Bantams (Any other variety),

were much better, and the cup awarded to a grand, close-

feathered pen of Piles ; the second being also capital Piles but

rather dirty ; the third being very promising Duckwings. Black

Bantams were very good, but the White faulty m comb ; and in

the Variety class were some good Golden Sebrights, and the

first and second prizes were awarded to that variety. In the

class comprising breeds not before mentioned, Creve-Coeurs

stood first. Gold Polands second, and Malay chickens third.

The Selhng class for cocks was very large, aud many birds were

noticed ; a very good Partridge Cochin winning first, a pro-

mising Silver-Grey Dorking cockerel second, aud a Dark Brahma
third, the local cup for several classes being awarded here to

a fine Dark Brahma cockerel. Hens were also numerous, and

many were very good ; and here Brahmas were first, Partridge

Cochins second, and Silver-spangled Hamburghs third ; and iu

Ducks, Rouens won all the prizes.
, , , , . ,

Pigeons were a nice collection, some of the classes being good.

The cup for the best bird iu the Show going to a handsome

Black Carrier cock, although we are sorry to say some of the

best birds in this class came too late for competition. The

point cup was won by Mr. Fulton. In Carriers, single hens, a

grand Black was placed first, and the class was good, loung

Carriers were a strong class, and some of the birds especially

"'ood the first-prize Black, which also won the local cup, being

a stron" bird ; the second also a very promising hen, and the

third a cock. Pouters were a grand lot ; a slim-built White being

first a White also being second, though a little dirty. Barbs

were a very good class, the first-prize Black cock running very

close for the cup ; while in young birds were some birds that

will no doubt, be heard of again ; the first being a Yellow,

second Red, aud third Dun. Tumblers, Short-faced, were also

a good class. The first in this class being awarded to an Almond

cock, the second to a Red Whole-feather, aud third to an Almond.

Fan'tails were very good, the first being a large tailed bird but

not as good in carriage as the second and third, yet all three did

credit to Newark, which is the home of the Fantail. Dragoons

were first Yellow, second Blue, both pairs being of the strong-

built' kind. In Antwerp!, Silver Duns won all the prizes ; and

in the Variety class. White African Owls were first and third,

and a most beautiful pair of Black Trumpeters second. The
Selling class was very large, and some good birds were m at

easy prices.
-i

• iu
The Canary classes were fairly represented, and m the

Norwich classes the Derby blush was apparent on the winning

and some other specimens, aud fairly ran off with the awards;

this section was very good ; the Crested class being one of the

best, while the Ticked were a nice lot. Even-marked Jonques

had also some capital four-pointed birds.

As is often the case, a great drawback in poultry and Pigeons

was the late arrival of many baskets, some even arriving as late

as five o'clock on the day on which the birds were judged, and

in consequence too late for competition.

CKyir. -macUbrmatrd or other Ji«i«.-Ct)cfc -1 and Cop. J. R. Fletcher,

sloncclouKh 2, H E. Martin. Kakenhom 3. J. ChMt-r Nantwich. land!
I.,.cal. S. J. F. Stafford, Yarmouth, he. U, F.. Martin ; S. Mafh.^w, stowinarket

:

.I^Andrcws, Worcester; J. R. Fletcher, c. E. Bell, Burton-on-Trcut: T. 4 K.

^'tiSy^-m^khrm.tol or oth,r M.— H;«.- I. S. Matthew. 2. J. R
Fleti^lier Local Cud 1. 2. and 3. S .1. F. Stafford, kc, .). S Pcaraon, Great

MeUoiTF. A l"< cds.'^Finborough ; U. E. Martin ; S. J. F. Stafford, c, li. W.

^T.Z:.^Afv"'oltrvarMu.--i. W. F. Enlwi,1e, Wratfleld. 2, S^ Mallhow. 3.

,T. Fletcher. 1 aud a Local. W. Durrani. Yarmouth. Iu:, E. W. Southir»od,

Fakenham. c, J. Andrew. ; H. E. Martin.
„, .,. .. , > n t-

DoKKiNtu -1 and Clip, Henry Linitwood, Barking, Ncedham Market. 2, E.

Hooper Culne. 3, T. & II. Heath. Norwich, he, i. I'arlclt, Great BaJJow; E.

W. S.mthwood : A. S. Clarke, Lowestoft.
,

Spanish.- 1 and Cup, K. NewWtt, Epworth. 2, H. Wilkinson. Roptou..8 and
1 Local, K. Beazor, Yarmouth.
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Cochins.— Cocfc.—l and Cup, Lady Gwydyr. Ipswich. 2, Henry LinRwood,
F, R. S. S Woodttate. Pembnry. he, T. & H. Heath ; Major Bifjnold, Norwich.
Hen.—1, Lady Gwjdjr. .;. R. S. S. Woodgate. Local 2, Misses E. W. Birch.
Yarmouth 3. Mrs. E. Pryor. Welwyn. he, T. Sherwood, Crowfield, Needhara
Market; P. Pahemore, Nortliamptoi),
Cochins ~Chicke?is.—l, Lady Gwvdyr. 2, Mrs. E. Pryor. 3, T. M. Derrv,

Gedney. he, Major Bipnoid. c. J. Watson ; K. Fulton, London.
BRAHMAS.— lJarA:.—Cocfc.—l, Lady Gwydyr. 2. 1 Local, and Local c, G. S.

Pearson, Yarmoiith. 8 and 2 Local. W. J. Nutman, Varmuutb. he. W. Brun-
ton. East Dertham; Lev. J. G. B. ICnieht, Danbury; W. Mantield. Cambridfie

;

R. Fulton; O. K. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagshot. Hen.—\ and Cup, Dr.
Holmes. 2, L Writ-'bt. Lncal 1 and 2, W. J. Nutman. 8, W. Hargreaves.
he. W. Brunton ; ? . Kendru-k, jun., Lichfield ; E. Pnlcbard, Tettenball ; W. J.
Nutman; T. L. Nash, yproughton. c, W. J. Nutman (2); L. Wright; O. E.
Cresswell.
BEAHMAs.—Xi{7fti.—Cocfc.—l and Cap, H. M. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wieht.

2, P. Haines, pMlprave, Lins. S, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury, he, R. Fultun.
Sen —1 and 3. P. Haines. 2. Lady Gwydyr.
BftAH^A3.-Any variety—Chickens.—1, Dr. Holmes. 2, P. Hainea. 3. Lady

Gwydyr. e and 1 l.-nc;il, G. S. Pearson. 2 Local, W., J. Nutman. he, Rev.
J. G. B Knight; T.L Nash.
'H.&.:iiuvRGHs.~GoUlen-nimngled,—l and Cup, J. Robinaon, Garstang. 2. C.

Parsons, Wolverbainpion. a, T. May, Wolverhampton. Silver-spangled.—1,
Ashton & Booth, Mottram. 2, J. Robinson. S, J. Waikei*. he. Rev. F. Tearle,
Newmarket.
BiiiBVROTiS.—Golden-i>enr.iUed.—l and Cup, W. Speakman, Nantwich. 2, C.

J. N. Row, Melfurd. 3. K. Newbitt. 1 Local, J. W. Rust, Soulhtown. 2 Local,
J. Hall, Jan., Yarmouth, he. J. Robinson ; A. T. Faulkner, Thrnptton. c, T. A.
Brook. Holmfirth. Silver-pencilled.— 1, J. Robinson. 2, T. Hanson, Keighley.
8, R. Newbitt. he. J. Carr, Swansea : A. Stebhinpa, Lowestoft.
Hambcbghs ~Blacfc.—l and Cup, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, J. P. Case, Faken-

ham. 3. W. Cutiai;k, jun., Liitleport, Ely. 1 Local, T. A.Wright, Yarmouth.
he. R. Newbitt : J. Robinson.
Game Bantams —B/ncfc or other Eed^.-l, G. Garrod, London. 2, W. F.

Fntnisle. 3, W. Eayner, Ipswich. I Local, G. S. Pearson. 2 Local, W.
Durrant. he, T. J. MiHer. jun., Fakenham ; W. Baskervilie, Manchester ; R.
Newbitt; G.S. Pearson; W. B. Jeffries. Ipswich (2); W. F. Entwisle ; W. F.
Addie, Prepton: J Andrews, c, W. Easkerville ; G. S. Ptarson; Maoter C.
Crosland. Wakefield ; J.Andrews; J. R Fletcher.
BitiTAMB.-Any other variety.— 1, (up, and he, W. F. Enlwisle."2, R.JWing-

field, Sidbury. 3, J R Fletcher. C J Andrews.
Bantams.—Biacfc or Khite.—l and Cup, R. H. Ashton. 2, J. S. Pearson. 3,

T. E. Tbir'le. Lowestoft. 1 Local. W. .(. Lincoln, he, B. Barrott, Heubury.
Bristol ; W. Adams, Ipswich ; R. H . Ashton ; Rev. F. Tearle ; J. R. Fletcher, c,

R. Titlow, Halebwortti ; W J. Lincoln. Any variety.—1,^. Stringfield, Lowes-
toft. 2 M. Leno, Markyate Street. Dunstable. S. R. S. S. Woodgate. he, R. tj.

S. Woodgate ; Hon. Mrs. Paget. Hoxne, seole ; W. Durrant.
Any otuek Variety —1. < up, and e, W. Cutlnck. jun. (Creve-C(pm-8). 2, G. W.

Boothby, Louth iGolden Pol..nde). 3, T S. Euoth, Chesterfield (Malays). 1

Local, A. S. Cooper, Y'armouth (Uondane). 2 Local. R. Harewood. Yarmouth
(Silver PheaBant;). vhc, -t. Long, Hromley Common (American Fowls), he.
Rev. N. J. tidley (La FItcbe); J. Eobinsou (Polanda or Crcves); A. S. Cooper
(Houdans); E. Laniour, Hexion, Anipthia (Lreve-Cceurs).
Selling Class.— Cocfc, Cockerel, or Drake.~~l and Cup, Lady Gw^-dyr. 2,

"Wren & Page. Lowestolt. P. Ri-v J. G. B. Kni;^ht (Dark Brahmaj. 1 Local and
Local Cup. W. J. Nutman (Dark Brahma). Extra Local 1, J. N. Waite (Kom-n
Drake). vhc,\\ Howchin. .Sbadingtield, Wangford (Dark Brahma); J. & E.
Prince (Hie), he, T. 8. Rcioth (Malay); C. Sayer (Black Red Game): C. Den-
ton (Brahma); IViisb E A Eeles (While ^ultansl; W. Howchin (Dark Brahma);
T. >argant, Nantwich (Brown ' cd); W.J. Nutman (Dark Brahma); F, Par-
lett (Rouen); P. Pas&mnre (White i;rchin): H.E. Martin (Game); T.L.Naah
(BuflCochm); T. Td. Derry; J. N. Waile (Rouen), e, T. & U. Heath (8ilver-
Grey Dorking): J. W. BucKte (Black Red Game Bantams); W. J. Nutman
(Dark Brahma); A. li^entley (Black Bantamj; W.Rayner (PileGame); E. Cos,
Gorleston, Yarmouth (Houdan).
Sei-liso Class.—Hens, Pu' lets, or Diicks.—l. Col J. Cockbnrn, Eracondale,

Norwich (Dark Brahma). 2, T. M. Uerry. 3, J. B. Ely, Lowestoft (tiilver-
spangled Hamburgh). 1 Local, G. S. Peareon (Dark Brahma). 2 Local, Misses
E.W- Birch (Huff Cochin). vhe.T Love, Rings'horpe, Northampton (Golden-
spangled Hamburgh); C. W. Laxton (Brown-breasted Red Game); G. W,
Boothby (Golden Polands) : Wien & Page ; Lady Gwydyr. he, T. i H. Heath
(Silver-Grey Dorking and White Cnchiu); G. S. Pearson (Dark Brahma); K.
Beazor (Black ^panibh). c, J. Wat^on, Cringlelord, Norwich (Black Red
Game); R. Hare, Buxhall, Stowmarket (Brown hed Game); E. A. Leeds
(Brown Red Game): W. J. Nutman, Yarmouth (Dark Brahma) (2); Misses E
W. Birch ( Buff Cochin) : T. L. Naah (Buff Cochin) ; J. B. Bly (Silver-epangled
Hamburgh).
Ducks.—Aykshtiry or r^otieTi.—l, F. Parlett. 2 and 1 Local, J. N. Waite.

S, J. Wright, Normanstone, Lowestoft, he, .J. S. Pearson; Misses E.W. Biicb;
J.Wright. Any other variety.~\,i N. Waite (Wild).

PIGEONS.
Carblehs.—Coefc.—1 and Cup for best pen in Show, R. Cant. London. 2. J.

Chesters. 3, L. Wren. 1 Local, 2 Local, and c, G. S. Clements, Yarmouth, he,
R. Fulton; H.Yardley, Birmiugbani ; H M. M^yuard. Hi*»,— 1, L. Wren. 2, H.
M. Maynard. 3 and 1 Local, G. S.Clements, he,!!. H. Dows, Boston, c, R.
Fnlton.
Carriers,—rown£7.—l and 1 Local. G. S. Clements. 2, R. Cant. S, R. Fulton.

he, H. Turner, Ipswich : G. S. Clements.
Pouters.—Co'fc—1, W. R. Rose, Kettering. 2, J Hawley, Girlington, Brad-

ford. S.R.Fulton. 1 Local, G. S. Clements, he, H. Thurlow; G Holloway,
jun., Stroud, Gloucester, c, C. H. I^yford, Ipswich, flfu —1, W. Nottage, Noitii-
ampton. 2, K. Fulton. 3, L. \v'alker. 1 Local, G. S. Clements, he, W. R.
Rose.
Barbs.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H M Maynard. 8, H. Yardlev. he. H. Thurlow; J.

Hawley. c, J. Chesters (2); M. H Tomlinson, Newark-on-Trent. 1 and 2
Local. G. S. Clemeuts. Yuung.—\. R Fulton. 2 and 8, H. Thurlow. 1 Local,
G. S. Clements, he, H. M. Mayna'd ; T. H Dows.
Tumblers.—S/ior(-yacfd.—l, .1. Ford, London. 2, J. Hawlev. 3. R. Fulton.

1 and 2 Local, G. s. Clem.-n*8. }ic, R Cint: U. Thurlow; J. Ford; H. Yard-
ley ; J. Hawley. I,owi/-/a'-r(f.—l, O. Cowies, Lowestoft. 2, J. Ford. 8, G and
W. Banns, Lowest 'ft. 1 Local. W. Hill, Handforth. he, C. Cowles (2); G.iflnd
W. Banns; R. Fulton; J. Hawley; H. W. Webb, Lower Sydenham.

"
Fantails.— 1, J. Walker. 2 i-nd 3, J. F. Loversidge. Newark. 1 Local, W.

Durrant. he, W. H. Tomliuson (2). c. R. Fulton ; F. R. Aldiss, Fakenham.
Dragoons.—1, W. Larkins, Henlow, Biggleswade. 2. H. Vardley. 3, H.

Thurlow. 1 Local, G. h. Clemmta. he, W. Larkins : R. Fulton : A. W. Wren •

G. S. Clements, c. A. W. Wren.
Antwerps.— I, Master C. Crosland. 9, C. F. Copeman, Birmingham. 3, H.

Yardley. 1 Local and 2, G. S. Clements, he, H. Thurlow; A. Bentley ; J.
Hawley. c, A. Bentley; G. S. Clements.
Any other VAhiF.TY.—1. J. ChiHters (White Owls). 2, R. Fulton (Trum-

peter)^ S. H W. Webb (Africaa Owl-) 1 and 2 Local, Miss Somes (Danish
and Trumpeters), he, L. Alltn (English Owls), c. H. Thurlow; A. Bentley
(Blue Owls); Hon. Mrs. Papet (Florentine Runts); H. Yardley.
Selling CLAas.-l, cup. and 8. H. Thurlow (Cirriers). 2, K. Fulton (Barbs).

ILocal.G. S. Clements (Black Carrir^rs). 2 Local, C Rumbold, jun. {Rlack
CarrierB) he, \. Silvers, Mel'nrd (t-'autMils); W. Larkins (Pouters); H Thur-
ow (Yellow Barl>s); A. Bentley (B ack Carriers) ; R. Elliott (Priests); J.
Ford;L Wren (Carriers): L Wa'km. v,,r'hampton : R. Blacklock, Sunder-
land {Kito Tumblers) ; G. S. Clements (Black Carriers), c, J. Chesters (Black
Carriers); W.Nottage; H. W. Webb (tnalmh Owls); C. Rumbold, jun. (Black
earners) (2).

General Point Cup awarded to R. Fnlton.
Local Point Cup awarded to G. S. Clements,

CANARIES.
Clear Yellow.—1 and 2, Lamidougb & Bexson. Derby. Local, W. Bracey,

Yarmouth. he,G. &J. Mackley, Norwich (2); Ooode &Audley; C. Rumbold,
jun , Yarmouth ; F. Alden, Norwich, c, C. Rumbold, juB. (2).

Clear Buff.— 1 and 2, Laroplough & Bexson. Local. W. Bracey. he. G. & J.
Mackley; C. Rumbold, jun. c, Goode & Audlev, Leicester (2); C. Rumbold,
jun. (2).

Marked or Variegated Yellow.—1 and 2, Lamplough & Bexson. Local,
C. Rumbold, jun. he, G. & J. Mackley; Goode .SiAudley. c, W. Bracey; Goode
andAudley: C. Rumbold, jun.; F. Alden.
Marki-d or Variegated Buff— 1 and 2, Lamplough & Bexson. Local, C.

Rumbold. jon. he. G. & J. Mackley. e, W. Bracey ; C. Rumbold, jun.
TiCKbD OR Unevenly-marked Yfllow.— 1. Lamplough & Bexson. 2, G.

and J. Mackley. he, Lamplough & Bexson; Goode & Audley ; C. Rumbold,
jun. Local. W. Bracey. c, C. Rumbold. jun.
Ticked or Unevenly biapkfd Edff.—1 and 2. Lamplough & Bexson. Local,

C. Humbsid, jun. he, G. A: J Mackley (2) ; Goode & Audley ; C. Rumbold, jun.
c, W. Bracey ; C. Rumbold. jun.
Clear Yellow or Buff, with Dark Crest.—1, Lamplough & Bexson, 3,

F. Alden. Local, C. Rumbold. jun.
Variegated Yellow or Buff, with Dark Crest.—1 and /iO, F. Alden. 2,

Lamptougb & Bexson. Local. C rjumbold, jun.
Cinnauun.-JoHfjuc-1 and 2, Lamploutih &. Bexaon. Local and he, C. Rum

bold, jun. Buff,~l and he, G. &J. Mackley. 2, R. Poole, Maldou. Local, C.
Rumbold, jun. .

Cinnamon.—Jjfarfccd or Variegated Jonque or Buff.—I, G. & J. Mackley. 2,
Lamplough & Bexson. Local, W. Bracey.
Four Canaries Exhibited in One Caoe.—1, Lamplough & Bexson. 2 and

he, G. and J, Mackley. Local Prize. C. Rumbold, jun.
Selling Class— 1 and 2. G. & J. Mackley. Local Prize, W. Bracey. he, C.

Rumbohi, juu. ; G. i\: J. Mackley.
Geoeral Point Cup awarded to Jlessrs. Lamplough & Bexson,
Local Point Cup awarded to C. Rumbold, jun.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey. Pigeons : Mr. H.
Beldon, Bingley. Cage Birds: Mr. H. Thurlow, Burnliam
Market.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE POULTBY SHOW.
The fifth annnal Exhibition vra.s held iu the Corn Exchange

on November 6th and 7th, and was successfully carried out in
every respect, being a marked advance on previous Shows both
as regards numbers and quality.

In poultry Cochins stood first, and, though not large classes,
good birds competed both in adults and chickens. In BraJmias
adults had only three entries. The first-prize pen was excellent.
Chickens were more numerous and very good. Dorkings were
not particularly strong, and only an average lot. In Spanish
the chicken class was perhaps one of the best brought together
this season, many very promising pens competing. Game were
good, the cup going to Brown Reds, the same colour also taking
first iu chickens. In the latter the first-prize pen contained
one of the best pullets we have seen for some time. In Game
Any other variety a grand pair of Piles were first, and Ducbwings
second. All the Hamburghs were f^ood, Silver-sjiangled chickens
receiving the sectional cup. Game Bantayns were by far the
best represented in this department of the Show, a large number
of first-class birtls having been sent. The cup went to a splendid
pen of Black Red chickens. In adult birds the first-prize pen
contained the beat cock in the Exhibition, but rather indifferently
matched. In the class for Any other variety of Bantams good
Silvers were first, and capital Blacks second. Ducks were
numerous and good.
The Pigeons were the great feature of the Show, the entries

numbering 846 pens. Single birds were exhibited throughout,
except in one ot the Selling classes, where a pair was required,
and in a collection class, which was for four pairs exclusive of

Carriers, Pouters, Almonds, and Barbs. "We have seldom had
to report such a collection of really first-class Pigeons, which
will be found to be fully borne out by a glance at the prize list,

most of the leading exhibitors being represented ; we wouldj,
however, suggest to the Committee that, where Judges of such
experience are engaged, a division of the classes might be satis-

factorily made on a future occasion.
Pouters had six classes, the cup going to a magnificent "White

cock, good in every point, shown by Mr. Ridley ; the same ex-

hibitor also had first with a particularly fine White hen. The
other prize birds were also of very high order, the most notice-

able being Hr. Harvey's Blue cock, and Messrs. Fulton and
Taylor's Yellows and Reds,
In old Carriers Messrs. Taylor, Horner, and Fulton divided the

prizes with capital birds ; Mr. Taylor taking the cup with a
heavy Black cock, admirably shown. In young Carriers both
prizes went to most promising Duns.
Dragoons, Blue or Silver, were a large entry, but the class

contained a great number of defective birds. The first went to a
very rakish Blue ; a splendid Silver taking second. Dragoons,
Red or Yellow, were a much more even lot, Mr. Graham's first

Yellow taking the cup; Yellow also was second, and some good
Reds received notice. In Dragoons, White or any other colour,

a good White was first, and a remarkably fine Grizzle second.
Short-faced Tumblers were a fine collection. Mr. Fulton took

the cup with a beautiful Almond hen, good iu every respect.

Capital Yellow Agates and Red Mottles won in each of the
other classes. Many of the birds were, however, not in good
show condition. Barbs were good.

Foreign Owls did not come up to our expectations. It seems
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a difficnlt matter to replace the standard specimens iu this

variety. The prizes went to fine Blues aud "Whites.

In Mottled Trnmpeters the Russian birds had the prizes, but

there was a great deficiency in the mottling of the various com-
ipetitors. In Trumpeters, Any other variety, a good Black was
farst, and an equally fine White second.

In White Fantails the first and cup went to a good-carriaged

bird, medium in size, with a large and well-carried tail, the

second going to a very small Scotch bird, excellent also in tail

and carriage. In Fantails, Any other variety, the first went to

an unusually good Silver; Blue taking second.

Jacobins were a nice lot, but many of the birds were not yet

in full feather; some others were also obviously passed over for

other reasons. The prizes went to small tine birds.

Turbits were a show of themselves. The cup was awarded to

a splendid Yellow; all colours were, however, well shown.
In English Owls a good Silver was first; White second. Most

of tlie Blues were too nearly allied to the foreigiiers. Magpies
and Nuns were each good classes.

Antwerps were a large lot. In the Short-faced class a Blue-

chequered was first, and Silver Dun second. In the Long-faced

class it was stated the first-prize bird had flown from the

Crystal Palace to its home, about two hundred miles, in five

hours ten minutes. In Any other variety Mr. Yardley took the

cap with one of his lovely Satinettes. The SeUing classes were
large, and contained some cheap birds.

Coonvj.—l.W. Harvey. SheffiaM Sand /i':. G. H.Procter, Darham. Chickens
—I. W. aarvey. 2, 0. H. Procter, he, G. H Procter ; W. Jajga. c. G. U. Fore
man,
BRinMis.—1 and Cnp. J. Watts. Kind's Heath, Birmmdham. 2, T. F. Anadell,

Cowley Mount, St. Helens. Chickem.—\,J. W. Brockbank. 2. T. F. Ansdell.

r^. ,1. H. Prckies. he, H. Beldon, Gaitatock, Bingley; Mi3s E. O. Powlett.

c, W. Whittaker.
, ,

Dorkings.— 1. J. White. Warlaby, Northallerton. Chickem.—l, J. Robmson,
Garataog. 2, J. White, he, K. Baker, c, T. P. Carver. Langthorpe.
Spanish.—1. .T. Leeraing, Broughton. Preston. 2, H. Beldon. Chi'^kem,—

1 and Cap. J. Yoanghusband. 2. PalUster & Hawkina. he, H. Beldon ; J.

Lceming; J- Yoan^hnsband.
¥oi.i<in.~f^flvrr KpangUd.—l and 2. H. Beldon. he, P. tJn^worth. Lowton,

Newton-le-Wiliowa. Any othrr variety.—l,\7.B&rvGy. 2. P. Unsworth. hc,B..

Beldon; P. Unsworth.
GKvr..-Bla-k and Brown R'uh.—l and Cup. E. Ayfcroyd. Erclcshil', T,eed3.

5.Mis« M. J. Nelson. Cock^haw. ftc.T. W. Lister: T. Wittineham: J. Mason,
Worc-Hter. Chiekens.—l. G. C. Wilson. 2, J. Robertfl. he J. W. Brockbank

;

Miss M..I. Nelson: R.Sharp, c. R. Brit'on. Any other variety.~l,T.Golighi\y.
0. .T. Gibson, Chiekm-t.—i. .T. W. Brockbank. 2, J. Brown.
HAMiinEoes.— 'r<iW.n-s;»TJi'7/f'(.— I. H.Beldnn. 2. J. Walker. /i«. J Robinson.

rhiekrnA.—I. H.hfl'\on. J, K Konleyf^ide. ^c, .T. Ribineon ; -T. Roberta. c,J.

Walker. SilvrrspangUd.-l, X^hion & Booth. Mottram. 2, H. Beldon. he. J.

Robinson; J.Ashwonh. Chickens.—l&nd Cup.H. Boldon. 2, Ashton*! Booth.

/l7, J. Robinson : .1. Ashwortb.
nA-sitM:R'^n'.—GoId''n-pcncilUd.—1. W. Driver. 2. H- Beldon. he. J. Robin

son; J. Walker. Chiekem.~l, .1. Robinson. 2, H. Beldon. kc, J. Walker
BilrrrpencilUd.—l.U. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson, /ic, J. Stephenson. Chickens
—1. H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson.
G*MK Bi,sT*M9.—JJ/rtcA; or Broken Iiedg.—\, T. Dowell. 3, G. Bell. vhc. Miss

M. J. N-Ison: G. Halt. Jic. Bellinsham i Gill. Burnley; Miss M.J. Velson

;

H. H. Tbotnpinn, Sandftrlaod; W. R igers. Suuderlind. Chickenn.—l and Cnp.
G. Hill, Kendal. 2. Miss M J.Nelson. r/K. R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy. N.B (2);

J. Steel, Halifax, he, G. Noble, Staiocliffe, Dewabary ; J. Barlow, Monkwear-
mOQth. e. Miss M. J. NeUon ; W. RoRers.
GAur, Bastams.—.^ny other colour.—1. J. Barlow. 2. Miss M. J. Nelson, he.

Miss M. J. Nelson, e, J. Ffrrv. ChiekenA.—l and 2, G. Hall. vhc. Miss M. J.

Nelson : R. Brownlie : H. Sharp he. J. Cook ; W. Grey, c, J. Steel.

BxSTAVn.—Any variety but Game.—I, H. Beldon. 2. R. H. Ashton. Mottram.
vhe, T. P. Carver, he. W. J. Thompson: J. H. Cartwrigbt. Any variety.—

Coefc or CocfcfTpi-l. Miss M.J. NeUon. 2, G. Hall. i-'tc,T. Ayre. /ie,W. &A.
Barton; J. Short ; Hetherinrton & Taylor : F.J Dawson.
VvcK<i.—Aylesbury.—\. T. P. Carver. 2. J. Walker, he. W, J. Thomps«n : C.

Holt; Z.H. Hevs; S Stoddart. Jni/ oCi^rvarieii/.—l, W. J. Thompson. 2, Mibb
M.J Nelson. V.C.Holt: J.Walker. „ „ ,, „«.«,.
Asv OTHER VARip.TT.-i-:r/-?p( Turkeyi cnd G«»tf.—1, H. Beldon. 2, G. A. Tate.

he. H. Civil : Mi«9 G. B. F.lliott. _ _
Sblliso CI.A9SB3.—Prictf not to exceed 40«.—1, H. Beldnn. 2. W. J. Thomp-

BOTi. Woodhom. Morpeth, s. J Watts. h«.T. P. Carver; P Unsworth ; J. Car-

mther* : Pallitlcr & HawVina. TopcUffe. Tbirsk ; C. Car. Wilsden. Bindley : G.

H. Procter; J. J. Waller. Kei.dal: Mrs. J. Cross, Appleby Viear.ice. Brigg.

Prirrnot to ereerd'.m ~\,3. Gcthn". Hexham 2. H. Beldon. .•?, P. Unsworth.
}te,C. Carr; T. P. Warver, l.ancthorpe, Borobridgo; W.J.Thompson; G. H.
Procter; S. Stoddart, Sunderland.

PIGF.ONS.
PocTERS —Bf«< or Blaek.-Coek.-l, W. Harvey, Sh'ffleld. 2. T. Rule. Dnr-

faam. he, H. Pralt Knowie; E. Homer, Harcwuod. Leeds; R. Fulton. New
Cros4. London ; G, J. Tavlor. Manchester. Uent.—l, E. Horner. 2. R. Fulton.

he. R. Falton: A. Ho^tr. Ncwcaalle-upon-Tyne; R. HelUwell, Halifax; W.
Harvey; J. Grant. Edinburgh. _ * „ „ , „
PocTKRS.—Bf'/ or Y'ltow -Coekn.-\, O. J. Taylor. 2. E. Horner, vhc. R.

Fulton, he, A. Wright, Leith: W. Ri'Upy. Hexham: R.Fulton; T. Rule. Henit.

—I. R. FultoD. 2. G J. Taylor, he, R. Fulton ; W. Ridley ; W. Harvev.
Porrr.R'i.—Anyothrrcotour.—Coekii —land Cup. W Rid'ey. 2. - Kilpatrick,

Whitbv. he, R FnUon: A. «ncg ; R. Falton; W. Ridley; W, Rutherford,
Kdinbnrjh. Uens.—l, W, Ridley. 2, J. Grant, lie, U. Pratt; E. Horner;
R. Fulton. „ „ , ,
CARRiEts.-ma^Ar.—Co^-fri.-l and Cop. G. J. Taylor. 2. E. Homer. vhe..1.

Thompson, he, «. Fullon : E. HorDer. Hen*.—1, E, Horner. 2. R. Fulton.
rhe. R. FuUoD. he, H. Yardley.
CxRHiT.HH—Any other colour. - Cockn.—^, R, Fulton. 2, E. Homer, he. J. E.

Crofts, Blyth, work.top: E.Horner. /Jeru.—1,E. Hornor. 2. R. Falton. he, R.
FuUon: J. CflkT. F.oiidxn. c. >. Hawley.
CABRir.Rs. — .)ny rolour. — Yotin(}.—\. W. Bulmer, Spalding. 2, R. Fulton.

lie. R. spencer ; E. Homer ; W. Massey ; W. Batmor.
Draooons.—Alur or silver.—I, J. Guthrio. 2, F- Graham. Birkenhea-T. he. W.

GamoD, Chester : W.HUJ; F. Graham (3); A. Jackson, Choqucrbent.Bolton-Io-
Moors.
DitAaoo^9.—ru-d or Yellow.—1 and Cup. F. Graham. 2, P. H. Jones. Fii'ham.

London, he, W. H. Mitche 1. Uoscley, Birmingham : R.Fulton; W. Hill ; J.

Chadwiek, BoIlon-lr-Moors; A Jackson ; J. Ashworth.
Va.\Goos^.—AfVf ot'ier colour.-}. R FalU)n, 2. F. Graham, he, J. G. Dunn.

Newca^tlft-npon-Tvne: W. H. Ml'ehell ; F. Graham.
TrwBLRRS— -dor/Ai-^rf Almondn.~Coeka.—l, J. Pftaco. 2. J. Ford, he, E.

HomeriJ): R. Fulton ri). //enj,— ', Cap, and 2, R. FuUon. he, H. Adams; J.
F<ird : J. Kielding, Jnn,; R. A J. Andcrsoo.
TuuBLRks —Short-faced —Anj/ other colour.—Cocki.—i^ R. Barrett. 3, U.

Yardley, Birmingham, he, W. R. & H. O. Blenkiusop ; H. Adams; J Ford- J,
Baker; G. J Taylor. Ht'ns.—l, W, R. & H. O. Bk-nkiusop. >. H. Adams,
he. R. Fulton (2) ; W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop ; J. Ford ; R. Barrett, Stroud ; G. J.
Taylor.
TviiRLEns.—Long-facedAlmmds.—i, C. Mitoheson. 2, M. Green, he, J. Dye:

C. Miieheson f2).
. . j »

Bards.—Cocts—1. J, Hawley. 2, R. Fulton, he, E.Horner: R.Fulton; J.
Baker; G.J.Taylor. Hens— I, E. Homer. 2, R. Fulton, he, J. Baker G.J.
Taylor.

i)v.-LS.—Foreign.—Blue or Silver.—l.n. Fulton. 2, W. R.&H O. Blenkinsop.
he, E. Homer; J. W. Townson. Any other eoloiir.—l. G. J. Tavlor. 2, J. W.
Townson. he, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; W. Ltunb;
J. Fi-'ldiufr. jun.
Owi^s.- Enoli.^h.-Any eolour—1 and Cup. R. Clav. 2. J. W, Edge, he, R,

Clay; A. R. Badcork : J. Thresh : J. t'hadwiek; J. E."Spence.
TuvMP rTERH.—Mottled. -I, T Rule. 2, J.Lederer. Any other colour.—I a.nd.

he. R. Fulton. 2. A. A. Vander Meersch.
Fantails.— nViia'.— I and Cup, T. Rule. 2, R. FuUon. rhe. J. Walker, he, J.

Walker; W.Hill; J. F. Loversidge (2) ; W. H. Tomlinson. Any other colour.—
1, J. Kemp. 2, H. Yardley (2). he. H. Yardley ; W. Brydone.
Jacobins.—/iVrf or Yellow.— l, R. W. Richardson. 2. W. Dugdale. jun. he, R,W Richardson: W. Croft; T. Rule BJflCfc,—1, R. FuUoq. 2, W. Lumb. he. E.

Horner ; J. Thompson. Any other colour.—1, G. H. Gretfvea. 2, A. A. Vander
Meerach. he. T. W. Kiiburu ; T. Rule.
TvRBna.—Point-headed. Red or Yellow.—I and Cup. G. Fletcher. 2, J. W

Edge, he, A. A. Vander Meersch; E. Horner; R. Fulton; G. Fletcher; T. E
Dew; O. E. Cresswell: J. E. Croft, ^n^ oCier co/oht.— I. W. Cro(t. 2, R, Fulton
he, R- Falton; T. E. Dew: W.Croft(2l: R. & J. Anderson.
TviOins.—Shell-crowned. Red or Yellow—l,T. G;»llon. 2, J. Nash. he. H.

Yardley; W, Croft. Any other colour.—1, O. E. Cresswell. 2, W. Croft, he, J.
Baker.
MAOPiEs.—Rrd nr Yellow.~l and 2. E. Homer, he, J. B. Bowden ; J. Baker

;

D. Riddiough, jnn; G. J. Taylor. Any other coiour.—1, J. B. Bowden. 2, R.
Fulton, he. J. E. Crofts.
Nuns.—Bfrtcfc,— I, J. B. Bowdon. 2, E. Horner, he, A. A. Vander Meerscb ;

R, Hackworth ; W. Croft. Ally other eolour.—l, J. B. Eowlon. 2, E. Horner.
Antwerps.—Shor//ace(Z.—l and 2, W. Gamon. he, J. Watts; R. Brierley;

R. Neabit; W. H. Mitchell; W. Gamon; J. Gardiner. Lang-faced.-l, A.
Webster. 2, C. F- England, he, J. Walker; J. W. Collinson ; H. Beldon ; J.
Robertshaw; A.Webster.
Bald or Beard —Any colour.—1, W, Hill. 2, D. Riddiough, jun. he, J. Dye

A. A. Vander Meersch; J. W. Edge ; D. Riddiough, jun.; J.Murray.
Any OTHER Variety.- 1 and Cup, H VardUy 2, C..\utou. he, B. Fulton; E.

Siddell : H. Yardley ; J. E. Crofts ; J. Thompson.
Collection Class.—Any colour. Four Pairs —1 and Cup, T. Rule. 2, K.

Fulton. 3, J. F. Loversidge.
Selling Classes,—Cocfc or Hen.—l.W.R. & H.O. Blenkinsop. 2, E. Homer.

3, J. Hawley. he, J. Dye, Hexham ; J. Walker, Newark ; T. Duncan. Dalkeith

;

J. Ford; K. White, Ma-ichester. Pair.—], W. Ridley, Hexham. 2, E. Horner,
he, J. Dye ; R, Fulton : J. Ford ; J. Hawley, Girlingtou, Bradford ; J. Thompson,
Eingley. c, A. Guthrie.

CANARIFS.
Belgians.—C/^?ar or Ticked Yellow.~l and 2. J. Ruttor. Sunderland, rhe,

W.Scot',; R.Johnson, he, J. Carnegie, StieUIfield, Newcastle. Clear or Ticked
Buff.— I and r, J. Ratter. 2, Dnbaon & Phillips. Hexham, vtic. G.Scott. Ack-
lingion. Clear or Tickrd Variegated —1 and 2, J. Rutter. vhe. J Carnegie.
Belgians.—Z>i(ri or Dun Marked, nearest the Belgian.—1, J. Logan, Back-

worth, Newcastle. 2, W. Seott. vhc, T. Harrison, lie, R. Brown, e, R.
Johnson.
Norwich.—C?«(ir Yellow.—I and 2, Bemrose & Orme, Derby, vhe, J. Baxter,

Newcastle, he, F. Thompson, Newcastle c, W. Lemon, Newcastle. Clear
Buff.—l and 2, Bemrose & O'me. vhc, 3. Baxter.
Norwich.—C?^ar Yellow, Marked or Variegated —1 and 2, Bemrose &. Orme.

vhc and he, J. Smith, New Delaval. Clear Buff, Marked or Variegated.—l and
2, Bemruse & Orme. vhc. J Smith, he. T. Knaggs, Newcastle.
Cbestkd.—IVf/ou' or Yellow Marked— I, R. K Triffit, York. 2, J. Baxter.

vhe. W. Watson, jun., Darl'ngton. he. Bemrose & Orme ; J, Baxter, e, Brown
and Biigg, Newcastle. BulT or Buff Marked.— I, J. Baxter. 2, J. Parker, New-
castle, vhe. Brown & Brines, he, W. Wallace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
GLA8Gr>w Doy3.—Clear Yellow —f and I'he, Johnston & Gaskines, Newcastle.

2, J Davison, Newcastle he, W. Wallice. e, J. Kerr, Blj*th.
GLAstiow Voss.—Buff.—1, W. I'urnbuli, South Shields. 2. J. Thompson,

Seghill Colliery, vhc, J. Hewitt, Newcastle, he and c, J. Davison. Varie-
gated.—1, Johnston & Gaskiuea. 2. J. Kerr. e. J. Hcwett
ljTZ/i.RDS.—Golde7uspangled—l,'W. Watson, jun. 2 and hr, R. Ritchie, Dar-

lington. Silver-sjmttgled —1 and e, W. Watson, jun. 2 and he, R. Ritchie.
Goldfinch Mulks.— Yellow Marked —1, R, Hawman, Middlesborough. 2,

J. Spence, South Shields. Buff Marked.—1 and he, J. Baxter, Newcastle. 2,
G Cluugh & K. Laws, Gateshead.
GoLDi'iNcn Mules.—iJHiT". nearfsf to Canary.—1, R. Hawman. 2, J. Purdy.

he. G. Clough & R. Laws. Dark, tiearcst to Canary — 1. W- & C. Burminston,
Middlesborough. 2, J. Stevens, Middlesborough. he, F. Dobson, Newcastle.
Linnet Mules.— 1, J. Stephens. 2. J. Spence.
yiVf.t:s.—Any other variety.— I, R. Hawa an. 2, J. Baxter.
Cinnamon.—JonqHC.—l, Bemroac & Orme. 2, G, Asher, Windy Nook, he.

Brown & Brigg. Buff.—I, Bemrose & Orme. 2, J. Parker, he, T. Harrison.
c, J Baxter.
Cinnamon.— I'ef^oiy Marked or Variegatcd.—l, Bemrofie & Orme. 2,J. Gil-

lespy, Winlaton. he, L. Beik, Dewsbury Buff Marked or Variegated.—1, 3,
Baxter. 2, J. Gillespy. he, L. Belk. e, F. Ayre, Newcastle.
Canary.— Grcr ;i.—l, J. Spence. 2. R. Hawman. I'hr. J. Allison ; H. Arm-

strong. Newcastle, c, H. Armstrong CoHiwton.—1, J. Blenkinsop, South
Shields. 2. J, Baxter, he, M. Dunn ; J. Baxter.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 2, J. Baxter. I'he, R. Gillespy. he, L. Belk,

c, J. Parker.
Goldwinch —Moulted —1, J. Spence. 2 and he, J. Lennox, Gateshead.
hissET.—Brown.—Moulted —1, J. Baxter. 2, J. Dickinson, Whitby, vhc, J.

Spence. he. W. AC. Barmiston. c. J Lennox.
British Birds —J nj/ other variety.— I, Misses E & J.Baxter, Newcastle.

2, W. & C. Barraiston. vhc, R. Pearson, Whitby, c. M. Duun.
Foreign Birds.—1 and 2, J. S. Stark, Newcastle, vhc, H. Scurr, North

Shields.
Skllino Class.—1, J. Baxter. 2, J. Parker, rhe, J. Garb ut, Great Ayrton ;

R. Pearson, he and c, W. H. Batchellor, Wbitby.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. R. Teebay. Pigeons : Messrs. F.
Esquilant and T. J. Charlton. Canaries : Messrs. T. Lowery
aud J. Calvert.

DERBY ORNITHOLOGICAL SHOW.
The sixteonth annual Show of the Derby Oruitholoj^ical

Society opened on the Hth inst., and was concluded on the 10th.

The Drill Hall, where it was held, is one of the largest build-

ings in the kingdom, and is well lij;htod from the roof. It was
finely decorated for the occasion, and the cape birds were beauti-

fully staffed in the centre of the room, while the poultry,

Pigeons, and Kabbits wore arranged down the aides.

The addition of classes for the latter was an experiment de-
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cided on in consequence of the success which attended a similar

trial at Hartlepool, and the result in this case also surprised all

connected with the Show. But while recording such a success,

we regret very much to say that one irregularity marred the

whole on the first day—the pens, which were from Messrs.
Turner, of Shefiiald, did not all arrive at one time, and some
of the birds had to be judged in the baskets. The Show was
in other respects very well managed, and the visitors wera
numerous.
Cage Birds were divided into two sections—viz., one for the

youug birds of the members, and the other open to general
competition.
In the first-named section the Belgians headed the list, but

while there was here and there a good bird, they were not good
as a whole. The rest of the classes were well filled, and the

birds very good, with the exception of the heavily-variegated and
crested varieties, which were only of moderate quality. The
grand sight was, howevei*, the birds shown by Messrs. Bemrose
and Orme in the open classes, where out of eighty-three entries

they had forty-five; in fact they had nearly the whole of the
first eight classes to themselves, and to say that these birds are
all a-blaze conveys but a poor idea of their great beauty, the
colour being such as almost to compare with the blush on the
rind of a ripe blood orange. Belgians were all good, also the
Lizards in both classes. In Males a Clear Buff was first; but
this bird had a lame wing, while the second was perfect in limb
and evenly marked. Mr. Ormerod's grand bird did not arrive
in time to be judged.

Parrots were good, but in British birds only a Goldfinch was
noteworthy.

In poultry and Pigeons there were 200 entries in fourteen
classes, and some of these were of the highest merit, the
Bantams proving the very best class we have seen this year,
the Game predominating. The Cochins were only a moderate
lot. The BraJt mas were numerous, but only a few pens were
of sterling merit, the first being of the Dark, and second of the
Light variety. lu Game there were some good birds in almost
every pen, but few good pairs, the winners being both Brown Red
chickens. A nice even pen of Golden-spangled was first iu the
Samhurgh class, Silver-pencilled second, while there were
other good Gold-spangled cockerels. Bantams were a grand
display, the first being Black Red, the second Black Rose-
combed, and third Brown Red.
In single cocks Game won the prizes, a most perfect Black-

breasted Red standing first, and a Dackwing cockerel second,
a third being awarded to a Dark Dorking cockerel ; many ex-
cellent birds were ouly highly commended. In Any other
variety. Dark Dorkings were first, and Silver "Polish second.
Pigeons were well represented, the first four classes proving

good, the Fantails and Dragoons being of rare excellence,
while the winning Turbits and Tumblers were very good. In
the latter class an Almond won first, and Blue Bald second

;

and in the* Variety class a White Pouter was first, a Black
Barb second, and a Black Carrier third.
Babbits had but one class, all varieties competing together.

The first prize was awarded to a Tortoiseshell Lop, the second
to a Tortoiseshell Dutch, and the third to a Fawn Lop buck.

OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.
Cochins.—1, H. Y.arcUey. 2, M. M. Cashniore. he. H. Bagahaw. c, W.

Harvey.
Bhahma Pootras.—1 and 2, H. Chawner, jan. he, J. "WiddowBon : T. Webb

:

W. Harvey, c, C. H. Eakewell : S. T. Vernon.
Game.—1. E. Bell. 2, W. Ormerod. he, J. Hood ; C. Spencer ; J. T. Holling-

worth ; J Clewca.
HAMBURGHfl.-1, T. Rlabcman. 2, J. Preston, /(ff, .T. Widdowson; W.Jack-

son ; T. Boulton ; P. Hanson ; M. M. CaBhmore. c, H. Hinckley : J. Pi-pston

;

M. M. Canhmore.
Bantams.— 1. K. Winfield. 2, R.H. Ashton. a, A.Ashley. i'/(C, A. ARhley

;

F. Shumach (2); W. Harvey, he, J. Smith; H. Yardley: R. J.Hartley, c,
R. J. Hartley (2).

Single '^ncK.—Atiy varicty.~l,W. Thorpe (Black Red!. 2. E. Bell (Duck-
wing), 3. W. H. Cr(;we(l)urkinp|. he, A. Ashley {huckwing Rantam) ; M. M.
Cashmore. c, J. Holmes (Da'k Brahma): J. Wiiificld (Black Red); H.
Hinckley (Silver-spitngled); J Richardsun (Black Red).
Any other VAhitTY.—1, Mrs. German. 2. W. Haivev. he, J. A. Rooth

(Malay); H, Yardley: W. R. Crew^ (Dorkioc); M. M. Cashmore ; R. Webster
(Black Spanish) ; — Hurd {Black Polat«d.) <, Lieut.-Col. Conolly.

PIGEONS.
TuMELERB.—1, W. Harvey. 2, H. Yardlev- S, J. Peace, he, J. N. Harrison

;

H. Yardley ; W. Harvey, c, S. I'urzcm ; J. Owen.
ToKBiTa.— 1, J. Owen. 2, H. Yardley. 3, A. Doleraan. he, J. Pearce : J.N.

Ha-rison : M. M. Cashmore. c, H. Yardley ; W. Harvey (2).
Fantails,—1 and c, W. H. Tomlinson. 2 and 3. J. Walker, he, F. J. Lover-

8idKei2); H. Yardley.
Dragoons. -1, T. Ohambors. jun. 2. S. Foster. 3, E. Lee. lie, H. Yardley;

W- Harvey (2): M. M. Cashmore. c. W. H. Crewe (2).
Any other Variety.—1, J. « twen (Pouter). 2 and 3, H. Yardley. vhc, W. H.

TomlinsoQ (Barb): M, M. Cashmore. he, E. Lee (Owl); J. Wood (Black
Carrier) c, S. V. Baddeley ; ri. Yardley.
Selling Class—], E. Lee (Dragoon). J.Walker. S/H. Yardley. 7ic, W.

Harvey; W. G. Waters (Jacobin).
Rabbits.—L J. Boyle. 2, F. Sabbacre. 8, F. Banks. M, S. Brierley : J.

Spencer ; W. H. TomUnson. c, J. N. Harriaun.

.^ C\NARIES.
Norwich.—C?c«r Yellow —1, 2, vhc, hr and e. Bemroae A'Orme. Clear Buff.

—1, l.vhc. and he. Bemrose & Orme. Marked Yellow.— I, 2. he. and e, Upmroee
and Orme Mnrkcd Buff.—\, 2, and c, B'-raroae & Orme. Varieoatfd Y>llon\—
1,2, and /tc, B.mruse & Orme Varugated Buff.—\,% vhc, and he. Bemrose
ntid Ormf-. Yellow CrrMcd—1 aod i. Bemrotie & Orm«. Buff Crcstcd.~l,
-yartin \, Griffin. Northampton. 2 and he. Bnmrose & Orme.
Belgian.— C'icar, Ticked, or Variegated Yellow.~l, K. Hawman, Middles.

brotigh. 2, J. N. Harrison, vhc, J. N. Harrison ; T. Keys, Derby. Clear,
Ticked, or Variegated Buff.~l and 2, J. N. Harrison.
hiz\RTi.—Goldenspa7ioled.—l, J. Hickton, Satton-in-Ashfield. 2 and he, J. N.

Harrison, vhc. Rev. V. Ward. Hytho [i] : S Stevens & Burden, tiilver-

spaiujlcd.—l, X. Keys. 2, Rev. V. Ward, vhc and he, J. N. Harrison, c, J.
hiicton.
CiN-iAMON.—Jo?i5«c.—1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. Buff.~l and 2, Bemrose

and Orme. ^
Goldfinch Mule.— 1 and 2, J. Brown, jun., Penrith, vhc, R. Hawman.
Selling Class —1, T. Ellison (Norwich). 2, Martin &. Griffin (Cinnamon).

3, E. Hyde (Norwich).

Britibu "Birds.—GoldJinch.~l, J. N. Harrison.' 2, Hampton & Chamberlain.
Brown Linnet.— I, J. N. Harrison. 2, T. Tenniswood. Any otiier variety.—1, J,
N. Harrison. 2, W. Alleocb (Bullfinch).

Parrots.— 1, J. Scretchley. 2, T. Keys, he, J. Ride. c. L. Martin.

BIRDS HATCHED IN 1873.

Belgian.—Ci^ar YelloJv.-l, J. N. Hurrison, Belper. Clear Buff.—'i, J. N.
Harrison. Marked Yellow.— I, J. N. Hamsun. Marked Biiff.—i, J- N. Harri-
son. Variegated YcUow.~\, J. N. Harrison. Variegated Buff.—1, J. N. Harri-
son. 2, H. Uutchiuson, Derby.
Norwich.— C'/trtr Y' ltow.—\, J. Bexson, Derby. 2. J. Jud^e, Derby. 8. J. G.

Edge, Derby, 4, E. Hyde, Melbourne. 6, James Torr, Deiby. vhc, C. Mark-
ham. Derby he, J. Clarke, Derby, c, A. Wallia, Derby. Clear Buff.—l, J.

Bexson. 2, H, Adams. 3. J. Clarke. 4, J. Judge. 5, A. Wallis. i.-/ic, C. Legge.
he, C Markham. c, H. Macconnell.
NuRWicH.—Mrtrfced Yellow.—1, J. Bexson. 2, John Clarke. 3. James Clarke.

4. J. Jndse. 5. R. Henson, Derby, vhc. A, Walli-t. he. Joseph Torr, Derby, c,

N. Banks. Derby. Marked Buff.—l, 3. Bexson. 2. John Clarke. 3. U. Adams.
4, C. Legf^e. 5, J. G. Edge, vhe, James Torr. he, C. Merrin, Spoudo:i. c,

Joseph Torr.
i!ioiiv,Lcu.— Variegated Yellow.—1,R. Henson. 2, J. Judaje. 3, W. Shorwin,

Derby. 4, James Clarke. 5, John Clarke, t^hc, James Torr. he, A. Wallis.
c. W. Colcboume, Derby. Varicfjated Btiff.-l, G. Merrin. 2. J. Bexson. 3, S-
Cholertou. J, James Clarke. 5, C. Markham, vhc, W. Sherwin. lie, J. Judge,
c, C Legse.
NvB.v>-iCH.—Heavily-variegated Yellow.—1, J. Bexson. 2, C. Legge. 3. James

Clarke, vhe, J. Judge. Itc, H. Maeconnel. Heavily-variegated Buff.—l, J.

Bexson. 2, J. Judge. 3, James ularke.
Norwich.—G re r;i rrUote —1. J. Judge. 2, S. Smith, Derby. 3, F.Woodward*

Litchurch, Derby. Green Buff.~\, J. Judge. 2, W. Sherwin.
'HoKwiCH.-Ecenly-variegatea Crested Yellow, — 1, J. N. Harrison. 2. S.

Smith. 3, J. Judge. Evenly-vuriegaied Crested Buff.—l, F. Wood^vard. 'i, J.

G. Ed^e. 3, J. Judge.
Norwich.—Jny other variety of Crested Yellow.—1, F. Woodward. 2. W.

Sherwiu. 3, J. Bexson. he, J. Judee. Any other variety tf Crested Buff.—l,
F.Woodward. 2, James Torr. 3, H. Johnson, Derby, vlie, J. Jadge. he, J.
Bexson.
L.iz\RV>.—GoIdenspa7igled.—l, A. Ufton, Derby. 2, J, N. Harrison. 3, S.

Choierton. vhc, John Clarke. Silver-iipangled.-L, S. Cholerton. 2, A. Ufton.
3. C. Legge. vke, J. N. Harrison, kc, John Clarke.
Cinnamu.n.—JoHf/HC— 1, J. Bexson. 2, J. N. Harrison. 3, J. Judge. JBw#.—1,

J. Bexson. 2. J. Ju'*ge. 3, N. Banks.
Cinnamon.— Varicoated or 3Iarked Jonque.—1. J. Bexson. 2, J. Judge. 3, J.

G. Edge. Variegated or Marked Buff.—l, J. Bexson. 2, J. Judge; 8, J. G.
Edge.
Goldfinch I'lvL.^.-Jortque.—l. W. Ashwortb. Buff.—l, W. Ashworth. Dark

Jonque—1,W. Coulboume. 2, W. Ashworth. Dark Mealy.—1,W. Ashv:oYth.
Lin.net MnLE.— 1. S. Smiili.
Lizard, with Broken Cap.—Gfofd or Silver-spangled.—1, A, Ufton. 2, Joha

Clarke. 3, C. Legge.

Judges.—Canaries : Messrs. G. H. Goodwin, Derby ; G.
Moore, Northampton ; J. Martin, Salford, Manchester. Potcltrjjy

Pigeons, Rabbits : Messrs. G. A. Crewe, Etwall ; E, Hutton,
Pudsey, Leeds.

N.VTiONAL Peristeronic SOCIETY.—Besides the Crystal Palace
Show the above well-known Pigeon Society will hold a show on
the 18th inst., from 7.30 p.m. to 10 p.m., at Evans's Covent Garden
Hotel, London. Admission free, on presentation of address card.

HIGH-COLOURED CANARIES.
Allow rae a line to reply to Mr. Troake's question as to where

I purchased and the price paid for the two Canaries I exhibited
at the last Crystal Palace Show. The Yellow bird I had from
Mr. Orme, of Derby, whose breed is so well known. The Buff
bird, which Mr. Troake purchased, I bought from Mr. Kichard
Henson, of Derby, a noted breeder, and lor it I paid i;l. Ther
birds disqualified at Cheltenham were coloured on the surface^
the work of men's hands ; mine are naturally coloured, warranted
to wash.—E. Bemrose, Derby.

[It is needless to publish more upon this subject.

—

Eds.]

THE ART OP SUPEEING.—No. 3.

When this art shall have become pretty generally known
supers of honeycomb will be plentifully obtained by amateur
bee-keepers, and our honey markets will be plentifully supplied
by cottagers and others who keep bees for profit. The abun-
dance and beauty of the produce will act as a stimulus to those
who have hitherto been unsuccessful with bees. A very success-
ful farmer, or gardener, or bee-keeper imparts healthful action
to his neighbours. His example and success have a far greater
and mox-e uplifting influence than he himself ever thinks of.

Exhibitions of works of art tend to increase the demand for such,

works. Amid agricultural and horticultural shows progress
becomes the order of the day. The crystal palaces of honey-
comb which appeared at the Manchester International Exhi-
bition were merely the forerunners of grand productions of

coming years.

In my last letter, while pointing out the advantages of move-
able lids in glass supers, I omitted to state that the form of the
super recommended is of considerable advantage to both bees
and bee-masters. It would be observed that the narrowest part
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of the super is at the bottom or lowest part, and that therefore

when the combs reach the glass they will not slip down. Supers
with tapering sides hold the combs secure, and fast as the key-

stones in arches of masonry. The intelligeut reader may be

ready to ask if all kinds of supers (wood, straw, and glass) would
not be better with tapering sides and moveable licis ? Perhaps
they would, but in the case of wood and straw supers the ad-

vantage would be very immaterial, for these are better than
glass for supering, and more eligible in every respect, save show
and appearance. Neatly-made straw supers to hold from 10 lbs.

to 20 lbs. of honeycomb are what I prefer. They are more easily

managed, as well ai more profitable, in my hands than either

wood or glass ones.

In these letters I have hitherto confined myself to the question
of simple supering—that is to say, placing supers on hives that

are fall of bees and ready to fill them ; but where profit is not
considered, and supers of comb are specially sought, extra effort

is made and special means adopted to obtain them. I have
had glass and other supers filled on empty hives by swarms.
" Without any combs in the hives on which the supers were
filled ? " Tes. It has been done again and again with swarms
having pregnant laying queens. With such queens I wish the

reader to understand that it requires some dexterity and practice

to accomplish such feats, but with queens that are not pregnant
they are more easily done. Most bee-keepers know something
about piping queens : these have just come to maturity, and are

making well-known sounds which may be heard in all hives for

three days before second swarms leave them. These queens
are unimpregnated, and will not go out to meet the drones for

a few days ; anfl even after they have been out on that errand,

they generally do not commence to lay for a short time. The
bee-master knowing this, and wishing to have a super filled, has
only to drive all the bees out of the hive as soon as the piping
commences into one quite empty, fix a few pieces of empty
white comb in a super as already described, and then place it

over this empty hive. lu less than ten minutes' time the hees
•will be in the super and speedily commence work. If the weather
be fine, and honey be in the flower, a moderate-sized super
will be filled before the queen begins to lay. If the weather be
unfavourable for out-door work we have the old hive, whence
the bees were driven, to fall hack upon. By placing this hive
underneath the swarm, the bees will speedily carry all the honey
in it up into the super. Nothing but pure honey is carried aloft.

Let me here tell the reader that when I have any honey triinted

by farina or other impurity, I give to it swarms, thus filling

supers ; and sure enough they leave all impurities behind them
in filling supers except honeydew, which is not honey at all, and
therefore cannot be cleansed. With some empty white combs
fixed in a snper it is an easy matter to induce a swarm to fill it,

and even to filter-out every impurity from honey that is not fit

for the use of man. Not a speck of honey need be lost. In the
.autumn, when the baud of the bee-keoper cannot get all the
honey from the combs, he has only to let bees come after him
to cleanse the refuse and gather up the fragments.
In my last letter I promised to come to the filling of crystal

palaces in unfavourable seasons. The common sense of the
reader will convince him that if bees cannot obtain honey enough
out-doors to fill such palaces they should get it in-doors, for

such palaces cannot be filled without honey. At the Manchester
Exhibition it was my intention to appear with twenty large

supers, but the season was unfavourable. Had it been favour-
able the supers would have been filled without artificial help.
The International could not wait for a favourable honey year,

hence I had to resort to artificial means to get my palaces filled.

An old and profitable practice of ours is to turn all the bees out
of the heavy stock hives three weeks after their first swarms
leave them. They arc then without brood. The bees are driven
into empty hives to shift for themselves, and the honey is taken
from the stock hives for sale. Very well : Instead of taking the
honey and jarring it up for sale in the usual way, it is a very
easy matter to let the bees filling the super or crystal palace
have access to the combs of these stocks, from which tliey take
all the honey and carry it into their own hive and super. By
placing the hive with honey ucdemeath the supered hive, the
bees will sling every particle of honey out of it and aloft without
the nso of the American slinger. If the combs thus emptied of

honey be not more than twelve months old they should be used
again by having swarms put in to refill them.

In diacussiug the art of supering in these letters I have not
looked at it from a profitable point of view. My aim has been
simply to show how bee-keepers may succeed in filling supers

—

filling them speedily and under adverse circumstances. I have
not yet gone over all the ground I intended to go over, hut as
some of your readers may have difiicultiea which I have not
anticipated I shall be glad if they state them to the Editors, so
that they may be noticed when I come to treat of how supers are
cut off hives and the bees driven out of them.—A. Pethokew.

Mb. T. C. Bubkell's Coloubed Bobeiko Chickens, which
won the cap for the best pen o{ Colonred Dorkings, in addition

to Prince Leopold's cup for the best pen of Dorkings in the
Oxford Show, were claimed at the catalogue price, =H20.

HIVES.
" Eacli. like a bee, raises his shiveriDg wing,

Employs his claws, auJ points his angry sting."

For a considerable time past I have beeu iu the habit of
reading -^^-ith min^^led feelings ot pleasure and pain the articles

and correspondence in the " bee corner " of your interesting
Journal—pleasure at the information therein to be gained, and
at seting the amount of interest evinced in our little favourites
by so many intelligent writers; and pain at observing a pro-
pensity to "sting" on the part of some of your correspondents
quite equal to that of either the Ligurian or English bee, so far
as my experience of either species extends. I have often felt a
disposition to thrust iu my pen amongst them, even as a peace-
maker; but having before my eyes a wholesome dread of the
fate which usually befalls an intermeddler in domestic quarrels
—namely, an immediate uniou on the part of both iielligerents

to belabour the interloper, I concluded that the safest side to
take in the quarrel was the outside ; for, after all, I am disposed
to believe that the quarrels, if such they may be desiguated,
among.st our brethren of the bee fraternity, may be very well
compared to those of the nature I have referred to, and that all

lovers of bees must be lovers of each other in the end. I trust,

therefore, that if I ask for a " corner " in your " corner" on the
present occasion I shall be permitted, when I have said my say,
to retire again to my own *' corner " scatheless. My object ia
coming out of it just now is to offer a few remarks on the
method of filling crystal palaces as described by my friend Mr.
Pettigrew ; and I desire to say in setting out, that, he of all

others is the last with whom I should wish to be found in anta-
gonism, having during the past four or five years spent many
pleasant and profitable hours in his society and that of his bees.
So much by way of preface, and now to my subject.

If the object be simply to till a large glass with honeycombs
anyhow, then the wholesale method of cramming it described
by Mr. Pettigrew will, undoubtedly, produce the desired result;
but if the intention is to get the bees to fill a crystal palace,
such as was exhibited by me at the International Exhibition
lately held here, I question very much if it can be done in the
manner indicated. Indeed, if a crystal palace is to be com-
menced by half or even quarter filling it with empty combs, if

more empty combs are to be packed into the middle of it at its
*' widest part," and if a third batch of combs are to be sus-

pended from a board at the top, it is open to question whether
it can be legitimately called a " super," filled upon a hive by
the bees of that hive, however numerous, or however assisted
(of which more anon), and I am certain that the result attained
in my crystal palace—namely, beauty of construction, cannot
be arrived at ; for I hold that we have as much right to have
regard to the beauty and build of the combs in producing a
crystal palace, as to the size and weight of the super or purity
of its contents. In this opinion I am fortified by the Kev. J. \V. '

Cotton, who purchased my crystal palace *' at first eight," for

^10, as that gentleman, evidently believing with the poet that
** a thing of beauty is a joy for ever," bought it, not for the
purpose of making present use of its contents, but with a view
of having it hermetically sealed and placed as an ornament in
his entrance-hall; and has further avowed his intention of

having it photographed, and introducing a woodcut of it iu
the next edition of his Bee-Book.
My crystal palace is 10 inches in diameter at bottom, the

same at the opening of the lid, and IG at the widest part or bulb,
and, inchuling the lid, which is dome-shaped and to the top of
which the combs reach, stands 22 inches high, and yet the combs
are so perpendicular and so straight and regularly-formed longi-

tudinally that one can see right through the passages from front
to back as easily as through the most regularly-formed combs in
a bar-frame hive. Add to this that, with the exception of a
very email portion of the outside, they are sealed throughout,
and some idea may be formed of its beauty as a super, on
tlie whole. As it has caused some sensation, and as those who
have not seen it would naturally conclude that it was "put
together " in the manner described by Mr. Pettigrew, I deem it

but duo to its present owner, to myself, and, though last not
least, to the bees in the hive upon which it was built, to declare
that it is, throughout, the work of the latter, aided by a liltie

niLchanical ingenuity on my part in enabling them to keep the
combs straight and regular; for in this latter respect I claim
that its greatest beauty consists.

In 'Mv. Pettigrew's description of the modus operandi of filling

crystal palaces there are, however, one or two idens of mine
rather imperfectly rendered. Those ideas were suggested tome
while the crystal palace was in course of erection by what at

first had all the appearance of misfortune, I'Ut which in the
end turned out to bo helps, and served to prove, if further proof
were needed, the truth of the adage that "necessity is the
parent of invention." But having already occui)ied so much of^
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your space in hinting at what I did not do I shall defer till your
nest number a reference to those ideas and to what I really did
do in assisting the bees to rear the crystal palace ; and if any
of yonr readers feel disposed to accept the challenge, " Try to

beat this," which Mr. Cotton proposes placing npou it, I shall
he gratified to learn that the information has been of any service
to them, and promise not to be in the least jealous should any
or all of them succeed. <

I may just remark, in concluding for the present, that the
objections to the Woodbury hive to which Mr. Pettigrew refers

in a previous number were pointed out to him by me some
two years since, and that at that time, in order to meet those
objections, I designed and made a hive such as he now suggests
to the consideration of the " practical bee-keeper and hive-
maker," and stocked it; but owiug to a desire, too natural in
most amateurs, in trying to do it too well I overdid it, and
destroyed the queen without knowing it until the season was
too far advanced to remedy the evil for any practical purpose.
I have the hive still in my possession, however, but have not
tried it this year owing to want of time to carry out the " brush "

idea (also now suggested by Mr. Pettigrew), which presented
itself to my mind after the hive was made, and which, I thought,
if it could be carried out, would render the hive unique and
worthy of being entitled the '* Ladies' own Boudoir Hive," the
idea being that even in a room and with the supers on, a frame
might be withdrawn at the back without permitting the bees to

escape. I will, with your permission, give a description of this

hive in a future number, and shall be glad if any of our practical
bee-keeping and hive-making friends will offer any suggestion
that will improve it.—D. Breen, 6, Ardwick Terrace, Manchester.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fattening Turkeys and Geese i'Sit?»S'rri6'^r).—Turkeys do better if they

are shut-up for the last fortnight. They shouhl be iu a small place, btit lofty

enough for them to perch. Their food ehoiilJ be ground oats mixed with
about a thud of barleymeal and a smull propoitiou of peameal. This should
be slaked with milk and put iu a trout,'h: a pig-trough will do very well. In
fattening these, as anything else, the food should bo fresh-mixed two or three
times per day, and they must roost warmly and free from draught. You may
take it as a rule that where it is wished to make anything very fat, exercise ia

a bad thing, and they are therefore better without it. Geese may be shut-

up in a pigstye, and fed from a trough on oats, bran, and sometimes gravel.

The food to be given moist. The bay of a bai*n littered with straw, with the
troughs brought to the lightest paii, makes a good place for either, provided
there is not too much room.

Coop for Dorkings {J. E.).—Such a coop as yon require should be
24 inches high in iront, 18 wide in front, and 24 ia depth, with round bars

lA inch apart. The roof of it should he flat for a space of 7 or 8 inches, and
then slant sufficieatly to shoot off any downfall, as in this engraving.

TuMODR NEAR Vent {H. J. B.).—You will asccrtaiu the existence of the
cheesy matter by pressure. It is always round, and tolerably hard. Taken in

time and treated as we advised the cm-e is easy, and pressure from below
after an incision is made above causes the discharge of the offending sub-

stance. It comes out hard. If, however, it is allowed to remain the skin

surrounding hardens upon it, and becomes attached to it. It is then a more
serious operation, and causes excessive bleeding.

Spanish Fowls Feather-eaters (R. J. S.).
—"We have kept Spanish for

more than thirty years, and, with few exceptions, always in confinement.
We have always been subject to this abominable practice of eating the
feathers at times They never do it when at liberty, nr>r in confinement till

towards the end of the summer. When ihe plumage becomes shabby they
seem to have an uncontrollable desire to eat the plumage. They then eat it

to such an extent that wo have had them with oaly wing and tail feathers.

They have no desue to eat the new plumage until in tlie common course of

things it becomes seedy, rusty, and threadbare in July. The feather re-

semljles something they lack that would seem to he necessary to the new
plumage, and it suffers from the likeness. We do not believe any treatment
will prevent it, but that which with us has seemed to lessen the filthy habit
has been to proWde sods of grafts, cut with plenty of earth, fresh horse dung
from the stable, lettuces, and some worms.

Sheffield Coluubarian Show (G. W.).—As it was not advertised we
conclude that it was a local exhibition only.

Japanese and other Omitted Bantams.—We have letters from Mi*.

W. B. Smith and others agreeing with Mr. Wright, that prizes should be
tfiexedfor these varietiee.

Oxford Show.—" A Silver-Grey Dorking pullet, totally rmlike the one I
sent, was returned with one of my cockerels. It is not a bad bird, but I Uke
my own better, as mine had shorter stronger legs, although this has a better
comb. Perhaps the person who received mine would prefer this. I shall be
glad to return this bud on receipt of my own.

—

Georgina Paslev, Moorhill^
Shedfield, Farehavt, Hants."

Feeding Bees (J. S.).—It is impossible to say exactly what weight of
food should be allowed for any given hive, so as to consider it eafe for the
winter, therefore we recommend a full allowanoe. Hives and boai-ds are
very different in weight; also, there is a gi-eat difference between a swarm of
the current year and an old stock. In the latter case the combs are heavy
with accumulations of bee-bread, propolis, and the residuum left in them by
generations of young bees that have been laid in them. Also bees will eat
more or less food according to population, situation, the state of the weather,
&c. A careful bee-keeper will adapt his supplies to the probable wants of his
bees. Five pounds of food will carry most hives safely through the three
winter months, often lees than this; but we should like every hive to have
10 lbs. on the 1st of November, so as not to have to feed again till Lady-day.
If your two stocks now weigh 22 lbs. and 17 lbs. you may lot them alone.
Cover them up warmly, and see that their entrance-holes are always free for
them to go in and out at pleasure.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5V 32' 40'^ N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DiTE.
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lu my next paper I hope to make some remarks upon shelter

and soil.

—

Thomas Eecoeh.

WINTER FLOWEE GARDENING.—No. 4.

Of plants with Tariegated or coloured foUage we have a
goodly number, all very fine and appropriate. The first on
my list shall be
Thymus rulriaris variegatus.—The old garden Thyme with

the leaves white-variegated. It may be cut into any form re-

quired, and this for our purpose should be done when the
plants are removed from the beds in spring, so that by autumn
they may be stiff, compact, and well furnished with young
shoots. Slips put-iu in April make nice plants by autumn.
It forms a fine margin to a bed or border, and is one of those
subjects which may remain as a permanent edging with close

pinching during the summer, and cutting-in after it has been
used for winter and spring gardening. It likes dry soil, sandy
rather than clayey.

Thymus lanugiiiosus.—Very neat and compact in growth,
forming little round-headed bushes 4 to 6 inches high, and as

much in diameter. The shoots early in spring are variegated
with yellow. It is one of the finest of haidy edging plants.

Thymus citriodorus aurco-marginatus.—Of dwarf very close

growth, completely covering the ground with neat fohage
finely variegated with yellow. It only grows to a height of

3 or 4 inches, and for carpeting and as an edging has no equal.
The Thymes thrive best in light loamy soil well drained,

especially in winter, and move so well in autumn and spring
that they cannot be too highly recommended. They are in-

creased readily by slips in spring, allowing the plants a space
which they will fill by autumn.

Bcllis aucuhirfolia.—This, the Aucuba-leaved Daisy, is beau-
tiful in autumn, winter, and spring, as its leaves are blotched
with yellow. It is one of the finest of edging plants. Its

flowers, produced in April and May, are of a fine red colour,

and the plant is then very attractive. It succeeds best in a
rather light soil in winter, and in summer does best in a
border shaded from strong sun and kept moist. Increased by
offsets or division after flowering, when removed from the beds
to make way for theh' summer occupants.

Salvia qfficiiiaUs aiirfa.—This is the old garden Sago effec-

tively variegated with yellow, and compact plants of about
9 inches to a foot high are very ornamental. Such are secured
by putting-in slips, as in the case of the common Sage, in

spring, and shortening irregularities of growth as they occur
during the summer. It does best in rather light open soil.

Auhrictia purinirca raricgata.—The leaves are broadly mar-
gined with white. This is a variegated form of Aubrietia pur-
purea, and, like it, has pale or lavender-blue flowers in spring.
It is one of the finest and neatest of all edging plants, and to

succeed, should have a gravelly soil well drained, otherwise it is

not quite hardy, but in a well-drained light soil it is perfectly so.

It is increased by divisions, with or without roots, put in up to

the growing point in October, or in spring in a shady border.
These will make fine plants by the foUowing autumn.

Arahis alpiiia varirgata.—Very free-growing, and one of

the best yellow-variegated plants we possess, growing to a
height of only a few inches, and being of very compact growth,
therefore suitable for edgings and tracery-work. It is increased
by divisions or slips of the side shoots in October, planted
in sandy soil in a shady border. If the slips be put-iu up to

the leaves every one will root and form a fine plant by the
following autumn.

Arahis alhida varicgata argeniea.—This is very similar to
the preceding, but with white variegation, free in growth, and
fine for edgings or tracery-work. Both kinds flower iu AprU
and May, and form fine margins, lines, or masses of white.

Arahis lucida varicgata.—A dwarf-growing, glossy-leaved,
yollow-variegated plant, which, when it succeeds well, is

one of the most effective of edging plants. It is increased by
division. It does not, however, succeed in all soils, and seems
to do best iu light moderately rich soil on a dry subsoil.
Where it thrives it is a gem.

Santoliiia incana.—This is of neat compact growth, the
small grey or silvery foliage thickly set and covering the
branches. It does not exceed 3 or 4 inches in height, and
forms a neat margin or carpet of hoary whiteness. It prefers
a light well-drained soil, and is propagated by cuttings iu
spring or autumn in a shady place.

Srnrcio aryenteus.—A silvery-leaved rosette-liko plant, intro-
duced by the Messrs. Backhouse, of York. It only grows to

a height of 4 inches, and is almost as white as a Ceutaurea.
Particularly fine in autumn for margins or lines.

Antcnnaria tomentosa.—Very dwarf—only an inch or so high,
very dense in foliage, and as silvery as a Ceutaurea. It is the
best of the very dwarf white carpeting and edging plants.
It requires light sandy soil well drained.
Alyssum saxatile variegatum.—A cream-yellow variegated

Alyssum, of vigorous habit, with lanceolate leaves, and by
pinching-out the fore shoots it forms a dense close growth
suitable for a bed, having in spring bright golden yellow flowers.

It likes a light open soil, and is increased by cuttings inserted
in spring in sand in a shady border.

Cfrastium tonientosum.—White or silvery edging plant, too
well known to need comment.

Stachys lanata.—Large, woolly, sUvery leaves ; of very close

growth, and fine for groundwork, broad lines, or margins.
Very effective throughout the winter.
Sempervivum californicum. — This, from its green leaves

with dark brown points and rosette-like habit, is very distinct

and effective for edgings and lines. Eequires well-drained soil.

Sa.rifraga longifolia.—Dark green leaves edged with white,
having a silvery appearance, the foliage disposed in rosettes. It

is, undoubtedly, the finest and most graceful of all the Saxifrages.

Saxifraga jwctinata.—Small silvery or frosted leaves, in
rosettes ; very dense. Very effective for margins.

Cineraria maritima.—Silvery foliage. Too well known to

need comment. In well-drained soil this is very effective is

autumn and throughout the winter.

Pgretiirum Golden Feather.—Golden foliage, as everybody
knows, and in dry soUs and sheltered spots it is effective

throughout the winter, but iu wet soils and exposed positions

this is not the case.

It will have been observed that the plants named have
yellow-variegated or silvery foliage, or white-variegated leaves.

We must have colour. Unfortunately there are few plants

with red foliage. Those I know are

Ajuga reptans purpurea, with dark purple-bronze foliage,

gi-owing only a few inches high, and which, in contrast with
the yellow-foUaged or variegated plants, has a fine effect.

Deet, with its metallic bronzy-purple leaves is never so fine

as in autumn. Dell's Crimson is the best, having many syno-

nyms, as Dwarf Waterloo, Perfection of Beets, Osborn's Red,
Dickson's Improved Black-leaved, Belvoir Castle. It is of

dwarf leafy growtli, the leaves bronzed purple or red, wavy,
and arching over, like those of DracoBuas, until they reach the

ground. The height is about 9 inches to a foot. Sutton's

Dark lied is of rather taller growth, as good in colour, and
as suitable for decorative purposes. Beet should be sown in

drills in May, and thinned-out to a foot apart, and in moving
in autumn care should be taken not to break the leaves,

planting so that the root may be covered. In the winter Beet
may justly claim to occupy the place of Iresine, and coming
in at a time when there is nothing in the way of flowers, its

use in flower gardens does not give it the character of a subject

out of place. We cannot have any effective display without
it during the late autumn and winter months.

Variegated Kale is one of those subjects I would not admit
under any circumstances to the flower garden, but we are

under the same necessity with it as Beet—viz., we have no
other subject that will give us the colour we need for contrast

in winter. The kinds, as everyone knows, have finely-frilled

leaves tinted or variegated with various hues of colour, but

those with purple or rose, or nearer to red, will best meet our

requirements. The perennial Variegated is probably the hardi-

est and least culinary-like. Sow in AprU, prick-out in poor

soil when the plants can well be handled, and before they

become crowded plant-out in only moderately rich soU, and
at a good distance, so that they may not be drawn-up weak.

Take up with balls in autumn, planting so that only the head
may be above ground, or they may only be planted as deeply

as to give the height required.

Chilian Beet.—This, from giving us deep waxy orange to

polished crimson in the broad midribs of the leaves, must have

a place, and requires the same treatment as Dell's Crimson.

It is only in autumn that the Beets and Kales attain their

greatest beauty, being heightened in colour by the approach

of frost.—G. Abbey.

ROSE PRESIDENT THIERS.
Just a word in defence of Kose President Thiers. I saw it

grand at its raiser's, M. Lachai'me's, at Lyons, and can perhap
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tbrov.- a little light on its comparative failure with us in Kng-
lanj this year. It is essentially an early-flowering Hose, and
uomes at that period bright, with a peculiar freshness of colour
and clearness of petal that are specially charming. It suffered,

like all the early sorts this year, from the spring frosts ; the
first blooms were destroyed, and the second flowers coming
on, the weaker succeeding growth arrived somewhat feeble in

character right in the hot weather of July. It will probably,
like its " double " amongst men (see " The \Yicked World ")

regain its position in 1874.

—

Geokge Paul.

APEICOT TEEES UNDER GLASS.
It is now twenty years since I planted out dwarf Apricot

trees in glass-roofed sheds to bear fruit. After a few years I

feuud the roofs too low, so that our spring frosts killed the
young fruit. Since then I have planted low standards. My
bearing trees, now ten years old, are pictures of fertility ; they
are the Royal and the Peach-.ipricot. The former ripens a

fortnight before the latter, and is a charming early and prolific

sort. They have bat little pruning, but their young shoots
are shortened to one-half their length in July and August, and
crowded shoots removed in winter. The trees are planted in

the central border of an orchard house 12 feet high, the soU
imdug ; when full of fruit they have water in hot weather, say
twice a-week. Allow me to give an extract from my book,
-'The Orchard House," fifteenth edition, lS7o.

" By growing the Peach-Apricot in cheap houses as half or

fall standards, in borders unstirred and always hard, our
markets can be supplied with Apricots at a price not at present
thought of. Such trees should be planted from 7 to 8 feet

apart.

"Our market gardeners, at present wedded to their wall

culture of fruit trees, will do well to cover a few acres of ground
with cheap orchard houses, and to plant out in them half-

standard and standard Apricot trees. Covent Garden will then
be supplied with such Apricots as have rarely been seen there.

They may be sold cheap, and yet yield a fortune to the growers.
The Peach, the Royal, and the Moorpark Apricots are the only
kinds adapted for this profitable mode of culture.

" The trees when planted out will require in spring a light

dressing of the surface-dressing compost on the surface round
their stems, and of course water during the summer, although
not nearly to the extent required by potted trees."

—

Thos.
ElVEBS.

EOTAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
At the Show on Wednesday, Nov. l'2th, I had the opjior-

tunity of sounding some experienced old horticulturists as to

the practicability of bringing in a large number of Fellows at

a guinea subscription without admission fee, five hundred of

us to bring in on an average ten one-guinea Fellows each.

ilore than one said, " Oh, I could bring in twenty if refiuired ;"

others said, " The leading gardeners could and would afford

to become Fellows at a guinea." What I would venture to

propose is, that by agreement with II. II. Commissioners we
should arrange for room for exhibitions and committee meet-
ings at South Kensington, that the guinea subscription should
entitle to a transferable ticket (it might be necessary to restrict

tile use to the same person the same day), the ticket to admit
to all the Society's shows, large and small, in London and in

the country, but not to the recreation part of the gardens,

and to admit bearer and two friends to the Chiswick Gardens

;

the Fellow to have the privilege of cuttings, &c., as at present.

I think that it is now generally felt that matters cannot go
on as they are. It is no question of who are in power. I

believe that if the Council consisted of the tv,'elvo wisest men
in London, and if they all regularly attended, they could not
make the Society what it ought to be on its present basis. The
old, wise, experienced Council, after aU the time, thought, and
consideration devoted to the subject, could make nothing of it,

and so were driven to the suggested arrangement with the
Commissioners, clearing oft rent and debenture-debt, and
giving something to the good of horticulture. Those who
beat know the Society know how utterly rotten are its foun-
dations. It is a horticultural society the major part of whoso
Fellows care little for horticulture, and the principal part of

whose funds is of necessity appUed to non-horticultural ob-
jects. It does not matter who are on the Council, they cannot
change this essentially false state of things. Wo have had
enough, and more than enough, of attempts at patching-up

and trying to alleviate symptoms ; the time is surely now come
for tackling the disease itself.

The South Kensington Garden land, worth £300,000, bought
with public money, mustfif kept private, yield a return to be
applied to public objects. If the Kensingtonians could by
admission fees pay £15,000 a-year rent—that is, £12,000 for
interest at 4 per cent, and £.3000 for cost of maintenance, they
would have a strong case in favour of keeping their recreation
grounds private. Having friends round the gardens I wish
this could be done, but is it possible ? I now call on the hor-
ticultural world, especially on its leaders, to come forward and
express their opinion, and to state whether they will exert
themselves to put the Society at last on a reasonable and solid

foundation. With five thousand one-guinea Fellows we should
be independent of all parties and of all authorities. It is the
interest of H.M. Commissioners, for the public good, to have
little and big shows at South Kensington ; it would be our
interest to hold them there. Surely wo could not disagree

over this our only point of contact. I ask, then, that horti-

culturists with influence shall canvass their friends and those
who are guided by their opinion, and ascertain whether they
will give in their names as willing to join the Society if recon-
stituted on some such basis as the above. They would, of

course, by so doing bind themselves to nothing until the details

had been worked out and brought before them. I venture to

say that we would receive any lists of such provisional Fellows
as should be sent in. I should have no hesitation in putting

my name down for ten Fellows.

—

George F. Wilson, Ileathcr-

hank, IVeijhridf/e Heath.

The following circular has been sent to the Fellows of the

Society, and we recommend it to their favourable attention :

—

N'ovember 17th. 1873.

We, the undersigned Fellows of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, appeal to our fellow members, in the present disastrous
state of the Society, for their advice and assistance, and at the
same time desire to draw their attention to the following facts :

—

•

I. The present Council was elected by a very small number
of the Fellows, displacing a Council consisting of His Grace the
Duke of Buccleuch, as President, and well known and trusted
friends of horticultural science. The legality by which this

Council was elected is disputed ; and we believe that a Chancery
suit to try the question is imminent, which would necessarDy
paralyse the Society.

II. The Society is unable to pay an annual rental of ^£2400 to

its landlords (Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition
of ly.jl). It bas paid rental only twice iu twelve years.

III. It is known to have liabilities to the extent of many thou-
sands, which it cannot meet.
IV. The debenture-holders have formed a league to recover

their loan, to the Society, of ±'50,000.

V. The prospects of horticultural science are, therefore, as bad
as possible.

VI. Under these circumstances we ask our fellow members to

join with us in appealing to the landlords of the ground (the Royal
Commissioners) to terminate the lease, relieve the Society of all

its pecuniary liabilities, compound with Life Fellows, making
satisfactory arrangements to euable the Society to hold its

Committee Meetings and a certain number of Shows at South
Kensington every year.

VII. Fellows who concur in this policy are requested to sign

the enclosed form without delay, and return it, if possible, on or

before the 1st December.

D.iNiEL CooPEB, Bart.
G. F. Wilson, F.R.S.
Habry James Veitch.
Robert Hogg, F.L.S.
Wm. Paul.
Thos. Moore, F.L.S.
Maxwell T. Masters, F.R.S.
John Fbaser.
John Densy.

J. R. Pe.ikson, Chilwell, Notts.

Chas. Noule, Bagshot.
Chas. Tur.neb, Slough.
Wm. Rouinson, F.L.S.
John B. Haig, 14, Chapel St.,

Belgrave Square.
Chas. Lee, Hammersmith.
James Cutiiusii, Highgate.
Jno. Stand.'sh, Ascot, Berks.

—20, Prince's Gardens, South Kensington, LonJon, S.W.

LEAF SOIL.
This subject, opened-up by Mr. Pearson in last week's issue

of the Journal, is one of very great importance to gardeners

and plant-growers. I quite agree with Mr. Pearson in believing

that there is leaf mould and leaf mould. The various effects

which it has had upon the same species of plants has fre-

quently struck me. For instance, I have grown Francisceas

and flowered them most profusely, indeed finer than I ever

saw them anywhere else, in leaf mould with a slight addition

of Eeigate sand, and I have had them refuse to grow iu leaf
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mould. I am of opinion that the soil upon which the leaves

are produced has much, if not all, to do with the quality of the

mould they produce when decomposed. I have always found
that leaf mould obtained from chalk had an injurious effect

upon pot plants. Have any of our readers noticed similar

results ? The subject I consider of very great importance, and
any experiences should be recorded.

—

Expekto C'kede.

GEAPE SHEDS.
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arrangement and skilful application of the material used, a

pleasing and harmonious effect is generally produced, which
seldom fails to give satisfaction to the most fastidious.

It is also said that the encouragement or preference given to

this style of decoration has had the effect of banishing from
the parterre the many interesting and beautiful early and late

flowering hardy plants. In reality this is not the case, for

even the most devoted practitioners of the bedding-out system
are only too glad to avail themselves of the use of these plants

to enable them to carry out and to extend their favourite

system, which must, however, plead guilty to the charge of

having banished in a great measure from the parterre many
huge and unmeaning clumps or beds which were generally

furnished with a few flowering or evergreen shrubs, together

with an assemblage of coarse-growing herbaceous plants, many
of them as destitute of beauty as of interest, unless in a bo-

tanical point of view, while evidently the only arrangement
which had been attempted in planting them was that of placing

the tallest-growing sorts in the central parts of the beds, and
«ven this was by no means always accomplished.

The neit charge brought against this well-abused system, is

that of leaving the beds and borders empty during five or six

months of the year ; and much has been said against the

cnsightly appearance of the heaps of raw bare earth which
the parterre presents during so long a time. Now there is in

reality much less in this charge than is attempted to bo proved.

A tastefully-designed flower garden, whether on grass or on
gravel, surrounded by its usual accessories in the form of

evergreen shrubs and ornamental trees, &c., with the beds
Deatly dug-np for the winter, is by no means so unpleasant a
picture as it is represented to be. But at the'same time it is

not necessary that the beds should be empty or devoid of

interest for so long a period as five or six mouths. The wea-
ther in this country during some four mouths of the year,

commencing with November, is certainly incompatible with
the enjoyment of a flower garden in the open air, as, taking
one season with another, unless it be in the case of some
€ew favoured localities, the surface of the earth is cither

frost-bound or hidden from view by snow for at least half

that time, so that a winter flower garden in these isles can
only exist and be enjoyed under glass and' in an artificial

climate.

The parterre may be said to be rendered gay and attractive

by the summer bedding-out system alone for about five months
of the year, or from the beginning of June until the end of

October ; and to this may be added at least three months
during which it either is, or ought to be, interesting and
attractive by the display of spring-flowering plants and early-

flowering bulbs, or, say, from about the beginning of March
tmtil the end of May, at which time they must, of course, be
removed to make room for their summer-blooming successors.

Bo taken altogether, if matters connected with the parterre are

managed as they ought to be, there is really little to complain
of as regards the length of time during which it is rendered
enjoyable.

It has already been admitted that in some instances gay
colours may have been used somewhat too freely in the embel-
lishment of the parterre; but this charge will, I think, apply
more to the pioneers of the grouping style, or the practitioners
of the bedding-out system of some thirty or more years since;
and when the paucity of material at command for this pur-
pose at that period is taken into consideration the circum-
stance is not by any means surprising. The flower gardener
of to-day would certainly be at his wits' end wore he confined
to the list of bedding plants which were available at that time
wherewith to furnish his beds and borders next season. It is

quite possible that the introduction of such plants as the
Dahlia and the Verbena may have had much to do in suggest-
ing, as it were, the bedding-ont or massing system, which has
been steadily progressive in its development even up to the
present time. The material now at command for the purpose
of garden embellishment is rich and varied in the extreme.
This great wealth is due to the indefatigable exertions of the
bybridiser and crossbrcedcr, to the collector aud introducer,
also to the adapter, if I may be allowed to apply tliis term to
the experimentalist who has successfully used for this purpose
many denizens of oar stoves and greenhouses, also hardy
plants of various sorts, proving their adaptability to the pur-
pose of garden embellishment as bedders, marginal plants, or
for lines in ribbon borders, &c.
Many species of tender plants with large and ornamental

foliage which it was formerly supposed could only eust, or at

least be successfully cultivated, in our stoves, are now in garden
establishments made to furnish an interesting department in
the open air during the summer months, this department
being known as the sub-tropical garden, where such plants
may generally be found growing with a luxuriance and fresh-
ness which they seldom attain under glass with even the most
skUful treatment. Various tribes of succulents, hardy as well
as tender, together with hardy Alpine plants possessed of
ornamental foliage, are also made to play a very distinguished
part iu a style of planting known as " carpet-bedding." This
has certainly much to recommend it to popular favour, being
entirely distinct from all other methods of grouping, and dis-
plays to advantage the singular and interesting appearance of
a number of the plants used for the purpose, and many of them
being quite hardy have the advantage of requu-ing little or no
protection during winter.
To successfully arrange the materials employed for the em-

bellishment of the parterre it is quite necessary to take into
careful consideration the habits of the various plants used,
more particularly as regards simultaneous and continuous
flovreriug. Form as well as colour must likewise always be kept
iu view, and foliage as well as flowers. Indeed, some of the most
beautiful and effective beds that I have seen this season have
been entirely destitute of bloom, being arranged in the carpet
style and composed of such plants as Eoheverias, Semper-
vivums, Sedums, and Saxifragas, together with the new Golden
Fleece Thyme, Golden Feather Tyrethrum, and the several
varieties of the beautiful aud richly-coloured Alternantheras,
lie. ; while other beds have been composed of the finest sorts
of gold and silver tricolor Pelargoniums divisted of their
bloom, and margined by such plants as Iresine Lindeni and
Coleus Versohafi'elti.

As soon as the autumn frosts have rendered the summer
bedding plants unsightly no time should he lost in finally
removing them, iu order to make room for the spring bedders
and bulbs, which should without delay take their place in the
beds and borders. As regards harmony and contrast of colours
as well as symmetry aud habit of growth, the rules which
govern the summer planting are equally applicable to that of
the spring

; and in cases where carpet-bedding may have been
followed during the summer months such beds will merely
require to have hardy plants substituted for tender species,
such as allowing the Sempervivum californicum to take the
place of the Echeveria secuuda glauca, which is nearly but not
quite hardy ; and such plants as Ajuga reptaus rubra, Oxalis
corniculata rubra, aud other dark-foliaged hardy plants to
replace the tender Alternantheras, Iresines, &o. Excellent
substitutes for variegated Pelargoniums may be found in the
Dactylis glomerata variegata and Polemonium caruleum va-
riegatum.

It has already been remarked that the present style of
summer bedding does not necessarily exclude hardy herba-
ceous plants from the attention they really deserve. On the
contrary, a portion of them at least are eagerly sought after
on account of possessing a dwarf habit of growth, combined
with silvery-white or variegated foliage, rendering them ex-
ceedingly useful as marginal plants in summer grouping and
carpet-bedding, &c. But in addition to this, a garden establish-
ment can hardly be considered as being complete without its

collection, more or less extensive, of hardy herbaceous plants.
If this class of plants have really experienced anything like

neglect a reaction is now rapidly setting-iu in their favour, and
the grouping of hardy plants for spring display is now becom-
ing as popular as the system of summer bedding-out has been
for some years. But as the flower beds and borders are being
compelled, as it were, to do doublo duty, it is therefore neces-
sary that they should receive the most liberal treatment in the
form of fresh soU and other fertilising materials, which should
be carefully prepared during the winter months aud incor-

porated with the soil of the beds as soon as the spring bedders
are removed to their summer quarters, or just before the sum-
mer bedders are planted out. The buds may also be eurichtd,

should this be thought necessary, at the time of planting-out
the spring bedders ; but this will seldom be the case.

On commencing this paper I intended to have attempted
further inquiry into the origin of the bedding-out system

—

viz., as to where it was first practised aud by whom, but as

my remarks have already run to a much greater length than
was contemplated I must conscciuently leave the subject for

the present, or recommend it to the consideration of some of

your numerous and able contributors who may feel interested

in the matter, and who may be in a position to afford more
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information upon the subject than I can do.—P. Grieve,
Culj'urd.

SEWAGE AS A FERTILISER.
BV CUTHDERT W. JOHNSON, F.R.S.

The difficulties attending the disposal of sewage commence
as soon as cesspools and the consequent fouling of well water
are supplanted by sewers. It then becomes necessary to pro-

vide for the disposal of the sewage—either by pouring it into

a stream or by adopting some plan for its purification. Then
commences numerous suggestions to accomplish this very dif-

ficult object. These have been, in many cases totally unworthy
of notice, in others difficult to be understood. It is needless
to examine these in detail, for with one exception these pro-

cesses are unable to extract from sewage the salts of ammonia
and other soluble matters which render the effluent waters so

noxious. That exception is by irrigation, which has been well
alluded to by Her Majesty's Commissioners who were ap-
pointed to inquire into the pollution of rivers. They remarked
(First Report, p. 128), " A most important feature of this plan
of treating town sewage is, that although wherever irrigation

is carelessly conducted a certain amount of unpleasantness is

inevitable, yet no injury to health follows the adoption of the
plan. No locality can be named in which typhus fever, enteric

fever, dysentery, or any other zymotic disease generally attri-

buted to foul emanations has been traceable to irrigation with
town sewage. On every ground, therefore, irrigation may be
confidently recommended as a safe and trustworthy remedy
for the nuisance with which towns have to deal."

With such evidence before us, and with the knowledge that
several hundreds of acres of grass land have long been suc-
cessfully sewage-irrigated at Mansfield, and a far larger extent
of land at Edinburgh for ages, we might reasonably expect
that the question might be carefully and calmly examined,
and even condemned with reluctance. But how different has
recently been the mode of attack by those who do not even
pretend to suggest any other and better mode of purifying
town sewage ? It has of late not even been considered neces-
sary to ascertain the truth of certain rumours before a violent
attack was commenced on sewage irrigation.

It was asserted that a typhoid fever in Marylebone was attri-

butable to the use of the milk from a herd of cows fed on
sewage-irrigated grass ; then it was found out that these cows
were not fed upon any such irrigated grass. When this charge
broke down, then it became necessary to try another tack.
It was gravely asserted, by a gentleman who ought to have
known better, that typhoid fever was always rife around the
sewage-hrigated meads of Beddington, near Croydon, and at

Edinburgh. This assertion, however, did not prove more
fortunate than the previous one, for it turned out, by the
official report of the officer of health for Beddington, that in
the surrounding parish of Carshalton and the hamlet of Wal-
lington not a single fatal case of typhoid fever occurred in the
years 1871 and 1872, two cases only from scirlatiua in 1871,
one from diptheria in 1871, and not a single case from either
in 1872 ! And then with regard to the meads at Edinburgh
we find in the Keport of the Commissioners (No. 1, p. 90)
that Dr. Littlejohn, the medical officer of health to the city,
" although he looked with prejudice and displeasure on the
existence of sewage meadows in its suburbs, he had not been
able to connect the ill health of certain localities in Edinburgh
with the Craigentiuny meadows as its cause." And Professor
Christison, President of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, adds
(Ibid, p. 90), "Many years ago my own prejudices were all

against the meadows ; I have been compelled to surrender
them. I am satisfied neither typhus, nor enteric fever, nor
dysentery, nor cholera is to be encountered in or around them,
whether in epidemic or non-epidemic seasons, more than in
any other agricultural district of the neighbourhood."

That myth not answering the purpose for which it was con-
cocted, another battery was opened. It was gravely asserted
that the irrigated land would become supersaturated and in a
short time lose its deodorising powers. Those who made this
assertion were well aware that the meads of Edinburgh and
Mansfield had been sewage-irrigated for generations. Then
came

_
the report of the Sewage Committee of the British

Association at the Bradford meeting in September last, thus
reported in the Times of September 2.? :—" The Committee
consisted of Mr. Grantham, Professor Corfield, Dr. Gilbert,
Mr. W. Hope, and Professor A. W. Williamson, who had
attended the meetings ; and Mr. Bailey Denton, Mr. J. T. i

Harrison, Lieutenant-Colonel Leach, and Dr. Voelcker, who
had not attended. The Committee had continued that part

of the inquiry for which it was more particularly appointed

—

namely, the examination of the typical case of sewage-farming
at Breton's Farm, near Eomford. An analysis of the soil of

the farm showed a considerable increase in the amount of

nitrogen and phosphoric acid. The Committee's funds being

nearly exhausted, they present a rtsume of the results of their

labours, prepared by Professor Corfield.
" Mr. Hope presented the Report on Breton's farm. Bom-

ford, and stated that the systematic observations hitherto

carried on had been continued. The point of chief import-

ance was that the effluent water was slightly purer, thus

exploding the idea that land becomes " sick " of sewage. An
analysis of samples of the soil taken in April, 1853, at the

same part of the farm as the samples were taken for analysis

in 1870, prior to the application of any sewage, showed very

appreciable quantities of phosphoric acid, ammonia, and nitric

acid, which valuable manures were almost, indeed practically,

absent in the same soil in 1853. The Committee also found
that the population of Eomford had been largely overstated

by the Local Board, and that, instead of between 7000 and
8000 persons feeding the sewers, there were only about 4CO0

persons in all. This, of course, gave a very different com-
plexion to the agricultural results, and among other things

gave the important and new fact that in the case of this town
the sewage of the population, including, of course, kitchen and
washhouse slops, and that due to horses and to live stock on
market days, contained 13 lbs. to 14 lbs. of nitrogen per head

per annum. Professor Corfield recapitulated the contents of

all the Eeports ^which had been presented by the Committee,,

and said they had come to conclusions which were substan-

tially as follows :— First, All conservancy plans, including

heap and cesspool systems, dry-ash and dry-earth closets,

pail closets, &c., are quite incompetent as solutions of tho

general question of the removal of the refuse matters of a

population ; they only deal with a small part of the liquid

manure. Towns which resort to one of them require to ba

sewered, and the sewage requires to be purified. The manure
produced is in all cases (excepting that of simple pails or tubs,

where no extraneous materials are added) poor, and will only

bear the cost of carriage to a short distance ; that produced by
the dry-earth system being, even after the earth has been used

three times over, merely a good garden mould. Moreover,

these plans all violate one of the most important of the Sanitary

Laws, which is that all refuse matters which are liable to be-

come injurious to health should be removed instantly, and
then be dealt with afterwards. With all these plans it is au
obvious advantage, on the score of economy, to keep the

refuse about the premises as long as possible ; and the use of

deodorants of various sorts, or even of disinfectants, proves

that this is the case, and that these systems all depend upon
a fallacious principle. They should therefore be discouraged

as much as possible, and only resorted to as temporary expe-

dients or with small populations in very exceptional instances.

Second, The water-carriage system, on the other hand, is based

upon the sound principle of removing all the refuse matters at

once and in the cheapest possible manner by gravitation, and
ought to be resorted to in all but the most exceptional cases.

The opinion of the Committee that all sewers should be made
of impervious materials, and that separate drains to dry tho

subsoils should be constructed where necessary, has already

been most emphatically expressed. The freest possible ven •

tilation of sowers, house drains, and soil pipes, in order to pre-

vent accumulations of foul air, is also essential. With regard

to utilisation of sewage, the Committee has come to the con-

clusion that the precipitation processes which it has examined

are all incompetent, and necessarily so, to effect more than a

separation of small parts of the valuable ingredients of sewage,

and that only a partial purification is effected by them. Some
of them may, however, be useful as methods of effecting a

more rapid and complete separation of the sewage sludgC;

The upward-filtration process only effects a clarification of the

sewage, and is therefore no solution of the question. Weare's

charcoal filtration process, as carried on at Stoke-upon-TreuS

Workhouse, did not give satisfactory results, the eflluent water

being in effect (weak sewage; an opportunity wiU, however,

soon be given for an examination of this process in a modified

form on a much larger scale at Bradford, and under more fa-

vourable conditions. Intermittent downward filtration through

soil has been shown at Mertbyr Tydvil to afford a means of

purifying the sewage under favourable conditions, but it can-
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not be said to be a method of utilisation, except to a partial

extent, as the investif;ation made by the Committee showed
th:\t the etlliient water contained as much nitrogen as was
originally in solution in the sewage, but mainly as nitric acid,

instead of as ammonia and organic nitrogen : and there can

be no doubt that the process will prove useful, as an adjunct

to irrigation cannot conveniently be got. By properly-con-

ducted sewage irrigation, a solution is afforded to the ([uestion

of sewage ntilisation. It has already been stated that a pre-

cipitation process or some clarifying process may bo found
uscfal in all instances. It is essential that the land should be

well underdrained, and that the sewage should all pass through
the soil, and not merely over it ; otherwise, as has been shown,
it will only occasionally bo satisfactorily purified. The catch-

water, or, as the Committee term it, the ' supersaturation

'

principle is not det'ensibh', either on agricultural, chemical, or

sanitary principles. An irrigation farm should therefore cany
out intermittent downward filtration on a large scale, so that

sewage may be always thoroughly purified, while at the same
time the maximum of utilisation is obtained. It is certain

that all kinds of crops may be grown with sewage, so that the

farmer can grow snch as he can best sell. Nevertheless, the

staple crops must be cattle food, with occasional crops of corn

;

and it is also certain, from the analysis of the soil, that it has
become very much richer, and that the manurial constituents

of the sewage accumulate in it. Cattle should be fed on the

farm, which leads to a vast increase in the production of meat
and milk, the great desiderata of the population producing the

sewage. Thus the system of farming must be specialised and
capital concentrated, the absence of which conditions has
proved a great barrier to the satisfactoi-y practical solution of

the sewage question. The Committee has not been able to

trace any ill effects to the health of the persons living around
sewage farms, even when badly conducted, nor is there any
proof whatever that vegetables grown thereon are in any way
inferior to those grown with other manure. On the contrary,

there is plenty of evidence that such vegetables are perfectly

suited for the food of man and beast, and that the milk given

by cows fed on sewage grass is perfectly wholesome. Thus
Mr. Dyke, medical officer of health of Merthyr Tydvil, states

that since the abundant supply of milk from the cows fed on
irrigated grass the children's mortality has decreased from 48,

50, and .52 per cent, of the total deaths to only 39 per cent.,

and that, so far from diarrhcta having been made more pre-

valent by the use of sewaged cabbages, ' last year the Registrar-

General called attention to the fact that diarrha'a was less

prevalent in Merthyrthau in any place in England and Wales,'

and he expressed his belief in ' the perfect salubrity of the

vegetable food so grown.' With regard to the as.sumption

which has been made that entozoic disease would be propagated
by Irrigation, all the evidence that the Committee has been
able to collect, and more especially the positive facts obtained
by experiments, are against such an idea, and the Committee
is of opinion that such disease will certainly not be more
readily propagated by sewage irrigation than by the use of

human refuse as manure in any other way, and probably less

if the precaution be taken of not allowing the animals to

graze, but always having the grass cut and carried to them."
From the results thus reported (and the evidence could be

readily multiplied), we may safely banish all our fears of any
danger to our health being produced by the use of sewage-

irrigated grass. The object to be obtained is of far too im-
portant a character to be discussed without the greatest caution,

with an inflexible detennination to adhere to truth, and the
most careful avoidance of personalities, which on recent occa-

sions have been employed to an intolerable extent.

RETUBBING LARGE PLANTS.
The contrivance represented in the accompanying figure was

designed by Mr. H. J. Van Hulle, from his recollection of a
drawing of a similar apparatus which he had seen in his youth.
its object being to lighten the labour and lessen the difficulty

of placing large plants in fresh tubs. Mr. Xem Hulle thus
describes it in the Belgian " Bulletin d'.\rboriculture " of

September :

—

Take two strong posts, a and b, so securely stayed at their

base that there can be no chance of their upsetting. Set them
at a suitable distance from each other, and place between them
the plant to be retubbed, or, what amounts to the same thing,
take the uprights to the plant. The old tub or box is removed,
the ball seen to, the stem carefully wrapped round to prevent

injury to the bark, and the collar e put on. This can ba
tightened to any desired extent by the four screws shown in
the engraving. Lastly, Jthe two cuds of the collar are slipped
into the grooves in the uprights, which, as will be perceived,
are also pierced with holes. The apparatus having been pre-

pared for action, two men with a pole, or even one with a long
lever, will raise the collar, and therefore tbo plant, say to the
point c, and an iron pin is there pushed into the hole under
the cnUar ; the plant is then raised tOD, aud so on alternately.

In a few minutes two, or at most four, men cau thus raise up
plants of the largest size. To prevent any danger of over-

balancing, a strong stake has been put to the plant, and of

sufficient length to slide in the guide-ring v as the plant is

lifted. When the requisite height is reached, the new tub is

put under the plant, and the latter is let down peg by peg in the

same way as it was raised up. The less the distance between
the holes the better, aud never raise up or let down more than
one hole at a time. The contrivance is in use at the Ghent
Botanic Garden, and there gives perfect satisfaction.

KEW GARDENS.—No. -1.

AxoTHER very remarkable tree which springs up amid the

dingier Gums, and is just touching the roof, is the Norfolk

Island Pine, the leaves of which forming green plattcr-like

trays, so to speak, at regular intervals on its delicate stem,

have a very graceful effect. In its native woods it reaches a

height of 200 feet. These beautiful trees have been success-

fully imported into Europe, and grow with great luxuriance at

San Lucar and on the coast of Portugal. New Zealand has
many specimens of her trees at Knw ; among them, Kai Katea,

a fine tree—the white Pine of the colonists, and Arcca sapida,

a New Zealand Palm, and Podocarpus Totnra, which is one of

the most valuable timber trees in the colony.

On the northern side of the house there is a noble collection

of .Japanese plants. This we are told is characterised by an
unusually large proportion of woody plants, many of which be-

long to families which arc rare elsewhere so far to the north.

This, doubtless, is the scientific distinguishing character of the

Japanese flora, but to the non-botanical observer the remark-
able characteristic is the perseverance with which this extra-

ordinary people have managed to variegate the leaves of their

plants. The Aucuba japonicawe have so assimilated to our-

selves, is a specimen. The variegation in the leaves of this

handsome Laurel is but a type of the change effected in
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numerous other plants by the Japanese—a testimony to the

civilisation which must so long have existed there in order to

bring about this remarlcable result. In consequence of our

hitherto having but one sex of the Aucuba, it was long want-
ing in the beautiful scarlet berries which contain its seed, but
this deficiency has of late years been supplied, and the stami-

nate plant can now easily be procured. As the climate of

Japan closely resembles that of Great Britain, most of the

Japanese plants can be grown in this country without protection.

A very short walk from the temperate house takes us to the

Chinese " Tai." This pagoda was built under the direction of

Sir William Chambers in 17Gl-'2, and was considered at the

time one of the finest specimens of brickwork in the country.

It consists of ten octagonal storeys, which diminish from the

lowest. The building is 163 feet in height, and the view from
the top is very beautiful, extending over a large area of country.

It is closed to the public in consequence of the inveterate

habit of name-cutting which affects a certain class of visitors.

The only Cedars of Lebanon of any size in the garden are

close to the building. They were planted in 1750, and conse-

quently are fine trees.

Now that we are in the arboretum, or pleasure ground, which
the public so much affect, it will be as well to give some account
of it. It was mainly planted about the year 1730 by the Earl
of Bute, consequently the trees have grown to a noble size

;

but the wood has altogether lost its character within these

last fifty years—indeed, since the destruction of old London
Bridge. The old Ciurator, who still survives, tells us that in

his youth the Thames stood at least 3 feet higher than it does

now; in fact, there was never low water showing mud banks
such as we now see. The solid piles of the old bridge formed
an impediment to the flow of the stream, which kept it back
like a mill-dam—a fact which those old enough to have per-

_ formed the perilous feat of " shooting the bridge," as it was
called, can wtU remember. The effect of lowering the tide, no
doubt seconded by the general land drainage of the neighbour-
ing country, was that very many of the trees died; the present

Curator testifies to the fact that when their roots have been
dug up, they were marked at a certain depth, where the water
never reached them in the gravelly soil, by a fungus which
destroyed them. There used to he a tangled underwood
throughout, and rare Mosses and Ferns grew there, which col-

lectors in despair can no longer find. In fact, it wiis at one
time a covert for game, impassable to anyone but the royal

beaters. When the Queen made over the botanical garden
and the old arboretum to the public, Ihe pleasure ground was
in the possession of the late King of Hanover, and this Prince

refised to give up possession, but kept it as a preserve for

pheasants. At the aunual shooting the game were sent over

to Hanover, and we are informed found its way back again to

this country as presents to his friends ! Even as late as the

advent of Dr. Hooker, the present Director, it was imiiossible,

he tells us, to find a way through the dense undergrowths ; the

squirrels aud the wild birds were plentiful, and the aspect of

the place was quite forest-like. Since that time it has been
brought within the pale of civilisation. The undergrowth has
disappeared, paths have been cut through in every direction,

new trees have been planted, and it has assumed its true form
as a noble pleasure ground. The river, it is true, has become
very tidal, and the banks at time of low water muddy; but
the fide of these grounds overlooking the Thames is still the
favourite resort of the mere pleasure-lounger in the gardens.

Finding our way back from the pleasure ground by way
of the gate near the Temple of Minden—a monument to a
battle Englishmen have almost forgotten—wo come in sight

of the flagstaff, said to be the finest spar in Europe ; it is

planted in a mound to a depth of 18 feet, and its entire length
is 159 feet. But the height is but that of a clothes-prop to

some of the spars the Welliugtonia gigantea trees could yield.

A specimen of this tree is to be found in the plantation on the
round mound near the Palm stove, of a very moderate height ;

but in California there are trees now standing 450 feet in

height aud 116 feet in circumference ! The fine square tower
we pass on our right once did double duty—as a smoke shaft,

drawing the smoke from the Palm stove furnaces, and as a
water-tower, in order to obtain a sufficient elevation for the
requirements of the gardens and houses. But both these
requirements have now been answered in another manner

:

The smoke takes a short cut through the two wings of the
building, and the water is now provided by means of the lake

in the pleasure grounds, from which it is pumped by an engine
near the temperat3 house to tanks in Richmond Park. For-

merly the smoke from the Palm stove was conveyed by under-
ground flues a distance of nearly 500 feet to the tower, whero
it was consumed. An underground railway also ran to the
stove, to convey coals to the furnace and remove the ashes.

A short winding path takes us to the herbaceous grounds,
which form one of the most interesting features in the gardens,
and answer many questions plant-growers feel interested in,

but which the uneducated passer-by thinks as of no account.

These herbaceous grounds may be looked upon as the living

reflex of the herbarium, to which we shall draw attention pre-

sently. It may be considered a map of hardy herbaceous
plants, arranged in the natural orders to which they belong.

Some of the orders occujiy several beds, and some but few,

the order in many instances being represented by a typical

plant placed in a circular side bed, so that the botanist sees

at a glance the bed from which he may require to gather infor-

mation. The Grasses and Sedges are illustrated by a splendid
collection. The Thistle tribe—few people sufficiently appreciate

their beauty—are very numerous, culminating in the Artichoke,

which we have often wondered has not been introduced into

our flower gardens for the beauty of its foliage. Evelyn tells

us that they were appreciated by the ancients as they deserved.
" For not very long since this noble Thistle came out of Italy,

improved to this magnitude by culture, aud so rare in England
that they are commonly sold for a crown a-piece ; but what
Carthage yearly spent in them, as Pliny computes the sum,
amounted to i'30,000 sterling.'' Whether they were appre-

ciated for their beauty or for their gastronomic properties

Evelyn does not say ; but the nobhity of their appearance no
lover of the beautiful can deny. The infinite varieties of many
of the common flowers only the botanist has a notion of, the

differences in many cases only being observable to the keen
scientific eye. Nevertheless, only distinct types are represented

here, all cross-breeds being eliminated. Among the noble

foliage to bo found here we took especial note of the Gunnera
scabra—a plant which grows very like the Rhubarb, the leaf-

stalks springing at once from the ground, but flowering differ-

ently, the seed-pods springing also from the ground. The
leaves are of gigantic proportions, measuring 8 feet in length,

aud forming deep masses of shade, and presenting most strik-

ing forms. We trust we shall see it ere long embellishing

private gardens. A collection of hardy Ferns, Alpine plants,

ifcc. , close to the herbaceous garelens clearly attracts many
fanciers, as we see they are under the especial care of a watch-
man, rare Ferns being one of the articles some people see no
crime in appropriating clandestinely.

Of the value of this herbaceous garden as a test by means
of which collectors are able to identify rare plants, the number
of persons who daily visit it is the best proof. It may be asked.

What's in a name, " a Rose by any other name would smell as

sweet?" but the nurserymen know otherwise, and iu order to

sell their plants they must give the true botanical name. This
garden, and the hortus siccus, or herbarium, by far the most
extensive collection of dried plants in existence, form a neces-

sary complement to each other. The house at the entrance of

the gardens where the late King of Hanover used to live,

forms what may be termed a huge album, where most of the

drietl plants in existence can be found duly indexed and ar-

ranged in folios. In this and the herbaceous grounds most of

the scientific work of the garden is done. The valuable

botanical library situated under the same roof attracts to it

botanists from all quarters of the globe, and nearly every

valuable work on the subject published iu this country his
issued from this spot.

—

[Edinhuryh Ilcvieic.)

PORTRAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Sexecio (Kleinia) Haworihu. Nat. ord., Composita;. I.iiin.,

Syngeuesia icqualis.—Native of South Africa. Flowers silvery,

anthers yellow. " This plant has been cultivated for many
years at Kew, where there is no record of its origin. It forms

a small suffrutescent herb a few inches high, in the succulent

house, growing freely enough, llaworth again (PI. Succ, 314)

says, ' This extraordinary plant has not yet produced any
flowers with me. It is completely envelopeel iu a short dense

skin-like cover of cottony wool, which is even capable of being

stripped off the leaves like a skin, leaving the leaves them-
selves green after being divested of it. This cotton, if lighted

in the flame of a candle, &c., slowly consumes iu the manner
of touch-paper, owing to the resinous quality this genus

abounds iu. Cacalia tomentosa is capable of living very long
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without water, as are also other woolly succulents, etc' The
absence of the conical points to the stigma of this species

would remove it from Kleiuia as characterised by most authors
;

its habit and capitiilum are, however, those of the peculiar

group of chiefly South African plants to which that name was
oriRinally applied."

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 00(>3.)

Pentstemon- P.u,meri. A'nf. ord., Scrophulariacea?. Linn.,
Didynamia Augiospermia. — Native of California. Flowers
creamy and rosy purple. " Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich,
flowered it in August of the present year from American seeds

;

he informs me that it attains a height of 8 to 1 feet, from
which, at Watson's attributing to it a stature of 2 to 5 feet, I

judge that it must be altogether the grandest and most beauti-

ful known species of the genus. Though coming from so

Bouthern a latitude, 82 --42' N., it appears to be quite hardy."
—([bid., t. liOlU

)

SA.xiFiU(ii KoTscHYi. Xat. ord., Saxifragacete. Linn., Dec-
andria Digynia. — Native of Asia Minor. Flowers yellow,
calyces red-tipped. " This is one of the group of Saxifrages
that forms dense hard cushion-shaped masses on the moun-
tains of the South of Europe and Western Asia, where they
are exposed to great summer heat and winter cold, without the
humidity of a more nortliern or western climate. They are
conseijuently verj- difficult to cultivate in England ; and where
they have succeeded they never form the luxuriant masses that
they do in the Mediterranean region. S. Kotschyi is a native
of precipitous rocks in the Cilician Taurus, at an elevation of

6 9000 feet, as also of the mountains of Armenia and Cataonia,
all in Asia Minor, where it was discovered by Aueher Eloi,
the French explorer on the Thessalian Olympus. It flowered
in the Royal Gardens (where it has been in cultivation for a
good many years) in May, 1S73, and bears evidently imperfect
flowers, the petals being smaller than in the native specimens,
and the stamens and the stvles quite arrested in growth."—
[Ihid., t. 6065.)

Cf.lsia BETONic.-EFOLU. Wn<. orif., Scrophnlariaoea;. Linn.,
Dilyuamia Angiospermia.—Native of N.W. Africa. Flowers
yellow and red. "A little-known plant, discovered by Des-
fontaines in fields in Algeria, subsequently in Tangiers by
Salzmann, and lastly by myself (in 18.39), on the top of a peak
in the fslaud of St. Jago, one of the Cape de Verd group, a
station very far removed from the above. It is remarkable
that it has not been detected in the Canary Islands. It is

closely allied to the widely-distributed C. cretica, L. (Tab.
nost. 91)1), which ranges from the Canary Islands to the East
Indies, differing in usually less divided leaves and long pedicels
of the flowers.

"In Maroceo two varieties occur, one nearly glabrous, the
other woolly ; both are found in the valleys of the Greater
Atlas, ascending to .5000 feet, as also in fields on the plains

;

the lower leaves are sometimes pinnatifid throughout. The
specimen here figured was flowered by Mr. Niven of the Hull
Botanic Gardens, in August last, I believe from seeds procured
by Mr. Maw in Maroceo in 1H"1."— {Ibid., t. COCG.)

Abistolochi.i TBicArDATA. Xal. ord., Aristoloehiacea?. Linn.,
Gynandria Hexandria.—Native of Eastern Mexico. Flowers
crimson-stalked, tnbo creamy, purple-tailed. " It was dis-

covered by Ghiesbreght, an indefatigable explorer, and trans-
mitted by him to M. Verschaffelt, of Ghent, by whom it was
published, in 1800, with an excellent plate in the ' Illustration
Horticole.' H. tricaudata flowered in the stove at the Royal
Gardens in August last, on a plant received from Mr. Bull in
the previous year. It is said to recommend itself to the cul-

tivator from the negative quality of wanting the detestable
odour so prevalent amongst its congeners."

—

{Iliid., t. G007.)
Crassci.a S,vxiFr.Ar,A. Nnt. ord., Crassulacerp. Linn., Pent-

andria Monogynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers pale
flesh-coloured. " For this very singular and brilliantly-

coloured S. African plant the Royal Gardens are indebted to
Principal MacOwen, of Gill College, Somerset East, who trans-
mitted tubers of it from that district, which flowered in .June
of the present year. It would seem to have a wide South
African distribution, being found on mountain sides from the
extreme sonth-west, as on the Muysenberg Mountain, near
Simon's Bay, to Port Elizabeth and .\ll)any. The brilliant red
colouring of the under surface of the leaf is not a constant
character."— (/()M., t. 0008.)

Tacsonia issionis.—" Raised by Mr. R. Anderson, gardener
at Sowerby House, Hull. The honour of introducing it to this
country helongi to Yarborough L. Greame, Esq., by whom
seeds were sent to England some few years since, and who in
a memorandam commanicated by Mr. Anderson, writes as

follows concerning it :—
' I saw the Tacsonia growing in a deep

richly-wooded gorge, on the eastern slope of the Cordilleras,
between La Paz and Chulumani, in the north of Bolivia. It

seemed to like to climb to the end of a long branch, and then
hang in festoons, swayed backwards and forwards by the
breeze.' This description of its manner of growth is, we learn,
very accurate, since it supports itself by its tendrils till it

begins to flower, and then hangs loose, each branch having as
many as a dozen or fourteen flowers open in different stages of
development. We believe the plant is to be sent out by
Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of Yoxk."— [Florist and Pomolofjist,

3s.,vi.,241.) ,

THE EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS AS AN
ANTI-FEVER TREE.

Ax the last meeting of the French Academy of Sciences an
interesting commuuieation was read from M. Gimbert, who
has been long engaged in collecting evidence concerning the
Australian tree. Eucalyptus globulus, the growth of which is

surprisingly rapid, attaining, besides, gigantic dimensions.
This plant, it now appears, possesses an extraordinary power
of destroying miasmatic influence in fever-stricken districts.

It has the singular property of absorbing ten times its weight
of water from the soil, and of emitting antiseptic camphorous
etHuvia. When sown in marshy ground it will dry it up in a
very short time. The English were the first to try it at the
Cape, and within two or three years they completely changed
the eliraateric condition of the uuhealthy parts of the colony.

A few years later its plantation was undertaken on a large

scale in various parts of Algeria. At Poudook, twenty miles
from Algiers, a farm situated on the banks of the Hamyze
was noted for its extremely pestilential air. In the spring of

1807 about thirteen thousand Eucalypti were planted there.

In July of the same year, the time wlieu the fever season used
to set in, not a single case occurred

;
yet the trees were not more

than y feet high. Since then complete immunity from fever

has been maintained. In the neighbourhood of Constantia
the farm of Ben Machydln was in equally bad repute ; it was
covered with marshes both in winter and summer ; in five

years the whole ground was dried-up by fourteen thousand of

these trees, and farmers and children enjoy excellent health.

At the factory of the Gue de Coustantine, in three years, a

plantation of ihe Eucalyptus has transformed twelve acres of

marshy soil into a magniliccnt park, whence fever has com-
pletely disappeared. In the island of Cuba this and all other

paludean diseases are fast disappearing from all the unhealthy
districts where this tree has been introduced. A station house
at one of the ends of a railway viaduct in the department of

the Var was so pestilential that the officials could not bo kept

there longer than a year ; forty of these trees were planted,

and it is now as healthy as any other place on the line.^

[Ennlixh Mechanic and World of Science.)

WEEVILS.
Yon ask for my mode of trapping these in the orchard

house. Having pressed down the soil in the pots to make it

level, I lay on it a cake of half-decomposed hay, taken from
the bottom of a heap of the mowings of the previous year.

Every morning I look to see where the leaves have been freshly

bitten. I have then only to turn over the grass and find the

weevil below. When the grass is not consoUdated it is some-
times tedious to find the offender, as his colour is the same as

old grass. I allow this latter to remain as a top-dressing

;

richer material may be added above. Figs are especially fond
of rooting into the decaying grass.—G. S.

PRIMROSES, COWSLIPS, POLYANTHUSES, AND
OXLIPS.

[Continued from 2>aqe 309.)

PANT.ILOONS.

Tnis is a term applied by the old florists of two centuries
ago to a form of the Hose-in-Hose, " having green leaves about
their blossoms, which are sometimes variegated with the same
colours as the flowers they encompass." This in modern lan-

guage signiUes that the calyx is not an exact fac-simile of the
corolla, as in the Iloso-in-IIose, but is enlarged, so as to be-

come funnel-shaped, and while partaking of the colour of the
corolla, it is variegated with green stripes. Of these I have a
very large variety, ranging in colour from pale lemon yellow
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to deep rich yellow, and from yellow stained with red through
all shades of red to dark maroon, but I have not yet suc-

ceeded in obtaining a white one.

There is a curious variety of Pantaloon, raised by Mr. I.

Andersou-Henry, which has large foliaceous bracts, the same
as in old Parkinson's Jackanapes-on-Horseback, of both of

which we will pubhsh a portrait next week.

A bed of Hose-iu-Hose and Pantaloons is one of the gayest

sights in the spring and early summer flower garden, and their

fragrance is so powerful it may be scented at a distance.

There is no doubt that the

Hose-in-Hose and Pan-
taloons come originally

from the Cowslip, for

when the seed is sown a
considerable per-centage

of the plants produced
are the common CowsliiJ,

differing only in colour.

I have, however, a fine

form of the Pantaloon
which is a large-flowered

deep crimson Primrose,
and is very gay in the
flower border in spring.

This is frequent in the
cottage gardens of East
Sussex and some parts
of Kent, and as it is a

luxuriant grower and
free bloomer it is pretty

widely distributed.

GALLIGASKINS.

This is one of the most
curious forms to which
the Primrose and Cow-
slip are subject. The
name of Galligaskins is

used by Parkinson. Ha
thus describes them : The
" flowers are folded or

crumpled at the edges,

and the huskes of the
flowers bigger than any
of the former, more swell-

ing-out in the middle, as

it wereribbes, and crum-
pled on the sides of the
huskes, which doe some-
what resemble men's hose
that they did weare, and
tooke the name of Galle-

gaskius from thence."
The meaning of which
is, that the ribs of the
calyx-tube are prominent
and crisped, and the seg-

ments of the calyx are

developed into large fo-

liaceous blades crisped or

curled on the margins

;

hence Parkinson calls

them also " Curled Cow-
Blips." Pant

The Galligaskins are
rarely to be met with. I am fortunate enough to possess several
distinct varieties, all of which are very curious. There is one
form which Parkinson calls " The Fra'nticke or FooUsli Cowslip,
or Jaclic -nil apes on liorsebacl;," which I have also been fortu-
nate enough to secure. It, too, is very curious. The involucral
bracts at the top of the scape, instead of being small bodies as
they are in the normal form of the Cowslip, are produced into
long narrow leaves an inch or more in length, from the bosom
of which issues an umbel of single-flowered pedicels. Of this
we will give an enf;raving next week. These are all the dif-
ferent foims of the Polyanthus and Primrose with which I am
acquainted.

CULTIVATION.
Primroses and Polyanthuses will grow in any soil except

that which is very light and very poor; but any light soil that
is amply supplied with vegetable matter will grow them well.

That in which they delight most, and in which they grow
with the greatest luxuriance, is a strongish sandy loam, or
what is better, a strong fibrous loam. Whenever a border is

prepai-ed for them, fresh stable manure should never be ap-
plied, and if the soil requires amendment, this ought to be
given to the previous crop, so that by the time the Primroses
are planted the manure will have become entirely rotten and
incorporated with the soil. The debris of a wood heap which
has been reduced to mould, rotten weeds which have long lain

in a heap, and leaf mould, are as good a dressing as can be
applied to them, and if

this is mixed with a por-

lih^jMii, .-. tiou of old cow dung it

will be much benefited.

Some of the best plants

I have ever grown were
on the north side of an
old Holly hedge, the over-

shadowing branches of

which were never trim-

med, where the dead
leaves had been allowed

to accumulate and rot for

years, producing a loose,

light, rich mould in

which the roots could

run freely.

The situation for a bed
of Primroses ought to be

shady, so that the mid-
day sun will not reach
the plants. If fully ex-

posed to the sun the

beauty of the flowers is

not only impaired, but

the vigour of the plants

is much weakened, and
this is especially the case

after the flowering pe-

riod, when the plants go
to rest. It is then that

shade is very essential

;

and if it so happen that

this cannot be procured
by the natural position

of tlie bed, it must be
obtained by strewing the
plants with short grass,

litter, or any such cover-

ing. If the plants are

left exposed to the full

influence of a scorching
summer sun they become
in many instances totally

blind, and the buds never
burst again. There is

no better place in^ which
to grow Primroses and
Polyanthuses than in an
orchard under standard
fruit trees, the essential

conditions for the suc-

cessful cultivation of

them being shade, cool-
'™' ness, and humidity.

These plants should

never he allowed to remain more than two years in the same
position. Some of them are the better for being taken up and
divided amuially, and especially those that have the habit of

elongating the rootstoek above ground, and forming long bare

branches with only a tuft of leaves at the crown. The best

time to take-up and divide them is in August and September.

If the work can be completed by the middle of the latter month
so much the better, as the plants will then be perfectly esta-

bUshed and have begun to grow before winter frosts set in, by
which they are apt to be thrown out of the ground if they are

not properly established.

The rhizome or underground stem of these plants is often

subject to a sort of canker or gangrene ; and this not unfre-

quently occurs when they are transplanted from one description

of soil to another, with the old soil clinging to them. These

decayed and decaying portions should be thoroughly removed,
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eveu to the quick ; and I have fouud it an excellent precaution

before planting to have a puil of water at hand, and thoroughly
to watli the old soil away from the roots before planting them
in their new situation, and an addition of lime to the water
tends to check the spread of this gangrene.

EAISIXG SEEDLIXOa.

The best time to sow the seed is immediately after it is ripe.

This will be in the latter end of June and early in July. It is

not advisable to be later than the lirst week of the latter, especi-

ally if it is intended that

the plants are to bloom
in the following spring.

The seed may be sown
either in pans or boxes
nnder glass in a pit or

frame, or in a bed in the
open air. If the latter,

choose a shady spot
where the soil is Ught
and easily worked fine,

and after preparing it by
digging, and raking till

the surface is fine and
mellow, scatter the seed
thinly over the surface

and pass the rake over it

with a very light hand,
so that the seed will not
be covered more than a
quarter of an inch. If

the weather continue dry
give occasional waterings
with a tine-rosed water-
ing-pot, eKough to keep
the surface moist with-
out causing it to ca'ce.

Tho plants will soon be
np, and the only caro
they require is to keep
them free of weeds. As
soou as they have got
four leaves and can be
easily liandled they are
to be pricked-out about
3 inches apart on a bed
prepared for the purpose,
and before the beginning
of winter they will have
grown to a good size, so
that in tho spring they
may be removed and
planted where they are
intended to flower,which
they will do during the
current summer.
If the seed is not sown at

the time indicated above,
it may be done at tho be-

ginning of February in

pans or boxes, which are
to be placed in a gentle

hotbed. When the plants
are large enough they are
to bo pricked-out and Oallis

treated in the same way
as I have described for those raised in the open air. These, if

well grown, will mostly llower in autumn, and will have become
very strong plants before the succeeding spring.
When planted out where they are intended to llower they

ought, according to tho soil, to be from to 9 inches apart.
On my soil, where they grow so strong, I am obliged to adopt
tho hitter, for if placed at less distance they overcrowd each
other; but in ordinary garden soil C inches will bo enough.

SELECTION OF VABrETIES.
When tho blooming season has commenced then is the time

to make .selections of those that are to be preserved, for no
matter how carefully the seed may have been selected, it will

be found that some of the plants produced will be so inferior

to the others, that it will be necessary to weed them out.

In making the selection, the first point the strict florist

directs his attention to is to see which of the flowers have
thrum and which pin eyep. Those which are called thrum-
eyed flowers have the throat closed by the anthers, which
ai'e set round the top of the tube of the corolla, the pistil

being so short as not to be visible. This form has been
called by botanists hrcvhtijla. The pin-eyed flowers have
the throat closed by the stigma, the pistil being as long

as the tube of the corolla, and sometimes much longer, and
this form the botanists call longhtijla.

The thium eyes are those to which prize florists give greater

preference. No matter
how well formed or high-

ly coloured a pin-eyed
variety may be, it meets
with no favour in the
ej'es of the prize florist.

But those who are not so

fastidious, and who ad-

mire a flower for its

beauty, take little heed
of the prize florists' dis-

tinction. Still, if the se-

lection is to be a rigid

one, the first choice is

to pick out those with
thrum eyes. The next
point to be attended to

is that the scape or stem
be sufticiently stout to

support the umbel of

flowors unaided. The
footstalks of the indi-

vidual flowers should
have the same property,

being short and propor-

tionately stout, Eo as to

sustain the flowers in an
erect position. And the

flower itself should bo
large, round, and flat,

and if possible with six

lobes in the limb of tho

corolla, the colours clear,

and, if more than one,

distinct and decided, not
blending one into tho
other, unless where there

are two shades of the
same colour. Another
important quality which
ought not to be over-

looked, is the abundance
of bloom and its long
continuance.

These characteristics

which I have set down
relate only to what may
be called border flowers,

and have no reference

whatever to those pro-

perties which the prize

florists have fixed as tho

necessary requirements
of prize or stage flowers.

But although the strict

florist is BO particular

about all being thrum eyes, there is no reason why tho

lover of flowers for their beauty should be so restricted in

his selection. We have seen many very beautiful varieties

with pin eyes excelling in size, form, and colour those with

thrum eyes, and always failed to see any reasonable ground for

discarding them mei'elv because the prize florists set up an

opposite standard of choice. In the case of prize flowers, prize

florists may enact such rules and laws as their fancy suggests

;

but the true florist, ho who loves flowers for their natural love-

liness, and not for their development of any particular points,

needs not to be restricted by any such rules, but nuiy please

his taste in whatever ho considers most beautiful, and which

to him seems most ornamental.

—

Philantiios.

Election op Roses.—In looking over the returns of the

election of new Roses, I find, to my astonishment, that Mar
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quise de Castellane is omitted in my list. This was entirely
an oversight, as I cousider it fully entitled to rank in the hest
half dozen. Of President Thiers last year I expressed my
douht, and another year has confirmed my opinion that it will

never rank as a first-class flower; I must, therefore, depose
the President in favour of the Miniuise.

—

Benjamin R. Cant.

DESTROYING WASPS AND OTHER OFFENDING
INSECTS.

A cosnrcNicATioN signed " C. P. P." suggests, Has anyone
tried a weak solution of cyanide of potassium on plants ? I

cannot say that I have, but I have been trying the effect of
placing a plant affected with blight, also one with mealy bug
and Ihrips, under a bell-glass, and with them a lump of the
cyanide with most certain effect. But I have not yet attained
all I desire, for the fumes are apt to damage the plants also,

those most affected being Adiantum farleyense, an Asplenium,
and Torenia asiatica. I purpose continuing the experiment
to ascertain the shortest time that it takes to kill these
" varmints," when I will let you know the result.

—

William
FiAYNEK, Surgeon, Uj:bridf/e.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Can any of our readers inform us where the Double Cowslip

is to be procured, and also the white Hose-in-Hoke Poly-
anthus ?

Since the Messrs. Salter were compelled by the railways
to give up their nurseries, there is no oue on whom their
mantle has specially fallen, but some of the London nursery-
men have this year acknowledged the value of the Chrtsanthe-
MUJi as an autumn decorative flower by holding special shows
of the different varieties. Thus Messrs. Yeitch, of Chelsea,
and Messrs. Cutbush, of Higbgate, have each an excellent
show of it. Messrs. Dixon, of Moorgate Street, and Amhurst
Nurseries, Hackney, and Mr. Forsyth, of the Brunswick
Nursery, Stoke Newington, have likewise large and well-grown
collections now in great beauty. It will be remembered that
all the above-named were successful exhibitors at Kensington
last week.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen gakden.

As long as the present wet weather continues I would
strongly recommend all digging and trenching to be deferred
until a more favourable time. When the heads of Brussels
Sprouts are cut the dead leaves should be removed, but none
of the green ones, as they protect the young side sprouts ; the
same may be said of the Scotch Kale and other Winter Greens.
When a favourable opportunity occurs take advantage of it to
earth-up the autumn plantations of Cahhages ; it not only
invigorates them, but preveuts them from being loosened by
the wiud. Never neglect giving air to Cauliflou'ers under
hand-lights and in frames daily, unless during severe frost ; if

the plants are now drawn by an insufficiency of air they will be
very liable to button-off. I purposely say but little on the
winter treatment of Caeuuiber plants growing in frames, as
there are few persons who go to the trouble and expense of this
mode of cultivation who have the convenience of a stove, as
they may there be cultivated with much greater certainty. Any
Endive thiit may have been planted in frames should have air
freely admitted to it to prevent its rotting. Mushroom beds out
of doors should have a thick covering of straw, over which
should be placed mats to protect them from wet and frost ; when
the straw is wet it should be replaced with dry. As most
families require a large supply of Pursleij, frames should be
placed over a portion to protect it from frost; some roots should
also be potted and placed in one of the houses where it will be
protected from frost, and when wanted it can bo removed to a
house where forcing is going on. lindislirs, as soon as they
come up in the frames, give air at every favourable opportunity
to prevent their drawing.

PRUIT GARDEN.
Continue to prune and nail wall trees; but in no case should

old shreds be used without boiling, as they generally contain
innumerable eggs of insects. It is also an excellent plan to wash
wall trees with hot water from a garden engine— it should be
boiling when put into the engine. Few things are more annoy-
ing than canker to those who delight to see their trees healthy
and producing good-flavoured fruit. As this is the season for
planting, or preparing for it, considerable attention should bo
given to the procuring of hardy as well as good sorts in all
cases where the situation is not the most favourable. In addi-
tion to examining the lists of kinds suited to different locaUties
so often given in answers to correspondents, the planter should

take the trouble of ascertaining what sorts thrive best in circum-
stances similar to his o^n. Canker owes its origin chiefly to these
sources—plauting too deep, the result of which is that the roots
are supplied with more nourishment, such as it is, than the
heat and sxinlight of the place can duly elaborate so as to give
ripeness and firmness of texture to the young wood ; or from the
roots getting into an unfavourable soil that furnishes the trees
with vitiated juices ; or from the climate of the situation being
too cold, or the season too damp and sunless, to permit the
healthy action of the plant. Where canker exists the diseased
parts should be cut out in spring or summer and the wound
covered over with clay and cow dung ; but all applications of

this nature will be of temporary influence unless attention is

paid to the following things: Plant suitable sorts; improve the
climate by thorough drainage of tiie soil ; raise the trees on
hillocks above the surrounding surface, after laying a substratum
of concrete, tiles, slate, &c., at the requisite depth to prevent
the downward progress of the roots ; never bury the collar of

the tree ; expose and air the soil before planting, and use no
manure but as mulching, and you will generally be rewarded

—

not by astonishing quickness of growth, nor by your Apple and
Pear trees towering their heads like forest trees, but by seeing
them produce healthy though rather stunted wood covered with
fruitful buds : and if you imagine that you must wait a long
time for the full occupancy of your ground by such moderate
growth, you may increase the number of the trees.

FLOWER G-VBDEN.
Examine pillar and trellis Roses, and if the weather is favour-

able see if the soil wants renewal, or the kinds changing. For
choice sorts roomy holes should be made, capable of containing
three or four barrowloads of well-prepared soil ; turfy loam of
good quality is the chief material. To this add a portion of rich
rotten manure, and, if at hand, a little sandy peat or leaf mould.
Crocuses may be planted whenever the weather is favourable.
They like a deep, light, rich, sandy soil, but will thrive in any
ordinary soil or situation. In plauting, the bulbs should be
covered from 2 to 3 inches with fine mould. For edging borders
or beds the Crocus is exceedingly useful, and where planted in
lines along the margins of walks, or in clumps of three, sis,

twelve, or more bulbs in each, and allowed to remain in the
ground for several years, the effect of the masses of flowers
which they produce is all that can be desired. I have seen a
very effective display in a flower garden in March produced by
each bed having a broad edging of Crocus, the colours being
nicely ai-ranged and contrasted. This may be secured without
interfering with either the spring or summer occupants, for the
bulbs may be planted close to the outside of the bed, where
they will scarcely be in the way either in digging or planting.
Unless the bulbs become too numerous, and the leaves spread
over more space than it may be desirable to have covered with
them, they should not be disturbed, as they bloom more pro-
fusely when well established. Care, however, must be taken
to protect them from mice, as these are exceedingly partial to
Crocuses, especially in winter. For blooming in-doors, either
in pots or in any of the various contrivances that are used
instead of pots, strong bulbs should be selected, planting them
in succession, and keeping the crowns of the bulbs slightly
under the surface of the soil. Place them in any dark cool
situation for three or four weeks, to allow of their making
roots before exciting them into growth. If pots are used—and
these are doubtless the best, if not the most ornamental—use
good, rich, sandy soil, and secure perfect drainage, for a liberal

supply of water is required during the blooming period, and if

the drainage is defective the soil is very apt to become sodden
by injudicious watering. While the bulbs are kept in a dark
place very little water need be given—merely sufficient to keep
the soil, moss, or sand from becoming too dry. When the roots

have made some progress the crowns will soon make their

appearance, and when these are observed remove to the green-
house, or, when this is not convenient, a cold frame or pit will

answer perfectly ; they will also do exceedingly well in a sitting-

room window. All that is requisite is to allow them all the
light and air possible in mild days, giving water as it may be
necessai'y to keep the soil, &c., in a moist state. Stove plants
that are flowering and coming into flower should be placed near
the light, and also receive a more plentiful supply of water
than other plants. Take every opportunity of destroying insects.

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE.
The leaves of the Citrus tribe should be washed when the

weather is unfavourable for out-door work ; all other plants
should also be looked over and cleaned where necessary. lu
mixed greenhouses see that the young stock of Heliotropes,
Pelargoniums, Cyclamens, and all other flowers grown especially

for winter have nice light situations and regular attention as

regards watering. The forcing pit must provide at the proper
season such things as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Persian Lilacs,

Sweet Briars, Moss and other Roses, Kalmias, Daphnes, Anno
Boleyn Pinks, Dutch bulbs, &c.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Every means should be used to prevent young and tender
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jjlants fromclampiugoU; rciuovc any of them which stiud iu the
drip, aud give air when the weather is not frosty.—W. Keane.

DOIXGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
FRUIT AND KITCHEN C.UIPEN.

\Vk have been glad of a short period of comparative dryness

to forward digging aud trenching in this department, for ground
that docs not require any manure, as it has been almost im-

possible to wheel loaded barrows down the alleys owing to the

soft nature of the ground. The wall trees, such as Plums,
Pears, and Cherries, owing to summer pruning and training, do
not re<|uire much attention in the winter; but as most of the

leaves had fallen, causing the borders to look untidy, the re-

maining leaves were cleared off by hand, and any young wood
not required was cut-back to one or two eyes at the base.

Kitchen gardens have an untidy appearance if leaves are allowed

to lie about in corners, on borders, or on paths.

We are at a disadvantage as regards planting-out the CauU-
llowcr plants ; the ground which was devoted to the Gladiolus

requires to be dug over for them, as it is sufficiently rich with-

out any more manure being added, but in a wet season ground
which has grown Gladiolus is always very wet after the crop

h:»s been taken up. It has now been dug some time, and the

plants have gone out in good order. Some dry siftings from the

pottiug-shed were placed round the plants, and into this ma-
terial they will strike root readily. The plants are taken out of

the ground carefully, placed in a flat-bottomed basket, and
planted under the hand-lights with a trowel, iu preference to a

dibber; the covers of the lights are kept on pretty closely (or a

day or two, when they are removed entirely in line days. A
further supply of plants is pricked out in boxes, so that they can

have the shelter of a cold frame during severe frosts.

FORCINC; IIOL'SKS.

Vines.—In the late houses it has been necessaiy to look over
twice a-week the bunches of all Grapes hanging, iu order to re-

move all decaj'ing berries. Up to this time Gros Guillaume has
not had a decayed berry on any of its large compact bunches.
Mrs. Piuce's Black Muscat has not kept nearly so well. We
have twice obtained plants of Alicante to grow in the late

vineries, and each time Morocco has been sent ; this is a good
Grape but very inferior to the old Alicante. Morocco was through
a mistake named Kempsey Alicante, and has deceived many
since that mistake occurred. lis berries are longer in shape,
and are seldom jet black, nor do they ever carry such a dense
bloom as the true variety ; further, the bunches are not nearly
so large.

We have been surface-dressing the borders in the early houses.
This is an important part of the management, and is done to

enrich the border and to entice the roots up to the surface. In
the houses at Lo.\ford Hall the roots are near the surface, and
have grown considerably into last year's dressing; only the sur-

face has been removed, and loam, rotted manure, and bone dust
have been placed on the surface, about an inch deeper than last

year. It would have been barbarous treatment to have dugover
the border. In many vineries no roots are to be found near the
surface ; where this is the case forking the dressing in may be
an advantage. It is well to bear in mind that Grapes, and,
indeed, all fruits, are of the best quality where surface-rooting is

encouraged. When the borders are surface-dressed the state of

the ground a foot or more below the surface should be ascer-

tained, so that some idea may be formed of the quantity of

water which ought to be applied when the houses are started.

If the soil has become very dry it will be as well to give a good
watering before applying the compost to the surface of the
border.
The fiist batch of Black Prince Strawherries have been

removed to the shelves of the Cucumber house; the other oc-

cupants of the house require a night temperature of .50", or in

cold nights it may fall to -Ij". This, with a moderately moist
atmosphere, is just w'uat the Strawberry plants require. Many
good Strawberry-growers recommend surface-dressing the pots
when they are introduced into the forcing houses. We do not
approve of this, as it is so difficult to ascertain when the pots
require water, as the surface-dressing will appear quite wet even
when the plants are suffering from want of water. The pots
are washed and any decaying leaves picked off. Worms are
detected in the pots by the casts on the surface, and are de-
stroyed by the application of clear lime water.
Tying and training Cucumber plants ; the shoots require to

be well thinned-out, and where the leaves are crowded remove
the oldest. Tumigated to kill green fly.

PLANT STOVE AND COXSEIlVATOliy.

In the stove, amongst other insect pests, thripn has been in-

jorious to certain plants, especially some of the Orchids. Cypri-
X>edium Veitchianum is specially attractive to them, and will

not thrive if thrips are in the house. Tobacco smoke is the
most destructive agent, but must be used with extreme caution
amongst tender aud expensive plants. The beautiful Adiantum

farleyense requires to bo removed from the house while it is

being fumigated, as the delicate piunules become browned with
even a moderate fumigation. The best way is to smoke the
house every ten days during the winter months, and if it is done
effectually this pest will be overcome.
In the greenhouse department much time has been devoted

to the Ckrtjsanthcinntit'i, as we grow a very large collection.

Specimen plants have required training, picking all decayed
leaves off them, and sulphuring to destroy mildew. In the
case of the large-llowering specimens there are always a number
of malformed flowers ; these ought all to be removed, and only
the perfect ones left to come to perfection. They should stand
well above the foliage, which ought to be healthy aud hide the
stems and sticks used in training. Every individual flower
requires a neat stick to support it ; the sticks are best paiuted a
light green. The Pompon section requires similar treatment as

regards training, but the flowers support themselves, except
tha*", a few sticks are required to distribute the flowers at regular
distances over the surface of the plant. We looked over the
flowers intended to be cut for exhibition, they have suffered

much from mildew on the florets. If a single floret shows signs
of decay it ought to be at once removed, as otherwise the whole
flower would be destroyed.
The pretty white Boman Hyacinths are now in flower, and

the first batch of Hyacinths and Tulips have been removed to

the forcing house to succeed them. They are placed iu the
same house as the Strawberry plants. Potted tree or per-
l)etual-flowering Carnations for late spring-flowering; this lot

will produce a few flowers as early as February, aud will con-
tinue until the florists' varieties of Carnations and Picotees are
flowering in the ordinary course, in July.

Potted the last batch of Hi/ru-intlis. This flower is a great
favourite, and it is necessary to retard as well as force. It is

best to select the finest bulbs and most choice varieties for early

work, because a Hyacinth spike which is in flower late iu .lanuary
or early in February will continue in perfection for three or four
weeks. Late in March it would not last more than ten days,
even if shading the house were adopted.
Large specimen plants of Gijclameivi are throwing-up scores

of flowers, and it is necessary to exercise great care in watering
them. Only the soil should be watered. Where water had been
allowed to lodge on the foliage aud about the crowns of some of

the plants, botli leaves aud tiowers became mouldy aud decayed.
The affected parts were instantly removed, aud some dry lime
dusted over the injured portion. November is the worst month
in all the year for preserving flowers from damp, and great
caution is requisite when using the watering-pot not to spill the
water on the paths and stages on which the pots stand. All
watering ought to be done early in the forenoon, and if necessary
a fire should be put on to dry the house while the ventUators
are open.

FLOWER OAEDEN.
We have cleared off all the summer occupants of the beds,

and those devoted to spring flowers have been planted. We
approve very much of filling the beds with plants to flower iu

spring, to be removed iu time for the summer occupants; but
so much bedding-out entails much extra labour, as no sooner
are the beds cleared from the summer-llowering plants than it

is all hurry to get them tilled again, aud the same process must
be gone through about the end of April or early iu May for the
summer stock. It can easily be done, and ought to be done, but
the head gardener should have sufficient help to do it. In some
instances where this has not been the case the summer flowers
have been sadly deficient.

AVe are potting-off zoual Pelargoniums ; variegated and golden
tricolors first, to be followed by the green-leaved sorts. All the

cuttings are struck iu boxes, and were removed in-doors on the

first signs of severe frost, "rhis is better than putting the cut-

tings in the open ground, as they are sometimes injured before

they can be potted-up. The lawn should be rolled, and if neces-

sary swejit once a-week when there is no frost.—J. Douolas,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (M. J. A'.).—For the propagation anil culturo ot grocnhouso planta

conmilt our manual, " The GreenhoUHe." You can liave it post free from
our ollioc if you oncloBO ten stamps with your full address. (S. B.).—0\.\v

"I'rult 3aidomnK for tlio Many." You can have it free by post if you
enclose tivo postage stamps with your address.

FLKcn DK Lis iWc}>ihm<ni).—'ih\^ char^-e iu the arms of the French kiuRS

is not the I^ily, but the Iris. Nor is it a modem emblem, for (lowers of

similar shape are ou some of the most ancient Egyptian marbles. It is

called Fleur do Lis seemingly because it was used tirst as bis distinetivo

badge by Ivouis VII. of France when he joined the Crusaders. Thence it

was called Fleur do Louis, and theueo was easily coiTuptcd to its present

form.

Cutting down Apple Trees {V. P. Q.).—Wo do not think that well

bearing trees only twenty-flvo years old should have been destroyed merely

bocauso their growth was straggling. The dork centre of the branch of which
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you sent a section is only tho wood becoming deeper-coloured with age. The
soil resting on red sandstone needs no draining. There is no gai-dener's diary
published.

Oil of Vitriol for Weeding (An Irish Suhscyibcr),—Do not add any
water. Two or three drops of the strongest are effectual.

Scale on Vines {C. R.].—Brush spirit of turpentine over the insects twice,
with the interval of a day iietweeu the applications. Avoid dropping any of
the spLi-it on the foliage of tlie plants.

JIoviNG PoLVANTHLTSE^ (H. Good-nouph).—Seedling Polyanthuses of this
year's raising should be planted-out in the spring. They ought to have been
priuked-out a month ago, ami if kept in frames during winter you may prick

them into pans or Itixes now. Old roots should be divided in August and
September, and in February an 1 JIarob.

Is THERE A Netting Machine ?—" Can you tell me if there is such *a

thing to be found as a netting machine, something handy, iuexpL-nsive, and
lit for garden work ? I pass some portion of my evenings in netting ; but if

I were to net a hank a-week I could not keep pace with the birds. Last
winter I turned out about 10 yards of Strawberry netting, and with this at
one end of a bed and a cat at the other I did pretty well ; but it was grievous
to sec the unprotected line fruit further on pecked and mauled long before
six o'clock.— S. B."

[ff any of oui- readers know such a machine we shall be ohli^'od by their
informing us. We have found that purchasing the old fishing nets, which
are both supplied by nurserymen and at various shops, is very far cheaper than
home-manufacturing.]

Roses on Trellis {Yomig Gardener).—No good Rosea wQl do as climbers
twined along wires in an exposed situation, though some of the old hardy
Bummer-bloomiug climbers may, as Bennett's Seedling (Thoresbyana), Dnndee
Rambler, Qneeu of the Belgians, Ruga, Splendens, Madame d'Arblay, P'/Ucite

Perpetuclle, Laura Davoust, Amadis or Crimson Boursault, Blush fioursaulfc,

Inermis. None of the above are first-class Roses. If the situation is not
too exposed then some of the better Roses may be used, though not strictly

climbers, as Gloirede Dijon, Aimi-c Vibert, Ci-liue Forestier, Felleuberg.Jauno
Despiez, La Bichc, Lamarque, Solfaterre, Climbiug 3>evoniensis ; aho some
of the stronger-growing Hybrid Pei-petuals, as Ginrral Jacqueminot, Madame
Cltmence Joigneaux, John Hopper, Edward MoiTen, Charles Lefcbvre, Mart--

chal Vaillant. Do not, however, expect to succeed well with the better class

of Roses trained to wii'es in exposed positions. Roses do not like wind.

Forcing Pottkd Bosii:s (r,'/.s).—Roses for forcing in pots are none the
worse for having bloomed this season, and the dried buds and seed-pods will

not burt them ; it only proves that the wood is most probably well matured.
If ibcre is much mildew the plants will not be bkely to succeed well. It is

difficult to decide without seeing the plants. They ought to be well cut back
and repotted if the pots arc small, if not top-dressed previous to bringing
them in for forcing. Do not force too rapidly.

Name of Oak {W. V/. Laiiifj].—The leaf enclosed is of Quercus coccinea
or Scarlet Oak, a native of North America.

Cuttings for New Zealand (Good rtmp/ar).—They can only be con-
veyed thither with cortaiuty iu a case. Strip off the foliage, put them in
alternate layers with dry sand in a tin-lined box, and solder the tin thoroughly
before screwing down the box. A 2-feet-cube box would hold many cuttings.

Tenant Leaving Cahbage Crop (Hc/n/ffM).—He has no right to leave
it gi'owing, nor can he compel the incoming tenant to pay for it.

Mushrooms in Vinery Fit (Anxioufi Inquiirr).—The pit is too deep by
more than half for the gi'owth of Mushrooms, but you can lessen Its depth by
putting iu rubble, bringing it up to within 18 inches of the top of the pit,

and placing about 3 inches of liner materials, such as gravel, on the top. This
will keep down the heat from the pipes, and yet be sufficient for the Mush-
rooms. The bed would have been quite as well, if not better, without the
hot-water pipes, as it is likely they will dry the bed too much. To the
materials you collected add one-fourth of dry, light, turfy loam chopped-up
rather small. Put in the dioppings in layers 13 inches deep, and beat each
very firm, adding layers to give lb inches depth of bed. Spawn the bed when
the temperature is steady, at 70^ to 70-, which will be iu a week or ten days,
but care is needed so that the bed be not spawned when it is risiug iu tem-
perature, for it may probably rise to 80'^ or 85", or more; therefore, see tliat

tho heat has attained its maximum before inserting the spawn. Put in the
spawn in pieces about 2 inches square, at 9 inches apart, and so as to be
covered an inch deep. The bed in a day or two, or when the temperature is

steady at 70^, should be covered with 2 inches of rather stiff fibi-ous loam,
and beaten very fii-m and smooth with the back of a spade. In six weeks
after sjiawuing you may commence watering the bed, but do so very lightly.

The sprinklings given tn the Mnes will be suiiicient. The bed, however, will

need to be kept moist, but not very wet.

Forcing Dwarf Kidney Beans (Idem).—Two parts turfy loam of medium
texture, and one part leaf soil or old dry manure, well mixed and made tine

will grow them well. The temperature at night should be 55* to GO'" until

the plants show for dower, and then 60- to 05- ; by day it may be 70° to To"^,

and on clear days 10" higher. Admit air freely after the temperature reaches
70'. Water abundantly after the plants show flower.

Rhododendron Cuttings (A Young Gardnicr).—Take the gi'owths of
the current year when they are firm or partly ripened at the base, which is

usually the case at the end of June or early in Jidy, and cut them over below
a joint. Remove the leaves from about two-thirds the length of the cutting,
and insert it iu sandy peat covered with an inch tliick of sand. Put on hand-
glasses, and keep close, shaded, and moist, admitting air when struck. The
cuttings may bo inserted in pans, placed iu a cold frame, kept shaded and
moist until they have formed a callus, and then may bo placed in a gentle
bottom heat, which will insmo more speedy rooting.

AucuBA Propagating (Idim).—They strike freely iu September from
cuttings, which should be of |the wood of the current year, either with or
without a portion of old wood^ Put in the cuttings in a frame iu l.tam and
leaf soil surfaced with sand. Insert tbom about half their length iu tlio soil,

and firm it about them. Keep them rather close, moir>t, and bbaded fiom
bright sun for about six weeks, and then admit air, drawing the lights off iu
mild weather, but in severe weather protect with mats. They will be ^\oll

rooted by the following autumn.
Transplanting Roses (Ideiii).~This is the proper time to lift your

standards planted iu light poor soil, and afford them a stiffer and riclier soil.

Do not keep tbem out longer than can be avoided, and shield the roots from
the drying influence of the atmosphere, either by covering with soil or mats.
Now is also a good time to move those budded last August, but we should
prefer to let them stand a year and then transplant.

I

Trees not Eaten by Sheep (Arboriculturist).—Siheop -will eat as girat

a variety of trees and shrubs as almost hares and rabbits. We fear forest

trees will have a poor chance on hilly ground near the sea. Beech succeeds,

so does Elm ; but the best thing we find for withstanding the sea brce^^e and at

the same time ornamental, is the common Sycamore. Corsican and Austrian
Pine do well, Mumtain Ash also thrives, and gets-up where sheep arc free.

For shelter near the sea the common Elder is probably without an cqial. As
to what sheep will not eat, wo have proof of their making bare every shoot
they can reach iu an extensive ornamental covert to which they had access.

What escaped was beyond their reach.

Primula japonica Winter Culture—Pkach Thee in Greenhouse
(.(. E. A'.).—The Primula should be kept rather dry during the winter in a
cool bouse or pit, but do not allow the soil to become dust-dry. That from
which you have brokeu-off the flowering-stem you may expect to see again iu

spring. The Peach tree should be kept moderately dry at the roots during
the winter, bat the soil must not be allowed to become very much dried and
cracked, as that i^ a freq'iout cause of the buds falling. Water in February,
and afterwards, keeping the hous-? a"? cool as you can up to that time. All

you need for the setting of the flowers is to keep the atmosphere dry, well

ventilated, and when the pollen in the anthers becomes yellow shako each
branch gently, which will cause tho pollen to be distributed, or you may
apply it to the stigma with a camel's-hair brush. Hyacinths grown this

year in pots are not suitable a second time for the same purpose. They are

best planted out of doors after being hardened-off, iu light, rich, well-drained

soil, and a sheltered position, covering the bulbs about 2 inches deep. They
will flower tolerably well out of doors. Those in glasses are of no use for

pots. Plant them out.

Improving Clayey Soil (W. 0. W.).—Your burning, as we have oftan re-

commended, is the be^t mode of rendering a very heavy soil m*re friable. We
are glad it has satisfied your employers as well as yoarself, but you need only
pare off the top 9 inches and bui-a the other 6 inches. All crops flourish on a.

soil so treated.

Twenty-four Best Roses (flf. G.).—Mart'chal Niel, Baroness Roth8:;hild,

Charles Lefebvro, Alfred Colomb, La France, Gloire de Dijon, Marie Banmann,
John Hopper, Senateur Vaisse, Dr. Andry, Countess of Oxford, Duke of
Edinbnrgli, Etienne Levet, Marquise de Castellane, Louis Van Houtte,
Dupuy-Jamain, Emitie Hausbnrg, Mdlle. Marie Rady. Annie Wood. Mar-
guerite de St. Amaud, Cidine Forestier, Pierre Nottiug, Xavier Olibo, Maurice
Bernardin. The above twenty-four as nearly the best. We have omitted
Teas. If Teas are wanted, add Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame Willermoz,
Sombreuil, Madame Bravy, CatherUae Mermet, La Boule d'Or, Souvenir
d'Elise, Adam, Alba rosea, Belle Lyonnaise, Louise de Savoie, ClimbinR
Devoniensis. We recommend " M. G." to look at the list of Roses returned

in December, 1872.

HE4TING A GUEENtrOUSE BETWEEN TWO ViNERIES (J. W. L.).—As yOU
mention the existence of a flue, we presume yon mean to heat by it ; other-

wise, if your vineries be heated by hot water, a few pipes attaclied to thoso

doing duty at one or other of the vineries, would heat your giecnhouse in

the most convenient way, as they can be made to ascend or descend to suit

doorway and other obstructions. As you are on the point of making alter-

ations, and may not be able to introduce hot water, we may soy that we
have two plant houses, each larger tlian yours, heated by flues composed
partly of ordinary brick and partly of Portland cement pipes 12 inches in

diameter; they have done dutyiu a satisfactory way for sixteen years, and
seem likely to last as long as the structure. There is a dip and rise at one
door in each house, yet the fire acts very well ; only, be it obseiwed, tho dip is

not a euddon descent, but an incline, say of 15- or thereabouts, and as your
house has three doors, the Hue will have to descend twice. We would there-

fore advise your having a shelf, say 2^ or 3 feet wide, along each end of the
house, and also in the front, where the space is not wanted by the porch

;

and expecting the fireplace to be low enough at the back, the flue would
enter underneath one doorway at the end of the house, and rising as high as

it could conveuieutly under the shelf, it would descend again, after turning
the corner, so as to meet the front doorway, and after passing underneath
that would rise tu the next corner. Another dip would have to be made ab

the next doorw;iy, after which it might pass underneath the stage once or

more, and eventually end iu an upright chimney; the higher the latter is the
better the draught. The pathway which joins both the viuery doors and runs
along the front may be 3 feet wide ; and as '2\ feet or more has been allowed

for the outside shelf, all the remainder may be devoted to the main stage,

which may consist of two returned shelves, the lower one 2 feet from the
floor, and the second having a rise of 8 inches, and a similar rise of 8 inches

may terminate in a platform that may be 3 feet wide if necessary. Tliis will

be useful for standing all tall plants on, as Fuchsias, Camellias, Azaleas,

and the like, which can easily be arranged; but if small plants only be

wanted, more 8h*dves may be added, with a less space than 8 inches rise to

each. If you determine on using earthenware pipes for your flue, first

ascertain if they wiU endure fire ; and even if you ai-e assui'ed on that point,

it is better to have at least G feet of brick flue nearest the fireplace. Be
careful also in fixing it to arrange places for cleaning it out hereafter, and if

a plain whe be left in the flue it will be useful when it has to be cleared

out. We aie not sure that glazed pipes aie any better than unglazed ones,

certainly not so good to make joints with. It is best, when first fighting a
flue fire after it has not been used for a long time, to li','ht it in the day with

the door and ventilators open. There will then be a little smoke or oflensive

smell in spits of the most seciu-e joints, but when the flue gets warm this

goes off. BemTc means buttery, but not all Peais to which this prefix is

applied are so in fact.

Vines and other Fruit Trees for a House (C. A. C.).—As you do
not contemplate heating much your house 30 feet long by 10 feet wide, you
ought only to plant such kinds as ripen well with little heat. As you do not

mention whether the front wall is on arches or not, we conclude it is not

;

and as it is advisable to utilise the house as eai-ly as possible, we would
advice planting Viues botli inside and outside, say eight or ten in all. They
might consist of three Black Hambnrghs, and one each of Foster's White
Seedling, Gros Colman, Buckland Sweetwater, Alicante, and West's St.

Peter's, and the two old Sweetwatcrs you have. Wo would plant five Vines

inside, and the same number outside. The former may consist of two Black
Ilamburghs, and one each of Buckland Sweetwater, Alicante, aud Gros
Colman. The outside Vines may be introduced through the front wall, aud
as thoso planted inside increase iu growth, the others may be taken away, or

partly taken away from both. Of coiu-se, care should bo taken in planting

that they are not opposite each other. If all go on well they ought to reach

the top of the house the first season, so that it is not of much use planting

anything against the back wall ; or, if you do so, another Vine or two might

be useful. Should you prefer Peaches, try Eai'ly York, Royal George, and
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Yiolette Hative, say maiden trees, and not to be ranch pruned the first year,

but roughly tied to the back wall, as we do not think if the Viaes do well

that yon will have the help of the Peaches more than one or two seasons.

Then as to the character of the border. If you can manage to obtain turfy

sods from a good pasture resting on a sandstone, we do not think you will

want anything else either for the Vines or the Peaches, for the soil, probably,

already contains sufficient eandy matter to keep it open, and lime is not
needed; in fact, we often think it is too thoughtlessly applied to the Vine
border. As your house is not much forced you need not take out the Vines

in winter, and we think you will not do ranch with other kiuds of fruit trees

in pots, unless it be Vines, which you could set in the front and train up the

roof along with the permanent Vines, and if the canes are good, some good
frutt may be grown this way. You may also try Strawberries in the house
the tirst season, and, in fact, a few every year, as they ripen by the time the

leaves of the Vines occupy the house, which is not the case with Plums and
Ptars; and your house will be found handy in many ways.

ErcALYPTUS GLOBULrs (St. Hon'Tt').—It is a native of Van Piemen's
Land. It may be obtained in pots from any of the nurserj'men and florists

who advertise in our columns. The following is an extract from one of

Paxton's works:—" There is, however, no reason why it should not thrive out

of doors in tho south-west of England and Ireland, where the climate is as

mild as in Van Diemen's Land. It has angular branches which, when young,
droop, and are of a pale dull green colour. The leaves are firm, opafjue, and
unyielding, as if stamped out of horn, ovate-lanceolate, long-stalked, and
curved in the form of a bickle ; sometimes they are wider ut the base on one
Bide than on the other, and, by a twist of the stalk, always stand with their

edges vertically instead of horizontally. Ihe while Mowers are almost
2 inches across when the stamens are expanded, and are produced singly or

in clusters of three; sometimes, when the leaves fall off, the fruits seem as

if in spikes. The calyx is t^ingularly knobby and rugged, with an angular
tube, and a cover sliaped Uke a depressed cone, or Uke a couvexity with a rude
boss in the centre. These flowers are covered before expansion with a thick

glaucous bloom. The fruits are hard, woody, angular, rugged, knobby, urn-

shaped bodies, with five openings into the cavities of the capsule. The early

discoverers of this tree reported it to attain the heit,'ht of 150 feet ; but they
were far within the truth, as is shown by the blocks in the Great Exhibition,

one of which near the base is 5 feet 7 inches iu diameter; and another, cut

from 134 feet above the first, is still 2 feet 10 inches in diameter. "We learn

from the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Van Diemeu's Land ivol. i.,

p. 157) that, on the 11th of October, ItviH.a paper was read by Mr. H. Hull
descriptive of a gigantic tree of the Gum tribe, 'occurring iu a gorge on
the declivity of the Mount Wellington range near Tolosa, about six miles
from Hobart Town.' Mr. Hull describes it as a Blue Gum (Eucalyptus
globulus), and says *it stands close to the side of one of the small rivulets

that issue from the moontain, and is surrounded with dense forest and under-
wood. ... It was measuied with a tape, and found to be 23 yards in cir-

cumfereoce at the ground (more than 9 yards in diameter), and '26 yards in

circumference at the height of 6 feet. The tree appeared sound, except at

one part, where the bark had opened, and showed a line of decayed wood.
The full height of the tree is estimated to be 330 feet.'

"

Stoke Newington Chrysanthemcm Show.—We are requested by Mr.
Rainbow to state that Mr. Monk was first, Messrs. Ponsford second, and
himself only third, for plants grown as for cut blooms.

Grafting Vines (An Old Subscriber).—Ton may graft the Vines as yon
propose, after the shoots both on the stock and scion have started into growth.
The scions should have the ends inserted in soil, and be placed in heat to
t^tart them. The growths of the stock should be started about an inch when
the grafts aie inserted. The Trebbiano is not a good stock for the Muscat,
nor the Champion Hamburgh for Golden Champion. Muscat of Alexandria
is the best stock for Golden Champion. It also succeeds well on Royal Ascot.

SoLA>rrM Capsicastrcm Berries (IT. S.).—Perhaps some of our readers

can inform our correspondent if the berries of this plant are poisonous. It

belongs to a genus of plants of which the berries of some species are virulent

poisons. The berries of S. Dulcamara are readily eaten for Currants by
children, and will cause death in afew hours. S. nigrum is equally injurious.

Euphorbia jacqcinleflora Culture (J. H. B.).~lt requires to be grown
in stove or warm greenhouse, and to have a light airy position. During
growth it should be well suppUed with water, but lessen the amount towards
antotnn oi when growth ceases, yet keep the soil moist ; and when the plant
is showing fur Qower water more freely, but at no time must the soil bo sodden
by heavy waterings. After flowering keep rather dry for a few weeks, then
cut-in, and encourage growth with a moist atmosphere, repotting when the
shoots are an inch or two long. A compost of two parts light fibrous loam,
and % part each of leaf soil and sandy peat, with a sixth of silver sand and
good drainage, will grow it welL

Celery Inferior (/'it-m).—The small size is a general failing of Celery
this season, probably owing to the dryne.^s of the early autumn. More liberal

manuring, and more copious waterings, and applications of liquid manure
would have increased the size. But you say you have a great deal of wet,
therefore the cause may rest with the lato planting. The want of whiteness
id owing to the plants not having been sntllciently long earthed-up to ensure
Uie blanching of the stalks. A month to six weeks will be fiutllcient to ensure
blanching, bat all blanching to bo good must also take place during growth.
The kinds are good. The white kind, we should say, will bo better than the
red or pink—we mean better blanched, and wo sbouid use it fixst. The other
variety is excelteut.

Fi^wER Beds Planting (P. T. fl.).—We cannot undertake to plant flower
beds ; we only criticise proposed arrangements.

Propaoating Medlar (W'-m).—The pips or seeds should be taken out as
soon as the fmit is ripe and sown immediately in light soil, covering them
abont an inch deep. The Bceds usually take two years to vegetate. Grafting
is the most eligible mode of propagation, the Pear being probably the best
stock for ordinary soils, the Quince in moist soils, and the White Thorn where
the soil is sandy and dry. The wood used should be of the previous year's
growth, and shortened so as to free it of the flowering parts. The scion must
have wood buds. Budding is also an eli^ble mode of propagation.

Pises for Market [A ComUint /^•rt--//T).—Your space is rather small for
two rows of plants, and in length it will only accommodate thirty-two plants,
or with two rows sixty-four plants. To suit two rows of plants it should have
boon 2 feet wider. About one hundred fruit may bo had from such a pit in a
sca.son, and, considering the space, the fruit would not average more than
3 lbs. each ; but a gr« a*, deal depends on the treatment. Yon would need a
space eqool to the fruiting bed for succession plants. The kinds wc advise

are the Queen for summer, and the Montserrat or Black Jamaica and Smooth-
leaved Cayenne for winter.

Training Clematis Jaciomnni in Beds (F. J.).—Both the old and young
shoots may be trained evenly over the surface of the beds, pegging them down
to prevent their being blown about by the wind ; or the shoots may be secured
to a flat trellis from 4 to 6 inches from the soil.

Planting Manetti-stocked Roses (Idem).—It will not fee too deep if

those with G or 8-inch stems on the Manetti stock be planted so that the
stems will be entirely covered with soil, the buds being an inch below the
surface.

Vine Planting in Ground Vinery (Zticm).—Nothing will be gained by
planting the Vine in the intended ground vineiy and growing it a year before

the frame is placed over it, as the Vine iu our climate does not ripen its wood
in the open ground without the aid of glass. We should keep the Vine in a
cool house until spring, and when the shoots are an inch or two long plant,

placing the frame over it, and keeping close and shaded until re-established.

It should be grown under glass from the fii'st.

Neapolitan Violets in Pots (<7('?ui).—Keep them near the glass in an
airy position, with water sulJlcieut to keep the soil moist. You can do nothing
more to bring the plants into flower at once, unless you give them a tempe-
rature of 45- to 50-, which we hardly think can be necessary if the summer
treatment has been suitable, as wo have them now in flower iu a cold pit.

Names of Fruit (F. E., Whitton Dean).—Your Grape is Royal Muscadine.
(F. J. K.).—1(», King of the Pippins; 17, Sturmer Pippin; 18, Scarlet Non-
pareU ; 19, Golden Knob; 22, Ribston Pippin; 23, Nonpareil; 24, London
Pippin; the others we cannot identify. {Centurion).—1, Keinette Blanche
d'Kspagne ; 2, Tower of Glamis ; 3, Hughes' Golden Pippin ; the Pear is not
recognised. (S.).—1. Lamb Abbey Pearraain ; 2, Winter Greening; 3, King
of the Pippins ; 5, Manx Codling ; the Pear is Aston Town. (Subsrriberi.—
4, Calville Blanche d'Hiver; 2, Wyken Pippin; 3, Card's Seedling; 1, Striped
Holland Pippin. {T. C).—The Apple is i'earn's Pippin, but we do not re-

cognise the Pear. (G. C).— Yoiu- Apple is very like Cockle Pippin. (Of. S. B.).
—1, Not known; it is a very worthless Pear; 2, Bergamotte Eaperen. (H.
Shifjht).—1, Christie's Pippin; 2, Braddick's Nonpareil. (A'. C. Cnrtcr).—
1, Autumn Colmar; 2, Winter Nelis ; 3, Seckle. (Ccnturwii).—d, Maris
Loui-ie ; 6, Margil; 7, Barton's Incomparable; 8, Autumn Colmar ; 5, Golden.
Hai-vey ; 4, White WestUng. (W. Q.).—Wormsley Pippin.

POITLTRY, BEE, AND PIGEOU OKRONIOLE.

CRYSTAL palace POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

Ovn notes on this leviathan Show must necessarily be brief,

seeing that the prize hst which we give alone occupies so large a
portion of our space. The Show, as most of our readers are
aware, commenced on Monday last, and will close this evening,

THE POULTEY.

In Coloured Dorking cocks the prize birds were good and in

beautiful condition. Coloured Dorking hens were a first-rate

class, no less than ten being noticed besides the four prize birds.

In Coloured Dorking cockerels Mrs. Arkwright secured the cup,
third, and four prizes, the second going to Scotland. The class

was good. Coloured Dorking puUets, though a large class, were
not so good in quality as the hens in this class. Mrs. Arkwright
took the cup and second prize, though very hard pressed by
Mr. Henry Liugwood, who was third. In Silver-Grey Dorking,
cocks Mr. Kaiues, of Stirling, took the cup with a splendid bird.

Silver-Greyhens were very good, Mr. 0. E. Cresswell taking
both first and second prizes. Silver-Grey cockerels were a
much better class than the pullets. Blue or Cuckoo Dorkings,
with the exception of the first and second-prize birds, were not
good.
Buff Cochin adult cocks were a small class of eight entries,

the birds being remarkably good. In Buff hens several excellent

birds were exhibited, Mr. Taylor securing the cup. Buff Cochin
cockerels were a really first-rate lot ; the first-prize bird was
very large and massive, good in shape and feathering, but too
light in the hackle and saddle. Mrs. Acton Tindal's prize bird
in this class was a real gem. Buff pullets mustered strongly,.

Mrs. Tindal deservedly taking first with a splendid pullet. In
Partridge Cochin cocks Mr. G. Shrimpton distanced all with a
cock that could not be found fault with. Partridge hens were
not a good lot, neither were the Partridge cockerels or puUots
equal to what were seen some years ago. White Cochins
mustered well, and were generally good. Tn Black Cochins
there is a great deal of room for improvement, the most con-
spicuous fault being long stilty legs and want of chost.

Brahmas were a show in themselves; never before were so

many really good birds brought together. The Dark cocks were
excellent in quality, but many of the best birds not sufficiently

recovered from moult. The Dark Brahma hens were the best

we have ever seen. The Dark cockerels, though a very nume-
rous class, did not strike us as being quite so good in quality as

last year. The Dark pullets were the most numerous, and
perhaps the best class in the whole Show, there being 101 entries

with very few inferior birds amongst them. The greatest ad-

vance in any breed in the Exhibition was certainly in the Light
Brahmas. The cup hen belonging to Mr. Maynard, the second-
prize hen belonging to Mr. Crook, the cup cockerel belonging to

Mr. Haines, and the grand pallets exhibited by Mrs. Frank
Cheshire, were as near perfection as possible.
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The Spanish classes, as a whole, were not good ; the first and
^econd-prize hens, and also the prize pullets, were the most
worthy of notice.

In French fowls the Houdans appear to have made the greatest
advance ; many very excellent Creve-Coeurs were also e:£hibited.

Hamburghs were all good classes.

In Game the Black Reds were not so good as we have formerly
eeen. The Brown Eeds were very good. Undoubtedly the best
Game cock in the Exhibition was the first-prize Duckwing cock.

Polish were all good classes, especially the Silvers ; Mr.
Adkins taking the lion's share of the prizes in the latter variety.
Game Bantams were very numerously exhibited ; all the great

breeders competing.
Ducks were excellent, the cup going to splendid Rouens.

THE PIGEONS.

Once more I stand among the Pigeons at our truly-named
" Great National Exhibition." A few words will describe it

—

" Larger than ever, and better than ever." There are 1159 pens
of Pigeons; and when we consider that twenty of these pens
contained each four pairs, and that there were many pairs of

birds as well, the number rises to an extraordinary magnitude.
But this is not all. Not only are the numbers so greiit, but in
many classes the number of birds of the highest merit was so
great, that the Judges were in a perfect dilemma as to how to
select the very best, so many wei'e as nearly equal in merit.
They would willingly have given more prizes, but this could
not be. So that it comes to this : A fourth prize would be fre-

quently a first at other shows, and v.n.c. and h.c. would else-

where represent prizes. But I opine that the difficulty of
judging such a Show is not so great as the difficulty of report-
ing it. There are many judges, but one reporter. It is the
work of hoiU'S, and head and eye-tiring work, to go steady from
pen to pen. I found myself this Monday, Nov. 17th, in a
wilderness of Pigeons, like a man thrust into the maze at
Hampton Court, not knowing where the straight lines would
lead him to, and whenever and wherever he would or could get
out. I dismiss at once all the surroundings of the Show. The
place is well known ; the perfect light, the good arrangements,
the pleasant meetings of brother Pigeon-fanciers; they would
have been much more pleasant if one bad had time for a chat
instead of a hasty, though hearty hand-shake.

According to catalogue the first class of Pigeons is Class 112,
Pouters (Blue -pied), cocks, any age. This was a class fair, but
nothing extraordinary. First-prize a fine bird, colour very
good ; second also fine, but nothing out of the way, and not so
well-shaped as first ; third-prize had Kite bars, but in crop beat
all in the class. Black-pied, cocks, any age —First-prize a grand
bird, not quite raven black, being a trifle sooty; second-prize a
better colour, but wide in limb ; the third was heavily flagged,
but an enormous bird, splendid as a stock bird. Eed or Yellow-
pied, cocks, any age.—These colours should not have been
mixed. First-prize a Yellow. Second a Red, a little thick in
girth. Third also a Red, a neat bird. I must notice No. 2325,
a bird splendid in form, but of a bad colour. "White, cocks, any
«ge.—Nothing could be finer than this class, and none were ever
aeen that could beat them, as English, Scotch, and Irish fanciers
all allowed. First-prize all that a Pouter should be ; the second
also first-rate, and fit for first anywhere ; and of the third the
6ame may be said. The Judges had hard work with these birds.
Any Colour or Markings, cocks, any age.—These birds ought
not to have been in the Show. Glasgow has now excluded
them, and they must not appear any more ; admissible in the
loft, detestable at an exhibition. The first-prize, a Mealy, was
a perfect giant ; if his owner has no name for him I suggest
"Anak," a most grand fellow, but a horrid colour. Having
noticed "Anak," I purposely omit any mention of the rest;
their colours at such a Show injured my eyesight ! Any colour,
•cocks of 1873.—A fine class of young birds. First-prize a
Black. Second and third both fine cocks, and equal to the
ifirst save in colour.

Pouters, Blue-pied, hens, any age.—The first prize and cup a
perfect beauty, better far as a bird than any Blue Pouter shown

;

she has one only fault—viz., one of her wings is a little
" bishoped." (N.B.—I am glad that neither of mine are !)

•Black-pied, hens, any age.—First was splendid, but surely
ehe had been rubbed down and down to make what was good
better. This was foolish, and she looked sleek and queer, and
not natural. If the Judges could but have detected any colour-
ing matter, no doubt "Disqualified" would have marked that
pen. 'Tis stupid to try and scent the rose or paint the lily, as
Shakespere says. The second-prize good ; the third very hand-
some, but short in tail. Red or Yellow, hens, any age.—First a
Red, and good in colour. Second a Yellow, and a large bird.
White, hens, any age.—So level and so good was this class, that
the Judges must have been puzzled terribly. First- prize ad-
mirable. Second a nicely-shaped bird. The third a lovely
little bird, greatly admired, but a trifle small ; this a Wiltshire
Pouter, belonging to Mrs. Ladd, of Cabie. Any Colour and
Markings, hens, any age.—A very small and poor class. May

this be its last appearance. Any Colour or Markings, hens of
1873.—First and cup a beautifully-shaped bird, one of the very
best as a Pouter in the Show. Third plucked in the thighs.

The Pigmies were judged by the Pouter standards; the bare-

shanked birds not noticed.

Carrier^:.—As a whole, in advance of other years, and very
heavy judging; indeed, extraordinarily good birds. Black,

cocks over one year.—First, fine stylo of bird, but bad wattle,

not fiUed-up in front. Secsnd a good-wattled bird, but trimmed.
Third excellent wattle again, but faulty in eye. 2-164 (h.c.) a
model of a Carrier ; 2i71 and 2472 very good birds. Black, hens,

old.— First and cup a fine-carriaged bird, good style, not quite

enough of wattle. Second and third and v. H.c. all first-class

birds. Dun, cocks, old.—First and cup the best Carrier in the

Show, the nearest to perfection ever seen. Second not a good
bird, short in neck, short legs, short flight and tail. Third a
good Pigeon in beak, wattle, and carriage. Dun, hens, old.

—

First very grand all over. Second good hen, good beak, good
wattle, fairish eye, and stands well. Third a good-eyed Pigeon.

Cocks, any colour or age.—First splendid in every point but
colour. Two also splendid. Three good colour, but that is all.

2530, v.H.c, only wants age to make him a No. 1. Hens, any
age and any other colour.—First somewhat short in neck, and
wattle might be better. Second good in beak, wattle, eye, and
colour. Three good colour, bad wattle, too full in gullet.

Black cocks, young.—First a good Pigeon, rather Roman-nosed,
and rather ragged in wattle. Second as near perfection as a

young Carrier can be. 2585 and 258G models. Dun cocks,

young.—Fair only. Cocks, any colour, young.—First would

have looked better had his eye not been washed. Second and
third promising birds, will make good Pigeons.

Dragoons, Blue, any age.—First and cup perfect specimen of

a genuine old-fashioned Blue Dragoon, black beak, good deep

blue throughout. Second good colour. Third too light ia

rump, otherwise good. 2711, Mr. Tegetmeier's, might have

well been placed second prize. Silvers (black bars).—First and

cup good head, beak a little aviry. Second not deserving its

place. Third a better Pigeon. Silvers (brown bars).—Mr.

Bishop's first, second, and third just the birds Hike; may he
exhibit more such. Yellows and Reds.—First grand all over.

Second quite as good. Third nearly as good. 2770 unnoticed

but good, many more in this class admirable. Judges would

have gladly given more prizes. 2804 a real blood red, only ona

in the Show. Whites or other colour.—First and cup, bad,

ragged wattle. Second, better Pigeon. An old-fashioned good

Grizzle and a good Chequer in this class. Dragoons were
wonderful, specially Mr. Betty's Yellows, which Were mar-

vellous.
T^. i J

/l?moii(Z cocks any age.—A richly feathered class. First and

cup, a very fine Pigeon. Second not too worthy. Third a much
better bird. Almond hens, any age.—First so good that it would

pass for a good cock. Second weU spangled all over. 2852 only

wants age to be excellent.

Tumblers, Any other variety.—Cocks, first, Agate Mottle,

first-class in head, beak, eye, and carriage. Second Kite, good

Pigeon. Third Red, a perfect gem, worthy of any cnp or prize.

Hens, any other variety.—First, a well-known winner among
Agates. Second Kite, best head-and-beak hen ia the Show.

Third, Red and pretty.

Barbs, Black or Dun, cocks over one year.—Extraordinarily

good class, and prizes well awarded. Cocks, any other colour.

—

First, most extraordinary-skulled bird. Second, splendid bird,

grand colour. Third, good Pigeon, but one diseased. Black or

Dun hens.—First only wants age to develope wattle, then per-

fect. Second, a very fiue hen. Third, a good Pigeon all over.

Barb hens, any other colour.—First a Y'ellow, little too long in

face, but cleanest colour in class. Second Yellow, good little

hen, but bad colour. Third also Yellow. Young Barbs, any

colour.—First not so good as its next neighbour, 2f)6lB. Second

a firat-class bird. Third a mistake ; not good in beak, eye, or

Jacobins, Red or Yellow.—First too long in face, too little

hood, too open in chain. Second an excellent bird. Third,

grand in hood, mane, and chain, but too low in cut. Jacobins,

any other colour.—First a very pretty little bird in mane and

chain, but not good in colour. Second and third nice birds.

Fantails.—A grand class, which must have troubled the

Judges. First out of condition in tail. Second a gem.

Nuns.—First a good bird, but not deep enough in bib. Second

very good. Third, a better bib than first.

Trumpeters.—I'ii-st and cup an excellent Pigeon in rose, crest,

beak, colour, and markings. Second also a very good bird.

Third good, but out of condition.

English Owls.—First and cup, grand bird. Second, first-class

but deficient in frill. Third perhaps even better than first. A
fine show of English Owls. Stick to them, fanciers. Not so

tender as Africans, and suit well flying fanciers. African Owls.

—First worthy of its place. Second small charming bird. Third

light in rump.
lurbits, Blue and SUver.—First, very excellent. Second very
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good. Third very pretty Pigeon. Turbits, any other colour.

—

First acd cnp, perfect in all but colour. Second good. Third
most beautiful raTen black, but shell-crowned. 3174, a grand
red Tnrbit.
Magpies.—First a beautiful Yellow. Second Black. Third

pretty Red, yea, very pretty.

Bunts.—First Blue auda monster. Second Silver. Third
Blue.
Flying Tumblers.—Very glad to see this new class. It con-

tained some very pretty birds—birds easily kept, and always
much loved by a large class of fanciers. May it prosper. First
a Yellow Mottle. Second Red Mottle with handkerchief back.
Third a Red Beard.
Antwerps.—Very nnmerons.
Any other variety class, containing a number of charming

birds. Selling classes very large.

The collections of four pairs of Pigeons were twenty in number
and most marked by visitors. Some dissatisfaction was e.-i-

pressed at the prizes going to pens of the same variety of birds
instead of four different varieties.
Such is an imperfect, because hurried for press reasons, ac-

count of this greatest of all Pigeon shows. Would I could have
spent more days than one in criticising it. Among noticeable
things were the bound volumes of Mr. Wright's new book, the
ablest yet published on poultry. I should like to have seen the
food in dishes instead of scattered on the floor of each pen.
Mr. Woodhonse, of King's Lynn, has patented dishes for the
purpose. It has often been the case that Mr. Fulton has taken
the lion's share of the prize."!, but not so at this Show.

All seemed going on nicely when I left. There was courteous
Mr. Wilson, as ever ready to help one. I had a hurried hand-
shake with old Glasgow friends and others. I made the personal
acquaintance of Mr. T. Hallam, and had the pleasure of looking
into the face of Mr. Harrison Weir, the pleasure-jiver of thou-
sands, especially of the yonng. November 17th is indeed a day
to be remembered by me.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

DoBKlN-os (Coloureil).—Cor*:.— 1 and Cup, Eev. E. Bftrtrnm, Great Berk-
bampstead. 2, T. C. BnmcU, Soulhwoll. S. Henry Linpw* or*. Needham
Markft he. ¥.. Hooper, C^lnc ; Mrs. B. B. Sapw^ll, Avisham ; K. W. Bt achey.
DoBKiNOS (Coiouredl.—Ifcn.— 1 and Cnp, R. W. Beachf-y. 2, Mrs. Arkwright.

8, Lieut -Col. H. B. Lane. Br.icknell. 4, Mrs. Soraerville. he. J. Dousilas,
Clnmber; Kev. E. Bartrum 12); \V. W. Ruttliilse. Kendal ; K. W. Riehariison,
Meaux AbbfV. Beverley : W. H. Deniaon. Wobarn Sands; Henry Linjfwood

;

Mrs. Arkwriijht, Sutton scaradale ; O. E. Cresswell, F.urley Wood, Bagshot ; F.
Parlett, Great Baddow. c, G. Shnmpton. Leigbton Huzzard.
DOKKiSGS (Coloured).— Cocivrci —1. Cnp. a, and 4, Mrs. Arkwrisht. 2, T.

Kaine.i, Siirlini. 5, Key. E. Bartrum. he, H. L. Trist, Presllieltl, Crawley; T.
E. Kell, Wetberby; H. S. Fraaor, Headley; W. H. DcDison; J. Wbits,
Warlaby ; Lord Turnour, ShilljuKlee Park; J. H. Putney. Uorkint?.
Dorkings (Coloured).—Pul/e(.—l. Cup. and 2. Mrs. ArkwrKht. B, Henry

LiDf^ood. 4. Lord Tumour. 5. R. W. BicbardsoD. rhc, J. WJiite. he, K. W.
Itif-hardsoD ; C. Pacntll, Oatlanda Park; Mrs. ArkwriKht. c, W. H. Denisoo.
OoRKl.voa (Silvcr-Grey)—Coct.— 1 and Cup, T. EainCB. 2, Rev. T. E. Cato,

Wye Vicarag'. 3. W. H. Denison.
DoBKiNOs tSilvcr-Grev).—flfrt.— 1 and 2, O. E. Cresswell. 8. WrenftPape,

Lowestoft. )!<. Rer. T. E. Cato ; W. w. Ruttlidfte ; T. Raines ; O. E. Cresswell.
c. Rev. K. S. Tlddeman, CbildcrdJteb Vicarage ; J. C. Cooper, Cooper's Hill,
Limerick.
DoBKiNos (Silver-Grey).— CocfrcreL -1 and Cup. W. M. Shaw, Foucham Rec-

tory. 2, .1. J. Waller. Patsbull. 3. Miss Pasley. /ic, Countess of Dartmoulh ;

V>\ H. Dcnis<>n ; F. Clicceman, Chart Court.
DoBRtNos (Silver-Grey).—PiWi^t.— 1 and 8, W. W. RuttUdff^. 2, R. Smalley,

Laiica''t..T. /ir, A. Dart y, Bridgnorth; Conntcss of Dartmouth: T. Raines.
Di.RKiN.-.slBiueor Curkoo).— 1, H. Allen. Wood Green. 2, A. Darby. 3, H.

n. Youni?, Stnplcton, DorkiD'^'. /«•. A. I)arl>v : Conntepe of D«rtmouth. '

Dorkings ( White).—X and Cup, Mrs. M. A'. Hayne. Ford'ncton. 2. J. Robin-
eon, Garstaug. 3, A. Darby. Jtc, W. Badger, Aslley Abbots, Bridgnorth ; O. E.
Cresswell.
DoRKJ.iosiAny Tarictv).-!, IT. L. Tri-t. 2. W. Harvey, ShcfBcld. S, T. 0.

Bnrnell. 4, Lord Tum.mr. )(-. J. DouRlaw: Lienl.-C'*'. H. B. Lane.
C"CH'N8 (Cinnamon or Buff).— Coft.— 1, w. A. Burnell. 2, W. A. Taylor, Man-

cheater. 8 and c. H. TitmlinsMn, Gr.tvelly Hill, Birmingham.
C< CHINS fCinnamun or BuiTi.—//(».— I. Cop, and c, W'. A.Taylor. 2, H. Ti m-

linson. 8. W. S. Guest, Dnjmlork, Helensburgh. 4, G. Shrimpton. he, T. F.
Anndell. Cowley Mount, St. HelenV.
CocifiNs (CiLnaiiionor Hiiffl.—CorArfrrf,—1 and Cup, Henry Lingwood. 2, Mrs.

A.Tiiidal. Aylesbury. :i. W. A. BunieU. he, D. Young, Leamington, c, H.
Tomlinson ; Mrs. A. Ticdal.
Cochins (<"innamon or BulTl.—Pu/'ef.— 1 and 4. Mrs. A. Tindal. 2, J. Benton,

Erdingtoo. 3, K- Fearon, Whitebaycn. he, U. Tomlinson; W. A. Taylor; J.
Robinson, e. W. A. Bumell (2).

Cocoisa (Partridge).— Cort,—l and Cnp. G. Shrimpton. 2, .1. K. Milner,
Blackrock, Dublin. 3, T. Stretch, Orniiskirk. he, G. Lamb, Compton. c, H.
Tomlinsf d.
CocBina (Partridge).— /7<n.—l, T. Stretch. 2, H. Frnnkland, Church. 8 and

e, W. A. Taylor, he. E. Tndman, Whitchurch, S.ilop.
CocHiiis (Partridge).—Co<:*<ri;l.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2, W. Harvey. 8, E.

Tndman.
Cocnraa (Partridge).-Puifri —I, Cop, and 3, W. A. Taylor. 3, P. Charles,

Neath 4. E. Tndman. he, P. Charles; J. K. C. Pope, Bristol, c, J. K.
Fowler. Ayledbnry.

C- cinva (White). — Cocfc. — L Mrfl. A. Williamson. Leicester. 2. R. W.
Beacbcy. 8, R. 8. 3. Woodgate, Pcmbnry, Tunbridgo Wells, e, O. H. Procter,
Durham.
CorM INS (White).—i7#n.—l and Cnp. R. S. S. Woodeate. 2, E. Feoron. 8, R.

W. Beachey. he. Mn. A. Williamson ; R. S. S. Woodgalo.
CocniNH (Wbltcl—CorJlrrfJ.-l.W. A. Burnell. 2. H. Chase, Birmingham. 8,

.S. .s. Wcidfa'c. he, W. A. Bnmell ; R. W. Beachey.
C<rniN» miiitr).—f'ulM— I. R. s. S. Woodgale. 2 and 8, R. TV. Beachey.

he,V/.A. Bumell; II. Tomlinson; C. Sanders, WatcrcatoD, Oxford, c, W. A.
Bumell; O. i^hrimptnn.
CocniNS (Any variety).—l.W. A. Bumell. 2, C. Sidgwick, Keighley. 8, W. A.

Taylor. 4, (apt. F. U. Coleridge, Wargrave.
Cocniss (Bl»cli).-1, A. Darby. 2, W. Badger. S, C. M. Hole, Tlvertoo.
CocniHB (Rlneki.~Coekerel.—l and 2, W. Barlger. 3. A. Darby.
Cocnivs fBl-ick'.— /'u//t/.— I and Cup. U. Frat.kland. 2, T. Aspdcn, Church.

8, W. Ic T. UoH. Church, he, Kev. A. O. Brooke, tthrawardinc Rectory ; K.
SrnaUey. e, A. Darby.
BBUnts (Darki.—c'oc*.-1 and Cnp,W. A. Taylor. S, H.W. Rcville, Ful-

ham. 3, T. F. Ansdell. 4. J. H. Cuff, Hnlloway. he. H. B. Morrell, Cacmawr,
Clyro ; G. Maples, jun.; T.F. Ansdell (2); Mrs. Arkwriglit; J. Watts: Horace
Lingwood, Creetinu' ; W. A. Taylor; R. Fulton, New Cro&s. c. B. Hill, Southaea-
Bbahmas (Dark). — ifcrn, — 1^ and Cup, Horace Lin^w.iod. 2, J. Lvans,

Keynshnm. 3, Mrs. VJRor, Uxbridge. 4, J. Evans. 5, V. Bennett, vhc, W.
HargreaveP. Bacup. ftc, H. B. Morrell ; L. Wright, Criuch Emi ; Mrs. Vigor;
T. F. Ansdell ; Rev. J. D. Peake, Lalcham ; J. Watts ; Mrs. J. G. Hepburn, Sid-
cup, e, M. K. Smith, Wimbledon; T. F. Ansdell; E. Eusor, Biibtol; J. F.
Smith. East Dereham.
Bkahm.^3 (Dark).—Cocfccre?.-! and Cup. O. E. Cresswell. 2 and 5, Horace

Lingwood. 3, W. Mansfield, Cambridge. 4, Hon. Mrs. .\. B. Hamilton. 6. C. J.
Mvers, Broui-htnn-in-Furness. he. H. B. MorreB ; H. Ford. Woburn ; J. Evans ;

F. Bennstt, Shifnal; T. A. Dean; Mrs. M. A. Hajno; E. Ensor; Mrs. Ark-
WTight; Rev. J. Pachiirdson, Sandy; L.Wright, c, H.B. Morrell; L.Wright;
H. Ford.
Br.vhmas IDari).—Pullet.—I and Cup, Horace Lingwood. 2 and 3, Mrs. Ark-

wright. 4 and 6. J. Lyon, Sutton, St. Helen's. 5. L. Wright. 7, E. Ensm-. 8,

J. W. Brockbank. KiiksniDton. (ic.L. Wright (1| ; Rev. H. Buekston, Hope,
Sheffield (2); C.J. Myers ; J. Evans (3); J. Lyon ; E. Kendrick, jun., Lichlield;

F.Bennett; H. Marriott; T. Pomfret. Higher Walton; T. F. Ansdell (2); E.
Ensor; W. Whitelev, Sheffield; H. chawner, jun,, Houndhill, Uttoxeter; T.
Raines ; .\. Robertson. Kilmarnock ; Mrs. Arkwriglit ( 1 ; E. Pritchard, Tetien-
hiill; J. Watts: W. H. Cr.lbtree, Burnage, Manchester; W. A. Taylor; J.

Jlitehell. Mnselev, Biroiingham ; Kev. J. Kllis, Bracknell ; J. H. Pickles, Birk-

dale, Southport (2): J. Swan, c, H. B. Morrell 12); F. Bennett; U. Dowsett,
Plesbev, Chelmsford.
BRiBMiS (Dark).—I, F. Bennett. 2, T. F. Ansdell. S and i, Hon. Mrs. A. B.

Hamilton. Eidgemount, Woburn. .^,J, Swan, Lincoln, /ic, B.Warner, Upton;
T. F. Ansdell ; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton ; J. K. t'owler: J. Hill, Brentwood;
C. Howard, Pcckham. e. J. Thompson, Ketherclge, Sheffield.

Br.ihmas (Light).—Coct.—l and cup, J. Mitchell. 2. Horace Lingwood S,M.
Leno, Markvate Street. 4. J. Watts, he, H. Beldon, Goithtock; Mrs. A. William-
son : H. M. Mavnard, Holmewood, Ryde ; P. Haines, Diss.
Brahmas (Light).—Sen.— 1 and Cup. H. M. Maynnrd. 2, P. Crook. Forest Hill.

3, Mrs. F. Cheshire, Acton. 4, T. A. Dean, Moreton-on-Lugg. he. Lady Gwydyr,
Stolie Park, Ipswich ; H. Prior, Stansiend, Forest Hill (2). c, M. Leno.
Brahmas (Light). -Cocfcei-ci.—l and Cup, P. Haines. 2, Mrs. A. Williamson.

3. Horace Lingwood. 4, J, Benton. 5. H. M. Maynard. )ic, Mrs. F. Cheshire ;

T. A. Dean; J. Watts: J. Long. Bromley, Kent, c, J. Turner. West Hayes.
Brahmas (Light).—PuHtf.-l, Cup, 4, S, and 7, Mrs. F. Cheshire. 2. Horace

lingwood. 3, J.Long. 5, F. Crook. 8, E. Kcnflriek.jun. (ic. Mrs. F. Cheshire;
J. Howi't, ^ia«borouth; C.Morris, Grassendale; J. F. Smith ; P. Haines (21;

J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, Bristol : Miss Hales, Canterbury ; Mrs. A. Tindal,

c, A. Heath, Calne ; U. M. Mainard (2); E. Pritchard.
Brahmas (Light).—!. J. Watts. 2, Rev. J D. Hoysted, Billencay. 3. H. 51.

jVIaynard. 4, Mrs. T. Turner. Avon, Ringwood. 5, H. Dowsett. he, G. J. Mit-

chell, e, Rev. N. .T. Ridley, Hoil'ngton, Newbury; H. Beldon.
SPANISH.-Coc/c—1 and Cup, Nichols Bros , Cainberwell. 2, W. K. Bull, New-

port Pagnell- 3. E. Jackson, Finchfield, Wolveihampton.
Spanish.—Hen.—1, J. Leeming, Brooghton, Preston. 2, E. Jackson. 3, J»

Palme'', Acton. „, a
Spanish —Coekcreh—l and Cup. T. Moore, CardifT. 2. Mias F.. Browne, Chard.

3. J. R. Rodbard. )ic. E. Jones, Clifton ; G. K. Chilcot ; K. Wright, UoUoway
Road, c, E. Jones; H. Brown. „ ^, ,,^.
Spanish.—Pii!!e(.—1. W. Toby, Brompton. 2. T. Bamfleld. 3. R. Newbitt,

Epworth. he. W. R. Bull : E. Jones ; R. Wright, c 3. Boulton ; J. Leeming.
Hni3DANS.— Cr elc.—l and Cup, T. S. Robin, Jersey. 2, W. Dring, Faversham.

I. G. D. Harrison, vhe, R. R. Fowler, Aylesbury he, W. Cutloek, jun., Littleport

;

B. Hcald,Nottinqhim. c, W. Boutcher, Notimg Hi 1; H. Feast, Swansea.
HocDANS.—//en.—!, D. Lane, Hardwick. 2, G. W. Hibbert, Golley, Hyde.

3, W.O. Quibel). Newark vhe, Mrs. E. Williams, Bcrriew; J. K. Fowler, ftc,

V. J. Myers; W. Dring; W. Cutlack, jun.; W. O. QuibcU; J. Swan, e, B.

Heald ; R.B. Wood, Uttoxeter. ,. ,

HoUDANS.-Coctcr«l.-l, B. Kesld. 2, W. Cutlack, jun. 3. T. S. Robin, (w.

Mrs. A. Tindal. r, C. J. Myirs; W. Dring ; W. A. Peel, Waltoid ; W. O. Qiiibell,

HoUDANS.-Piidpf.—1, C. Morris. 2, Mrs. Vallance, Sittingbourne. 3, W.
Dring. Wic, J. Swan. )ic, G. W. Hibbert; C.Morris; R.B.Wood, c, F. Lake ;

W. Dring: W. Cutlack. jun. ; W.0.(JuibelU2); Mrs. A. Tindal. „ , „ ,
Creve-C<eors.—Cocfc.— I, T. W. Cowan, Horsham. 2, R. B. Wood. S, J.

Walton, Croydon, nhc, W. Cutlack, jun.; J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. '"".W.

Driiig ; B. J. Foster, Epsom ; Mrs. E. WUliams ; J. Robinson, c, G. W. Hib-
bert; J. K. Fowler.

. „ .„ „ _
CREVE-C<EtinB.—ffcj!.—l and Cup, W. Dring. 2, E. Lantour, Ampthill. 8, G.

W. Hibbert. he, W. Dring; W. K. Park; J. C. Cooper; E. B. Wood; J. J.

CREvE-CiEnBS.-Coctere;.-!. H. Feast. 2 and 3, Rev. C. C. Ewbank, Biggles-

wade. I'/ic, J. Walton. («•, J. J. Maiden, c. Miss Mortimer, Rudball, Ross;

W. H. Crabtree ; Rev. C. C. Ewbank. „ , „ „ x , ,

.

CREVE-CCEURS.-Pii»e(.—I. J. J. Maiden. 2, R. B. Wood. 3, E. Lnutonr. he,

W. R. Park, Melrose ; Rev. C. C. Ewbank. e. Miss Mortimer; J. K. Fowler ;

Hamborohs (Golden-spangled).—Cock.—1, H. Beldon. 2, G. 4 J. Dnckworih,
Church. 3, J. Buckley, he, W. A. H.vde. Ashtonunder-Ljnc; T. Blakeman,
Tettenhall ; G. & J. Duckworth, e, J. Walker.

.

Hambcrohs (Golden-spanBleii).-Hcn.— 1 and Cup, J. Rollmson, Lindley,

Otley. 2, J. Walker. 3, Mrs. J. Patlison, Dorchester, lie, T. Dean; J. Buckley

;

G.& J. Duckworth; J. Robinson; W. A. Hyde.
, „ ,^ -~

Hambcrohs (Silver-spangled).—Coft-.—l, Ashton & Booth, Mottram. 2, H.
Beldon. 3, Duke of Sutherland, Trentham. he, Rev. H. Buekston

f
J. Ash-

worth ; J. M. Campbell ; J. Fielding, Newchurch, Manchester ; J. Robinson.

Hambobghs (.-ilver-spangledi. — Hen.— 1 and 2, Ashton & Booth. 3, J.

Rollinsjn. (ir, T. Smith, Koighley ; H. Beldon; Miss E. Browne; E. GUI,

Binglev; J. Robinson. „ -r r. „ a
Hamijl'Rohs (Golden-pencilled).—Cocfr.—l, J. Robinson. 2, J. RoUinson 3,

A. Silver, he, H. Beldon ; C. BUiodwortb, Cheltenham. „ „ „ , „ „
HAMntiROHS (Golden pencilled).-Hpn.—l, J.Walker. 2, W. R. Park. 8, G.

and J. Duckworth. Jic, C. Bloodworth; D. WaUer, Stokesiey; J. Bownoss,
Xewchurch. ,, ,

.

., t », t-
Hambubohs (Silvcr-pcncilled).-Cocl-.-Cup and I, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robin-

HAMiiuBons (Silyer-pencillod).-Hen.—1, H. Beldon. 2, Duke of Sutherland.

8, J. Ashworth. /ir, B. Norton ; J. Robinson ; J. Bowness.
Uamuukchs (Blaok|.-C'ocl-.-l, U. Robinson. 2, H. Beldon. 3, Key. ".

Serjeaiitson, Acton Bnrnell. he, T. W. Holmes, Baildon ; N. Marior, Denton,

'HAMni-Bffns^n^'nckl.-Hrti.-l.T.W. Holmes. 2, H. Beldon. 8, N. Marior.

he, Kev. W. Serjeantson ; K. S. S. Wondgalo ; J. Robinson ; J. Bowness.
Game

I
Black Red|.-foW,-.-Cup and I. J. Jeken, Eltham. 2, S. Matthew,

Stowmarket. 3. J. horsylb, Wolverhampton. „.,„,,„_ _. ,, „.„„,—
Game (Black Ked).-Cocfc. rel.-I, P. A. Beck, Gnilslleld. 2, S. Field, Bicester.

3, J. Mason, Worcester. 4, J. Forsyth. ,, , _ , „ », n t.™
Game (Black Kedl.-Htn or Pullel.-Cm and 1, J. Douglas. 2, T. P. Lyon.

a, J. Douglas. 4, S. Matthew, he, W. J. Pope, Biggleswade (2); J. Voism.

'game (Brown Red).- Cocit.-l and Cup, S. Matthew. 2,T. P. Lyon. 8,T.

g'ame (Brown Red).-Coct<-rfi.-l and 4, H. E. Martin. 2. G. F. Ward,
Wrenbnry. 8, E. Mann, Wolfleld, Stand, he, E. Bell, Burton-on-Trent.

Game (Brown l;ed).-H--n or Pu!if(.-1, W. Foster, Deal. 2, C. W. Brieriey

Mlddleton. 3,J. Cheaters, Nantwich. 4. E, J. Pocr.Limcrick. /ic, T.P.Lyon

W. Porrin, Nant\vich; s. Matthew; Dnke of Sutherland, c, H. L. cock

edge, Woolplt ; W. Foster.
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GiME (Duekwmg).—Cocfc—l ana Cup, S. Matthew. 2, P. A. Beck. 3 Bake
of Satherlaod.

*

OiME (Duckn-ing).—Cockerel.—1, K. Hall, Cambridge. 2, S. Matthew. S, E.
Bell.
Game (Duckwicg).—Hen or Pullet.— 1, E. Avkroyd. Eccleshlll. 2, Mrs. A-

Tindal. S. D.Moulaon. Bradford )ir, E. Hall ; S. Matlhew.
Game IPUt).—Cock or Cockerel.—1, H. C. S W. J. Mason. Drighlington. 2, J.

EraBsingtsn, Newport, Salop. 3, C. W. Brierley. he, R. Hall.
Game iPile).—ffcii or Pullet.—1, G. F. Ward. 2 and 3, E. Wooaburn. kc,

H. O. & W. J. Mason.
Game (Black or Brassy-winged).—Cocfc.—l, Cup, and 2, C. F. Montreaor.

S, G. F. Ward.
Game (Black or Brassy-winged).—Ht!n.—1 and 8, G. F. Ward. 2, E. Ken-

.dick, jun.
Game (VVheatenl.—Sen.—1, W. C. Phillips. 2, Baker & Charnock, Uling-

worth. 3, Withheld.
Selling Class (Game, any variety}.— Cocfc and Hen.—I, W. Perrin. 2, G. F.

Ward. 3, C. W. Brierley. 4. S. Field.
Polish (GoUl-spansled).- Coffc.—1 and Cup. P. UnaworthM^owton. 2. K.J.

Reeves, Hayward's Heath. 3, Capt. F. G. Coleridge. ?if, H. Beldon; W. A.
Taylor: J. Robinson.
PiiLisH (Golden-spangled).-Hoi.—1, W. Silvester, SheBield. 2, H. BelJon.

3, F.. J. Reeves, he. P. Unsworth ; \V. Harvey ; W. A. Taylor.
Polish (Silvcr-apangled).- Coi?fc —I and 3, G. C. Adkins, Lightwoods, Bir-

mingham. 2, H. Beldon. lie, S Probert; J. Hinton.
Polish (S^ilvers[>angled).-*if(H.— 1. 2, and 3. G. C. Adkins. he, G.C.Aikins;

H. Beldon. c, T. Edwards, Lyndburst ; C. Bloodworth.
Polish (Bla.-k, or anv oLber variety).— Cocfc.—l. D. Mutton, Brighton. 2 and

3, P. Unsworth. e, A. Darby ; T. P E Iwards ; Mrs. Procter. Hull.
Polish (Black, or any other variety).—Htwi.—I, A. Darby. 2, T. P.Edwards.

;3 and e, D. Mutton.
Malay.—1, J. Hinton 2, E. Walton. 3. F. Harding, Clapton.
Silkies.—1, S. A. Wyllie, East Moulaey. 2 and 3, K. S. S. Woodgate. he, A.

Darby.
Anv otheh Distinct Variett.—1. H. Feast. 2, Mrs. E. E. Llewellen. Court

Oulman. 3, R R. Fowler. Itf. Miss MUI (2) ; R. Loft, Woodmansey; T.Moore;
J. Watts; J. Long; S. Probert; J. W. Todmau, Eltham IS).

Selling Class (Dorkings. Brahmas, Cochins).- C'orfc —1, R. W. Beaehev.
2, J. Clark, Fochabers. 3, D. Young. 4, W. A. Burnell. 5, Lord Tumour, he, R.
Barker, ^tokeaIey: C. sidgwick; Mrs. Griggs; c W. .\. Burnell; G. W.
Petter. Norwood ; Hon Mrs. A. B. Hamilton ; W. Birch, Barnaile ; E. Tudman ;

E. P'itchard ; S. Salter. Oxford ; Mrs. Griggs.
"Selling Class (Dorkings, Brahmas, and Cochins).- Ttco Bens.—\, H S.

Fraser. 2, D. Young. 3. Rev. J. D. Hovsted. 4. H. Tomlinson. 5, F. Bennett,
he, C. Bloodworth ; H. Ford; R. W. Richardson; J.Webb, Romford; R. W.
Beaehev; T. Sear, Luton, c, Mrs. S. Vigor; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton; J.
Webb; W. Birch; Lord lurnour; T. Sear; F.Webber, Dulwicb; Mrs. J. G.
Hepburn.
Selling Class (Dorkings, Brahmas, Cochins).- Cocfc and Ben —1, Mrs. J. G.

Hepbuin. 2, R. W. Richardson 3, H. B. Jlorrell. 4. Mrs. K. Williams 5, W.
Birch. ;ic, H. Allen; C. Sidg.Tick; J. Hill; Miss Mill; W. Mansfield; Hon.
Mrs, A. B. Hamilton; E. Pritcharrt ; T. Sear, e, H.L. Trist; W. .\ Burnell;
Col. F. C. Hassard; E. Tudman; H. J. Filzroy, redOingtjn; Mrs. J. G. Hep-
'bnm.

Selling Class (.\ny other variety except Bantams).—CocA-.—l, J. Hinton.
2, P. A Beck. 3. Mrs. Procter. 4, Capt. F. G. Coleririge. 5, Miss C. E. Palmer,
/he, R.Ogle, Penge; W. Dring(2); A. E. Smith ; Rev. W. Serjeantson; T.Moore;
G. D. Hanisou; Hon. and Rev. F. Dutton. Burford; Re'v. N. J. Ridley; J.
Walker ; H. Brown, e, F Bennett ; A E. Smith, Southsca ; W. Dring (2|.

Selling Class (.\ny other variety except Bantams).— Tico Heiis.—i, Rev.
W, Serjeantson. 2, H. Wilkinson. Ea'rby. 3. Mrs. Procter. 4. Rev. N. .1. Hidley.
5, Mrs. J. Pattison. 1(C, Rev. C. C. Ewbank(-2) ; Rev. J. D. Peake; H.Brown;
A. F. Faulkner. Thrapstone : A. Bamford, Middleton; J. Hinton c, Mrs. J.
Pattison; F. Bennett; J. Smith; J. Walker; T. Moore; Mrs. B. Williams;
J. Watts.
Selling Class (.\nv other variety, except Bantams).— CocA- and Hen.—}, W.

A.Taylor. 2, T. P. Edwards 3, J.' Chesters. 4. Miss Mortimer. .;. Miss E.
Brown, /ic. .1. Walker ; T.Moore; Miss Mortimer; T, W. Cowan; J. Hinton ;

C. Bloodworth.
Game Bamtams (Black Red).—Cocfc —1 and Cup, J. Eaton, Grantham. 2,

Capt. Wethcrall, Loddington. 3. W. Boutcher. 4, J. Smith, Southwell. 5, C.
F. Hore. he, Capt. Wetherall; W. F. Entwisle; J. RolUnson; J. Nelson. Hex-
ham ; G. Hall, e, W. F. Addie. Preston; G. Maples, jun., Wavertree.
Game Bantami (Black Red) —Hen.-i, Mrs. G. Hall. 2. W. AJama, Ipswich.

3 and s. W. F. Addie. 4, J. Nelson, he. H. P. Leech, Woolpit (2). c, C. F.
Hore ; W. Adams.
Game Bantams (Brown Red).—Cocfc.—1, W. F. Entwisle. 2, J. Anderson.

3, S. Beighton, Farnsfield.
Game Bantams (Brown Red}.—Hen—I, Cup, and 3, S. Beighton. 2, G. F.

Ward.
Game Bantams (Dnckwinu).- CocH-.-1 si.d Cup, J. Eaton. MiUom. 2, H. J.

Nicholson. 8, G. Hall, /ic, W. F. Entwisle : F. shuinach, Southwell.
Game Bantams (Duckwing)—J7c».—1, J. Eaton. 2, F. Shumach. 3, E. Hall.

;ic. J. Smith ; R. Yoiill, Sunderland.
Game Bantams (Pile).—Cocfc.—1, W. F. Entwisle, Westfield, Bradford. 2, E.

Hall, Chesterlield. 3, R. Brownlie, Kirkcaldy, he. J. R. Fletcher. Stoneclough ;

G. H. French. Ilenwick, Worcester; A. Ashley. Worcester (2); S. Smith, North-
owram. Halifax; J. Eaton.
Game Bantams (Pile).-7/fn.—1, F. Steel, Halifax. 2, J. R. Fletcher. 3, E.

Fai-rington, Worcester, he, E. Hall (2).

Game Bantams (Wheaten).—Hoi.-1 and 2, Mrs. G. Hall, Kendal. 8, J.
(Eaton.
Bantams (Black).-1, Cup, and e. W. A. Taylor. 2. H. Beldon. 3, C. Keed,

Cambridge, he, H. M. Majnard; T. E. Tbirtle, Lowestoft; J. Watts; R. H.
Ashton, Mottram.
Bantams (White-booted).—1, Cup. and he, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, W. A. Taylor.

.3, Rev. C. Spencer, Pershore. c, Mrs. Taylor, Brighton; Rev. C. Spencer.
Bantams (Sebright).—1 and S, RT. Leno. 2 and he, N. Cook, Chowbent.
Any other Vabikty.—1 and 2, S. A. Wyllie. 3. Rev. W. Serjeantson. he, Hon.

Mrs. A. B. Hamilton; G. Ames, Catford ; Mrs. A. Woodcock, c, W. lijtson,
Ipswich ; W. W. Boulton, Beverley (2).

Bantams (Nankin).— 1, A. M. Piggolt. 2, O. E. Cresswell. 3, Miss R. C. Frew,
Kirkcaldy.
Selling Class (Bantams, Any variety).—Cocfc and Hen.-1, J. R. Vletcher.

2. Pellingham & Gill. 3, H. P. Leech. 4, F. Steel, he. Rev. E. S. Tiddeman ;

J.Walker; N.Cook (2); J. R. Fletcher; G. Hall, c, W. F. Entwisle (2); H.
Beldon; H. P. Leech; G. F.Ward; G. Hall (3); C. iReed; J. Walts; \V. W.
Boulton.

Ducks {.\ylesbury).— 1 and 2, J. Walker. 3, J. K. Fowler, he, J. Hedges,
Aylesbury (2) ; S. K. Harris, Cusgarne, St. Day ; J. K. Fowler, e, J. G. Hep-
burn ; W. B. M. Lysley, Winkfleld.
DrcKs (Kouenl.— Cup, 1, and 3, R. Gladstone, jun , Court Hey. Liverpool, 2.

W.Evans, he, H. Dowsett (2); F. Cheesman ; W. H. Kobson, Lincoln; F.
Parlett; J. Harvey, jun.; J. Newton; F. E. Arter. Barhaiu; J. Walker;
J. N. O. Pope ; Mrs. Brassev, Battle ; P. Unsworth ; J. K. Fowler : T. F. Upsher.
Sutton, Ely. e, T. Wakefield; E. Ponting. Frome ; Miss H. C. M. Davies.
Ducks (Black) —1, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, J. J. Maiden. 3 and 4. G. S.

Sainsburv, Devizes. he.G. S. Sainsbury (2); J. W. Kelleway, Merston, Isle
of Wight; J.J Maiden.
Ducks (Any other or Ornamental Water Fowll.—1, Rev. W. Serjeantson.

2, S. A. WvUie. 3, H. B. Smith. he,M. Leno; (31; J.Walker; W. Boutcher;
H. B. Smith, Broughton, Preston (2) ; B. Wilkinson ; W. Binns, Pudsey (2j.

Geese.—I, J. K. Fowler. 2 and 3, J. Walker, lie. J. K. Fowler ; W. Wise.
Turkeys.—1, E. Kendrick, jun. 2, Mrs. A. Mayhew, Great Baddow. 3,

F. Warde, West Farleigh. lie. Rev. N.J. Ridley, c, Mrs. Brassey.
Turkeys.—Cocfcerc(.—l, J. Walker. 2, F. Lvthali. Leamington. 3. F. Warde.

he, Mrs. Nutt. Fillonglev, Coventry ; Mrs. .A. Mayhew ; E. Arnold, Wittlesford

;

W. Tipler, Roxwell; J. K. Fowler ; W. B. Etches, Whitchurch.
TOHKEVS.—iff)!.—1, F. Lythall. 2, E. Keodriuk, jun. S.E.Arnold. ;ic,J. K.

Fowler ; F. Warde.
PIGFONS.

Pouters (Blue-pied).—Corfc.—l, N. Hill, Ealing. 2, W. Harvey. S, J. Baker.
vhe, R. Fulton, New Cross, he and e, F. Gresham. Shefford.
Pouters (Black.pied).-Cocfc.—1 and Cup, H. Pratt, Knowle. 2, R. Fulton,

8, F. Gresham. vhc- J. Baker, he and c, F. Gresham.
Pouters (Red or Yellow-pied).—Cocfc.—l, W. R. Rose, Kettering. 2, M. H.

Gill, Ramsgate. 8, G. J. Taylor, Fartown, Huddersfleld. vhc and he, K.
Fulton. _ „
Pouters (White).—Cor);.— I, F. Gresham. 2, W. Ridley, Hexham. 3, W. R.

Rose, vhc and (tc, R. Fulton, c, Mrs. Ladd, Calne.
Pouters (Any colour or markings).—CocA:.— I, F. Gresham. 2. R. Barrett,

Stroud. S, A. Heath, vhc, Guthrie & Hope, Hexham, he, F. Gresham.
Pouters (.\nv colour) —roun<7 CocA:.*.— I. W. R. Rose. 2 and 3, F. Gresham.

vhe, R. Fulton.* he, A. H. Stewart, Birmingham, e. R. Fulton.
Pouters (Blue-pied)—flcn —1, Cup, and 3, F. Gresham. 2, A. H.Stewart,

ulii;. R. Fulton, he. Rev. C. C. Ewbank. e, N. Hill.

Pouters (Blaek-pieil).-Hea.—1, A. H. Stewart. 2, G. J. Taylor. 3, R. Fulton.

I'fcc.J. Baker. )ic, W. R. Rose, c, K. Fulton.
„ „ „,,

PouTFRs (Red or Yellow-pied).—Hfiis.—l, 3, and vhc, R. Fulton. 2, N. Hill,

he. W. Ridley, c, W. Harvey. „ „ „ „ „ , ,,
Pouters (Whitel.—Hrns.—l. F. Gresham. 2 and c, R. Fulton. 3, Mrs. Ladd.

vhe, W. Ridley, he, W. R. Rose. „ „ , „ „ x, i.
Pouters (Any colour or markings).—Hen«.—1,F. Gresham. 2, K. Fulton. 3,

J. E. Spence. Broughty Ferry. „ „ ,. ,. »
Pouters (Any colour) —Youuo Hens.—\, Cup, 2, and 3, F. Gresham. vhc, K,

Fulton, he, A. H. Stewart, c, Mrs- Ladd. .

Pouters I Pigmy or Austrian).-! and Cup, W. Harvey. 2. W. B. Tegetmeler,

Finohlev. 3. R, Fulton. „ . ,. an
Carriers (Black).—Cockj.—l. W. Siddons, sen , Aston. Birmmgham. 2, G.

J Tiylor 3. R. Fulton, vhe, H. M. Mayoard; J. Montgomery, Belfast; R,

Fulton (2). he. H. M. Maynard ; J. Montgomery. ,»„„,.
Carriers (Black). -Hrns.-l and Cup, W. Siddons, sen. 2 and 3, R. Falton.

vhc. B. M. Maynard ; R. Fulton, he, E. Walker. „ „ . „ ,,, „
Carriers (Dun).— CocA-s.- 1 and Cup. J. Montgomery. 2, T. Crisp, Southall.

8 H. Heritage. Mortlake. rhe, R. Fu ton. he. J. C. Ord. Pimlieo.

Carriers (Dun).-H(H» -1, W. Siddous, sen. 2 and 3, R. Fulton. I'lic, E.

Walker, Leicester; J. Montgomery; R. Fulton; W. B. Ford, Weymouth, he,

'CARRiERs'TAny other colour).—Cocks.—1. R. Fulton. 2, 0. E. Duckworth.
Wavertree. 3. R. Cant, Brompton Road, vhe, W. Masaey ; W. O. Hammock,
Spalding, (ic, W. Siddons, sen. c. S. Watkins.jua., Barking Road ; R. Fulton;

W.B.Ford; G. Kempton, Islington. „,,,:,
Carriers (.Any other colour).-H«ns.-l, W. Massey. 2, R. Fulton. 8, C.E.

Duckworth, vhc, J. C. Ord; W. E. Nalder, St. John Street Road. hc,S.

^^clRRSaMBlaek).-!, W. Masscv. 2, H. Heritage. 3, J. Montgomery, vhc,

H. Heritage ; W. IJuickfall. Shanklin ; M. H. Gill ; J. Montgomery ; R. Fulton

;

W. G. Hammock. Ilford (i); E. Walker, lie, H. Heritage ;
J.Montgomery;

^'CAREi'ERsTDunl.A, "up. and 2, R. Fulton. 8, Col. F. C. Hassard. 4. E.

Walker, he, J. Montgomery. „ , « j
Carriers (Any othir colour).-l, E. C. Stretch. 2, W. G. Hammock. 8 and

^'carrie'rs (Any age or colour).-l, C. Cork, Shoreham. 2, E. J. J. Holmes.

3, J. Watts, Birmingham. i>/ic, W. Sefton.
, „ w rjiii

.

Dragoons (Blu.).-l. Cup, and 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead. Equal 3, W. HrU,

W H Mitchell lie, S. Cliff. Nantwich; B. Yardley, Birmmgham; F. Graham;

W. Hill; W.B. Teselmeier (2): W.H. Mitchell.
, m ^-v .

D "AGiJoNS (Silver, Black Bars).-1, Cup, 2, and 3, F. Graham. Ik;, W. Gibson

,

^l?E""o'oN'B''('su'vM^''B?oivn'Bar8).-l, Cup, 2, and 8. W. Bishop, Dorchester,

he. H.Allsop. Birmingham (2); W.Gamou. „ ^ „ .. „, . n„t„
Dragoons I Red or Yellow! -Cup, J, 2. ami 8, S. E. Betty, Gloucester Gate,

Regent's Park, he, F. Graham (.i|. j„t.^u oahi
ijRAGOONS ( White or any other colour).—Cup. 1. and 2, F. Graham. 3. A. M.

Philpott, Clapham. ftc, H. JaCi>bs, Sandown (21. „ ,. , o t
TUMRLESS (Almond).-CoeA--Cup, 1, and 2, T. Hallam, Birmmgham. 3, J.

Ford. Monkwell Street, London, lie, T. Hallam; J. Ford ;H.A,lams. Beverley.

TUMULERS (.Almond).-i/fii.-l, R. Fulton. 2, J. F«rd. 3. T. HaUam. hc.U.

Fulton; H.Adams; J. Baker. Spring Grove.
, » r- t T.,.l«r

TUMELERS (Any other variets).-C«-A-.-l, W. G. Hammock. 2, (J^ J. Taylor.

3 H Adams J'lit- W. R. it H. O. Blenkmsop, Newcastle, lie. T. HaUam; R.

Barrett • A Millar. Kilmarnock ; J. Baker ; J. Ford ; R. Fulton (2).

TuMRLERS (Any other variety) -Hf" "W. K. & H. O. Blenkmsop.

Fulton. 3. J. For J. lie, T. Hallam(2); J. liiiker ; G. J. Taylor^

Bards (Black or Dun).-CoeA-.-Uup. 1, and 3, J. Firth, Dewsbury.

Fulton. C.J. Firth; J. Montgomery; B.tulton.

Barbs (Any other colourl-l, R. Fulton. 2, J. Montgomery. 3, J. Firth.

''^lSs'(.ilaik''o''r''DuS).-]l'H"-l. J. Firth. 2, B. M. Maynard 8 J. Field-

ing, ™n., Rochdale, he, H. M. Maynard; J Montgomery; P H Jones.

BARBS (Any other colour).-H<ii.-l. J. Montgomery. 2, J. Baker. S, B.

Fulton, f, J. Montgomery; P H Jones; R.Fulton.
q Miiir T HR.wpq lAnv other colour —1 and 4. P. U. Jones. 2, J. Firth. 3, Ma.i.»r J. n.

Cr^rSoSo'r rJ.Firth(2); H.M. Maynard; G. C. Holt, Lawton
;

J.

Monttromerv (2) ; W. Larkins. Henlow. Biggleswade. „ ,. „
T?rhH?NS iReci or Yellow) -1. A. A. Vander Meerseh, Lower Tooting. 2.

Capt. He^lm 3, R. FuUon. iu; Capt. Hciton, Worslcy (3) ; E. M. L. Cock.

he Capt. Heaton ; G. Roper, Croydon ; A. A. Vander Meerseh (3).. e. J. Baker.

Fantails!-!. .T. E. Spence. 2. H. M. Mayuard. 3, K. Blair Johnstone.

lic.H.M. Yett.Homerton; J. F. Loversidge ; H. Yardley; J. Walker, Newark;

"NuNs'^-rfeev 'A^^g! Brooke, 2 and he, W. Croft, Ripley. 8, R. Fulton.

r.J.B.Bowden, Blackburn; J. Watts; W.Harvey.
.,,„ w

Trumpeterb.-I and Cup. R.Fulton 2 and 3, J. Lederer, Boolle. vhc.Vf.

Harvev lie. T. Rule, Durham, c, C. W. Rice. „ , „, , ^r

Ow^sl English 1.--1 3, and Cup, E. Lee. Nantwich. 2 H. J. Clark Kew
BriLe lie Ward 4 Rhodes. Otl.v; T. W. Townson, Bowden (2); J.Chadwick,

BoltS: e. L Whitehea^l. Drury Lane, London; A. H.Wood; G.H.Gregory,

Taunton; P. H. Jones ; W. Binns. „,„,,,..
Owls (Foreign l.-l and rlie, T. W. Townson. 2, J. Fioldmg, jun.

'"'TuMiTMBlue fnd Si!ver).-1 and 3, E. T. Dew, Weston-super-Mare. 2 and

die W Croft lie, C. A. Crafer. Warrmgton ; J. B. Pinder, Harpurhey; E. T.

Dew- G H Gregory (21; P. H. Jones (2),

T^;iBTiA I Any other colour).-l and Cup. G. Roper. 2 and 8, W. Cro't. Iu, C.

A VrXr- W Croft (2); J. B. Binder; W. E. Fasten, Hull; G. Roper; O. E.

Cresswell'- A. A. Vander Meerseh (2) ; S.Salter; R. rulton(2); P. H. Jones.

MAOpiEs.-?i, J. B. Bowden. 2, C. G. Hitchcock. 8, P. H. Jones, he, J. B.

Bowden ; J. E. Crofts (2).

1 and 2. T. D. Green, Satttou Walden. 3, H. Yardley.

2, R.

2, R.

3, J. Baker.

Runts (Anv colour).-

)ie, J. S. Price, Potter'8 Bar (2).
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Flying TtniBLERSinot Short-faced).—1 and 3, R.Falton. 2, J. Ford, he, 3.

Antwebps ( Short-faced). -1, TV. H. MikcheU, Moaeley. 2, J. T. Theobald, 3,

W. B. Ball. Newport Pagoell.
AsTWEtiPfl 1 tl*<mintri.— 1. Capt. J. G. Edwarde?, Hyde Lodee, Hammcrsmitn

Mall. 2. J. Koberthhaw. 3. J. HiijdoD, Carshalton. 4, F. R. Hull, he, T.

Foster, EiDKley i2i: J. P. Jones. Plumatead ; J. Roberlshaw i2t; R. Brierley.

\sy OTHER Vaiuety.—1, R. FultoD. 2. J. Wallace, Burnbank. (rlasBow. 8,

J. B. Bowden. he, H.Yardley; A. H. Stewart; F. Braun.i, Bidetord ; H. J.

Dwetly. Peckbam ; W. HiU ; A. A. Yander Meerdcb ; S. A. Wyllie.

Selling Ci.xb3.—Single Bird. — I, M- Gardiner. Dalston Lane. 2, H. B.

Massey. Spalding. 3, C. Cork. 4, S. Salter. }te, F. Gr^abam : A. A. Vander
Mcerach ; F. H. Jones. Pair.~l. L. Watkin, Nurthiimpton. 2 and 3. J. Ford.

4. S. A. Wvllie. he, L. "Wbitchead ; C. fork ; Ward & Rhodes ; C. Reed ; G. H.

Gregory ;'E. Stocker, New Wandsworth ; W. B. Tegetmeier; P. H. Jones; S.

Salter. , ^ . , ^

CoLLECTios OF FoCR Paibs tcxclusiveof Carriers, Pontcra. and Tumbleral.
—1 and Cop. Rev. "W. Serjeantsoo. i, W. Vernon. 3 equaU J. Mantel, Newpoit
Pugnell; R. Fulton. c'lC. J. Baker, /ic, J. F Loveraidge ; T. Rule ; W.Davis;
Sparrow i Cotton. Berkeley Square (2|; R. Ful'on.
SpscuL Flvisg Class of Humikg Antwebps.—1 and Cup, C. L. Suther-

land. Coombe. Croydon. 2. J. Sparrow A Co. 3, J. T. Theobald. 4, Col. F. C.

Hassard. 5, F. Lubbock. 6, W. B. Tegetmeier.

RABBITS.
Lop-EABXD (Self-coloured).— 1. Cup, and 2. F. Banks, Fonndiing, London. 8, F.

Loveband, Grove Road, London, he, B. W. Mason, Hull (2|.

Lop-eared (TortoiiCahell).—1, 2, and vhc, F. Banks. 3, J. Boyle, jun., Black-
bum.
Lop-fared (Vellow-and-white).—1. F. Banks. 2, C. Winward, Bolton. 3. J.

G. Quick, Bryanslone Kquaie. vhc, W. Canner, Leicester, he, C. Kint,',

St. John's Wood. «. , « i
Lop-earfd (Any other colourl.- 1 and Cap, J. Cranch, St. John s Wood. 2 and

5. F. Bank9. vhc, J. Hallas, Huddersfield; F. J. Smith, East Dereham; C.

Winward; F. Loveband.
SilvprGrey.—1. J. Bovle, jun. 2. H. W. Wright. 3, Master W. H. Anns,

CTaphfttn. vhc, J. Boyle, juu.: S- Ball, Bradford; Master W- H. Anns, he, J.

F.Uis. Reifrats; G. Beckley, Shei'heid's Bush; Master W. H. Anns, c, T. J.

Inman. Hackney.
HiMALAVAv.-l and Cop, H. Wliite. Rochdale. 2. W. H. Tomlinson. 3, J.

Hallaa. vh>\ J. Bamw, Rochdale ; H. White ; C. Arthur, Melkaham. he, E. S.

Smith ; H. W. Wrisht c, H. W. Wright ; W. H. Tomlinson.
AXGoBA —1. T. Garner, Kingsthorpe. 2 and 3, W. Bowes, Darlington, vhc,

Rev. J hicbardeon; F. J.Smith, /ic, W. Whitworth, jun.; G. Godfrey, c, A.
Barr. Victoria Park.
Beloun Hare.—1 and CT»r. G. P. i R. Hacketf, Haverstock Hill. 2, J. Boyle,

jun. 3, H. B. Massey. vhc, W. Whitworth, jun. he, J. Boyle, jun. ; W. Whit-
worth, jnn. ; E. S. Smith ; A. Hudson, c. Mrs. A. Tindal.
Amy OToER Vahiety.-I, J. Mason, Hull. 2. G. P. A: R. Hackett. S.J.Irving,

(Dutch Doe), rhc. J. Boyle, jun.; J. Mason; T. J. Inniivn. he, J. Irving,

Birmingham (Dutch Doe); S. Simkin, Wolverhamptou; C. Winward (2). c, J.

Boyle, jun.; J. Hallas ; C. Winward.
Selling Class.— 1 and 2, C. King. 3. F. Banks, vhc, J. Hallas ; W. Whit-

worth. jun.; G. Beckley, Shepherd's Bush; C. Arthur, /r-, F. Banks, c, W.
Whitworth, jun.; E.S.Smith; J. Cranch; C. Arthur; F. Loveband.

jaub,.—Any other variety.—1,Z. H. Heyfl, Barrhead. 2, J. M'Indoe. Barr-
ad. 3. H. C. 4 W. Y. Ma'^iJD, Drighlington. 4, J. M'Kay, Cross Arthurlie,

KILMARNOCK POULTRY SHOW.
Tms took place on the 14th and loth iust. The entries were

very numerons. The prize list is as follows :^
Spanish.—1 extra, H. L. Home, Airdrie. 2, A. Walker, Kilmarnock. 3, R.

Begg, Dairy. 4, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington. hr,W. M'Intyre, Ochiltree; D.
Hegiiie, Glasgow ; H. Wilkinson, Earby ; J. Mair, Kilmarnock, c, 3. T. Parker.
Bbahma PooTRAs.- 1 extra. H. Wilkinson. 2, H. Wise, Bishopbriggs. 3. W.

G. Maliiftan, Springfield, Belfast. 4, A, Robertson, Kilmarnock, he, R. Max-
well, Dumfries; J. Aahworth. Burnley: A. Semple. Eabt Kiibride.
CocniN-CniNAS—1 extra, J. Drinnan. 2. W. S. Guest, DrumTork, Helens-

trargh. 3, H. Wyse. 4. T. Bruce, Rusbv. Glasgow, he, R. Maxwell ; J. Wyae.
DoPKiSGS.—Silver-Grcy.—l «xira, D Draper, jun., Falkirk. 2, T. Smillie,

jnn., Kilmarnock. 3, J. Turnbull, Larbert. 4, Q. Pettigrew, Camlarg, Dalmel-
lington.
DOBKiNos.—Co/oiirrrf.—1, J. Robinson, Garstang. 2, J. Turnbull. 8, A. Gibb,

Ayr. 4, J. White. Warlaby, Northallerton, he, R. White, Paisley.
GAME..~Blaek-brea»ted or other lieds.—l extra, J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hex-

ham. 2. J. F. Wal'on, HomcUflfe, Rawtenstall. S.J.Mason. Worcester. 4. J.

A. Mather, Nitbside. Closebum. he, W. G. Mulligan ; A. C. Penman, Kelty,
BUir Adam ; J. A. Mather.
Ga:

head.
Barrhead, c, P. Rooney, Kilmarnock.
Game or aisTAyi%.— l'nduhhed.—Chickeng.—1,^iBB J.M.Frew, Kirkcaldy.

2, J. Laoghland, Kilmarnock. 3. J. Jardine, Kilmarnock. 4, T. aiackie, Stewarton.
BkMBL'RGTifi.—Golden-'tpanoUd —1, A. Kobertson. 2 extra. T. Walker, jun.,

Denton. Manchester. 3. T. Mackic. 4, D. Beaton, Waterfurd, Bushby. hr,J.
Crawford. Btith. c, A. Friaken. Pcrceton ; A. Bege, High Blantyre.
HmuvttoHB.— Golden-pencilled.— 1 extra, D. Gilmour, Kilmarnock. 2, H.

Beldon, Goitstock. 8, W. Nelson, Johnstone, fl, J. Robinson, /ic, J. Aahworth,
Marsden ni;i-.;hts, Burnley ; J. Bowness. Newrhurch, Manchester |2).

llAvnvBGn^.Silrer /ipanffled.— 1 extra. H. Stanwarth, Burnley. 2, T.
BoultoD. Handford, Stoke. 8, J. M. Campbell, Bonny Kelly, Turiff. 4, W.
Husband, Kilmarnock, he. R. Moore, Ea^t Rainton.
Hambcrohs.- Siiivr-pfncii^d— 1 extra, H. Beldon. 2. R. Moore. 8, J.

Stevenson, Airdrie. 4. J. MLaren, Kilmarnock, c, J. Bowneas.
HAMBUROBS.—iJto'-fc.—l extra and 4, J. Bowncss. 2, T. Walker, jun. 3, H.

Beldon. he, Stott & Booth, Bury, LancaHliire.
PoLAXDS oB CaEVE-Cu:uBs.— 1, U. BeldoD. 2, A. M'Lellan, Barrhead. 3. J.

RobiDBOD. 4, A. Wyllie, Johnstone, he, 3. Smart. Carnoustie; J. C. Shav*',

Barrhead; W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple; J. Laird. Johnstone.
Scotch Greys.—1 extra, T. Wallace. 2. W Robertson, Newton, Ayr. 3, J.

Fnlt >n. 4, A. Watson, Loans, Troon, he, T. M Murtrie, Kilmarnuck ; A. Gray,
IJeith.
Ant oTirap. Variety.—1, J. Robinson. 2, J. Lambie, New Cumnock. 3, J. F.

Walt^in. 4. G. Andcrton, Accringtun. he, 3. Stoddart, Dalmellington ; R.
Little, Longtnwn.
Game BA^iTAHH.—DUiek'hreaiitfd or other liedx —1 extra, J. Nelson. 2, Z. H.

Heyg. S,G. Anderu.n. 4. T. Barker, Bumlev. /ic, R. Muir.Craigie ; R.Wing-
fleld, Worcester; W. A. Orr, Kilbnruie; W. Rogers, SiuiderlaLd; R. Brownlie,
Kirkcaldy, c, W. Rogers.
Oamr Bahtams.—i4ny other rari«(y.—l, J. Taylor, Johnstone. 2, J. Nelaon.

3. Miss R. C. Frew, Kirkcaldy. 4, J, Neilaon. he, R. Wingfield ; J. Aitken,
Girran.
Bamtam*.—BfarA: or TTTii^,—1 extra, W. H. Shadclcton. Bradford. 2. R. H.

Aahton. Mott'am. 8, H. L. Home 4. T. B. Carver, Laogthorpe. Boroughbridge.
he. W. H. Robinson, Long Leo, Keigbley ; S. Clapham, Keighley ; R. Bryden,
Loohmabcn.
^ASTKun—Snt Game, Any other uartX]/.—!, H. B, Smith. 2, H. Beldon. S,

D. M'N'aught, Ki'maurs. 4, D. Holden. Irvine, he, W. Montgomerie. Kilmaurs.
Ducks.—.Ij//'»turj/.-l extra, T. B. Carver. 2 and 3, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock.

4 and c, 3. lUiid. he, 2. H. Hoys ; J. Robinson ; A. Robertson. Rouen.~\, W,
G.MuUigui. 2, J. Nelson. 8, J. A. Mather. 1, A. Bobertsoa. /ic, J. a. Stott;

A. Robertson. Any other variety.—l,%o.n6i /tc, H.B. Smith, Broughton, Preston.
3, Miss E. Robertson. Kllmaruoek. 4, G. H. Nicoll, Dundee.
Geese.—I, W. G. Mulligan. 2, A. Yeudall, Galaton. 3, J. Kerr. Kilmarnock.
TcKKEYs.— 1, T. FuUarton, Loans, Troon. 2, T. B. Andrews, Kilmarnock.
Selling Class.-1, H. L. Horne. 2, G. WilUsuii. Kilmarnock. 3, U. Beldon,

4, R. Wingfleld. he, J. Reid, Galston ; R. Reid, Canonbie.

PIGEONS.
Pouters,—iS/rtcfc or U/nc—Cocfc.-l extra, E. Homer, Harewood, Leeds. 2

H. Thomson, Glasgow. S. A. Yuill, Glasgow. 4, D, Munn. Kilmarnock, he, J.
Mitchell, Glasgow; H. Thomson; D. M^Naught ; W. Rutherford, Edmburgh.
Hen.— I, E. Horner. 2, A. Yuill. 3, R. Gibson, Kilmarnock. 4, D. Lawrie, Kil-

marnock, he, W, Allan, Kilmarnock ; J. Mitchell.
Pouters.—Any other coMMr.— Coffc-— 1, W. Ridlev, Hexham. 2, E. Hf^rner.

3. A, Yuill. 4, J. Mitchell )ir, W. Rutherford. Hen.~\, A. Ymll. 2 and he, 3,
Mitchell. 3, J. S. & A. Robb, Gaberaton. Alloa, 4, J. Hamilton.
Carriers.-Cocit.—1 extra. E. Horner. 2. S. D. Baddeley, Hereford. 3, D,

Lawrie. 4, W, Ridley. /".•. E. Homer ; H. Bankhead, Kilmarnock; J. Chad-
wick, Bolton ; G.Brown. Kilmarnock. Hen.—i, S. D. Baddeley. 2 and 8, E.
Horner. 4, G, Brown, he, H. Yardley, Bimiingham ; J. M'Crae, Kilmarnock;
J. Chadwick; G. Brown. Youn/j.—l, A. Brown. 2, E. Horner. 3, R, Baird,
Kilmarnock. 4, A. Richm"'nd, Kilmarnock. /ic,W. Ridley; R. Crow, Larkhall;
J. Conkie, Darvel; A.Brown.
Barbs —1. H. Yardley. 2, D. Lawrie. 3, J. Glen, Bushby Hill, Cambuslaog.

4, E. C. Stretch, Orraskirk. he, 3. C. Renshaw, Gale, Littleborough ; W. Bry-
done.
TnuaiPETERS.—1 extra, J. Lederer, Bootle. 2 and S, E. Horner. 4, J. & W.

Towerson, Egreraont.
Fantails. — I extra, A. Smith. Broughty Ferry. 2, R. Blair, Thorahill,

Paisley. 8, P. R. Spencer, Hpreford. he. J. F. Lovcraidge, Newark (2); J.

Kemp, Haslingden ; J. Gait. Kilbimie ; J. Caldwell, Johnstone; A. Robertson;
W. & A. Crawford, Beith ; V. J. Baird, Galston ; R. Blair.

Jacobins.—1, W. Brvduue. 2, A. A. Vander Meerscb, Lower Tooting. 3, V. J.

Baird. 4, G. H. Greaves, Blackburn, he, W. M'CUve, Ayr ; T. C. Newbitt,
Epworth ; J. Lambie.
Tubbits —1 extra, J. Muir. 2, W. Ridley. 3, J. G. Orr, Beith. 4, R. Gibson.
Owls.-Jr?i(j/is/t.—1, J. Chadwick. 2, W. & R. Davidson, Montrose. 3, A.

Yuill. 4, J. Muir. fie. H. Yardley ; T. & W. Oddie. Burnley.
Tumblers,— «'ior(-/(iff<i.—l and 2. J. Ma-auis, Wishaw. 3, F.Moore, Burnley,

4, E, Home, fie, W. Brydonc, Dunse (2); K. Horner.
TvrdBLERS.—Selj-coloiired. not :ihor(-jaecd —1 extra, J. D. S. Crawford. 2, E.

C. Stretch. 3, J. Glen. 4, D. M'Whirter. Ayr.
Tumblers.-B/i(e-bnrre(i, or any other colour not Short-faccd.~1, 3. Glen. 2,

A. H. Imrie. 3, H, Fulton, Beith. 4, Richardson & :-on, Southnwram. fie, W,
M'Clive; W. Ridley; A. H.Imrie,Ayr; J.Grierson; A. A. Vander Meersch; W,
Brown; E.G. Stretch; R. Blair; J. Orden, Kettering.
CoMaoN,—1, J. Richmond. 2, J. Hamilton, Dairy. 3, Gumming & Jamieson,

Beith. 4, A. Gray.
Nuns.—1, V.J. Baird. 2 and 4. A. H. Imrie. 3, R. Young, Galston.
Any other Variety.—1, W. Brydone (Koreign Owls) 2 extra, E. Lee, Nant-

inch (Dragoons), 3. A. Silvester, Sheffield. 4, J. H. Watkins, Hereford, fie, R,
Wingtield; W. Allan; \, A. Vander Meersch; J. & W. Towerson (Whiskered
Owl).
Selling Glass,-1, R. Kitchen, Whitehaven (Archangels). 2, J. Grieraon,

Strathaven (White Pouters), 3, J. &. W. Towerson. 4, C Aird, Kilmarnock
(Pouters), he, W. M'Clive; S. D. Baddelev (Silver Dun Dragoons); W. Bry-
done ; A. H. Imrie ; Gumming & Jamieson : P. R. Spencer (Trumpeters) ; J. and
W. Towerson. c, D, Mackie, Tarboltou (Fautails).

CANARIES.
Yellow.—CietrH.-Corfc.—l, W. Campbell, Kilwinning. 2. R, White, Paisley.

3, W. Wright, Greenock. 4, R. Dean. Kilmaurs. Hen.—I, Extra, and 4, D.
Reid, Kilbimie. 1. D. Dick, Kilmarnock. 2, P. Harrington, B«ith.

BvFF.—Clean.~Cock.—l and Extra, W. M'Artbur. Rutherglen, 2, D. Holden.

3. T. Jamieson, Kilbarchan. 4. A. Harkness, jun. Hen.— I. 3. Graham, Kilmar-

nock. 2, H. Davidson. 3, R Dean. 4, A ('onnell, Mewarton.
Piebald.— IVUoir.—Cof A:,—1, A. Borland. Galstim. 2, J. Kerr, Kilmamock,

3. A. KtUv. Paisley. 4. W. Hunter, Kilbimie. Hen.—l extra, R. Bryden. 2, A,
Kelly. 3," J. Wilson. 4, J. bioan, Overton, Kilmarnock.
Piebald.—Bu#.—Cocfc.—l extra. J. Pattison, Rutherglen. 2, A. Lyon. 3, R.

Bryden. 4. J. Ritchie, Selkirk. Hcn.—l, W. M'Culloch. Galston. 2, R. Bunten,
Kilmarnock. 3, J. Lyon. Crookedholm. 4, R. Baxter. Beith.

Goldfinch Mules.- JVI/oic— 1, A. Danlop, Kilmamock. 2, W. Littlojohn,

Overton, Kilmamock, BuiT.-1, G. Goudie, Ayr. 2, Miss E. Robertson. 3, D.
M'Guire, Beith. „ .,
Goldfinch,—1. T. Reyes. 2, T. Conn, Kilwinning, 3, D. Reid.

Selling Class.-Ca7i(iry.—Cocfc—1 extra, D. Holden (Buff). 2, R. Galder-

wood, Kilmarnock. 3, W. Reid (Buff). flCK.-l extra, D. Dick. 2, W. Laugh-
land. 3, J. Calderwood (Clean Yellow).
Home or Foreign Birds.-1, A. Yuill. 2, &Ir3. J. M. Wilson, KUmamock.

3. C. Aird.

Rabbits.—Any fancy variety.—1 and 2, W. J. Mayell & F. Puroer, Bedford.

3 J. W. Harliog. 4, J. Boyle, jun. lie, J. Boyle, jun.; J. W. Harlmg; J.

Orden (2). Comwon.— 1, D. Lawrie, jun. 2. A. M'Naugbton, Kilmamock. 3,

G. Ritchie, Kilmamock. 4, M. Robertson, Kilmarnock.

JvDG-ES.—Poultry : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston. Pl-

geons, <&c. : Mr. F. Esquilant, 4, Effra Road, Brixton, in lieu of

Mr. \V. B. Tegetmeier, London, prevented by illness. Canary
Birds, dc. : Mr. R. Paterson, Cochran Cottage, near Howwood ;

Mr. S. Brown, 100, West Street, Caltou, Glasgow; Mr.R.
Calderwood, "West Langlands Street, Kilmarnock ; Mr. C. Aird,

High Street, Kilmarnock.

MOULTING OF NECK HACKLES.
The fact noted in your last number by the Rev. E. Spenser

Tiddeman, relative to the moulting of the neck hackle of a

Silver-Grey Dorking cock is one of frequent—nay, I may say, of

regular recurrence in the Golden and Silver-spangled Polish

fowl. About July the cock birds lose their old hackles, which

are replaced, not by pure golden or silver-coloured feathers, but

by much shorter ones, each with a large black spangle upon it.

These remain until their annual moult, when they are replaced

by their voluminous successors. This fact will, I dare say, have

been noticed by other Polish fowl breeders.—G. W. Boothby.

Cambridge Poultry Show.—As Mr. Hewitt's name has been

announced through your advertisement columns to judge at our

Show on December 10th and 11th, will you allow me to stato

that Mr. Teebay has consented to judge the poultry, as Mr.

Howitt is suffering from ill health, and has been obliged to with-
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draw ? Trusting this notice may satisfy exhibitors.—F. W. Met-
calfe, Hon. Sec, 2, Clarendon Street, Cambridge,

DARLINGTON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

This was held in the Mechanics' Hall, Darlington, on the
14th and 15th inst. The following are the awards :

—

Belgian.— C'/t'n)', Tii-kcif, or Vctru-gated Yellow.—I, 3. he, and c, J. Rntter,
Sunderland. 2, B. H.iwinan, Middlesbrough. Clear, Ticked, or Variegated
Buff.—l, 2, and 3. J. Kutter. lie, J. Rutter ; J. N. Harrison, Belper.
Norwich.— Ci(^ar Jonque.—1, Lamplougli & Bexson, Derby. 2, Holmes and

Doyle. Niittingham. 'S. J. Audiey, Leicester, he, J. Adams, Coventry {-2).

Clear Buff.—1, Holmes A Doyle. 2, J. Atkina, Stoke, Coventry. 8, Lamplough
and Bexson. he, .1. Adkins; Holmes & Doyle; Lamplough & Bexson. c, J.
Adams ; Brown & Gayton. Northampton.

^ORVficii.—Evenly-marked Jonque.— \, Lamplough & Besson. 2. J. Adams.
3, Holmes & Doyle, he, Imhoff & Camall, Hillfield, Coventry ; Lamplough and
BexBon. c, H. iS D. Audiey, Leicester; J. Audiey. Evenly-marked Buff.—i,^,
and c, Lamplough &. Bexson. 3. J. Adams, he, H. .S; D. Audtey ; Imhoff and
Carnall; Holmes & Doyle : J. Aihersuch: J. .\dam3.
Norwich. — 3Vc/ierf or Unevenly-marked Jonque.—1, W. Carrick, Middles-

brongh. 2, T. Tenniswood. 3, J. Adkins. /ic, J. Adams; J. Audiey ; Lamplough
and Bexson. c, J. Adkins; Lamplough &BexBon. Tieked or Unevenly-marked
Buff.—l, J. Adams. 2, W. W. Kllerton, Darlington. 3 and c, Lamplough and
Besson. he. Holmes & Doyle (2); Lamplough & BexPon.
Norwich.—J;iy variety of Crcaied Yellow.—I, R. E. Triffit, York Castle. 2.

Lamplout;h & Bexson. 3, W. Watson, jun., Darlington, he. Cox & Hillier,
Korlhampton. c, S. Tomes. Northampton. Any variety of Crested Buff.—),
Martin & Griffln. Northampton. 2. S. Tomes. 8, W. Wood, Harrogate, he, J.
Hurrell, Sunderland; Lamplough i Bexson; — Baxter, c, J. Devaney,
Knaresbrough ; W. Boothbv. Brotton, Saltburn; J. Hurrell; Lamplough and
Bexson; Cox & Hillier; W. Wood.
l^iZAba.—Golden-xpanghd —1, W. Watson, jun. 2, R. Ritchie. D.arlington. 3,

J. N. Harrison, he, W. Watson, jun. ; W. W. EUerton ; R. Ritchie, Darlington.
c, J. Athersuch, Coventry. Silver-spangled.— \ and 3, W. Watson, jun. 2, R.
Ritchie. /iC, R. Ritchie (2); J. Goode. Leicester; J. Martin, Salford ; S. Bunt-
ing, Derby, c, W. Watson, jun. ; L. Belt, Dewsbury ; J. N. Harrison ; J. Taj--
lor, Middlesbrough ; J. Martin.

Lizard.— Golderi.spajtoted with broken eap, or pied wings or tail. — l, W.
Watson, jun. 2, R. hitchie. S.J.Taylor. )ie, W. Watson, jun (2); R. Rilohie.
Silver-spangled witli broken eap. or pied wings or tail.—\, R. Ritchie. 2, W.
Watson, jun. 3. E. Layfield, Croft. /ic,W. Watson, jun. ; R.Mtchie (2). c, W.
Watson, jun. ; J. Taylor.
Cinnamon.-Jo«g»c.—1. J. Adams. 9, Lamplough & Bexson. S, J. Devaney.

fttf, Lamplough & Bexson; Cox & Hillier; W. Smith, Birmingham, e, j.
Audiey ; J. Taylor. Bnff'.—l and 2, Lamplough & Bexson. 3, Cox & Hillier.
he, R. Simpson. Whitbv ; J. Adams ; Brown & Gayton. c, J. Adams ; J. Taylor.
yoEKSHiRE.— C^ear Yellow.— 1 and 2, W. Hutton, BaiJdon. 3, C. Holdsworth,

Harrogate. Ac, G. Ward, Crook; J. Rowland, Skelton; J. Harrison; W. W.
Johnson, Northallerton: J. Whitaker, Great Horton; J. Shepherd, c, J.
Thackrey; W. Howard. Harrogate; J. Cleminson, Darlington: L. Belk. Clear
Buff.—l and 3, W. Hutton. 2. J. Whitaker. he, G. Ward; W. Bulmer; W.
Boothby. c, J. Thackrey ; J. Cleminson.
YoRESHiRK.- Evenly-marked Yellojv—l, L. Belk. 2. J. Stevens, Middles-

brough. 3. J. Shepherd, Great Horton. he, J. Whitaker. Buff.—l, P. Rawns-
ley. Ledgett Green. 2. J. Brown. 3. J. Shepherd, he. T. Tenniswood; J.
Whitaker; L. Belk : C. Burton, c. T. Robinson. Norton. Malton; J. Shepherd.
YoRHSitiRE.— Tielced or Unevenly-marked Yellow or Buff.—l, J. Stevens. 2, M.

Comer. Darlington. 3, J. Whitaker. lie. J. cleminson. c, J. Garbutt.
Any other Variety of Canary.-1, W. Hutton. 2, J. Spence, South Shields

(Green). Extra 2. W. Cotton (Coppy Crestl. 3. R. Eobinson, Middlesbrough
(Evenly-marked Cinnamon), r xtra 3, — Baxter, ftc. R. Hawman : W. Bulmer,
Stockton (Coppy Crest); J. N. Harrison; J. Brown (Evenly-marked Cinnamon).
c, J. Rowland ; J. Adams.
Selling Class.— 1, W. Watson, jun. 2. W. Hntton. 3, Brown & Gayton

(Norwich), he. R. Simpson (Jonque and Buff Norwich); S. Tomes; J. Audlev;
Lamplough cS Bexson. c, C. Holt; W. W. Ellerton; J. Garbutt; K.LajJield:
W. Smith.
Cage of Srx Canaries.— Fartcfi/rtjitiPiiimaflic.—1,R. Layfield. SjT.Clemin-

flon. 3. J. Cleminson. he, R. Ritchie.
Goldfinch MrjLE.—Evenly-marked.—l, R. Hawninn. 2, W. & C. Bnmiston,

Middlesbrough. 3, P. Eawnsley. he, J. Spence ; J. Whitaker. c, W. Harland.
York. Dark.—l, Lamplough & Bexson 2. W. & C. Bumiston. 3, Cox and
Hillier. t'/ic, C. Holt, South Stockton ; W. Lister, Ripon. /ic, J. Stevens, c, M.
Comer.
Mule.—Jny other variety,—I and 3, R. Hawman. 2*and he, J. Spence. vhc,

W. Hutton.
Foreign Birds.—I. J. Calvert. 2 and 3, W. Iddison, Darlington, he, G.

Bowes, jun., Darlington ; W. & C. Bumiston; W. Hodgson; W. LiBter"(2). c,

W. Wood.
-w

,

GoLDFiN-CH.—l,W. Hutton. 2, R. Wilson, Lofthousc. 3, J. Martin, vhc,!!.
Tenniswood. he, W. Wass. Darlington, c, W. Robinson.
Linmet.—Broicn.—1, J. Beagy, Middlesbrough. 2 and c, M. Stelling, Willing-

ton. 8, W. Carrick. vlie, C. Dunbar, Darlington, he, T. Tenniswood.
BcLLFiNcH.—1. Brown ,t Gayton. 2, W. Lister. 3, R. D. Waite, [Norton,

Malton. vlie, R. Pearson, Whi'by. he. J. Devaney: J. N. Harrison.
Any other Variety of British Bird.- 1, G. Wallace (Thrush). 3, W.

Thornton, Darlington (Lark). Extra 2. C. Holdsworth (Missle Thrush), 3, W.
and C. Bumiston. vhc, R. Ritchie (Blackbird and Starling), he, W. Hodgson
(t-tarling); W. Thornton (Starling); Cox & Hillier; T. Pigg, Darlington
(Thrush).

Judges.—Mr. G. J. Barnesby, Derby; Mr. J. Calvert, York;
Mr. T. Clark, Sunderland.

[We are promised some notes for next week.

—

Eds.]

THE FORTHCOMING DEVIZES SHOW, AND
BLACK DUCKS AT DEVIZES.

There was once in years far back—that is, far back for such
modern things, a Devizes poultry show; I believe it was in the
year 1861. Then there was a long pause, and no show until
1871—a decade of change and progress in the poultry world.
New names had come up ; old names, some gone altogether,
Bome gone from the world of poultry-fanciers ; and many others
come. Those that are still poultry folks have a little changed
in those ten years. Hair will get thin at the top of the head,
or retreat from the forehead, or get a shade whiter over the
ears ; that is very unkind of Father Time, for the hat cannot
hide these bits of white, which will peep out. But to leave

moralising alone. A Devizes Show there was, and then after

ten years came up a Wilts County Show, held at Devizes. As
to place of exhibition, that Corn Exchange there is perfect.
Earnest workers there are too; but somehow the Committee
were out of pocket in 1871, and again out of pocket in 1872.

Now it is not nice with hard work to have pecuniary loss, neither
is it fair. So to avoid this in future a meeting was held at the
Town Hall to have a talk about the show of the future, and it

was decided that a show there should be ; next, that certain
fanciers or encouragers of poultry should, in addition to their

subscriptions, form a guarantee fund, which might not, indeed,
have to be drawn upon, but would be ready in case of need. Thus,
then, a show there will be this year, and some money is guaran-
teed, and more no doubt will be forthcoming. Devizes fanciers

having done their duty, others will follow in their course. I
could but think as I sat in that Town HaU (a capital hall it is),

with the portraits of former M.P.'s and other notorieties look-

ing down upon us, to what various uses a town hall is jiut. I

looked in at the large room ; there were many tables clothlesa

and desolate, for there had been a Mayor's dinner the night
before. No remnant of conviviality left save a large clothes-

basket full of nutshells—remains fit to match the headaches
and dyspeptic stomachs of many of the guests, the consumers
of those nuts. The last time I looked into that hall everything
was prim and prepared for a teetotal meeting, and a large water
decanter full, qtiite full, was on the green-baise-covered table,

a fit emblem, like the nutshells, of the entertainment (?) con-
nected with it.

All being right about the future of the poultry show, and a
nice harmonious and plucky spirit having been manifested at

the meeting, I aud my host, Mr. G. S. Sainsbury, turn home-
wards relieved of a weight of anxiety. I inspect the Black
Ducks that he has at home, and find them better than ever; I

watch a little dusky fleet of them on the water at the end of his

pretty garden, and am to see more, many more, to-morrow.
The morrow's morning comes, and I am driven on " a high and
giddy " dog-cart. (N.B.—I prefer to have four wheels under
me. N.B. 2.—I did not, now I remember, care so much about
having four wheels twenty years ago. N.B. 3.—Why is this ?

A fit subject for meditation next Lent). But if the dog-cart is

very high, so are the clouds, and a fine bracing autumnal
breeze is blowing. There is a nice, healthy, down-like taste

about the air near Devizes. I am driven towards Seend, once
famous for Mr. Awdry's roses ; but the roses, like invalids got

into years, now live in Bath—yes, live and flourish too, as old

clergymen who have sold their livings and reside in " The
Queen of the West " always seem to do, as the purchasers of

their livings tell you with rueful faces. I reach a gate leading

to a brickfield, get off that high dog-cart, being able to reach
the earth in process of time, and soon enter the brickfield,

and in the deep pools always at such jjlaces find ottt the
Ducks. These are driven to laud, and in a sunny corner, some
thirty of them, and most beautiful birds they are. Such good
ones, and so many together I never beheld—glittering jet

black—black without a white feather, aud their green glossy

plumage set off by the sun of that bright morning. I own I

felt a longing for a piece of water at my home, on which to be
able to keep such exquisite pets. Mr. Sainsbury has been a,

fancier for some twenty years, and, like every man who sticks

to a thing, whether in business or fancy matters, has succeeded,

and gone to the top of the Black Duck-fanciers—witness the
exquisite pair he showed and won with at Worcester; such
form, such body colour, aud such bloom !

—

Wiltshire Eectob.

MOTTLE, BALD, AND BEARD TUMBLERS.
I DO not agree with "A Would-be Exhieitob" aa to the

advisability of offering an occasional extra prize at a show for

the purpose of encouraging the exhibition of the above varieties :

neither do I think it desirjible to help those who will not help

themselves. What is reqtiired is a properly-organised fund for

the purpose of providing systematic encouragement not only to

Pigeon-fanciers to take these birds up, but also to show-com-
mittees to offer prizes for them. " More haste is worse speed "

in sober earnest in all matters relating to fancy Pigeons ; and I

therefore think that, under present circumstances, the best mode
of procedure is for those interested in these neglected breeds to

club together and let the Pigeon world know that, in order to

encourage those who are breeders of them to persevere, and
those who are not to become breeders and to do likewise, they

will use their best endeavours to have classes provided for the

Mottle, Bald, and Beard at the great shows of the next and
future seasons.
This system, if backed by the hearty co-operation of show-

committees, breeders, and exhibitors, would be far more likely

to succeed than the plan of at once offering silver cups and other

glittering attractions to be snapped-up by the few exhibitors who
now possess good specimens of the varieties in question.

I therefore beg to submit the following proposals for the ap-

proval of those who have the interests of the Mottle, Bald,
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aud Beard at heart, firmly believing that many other fanciers

are able greatly to improve upon them, and regretting that some
pen abler and older than my own has not been emploj-ed on the
Bubjeet. I propose

—

1. That all those interested in the Mottle, Bald, and Beard at

once establish and subscribe to a fund for the purpose of en-
couraging these varieties, and that such foud be called, " The
Mottle, Bald, and Beard Fund."

2. That the subscribers to the so-called fund elect from their
midst a certain number of gentlemen whom they constitute " a
committee," and another gentleman whom they constitute " a
secretary."

3. That the Committee at discretion, whenever the finances
admit, direct the secretary to request the committees of such
shows as those of Birmingham, Crystal Palace, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Manchester, Kewcastle, etc., to devote the sum of
i'lO 10s. to the purpose of providing three separate classes for
these varieties, with prizes of i'2, .i'l, and 10s. in each class;
offering, in case of compUance, to subscribe the sum of £5 5s.

to that object on condition that, should the entrance fees and
the ia 5s. subscribed exceed the i'lO 10s. given in prizes, the
surplus, or such part thereof not exceeding £5 5s., be paid over
to the benefit of the Mottle, Bald, and Beard Fund.

4. That the Committee be empowered to offer what assistance
they may be able and deem proper to give to the committee of

any minor show on the same or similar conditions.
Such a system, when once established, would, I am confident,

work well, and in a short time we should see the following six
classes at the great exhibitions—viz., 1, Mottle (black) ; 2, Mottle
(red or yellow) ; 3, Bald (soUd colour) ; 4, Bald (barred colour)

;

5, Beard (solid colour) ; 6, Beard (barred colour).
In conclusion let me express a hope that some gentleman,

whose name has sufficient weight amongst Pigeon-fanciers, will
come forward and consent to be a secretary and treasurer ^^ro
inn., in order to test the practicability of the system herein
advocated.

—

Tcekxy Quill.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE PIGEON SHOW.
{From a Correspondent.)

CoMMXNXiNG with Pouters, Blue or Black, the classes con-
sisted chiefly of Blues ; the prizes for cocks of that colour went
to birds prett}' equal in length of limb and feather, yet the one
wanting style which the other showed to advantage. In hens,
first came a Blue and second a Black, neither extra in size but
of good limbs and slender make. In Eed or Yellow cocks, birds
of the former colour, of good length of feather, took the first
and second prizes. In hens. Yellow were first and Eed second,
the latter much the neater, but not so longin feather. In cocks,
any other colour, two very fine Whites won the prizes, the first

beating in style, yet the other having the better legs. But how
the Judges could give the cup to a White minus two properties
in preference to such Pied Pouters as were exhibited, was the
wonder of many. It would appear that to win a Pouter cup it

is only necessary to have a bird which shall measure well, not
only as regards length of feather but also round the waist,
aljowing nothing for slenderness, colour, and markings. In the
While hen class a very fine bird was first, and a nice slender
and good-limbed bird second. The Pouter classes contained
about fifty really good birds, and many disappointments were
of course experienced.
In Black Carrier cocks the first-prize bird was up in head

points, yet wanting a little more boldness of front. The second
wjs also a very fair bird, being narrow-headed, with good eyes,
yet rather short in beak. In hens certainly a mistake occurred,
for, considering all points, the second was much to be preferred
to the first-prize bird. In the class for cocks of any other colour
Dans won both prizes ; first a capital-headed bird, yet coarse and
unshapely. The second-prize pen was very taking. In hens
both first and second prizes went to excellent Duns, and but for
the second bird being a little out of health it would certainly
have been placed first.

In the Dragoon classes Blue or Silver stood first, and, as usual,
nearly all were Blues; but large as the class was, there were not
more than a dozen really good birds. The first prize went to,
what is much fancied, the Blue-rumped, a very fair bird with
exceedingly naiTow bars. The second prize was awarded to
a Silver of similar build, and pleasing to the eye. The Eed
or Yellow class was not so large, bat all the birds were good.
The first prize went to a splendid Yellow, a strong and noble
bird. Many might be preferred to the second, it being rather
light in build but of exquisite colour. The Eeds had no chance
against such rich Yellows, although one or two were highly
commended. In Whites or any other colour there was not
much quality of the Dragoon.
We come next to the dariing little Tumblers, and hear all

around exclaiming, "What lovely little gems I" Here were
Almond cocks in good numbers. It is only a pity to see the
best birds passed over, the first prize falling to a coarse-beaked
bird, and wanting in width and height of head; second was a

very fair bird, yet there were two or three others much to be
preferred. The hens were a grand class and properly placed, the
first beating the second in fineness of beak only, and both very
rich in colour. The class also contained some very grand birds
highly commended. In cocks of any other colour a good little

Yellow Agate was first, but by no means the best-headed bird.
A Mottle was second. Many Whole-colours superior to either,
and an exquisite little Red were amongst the commended birds.
In Barb cocks Black was first and Ked second; four good birds

were highly commended. In hens, an excellent Black, good in
every way, was first, and a nice-eyed bird second, yet there was
a Dun much superior to the latter.

For Foreign Owls, Blue or Silver, a very fine powdered blue
was first, a sky blue second, and a very fine bird highly com-
mended. Any other colour was a larger class, all Whites save
one Black, two very fine little gems taking the prizes.

Of Trumpeters the Mottled class was small and destitute o{
merit, every bird being wanting in some property, Mottles with-
out feet feathers being deservedly passed over. For Any other
colour a half-bred Black was first, and a very fair White second.
Only one of the new type was present, and it was not a complete
Black.
In Fantails, White were a large class, yet only about a dozen

really good birds were shown ; large-tailed birds with coarse
bodies, and little and good-carriaged birds shabby in tail. In
Any other colour a good though large Silver was first, and a very
fair Blue second.

Jacobins, Eed or Yellow, contained a few very good birds. A
little Yellow was first ; it was rather long in face, yet rich in
colour with a very fair chain. A good Eed was second, with a
nice chain and hood, but coarse and a little too large. The
Black class was very well filled, the first prize going to a model
Jacobin in every point, yet wanting brightness of colour ; the
second by no means the next best, it having some black flights

that ought of course to be white.
Turbits, Pointheaded, Red or Yellow, were an unusually good

class although some were poor in colour ; a rather foul but fine-

frilled Yellow was first, and a rich Red second. Any other colour
Poiutheaded was also a large class ; a Blue was first, seemingly
an aged bird, yet good enough to beat all faulty ones. Black
taking second, exceedingly rich in colour and clean-marked, but
a little crested instead of a nice point. In Shell-crested, Red
or Yellow, a really good Yellow was first, and an indifferent Red
second.
English Owls proved a profitable class. The best bird, arriving

too late, was an exquisite little Silver, well frilled and having
a proper Owl-like beak.
The greatest feature and what caused much interest was the

Collection class, four pairs of any breeds except Carriers,
Pouters, Tumblers, or Barbs competing for a three-guinea cup ;

there were eleven entries, and each lot grouped as one large pen.
The winning coUection consisted of ]?oreign (Mottled) Trum-
peters, rich little Red and Yellow Jacobins, and White Fantails.

The second, forming a very nice lot, consisted of Mottled Trum-
peters, Blue Turbits, Red Jacobins, and Suabians.
Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon the ever-attentive

and energetic Secretai-y, Mr. J. G. Dunn. A word is also due to

the Committee at large (not forgetting the veteran little Jamie
Bell) who are all hard-workers, doing everything with a good
will.—IMTAKTHL.

[We have omitted much that was noticed in our report last

week.

—

Eds.]

BEE-FABMING IN 1873.

For many years I have presented to the British public an
annual balance-sheet of bee-farming. As I keep bees for profit

it is of importance to me to have an account of income and
expenses. Though the last five years have in this neighbour-
hood been rather unfavourable for honey- gathering, our indus-
trious little servants have never failed to give a small balance of

profit. In 1869 my profit from bee-keeping was £32, in 1870 it

was £50, in 1871 £42, and in 1872 £07. The present year has
been more unfavourable for bee-keepers than any year since 1861.

In unfavourable seasons like 1873 the income from bees is not
only small, but the expense of feeding them is great.

A highly respectable working man called here about ten days
ago to seek advice. For the last three years he has increased

his stocks from a small beginning to fourteen in number, but
this year he has spent £10 for sugar to keep them ahve. Being
a mere beginner, and having unfavourable seasons to fight

against, he was somewhat discouraged. My advice in all such
cases is not to abandon beo-kcopiug, but struggle on till more
propitious seasons come. Sell stocks or swarms for money
wherewith to buy sugar to feed rather than aI>andon bees, for in

my opinion there is nothing more profitable for working people,

or more easily managed by them, than a few hives of bees. If

next season be a favourable one for honey my friend with the

fourteen hives may reiiliso £40 profit. In an ordinary year ha
should realise from £20 to £30 profit, his expenses being com-
paratively small.
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My own income from bee-keeping this year is .i'47 17s., and
expenses £32 16s., giving the very small margin of £15 profit.

The income is of course derived from the sale of honey, honey-
comb, wax, swarms, and hives of bees. The items of expense
were these: Rent, £'G; carriage, £5 10s.; cab fares, ^1; empty
new hives and boards, i'll ; feeding, £Q 12,s. ; sundries, i'2 14s.

Total, f;y2 16s.

I sincerely hope that no one will be deterred from bee-keeping
by such heavy items of expense—for as I manage bees the ex-
penses are always considerable. I hire carts to take the hives
miles from home, and pay rent for small corners in cottage and
market gardens, in which they are placed from April till August.
Then tliey are removed to the heathery hills of Derbyshire,
where they remain till about the middle of September, when
they are brought home. Bee-keepers in the country have
nothing to pay for rent, or carriage, or cab fares ; and many
working men make their own hives. It will be observed that
these items add i'23 to the expenses of the balance-sheet this year.

At this time last year I thought my stocks were too heavy,
and valued them at prices ranging between 20s. and 40s. each

—

on an average at 23s. each. Though the stocks are lighter this

year, I value them at the same figure.—A. Pettigrew, Sale,
Cheshire.

Consumption op Eggs.—The importation of eggs increases.
According to the official table jast issued, the declared value im-
ported in the last ten months was ^'2, 105,631, against £1,545,938
in the preceding year, and i'1,033,391 in 1871.

the former are long-bcabed powerful birds, and would persecute tally the
little Tumblers. Keep one sort only, whichever fancy inclines you to. Begin
with three pairs, they will soon breed more. Feed on tares, or small Indian
com, or peas, or mix the three. Have a laige wired-iu place in front for the
birds to get air in.

Proposed Pigeon House (E. U.).—Your place will do well enough. Have
a copy of our '* Pigeon Book " free by post for 1<. Id. in stamps. In it you
will see how to divide a loft at page 85 ; and in the book are full particulars,
which, mastered and followed, will lead to success. This will be better for you
than any directions which in a brief space we could give.

Salt Cat for Pigeons (Q. E. S.).—Have it in their cote, and let them
pick it as their iuelination dictates.

High-coloured Canaries {R. J. Troake).—We cannot spare more space
for this controversy. Mr. Bemrose says that the high colour of his bu'ds is

caused by the feeding he adopts. Ton say this ought not to be encouraged.
Let the admirers of Canaries judge for themselves. If those admirers do not
choose to run any risk of the birds declining, they will not buy them.

Exhibiting Canaries (J. ^.).—We cannot insert your letter, you must
insert an advertisement announcing your dissolution of partnership.

Bees Breeding in Winter (C. F. 0.).—Bees breed at this or any time
of the year when vigorously fed. The half-hatched bees found on the ground
below your hive were produced while you were feeding it. The fertility of

queen bees in summer, and their latent powers to produce eggs in autumn
and winter, are two of the wonderful things noticeable in the history of bees.

It is dangerous to excite bees at this time of the year by feeding. In the-

excitement thus produced queens will lay eggs and the bees nurse their young.
The danger is from frost coming and chilling the brood to death. Hence it

is advisable to finish feeding early in October.

Asparagus Kale.—A Stibacriber will be obliged by any of our readers
stating the best mode of cooking this kale.

OUR LETTER BOX.
DoRKtfiG Cock's Soles Swollen (IF. E. C).—You should have told us

the age of the bird. If he is an old one, he is bumble-footed, and the case is

hopeless ; it is the fate of all heavy birds. If he is a young bird and has been
running on ashes, or roosting in a house with stone, wooden, or brick floor, it

may be remedied. In the first case it is possible that the sole of the loot

may have become softened and rendered sore by the action of ashes till

particles have pierced the skin, and are causing inflammation and the form-
ation of matter. This may be cured by making a small incision, removing
the foreign substance and its effects, thoroughly cleansing the opening,
wrapping the foot after the wound is dressed in a wash-leather bag, and
shutting the bird up in some place where he will have only soft things to tread

upon, sich as hay, &c. In the second case, ihe bird is suffering from con-

stant strain. In the case of a heavy cock, the pressure ou the ball of the
foot is very great. On grass or soft ground this is relieved by the yielding of

the surface, and by the holding of the nails where they enter the ground. On
any of the hard surfaces we have mentioued there is no yielding, nothing for

the claws to hold, and all the weight of the bird falls on the ball of the foot.

If this be the case, and you have no reason to believe in the formation of

matter, use any hardeniu:,' agent you have at hand, and when you have dressed
the foot wrap it up as described above, and put in such a place as that re-

commended. The cure will be speedy.

Kats in Poultry-house (J. H. iJ.).—We, also, are much infested with
rats, but we keep what our man calls " up-sides " with them by means of six

of Brailsford's traps, two terriers, and a number of cats. They never disturb
oar sitting hens. The moment a fresh hole is seen the old ones are stopped,
and a trap set at the new one. You are sure to catch within three nights,
and very often the first. Our experience is, that if these traps are pcrseveringly
set, they are more than a match for the rats ; all tbe young ones are caught,
and it is as bad for them as for a pople to lose the rising generation. If the
Bitting hens are disturbed, you should move them to another place. Your
eggs will come o£f badly if the hens are disturbed.

Pullets Laying (Idem).—Pullets ten months old should lay now. We
believe they do, and if it were our case we shonld accuse rats of some kind of
being fond of the eggs.

Varieties of Brahmas (Don Quixote),—There are only two sorts of
Brahmas; the Dark, hen pencilled all over; the cock black or speckled breast,
black tail, blue-barred wing, light hackle and saddle ; the Light Brahma,
cock and hen alike, with white plumage, save the tail and flights, which are
black, and the hackle which is black-striped. Both sorts should have pea-
combs, and weU-feathered yellow legs. There is no such thing as a white
Brahma.

Ducks for Exhibition (ii'.>uf»i).—You had better begm with early-hatched
Daoks of 1873 mated with a drake of 1872.

Dorking Pullets Laying (D. A. 5.).—Fast-grown, well-developed pullets
DOW six months old will generally lay in January, but we should put more
faith in those two or three months older. We recommend stimulating food
to hasten their laying, but should give it by adding to their ordinary meal a
little pot liquor in which meat ha'' been cooked, table scraps, stale bread with
beer, all of which are natural and healthy helps.

Fo^xs FOR Profit (A. fl.).—Much must depend on the locality in which
you intend to keep your birds, and the range you can give them. If yon pro-
pose to give them full liberty Dorkings thrive well in Warwickshire. If your
accommodation be limited we advise Dark Brahmas. With ordinary pains-
taking you may make your fowls pay a good fair profit.

Breeding Dragoon Pigeons [G. F.).—U you wish to breed good Dragoons
we should advise you not to use the two birds you describe as a Blue and a
Mealy. To match your two hens you want long light-headed birds showing
but little wattle. From your description, we think if you were to mate
the birds as you now have them, the result from the Blue and Dan would
be m>re satisfactory than that from the Dun and Mealy. Your best plan
would be to apply to one of the successful breeders of pure Dragoons, and
get from him a good cock bird to take the place of the Mealy. You would
then be trying with a double chance. Tbe best Pigeon food when procur-
able is the small bean called by the factors " Pigeon beans ;" in default good
clean peas and tares, with the addition of a little hemp and wheat daring
the moulting season, will he found to answer.
Wh\t Pigeons to Keep (W. Chirkc).~\Ve would not recommend you to

k:ep Dragoons and Tumblers together in confinement in so small a space;

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N, ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W. ; AUitade 111 feet.

Date.
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itself correct—a little help by the way—which one gardener

should always be ready to give to another, and feel himself

richer by the giviug. The plant under notice was received in

June, 1S72. It was in a 3-inch pot, and had two fronds. The
one plant has increased to thhteen, the largest being close

on 3 feet through, on all sides perfectly furnished with fine

spreading fronds. In the first jDlace, none of these plants had
bottom heat. Bottom heat is, in my experience, not only not

necessary, but often detrimental to Ferns. When given, a

plant may push quicker, but it is not invariably solid lasting

growth, and some failures with this plant are, I have no doubt,

due to overhaste in plunging the roots into a iieated bed, which
Beems contrary to their nature. In growing-on young plants

gome were set on a wooden trellis and some on slate, and
those on slate established themselves the soonest, and were in

all respects the best. The cool continuously-moist base of

slate showed to decided advantage against the drier, warmer
stage of wood. The plant was shifted into a 5-ineh pot in

.Tuly in a mixture of turfy peat and bruised charcoal in nearly

equal parts, but with a few nodules of burnt loam and a liberal

dash of sand. It was potted rather deeply, in view of future

division. In September it was given a 7-inch pot, adding a

little more loam to the soil, and making it altogether more
lumpy and open. Now a slip was stolen off, \7ell rooted by
the deep potting ; it was put into a 5-inch pot, and in these

the plants were wintered. By November the pots were filled

with roots. Less water was now given, just enough to sus-

tain health, but not to induce fresh growth. The winter night
temperature was never above 60°, and frequently as low as 5o\
With the natural rise of temperature in spring parent and

child awoke from their rest and pushed away with vigour. A
shift into a 9-inch pot was given to the parent, steahng away
another stout offset, and the child of September was divided

into four. After this the original plant was not mutilated
further, but was potted higher, the object being not to foster a
further spread of crowns, but to concentrate strength to form
one good plant, leaving the young ones to increase. This they
have done, and their number is twelve, looking very happy
in a square wooden box with a large sheet of glass over ; for

Ferns like a shady quiet habitation.

The original plant was in June of this year given a 12-iuch
pot, using equal parts of peat, loam, and charcoal, aU thoroughly
rough and open—indeed, the finer particles had been sifted

out, and the composition was such as an Orchid would have
delighted in. In this it throve vigorously, and in this it will

pass its second winter in a state of rest and quiet, in the hope
that it will not add one inch to its size for the next three months.
But in resting it must not be starved. In tliis matter evil is

sometimes done. Ferns may be rested without being starved.

The soil must never be really dry. Careful thoughtful water-
ing is the secret of success with other plants besides Ferns.
With this plEuit and its increase very rough soil, very care-

ful watering—the summer abundance being gradually reduced
with a falling temperature to a winter minimum—and a quiet

shaded atmosphere have been the conditions aimed at. Also
(and this is not conjecture), the plant is altogether better than
it wonld have been had no slips been taken from it, and had
it still been one instead of thirteen. If a fine plant is re-

quired there is nothing like throwing the whole root-force into

a single crown to begin with, and preventing its superficial

spread by rather high potting. The stool of this plant, 3 feet

thi'ough, is certainly not 3 inches in diameter.
In growing large plants of Adiantum euneatum for cutting

from, I have frequently observed the force of crown-concen-
tration. I have two plants side by side, for instance, of the
variety last named—one is 4 feet and the other only 2 feet in

diameter. They were both in 5-inch pots m the spring of last

year. The stool of the large plant is 6 inches in diameter,
while the crowns of the small one are spread over the entire
surface of a 13-inoh pot, and the root-power is far too much
divided to produce large fronds. This result was foreseen at

the time of potting; but as amass of stuff to cut from, and
not showy plants, was the end in view, the one plant answers
its purpose as well as the other, or rather, perhaps, the smaller
is the more useful, as giving a greater number of handy fronds
and taking up less room than the large one. It may, however,
be useful to note the difference and the reason of it in the
ultimate size of two plants equally healthy and of the same
age. It was by acting in accordance with this principle that
A. farleyense was at first potted low to induce root-and-crown
spread to increase stock, and then by potting high to concen-
trate strength, a fine and promising parent with a family of

twelve are provided for enjoyment. Let me say that in the
spring shift, probably the final one, burnt rough loam will be
increased and peat decreased, and in this stronger food suste-
nance wiU be more lasting.

—

Old Friend.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.—No. II.

DETAILS OF PLANTING.
The season for the planting of trees and shrubs is upon us,

and much work is now being done that will bear its mark in
future generations. The culture of crops of a few weeks' or
even months' duration is of comparative insignificance ; suc-
cess is therefore doubly important, and the most careful atten-
tion should be given to every detail of this work in order to
insure it. It was only a few months ago, before it had been
requested that these papers should be wi'itten, that some
notes explanatory of the general details of this operation were
published ; since then, during the past summer, several in-

stances of failure have come under my notice, some of them
of so glaring a nature as to be quite painful to behold. In
one remarkable instance nearly the whole of the shrubs sur-

rounding a small lawn were dead or dying, and as many of

them were large enough to be expensive, it was aU the more
vexatious. Nor is this simply the experience of a solitary

season, but it is noticeable year after year, so that I shaU not
hesitate to repeat some part of former statements now.
When the planting is on an extensive scale, it is important

that the stations should be in readiness for the trees before
they are received from the nursery, so that no time may be
lost in the planting, it being one of the principal conditions
of success that the roots shall be exposed as httle as possible

to the ail'; but, when practicable, I would always prefer to

have the shrubs in hand first of all, so that each may be
planted when the station ia prepared, because after soil is

newly stuTed it becomes more quickly saturated, and for a
time retains moisture in a greater degree than that which has
remained undisturbed. In a wet season, consequently, one
has sometimes to wait for many weeks after the stations are

prepared before the soil is in a suitable condition for planting,

it being undoubtedly a mistake to place the roots in soil that
is so saturated as to be wrought to the consistency of mortar
by the action of the tools, to which it adheres in huge clods,

so that the work cannot be done either with a hearty will or

so carefuUy as it ought to be, and the hard crude mass into

which the soil subsides is about as unkindly a staple for plant-

food as well can be.

Another objectionable plan is the elaborate trenching and
mixing of the soU of new borders and beds before the plant-

ing. Apparently this is good practice, but in reality it is not
so. If the trenching and planting could only be done together,

all would be right enough, but it is only in exceptional in-

stances that this can be managed, as, for example, when the
labour power is unlimited. Generally speaking, this is not
the case. It is, therefore, advisable that beyond any neces-

sary levelling nothing should be done till after the plant-

ing ; then by thoroughly digging or trenching, the space be-

tween the plants is left untrodden and in the best condition

for the roots. Moreover, the surface presents that dressed

and finished appearance which it is always desirable to secure.

When stations are prepared upon a lawn, or in any position

where the surrounding soil will not be broken-up, care should
be taken to insure the free passage of superfluous water, for

the roots will perish in a waterlogged soil, and it is self-evident

that a hole that is excavated in a stiff' heavy loam or clay

must be drained artificially, or the plant wOl die. The remedy
is very simple : Lay a row of 2-inch drain pipes across the

centre of the bottom of the hole among a layer of rough
stones, and continue the drain from the hole to a lower level,

where the water can escape freely.

In preparing the soil, never forget that the fungus which
invariably forms on decaying wood is fatal to trees, spreading

from the dead wood over the living roots with wonderful

rapidity. Every scrap of broken branches, roots, or chips

ought, therefore, to be picked out. The importance of this

matter should always induce a close supervision of the work,

it being very diflicult to get proper attention given to it by
labourers.

A strong loam suits most shrubs best ; if it cannot be ob-

tained, and the soil is poor, a little old well-rotted manure will

greatly improve it. Very much of this work of preparation

depends upon the kinds of shrubs which it is intended to

plant. Last season some trees of Picea peetiaata were planted
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in a shallow, poor, but well-drained soil without anjthing
being done to it by way of preparation. But for some Welling-

tonias close by, holes were excavated G feet deep and wide, and
filled with rich soil to an elevation of 2 feet above the common
level, thus forming a sound rich mass of nearly 300 cubic feet

for the roots to revel in, and the growth of this year affords

ample proof of the suitability of this soil. The necessity for

such an elaborate and expensive station may be thought
questionable, and I grant that a tolerable degree of heathful

vigour might be obtained without it for a few years, such as

would suffice to produce an ornamental shrub of considerable

size and beauty, but I should not expect it eventually to de-

velope the proportions of a noble tree, such as this particular

kind is capable of doing. The nature of the Silver Fir is

altogether difierent ; it is a surface-rooting tree, growing so

freely in a poor soil, that it and the Wellingtonias were planted

with a feeling of confidence in the future success of both.

A glance at the growth of trees that are ind-genous to the

Boil atfords ample evidence to the practised eye of what neces-

sity there may be for the preparation of stations, and be-

ginners may take it as a very safe guide that where the Oak
flourishes other deep-rooting trees may be planted ; and where
the Beech or Yew are found to succeed and the Oak to fail, or

rather to make a slow and stimted growth, surface-rooting

trees are only to be depended upon. Therefore, unless there

is a special reason for planting such deep-rooting trees as the

Wellingtonia, much labour and expense may be avoided.

Close by the spot where I had to excavate such large holes the

maximum height attained by the Oak does not much exceed

50 feet, while Pieea pectiuata reaches 100 feet ; but in a valley

that is only a httle distance off, where Oaks of the same age

are upwards of 80 feet high, and with huge boles and hmbs
that proclaim the depth and fertility of the soil, other

Wellingtonias and some Abies Douglaaii have been planted

without any special preparation. It will be a curious and in-

structive lesson to watch and compare the future progress of

two such free-growing Conifers in what I regard as the most
favourable situation that could be found for them.

I hope to discuss some other details of planting next week.—Edward Lcckhcbsi.

EOSES.
I WAS much pleased this summer to read of Mr. Camm's

many victories at exhibitions, but was sorry to read of the

death of many of his Eoses on the Manetti stock, and equally

sui'prised to see that the deaths were attributed to over-

manuring—a new doctrine to me. I never before heard of

or experienced such a thing. The deaths, I imagine, were
produced by insufficient winter protection, followed up by a

late, bad spring and a droughty summer. I " coddle "-up with
clean straw, Utter, or fern over the point of union, drawing
the earth over the material. This saves the plant, however
much the wood above the line of protection may be injured.

A good deal of very strong wood has died back in my plants

this summer, which with soft and secondary wood I am now
cutting out. Had I not " coddled " I should, in this exposed
and severe Vale of Blackmoor, have lost many hundreds of

Eoses, whereas I lost only three or four in the winter, and about
ten plants have since died. Zero is a useful servant but a hard
master. Mr. Elvers told me years ago that frost five or six

degrees below zero would kill a Eose plant.
" Coddling "-up, as practised here, does not produca orange

fungus. I had none at all this year worth speaking of, but
usnally suffer much from it. Eoses that are neither strawed
nor " coddled " will suffer from it. It seems to depend more
upon soil, situation, and other circumstances. Both white
fungus and orange fungus may, in some measure, be called

the daughters of drought, for very little of either is seen in

showery summers. The samo observation also applies to

honeydew. After the first winter and spring-frosted buds
were cut away the Roses bloomed here finer than I ever had
them for the last twenty-one years, but they have not bloomed
so abundantly at the fall as usual.

I have great pleasure in speaking highly of Mr. Prince's
seedling Briar lioses. They have shown no brood whatever,
and have done him credit. I recommend them to all growers
of Eoses on the Briar in place of the half-dead, soft-spined

hedgerow and copse Briars. The French standard Briars are
superior to the English, being cleaner in their skins and firmer
in the spine ; I have, however, only seen a few of them. I

always bay-in a quantity of Manetti Roses at this time of year

in case of deaths in the winter. My recruits ore 24 Charles
Lefebvi-e, the premier H.P. ; 18 Pierre Notting, the finest
globed Eose ; C Maurice Bernardin, a beautiful Eose ; 9 Felix
Genero, excellent, and tfie admiration of all the ladies. They
are excellent growers, free and continuous bloomers. I have
also, from seeing them bloom nicely m the Dorset nurseries,
bought one plant each of Etienne Levet, Abbe Bramerel, and
Madame G. Schwartz. The Abbo is very handsome in its
colours, deep crimson, dark-shaded. It is, however, better
adapted for ornamentation than exhibition. I Tiave one plant
each in dormant bud on strong Manetti stocks—I rarely buy
" infants "—of Madame Lacharme, Pierre Seletzky, and Claude
Levet. Till Eoses are on strong and suitable stocks and tried
in the open ground I do not like recommending them. Unless
the electors tell us these things we shall not be able to deter-
mine the value of the Eoses recommended. Glass experience
is worth nothing.

I hope we shall soon have some variegated autumnal Eoses.
If they are as good, or half as good, as the summer variegated
Eoses—namely, CEillet Parfait, Tricolore de Flandres, and
Madeleine, I shall be delighted. The first is small, tender, bu
the most beautiful ; the second is larger and of robust con-
stitution, and beautiful. It casts its side buds over the main
flower. It was raised by Van Houtte and figured in the
" Flore." The last is the dehght of the young ladies at
Bath. " It is not a Bath ball without Madeleine," said the
late Mr. Tiley to me, of whom I bought it in 1852. There is
also another very pretty bouquet variegated Eose, Perle dcs
Panachees, but it is not, like the others, suitable for exhibition.
One word more. The best Eoses to look well in foul weather

are the crimson, purple, maroon, and yellow Eoses. The
purple and maroon Eoses here are much admired—viz., Pierre
Notting, Dr. Jamain, Baronne Pelletan de Kinkelin, one of the
finest. Souvenir de W. Wood, Empereur de Maroc, and Baronne
Chaurand, one of the best dark Eoses, of which I have planted
twenty in a bed to please the ladies, and myself too.—W. F.
Eadcltffe.
P.S.—Some years ago the late Mr. Francis told me, in a

letter, to dig a trench and fill-in alternately with soil and ma-
nure, and to tread the earth hard against the Mauetti-stocked
Eoses. He did not warn me against orange fungus. The first

and best Manetti Eoses I ever saw came from him to the
Blandford Nurseries.

GKAPE MISNAMED SYEIAN.
Being an uncompromising advocate for a correct nomencla-

ture of plants and fruits, I have been very much surprised to
see in the report of the great shows both at Edinburgh and
Glasgow the enormous bunches of White Nice Grapes desig-
nated the Syrian. This is misleading those who take an interest
in these matters. I knew the White Syrian Grape sixty years
ago, and find it correctly described "in Dr. Hogg's " Fruit
Manual." The difi'erence between the two sorts is so great
that no one can mistake. I know no better means of bringing
the matter before the public than your giving this a place in
your Journal, which is extensively read in Scotland.

—

William
Deans, Anna Nurseries, Jedburgh.

VEITCH'S BLUE LOBELIA.
I WAS pleased to see Mr. Taylor's remarks in the Jonnial of

October 30th (page 329), respecting the bedding Lobelia
White Perfection. I can fully endorse what is there stated
about it. But I am not going to write about Veitch's White
Perfection Lobelia, but about Veitch's blue Lobelia speciosa,
as I think a good flower should be as generally known as pos-
sible for the good of all. Veitch's blue Lobelia comes trne
from seed with me—I cannot say as much for every one's
Lobelia seed. A gentleman came here during the past summer,
and he exclaimed, " Veitch's Lobelia 1 " " Yes, sir," said he,
" it is the best strain out. At several places that I have visited
during the past summer, where good gardening is carried on,
Veitch's Lobelia from seed distanced all other competitors. It

is dwarf, good habit, a beautiful blue, for hues or masses
A.l." Great credit is due to Messrs. Veitch for the core taken
in sending out such a good strain.—G. H. Cooke.

Tomatoes from Ccttinos.—Tour ccrreppondent, " G. C."
(page 381), need not be afraid of striking 'J omatocs from cut-
tings at any time, provided he gets nice short-jointed pieces
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about G inches long, and not too " sappy." We have eome
here struck the first week iu August, that are now supplying
us with ripe fruit, and from all appearances will continue to

do so until spring. They are growing iu a succession Pine stove,

where the temperature averages about 60°.—H. C, Grimston.

ASSOCIATIONS OF EOSARIANS.
I AM desirous of compiling a list of the existing associations

in Great Britain for the growing, or showing, or both, of

Boses. I should require the name of each such Kose Asso-
ciation, its ofiicers

—

i.e., President, Treasurer, and Secretary
;

its terms of membership, its entrance fee, and yearly sub-
scription. If these particulars are supplied to me I will ask
you to insert the list, when completed, in " our Journal."

I am not aware that such a thing now exists, and incline to

think that it might be useful in two ways, both in paving the
way for some general code of rules for exhibiting, to be framed
by representatives of the principal associations ; and, also,

possibly, to the organisation of competitions between asso-

ciations as well as individuals.

—

Alan Cheales, Brockliam
Vicarage, Reigate.

THE EOYAL HOETICULTUKAL SOCIETY.
I date just read Mr. G. F. Wilson's letter on this subject in

the columns of " our Journal." lam, of course, as a Fellow
of the Society, much interested in its welfare, and as a con-
siderable exhibitor I am, perhaps, somewhat even selfishly

interested.

Living as I do at such a distauco from London I am unable
to attend the regular meetings of the Society, but I have read
and seen enough during the past year to make me feel certain
that something is very wrong somewhere, though I am unable
to put my fingers upon that something.

I cannot put my name down for ten Fellows, feeling doubt-
ful whether I could command that number here, though I

might do so possibly. I will, however, gladly subscribe £10 lO.f.

for the next three years if required, hoping that by that time
matters will have righted themselves. I daresay my example
will speedily be followed by others. It is quite time that the
Society was placed iu a more satisfactory condition, and surely
this may be done, though it will require an effort.—T. M.
SnuTTLEWonTH, F.Pi.H.S., Preston, Laneaslilre.

[This is one instance of many which no doubt exist of the
interest which those who love gardening take in the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, provided it were so relieved from its

present trammels as to be able to act up to its profession of
being a horticultural society. Some years ago, when the
Society was in danger, between £2000 and £i)000 was sub-
scribed in a twinkling to relieve it from its difficulties ; but
then it was free. Let it be free again, and every friend of
horticulture will rally to its aid.]

I WISH to answer questions arising out of my letters iu your
numbers of the 13th and 20th inst.

1st, Ought we not to have gone first to the Council ? Answer,
To which Council ? The old Council had decidedly resigned.
The new Council, brought iu mainly by votes of the house-
holders living round the garden, is said by a great law authority
to have been illegally elected ; and besides, it would have lieen

rather awkward to ask from a Council iu oifice through Kcn-
siugtonian interest, assistance iu detaching its horticultural
part from the Society, which horticultural part gives its only
excuse for keeping South Kensington Garden as a private re-
creation ground for the neighbourhood. A Committee existed
which had been appointed to watch events iu the interests of
horticulture. This, if it had no very great power, xtsts at least
legal and iu being, so its leaders were consulted, and their
names head the " appeal to the Fellows."

2ud, Why cannot the guinea-Fellow plan be grafted on the
Society in its present state ? Answer, This would make the
Society stiU more cumbrous and unmanageable even than at
present.

And now let me make another appeal to horticulturists in
the country to come forward, and at least say what they think
of the guiuea proposal.
You have, I believe, many hundred clergymen subscribers,

a class which, I believe, does quietly more for horticulture
than any other in this country. Would they join a guinea
Society ? or, as there are some with so many calls upon them
that they have still better uses for their guineas, aud who yet

have great power and influence, would they bring in some
neighbours ? Will any country gentlemen or ladies subscribe
for themselves or for their gardeners ? Will any leading gar-
deners subscribe for themselves ?

It seems most desirable that the reconstituted Society should,
like horticulture itself, embrace all classes ; while it is well
known that there are good horticulturists near the throne. I

can speak to having been more than once quietly round a show
with a Eoyal Highness, who not only knew flowers and fruit

well, but who, judging by his criticism, would stand first on
the list as a judge of table decorations. Who has not seen
small cottage gardens with clumps of white Lilies, or yellow
Crown Imperials, or double Ulac Primroses, which the finest

garden might envy ?

Let me remind anyone who may be considering the subject
of fellowship, that the proposal is that the tickets shall be
transferable, though restricted from financial reasons to the
same person the same day ; so that any country gentleman
could for a guinea be really helping the formation of a healthy
horticultural society, be able to vote by proxy on its manage-
ment, and at the same time send his transferable ticket, ad-
mitting to all shows, to some relative or friend in town.
Aud now let me say that there are iufluential horticulturists

in London ready and willing to construct a real working Royal
Horticultural Society ; but to enable them to do so the horti-

culturists through the country must come forward and say
that they wish for such a society, and will join it and help its

progress. If they will do so we shall have at last a Society

with real power ; but if they wiU not do so the plan caunot
at present be carried out. Bat I cannot think that this last

will be the case. Everything points not only to increased num-
bers of gardens, not only to increased love of gardening, and
flowers, and fruit, but to increased study of them. The facts

that a gardening journal has been recently " permanently
enlarged to thirty-six pages," and that a chronicle has to

detach itself from agriculture because horticulture wants all

the room, and this after the establishment of a well-printed

aud illustrated new-comer which has had no injurious effect

on the circulation of any of its predecessors—surely these facts

speak volumes, and surely everyone who takes-in a gardening
paper ought to become a guinea Fellow, and vice versa.

But let us for one moment take the gloomy view and suppose

that the country horticulturists will make no sign. All that

then can be said is that it may be hoped that there will be

no more unkind criticisms; no more saying, " The Society is

only an appendage of South Kensington Museum," that " the

influence of the Commissioners is paramount in the Council,"

that " the main object of the Horticultural Society's funds is

to keep up a great brick-and-mortar garden for the use of the

nursemaids and children of the neighbourhood, therefore we
do not hold out the hand of good fellowship to the Society."

It now rests with the country horticulturists to make the Eoyal
Horticultural Society free, independent alike of Kensingtonians

and of H.M. Commissioners ; aud in the opinion of those who
know it best, until this happy result be accomplished the Society

can never be really vigorous or worthy to represent British

horticulture.

—

George F. Wilson, Ileatherbank, Weyhridgc

Heath.

The open signs of a healthy reaction among the members
of the Eoyal Horticultural Society cannot but be a matter for

liearty congratulation amongst those who, like myself, have

loved, honoured, and laboured for it for years. As far as I

am concerned the project of policy forwarded from Sir Daniel

Cooper, and embodying the principles contained in Mr. George

Wilson's letters, has my hearty support. The idea of an ap-

peal to the Commissioners to agree to a termination of the

lease seemed to me to involve a difficulty, as such a trans-

action could only be effected by a Council, and before anything

of the kind could be done it would be necessary that the

Fellows should know who are their Council. I have, however,

sent in my name to Sir Daniel by this post.

The raising of the Society again to its place among the

nations has been with me the dream of years. In spite of

many a buffet while struggling against the tide of circum-

stances, and suffering from the passions and prejudices of men,
it has, I say still, deserved well of its country, and the more
or less high and educated intelligence of its four or five thou-

sand members now demands aloud that it should appear be-

fore the world and be iu reality a working Society, practical,

scientific, jmrc et sans reprorhe.

But before looking too complacently into a brilliant future,
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it will be necessary for Fellows to tara tbeir attention to a

painful and cloudy present, and to face it with courage and
determination. They will have to make themselves acquainted

with the charter of the Society, its powers and prohibitions,

and more especially its bearings in the case of the bye-laws

which have been, and may in future be, passed at their oflicir.l

meetings. The}' will require also to know now whether the

proceedings of last February were legal or illegal. It is very

certain that the Commissioners cannot on their parts give a

release from covenant to a deputation of Fellows, nor can any
such transaction be carried on till we have a Council whose
legality is established, to treat with a corresponding body on
the part of the Commissioners. It will be hardly necessary to

say that the vote by proxy must be a sine qua noti in the

Society of the future.— E. Tkevok Claeke, Weltoii Place,

Daveiitry.

NOTES 0\ GERANIUMS AND OTHER BEDDING
PLANTS.

Aftek having tried over a hundred varieties of bedding

Geraniums I must hold the opinion I expressed last year—that

Vesuvius is in all respects the very best scarlet variety for colour,

habit, and profusion of bloom, lasting well into the autumn,
and thriving equally well in wet or dry seasons. Next in the

order of merit I place Jean Sisley. lanthe does well with me,
and is unique in colour, being a bluish crimson. Mrs. Upton is

a fine pink bedder with a very dv.-arf habit. Monsieur Comner,
although an old variety, must not be discarded, the trusses

being of immense si;;e and very showy. Waltham Seedling is

in my opinion the best of the dark sorts, and a very free

bloomer; Morning Star, a decided improvement on either

Stella or Cybister ; Masterpiece, an immense trusser. Of the

still older varieties there are some which should be retained

in every garden, such as Indian Yellow, Orange Nosegay,
Trentham, Eebecca, Sutton's Scarlet Perfection, The Hon.
Gathorne Hardy, and Tom Thumb.

Whilst at Eockingham Flower Show (Northamptonshire)
last July, held in the extremely beautiful grounds of Kocking-
ham Castle, the seat of G. L. Watson, Esq., I was much struck

with a bed of dwarf blue Campanulas, which was one mass of

bloom, so much so that the foliage was scarcely visible. On
inquiring of the gardener (Mr. John Brown), he told me it

was the Campanula Bouvardiana, a perennial, propagated by
division of the roots, and that by attending to it and picking
off the dead blooms it lasts well into the autumn. I think,

now that blue flowers are so much in request, this Campanula
only wants to be better known to be more cultivated.

I think it is not sufficiently well known that persons who
have not the advantage of greenhouses or frames may winter
bedding Calceolarias by merely inserting small cuttings with
one joint in the open ground, and then covering them with a
bell-glass, which should be pressed tightly down, and then not
disturbed, and never shaded even in the most severe frosts,

until the following March, by which time they will be well

rooted, and may then be taken up and put in boxes, and en-
couraged to grow.—E. C, Oakham.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 21.

SAI,\'IA BICOLOn.—TWO-COLOUKED SiOE.

The genus Salvia is best represented in our gardens by the
tender and half-hardy species, of which patens, spleudens, iu-

volucrata, and gesneraeflora may be taken as illustrations.

The hardy section includes, however, many desirable species,
of which the S. bioolor hero figured is an example.

Its blossoms taken individually are, perhaps, less attractive
than those of the now common S. patens ; but, on the other
hand, they are far more abundantly produced, and are much
less fugacious, remaining expanded several days after their
full development. In any moderately good soil the plant
attains the height of 3 or 4 feet ; and clothed as it is with
very handsome foliage, an established specimen forms, when
in flower, an exceedingly interesting object. Its blooming
season extends over a period of two or three months if pre-
vented from ripening seed.

It is, moreover, perfectly hardy, and requires, therefore,
none of the attentions necessary to preserve its more tender
congeners from the rigours of our winters. So numerous, in
fact, are the claims of the Salvia bicolor to attention, that it

seems surprising that this species should be comparatively so
little known. It was first introduced into this country as

early as li93, but appears to have been almost entirely lost
until its re-introductiou about 184.5 from the north of India
by Messrs. Standish ct Noble, Bagshot.

Salvia bicolor may be readily increased either by division
of the roots in spring or by seed, which generally ripens
freely, but which must be gathered just before it is fully
mature, or, like that of the S. patens, it falls from the nodding
calyx.

It should be sown on a gentle hotbed early in spring, and
the seedlings, when an inch or two high, must be transferred
singly to small pots of light soil, and subsequeutly shifted into
larger, until the plants are lit for turning into the borders in
May. They will usually flower the first season, as is the case
with nearly aU the Salvias, though not, indeed, so early as
older plants.

Salvia bieolor.

In the absence of a hotbed we have no doubt that seeds of
our present subject would readily vegetate if sown in a warm
border about the end of April, especially if assisted by a
hand-glass, or protected at night from frost and snails by
having a flower-pot turned over them.
There are many other species of Salvia not commonly grown,

which are equally deserving of attention with the S. bicolor,
the genus containing, indeed, not less than two hundred
species, a considerable number of which are tolerably hardy.
Those most generally found in cultivation have chiefly flowers
of various shades of purple, blue, or scarlet ; but other tints
are by no means absent in this family. There are several
species with yellow, and at least twenty with white blossoms

;

others have bright pink, lilac, or violet flowers, and there are
a few into the composition of whoso colounng nearly all the
tints we have named may be said to enter.

Among those most worthy of cultivation may be named the
indigenous pratensis, with its several varieties alba, rosea, and
lupiuoides, the latter a very effective plant with blue and
white flowers ; indica, a tall species with largo violaceous
blossoms spotted with white and yellow ; chamajdryoides, a
neat dwarfish species with small blao flowers; chionantha, a
comparatively recent introduction from Lycia, with large pure
white flowers in copious racemes ; obtusa, a species often
cultivated under the name of rosea, with numerous small
rosy carmine flowers, and foliage strongly redolent of Black
Currants ; bracteata, a very showy plant, with large conspicu-
ous white floral bracts tinged with rose

;
glutinosa, one of the

very few hardy species with yellow flowers ; argentea, almost
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equally interesting for its white flowers and ample foliage, the
hitter being copiously clothed with silky tomentum ; and lastly

aiigustifolia, a rather tall species, of which there are several

forms, with narrowly lanceolate foliage, and long spikes of

pretty blue flowers, the only defect being that they are deve-
l"ped at too late a period of the summer. All the foregoing

have the advantage of being easily procurable either in the

form of seeds or plants.

From the diversity of colour presented by this genus it is

quite possible—we may, perhaps, even venture to say probable

—

that many interesting varieties might be originated by hybridis-

ing. We have now a white S. patens ; what obstacle presents

itself to the production of a pink, scarlet, violet, or yellow

variety of the same plant, by crossing with the pollen of some
other species ? We need hardly remark, that in addition to the
gratification which would naturally be felt by the raiser of a
new variety of this or any other species, a more palpable re-

ward might reasonably be reckoned upon.
Although Salvia bicolor has been found, as we have al-

ready intimated, in the north of India, it appears also to be
a native of Barbary, from which country it was first intro-

duced. This plant must not be confounded with theblue-and-
white variety of pratensis, commonlv sold under the name of

bicolor.— (7F. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Eeviscd by
the Author.)

CHUKCHYAEDS.
" Oft from the haunts of work, and mirth, and play,

By pensive thought and meditation led.

Hither with slow and silent steps I stray

To mark the recording mansions of the dead."'

And I remember not one from which I returned without a note
worthy of preservation in my diary. I will turn no further

back than last summer for a few illustrations, beginning with
the Isle of Anglesea, and will chiefly confine my quotations to

enhjects fitted for your pages. I never entered one of the
churches or churchyards of that Welsh county in which I did
not find monuments, either from their antiquity or from the
relationships of those they commemorate, that deserve illus-

tration. One or two instances must suflice.

In Llandegfan, the mother church of Beaumaris, against
one of its walls is an excellent medallion portrait of Thomas
Davie, gent., full face, half length, with his arms emblazoned
beneath. He died in 1C49, after serving Princes Henry and
Charles, and being messenger to the latter when king. His
charitable bequest of twelve loaves weekly to the poor is still

distributed. His were perilous duties in perilous times. I

bnve sought for more relative information, but have been un-
successful. Yet they exist.

Again. Away in the N.E. corner of the island is Penrhos
Lygwy, the mere name of which deserves a note in your
pages, for it means the Head and Moor producing Orach; and
iinmerons plants of both Atriples portulaooides and littoralis,

Shrubby and Sea Orach, are to be found there and on the
shores of Dulas Bay in its close vicinity. In this Penrhos was
born Lewis Morris, known to a few as an antiquary by his
" Celtic Remains ;" yet he was a poet, gardener, and botanist.
But who has ever searched for what he gathered in the latter

science ? He has left this note of himself—" What little stock
of knowledge I have attained to was in a manner by dint of
nature. My masters were chiefly Sycamore and Ash trees, at

beat a kind of wooden masters." "I have retired to a little

villa of my own, where my garden, orchard, and farm, and
pome small mine works take a good part of my time, and a
knowledge in physic and surgery, which brings me the visits

of the poor ; botany, having been my favourite study, is now
of use to them." It is stated that "he died at his residence
of Penbryn in Cardiganshire, April 11, 17G5, leaving behind
him about eighty volumes of manuscript written in Welsh, now
deposited in the library belonging to the Welsh Charity School
in Grays Inn Lane, London." What has become of those
MSS., and who knows their contents?

Permit me to occupy one more sentence relative to Penrhos
and its adjoining parish Llanallgo. Beneath the turf of their
churchyards lie the remains of aU the bodies recovered of the
480 to whom the wreck of the " Royal Charter " brought
death. I have a little volume open before me minutely detail-

ing the events of that terrible catastrophe, and no fiction that
the best-skilled tragic writer ever penned surpasses that narra-
t've of truth. I walked among the graves of the drowned and
of those who had died in rescuing their remains and comfort-
ing their relatives. Among these relatives was Charles Dickens,

Some of the Hogarths, kindred of his wife, were among th&
lost. This induced his visit to the wreck ; and he thus records
his estimate of Mr. Hughes, who never recovered from the
consequences of his exertions, the Rector of Llanallgo.

" I had heard of that clergyman as having buried many
scores of the shipwi'ecked people ; of his having opened his
house and his heart to their agonised friends ; of his having
used a most sweet and patient diligence for weeks and weeks
in the performance of the forlornest ofiiees that man can
render to his kind ; of his having most tenderly and thoroughly
devoted himself to the dead, and to those sorrowing for the
dead. I had said to myself, ' In the Christmas season of the
year I should like to see that man,' and he had swung the gate

of his little garden in coming out to meet me not half an hour
ago He had the church keys in his hand, and opened
the churchyard gate, and opened the church door, and we-

went in.

" It is a little church of great antiquity ; there is reason to-

beUeve that some church has occupied the spot these thousand
years or more. The pulpit was gone, and other things usually

belonging to the church were gone, owing to .its living congre-
gation having deserted it for the neighbouring schoolroom^
and yielded it up to the dead.

" Forty-four shipwrecked men and women lay here at one
time awaiting burial. Here, with weeping and wailing in every

room of his house, my companion worked alone for hours,,

solemnly surrounded by eyes that could not see him, and by
lips that could not speak to him, patiently examining the
tattered clothing, cutting oH buttons, hair, marks from linen,

anything that might lead to subsequent identification, studying
faces, looking for a scar, a bent finger, a crooked toe, com-
paring letters sent to him with the ruin about him.

" The ladies of the clergyman's family (his wife and two
sisters-in-law) came in among the bodies often—it grew to be
the business of their lives to do so. Any new arrival of a
bereaved woman woiild stimulate their pity to compare the

description brought with the dread realities. Sometimes they
would go back able to say, ' I have found him,' or, ' I think
she lies there.' Perhaps the mourner, unable to bear the sight

of all that lay in the church, would be led in blindfold. Con-
ducted to the spot with many compassionate words, and en-

couraged to look, she would say with a piercing cry, ' This is

my boy,' and drop insensible on the insensible figure. From
the church we jiassed out into the churchyard. Here there

lay, at that time, 145 bodies that had come ashore from the
wreck. He had buried them, when not identified, in graves

containing four each. He had numbered each body in a register,-

describing it, and had placed a corresponding nirmber on each
coffin and over each grave. Identified bodies he had buried

singly in private graves in another part of the churchyard."
I must copy no more, but pass away, as I actually did, to

another churchyard in the extreme south of England
;
yet I

will pause for a brief space in the churchyard of Fulham, by
which I passed in journeying thither. In that churchyard is-

a headstone thus inscribed—" Under this stone are deposited

the remains of Nathaniel Bench, late of this parish, gardener,

who departed this life January 18th, 1783, aged 101 years."

Mr. Thorns will deny he was so old ; but I shall not search the

parish registers for confirming testimony, because I mention
him for a very different purpose—namely, to tell what very

few of your gai'den-loving readers, amateur or professional,

know, that that centenarian and his father were men of mark
in the annals of horticulture. They Uved at South Field Farm,
near Parson's Green, which had been in the possession of the

family during more than two centuries, and cultivated as a
nursery and market garden. Faulkner, in his " History of

Fulham," states that the father of the centenarian "produced
in this garden the first Pine Strawberry and Chinese Straw-
berry, and alf the first Auricula ever blown in this countiy. He
also instituted the first annual exhibition of flowers, and died

at the age of ninety-nine years, having had thirty-three chil-

dren." The son surpassed the father in some of these achieve-

ments, for he Uved two years longer and had two more children

—twenty-three by his first wife, and twelve by his second.

Faulkner adds that he " reared here the largest Arbutus trees

in England, several being 50 feet high; was a successful culti-

vator of variegated Hollies, and gave premiums for the dis-

covery of new varieties. He was the first who introduced the

Moss Rose tree into this country, supposed to be from Holland.

Gerard makes no mention of the Moss Rose. Mr. Rench
planted out of his own nursery the Ehns growing in the Biid-

Cage Walk, St. James's Park."
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Now I pass into Sussex, and to that little town on its coast,

Seaford—so iioiet, so open to the pure breezes from sea and
down, that no wonder it was chosen for the site of tho Con-

valescent Home.
As usual, I wandered about intent on visits to the village

churchyards around, and by happy chance I reached that of

Blatchiugton, the most beautiful God's-acre I ever visited—

a

pattern which every authority iu a Christian parish should

emulate ; and I earnestly repeated

—

" May I when death s-ball seal my doom,
And 1 beneath the grass-green sod shall lie,

Best on throughout tho sabbath of the tomb,
Gamer'd thus fitly for tho bliss on high."

I deprecate planting the churchyard with dark-foUaged ever-

greens, as if its gateway should bear the inscription, " All

hope abandon, ye who enter here." And I vituperate in no

meastired language those who pasture sheep on the churchyard

grass, and those who so neglect the enclosure that the verso h
justified^

" All buried here seem to oblivion hurl'd,

For Docks and Nettles hide them from the world.'*

Contrast all such with tho churchyard of Elatchington, and
well pleased am I to pay this tribute to its rector, the Rev.

B. N. Dennis, for his great taste and care iu making it sug-

gestive of hope to the survivors and of happiness to the dead.

Long before I reached the churchyard the perfume of the

Clematis was perceptible in which the church porch is em-
bowered, for to term it covered would give too faint an idea of

its profusion. The churchyard is level—a grass plat, smoothly
mown and unpatchedly green as a lawn. No elevations mark
the graves, but each is enclosed by a low stone border, and
each of those enclosures is planted with choice flowers. There
were blooming Fuchsias, Geraniums, Antirrhinums, Roses,
Evening Primroses, Carnations, Lobelias, and many other
garden plants, all well arranged and cultured. The waUs are
covered with Ivy and other evergreens, and borders beneath
the walls were rich with flowering plants. The day following

that of my visit was Sunday, and was to be one of thanksgiving
for the harvest. Most appropriately and tastefully was the
church decorated. Garlands of flowers were round each lamp

;

the pulpit was panelled with ears of Wheat and bossed with
flowers ; the font had wreaths of mingled flowers and fruits

around its base and margin, and on the water within floated

white Water LUies amid their leaves. Over tho communion
table were three miniature sheaves of corn, and beneath them
the words, " I am tho Bread of Life."

More than once I returned to that churchyard, and each
time came from it bettered. Nor was any jarring feeUng
induced in my way back through the village, for each cottage
is neat. There are no broken window-panes plugged with a
-clout, but most of tho windows looked cheery with potted
plants, and the cottage gardens were well stocked—all bearing
testimony that tho rector's care is not restricted to the
dead.—G.

MORE XOTES ON ROSES FOR EXHIBITION-
NOMENCLATURE OP ROSES.

The present election of and discussions about Roses being
amongst the most interesting papers in The Jooiinai, of
HoBTicuLTORE, may I be permitted to introduce to notice
another phase of the question of exhibiting ? I am at many
shows in this neighbourhood a far from unsuccessful exhibitor,
*nd in this capacity endorse very thoroughly every syllable of
Mr. Farren and Mr. Cheales as to the roguery of unscru-
pulous exhibitors, and the injury thereby to those who have
consciences. I officiate also as judge at the shows of others of
my neighbours, and have, therefore, some opportunity of
seeing the relations between committees and exhibitors; but as
secretary of the very considerable show iu my own town,
.onmbering some of the principal exhibitors in the kingdom, I

-should like to suggest that exhibitors are themselves sometimes,
failing in their duties.

First. Exhibitors very often do not make their complaints
of unfairness with sufficient promptitude, nor to the proper
•juthorities. If a society wishes to act honourably it ought to
-pay its prizes speedily, and without causing the prizewinners
unnecessary trouble in applications and delay. Exhibitors
inowing of foul play onght to make their complaints to the
proper officials, and within the time specified in tho schedules,
in preference to talking ex cathedra when too late to rectify.

In my own society any complaint wotUd certainly be bottomed,

but I must admit that many committees often prefer that
things should run smoothly rather than fairly.

Second. Exhibitors usually make their entries at random,
and fulfil them at ,^well,I won't say what. Many societies

are faulty in this matter by requiring an unreasonable length
of entry ; but even where, as here, only three days are required
for entry (with proper interest on the part of officials this is

enough to regulate the space required), many, whom a sudden
storm, absence of expected sun, furious rain, or violent wind
renders unable to show-up, never think of expending a halt-

penny in a postcard, or a shilling (if it come to the last

push) in a telegram, to enable the officials to properly ap-

portion space so as to be free of overcrowding or gaps. I leax.

even Mr. Farren must plead mea culpa in this.

A press of engagements prevented me " putting in " to the
" Election of Boses " again this year, but my votes would
only have substantially increased the majority of the winners.

A suggestion I made last year, and which Mr. Hiuton kindly
introuaoed, does not yet appear to have had any practical

effect—viz., the absurd mode of christening Boses after various

members of the same famUy, and with various names that

an average gardener or a weather-worn tally will reduce to

one and the same. Are our dictionaries so worn-out, or our
brains so impoverished, that we cannot find distinctive names
for distinct varieties ?

Mr. Cheales is quite right iu saddling upon committees the

onus of making provision for the physical wants of exhibitors.

I can only say that while committees generally have a good
feed on the ground, they ought to welcome exhibitors. I know
we do.

—

Geo. F. Baerell, Spaldiny.

SOUTH ESSEX CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
This Society's Exhibition was held in the Town Hall, Strat-

ford. There was an excellent display of plants as well as of cut
flowers, and the quality of both was far above the average ; in-
deed, this was admitted to have been the best exhibition of
Chrysanthemums held in the neighbourhood of Loudon iu the
present year.
Pompon varieties came first in the schedule, and in both the

open classes Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbouru, Esq., of
Loxford HaU, had the best plants ; they were large, well-trained
specimens, and covered with bloom. Mr. D. Donald, gardener
to J. G. Barclay, Esq., of Leytou, and Mr. Forsyth, of Stoka
Newingtou, also staged good plants. For plants of the largo-
flowered section, Mr. Donald took the highest position with the
beat-flowered specimens we have seen this year. Mr. Simmonds,
gardener to Alderman Finnis, Wanstead, and Mr. Douglas also
showed good specimens. Four very good standards, finely
flowered, were sent from the nurseries of Mr. J. Rainbow, Lou-
don Road, Clapton.
No less than fifty stands of cut blooms were staged, but there

were very few new varieties amongst either section of them

;

the old sorts are staged year after year. As the Messrs. Salter,
of Hammersmith, have been forced to give up the trade in new
introductions, it would surely pay someone else to take it up.
It is certain that no good incurved sorts have been introduced
since then- collection has beeu dispersed, except as sports from
old sorts. White Venus is a notable example of this, and Golden
Mrs. Bundle, exhibited recently, will, if constant, be a standard
sort.

Messrs. Veitcb, of Chelsea, exhibited incurved and Japanese
varieties ; their stand of Japanese was the best we have yufc

seen, and contained fine varieties. Boseum punetatum, The
Tycoon, Bismarck, Erecta superba, Fair Maid of Guernsey,
Elaine, and Bob Boy were notable examples.

Collections of fruit were sent by Messrs. Douglas and Donald,
the former had the best collection ; it contained good Grapes,
Pines, Tangierine Oranges, and twenty sorts of Apples and
Pears. Mr. B. W. Waites fiUed-in the recesses with handsome
gpecimeus of fine-fohaged plants, and hardy and exotic Ferns.

KEW GARDENS.—No. 5.

HaVisg made the tour of the grounds and the conserva-
tories, it only remains for us to direct attention to the Museums
of Economic Botany, of which thoro are three. To use the
words of Professor Oliver's " Handbook:"

—

" We learn from them the sources of the innumerable products
of the vegetable kingdom for our use and convenience, whether
as articles of food, of construction and application of the arts,

of medicine, or curiosity. They suggest new channels for our
industry ; they show us the variety iu form and structure pre-
sented by plants, and are a means of direct iustructiou in most
important branches of useful knowledge. We see from them
the particular points upon which further iaionaatiou is needed,
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especially as to the origin of some valuable timbers, fibres, and
drugs, in order to perfect our knowledge of economic botany;
in brief, the museums tell us how little as well as how much,
we know ; of the extent of which herbs, shrubs, and trees con-
tribute to our necessities, comforts, and numberless require-
ments."

Crowded as these museums are with curious vegetable pro-
ductions from roof to floor, we can only notice the more strik-

ing and noteworthy of them. As we are nearest the Museum
No. 3, which is in fact the old orangery, to be seen immedi-
ately on the right hand on entering the gates of the gardens,
let us proceed towards it. This museum is chiefly devoted to
a collection of specimens of colonial timber, mainly derived
from the Exhibition of 18G2. No approach to a scientific

classification is attempted with these specimens, as in the other
museums ; in fact, many of them are only duplicates of those
contained in the arranged collection, but on account of their
magnitude were not capable of being included with them. One
of the most striking objects which attracts the attention on
entering the building is a bowl-like cup worthy to form a goblet
for Neptune. It is the receptacle in which the root of the double
Cocoa-nut actually grows, in the form of a wooden bowl with
a rough picturesque exterior perforated with holes through
which the roots of the tree pass. The double Cocoa-nuts
themselves, which before their discovery on the Seychelles near
Madagascar were found floating about in the Indian Ocean,
were considered great rarities, and sold for enormous sums.
Another very curious plant in a glass case is Welwitschia

mirabilis. [For an account and figure of this plant see
" JouHNAL OF HoRTicuLTDRK ," vol. xxiii., page 326.] This
plant is closely allied to the Pine family, and is certainly one
of the most singular-looking products of the vegetable king-
dom. It consists of two leaves only, which lie flat upon the
ground, extending each for feet. These leaves are said to
live the whole life of the plant for one hundred years, and
become dried and torn to rags. The flower is a foot across.

It was found growing in a hard stony soil in South-west
Tropical Africa.

Another most remarkable plant, or fungus, is close at hand,
modelled in wax, the Eafflesia Arnoldi, a parasite which grows
upon the stem of some of the Vine order in Sumatra. The
flower is the most gigantic in existence, measuring from 3 to
6 feet across. It has neither leaves nor stem, and may b&
considered a vegetable prodigy. [Eafflesia Arnoldi is not a
fungus. It was found in Sumatra by Dr. Arnold, who accom-
panied Sir Stamford Eafiles to that island, and the generic
name was given by Brown in honour of the latter, the specific

name in honour of the former. This singular plant has
neither stem nor leaf, only a flower, and grows on the stems of

various species of Cissus. We reproduce a representation of

it from the ninth volume of our new series, where a detailed
account of it will be found on page 10.] The space in this

museum is taken up with specimens of colonial timber, morei
interesting in a constructive point of view than any other

;

but we must not leave its doors without noting the very in-
genious method of toy-turning, of wiiich there are specimens

Lsia Arnoldi, Tvitli bud, growing on tbo stem of a CissTis.

sent from Saxony. It will be seen that the rough forms of

different animals are first turned in a circular piece of wood,
and from these segments are cut, and afterwards rounded so

as to represent nature. We can, after seeing this rapid method
of production, understand how it is that a wholijnenagerie in

a Noah's Ark can be purchased for sixpence. To the archse-

ologist the relic of Heme's Oak, blown down in Windsor
Forest, and presented by the Queen, will prove interesting.

If we pass over westward we come to Museum No. 1, which
is situated at the bottom of the ornamental water facing the

Palm stove. This museum is devoted to flower-bearing plants.

The examples are contained in cases in which the orders and
families are duly noted on the outside. The orders are ranged
in different floors. It would be tedious to dwell upon these
specimens which, however, are highly instructive to the scien-

tific inquirer. On the ground floor are some very curious ex-

amples of the use of the different English woods, and under
the Willow order are specimens of the ancient Exchequer
taDies. Up to the year 1830 the accounts of the Exchequer
were kept by means of these tallies, which were made of

Willow or Poplar wood. The amount of money they repre-

presented was noted on them by means of notches cut in the
Bide of the flat tally. These were easily split, and the counter
tally served as a check upon the original one. Such is the life

in old customs in England, that were it not that the accidental

firing of one of these bundles of tallies set fire to the old House
of Commons it is quite possible that the tally system might
still have been in vogue. Among the curious examples of old

Oak, showing the power of this wood to resist change, may be
mentioned a portion of a pile of old London Bridge, taken up
in 1827, which must have been in use 650 years, and yet seems

as sound as the day it was put down. Some of the bog Oako
are also very curious ; and a portion of the " Maria Rose,"
lost at Spithead in the reign of Henry VIH. , is stiU perfectly

good.

Museum No. 2 is at the bottom of the herbaceous garden,
and is appropriated to specimens of the products of those

plants which are commonly regarded as not bearing flowers,

such as Mosses, Ferns, Sea-weeds, Lichens, and Mushrooms.
There are only two floors to this museum. In the rooms oJ

the ground floor are many curious specimens which are inter-

esting. Let us note ivory nuts from the Vegetable Ivory Palm,
with specimens of chessmen and other ornaments eut out of

the ivory ; the method of carrying tea in Paraguay in the skin

of the great ant-eater ; specimens of wood stained green by
Peziza a?ruginosa, and used for the manufacture of Tunbridge-
ware. Here also we may see specimens of the Gulf-weed,

which forms such immense masses in the eddy of the Atlantic

to the west of the Azores, as to offer impediments to the na-
vigation of vessels.

It may be asked how Kew Garden has fulfilled the scheme
of such a natural garden as was foreshadowed by the late Dr.
Lindley ? what imperial purposes has it served ? what has it

done towards proving itself a nursing mother to our colonial

possessions ? This is a very important question, and we think
the Director can with pride reply. From these Gardens have
issued the Cinchona plants which are now clothing the hiUs
of India, and from the produce of which quinine is now largely

manufactured in the Nilghiri mountains, and in the Sikkim
Himalaya. The importance of the introduction of this life-

giving drug to the holders of India, and to all fever-stricken

populations, cannot be exaggerated. The cultivation of Ipeca-
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cuanha in the Eame country from seeds sent from Kew, and

under the care of Kew gardeners, is another fact which cannot

he dwelt upon with too much pride by Dr. Hool^er. It was

made known as early as 164S by the physician Piso that this

powder was a cure for dysentery, but this linowledge seems to

have been forgotten until the present time, when it was found

to be really a specific for the disease when taken in large

doses. The value of such a drug as this and the Cinchona

bark to Europeans in the East is certainly incalculable ; but

the Director of Kew Gardens, with the largo view he has taken

of the true value of such a botanical centre as he directs, has

made efforts to disseminate throughout our wide domains

many other valuable plants, valuable in a commercial as well

as in a medical sense. He has recognised in the reports that

he annually issues the remarkable fact that, notwithstanding

the extent of our colonies in tropical countries, not one of

them produces tobacco ! To meet this great want he has sent

gardeners to cultivate this invaluable herb in Jamaica, and
wo hear that the produce is equal to the best grown in Cuba.

In Xatal, through his instrumentality, plantations have sprung

np, and now, we hear, they are sufficient to supply the demands
of the gold-diggers in their neighbourhood. The island of

Bermuda has, by his direction, been planted with valuable

products. In short, the nursing mother at Kew has done

good service in enriching our colonies with valuable plantations,

which will conduce to the welfare of their inhabitants for all

future generations.

The method of transferring plants where it is necessary to

do so, is by means of the convenient Wardian cases, in which

the most tender plants can be conveyed safely and in good
condition. Before these were invented plants were conveyed

in a ship's hold, subject to all the impurities of salt water and
air that such places of carriage are liable to, which rendered

the safety of transport of delicate trees and shrubs very pro-

blematical. Now, with a httle care, the most delicate growths

are conveyed from one hemisphere to another quite safely.

For years the exchange of floras has been going on ; trees as

well as settlers are migrating to our colonies, and the vege-

table world of the far distant temperate zone is slowly making
a footing in our fields and pastures. Of this imperial work
the public know nothing ; it is carried on systematically and
in silence, and the mere holiday folk who throng to these

Gardens, imagining that the beauty they see is merely for

their gratification, would be astonished to find that from this

heart, so to speak, every dependency of the empire is nourished

and supplied with the plants and vegetation that is useful to it.

And not only our colonies are so supplied, but the home
demand is also considerable. From the nurseries of Kew
Gardens Battersea, Hyde, and the Victoria Parks have been
planted and renewed with trees. One of the best testimonies

to the smooth working and the beneficial action of this public

establishment under the present directorship is the harmony
that exists between it and the proprietors of different private

nurseries in the country. The profusion of gifts of rare

flowers and shrubs constantly flowing in from them not only

shows the high estimation in which Kew is regarded as a

botanical garden, but the liberal manner in which its resources

have been judiciously dispensed among themselves. Of the

estimation in which the gardens are held by the pubUc it is

scarcely necessary to speak. The crowded steamers that pass

up the river on every hohday, and on Sundays and Mondays,
are a sufficient answer. A few figures, however, will suftlce to

show the boon the opening of these gardens has been to the

pabUc as a mere pleasure-ground to all classes of the people,

for we scarcely know which class seems the most thoroughly
to enjoy them. During the first year, 1841, after the grounds
were opened to the public, the number entering the gates was
9174. A gradual increase took place year by year until 18.50,

when 179,627 passed the gates. The next year, the Groat
Exhibition year, saw the number increased to .i27,900. Even
this large number very speedily became surpassed by the

visitors of ordinary years, the number during 1872 being
5.53,219. No doubt the figures for the entire present year
will give the largest number of visitors Kew Gardens has yet

received. The Director, thoroughly taken up as he is with
the scientific character of the gardens, j'et has not neglected

their popular character. The broad avenue leading towards
the Palm house, during the early spring and summer months
is a triumph of floriculture as regards mere masses of colour.

The Khododendron beds, when in bloom, are perfectly match-
less, and the turf beside them a carpet of the most brilliant

dyes. Howeyer ardent a botanist, this much Dr. Hooker

wisely concedes to the vast crowds who come here merely

to enjoy the delights of a glorious garden, set in a still more
glorious pleasure-ground and park. We heartily rejoice to

think that the temporary differences which had arisen between
this truly eminent man and one of the departments of Govern-
ment are now entirely at an end, by the transfer to another

office of the person who had occasioned them. But however
trying it may have been to Dr. Hooker to be engaged in so un-

worthy a contest, he was backed in it by the strenuous support

of the whole scientific world, and he received the strongest

assurances of the confidence and gratitude of the public.

—

{Edinburgh liei'iew.)

SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM BERKIES NOT
POISONOUS.

In answer to your correspondent. "W. S.," I can state a

little incident that occurred this summer. I planted out about

fifty plants of this Solauum in the spring, with the intention

of Hftiug them again in the autumn, as by this plan I find

their berries very much better. Several times during the

summer I saw my children eating the green berries, and I was

rather frightened the first time, but as no evil consequences

ensued I took no further notice. On many occasions since, I

have seen them eating the berries, and last week I saw them
eating some ripe berries which they had picked from some
plants that had come within their reach.

—

William Goldey,

Tlie Niirseri/, ilalvern Street, Sparlcbrooh, Birmingham.

In reply to your correspondent, " W. S.," in No. 6G0, I can

state that the berries of Solanum Capsicastrum are not poison-

ous, at least [not to mice, as, in defiance of cats and traps, I

lost every berry last winter. I believe they did not eat the

seeds, but only the fleshy part of the berry.—Thos. Prossbb,

Gardener, Bridge Hill, Canterbury.

MOLES.
We have plenty of practice, moles being plentiful here.

Wherever moles "rise" (as it is here called) in gardens or

pleasure grounds, the best plan is to find the main run if

possible ; this can be done by treading the soU that the mole

has raised to the point where the run makes an entry into the

garden or grounds ; hero we place the trap. The soil must be

cleared, so as to leave sufficient space to put the trap in the

run. All loose soil should be taken out of the run, and the

same made quite smooth, as if a mole had just passed along

it ; then insert the trap. Now take some of the soil around,

press it together in small lumps; put these over the run

around the trap to prevent the fine soil from falling into the

smooth run. After all holes round the trap are stopped finish

off with fine soU, covering trap and all, thus lea\'ing the run

quite dark. The kind of trap used here is the old wooden

trap common in many parts of the country, but without the

sticks to keep it in its position and to form the spring. Instead

of the sticks we have a piece of wire about the thickness of a

drawing pencil bent in four coils, so as to form a spring—thus,

O The lower end is fitted to the centre of the trap on

the upper side ; the top wire receives the string which is to

strangle the mole. Traps with these springs require no pegs

to keep them in position in the run. Good places to set traps

are where the run crosses a path, or where the surface of the

soil is soUd. We have also caught a good many at the foot

of the garden walls. The months in which we catch most

moles are .July and August, when they seem to run more at

the surface of the ground, especially after heavy rains.

—

G. H. Cooke, Petiiarth.

Polyanthus.— I read with pleasure the observations of

" Philanthos," but find it difficult to cultivate the Polyanthus,

because of slugs and birds. The former are kept at bay by a

rim of lime, but this is so hideous that I would rather dispense

with the plants. " Piiilantiios" is fortunate to have had such

success near a Holly hedge. With respect to thrum-eyed

seedlings, I have found that when planted in rich soil some

have become pin-eyed. I have never seen this noticed in any

work.—G. S.

[Old Furber, who wrote in Queen Anne's time, alludes to

this fact. He says, " Only this I can assure them, that I havo

had several of them that havo been what they call thrum-eyed
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one year and have been piu-eyed the next, and have still

kept their colours."]

THE MUSSEL SCALE OF THE APPLE.
Some persons are only just beginning to be awake to the

serious damage wrought in certain seasons by the scale insects

—

insects which, unfortunately, it is rather difficult to operate

upon, owing to their very cautious habits and their small

size. Also, so far as it is known at present, they enjoy, in the

ease of several species, a comparative immunity from the

attacks of parasitic foes. The above-named scale, known in

science as Aspidiotis conchiformis, should be looked after in

autumn and winter. This attacks the trunks and branches of

both Pear and Apple trees, and where these are neglected, the

insects increase so rapidly that they will produce almost as

unpleasant an appearance as the American blight or Woolly
Aphis, despite their small size. Upon the Pear another scale

(A. ostreieformis) occurs, which is not so common ; it has
been thought by some to be identical with the Apple Mussel
Scale, yet the form suggests a specific difference.

The scale rmder consideration was so named from the seem-
ing resemblance in form to the mollusc, the exterior of the

scale being hard and shining, with margins woolly beneath,

and adhering firmly to the substance on which it may happen
to be. From their occurring at times crowded together in

large numbers, these insects appear to have a turn for sociality.

The shell or shield of the female, as in others of the Coccidse,

forms a nidus for the young, each being the parent, as it is

stated, of forty or fifty ; these are short and whitish in colour,

and soon after they have hatched run about with agility. The
living mature female is more of a livid green hue, this changing
to a brown as she dies-ofl.

Some have strongly recommended washing the trunks of the

trees and syringing the branches, when the leaves have fallen,

either with boihng water or a weak solution of carbonate of

ammonia ; or lime water may be well applied with a brush, care

being taken to get this fully into all crevices. Scraping the

bark needs to be done very judiciously. Mcintosh advocates

the use of spirits of tar, and others have even advised the be-

daubing the branches with a mixture of train and linseed oils.

The remedy Mr. Waterton found so efficacious in the case of

the American blight, might be as valuable if tried for the scale

insect. He says, " I mixed clay with water till it was of such
a consistency that it could be put on to the injured parts of

the tree either with a mason's trowel or with a painter's

brush. I then applied it to the diseased places of the tree,

and it soon smothered every bug. A second coat upon the

first filled up every crack which showed itself when the clay

had become dry, and this resisted for a sufficient length of

time the effects both of sun and rain." Where the Apple
scale occasions most annoyance is when it suddenly shows
itself upon the fruit-bearing branches in May, as it occasion-

ally does through having been overlooked in the preceding
year. The sacrifice of the fruit is then almost unavoidable.

—

J. B. S. C.

NEEDLESS FASTING AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

I SEE that one or two of your correspondents complain of

not being able to obtain breakfast early enough at the Crystal

Palace on Rose-show days. Allow me to say that several years

ago, when I used to go with my Roses, I experienced the same
disappointment. The next year, however, I a few days before

the show wrote to the contractors for refreshments, asking
them whether it would not be possible for me to have some
breakfast about ten o'clock on the Rose-show day. I had a

very polite reply, stating that I could have coffee or tea at

that or any other hour that best suited me, with hot or cold

meat, or bacon and eggs. Accordingly I and a friend who ac-

companied me had about ten o'clock as good a breakfast as
man could desire in one of the private rooms. The charges,
too, were reasonable.—P.

Shepherdia argente.i.—My specimen is swarming with small
drupes or berries for the first time. Whether they are spoilt

by frosts, which have been very severe for many weeks
past, I cannot say; but from the first they resembled an Ivy
berry, clammy and acrid, more suitable for birdlime' than
eatable fruit. The blackbirds, &c., never touch them, though
they are pegging-away at Mountain Ash, Spindle tree, and

many very bitter sorts on the adjoining bushes.—J. Gill-
banks, Cnmhcrland.

PRIZES FOR VIOLETS.
I PURPOSE giving £7 10s. in prizes (see schedule of the

Royal Horticultm-al Society, Feb. 18th) for Violets, in four
prizes each—viz., £2, £1, 10s., and 5s., for The Czar, and the
same amount for Lee's Victoria Eegina, two plants each, to be
shown in 32's, about 7-inch pots. My particular wish being
that Victoria Regina should stand upon its own merits, I have
thought this would be the fairest way of procedure. So three
extra strong plants will be supplied to each exhibitor gratis,

except package, which will be charged Is. each lot, on con-
dition that two plants be exhibited, otherwise they will be
charged 15s. for the three plants, and each person applying
will be required to sign a printed form to that effect. I do
not supply The Czar.

—

George Lee, Market Gardener, Cleve-

duii, Somerset.

BLUE BELL AND RUFFORD ABBEY BLUE
PANSY.

This extremely useful class of bedding plants is becoming very
popular. I am always on the outlook for something cheap
and useful, especially if it can be raised from seed. I therefore

ordered a packet each of the above, with others of proved
merit. I find Blue Bell is a showy interesting variety, but it

must be weeded-out with an unsparing hand, as so many of

the seedlings are worthless and spoil the good effect of those

which come true. It is a pity that an otherwise good variety

should be submitted for pubhc approval before the strain is

properly fixed. I presume that I have the right variety ; the

plant is very dwarf and compact, and there are many shades

of colour, but I prefer that which is about three shades darker

than Perfection. It is much dwarfer in growth, and the flower

of a truer Viola shape than in this well-known variety. It has,

moreover, a yellow disc, which gives it a striking appearance.

Altogether I think when this variety is " fixed " it will take a

place for edging smaU beds equal to any of the best kinds,

and to do this, propagating it by cuttings seems to be the only

sure way. After awhile, when nothing but the true colofir is

grown, I see no reason whj* it could not be obtained true from
seed as well as Perfection. This I have as true as need be

from seed, with only just two really distinct shades produced.

Now as to the Rufford Abbey Blue Pansy. I was led to

beUeve by the catalogue that this would be found a valuable

acquisition, but it has turned out badly. Never did I come
across such a deception. It is really the draughts of the whole
family of Violas, and is best designated the Rufford Abbey
mixture, wherein anything can be found from the old Viola

tricolor to—what shall I say ? Well, really there was not a
flower that a person would admit into a back border. As I

have said, there was our wild V. tricolor, some V. lutea, and
the rest were Pansies, mostly disagreeably-marked yellows,

with just two plants of a small dark blue about the size of a

shilling. Plant growing rather strongly, with very few flowers
;

these have a small yellow disc, surrounded with a very dark

velvety circle of round blotches. This on the ground of a few

shades lighter blue is pretty enough, but the flower being so

small and so sparingly produced, it is very far inferior to other

varieties which we have. Can anyone say if the flower I have

described is the right Rufford Abbey Blue? Never has it

fallen to my lot to be more annoyed throughout the summer
than I have been in the past season with plants raised from a

2s. CJ. packet of the above. I had, unfortunately, put them in a

most conspicuous place at the end of a large ribbon border to

form, as I thought, a blue fringe, but the result was a lesson-

which I shall not soon forget—that is, never to plant a Viola

or a, Pansy until after trial in the reserve garden.—J. Taylor^

Maesgwtjnne, South Wales.

COMBE ABBEY,
THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF CKAVEN.—No. 1.

Inquiring one day where good gardening could bo seen,

the answer was, "Go into the Midland Counties." Meekly
asking " Where ? " the answer was, " Go to Coventry." There

was a look half of anger half of surprise on the one part, on

the other a smile which showed no offence was meant—for

"Go to Coventry" is often so intended. We remember in

our schoolboy days—and the memory of those days strikes one

more vividlv as one grows older—what a lonely despondent)
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object was the boy "in Coventry," b>it unlike him "of that

ilk," as the Scotch wonld say, we were not friendless there,

for we remembered the skilful gardener at Combe Abbey ; and

his many achievements in the exhibition tent fully justified

the remark. If you want to see good gardening " Go to Co-

ventry." Instead, however, of Roing to Coventrj' we went to

Brandon, a small station on the North-Western, nearer London
and nearer Combe, but less convenient in point of time. Ou
through the village, on through a long ride, and Combe Abbey
is sighted from afar. It is yet a long way to the gardens,

and whilst journeying thither we wUl endeavour to call upon
our historical recollections.

Combe Abbey—that is, " The VaUey Abbey," as it was named
by the Cistercian Monks, for whom it was founded and given to

them by Richard de CauviUe, was erected in the reign of liing

Stephen, in the first haU of the twelfth century. It was sup-

pressed in the reign of Henry VIII., aud in the following reign

was granted to .John Earl of Warwick, after whose attainder

it was leased to Robert Keylway, Surveyor of the Court of

Wards and Liveries, and by tho marriage of his daughter it

passed to Lord Harrington. Their daughter (Coixntess of Bed-
ford) eventually inherited it ; but her ruinous extravagance

compelled its sale, and it was purchased by au aucestor of the

Earl of Craven, its present possessor. That ancestor was Sir

William Craven, Lord Mayor of London in IGIO, and he gave

£20,000 to his son William to be employed in purchasing a

lauded estate to be entailed. This money was invested in the

purchase of Combe Abbey. His son was created Earl of Craven
in the reign of Charles I.

The chief part of the mansion as it now exists was built by
Lord Harrington on the ruins of the Abbey.
The park is about a thousand acres in extent, aud though

L'olilliE Al;l;t.v.

flat, is well wooded. The situation, however, is elevated,

being a table land on what is termed the backbone of England,
and Cdventry is some .330 feet above the level of the sea.

Chestnuts, Oaks, Elms, and Scotch Firs are represented by
stately trees, and the rides, especially that called " Twelve-
o'clock Ride," some two miles long, are, no doubt, in summer
of great beauty, and oven in winter they have a striking effect.

The mansion, of which wo give a representation of the west
front, is not placed in a commanding position, for it lies

somewhat in a hollow as compared to the general surface

of the surrounding park. In front of it, as seen in the
engraving, is a lake of great extent and fine outline, pre-

senting a beautiful expanse of smooth water, and between
it and the mansion there is nothing intervening save the two
quadrants of close-shaven velvety turf sloping down to the
water. The water also passes along the south front, where
it is crossed by a bridge ; here, however, it has far from an
ornamental character, save where Mr. Miller has improvised

a broken waterfall with stones from the old Abbey, planting
the sides with Pampas Grass, Furze, Ac. There is here an
excellent view across the park from a terrace on the east front

of the house, which portion, it may be remarked, is of recent

erection. Forming part of the mansion on this side is a
conserratory, but it is not well adapted for plant-keeping,

like many other conservatories into the construction of which
stone enters largely, and it is contemplated to turn it to other

purposes. At present it is principally filled with Orange trees

and CameUias, with a noble pair of Dracffina australis ; but

for plants requiring much light it is not suitable, and being,

moreover, very inconvenient of access for attending to, re-

moving, and replacing plants, it is intended to convert it to

other purposes. Near the house the naturally flat surface has

been diversified by the formation of banks aud mounds with

the soil thrown out from the lake, and these are appropriately

planted with clumps of Rhododendrons aud other evergreens.

On one of these elevations are several fine specimens of Wel-
lingtonia gigantea beautifully feathered to the ground ; these

were planted in nothing but clay which had been well exposed

to the weather; and Cupressus Lawsouiana is everywhere

plentiful and thriving, Mr. Miller having raised a large number
of seedlings, some of which exhibit a considerable diversity of

character. It is used also as a hedge-plant,, and is found to

bear the shears well. There is a broad avenue on grass extend-

ing nearly east and west for about '250 yards, partly planted

with Araucarias.now 1.5 to 18 feet high, and for tho remainder

of the distance with Spruce Firs probably sixty years old.

These had been deprived of their leaders when quite young,

and have consequently thrown out a dense mass of brauches

all the way up, presenting the appearance of truncated cones,

with the lowest branches spreading in a wide circle at tho base.

There is no flower garden in immediate connection with tho

house, but on the east side of the Welliugtonia bank before
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noticed there is an arrangement of betls, having a conical

mound in the centre, surrounded by two concentric beds,

T^ifh an opening to give access to the mound, and on the face

of the slope a number of oblong beds converging towards

the centre and narrowing at their inner ends. Near this there

are also a neatly laid-out rosery, and cones which in summer
are covered with Geraniums ; and a short distance from the

horseshoe-shaped croquet lawn is another small flower garden,

having for its centre a raised circular bed, the wooden sides of

which are covered with Ivy, and around it are neatly-designed

beds of which it would be impossible to give a correct idea of

the outlines without a diagram, but which form an harmonious
whole. Before quitting the pleasure grounds we may mention
that there are here and there other cones for bedding plants

in summer, and that the most has been made of the situation

by winding walks and the artificial eminences already noticed,

and, finally, that to Mr. Miller is due the credit of layiug-out

the whole. Farther from the house are some noble specimens
of Scotch Fir and Picea Pinsapo, together with fine avenues of

the latter tree, WeUingtonias, and Deodars.

A CENTUEY OF ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 14.

CATTLEYA.

This genus is a very extensive one, and, moreover, contains

some species which produce the largest and most richly-

coloured flowers of any Orchids in cultivation, so that it is not

at all surprising that they are great favourites with all growers

of this order. They are all natives of America, some being

found at considerable elevations in New Grenada, but the

majority occur in Brazil. Cattleyas all make pseudobulbs,

and the flowers are produced upon a raceme which issues from
the apex, at the base of the blade of the leaf or leaves ; the ra-

ceme in its young state is protected by a sheath, through which
the flowers escape when approaching maturity. They grow in

a state of nature upon the branches of forest trees, and some-
times upon rocks, and may be regarded as amongst the easiest

plants to cultivate if a Uttle care and thought are bestowed
upon them. To these general remarks, however, there are a

few exceptions, for some species I have found extremely diffi-

cult to manage. No doubt this difticulty arises from a want
of knowledge of theu' peculiar surroundings in their native

habitats, and consequently we have not been able to discover

their requirements ; but as these particular kinds will not be

recommended to my amateur friends in this enumeration, we
may dismiss them at once, and accept the general rule that

Cattleyas are easily grown under the conditions already laid

down. If desired they may be grown upon blocks of wood, but

I am under the impression that, saving in a few instances,

they succeed far best in pots ; di'ainage must be good, and kept

in perfect worldng order, and, to prevent recapitulation, I would
advise my readers to bear in mind the remarks upon this sub-

ject in a former ai'ticle.

For soil use good fibrous peat, from which nearly all the soil

has been well beaten ; use it in moderate-sized lumps, and
mix with it some chopped living sphagnum moss and a little

clean silver sand. The plant should be elevated above the rim
of the pot, and cave must be taken that the decumbent stem
is not buried below the soil, or it will be very apt to cause the

decay of the eyes. In the matter of water Cattleyas are some-
what particular, and although they like an abundant supply to

their roots and in the atmosphere, they do not like much from
the syringe, unless they are suspended upon blocks of wood

;

indeed I have seen the use of the syringe amongst them at-

tended with very bad consequeuces through the decay of their

young shoots, which often occurs from the water lodging in

the large sheathing scales which envelope the pseudobulbs in

a yoimg state.

After the growing season is past most of the species belong-

ing to this genus should have a good rest, but it is even quite

possible to starve these until the pseudobulbs grown thin and
wrinkled—a state which is sure to be foUoweJ by weak and
puny growth ; therefore I say, Rest them thoroughly, but do
not carry system to such an extreme as to risk the health or

destroy the vigour of the plant. By attention to the above
simple rules I have had great success with the majority of the

kinds now in cultivation, and therefore consider I am ciuite

justified in saying they are easy to grow. I once heard a

young man commence to read an essay upon their cultivation

by saying that Cattleyas required a very rich and deep soil to

send their long thick roots into ; this assertion, however, pro-

duced such roars of laughter from the young gardeners as-

sembled, that the poor fellow doubled-up his essay, put it in
his pocket, and left the room in disgust, and was never after-

wards heard to venture an opinion upon Orchid-growing ; and
as I never saw this deep-cultivation system carried out, it is

quite beyond my power to give any details in these pages.
C. Tr.iAN.B.—A species which in growth very much resembles

C. Mossiie. It usually attains a height of from 12 to 15 inches,
the pseudobulbs being stout, each bearing a single, thick,
fieshy, rather pale green leaf. Unlike the last-named species,

however, its lovely flowers are produced late in autumn and
winter, a circumstance which is sure to endear it to the hearts
of the majority of amateur growers, whilst those who only
countenance summer-flowering kinds suitable for exhibition
purposes do not find space for it in their collections ; but by so
excluding them they deny themselves of one of the richest and
most gorgeous displays to be found amongst Orchids, second
only to that produced by C. Mossia;, and perhaps more ap-
preciable than even that, on account of their serving to make
the heart glad just at the time that Englishmen, in their dank
and foggy atmosphere, are all supposed by some of our friends
across the water to be brooding over suicide, and therefore
as a preventive to a fit of melancholy I say grow a lot of

Cattleya Trianas. There are many varieties of this plant ; that
which is considered to be the normal state of the species pro-
duces flowers 5 or G inches in breadth, the sepals and petals

are broad and rosy blush in colour ; lip large, and of the same
colour, the front being tipped with rich purple, and the throat
stained with orange inside. The variations from this, however,
are great. Some have the sepals and petals wholly clear rose
with a rosy-violet lip ; others have this deep-coloured lip with
white sepals and petals ; whUst one beautiful variety has pure
white flowers, saving the orange-yeUow throat of the lip, and a
tinge of soft rose in front. These exquisite flowers are borne
upon erect racemes, and remain in perfection nearly a month
if kept in an atmosphere free from damp. Native of New
Grenada.

C. MossLE.—This superb plant is grown by the dozen by
many Orchid-growers, and amply it repays for any space or
trouble which may be devoted to it. As a rule this species

attains the height of 12 or 15 inches ; occasionally, however,
varieties are found far below this size, and also larger. The
pseudobulbs bear a single, thick, and leathery dark green leaf,

from the base of which and the top of the pseudobulb the
racemes of flowers are produced, and which in their youngest
and most tender days are enclosed in a fleshy sheath which
grows up with the young leaf ; the racemes bear from three to

five flowers, each of which measures from 3 to 6 inches in
diameter. As regards colour I am at a loss, for scarcely two
plants can be found exactly alike, whilst the breadth of sepals

and petals, as well as size of the labellum, is equally variable.

Amongst the hundi'eds, however, which have come under my
notice, I have not seen one which I could say was not worth
growing, although, by comparison, some were infinitely in-

ferior to others. As a rule the sepals and petals may be said to

be deep blush, the lip large, stained at the base with orange,
the centre in front being suffused with rich violet rose, the

edoB being paler and prettily fringed ; these colours vary in

intensity, as do also *' --".'.' " 'jins of the margins in the
numerous V.

' "- — pretty enough, l .^gj.g of this species are
produced dm-i.^^"" ^'.y^'," June, ana'.j"ii"iy, and continue in full

beauty for eral weeks. Native of La (ruayra.

C. AcLANiyi.'5.—In every respect different from the previously-

named members of this fimily; it is a dwarf-growing species,

the pseudobulbs being slender, and seldom more than 5 or
inches ; -hese bear a pair of ovate or nearly round, thick,

leathery, dark green leaves ; the raceme bears several large

flowers, the sepals and petal'- of which are tawny yellow, trans-

versely barred with chocola.- ; the lip is spreading, and of a
rich rose colour. These colours, however, vary considerably in

different varieties. It blooms during June and July, and lasts

nearly a month in full beauty. It appears to be tolerably

plentiful in the neighbourhood of Bahia and several other
parts of Brazil.

C. jiAxniA.

—

A. winter- blooming species of great beauty, and
therefore doubly valuable in the eyes of those who do not
devote their entire space and attention to those kinds which
bloom in time for summer exhibitions. The plant in question
grows some 12 or IS inches high, bearing a pair of leaves on
the top of the pseudobulb, from between these the raceme
rises, bearing from five to ten flowers ; sepals and petals bright

rose ; lip rose, beautifully streaked and veined with violet and
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crimson. It lasts nearly a month in beanty if care is taken to

keep the flowers dry. Native of Colombia.

C. LABiATA.—SimUar in habit to C. Mossiir, but more robust,

with broader and darker foliage ; the flowers are very large,

and produced during autumn and winter ; the racemes bear

three or four flowers, each from i to inches from tip to tip of

the sepals, which are broad, and rich deep rose colour ; lip large,

rose colour at the base, but stained in front with rich deep
crimson. There are several varieties of this plant. Native of

Brazil.

C. Warnerii.—This is one of the handsomest of the summer-
blooming kinds; it is a plant of robust growth, with stout

pseudobulbs and broad leathery leaves, evidently related to

the preceding species. There are many varieties which have
been imported in some quantities, but nearly all fall far short

of the original form, in which the flowers are about G inches

across; sepals and petals broad and of good substance, and deep
rose in colour ; lip large, beautifully fringed in front, and deep
rich crimson. It lasts a long time in full beauty.

C. ExoNiENSis.—A hybrid between C. Mossia; and Lfclia

purpurata, produced in this country by Mr. Dominy, and at

once one of the most beautiful and free-flowering kinds we
have. In habit the plant is intermediate, and produces a large

raceme, bearing from three to five flowers ; sepals and petals

broad, soft rose colour; lip much enlarged in front, where the

colour is an intensely rich velvety rose-purple lined with gold,

the throat being soft golden yellow. It is at present rather

rare, bu^ should be added to every collection.

L-ELIA.

This genus differs but Uttle from the preceding in general
appearance, and in treatment entirely conforms to the rules laid

down for its management ; the great point of distinction lies

in the number of pollen-masses, which, however, is not
material to the amateur.

L. ELEOASS.—A plant which no collection should lack ; it

usually grows about 2 feet high, bearing upon its somewhat
slender pseudobulbs a pair of leathery dark green leaves, from
between which the racemes rise. There are an immense
quantity of varieties, but the sepals and petals in the ordinary
form are white tinged with rose, and the lip is a brilliant shade
of purple. They are produced during the autumn months.
Native of Brazil.

L. Perrinii.—This is another charming plant, producing
it.s flowers during autumn and winter. In habit of growth it

resembles a Gattleya, and bears a single leaf upon the top of

the pseudobulbs ; the racemes bear several flowers : sepals and
petals Ught vinous purple, lip crimson in front, with a white
throat. It is thoroughly distinct from any other kind in culti-

vation. Native of Brazil about Rio.

L. poRPUR-iTA.—This stately plant is the most magnificent
of all the tribe; the pseudobulbs are stout, and bear upon the
apex a very large, oblong, thick, leathery dark green leaf ; the
raceme is produced from the junction of the two, and bears
from four to six flowers, measuring 5 or G inches in diameter

;

in fine examples the Eepals and petals are broad and pure
white ; lip large, dark purple in colour, tinged with rosy-purple,
throat white. There are numerous slight variations from tlwse
colours, but all are beantifnj '- " - -s during the .,pring and
Bummer months, and ''-'" '^^'' ^, ™. ''" j perfection.

Native of Brazil.

—

ExiIuioXhkde. " ^"f '"
.

IMPEOVEMENT IT< ITALY.
Mt object in staying at Avezzano was not to look at the

town, but to inspect the works by which Prince Inrlonia has
converted what was once a marsh, forty-two miles 'in circum-
ference, called Lake Fucino or ^i Celano, into a fertile rural
district, intended to support Pad accommodate two or three
thousand labourers. It is an enterprise in which Imperial
Rome, in the palmy days of her power, had at first failed, and
at last only partially succeeded, while the neglect of after ages
had almost entirely obliterated every trace of her achievements.
The lake was an inconvenient neighbour to the Province, and
as the ebb and flow of its level wrought either flood or fever to

the surrounding villages, Caisar, we are told, and after him
Claudius and Nero, bethought themselves of a remedy for the
evil by an outlet which should discharge the waters of the lake
into the Liris, the bed of which was about 80 feet below the
bottom of the lake. The intention of the Romans was, how-
ever, not to drain the lake, but simply to reduce it to one-third
of its original dize. The work of the Cffisars was not properly

executed, nor was it thoroughly mended by the exertions of th(»

later Emperors who took it in hand. The Middle Ages foand
the channel already choked-up, and the efforts of the Empe-ror
Frederick II., the creative spirit of this region, to re-open it,

were unavailing. It was this task, to which so many great
sovereigns had proved unequal, that a private mau. Prince
Torlonia, took upon himself. He bought-off a company which
had obtained a grant of the lake in 1852, but which failed in
its attempts, and, with the aid of English, French, and Swiss
engineers, he went to work in good earnest in 1858. He ex-

pected at first that the work could be achieved at an outlay of

1,000,000 Roman crowns (£200,000), but he soon found out
that the expense would exceed twice that sum—indeed, it is

said to have risen to more than £1,000,000; and, in spite of

his well-known enormous wealth, the peasants of the environs
doubted " whether Torlonia would drain the lake, or the lake

drain Torlonia." His success was, however, splendid. He re-

opened and greatly widened the old Roman channel, and made
it four miles in length and about 21 yards in width. Through
this channel an extent of about 3G,000 acres of the lake was
drained, and the whole ground will, it is said, bo laid bare and
brought into cultivation before next spring.

I drove out to see this stupendous work early in the morning,
as the thick autumn mist broke before the rays of a sickly sun,
giving, in spite of the popular proverb, a very faint hope of a
fine day. Where a huge lock moderates the outflow of the
water a monumental building in white Travertine is now rising,

to be dedicated, it is said, to the Immaculate Conception, but
on a central monolith of which an inscription will send down
to posterity the date of the achievement and the name of its

princely promoter. The ground rescued from the lake haa
already been cut out into large squares, intersected by magni-
ficent roads, along which are to rise four hundred peasant
dwellings, with twenty-four chapels and two convents. These
buildings, and the barns, sheds, and other premises necessary
for cultivation on the largest scale, will be raised at a cost of

£160,000. The whole estate of 15,000 hectares will be organ-
ised as a monster model farm, to bo colonised by labourers
from the various estates of the Prince. Large tracts of the
ground reclaimed are already yielding corn crops at a profit of

30 to 30 per cent., and will continue to do so for three years
without manure, while the upper slopes of the lake bed are

mantled over with young low vineyards, the produce of which
can hardly fail to be of the best quality.

—

[Correspondent of ths

Times.)

PBEPARING FOR WINTER—PLANT
PROTECTION.

At the present price of coal, economy in its consumption
becomes a very important part of garden economics ; and as

very probably we may have a hard winter before us through
which to tide tender plants, a few hints with regard to tho
means of bringing them safely through the coming months
with as little demand as may be on the coal vault and heatirg
apparatus will not be unreasonable, and may be of use to some
of our readers. In the first place, the too common practice of

hard firing, with a view to keeping-up an unnecessarily high night
temperature, is one that with advantage might be considerably
modified. The apprehension of injury from the fall of the
mercury at night is much greater than it need be. More espe-
cially may this be the case where plants are grown through
the summer and autumn as they ought to bo, in a wholesome,
invigorating atmosphere, with plenty of light and air, resulting

in glossy leathery foliage, and stout short-jointed growths.
Plants grown in this way will come safely through with the
mercury standing in the morning at a point which might not
bo for the advantage of kindred plants, whose puny and attenu-
ated growths had been developed under the opposite or cod-

dling system. The fact is, we are going against nature's way
when going-in for high night temperatures at any season ; but
more especially is this the case at the season of rest, when the
supposed desirable point is to be kept up by fire heat. If,

instead of relying so much on fire heat, our people would have
more faith in external coverings of sorao kind, it would be to
the advantage of themselves and their plants. Its adoption
would relieve them from anxiety during the prevalence of frost,

even though the fire should go out and the pipes cool down ;

and the plants, not being unseasonably stimulated, would be in
somewhat more natural condition when again entering on their

season of growth. Protection in this way may bo effected,

either by the protecting material being made to run up and
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down on rollers, or having it strained on light, portable, wooden
frames, easy to put on, and easy to remove. In small houses
and amateur practice the protecting material may be made to
run up and down on the inside, instead of outside the glass
roof. The important point to attend to is, that the canvas or
other material does not rest on the glass, but that by means of
transverse slips nailed on the roof a stratum of an inch or more
of air may intervene between it and the covering.

It is in this way that double glazing forms so efficient a
protecting medium. A very noteworthy case of its value came
onder our notice, when during the course of a severe winter
and frost prevailing, the boiler and heating apparatus got
suddenly out of order, and some time elapsed before they could
be availed of. Nevertheless, the collection of plants, a choice
and varied one too, was none the worse though having nothing
to protect them from the enemy without than the warm blan-
ket of air which intervened between the double surface of glass.
So, too, in covering pits and frames, where more rough and
ready material is put under requisition, such as hay, straw,
fern, or htter, this principle should be borne in mind and
acted on, taking care that the medium which holds a large
body of air and lies loosely should be placed next the glass,
and the mat or other cover above it. This order is in practice
very often reversed, the closely hugging mat going on first, and
the straw or other loose material last. If snow come, it should
be borne in mind that it is a most excellent non-conductor of
ieat, and an admirable protecting material, which one should
be slow to remove from pits or frames over which it has
-thrown its sheltering mantle. If, too, frost be sharp and per-
sistent, necessitating keeping plants closely covered and dark,
the very common mistake of removing their coverings when a
thaw sets in, and suddenly exposing the plants to the action
of light and sunshine, should be carefully avoided. This in
practice is often productive of more injury to plants than the
actual touch of the frost. To give a familiar itstance : Potatoes
in pits may be actually frozen, and yet they will turn out quite
eafe, provided the pits be not opened immediately after, and
the tubers exposed. If the exposure be sudden the result will
'he very different.

We venture these few hints in view of a contingency which
the gardener and amateur plant-grower have now, owing to the
dearness and scarcity of fuel, more reason than heretofore to
dread—a severe winter. Their further development, as well
as practical application, should such unfortunately be neces-
sary, may be very safely left to the intelligence and skill of
such of our readers as are immediately interested.— {Irish
Farmers' Gazette.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We recently announced that a Grand Hoeticultueal Ex-

siBiTioN is fixed to be held at the Lower Grounds, Aston
Park, Birmingham, on the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th of July nest,
under the title of " The Midland Counties Grand Horticultural
Exhibition." In addition to money prizes, amounting to £1000,
five silver challenge cups, value twenty-five guineas each, will
be awarded to the winners of the principal prizes ; one for
plants, one for fruits, one for vegetables, one for cut Boses
(nurserymen), and another for cut Roses (amateurs).

On the 11th inst. Messrs. Sutton & Sons gave their
annual dinner to those employed in their establishment at
Beading. We agree with Messrs. Sutton in thinking that such
meetings promote cordiality between the employed and the
employer.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

We have lately experienced such a continuance of wet weather,
that it has been impossible to proceed with out-door work every
day, but we trust that there are few instances in which the
labourers have been thrown out of employ. It is true there are
some gardeners who can scarcely find sufficient for garden
labourers to do for the space of one day, but we never yet knew
one skilled in his profession who could not employ hia men
for weeks within-doors in various ways to forward labour at a
future time. Numberless things might be made by them which
are now purchased at a distance, and consequently do not bene-
fit the poor in the neighbourhood. If the soil in the frames in
which the roots of Asparagus are planted should become dry, it
wiU be necessary to water it with water of the temperature of
the bed

; but this is not often required if the bed heats mode-
Mtely and the roots were properly watered when planted.
There should be at least 5 or G inches of soil of a loose open

texture, such as leaf mould or old tan, above the crowns of the
roots after they begin to shoot. Admit air freely every day to
the productive beds. Where Beans have been planted in rows
and have made their appearance, draw the earth in ridges on.
each side of them, so as to afford some little protection from
cold cutting winds ; Peas in rows should be similarty managed.
Watch narrowly for slugs among the young Cauliflower plants,
and keep them free from dead leaves. If any are iplanted in
pots for the purpose of protecting during severe wefither, they
must be carefully attended to with water, otherwise ill the spring
it will be found that the time and trouble have beet uselessly
expended. TJiose Cucumbers in pots or tubs in forcing houses
will require a little fresh soil over the roots occasionally ; this
will keep them in vigorous health. As Dwarf Kidney, Beans are
gi-eatly subject to the attacks of insects in forcing houses, every
known means should be used to keep them under ; they should
be frequently sprinkled with water, and if the red spider be-
comes numerous, a little sulphur should be mixed with the
water. Any Herbs that may be wanted in a green state should
be taken up with balls of earth about their roots, and imme-
diately potted and jjlaced in a forcing house. The young Lettuce
plants in frames should have all the air that can be given them
in mild weather. Keep them and also those in the borders free
from dead leaves and litter of all sorts hkely to harbour slugs.
Take up and pot old roots of lihubarb for forcing if a succession
is required, or they may be laid in a Mushi'oom housejthat is at
work, and sUghtly covered with soil.

'

FRUIT garden.
Proceed with the pruning and naiUug fruit trees in all favour-

able weather, as, if wholly deferred until spring, the proper per-
formance of these operations will be apt to interfere \^th other
matters demanding attention. If the trees were suitablylattended
to in the summer, there will not be much useless matter to be
removed now. Vines and Raspberries deprived previously of
all unnecessary wood had better have the shoots remaining left
unshortened until the rigour of winter shall have passed. The
spurs of Currant trees should be cut-in pretty closely to the
stems, and the leading shoots considerably shortened if quaUty
rather than quantity is aimed at. Gooseberries may be treated
in a similar manner, if the preferable method is not adopted of
having the fruit produced chiefly on the young wood, or on
small spurs on wood of two or three year's growth. Apples and
Pears against walls should have their fruit bearing spurs kept
as near the wall as possible, not only to secure the benefit of
the wall, and prevent the unsightliness of long, rampant, over-
grown spurs, but also for obtaining good-sized well-flavoured
fruit. Attention to the short spurs produced on good healthy
trees when gi'owing naturally as standards will furnish a good
lesson on this subject. In the case of some of our best sorts of
Pears which have a tendency to form a bold blossom-bud at the
ends of short shoots of the present year's growth, care should be
taken to retain a sufficiency, and, if long enough, to fasten them
closely to the wall. Plums may be pruned much the same
as Pears, but as the best fruit is generally produced on wood of
two or three yecrs' growth, care should be taken to lay-in a little

wood every season. Those not much accustomed to nailing are
very apt either to use shreds too short or too many of them.
Trees, especially young ones, are often irreparably ruined by
the former, and made to resemble rag-shops by the latter.

Comparatively few shreds will be necessary if placed alter-

nately, with a slight strain upon the upper and lower sides of

the shoots, and if the stronger ends are fastened with willows
or ro^ ^ yarns. However pretty it may bo to see trees beautifully
trained, ,^Jerting that object by driving-in nails close to the
branch, or pu;t'ng a strain upon it so as to endanger the bark,
ought on no pretence to be allowed. Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots.—Unfasten the young shoots so far from the wall that
they will incur no risk of being blown about by boisterous winds,
in order that the part iirsviously reposing against the wall may
be duly ripened before i' is exposed to severe frost, and also
that active vegetation m? , be retarded to a later period in the
spring. Where thin tiles i i'd been placed on part of the border
next the wall for radiating 1 it and keeping the border moist,
they may be removed to pri- -iut them from being broken by
frost or the performance of lb - necessary operations ; or if not
considered too valuable, and if che drainage was very defective,
they might be bedded in clay, Sic, to throw the water off the
border.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Those who are fortunate enough to have the command of a

gravel pit should get a good supply i ravel provided whenever
the weather is suitable for that k -' work. See also to

having plenty of soil prepared for ii ,ug cuttings in the
spring, and have draining materials for p^.i^s prepared and sorted
out in sizes. As soon as the leaves of the trees have all fallen

there should be a general cleaniug-up ; it would be of no avail

to clean-up a portion of the ground, as du- ing high winds the
leaves would blow about in all directions. The leaves and
sweepings of the walks may be laid about th^ shrubs in the
shrubbery, and to prevent them blowing about ihoy should be
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sliKhtly covered with soil. This mode of proceeding will be
iufiuitely better for the shnibs than digging amougst them.
Contiuue plantiug during mild weather.

STOVE.
Keep the Enrface of the soil in the pots free from weeds, also

moss and Ik-hen, but in doing this do not loosen the soil so

as to iojurei the roots near the surface. Keep every plant free

from dead Cleaves, and all climbing plants that are making
growth shottld be neatly tied-up. Sprinkle the flues and paths
frequently fchen strong fires are kept-up, so as to counteract the
constant drkin of moisture which takes place.

CONSERVATOKY AND GREENHOnSE.
As the Chrysanthemums are removed after flowering, their

places should be supplied with flowering plants from the forcing
pit, or in the absence of these, the plants should be set at a greater
distance ajjart, so that no vacancy may appear.

PITS AND FB.IMES.
A free admission of air must be given to Auriculas, Carna-

tions, ttc, but they must be preserved from excessive moisture.
Immediately worms are observed in any of the pots turn out
the plants and remove them without breaking the ball of earth,

or they may be watered with lime water. Continue to take
plants into the pits for forcing if none have been previously
prepared. Such plants as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Roses,
Pinks, Ltcj may now be taken np with good balls of earth about
their roots, and potted and forced immediately.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
. FBUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

In this department pruning, making alterations, digging and
trenching, will occupy our time while the present fine weather
lasts. In previous communications it was stated that the
greater portion of the pruning was done during the summer
months. ] The trees that were not pruned are Morello Cherries
on wails, on espaliers, and trained as pyramids on the Mahaleb
stock. The pruning they require now is merely to thin-out the
wood where it is too much crowded, and to shorten the young
wood where it has grown-out too much. Apple and Pear trees
which have grown sufficiently large and bear freely are some-
times omitted. Some of the larger branches of these require to

be cut out if they are too thickly placed, and all the young wood
should be cut-back to the small eyes at the base of the shoot.
The treatment of the roots is equally important with that
required 'for the branches. Large trees planted between the
kitchen-garden quarters have no special treatment. When the
qoarters are dug or trenched over, the space occupied by the
trees or Gooseberry bushes is lightly forked-over at the same
time, so as to make the whole assume a tidy appearance. On
the borders wholly devoted to fruit trees, they can have that
treatment which is deemed most suitable to tkem, without in-
terfering with the requirements of any other crop. The surface
of the borders should now be dressed over with decayed frame
manure to be dug-in early in spring.
We have also been relaying Box edgings to the kitchen gar-

den paths ; in many places the Box had died-out, leaving blanks
which made the edgings unsightly. We might have filled the
blanks with Box, but it would still have caused the row to look
nnsigttly. The manner in which the work is done is this : The
whole row of Box is dug-up after the gravel to the distance
of li foot from the edging has been shovelled or drawn-oft with
a rake, the ground is then dug-up, mixing some fresh soil from
the border during the process. Along the line where the Box is

to be planted the ground must be made quite firm by repeated
treading ; it is then raked over and made perfectly level by
beating with the back of a spade after the line has been stretched
tinhtly in its place. When the line is quite tight it will show
any inequalities in the edging.

FORCING HOUSES.
We are very careful not to excite Pines: i ato growth at this

period of the year ; even in the fmitiag-honse where fruit in
various stages are swelling and ripeni:ig-off, or jnst throwing-up,
the house is seldom above 60° at night. We have usually at
this season turned over the sj^^nt tan when the heat had
declined to 75° or 80', and mixed .t with fresh ; but great caution
is necessary where this is done, as the bottom heat ri.ees quickly
after the operation. Should it rise over 90°, it is best to lift the
pota out and stand them rn the surface of the bed. Extreme
care is also requisite as regards watering the pots. The plants
not throwing-up fruit w'ol not require any water; those bearing
fruit should not be al'.^^wed to get dust-dry, otherwise the fruit
will shrivel and become worthless.
Lat« vineria iiave to be looked-to twice a-week. All decaying

leaves which part readily from the stalks are picked-ofi from
the Vines ard removed from the house ; they would otherwise
impprcer"' jiy throw-off moisture and cause the fruit to mildew.
Wc- hi..*' much difficulty in preserving the fruit from decay while
the I „»ve3 are falling; the heating apparatus is warmed nearly
every day, but is allowed to cool-down before the house is shut-
np in the afternoon. On very damp days, and especially when

we are enveloped in fogs, the heat is not put on, nor are the
ventilators opened. It may be as well to state that Gros
Guillaume, better known under the name of Barbarossa, is the
best keeper we have, not excepting Lady Downe's ; large com-
pact bunches have not yet had a single decayed berry removed
from them. Started the earliest vinery this week. The borders
outside and inside had a thorough soaking with tepid watery
that on the outside is covered with fermenting material. The
night temperature of the house is about 00^, as the weather is

mild ; during frosts the house would fall to 40^. The Vines are
syringed twice daily, and the paths, walls of the house, &c., are
also sprinkled over, any plants in the house being freely wetted
with the syringe.
Removed a few pots of Sea-kale to the forcing house ; the

roots had been previously potted and plunged out of doors, and
successive batches are taken in as they are required. The pots
are also plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse in the house, the
material being placed over the crowns to the depth of 9 inches.
It is necessary to cover the pots as deep as this, otherwise the
Sea-kale will not be nicely blanched.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Being exhibitors of Chrysanthemums, much of our time was

employed in getting ready the plants and blooms for the exhi-
bition which was held on Saturday last. Visitors to the Chrys-
anthemum shows marvel at the size of the blooms which they
see in the stands, and wonder how it is that their plants at
home do not produce such flowers. The reason is that the
plants receive special treatment ; one plant is grown in a 9-inch
pot, two in an 11 inch, or three in a 13-inch pot, and each plant
is allowed to carry only from three to six flowers, and the buds
are thinned-out in September as soon as they are formed. IJ

the plants are potted in suitable material, which should be good
turfy loam three parts, and one part of rotted manure, liberal

supplies of manure water from the time the flower-buds are set

until the flowers are nearly expanded, will produce the results

which may be seen at our exhibitions. Another matter which
may be noticed, as it will be useful to purchasers, might have
been observed at the exhibitions this year : In one catalogue
there is a flower named Pink Perfection, in another it is Miss
Mary Morgan ; they are identical, and were both sent out the
same year at a long price. Again, Lady St. Clair, Empress of

India, White Queen of England, and Mrs. Cunningham, all

seem to be white sports of Queen of England. If Empress oS

India is purchased, all the others may be left out. In our col-

lection of blooms this year a large proportion had been destroyed
by mildew before the flowers were fully open. This has been
attributed to two causes : First, the plants were exposed to a
severe frost before they were taken into the house ; and second,
the bed on which the pots stand is composed of cocoa-nut fibre

refuse. This material is very good for the purpose in summer,
but it retains a large quantity of moisture, which is slowly given
off when the house is shut-up. The way in which the frost

might cause the mischief was, that wherever the flowers had
shown colour the florets were damaged, and, as a consequence^
decay speedily sets in.

FLOWER GABDEN.
Cut off the decayed stems of Lilies in the Rhododendron beds,

and as the surface of the beds was comparatively dry, hoed-up
the weeds and raked the ground over ; this has made all right

for the winter. The beds not planted with spring-flowering
plants have been manured and dug over; the surface will thus
be exposed to the weather all through the winter, and after

being lightly " pointed" over before the plants are put out, will

be in good order for them.—J. Douglas.

TEADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Edwin Cooling, Mile-Ash Nurseries, Derby.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, Shruhs, tjbc.

W. Chater, Saffron Walden.

—

Catalogue of Hollyhocks and
Hoses.
Ewing& Co., Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, and Cringle-

ford, Norwich.

—

Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, dc.
Kelway & Son, Royal Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

—

Cata-
logue of Gladioli.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, Upton Nurseries, Chester.

—

Cata-
logue of Forest and Ornatnental Trees, Evergreens, (6c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no ono will write privately to any of tho

correspondents of tho " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the .Journal of Horticulture, <£c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

CoLouEED Platbs OF Fbuits (J. Htc.L).—Wo know of uono except in

high-prio«d books.
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Transplanting Celery (A Constant Reader).—Once transplanting is

sufficient before planting in the trenches.

Tomato Cdxtujre (D. P. Q.}.—There is no foundation for your insinu-

ations.

Cleaning Zinc Labels (L. R. L.).—Kub them with sand paper.

Peaes (L M. a.).—Large varieties for stewing—Catillac, Gilogil, and Veni-
lam. Dessert Pears ripe at Christmas—Beurre d'Aremberg, Glou Mori,-eau,

and Monarch.

Sdttons' Plourball Potato.—"'D.,Deal" asks where I got the Suttons'
Bed-skin Flourball Potato seed. They came from Messrs. Sutton, Reading,
in January, 1871, and my unfavourable opinion was formed from the quality

of tboiQrst year's crop, which was in no respect superior to what I have grown
from seed laised here in subsequent years. I have tried these " Red Flour-
balls" in different suils under different culture, but the result has always
been ihe same, and they remain simply uneatable. AVest Cornwall, however,
as I have already said, is a bad late-Potato district, so the results which I

have complained of may not have occurred elsewhere.—\V.

Neglected Wall Trees (B. K. L.).—We do not advise radical treatment,
such as digging the trees out or cutting close-in to the bole of the tree. You
may get the trees into tolerably good shape in the course of three years by
judicious management, but they will not make such handsome specimens as
those which have been well managed from the first. Those trees which have
not produced fruit-buds may be cut well hack, all projecting laterals being cut
close to the wall ; these, by proper summer pruning and training, may be
made nice fruit-beariag specimens next summer. The others may have the
projecting laterals cut back where the operation does not interfere with the
succeeding crop of fruit.

Labels (H. H. H.).~Try Bell & Thorpe's, of Stratford-on-Avon. Write to
them, and say what you want.

Names op Apple and Conifer (W. B. B.).—The Apple was smashed,
and the twig so mashed-up with it, as to be unrecognisable. Specimens
should be sent in a bos.

Muscat Grapes Shrivelling {A. F.).—If the stalks are dead, there pro-
bably is a deficiency of moisture at the roots.

Weeds in Court-yard (F. T". G.).—Water it with boiling brine.

Select Heaths {Erica) —Amabilis, elegans, Farrieana, ferruginea major,
gemmifera elegau's, Massoni major, obbata, Sprengelii, tortulreflora, tricolor

elegans, Triumphans.ventricosa grandiflora, and Turnbulli.

Greenhouse Oknamental-foliaged Plants {N. BX—Agapanthus um-
bellatus fol. variegatis, Bambusa Foitunei variegata, Coprosma Baueriana
variegata, Coronilla glauca variegata, Dracrena australis, Eiirya latifolia

varie','ata, Lomatia ele;^'antis8ima, * Phormium tenax Veitchii, Sedum azoideam
veriegatum, Sedum japonicum variegatum, Reineckia carnea fol, variegatis,
"Veronica Andersoui variegata, *Yacca aloifolia variegata, *Y. filamentosa
variegata, *Y. filifera, and *Y. quadricnlor. Those marked with an asteri^rik

are, if good plants, expensive. It would be well to see about prices before
ordering. The others are moderate in price. To make up a dozen without
them you might have Isolepis gracilis, Saxifraga sarmentosa. and CentaiU"ea
ragusina or candidissima. The variety compacta is the beat form. The best
plan is to procure plants, or you may raise them from seeds sown in March in
a gentle hotbed, but plants from cuttings are much better. They, as well as
the plants above named, may be had of any nurseryman or florist advertising
vn The Journal of Horticulture.

Growing Walnuts and Acorns in Water {TF. H.).—The nuts should
be suspended clear of the water, and be kept in position by a piece ot string
passed through cork. The root will be emitted downwards into the water,
acd the plant will need to be supported until it have roots to maintain it in
position. Place in a closet until the nuts or acorns have made roots to reach
the water and the first leaves are developed, then expose to light. It will be
necessary to change the water occasionally, and to keep it replenished as
required, adding a piece of charcoal about the size of a small walnut every
ten days or fortnight, and removing that previously used.

Daisies on Lawn (H. B. S.}.—The lawn would be best freed of the Daisies
by proceeding as you propose—viz , remove the present turf and sow giass
seeds; but if sown in April it will not be like a lawn laid down with good
turf by June or July. It will, however, have a good appearance by that time.
Use the soot as a top-dressing in moist weather after mowing. For a lawn
60 yards by 30 yards you will need 23 lbs. of the finest mixture of lawn grass
Mjds.

Strawberries Planted in September (J. H. B ).—The rooted runners
planted in September will have made roots if they have made little or no
leaf-giowth, and will, no doubt, progress in spring. We do not advise your
doing anything to them further than placing some rather short litter about
the plants, putting it nicely around the crown under the leaves, and in
March fill-up any blanks.

Hyacinth Bulbs Eaten (Idem).—The cause of the bulbs plunged in the
open border having the tops eaten off, aud holes made in them, may be the
snails which you found, or some kind of grub. The pots ought to have been
set on ashes, and plunged in and covered with the same or spent tan to the
^epth of from 4 to 6 inches. The damage is not due to the border being too
-damp, but a wet border is not suitable for bulbs. The fronds of the Ferns
you enclosed are those of Polypodium vulgare.

fiuppoRTiNG PniMULA JAPONICA Lea^*eb (G. C.).—The leaves do not re-

-quire supports, but should be allowed to assume their natural habit. Afford
the plants more room, and keep them near the glass. Water only to keep
the soil moist. They will, no doubt, flower in spring. The large leaves
ought to be now decaying, aud by midwinter be all gone except a few only of
of the smallest, which remain, marking the heart of the plants.

Vine Treatment (Idt'in).—The "Tine Manual" would suit yon. It con-
tains fuU particulars on the treatment of Vines. It may be had by post from
our office for 2s. l^d. Read also Pearson's " Vine Culture under Glass," Is. Id.

Repotting Large Plants {£. C).—^Vhen the plants become large, and
-j.t is not desired to increase the size of pot, they may, after turning out of
the pots, have the sides of the ball reduced by picking away the soil from

J about the roots all round, so as to admit an inch of fresh soil at the sides,

and in this way they may be kept in the same size of pot for a number of
years. They may be turned out of the pot by holding them on the f>ide, and
tapping the edge of the pot against a piece of heavy wood. In this way
they come out of the pot quite as well as inverted. The time of repotting
will depend upon the subject. The best time is when they are beginning to
.grow, or, if cut-in, after they Lave made fresh shoots au inch or so long,

shading and keeping moist until re-established. Cactuses should be repotted
in spring, or when they are beginning to grow.

Adding Laurel Cuttings to Manure (A Rrader).—It is not desirable

ito throw the cuttings of Laurel hedges on the manure heap. All such refuse

s best placed in a heap apart, and after lying a time should be turned over,

and any woody macter picked out and burnt.

Standard Fruit Trees Unfruitful (Id'?m).—"Well pruning" these
only tends to cause growth ; and the keeping-down each year, unless done in
summer, would only tend to its continuance instead of the production of

fruit buds. You may take out a trench as you propose, which should not be
nearer to the stem than 3 feet, and working under the ball towards the stem
of the tree, cut any roots going down, which may be below the majority of the
roots. The trench may be fiUed-up with a compost of equal pai'ts of turfy
loam, old lime rubbish, and well-rotted manure

; put in fij-mly, then mulch
over the surface to the bole with 2 or 3 inches of short littery maniure. The
Plums may be treated similarly.

TREATiiENT OF TouNG ViNES (AT.).—Whether you ought to cut off one of
two rods Tv'ill depend upon the space at your disposal. The rods of a variety

like Alicante ought to be not less than 3 feet apart—3 feet f» inches would be
better ; two rods in that space would be far too close, the side branches
would not have enough space to develope themselves. Stop the side branches
two leaves beyond the bunch ; all after-growths should bo stopped at the first

leaf. Your Vines ought to be strong enough to bear full crops of Grapes.

Fruit Trees in Dressed Grounds {A. C. H.).—As you take a great

interest in fruit trees, and cannot have thorn in the kitchen garden, there is

no reason, except fashion, why you should not plant them in the shrubbery,

on the lawn, or have well-trained trees on the wall amon^^st Roses. We have
seen it done in some very aristocratic places. In one, where a large staff of

gardeners and labourers are kept, a flower garden is laid out in the most
beautiful manner. It is bounded on one side by climbing Koses on a highly
ornamental trellis, on the other by a high wall facing south, which is planted
with fruit trees and Ros3S, aud we never heard of anyone remarking on the
incongruity of it. A Cherry tree covered with snow-white blossoms in spring
is none the less ornamental because it will be loaded with useful fruit in sum-
mer, and there ai'e few flowers more delicately beautiful than Apple blossoms.

Arrangement of EIitchen Garden (I. B. W.]. — The walls will, if

judiciously planted, probably grow as much choice fruit as you require; on
the wall facing south plant Peaches and Nectarines. The best Peaches are

Early Y' rk. Royal George, Bellegarde, Dr. Hogg, and Barrington. Nectarines:
Lord Napier, Murrey, Violette Hative, aud Victoria. On the wall facing east

plant Pears Louise Bonne of Jersey, Bem-re d'Amanlis, Van Mons Lt-on ie

Clerc, Glou Mori,eau, Marie Louise, Easter Beurre, Beurre Diel, aud Berga-
motte d'Esperen. Plums: Transparent Gage, Jefferson, aud Coe's Golden
Drop. On the wall facing east Cherries and Plums ; of Cherries the most
suitable are /.rehduke, Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Tartarian, Elton, Knight's
Early Black, aud Rnyal Duke; Plums—Green Gage, Guthrie's Late Green,
Blue Impi'-ratrice, and Denyer's Victoria. On the wall facing north Morello
Cherries and Red Currants. If you wish to have Apricots plant Kaisha,
Grosse P^che, and Moorpark on the walls facing south or east. Then as to

the arrangement inside the walls. The narrow borders between the walk and
walls will do for all the smaller vegetables, herbs, &c; that against the south
wall for early Potatoes, Peas, Dwarf Kidney Beans, or indeed any crop that is

required early. The two internal squares should have borders 6 feet wide all

round the outsides, and bo planted with pyramid Apple trees. Gooseberry and
Currant bushes, and a few kitchen Plums, besides which there are a few Peai-

trees whice produce the finest-fiavcured fruit on pyramids; Beurre Superfin

and Doyenne du Cornice are notable examples. WilHams's Bon Chretien,

though it does not make a handsome pyramid, must not be omitted. The
best desfsert Apples are Red Joaunetiug, Irish Peach, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Golden Pippin, JIaunington's Pearmaiu, Kerry Pippin, Nonpareil, Scarlet

Nonpareil, Sykehouse and Brownlee's Russet, King of the Pippins, and Ribaton
Pippiu. Kitchen Apples, a few of which will also do for dessert : Keswick
Codlin, Alexander, Cox's Pomona, CeUini, Golden Noble, New Hawthornden,
Blenheim Pippin, Reinette du Canada, Rymer, Wellington or Dumelow's
Seedling, Gooseberry, and Sturmer Pippin. Currants: Black Naples and
Lee's Prolific, Red. and White. Gooseberries: Green Gage, Champagne (Red
and Yellow I, Warrington, Whitesmith, aud Golden Drop are amongst the

best. Raspberries may be planted under the north wall. Carter's Prolific

and Fastolf are good Red sorts. Yellow Antwerp is desirable for dessert.

Strawberries may either be planted on the borders or in beds ; Black Prince,

Keens' Seedling, President, Sir C. Napier, and British Queen.

ClIRVSANTHEJIUMS FOR GARDEN AND GREENHOUSE (AurOTa).—LavgC-
floivcving vnrictirs : Anuie Salter, Aurea multiflora, Beverley, Donald Beaton,
Empress of India, Eve, Felicity, Guernsey Nugget, Her Majesty, Jardin des

Plantes, Lady Harding, Lady Talfourd, I^ord Derby, Mrs. G. Bundle, Prince

of Wales, Orange Perfection, Prince Alfred, Princess Beatrice, Princess of

Teck, Princess of Wales, Mrs. Heale, Rev. J. Dix, Rifleman, Kobert James,

Sir S. Carey, Venus, White Globe, White Venus, WiUiam Edward, and Yellow

Perfection. Pm"t^or' ; Antonius, Aurora Borealis (golden), Cedo Nuili and
its golden, lilac, and brown varieties; Miss Nightingale, Mr. Astie, Made-
moiselle Marthe, Mustapha, and White Trovenna. Amungst the Jajianese aro

Dr. Masters, Elaine, Fair Maid of Guernsey, Garnet, Granditlorum, James
Salter, Jane Salter, Magnum Bonum,Red Dragon, and The Daimio.

Muscat of Alexandria and Black Habibukgh Grapes in the Same
House (H. D.).—The two sorts will lo together. Plant the Muscats at the

warmer end of the house, and keep the house closer at that part. The
Muscats require 5^ more heat than the Black Hamburgh, and will take six

weeks longer to lipen the frait.

Plants in Window-box (Crocus).—PIan Ji in abed-room promote health.

No drainage needed if an excess of water is not applied. Eight inches in

depth of soil are all that are needed for Cro/uses, Violets, Primroses and
Polyanthuses. They will succeed if you admit aii freely to them.

Salting Asparagus Bed (S. C.).—Salt is best applied in spring and sum-
mer during the plant's growing. Little and often, is the best rule. Apply
manure as usual ; liquid manure is best, and very strong. If you will favour

us with your direction we will return the stamps.

Vine Shoots Mildewed (W. A. R.).—The shoot is unripe, and will not

ripen now. All such should be cut away, for they will not be fruitful. Theie
has been too Uttle light and air admitted to your orchard house.

Najies op Fruit {Rrv. A. B/(///i"uih}.~1, not known ; 2, Carlisle iTidlin ;

3, Golden Winter Pearmain ; 4, Colman. {D. B.J.—1, Waltham Abbey Seed-
ling; a, Monkton; 8, Monkland Pippin ; 4, Brookes's; 5. Marmalade; 6, London
Pippin. (J. E.).—l, Paradise Pippin ; 2, Norfolk IJeefing.
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POULTET, BEE, AND PIGEON OEROKEOLE.

STANDARD CHARACTERISTICS.
As I find that Mr. Wripiht and some others have misunderstood

whut I have written on this subject, I would, with your permis-

sion, be more exphcit. What I have said is that the *' Standard "

should be " recognised by the judges." I would not make a

standard and force it on the judges ; on the contrary, I would
have the standard made and agreed to by the " competent "

judges. Nor did I ever intend that they should add the values

of the points ; anyone who could not decide without such a

process as that, might be ranked fairly amongst the " incom-
petents." I look on the values of the points as but relative, and
consequently instructive. This leads me to remark that Mr.
"Wright, or the judges from whose decisions he has compiled
hia " Value of Defects in Judging," and also the " Eds." in note,

page 321, set too high a value on " condition," and for this

reason—viz., condition is no part of a bird ; it is the easiest point

to attain, and consequently of the least value, and so I do not

think the judges should pass by birds simply because they have
been " overshown," when a fortnight's care would make them
all right again ; but very old birds, no matter what they may
have been, should not have prizes awarded to them.

Mr. Wright, again, tells us that " all the competent judges

refuse to ha bound by a uniform standard." I wish he would
give their reasons for refusing. I can understand why they
voald not like to be bound by a standard agreed to by a com-
mittee or clubs, but why they should not publish a standard of

(heir own I cannot, unless the mere fact of committing it to

paper would leave them open to critical overhauling, and deprive
them of the little elasticity they at present enjoy. Would not
M:!ssrs. Hewitt and Teebay read over Mr. Wright's " Schedules
for Judging" and "Value of Defects," and alter any points

from which they differ'?—O. P. H. Z.

[We have omitted the conclusion of your letter because whole-
sale libelling is always unjust and never beneficial.

—

Eds.]

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY SHOW.
The twenty-fifth annual Exhibition will open at Bingley Hall

on the 29th inst., and from the highly satisfactory nature of the
entries in every department there will, we doubt not, be such a

display of stock and poultry as will maintain the prestige of

these meetings. The amount of money at the disposal of the
fudges (i,'"2G0U) is larger than on any previous occasion, and the
competition for the four ClOO prizes and the 100 guineas Elking-
ton Challenge Cup is expected to be unusually interesting. The
entries of poultry and Pigeons are considerably over the average.
We sincerely trust that all classes throughout the district wiU

cordially unite in supporting the Council in their disinterested,

indefatigable, and laudable endeavours to maintain the pro-

sperity and usefulness of one of the most popular of our local

institutions.

The railway companies have acceded fully to the wishes of the
CuUQcU, and have announced excursion trains from Bristol,

Glou'-ester, Worcester, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Stafford, Uttox-
eter, Derby, Burton, Banbury, Leamington, Stratford, as well as

from all the large towns in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Notts, &c.
TliB judging will, as usual, be in public, when life members

are admitted ifree, and others upon payment of IDs.

Amongst other improvements, arrangements have been made
with the printers for a full supply of catalogues for sale on the
day of judging.
Permanent telegraph and postal offices have been erected, and

the Secretary is instructed to inform any exhibitor, who may
desire it, the result of the awards, as regards his own exhibits,

oa the day of judging.

MALAYS.
I AM glad to find Mr. Hinton is pleading for Malays some

attention by poultry committees. From my experience of com-
mittees I find that they generally consist of men of some under-
standing, but few of them are what you can term men of the
fancy, the result is that they copy from other prize lists—so the
Malays are left out. I have written to the secretaries of two
ebows, not a hundred miles from Durham, offering to get entries

for Malaya, bat have not been successful. The Oxford test shows
that if good prizes are offered the entries are not inferior to some
of the other classes.

And now I must have a word with you. Tou promised last

year you would do your best for the benefit of the Malay classes,

but your remarks on them at the Oxford Show were so poor that
one might think that they had been but poorly represented. A
word from you would do much to bring them into note, and I

trust your next comments will give some description of the
qualities of several of the best pens, say at the Palace. Is it not

too bad of the Manchester Committee to name almost all varie-

ties of poultry and not the Malays ? Burslem has issued its first

schedule, but nothing for Malays. Bristol has been more con-

siderate, and I trust the Malays will muster strongly enough to

give every satisfaction.

—

H.^wkins.

[We do not interfere with the notes of our reporters. We do

not say to what extent we admire or considerugly Malays.—Ens.]

CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.
(From our Beporter.)

TuE Show of 1372 was generally admitted to be the most

extraordinary and successful exhibition of poultry and Pigeons

ever brought together, and many thought it so near perfection

that they not only pronounced it the best ever held, but pro-

phesied that it was greater than any that " ever would be lield."

We have now to chronicle a still greater success. It will be

remembered that five years ago the inauguration of a poultry

and Pigeon exhibition took place in London, and the first Show
was held in one of the Terrace drawing-rooms at the Crystal

Palace, the total number of eutries being under fourteen hun-

dred. When the entries closed for the second Show the num-
bers had so increased that it was found necessary to provide

further accomraodiition for them, and the Directors of the

Crystal Palace kindly placed the nave of the building at the dis-

posal of the Committee. This almost illimitable space, together

with the magnificent light, enabled Sir Chanticleer and Dame
Partlett to be seen and shown to an advantage which no other

building in the world could do, and hence we have now a great

national Show which has in the short space of five years reached

3S00 entries. It appears likely to still increase, for we find on

looking over the list of exhibitors this Show has had its eHect

upon the suburban districts of Loudon, that the residents are

gradually increasing their contribution of birds, and that many
who simply associated Fowls with new-laid eggs for breakfast,

Geese with Michaelmas day, and Turkeys with sausages, have

been struck with the marvellous creations of beauty displayed

in the different varieties of fowls in the Crystal Palace, finding

that in addition to their usefulness it is gratifying and instruc-

tive to be able to take some share in the culture and development

of the feathered creatures which were so much admired and

reigned so triumphant at Sydenham last week.

The arrangements were in every way satisfactory, and helped

wonderfuUyto contribute to the success of the Show. "We so

frequently see in a show the pens bundled together after the

fashion of old egg-boxes in a cheesemonger's warehouse, that

we call particular attention to this matter, in the hope that the

example set in our national Show may be followed as far as

possible in shows of less magnitude. The pens were arranged

in two tiers, and great care was taken to place the different

varieties together, the one end of the building being devotea to

the Dorkings, Brahmas, Cochins, Spanish, French, and Uam-
burghs, and the other to the Game, the Game Bantams b^ng

placed above them and affording an amusing contrast. Ihe

next avenue was given up to the Ducks, Rabbits, and belling

classes, the centre of the building being set apart for the Pigeons.

The shrubs, &c., which are so plentifully distributed, and other

accessories of the Palace, served to produce the most charming

effect, and helped to cheer the spirits of the enthusiast who had

determined to labour through a complete inspection of aU the

different varieties.
, , . , -,

The Dorkinq classes contained a fine lot, showing a marked

improvement on last year. The Eev. E. Bartrum won in the

Coloured class for cocks with a grand fellow; the second prize

also went to a good bird and shown in splendid condition. In

the class for hens the competition was very close. A number of

genuine birds were to be found. The winners we thought rightly

placed. In classes for cockerels and pullets, Mrs. Arkwright

took five of the ten prizes offered for competition, including the

two cups. The Silver-Grey appeared in greater force than last

year, and we hope to see them again popular in the south of

England. The Whites were greatly admired, and the Cuckoos

are gradually making their way in public favour.

The Cochin classes contained some grand birds, but we ewre

surprised to see only eight entries in the class for old cocks. T he

cockerel class also was not so large as might have been expected

considering the popularity of this variety; here we liked the

second-prize bird much better than the winner. The pullets

were a fine lot and properly placed. In Partridge cocks Mr.

Shrimpton won easily; the hens were very deficient in pencil-

ling, the best bird being out of condition and not noticed. The

young classes were not so good as those of last year. The \V hites

were a charming lot; we know of no bmls lately which have

advanced so much in public estimation. The Blacks astonished

us in numbers, but they were very poor. -,.,,
The Brahma classes wore a show in themselves. In the class

for Dark cocks many of the birds were not over their moult,

which doubtless influenced to some extent the Judges awards
;

the class for hens was the best in the Show, a more magnificent

lot could not bo coUected, Mr. Lingwood winning with a
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splendid hen, perfectly penciUed and in superb condition.

Mr. Evans, Mr. Wright, and Mr. Ansdell also showed some
prand birds, but Mr. Ansdell's birds were not in condition, or

they might have been winners. The class for cockerels was a

large one, the first and second birds being clear away from the

rest. The pullet class contained a lot of good birds, and we
thought the Judge here accomplished a very difficult task in the

most satisfactory manner. Eight prizes were offered for com-

petition; in many cases the difference was of the slightest

nature. The Lights, except in numbers, could not approach

the Darks. In the cock class we preferred two or three pens to

the winners. Mr. Haines was justly placed first in the class for

cockerels, and in pullets Mrs. Cheshire had an equally easy

victory.
The Spanish classes were the worst we have ever seen in the

Crystal Palace Show. Five cocks only were to be found in the

class for old birds ; the first-prize bird was well shown ;
some

good hens were exhibited, but they -were not in condition ; the

cockerels were very inferior, and the pullets, with one or two

exceptions, but httle better; the best pullet was a little up in

the back and consequently passed over.

The French fowls are rapidly increasing in popularity, and

promise soon to make as great a feature in this Show as the

Brahmas. We thought greater progress had been made this

year with the Houdaus than the Creves.

The Hamhurghs were a beautifallot, and secured a large share

of the attention of the visitors.

The Game classes were hardly up to the standard of previous

shows. In the class for Black Red cocks, a great many splashed

breasts were to be found. The winning cockerel was a very

pretty bird ; Mr. Douglas also showed a cockerel well worthy of

notice.

In Bantams the Black Red cocks, singularly, were the same

in numbers as last year—forty-four. The first-prize bird,

which belonged to Mr. Baton, was a delightful specimen;

it was not only a Bantam, but in every essential a Ganie

bird. The second-prize cook was a smart bird, very good m
colour, and was claimed at £25. The third and fourth-prize

birds were very inferior to the first and second. The fourth was

very young, had been recently dubbed, and doubtless wiU im-

prove. A'neat bird shown by Mr. Entwisle in this class was

highly commended. In the class for hens several very stylish-

looking birds were to be found. The winners were rightly

placed. ...
In both classes of Brown Red the birds were inferior m num-

bers and quality to those of last year. In the cock class the

first prize went to Mr. Entwisle : we have seen him show much
better birds. The second and third-prize awards we did not

like, and think a better bird might have been fouud than either.

In the next class a good hen was shown by Mr. Beighton, which

took the cup.

In the Duckwing class Mr. Eaton was again first, repeating a

victory which he once before achieved by winning in the classes

for Black Red cocks, and again in the Duckwings. On this

occasion he added another laurel still, taking the first prize in

the class for Duckwing hens with a most graceful and stylish

The Pile Bantams were the best collection of this variety we
have ever seen, Mr. Entwisle's first-prize bird being especially

noticeable, and also the hen shown by Mr. Steel. The third-

prize hen we did not like so well as others in the class.

The Wheaten class was an extremely good one, and must have

given the Judge some trouble to make his selection.

Bantams, Black, were not quite so numerous as last year, but

some pleasing birds were shown ; Mr. Taylor rightly being

placed first.

White Bantams were a moderate lot.

Sebrights.—An exquisite pen of Silvers with a good ground

colour were shown by Mr. Cook, and ran Mr. Leno very close

for the first prize.

The Any variety class contained a lot of Japanese, the good

ones being badly matched; some White, some Cuckoos of a

rather washed-out colour, a good pair of Frizzled highly com-

mended which we should Uke to have seen placed third ; and

two pens of Pakius, which were first and second, the first-prize

pen being remarkably handsome.
The Nankeen Bantams had a class to themselves. They were

not a grand lot, and must greatly improve if they ever be

expected to make a position superior to the Any variety class.

Both classes of Ducks were exceedingly fine, the cup going to

a grand pair of Eouens. The Black class was a large one, but

the awards, again, did not seem to please all the exhibitors.

The Turkeys were a fine lot, and the present arrangement of

dividing the classes into young and old appears to give more
satisfaction than the one previously adopted, of allowiug them
to compete together, the result being that eighteen young birds

were entered.
Before closing our remarks on this leviathan Show we must

not omit a word for the Selling classes. Some of the winners
here could easily maintain their position in many of our pro-

vincial shows. The price of each pen was restricted to ,£2. The
prizewinners were afterwards sold by auction, and a very im-
proved price was obtained for many of them. A Duckwing
cockerel entered at £2 was knocked down for £7 1.5s., and similar
prices were obtained for many others. We understand the sales
reached ,±'1000. We are not surprised at the amount, for on
looking over the Sale classes on the last day we could scarcely
find one pen in six without a "sold" label affixed to. it; and
throughout the Show almost ail the birds with any pretensions,
entered at a moderate price, appear to have found purchasers.
Among the largest we noticed a Dark Brahma cock sold at i'20,

the first-prize Light Brahma pullet at 1;20, a Cochin cock at £20,
and the second-prize Black Red Bantam cockerel at £25. Nume-
rous others were to be found in poultry and Pigeons at amounts
exceeding £10.
The Judges 'for PouUri/ were—Mr. Teebay, Dorkings and

Brabmas ; Capt. Heaton, Cochins ; Mr. Dixon, Spanish, Ham-
burghs, and Ducks ; Messrs. Smith and Martin, Game and Game
Bantams, &c. Pigeons : Messrs. Montgomery and Stewart,
Pouters; Mr. Corker, Carriers; Mr. Percivall, Dragoons;
Messrs. Weir and Esquilant, the other varieties. The collection
pens were judged by Messrs. Percivall, Weir, and Esquilant.
Mr. Heath took the Babbits.

BABEHEAD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 22Qd inst. The Show, in point of num-

bers, was not quite equal to those of former years, although the
quality of the birds was as good as ever. Scotch-Greys, as a
class, were very good, the first-prize bird running very hard
against the Dorkings for the special prizes. Spanish were not
very numerous ; the first-prize pen was a very fair bird. The
first pen of Dorkings was especially good, the second and third-
prize pens were also fair. Both classes of Game were good.
The bird which won the special prize will again be heard of.

Samburghs were numerous ; the pen of Silver-pencils that
carried off the special prize was very fine, more especially the
hen. There was not much of note about any of the others,
except the first-prize pen of Game Bantams,
Old Scotch Brefd.—1. -T. Fulton. Eeith. 2. J. Jardine, Quarter. 3, C.

Mcl)ermaid. Glasgow, he, W. Tbomscn, Gtasffow. e, J. Vounfj. Neilaton.
'ipANisH —1, .\. Walker, Kilmarnock. 2 and 3, D. Heggie, Shotta. /wr, A.

Main, Duntocher.
DoKKiNGS.—1 and Special. Z. H. Heys, Barrhead. 2 and 3, Mrs. Alston,

Hamilton, he and c, J. TurnbuU. Larbert.
Game.— B?acA:-?,rposfL'rf and other Beth.—l and Special, K. Heys, SpringhUl.

Barrhead. 2, F. McKinlay, Glenmill. t'ampsee. 3, "W. & J. Cocki-an, Barihead.
/«:. T. Mackie, Stewarlon. Any other varietii —1, R. Andrew. Barrhtad. 2, J.
Alison. Shotis. 3. A. McKay. B-irrhead. he. J. Mclndoe. Barrhead.
Hambuhghs.— Go/rfCH-8prtn{7it'd.—I, T. Mackie. Stewarton. 2. J. Crawford,

Beith. 3, J. McLaren, Kilmarnock, he. W. Driver. Yorkshire. Golden^
2ienciUed.~\ and he, D. Gilmour, Kilmarnock. 2, J. Smith, Stewarton. 8, R.
U. Walker, Stewarton.
Hamdurghs.—silver-^ipangled.—l. Special, and he, R. Cameron, StewartoD.

2, W. Husband. Kilmarnock. 3, J. Bruce, Barrhead. Silver-penciiled—i and
Special, J. Borland, Kilbarcban. 2, J. McLaren, Kilmarnock. 8, W. Bauchop,
Paisley.
BRAH3IA PooTRA.—1, Mrs. A. Hamilton. 2, H. Wyse, Bishopbrigga. S, A.

Brown, Neilston.
Cochins.—1 and Special, J. Drennan, Holytown. 2, E. Fearon, Whitehaven.

3, H. Wyse.
PoLANDs.— T.ijjjjcrf.—1 and 8. J. Stevenson, Airdrie. 2,^7. Gibb, Cambasue-

than, he. A. Wyiie, Johnston.
ANV OTHER Variety. — 1 and 2, J. C. Shaw, Barrhead, 8, G. Anderson,

Lancashire, e. A. Wjlie, Pais'ey.
Cross Breeds —1. J. Pollock. Meams. 2, A. Brown, Neilston. 3, A. Semple,

East Kilbride, ftc, G. Hamilton. Neilston.
Bantams.— Gn7?ie. — 1 and Special, W. Stewart, Springhill. 2, J. Aitken,

.Tohnslon. 3, K- Fearon, Whitehaven, he, Z. H. H^ys, Barrhead, c, J.
Alison. Sbotts. .4,(7/ other variety —2. K. H. Ashton, Manchester.
DvcKs.—Ayiesbiirit —1. Special, 2, and 3, Z. H. Heys. Any other variety.—lt

2, and 8, J. Poliotk, Walton, Mearns.
Sfllisg Class.—1, R. D. Walker, Stewarton. 2, W. McMillan, Bothwell. 3,

Z. H. Heys.
ANY Breed.—Heiis.—l, Z. H. Heys. 2, R. Macnab, Govan. 8, G. Anderston,

Lancashire.

BERWICK AND BOKDER ORNITHOLOGICAL
SHOW.

This was lieldjon 19th and 20th inst. The following are the
awards.
Bzj.oiA^.—Clear-ticked or marked TeUon\—2, R. Hawman, Middlesbrough-

3. Foiaythe & McDougnl, Edinburgh. Clear-ticked or marked Buff.—l, G & J.

Mackley, Norwich. '/, K. Hawman. 3 and I'/tc, G. P. Worris. he, P. Farreir
Berwick, c, J. Fagle, Ediiibu' eh.
Glasgow Voks. — Clear Yellow. — 1, C. Lugton, Hillbnry, Ayton. 2,

Forsyihe & McDougal. 3. P. Farrel. vkc. C. Lugton ; Forsytbe & McDongal.
Clear Buff.- 1 &ud'2, G. LugtoD. 8, W. Forsyth, Spittal. vhc, J. Bryce, Ber-
wick ; G. Forsyth, '^pittftl. 7ic, E. Grey, Berwick, i', P. Favrel.
Glasgow Doss.—Fteckfd.—l, Forsythe & McDougal. 2, C. Lngton. 8, C. D.

Halliburton, Berwick, vlic ana he, J. Eagle.
Norwich.—C/car Yellow.—1 and 8, Bemroae & Orme. Derby. 2 avAvhc.J.

Adams, Coventry, he, Kobson & Dawson, c, R. Robinson, Midoletbrough.
Clear Bttff.—l and 3. Bemrose & Ormo. 2 and c, J. Adams, vhc, G. & J. Mack-
lev, he, Robsou & DawMon.
^i^onvjicn.—EiH'nly-marked Yellow.—t,vhe, and he, Bemrose & Orme. 2, H.

and D. Aurlley, Leicester. S.J.Adams. Eri'nln-tnarkedBii.O'.—l.,B..&D.Axxdley,
'2, a, and vhe, Hemrose & Orme. he and i\ J. Adams.
Norwich.— riffctfrf or Unevenly-marked Yellow.— 1, hi, and f, Bemrose and

Orme. 2, J. Adams. 8. (*. & .1. Mackley. vhc, W. Carrick. Middlesbrough.
Ticked or Unei^enly-marked Buff.—1, vhc, and he, Bemrose & Orme. 2 and c, J.
Adams. 3, G. & J. Mackley.
^oRWICH.—/iny variety of Crested Yellow.—\,Vi. E. Triffltt,York. 2andrftc,

Bemrose & Orme. 8> W. Watson, jun., Darlington, lie. Cox & fiilUer, North-
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amptoD. c, W. L. Beloe, Bermck. Any variety of Cre&ted Buff.~l, J. Shield,
BaveDsdowne, Berwick. 2 G. & J. Mac-ldey. 3. K. & J. Baxter, vhc, K. Haw-
man ; Martin & Grifilo, Northamptun. lie, (i. DomaQ, JScttiugbam. c, J.
Goorte, Leicestf,r.
LlZKTtD.—'lolden-spnnglfd.—i and 3, W. Watson, jnn. vhc, R. Ritchie, Dar-

lingloD. NiVrcrs/iaH^f^a.—1 and*-', W. Wa'soa. Jan. 3 and z^/ic, H. Ritchie, he,
J. Taylor. Middlesbrough, c, L Belk. Dewsbary.
YoKKinl'iE.— 1, T. Tenniswoode. Middlesbrough. 3, J. ClemlusoD, Darling-

ton. 3 and liC, L. Belk. vkt:, W. Lister, Malton.
Cisxasios.—Jont/ujf.—1 and r/)i;, Bemrose &i)rme. 2,.T.Adams. 3, Cox and

HiUier. *<;. <i. Wallace. Berwick ; J. Taylor. Biijf.—1. Bemrose SOrroe. 2. G.
and .1. Mackley. 3 and /itr. J. Adams, rlc. Cox ,& Hillicr. c, Bemrose & Orme

;

G. Wallrtco ; J.Taylor. VarU-gnUd.—1 and 2, L. Belk. 8, R. Robinson, vkc,
£. & J. Baxter, fic and e, Bemrnse & Orme.
Goldfinch Mvi.z.—Eveiitnmark-d.~-l. R. Hawman. 2, E. & J. Baxter. S,

W. ii 0. Burniston. Middlesbrough, vkc, W. Hntton, North Leeds, he, J.
Spence. South Shields, rnti't-iily-iitdritti.—1, J. Goode. 2. W. Hntton. 8, W.
Lister, Malton. vhn, G. 4 J. JIacklev. fic, K. L Wallace, c. K. Hawmin.
I>arAr—1, Bemrose 4 Orme. 2. Cox and Hillier. 8. C. Holt, Stockton. vkc.W,
Button, he. J. Stevens, Middlesbrough: T. Robertson, c, J. B. Gilchrist,
Tweedraouth.
Any oTUEB Variety OP McLE.—l, .T. Spence. 2, R. Hawman. 8, W. Hutton.
Sellin-o Class.—1, C. Lugton. 2. W. Watson, jun. 3. H. & D. Audloy. vhc,

E. E. Triffllt. he. a. Greij. Edinburgh, c. K. L. Wallace.
GoLDKLNCH.— 1. G. ,t J. Macklcv. 3, J. Goo^c. 3, J. B. Gilchrist.
LiXMET.—Broirn.—1, W. H. Beloo. 2 and 3, W. Carriok, Middlesbrongh. vhc,

B. Hawtnan.
British Bird.—,4nv other variets/.—l, G. Wallace. 2. Miss Wilson. S, T.

Robertson, vfx, W. i- C. Bniniston : Mrs. J. B. Carter, Berwick, he, Cox and
Hillier.

District Prizes.-To be shown solely for shape.—\, T. Robertson. 2, W.
Headamilh. 3. T. Hall. i;)ic. E. Grey; W. Grieve, lie, W. Hf adsmith ; W.
Trainer (2). Host Evenly-marked Bird.—l, J. Smealon. 2, T. Robertson. 3,
W. GUchrist.

JussE.—Mr. G. J. Barnesby, Derby.

The N.iTioN.u, Peeisteronic Society held a meeting on the
18th inst. The Crystal Palace had been during the day the
London home of the fancy, and this evening its rendezvous was
the Covent Garden Hotel, where entertaiutneut and hospitality
had been provided for all comers by their brethren of the above
Society. The visitors prepared to vritness a varied and high-class
collection of birds were not disappointed; Carriers, Almonds,
Short-faced Tumblers, Baldheads, Dragoons, Barbs being in
great force. Col. Hassard, Capt. Heatou, Messrs. Montgomery,
Ord, Graham, Betty, Tegetmeier, Vander Meersch, Heritage,
Baanton, Ford, Gresham, Jones, Whitehead, Crisp, Easten, and
Ford were competitors. The National Peristeronic Society will
show in great force at its annual exhibition, fixed for the second
Tuesday in January.

BEARD, BALDHEAD, AND MOTTLED
TUMBLERS.

The discussion opened by " Tuekey Qoill," and entered into
by "Wiltshire Rector" and "A Would-be Exhibitor," is

alike interesting to breeders, exhibitors, and committees of
poultry shows. "A Would-be Exhibitor" appears to me to
cast a little too much of the blame on the latter when he re-
marks, " I think it very discreditable for a show of any pre-
tension not to have classes for all that are really distinct breeds,
and not for those only where the committees are pretty sure of
good entries. If these shows are really for the improvement of
the different breeds and not for profit, then I say let every dis-
tinct variety have a separate class, and not classes for mongrel-
bred birds because the classes are sure to pay well."
In reply I would remark, that if exhibitors would only take a

share of the responsibility and burden off the shoulders of the
committees by simply contributing to the prizes, be it ever so
little individually, much more could be done to encourage the
various breeds of poultry and Pigeons, including those com-
plained of as being so neglected, and separate classes could be
made.

_
The necessary expense attending an ornithological I

exhibition of any pretension is indeed great—gi'eater than is
generally anticipated*—and I question if the promoters of forty-
eight out of fifty of such projects ever make a farthing profit
out of them. The reverse is the rule. Were it not for the assist-
ance afforded by private subscribers—oft-times neither breeders
nor exhibitors—many societies would have to be pretty heavily
out of pocket or fall through altogether. Few, except those
actually engaged in carrying out the details of a show, are aware
of the great anxiety, energy, care, and perseverance required to
bring such an undertaking to a successful issue. The public
have to be satisfied as well as the exhibitors, .which is a most
difficult matter at times, for with regard to the latter all cannot
take prizes. None but the most ardent " fanciers " would con-
tinue year after year to carry out such meetings, and for what ?—assuredly not, in the majority of cases, for profit, but simply
from a love of the work and a desire to promote improvement.
The society I have the honour to represent has been in existence
some half-doz<!n years or more, and during the whole of that
time not a fraction has accrued to the members from the funds

;

on the contrary, more than iSO has been subscribed by them,
to say nothing of time and extra monetary expenses devoted to
the society.
" A Would-be Exhibitob" suggests a remedy in his closing

* 1 ahali be pleased to forward balance sheet o any o( yonr readers.

remarks that would insure a place for the above or any other
neglected classes in the prize schedule. If each breeder were to

subscribe a small sum towards special prizes, societies are to be
found who would be willing to augment the list. I can name
one at least. This idea has been very successfully carried out
in the Light Brahma classes by that estimable lady and patroness
Mrs. D. Turner Turner, of Avon, Ringwood, and has also been
advocated in these columns by H. M. Maynard, Esq., himself a
large and successful breeder of poultry and Pigeons.
In conclusion,! shall be extremely pleased to correspond with

" A WouLD-BE Exhibitor " or any other gentleman willing to

assist, and enclose my card to the Editors. Encourage the com-
mittees, and in turn encouragement will be given. Did space
permit, with regard to the "non-paying" classes, I could prove
that such have been continued year after year, and are still in

the prize Hat, but I fear I have already trespassed too far.

—

Secbetaby.

MY BEES.
I COMMENCED bee-keopiug this year March 25th with one

strong stock hive. The bees seemed to do very well all the
spring and early summer, working most industriously, carrying
in large pellets of pollen, and I hoped storing plenty of honey,
being situated in a large old-fashioned garden with an abundance
of spring flowers, and teeming in the months of June and July
with large cabbage roses and honeysuckles. How anxiously I
watched for my first swarm after the first day of the drones'
appearance. On the 28th of May one of the queens of a neigh-
bouring apiary was seen to issue from the hive well attended,

but on account of a passing cloud she returned; consequently I
was still more anxious for my own to come out. They were
then very busy, and drones extremely numerous, and one day
they hung from the alighting-board in one large cluster, like an
immense bunch of grapes. Surely, I thought, now they are

coming ; but, no, I was again to be disappointed, and to keep my
watch for three more days, until Sunday morning, June 8th, out
tumbled the bees—such a glorious swarm—about 11 a.m., and
alighted in a little thicket ®f ivy immediately behind the hive,

where they rested just two hours until the gardener could be
fetched, myself not daring to approach. About three minutes
before he arrived they took flight, ascended into the air, and
appeared to alight in a large sycamore tree ; but, alas ! by the

time the gardener reached the garden they were far, far away.

We sought for them long enough after, but all in vain ; and,

strange to say, the man himself kept bees, and had hived a
swarm just before he came to me, and when he got back to his

own home they, too, had gone ; also those of a friend of his

(both of which were hived in the usual common straw hives),

and another man's in a neighbouring village. So that on the

same day, and nearly about the same time. 2 p.m., four swarms,
three of which were hived, took flight and disappeared. The
day was bright and warm, but the wind rose, and it was a cold

boisterous night. Such an occurrence as four swarms so mys-
teriously disappearing in so short a time was unknown iu the

experience of the aged apiarians of this neighbourhood. I

should be glad if anyone would give me a reason for their doing
so, and also if any other person's bees have taken flight.

Standing quietly beside the hive after sunset on the 19th, I

distinctly heard the queen "tuniu hir treble voic," one, two,

and three, each after the other, so that I was prepared for the

second swarm the next day. It came out in the morning,
though it was not very favourable weather. The bees were duly
hived and put iu their place. We found that two queens bad
issued with the swarm, one of which returned to the stock hive

and was killed. On the 29th, to my great delight, I found they
had made a large piece of comb, a lump of which I perceived

had fallen near the mouth of the hive. I fancy it had broken
away from its place, as many bees were trying, and eventually

succeeded in, hoisting it up again. The hive has now made good
progress with the comb, having three or four large leaves, though
not a very great number of bees, having lost a great many in

fights with wasps and robber bees, &c. They have taken
10 lbs. of liquid sugar vrithin the last three weeks. Do you
think they will require any more, and that they will be able

to stand the winter ? I should be glad if anyone would kindly

inform me of anything I could do to benefit them for the coming
winter, as I take especial care of them, and should be grieved to

lose them, being the last of my original stock.

We drove the old ones on the Mth of July together with
another hive belonging to the gardener, which we thought
would bo better of being driven, and sent both driven hivis to

the moors, about two miles from here, for the benefit of the

heather. After having been there a few weeks, judge of my
great grief when word was brought to me to say that they were
all lying dead on the floorboard. Only my bees were dead ; the

other hive seemed to he doing well. I took the first opportunity

of driving over to find out, if I could, the cause of such a dread-

ful catastrophe. I searched amongst them until I found her

majesty, who looked as if she had died a natural death, but I
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cannot tell ; the only probable thing to my mind ia that they
have been starved. I found nothing but brood in the comb,
some of which was ahve ten days after the death of the bees.
The heather was in full bloom, and it was fine warm weather.
The other hive has been dreadfully robbed by the wasps, and is
very weak.
From my stock hive, which I drove, we took 10 lbs. of honey

and half a pound of wax, together with two fine swarms, the
prime one of which I lost and the stock ; but this bad luck, I
think, instead of disheartening me, has made me take a fresh
interest in my bees, on the strength of which I have procured
another stock hive, which has not swarmed this year, feels very
heavy, and is full to the bottom of light yellow comb. From this
I expect great things next year.
My hives stand in an open situation facing the south, with only

the protection of the common milk-panoheon, in the same line,
and about a yard distance from a small greenhouse. Which do
you advise—my having a shed built for them, or putting them
in the greenhouse for the winter ? the temperature is never
above 60°.

I am at present using the ordinary straw skep, but am think-
ing of procuring other hives for my next year's swarms. Which
kind of hive would you recommend to me as easy of manage-
ment, supering, &o. ? Being only a beginner in bee-keeping, I
have not yet much experience, and that only obtained from
books. Tour Journal has afforded me much pleasure in reading,
and every week I eagerly look forward to receiving it ; more
especially that corner which is devoted to bee-management I
enjoy. My second swarm I think would be better able to stand
the winter if I could unite it to some more bees, but, unfor-
tunately, I know of none which are condemned in this neighbour-
hood. I should feel greatly obliged to any of the readers of
the Journal if they could inform me of any likely to be so, if
it is not too late in the season to purchase them.—L. A. H.,
A Yorkshire Bee-Tceeper.

FILLING A CRYSTAL PALACE GLASS SUPER
Befoee proceeding to redeem my promise to describe " what

I did do " in assisting the bees to fill the crystal palace, I may
observe that my attention has been called to a letter which ba's
appeared in another journal, in which the writer suggests
certain methods by which it might have been effected. He
hints that there might have been brood-combs from other hives
added from time to time, and that some 40 lbs. of glucose might
have been given without much fear of detection while the
super was in course of being filled. To the first part of this
theory I have no objection to offer, further than to say that inmy case it would have been impracticable, the crown-board
having been firmly ecrewed-down before the super was put on,
and the latter, with its packings and outer wooden cover, being
of too formidable dimensions to be removed at pleasure ; liut as
regards the second, the writer of the letter in question does not
appear to reciprocate the opinion which I hold of him (I know a
little of him, by repute, through a mutual friend), when he in-
smuates that I might have filled my crvstal palace in part with
glucose and palmed it off as honey. I notice also, that I am
found fault with for not having volunteered at the exhibition a
description of the mode in which my crystal palace was brought
to such perfection. This would be almost sufficient excuse formy withholding the information even now, after having pro-
mised to give it. The competition was for the "best glass
super," but there was certainly nothing in the conditions that
required an explanation of how the best had been attained to.
If the faultfinders had attended at the exhibition they might
have easily ascertained, that although not required to impart
the information, I made no secret of it, and they might have
heard Mr. Cotton describe the process over and over again to
the crowds who came to admire the crystal palace during the
four days it was on view. To such as were not there, however,
I now proceed to give even a more detailed account than that
given to Mr. Cotton.
The hive upon which the crystal palace was built is a com-

mon Woodbury hive—all wood remember, you wranglers for
straw—but perhaps I should qualify " common " by stating it
was uncommon to the extent of having been the winner of first
prizes at all our local shows here for the last three or four years.
It was not in as good breeding condition as I desired at the com-
mencement of the past season, owing, in a measure, to its having
too much old heather honey in some of the combs ; and as there
was a heavy job before it, I commenced by helping it; thus, I
took out several of the combs, and having sl'iced-off the covering
of the cells I hung them up in the apiary to allow the bees
indiscriminately to clear them out. This I did in order to
secure to the queen, a three-year-old Ligurian fertilised by a
black drone, ample room in which to exert her laying powers
to the utmost, to encourage which I fed regularly and liberally.
I next procured a stock in a common straw hive, and having
driven a small swarm from it, I placed the remainder on the
top of the Woodbury, thus uniting both the bees that remained

and aU the brood in course of being hatched to the latter. I
may now refer to one of the causes which existed for building-
up the hive in the manner just described, and which I hinted
at in my former letter as an apparent misfortune, but which
ultimately turned out the reverse. The form of the glass was
designed by Mr. Yates, of this city, through whom I ordered it,
and by myself ; but, owing to its great size, it was not until after
a third attempt that the manufacturer succeeded in turning it
out

; and as time was flj-ing and the exhibition would not wait,
it was necessary that the hive should be strengthened in every
possible way if the glass was to be filled, when it did arrive, in
time for the exhibition. Indeed the hive was so full of bees and
brood, whUe waiting for the glass, that there was danger of their
swarming. I therefore extemporised the foundation of the
palace in the following manner, in order to allow the bees to bo
" going on " with their work. I procured a wooden hoop, such
as hair sieves for culinary purposes are bound with, and having
adapted it to the diameter of the bottom of the glass ordered,
and bound it round thickly with canvas, I placed it on the
board on which the glass was to stand, covering it over with a
sheet of thick plate glass, which was kept warm by wrapping
all up in folds of canvas. It was at this point that the idea of
getting the bees to build upwards and downwards simultaneously
(which Mr. Pettigrew has spoken of as if it had been a common
practice) first presented itself. Last year the hive of which I
am now writing filled a common bell-glass weighing 43 lbs.,
and which was the finest super that ever had been seen heio up
till then, without a particle of extraneous aid or an ounce of
feeding, and this was built entirely from the bottom upwards.
But this is a digression, and I return to the palace.

There being such a number of bees in the hive ready to com-
mence work, and the glass being of such immense size, I con-
ceived the idea that if I could induce them to work from both
top and bottom it would strengthen the chances in favour of
the super being ready, short as the time was, for the exhibition.
1 therefore placed some bits of pure honeycomb about li to
2 inches high and 3 or 4 inches long, at regular measured dis-
tances from centre to centre on the board upon which the super
was to stand. The bees at once commenced to work upon
these, building upwards and longitudinally in straight lines, till

they had fastened the ends of the combs to the wooden hoops,
and the upper edges to the sheet of glass, and this hoop they
had entirely fiUed with solid sealed combs before the super
came to hand. When it did arrive, the lid, even after a third
attempt, was unshapely and a bad fit, I therefore rejected it;
and this second apparent misfortune forced me to carry out my
preconceived idea. Having with a thin knife cut away the sheet
of glass which served as a lid to the hoop, then having passed
the knife round the ends of the combs inside the hoop, I lifted
the latter gently off and replaced it with the super. The bees
at once fastened the ends of the combs to the glass and com-
menced vigorously to build upwards. I next got ready a stout
piece of board to serve as a temporary lid, and having nailed a
cross-bar on its upper side to prevent it from "winding" or
" warping " (take your choice, it all depends on what part of
the country you reside in), I fastened to its under side some
strips of guide-comb at the precise distances from centre to
centre, in which tJie combs at bottom stood. I placed this
board on so that the combs at top and bottom would not only
run parallel with each other, but would point centre to centre.
Let it be borne in mind, however, that so far from fastening
empty combs to this top cover, the slips so put on, merely tO'

serve as guides, were not more than one cell deep, my object
being that when cutting away this wooden lid I could get tha
knife under these bits of guide-comb, and leave nothing in the
super but the pure new white comb built by the bees. The
result realised all my anticipations. The bees in wandering
about over the sides of the glass soon found the board at top
and commenced nibbling at the bits of guide-comb, making
them more secure to the boards. They soon began to rope, and
in a very short time the cluster from the top was in contact
with the combs at bottom, thus forming a much more graceful
ladder whereby to mount than that described by Mr. Pettigrew

;

for, let me say here, that I do not think a piece of wood up the
centre of a crystal palace to serve as a ladder, would be an im-
provement to it, and it certainly is not necessary, as the little
gymnasts themselves in their beautiful ropes form a most per-
fect ladder, and a most pleasing object to behold.

From the foregoing description it will at once be apparent that
after having put on the wooden cover, I could not have again
renioved it for the purpose of packing empty combs into' tlia
middle of the super; first, because the bees almost immediately
had the upper comb carried across the point of junction between
the board and the glass ; and next, because if I had done so I
should have defeated the object in view, which was that tbs-
combs should so meet and be joined together by the bees that
the point of junction would not bo perceived ; and this is now
actually the case. The combs, then, having been joined from
top to bottom, and fastened to the glass from front to back, it
was quite safe to out off the board at top, taking care to bring
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the small bit of {^ide-comb, and leaving pure bleeding surfaces
on the edges of the combs ; and the glass manufacturer, after a
fourth attempt, having succeeded in turning out a lid to please
me, and which, as stated in my last, was dome-shaped, I put it

on, when the bees at once commenced to build further upwards,
and in a very short time they reached the top, and the crystal
palace was finished !—perfect throughout ; not a particle of empty
comb taving been given, and entirely the manufacture of the
bees in a Woodbm-y hive—all wood, remember 1—and myself !

Now to the feeding; and here is a problem for our objecting
friends to solve:—Given an International Exhibition, a bad
season, very limited time, and a glass which the manufacturer
turned out even larger than what was ordered, and which was
"bound to be filled." How was it to be done? Answer,—By
feeding, and feeding only, at all times unfavourable for honey-
gathering. Who does not know that during unfavourable
weather bees will not only cease working in supers, but will
even carry down the honey from them to support the brood
which is being produced at such a rapid rate at this season ? In
order to guard against this I fed regularly at all unfavourable
seasons, but not with glucose. Mr. Pettigrew has thrown out a
hint on this subject in his last letter, and I am not going to tell

how many of my hives I robbed in order to help the crystal
palace, but will simply assert that from the day I placed it upon
the hive until I removed it from it the bees were fed on nothing
but honey, pure and simple. I know that it will be said that
anyone may produce such a super at the sacrifice of their
apiary, S:c. ; to which I answer, " Tou have now the benefit of my
experience to assist you. Try it." And then I will ask, Which
of you made .i'lO last season out of an apiary of seven hives ?

My crystal palace sold for X'lO, and took first prizes at the Inter-
national and at Middleton Agricultural Show, £3. I took first

prize at the International for the best hive of honey—£3, and
disposed of a considerable portion oi the contents, which weighed
82 lbs., at l5. Gd. per pound. There being no class at the Inter-
national in which the hive that built the crystal palace could
compete, I did not take it there, but I exhibited it subsequently
at Middleton, where it as usual carried off first prize—.i'3. ±'10 for

palace, i'9 in prizes, about i'2 for honey sold—i'21, and plenty of
iioney for home consumption left, besides that still remaining
in the prize Woodbury, which has frames in it at this moment
weighing between 5 and lbs., and of which a lady who has
some thirteen stocks says that it is worth all she has obtained.

—

D. Beeen, G, Ardwich Terrace, Manchester.

THE BAE-FRAME HIVE.
" A FUNCTION to each organ, and each organ to its own function,

is the law of organisation," said a great writer. Another great
thinker has said that the language of the discoverer—viz., " it

struck me" is not correct, for nothing struck him when he
found the object of his research. The truth is " he struck it."

No doubt this is philosophically true, whether the object found
be an island, the law of gravitation, or improvement in machinery
or horticulture.

Well, one night I was in search of a subject for a letter to this
Journal, different in kind from all I had ever written. " It
struck me " that one on the bar-frame hive from my pen would
ke a variety, and hence one was written suggesting improve-
ments, and asking some who have the organ of mechanical inge-
nuity to carry all into a hive of this kind. I had then quite for-

gotten I had seen one some two years ago with a back door to it,

thoush I have a distinct remembrance of hearing Mr. Breen
and Mr. Wright talk of improving a hive in this way. When I

wrote the letter in question I told Mr. Samuel Yates that I was
partly indebted to them for the idea of improvements, and
partly to observation. I never thought that my letter would
offend or injure anybody ; but I find that Mr. Breen is aggrieved
that his name was not mentioned in it. If I have injured him
in the smallest degree he has a right to be discontented, and it

becomes me to offer an apology. I wag under the impression
that some one with more time at command must take the
matter np if ever the beekeepers of this country wore to have
improved bar-frames. Mr. Breen has great instincts and apti-
tnae for mechanical contrivances, and I am glad ho is asking
others to communicate with him about improvements ; and I
trust that some one equally ingenious will, with Mr. Breen, take
the matter np, and speedily bring it to a successful issue. I
have no organ for such functions, and I am quite content to sit

on the lowest form.—A. Pettiobew.

ALDERNEY COWS.
As two or three Alderney cows are now often kept by private

families, there are many of your readers who could give a good
account of their treatment as to feeding, the time of year they
sleep under shelter, Ac. I name how I manage mine, and hope
others interested in these animals will give the manner they
treat theirs.

Mine now lie-in at night, and can go into a shed it wet in the
daytime. I am giving them 2 Iba. of oilcake each at night, the

same in the morning mixed with sweet hay cut in a chaffer.
One of mine, a very small one in height, calves next week.
Three months before her time being up she gave lOJ lbs. of
butter, and the week before commencing drying her, ti\ lbs.
She gives very little milk. I have another, a grand beast I im-
ported direct, not through a dealer. She gives a great quantity
of milk, and apparently very rich. The most butter I have had
from her when at her best in one week did not quite reach 8 lbs.
I had once a little beauty bred between the Alderney and Short
Horn, the talk of the country. She gave from calving to being
dried 141 lbs. of butter. Any of your readers having this Journal
bound will find her weekly produce given in your Journal,
vol. iii., N.S., page 38.—H. S.

WARNING.
It is high time that aU your readers should be up to the cloth

and silk trick. Tour correspondent's friend is well known in
these parts. I wag staying at Bath two years ago, when our
friend called and showed patterns of carpets at marveUoug
prices. " He was about," said he, " to take a room at the Pump
Boom Hotel for the sale of these goods, and our orders would
at once be executed." Having, as he thought, gained our con-
fidence, he produced silks of that Manchester manufacture,
purporting to be Japanese, and also pieces of cloth ; but we were
up to the dodge. He had the bad luck to call on me here in the
following j-ear, producing velvet boots, furs, and a variety of
fancy goods at sixpence each and like absurd prices, our orders
to be executed the following week. Then came the silks and
cloth, when I reminded him of our former meeting. The same
gentleman varies big trade by offering birds. I can tell your
readers that the cloth is rubbish, as several unlucky purchasers
have since found out ; the silks are very inferior, and, being
very narrow, purchasers find they have not enough for a dress.
—E. H.i.NDLEY.

•

OUR LETTER BOX.
Crystal Palace Poultry Sho\v {A Gloucestershire Viear and 0//i^ts).—

The sole reason of our notes ou the poultry being so short was that four
gentlemen on whom we relied were prevented by illness or other causes from
being present in time. The notes from one of them we publish to-day.

Spanish Fowl's Face (A. T. W.).—\\e Jo not think it would be at all

beneficial to apply milk and water. The continement must not be in dark-
ness, but in semi-darknesB. The old tradition was that white peas made
white faces

;
just so, whan we were boys we believed blowing into the pop-gun

incrtased the report. Keep them scrupulously clean ; feed them, if you have
them, on ground oats, if not, on some easily-digested food

;
give them gravel

and clean water. A week or at most ten days will be sufllciently long tu keep
them in confinement.
Fowls for Canada (B. N. A.).—The fowl that unites all the properties

you require is the Brahma Pootra. You prefer to keep only one breed. They
are good layers, very good sitters, and very hardy chickens. The writer of
this has hatched them in snow, and reared them. They are by no means
contemptible foragers, and are not enormous eaters. ^Ve have always heard
the Canadian climate praised fur its salubrity. We know that although a
long residence in snow would no doubt bo fatal, yet that all animals lilse to
have access to it. We believe we are coiTect in stating that formerly the
lions and tigers at the Zoological were removed from their cages at the
approach of winter, and placed in an artificially-heated house till the warm
weather returned; bur having been left out during a very early snow storm,
they were found rolling in the snow, aud greatly enjoying it. Since then they
face the augr^' elements, and the murtality has greatly diminished. It is so
with poultry. If you confine them to a heated hou^ie and forbid all exit from
it, your fowls will pine and die. If you will, build a winter-roosting house
close-shut a;:!aiast a!! weather, the door put in that corner whore there is the
least wind in the winter. If you will feed generously, not even omitting a
little animal food at times, leaving the door open in the winter, yuur
poultry will do very well. You will have to supply them with water twice
every day. That will be quite enough in the winter. The door need be open
only lor the four hours of mid-day, and when closed, dung or something
ciiuivalent to it should be piled up against it, just as is done to the stable

doors in England. They must have food in their .houses always. If it could
be kept from freezing into lumps of stony hardness, ground oats mixed with
milk and some grease would be the best food. They requh-e this stimulating
food only in the winter. Experience in our climate has taught us that the
earliest-hatched birds are always the strongest, aud reared with the least

trouble. We therefore advise you to time the sitting of your hens, so that
when the warm weather comes, and the vegetation bursts rapidly fortli, you
may be able at once to put your chickens to the sun. Such will be forward, and
you will be able to view the coming winter without dread as regards your stock.

Fowls in CoNyiNED Spacf, {linmalhoi.—In such a space as you doHcribo

you must have a breed that will do well in confinemei-t, and that will also

submit to it. As wo are always averse to keeping fowls with their wings cut,

and many breeds, such as Gaiuo, Ilamburghs, and Spanish, would certainly

liy over a fence Gfeet high, wo can recommend you the Cochins and Brahmas.
The question of the numbers you may keep in such a place depends on the
helps you are disposed to afford them. They want gravel, grit, and grass;

this latter should be growing, and it cut in the Bhai)e of a sod, should be
heavj- enough to resist the pull iieces!,ary to tear the gratis to pieces, and also

have enough earth to contain aud hold worms and such like creatures, vn-y

beneficial to the health of fowls. You may keep a cock aud two hens well iu
the space you name, and if you will give them lettuce and such garden refuse

they will do well. We described such a house asyou will require iu the present
number. It should be of wood, rotifed with slate or Bridgnwater tiles, 10 feet

long, 6 or 8 feet deep, aud 7 feet high in the lowest part^ vnih perches at thci

sheltered end, door in the corner, \sindow to open or phut according to tho
eeai^on and tho weather; above all, a gravel floor.

Poultry IIousb ami Yard (/. li. ir.).—We vjU presume you have a spaco

from 15 to 18 yards long and G wide, indopeniitaifi at tho Bpaoo you allot iot
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rooBtinp and laying hocaes. This will enable you to make a very comfortable

ran for your fowls. However large a space may be, it is always advisable ty

take as little as possible from it for the houses. The house may be large

enough; the ran cannot be too largo. You will (ilo well, for this reason, to
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Oelestial fWiUiam Deans).—Pale primrose, Email flower,

abundant bloomer, and strong grower.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Modi'stij (Ware).—Tliis is one of the prettiest novelties; it

has moderate-sized flowers, and is almost always in bloom. It

is in perfection in April when planted in autumn. It is a white
ground, with a light-shaded violet belt and dark eye. A free

grower and profuse bloomer. Quite distinct from any other

bedding sort.

Magjne.—This is an old favourite, but is one of the prettiest

in early spring ; colour deep purple, tipped with white. It is

useless when the sun becomes powerful, as it loses the white

on the petals.

Marquis (Hooper) is a very uncommon variety ; it has a bright

bronze ground, striped with purplish brown. It has a large

flower, and is a strong grower. Flowers well throughout the

season.

SiiHshine (Hooper).—A fine yellowish-bronzo flower, of good
shape. The plant is a strong grower, and wiU bloom in April

if planted in autumn.
Stephen Nairn (Downie, Laird, & Laing).—This is the most

novel of all the Pansies ; it is a large flower, and a strong

grower ; the ground fine orange-veined, blotched and striped

with crimson and rich brown ; the blooms are well thrown-up
on high stalks. It will flower well throughout the summer

;

it loses its crimson colour in hot weather, but regains it as

autumn comes.
Buttercup (Downie, Laird, & Laing).—This is splendid, a

strong grower, bright clear primrose, with large blue blotch

;

the flowers are very large. It blooms in April.

A few remarks with regard to planting, soil, and propagation

may be useful to people unacquainted with the treatment of

Pansies. Many of the public are disappointed every season

by not knowing very simple things with regard to these flowers.

In the first place, they seldom plant tiU spring, when Pansies

should be in bloom, thus throwing them back with regard to

early blooming, and when they do flower they have not the sub-

stance or colour which they would have had a month earlier.

The best time to plant is in September or October ; but at any
rate, aU should be in by Christmas, or they wUl disappoint in

early bloom and richness of quahty.
The flowers of many of the varieties shrivel-up and lose their

colour in hot weather. When this is the case the plants should
be takeu-up, and the roots cut-off, leaving only the very small
ones, commonly called the toes ; then pull them to pieces, and
plant them in a shady place, and plant-out again in beds in

August, when they win be well rooted. The cuttings should be
planted in sandy loam and fine well-decomposed leaf mould

;

they should be planted rather deeply, and well watered. For the
Pansy beds the best soil is a rather close loam not very light

(yellow being the best) ; it should be rich and manured well

the previous year, or at least have a dressing of very rotten

dung and leaf mould where such can be easily obtained. As
a rule, all Pansies flower better when young, and it should
be the aim of all growers to keep continually making cuttings.

Pansies never answer when old plants.

—

Edward B. Shenton,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.

BASPBEREY CULTIVATION.
The present being a favourable time for making a new

plantation, I submit my practice to the readers of The Jouen^u.

OF HoRTicuLTUKE. I gather from my plantation from three

to four hundred quarts annually, besides supplying six or

seven hundred surplus canes to various persons iu and out of

the trade.

The variety Northumberland FiUbasket succeeds the best

with me; besides, I keep the Fastolf or Filby, and for dessert

the luscious Dulcis, raised by a friend at Mansfield, and named
by the late John F. Wood ; and lastly a seedling of my own,
being a cross between the Fastolf and an American Blackberry,

the fruit of which I submitted to the Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. Other sorts which may answer in the
southern counties, do not appear to do well farther north,
consequently I have discarded them, and confine myself to the
above.
A great mistake is made by the inexperienced, and frequently

by practical gardeners, in the choice of plants, selecting strong

canes which very often have two or three roots only, whilst

those at a distance from the stool possess a mass of fine

fibres, the former seldom producing any fruit the following

season, neither yielding any sufficient quantity of young canes
to form a good row, whilst the latter possess all the requisites

for fruiting and propagation. Another mistake is frequently
made in planting—that is, putting manure under the plants,

which prevents them from taking freely to the soil, which
should be as solid and firm as possible

;
plant in good soil,

and top-dress as much as you like.

I do not approve of the old-fashioned plan of bunching
together five or sis canes from one stool, which is still recom-
mended by some, but make a trench, if possible, due north
and south, which will give the fruit a chance to obtain an
equalised portion of the influence of the sun. Avoid crowd-
ing, let the rows be at least 4 feet asunder ; the crop wUl be
heavier and better flavoured. In planting I make it a rule to

put alternately a larger and a smaller cane ; the former is

trained to a treUis, the latter is headed-down to about 10 or

12 inches, and throws out laterals, from which I obtain fruit

in long bunches tUl the frost takes all the flavour out of it.

Another error is frequently committed by digging between
the rows or near the stools, by which act the supply of nourish-
ment is to a great extent cut-oif ; this is very injurious to the

plants, as the roots lie very near the surface. Nothing more
than hand-weeding or the scuflle should be used to clean the

plantation. My experience teaches me that in retaining the

quantity of new canes, one every 10 inches is sufficient to be
tied to the trellis, and not to exceed 5 feet in height. Thin-
ning old plantations and tying should not be delayed beyond
November, when a mulching of manure may be given.

—

Joseph Buegess, Knutsford.

THE MANETTI STOCK.
An old woman once remarked to the clergyman of her

parish, when, during a very dry season, prayers were offered

for rain, and in the course of the week a heavy thunderstorm
came and nearly washed all the plants out of the old woman's
garden, " Ah ! sir," she said, " you be always overdoing it ;

"

and I think the same remark may be applicable to Mr. Camm
with respect to his Roses on the Manetti stock. I saw them
myself in the summer, and certainly they were as bad as could

be. This was, I understand, partly to be attributed to the

plants not being very strong when put in, and I expect that

too much stable dung, not properly turned over and matured,
finished them. I perfectly agree with Mr. Peach iu his advice

to Mr. Camm not to give up his Manettis, but I would advise

him to manure them once only in the year and that in the

spring, and on no account to cover the beds with dressing

during the winter months. Of course, if the weather be severe

the plants may be covered with litter, but I firmly believe that

a thick top-dressing of dung tends to make the ground sour.

That the Manetti is a far superior stock to the Briar I am
perfectly convinced. Witness the marvellous Roses shown by
Mr. Cranston this year at Hereford, which were certainly the

finest I ever saw staged, and they were all from the Manetti

;

and then, again, how Roses last on this stock ! I have plants

which are six or seven years old, and this season they have made
shoots from the collar over U feet in height ; where can you
see that on the Briar? My own experience, therefore, leads

me to say to all Rose-growers, Do not give up the Manetti

;

see that your manirre is sweet and good, apply plenty of it but

not too often, and with the addition of an occasional watering

with liquid manure while the buds are forming, I am sure that

you will be rewarded with an abundant harvest of glorious

blooms.
Among the non placets in Mr. Farren's letter I was pleased

to see that he mentioned the difficulty, or I should rather say

the impossibility, of getting any breakfast either at the Crystal

Palace or South Kensington. After travelling all night and
sitting on one's Rose-boxes outside Victoria Station from 5 a.m.

to 7 A.M. waiting for a train to take one to the Palace, a cup

of coft'ee on one's arrival there would be quite as acceptable

to the exhibitor as a httle fresh water is to his blooms.

—

R. N. G. Bakek, Hcavitree.

GIVING WATER TO FEBNS.
I WISH to repeat in regard to growing all, or nearly all. Ferns,

the great advantage of allowing them to take up the water for

themselves by putting the pot on an inverted saucer, and that

saucer in a larger one, fiUing the larger one with water up to the

level, or hardly so, of the bottom of the inverted one. This plan

never allows the plant to be without water, as it only requires
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that attention shoulJ be given, and in two days, on an aver-

age, tlie Fern takes-up just as much as it likes, and keeps moist
without being soaked. I never could grow in my little ama-
teur way Pteris tricolor until I managed it in this way ; and all

my Adiautums, of which my little collection is principally com-
posed, are flourishing, including farleyense, on this system.

—

W. T. F. M. ISGAU., Grecnhiihe, Kent.

POTATO DISEASE AVOIDED.
The addition of a single fact bearing upon an important,

bnt obscure subject may tend to let in a ray of light. That
problem which far wiser heads than mine have endeavoured to

solve is the Potato disease. Now, I claim to have made no
leap, but certainly have been groping in the dark, seeking a
remedy for a widely ilifferent complaint to which the plant is

liable—" snpertnberating " is, I see, the correct term ; wo here
call it " second growth."

I planted about twenty perches of Potatoes, consisting of

Rocks, Jersey Blues, and a late sort of kidney. Favourable
weather through the spring and first half of the summer
brought the plants rapidly forward ; then followed an interval

of dry weather of sufficient duration to parch the ground ; a

short time suffices for that. Chalk being but 2 feet beneath
the surface, the warmth and drought, of course, checked growth,
the tubers ripening fast ; when, towards the latter part of sum-
mer, a succession of showers altered this state of things, the
plants assumed so much renewed vigour that I became alarmed,
knowing what it is to dig up a crop of Potatoes the starch of

which has travelled from the root end into the crown, or per-

haps out of the tuber altogether, leaving merely water and
cellular tissue. So, with no other idea than that of preventing
Bueh a disaster, I with a stout broad-pronged fork took-up and
replanted the whole of my crop, beginning at one end of the
furrow and moving each root in succession, not injuring the
haulm, and detaching but few of the tubers, covering them
again to prevent greening, my aim being to check growth and
aid ripening. That I succeeded in the first may be easily con-
ceived ; as to ripening, on taking-np the tubers in the last week
in September, although the skin at the crown end was a Uttle

tender, still they are now keeping sound and good. I simply
notify this fact, because, while I enjoy an immunity, the Pota-
toes of my neighbours are all more or less affected by the dis-

ease.—A Cottage G-vkdenee, Broadstairs.

A SEEDLING APPLE—EELATIVE HARDINESS
OF BLOSSOM—GRAPES.

I SESD herewith samples of a seedling Apple for examination
and comparison, with a view to determining its distinctness or
otherwise. Certainly it is a variety of great value as a culi-

nary Apple, being an excellent keeper, great bearer, and hardy
—in the matter of blossom perhaps exceptionally so. There
are unquestionably varying degrees of hardiness in the blos-

soms of fruit trees, and in this matter alone there is room for
much useful investigation. A variety of fruit may be excel-

lent in itself, and it may be withal a free-spurriug and blos-
soming kind, but if the blossom is exceptionally tender this

circumstance detracts from aU other good qualities on a vital

point. Nothing in fruit culture can be more disappointing
than to see trees, brought with much care into a fruit-bearing
state, clothed with blossom rich in promise, and then all to
drop under the spring frosts common to every year. It can
hardly be denied that by this more than all other obstacles
put together are the fruit crops ruined. It is impossible to
prevent this injury in dealing with large trees which in the
future, as in the past, must be relied on to produce the sup-
plies to meet rational and market demands. We can neither
stay the frosts nor protect the blossoms, but is there not a pos-
sibility that the dire effects of frost may be in a useful degree
evaded by special attention to kinds of inherent hardihood of
blossom or naturally late in opening ?

Few can have failed to notice in a mixed orchard of fmits,
where all the trees may be covered with blossom aUke, the
great difference in bulk of fruit perfected. There may be
other causes affecting this, but the primary one is the rela-

tive degree of hardiness of blossom of one kind comjiared
to another. I feel quite certain that on this point much
valuable information may be given by those who pay special
attention to fruit culture, who have in hand a hundred or
more varieties, and who are careful to note pecBliaritiea in in-

dividual sorts. I remember, in looking over a great plantation
of cultivated fruit trees in the summer of last year, being struck

with the very few varieties that had battled successfully

against the severe frosts -of the preceding spring. There were
at least ten blanks to one prize, ten barren trees to one fruitftil.

This, it must be confessed, was a very unsatisfactory state of

things, and the disappointment was the greater knowing that

the great proportion of the barren trees were in all respects as

healthy, and were at the same time equally furnished with
blossom with the very few fruitful ones. The greater number
exhibited a calamity by frost acting on tender blossom, the

lesser number an escape by hardy blossom. At any rate, if

this was not the reason of escape, what was? At that time,

as far as I remember, whenever we came to EenrrC d'Amanlis
Pear it was loaded with fruit ; so also was the early Citron des

Carmes. Louise Bonne of Jersey was another which escaped
fairly, as it frequently does. Bergamotte Espereu is a valuable

late Pear, and reUable from its hardy blossom. How seldom
is the old Moorfowl's Egg made barren by frost. A Pear
seldom seen, yet useful in autumn—the Green Pear of Yair, is

under my care unfailing as a cropper, frost or no frost. By
its side Marie Louise is ruined four years out of five. In the

same garden Autumn Beui-re and Hacon's Incomparable are

commonly made barren by spring frosts ; so also is Beurr6
d'Aremberg, a Pear, however, of no great value. My facDities

of comparison are limited, but I am satisfied by what I have
seen that there is much valuable information on this point

stored up somewhere.
In the garden above referred to, the Apples which were con-

spicuous as having escaped frost were Beauty of Kent, Domino,
Duchess of Oldenburgh, Cox's Orange Pippin, and, I think,

Stirling Castle ; but I am open to correction by the owner.

This year in walking through a good garden, almost the only

variety carrying a good crop were young trees of Small's Ad-
mirable, a really admirable sort. Every tree was loaded, tha

blossom of all the rest, as the gardener said, being " killed by
frost." Two half-standard trees of " Woolatou Pippin " (Court-

Pendu-Plat) always escape frost by their lateness in unfold-

ing their blossom. My employer calls them his " wise" Apple
trees, because of their escaping the cold by their lateness.

They invariably crop, but I am sorry to say invariably grub,

yet I think the grub grows less by having followed out Mr.
Douglas's plan of picking up and off, and burning the small,

affected fruit. If anyone knows of a better plan it would be a
great benefit to communicate it.

But what has this to do with the seedling Apple ? Simply
this, that it arrested my attention by the quality, which I sub-

mit is a valuable one—viz., its bearing heavily when other

trees around were fruitless owing to spring frosts. On paying a

visit to the town where it originated, I was struck with the

heavy crops of fruit hanging on certain trees in different gar-

dens of the town ; and on applying for information from the

resident nurseryman, whose splendid Eoses I had gone to ad-

mire, "Oh," he said, " that's our seedling; it's always so, and
it is without exception the very best and most useful Apple in

cultivation." He did not say this because it was his own seed-

ling, as it was not, but raised by a lady some years ago by
sowing pips ; nor because ho was sending it out at half a

guinea a-plant. He certainly had it in a goodly number, but

hitherto has sold it at the same price as all the other varieties.

Ho has, in fact, made nothing out of it. Perhaps, however,

he may do so, having purchased land and planted it largely to

form an orchard, and this is about the best testimony the

Apple can receive. If a fruit of any kind is proved for twenty

years and more under the eye of an observant nurseryman,
and instead of sending it all over the country he buys land and
plants it for fruit-bearing, it is a reasonable proof that there is

something good about the fruit thus honoured.
The tree of the variety in question is a strong and rather

spreading grower, unsuited for bush culture, but excellent for

orchard trees. The haliit and outline are not unlike a tree of

Blenheim Orange, but covered with spurs common toDumelow's
Seedling. The fruit is hko neither, as you will see, but is yet

fine. Its period of use is November to June, but the specimens

sent have been on a warm mantelpiece a month and more for

ornament, and have to some extent lost their firmness. A full

history of this Apple is promised, and when my friend has
done digging-up and packing off lioses it will, perhaps, come.
But it is beyond a shadow of doubt a seedling, and a valuable

one. Whether it is distinct from all existing varieties is left

to editorial judgment.
P.S.—With a formw commumcation I sent Grapes grown
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by'a working'carpenter uuder a glass strnctm'e covering the

back door of his house. They were smashed in transit. I now
enclose a few mere crumbs of his crop, which is sold and gone,

just to prove that really useful produce can be grown in a

simple manner without lire, or any great amount of skill. On
another occasion I will tell you of a similar house, but heated
from the kitchen boiler, now carrying upwards of two hundred
bunches of Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Lady Downe's, &e., of from
1 to 3 lbs. weight, well ripened, and in fine condition.

—

J. Weight.

[The Apple is large, round, and flat, and a very handsome
fruit. The Grape is Black Hamburgh, and deliciously flavoured.—Eds.I

,

THE BEST FIFTY GLADIOLI.
In your rej^ly to correspondents as to the best fifty Gladioli

for exhibition, I would venture to ask in what way your cor-

respondent is guided in arriving at the conclusion that the

fifty you name are the best for the purpose ? I made some
notes at the two great Gladioli exhibitions of this year—viz.,

the Crystal Palace and the Eoyal Horticultural at Kensington,
and on comparing I find many of the sorts you name as the

best were not exhibited at all ; and not more than eight of the
fifty which you have put down have made an appearance in

the stands which took the first prizes in the great open classes

—viz., the twenty-four at the Eoyal Horticultural, and the
twenty-four and thirty-six at the Crystal Palace. Not being a

large grower, I did not take down the names of more than
twenty-four, all of which had a distinctness of character and
markings, and carried from ten to sixteen blooms each—viz..

Acme, Attractive, Beauty of England, Charming, Damia,
Eugene Scribe, Hesperia, Horace Vernet, Julien, Lacepede,
Lady Bridport, Madame Desportes, Martia, Mytilene, Orcleus,

Orphee, Parsonii, Pheneus, Phytatus, Pictum, Polhs, Rosini,

Sanguineus, and Victory. These are decidedly the twenty-four
that I purpose growing next season. Many of the varieties in

your list I have discarded as being quite worthless for exhibit-

ing, although beautiful iu colour, and which, moreover, are

seldom seen with more than four or six blooms open at once.

I also notice that the whole of those you recommend as the

best are of foreign production. I do think this most unfair to

the high character now attained by our English growers ; for

surely the present season has most forcibly shown that we quite

equal—I should unhesitatingly say excel— our continental

neighbours. In proof of this, I have only to quote from your
own Journal. In your impression of September 11th, you say
the greater pai't which took the first open prizes were English-
raised seedlings. Again, in your report of the International

Show at Manchester you say that the whole, except three, in

the class for twenty-four, and also for twelve, were of English
production : and this is pretty well the truthful position of

our country iu raising this beautiful flower. We are no longer
dependant upon foreigners for the greater part of our finest

Gladioli.—F. W.

WINTER FLOWEE GARDENING.—No. 5.

Of flowering plants and bulbs the first to bloom is Ilellfborus

niger (the Christmas Eose). It often commences to do so in

November, and continues in bloom up to February or March.
The flowers are, as everybody knows, white and salver-shaped.
The foliage is dark green ; the leaf-stem brown-speckled ; the
leaflets broad-obovate, toothed, having a pedately lobed out-

line. H. niger maximus is by far the finest and largest form of

Christmas Hose. H. niger minor is a dwarf variety, and flowers

earlier than the species.

LI. cokliicus, with digitately-lobed vigorous foliage, and fine

crimson flowers, is one of the finest of the genus, but does not
flower until February or March.
H. alrorubens is also a fine red-flowering kind, iu beauty in

February and March.
There are many other kinds all pretty, but the above will

answer our purpose, which is to employ them for a second line

to shrubs with Hepatieas on the margin, or they may be planted
as centres to beds of flowering plants. They delight in a light

soil enriched with leaf soil, and move with excellent balls to

their winter quarters iu November, and to their summer position
iu spring.

The Winter Aconite (Eranthis hyemalis) is one of the earliest

of flowering plants, producing in .January and February its

bright yellow flowers ; the whole not above 3 or 1 inches high.
It forma a fine margin to a bed, and lines 2 inches apart every

way and inches wide are very effective, the inner line being
blue Hepatica with a centre of Helleborus colchicus. The
roots should be planted 3 or 4 inches deep and remain per-

manently.
Snowdrops are more effective in a bed than in irregular

patches, as we generally see them; the bed may be edged
with Scilla sibirica. For permanent edgings they are superb.

The single Snowdrop is the first to flower, followed by the

double-flowered and the Crimean, or Galanthus plicatus, which
is of more robust and larger growth. (See accompanying
figure.) The elegant drooping snow-white flowers of the Snow-
drop are universaUy admired. The bulbs should be planted

3 inches deep and an inch apart, and remain permanently, or

they may be taken up with balls and placed in the reserve

ground. For beds I like clumps of 3 or 4 inches in diameter,

and the same distance apart, planting them when the beds are

cleared, and lifting in spring.

Calanthus phcatus

Bulhocodium rernum.—The flowers are rosy purple, and
appear in February or March before the leaves. It is very
effective as an edging, and ought to remain permanently. A
band of this 1 foot wide, with the centre of the bed the Spring
Snowflake, is superb.

Leucojmn rernum (Vernal or Spring Snowflake).—It is saying
much to assert that the flowers of this are more effective and
graceful than those of the Snowdrop, which it succeeds. Its

fragrant pendant flower-cups, or snow-white bell-shaped flowers

tipped with green, are extremely beautiful either for cutting

for bouquets or vases, or for flower-garden decoration. It

grows about 9 inches high, and is fine as an edging to beds of

shrubs or for a bed on a ground of Crocuses. A sheltered

position is necessary for it to succeed the Snowdrop. It should
likewise have a light loam enriched with leaf soil.

Triteleia unifiora.—The white-shaded, porcelain-blue, fra-

grant flowers in a small bed or edging are very effective. On
a groundwork of Crocuses it is likewise effective. The bulbs
ought to remain permanently, or be grown in pots.

Scilla sibirica.—The bright blue of this contrasts admirably
with the snow-white flowers of the Snowdrop, and the plant is

especially fine as an edging, where it should be permanent.

S. bifolia, blue, and its white variety alba, are earlier-flower-
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iug than S. sibirica, but the flowers are not so lasting. Both
are good for edgings.

Utpaticas.—Angulosa is the cream of the Hepaticas, pale

blae. Of H. triloba there are single blue, double blue, single

and double red, and single white varieties.

The Hepaticas have no equal in lines or other devices, and
in my opinion are the most effective of all early-flowering
plants. They should be moved in autumn to their flowering
quarters with all the soil that clings to the roots ; and the
same remark applies to their removal from the beds or borders
in spring after flowering. It is of no use cutting away the
roots if the object be to secure strong growth, good large clumps,
and a fall display of bloom. Light rich soil enriched with
leaf soil or thoroughly rotted manure is most suitable. In
summer they are the better of a slightly shaded position, and
should be well watered on removal from their flowering
quarters.

Violets.—The only other plant that I shall name is the
Violet, and of it only one kind. The Czar. Runners put-in in

April or May on an east border in rich soil at a foot apart every
way, kept clean, and well watered in dry weather, will form
fine plants by October, and will then produce some flowers,

lifted with balls they will continue to bloom up to March,
and though the flowers are not so numerous as to afford a
blaze of bloom, they are nevertheless effective as a second line

to Snowdrops.
Cruciisci are the intermediate link that join the very early

spring to the spring-flowering plants. They are out of bloom
before the spring flowers proper appear, and on this account
I claim them as edgings to beds of shrubs and coloured-leaved
plants ; and like the Snowdrop, Squills, Winter Aconite, Eul-
boeodium vcrnum, and Spring Snowfliike, also Triteleia, they
should remain as permanent margins, planting them so near
the edge of the borders or beds as not to be in danger of being
disturbed when the beds are trimmed for the summer plants.
Too many of these early flowers cannot be had, aud once planted
they take care of themselves, requiring only to be taken up
every third year and divided, enriching the soil, and replanting
the same day.—G. Abbey.

LEAP SOIL.
There seems to be great diiEculty as to the many uses

which leaf soil maybe put to ; but I have never seen pot plants
satisfactory in a compost containing one-third or one-fourth
part of it. There is leaf soil well made, and leaf soil badly
made. In my experience good soil that will suit pot plants
is made of leaves from the Oak. Bake them up when dry if

you can, and then store them in a large heap or open shed, if

any room can be spared for them, till wanted for fermenting
in a pit or such-like place where early Potatoes are grown

;

then take them from your store-heap, and well shake them up
in the bed, so that it may not settle in lumps or prevent their
heating regularly over the bed, and the next autumn there will

be a lot of half-decomposed leaf soil. I may add. Grow some
Cucumbers on the same bed after the Potatoes are off, aud
by the treatment the Cucumbers should have, the leaf soil will

turn-out all the better. Then, after the first year's proceed-
ings, I dust a little quicklime on it as it is taken from the pit, at

the same time put it into a heap to lay another summer, or to

be used as a top-dressing to the beds made-up for Cucumbers or
Melons to check the strongest of the heat before the soil is

put on for the plants. When the harvest is over, and summer
is ended, it is ready to form a part of composts, without being
doubtful of the hurtful substances which como from soil made
of what leaves come to hand first, through not waiting for

the Oak.
I find the above answer very well, as I cannot find the soil

made in that way does injury to plants of any kind— at least,

I have not found anything in it to bring ill-health to plants.
How can we expect the herbaceous Calceolaria to grow in a
compost chiefly of leaf soil ? It wants a more substantial
soil, and not so much draining ; but I need not say any more
about that.

Then why should gardeners be led to think that manure
which has been employed for Mushroom beds is of little value ?

I think it of great value for Zonal Pelargoniums and several
stove plants. The Alocasias will take it, and will make fine

strong foliage ; and for Pelargoniums it cannot be surpassed,
if used with equal parts of loam from a good feeding pasture,
and one part of leaf soil and river sand ; do not bo at the expense
of silver sand. Anyone wishing to have good success attending

the application of leaf soil must depend on and wait for the

Oak leaves ; I have always found them true.—C. Meacock
Tlie Gardens, Morville House, Sherbourne, n'aricick.

MACHINE-MADE NETTING.
A coREESPONDENT has asked whether there is any machine

for making netting. I can strongly recommend wire netting

for garden purposes as much more efficacious, and in the end
probably cheaper than string netting. For Strawberries espe-

cially, string netting is most objectionable : it is troublesome
to move, and is always apt to cut off some blossoms or unripe

berries. I now surround nearly all my beds with wire netting

1 foot high, and on this I rest frames covered with wire netting

of lA-inch or IJ-iuch mesh. The frames are 7J feet long,

which is the width of my beds, and 3 feet ;i inches broad, which
admits of wire 3 feet wide being strained. The wood of the

frames is lA inch by 1 inch, mortised at the four corners, with
one piece through the middle. It is important that the wire

should be procured before the frames are made, as their strength

and durability depend on the wire being properly strained.

These frames so covered are easily moved when gathering the

fruit, aud are most convenient for a variety of other purposes.

In the spring we tie on a mat and use them to protect the
cuttings when first put out, and thus save much time and
trouble. Covered with a bit of muslin they make most useful

shades for the glass frames on a seed bed, or, with merely four

flower pots to rest on, for young Lettuces when put out in a

scorching sun.

If a Gooseberry bed were surrounded with wire netting 2 or

3 feet high, and string netting used to throw over the top, a

great saviug of time and fruit would be effected. It is where
the string netting meets the ground that the blackbird finds

an easy access. The wire lies close to the ground and offers a

firm resistance. If fruit is worth growing it is worth protect-

ing at any cost.—F. M. K.

FIFTEEN ACRES OP GLADIOLUS, TEN OP
TUBEROSES, AND FIVE OF JAPAN LILIES.
Twenty years ago there were only six or seven varieties of

the Gladiolus known. Now there are over one thousand dis

tinct varieties, aud all have been raised from the six or seven

original flowers, and the number is increased every season.

The pure white Gladiolus originally came from the Cape of

Good Hope ; but it was a small flower, and, at its introduction

ten years ago, was not much thought of. By careful cultiva-

tion, however, it has become one of the choicest flowers of the

field and garden. One of the rarest sights of the summer
season in a floral way is C. L. Allen's Gladiolus preserves.

These are on the line of the Central Eailroad of Long Island,

about fourteen miles from Hunter's Point, and the route of

the road is through the centre of a fifteen-acre field devoted

to the culture of this beautiful flowering bulb.

One hundred thousand Gladiolus bulbs are planted to the

acre, aud but little knowledge of arithmetic is required to

figure-out the number of plants growing in this fifteen-acre

plantation. It may well be imagined that the sight of this

field of flowers in the late season of bloom was grand. In
passing through it by rail the sensation was that of entering a

fiery lake (for the red and crimson flowers predominate), and the

illusion was enhanced as the breeze swayed the spikes of flowers

to aud fro in the form of mimic waves. These brilliant flowers

are sent to the New York market daily, ten thousand, perhaps,

at a time, and are to be seen on every street-stand, as well as in

the more pretentious flower-stores. Gladiolus bulbs of the

best mixed varieties are worth ?25 a-thousand. As soon as

the flowering season is over with the Gladiolus the bulbs are

taken-up aud dried, and the largest are laid away for autumn
and spring sales, while the smaller sorts are replanted for the

next season's flowers.

Mr. Allen's plantation of flowering bulbs also comprises ten

acres of Tuberoses, which embrace over 500,000 plants. This
section is just coming iuto flower ; but as it will only show a

mass of pure white, it will lack the beauty of the Gladiolus

display.

Of the Lily tribe there are thousands of varieties of the double

Tiger, Japan, and other sorts. Indeed, the .Japan Lily forms

one of the leading sorts in Mr. Allen's collection, as five acres

are devoted to its cultivation. There are one hundred dis-

tinct varieties of Lilies in these grounds. It may bo asked

here, Where do these bulbs go ? for the production is immense.
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Mr. Allen says he ships them all over the -world ; and in con-

firmation, in part, of this fact, he has jnst filled an order from
London amounting to $1000 in gold.

—

{New York Evening Post.)

DBTING FLOWERS IN THEIR NATURAL
COLOURS.

I BEg to Buhmit a process of my own for effecting the object.

This is simply the drying of flowers in fine, well-washed white

or silver sand, at a comparatively low temperature. With this

view, the sand must be rendered perfectly dry by previous

heating, and transferred to any suitable receptacle, such as an
earthenware basin or a large deep jar, so that this may be

about half full. The flowers are then introduced, and very

carefully enclosed in the sand, so as to firmly support the

petals in their natural position, and the vessel is afterwards

filled up with additional sand. As thus prepared, it is at

once to be placed in an ordinary kitchan-oven, and kept at a
moderate temperature for about four hours, a shorter or a

longer time being necessary according to the amount of mois-
lare naturally present in the flowers. This important point

—

the proper time required for the dicing—can, of course, only

be ascertained by experiment and observation.

By this very simple process I have lately dried some of the

ordinary garden flowers, such as different varieties of the

Pelargonium, the Geranium sanguineum, the Tradescantia
virginica. Antirrhinums, &c., and with hardly any loss of

colour or change of form. I have, too, no doubt that anyone
who could devote more time and care to the process than I can
myself, would easily obtain stiU better results than those to

which I have referred.

Considering the importance of botany as a branch of general

education, and the difficulty often exjyMrienced by students in

procuring flowers for examination, it is certainly a desideratum
to be able, by a simple and inexpensive mode of drying, to

preserve them without alteration either of form or colour.

—

AV. H. Olley.—(English Mechanic)

BOTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW
AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

Decemeeb 3ed.

This Show, the last for the season, was held in the Council-
room, where, for the time of year, there was a fair display,

while in the entrauce-hall were ranged a number of excellent
specimens of Hollies and other evergreens.

Two classes, respectively for twelve and six Tree Carnations
in 8-inch pots, came first in the schedule, but there was no ex-

hibitor in either. Next was a class for twenty-four cut blooms
of Japanese Chrysanthemums, and these were remarkabl}' fine

for this late period of the season. Mr. J. H. Hinnell, gardener
to F. A. Davis, Esq., Anglesea House, Surbiton, was first, and
Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to Francis Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford
Hall, Ilford, second. The best blooms were Bronze and Red
Dragon, Grandiflorum, Magnum Bonum, Oracle, The Daimio,
Meg Merrilees, Chang, and Fair Maid of Guernsey.

Collections of Cyclamens were exhibited by Mr. Clarke, of

Twickenham, and Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing, who were awarded
prizes in the order named. Mr. Clarke's flowers were of a more
distinctive character than those sent by the other exhibitor; they
comprised some handsome purplish crimson flowers of large

size, with massive foliage. For twelve Cyclamens, open class,

Mr. C. Turner, of Slougli, had the first prize for well-flowered
healthy specimens. Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esq.,

Cambridge Park, Twickenham, was second with very handsome
specimens, the flowers of good quaUty. Mr. R. Clarke was
third. A very good collection was sent by Mr. Turner, of

Slough ; it contained some brilliant-coloured flowers and well-

grown specimens. It had an extra prize. These fine winter
flowers are becoming quite common, and are very well adapted
for cutting or for the decoration of apartments. They made the
Council-room look quite gay at this dull season of the year.

In collections of hardy evergreens bearing berries or orna-
mental fruit (HoUies excepted), the best group came from Mr.
George, gardener, Putney Heath. It consisted of Pernettyas,
Skimmia oblata and japonica, several Aucubas, Cotoneaster
Simmonsii, Gaultheria procumbens, &c., but several of the
plants were very small. Second came Mr. E. Smith, gardener
to T. D. Galpin, Esq., Putney Heath ; and third, Mr. Aldous,
florist, Gloucester Road, South Kensington.

Of nine Hollies, the only exhibitors were Messrs. Veitoh, who
exhibited specimens ranging from 7 to 9 feet high, remarkably
fine not only in growth but in leaf-markings. These consisted
of Waterer's Gold-edged, vei'y dense and handsome; Hex Aqui-
folium pendnla, a weeping dark-green-leaved variety, in this

case beautifully berried ; Silver Queen ; Small Silver Queen

;

fructu-luteo, yellow-berried ; Gold Queen, beautifully coloured;
Douningtoniensis, a dark, narrow-leaved, very distinct variety;
and aureo-marginata, with many of the leaves entirely yellow,
others margined with that colour, the whole forming a very
effective object.

Prizes were offered for six Box, distinct, but failed to bring
any response; and of nine hardy Evergreens of the Yew or
Cypress type in 12-inch pots, Messrs. Staudish & Co., of Ascot,
were the sole exhibitors. A first prize was awarded them for a
group in which were nice specimens of Thujopsis dolabrata
and its variegated form ; the beautiful, dense, green Cupressus
Lawsoniana erecta viridis ; Retiuosporas, as flhfera and plumosa,
charming plants, not yet sufliciently grown ; and Taxus adpressa
stricta.

Of Roman Hyacinths the best three 12-inch pans came from
Mr. F. Farrow, gardener to G. Batters, Esq., Brigadier Hill,
Enfield ; the second best from Messrs. Standish ; both were of
great excellence ; and Mr. Aldous, Gloucester Road, was third.
Messrs. Cutbush and Mr. Chambers had also good pans. Last
in the schedule came a class for the best collection of Endive
and other Salading. Mr. W. G. Pragnell, gardener to G. D. "W".

Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset, was first with a very fin©
collection indeed, it contained twelve sorts of Endive—Fraser'a
Late Improved, Digswell Prize, and "White Curled were repre-
sentative types—Carter's Perfection of Beets and Carter's Dwarf
Crimson Celery; large specimens of the New Californian
Radish, and nice Brown Cos Lettuce. Mr. J. Hepper, gardener
to C. 0. Ledward, Esq., Acton, also had a very good collection,
and was awarded the second prize. Mr. J. W. Moorman, gar-
dener to the Misses Christy, Kingston-on-Thames, was third.
Foremost among the miscellaneous subjects of exhibition

was a coUeotion of Conifers from Messrs. Veitcb, of Chelsea,
for which a first prize was awarded. These comprised large
and extremely handsome examples of Juniperus drupaceaj
Thuja Vervaeneana, cinnamon-coloured; Retinospora plumosa,
extremely handsome ; Cryptomeria elegans ; Retinospora obtusa,
nana aurea, a fine golden variety ; Sciadopitys verticillata ; the
rush-like, pendulous Retinospora filifera ; E. lycopodioides, of a
fine shade of dark green; R. filicoides ; and Thujopsis dola-
brata. There is one purpose for which the Retiuosporas, beau-
tiful as they are elsewhere, and there not suggestive of mourn-
ful thoughts, are peculiarly appropriate—namely, for planting
in cemeteries. We recommend them for this purpose as brighter,
more hope-inspiring, than the Cypress and Yew. Mr. WilUam
Paul, of Waltham Cross, sent a group of different varieties of
Aucuba. An extra prize was awarded to Messrs. Standish for a
collection of Bouvardias and Lily of the Valley.

Feuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
Mr. J. Chambers, Spring Grove, Isleworth, sent fruit of Blen-
heim Pippin Apples. Mr. Wright, gardener to G. Hunt, Esq.,
Enfield, sent a conical red-striped Apple, said to be a seedling;
and Mr. J. Clark, gardener to Rev. A. D. Stackpool, Writtle,
near Chelmsford, also sent a seedling, which was so similar to
the former that the Committee could not observe any difference.

Neither of them was considered an improvement on others
already in cultivation. Mr. Gilbert, the Gardens, Burghley, sent
some good specimens of Passe Colmar Pear and Wyken Pippin.
Mr. Ross, the Gardens, Welford Park, near Newbury, sent
specimens of Welford Park Nonesuch, which were not so good in
flavour as they were last year. Mr. Taylor, Berners Street,.

Ipswich, sent specimens of a seedling Apple, evidently raised
from Iviug of the Pippins, but much inferior to that variety. A
seedling Pear from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, of good
flavdbr, was objected to as not keeping well. Mr. Hepper, The
Elms, Acton, sent a basket of very fine specimens of Chau-
montel of a fine bright russet colour, but none of them were
ripe. Mr. F. Dancer, Little Sutton, sent a dish of Beurrc
d'Aremberg, well coloured and well grown. He also brought
a dish of Dutch Medlars. Mr. Watlam, gardener to A. H. Long-
man, Esq., Shendish, Hemel Hempstead, sent three bunches of

Black Alicante Grapes, which received a cultural commendation.
Mr. James Harris, the Garden, Singleton, Swansea, sent three
handsome Smooth Cayenne Pines, the aggregate weight of which
was 21 lbs. They received a cultural commendation. Mr.
Jones, of the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, sent three fruits of
Smooth Cayenne Pines, remarkable in every respect, and weigh-
ing 2.5 lbs. in the aggregate. They also were awarded a cultvural

commendation.
Mr. Parr, East End House, Fulham, sent a basket of Mush-

rooms, the bed being spa^wned on November 28th. Messrs.
Veitch & Sons sent heads of Snow's Superb Winter White
Broccoh. Mr. Gilbert, of the Gardens, Burghley, Stamford,,

sent a collection of forced vegetables. Messrs. Veitch & Sons
exhibited fine fruit of Cobbett's Fall Pippin, which, being
cooked, was recommended by the Committee as a superior
kitchen Apple.

This bemg the last meeting of the year, the Committee was
dissolved, and before separating unanimously passed a vote of

thanks to the Chairman, Mr. Alfred Smee.
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Flor.il CoiniiTTEE.—W. B. Kellook, Esq., in the chair. The
subjects for examinatioa on this occasion were few. A first-

class certificate was awarded to Messrs. Veitch for Retinospora

obtusa aurea gracilis, of a golden hue, like the variety from
which it has sprung, but with the ends of the shoots somewhat
pendulous. This was a very ornamental specimen. A similar

award was made to the same for Abies polita, also for Barkeria

elegans Lindleyana centerte, Ulac, with the base of the lip

cream-white. Messrs. Veitch had likewise a cultural certificate

for a fine specimen of Azara microphyll:i, with small very

shining leaves. Messrs. Veitch also showed a new hybrid,

which promises to be a great acquisition, raised by Mr. Bause,

and called Poinsettia Bausei. The pollen parent was Poiusettia

Bulcherrima, the seed parent P. alba, and the result is a plant

kely to be of stronger constitution than the latter, and of

drooping very dwarf habit, while producing splendid rosy car-

mine bracts. On the plant shown these were not so brilliant

in colour, nor so large, as in the species pulcherrima, but there

is every probability that in both respiicts it will improve. A
cultural certificate was awarded to Mr. C. May, gardener to J. S.

Beckett, Esq., Muswell Hill, for a specimen of the nailk-white

Masdevallia tovarensis, with sixteen spikes and thirty-six flowers,

and a certificate of the first claes to Messrs. W. & A. Brown for

a fine variety of Primula sinensis fimbriata. Mr. Chambers,
Spring Grove, sent a pan of Lachenalia pendula, an old species.

Mr. Keen, gardener to J. G. Sheppard, Esq., Campsey Ash,

"Wickham Market, sent a basket of Clove Carnation Miss

JolifEe, which was certificated two years ago, to show how freely

it blooms in small GO-pots. Mr. E. Smith, nurseryman, Farn-

borough, sent, too late for the Committee, a singular example of

Scotch Fir, forming a dense brush-like plant 4 feet high. Some
Natal Begonias and Chinese Primulas from Chiswick Garden
were exhibited ; also some natural flowers and foliage electro-

typed with silver, and which appeared to have come from Ml.
J. C. Fox's department.

Ths Davis Memorial Prizes are now offered for the Show to

Ije held on the 3rd of June, 1874 ; and this has been acceded to

by Mr. Baines, Mr. Kemp, and by Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet. The
reason for the change is that the first Show in May will be too

oarly, and the last being only an ordinary meeting of Com-
mittees, the advantage of having the plants exhibited on such
au occasion would be lost.

HOW TO GROW EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS IN
ENGLAND.

Mt attention has been drawn to au article of yours which
NJas copied into the Daibj News of November 8th, in reference

to the health-giving properties of the Eucalyptu.s globulus,

or Blue Gam tree. As I have successfully reared from seed

two dozen of these trees, and as they are now growing well

ont of doors, I thini some of your readers would like to know
how I succeeded. I obtained the seed five years ago from
South Australia, and forced it in a hothouse ; in one year it

was 1 feet high, and now, in its fifth year, it is growing rapidly

in a sheltered position in the park, having attained a height

of 30 feet. The first three years the tree must bo taken under

cover every winter, and the fourth and fifth years should bo

protected for several feet up with wisps of hay or straw. When
the trees are kept in-doors in winter, it should be in an orangery

or very high greenhouse, with plenty of light and little water.

I have sent specimens of my five-year-old Gum trees to Milton

Abbey, in Dorsetshire, and to Donhead Rectory, in Wilts, where
I beUeve they also flourish.—V. F. Beseti SxANroRD, Ptjt

House, TUbunj.—(Medical Tivies.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
2Ut November, 1873.

MEMOBAsnnsi from the Council upon a circular sent round by
Sir Daniei. Cooper, Bart., and others, to the Fellows of the
Koyal Horticultural Society.

1. The circular in question states that " the present Council
was elected by a very small number of the Fellows."
As a matter of fact, a larger number of Fellows took part in

the election of the present Council than have ever taken part in

any previous election.
2. The circular further states that the legality by which the

present Council was elected is disputed. The late Attorney-
General, Sir John Coleridge, and Mr. Lindley, Q.C., have given
an opinion that the present members of the Council were legally
and validly elected, as follows :

—

" We are of opinion that the new byo-lawa are valid ond Ic^al, and that the
new CHincil is dalj and properly appointed. The case reaLly turns on the
«aect of the lOib oUa ee of tbe Chuter, and we are of opiniou that the now

bye-laws are consistent with, and not repuf^nant to, that clause; and the
opinion of the Solicitor-General, as set out in the case, appears to us to be the
same as our own on the question submitted to us.

(Signed) John DoitE Coleridge.
*' ith August, 1S73."

^
Nathl. Lindley.

3. No Chancery suit is imminent or probable, so far as the
Council is aware.

4. The Society has paid regularly all rent due to the Com-
missioners, and there are no arrears whatever due to them ; on
the contrary, the Commissioners owe the Society i;l043 for rent
overpaid by the Society in 1872.

5. It is not correct to say that the Society has a liability of
many thousands which it cannot meet. It has met all its lia-

bilities of the present year, aud has discharged a large portion
of the heavy arrears left by previous Councils.

G. The Society has regularly fulfilled all its obligations towards
the debenture-holders, according to the terms under which the
loan was contracted, which are printed on each bond; and it

would be illegal for the Council in any way to modify those terms.
7. Horticultural science, so far as this Society is coucerned, is

in as good a,positiou as it ever has been, and is daily improving.
By order of the Council,

W. A. Lindsay, Secretary.

[An impression generally prevails that because a few members
of the Horticultural Defence Committee, in their capacity as
Fellows, signed the memorial prepared by Sir Daniel Cooper
to the Royal Commissioners, that this was the act of the Defence
Committee. We have received the following, which will state
what the opiniou of the Defence Committee really is :

—

"The Horticultural Defence Committee, as a Committee,
ignore the circular issued on November 17th by Sir Daniel
Cooper and others ; but, approving of the sixth clause of the
memorial, they think it best before taking further action to

await the result of the meeting of Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners, which is to be held on the 5th inst."

—

Eds.]

Should the reconstitution of the Society be carried out we
may expect to get back au important class of Fellows—those

who during a long course of years, owing to some actual or
beUeved cause of offence, or neglect, have left the Society.

When asking some of the most influential horticulturists to

join us in the appeal, " Not a Fellow," was the answer, aud
this from two of the body much looked up to and respected

;

and among our greatest exhibitors one of them gave the reason,
" We were badly treated and left the Society." I think with
a reconstituted Society we may count on old scores being con-

sidered as wiped off. The country has expressed its approval
of the guinea plan as thoroughly as and almost more promptly
than I expected. I asked permission for me to print the en-

closed thoroughly representative letter from Mr. Alderman
Buchan. Having beau Mayor of Southampton from 1871 till

1872, and having a very large collection of Orchids, his name
carries weight in his district. One of our most distinguished
horticulturists, Mr. EUacombe, of Bitton, has also spoken out
in one of your contemporaries. I have only to add that it is

to be hoped that all the country Fellows of the Society will

sign the paper which has been circulated, in order to gain tho

power of voting by proxy.

—

Geoege F. Wilson, Ileatherbank,
Weybridge Heath.
The following is the letter referred to :

—

" 8, Cranbur;/ Flacc, Southampton.
" I have read with much interest your letter in The Jouenal

OF Horticulture, which I have taken iu for some years ; and
as I agree with your facts, you may consider I will be a guinea
subscriber if it should bo so decided. Living as I do so distant
from London, it would be simply a waste of money to subscribe
(according to the present rule) five [four] guineas a-year, par-
ticularly as the advantages to be obtained are not commensurate.
I feel quite sure if a guinea subscription were adopted it would
greatly popularise the Society aud considerably enhance its

funds. As far as I am concerned I may not possibly attend one
show, but still I approve the principle ; aud being a great lover
of horticulture, particularly of Orchids, of which I have a large
number, I wish to do all I can to induce tho pubUc at large to
imbibe the same taste.

" Excuse my addressing you, but as you have made yourself
public property by advocating so good an alteration to benefit

tho Horticultural Society, by the publication of your excellent
letter, I could not refrain from troubliug you. I am, &a.—
H. J. BUCHAN."

I HAVE read with much interest tho letters of Mr. G. F.

Wilson, published iu this Journal, referring to tho present

state aud position of the Royal Hortioaltoral Society, also the
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circular sent round to the Fellows by Sir Daniel Cooper, Bart.,

and that issued by the Council showing the other side of the

question. It seems that all the trouble and difficulty is with

these terrible Commissioners. It seems that they are masters

of the situation ; but are they as a body opposed to horticul-

ture in any of its branches ? Whether they are or not, it is

evident that as far as the South Kensington property is con-

cerned some definite arrangement between them and the Society

ought to be made. At the same time the fact ought not to be

lost sight of, that the present Council cannot be blamed in

the least for any of the complications in which the Society is

involved. If some arrangement can be made to hold the Com-

mittee meetings and a certain number of shows at South Ken-

sington every year, and Chiswick to be relieved of the oppressive

burden of rearing thousands of bedding plants for the flower

garden, and flowering plants for the conservatory, at South

Kensington, I for one will gladly subscribe a guinea annually,

and lose no opportunity in trying to get others to do the same.

It will require a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all together.

Voting by proxy will be necessary if gardeners from a distance

become subscribers. They are not their own masters, and a

large number of them could not make it convenient to attend

at South Kensington to vote.

—

James DoucLis, Loxford Hall
Gardens, Itford.

BOYAL BERKSHIRE ROOT SHOW.
Messes. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

VisiTOBS to London or residents who have been accustomed
to admire and, it may be, to wonder at the exhibition of roots at

the Smithfield Club Show, would be considerably surprised

•were they told that in comparison with the Show which I

now notice it is hardly worth mentioning ; for while all that can
be seen there are a few stands of the best roots of each kind,

there is to be seen in this magnificent collection floor after floor

filled with roots in the various classes of Mangold Wurzel,
Swedes, Turnips, Carrots, etc., and these exhibit the very highest
proofs of skill in cultivation.

Spacious as was the place provided for the exhibition last

year, and commodious as were the arrangements, everything is

this year far beyond it. The alterations made in this the largest

seed establishment in the world, and which have lieen noticed

in the Journal, have given such facilities for the display that no
public building that I know of could provide such opportu-
nities; while tile neatness with which all is managed, the room
given to each root to be shown in its fulness, the care with
which everything is labelled, make it really a place of great

profit and interest to all who desire to see what good seed and
good cultivation can do. There is no opportunity of hiding the
defects of one root by the excellence of another, but all must
stand out on their own merits to be seen and handled by critical

connoisseurs.
The very general character of the exhibition may be gathered

from the fact that amongst the exhibitors we have royalty
represented by Her Gracious Majesty and H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales, the aristocracy by the Duke of Marlborough, the Marquis
of Bristol, the Marquis of Aylesbury, Lord Bridport, the Earl
of Durham, Lord Cnraoys, Lord Calthorpe, Sir G. B. Middleton,
Bart., Sir Charles Russell, Bart., Sir Paul Hunter, Bart., the
Hon. Mrs. Hay, R. Benyon, Esq., M.P., J. Walter, Esq., M.P.,
H. AUsopp.Esq., M.P.; the farmers and agriculturists by Messrs.
G. & J. Perry, Messrs. Tagtr, PuUen, Cave, Bulford, &c. ; while
from the Central London District Schools, the Easthampstead
Union, and the Metropolitan Schools at Sutton most creditable

collections are sent in. The prizes are awarded to competitors
from Worcester, Wantage, Lyndhurst, Burton-on-Trent, Bed-
ford, Canterbm-y, Chipping Norton, Waterford, Llanfair, &c.
In looking round the exhibition one is struck with the mar-

vellous size of some of the specimens, and no less with their

symmetrical beauty, and each of these points has been taken
into consideration by the Judges. Great size may be attained
at the expense of quality ; and for a Swede to be ever so large,

if it have at the same time a flat crown on which the water can
lodge, or large rootlets which take away from the useable part of

the root, it is sufllcient to stamp it as only second-rate; but when
"we see a conical top, as in the case of the Champion Swedes,
one tap root, and no side rootlets, we have then the greatest
amount of food with the least waste possible, and the Swedes
do form, I think, the most striking feature of the Show. Not
that there is any inferiority in other classes ; here, for instance,
is the competition for Sutton's Mammoth Red Wurzel, and
amongst the Marquis of Aylesbury's lot is a root which now
weighs 43 lbs., altliougb it has been for some time cut and every
leaf is trimmed-o£f, while the total weight of twelve roots ex-
hibited by Mr. Cave is 390 lbs. ; tor Sutton's Champion Swede,
twenty-four roots, there are one hundred entries, and some
of the lots weigh 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 11 lbs. and 3 cwt. 1 qr. 7 lbs.

Perhaps the most taking root iuthe Show is the Golden 'Tankard,

Mangold, tor which the Messrs. Sutton obtained the Royal High-
land Society's gold medal last year; it is so beautifully formed
so regular, and the flesh so golden and containing ao much
saccharine matter, that it must, without doubt, be largely grown
by agriculturists for its many excellent qualities.

The collection of Potatoes, Onions, and other vegetables is

very large and of first rate quality. This may be gathered from,
the single fact that those collections which obtained the prizes
at the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, three
weeks ago come in only as third here, while a large number of

splendid tubers are entered for the prizes for tliose tine Potatoes,
Sutton's Red-skinned Flourball and Hundredfold Fluke Potatoes,
which certainly have more resisted disease than any other, and
which are, when properly used, of first-rate quality. As to
Onions, we think it is altogether impossible to surpass the
specimens of Improved Reading Onion exhibited by Mr. Cave
and Colonel Goodlake, large in size, well shouldered, and conical
so as to throw-off the wet.

—

Le Roi Cakotie.

NOTES ON LILIES.—No. 7.

LILIDII LEICHTLINII.

This was, I believe, first imported by Messrs. Veitch among
some other Lily biUbs from Japan. Its habit is very graceful,,

and the yellow flowers with dark spots very beautiful. This
season several of our pots in the orchard house had defective

blooms. Whether this was owing to the plants having had a
check from the May frost, or from a sort of blight-like spot
which attacked some of the leaves, we have not yet been able

to prove. One of the most beautiful heads of flower we had
this season was from a plant on a rockwork border facing east,

on soil principally composed of loam. I exhibited L. Leicht-

linii first at South Kensington in September, 1870, when it

received a first-class certificate.

—

George F. Wilson.

CARPET BEDS AT STOKE ROCHFORD.
The advocates of the carpet system of bedding have good

reason to be pleased with the position it has already attained.

In places where there were formerly only one or two beds, you
may now see them by the dozen, and the system is fast ex-

tending. It is not my intention in this paper to enter info

the merits or demerits of this or any other system of bedding.

We must adopt the plan which finds most favour with our em-
ployers, be it carpet, ribbon, or any other system of bedding.

The three large beds in the plan are in the gardens at

Stoke Rochford, the beautiful seat of Christopher Turner,
Esq., and were planned and arranged by Mr. Dell, the intelli-

gent garden manager. It will be seen that the beds are of

considerable size, and being placed longitudinally on the grass

they occupy a considerable space of ground. As a proof of

how the beds were admired, ladies and gentlemen in walldng
over the grounds would pass by beds filled with flowering

plants ; but mark ! when they came to these beds they would
stop to admire, and examine them again and again.

'The three beds were composed of very simple materials,

blended together in a most effective manner, and they did Mr.
DeU very great credit. The beds are raised G inches above the

level of the grass. From their large size one might readily

imagine it would be somewhat diflieult to get at the plants in

the middle to pinch, peg, or \veed, as might be necessary; bnt

by having a strong plank, of sufficient length to reach across

the bed, placed on two low tressles, there is then no difliculty

in reaching any part without injuring the plants. The follow-

ing numbers refer to all three beds : for instance, No. 1 is in

every bed Golden Feather, and the same with all the numbers ;

they apply to every bed :

—

1, Pyrethrum Golden Feather. This is withont doubt the

best and most effective of all golden-coloured plants, either for

edgings or the centre of beds. It can be cut to any heigW
required, and it will grow in almost any soU or situation, and
will always look bright.

2, Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum, a good
grower which soon covers the beds ; it delights in a light sandy
soil.

3, Colens Verschaffelti, n. well-known kind, and very tellicg

when it grows well.

4, Amaranthus melancholicus ruber, nuo dark foliage; re-

quires pinching to keep it dwarf.

5, Alternanthera paronychioides. It has fine, bright, small

leaves. Very pretty when planted in sufficient numbers as

here . a compact grower and requires little pinching.

6, 'Alternanthera amcena, one of the best and brightest when
it grows well.
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7, Altemanthera amabilis latifolia, in the way of amcFua,

but mncb larger leaves, rose-coloured blended with orange.

8, Cerastinm Biebersteimi, a broad-leaved species, perfectly 0, Alternauthera paroijychioides major,

hardy, with tine silvery foliage. Soon f jrms a oompaot mass,
and can be cut to any form.

w

10, Altemanthera versicolor, very pretty leaves. 11, Alternauthera and Mesembryauthemum alternately in

ii, Echeveria secunda glauca, a very popular edging jilant the line,

with deep glancooa green leaves. Very effective when teen in 1-^, Sedum glaucum. This forms a mass of clastic foliage,

a mass. so that one can walk on it and not leave any footmarlcK. The
12, .Altemanthera magnifica, a large-growing sort with Sedunis are most accommodating jilauts, and will grow on

orange-red leaves. rocks, wall?, Sec. The groundwork iu this ltd is extremely

13, Dwarf Ericas, very pretty. pretty.
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Small beds planted 'with the subjects uamed have a tendency
to look "dumpy," but if of large size, like these beds, they
are indeed " sensational," when seen with the sun shining
upon them. They have also this advantage, that no rain

seems to mar their beauty ; in fact, the more it rains the
brighter they look.

—

James Smith, Gardener to the Earl of
Gainshorough, Exton Park, liutland.

MESSRS. BUNYARD & SONS' NURSERIES,
MAIDSTONE.

Looking over a nurseryman's establishment where there are

enormous quantities of almost every garden plant grown to

meet an extensive demand, is not only interesting to anyone
who has a taste for horticulture, but is instructive as well

;

and even a gardener who may be credited with having some
idea of nursery work and the trade going on in most kinds of

nursery stock, would, I presume, be likely to be very wide of

the mark if he attempted to estimate, before seeing for himself,

the thousands upon thousands of plants growing in a nursery
establishment with a lirst-olass connection : but so great is

the demand for fruit and flowers both for private use and
commercial purposes, that there appears to be a market for

all that is reared.

I took the opportunity recently to go over the extensive
nurseries of Messrs. Bunyard & Sons, of Maidstone, and I

came away gratified and surprised at the large acreage they
have under cultivation. This was accounted for when I re-

collected that the name of Bunyard has been associated with
these nurseries for a great many years, if not at the time of

their establishment in 170(5, and, of course, any additions that
an increase of trade rendered necessary have been made till

the nursery is now of large proportions. The aim of Mr.
Bunyard has been to establish a first-rate country business,

with no particular speciality, but to grow something of every-

thing, and in this he has succeeded ; but for some years he
was ably assisted in his endeavours by his two sons, and three
years ago he retired from business in their favour.

Maidstone is a station on the North Kent line of the South
Eastern Ilailway, and is easy of access from all parts of Kent
and the adjoining counties. Directly opposite to the station
are the seed warehouse, olHces, and a portion of the florist's

department of the nursery. In this enclosure of about an
acre are several glass structures devoted to the growth of a
large miscellaneous collection of plants, of which great
numbers are sent out for table decoration, and others grown
to supply cut blooms. For this purpose there were quantities

of Bouvardia Hogarth and elegans, and the white one called

loDgiflora ; Libonia lloribunda in pood bloom, and a hybrid
Libonia named penrhosiensis, dwarfer, earlier in bloom, also

freer, and much brighter in colour. There was a small stove
with choice Ferns and Orchids, and attached to this are a range
of pits with quantities of Mignonette in different stages, also

early bulbs, and cold pits filled with herbaceous plants. Be-
hind the glass houses is a space for the growth of a great
variety of border plants.

I nest proceeded to the old garden nursery, situated on the
opposite side of the railway, within two minutes' walk, and
here have recently been erected some half a dozen houses and
pits as an addition to the lloricultural department, but also

for rearing Vines in large quantities, and well grown and
ripened they are ; among the many plants there were some of

the handsome Aralia leptophjUa, a model of gracefulness, also

small Palms, Dracicnas, A'c. There were lots of Aucuba
longifolia, a narrow-leaved sort, loaded with berries just
colouring. One of the large houses was devoted entirely to

Oamellias, Azaleas, Heaths, and Epacrises, which gave signs
of being admirably managed. In another unheated span-
roofed bouse were specimen plants in pots of Tea Koses of the
most approved sorts, and conspicuous were some hue exam-
ples of Marechal Niel, double-budded ; as I understood, first

Gloire de Dijon on the Manetti, and then the MarC-chal on
Gloise de Dijon, and it is surprising in what a short time they
make fine plants. In the spacious cold pita are found large
quantities of Magnolias, Ceanothus in variety, Myrtles, Rho-
dodendrons, and a fine stock of the lovely, scented Dajihne
indica rubra ; I should say there are a thousand unusually
healthy blooming plants in pots, and others of smaller growth
coming on to take their places, all well-grown compact plants.
There were also lihododendrons in fine named sorts, and
Camellias grafted or inarched. The piece of ground being
surrounded by a wall, Mr. Bunyard takes the opportunity of

growing a collection of wall plants. There are the different

sorts of Ivies, Bignonias, Ceanothus, Magnolias, and the pretty
Ampelopsis hederacea and Veitchii, the latter a great improve-
ment on the former; its leaves are magnificent towards
autumn, and it is curious to observe the neat way in which it

cUngs to the wall.

The space not occupied by glass houses is divided into con-
venient compartments by Yew hedges for the purposes of
shelter and securing different aspects. Here all available
space is devoted to the propagation and rearing of the choicer
kinds of Coniferas, aU arranged according to their different
habits in beds of thousands. Among these there are many
noticeable or handsome kinds, such as Cupressus Lawsoniana
alba pendula (Paul), of a beautiful silvery glaucous colour,
with somewhat drooping branches, and a new dwarf white sort
called alba nana, also Waterer's new one, called C. Lawsoniana
erccta viridis, similar to C. macrocarpa in habit, and of a
lovely grass green. I likewise noticed Juniperus excelsa
stricta, an erect glaucous variety of a neat pyramidal habit
of growth ; I saw a bed of this, which was very striking.

Among Thujas I saw a new variety, just arrived, called lutea
;

it is very pretty, and appears to be of the T. Lobbii habit.

Then there was T. aurea, of which I will speak again ; also

Thuja elegantissima, very attractive in spring, as well as one
called Thuja semper-auresoens, remarkable for keeping its

colour all the year ; the habit is stouter than that of T. aurea.
Then there is T. Yervaeneaua, a very tine golden-leaved variety
of American origin, and the variegated Chinese variety with
blotches of gold. Retinospora pisifera aurea was in larg)
quantities ; I considered it would be a desirable plant for

winter and spring bedding.

Many other subjects I was compelled to leave in order to

make my way to another piece of ground about one mile and
a half on the London road, called the AUington Nursery, in

the parish of AUington. It is a large space of ground,
devoted principally to the growth of fruit and forest trees.

This was originally a piece of woodland, of which about three
or four years ago a small portion was let on lease to the
Messrs. I3unyard, but a rapidly-increasing business has caused
them to make considerable additions, till they have under
cultivation over twenty-one acres. It is wonderful what well-

directed energy has done in transforming this piece of ground
into what turns out to be a first-rate nursery. The soil is a
good workable loam, not less than 2 feet in depth, and in some
parts extending to 4 feet. It has all been well trenched-up to

a good dejith, and in such a soil everything makes abundance
of roots, and fibrous roots too, in plenty, as I witnessed when
trees were being taken up for ordtrs ; as a natural consequence,
everything possesses a vigorous and healthy appearance.
The quantities of standard Apples, i?ears. Plums, and

Cherries are very large ; then there are thousands of pyra-

mids, and dwarf-trained as well as aiaiden trees of every sort

in demand, all arranged in convenient quarters according to

their sort and their different stages of growth. To observe
the uniform growth of all, especially that exhibited by the
maiden trees, and the perfect union of the bud with the stock

in the short space of one season, is interesting, because it

shows that the roots must be plentiful and in a good soil—

a

thing to be stcured before budding or grafting, because it

must have a corresponding influence on the futiu'e success of

the tree.

In this department Mr. Bunyard takes considerable pains to

ascertain the merits of each sort of stock upon which to work
his trees, and the following is his classification. He considers

Rivers's Broad-leaved Paradise stock to be the best for the

coarser-growing Apples, as Northern Spy, Blenheim Orange,

etc. ; and the Nonesuch (Rivers's) for the medium growers and
fine-wooded sorts like Golden Harvey. The Enghsh Paradise

is also very good for all but the coarse-wooded Apples ; this

latter stock is greatly used for the pyramidal, espalier, and
cordon Apples. For standards the Crab stock is a well-known
good and suitable one for .\pple3. I learn that the sis favourite

kitchen Apples for market are Lord Sutfield, Dumelow's Seed-

ling, Northern Greening, Keswick Codlin, Blenheim Orange, and
New Hawthornden ; and among dessert kinds. Red Quarren-
den. Golden Knob, Summer Golden Pippin, Cox's Orange
Pippin, King of the Pippins, and Sturmer Pippin. The latter,

I think, is generally a heavy cropper and a regular bearer, has
a Ribston flavour, and keeps till May and sometimes June.

For orchards, tho principal market Pears are the Chalk or

Sweetwater Pear, Williams'.s Bon Chii'tien, Hessle, Bishop's

Thumb, Marie Louise, and Louise Bonne of Jersey.
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The stock of Apples is, at a rough calculation, nearly

11,000, and of Pears about 6000.

Vie now come to Plums for m.arket purposes, of which there

are about 8000 trees. Those most in demand are Kentish,

Diamond, Royal Dauphiue, Rivers's Prolific, Pond's Seedling,

Karly Orleans, Mitchelson's, Prince Euglebert, Prince of Wales,

and the Bush Plum, an East Kent varietv, and one of the best

of croppers. Kent being noted for its Cherry orchards, I will

give a few of the best sorts for market. The old I'igarreau,

NapoKon, and Black Biganeau, Black Heart, and Black Tar-

tarian, and some of the red sorts, of which the Flemish is

considered first-rate, and the Kentish, also a standard sort.

Cherries for orchards Mr. Bunyard grows on very tall stems of

the Cherry stock, to allow of cattle grazing beneath them.

Before leaving the fruit portion of this nursery I wish to

mention that I saw lots of the Cellini Pippin worked on the

Crab stock, and in a contemporary a short time ago it was re-

marked that this .\pple would not thrive on this kind of stock,

but here was reason to think otherwise, for certainly nothing

could have done better than these ; they were perfectly sym-
metrical in growth, vigorous and healthy, and have fruited

this year for the first time, with not a sign of canker. The
same remark applies to all the trees in the nursery, which is

su/licieut proof that the soU is one of the best that could bo

selected for fruit trees.

Going on towards the extreme end of the ground we pass

large quarters of Chestnuts, Larch, .\sh, Quick by the million,

and Maples, Birch, itc, till we come to evergreens, such as

the common and Portugal Laurels. Among the former was the

Caucasian Laurel, with deep glossy green foliage, and I am told

it is much called for. Then there is the new oval-leaved variety,

rotuudifolia, a striking kind, and the miniature one, a narrow-

leaved common Laurel, very curious and distinct. Of Hollies

there are many thousands, which embrace all the leading

kinds of both gold and sUver-edged. A prominent one is the

Silver Handsworth, with elegantly-margined foliage, but I

think it is at present rather scarce ; it possesses vigour and
colour enough to become one of these days a more popular

variety. Rhododendrons, too, of the named sorts are growing

healthily in the common soil of the nursery, and lots of the

common R. ponticuni. Besides these there are lots of decidu-

ous plants remarkable for their foliage, the best of which are

Rhus glabra laciniata, a sort with finely-divided leaves, and
has a Fern-like appearance. The Golden-leaved Oak, Quercus
Concordia, Variegated Dogwood, Cornus mas variegata, and
variegated Elms. The most striking are Ulmus viminalis

variegata, very fine, also the larger-leaved kind, called Ulmus
medio-picta, having finely-margined leaves. In another part

of the nursery, which has only recently been added, are grow-

ing quantities of Sea-kale and Asparagus. Conover's Colossal

variety is beginning to be much sought after; it possesses

greater vigour than the old sort—so much so that when the

two are planted together the giant variety is fit to out one
season before the other.

I wish to call attention to the plain tallies which Mr.

Bunyard has in use all over the grounds. They are strong

Btont pieces of oak planed smooth and painted white, upon
which the name and number is inscribed with black paint.

They have a surface sufficiently broad to be seen at a distance,

and the figures and names being large, they can bo readily

seen, which must lessen the work of looking for any particular

variety, and is an important help in keeping things true to

name. In those grounds, too, Mr. Bunyard has got some
select stocks of vegetables, such as Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage,

Broccoli, Potatoes, and Peas, and which were selected by his

own hand, so that there should be no mistake in the purity of

the stock.

Returning to near the town we enter what is called the

orchard nursery, about 3 or 4 acres in extent. Here is where
the present proprietor, Mr. G. Bunyard, first practised nursery

work in the way of budding and grafting, as well as other

operations in the trade. It is a nursery of standard fruit

trees, planted like an orchard. These are of large dimensionf

,

and are mostly Pears. They have at convenient times been
cut off and grafted with better sorts, some trees having as

many as five and seven on a tree, till there are over a him-
dred sorts of Pears in the ground, which enables Mr. Bunyard
to give advice to those who wish to know tho best sort of

Pear to grow as a standard, and in tho fruit season people

have the opportunity to see for themselves. There is hero one
of the largest trees of Marie Louise Pear that it has been my
lot to see, and in perfect health. I forgot tho number of

bushels the tree produced this season, but it was a large

quantity.

There are other things grown hero besides fruit, for there is

a breadth of the common Aucuba which would delight any-
one who is partial to this plant : and who is not ? There are

specimens 5 or feet high and as much through, of a most
beautiful colour, and handsome in proportion. There fire

dupUcates of these by the thousand, besides named RhSdo-
dendrons, Berbcris of sorts, Mulberries, Bay trees. Filberts,

and Cob Nuts, for which these nurseries are famous ; besides

there is a large space devoted to herbaceous plants, and
another for herbs of all kinds properly named. There is a

framing ground for the cultivation of Cucumbers for seed, and
near this is a lot of the common Aucuba, bearing berries from
natural fertilisation. I ought to say that the greater part of

this nursery is wallod-in with walls from 10 to 12 feet high,

some of which Mr. Bunyard has recently built, and tho idea

is a very good one ; for besides the culture of out-door Vines,

Mr. Bunyard intends to make a trial of Pears, in order to

prove the most desirable sorts for wall culture. Passing along

we fiud a space devoted to the culture of ridge Cucumbers for

seed, and plots allotted to Laurustiuus and any other plant

likely to be required. There is in one corner of the ground a

fruit-room, with specimens for inspection of the sorts grown in

this nursery. There are also quantities of spriug llowers

grown. Mr. Bunyard finds there is an inclination among
customers to return to the planting of these old favourites.

Proceeding towards the home premises, in doing so we
pass by another plot of ground on the right, near the main
line of the South-Easteru Railway. In it there are about

seven thousand fruit trees, principally Peaches, Apricots, and
Plums, in all stages of growth, and trained for various pur-

poses, as well as quantities of Roses. On tho left of this is

another nursery of about three acres, called the New Kurserj'.

It is situated in a conspicuous as well as a very convenient

part of tho town, and is laid out tastefully by being divided at

prominent positions with spacious straight walks running at

right angles to each other. On each side of these is planted a

specimen of every kind of ornamental tree or shrub growing

in any of the other nurseries, and being judiciously arranged

as to height and colour, there is produced an ornamental

effect such as anyone would enjoy. I believe the townspeople

are permitted to walk in these grounds by first obtaining per-

mission of Mr. Bunyard ; at any rate, customers wishing to

purchase any plant, tree, or shrub, can see a specimen or

more growing here without loss of time from resorting to a

long run over tho ground where they are grown in quantities.

This is where every plant is shown-off to its greatest advantage,

so that there can be no deception, for, among other things,

there are various sorts of Ivies either trained as pyramids or

in clumps, and in various ways most suited to their habit; but

if one thing more than another predominates hero, it is the

quantities of Thuja aurea; very handsome specimens in tho

most robust health, some very large ; indeed, of these lovely

Conifers the Messrs. Bunyard hold a large stock. In another

part of the ground is a quarter devoted to dwarf Roses on the

Manetti stock, and in the most vigorous health.

In looking over these notes the reader may feel surprised

that I have hitherto said little or nothing about everyone's

fiower, the Rose; but I intended, before closing this paper,

to say that the great depot for this flower is at the branch

nursery at Asbford, where many acres are devoted to Rose-

cultivation, the tenacious nature of tho soil being particularly

suited for it. They also grow the Gladioli very largely there,

and besides these is a general nursery stock.—T. Rkcokd.

MORE ABOUT PRIMROSES, COWSLIPS,
POLYANTHUSES, AND OXLIPS.

I UAVE read with much interest the remarks of your cor-

respondent " Philantiios " on the Primrose family, and
almost envy him the great variety he possesses. I have also

read the complaint another writer makes about the difficulty

of obtaining Polyanthuses from seed, owing to the destructive

attacks of birds and slugs while the plants are in the seed

bed ; and in replying to the latter correspondent I may say

there is something erratic in Primrose and Polyanthus seed,

for an eminent nurseiyman whose writings and opinion stand

very high in the horticultural world, once told me that seed

from the common wild Primrose was longer in germinating

than that of most plants ho knew; and wo have of lato heard

enough of the uncertain character of the seed of the Japanese
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Primrose to make us pause ere we pronounce either for or

against its germinating power. Seedlings of this have evi-

dently come up well at one place and not at all in another

;

and, I may remark, I have been one of the unsuccessful.

Passing on, however, to better-known kinds, a somewhat
similar result is sometimes observed. In 1871 1 sowed a packet

of Polyanthus seed at the base of a north wall in April, and
the seedlings came up in great abundance : these were pricked

out a small distauoe apart in September, au 1 aU flowered in the

following spring, many of them becoming strong plants ; and, as

" Philanthos " observes,

comprising among them
a number of Cowslips

and of hybrids between
the Cowslip and Poly-

anthus, with now and
then a Primrose. Most
of the Cowslips were
coloured, differing only

from the Polyanthus by
the flowers being pen-
dant instead of erect

;

but some of these were
erect and others hori-

zontal or partially up-

right on fine days, and
drooping when bad wea-
ther sec in. I made
another sowing in 1872
with seed that I knew to

be good, being home-
saved, and from a place

adjoining that from
which I had previously

secured it; and, instead

of some thousands of

plants, I had not more
than half a dozen. This
year I also sowed a batch
in the same place, and I

have abundance of plants

again. Now, the atten-

tion was the same on all

three occasions, but the
sowing of 1872 was a
faOure.

I fear I have not been
attentive in the matter of

Primroses, as I let them
ripen and shed theii'

seeds where they grow.
I have one or two beds
of low shrubs where some
of the best kinds are, and
a number of seedlings

there come up every year.

The large weeds and other
rank rubbish are cleared

off by hand, but a little

shelter or shade by small-

er herbage I consider of

service to the seedling
Primi-oses. All of indif-

ferent character are re-

moved as they flower, and
a large proportion run
into the wild form, with liowever, a fair proportion of good
flowers, which of course are duly eared for. I think that
in many instances the seed must have remained in the ground
a whole year or more before it has vegetated. From obser-
vation made—not on the beds alluded to, but where an edging
of some extent has been planted on ground fresh to the Prim-
rose, yet well adapted to its growth—I have noticed it is a
long time ere these self-sown plants make their appearance,
although there are often a great many of them when they do
come, thus proving that the seed takes a considerable time to
germinate even when sown by Nature herself. The Poly-
anthus certainly is not longer in germinating than many
other plants, and does so sooner than Celery and Parsley, but
the seeds of the Primrose, or at least a number of them, do not
terminate so soon.

As the interest now taken in the Primrose will doubtless

Jackanapes-ou-Horseback,

lead to many experiments, I am in hopes of something being

done with the Japanese species in the way of hybridising ; and
as it is certainly one of the most robust of the whole family,

it is likely its progeny will not lack vigour. I have small

hopes of seeing it with three or tour tiers of flowers all out

at a time, never having seen any plant yet resembUng the

plates given of it; but its colour is good, and it is unques-

tionably the latest of ordinary h udy kinds. As it is said to

sometimes have lavender-coloured flowers it may be the fore-

runner of a blue, which has been aimed at by hybridisers of

the common Primrose.

Certain it is that all the

colours between mauve,
magenta, and crimson

are tolerably well repre-

sented, while a bright

yellow equalling that of

the^Calceolariais^not, as

far as I am aware, yet to

be found either in single

or double varieties. I do

not think the ordinary

double form of the wild

Primrose hue is as plenti-

tiful as it was forty or

fifty years ago, for at that

time I have seen edgings

of it in cottage gardens

in the north, while now
it appears to be scarce.

But good kinds of Prim-
roses are sometimes met
with in the least promis-

ing places. A friend of

mine was du'ected by one

of the officers connected

with the Ordnance Sur-

vey to a double yellow

growing in an out-of-the-

way place in a wood
amongst a number of

single ones of the ordi-

nary stamp, and doubt-

less this will prove more
robust in constitution

than other kinds that

have been a long time in

in cultivation. DuU-eo-
loured browns are not

uncommon, and perhaps
better colours might be

obtained by planting a

few of the mauve, crim-

son, and magenta varie-

ties amongst those of

the ordinary colours, and
leaving the rest to na-

ture. I have occasionally

put in some in planta-

tions and other places,

which I trust will at

some time give good re-

sults, but I have not been

successful by sowing in

rough places, though I

do not despair of getting

some of the Polyanthuses to succeed in such situations. Those
approaching the Cowslip type are evidently the most hardy on
rather thin but moist ground. My greatest favourite, however,

is the single white Primrose, which is the earliest bloomer of

the whole family, edgings of it sometimes being in bloom in

November, but singular to say not so this year, although that

month was the finest I think I ever remember. Yet as the

Laurustinus is also more backward than usual, we may
assume that the late cold spring did not allow the Primrose to

go to rest, nor the Laurustinus to perfect its buds so soon as

usual ; hence the backward condition of both compared with

what they are in ordinary years. Amongst seedlings from
the white I find many of the colour of the ordinary wild

Primrose, and some intermediate ones, and now and then dark-

coloured varieties appear amongst them, but the latter class

are not numerous. There is great variety when kinds with
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crimson, mauve, and white flowers are all growing together,

and some of the best kinds which I have came up when self-

sown in such a situation.

Speaking of the Oxlip, " Philanthos " is uncertain where
it took its origin, and I can fully bear him out as to its being
less plentiful in a wild form than the Cowslip and Primrose,
but I have now and then met with it in Kent, and believe it is

more plentiful in many other places. I remember once, when
travelling by rail, a young lady entered the carriage I was in

from a station on the confines of Buckingham and 0.\ford-

shire, and she had a
neatly arranged bouquet
in her hand that would
have looked well even in

Covent Garden, although
it was composed entirely

of wild flowers, the com-
mon Primrose, Oxlip,

Violets, wild Hyacinth,
Quaking Grass, and a

few Cowslips. The Ox-
lips seemed to attract

most attention, and I

ascertained they were
common enough there,

although not so plentiful

as the Primrose and Cow-
slip. I think there wore

in the bouquet a few
flowers of Cardamiue
pratensis as well, but I

was rather surprised to

see the Quaking Grass
so early, as it and the

common Primrose are

seldom associated toge-

ther, yet such was the

case abont the middle of

May at the time alluded

to.

The Oxlip is an inter-

esting member of the
Primrose family, as it

presents ns with one of

the best examples of the

Hose-in-Hose form of

garden hybrids that I

know, the individual

flowers of this monstro-
sity being much larger

than in the ordinary
form ; it also blooms pro-

fusely, looks remarkably
well, and is one of the
greatest favourites when
it is in beauty, which is

abont the same time as

the Polyanthus. I have,
however, only one va-

riety of this, and am
not acquainted with any
other Hose-in-Hose in

the Primrose family that
is of any consequence in a
decorative point of view,

although now and then I

have seen a wild plant make an indifferent attempt in that
direction ; but the Oxlip certainly links itself to the Primrose
in a crimson variety that we have here. This is one of the
most attractive kinds we possess, the head being large and the
colour bright, while its flowers are sometimes borne on single

stalks, and sometimes the latter are branched like the Oxlip or
Polyanthus, ten or a dozen flowers being not unusual on a
single stalk, while the adjoining one, perhaps on the same
plant, has a single flower only. I believe there are some other
varieties that present the same feature, but none that I have
forms such a good example. I find some recent seedlings of

a similar colour have shown a tendency to flower in the same
way.
Cannot something bo done in the way of hybridising these

hardy denizens of onr flower borders with the half-exotics not
yet BO plentiiul as Primula denticulata, which is, perhaps, not '

so hardy as could be wished, yet with us it has survived
several winters out of doors, and P. covtusoides amcena, which
is unquestionably hardy ? but I have never been able to ma-
nage it so well as I have known it done elsewhere. If to these

be added Primula japonica, assuredly something as interesting

as any variety we now possess may result. Other kinds might
perhaps be added. Those interested in the winter decoration

of their flower beds will, however, most likely be anxious to im-
prove the early-flowering kinds, and as your able correspondent
" PniUNTHOS " says ho has noticed an early and a late variety

amongst the wild Prim-

Siii^Sfpii;;^

roses, there seems to bo

no reason why we should
not have the same
amongst our garden va-

rieties. As I have before

remarked, I have none
so early as the single

white ; I by no means
aflirm that to be perfect,

for the experience of

the present season has
proved the contrary, and
I am yet in hopes of see-

ing an earlier one than
it. Varieties of other co-

lours equally forward,

and other improvements,
may also be effected, per-

haps, without satisfying

all the requirements and
niceties which are sought
for in the exhibition

flower, which, as is well

known, are only too often

attained at the expense
of constitution of the

plant. On this head,
however, I need not fur-

ther enlarge, but I will

express my hope that the

cultivation of the Prim-
rose will be undertaken
by many of your north-

country readers as well

as by those in the south.

Notwithstanding some
advantages which the

south may possess in the
matter of climate, etc., as

regards plants of a half-

hardy kind, the Daisy
and Primrose thrive in-

finitely better in the cool

and moist climate of the

north, so that there we
may look for most suc-

cess in the cultivation of

this welcome harbinger
of spring ; for an unusu-
ally hot summer destroys

them by wholesale in the

south, where artificial

means are not adopted
for their preservation.

More I need not say, be-

yond thanking "Philanihob" for his interesting communica-

tions.— J. ROBSON.
Two of the most curious forms of the Polyanthus arc those

to which "PniLANTHos" refen-ed in his recent papers ou

Primroses, and we take this opportunity of introducing

them along with the excellent paper of onr practised corre-

spondent Mr. Eolison. That which we have called Mr. I.

Anderson-Henry's Pantaloon was raised by that gentleman at

his villa at Trinity, near Edinburgh. The flowers are those

of the Pantaloon," and the bracts are large and leafy, of tho

same kind as those in Parkinson's Jackannpes-on-Horseback.

This latter is a very remarkable-looking plant, and, as will be

obseiTod in the woodcut, has the calyx developed as in the

Galligaskins, while the bracts are largo and leafy.

Dbsiro«no Wabps.—Nothing is eaBier than the method

Mr. I. An(ler8on-Henr}''B Pautflloon
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which I learnt from your Journal some years ago—viz., a

small wine-glassful of turpentine in a wine bottle, and the
neck of the bottle thrust into the hole of the nest at night.
I never found it fail, and the advantage of it is that turpentine
is always at hand, whereas tar is not, and cyanide of potassium
is a deadly poison. The cyanide is chiefly useful for hornets
when they make their nest in a root or building, as a little on
a sponge can be fixed in the hole in the wall or roof.—H. 0.,

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The application of creosote to seed Potatoes has been found

to act as a preventive of the disease. The Kev. J. Crawford
gives an account of his experiments with this substance and
their results in a recent number of the Ayr Olsi'iTi'r. The
eyes of the Potatoes are very slightly touched with the cre-

osote, a small painting-brush beiug the best tool for applying
it. Mr. Crawford says that those Potatoes in which every eye
was anointed were perfectly free from disease, while from one-
third to a half of those not so dressed were lost. Some of the
tubers planted by him had all the eyes but two or three dressed
with creosote, and in this case a few of the tubers were found
diseased. On the other hand, some few had too much creosote,
and were consequently found completely lulled. This is cer-

tainly a simple method of preventing the disease ; but great
care must betaken in performing the operation, the least touch
being sufficient to preserve the Potatoes from an attack, while
one touch more will effectually prevent vegetation. Mr.
Crawford expresses himself as highly confident as to the
success of this simple remedy when properly applied, and
until the awai'd of the Judges who have to wade through some
hundred essays sent in for Earl Cathcart's prize is made
known, it wUl be worth while trying it.

—

(English Mechanic).

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GiRDEN.

The rigours of winter may be soon expected, when it behoves
everyone possessing a garden to cast their eyes once more round
in order to see whether its severity can be further softened with
regard to anything tender. If the heat of the Aspanir/us bed
should decline a slight lining may be added, but care must be
taken that it does not heat violently. An opportunity will now
occur of covering the out-door beds with a good coating of rotten
dung. Hard frosts frequently do serious injury to the roots for
want of such a covering. Take advantage of every favourable
opportunity till frost occurs, of earthing-up the late crops of
Celery, both for the purpose of blanching and protection.
During the present dull dark weather water should be given to
the Cuciimhers sparingly; less fruit should also be allowed to
swell off them in clear weather. Lettuce in frames for present
use must be kept dry and free from dead leaves. Where hot
dung supplies the heat in the Musliruom house, a little air
should occasionally be given if the beds are found to be getting
too moist, but when fire heat is used pans of water should stand
on the flues to create a mcist atmosphere. Where Parsnips
have not yet been taken up, they should not be left in the ground
any longer, as they are not in the sliiibtest degree benefited by
remaining in it, and should severe friist set in there will be a
diflieulty in taking them up. On the first indications of severe
frost it is advisable to get some Turiiips under cover. They may
be laid in sand after the tops are cut off. Keep the Broccoli free
from dead leaves, as after frost they materially injure the
plants by causing them to rot. Keep the Celery ground dug-up,
so that it may be ready for Onions in the spring. At this period
those who are desirous of laying the foundation of a good garden
in the ensuing year should closely review the routine of crop-
ping for the past summer, and even cast their eye back on the
preceding year. Various are the schemes or rotations prac-
tised by different gardeners, many of them being based on no
better foundation than the convenience of the present hour.
Where, however, the kitchen garden is sufficiently extensive
and where much produce is required, the rotation of crops
should be carefully studied. The great difficulty is to pro-
cure fresh ground for the Cabbage tribe, so numerous are the
kinds as well as successions in cultivation. Broken-up plant-
ations of Strawberries, Raspberries, and bush fruit should at
all times as a leading principle be set apart for some of the
Cabbage family. Potatoes prepare well for almost any crop.
Deep or tap-rooted crops shouJd be succeeded by shallow or
fibrous-rooted ones. When the course of cropping bas been
decided on for the year, and entered with numbers in the garden
book, the usual practice is to set-up laths opposite to the space
appropriated to each crop with a number corresponding with
the book, and the name of the crop on one side, and on tbe
other the manure (if any), of what kind, where from, and the

quantity, with the mode of cultivation, digging, or trenching.
This done, a labourer who can read the label can set out or pro-
ceed with the work at any spare time. This, therefore, is a
matter that should receive attention.

FEUIT GARDEN.
Those who find that the leaves of their Peach trees are still

green and do not fall, had better protect tbe trees slightly by
straw ropes or by sticking fern, &q., among the branches, as a
sudden check to the gi'owing system after such mild weather
would be more prejudicial now than after the trees had got ac-

ciTstomed to variation of temperature.

FLOWER GAKDEN.
As the leaves are now in a great measure off the trees, the

pnmiug of common shrubs may be proceeded with, and the bor-
ders put in order for the season. I have previously spoken against
digging, ai.d as the ground must be cleared of leaves it is best
where they are not wanted for other purposes to draw them into
ridges in the back part of the shrubbery, and there to let them
lay and rot, to be distributed over the ground about this time
twelve mouths. It is not a bad plan to fill pots intended for

American and other choice plants with wet leaves, and to place
the ball level with the surface of the ground ; as the leaves
decay the plant will sink to its proper level and grow admir-
ably. Once more look over tender stock and add any protection
necessary according to the principles heretofore laid down.
Kemember that fresh sawdust, ashes, or cocoa-nut fibre refuse
are excellent protectors to tbe crown and collar of tender plants.

It will be advisable to keep all Carnations and Pinks which may
have been potted during the past month from the actiou of frost,

as they are unable to withstand it so well as those which have
established themselves from being potted earlier in tbe season.
They should not, however, be shut down when damp, for though
extremely hardy, no flower snfi'ers so much from want of a free

circulation of air as the Carnation. Examine the plants after

the frost goes, and fasten the soil round the stems. They want
very little water at this season. Tulip-beds as amatter of course
have been covered. It is a good plan to lay young shoots of

Gorse between the rows of Pinks where rabbits ate apt to come,
and it will prevent cats from taking liberties with the beds, in-

dependently of protecting the plants from the cutting winds of

the winter months.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORT.
The earliest of the Chrysanthemums will now be nearly over,

and when they are turned out the best way is not to cut them
down as is generally done, but to store them in light dry soil

under a west wall, turned out of their pots. The tops being left

on will keep the suckers more backward, and also shelter them
in some degi'ee. The less the suckers grow before March the
better plants they will make next year. Spring-forced Camellias
now in bloom should be guarded against currents of cold air and
damp. Cinerarias which are great ornaments for this bouse in
winter, are thirsty plants and good subjects on which to try ex-
periments with some of the new fertilisers mixed with the water
given them ; they are also liable to the attacks of insects. In
pruning and training climbers in this and other houses, some
regard must be paid to the time wheu it is desirable the plants
should bloom. Where stove cUmbers are not required to flower
before autumn, pruning may be deferred for some time ; but
for earlier display it should be done at once. Passifloras,

Begonias, and similar plants which make long annual shoots
should only have their branches thinned and slightly shortened,
while others, Combretums for instance, may be spurred-in.
Kenuedyas will soon be showing bloom, and what training they
require should be done at once, but the pruniug of these should
not take place till after they have done floweriug. Where
Orange trees are grown to decorate the flower garden, care

should be taken to prevent their pushing in winter, and this

more especially if the trees are in a dark-roofed house ; when
such happens the young leaves have a thin flabby appearance,
and soon turn brown when tlie plants have been, set out of

doors ; whereas, if growth is prevented till the trees are in the
open air the foliage will bear any amount of sunshine.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Half-hardy plants stored away in winter in pits and temporary

structures, are Ukely to hive a severe trial before tbe winter is

over. Prepare against severe weather with additional coverings.

Keep such plants as dry as they can bear, and expose them on
every favourable day. If any plants of Chinese Primroses still

remain in the frames they must be watered very sparingly at

the roots, and never over the leaves. As soon as the Chrysanthe-
mums are out of bloom they should be removed to the green-

house. Cyclamens should also be removed to the greenhouse
—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^^^EK,
FRUIT AND KITCHEN G.AKDEN.

Trenching Ground fur Peas.—The market gardeners in this

district do not approve of manuring for Peas previous to sow-
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iag, but trust to tho manure that may be left in the ground
fiotn the previous crop; bat they seldom pick the pods more
thaa twice, there not being a sufficient quantity after this to

pay for the labour of gathering. In our garden, unless the ground
13 specially prepared in the autumn, we are left in the same
predicament ; the soil is light, shallow, and resting on a dry
gravel subsoil, so that during the time the pods are filling they
are very apt to suffer from drought. By trenching now and
placmg some good manure in the bottom trench we look for and
obtain good and continuous gatherings. The difference between
a market gardener and a private grower is this : The first aims
at making as much money as possible out of a given piece of

ground, the other to prolong the supply for as long a period as

possible.

Cuttinj Turf for Potting.—This is a diflScnIt matter in
many places; few gentlemen like to have their parks or old
pastures cut up for the use of the garden, and in the neighbour-
hood of London, since the new regulations came in force with
regard to the forest and open places, amateurs and others are
driven to their wits' ends to obtiiin a supply of good potting
material. Soil dug out of the garden, mix it with what you
will, is no substitute for turfy loam from an old pasture. For
ordinary potting we stack the turf in a square heap, a layer of

turf and a layer of manure alternately ; after this has been laid-

up for three months or more it may be broken-up and mixed
with a little leaf mould and sand, when it will be adapted for

all classes of softwooded plants. We also put up a heap without
manure for plants not requiring stimulants.

FORCIXO noi'sES.

Dwarf Kiilncij Beans.—We do not require a supply of these
until late in spring, but noticing them in a neighbouring garden
reminds us that they may now be put iu. Probably the best
way to treat them is to sow thickly in boxes, and when the first

rough leaf is formed pot them—five plants rouud the sides of a
7-inch pot. They require a substantial compost ; good turfy
loam three parts, and one part rotted manure, will be found well
adapted for growing them. They will do in any house arti-

ficially heated, and will bear more freely if they are placed near
the glass. By supplying them with manure water and surface-

dressing the pots, we have continued to pick from the same
plants for two months. The variety best adapted for small
houses is Newingtou Wonder ; the pods are not large, but the
plants are dwarf and free-bearing. We give plenty of water to

the roots, and syringe with tepid water twice a-day, which keeps
red spider in check.

Strawberries in puts are slow to move, but we do not care to

give a temperature above 5o^ until the flower trusses appear ; a
high temperature before that will cause many of the plants to

become blind. Five-inch pots are quite large enough for all

plants intended to be placed in heat before the first week in
Januarj*. A moderately moist atmosphere and syringing the
plants once or twice a-day, according to the state of the weather,
is the treatment they receive, and as the pots are packed almost
to bursting with roots, a good supply of water is required.
Cucumbers as yet are growing freely and producing abun-

dantly ; they are also free from insect pests. The weather
being mild, it has not been necessary to overheat the pipes to

keep np the temperature to 6-V or TO" at ni^ht. When hot-water
pipes have to be overheated to maintain a sufficiently high
temperature no plant will do well, and Cttcumbers show the
result of it almost sooner than any other.

In the early vinery we are also very careful to maintain a low
temperature until the Vines break; .00° is a good minimum
until the buds are well started. A high night temperature pre-
vious to this invariably causes weak and irregular growth. In-

stead of wetting the wood with the syringe, which washes oft

all the dressing that has been applied to destroy red spider,

mildew, &c., some fresh stable manure is placed on the border
inside the house ; the steam from this, and the moisture from
evaporating-trougha fixed on the hot-water pipes, with atten-

tion to night temperature, will cause the buds to break in a
regular manner.

STOVE AND GREENnoi'St;.
We have previously alluded to cleanliness in the stove de-

partment at the present season, and this will bear repetition.
Plants that were known to be infested with mealy bug in sum-
mer are looked over once a-week with a quick eye ; it is to be
found at this season closely ensconced in crevices of the bark
and axils of the leaves. Of course, it is necessary to sprinkle
the paths and stages of the house with water, but Orchids and
tender plants should not have the foliage wetted now. Spot on
Orchids is caused by wetting the leaves at this season, and
when they become affected it is some years before they recover.
Extreme caution is necessary as regards watering all bard-
wooded plants, such as Ixoras, Francisceas, itc. The same re-

mark applies to bardwooded greenhouse plants. Give enough
water to keep tho plants from nagging.
Kepotted the Bones for early forcing. This is generally done

in September, so that the plants may be well established before
placing them in heat, but they were overlooked this year.

Many of the plants are ten years old, and are shifted year after

year into the same-sized pots ; these are from 13 to 1.5 inches
in diameter. The yearly renewal of mould about the activo
rootlets serves to maintain the plants in robust health, and
they annually produce a large nximber of good flo^-ers. The
way they are treated is this : The ball of roots is turned out of

the pot, all the material which had been used for drainage, with
an inch or \\ inch of tho compost, is removed from tho outside
of the ball by means of a piece of pointed stick or iron. The
plant is then transferred to a clean pot, and the compost for

such old plants requires to be rich ; three parts of turfy loam to

one of rotted manure, with some crushed bones added, will

suit them well. This is rammed-in rather firmly round the
ball with a piece of wood, which can be pushed down between
the ball and sides of the pot without injuring the roots. As
soon as the leaves fall the plants are pruned. It must have
been apparent to all who have grown Roses in pots, that if the
plants are kept iu a house from which frost is excluded by arti-

ficial heat, the buds continue to swell all through the winter
month.'?, and, if the plants are not pruned, those buds nearest
the ends of the shoots will swell the most, and this has been
proved to a certain extent to be detrimental to the buds nearer
the base ; so that if Hoses are intended for early forcing, the
sooner they are pruned after the leaves fall the better. Rose
trees in pots are never dormant, unless they are exposed to a
temperature at or below the freezing-point. Some growers do
not take account of this, and keep the pots so dry that the wood
almost shrivels; this is barbarous treatment, and cannot be too
strongly denounced. Under such treatment many of the small
fibrous roots, which are the life of the plants, are killed ; and
the plants, when placed in the forcing house, do not start

readily, unless the surrounding circumstances are more than
ordinary congenial.
As this is a good time to piu*cha*e Roses, a short list of tho

best sorts for forcing may be useful to some. Anna Alexieff,

Beauty of Waltham, Duke of Edinburgh, General Jacqueminot,
John Hopper, La France, Lyounais, Madame Charles Verdier,
Madame Noman, weak growth, but very beautiful when half

expanded ; Madame Victor Verdier, Scnateur Vaisse, and Victor
Verdier (the above are Hybrid Perpetuals) ; Charles Lawsou
Hybrid China, is a grand pot Rose. Nearly all the Tea Roses
are adapted for pot culture. Niphetos, Safrano, and Madame
Falcot are beautiful in bud, and Marcchal Niel the finest of all

the yellow Roses.
ChrgsantJieinnins are now going off; we remove all decayed

leaves and flowers as soon as possible after they show signs of

decay. The Japanese sorts, with their quaint and briUiant-
coloured flowers, are yet making a good display. Many of

these are late-flowering, and such sorts as Dr. Masters, Comet,
Grandiflorum, with its full deep golden flowers, and the pure
white Fair Maid of Guernsey, are at their best when the in-

curved section are over.
The Tree Carnations did not open their flowers well iu a

greenhouse, but on being introduced to a warmer temperature
the flowers opened perfectly. Cyclamens were also much im-
proved by being placed in a house with a comparatively dry
night temperature of from 50° to 55°.—J. Douglas.

Mussel Scale os Apples.—The most sueoessful remedy I

have tried is paraffin applied in winter.—G. S.

TRADE CATALOGUES KEOEIVED.
Little it Ballantyne, Carlisle, ami ;ti.>, Mark Lane, Loudou.

—

Descriptive List of Rosrs, HJiododeiidrons, tOc.

Robertson it Galloway, l')7, Ingrain Street, Glasgow, and
Helensburgh.

—

Catalogue of BoseSy Gladioli^ and General
Nursery Stock.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered uutil next

week.

Peat (0. U, M,).~1hQ example is of a peat quite uufit for pottmg pnr.
pOisC-S.

Floweb-oarden Plantinq {J, 0.).—In No. 1 border continue the Ceras-
tium inside the scrolls at 2, in place of Bijou, in order to impart a crisp, well-

define<i outliuo to the scroUs and circleti, in which last CoIpus VerschafTolti

would be preferable to tho Perilla; and wo would repeat the IroBine at 7.

Scarlet Geraniums may be used in the acrollB as you propose, hut the effect

will bo somewhat harsh. Try and procure sufficiont stock to plant tho scroll

iu alternate colourB of blue and pink, whicJi with the deep crimson of tho
Colous upon the aoft grey carpetin;^ of Ceraslium would be very chaste. Do not
alter No. 2 border. Tho varioticH of bedding plants which ynu name form
much too limited a list to do full justice to the famous old Dropmoro plan
which you in common with so many others have adopted. The following is

about the host that can bo done with such poor materials :—1, Itijou, edged
with Blue Lobelia ; 2, Chriwtine freranium ; 3, 'i, and 4, 4, Blue Lob lia, edged
with Mesemhryanthomum cordifolium varicgatum. Of the eight beds num-
bered 5, there might bo at each end two of Xresino edged with ycUow Pansy,

and two of Viola edged with Curaatium, arranged on the method of cross-
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planting. 6, Mrs. Pollock, edged with a broad band of Viola ; 7, 7» Scarlet
Geranium, edged with Me3embryanLhenium ; 8, Mixed or pincusbioa-beds of

Blue Lobelia and Variegated Mint ; 9, 9, Blue Lobelia. In view of future im-
provement procure a few plants each of Geraniums Rev. T. F. Fenn, Ama-
ranth, Maid of Kent, Vesta, Rose Bradwardinc, Mrs. Lain;^, and Bonfire for

the beauty of their iiowers. For fine foliage, choose Miss Kingsbury and
Duke of Edinburgh, white; Crystal Palace Gem, yellow; and Lady Cullum,
golden tricolor. Of other choice beddera take Alcemauthera araa?na, Sau-
tolina incaua, Golden Feather (Pyrethrum partbenifolium aureum), Centaurea
Clementei, Poleraonium ci'ernleum variegatum, Fcbeveria seeuuda glauca,

Sempervivum californicum, and Coleua Verschaffelti spleudeus. These are

klnis of sterling merit, and afford ample materials to plant your design well

and in good taste.

Vinery on a Steep Incline {Market Qardc7ici-).—As you say the gi-ound
inclines about 1 foot in 10 towards the east, we would build the house on two
or more levels, as where a glass roof leans so much one way the water runs
along ouo side of each square and invariably finds its way inside. At the
same time we like to have a little incline in all our glass houses, say about
1 inch in 10 feet. This insures good action in the gutters, and the fall is not
apparent to the eye. We would have the back wall 11 or 12 feet high, as a
house for late-keeping Grapes oaght not to have too flat a roof, and the front

wall 3 feet high with trap-door openings for ventilation. As yon prefer a
fixed roof have a number of flaps along the top moveable on hinges, so as to
give air when wanted there. The latter may be moved by means of a lever-

crank or some other simple contrivance, moving about three (not more) at a
place, as having tjo many connected together rarely effects any saving of
time, but often the contrary. The width of the house may be about 14 feet

in the clear. This would give you a rafter of about 17 feet, which is ample ;

but as 2 feet of that length wdl be wanted for the ventilation at top, the
glazing-bars will be only 15 feet, and to support them we would advise a
pm-lin uuderueath about 8 feet from the front wall-plate, with timber pillars

8 feet or so apart to support it. We advise your buildiug the front wall on
arches, and we would plant all the permanent Vines inside, but there might
be a few planted in the outside border; those might be cut away as the
others advanced, or if they promised to do well they might be left. Wo would
select for the outside plants some long canes having two or three good
terminal buds, and if 8 or 9 feet long all the better, as we would cut out all

the buds but the two or three end ones, and plant the Vine as far from the
front wall as the cane will allow, merely so as to have its head inside and
above the soil, the stem being buried some 6 inches or so the whole way.
If the border is good it is not unlikely but these outside Vines may prove
some of the best. Those planted inside may be treated in the usual way. For
a year or two you might have a few against the back wall. For the 70 feet

of main roof wa would plant about twenty Vines inside, and say about ten
outside, afterwards cutting away or taking-up any that did not promise to do
well. As you want only such kinds as keep well till after Christmas, we con-
ceive you contemplate heating the house in some way, as it is seldom that
such kinds as Lady Downe's, Madresfield Court, and others do well without
fire heat at some time. We would, nevertheless, not omit Black Hamburgh,
as it might be cut first if it showed signs of decaying. Our selection for a
late house would be Alicauto, Lady Downe's, West's St. Peter's, Madresfield
Court, and Black Hamburgh as black, to which may also be added Gi'os Col-

man and Mrs. Pince. The white Grapes may consist of Muscat of Alexandria,
Trebbiano, and Calabrian Raisin ; the first named on account of its excellence
at table. There are other varieties that occasionally do well, as Black Prince
and Syrian, hut the above arc sutticient for your purpose, and as you do not
mention anything about the Vine border, we presume it is already formed by
nature for you. If suited to the wants of the Grape Vine, such a border is

better than any mixture, however valuable its ingredients may be.

PnuNiNG Vines (tV. RiddcU).—The best time to prune Vines is as soon as
the leaves have fallen. If pruning is delayed the Vines will bleed, which
retards thera to a certain extent, although we do not think bleeding is other-

wise injurious.

Treatment of Ouchard-house Trees (i"fi("m).—Onr orchai-d-house trees
in the neighbourhood of London aie always kept out of doors until about
Christmas. ^Ye think the trees are benefited thereby. On the other hand
Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, Nottingham, finds that his trees are much injured
if they are placed out of doors in that district. It certainly retards the trees,

which will cause them to blossom later, and they would be more likely to
escape the frosts in an unheated structure.

TuEATUENT OF ViNES (All Amatcitr).—It is too late to ripen the wood of

Vines now. Fire heat ought to have been apphed to them when the wood
wao changing to a light brown colour, and the leaves were fresh. Prune the
Vines at once. When you prune leave two or thi-ee good eyes at the base of
the side bi'anches, as the wood is badly ripened. Cutting the side branches
close back would entirely frustrate your hopes of a crop next year.

Mill Hill Hamburgh—Vise Border {A. Z.).—The Mill Hill is the
best type of the large-berried Hambiu-ghs. The bunches are large and
shouldered, berries large and of excellent quality. Plant it by all means.
Drain your border as you propose ; it may do good, and cannot possibly do
harm. As the subsoil is dry it will not ibe necessary to concrete the bottom
of the border, but as you intend to add to the border at some future period, it

would be well to build a wall in front ; 4j-inch]work set in cement is the best.

Brick-on-edge in mortar would not keep the roots inside. The compost you
mention will suit very well, and tho turf may bo used freshly cut.

Briar Cuttings (7(^'»i).—It is better not to stop the growths.

CoLEUs Losing Leaves (W. H. L.).—It is probably occasioned by the
plants having at some time sufle:ed from cold. In a gi-eonhouse at tliis time
of year they can hardly be kept too ilry, so long as the leaves do not flag nor
the wood shrivel. To winter well, the plants x-equire a light airy position in a
cool stove or warm greenhouse. They should be young, and well-established
in pota in September, and he very carefully watered. Give the plants more
air and the warmest situation you can. A close atmosphere and too low a
temperatm'e will only cause them to die-off more quickly.

Grafting Vine [R. S.).—The Black Muscat of Alexandria, or Muscat Ham-
burgh, will succeed on the Royal Ascot. It is desirable to have scion and
stock of the last year's wood. The scion need not be more than 6 inches long,
and should not have more than two eyes. The best timo to operate is when
the eyes of the stock are swelled—almost bursting, and at that timo the scions
should be dormant, keeping them nith the ends in moist clay or stuck in a
potato. All the eyes of the f>tock should be removed except one above the
X>laco of grafting, and this should not bo allowed to make more than one leaf.

The scion is best put on by side-grafting. Grafting is not the easiest plan
for a tyro ; inarching is better. It should bo practised when both stock and

pcion are in leaf, encouraging the growth of the scion, but checking that of
the stock above the place of union.

Cherry Blight (F. M. A'.).—The "black bHght " you mention is the Aphis
Cerasi. Steep 4 ozs. of tobacco in a gallon of water for a few days, stirring
and squeezing the tobacco. Dip the shoots into the infusion when that can
bo done, otherwise syringe thoroughly with the infusion. Next day syringe
with plain water, and repeat the application if some aphides stiP remain.

FoNGUs in Mushroom Bed {J. E.).—The curious bodies which have
appeared in your Mushroom bed are an imperfect state of Xylaria vaporaria,
of which a notice will bo found in Linnean Transactions, xiiv. Mr. Currey
says, "In December, 18tj2, I planted it in damp sand covered it \vith a bell-

glass, and kept it moist in a warm room, in a window facing the south. The
fertile branches or receptacles som made their appearance above the surface
of the sand, and by the end of March ripe fruit was produced." The fungus
has occm-red once only before, iu Cornwall, under exactly the same conditions.
More specimens would be much valued. Was any pig dung by any chance
mixed with the horse manure ? We should be obliged by an answer to this
question.—M. J. B.

Seedling Apple {fl. W.).—The Apple you have sent is not an improve-
ment on others already in cultivation ; and although it is, no doubt, useful to
the owner, would not be worth cultivating for the general benefit of the com-
munity.

Select Roses {Old Subscriber).—Crimson and Scarlet : Charles Lefebvre,
Alfred Colomb, Mario Baumann, St'uateur Vaisse, Duke of Edinburgh, Louis
Van Houtte, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Dr. Andry, Victor Verdicr, Dupuy-Jamain,

I
Jules Margottin, Maurice Bernardin, Red Rover, and Prince Leopold (for

pillars), Comtesse d'Oxford, and Madame Victor Verdier. Pivk and Rose :

Princess Christian, Mailame Rothschild, John Hopper, La France, Marquise
de Castellaoe, Mdlle. Eugt-nie Verdier, Emilie Hausburg, Monsieur Noman,
Anna Alexieff, Baronue Prevost, Baronne Louise Uxkull, Elizabeth Vigneron.
White : Boule de Ncige, Madame Vidot, Madame Rivers, Madame Alfred de
Rougemont, Coquette des Blanches, and Emotion. The above are all Hybrid
Perpetuals, and are such as seem to us suitable to your wautP, but the data
are insufficient. We cannot name half a dozen yellow Roses deeper in cslour
than Mari-chal Miel. There are plenty of salmon and coppery tints.

Entomology (E. C.).—The " Entomologist," published by Lewmau'
Devonshire Street, Bishopsgate, and the "Entomologist's Monthly Maga-
zine," published by Van Voorst, Paternotter Row, both at 6'i. monthly, aro
the only entomological journals now extant. Appai'atus maybe obtained of
Mr. Gardner, High Hotborn ; Mr. Meek, 5(J, Brompton Road; Mr. Eedlc,
40, Goldsmitli Row, Hackney Road: and of Mr. Downing, Whip's Crop's,

East Waltharastow, Esses. Most of the dealers in insects and apparatus have
the pupre of Papilio Machaon from December to May, price 4rf. or 5d. each.
Those of Vanessa Antiopa are not to be had for love or money.

Peach Trees Over-luxuriant {C S.).—The vciy vigorous shoots wo
should shorten about one-third their length, as you are in want of leading
shoots ; and to induce fruitfulness we would take out a trench about 2 feet

from tlae stem, and cut off any strong roots, then work under the ball and
cutoff any riiots that have struck down, or lift the trees entiiely with good
balls and replant. They will never do any good as long as they make such
gross and unripe growths. The distance we give from the stem is calculated
upon the trees not haviog been planted more than five yeaua. The lifting

should be so practised that the fibres may be preserved, and only the thick
roots cut or shortened. Cucumbers would succeed in the vinery pit if the
Vines did not deprive them of too much light; but if the Vines are close-

planted, and cover the roof with foliage, Cucumbers would not succeed.
Mushi'ooms would do, but the bed ought now to be made, so that the crop
wlil come in before the vinery has a high temperature, as in that the Mush-
rooms are often anything but fleshy, and mostly maggoted.

Climbers for Umbrella Trellises (T/tc S/irt/i}.—The best subjects are
the Clematises and Roses ; but as you ask when to sow the seed, we presume
you want plants for summer. The tall Trop^olums would answer ; the seed
may be sown in April where they are to flower, or, if of the Lohbianum
kinds, sow in a gentle hotbed early in that month, and plant out in May.
Other plants suitable as summer climbers are Cobttascandens, Eccromocarpus
Bcaber, Geranium Ball of Fue, Lophospermum Hendersoni, L. scandens,
Maurandya Barclayana and its white variety, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and
Trop.Tolum eanai'ieuse. Seeds of the last may be sown in gentle heat in

April, and tho seedlings planted out iu May. Some of the others may be
raised from seed sown in March in a hotbed and grown on, planting out at
the end of May, We advise Roses and Clematises as most suitable.

Hydrangea Culture {T. M. A.).—The young Hydrangeas close to the
glass in the gi-eenhouse should have no more water than will keep the wood
plump. It is usual for the leaves to fall—all will or ought to fall ; and tho
plants should be kept di-y until the buds begin to swell in spring, and then
cut away the blackened points of the shoots (caused, wo consider, by the
wood not being ripe), leaving any that have prominent buds at the points.

Place in pots a size larger, using a compost of fibrous loanj, with a little

leaf soil and well-rotted manure, and keep duly watered and in a light fury

paii of the greenhouse, training out the shoots so as to form a nice plant.

Ferns UNTHRi^aNO (J. S. W.).—The Ferns you sent ai'e—No. 2, Polyeti-

chum aculeatum ; No. 3, Polypodium vulgai-e. No. 1 was not enclosed.

They are both British, and the most enduiing of all in rooms, especially the

Polypody, but neither will stand the drying influence of gas. Thoy ought to

succeed in the unheated landing conservatory, but it is probably too dry and
draughty. Keep the soil and the atmosphere moist, but not so as to cause

the fronds to be constantly covered with moisture, aud they will grow well.

At this season their gi-owth is mature. 1'hey will not succeed in rooms
where gas is used, unless they are covered with a glats shade.

Herbaceous Plants for Cut Flowers in September {A. MacN.).—
There are so few we know suitable for exhibition iu September, that we
should be obliged by the names of any that are useful for catting from.

Climbers for Greenhouse Walls {A ConstanI Subscriber).—'We pre-

sume that neither of the walls is shaded by plants or climbers on the roof

If they are, we can only advise Camellias, which aro better of slight shade
If not shaded, plant Habrothamuu.s fasciculatus for the longest wall, but it

is not nearly so quick a grower as Tacsonia Van-Volscmi, and for the end
have Lapageria rosea or Mandevilla suaveolens. Thoy would succeed much
better iu borders than in pots, tho soil being taken out 2 feet deep and
C inches of diainago put in. There should bo a drain to caiTy off aupeiiluons

water. Fill up with a compost of two parts fibrous loam, one part leaf soil,

and one part sandy peat, with a half part ot rotten manure and sand. This
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compost will grow all bat the Lapageria, which requires fibrous peat and very

liberal waterings. Select from those named the two you need.

Cinerarias Dyino-off {D. G.).—It is occasioned by the plants being
potted with the neck or collar low instead of being slightly raised in the
centre of the pot, and, as a consequence, the water ruus to instead of from
the stem. Another cause is allowing the plants to become pot-bound, then
shifting them into large pots, and placing soil close to the stem. The plants

require to be kept coul and moist, dusting a little charcoal round the neck of

each; in fact, a little charcoal dust or small charcoal on the surface of the
pots is advantageous. It keeps all sweet about the neck or collar. We
should bare liked your compost better had it been three parts fibrous loam,
one part each leaf Eoil and old dry manure, with a sixth of silver sand.

DESTROvrNG WooDLiCE (A. Liuhj).— It is the common woodlouse which is

eatiuii the Ferns away, and as the boiled potato wrapped in a Uttle hay
placed at the bottom of a flower-pot will not be quick enough, toads may be
placed in the hou^c, but they will not do much during the winter. Examine
the plants at night with a lantern. It is astonishing how many woodlice

may be killed in a night. They wUl be found about the crowns. They are

careful about taking poison, but we once knew them overcome in a Mushroom
house by mixing equal proportions of arsenic with oatmeal finely gi-ound,

made into a sort of very fine crumbs by melted lard. If you use this, be very

eful where and how it is placed.

Propagating Accubas, AitBOR-Vit.es, and "Laxtrels (Sunnt/hill).—They
are all increased by cuttin^-s, the Aucubas and Laurels at the end of Septem-

ber or early in October. The Aucuba cuttings should be of the current year's

growth, and 8 or 9 inches long ; insert them half to two-thirds their length

in a cold frame, and keep them close, moist, and shaded for six weeks; then
admit air in mild weather, but protect from frost. Laurel cuttmgs should

be of the current year's growth, with an inch or two of the two-year-old wood

;

insert them two-thirds their length in the soil in an open situation, about
S inches apart, in rows 9 inches asunder. Arbor-Vitres are propagated by

cuttings 3 or 4 inches long, inserted in August or the end of July in eandy
loam and leaf soil, surfaced with an inch of silver sand, and placed in a cold

irame, kept close, moist, and shaded, admitting a little air if damp.

Rhododendron Nuttalii not Flowering (T. H.).—Its not flowering'

may probably be owing to the plants not having suflicient light ; it should he
very hberally suppUed with moisture when forming the fresh growth, and
then be kept just moist, admitting air freely. Discontinue the stopping. To
thi-^, as it tends to induce fresh growth, may to a great extent be due the

delay in flowering. Kinging we do not advise. It might induce flowering, and
quite as likely might cause the death of the plant. Allow it to grow, with
light and abundance of air, in good fibrous peat, and we think you will

ultimately be well rewarded by a splendid bloom.

Hkd Dovenne Pear for a South Wall {Cdnfurioji).— If the locality ia

cold and exposed, the fruit would be improved, but not otherwise, unless
under exceptional circumstances.

NF.MorHTLA iNsir.Nis FOR SPRING Bloom (Idem).—The seed should have
been sown in September or early in October, but you may now sow in pots,

and winter the plants in a cold frame.

KosEs AND Anemones Replanting (Jrfem).—Wo are not surprised that
the Koses do so badly, deprived, as their roots must bo, of moisture and nutri-

ment by those of the Anemones. W'e should at once take up the Anemones
in clamps, preserving about them all the soil possible, and reulant imme-
diately in an open situation, but not again in the Kose bad- The Roses we
should take up carefully, lay them in, and thoroughly trench, manure, and
add fresh soil to the bed if required, then replant. The sooner this is done
the better. The Anemones would not suffer much, if at all, and the Roses
would be materially benefited.

Casiellias not Flowering (3r. E.).—VTe can only account for the plants
not flowering from their being very vigorous, probably from having too much
pot room. Placing them out of doors will hinder the formation of bloom-
bud". If plants are put outside, which we do not advise, they ought pre-

viously to be set with bloom-buds. We cannot account for the non-formation
of buds except by the treatment being too liberal. Ours are never removed
from the house, and they flower beautifully every season. Supply them
liberally with moisture until the growth is complete, and then lessen the
amount, but keep the soil thoroughly moist. Do not repot oftener than every
secnnd or third year, or even every fourth year, if the growths are good. Top-
dresH annually when the buds are swelling for flowering with equal parts of
fibrous loam and sheep's droppings laid in a shed for three months, and
trodden firm or beaten into a mass. Chop up small before placing it on the
soil, just loosening the surface, and removing any mois, but without disturb-
ing the roots. They ought to succeed grown in vineries and Peach houses.

Greenhouse Vine Border (J. H,).—We should have liked your arrange-
ment lietler if you could have had a 3-feet border inside the house in which to
plant the Vines, and the wall arched bo as to let the roots go outside. This
you may yet be able to do by taking down the side wall of the greenhouse in
parts, and leaving pillars 14 inches by 9 inches, with a clear opening of 2 feet,

and from these you may corrr a head of stone from pillar to pillar for the
Rapport of the woll-plato of the front lights. The border should be 3 feet
deep, and wo would have it 9 feet wide—3 feet wide inside, and G feet wide
ontiiide the house. It should have a drain at the bottom of the border about
3 feet from the greenhouse wall, and to this drain the bottom ought to in-

cline each way. At the bottom of the border place 6 inches deep of rubble,
from the size of a walnut to that of a man's clenched fist, placing the
roughest at the bottom, and the finest on the top, and en the rubble put a
layer of soda, grass side downwards. The border may be composed of the top
3 inches of a pasture taken off with its turf, where the soil is a light rather
than heavy loom, and chopped into pieces about 3 inches square. 0/ this
six ports; two parts old mortar nibbish from an old building, one part fresh
hor^c dropping!* free of straw, and half a part of half-inch bones, well mixed
and put-in 9 inches higher than the intended level to allow for settling.
Planf in spring when the Vines are beginning to grow, at about 1 foot from
the front wall of the house, the Vines being procured now, and cut so that
when planted they will reach at least through the stage or to the bottom of
the raftern. It would not do to tako the border under the asphalted walk, as
it wonid hink, boHidcs shutting out rain from the roots of the Vines. To
avoid making the oiitsido a soapy mass by persons treading upon it, have a
'**h pathway formed for them to walk upon, and moveable bo as to top-dress
the tjcrjnr when needed.

Vt'iniso Frcit trf.e WAT,r- (R. L.).—lt is very dcflirahio to wire the wall
yon arc ab lUt to construct for fmit trees. The wire nsed should ho galvanised,
No. 13, and for Peaches and Apiioots aboold be 4^ inches apart, and lorPears,

Plums, and Apples may bo 9 inches or 10 inches. The wires shonld be taken
horizontally along the wall, guided by eyed wall-nails or hooks, and se-

ciued at both ends with spikes or eyed nails, and tightened by raidisseurs.
The wires should be fixed as close to the wall as possible to allow for tying,
not more than three-quarters otan inch from it ; ours are about half on inch.
For price write to some of those advertising in this Journal.

Gas-heating Propagating-tank (F. L).— A small gas-boiler holding
about half a gallon of water will heat the pit. You will need to have a flow
and return pipe connected with your boiler, and the water in the tank musfc
be divided by a partition up the middle, so that it may flow up one side and
down the other. If the water do not circulate, it wUl be boiling near the
boiler and cold at the other end of your tank. The depth of water iu the
tank need not be more than three-quarters of an inch, and the space between
the water and slates about an inch. It is likely, by turning on the gas morn-
ing and evening for a short time, you will have all the heat you vequii-e, but;

you will need to ascertain that by & thermometer, which should be kept steady
at a giveu temperature.

Cabbages Eaten by Slugs (Slu(ts).—Sprinkle slaked quicklime over tho
surface of the beds and plants. Do it early in the evening two or three times,
after intervals of a day.

American Blight (S. H. W.).—Brushing the trees in winter with paraffin

oil is a complete cure. Let the bristles of the brush reach well into the
crevices of the bark. As the insect descends to the roots in winter, the thick-

parts of these should be laid bare and dressed with the oil, covering-up again
after the operation.

Names of Fruits (5.).—1, Wyken Pippin: 2, Not known; 3, Carraway
RuRsnt; 4, King of the Pippins; 5, Scotch Bridget; 6, Not known.
iCentiirion).—1, Wormsley Pippin; 2, Pomme Roy ale, not Reinette Royale ;

3, Dutch Mignonne; 4, Stamford Pippin; 5, Beurre d'Aremherg; 6 la Dr.
Capron, and is quite worthless.

Names of Plants {R. J. P.).—The only specimen with a flower, 6, is

Gentiana acaulia. The other miserable scraps of leaves we cannot attempt
to identify.

POULTRY, BEE, AlTD PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The immense entries at the Crystal Palace Show have at

length decisively wrested the lead from the venerable parent
so long looked up to, and caused the numbers to be looked for

with considerable interest, the more so as the sadly unequal
light at the Palace had caused many awards, which it was fully

expected would be reversed under more favourable conditions.

Many birds far overhead at the Palace were here fairly seen
for the first time ; and tho appearance of the hens in pairs,

and in pens properly backed, caused a great contrast with
many excellent specimens which at the Palace could by no
means be induced to face the spectator. Opinions will always
differ as to the single-hen system ; but our own opinion ia

more and more confirmed that, whatever reasons may be ad-

duced for showing single hens at certain seasons, as a spectacle

and as a fair test of the finality of various yards such a plan
is infinitely inferior to showing them in pairs. Without further

preface, however, we will now proceed to give our impressions

of the various classes.

DoKKiNGS.—Old Grey cocks were a small class of eleven entries.

The cup bird had very bad feet and was very hard pressed by
pen 0, which should have been iu the prize list. The cup bird
was imdoubtedly best in breast, but tho other superior in most
other points, both dark birds. The second was small and had
little of any sort to recommend him ; third-prize a large bird,

but almost white-breasted and useless for pullet-breeding

;

fourth-prize one of the best in the class but for a diseased toes

which threw him out, and in the opinion of many should have
disqualified him. Among the fifty cockerels we much preferred

the imnoticed pen 31, which was in every respect superior to

same exhibitor's first-prize bird. Pen 32 was also of excellent

size and quality, but also overlooked. First-prize very good, but

ought to have "been second to the other. The second-prize was
good, but third had nothing particular about him ; fourth and
fifth fairly good. Mr. White's pen 39, and Mr. Kell's, pen 51,

were also excellent birds, and the latter should at least have
been highly commended; but we never remember seeing these

cheap marks of approval so very sparingly distributed as in

sr me classes at this Show. The Selling class for Grey cocks wag
pretty much what might have been expected. Among the

eleven pens of hens we looked in vain for a single first-class

pair. First-prize would have been very good but for the very
worst cases of bumble-foot we have seen for years; second-prizo

were moderately good. Pen 81 and the fourth-prize contained

each one fine hen very inferiorly mated. Pullets (thirty-one

entries), were also disappointing, but on the whole tolerably

fairly judged, good mating being again tho exception. First

were a fair pair ; second-prizo would have been good but for the

extremely uncertain age of one of the occupants, which ap-

peared to have somehow mistaken her proper basket. Third-

prize contained the very best single bird in the class "by long

chalks," but again with only a middling companion ; and fifth-

prize, too, was virtually scored by one of the occupants only.
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The hen Selling-class prizes were mostly awarded to birds which
had been very good at one time, but now almost past duty and
with formidable spurs. On the whole we must confess to a great
disappointment and sense of general falling-off in all the coloured
Dorking classes. Silver-Greys too, though select, were not on
that account very good. The eight cocks were well judged, the
two prizes being good, but no others call for remark. The cup
for cockerels (twenty-one entries), was given to a bird of exceed-
ingly doubtful character; inheadand plumage he appearedyouth-
ful, but possessed old-looking spurs, seven-eighths of an inch
long—W6 measured them—and with evident signs of a surgical
operation on at least one foot besides. The second-prize was
very good, and Mr. Raines' pen, 156, also contained a bird which
deserved far more than he got. The highly commended birds
were also pretty fair. One of the first-prize hens was much better
than the other, but we confess to liking Mr. Eaines' pen again the
best of any in the class. In pullets a palpable error was made,
the second-prize being, though entered at £3, better than the
first. Silver-Greys, too, were, as a whole, very poor, and the
season does not seem to have suited the entire Dorking family.
White old cocks, eight pens, were perhaps the worst class of aU.
First-prize was good, but second was a very deep brownish
yellow, most unsightly, though large. The first-prize cockerel
very yellow again, second-prize being much neater and Ijetter
in colour, but decidedly small. Hens and pullets were small
classes and well judged ; but it deserves remark that pen 207
had the plainest signs of a White Cochin cross, and the first-
prize puUets were of a yeUow colour which, as occurring in the
female sex, hitherto free, needs much care to prevent becoming
general. Eeviewing the whole, the Dorkings were certainly the
weakest classes in the whole Show. Several coloured cocks
and cockerels, even among the prize-winners, presented also
the plainest traces of a "new move" in the shape of a Brahma
cross. We must say, judging solely from results, we much
prefer the old Dorking pure. Black feet arising from overmuch
breeding for very dark plumage, were far too common.
Cochins.—Feeling very dull after the Dorkings we came to

the Buffs, and immediately felt better. If Buffs are not good at
Birmingham, what is likely to be ?—but courage, the old B. B.'s
revived us. The very first pen we found third-prize, and im-
mediately thought, Here is either a mistake, or what must the
rest be ?—massive, heavily feathered, and deep in colour on
wing. But passing on to the other twenty-five old cocks we did
come to a better—immensely large, deep gold in colour, well
feathered, splendid saddle, and, though by no means up in con-
dition after moult, not unworthy his position. Second was
good all round but small. Fourth we thought a mistake ; colour
and head were very good, but saddle was very narrow, and
there was a want of leg feather under the hock. Fifth-prize had
many good points, but was much too deep in colour on the
wing: the same exhibitor's pen, 232, should have displaced
cither him or fourth-prize in our opinion. Of the thirty-nine
cockerels many—very many—were exceedingly good. First-
prize was a now well-known winner, in colour as good as ever,
but fast faUiug in condition, and beginning to show a serious
twist in the comb from over-showing. Second really grand in
quality. Fourth likely to make one of the best, but as yet
though large, raw and unformed. Third we did not like, being
almost white on the back though fine in shape, and pen 277
might have displaced him ; this last bird only wanted tail to be
an almost perfect Cochin. Fifth but middhng, legs being too
close and tail long.
Hens (nineteen entries), contained chiefly grand single birds,

which was particularly the case with first-prize. The second
were better matched, but neither equal to best in first-prize pen,
these last being the old-fashioned Light Buff. Third-prize, too,
were very light colour, but well-shaped ; they had both, however,
bad combs. Fourth well-shaped, but not a match, one being
mealy. Fifth rather small. Pullets (thirty-nine entries), were
badly judged; first-prize being large, but far from Cochin in
shape, being narrow, very long-tailed, mealy in colour, and one
very badly twisted in hackle. Second a fine-shaped pair of light
colour, rather overwashed to look well. Third-prize rather
small, and one bird out of sorts, but sound and neat Cochins.
Fourth a beautiful colour, but moderate in feather and rather
wanting in cushion. Fifth rather spotted in hackle. The best
single bird in this class was in Mr. Tomlinson's pen, 33G, but
not well mated.

In Partridge cocks the three prize birds were grand specimens)
but of the rest the less said the better. The judging in this
class did not please us, the second-prize being in our opinion
the best. He was no doubt inferior to the first in comb and
colour, but so really graud in shape, that we consider that he
should have had the cup for the best Cochin cock iu the Show :

we have not for years seen a bird we liked so well iu this breed.
The cockerels showed the prevailing fault, being all clxunsy in
shape. Among the nine pairs of hens there was no pen well
marked, the only bird so distinguished being one with a twisted
comb iu pen 372, which was speedily claimed by a well-known
breeder. The winning pair of pullets (thirteen entries), were

better, being good in colour, but small and poor in comb. Second
and third larger, but poor in colour. There is much room for a
skilful amateur in this breed ; he would find winning compara-
tively easy. Whites were good as a whole. First-prize old cock
was not a good white, but large and grandly feathered. Second
a httle long in back, but fairly enough placed. Third very
yeUow, and somewhat clumsy behind. The first-prize cockerel
carried his wings badly—so high, in fact, as to spoil the saddle
completely. Second rough and bad in legs, otherwise in our
opinion best of the class. Third a good bird, but wanting in
that undefinable quality called carriage. The first-prize hens
deserved their position, though one was somewhat wanting in
cushion. Second-prize should have been disqualified, containing
one pullet, and, if we are not much mistaken, the very pullet
which won the cup at the Crystal Palace. No doubt showing
puUets for hens has not tlie same fraudulent complexion as
showing hens for pullets, and we do not mention the matter in
that sense ; still, it is not fair to other exhibitors, and the penalty
should have been inflicted. It is only fair to add that the said
pidlet was about the very best in the Show, or that we can
remember for some years. Third were not large, but neat, nicely
matched, and good Cochins. The best single hen in the class
was in pen -124, but her mate was nowhere. The first-prize
pullets, again, were very unequal in quality, and neither so good
as the one we have mentioned in the hen class. Second had
beautiful combs, and were the best-matched in the class, but not
so good as the best bird in first-prize. Third were good colour
and shape. The whole were an excellent class, as were the hens.

Bk.\iimas.—This once-despised breed now fiUs the largest
classes at aU good shows. Thirty-six old cocks contended, and a
grand lot they were—the best lot of old birds we have ever seen.
'The cup bird was grandly feathered, good colour, and very
massive; in fact, too massive for our taste, being almost like
a Cochin. Second-prize was a shade yellow, and had a twisted
hackle, but in other respects was a splendid bird, and was bid-
up at the auction from eight to twenty-two guineas. Third was
rather clumsy, and not, in our opinion, so good as same exhi-
bitor's pen 4G4. Mr. Liugwood's, 462, was also a grand old cock,
and there were other birds fit to show and win anywhere, the
whole being a most dilficult class to judge. The cockerels were
one short of a hundred entries. The first-prize was a fine bird,
but bad in saddle and tail, which was too upright, and had
long streamers, which the owner deserves credit for showing
without plucking. Second was rather coarse. Third fine iu
shape and saddle, but rather yellow. Fourth was large, but
rather clumsy, and very brown on the wing. Fifth we did not
like at all, being very coarse and a nasty brown on the shoulders.
Sixth a very neat and stylish bird. The cup bird at the Palace
was unnoticed in this class ; he certainly was gone very yellow,
and was said to be hump-backed, but we failed to discover this
latter fault, and should have l)een disposed to put him second,
displacing second to fifth. This class was far inferior to the
cocks. The Selhng class seemed to answer its purpose, five
cockerels in consecutive order being marked "sold" by twelve
o'clock Monday. The first-prize was a really good cockerel, and
sold for eleven guineas and a half; he certainly would have
been about fourth in the open class. Second was also very
good, and reaUsed five guineas, though yellow. Pen 592 also
contained a very good bird. In hens, first were a long way
ahead. Second also very good, but the rest were a poor lot,

with a few good odd hens among them. Pullets were a grand
class of eighty-nine pens, the first three pens standing clearly

out, but the rest being very difficult to judge. The light on
this class was fortunately excellent, which was the sole cause of

many Palace awards being reversed. The first-prize were large,

finely-pencilled, and well feathered. Second-prize contained
one young and small bird, which will ere long be far the best
of the pair. Third also contained one very young bird with no
tail yet grown, which will be as good as any in the class.

Fourth were well marked, but wanting shape, and tho same
remark will apply to the sixth. Fifth were rather coarse in
comb, but neat iu shape, and pencilling good. There were
besides several excellent pens highly commended, and almost
any number of good odd birds, Mr. Pritchard especially havinc
several good ones. The Selling class for hens and pullets was
poor, with only a few exceptions ; but the first-prize pen realised,

we believe, £10.

The adult Light cocks (twenty-three entries), seemed, as a
rule, rather out of condition. First was very large with little

marking and rather yellow, but well-shaped. Second also want-
ing in marking, and also in feather. Third was small for an old
bird, but beautiful colour and carriage. Pens 729, 741, and 748
were fine specimens. In the cockerels (sixty-nine entries), we
thought a mistake was made in leaving pen 786 (Mrs. William-
son), out of the prize hst, where we should h.ave placed him
rather high. He was rather yellow, but not more so than many
of the prize birds, and very superior in almost all other points.

Passing him, wo can fairly congratulate Mr. Dean on his first-

prize bird, which thoroughly deserved liis position, and though,

no doubt, rather small, is in every other point the nearest to
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perfection we can ourselves remember to have seen. Second
was pale in hackle, but good in every other respect. Third good
style and colour, but small. Fourth also small but nice all over.
Fifth rather wanted feathering. There were many other really

good birds in this class. The bens (twenty pens), were grand
but very difficult to judge, every prize pen without exception
containing one bird much superior to " aU the others," if that be
possible. There was hardly a reaUy bad pair in the class. PuUets
also were remarkably good, though few birds were, perhaps, so

food as the best of the hens. The fifth-prize had certainly the
est bird in the class, but by no means well matched. We lieard

much quarrelling over the judging, and have already noticed
what we think was a real omission in the cockerels ; but after

going over it three times, we think the puUets were well and
fairly judged, our remark as to the odd birds being borne in
mind. The first-prize contained one bird really grand, though
hardly equal to the best in fifth. She was, however, little in-

ferior, and her companion was only a little short of cushion. If

we found any fault, it would be to put tliird-prize second, this
pair being fairly good in all respects, and so beautifully and
evenly matched as in our opinion to outweigh the better odd bird
in the second pen, which was mated with rather a narrow pullet.

It was, however, very hard judging all through, and Mr. Teebay
is, in our opinion, rather to be congratulated on bis success than
blamed for shortcomings. Keviewing the Brahma classes, wo
would remark that many Dark breeders seem quite to have for-

gotten cushion and leg-feather in their pullets ; while Lights
nave little now to wish for beyond marking in hackle, which last

is greatly wanting, in many of the cocks especially.

Malays.—These were small classes, but it struck ua at once
that—in the cocks especially—there was some increase of size.

We are glad to see it ; it was time. First-prize cock was large,
bat coarse and gouty in the legs ; second was a grand—mistake
—not a grand bird by any means, the best bird in the class, 897,
being left out. In cockerels, first-prize was almost too long in
the leg ; the second was good, and so was pen 90S. The first-

prize hen was very good; second small, and not so close in tail

as should be. The first-prize puUet was leggy, but good in all

else ; second much like a Game, being wanting in shoulders,
and too small. Pen 921 was much better in our opinion, which
is borne out by the fact of her being a well-known winner.
French Fowls.—Creves were all small classes, which may

partly be accounted for by there being only two prizes each.
The first-prize old cock was a long, long way ahead of all the
others, though second was good also, and the highly commended
pen, 930, also fine. Only two cockerels contended for two prizes

;

the first was good, but second was small, and sbotild have been
withheld, though perhaps the conditions hardly justified such a
step. Hens were honestly shown as a rule, the white feathers
being left in the crests. J^gain first were much the best, though
second were good. The two prizes in pullets were nearly equal,
first being best in size and second in combs. Houdans had not
fair play by far. Old cocks (sixteen entries) paid £5 8s. in fees,

and only obtained i:3 in two prizes. First was fine in size and
colour but bad a deformed " doable-double " toe. Second was
fine dark colour but small, and entered at only three guineas
by BO good a judge of his value as Mr. Quibell. Either 9(;o or
9G1 was worth half-a-dozen of him, both being really good birds;
we would, in fact, have given the two prizes to these two, giving
preference to Mr. Quibell's. In cockerels the same remark as
to unjust consideration applies, as it does in less degree to the
hen and pullet classes. Cockerels paid £7 12s. in fees, to be
awarded £3 in prizes. First was given to a dark but small
bird; second good in all points. First-prize hens were light in
colour, but large and well matched ; second not so large, but
beaatifal plamage. These are not birds of colour, but we must,
nevertheless, remark that they are the handsomest we have
seen a long while. Pullets disappointed us ; the first-prize, it

is true, were a good pair, but one bird in the other pen was
small, and the rest of the class not much to speak of. As a
whole the Hoadans showed a most decided falling-off.

Spanish.—Old cocks were a middling lot. First-prize a grand
bird, very little trimmed, but face out of condition and scabby.
Second a wide face, but bad lobes. Third middling geod. In
cockerels (twenty-foar entries), first was fine carriage and style,
but only middling face ; second a moderately good bird ; third
nnusnally good in comb and fair in face, but carlobes much
duplicated ; fourth a sound bird, not matured, but promises to
be better than most. Pen 10.il was also a very hopeful-looking
cockerel, though not yet ready to show. Hens were a small
class of seven, and we may remark that the first-prize pen con-
tained the very best single hen we can recollect seeing for we
don't know how long ; the other, too, was fair, but it was one
hen won the prize. Second a good pair by no means ready after
moulting. Third in very poor condition indeed, and not at their
best. Pullets were a nice class, first being a really capital pair,
something like Mr. Jones's old form—well matched and in nice
order. Second and third also good. We cannot forbear the
remark that many birds in the Spanish classes were evidently
good specimens spoilt by undae forcing.

HijiEUBGHS.—At Birmingham Blacks came first. First-prize
codj'^as very neat in comb, and in colour perhaps has never
been' equalled ; the only fault we could fiud was a redundancy of
earlobe. Second-prize similar in character, but rather smaller

;

third a fair average good bird. First-prize hens were not good

;

one was squirrel-tailed, and both far too long in the leg, and very
deficient iu lustre. Second-prize were smaller, but better in
every other respect, one bird being the best iu colour we have
yet seen. Third, large and slightly heavy-looking. The Gold-
pencilled winner was the best bird, perhaps, ever seen, and was
run-up at the auction to no less than eleven guineas, at which
price he was bought-in ; every point was good, but the sickleEV

especially were wonderful, and with patience (less than " the
patience of Job ") and care might do good service to a Hamburgh
exhibitor for years to come; this bird, however, was honest
enough, and his owner may well "hold on" to him. Second
and third were neat, but had bronzy tails. The female class
was not up to the mark, even the prize pens being deficient.
The first two Silver-pencilled cocks were fair, but far inferior to
those shown two years ago. Third not yet ready to show, but
when grown, if properly washed, would make as good a bird as
any of the three. The pullets were better than in the Gold class,
" the Duke " winning with a pair especially good in tail. In
Gold-spangled cocks both first and second were grand birds, the
first being chiefly superior in breast and bars. In the hens wo
were only thoroughly satisfied with the first-prize pen, the
others being in poor condition. The winning Silver-spangled
cock was a beautiful bird in all but legs. These were nearly
white, and it is a question if this should not have displaced
him ; he was, however, clearly the best in all other points.
Second and third were good average prize birds. Fourth was
in bad order, or would be somewhat difficult to beat. The first-

prize pair of hens contained one really grand hen, but, as a
whole, this class has been far surpassed iu former years. The
second-prize were pretty good, but uot at all a good match, and
rather wanting in size of spangling on the shoulders.

Polish.—The first-prize White-crested cockwas barely througli
his moult, which made his triumph all the more creditable. Se-
cond also a good bird, with crest very honestly shown. The
hens, on the contrary, were very severely trimmed. In Gold-
spangles the first-prize cock was the only one in really good
condition, second not being fairly moulted. The winning hens
were very fine in all but tail coverts and tails, which were much
shaded on the ground colour. The first-prize Silver cock was
Mr. Adkins's well-known bird, and secured the cup. Mr. Beldon's
second-prize had not fully grown his tail, and was curiously •

remarkable for a double or bifurcated spur on each foot. The
first-prize hens were good in all points, except that much of the
lacing looked sooty iu colour througli bad condition.
Any Vabiety Class.—In this class a good pen of La Flech&

won first, a fine pair of Cuckoo Dorkings second, and a very
pretty pair of Sultans third. Mr. Fowler had also a nice pair of

Leghorns ; the rest struck us as rather a poor class.

G\i\iE.—The Game fowls were fewer than usual, but most of
the classes contained many excellent birds. The Judges ap-
peared, however, to have an impression that highly commendeds
cost half a guinea each, for we can never remember being so
struck with the paucity of these cheap distinctions compared
with the really good quality of the classes. With this excep-
tion, and the one or two cases named by us, we could fiud, and
we heard, little fault with the judging. The first-prize Black
Eed cock was rather too long in the head perhaps, and third a.

shade too crooked in beak, but all were good. In stags there
was a decided mistake, which we are convinced was a mere
clerical error

—

i.e., that the bird was iu some way mistaken for
one in the next pen. He was rather hump-backed, tremen-
dously long in the thighs, and had been cut in both feet for
duck-foot. We believe this award was really meant for the next
pen, 1309, which contained a capital bird iu every respect.

First and second were very fine in all points. Fourth was
perhaps a shade too dark, and fifth was a little weak in on©
back toe ; but except the third-prize, there was little room for

complaint. First and second Black Red hens were a mere toss-

up ; third had lost a bit of her comb in one of those squabbles in

which some ladies will indulge; fourth looked to us rather soft.

In the pullets third and fifth were gems, and would have been
higher but that they were decidedly too small. Among the
Brown Hed cocks the winner stood a long way ahead ; he was n
laced-breasted bird, shown in the very pink of condition. Se-
cond and fourth were good too, though some way behind ; but
third was again a mistake, this bird having tremendously broad
and soft sickles, almost like those of a Brahma, and being also

too narrow behind. It was a singular coincidence to find the
same broad sickles in the third-prize stag, but they were not in
this case soft as in the old class : it is, however, desirable to

remark on this feature, which looks so out of place iu a Game
fowl. The winning cockerel was a splendid dark laced-breasted

bird. Both hens and pullets were a fairish lot, but several birds

were in vei-y soft feather. In old Duckwing cocks tlio first three

prizes were the only birds good in colour, the fourth being
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especially bad in this respect, showing much bro-mi in the wing-
bar, and still more on the secondary quills, besides a bad back.
The first was very good and secured the cup ; third was rather
squirrel-tailed. Among the cockerels the first was a beauty, but
too small ; second and one or two others again showed the
squirrel-tail, which seems creeping into this breed. Hens and
pullets struck us as being worse in colour than we hive seen
them. Blacks and Brassy-winged were, on the whole, a bad lot.

First-prize cock was a Brass-wing, very clumsy in legs, and we
must say we liked second best, but nearly aU were soft-looking.
The first-prize hen was in bad condition, and appeared to have
been broody, having lost her breast feathers, but we heard she
handled well and do not question the award. The first-prize
Pile cock was a beautiful yellow leg, far ahead of all compe-
titors

; he was all but perfect in symmetry and condition, but a
little faulty in wing-bar, and a good streak of green-black in the
tail ; no other bird came near him. In the hens the first-prize
was a very good gamey bird, but second again out of condition.
Bantams.—The first prize in Sebrights went to good Golds,

the second to bad Silvers, the cock's hackles being striped instead
of laced. In Whites we need not say who won ; but the same
gentleman's second-prize cock was very bad in comb. In Blacks
the winning pen contained a wonderfully neat cock ; third was
also good, but second had ear-lobes much stained. In the general
class, first was taken by Japanese, and second by Mr. Wood-
gate's White-booted birds. We are not sure we should not have
a little changed some of the awards in the Game Bantams ; but
we must say that all were given to good pens. The number of
good old cocks, so rare a few years back, was specially notice-
able. In the first class, that for Black-breasted Red birds,
the third-prize pen contained a cock very neat, but decidedly
dull in colour, and fourth-prize contained one rather poor pullet

;

and all three birds were too short in face. In the Brown Reds,
second-prize cock was an old bird gone very coarse and stocky.
In the Any variety, the first-prize (Duckwings) contained one
exquisite pullet, but the other was rather clumsy ; and the cock,
though very neat nnd gamey, showed signs of more " manual
labour " upon him than we liked to see. The third prize pen
of Piles also contained one good and one bad hen. The Black-
breasted Red cocks were the best class of all; good birds
abounded—richly abounded; and while we would perhaps have
changed one award, we must say the judging was both good and
fair, every prize-bird being an ornament to his circle, or rather
pen. In the Any variety class for cocks, first and third were
won by Piles, the second by a Duckwing, which should, we
think, have been placed first. We must say, in conclusion, that
we have never seen Game Bantam classes better filled than at
Birmingham in 1873.

Ducks.—Aylesburys showed some falling-off in weight, as will
be seen from the following table ;

—

1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

1st prize 17i .. 17J .. 18i .. 17 12 .. 18 12 .. 17 6
2nil prize _ . . 17i . . 183 . . 16 12 . . 18 1 . . 17
Srd prize — .. I7I .. 175 .. 15 4 . . 17 4 .. 16 14
4'1' prize _ . . _ . . 18} . . 18 10 . . 16 11 . . 16 12

The weights of the Rouen prize birds are as follows, one Duck
and one drake constituting the pen in each instance:

—

1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. oz. lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

1st prize 19i .. 18J .. 191 ..19 5 . . 19 10 .. 19 10
and prize ISi . . 17| . . 18^ . . 19 1 . . 19 12 . . 18 14
or.l prize I7J . . 17J . . 1«J . . 18 15 . . IS 7 . . —
4tli prize 16} . . 17l . . 17| . . 18 10 . . 18 2 . . —
-5th prize — . . 16| . . 17i . . 18 8 . . 22 2 . . —
6th prize — . . 16J . . 17} . . 17 10 . . 21 . . —
There was a class provided this year of Rouen Ducks, to be

Bold at a price not exceeding two guineas the pair. The weights
in these cases, for the four prize pairs respectively, are
15 lbs. 2 0Z3., 12 lbs. 12 ozs., l:J lbs. 2 ozs., and 13 lbs. 6 ozs. These
are probably about the weights at which we may expect to find
Eouen Ducks when in a condition for the table.
In Black East Indians we thought the judging (and we ex-

amined this class carefuDy) very fair, the winners being good
both in colour, size, and points. Mr. Sainsbury would easily
have secured at least second had he matched his birds differ-
ently, but they were very badly paired, particularly in size, and
in attempting to score two prizes (what a common mistake this
is) he lost a chance of either. Mandarins and Carolinas had
each classes to themselves, which classes proved a great attrac-
tion, being thronged all the time. Mandarins were a very even
lot, but Carolinas were more easily judged. Good drakes were
in every pen, but Ducks were scarce, and the rare lustre on
those in the prize pens determined the awards. Call Ducks
also were a nice class, first going to Mr. Gladstone's Whites,
and second to Greys. In the Any other variety of Waterfowl,
first-prize were Mr. Leno's pet D. AutumnaUs (he also showed
a pair of Viduatas), and second prize to Ruddy Sheldrakes. The
feature of the class was, however, pen 1788, a beautiful pair of
purple Gallinules, an African waterhen. The absence of web
to the feet seems to have puzzled the Judge, and, perhaps, by

"Waterfowl" swimmers were really intended; but both the
rarity and surpassing beauty of plumage in these bii'ds should
have brought them some notice.
Geese.—These birds showed faUing-ofE both in numbers and

weight. Thirteen entries competed for eight prizes, so that
most of the exhibitors were "in luck." The following weights
will enable comparison to be made :

—

1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.
lbs. lbs. lbs. ozs. lbs. ozs. lbs. ozs.

^VMte—Old birds.. 1st 53i . . 58|.. 66 9 .. 56 2 .. 66 6
2nd ....52 .. 56}.. 56 9 .. 6112 .. 88

Goslings.. 1st 50}.. 49}.. 48 6 .. 50 12 .. 46
2nd .... 42 .. 49 .. 44 .. 41 8 .. 45

Grey—Old birds ..1st 57}.. 62}.. 60 .. 63 .. 62
2nd .... 58} . . 53I . . 61 . . 50 12 . . 60

Goslings.. 1st 48|.. 5)}.. 47 .. 47 8 .. 42 12
2nd .... 46} . . 49 . . 37 . . 46 12 . . 42 8

In these classes the weights of the young birds are decidedly
below the mark.
TuBEEYs.—Mr. Lythall of course won in Turkeys in every

class in which he showed. In the other (old cocks) Mr. Ken-
drick won with an American bird. The weights subjoined will
show a falling off in most of the prize cocks, and a gain on the
hens. All the Turkey classes were well and creditably filled.

18G9. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

lbs. lbs. lbs. ozs. lbs. ozs. lbs. ozs.

Old Cirda—Single Cock .... 1st.. 34J.. 86}.. 86 4 . . 88 5 .. 37 4
2nd.. 32 .. 36|.. 32 8 . . 35 6 . . 85 10

Pail-oIHens Ist .. 37}.. 35 .. 3812 .. 32 8 . . 88 6
2nd.. 82}.. 34 .. 85 8 . . 28 4 . . 88 2

Bred this year—Single Cock 1st . . 28^. . 243. . 23 . . 29 . . 24 12
2nd.. 23*.. 28S.. 23 4 . . ,28 10 . . 23 4

Pair of Hens 1st.. 2.9i.. 84}.. 28 10 .. 31 . . 31 6
2nd.. 27|.. 29 .. 27 2 . . 30 10 . . 28 14

It only remains to speak of the general features of the Show
The total entries show a slight falling-off, being this year 1350
of poultry, and 11)1 of Pigeons, against 19% of poultry, and 389
of Pigeons last year. Most varieties of poultry have decreased

;

but the all-devouring Brahma has increased by some sixty pens,
and Pigeons by a hundred. The most disappointing classes

were the Dorkings. The rest were mostly up to the mark. The
Light had been again improved, and there are now very few
really Dark pens. It is also worthy of remark that the gallery,

which last year was so stiflingly hot as soon as the gas was lit,

was now thoroughly ventilated. On this point we felt very
anxious, and took particular pains to ascertain, late in the even-
ing, how the case then stood ; but with all these improvements,
the accommodation is still a disgrace to such a Show, and unless
something more be done, must ultimately drag it down below
even Manchester. The poultry, it is well known, is the chief

attraction of this Show, yet has only about one-fourth the floor

space ; and if some means cannot be found of treating exhibitors
and the public more fairly, they will inevitably go elsewhere.
The crowding at times was really painful, and greatly hindered
us from forming a matured judgment in many cases.

The feeding was particularly careful and good this year, but
some other points of the management very bad. The pens were
floored with dark sand, and water given in large spittoons, in
which latter the birds stood and dabbled, till both their pens
and themselves were in a filthy condition it is impossible to

describe. Why cannot a Show like this provide proper water-
tins, and scatter clean chaff daily into every pen, over a little

clean gi'it '? By this means the birds would be kept both clean,

healthy, and happy : as it was, if our own fancy were White
Cochins, we should have been rather " mad " to see the condition
of our birds.

The attendance of the public was very large, more than for

very many years past. The following table of Monday's sta-

tistics will show this ;

—

Eeceipts.
1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

Monday £195 .. i'260 .. JE233 .. i260 53. .. i324 3s.

Admissions.
18G9. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

Subscribers' tickets 4,937 . . 4,702 . . 4,392 . . 4,897 . . 5,858

Five shillmgs each 689 . . 840 . . 777 . . 845 . . 997
One shUling each 475 .. 819 .. 781 .. 989 . . 1,498

The sales were also very numerous, and high prices were
realised. A Brown Red Game cock sold for £27, and a pen of

Duckwing Bantams 18 guineas. The first-prize Dark Brahma
pullets were bought-in at i'30, and the second-prize were " run-
up " to "24 guineas, at which they also were bought-in. It is our
decided opinion that the interest in the poultry fancy is on the
increase, and that something like a fresh "mania" is fast getting

up; in the face of which we strongly advise all who "hold
shares " in " good stock " to hold firm, in the hope of a rising

market. We can never remember a sale at which there were so

many and such eager buyers. We have mentioned Brahmas
bought-in, but besides these the second-prize old Dark cock was
run-up at auction from 8 to 22 guineas, at which he was knocked
down ; and the third-prize cockerel was claimed at £20. We
may perhaps be able to give a summary of the most important
sales next week.
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"We will only farther remark that all the officials were
CDQrteoiis and obliging as ever, and did all iu their power to

assist us in every way. We could only wish that the awards
were more frequently delivered-in, more promptly copied-out,
and more constantly kept posted-up on the Saturday.
The Judges officiated as follows : Mr. John Baily judged the

Dorking, Malays, French fowls. Any variety class, Bantams
(except Game), and fancy Ducks; Mr. Dixon took the Ham-
burghs, Polish, large Dacks, Geese, and Turkeys ; Captain Heaton
did the Cochins; Mr. Teebay the Brahmas and Spanish; and
Messrs. W. K. Lane, E. Lowe, and J. H. Smith the Game and
Game Bantams. It gives us pleasure to add that Mr. Hewitt
also put in an appearance on the Saturday, and thou^-h not able
to take regular duty, kindly checked over, voluntarily, the
Brahmas and some of the Cochins, "just for fun" and to assist

his colleagues. He looked much better than we expected to

find him, and though a little fatigued, seemed really to enjoy
being in his old element again.

[We have another full report from a thoroughly qualified

reporter, which we will insert next week.—Ens.]

THE PIGEONS.
Monday, December 1st.—I stand at an early hour at my hall

door in Wiltshire with a light heart, for I have just tapped my
barometer, and find that after a steady rise of some days the
mercury is now ever bounding. Ah ! thought I, this year 1873
is like many an old sinner, improving at the last. October
better than September, and now we are going to have the old
gentleman's last days, and they are to be better still. Shall I
really see the Birmingham Show under sunlight '.' Will Bir-
mingham streets bo other than dirty, slippery, greasy, and the
air smoky-tasting, wet ? I have never seen Birmingham to ad-
Tantage ; I think I shall this time. *' Carpe diem," which freely

translated in this nineteenth century (latter part, by the way),
may mean, ** Catch the train." Train duly caught, day improv-
ing every hour, but the train terribly, terribly slow. Comfort-
ing thought—" If slow, sure

—

i.e., safe, can't run into any other
train." Discomforting thought—" Another train may run into
ns.'* Weary, wearj- hours—the train is so very slow. At length,
at a few minutes to four, after a seven-hours ride, I am in Bir-
mingham. On, on, to the Show. The day is stUl fine. Bir-
jningham streets and air as good as can be under any circum-
stances. A throng like Cheapside. I cross over to the opposite
pavement, which seems less crowded. I wonder whether this
fine street, like Milsom Street, Bath, has a shilling and a six-

penny side, and the shilling side, having tlie better shops, has
the most people. In the Show, but dark, hot ; no light cages
for Pigeons as at the Crystal Palace, and to see birds and judge
their merits an utter impossibihty. Baffled and beaten, I go
out and hope for a fine morning's early visit. The hospitable
doors of, now an old friend of mine, and an old friend of " our
Journal," are, I know, open to receive me.
Tuesday morning I am in the Show in capital time ; but wait

awhile. I had never seen the country near Birmingham under
sonlight, and how pretty it is ! English hedgerow scenery

—

thoroughly English. It is Shakspeare'a county, too, I re-
member, rich iu wild flowers, and woods, and parks, and deer

;

and though the needs and necessities of business have altered
it, yet these are counterbalanced greatly by the well-built
villas, the tasty gardens, rich especially iu conifers, and all the
appearances so prominently revealing the comfortable, very
comfortable, circumstances of the inhabitants.
Bingley Hall is, as ever, full—too full for personal ease and

rapid progress. Up the gallery I find my cooing friends. The
poultry I go not to ; another is writing of these, and right well
he does write.

First greet me the Almond Tumblers ; and, by the way, how
one's mind will turn to the Crystal Palace Show, seen only a
fortnight since—"comparisons are odious," as said my copy-
book—" comparisons are odiriferous," as said Mrs. Malaprop

—

bat one cannot help making them. Birmingham Show and
Crystal Palace Show, the former like a fine old parent whose
son has grown bigger and finer than himself, yet the old fellow
is, I find, hale, and hearty, and strong—not so good-looking as
his son Crystal Palace Show, but venerable and strong withal.
I stand before the Almond Tumblers, shown here in pairs—few
bat choice.
The Carriers are, though fewer, yet said to be even better

than those at the Crystal Palace Show ; certainly the first-prize
is a grand bird ; there is one. No. 1866, highly commended—an
excellent-going bird whose day is coming.
Next come Pouters, Red cocks—First-prize a very good colour,

not good in style of limbs, but certainly rightly placed first; se-
cond an excellent Pouter, colour bad, limb very good. Red
hens—first excellent, a little too much white in crop, but no other
fault; second a very nice bird, but not a good colour, hi.^ being
Blue-bred very vi.tible, but he has nice limbs. Blue hens.

—

Second was the lovely hen, to my mind, of the Crystal Palace
Show, and the lovely hen of this Show as well, her only fault
being slightly bisboped ; still first was a bird o( immense length.

No. 1957 has a Black put in by mistake, certainly a strange mis-
take, and an excellent bird. No. 19.58 was a nice bird. Black
cocks.—1965, young but has a good time coming. First a very
nice bird ; second very large but flagged thighs. Black hens.

—

First well-stockened and lovely limbed ; second too much white.
White cocks.—First I'ather more slender than second ; the second
well nigh as good a bird as could be, and perhaps the best in the
class. White hens.—First long-limb and feathers, but not too

good a carriage ; second very pretty hen, but wants a little more
limb; 1992, third at Crystal Palace Show, hut only very highly
commended here. The class of White Pouters the best of the
variety. Any other colour.—Surely a mistake. Mealies not
wanted here, and Yellows better with Reds. In the hens of

Any other class all were Yellow and all good, but third-prize

rather heavy,
Bai-bs, Black—First, wondrous skulls ; second, very good

indeed. Barbs, any other colour—First, Reds, well-known ones ;

second, a nice pair of Yellows. Barbs of 1873, very promising

—

First, wonderful for age.
Balds, Shortfaced, more numerous than I. feared—First,

excellent Blues ; second. Blues again, a little large ; a Yellow
commended pair, excellent iu colour, and one good in head.

Beards—First and second, Mr. Woodhouse ; I preferred the
latter.

Tumblers, Shortfaced—First, Mr. Adams, excellent Reds

;

second, a tidy pair of Black Mottles. Tumblers, Loug-mufied,
thorough Birmingham birds, and now bred to nice feather.

Bunts, of course few. I heard a countryman remark, " They
he fowls, surely."

Jacobins.—Here a dillerence of opinion ; one class of fanciers

and judges like the hog-mane, anotlier class like it not, but an
openness in the neck ; hence at the Crystal Palace Show one
class, the latter, won, here the former. I own I prefer the hog-
mane. The Jacobins were very excellent.

White Fantails.—A truly superb class, and no wonder when
Messrs. Maynard, Loversidge, and Serjeantson sent their birds.

Trumpeters.—Very few, but good.
Owls, Foreign, the same. English Owls, a far stronger class,

but surely they were many of them half or part foreign—

a

kind of Englishman with foreigner's smaller size and look.

Nu/ts.—Good, and many Y'ellows among them.
Blue Dragoons.—Very excellent. Bed and Yellows—First

and cup, superb Yellows ; second, excellent Red birds ; third,

Y'ellows ; 2212, good Reds again. Silver Dragoons showed good
specimens of the two varieties, the Black-barred and the Brown-
barred—First and cup, the former variety ; second, the latter.

Dragoons, any other colour—First and cup, lovely Whites, ex-

cellently shown ; all in the class White.
The Magpies were very neat.
Antwerps of the higher fancy variety, of different colours, of

good shape.
Archangels.—Glittering and gorgeous, hut too few.

Swallows.—Neat and nice.

The Any other variety a truly interesting class.

In all, the Pigeon entries numbered 491, and putting aside the
Crystal Palace Show, this was a very good one. The great heat

of the evening is to be regretted. The bad pens—some in corners,

very dark—are also to be regretted. A stranger cannot fully

unclerstand the difficulties of a managing committee, but it is a
pity that the pretty birds cannot be shown as well as at Glasgow,
to say nothing of the Crystal Palace, which as a building is

above comparison with any other. The fineness of the weather
is a cause of great congratulation.

Then Birmingham was the initiator of many shows. Here
first a great Exhibition ; here a first Poultry Show. Here, I

believe, Mr. Sims Reeves first came into fame. In fact, there is

a pluck, an energy, and " a go " in the good folks which make
everything that is done here noteworthy to every Englishman,
whether he happens to agree with it or not. Hence a visit to

the good town is always interesting.

—

Wiltshire Rectok.

DoBKisos (Coloured, pxccpt Silver Grey).—Cocft*.—Cup. T. C. Burnell, Michel
dever. 2, J. Drewry, Burlon-on-Tr*nt. 3, J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton

4, J. Walker, Roch'dale. he, E. Fearon, Whitehaven, c, Countesa of Dart
mouth, Patahall, Alt»iighton, Wolverhampton ; W. H. DeoidOD, Woburu Sanda
Bed3.
DoBKiN-oa (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).— Cocfc«r^'«.—1. Mra. ArknriBht,

Sutton Scar«dale. 2, J. Walker, Kochdale. 3, Mrs. Murray, Thulston, Derby.
4, T. F»»x, Lincoln. 5, Mra. Somernlle, Chirk, North Wales. Uc, Rev. J. V.
Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland: J. Wella, Urakolow, Burton-ouTrent; T. Statter,

Manchester: J. While; W. Harvoy. Shefflel I.

DoKKiNos (Coloured, except Silver-Grey). -Coct» or Cock'reh.—l aaH.a.
W. Kichardson, Beverley. 2, J. Walts, KioK'a ilcath, Birmingham. 8, J. Smith,
nenlcy-in-Arden. )ic, E. Shaw, Oawcslry. ... . ,
DonKiNos (Coloured, except SilTcrGrey).—Hens—1, Mra. Arkwright. 5, J.

White. 3. T. Statter, Manchoatcr. 4, Henry Lingwood, Barkins, Noedham
Market. 5, W. J. Thompson, Woodhorn, Morpeth, he, J. Drewry.
D'lHKiNoa (Coloured, oxeeiilHilver-Orey).-r«Ue(».—l, J. White. 2, Mra. Ark-

Wright. 8, T. E. Kell, Wethcrbv. 4. Mra. T. W. L. Hind, Kendal. S, W. W.
Kuttlidee, Storthond, Kendal, he. Key. J. G. A. Baker, Old Warden Vicarage,

HiifKleawado ; Mrs Somerville. Chirk, North Waloa; W. H. Kubauu, Liucom £

E. Fearon. c, .7. D. Hewann, M.D.. Stafford; T E. KeU.
DoKKisas (Coloured, except SiWer-liroyl -Beju or Pullctt.-\, R. Smalley,

Lancaster. 2, W. Tyler, Birminiihara. 3 and 4, J. Watts.
, „ , ,. „ ,

DoEKivoa (Siiver-Grry).—C'ocU.—l.T. Haines. Hndge Haugh, Stirling. ', J.

Hortun, j an., Shirley, Birmingham, lie, W. \V. Kuttlidgo. c, Uov. J. F. Newton

;

Counteas of Dartmouth. « ... ,^

Do&KiMua (SilTor-Grey).—Cockerel!.— 1, A. Darby, Bndgonorth. 2, W. O
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Mulligan, Spnngfield, Belfast, he, J. Wells ; Rev. J. F. Newton ; F. Cheesman,
Ashford; H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Dorkings (Silver-CJrey).—Hen*.—1 and 2, O. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Eag-

Bhot. he, J. Horton, jun. ; J. Watts ; F. Cheesman ; T. Rainea.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey)—P»»fis.— 1, W. W. Ruttlidge. 2 and c, H. Eeal,

Wexham, Slough, he. J. Horton, jun. ; H. Yardley.
DoKKixGS (White).—Cocfrs.—l, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage.Newmarket.

2. Mrs. Hayne Fordington, Dorchester, he, Mias Fairhurst, Woodlands, Orm-
fikirk ; J. Robinson, Garstang ; O. E. Cresswell.
Dorkings (White).—C'ocfrtTt^t.—l. A. Darby. 2, Mias Fairhurst. hc,0. E.

Cresswell. c. Countess of Dartmouth : Misa L. Cotes, Newport.
DoitKjNGs(White)—7i"c?(s.—], J. Robinson. 2, O. E. Cresswell. he, A. Darby.

C, O. E. Cresswell ; Countess of Dartmouth.
Dorkings (White).—P«(/(f5.—l, A. Darby. 2, O. E. Cresswell. he, 3. C. Pil-

grim. Burbage. Hinckley.
CncHiN-CHTNAs (Cinnamon and Buff).— Coct.i.—Cup, Ladv Gwydyr, Stoke

Park, Ipswich. 9. W. A. Burnel!. Southwell, Notts. 3. Mrs. Alisopp." Worcester,
4. H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. 5, H. Tomlinaon, Gravelly HjU, Birmingham, c,
Henry Lisgwood ; J. J. Waller, Kendal.
Cochin-chinas (Cinnamon and BaS).~Coekerels.~l, Mrs. A. Tindal. Ayles-

bury. 2, W A. Burnell. 3. W. Harvey, Sheffield. 4. Henry Lingwood. 5, W.
A. Taylor, Manchester, he, H. Tomlinson (2); Lady Gwydyr. c, D. Young,
Leaniinfiton.
Cochin-Cbinab (Cinnamon and Bnff).—Bens.~1 and 2, W. A. Taylor. 8. W. S.

Guest, Drumfork, Helensburgh. N.B. 4 and r. H. Tomlinson. 5, T. F. Ansdell,
Cowley Mount, St. Helens, he, W. D. Jones, Harbome, Birmingham.
Cochin-Chinas rCinnamon and Buff) —Pullets—1, Henry Lingwood. 2 and 4

Lady Gwydyr. 3, G. H. Procter, Durham. 5, W. A. Taylor. hc,W. A. Taylor*
H. Tomlinson ; E. Fearon ; W. A. Bomell. c, Mrs. A. Tindall, Aylesbury : B'
Tomlinson. .

Cochin-Chinas (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— CocA'5.—l, H. Lacy. 2, G.
Shrimpton.Lcigbfon Buzzard. S, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. /ic.H. Tomlinson : T.
Stretch, r, W. A. Taylor.
CocHiN-CHiNAS(BrownandPartridge-feathered).—Cocfcerc^s.—l, J. K. Fowler,

Ayletbury. 2, E. Tudman, Ashcrove. Whitchurch, Salop. 3 and e, Hon. Mrs.
Sugdeu, Wells, Somerset. he,W. A. Taylor (2).
Cochin-chinas (Brown and Partridge-feathered).—fl"g7w.—I, T. Stretch, 2, T.

Aspden, Church. 8 and he, W. A Taylor,
Cochin-chinas (Bro\vn and Partridge-feathered).—Pw/;e<5.—1. J. K. Fowler.

2, W. A. Taylor 3, E. Tudman. he, T, Stretcn. e. Rev. R. L. Story, Locking-
ton Vicarage, Derby.
Cochin-China (White).— Cocfcs.—l, R. W. Beachey, Fluyder. Kingskerswell.

2. w. Whitworth, Longsight, Manchester. 3 and c, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pern-
bury, Tunbridge Wells. /)(-, Mrs. Williamson, Queniborough Hall, Leicester;
O. h.. CreeswelJ, Early Wood, Eapshot.
CocHiN-^iNA (White).-CocA-fr</s.—1 and 3, W. A. Buraell, Southwell. 2,

R. Chase. Wylde Green, Birmingham, he, W. A. Burnell ; R. W. Beachey. c,
G. Shrimpton, Leighton Buzzard ; W. A. Burnell,
Cochin-China (White) —Hf;ts.—1, R. W. Beachey. 2,R. S. S. Woodgate. S,

Mrs. \\illiamson- r. W. Whitworth.
Cochin-china tWhitc}—Pnllets.—l, R. W. Beachey. 2 and 3, W. A. EurneU.

he, H. W. Tomlinson, Birmingham (2). c, R. S, S. Woodgate.
Brahma Footfa (Dark).— Cocfcs.—Cup and c, W. A.Taylor, Manchester. 2,

F. J. Cotterell. Beechfield. Birmingham. 3, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge, vhc, Hon.
Mrs. A. B. Hamilton. Ridgmont, Woburn; F. Bennett, ShifnaJ, Salop: F. J,
Cottereil. he, Newrham & Manby, Wolverhampton ; H.Lacy; G. F. White-
houBe. King's Heath, Birmingham; E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield; E. Ensor,
Bristol.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Corfrcrf/s.—l, Horace Lingwood, Greeting, Need-

bam Market. 2, J. Watts. King's Heath, Birmingham. 3, Rev. J. Bowen, Tal-
parih. 4, W. A. Peel. Watford. 5, W. A. Taylor- 6. Capt. the Hon. H. B.
Hamilton, Coldstream, vhe. Rev. J. Richardson; D. Moulson, Bradford, he,
Hon. Mrs. A. B, Hamilton (3) ; H. Lacy (2) ; J. T. Levett, Burton-on-Trent ; W.
A. Peel, Watford

; W- Birch. Barnacle. Covenlrv; Dr. J. Holmes, Whitecotes,
Chesterfield; E. Pritcbard, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton; E. Ensor, Bristol.
e, Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton ; Hon. Mias D. Pennant, Bangor ; F. J. Cottereil.
Brahma Pootba (Dark).-CocA-s —1, W. Hargreaves, Bacup. 2, T. F. Anadell,

Cowley Mount, St Helen's. 3. J. G. Pearson. Market Drayton. 4, Hon. Mrs. A,
B.Hamilton, he, R. Smalley, Lancaster; E. Pritchard, Tettenhall, Wolver-
hampton

; W. B. Etches, Whitchurch, Salop ; F. Bennett, Shifnal, Salop.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Hchs.- 1 and 2. T. F. Ansdell. S, E. Pritcbard. 4,

J. F. Smiih. Cherry Mount. Sheffield, he, Hon. Misa D. Pennant; Mrs. Ark-
wrigbt, Sutt.m Scarsdale, Chesterfield; J. Watts; Horace Lingwood; H.
Lacy : J. T. Levett ; J. F. Smith ; E. Pritcbard.
Brahma Poutra (Dark).—P»/;t'/5.—1 and 3, L. Wright. Crouch End, London.

2, W. Birch. Barnacle, Coventry. 4 and 6, Mrs. Arkwright. 5, T. F. Ansdell.
he. Dr. J.Holmes; Mrs. Arkwright; E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield (2); T. F.
Ansdell; F. Bennett. Shifnal, Salop; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton; W. Har-
g-eaves (21; Rev. A. Van Straubenzee, Tettenhall Vicarage, Wolverhampton ;K.B.Wood, Uttoxeter; L. Wright, e, W. Hargreaves; J, Mitchell, Moseley,
Birmingham.
EfiAHiiAPooTRA(Dark).—],T.F. Ansdell. 2, W. Hargreaves. 3, G.F. White-

bouse. 4. K. Pritcbard. he, Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton ; T. Webb, Sutton Cold-
field ; E. Pritcbard.
Brahma P.kitra (Light).-Cocfrs.—1 ani 2, Mrs. Williamson. 3, J. Blood-

worth, he. Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury
; M. Leno.Markyate Street, Dunstable ;

J. Blnodworth; Mrs. D. T. Turner, Avon, Ringwood: J. Mitchell; Horace
Lingwood; W. Tedd, Erdington; H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Ryde, Isle of
Wight.
Brahma Pootra (Light).- Cocfrcrc/s.-1 and 5,T. A. Dean. Marden, Hereford.

2 and 4, 1-. J. Cottereil. 8. Horace Lingwood. he, G. While. Manev, Sutton
Coldfield; T. A. Dean (3); Mrs. Williamson; Mrs. Potter, Chellenbam; J.
Cock. Worcester; Lady Gwydyr, Ipswich, c, F. J. Cottereil; A. O. Wortbing-
ton, Eurton-on-Trent; T. A.Dean.
Brahma Pootra (LiRht).—Hens.— 1, F. J. Cottereil. 2, W. T. Storer, Shutt

Green, Brcwood. 3, Horace Lingwood. he, Mrs. Williamson (2) ; T. A. Dean

;

H. M. Maynard.
Brahma Pomtra fLigbt}.—Pj/nff«.—1, Mra. Williamson. 2, W. Thorn. Derby.

8, A. O. \\ orthmgton. 4. H. Lingwood. 5, H. M. Maynard. he, T. Robsoii
Penkridge

; F. J. Coi terell ; W. H. Haaeler, Handsworth ; T. A. Dean ; J. Ben-
ton, Erdington, Binningbam; Mrs. A. W. Bucban, Leek; Mrs. A. Tindal
Aylesbury, e. F. J. Cottereil.

'

Malay.- CocA-s.- 1, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine, Palop. 2, G. Burnell
Rugeley, he, W. Lort, King's Norton ; W. B. Payne, Shrewsbury.

'

Malay.— CocA-frris.-l, G. Burnell. 2 and he, F. Sabin. Birmingham
Malay.-i/^H.-1, W. B. Pajiie. 2, Rev. N* J. Ridley, Newbury, he W BPayne; R.Hawkins, Seaham, Sunderland; J. H. Raby, Great Witlev Stour-

port; G. Burnell.
MALAY.-pH7/ff.-l. W. B. Payne. 2, J, Heape,Sparkbrook, Birmingham, he

Rev. A. G. Brooke; J. Heape.
Cheve-Ccedr.—Corfcjj.-1, R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury

ftc, G. W, Hibbert. Godley, Hyde, Manchester; W. Dring, Faversham ; H
least, Swansea; S. Andrews, Hale Mount, Bowdon.
Creve-Ciedb.—Cocfcere/s.-l, K. B. Wood. 2, W. H. Crahtree, Levenshulme

Jnanchester.
Creve-c<eur.—Hcns.-l, W. Dring, Faversham. 2, E. B. "Wood, he, G. W.Hibbert; F. Bennett. Shilnal, Salop.

.«•>»-

CttEVE-C(Evn.—Pullets.— I, R. B. Wood. 2. J. K. Fowler.
HouDANs.— Cocfcs. — 1 and 2, W. O. Quibell, Newark, he, W. O. QuibeU ;Mrs. Wbmtield, Severn Grange, Worcester; H. Feast, Swansea.
HouDANS.— CocA-cJ-fis.-l, ,T. K. Fowler. 2, C. Morris, Holmleigh, Grassen.

dale, Liverpool, he, G. W. Hibbert ; F. Bennett ; J. Swan, Lincoln,

HouDANS.—HcTts. — 1, D. Lane, Hardwick, Glouceater. 2, G. Pilkington,
Stoneleigh, Wooton Bill, Liverpool, he. Rev. C. B. Rowland, Pillerton
Vicarage, Warwick, c, W. O. Quibell.
BovDj^vs.-Pulkta.—i and 2. W. O. Quibell. he, C. Morris ; F. Bennett ; W.

A. Peel, Watford, c, J. K. Fowler; Mrs. ConoUy, Mickleover, Derby.
Spanish.—1, W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell. 2. SmaUwood & Pitt, Springfield,

Wolverhampton. 3, W. Woolley, Bunbury, Tarporley. he, E. Jackson, linch-
field, Wolverhampton ; J. Lceming. Brougbton, Preston.
Spanish.—CocfctTrcIs.-Cup, G. K. Cbileott, Fairlawn, Gotham. 2, J. R. Rod-

bard, Wrington. 3, Mias E. Browne, ChartUeigh Green, Chard. 4, J. Leeming,
Brougbton. he, R.Hill. Nottingham; E. Jones, Clifton; Smallwood & Pitt,
Springfield; J. R. Rodhard; W. Jarrett, BristoL e, W. R. Bull, Newport
Pagnell.
SPANISH.—Hcjis.—l, J. Leeming. 2, E. Jackson, Finchfield. 3, Mrs. Alisopp,

Worcester.
SPANisn.-PHj/e/s.-l, E. Jones. 2, R. Hill. 3, Mrs. AUaopp. 4, G. K. Chil-

cott. he. W. R. Bull.
Hamburghs ( Black).—CocA-s.—l and 2, Rev. W. Serjcantson, Acton Bomell

Rectory. Shrewsbury. 3, J. M. Kilvert, Palms Hill. Wem. /(C, T. W. Holmes,
Baild^tn (2) ; J. M. Kilvert ; J. Fielding. Newchurch ; C. Sidgwick. Keighley ; J.
Bowness ; N. Marlor, Denton, Manchester; H, Beldon, Goitstock, Eingley.
c, C. F. Copeman. Iiirmin!:hara.
Hamburgus (Black).—He ?i^ or PuUets.—l, T. W. Holmes. 2, Rev. W. Ser-

jeantaon. 3, H. Eeldon. lie. Rev. W. Serjeantson ; J. Bowness ; N. Marlor.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).— CocA'.s-.—l, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson,

Garstang. 4, J. Walker, Birtswith. he, C. Bloodwortb, Cheltenham.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).

—

HeTis or Pullets.— \, J. Bowness. 2, J.
Walker. 3, G. & J. Duckworth, Church, /tc, C.Bloodworth ; S. Burn, Whitby ;
J. Walker; J. Robinson ; H. Belden.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).— Coeks.— Cup, H. Beldon. 2, J. Robinson.

3, J. Bowness. he, H. C. While, Maney, Sutton Coldfield.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—flcrw or PiilU'ts.—l, Duke of Sutherland,

Stoke-upon-Trent. 2, H. Beldon. 8, J. Bowness. he, J. Robinson.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).-Cocts.—Cup, W. A. Hyde. Hurst. 2, H.

Beldon. S, T. Boulton, Hanford. he, T. Dean, Keighley; N. Marlor; Dnke of
Sutherland; W. A. Hyde; G. & J. Duckworth (2); T. Boulton; J. Preston,
Allerton. o, J. Preston ; E.Jackson.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—Hchs or Pullels.—l, J. Buckley, Taunton.

2, T. Dean. 3, H. Beldon. /tr. J. Buckley ; W. McMellon, Glossop; J.Walker;
W. A. Hyde : J. Robinson ; N. Marlor ; t. Boulton.
Hamburghs (Silver-3pangled).—Cof/i-s.— 1, H. Beldon. 2 and 4, J. Fielding.

3, Duke of Sutherland, he, T. W. Holmes ; H. C. While.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled) —Ht;t,5 or Pullets.— 1, Miss E.Browne. 2. H.

Beldon. 3, T. Dean. 4, J. Fielding, he, J. Robin?on ; W. M. Duignan, Wal-
sall, e, M. M. Cashmore, Sheepshed, Loughborough.
Polish (Black w^th White Crests).-Coris.— 1, S.Shaw, Stainland, Halifax.

2, D. Mutton, Brighton, he, P, Unsworth, Sandy Lane, Lowton ; S. Shaw,
Polish (Black with White Crests).-Hens or Pullets.—1 and 2, S. Shaw, he,

D. Mutton ; J. Iloyle, Manchester.
Polish (Golden).—CocA:s.—1, P. Unsworth. 2, H. Beldon. he, Captain F. G.

Coleridge, Wargrave, Henley-on-Thames.
Polish (Golden).—Hchs or Pullets.—1, H. BeldoB. 2, W. A. Taylor, Man-

chester, he, P. Unsworth.
Polish (Silver).—Coc/f.^'.-Cop, G. C. Adkins, The Lightwoods, Birmingham.

2, H. Beldon. hr, G. C. Adkins : T. Webb, Chester Road. Sutton Coldfield.
Polish (Silver).-He7i« or Pullets.— 1 and 2, G. C. Adkina. ftc, H. Beldon;

G. C. Adkins ; C. Bloodwortb. c, T. Webb.
Any other Variety.— 1, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2, A. Darby, Bridgnorth.

3, H. Adams. Beverley, he. Miss A. Monckton, Stretton, Penkridge ; J. W. H.
Thorp, Macclesfield ; R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tonbridge Wells ; J. Watts,
HazelwoU Hall. King's Heath ; A, Darby, c, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury ; Countess
of Dartmouth, Patshull, Albrighton ; J. Spencer, Villiers Hill, Kenilworth.
Game (Hlack-breasted Reds).~-Coeks.~l, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 2, J.

Jeken, Eltbam. 3, C. Chaloner, Wbitwell, Chesterfield. 4, J. Forsyth, Wol-
verhampton.
Game (Black-breasted B.eds).—Coekerels.—l,C. Chaloner. 2, J. Forsyth. 3,

J. Mason. Worcester. 4, W. J. Pope, Biggleswade. 5, S. Beighton, Farnetield.
he, C. Chaloner ; W. J. Pope ; T. P. Lyon, LiverpooL c, J. Halsall, Hale Bank,
Warrington ; J- Forsyth.
Game (Bliick-breasted Reds).—Hens.-1, W. J. Pope. 2, S. Matthew. 8, J.

Halsall. 4, W. Johnson. Fairfield, e. T. P. Lyon.
Game (Black-breasted Reds). -Pui/e(i\—l. J.Fletcher, Stoneclough. 2,T. P.

Lyon. 3, 5, and lie, W. J. Pope. 4, S. Matthew, e, H. Lotan, Oundle.
Game (Brown and other Reds except Black-breasted).— Cocfcs.—l and Cup,

S. Matthew. 2, E. Aykroyd, Eccltsbill. 3, J. Wood, Wigan. 4, T. Burgess,
Burleydain, Whitchurch.
Game (Brown and other Reda, except Black-breasted).— Cocfccreis. — 1, T.

Burgess. 2, J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton. 3, C. W. Brierley. 4, Duke of
Sutherland. 5, J.Chester, Nantwich. he, C. H. Wolff, Hale, Altrincham; J.
Fletcher: G. F. Ward, Wrenbury.
Game (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted).—HcTis. — 1. C. W.

Brierley. 2, W. C. Phillips. 3, Duke of Sutherland. 4, J. Wood, Wigan.
Game (Brown and other Reds, exceptBlackbreasted).-Pw/ie(5.—1, H. Lotan,

Oundle. 2, C. W. Brierley. 8, J. Fletcher. 4, C. H. Wolff. 6, W. Dunning,
Newport.
Game (Duckwings. and other Greys and Blues).— Cocfcs.—Cup, S. Matthew,

2, C. Chaloner. 3, T. Robson. Penkridge. 4, W. C. Phillips.
Game (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blu.eB).—CoekereU.—l,3. Douglas,

2, E. Aykroyd. 3. S. Matthew. 4. W. C. Phillips, he, E. BeU.
Gamk (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues) —HfH.s. — 1, J. Goodwin,

Liverpool. 2, F. Sales, Crowle, Duncaster. 3, E. Hall, Chesterfield, he, D-
Harley, Edinburgh.
Game (Duckwings, and other Grevs andElues).—PKHefs.-1, E, Bell, Eurton-

on-Trent. 2, E. Aykroyd. 3. H. Beldon.
Game (Black and Brassy-winged, except Greyp).— CocAra.—1 and Cup, G. F.

Ward, Sproston Wood, Wrenbury. 2 and he, C. F. Montresor, Herschels, Slough,
Game (Black and Brassy-winged, except (jrey a).—Hens or Pullets.—I, G, F.

Ward. 2, C. F. Montresor.
Game (White and Piles).—CocA;^.—], C. W. Brierley. 2, H. C. & W. J. Mason,

Drighlington. Leeds.
Game (White and Fi\es).~Hens or PuUcts.—l. W. V. Ward, Birmingham. 2,

J, Brassington, Newport, Salop, lie, W. H. L. Clare, Twycross, Atberntono.
Bantams (Gold or Silvcr-laced).- 1, M. Leno.Markyate Street, Dunstable. 2,

J. Walts, King's Heath, Birmingham.
Bantams (White, Clean-legged I.—1 and 2, Rev. F. Tearle.
Bantams (Black, Clean-legged).-1, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Ryde. 2,

Rev. G. S. Cruwys, Cruwys Morchard, Tiverton. 3, W. Harvey, he, E. Cam-
bridge, Horfield, Bristol ; W. A. Taylor.
Bantams (Any other variety except Game).~I, Mrs. Woodcock. 2, R. S. S.

Woodgate, Pembury. Tunbridge Wells, he, W. Lort, King's Norton,
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Reda).- 1 and 5, W. F. Addie, Preston. 2, G.

Hall, Kendal. S, W. Boutcher, Notting Hill, London. 4, F. Shumach, South-
well.
Game Bantams (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted).-1, W. F.

Entwisle. Westtield, Bradford. 2, J. Anderson, Blairgoiivrie. he, S. Beighton,
Farnsfield, Southwell.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—1, F. Sbumach. 2, W. F. Entwisle, S,

and he, E. Hall, Brimingtoii, Chesterfield.

Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).— Cocfca.-l, G. Hall. 2 and
4, W. F. Entwisle. 3, J. Smith, Southwell. 5, W. J. Thompson.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).- Coc&s.—l, W. F. Entwisle. 2, J. Frith

Bakewell. 3, A. Ashley.
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DccKS (White Aylesbury).—!. S. and 4. J. K- Fowler, 2. J. Walker, he. W. J.

Thompson ; Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Kosedale, Tenbury. c, S. W. Cox, Spondon,
Derbv: W. H. Robson, Lincoln.
Ducks (Ronen).—1. J. N- C.Pope, Bristol. 2, S, and 4, K. Gladstone, jun.,

Uverpool. 5. T. Statter, Manchester, he, W. J. Thompson; A. Dickinson,
DistLDgton, Whitehaven; W. Stephens, Hiu'hnam Greeu, Gioacester; T.
Statter; R, Gladstone, jun. <2(; C. W. Brierley. Middleton, Manchester; S.
Bum, Whitby: J.Walker, Rochdale; S. H. Stott. Preston, c, W. N. White-
head^ Birmingham ; P. Unaworth, Lowton, Newton-le*WillowB ; J. J. Waller

;

A. Dickinson.
DccKs (Rouen).—Price not io exceed 4i5.—1, W. Stephens. 2, M. Leno. 3, F.

E. Rawson. Thorpe, Halifax. 4, W. B. Etches, he, Rev. C. B. Rowland; E.
Shaw ; M. Leno.
Ducks (Black East Indian).—!, Rev. J. Pachardaon, Sandy Rectory, Beds.

2, Kev. W. Serjeantson. Actim Bumell Rectory, Shrewslmry. S and 4, J. W.
Kelleway. Isle of Wijrl't. he, J. M. Kilvert, Weni. Salop; G. S. Sainsbiiry,
Devizes (2). c. Mrs. Hayne, Fordington, Dorohester: S. Burn, ^Thitby ; J.
Walker.
Dress (Mandarinl.—1 and Cup, W. Binns, Fadsey, Leeds. 2, R. Wilkintion,

Goildford. he, M. Leoo ; J. Walker.
Duces (CaroUna).— 1, H. Mapplebcck, Woodfleld. Moseley, Birmingham. 2,

W. Binns. he, R. Wilkinson ; Mrs. Arliwright ; J. Walker.
DccKS (Cain.—1, Mrs. H.J.Bailey. 2, R. Gladstone, jnn.
DccKs OR OBNAiiENTAL Wateetiswl (Any other variety). — ! and ftc, M.

Leno. 2, W. Binns.
Geesb (Whitet.-l, J. K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. H. J. Bailey. Goslings.—I, J.

Walker, 2. J. K. Fowler, he, T. Watson, Coleshill.
Geese (Grev and Moltledi.—1, J. Walker. 2. J. K. Fowler, he, T. Watson.

GosUng/t.—l. S". H. Stutt, Preston. 2, J. K. Fowler, he, F. E. Kawson ; E. Shaw.
Turkeys— Coi't.-t.—l, E. Kcndrick, Jan., Licbfield. 2, E. Arnold, WhHtles-

ford. ftc, Mrs. Line. Wall : H. J. Gunnell, Milton, Cambridce ; F. E. Rawpon,
Thorpe, Halifax; W. Wykea, Wolrey, Hinckley; Hon. Mrs. ColTille, Lul-
liof^oD, Bnrton-on-Trent.
tvKKM.'SS.—Cockerels.—\, F. Lythall. Offchurcb, Leaminfrton. 2. F. Warde.

Weet Farleiffh, Maidstone, vhe, J. K. Fowler; E. Arnold; F. Lythall (2).

fie, F. Lythall : W. B. Etches, Whitchurch ; Misa J. Milward, Newton St. Loe,
Bristol : W. Wvkea.
TtTtKETS.—i/cfw.—1, F. Lythall. 2, E. Kendrick, jun. vhc, E. Arnold, he,

E. Kendrick, jun. : W. Wvkps : W. B. Ett-hes
TcRKETs.—Pu»^(.*.—1, F. Lvihall. 2, J. Walker, ftc. E. Arnold ; E. Kendrick,

nn. ; T. Watson ; W. B. Etches ; W. Wykes ; F. Warde.
PIGEONS.

Tumblers (Almond).—! and 2, R. Fulton, New Cross, London. 3, H. Yardley,
Birmingham, he, R. Fulton. J. Ford. Monkwell Street, London.
Ciaaizaa (Black).— CocAv*.—!, R. Fulton. 2, W. Siddons, sen., Lichfield Road,

Aston, vhe, E. Hnnier, Harewood, Leeds, he, H. M. Maynard, Holniewood,
Ryde, Isle of Wight ; H. Yardley ; W. Siddons, sen. c, J. Isaac, Kenilworth
J. Thompson. Bingley : R. Fulton ; W. Siddons, sen.
Carriers (Black).—Ht-na.—l, R. Fulton. 2 and he, W. Siddons, aen. vhc, R.

Fulton (2) ; E. Homer, e, F. Smith, Selly Oak, BirmiDgham.
Carriers I Dud).—Cocfcji.—l, E. Horner. 2, R. Fulton, he, H. M. Maynard.
Carriers (Dnn).—Hf7i*.—1, W.Siddonp, sen. 2, R. Fultwn. v/ic, R. Fulton;

W. Siddons. sen. he. E, Homer ; W. Siddons, sen.
Carrikrs (Any other colour).—Coct^.-l. R. Fulton. 2, W. Siddons. sen.

vhe. R. Fulton ; W. Siddone, sen. ; J. F. While. Bimiingham.
Carriers (Any other colour).—fl^n^.—l. R. Fulton. 2 and vhc, J. C. Ord,

Lupus Street. London. S.W. he, J. F. While.
Carriers (Black).—Voun*;.—], R. Fulton. 2, W. Siddons. sen. vhc, F. Smith;

H. M Mavnard. he, J. Peace, Burton-on-Tnnt ; J. F. While ; W. Siddons, sen.
c, G, F. \\'hitt-house. King's Heath. Birmingham.
Carriers (Any other colour).—Fouhi?.—!, K. Fulton. 2, J. F. While, vhc, J.

C. Ord; E. Homer.
PocTKRS (Red).—Coc^5.—I, R, Fulton. 2, F. Gresham, Shefford. vhc, E.

Homer; R. Fnlton.
PocTEBs (Red).—Hfn^.—1, R. Fulton. 2, W. R. Rose, Kettering, vhc, W. R.

Rose ; W. Harvey, Sheffield.
Pouters (Blue) —Coc^-Ji.—l and r/ic, K. Fulton, 2, A. H. Stewart, Birmlng-

harp, he, F. Gresham : R. Fulton.
Pouters (Bluet.—HfTM.—l, R. Fulton. 2, F. Gresham, vhc, A. H. Stewart.

e, F. Gresham : W. Harvey.
Pouters (Black).—Cocfc*.—!, H. Pratt, Birmingham. 2, F. Gresham. vhc,

W. Harvey.
Pouters (Black).—H^nji.-l, F. Gresham. 2, W. R. Rose, vhc, R. Fulton.

C, W. R. Rose ; F. Gresham,
Poutebs ( White).—CocA-«.—l, R. Fulton. 2, W. R. Rose, rftir, H. Pratt, he,

Mrs. Ladd, Calne: R.Fulton.
Pouters (^NTiitel.—I/tffM.—l and c, R. Fulton. 2, Mrs. Ladd. r'lc, W. R. Rose ;

Mrs. Ladd: H.Pratt.
PocTEES (Any other colour).—Cocfc^.—I, W. R. Rose. 2, R. Fulton, vhc, Mrs.

Ladd.
Pouters (Any other colour).—Henj(.—1 and vhc, R. Fulton. 2. W. R. Rose.
BARB3(Blacki.—1, R. Fulton. 2, H. M. Maj-nard. vhc, H. M. Maynard ; F.

Smith; J. Fielding, jun.. Rochdale.
Bards (Any other colour).—!, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. vhc, R. Fnlton ; E.

Homer.
Barbs.-Foun;?.—! and rhe, F. Smith. 2. J. Pease.
BalDb.—1, K. Fulton. 2. G. South, New Bond Street. London, vhe, W.

Woodhouae. Lynn, e, J. Fielding, jun. ; W. Cbovce, Sibson.
Beards.—1 and 2, W. WoodhouBc. vhc, G. South, c, H. Yardley ; W. Wood-

bouse.
Ti'MCLEP-a (Short-faced).—! and vhc. H. Adams, Beverley. 2, J.Fielding, jun.

he, R. Fulton, e, J. Ford, .Monkwell Street, London.
Tumblers (Long-mnfftd).—I, H. Yardley. 2. W. Tedd. Erdinjrton. he, J.

WntU ; H. Yardley ; W. Tedd. r, W. B. Mapplebeck. Woodfleld. Moaeley.
TcuBLERS (\ny other variety).—1, W. Ellis, Idle, Leeds. 2, W. Harvey.

vhe, R. Fulton, he, E. Horner, c, J. Ford.
Runts.—1 and e. T. D. Green, Saffron Walden. 2.H. Ynrdley.
Jacobins iRed or Ytllowt-— 1 and 2, C;ipt. H. Heaton. Worslev, Manchoater,

he, G. South ; S. Shaw, Staintand, Halifax ; R. Fnlton (3; ; J. Thompson (2).

Jacobins (Any other colour) —1 and he. R. Fulton. 2, Capt. H. Heaton.
FAKTAU.B (White)— 1. H. M. Maynard. 2 nod 8, J. F. Loversidgc. Newark.

vhe, Rer. W. Serjeantson. Acton Bumell Rectory. Shrewsbury, he, J. F.
l^versidge; Rev. W. Serjeantson. r, W. Chovce, Sibaon, Atheratone.
Favtails (Any other colour).- 1 and 2, H. Yardley. vhe, H. Yardley; W.

Choycf. e, W. Chovce.
TnuMPETER'i (Mottled).-1 and 2, R. Fulton.
Trumi'Ktkrs iKny other colour) —1, R. Fulton.
Owi.K (Foreitm)-— 1, J. Fielding, jnn.. Rochdale. 2, H. Yardley.
Owi-H (English).- 1, W. Binnn, Pudney. Lefda. 2.8. Shaw, Stainland, Hali-

fax, he, W. Boiitcher, Lancaster Road, Netting Hill, London ; H. Yardley ; J.
Peace; F. Smith.
NuNH.— 1, J. B. Bowdon, Blackbum. 2, W. Harvey. 8, Rev. A. G. Brooke.

he. Rev. A. G. Brooke ; E. Hornfr.
TrHHiTS (Red or Yellow).—1, S. Shaw. 2, R. Fnlton. hc,0. E. CrcBBwell (2)

;

E- Homer; E. T. Dew, Weaton-super-Mare : R. Fulton.
TiniiiTS {Any other colour).-1, W. Boutcher. 2, R. Fulton, he, E. T. Dew

;

W. EIIIB.
Dra<.oons (Blue)—1 and Cop, G. South. 2. W. Gamon.Ch^'fltor. 3.F. Graham.

Birk.nhead. he. W. Gnmon(2); W. H. Mitchell. Moeelcy, Birmingham (3); W.
Hill, Handfnnh; F.Graham.
Df^ooonm I R^d or Yellow) —1 and Cop, F. Graham. 2, R. Fulton. 3 and c, G

8oQth. he, F. Graham ; G. South.

Dragoons (Silver).—! and Cup, F. Graham. 2 and 3, H. Yardley. /lif, W
Bishop, Dorce3ter(-2): G. South.
Dragoons (Any other colour),—! and Cup, W. Bishop. 2, F. Graham. S, J,

Peace, c, J. G. Dunn ; W. Bishop.
Magpies.—1, J. B. Bowden. 2, .jl. Horner. ?tc,W. C. Dawson (2); B. Fulton;

J. Watte.
Antwerps {Silver Dun).—land /tc,W. Gamon. 2, H. Yardley. S, H. P. Ryland,

Erdint;t<.in, Uirmiugham. '

Ant^-erps (Blue).—1, H. Yardley. 2, he, and c, W. Gamon. 3, J. W. Ludlow,
Birmingham.
Antweri's (Red-Chequered).—1 and 2, W. Gamon, 3, W. Ellis, he, H. P.

Ryland ; J. W. Ludlow, c, H. Yardley.
Antwerps (Blue-Chequered).-1, W. Gamon. 2 and 3, J. W. Ludlow, he, W.

Gamon (2) ; H. P. Kyland.
Antwerps iHomLng).— 1 and 3, W. Ellis. 2, J. J. Sparrow, Grosveuor Mews,

Berkel'^y Square, Loudon.
Aechangels.—1, W. Harvey. 2, R. Fulton, /tc, R. Wilkinson, Guildford; H,

Yardley.
Swallows.— 1, E. Homer. 2, W. Choyce.
Any othfr Variety.—1, W. Hill. 2. J. B. Bowdon. 3, W. Harvey. !, 2, and

8, J. W. Ludlow, he, J. W. Ludlow ; W. C. Dawson; H. Yardley.

AYR ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held Novem-

ber 22nd :—
Spanish.—1, A. M'Intyre,Coylton. 2,W. Merry, Kirkmichael. 3,W.Wallace»

Mauchline.
Hambukghs.-GoWfn.—1, J. Pollock. Patna. 2, J. Aitken, Girvan. 8, J,

Davidson. S;7i'(T.— 1 and 3, Mrs. Murdoch, Corton, Ayr. 2, J. Aitken.
<j\yLE.~~Bantani3.—l, J. Taylor. Jubustone. 2, J. Cooper, Ayr. 3, T. D.

Blade, Ayr. Any varitiy.~l, W. Thompsuu, Dalmellington. 2, W. Copland,
Ayr. 3, W. Arthur.
Scotch-Greys.-1, T. Wallace, Loans, Troon. 2 and 3, W. Robertson, Ayr.
Ant other Variety.—!, A. Wyllie, Johnstone (Polands). 2 and 3, H. Smith,

Irvine (Cochins and Brahmas).
PIGEONS.

Pouters.—! and 2, W. Law, Crosshouse. 3, A. C. Glass, Ayr.
Nuns and Magpies. — 1, A. H. Imrie, Ayr. 2, J. G. Glendinning. 8, J.

M'Creath, Avr.
Fantails.—! and 3. R. Blair, Thomhiil. 2, J. Gait, Kilkimie.
Jacobins.—1, W. Mackie, Tarbolton. 2, W. M'Clive, Ayr. 3, J. Tomliuson,

Galston.
TuRBiTS.—!, J. Muir, Dairy. 2, J. Tomlioson. 8, A. H. Imrie.
Tumblers.—Co77ini07i.—l, H.Fulton, Beith, Mallets. 2, A. H. Imrie. 8, W.

A. Crawford.
Any other Distinct Breed.—1, S. Beddeley, Hereford (Carriers), 2, H.

Smith, Irvine (TrumpeterB). 3. S. D. Beddeley.
Any Variety. — 1, W. M'Clive, Ayr (Carriers). 2, R. Cumming, Beith

{Pouters}. 3, A. H. Imrie.
CANARIES.

Glasgow 'Doas.—Yellow.—Coclcs.—l, M. Adam, Ayr. 2, R. Crawford, Kil-
bimie. 3, D. Reid, Kilbimie. 4, W. Campbell, liilwinnintj. Uens.—\, D.
Reid. 2, R. Baxter, Beith. S, D. Dick, Kilmarnock. 4, M. Adam, Ayr.
Glasgow Dons.—Buif.— Cot'fca.— 1, M. Adam. 2, W. Gibson. 3 and 4, R.

Baxter. Hofis.- 1, D.Robertson, Glasgow. 2, H. Davidson. 3, J. Howat. 4,
R. Crawford, Kilbirnie.
PiEBALD.— yeiiOH\—Cocks.—1, W. Huuter, Kilbirnie. 2, D. Smith, Stevenston.

3, D. Robertson. Glasgow. 4, D. Dick, Kilmarnock. JIeii.—\, W. Smith, Ayr,
2, R. Baxter, Beith. 3, J. Speirs, Ayr. 4. T. M'Connell, Ayr.
Piebald.—iJ«#.—Co<,'7v.«.—l, R. Crawford. 2, M. Adam. 3. T. M'Connell. 4,

H. Calder, Ayr. Hens.-1, D. Dick. 2, W. Campbell, Kilwinning. 3, H. David-
sou. 4, R. Baxter, Beith.

Mules.—1, D. Young. 2, D. Crawford.
Parrots.-I, W. Paterson, Ayr. 2, Miss M'Kechnie, Ayr. 3, J. S. Boyd,

Irvine.

OAKHAM POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on November 2Gth and 27th in a spaciona

Kiding School, which is well adapted for such a splendid dis-

play as met the view, well arranged, and all the working staff

kind and obliging, commanded by *' Wellington," the Secretary.

The competition in the first four classes was confined to the
county, the chief prize being a .£10 challenge cup for the best

pen. It is a great mistake to confine the competition to the
county, for only the isdnning pen was worth the trouble of

taking home, whereas if the cup had been given to the best pen
in any open class it would have done the Society good by the
numerous entries which would have been secured. A £10 cup
given by the Lord Lieutenant of the county would have brought
the best birds from all quarters. The next class was for Cross
Breeds, a class of which we cannot see the utility ; then followed
what we may term the birds of the Show, commencing with
Dorkings, which it was really a treat to see, the winning cock
beating the first-prize Crystal Palace bird rather easily in a
good class. Dorking hens came next ; they were fine, massive,
heavy birds, the first being Rose-combed, well-grown pullets of

eight months old; in fact, second, third, and highly commended
all deserved first prizes. Silver-Grey Dorking hens were hardly
up to the standard. White Dorkings came out very good ; heavy
weights and pure in colour, good, square, well-developed bodies.

The Spanish were hardly up to form. Cochins were good in all

classes, especially the prize birds. Brahmas were numerous
and good in the Dark classes ; the Light Brahmas were but
poorly represented, body colour being ruddy and hackles mealy.
Hoiutnns and Crctic-Ca'ur.'j were numerous and well represented.

A special cup, valued i'5 Us., given by the Marchioness of

Huntly for the best pen of the two varieties, was awarded to

the Cn"-ve-Ccr,urs. Hamhurghs came out well, the cup going to

the Gold-spangled. Oame of all varieties were strongly re-

presented. The cup-winner, a splendid Brown Red, came up
to the improved standard ; in fact, he is the best Brown Red
that has appeared for some years. Second and third were very

good. Hens and pullets competed together in the Black and
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Brown Red class ; the first prize went to a very stylish Black
Red pullet. Dackwing and Piles in the cock class went to-

gether, Duckwings being the winners, but none proved of ex-
traordinary merit. The same may be said of the Duckwing
and Pile hens. Bantams in all varieties were well represented.

Turkeys and Geese were also well shown. Ducks of all

varieties came out well. The Selling class was large and good.
Birds of most sorts fit to win in any open class at our largest
shows were prizetakers.
Pigeons were a nice collection. The names of the winners

will show that the quality was good. There were a few slight

mistakes, but few grumblers were to be heard throughout the
Show.
DoRKiNOS.—Coloured.—Cocfc.—Cup. J. Longland, Grendon, Northampton. 2

J. Walker. R-ichdale. 3, T. C. Burnell, Micheldever. he, J. Longland : W. H-
Crew*!, Etwall. Derby, c. Rev. E. Bartium, Berkhampstead. Hens or Pullets-
— 1. A. Darby, Bdd^enorth. 2. Rev. E. Bartrnm. 3, W. H. Crewe, he. J-
Loiifrland; C. Speed, ExtoD, Oakham, c, C. White; O. E. Cresawell, Early
W'tod. Bagshot.
Dorr:i>ju3.—S'7uer-Gr??/-— ff^ns or Pullets —1, O. E. Cresswell. 2, Wren and

Page, Lowestoft, c. Marchioness of Exeter, Burghley Park. Stamford (2).
Dorkings.— miife—Cocfc.—l. O. E. CressweU. 2, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley

Vicarage. Newmarket, he, S. Wenterdale. Twyford. Melton Mowbray, c, C.
Speed. Hens or Pullets.~l. Rev. F. Tearle. 2, J. Robinaon, Garstang. he, A.
Darby ; C. Speed. Exton, Oakham.
Spanish.—Biacfc.—l, M. Brown, 'Ab Kettleby, Melton. 2, H. F. Cooper,

Walsall.
SPAfiisK.— Chickens.—I, H. F. Cooper. 2, Mrs. E. Allsopp, Worcester, S, S.

W. Hailam, Whitwick, Leicester.
Cocuiss.—Ciiinainnn. Buf. or Pariridac—CocJc. — Cuj), H. Feast. 2. J.

Sterheue, Walsall, he. J. W Crosbv, West Bromwich ; Mrs. E. Allsopo. Hens
or Piillets.~i, H. Feast- 2, Rev. R. L. Sturv, Lockiogton Vicaraee. Derby, he,
W. E. Cave, Market Harborough; Mrs. E. Allaopp. c, W. Birch. Barnacle,
Coventry.
CocniSB.— WJiitc or Blaek.—Coek.~l and 2. R. S. S. Woodgate. Pemburv,

Tunbridge Welle. Henn or PuUfti.—i, H. Vaughan. Woodford. Wolverhamp-
tnn. ?. Mrs. A. Williampon. Leicester, /ic, Lady G. Gordon, Orton Longueville,
Peterboi-oui-h ; R. S. S. Woodgate.
BRAnii*. PooTRA.—Cocfc.— 1, H. W. Castle. London. 2. H. Feast, he. Rev- J.

G. B. Kniuht. Danburv, Chelmsford ; W. Huehea Oakhnm. Hem or Pullets.—1, Rev. J. D. Peake. I-nlehara. Chertsev. 2. E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield, he,
J. S. Clarke, Oundle ; Mrs. A. Williamson ; H. Vanghan.
HorD-4N3.— Cocfc an-l Hen or Chiekenfi. — l, W. Dring, Faversliam. 2, J.

French. Melton Mowbray, he, G. W. Hibbert. Godley, Hvde ; Mrs. C. Hill.
Foxball. Alton: Mrs. Whitt'e. Braunston. Oakham ; A. F. Faulkner, Thrapston;
H. Feast, c, Mrs. C. Hill ; H. V. Storv. Nottingham.
Creve-C(eurs.—Cor/j and Hen or Chiekens—Cui^. W. Bring. Faversbam.

2. W. Cutlack, jun.. Littleport. he, G. W. Hibbert; R. B. Wood, Uttoxeter; H.
Feast; J. Robinson.

'^.i.:<lBVROHS.—:iilver-span/lled. — ^, J. Robinson. 2, W. Huches. he, H.
Feaat; W. Hutrhes (2). Silfer-iicnciUed.—l, J. Robinaon. 2, H. Feast, he, T.
Hanson, Keiphley.
H\MBV'tGHS.~GoMsjiannle(f.—C\ir>, T. Bonlton, Hanford. Stoke-on-Trent.

2, W. K. Ticknor. Tps v i li. GaUi pencilled.— I, W, K. Tickner. 2, J. Robinson.
Game.—JJ'vi and nfJirr dftrk eolours.—Coek.-Cnp. S. Matthew. Stowmarket.

2, G. Bagnall. Dr;iycntt, Stafford. 3. H. Lotan. Ouiidle. Hen or Pullet —1. G.
Bagnall. 2. T. P. Lvon, Livernool. 3. H. Lotan. ho, E. Winwood. Worcester.
Game.- TF/oCc, Piles, and other Linht colour.t.~Cnck~l, S. Matthew. 2, G.

Lucaa, Manstield. 3, E. Winwood- he, A. Medwell, Clinsham, Oakham ; J.
Andrews, Worcester, c. W. B. Everiird. Leicester. Hen or Pullet— 1, J.
Bichardson, Loughborough. 2, Hon. & Rev. F. Dutton, Windrush Vicarage,
Burford. S, E. Winwond.
BJiSTA^'i.— White, Clean Legs.—Coal: and Hen or Pullet.—1 and 2, Rev. F.

Tearle. he, H. Feaat
Bantams.-R/a-fc, Cleayi Leas. — Coek and Hen or Pullet. — Cup. W. H.

Shackleton. Bradford. 2. R.H, Ashton, Mottram. he. Rev J. G. B. Knight,
Danlmry, Chelmsford; T. P. Carver. Langthorpe Boroughbridee.
Bantams.— f?oW or Sih^er-laced—Coek ami Hen or PuUet.— l. M. Lenn,

Dunstable. 2, W. Stringficld. Lowestoft. Any other varietij.—l, R. S. S. Wood-
gate (Booted). 2, H. B. Smith, Broughton. Preston (Pekin).
Game Bantams.— Cor/r.-Cup and 2. E. Winwood. S. W. B. .Teffrief, Ipswich.

he, \\. B. Jeffries ; E. Winwood : J. Anirews. Worcester. Hens or Pullets.— 1,
T. Ilo'ton, Buckingham. 2, F. Maitland, Worcester. 3, E. Winwood. he, W.
B. Jeffries.
PoLANDS.— (7<icfc and Hen or Pullet.—\, G. W. Boothby, Louth. 2, H. Feast,

he, J. McConnell. Ewvas Harrold. Hereford: A Darby.
Any othfr Variety- Cocfc and Hen or Pullet —1, H. Feast. 2. J. Foster,

Kettering (Black Hamb^lr(^hs) he. W Cutlack. jun. (Black Hamburgh): J.
Steeden. Maid<in'U-ton, Buckinaham (\Miita Silkies); Rev. N. J. Eidiey, New-
bury (Malays) c. R. S. S. Woodgate.
TihKKYS.- Coek—1, T M. Derry. Gednev. 2, E. Kendrick, jun., Lichfield.

H^-jf.*.-Cup, M. Kew. 2, F. Richardson, Edensor, Bramshall.
TvRKK\s.—Corkerel.—l, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, M. Kew. Hens.—1,[J.

Walker. 2, M. Kew.
pvcKH.-miit,' Aylesbury.—Cnv>, J. Walker. 2, T. P. Carvpr. he. T. Sear,

Tingewick, Buckmgham ; G. H. Fmch. Burley-on-the-Hill. Oakham : M. Kew.
Ducks.-Rouen.—I, J. Walker. 2. J. White. Whiteley. Netherton. he, J.

Fisher, Ashwell, Oakham; W. Birch, Barnacle, Coveutry ; W. Hughes; M.
Kew.
Ducks —Any other varieiy.-l, H. B. Smith. 2, M. Leno. he, J. Walker ; M.

Leno ; H. B. Smith.
Geebe. — i'lire White. — Cnp, J. Walker. 2, T. M. Derrv. he, M. Kew.

Toung.~l, M. Kew, 2, B. Hodeon, SixhiUs, Easen. he, 3. Christian, Barrow,
Oakham.
Geebe — Gr^i/.—1, J. White. 2, M. Kew. he, B. Hodaon. c. T. M. Derry.

loun(i-l and 2, Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam. Alwalton. Peterborough.
Sf.lung Class —Coek or Cockerel.—Cup, H. Yardlev. Birmingbain. 2, Mra.

Allsopp. Worcester. 3. H. Lotan, Oundle (Game), /tc. J. Loneland iDorkin")

;

J. S. Clarke. Oundle (Brahraas); T. M. Derrv (Cochin); J. Pich;irdson (Game)
Marchionesi of Exeter, Burchley Park. Stamford (Dnrl-ingl: Mrs. Woodi-ock
Leicester (Brahma): M. Brown (Spanish): C. Speed (Dorkings); Newnham
and Mauley, Wolverhampton ; W. HuRhee (Houdan).
Selling Class. —Hiris or Pullets.— l and 3. C. Speed (Dorkings). 2, J. S.

Clarke (Brahma), /jr. J. Taylor (Partridge Cochin) ; H. W. Snoath, Sleaford
(Cochin); J. Foster (Hamburgh); Rev. J. D. Peake. Lalcham. Chertsey
(Brahma); T. M. Derry (Cochin); A. F. Faulkner. Thrapetone : H. Wilkins.-n.
Earby, .Skipton ; Dr. J. Holmes, Chesterfield (Dark Brahma); H. Yardlev.
Birmingham.
S-LLivo Ci.Asfi.-Turkevs. Geese, Ducfc,?. Guinea Fon-h. Pea FowU, or Goldor

b aver Pheasants.—h T. M. Derry (Turkey). 2, J. Walker (Geese). 3, T. Sear
(Aylesbury Du^ks). he, M. Kew (Turkeys and Geese).

LOCAL CLASSES.
DoRKiNos.-Cfticfcfns.-Cup, C.White, f'lipahara. Oakham.
Cross-bred— Cfticfcfnjt.-l, M. Kew. Market Overton, Oakham. 2, Mrs. H.Wm^held. Market Overton Rectory. 3, Rev. G Skipworth, Oakham, he, Mrs.

iriDch, Eurley-on-the-Hill, Oakham ; Rev. G. Skipworth : M. Kew.
Docks. — Cros«-6rerf or Common,—\, J. Fisher Aehwell, Oakham. 2, B.

Painter, Barley-on-the-Hill, Oakham, he, Rev. F. L. Salisbury, Market Overton ;

M. Kew.
PIGEONS.

Tumblers —1. H. Yardlev. 2. E. Horner, Harcwnod. Leeds.
Carriers,-rocfc.—1, K. 'Walker. Leicester. 2, E. H^rrer. he.'E. Walker;

E.Horner. /frH.—l, E. Walker. 2.H. Yardlev. /ic. E. Walker ; E. Horner(2).
CARRiER,-yo»w7—I.E. Walker. 2,E.Horner. /iC,E. Walker; C.H.Clarke,

Old Sneinton, Nottingham.
pnuTERB.— 1 and 2, H. Pratt, Knowle. he, W. R. Rose, Kettering; W. Stiles,

Rushton, Kettering.
Jacobixs —1, O. E. Cresswell. 2. T. W. Swallow, Northampton.
Fantails.— 1 and 2, J. Walker, Newark, he. 3. F. Loversidge, Newark; H.

Yardley : W. Gamble. Thorpe Satehville, Melton.
TRnMPETF.HS.— 1, J. Lederer, Bootle, Livcipool. 2, G. Hardy, Shepherd's Bush,.

London, he. W. Gamble : E. Horner.
Nuns.-1, H. Yardley. 2, E. Homer.
TpRBiTS.- 1. G. Hardy. 2, E. Horner, he, G. Hardv : H. Yardlev.
RPNTS.—1, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden. 2, H. Yardley. he, J. W. P. James,

Hereford.
Any otheh Vahiett.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. H. Watkina, Hereford, he, R. B.

Wood.
Selling Class.—1, 2, and he, W. Gamble, 3, W. Stiles, c. J. H. Watkins ; G.

Hardy.

Judges.—Mr. Fielding and Mr. Douglas.

AIRDEIE POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held in the Market Buildings, Airdrie, on the

23th and 29th November, and it was the best that has taken
place there both in point of number and quality. The Spayiish-

and Cochins that took first honours were the same birds as
gained the special prizes at Kilmarnock. The Game classes

were well filled with first-rate birds. The other classes do not
call for special mention.
In Pigeons there was a decided improvement on former years,

Spanish.-1, 2. and 3, W. Paterson. C/i(>AT«.?.— Special. 2. and 3, W. Pater.
son. Airdrie. he, A. Walker, Kilmarnock, c, J. Bryee. Airdrie.
Dorkings.— 1, J. Malcolm. 2, J. Stevenson. 3, W. Pateraon. he, E. Huntero.

Hamilton. Chiekens.—l. J. Malcolm, Langton, Laurieston, Falkirk. 2, W.
Patersf^n. 3. A. M'Ara. Mothill, Perth, he, J. Stevenson, Chapelhall, Airdrie.
c, W. Weir. Inches, Larbeit.
Brahmas —1, T. Barker. Hillend, Burnley. 2. J. Young. Kingsknowe, Slate-

ford. 3, J. Stevenson, he. A. Semple, East Kilbride, r, W. Paterson.
CncntNs.—1 and 3. W. Paterson. 2. D. M'Whammell, Mayburgh, Blair Adam.

he, W. Bonthron, Airdrie. e, Mrs. Chalmers.
Scotch-Greys.- 1 and S, R. Clark, Dalaerf. 2, D, Robertson, Grahamston,

Falkirk, he, W. Weir. e. Capt, Lyon, H.N.
Hamburchs.— G("i/dp7i span(iled.—\ and 2. R, Cunningliame. Stewarton. 8, K.

Robinson. Craig Elvan. Airdrie. he. A. Robertson, c, J. Y"oung. Craigneuk,
Motherwell. Golden-pencined.—1, D. Gibb. 8 and e. P. Hamilton, Wishaw.
2, W. Nelson, Jonston. he. R. Dickson.
PlAMBur.GHS,

—

Silver-spangled -1. R, Camernn, Stewarton. 2. Capt. Lyon,
R N. 3. E. Robinson, he. A. Wright. Bridee of Weir, c, J. M. CamDbell.
Sileer-peneilled.—1. J. Stevenson. 2, R. Miller, Stewarton. 3, J. Borland, Kil-
harchan. he, W. Paterson. e. Capt. Lyon.
PoLANDs.-1 J. Stevenson. 2 aad he, J. Laird, Johnstone. S, A. Wylie, John-

stone, e, W. Paterson.
GAMR.—BMrfcRfrf.—Special. C. Jamieson, Forfar.. 2, J. & C. Sneddon. Lin-

wood, Paisley. 3, W. Paterson. vhe, C. Jamieson ; W. Chalmers. Leslie. Fif^.
he. R Stewart, Blair .4dam ; J. Wishart, Kirkcaldy, c, T. Taylor, Airdrie ; W.
Paterson.
GkNE.—Brown lied—I, T. W. Mitchell, Perth. 2. Miss M.J. Nelson. 3,V.

Paterson. he,R Stewart: C. Jamieson. c. J. Wishart: W Paterson.
Gamr —Any other variety —1. J. Allison, Shot's. 2. W. Nelson. 3, W. Pater-

snn. I'hc, R. Stewart, he, C. Jamieson; J. & C. Sneddon, e. J. Allison; W,
Paterhon.
Bantams —(?(7wir.—l, T. Barker. 2. W. Paterson. 3. Miss M. J Nelson, he,

J. Gray, Bathgate: J. Aitken, Johnstone; W. Paterson; M. Fleming, John-
Btone. e. J. Gray ; T. Barker.
Bantams.- .4rfi/ other varietj/.—l, R. H. Ashton, Motfram, Manchester. 3, A.

Robc'rtson. 3 and e, J. Marshall, he. W. Baird, .Virdrie.

TrRKFYs.—1, W. Paterson. 2. A. Mitchell. 3. W. Weir.
Any other Variety.—1, A. M'Lellan, Barrhead. 2, G. Anderton, Accring-

ton. 3, J. Forbes. Airdrie.
DvcKS.—Aylesbury,—\ and 2, A. Robertson. 8. J. A. Dempster, he, W. Weir,

r, W. Paterson.. A/jy other i^ariety.~l, W. Paters'^n. 2. Miss M. J. Nelson. 8,
W. Di'guid, Meadowhead. Motherwell, he and r. A. Robertson.
Selling ChKSs.—Si ufjle Cock.—l, G. Jamieson (Gnrae). 2. H. M. Hutchison,

Braohead, Kirkealdv. S, W. Paterson (Dorkinc). vhe, R. Boyle, Carnouatie
(Cochins), he, J. R. Kilgour (Bantam); W. Weir, c, J. Young, Craigneuk,
Motherwell; G. Cuthill (Rouen); J. Allison.
Selling Cvass —Hem or Dueks, — I'zn^ 3. W. Paterson (Dorkings and

Spanish). 2, G. Cutbill (Dorkings), he, J. S.Ferguson, Dalmuir (Game); W.
Paterson (Bro^vn Red Game); W. Weir.

PIGEONS.
PonTEBS.—E?»c or Blaek.—l and Special. M'Gill Pkinner. 2. J. E. Spcnce.

3. W. Paterson. he. E. Robinson. Anv other varieti/.—\, M'Gill Skinner. 2,
T. Vindlay, Craigneuk. 8, J. S. & A. Fobb, Gabberston, Alloa. hc.W. Paterson.
Fantails.— I find 2. R. Blair, Tliornhill, Paisley. 3, J. E. Spencc. he, E.

Rob'nson. c, W. Neilson.
Jacobins.— 1, W. Brydone. 2, W. Paterson. 3, W. Nelson, he, J. E. Spence.

e, H. foalston.
Carriers.— 1 and 2, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford. 3, A. G. Neil, Cupar Angus.
Barbs —1, W. Brydone. 2 and 3, J. Glen, BuBhvhill, Cambuslang. he, J.

Gray. Bathcate. e. A. G. Neil.
TraiBi.ERs.— 67(or(-/acfc/..—land 2. J. Marquis. Sand /ir. W. Brydone, Dunse.

e, H. Coalstou. Any other variety.—I, R. Blair. 2, A. Robertson. 3. T.
Mullion. he and e, J Glen.
Any other Variety —1. W. Brj'don (Owls). 2. W. Pafprinn (Dragoons). 8,.

T. Fiudlay. he. A. Duncan, e. J. Gray, Bathgate (Yellow Dragoons).

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. Green, Glasgow, and Mr. Harley,
Edinburgh. Pigeons : Mr. Stuart, of Glasgow.

CRYSTAL PALACE POULTRY SHOW.
Being anxious to purchase ihe "White-booted Bantams which

took the first prize and cup (pen 2100), I took particular notice
of them, and, to my surprise, when I went to the Palace this
morning (November 18tli) I found the cock had exchanged peua
with one hipbly commended (pon 2000). I pointed out the faeb
to the Secretary and one of the Committee, who found th&

1 Judge who judged the class, and he gave it as his opinion that
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the birds had been changed. He would not go beyond an
opinion, although one pen took the cup and the other was only
highly commended, and he had judged them but the previous
day ; but this opinion was fully confirmed by the exhibitor who
was next called, and who admitted the birds were changed, and
of course restored the right bu'ds to their right pens. He said it

was a mistake on his part. I would ask, Should such mistakes
be allowed to pass without some official notice? and why was
the exhibitor allowed to handle the birds at all after they were
penned ? He must have had the birds from the two pens out at

one and the same time ; otherwise, how could the mistake have
happened about which I complained ? Fortunately I bought
the right birds after all. In justice to the management I must
fiay they took immediate action upon my representing the
matter to them.

—

H.jaiRY W. Jos^ao^i, Wood ville,El7}i€r3 End,
Jieckenham.

[It is a curious fact that these mistakes always are made in
favour of the person who makes the mistake. In this instance
he -was Mr. K. S. S. "Woodgate.—Ens.]

CLEVELAND POULTRY SHOW.
Tms was held in the Odd Fellows' Hall, at Middlesbrough,

on November liTth, and was managed by an excellent Com-
mittee, and superintended by Mr. Torbock, the Hon.-Secretary

and Treasurer, and if number of entries be any guide, then the

Cleveland Society has started with the confidence of the fancy.

Unfortunately the room proved far too small for the number of

pens, and in addition to their being placed in double tiers, two
smaller rooms had to be pressed into service, and in some cases

the light was anything but good. The birds should all have
been in their pens by 11 a.m. on the 2Gth, but from some cause

many did not arrive till the following day, numbers being too

Ute for competition, although the Committee allowed all to be
penned and compete however late, if the class had not been
judged.

[We are from what of space compelled to postpone further
details till our next issue.]

Dorkings.—1 and S.W. H. Kintr, Rochdale. 5, Pickerinj? & Co. Driffield. /jc.T.

P. Carver. Langthorpe ; H. H. Taylor, West Hartlepool ; J. Watts, King's Heath,
Birmingham.
Cochins.—BuiT or Cinnamon.— \ and 2, G. H. Procter. 3, W Bainhridce.

MiddtesbrouRh. vhc, J. Watts. Any other variety.— 1. H. Vaughan, Wolver
hamptoii. 2. O. H. Procter. 3, J. W. Corner, E(rton, Whitby.
Spanish.- 1. Pallister J: Hawkins. TopcliEfe.Thirsk. 2, Pickering .Si Cw. 3, A.

Canly, Barton-on-Humber. c. T. Flintoff. Newby, Stockton.
Brahma Pootras.— 1, R Moore. East hainton. 2, C. Venables, Ca3tle Eden.

3, J. W;itt3. he, G. Robinson, Sondfrland ; H. H. Taylor, c, W. Uewison.
Game.—i?rft«.— 1. C. Venables. 2, T. Blackburn. Ingleby Greenhow. 8, J.

Robsbaw. he, T. W Lister, Stokesley ; R. Britton. South Otterington : A. Canty.
c. J. Uowson, Hope Town. Darlington. Any otht-r rariei}/.~\,'W. Younghasband,
Darlington. 2, H. H. Staveley, Tibthorpe Manor, D.iffleld. 3, (J. Widdas.
hc.T. W. Liflier.

HAitiiVBOu^. — Ooldfn$panoled.—l, A. Harbum, Bishop Auckland. 2, W.
Tinkler. St. Helen's. Bishop Auckland. 3, J. Prcstun, Allertoo. Bradford.
Silri-r-sj>angltd.—l, J. Preston. 2, R. Moore. 3, J. Robshaw, Whisley. r, G.
AJderson, West Hartlepool.
BAyiBVfiGns.—GoJden-peneill/'d.—l, J. Preston. 2. T. H. Readman, Wliitby.

3. A. G. Mitchell. Bishop Auckland, c, R. Moore. Siivcr-pennUed.—l, R. Moore.
2, J. Stoddard, Colne. Lancashire. S.J. Prest'.-n. c, W. G. Purdon.
PoL*M>9.— 1. G. Blakey. Great Drilfield.

Game Bantams.-K^(^ — 1 and 3, J. i W. Gill. Bishop .\uckIaDd. 2, W. C.
Dawson, Whitby, he. W. C. Dawaon ; T. Blackburn ; J. Ferry, Cowper. Mnr.
peth ; W. C. Moody, Newcastle, c, G. Alderson : Z. Howe, Middlesbrough ; T.
Ayrc. West Anckland. Any other variety.^l,J. R. Torbock, Middlesbrough.
2, T. Avri;. S. J. WHtti. ftf . J. A W. Gill.
Bantaiis.— .ifiy o/'i<T varifty except Game.~\, T.P. Carver. 2, R. H. Ashton,

Mof.raui. s. J. Watts, hr. J. H. Cartwright. Bishop Auckland ; W. Lidgares,
Barton-on-Uumber : J. R. Torbock. c. A. G. Mitchell ; Pickering & Co.

A.NV oTHEH Vaieiety.-I, E. Leake. Lndlow. 2, G. Alderson. 3. G. Benning-
ton. Str)ckton. he, A. E. Pease, Guiaboroogb ; J. Preston, c, H. H. Taylor.
Selmno Class.—PrfVe not to exceed .S0».— 1, J. R. Torbock. 2, T. Blackburn.

8, J. Watts, he. J. Robshaw; T. P. Carver: G. Robinson ; G. H. Procter; T.
H. Readman; J. R. Torbock. e, J. & W*. Gill; W. J. Wetherell, Whiiby; G.
Scobv; T. H. Readman.
SELi.iNd Cla:is —i'nVc not to freeed 15«.—I, Pickering A Co. 2, J. W. Comer.

8, W. J. WVlherclt. hcB. H. Staveley, Driffield; T.P. Carver; M. Mayuard.
C.J. A. Rutherford, Kirklcattaam.

PIGEONS.
PocTEBd.—C/w.—1, G. Robinson. 2, L. Watkin^ Northampton. S, J. Kil-

patrick, Wbitby. rhc. Guthrie fc Hope. Hexham; J. Dye, Hexham, he, A.
bpeocer, Driffield : L. Watkin. c, E. Horner, Harewood, L<.ii1j% ; I'. li. Stu uclt.
PovTRBS.-^ny uthfr coU>ur.~\, L. Watkin. 2. .1. Kilpatrirk W, (i. I^ biiirtun.

rftc. T.C.Taylor; K. Horner, ftc. J. Hairsine, Hull ; J. R. Torbock; B. HuJaon.
c, G. Robinson ; J. Dye ; J. Kobson. Darbam:

CABRiBRs.-iJfacA; —1, E. Homer. 2. S. D. Baddetey, Hereford. 8, P. R. Spencer,
he, G. KobiDson ; E. Beckwith, MoDkwearmouth ; E. Homer ; J. Cbadwick J.

Dye: P. K. Spencer.
ChnMT.ft9.—Any other eolour.—\, S. D. Baddeley. 2. E. Homer. 3, J. R.

Torbock. he, J. Chadwick, Bolton, c, H. A. A>Tton, Saltburn-by-the-Sca; E.
Beckwith.
Barbs— 1, W. H. Tomlinaon, Newark. 2 and 3, E. Homer, he, J. W. P.

Jameq. Hereford ; E. Beckwith ; A. A. Vander Meerech, Lower Tooting ; W.
Bi'ns, Padsey. r. J. P. Fawcett, Whiiby (2).

J>coiii'*s.— /t^rf.-l and 3, J. Young, Bishop Auckland. 2, A. A. Vander
MecrHCb. he.T. PfirsoD. Pickering (2); J. A F. -Toy. York ('21 ; J. Smith, Walk-
ley ; W. Dngflal^, Burnley, c, W. Balmer ; W. Kitchen, FeniMC'Wb » rJ).

Jacoiiins (Any other colour).—1. W. Dugdale. 2, A. A. Vand«r Mccrsch.
8, W. Blnns. he, E. Homer ; A. A. Vander Meerech. c, W. Kitchen.
Owls.—f.'n^iMh —1 and 2. W. Binns. 8, J. Gardner, Prenton. ftc, J. Gardner ;

G. Alderson ; G. F. & A. T. Umplcby. Boronghbridge ; T. W. Bom-, Darlington ;

W. Binns: J. Dyff. e.T. W. Clemitson: J. Yonng; T. Ricbardson; J. l)y.
0-wi9.~Foreiifn.—],R Homer. 2. W^. Dogdale. S.J.Gardner. Ji^r, J. Gard-

ner ; H. Cockton, Middleflbroiigh ; A. A. Vander Mcerwch. e, J. Gardner.
Fantaii.s.— I. J. F. Lov«T»idge, Newark. 2, W. H. Tomliiihon. 8 and vhe, J.

"Walker, he, W. H. Tomlmson ; J. F, Loversidge: E. Beckwith; J. A F.Joy
£. Homer ; A. A. Vaodcr Mcer«cb. c, T. C. Taylor ; H. C. Bowman.

Magpies.—BZrtcit.— 1, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, E. Homer. 3, W. Sefton.
r^hc, M. Ord. he, E. Homer ; W. Kitchen, r, J. & F. Joy (2).

Magpies,—.4«y other colour.— I, W. Kitchen. 2 and 3, E. Horner, he, J.
Gardner; M, Ord (21: A. A. Vander Meersch. C.J.Gardner; W. Binns.
Swallows.- 1, W. Kitchen. 2; J. Gardner, he, J. Smith ; E. Horner (2); J.

W. Edge, Erdington. c, J. Gardner: J. A F. Joy : W. Kitchen.
Dbaooons —Biitc —1 and 2, W. Sefton, Blackburn. 3. Guthr e & Hope, vhc,

W. Sefton; J. N. Harrison, he, T. W. Clemitson, Hexham; W. Sefton; E.
Horner; J. G. Dunn, Newcastle, c, J. Gardner; E. Lee; T. W. Clemitson.
Dragoons.—^/ly other colour.—!, W. Sefton. 2. J. Cbadwick. 3, J. G,

Mole. Durham, he. W. Bulmer, Stockton; E. Beckwith; W. Biuns.
AsTWKftps —Lanrifactd,—\, W. Binna. 2, E. Homer. 3, J.Gardner. r/ic.T.

W. Clemitson ; W. 'Binns. he, T. Peirson ; G. Sadler, Boroughbridge ; W. Burns.
Antwebps.—Shorf-/acfd.— 1, J. Gardner. 2, W. Binns. 3, E. Horner, vhc,

J. & F.Joy, /^c. J.Gardner (2); W. Hardcastle. Bingley. c, T.Peireon.
TcyiDi.v.&3.—Short-faeed.—Almond ~l. E. Horner. 2, J. Gardner. 8, E.

Beckwith. he, E. Horner; W. Kitchen, r, J. W. Harling, Burnley.
Tvyivti.ERS.—Short'faced.—Any other colour. — 1, J. W. Harling. 2, A. A.

Vander Meersch. 3. J. & F. Joy. he, J. Gardner; E. Beckwith: E. Horner.
TcaiBLERS.—Lon5-/ar«(i.—-i/"tond.—1, E. Beckwith. 2, H. H. Blacklock. 3,

J. Die. /ic,E. Beck^Tith; J. & F.Joy; M. Green, Hexham, c, G. Thompson,
Newcastle; Guthrie & Hope.
TcMBLERs.—LoH£?-/affd.—.dny other colour.—1, E. Homer. 2, J. Dye. 8, W.

Sefton. c, J. W. Harling.
Bauds or Beards.— 1, A. Jackson. 2. G. Thompson. 3, J. Dye. he, A. Jack-

son, Chetiuerbent, Bolton; '. Cbadwick.
Ant other Variety.—1. W. Sefton. 2 and 3, M. Ord. he, J. W- P. James;

Guthrie &. Hope ; E. Horner ; A. A. Vander Meersch. c, G. H. & A. T. Umpleby.
Selling Class. -Pricf ;io( to exceed SOs.—l, J. Gardner. 2, W. befton. 3

and vhc, Guthrie & Hope, he, J. Young (2); G. Robinson; G. F. & A. T.
Umpleby; E. Homer ; W. Binns. e.J. Gardner; J.Young; R. H. Blacklock,
Sunderland; G. Sadler ; T. Wood ; R.Barrett.; F.K.Spencer.
Selling Class.—Prjc^ not to fxrced 15s.—1,T. W. ' lemitson. 2. E. Homer.

3. J. Dye. Jic, J. Young (2); L. Watkin; E. Beckwith (2) ; R. H. Blackock;
W. Bmns. c, Guthrie & Hope (2); A. A. Vander Meerach.
Trvupk'te.rs.—Mottled— \, J. Lederer. 2, S. D. Baddeley. 3, J. & F. Joy.

he. E. Horner, c, A. Silvester, Sheffield.

Trumpeters.-.4Hy other eolour.—l, E. Uoracr, 2. J. Lederer. 3, P. R.
Spencer, he, S. D. Baddeley ; H. A. Ayrton. c, A. A. Vander Meersch ; P. R.
Spencer.
TvhBiTa.-Hed or Tellow.-l, J.V!. Edge. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. 8, W.

Kitchen, he, J. Gardner: J.Young; E. Horner, c. J. &. F.Joy.
TuRBiTS.—^ny o(/ier colour.—I, A. A. Vander Metrsch. 2, J. Uairsine. 8,

J. Young, vhc, E. Horner, he, T. C. Taylor; T. Foster; AY Biuns; W.
Kitchen ; J. Dve. „ . , , . „ ,
NcNS.—Bf<icfc.—l,T. Foster. 2, E.Horner. 8. J. Hairsme. ftfl. J. A F. Joy ;

E. Horner, c, J. Gardner ; T. C. Taylor ; H. Vaughan ; A. A. Vander Meersch.
NcNs.-^k/iy o(/if r co(our.—1, 2, and 3, E. Homer.

LOCAL CLA*^SES—CHICKENS.
Cochins.—Bii#.—1 and 3, J. R. Torbock. 2. N. Newaon, Middlesbrough. Any

other variety.-l. P. Hanson. 2 and 3, J. R. Torbock.
Dorkings.-1 and he, E. Barker, Stokesley. 2 and 3, C. Widdas, Huwden-le-

Wear.
Braiimas —Dnrfr.—1 and 2, J. R. Torbock.
y^ME -Reds.— I and 2, C. Widdas. Ani/ other varicty.-l and 2. C. Widdag.
Hambdkghs.— GoWe»-8j)rt;j£7lc(i—1. P. Hanson, bilvcr-spaugled.-l, 2, and 3,

T. C. Taylor, Bliddlesbrough. Golden-})enfiHed.—l and 3, E. Barker. 2, P.

Hanson.
Game Bant-uis —iJ'd'f.- 1 and 3. W. Hf^nderson. Whitby. 2, R. Henderson,

Middlesbrough. Any other imriety.-l, W. Henderson.
ANY OTHER VARIETY.—1. P. HanSOD. _ ^ „
Selling Class.-Cocfc.—l, E. Barker. 2 and 3, C. Widdas. . c, P. Hanson.

Hen.—l and 3, C. Widdas. 2 and he, E. Barker, c, P. Hanson.

YOUNG PIGEONS.
Pouters.-flpfZ or rellow.-l, H. Cockton. 2 and 3, T. C. Taylor. Any other

colour.— I and 2. H. Cockton. 3, T. C. Taylor.
CAHRizm —Btack.— \ aud2, H. Cockton. c, H A. Ayrton. /)»».- 1 and 2, H.

Cockton. 3, T. C. Taylor, c, J. R. Torbock. Any other eolour.—l and 2, H.
Cockton. 3, H. Severs, Middlesbrough. „.,„ ^ ^ -r

Barbs.—Black.—I and 2, T. C. Taylor. 3, J. Dent, Middlesbrough. Dun.—l,

2, and 3, T. C. Taylor.
, , . .^ „ tt » . ..

Tkumpetehs.—J/o»/('d.—1 and 2, G. W oodward, Linthorpe. 8, H. A. Ayi-ton.

lird.—l, T. C. Taylor. 2 and 3. H. Severs. „ „ .„ ,

'rr:aBLKRS.-Short.faced -Mottled.— 1, J. Dent. 2, T. C. Taylor. Long-

faced.—Any colour.—1, T. C. Taylor. 2, H. Severs. 3, G. Woodward.
Selling Class.-Cotfc.—1, H. Cockton. 2 and 3, J. R. Toibock.

JvDGES.—Poidfry : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudaey. Pigeons: Mr.E.
Hutton, and Mr. t! Rule, Durham.

Burton-on-Trent Poultry Show.—The entries close on the

9th of December. The Judges are Mr. Lowe, Comberford, and

Mr. Hutton, Pudsey.^
Alderney Cows.—The information about Alderney cows is too

spare to be of much ubc. How long have " H. S.'s " cows been

lirought-in at night? Ours since the first week in November.
The relative ages and the number of calves -which they have had
should be given when telling of the quantity of butter, as they

increase in the quantity of milk after each calf up to a certain

time, I believe. Any furthfer hints on their management will be

welcome.

—

Hillsbro.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Returning a Hamper (Jacfc).—We know of no rule on the subject. If

we sold a fowl we should not ask for the hamper. If wo bought a fowl and

the seller asked for the hamper, we should return tlie hamper.

Rotrp Pills (E. B.).—Try both. We have never had occasion to use them.

LrMP IN Pigeon'3 Wing {J. Turner).— '^oxxr bird has the complaint called

" wing disease." Pluck-out the llight-feathors of the wing so troubled, and

by the time they have grown again the wing will most probably bo well.

r.RAHMAS {Suhi^crihcrs iri/"'-).—Write a letter to Mr. L. Wright, and Bend

it to oar office, stating what you need. (H. J.).—The dark Drahma is the

better and hardier bird. The hen is a staunch sitter and good mother.

Pullets' Faces Swollen {J. G. F.).—Your pullctn are suffering from

severe cold and incipient roup. Keep them warm, feed them well on soaked

broad or alackly mixed barleymeal, wash their heads frefjuently with vinogar

and water, and try Baily'a roup pills for them.

Bi:eedino TcBKEYd (L. A. ZJ.).—So long as a Turkey hen moults frcelj
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and lays -well she may be retained as a breeding bird. Yearling hens may bo

mated with an aged cock.

Breedino Ducks (Idem).—If your Ducks be of very early hatch you can

nse them, but it is better to have Ducks and drake of different ages.

Jacobin Points (J-Zt'in).—Red Jacobins require to have pearl eyes, short

beaks, round skulls well covered by their hood of feathers ; no white on the

cheek or throat below the mouth ; a long, close, and even chain or rufi of

feathers extending down the neck and front of breast ; and even flights of

white feathers.

Poultry Establishment {E. L.).—We thin k it would not he profitable.

Red on Spanish Cockerel's Face (M. D.).—We should be inclined to

attribute the red marks on your Spanish cock's face to defect in his breed.

Any tendency to apoplexy would bo shown at once in the comb, which would

become purple. Tlie shakmg of the head is nothing more than a habit of

birds of the breed when their gills and wattles aie long.

Pullet Laying Irregularly {R. P.).—Your Brahma pullet is most
likely suffering from rupture caused by excessive internal fat. There is little

chance of cme, but light and scanty diet with frequent doses of castor oil

may give her relief.

Breeding Houdans (S. H.).—Wo should prefer breeding from the dart-

coloured cock with light hens. We should avoid breeding from light-colom-ed

pullets.

Fowls' Necks Featherless {B. Q.).—Tour birds most probably are over-

fed and feverish, and pick each other. Reduce the amount of whole com
given by one-third. Three acres should be an ample run for them ; but
perhaps at this season there is not much green picking for them. Throw to

them some growing turnips or eweJes freshly pulled, and let them peck them
to pieces and eat them. Game fowls and Brahmas would give both e^gs and
chickens. Crilve-Canir or Spanish for eggs only, and their colour defies the
smoke.

Worms in Pigeons (H. Hills).—In a putrified state, not esaminable.

Aviaey Seed-hopper,—In answer to "J. P., jun." I enclose a sketch of

a useful self-supplying seed-hopper suitable for an
aviary. I hope the diagram Is sufficiently simple
without much explanation. I have exposed part of the

front to show the sloping piece of glass or tin, or in a

laige hopper, wood, down which the seed runs, and
f^,^^-«<.v,^_-rr falling through a small space left between the bottom
'^-'

• "" " edge and the back, keeps up a continuous supply. It

can be made of any length and depth according to cir-

cumstances, and if the front be covered as far as the

line .r, it vAll be well to insert stout upright wires at

short intervals, or a series of pigeon-holes to prevent

the birds soattering the seed, which they lake an ap-

parent pleasure in doing as long as there is any to

scatter. Thehd may slope either way.—W. A. Blakston.

Crossing the Bullfinch and Canary (Old Sub-

8criber}.—The Bullfinch and Canary will not breed to-

Section. gether. The attempt to bring about such a result has

often been made. It is always a failure. A mouth or

two back there was a'detailed account of a season's esperience and its result

—W. A. Blakston.

Keeping Rabbits for Exhibition (J. T. B.).—It is difiScult to advise;

but as you aje not accustomed to them, obtain some good Silver-Greys, as

they are haidy. You can procure them from any of the well-known esliibitors

and breeders whose names you will find in the catalogues of shows. The
price will depend upon the quality, which must be good for your purijose. If

you procure them young of course they will be less in price, and you may
probably procure them from 12s. the pah, good ones a few months old.

Books (Old Subscriber).—Yon may obtain "Langstroth on Bees," if you
apply to Messrs. Sampson, Low, & Co., Fleet Street.

Honey Varying (H.).—In answer to your inquiry, we have to say that the

honey gathered from some kinds of plants is richer in sacchaiine matter and
crystallises sooner than the honey gathered from other kinds of plants. For
instance, the honey from field mustard (Sinapis arvensis), will crystalli>^e two
months sooner than the honey gathered from white clover. In a jar there is

often some clear honey floating on the top of tho crystals beneath it. Besides,

in no instance can we find two different kind of plants yield honey alike.

Removing Bees (T. M. B., of York).—Mr. Pettigrew in removing bees

from place to place closes the doors of his hives early in the morning with
fly-proof whe, and when more veutUation is needed he puts pieces of fly-

proof wire over the crown holes, thus permitting a current of ah through the

hives. Then the hives are nailed and tied fast to their boards. They travel

safely by cart aud railway a distance of twenty-five miles. They might safely

be sent five bundled miles. He often removes them short distances, say two
or three miles, on an evening after working hours. One mile is rather too

short a distance to remove bees, for they travel farther than a mile for food,

and many of them would return that distance to their old stand. Honey is

gathered so fast and plentifully from heather, that we think it is desirable for
you to remove yours two miles to it.

Regicide (F. U. L.).—You will make a gi*eat mistake if you kill the queen
of your hivo. Let it swarm next yeai-, and put the swarm into an improved
hive. If a second swarm come put it into another hive, then drive all tho
bees out of the old one and unite them to the second swarm. Thus you wiU
have two swarms in better hives, and the honey to take from tho old one. If
a second swarm do not come, drive all the bees out of the old one into another
hive on tho twenty-first day after the first swarm was obtained.

Honeycomb (H.).—Thero is nothing the matter with the comb which you
have sent for inspection. It is quite natural and sweet. When you gave it

to bees it appeared to be full of sealed honey, but many of the cells were half
full of pollen or farina. The bees took the honey, as they always do, and left

the farina in the comb. Though bees store honey in cells containing farina,
and seal it up there, they cannot use such cells for breeding purposes. In
Great Britain bees unfortunately gather more farina than they require, and
the superabundance is stored in combs that might be better employed for
breeding young bees.

Sea Gulls (Q. H. B.).—'^q have sent your query to a good authority , but
have received no reply.

Warning.—" J. G.," " B. K.," and half a dozen others have written telling
how they were more or less victimised by the offerer of cheap cloth, &c. No
more need be published.

Rat Traps (F. P.).— We do not know where Brailsford's are to be obtained.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat. 61° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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shire, where it was growing luxuriantly, and where, I believe,

it continues to do bo still; but with as much attention given
it aa many other tender plants receive I have lost it two or
three times, and have ceased growing it, excepting in some
special places; for its unhappy look, even when it does not
entirely die-off, leaves so little to admire in it, that something
else has been substituted in its stead. Its non-thriving in the
south I attribute in a great measure to our dry summers, as
with plenty of moisture it succeeds. Some years ago I noticed
it at Chatsworth in the greatest luxuriance, and more recently
I have seen it in the northern counties equally strong. This
state of things might be easily accounted for, but in con-
nection with it a question arises in my mind. Whether the
ordinary form of Dactylis glomerata is so abundant in our
meadows as it used to be ? In one or two cases that have come
under my immediate observation it is not so, as iields which
some years ago at hay-cutting time presented a greater pro-
portion of this grass than any other are now almost desti-
tute of it. I ask. How is this to be accounted for ? Eecent
drainage in the case I refer to has had nothing to do with this
r.Bult, for the ground did not require draining, neither has
extraordmary manuring been the cause ; but if its disappear-
ance be due to a decay in its constitutional power, we may
feel assured that the variegated form will be still more affected.

Doublf Daisies, though not bedding plants for summer, have
become a necessity for spring ornament. Residents in the
north and west have no difficulty in multiplying them to any
extent ; but there are localities in the south where it is not at

all easy to keep it through a dry summer. It may be said.
Apply the watering pot. But this is not always possible.
Water is often not at command in such places, and the neces-
sary supply to maintain a healthy condition cannot be afforded.
I have more than once lost almost all my stock in a dry season,
and I find others are liable to the same mishap. Planting in
a shady moist place may be recommended, but situations of
this kind cannot always be had for everything ; and the ordi-
nary idea that a plant having for its origin one of the commonest
of those of our fields, must be hardy enough to endure the
open air of this country at all times, is not correct ; for although
it will endure any degree of coid, a long period of dry weather
is fatal to it, and a lower summer temperature will also be
found more beneficial than a dry warm climate. In the north
it thrives with the least possible attention in places not the
most inviting, and at the proper season furnishes flowers in
great abundance.

Coprosvia Baueriana variegata.—This pretty plant is not
so plentiful as might be expected, neither does it appear to
be propagated so quickly as many plants. Here I am afraid it

has never had the soil necessary for its success ; I beheve a
sandy peat suits it best, and on such a soil I have seen it

thi-iving almost as well as the Variegated Periwinkle. When
well grown its glossy green foliage with a broad, clearly-de-
fined margin of cream colour, shining, as it were, in the sun or
shade, renders it one of the prettiest plants we have ; besides,
in habit it is everything that could be desired. I only wish
it would grow faster, and furnish cuttings in greater numbers

;

for when they are to be obtained there is no difficulty in
striking them. There is also a hope that the plant may prove
hardy enough to stand mild winters out of doors.

Gentianella.—Unlike the Daisies and Pansies, I hardly think
this will endure the ordeal of being transplanted twice in the
year ; therefore the plants ought to have room enough to grow
and flower in the same place for two or three years at least.
Much as there has been said in favour of this plant, it certainly
has its hkes and dislikes, and amongst the former, a cool
moist place in the north or west would seem to be the best
place for it. Some time ago I noticed some lines of it in the
north of England that were at least 18 inches wide, with an
appearance of speading further if allowed ; the soil was a dark-
coloured sandy one, and there were a great number of rainy
days every season. I had not the good fortune to witness these
fine edgings while in flower, but they must have been very
grand; and the robust, healthy appearance of the plant was
also good. In dry calcareous soils it is not easy to make it

do well, though in others like that described it thrives like
a weed.

Mesembryanthemum incanum variegatiim. — There are few
plants of recent introduction more popular than this, if we
except the Golden Feather Pyrethrum. It seems to glory in a
hot bright summer day, and the hotter and drier the better.
I rather think that this plant Ukes a soil the reverse of that
which gives vigour to the GeutineUa. As the plant is liable to

be cut-off by the first frost it must be protected in winter, and
a pot or two kept in a warm place will in general furnish cut-
tings for a good supply of plants in spring. As it is not pru-
dent to plant them out too early, it is easy to propagate any
reasonable number. For covering the groundwork of a bed
where fancy figures are introduced I do not think there is any-
thing more suitable than this Mesembryanthemum ; certainly
there has not been a tender plant introduced of late years
that equals it for many purposes, and it seems to be as much
at home hanging over the edge of a vase as in a flower bed.—J. KOBSON.

COTONEASTER SIMON SII.

How conspicuous is a flower, a leaf, or a berry of any rich
colour from this time to March ! We welcome all colours, but
none seems to have such a striking and decided effect as scarlet.

Everything out of doors for the next few months has a dead,
cold, chilly, uninviting appearance. Flowers are going ; the
calm and beautiful shades of autumnal foliage have passed
away, and we have little Ungeriug behind to cheer and beau-
tify save the ever-recurring and little-varying sombre shades
of evergreens. We therefore doubly appreciate anything apart
from foliage. Little there is but berries, and I know of none
that have so ornamental an effect as those of Cotoneaster
Simonsii.

It cannot be denied that, as a rule, there has been but one
object studied in arranging shrubberies—that of planting solely

for spring and summer effect. Autumn and winter are quite
overlooked with regard to anything in the way of berries, <S:c.

Nothing is expected then but green leaves and bare branches

;

yet when we meet with a bush of brilUant-coloured berries

they seem to make the same impression on the eye as, in
summer, a flowering plant of surpassing beauty amongst
others less attractive. Now, and until the birds, which are
very fond of them, deprive us of its berries, this Cotoneaster
has a very pleasing effect amongst Ehododendrons and other
shrubs, also against walls and trellises. It is one of those
tractable plants that can be employed for a dozen purposes.
Left to grow at will it is straggling and rampant, and in large

borders, placed well back, I like to leave it to itself. It grows
up amongst the thick masses and over them, at the same time
doing no harm, rather otherwise, for it breaks their stiffness.

The straggling shoots here show-off their berries to great

advantage and give a singularly beautiful effect. If, how-
ever, it is desired to keep it more within bounds, the knife
will soon bring it to any shape required. Plants of this

Cotoneaster make handsome pyramids, standards, or round-
headed bushes. In whatever style or in whatever position,

in the mixed border or as single specimens, they will always
at this time of the year prove highly interesting. To save
the trouble of much pruning, and to induce the plant to pro-

duce more berries, an occasional replanting will have a very
decided infltience. This I especially commend to the notice of

persons with only small gardens, and who wish to have a few
plants.

The brilliant scarlet berries are much larger than those of the
well-known C. microphyUa, and much prettier to my idea,

especially just before they are ripe ; they then have an orange
shade on the scarlet. The plant is as well suited for covering

walls and trellises as C. microphyUa, indeed it covers a wall

faster. It has not the pendulous habit of the latter, nor is it

quite evergreen, except, perhaps, in sheltered positions, as on a

wall. It is well suited for covert-planting, as much for food

as for shelter for the game ; at the same time the effect of large

masses near drives, walks, &c., would be excellent. To keep

the berries is the difficulty. Nothing comes in better at Christ-

mas for wreaths; a few sprays, too, look well by caudleUght

if mixed with stands of flowers. Then, again, short bits

about .3 or 4 inches long, well studded with fine large berries,

such as can be cut from walls—and they are well worth netting

for the purpose—have a striking efl'ect intermixed with the

fruit, such as Apples and Pears, for the dinner-table. A few
of them standing out amongst flat small pans of SelagineUa

denticulata placed down the sides of the dinner-table have a

very chaste and effective appearance, only to be once seen to

be highly appreciated.

There" is yet one other purpose to which I must draw atten-

tion—namely, to make stock to work on C. microphyUa, and
at once have a weeping tree not to be surpassed. Handsome
as C. microphyUa is, either covering a wall or hanging from a

rock, to have a weeping standard of it—to ma who have seen
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one, far surpasses those effects. The graceful ontlines of

growth, loaded with crimson bead-like berries, is the standard
of perfection for a weeping tree.

Now if more is wanted to make it an everybody's shrub,

and to be planted by thousands, it is in the easy and quick

way in which it can be increased by seed, which grows as freely

as Ash seed. I find that if large strong plants are planted-out

rabbits seem to meddle with it but little ; but of course, if

planted where there is little else for them to eat, it, hke almost
all other shrubs, will be attacked.

—

John Taylor, Maesgicynnc.

PASSIFLOKA QUADRANGULAEIS.
This is one of the most beautiful climbers I have ever seen,

and a fit companion for Thunbergia Hamsii, to which re-

ference has been made lately in your Journal. Like it the

PassiUora requires to be planted-out, and to be allowed to

groA- freely; by frequently stopping it the plant may be had
in bloom throughout the autumn months. It requires a warm
house, say 60' by day and 50° by night. I have a plant treated

in this way with hundreds of flowers just about to open, and
yet it has been dowering for the last two months, and I should

say will continue to flower another month. I planted it at

the back of a lean-to house, and allowed it to run over the

roof on wires a foot from the glass, where it answers the pur-

pose of shading the more tender plants during the summer.
As the leaves are of a beautiful green they may be used for

many purposes in winter, especially for garnishing the dessert,

and like Thunbergia Harrisii, which I have in the same house,

it is very free from insects. I keep it well syringed in summer.
It is easily propagated by cuttings.—0. Obpet.

feOTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Cam anyone inform the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural

Society what its true position is ? A few days since I received

the circular signed by Sir D. Cooper and others, by which it

appears the Society is on its last legs, and going the wrong way
as fast as possible. I now receive a notice from the present

Council, stating in effect that all the statements contained in

the former circular are false, and that the Society is now in a
much better state both financially and otherwise than it was
in February last. This statement of the CouucU agrees

exactly with the position of the Society so clearly set forth by
Sir -Mfred Slade and others during the stormy meetings held

at the beginning of this year. It seems unless something
can be done to lay before the Fellows, in a manner the truth

of which cannot be disputed, the real state of the Society,

that all we can look for is a repetition of the same stormy
meetings which were a disgrace to any body of gentlemen,
and the ultimate collapse of the Society. Could not some
three or four entirely disinterested persons be found who
would thoroughly go into the question, and tell us plainly

whether the statement set forth by Sir Daniel Cooper and
others, or that of the present Council, is the truth? Both
cannot be, and the Fellows have a right to have the truth.

If the statement of the Council is right, then the Society is

now in a much more flourishing condition than it was in Feb-
ruary last, and in that case had we not better go on with our
present Council another year, and trust that they will be able

to pull us through the muddles bequeathed them, and believe

all will turn out for the best? It is true the Council is rather

strong in the Kensingtonian element, but they are gentlemen
who would be above injuring the Society for their own ad-
vantage ; and we must remember that a large proportion of

our funds come from those living in the neighbourhood of the
gardens, and that therefore something is due to them.

—

Philip Cbowuei, F.R.H.S., Wnddon Hoxise, Croydon.

I WILL not presume on your time and patience to turn back
a quarter of a century or so of pages of "our Journal" to

find where I expressed myself in regard to horticulture and
the general public in much about the same spirit as that

which now animates our worthy counsellor, G. F. Wilson, Esq.,

in regard to the pnbhc and South Kensington Garden. Why
the garden has drifted over for the especial delectation of

surrounding cUenthle and the mere dilettante of horticnlturc,

80 to speak, I have for a long time been wanting to know

;

but I do know that I helped to purcliase the ground with my
" sbillingB," and in my especial walk I have done my best, with-
out fear or favour, to maintain horticulture at South Kensing-
ton simply for the benefit of all. It is the million we must

encourage. So if a clique wants to keep the South Kensing-
ton Garden to themselves, let them strU;e the bargain with
H.M. Commissioners, an^l let the Royal Horticultural Society
come to an amicable arrangement, if possible, with Her
Majesty's Commissioners to hold their shows and meetings
there, but to return in name and deed to its natural home at

Chiswick, or anywhere in fact, rather than be obliged to wear
the trammels, or be subject to the secondary position now
awai-ded. I have a " guinea Fellow subscription " ready
any minute for the preservation of the Royal Horticultui-rd

Society, and more if need be, to insure its future maintenance
and to reheve us from our present obligations. I also hope,
if I am allowed the opportunity, to be worth at least ten
guineas annually, though indirectly, to the Society. Depend
upon it, horticulture can take care of itself, and the sooner
the members and Fellows, good and true, in the acceptation
of the term, render themselves free and independent for the
sake of horticulture the better. — Kobebt Fenn, licctory,

Woodstock,

At South Kensington, on the 3rd, the appeal to the Fellows
was much discussed. On the moruiug that the Council's
answer came out I was at a Lily sale. A shrewd countryman
of mine said, "Have you seen the answer? It hits you hard."
I said, " It seems to me a clever piece of special pleading."
He assented, and we went back to the Lilies. At the Wednes-
day Show I was attacked by a Fellow. My answer to him
was, " You know that the new Council was not elected by a

fair representation of the Society, but by a hard whip-up of

the resident Fellows, and of those they influenced, who wanted
to keep the garden private. You know that the state of hor-

ticulture in connection with the Society is exciting great dis-

satisfaction ; therefore if the head and taU of the answer are

unsound, you may judge of the body." Dr. Denny repudiates
the appeal. I thought he read it through before signing ; he
most certainly signed it with the utmost willingness ; he ap-

pears to have changed his mind. Mr. Turner I was most
sorry for when I heard him regret having signed, as I think he
did so much on the behef of those who signed before. I did
not draw up the appeal. I need hardly say I believed its facts,

or I would not have signed. I believe them stUl, though the
Chancery suit may now be less near than I then expected.

Not all the legal talent in the CouncU, and I admit it to be
great, can explain away the great fact that, whUe the South
Kensington Garden land, bought out of the surplus of the

1851 Exhibition, mainly out of the people's shillings, worth,

at a low computation, £12,000 a-year, pays rent (when it does
pay it) only £2,400 a-year, the rest of the consideration is

supposed to be made-up by the garden serving the great public

object of promoting horticultural science. Put the value of

this last to the proof. At this moment, if I were to suggest
to my brother horticulturists who are engaged in the task of

reconstituting the Society—or, if fate so wills, of making a
new one in preparation fur the old one falling, as it must
assuredly fall before long, into our hands—if I were to suggest
that we should pay Her Majesty's Commissioners £500 a-year

for the privilege of holding our committee meetings and shows
at South Kensington—in fact, for its use for horticultural ob-
jects—the idea would be scouted, and I should be told that they
must pay us for showing.; they must at least give some prizes,

and charge us nothing. Therefore it surely follows that land
worth at least £12,000 a-year, for which a rent of £2,400
a-year is paid, and that only once in five years, is being mainly
used by a rich neighbourhood, which can afford to pay its value,

as recreation ground for their families ; is not this too groat an
abuse to be long tolerated in these days ? I could hardly help
laughing when told of the Kensingtonian Council having been
most polite to horticulturists. I thought when people had
used the cat's paw to gain their object, pussy was likely to be
treated most affectionately as long as there was a chance of

the paw being wanted again. Personally (with one exception),

I have no reason to find fault with the present Council (if it

be a Council), except in one particular. I was not on the

Council which they caused to resigu, having gone out under
the bye-law for extreme length of service, or, considering the
number and length of the later Council and Council-committee
meeting, I might say servitude, before the I'mcute came. The
fault I have to find is that, as I am told, the surplus money
yielded by the country shows has been applied to the general

purposes of the Society. I was on the Council when the

country shows were first considered ; they were new, and there

was risk. It was suggested by tha proper authority that, as
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country shows coxild not be reckoned to the good of the South
Kensington estate, the " Expenses Committee" ought not to

sanction the risk. We then said, " We will take the risk of

loss; but as j-ou decline risk of loss, you can have nothing to
say to the profit if there be any." Experienced people have
a way of disliking risk. I thought it was a plucky thing of

the Council, and proved their being strong horticulturists, or
they would not have taken it. The shows did yield a profit,

which was considered sacred to horticulture proper. Most of

the surplus from Bury St. Edmunds was put into the success-
ful orchard house at Chiswick Gardens. I am told, I hope
that it is not true, that the country shows' surplus has been
used for the general purposes of the Society.
The country horticulturists appear to be fairly roused. I

believe that the horticultural power of the country has deter-
mined to assert itself to take its proper position, and to have a
real representative Society. If this be so, uo Kensingtonian
power or interest can long stand against it. I fear that you
wiU consider this letter too long, but pray let me add just this :

My first letter ended with an appeal for some one with time
and a fresh head at bis disposal to come forward and take the
lead. Such a leader is more than ever wanted. He ought not
to be too old. I know by experience that after a certain age
people like attending to their own gardens better than contro-
versy, though they may feel bound by a sense of duty to take
their share in distasteful preliminary work.

—

George F.Wilson.

A CENTUEY OP ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 15.

ACIKETA.
I AM quite aware that many of the aristocratic collections

of Orchids do not contain any of the plants belonging to this
genus; indeed, the remark is often made that those old
Acinetas are not worth growing. From such an opinion, how-
ever, I beg to differ ; for although these are not high-priced
plants, they are none the less handsome and interesting, and
well deserve the amateur's care.

Acinetas are evergreen plants of easy culture, requiring to
be grown in baskets, which should be suspended from the
roof, because the long spike which issues from the side of the
pseudobulb near the base takes a downward direction, and
pushes through the bottom ; this, if they are grown in pots,
cannot escape, and therefore the bloom is destroyed. The
outside layer in the wire or wooden baskets should be long
sphagnum moss, and the plants should be surrounded with a
mixture of rough fibrous peat and sphagnum moss, to which
may be added some pieces of charcoal to keep the whole open.
They enjoy copious supplies of water during the growing
season, but may have a long season of drought during the
winter, their thick fleshy pseudobulbs sustaining them for a
long time without water.

A. Barkebii.—This is an old inhabitant of our plant
houses. The pseudobulbs are dark green, supporting a pair
of broad leaves of the same colour ; racemes produced from
the side of the pseudobulb, and pendulous, bearing numerous
fleshy, rich yellow flowers, which last a considerable time in
full beauty it kept from wet. It blooms about midsummer.
Native of Mexico.

A. HuMBOLDTn.—Pseudobulbs large, somewhat angular, bear-
ing a pair of large, broad, membranous, ribbed, dark green
leaves. The racemes are about a foot long, pendulous, and
many-flowered. The flowers are large, thick, and fleshy

;

colour deep chocolate brown, speckled and spotted with crim-
son ; they are slightly fragrant, and open early in summer,
but are not very long-lived. As a rule, the flowers of both
these plants pass away some days sooner than would be the
case if a little care were exercised in preserving them from
water ; therefore no water should be given after the buds begin
to show colour, for as the spikes push through the bottoms of
the baskets they form a channel, which carries the water
straight to the blooms, and I have seen these destroyed in
this manner before fully open. Native of Bra::il.

MILTONIA.
Amongst this genus may be found some of the most beauti-

ful objects which decorate our Orchid houses ; they may be
distinguished by the similarity of both sepals and petals, and
in having an undivided sessile labellum, which is, as it were,
glued to the column. The pseudobulbs are somewhat flat, and
bear narrowish leaves, which have the somewhat objectionable
character of always exhibiting a yellow unhealthy hue ; the

grand flowers, however, compensate for this. The Miltonias

are very easily grown if exposed well to sunlight ; when grown
under heavy shade their foliage may be kept green enough,
but then very little flower results. Naturally Miltonias are

epiphytes, but under cultivation they succeed best treated as

pot plaut.s. The drainage must be ample, and kept in perfect

working order, and the compost should be peat and sphagnum
moss in about equal parts. Lately we saw in a contemporary
that the great secret of Orchid-growing lies in giving the

plants bottom heat. Now, I can understand any tree or shrub
which takes root in the ground in a tropical country reaping

advantage from bottom heat under cultivation, but I certainly

am at a loss to understand upon what natural law bottom heat

can be necessary to any plant which grows upon the branches
of the forest trees, throwing its roots out into the air, and
deriving its nourishment solely from the moisture of the at-

mosphere. For this digression, however, I must ask pardon,
and return to my subject, the Miltonias, fine species of which
I purpose including in my Century.
M. sPECTAciLis.—This species seldom grows higher than

G or 8 inches. The pseudobulbs are compressed, and bear a

pair of short, narrow, thin leaves of a yellowish hue. Scape
radical ; flowers large and solitary ; sepals and petals white

;

lip large, flat, measuring from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, in the

best varieties rosy violet bordered with white. It blooms
from .July to the end of August, and lasts upwards of a month
in full beauty. Native of Brazil.

M. MoRELLiANA.—In every aspect of growth this plant re-

sembles the preceding ; indeed, by some it is considered a
variety. Upon this, however, it is not necessary to raise an
argument ; suftice it to say that in a cultural sense it is most
undoubtedly distinct, and both are of such sterling merit that

no amateur's collection should be without them. As in the

previous kind, the scape is one-flowered, the flower large and
flat, measuring in good varieties from 3 to 4 inches in breadth

of labellum; sepals and petals deep rich purple; lip broad,

rich purple, veined with rose. It blooms at various timea

during August, September, and October, and lasts six weeks
in beauty if not allowed to get wet. Native of Brazil.

^^^^
Miltonia Morelliana.

M. CANDIDA GEANDiFLOBA —We have in the present a plant

which differs considerably in habit. The pseudobulbs are

more ovate, and are not flattened to the extent of either of the
preceding, and the raceme bears several flowers instead of these

being solitary. Pseudobulbs thick and somewhat ovate, beai'-

ing narrow, longish, light green leaves; scape radical, bearing

several flowers, which are somewhat distant ; sepals and petals
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large, rather incurved, yellow, with transverse, broad, brown
bauds i labellum pure white, tinged with piak. It blooms
during September and October, and lasts upwards of a month
in good order. Xitive of Brazil.

is. Clowesii major.—In habit somewhat resembling the
preceding, and, hko it, a fine variety of the normal form of

the species. Sepals and petals flat, yellow, transversely barred
with deep brown ; lip purple, bordered with white ; the flowers

are produced in September and October, and retain their

beauty a long time. Native of BrazU. _,^
M. Reonelli pcrpurea.—This is a fine plant. Pseudobulbs

somewhat oblong, bearing a pair of light green leaves nearly
a foot in length; the scape is radical, erect, and many-
dowered ; sepals and petals white, tinged with rose ; lip large
and flat, deep purplish crimson. These most beautiful flowers
are produced in September and October, and if kept free from
damp last a month in perfection. Native of BrazU.

—

Exterio
Clede.

KOSE STOCKS.
No doubt all Rose-maniacs have read Sir. Peach's remarks

on the Manetti stock and those of " D. D." on the Briar. My
own experience is dead against the Briar. It is a terrible dis-

appointment to deal with a plant that you wish to grow well
at the head, aud it will persistently prow at the root. Years
ago I determined never to plant another Briar, but on coming
to my present abode, where—at any rate some years ago

—

most of the Roses were on the Briar, I determined to try again.
The result has been that last year I arrived precisely at the
eame conclusion, and inconsequence never put in a rod. It

cannot be denied, even by the greatest opponents of the Briar,
that some Roses do well, extraordinarily well, on this stock,
notably the summer Roses aud the Teas. In this union there
appears to be such a mutual understanding between stock and
scion—they have so evidently taken each other for better, for
worse—that both are on their very best behaviour. The bud
grows rapidly

; and the stock, having plenty to do in carrying
sap for the head, has less inclination to disport itself at the
root. On the other hand, the Hybrid Perpetuals as a class, if

we except some two dozen, do fairly the year after budding

;

but then transplanting comes, and a few years of miseraljile

sickly existence terminate the struggle. Possibly the removal
is somewhat to blame. The roots of the Manetti are something
tangible; they go hither and thither, aud the removal of a
woll-estabUshed Manetti is a trial. So also it may be with a
well-established Briar : but then so many of the attachments
to mother earth are not roots, and these useless, nay, injurious
alditions removed, how insignificant do the true roots appear !

and doubtless many of the smaller are easily left in the soil.

Certain it is that often the Briar stock when trimmed looks a
Borry object ; and should it not do well for a year or two, you
have a hard stem offering a convenient nidus for lichens and
other troubles, which add neither beauty nor utility to the stock.
The great objection, however, to the Briar is the sucker-

growing. Any Rose-watcher must have remarked this irre-

pressible characteristic. Let alone the root, the whole stem
for two or three years bristles with them, and, however treated,
is ready to burst into vigour at the slightest provocation. Cut
out the bud as deeply as you please, ply your weapon ruthlessly,
yet what numbers start again ! Matters ore on a different
footing with the Manetti. Once fairly cut out the buds, and
in ninety-nine oases out of a hundred you have seen the last

of it. In this respect I entirely coincide with Mr. Peach. So
little disposed is the Manetti, if properly treated, to throw out
a shoot on the stem or the root, that if the head of a budded
plant be removed, and the bud by any accident get knocked
out, the great probability is that the whole stock will die : any
way, its existence will be very unlike the usual vigour of the
Manetti, the shoots thrown up being little larger than a knit-
ting needle. Now, granting that " D. D." has hit upon the
right plan of making the Briar stock successful, I do not see
that he avoids or can avoid the sucker nuisance—for this

reason, that the eyes of these robust-growing shoots are so
imperceptible near the base. I believe the Briar as a stock is

brought to its highest pitch of excellence by Mr. Prince's plan.
Like " D. D.," I have sown and watched with no results, but
I mean to try again ; there is some mystery in this part of the
performance. Judging from Mr. Prince's plants, wo have in
the soedUng Briar a stock surpassing, perhaps, the Manetti for

results of first-class blooms, but apparently to us outsiders
far more difficult to obtain. Until we conquer this difficulty.

my ballot-paper, though it is illegal to show how I vote, shall

be crossed Manetti. Only in the single point of ease in budding
a standard could my experience place the Briar before my pet
stock, aud the fact that the wood runs so much longer in the
Manetti makes ample ameuds.

I thank the Rev. C. P. Peach and also Mr. Farreu (in whom
I fancy I recognise one of my anonymous correspondents in
the general Rose election last year), for the hint about excess
of mauuro in planting the Manetti. I have several times been
disappointed in planting strong plants of Manetti Roses that

have never made any wood afterwards and gradually gone
back. I may have overdone it, and I certainly shall make a
note of it.

I make my own Manetti cuttings. I cut out the eyes deeply
for a foot or more, so that when the following autumn the
rooted cuttings are moved, they are planted shallow, and have
a bare stem of ten or more inches above the ground. If flush

of buds I put two buds into each stock, one ou either side of

the stem, and one a little higher than the other, but as close

to the ground as possible. I confess my utter inability to bud
successfully below the surface. When in the following spring

the bud starts, I cut off the head of the stock, and the bare
stem is useful for the first fortnight or so to tie the growing
bud to save it from the wind ; at the same time the soil is

drawn up to the stem to bury the junction for an inch or more.
This season one of my rooted Manetti cuttings gave me a

truss of bloom. This is the second time I liave bloomed the
Manetti. I had the pleasure of taking-in two or three growers

who had never seen it. This has happened to me only once
before in the last fifteen years.

—

Joseph Histon', JVarminster.

I HAVE just read in last week's number of your Journal the

question in Mr. Baker's letter—" I have plants which are six

or seven years old, and this season they have made shoots from
the collar over S feet in height : where can you see that on the

Briar ? " I answer him. I will show him a Rose on the Briar,

certainly seventeen years old, which this year, aud has for

several years past, made shoots nearly as long. I have seen

in the south of Ireland a Cloth of Gold Rose make shoots

7 feet long on a Briar several years old, and I have in my
garden a this-year's shoot of a six-year-old Rose on a Briar

that I have just measured, audi find it is 13 feet long. Where
can you see that on a Manetti ? My own experience, there-

fore, leads me to say to Rose-growers, Do not give up the

Briar. I have too often seen the worked Rose disappear, and
the Manetti become a splendid bush, in the gardens of inex-

perienced Rose-growers, for them to be very fond of. I have a

Gloire de Dijon on a Briar standard at least twelve years old,

the head of which is some 5 feet across, and from which I am
obliged to cut every June straggling shoots of the year from a

foot long. This Rose stands, I may say, out in the open, and
I have cut splendid blooms from it on Christmas-eve. I and
others, my neighbours, find it almost impossible to get Gloire

de Dijon to grow here ou its own roots.

—

Amateur, Co. Dublin.

EARLY PEAS.
As the season is now at hand for sowing the very early kinds,

I will give you the result of my trials last season.

Owing to the cold and wet state of the ground I delayed

sowing until February 11th. I then sowed ou a south burder

Emerald Gem, Ringleader, Alpha, and Kentish Invicta. There
was little or no difference in the time of their showing above
ground, but Emerald Gem was by three days the earliest in

flowering. Ringleader next. Alpha and Invicta both showing
together four days later—just seven days behind the fiist.

I commenced gathering from Emerald Gem on June lltli, and
from Ringleader ou the 20th ; the other two exhibited about as

much difference as between the time of their flowering. The day
I sent Emerald Gem to table some gentlemen, dining with my
employer (without knowing it was a new Pea), remarked that

it was the best-flavoured early Pea they had over tasted. It is

very distinct in foliage, with well-filled pods. This season I

mean to try it against William I. and Sangster's No. 1 Improved.
—S. Taylor, Sion llill, Kidderminster.

LrLiuM PURPURECM.—Mr. Stevens will offer by public auction

on Thursday, the 18th inst., what is said to bo a beautiful new
Lily from California, L. purpureum. The flowers vary in

colour from a purple to a purple-lilac. It is the first time this

Lily has been offered ; and the collector, who has found it in
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Humboldt County, writes that it is very fragrant and the finest
of all Californian Lilies. At the same time an nnuBually large
gale of other rare Lilies will take place.

LEAF MOULD.
I AM now collecting about twenty or thirty loads of leaves,

which I shall put into a square heap, confining them by means
of a few hurdles, if I have no better place. If they are dry I
shall well water them, and they will soon produce a gentle heat.
I then put them on the Sea-kale and Rhubarb pots, and about
eight weeks afterwards I begin cutting Sea-kale, and by having
a succession I secure a good supply throughout the winter.
In spring I remove the leaves to where I intend growing
Vegetable Marrows, and in May I plant-out two or three strong
plants of these ; they seem to enjoy the leaves, and I get a
good supply as long as the season lasts. In winter I turn the
heap, in spring I find it fit for the potting shed, and in the
following winter for flower beds and borders. I never think of
using manure while I have a supply of leaf mould. The leaves
are principally Beech, and by collecting them every year I
have always a good supply. I avoid having any more sticks
with them than I can help. I have never once doubted its

being a very useful article in the garden, and I find it suits
Cinerarias and other plants admirably when mixed with sandy
loam.—0. Oepet.

; ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.—No. 12.

DETAILS OF PLANTING—Continued.
The manner in which the lifting, packing, and removal of

trees are done materially affects their future prosperity. Every
sound root and fibre that a tree has, when placed in its perma-
nent position, contributes to its safety and to the promotion
of a free strong growth in the ensuing season. The natural
proportion or balance of root and branch ought always to be
maintained so far as it is practicable, and it is doubtless owing
in some measure to inattention to this important fact that
many trees are lost. It will, I think, set the whole matter
clearly before your readers if I describe the method which was
lately followed in transplanting an Araucaria of about 12 feet
high.

Four men were required for the job, each of them having a
spade and digging-fork. Fust of all, the branches were secured
by a string fastened to the stem at about 8 feet from the base,
coiling it thence downwards around each tier of branches,
bracing them upwards and inwards as closely as possible.
Then a chcle was marked on the soil, at 18 inches from the
stem, as a centre. At about a foot outside this came another
circle, and the men were set to work, taking care that no spade
came inside the outer circle, outside which a trench was made
about 18 inches wide and deep. Then with the forks the foot
of soil lying between the outer and inner circles was carefully
removed from the roots ; and when this part of the work was
finished there stood the tree with a solid ball of earth 3 feet
in diameter, the sides bristling with roots a foot long. Mean-
while a couple of new garden mats had been prepared by sewing
two sides together with packthread, and a trolly brought close
at hand for the removal. The soil was excavated from beneath,
and the combined mats passed under, enclosing the whole ball
with the pliant roots packed safely around it, all being made
firm and secure by means of a packing needle and string.
The tree was then lifted on the trolly and wheeled to its

destination.

The position selected for this tree was upon a lawn that was
made about two years ago, and the removal of the turf brought
to light a curious soil, or rather mixture of soils. Charcoal
dust, ashes, stone chippings, and other di'hris were found with
soil proper—a light sandy loam ; for this was originally a
slight hollow which had been filled up with some of the re-
fuse that always accumulates near a new building. An area
of 3(! square feet of the surface was broken up and thoroughly
stirred 18 inches deep, nothing being removed from this some-
what singular mixture excepting pieces of wood ; then the tree
was hoisted into position, the mats removed, the roots straight-
ened-out, carefully arranged, and packed firmly with soil in
regular order from the bottom of the ball upwards, and a thick
mulching of fern placed on the soil over the roots. Imme-
diately after the branches were released the tree was secured
by four wires fastened to its stem and to stout pegs driven
into the soil on opposite sides, and the work was finished.
The trolly which was used proved so thoroughly efficient

that I send a sketch of it (fig. 1). The obtnse angle at which
the long handle is fixed renders it a powerful lever, so that by
tUtiug down the end of the trolly a heavy plant may be pushed

upon it, and then lifted by depressing the handle. Thus, large
shrubs may be removed with much less labour than when the
ordinary four-wheeled trolly is used. Fir;. 2, a form of the

Fig. 2.

common rock barrow, is a useful implement for transplanting
smaller shrubs. It has no legs, and shrubs may be taken up
with a large ball of earth, placed upright upon It, made fast by
cords, and removed with greater faciUty than by any other
means.

It is best, as a general ride, to plant all Conifers on mounds
that are made broad, low, and flat rather than high and narrow
and with steep slopes or sides, the object being to slightly

elevate the tree so that it may run no risk of damage from an
excess or accumulation of rain water about its base, and at the
same time not -to put it upon a high mound that will very

likely become parched and dried-up by the hot sun of the suc-
ceeding summer, which is about the most critical period of a
tree's existence. Fig. 3 represents a section of the right form
of mound, fig. i of the wrong one.

/

Another very important matter, concerning which it is pro*
bable greater ignorance prevails than any other part of tree*

culture, is the application of water. In a fine planting season,
like that which we now have in the south of England, when
high winds disperse the fogs and mists of November, so much
that bright sunny days relieve the gloom of winter in an
unusual degree, special attention should be given to newly
planted specimens of large size and of an evergreen character.

From the length and density of the branches, the roots of thefco

trees cannot derive much benefit from passing showers, and
they suffer very much from the excessive evaporation caused
by drying winds ; so that it water is not given abundantly
to both roots and branches the shrubs will be injured, as

will be clearly seen in the weakly growth that follows. If high
winds and dry weather prevail in March some water may also

then be required—not a mere dribble applied to the soU about

the roots, but an abundant drenching over every part. Only
take care so to plant that superfluous water passes freely from
the roots, and harm can hardly arise from excessive watering.

Close attention should be given to this matter throughout the

summer.
To recapitulate. A tree or shrub must bo lifted carefully

with a compact ball of soil in proportion to its size, and with

as many sound roots as possible. The soil must be thoroughly

prepared for it by stirring, draining, and any mixing or addi-

tion of other soils that may be found neccssaiy. All damaged
roots must be removed with a clean cut. Every root must be
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laid out straight after it has been examined, and packed firmly

and evenly in the soil. Do not plant deeply, but select or

make a slight elevation similar to the diagram, rather than a

low damp position, covering the roots with about G inches of

soil. Mulching, securing firmly with wire stays, and watering

if required, should be done with the planting. In a word,
carefully study and attend to the requirements of a tree and
it will grow ; neglect those requirements, and it will probably
fail to do so.

—

Edwakd Lockhdrst.

POLYANTHUSES.
We have much to thank " Philanthos " for in his recent

papers on some grotesque and quaintly-named forms of the

Polyanthus, and I trust he will consider it a redeeming point

"in a " florist " of the very straitest sort, that such an one can
appreciate these strange shapes and thoroughly enter into their

peculiar beauties. I should fe<!l much indebted to " Phil-

ANTHOS," if he would kindly suggest any way in which I could

get some of these Polyanthuses with the curious calyx. It

would hardly be worth while expecting them from seed saved

"from parents of the more normal forms, although I have occa-

sionally had seedlings from the florists' varieties of Auricula

which have come " Pantaloon " and " Hose-in-Hose." The
" Galligaskins" I have never met with, but I think it the most
de'ig-itiul of all these curious forms, and likely to sport from
seed to still further eccentricity.

A correspondent, " G. S.," calls attention to what he has
cause to think a fact—viz., that with respect to thrum-eyed
Polyanthus seedlings, some when planted in rich soil have
become pin-eyed. I do not write to dispute what " G. S." and
an observer in Queen Anne's time have both remarked, but I

should greatly like to learn how far this strange modification

has been noticed. For myself, I have only to say that I have
been acquainted with the florists' Polyanthus nearly all my
life, and I grow it now. Probably it is cultivated by its growers
in as rich soil as may be used, yet I never saw a standard
Polyanthus sport from "brevistyla" to " longistyla." I have
never heard or known of it as a thing to fear, that some
mistreatment might turn our thrum-eyes into pin-eyes. We
feel quite sure of the steadfastness of our florists' flowers in

ihis respect, both in the Polyanthus and its more radiant

sister the Auricula. But it may be that commoner strains

are affected by a variation from which establiihed varieties of

high refinement are free. Perhaps " G. S." would kindly tell

us in what strains he has observed this change. I might just

remark by the way, that strict identity of a seedling Poly-

anthus is not for a time so easily secured as that of an old

variety. It is just possible when seedlings are transplanted

that some tiny plant, or yet inactive seed of this irregularly

germinating family, may unawares be taken to grow as one
with a selected seedling, if there be soil of the seed-bed
about it.

" G. S." complains of the mischief done to his Polyanthuses
by slugs and birds. Against the slugs, I think a hand-en-
counter by lantern light, on a moist and balmy night, is the

best method of attack. If the enemy is very numerous at

first, and the plants not in bloom, fine quicklime from a large

sort of pepper-castor may be dusted over the foUage, and a

good syringing in the dew of the morning wUl wash it off.

Excursions into the garden at night are wondrously effective

and very interesting. You learn who are your enemies, and
may despatch, besides the slugs, large worms, woodlice,

beetles that leave a posterity of insidious grubs, the ever-

abominable earwig, and caterpillars. If that arch pest the
wireworm would but show at night, how scarce we might make
him ! Toads, if their services can bo secured by an enclosed
garden like mine, are among our best of friends. I fear that
tirds can be kept from flowers only as from fruit, by some
bounds which they cannot pass, and that wo must sometimes
he content to grow choice flowers that have tasty parts for

birds, with accompaniments for protection. My Polyanthuses
are safe because bloomed in pots sank in ashes in cold frames,
and I do not know what to recommend to preserve these flowers

from the birds, except some safeguard of net or glass.—F. D.
HoBNEB, Kirkby MaUeard, Itipon.

I WTij, reply to the anomaly stated by your correspondent
" O. 8." respecting his seedling Polyanthus. He says that
a thrum-eyed flower had the next season become pin-eyed.
This is simply impossible. In a thrum-eye the anthers are
fixed in the uoek of the tube, forming the eye, and thi^ is one of

the grand features of the flower. In a pin-eye the anthers ara
at the bottom of the tube, with the pin-eye or stigma rising to

the top. I am aware of the fact that in some varieties really

thrum-eyed, through what 1 conceive to be either some defect

in culture or some effect of atmospheric influence, the tube of

the flower does not advance in length in proportion to the
growth of the style in its early stages ; hence the stigma
protrudes through the thrum or anthers until a more advanced
state of the bloom, when it assumes its true character. Some
varieties are so short in the style that without a surgical

operation it is difficult to obtain access to them for the pur-
pose of fertilising.

The Pantaloons and Galligaskins of another correspondent
are curious monstrosities, and not at all in accordance with
the true character of the flower, which in the artistic style of

its markings is unapproached by any other of Flora's gems.
I have often wondered why my kind friend "D.," of Deal, does

not take the Polyanthus under his especial patronage, feeling

assured it would not disgrace the lovely Auricula, or decrease

the interest of the spring exhibitions.

—

Deka, Market Rasen.

ROLLER BLINDS TO INCREASE WARMTH.
My vinery is span-roofed, 90 feet by 16, in three divisions,

with two 4-iuch pipes on each side near the glass, and a good
saddle boiler. I presume from the great surface of glass my
gardener cannot have ripe Grapes before August, and I wish to

have them by the end of June. I think of having outside

roller blinds to let down at night, and perh ips only roU-up
one of them by day in cold weather. What difference in the
inside temperature would such blinds probably cause?

I begin forcing March 1st. To have ripe Grapes by July 1st,

when should I Ught fires? My Vine roots are all inside, and
the rods yearly are long and strong.—J. Mackenzie, Inverness,

[We have some misgivings as to the roller blinds you men-
tion answering your purpose, although such a covering is an
excellent help to keep out frost from a houseful of plants.

Where the glazing of a house is faulty, as where there are

very small squares, perhaps not well fitted to each other, the

innumerable openings in the roof for the egress of heated air

are attended with a great sacrifice of fire heat, and in that

case waterproof canvas blinds will be of great service. In all

cases, however, let them be drawn-up in the daytime if there

be any sun; and presuming that your houso faces south, wa
would recommend that as much sun heat be shut-in as pos-

sible. We would, therefore, shut-up the house so early that

the temperature might rise to 80°, if it would, early in spring,

although it might recede during the night to 4.5' in the morn-
ing. Heat, however, is both easier obtained from the sun,

and is easier kept when the glazing is in good close con-

dition. When such is the case the blinds may be dispensed

with, as they are costly, liable to mishap from high winds,

and are not durable. There can be no question but they
will keep out a great degree of cold, but whether it is prudent
to apply them or add more piping is a question that ought to

be taken into consideration. We should certainly prefer the

latter plan, as there is less likelihood of a break-down with

inside heating than with outside covering. It would be well

to inquire if your present boiler is capable of heating the

additional piping that ought to be given, say as much more
as you have, which wUl bo four instead of two pipes, and in

doing so we would not advise so much piping to be attached

to a boiler of a particular size as it is represented that

boiler will heat ; rather have a boiler a sixe larger, for we do
not think anything is gained by working a boiler or pipes

up to what is said to bo their powers of accomplishing ; rather

let both be worked easily, less coals will then do, and that is

a consideration in these days. Most likely you will find if the

quantity of piping be doubled that an additional 5° or more of

tempsraturo will be attained, with a suitable boiler, without

using more fuel than row.
It will certainly be advisable to begin firing before March 1st.

Begin by degrees ; say shut the house up in the last week in

January, and give fire on cold nights only. If your house
contains nothing but the Vines, we would continue the fire in

the daytime, and let the temperature sink at night even to

3'y, if the weather bo very severe, until some move bo made in

the Vines, when, of course, more warmth must be maintained
at night. Where it is advisable to economise fuel—and under
present circumstances everyone is anxious to do so—day forcing

is cheaper than night, and the Vine allows of this, while the

Cucumber will not. It is therefore better to encourage a high
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day temperature to get the Vines on ; and although a little

fresh air is necessary, the quantity of this is very small until

they are in bloom, when, of course, fine weather may be

expected, air may be more liberally given, and the mode of

treatment frequently recommended in our columns may be

followed. There is, however, always something about a place

which influences the ripening of Grapes and other fruits,

certain localities being much earUer than others in the same
latitude, and although your garden is so far north, it may
nevertheless bo earlier than others two or three degrees farther

south. Dryness in the soil and atmosphere, shelter of situa-

tion, and other conditions, often make up for differences of

latitude.—J. E.]

VISIT TO JAPAN.
I ARRIVED at Onomichi on the 18th of August, and left by

overland again on the 20th for Okayama. Between Onomichi

and Okayama the country is in a very high state of cultivation,

and the crops were in full bloom. The Eice plant was in

flower, and the Cotton crop was reported excellent. The rain

was late in coming this year, the farmers were fearful of a very

bad Eice crop, and becoming disaffected, they broke out in a

state of rebellion in three districts. But in the result their

fears were groundless, for the Eice crop is turning out much
better than last year's, and the farmers say the price will fall

to 3 boo a picul. The weight of a picul is 133 lbs., so we shall

see Eice very cheap here, if all is well. I may add for the in-

formation of your readers that a boo is about Is. Id. in English

aoney.
1 have been studying the method adopted by the Japanese in

the cultivation of the Potato root, which was first introduced

into this country by the Prince of Satsuma. The Japanese

Potato [Dioscorea] is somewhat sweet in taste, and in shape it

is not very dissimilar to the Dahlia root. It is an excellent

vegetable, and I have used nothing else for the past six weeks.

It has peculiar fattening qualities, and would be invaluable as

a food for animals, especially for the feeding of pigs ;
in this

respect it is very supeilor to the English Potato, and on my
return I shall try to introduce it at home. I have seen several

pigs in Eobfi and Yokohama which have been fed entirely on

the Potato, and I have been surprised at their great weight

;

cattle will also fatten on it sooner than anything else._ The
mode of raising the crop is curious. The old Potato is first

set, and it throws out running shoots. After a plentiful fall of

rain these are carefully removed from the old root, and reset

in rows on ground prepared, and from them the new Potatoes

shoot. They are very prolific, and will, I am sure, suit the

English market. The farmers here will soon commence cutting

their Eice, and preparing their land for the winter Turnip

crop.

We arrived at Okayama late on the 22nd, and remained

three days, and returned by the large and important town of

Fukuyama, at which place the Prince of Bizen has his castle,

which is beautifully situated close to the town. The popula-

tion is estimated at about 45,000, or about the same as your

old city (York). On the road I bought seven Ducks very

cheap, and sent them on by a coolie to the station at Euku-

yama to await our arrival. From the number of people who
had collected on the road at the outside of the town, I soon

found out that I was the first European who had ever visited

the town, and therefore that I was an object of much curiosity.

The head Yakanin (Mayor) met me, and, after passing the

usual civilities, he accompanied me and my officers into the

town ; and it is as well he did so, as the streets were narrow
and so crowded with people, who had come out to see me, that

it was with the greatest difficulty we could force our way for

about one mile to a European store, kept by a Japanese,

where we got some refreshment. We proceeded to Onomichi
by Jin-ri-sho, six rii distance, arriving there at 10.30 r.si.

Owing to it being the fast month amongst the farmers we were
unable to get any fish, and had to live on Eice and Pumpkin
Boup for three days, and I can assure you we were pleased

when we left once more by road for Hiroshina, where I had left

the cook and provisions, and where we can buy fresh beef daily

at 2 J cents, per pound, or a beast tongue for half a boo

—

Ghi.

I am going overland again to Shimonoseki, and on my
arrival there I will write you another letter. — J. Tasked
FOSTEB.

—

{Yorkshire Gazette.)

Francois Lacharme Eose.—This is in all English and foreign

catalogues, except that of one of our most distinguished EngUsh

nurserymen. It came out in 1861 with the following beautiful

Eoses—viz., Charles Lefebvre, Francois Lacharme, Maurice
Bernardin, Prince CamUle do Eohan, Madame Clemence Joig-

neanx, Madame Boutin, Madame Julie Daran, Due de Kohan,
Alphonse Damaizin, Madame C. Wood, Marechal Vaillant,

Olivier DeUiomme, Souvenir de Comte Cavonr, Vicomte Vigier,

and Turenne, honeycombed in the centre. They were a
splendid lot. All are here except OUvier Delhomme and
Turenne ; but I know them all. It was the finest lot that evet

came out in one year.—W. F. Eadclyffe.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 22.

rLUMBAGO LAKPENTS.—Lady Larpent's Leadwobt.

No plant has given rise to greater diversity of opinions thau
the Plumbago Larpent.Ts; by some it has been injudiciously

extolled, whilst by others, less successful in their treatment
of it, the plant has been as unduly depreciated. Its thiu

fugacious blossoms, and but partial hardiness, doubtless de-

Plumbago Larpentffi.

tract considerably from its merits ; but the bright colour c>f

its flowers, and the peculiar freshness of its ciliated foliage,
wUl always procure it admirers. The late period at which it

blossoms renders it, perhaps, more liable to injury from the
early frosts and autumnal rains than many plants which are
not one whit more robust.
When treated as a hardy herbaceous perennial it suffers less

from the cold of the winter months thau from the late springs
so characteristic of our climate. The average temperature of
the winter at Shanghae (one of the localities where this plant
is found), scarcely exceeds that of the same season in England

;

but the spring frosts, so injurious to many of our shrubs and
perennials, are unknown in that latitude, and the summers
are not only considerably hotter than our own, but also of

longer duration ; so that the plant is, up to a late season of
the autumn, subjected to a degree of heat by which it is so
thoroughly matured that it is enabled to resist the cold of

the winter months with far more success than the succulent
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specimens prodaoed under the influences of an English
autumn.
The plant may be left in the ;borders thronghont the year,

in favourable situations, upon a dry subsoil ; but, as a general
rule, we would advise the same precautions as suggested for

several other plants previously figured—protection from long-

continued rains in autumn, and a covering of ashes, sand, or

dry fern leaves during the winter mouths. But even with these
precautions, plants thus exposed will rarely present so favour-
able an appearance as those which have been preserved in a

cold frame or dry cellar. When dug-up and potted, the tops
should be allowed to remain uncut whilst they continue green

;

and so long as the soil does not become quite dry but little

water will be required during the winter. It will be found to

succeed best in peat ; but, as a substitute, when this is not
procurable, sandy loam, with a considerable portion of tho-
roughly decayed leaf mould, may be used. In either of these
soils its growth is rapid, an abundance of suckers being
generally produced, which, if taken off and struck on a mild
bottom heat, will make flowering plants the same season. It

may also be readily increased by division of the roots in spring,

abont the period they commence their growth.
As a pot-plant its cultivation is remarkably easy. We have

observed that it may readily be preserved in any convenient
place, in a half-dry state, through the colder months of the
year. When it pushes in spring it should be repotted ; and it

the specimen is largo it should have a second removal as soon
as the first pot has become fiUed with roots. Beyond these
attentions nothing will be needed but free suppUes of water
and a few supports for its slender flexible stems.
Without indulging in extravagant encomiums of this plant

as a window ornament, it may yet be said to be of great value
on account of the bright blue tint of its flowers, which con-
tinue in perfection for a longer period than when exposed in
the open borders.
Although we haVo placed at the head of this notice the

name by which the plant is best known, it is proper to state

that Plumbago Larpentie is described under two other names
which, strictly speaking, have priority in their favour—viz.,

Valoradia plumbaginoides and Ceratostigma plumbaginoides.
The latter generic name refers to the curiously-formed stigma,
which, under the microscope, presents a highly interestiug ap-
pearance. The plant was introduced to cultivation as long ago
as 1845.—(IT. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Revised by
the Author.)

KOSES IN EXPOSED SITUATIONS.—No. 1.

I WILL not attempt to interest those who grow Roses as pets
in the success of this flower in exposed situations—they will tell

us that such positions are not suitable ; nor, indeed, is it any
part of my present purpose to gainsay the necessity of afford-
ing shelter without shade to the rosery. Some of us have no
option as regards the site of the intended rosery, and are
martyrs to circumstances. All have not sheltered positions,
and many persons are consequently under the necessity of
growing Roses in an exposed position and at a great disad-
vantage. The only advantage, as far as I have experience, in
growing Roses in an exposed situation, is that they are never
smothered with aphis nor so subject to mildew as those culti-

vated in a sheltered and very often confined place ; the latter,

I am persuaded, is far more unsuited for healthful Rose cul-
ture thaYi a bleak situation. Want of air, full sun, and nourish-
ment are the surest forerunners of plagues of plant lice and
fungi.

Than ours there is probably no more bleak and exposed
position in the kingdom where gardening is practised or Rose
culture attempted, for it is at an elevation of upwards of
500 feet above the sea level. Exposed to the east and west,
the breezes from those quarters experience no check in their
coarse. Mile after mile in one direction is moor that knows
no cultivation except in the distant vales or dales, and in the
other direction miles of ocean. It is truly wonderful how free
the plants are of aphis and mildew, how vigorously they grow
and bloom, to what a size the blooms attain, and what their
snbstauce of petal is as compared with Roses coddled in corners
and warm nooks, and the lifa starved out of them by the roots
of the sheltering subjects.

The soil is a strong loam with a moist clay subsoil, but
stagnation of water is prevented by deep drainage. Sedges
formed a part of the natural herbage. The ground was trenched
two spades deep, the top spit with its turf being placed at the

bottom of the trenches, and on this was put a layer of fresh
cow dung 6 inches thick, mixing it with the soil beneath, but
not a great deal. The bottom spit was then turned on the
dung roughly. It is astonishing what an effect bringing up
fresh soil has on after-fertiUty, especially in the case of lands
long under tillage or alternate husbandry. The surface, from
frequent manuring and the decomposition of the roots and
herbage of the annual crops, becomes rich in vegetable matter
as compared with the amount of miner.al or inorganic sub-
stances ; but by bringing to the surface soil that has not been
moved before, we increase, often double, the proportion of

these, and ameliorate the soil, and the inert understratum is

by exposure altogether changed.
The Roses were planted as soon as the ground was ready.

It was indeed in a rough state for planting, but to wait until

the surface was mellowed by frost would have been to have lost

a season. The plants were put in, the holes filled up with
some light rich soil—about equal parts loam and manure.
Being dwarfs on the Manetti stock they were planted so that
the union of the stock and bud was about an inch above the
level of the surrounding ground, and the rough soil of the bed
was put round so as to cover the junction about a couple of
inches. They were therefore on slightly raised mounds. No
mulching was applied ; to have done so would have defeated
the object of bringing up the under soil, as for its amelioration
the influence of the atmosphere must be felt, and to have
mulched would have shut out the air and made the surface a
soapy mass, almost as close as the lower bed of soil. Mulching
was reserved until spring, immediately after pruning, which was
not performed until the upper part of the previous year's shoots
had broken ; some would be an inch long, and the strong
shoots were cut to three or fom- eyes, the moderately vigorous
to two, and the weak to one eye. The mulching almost hid
them. By-and-by came the tender shoots, which, with the
leaves, fell a prey to hares and rabbits. Two-feet-six-inches-

bigh wire netting kept them off. Two-feet netting is prac-
tically useless against hares.

After this disaster came the worm in the bud—caterpillars

that curl and hide in the leaves, which succumb to crushing
between the fingers. Aphides innumerable appeared. Soft-

soap solution, 2 ozs. of soap to the gallon, disposed of these.

Whence came the caterpillars and aphides unless with the
plants ? Vigorous shoots were made, carrying magnificent
foUage and large flowers with thick leathery petals, which
stood sun and rain bravely. Mildew did not put in an appear-
ance, except on some weak growers worked standard high on
the Briar, which are about as useless in an exposed position
as anything can be conceived. Their heads are so liable to
breakage, and the foliage and buds to damage from rubbing
and brushing each other, as to take away any beauty of foliage

or flower.

November came, and with it winds that blew off the heads
of many of the Roses, and those which escaped had many—in

fact a majoritj', of the best shoots broken oft' at their origin.

It was also manifest that some of the kinds, from their weak
growths and not flowering, could not long survive in such a
position, and the winter destroyed many of these. To have
mulched early in winter might have prolonged their existence

;

it is hardly to be expected it would have done more. Besides,
if the kinds were too tender to withstand an ordinary winter
without mulching, it is plain they were totally unsuited, even
with mulching, for standing a severe season.

So much for the first year's experience. The weeds were
kept down, there being few owing to the mulching, and in

autumn the beds were pointed over with a fork. A bad be-
ginning, says the old adage, makes a good ending, and there
is no school whose teaching is so sound as that of ex-
perience.—G. Abdey.

THE FEBNS OF THE WORLD.
Ferns are the most graceful group in the vegetable kingdom.

From the pigmy Woodsia "> inches high to the Dicksonia that
towers up to 30 feet, aU are elegant, and all are refreshingly
tinted. In some respects they are the most popular of plants,

for many species are long-lived anywhere—in the window of

the town-artisan's room as well as in the fernery of the wealthy.
Moreover, they are easily cultivated ; they require no manure,
their only demands being moisture about their roots and
fronds.

They are the world's plants. We have about fifty species

natives of this country. In Brazil they abound on the moun-
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tain ranges of the Organ and Andes—the tree Ferns, as re-

presented in our engraving, abound there. Two hundred

and fifty species have been recognised within a circle of fifty

miles diameter in Peru, o-lO species in the British West Indian

islands, and -150 in Java alone. Mr. Williams, in his " Select

Ferns," adds

—

" Borneo, Sumatra, Malacca, and the Philippine Islands abound
with them, as weU as the whole of the East Indies; and very

few, comparatively, from the latter country are in cultivation,

though many are pe-

culiarly beautiful and
interesting. In Mex-
ico greatnumbers ex-

ist, some three hun-
dred species having
been described which
are not in cultiva-

tion. In Western
Africa great nuauti-
ties of Ferns are

found, and many of

them species that are

peculiar to that coun-
try. At Fernando
Po, some considera-

ble distance up the
mountains, a splen-

did Cyathea is found,
forming groves, and
reaching upwards of

30 feet in height. It

is a fine species, aud
the crown, rachis.and
stipites are densely
covered with large,

black, chafiy scales.

Again, if we come
round to the Cape, in

South Africa, a quan-
tity of Ferns exist

there that have never
yet been introduced
to our gardens, and
no doubt many new
species on that con-
tinent still remain
unknown to science.

So also in many othe r

places where the at-

mosphere is suiHci-
ently humid they are
to be found, from the
humble species of

an inch in length to

the noble arborescent
kinds, rearing aloft

their splendid crowns
of fronds on stems
from 10 to 10 feet

high, beautifying the
landscape, aud form-
ing objects of indi-

vidual grace and ele-

gance which we are
only now just begin-
ning to realise for

ourselves."

On some of the
East Indian islands

the tree Ferns are

BO numerous and so

social that then-

stems are literally

crowded, and Ferns
gradually diminish
in numbers as the temperature of the latitude decreases. In
the torrid zone they number in the proportion of 1 to 20 of

other plants ; but in the islands of the tropics, where the atmo-
sphere is still more moist, their proiJortion is still larger—in

Otaheite being as 1 to 4, in St. Helena 1 to 2, and in Tristan

da Cunha as 2 to 3. Passing to colder regions the proportions
are much lower, being in England 1 to 35, and in Scotland
1 to 31. Where moisture and shade are absent they are still

more restricted in numbers, being in tho Grecian Archipelago
1 to 227, and in Egypt only 1 to 971. In the Arctic regions

no Ferns have been found, and only four species on the North

Tree Ferus in Brazil.

Cape of Norway ; and in Baffin's Bay only one, Lycopodium
Selago.

Ferns maintain a high position if their utility ia considered.
Their fronds are among the most graceful ornaments of the
boudou', the dinner table, the bouquet, and the head-dress.
CapiUairo is prepared from the Black Maiden-hair, Asplenium
Adiantum-nigrum ; and Mr. Williams details that

—

"The pith of Cyathea meduUaris is eaten by the New Zea-
landers, and the stems of Pteris esculenta and Callipteris escu-

lenta, as well as the
tuberous roots of Ne-
phrolepis tuberosa,

have been used for

food, but, generally,

when nothing better
was to be obtained.

Lastrea Filix-mas,
Ceterach officinarum
and Scolopendrium
vulgare, &c., have
been used medici-
nally; but with the
exception of the first

they are not in much
repute. The styptic

drugs brought from
Sumatra under the
barbarous names of

Penghawa Djambi,
and Pakoe Kidang,
are supposed to be
the produce of Ferns.
A species of Cibo-
tium, which is very
common in the Sand-
wich Islands, has
had its stipes strip-

ped of the long dense
hairs with which
they were clothed,

and carried away to

California and Aus-
tralia, for the tem-
porary purpose of

stuffing cushions and
beds."

In the gardener's

special domain they
aid him in every one
of its ornamental
departments. In
shaded borders and
rockery, Adiautums,
Cvrtomiums, Las-
traias, Lomarias, Os-

mundas, Woodsias,
and many others

may be grown and
fringed with Lyco-
podium dendroi-

deum and Selagi-

nellas, all hardy. To
enumerate those

which may occupy

the stove, green-

house, and conser-

vatory would be to

name the whole of

the Filices. There

are more than 150

species that will

thrive in glass cases

in the dweUing-

room, and fifty that ire fitted by their habit to adorn pendant

baskets.

When we mentioned the tree Ferns, let it not be supposed

that they are to be seen only in their native countries. Even

in the conservatory of the Koyal Horticultural Society, at

South Kensington, Dicksonia antarctica may be seen with

noble crests of fronds, although their stems are only beginning

to rise. In the stoves of Kew Gardens are tree Ferus like

those we have here pourtrayed.

Tree Ferns have usually been avoided by private growers of

'^ From Figuie/e " Vegetable World," published by Messrs. Cassell.
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stove plants, on account of their height soon exceeding that
of their glazed residence, but that objection seems now to have
been removed, for the scienced editor of Tlic Ii-hli Farmers'
Gazette writes as follows :

—

" When, some few years ago, people in these countries were
first made famUiar, by means of imported full-grown living
stems, vrith examples of the gigantic l-'em Flora of New Zealand
and other distant lands, the impression obtained that their in-
crease in height and bulk was an exceedingly slow process, and
speculation was rife as to the great age of these black, fossil-
like, yet living patriarchs of the antipodean Fern gullies. Ex-
perience has, however, dissipated tlie impression and set at
naught the speculation. From what we now know of the growth
and development of tree Ferns under glass, the conclusion is
inevitable that as regards rapidity in both respects they have
few equals in the wide range of the vegetable kingdom. Here
is an example necessitating the bold and successful experiment
•which we shall describe presently.

Woodeul h;p«rborca.

" Very few of those who may read this but will have been to
«ee Mr. Bewley's famous fernery at Rockvillo, Blackroek, and
admired the stately tree Ferns which rear their tall stems and
expand their luxuriant coronals beneath its lofty double-glazed
roof, which roof we have seen threatened to be lifted from its

fastenings, or, at all events, burst through by the sheer force of

vegetation, as exemplified by the marvellous development of
the growiDg fronds. Now, this fernery is not many years at all

erected, and yet more than once has the rapid growth of the
New Zealand tree Ferns created a difBcnlty by threatening to
lift the roof or find their way through it. This difficulty was
met more than once by the expedient of sinking in the floor and
lowering the roots and stems. This succeeded for a time ; but
there waa a point beyond which the sinking process could not
be carried, and meanwhile the huge ebon volutes of Cyatbea
mednllaris again touched the roof. What was to be done ? the
roof should either go up or the New Zealanders come away.
"In this fix a bold and hazardous experiment suggested itself,

which was at once carried into operation, and so far with most
satisfactory results. Each tree waa lifted from its position, laid
prone upon its side, and with no keen knife or cunning hand,
but witn an ordinary cross-cut, worked by strong arms, con-
nection between stem and root was quickly severed at the collar.
The stem, however, was yet too long, and the saw went to work
again, taking another section, and reducing its length by some
3 or 4 more feet. Again was the rootless stem, with its spread-

ing frond.s, placed upright in its position, and made firm in its

roekwork mound. lu repJantiu^', the only precaution taken by
Mr. Sayers—Mr. Bewley's very worthy and intelligent gardener
—was that no soil should be iu immediate contact with the
stump ; clinkers, broken bricks, and such like only being allowed
to touch the buried portion. Nothing could be more satis-

factory than the result : the subjects thus summarily operated
on seemed scarcely conscious of it, but boldly held up their

leafy honours, and continued to throw-up new fronds, and are

now growing away as though nothing happened ; but rather

look as if that ere many more years go by they will caE for a

repetition of the operation.
" When congratulating Mr. Sayers on the success which at-

tended his bold experiment, he modestly, and, as we believe,

truly, said, ' In any other than a double-glazed house I do not
believe it would have been so successful.'

"

Potato-growing Exteaoedixaky.— Some extraordinary re-

sults in the way of Potato-growing are reported from^ the

United States. Last spring Messrs. Bliss, of New York,

offered premiums for the greatest weight of sound tubers

grown from 1 lb. of two of their new seedling Potatoes. The
conditions were stringent, to prevent any overreaching, and
the competitors were required to make a sworn declaration that

they had been observed. For Early Vermont, Mr. J. I. Salter,

Stearns Co., Minnesota, obtained the first prize of 100 dollars,

having produced C09 lbs. ; the second prize of 75 dollars fell

to Mr. Pearson, of St. Lawrence Co., N.Y., for 437 lbs. only.

For Compton's Surprise, the first prize of 100 dollars was ob-

tained by Mr. A. Robinson, of Rockingham Co., New Hamp-
shire, for 51U lbs. ; the second to Mr. Pearson for 450 lbs., and
the third to Mr. Salter for 394 lbs. Four prizes were given

for each sort, the best average being made by Compton's Sur-

prise, which gave a remarkable produce in many parts of the

States. But G09 lbs. from one is an extraordinary result, when
we are told that only the usual methods of planting were per-

mitted, propagating from slips being expressly forbidden.

—

{English Mechanic.)

"WOBK FOE THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

Prepare another bed of Asparagus to keep-up a succession

;

use well-prepared dung and leaves. The weather up to the pre-
sent time having been so favourable to the growth of Broccoli,
the means before recommended should be resorted to to check
it, and to prevent the frost having direct influence on the heart
of the plant. Earth-up Cabbage if not done, as the weather is

favourable. If young Carrots are wanted very early, seed should
now be sown on a slight hotbed. Dung should be prepared for

early Cucumbers ; it should be well shaken to pieces and mixed,
as on this being properly done depends the length of time which
the bed retains its heat. Take advantage of the present fine

weather to tie-up Endive, and house a quantity. Another crop of

Divarf Kidney Beans may now be sown if a constant succession
is required. It frost should be likely to set in severely, cover
Feas and Beans that are up with partially-decayed leaves.

Cinder ashes should never be used for this purpose. Every fine

mild day draw-off the lights entirely from young Eadislics ; this

will give them strength to form bottoms. Continue to cover a
small portion of iSc«-^-n?e at a time. When the first portion is

cut and the pots or tubs are taken off, cover the roots with a
little litter to prevent their being injured by frost.

PnUIT GARDEN.
Continue pruning and nailing fruit trees. Let the standard

trees in the orchard have their share of attention. Take off

shoots for grafting ; select those which are moderately vigorous

and that are growing at the end of bearing shoots. In cases

where several branches of a tree have become so luxuriant as to

prevent a fair distribution of sap, or where the gi-owth has been
so rampant as to prevent the formation of blossom-buds, cui;

the strongest roots so as to check the too-luxuriant branches,

as uniform growth will be attended with advantage, inasmuch
as vigour and fruitfulness are severally promoted by directly

opposite means. The practice frequently recommended of cut-

ting the roots every year or so and surrounding them with a

trencbful of rich manure, though, I doubt not, attended with
good results, possesses this anomalous feature, that the system
owes the whole of its success to a perpetual doing and undoing,
producing fertility by rendering the tree deficient of nourish-

ment at one time, and supplying it with too much at another.

When trees are not so productive as they ouphl to be from over-

luxuriance, raising the roots nearer the surface, applying no
manure except as mulching, and attending to early and judicious

summer pruning, are to be preferred to a yearly mutilation of

the roots, except under circumstances where it is desirable to

have as many fruit-bearing trees upon as small a piece of ground
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as possible. Where the roots of Apples, Pears, &o., are within
from 9 to 13 laches of the surface, over-luxuriance of the ti-ees

may soon be overcome by judicious summer pruning, merely
preserving as many leaves on the shoots as will insure a healthy
mutual action of the roots anil branches, and not so many as

will shade those buds at the base of the shoots and on small

short spurs that can only be rendered fruitful by a free exposure
to light and air. In extreme cases, such as in old fine-looking

Pear trees that have become barren in the centre, raising the

roots and supplying the tree with young wood would be ad-

vantageous .

FLOWER GARDEN.
The weather is now a little more favourable for new ground

work than it has lately been. Continue planting shrubs, trees,

Roses, and Rose stocks for fixture budding. Prune and nail or

tie-in all climbers on walls, trellises, pillars, &c. The florist

may now take breath if his Tulips are all safely in the ground
and in a growing state, and, comparatively speaking, out of

harm's way. He may now occasionally " overhaul " his col-

lection by looking through his book, when his favourite flowers

will recur with all their beauties to his fervent imagination.

I need not enlarge on his feelings, for those only who have
experienced them can appreciate how pleasurable they are.

The Carnation grower's chief care must now be to prepare his

compost for next season. His turf must be turned often during
the nest three months, carefully picking out of it the florist's

plague, the wireworm. His leaf soil also must be shaken-up
and sweetened, and a proportionate quantity of thoroughly de-

composed stable manure must be made sure of, whatever other
crop may go without. If he intends to have large and fine

flowers he must not be too fastidious about manure, but it must
be well rotten. Picotees are not so apt to become foul, or

"run," as Carnations, and they will, consequently, bear a richer

compost. Still, where Carnations and Picotees are gown for

exhibition, one hundred pots might easily be cultivated at

"high pressirre " in order to win some of the prizes.

STOVE.

A cautious application of fire heat must still be observed
here ; keep the temperature rather low than otherwise for fear

of exciting a x^remature growth. Cleanliuess and a judicious

use of the waiering-pot should be strictly attended to. A small
quantity of air may be advantageously admitted on fine days,

and will greatly assist in purifying the atmosphere of the house.

Many stove plants with large fleshy roots, such as the different

varieties of Ipomfeas, should now be allowed to go nearly or

quite dry, and they should be well framed-in.

GEEENHOUSE AND CO.-fSEKViTORT.

Attend to the removal of Chrysanthemums and all other
plants as they get shabby. Some of the early Camellias will

now be ready to take their place. Occasional tires will be useful

during dull, damp, or rainy weather, taking care not to raise the
thermometer ixunecessarily high. All drip must also be avoided.
Early Hyacinths will soon be in flower, and with care a succes-

sion of them may be kept up till spring. For late-flowering

bulbs the best pots are 'i-inch (18's) for one bulb, and C or 7-inch

(32's and 2i's) for three bulbs, and where a fine display is sought
for, three grown together in one ])ob secure that object much
better than single bulbs. For potting, the soil should be as rich

as possible, such as one-half fresh loam cut from a pasture, with
the turf decayed in it, and well-decomposed cow or horse
manure, with a smaU quantity of clean sand well intermixed.
If, however, this kind of compost cannot be obtained, then
the lightest aud richest at command must be employed instead.

Drain etficieutly, aud after fiUing the pots lightly with the soil,

place the bulbs upon the surface, slightlypressing them into the
soil. After watering, it the soil is not sufficiently moist, set the
pots out of doors on a dry bottom, and cover them with old tan,

ashes, sawdust, &c.
PORCING PIT.

This structure must be kept fully occupied with all the dif-

ferent plants usually employed in forcing for the decoration of

the conservatory or drawing-room. In successfully forcing

many plants the application of bottom heat will be found indis-

pensable ; a well-constructed tank is therefore absolutely neces-
sary in this department.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^VEEK.
FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

I.v this department the work has been similar to that noticed
in previous weeks' " Doings." We have been fortunate in
having a continuance of dry weather, which has given us an
opportunity to push forward all digging and trenching, as well
as making alterations, laying Box-edgings, &o.
Planting Fruit Trees.—"This is a matter which is worth

noticing, aud may be useful to amateurs and others who have
had but little experience. If a fruit tree of any description is

planted in a careless manner without any previous preparation
of the ground, no after-treatment will cause the trees to give
the satisfaction which they would have done if properly planted

at first. On looking over a very large collection of fruit trees
the other day, many Pears on the Quince, and Apples on the
Paradise, were observed to be planted irregularly—that is, as
regards depth ; the union of the stock with the scion was in
many instances from 3 to 9 inches above the surface of the soil.

In every case where trees on the above stocks are planted, the
union of stock with scion should be level with the surface of
the ground. In some instances the nurserymen are to blame
for working the stock too high. We have had a Chaumontel
Pear tree in a pot sent home worked on the Quince stock
13 inches above the surface of the soil. The result of treating
the trees in this manner will be early productiveness, but the
fruit, though of good flavour, is small, and the trees v.'ill not
long continue in good health. Apples worked on the Crab
stock, and Pears on the Pear, should not be planted deeper than
they were in the nursery. Sometimes the trees do not come
home with good roots. In many cases the purchaser is to blame
for this ; people try to buy in the cheapest market, aud will not
pay a fair price for their trees. Walking through a plantation
of fruit trees one day with the nursery foreman, we came to
some labourers carefully lifting some large specimens ; they
were saving the fibrous roots by digging a trench and working
the earth away from the tree, which seemed to be their usual
plan of operations. They were immediately stopped by the
foreman, and told to dig the trees up by driving their spades into
the ground nearer the bole, and to wrench the trees up without
removing the earth. We were ordering trees and became
alarmed, remarking that we did not care to have the trees just
ordered lifted in that way. The answer was something like this,

and is suggestive, " You select the best trees and pay the best
price, it will be different in your case ; those they are lifting are
a job lot, it would not pay us to be careful with them." Our
advice to planters is this. Go to the nursery, select your own
trees, and pay the best price for them ; they will be by far the
cheapest in the end. Nurserymen have to pay rent and taxes,
and these are also times of dear labour ; they are also like the
fruiterers and " costers "—much of their stock is unsaleable, or
must be disposed of at a sacrifice. Trees that do come home
from the nursery with the roots mangled should have the
injured part cut clean off with a sharp knife, and in planting
see that the radius of the hole is wider than the longest roots.

These should not be bent to go into a narrow space. The best
material to place round the roots is decayed tm-fy loam, and if

the loam and ground are poor a little rotted manure may be
mixed with it.

FORCING HOUSES.
Fine Apples.—At present, airing the houses and maintaining

a moderately moist temperature are all that they require ; the
bottom heat can easily be kept-up to about 3,5^ by using the hot-
water pipes under the beds. Where houses are not fitted with
such appliances, and the heat must be kept-up by tan or other
fermenting material, the labour is great, and it is almost im-
possible to keep the roots healthy. From our small stock we
have not been able to cut any Smooth-leaved Cayennes as yet

;

but even now the Queens keep remarkably well, and are of ex-
cellent flavour. This is attributed to maintaining a steady and
moderate bottom heat from the hot-water pipes, and ventilating
the houses as freely as possible. We have had mealy bug on
some of the plants as the fruit was ripeuing-off. This is not
the first time it has appeared on our plants, and in every case

the evil has arisen from surplus plants being brought in from
the stove. The pest is not found upon the leaves, but on the
fruit, and it can only be removed with great difficulty.

Tinerirs.—Until the Vines break in the early houses a repeti-

tion would be monotonous. In the late houses nearly all the
leaves are down, and the Grapes may be expected to keep better.

We were asked the other day which were the best keeping
Grapes, and the unhesitating answer was Lady Downe's, and
next to that sort we place Gros Guillaume, but the latter does
not keep so well as Lady Downe's when cut from the Vine and
hung up with the stalks inserted in bottles of water. The fruit

will not take up the water ; a bunch weighing 3 or 4 lbs. will

not take up so much water as one of Lady Downe's weighing
1 lb. This we have proved with many bunches for two succes-

sive years. As a consequence, the berry-stalks soon shrivel,

and then no water is taken up.

Lilji of the Valleji and Sjnrcsa japonica.—We placed some
of these in the forcing house. Successive batches should be
placed in a very gentle heat at first. The first, especially, wiU
not stand much heat, which causes the flowers to be thrown-up
without the leaves, which is objectionable. There is not so

much danger of this if the pots are plunged in gentle bottom
heat. The pots should be removed to a cooler house just as the

first flowers open, for, if they expand in heat, they will not stand
well after being cut, or when placed in the greenhouse. The
Spir.'ca (Hoteia) japonica is invaluable either for cutting or for

decorative purposes. The pure white feathery sprays do well

for mixing in all sorts of bouquets, especially for coat flowers,

aud for small glasses in the drawing-room. We liave a nice

stock of S. palmata. This we shall not use for very early forcing,
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but, from what we have seen of it, it will be as readily forced

as the white-flowered species, and when it can be obtained in

quantity will be equally valuable.
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Phalctnopsis gra7idiJio7-a and arriahilis are throwiDg-up flower-

spikes freely, and a flower-spike will continue in beauty for

months at this season ; but care must be taken that the flowers

are not spotted with water. An over-moist atmosphere will also

cause them to become thickly dotted with black spots. On
looking over a fine collection of these plants recently, we noticed

that scarcely any of the flowers opened, although the plants

were in good health ; when half-expanded they became sickly

and dropped off, and this notwithstandiDg every precaution

being taken. Probably the form and aspect of the house had
something to do with it. It was a lean-to and rather dark. The
best plants we have ever seen have been in span-roofed houses,

where they flower and grow freely at all seaeous. They must
not be placed where a current of air can reach them, and should
be kept near the glass on the shady side of the house. We find

they do equally well in baskets or pots ; they also succeed best

when clean potsherds and live sphagnum moss ouly are used.

In the greenhouse department we have been tyiug and train-

ing Azaleas. We noticed these at the flower shows during the

past summer, and it was pleasing to notice that in many iu-

stancea there was a considerable departure from the formal cone-

shaped plants of recent years, and the mathematically-trained
pyramids of 16G6, which so sadly marred the natural efi'ect of

your beautiful engraving of the International Exhibition held
at South Kensington that year. Most of our own specimens
were bought as pyramids; some of them have been trained and
allowed to gr«w out of that form. Whatever the shape may be,

do not use too much tying material, but let the shoots hang
loosely in a natural manner. All the tying necessary is to

arrange the branches so that when the plants are in flower they
may be evenly distributed. All decaying leaves are shaken off

before tying.

Cuttings of Chrysantheviums are also being put in. One
cutting is inserted in the centre of a 60-sized pot, and the pots
placed on the shelves in pits, or near the glass in a greenhouse.
They will be slow to strike root in this position, but are not so

apt to run to flower early in the season as those which have
been forced-on in heat. The cuttings put in now are intended
to make specimen plants. Late in January, or early in Febru-
ary, is quite soon enough for those intended to produce cut
blooms for exhibition.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
James Carter it Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London.—

Carter's Collections of Bulbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books (G. A.).~Yori can hare the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," Utc

bj post if ;oa enclcEe 78. 2(i. with your address. The latest plants included
are those of 1868. {Atte).—A sapplement to the "Cottage Gardeners' Dic-
tionary " vaa published in l&€d. It can be bad separately at our office for

1«. 6d., or post free \t. Bd, A new edition of " Paxton's Botanical Dictionary "

iras poblishod in the some year, price 18*.

Cyclamens {A Yvung B<'i;inntT).—'SVe cannot advise you unless you send
OS some of the grubs in a small boi.

Messrs. BrxYARD's Ncrberies.—On the top of the third column of the
rep^^rt in oar last number, the quantities of fruits there btatod refer only to

those kindit named. The tlrm p^ow eighty sorts of Apples, eighty of Fears,
and about forty of Plums; and their stock of the vhole is between ei(,'hty and
ninety thousand.

Pbopaoatiko Frake (F. J.}.—South aspect, if a lean-to. A span-roof
b«tter, bat dearer.

Campanula Bouvardiana (3f. C, Duhlin).—We do not know the Cam-
panala mentioned by " £. C, Oakham" at page 415. Perhaps he will furnish
us with farther information respecting it. Our subscriber is anxious to know
its height when in flower.

Pbjxtlas {A. B. i*.).—Any of the leading florists who advertise in our
colomns.

Bebsea spiralis {A. R.).— It is one of the plants that annoys from being
differently named by diflciont botanists. It has been called Amaryllis, Car-
polyza, CrinntQ, Hfiemantbus, and Htnimaria. You will find it under the last

name in your " Loudon's Ilortus Britannicus."

£Aia.r-RtPENiNO Potatoes {J. P.).—Wo never grow any bat Itoss's Early
and the Anh-leavod. There are many varieties of the latter. If you refer to
Dcan'H catalogue yoa will find Alma Kidney, Early Ilonolagh Eldnoy, Myatt's
Ashlcof, and Parple Ashleaf.

Flce ITeatino a Greenhocse, &c. (J. W. L.).—Jt is difllcnlt, without
being r.n the spot, to give all the details necc^fsary to guide an alteration ; but
in rcfcrcnco to a length of stout fence-wire leing left in a flue when built, if the
flue wants cleaning, the removal of the cover at a few places will bo suflicicnt,

and by a Htring fastened to one end of the wire this can be drawn backwards
and forwards, with a bunch of straw or something of that kind, fastened to it

until the flue is clean. The wire con then be left fur another occasion, as it

takes-op little room. In your case wo would rocommon J the flue being built
brick'On-edgQ with well-prepared mortar, but do not plaster it inside unless
yon have a donbt about the mortar, in which case use cow dung. When the
covers arc put on take care that no loose mortar falls down inside to harden
into lumps and iropcde the drao(;htof the flno, or its cleauing-out afterwords.
For a short distanco near the fireplace it ou^t to be a half-brick thick to

withstand the fire. The best places for taking off the covers for cleaning ara

the corners, and the more the flue is above the surface the better it heats,,

although it will heat when sunk^; but in this case it is best to be cased-off from,

the adjacent ground by a wall and space of an inch or two to allow the heat
from the sidts to ascend. Other matters will suggest theiutelves to the

builder. ^Yith regard to giving ventilation at the tup, could that not be ar-

ranged by converging ropes to the front under tho rafters? Allowing the

whole space for plants, instead of having a tier of eight shelvos, we would
only have three or four. The upper one of 4 or 5 feet wide would be fuuud

verj- uteful for arranging Fuchsias, Camellias, or any tall plants, aud if its

back next the wall were 4 feet deep or more from the under side of the

glass, you would often have plants tall enough to occupy the space, and.

shorter ones in front of them. The whole upper shelf or platform could be
filled with tall plants, and the lower shelves with dwarfer plants, and then
about 8 inches rise would do very well for each shelf. The material must not

be less than 1 inch thick ; in fact, ouRht to be thicker unless the bearings are

pretty close together. We have eecn a good shelf of Ij-iuch deal cut into

widths of 3 inches and placed about half an inch apart, aud the bearings,

about 2 feet from each other; for, be it remembered, the statue has to bear a.

person as well as the heavy pot he may bo lifting at the time. Oak is the.

best wood, but deal answers very well. We hardly know what to say about

paiutiug.

Adiantums not Thriving (W. M. Y.).—A. Capillus-Veneris, though a
British species, luxuriates in a stove, and so does A. cunoatum, but both will

succeed well in a conservatory. A. farlejeuse roquirea a stove, aud would
thrive in the house not below 60' in winter. The soil yuu uso is altogether-

unsuitable. They require sandy fibrous brown peat chopped up moderately

tine aud not sifted, with a fourth part of fibrous loom aud a fifth of silver

Baud. A. Capillus- Veneris is the better of a sixth part of fruestoue or sand-

Btoue in pieces from a pea to a hazel nut mixed with the compost. Good!,

drainage should be given and the plants potted in March, removing all tho

soil that comes away freely from the roots, aud i)ot so that the creeping stems

may be only just covered. Water modoraLcly foratime, but keep the surfaces

around and under the plants sprinkled with water three or fuur times a-day,

aud when growing freely water abundantly. Sprinkling overhead twice daily

when in active growth is very beneficial. Give shade frum bright sun from
March to October. The plants may be shifted into larger pots in June, if they

have filled the pots with roots and are growing freely. A. cuneatum should

be kept rather dry in winter. A. farleyense should bo shiftod into larger pots

as it fills its present ones with roots, continuing to shift it as it advances.^

Keep it moist, avoid sudden changes of temperature; and iu fumigating

remove the plant from the house, as a slight fumigation is suflicient to causo

the browning of its fronde.

Plants for Conservatory Hanging Baskets (A. Z.).—For your rather

large baskets we advise plain aud variegated Ivy-leaved Gerauiums. The
following plauts are also good, and two or more kinds may be planted in a

basket:—Tradescantia zebriua argentea. Heliotropes, Convolvulus raauritani-

CUB, LithoBpermum prostratum, Nicrcmbergia gracilis, Lysimachia Num-
mnlaria, Lioaria Cymbalaria aud its white variety. Campanula gart,'auica,

AljBSum variegatum, Petunia, Saxifraga Fortunei foliisvai-iegatis, S. sar-

mentoea, Antirrhinum procumbent, aud Mauraudya Barclayana. Some of

the TropiEolums are also pretty, and Cereus spleudidus, C. tenuis, aud Me-

eembryanthemums floriboudum, australe, clavellatum, torquatum, rubro-

ciuctum, aud reptans.

Dieffenbachia, Centrorolenia bi'llata.and Aphelandra Leopold!
Cclture (0. N. S.).—The Dieffenbachias are propagated by cuttings both oi'

the stem aud growing point inserted in open soil, the base of the cutting

resting on and surrounded by silver sand. Plunge iu a brisk bottom heat,

cover with a bell-glass, aud keep close and moist, but not very wet. A con.*

post of two parts fibrous sandy peat, half a part fibrous loam, and a quarttr

part each crocks, charcoal, leaf soil, aud silver sand will grow it well. Good
drainage, liberal watering, and atmospheric moisture when growing, with

comparative dryness when at rest. Ceutrosolenia bullata is propagated bj

cuttings in brisk bottom heat, keeping moist, but taking care to avoid damp.-

It should have an abundance of moisture aud warmth in summer, and l8

sparingly watered in winter. It requires equal parts of sandy peat, fibrous

loam, and leaf soil, with one-sixth of silver sand, and good drainage. Aphe-

landra Leopoldi is increased by cuttings of the side shoots taken off iu April

or May, inserted iu pandy peat, loam, and silver sand, placed m bri^k bottom

heat, aud covered with a bell-glass. For soil uso fibrous luam, sandy peat equal

parts, and a quarter part leaf soil, with a like proportion of silver sand. Tho
compost should be used rather rough, with good drainage. The plant requires

free watering and moisture during summer, with brisk heat, aud to be kepi

rather dry and cool in winter.

Deutzia Gracilis Culture {A. f7.).—We presume the plants are in tLa
cool greeiihouBe, and have been there all the summer, as you write of growth

succeeding growth. Plunge them out of doors now in coal anhos up to the

rim of tho pots, and let them remain until the middle of January; then take

them to tho greenhouse, and after tho soil iu tho pots is diied a little turn

them out of the pots, remove all the soil coming away freely from the roots—

in fact reduce the ball considerably, loosening its sides, and repot in the same

sized, or in a larger pot if needed, the point being to give some fresh soil

amongst and around the roots, and to pot moderately firm. Three parts

fibrous loam, one part leaf soil, aud a sixth of sand, with good drainage, wiU

grow it well. Place in the greenhouse in a light airy position, watering

moderately until the plants are growing freely, then abundantly. After

flowering set them outside in a sheltered position, aud if frusty protect \yit}i

a covering at night for a short time, aud finally stand the puts ou ashes in a

sheltered sunny spot. Keep the plants well watered throughout tho summer,

and until the leaves turn yellow in autumn. They may bo taken into the

greenhouse again in January.

Celery Stem {X. B.).—The section of stem you sent us is perfectly

healthy, and is woody as if the plant wore miming to seed. It may arise

from the seed having been sown early in heat, aud tho plants not having been

hardened-off properly, or from a clieck to growth, either iu conseciueuce of

cold or want of water. Celery, to do well, requires to bo grown without cheeky

and to be liberally manured, and supplied with water aud Hquid manure. Tho
chief cause of *' bolting," however, 19 too early sowing and starving tbn

plants.
Adiantdu farleyense Fronds Bno\\'NED (A Subscriber).—The frond

has tho appearance of having been browned by fumigation with tobacco,

which is very destructive to this Fern. It is much the beat plan to remove it

from the house when fumigation is practised. Wo have also experienced the

browning of tho fronds from the admission of air in bright wcatlier succeed-

ing a dull period, which evidently has caused too great evaporation and dry
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nes9 of tbe atmoBphere. A regularly moist atmosphere ""^ as 'ew ohaDRes

of temperature as possible, are neceBsary for tbe fall aeyelopmont of tlie fronds

of this, the bamlsomest of tbe Maiden-hair Ferns.

Briar Stocks for Roses (J. 0.).-Tbe club-liie roots "s large as tbe

fist are not nearly so g..oJ as those which have
»'f'^-l''^f'

™'=-
,^„^fJZ'"

grow, however, and form fibres. We find most o our l""*^'',?^
'^'"f

"

Boses arise from the bad rooting of tbe Briars and the '"?. °'1 »"* '"'ge

club roots. They seldom have fibres to begm witb, these bemg formed by

the first year's growth.

STRAWBERRIES FoRciNO IN Smail Pots (T. Do<id) -The StmwbO'-r.es

in 3-inch pots, potted last spring and not since, wil not *°™,^''''^'"'-'°"'5';

They should have been shifted into 6-inch pots in July or early '"/:''«"»'• ^"*

they would then have form ,d fine crowns. You may give them a trial, potting

them firmly in 6-inch pots, and plunging m ashes or f^wdust »'«
»; V'"*

of

leaves, which, bv affording a slight warmth, will facUitate the formation of

roots. The plants should not be covered with lights, except m very wet or

ftosty weather, and then there ought to be a '^^"^''"S^'^'^^'li^^^.^'T^J^^
plants, tbe lights being supported by bricks p'aced on the bed. The tempera-

ture of the bed ought not to eiceed 65°. They may be forced about Febjuary.

rowler's Insecticide has been in use many years, but we do not exactly know

how long.
, . », .

Christmas Rose Sluo-eaten (ChrUtmas). -In tbe evening, orcarlym the

morning, sprinkle quicklime all round and over the plants before the flowers

omand, repeating the application once or twice a-week in moist mUd weather

When the plants come in flower sprinkle the lime on the crowns and under

<ihe leaves

Heating a Greenhouse (HillnSro').—The best mode m your case would

be with a boiler heated by gas, or a stove boiler if you have no gas supply.

Ton would require four rows of 2-inch pipes along the front and one end, or

two 3-inch pipes, which will be sufficient to keep out frost. The cheapest

plan would be to have a flue along one end and front, with a stokehole out-

side. You would, however, be beat served by a boiler inside the house, so as

to utiUse all the heat. For prices consult the makers advertising in our

Neriom SPLENDEN3 TO Flower IN Septemeek (Ofcanicr).—As this

flowers naturaUy in a greeuh.juse in August you should have no difficulty m
flowering it iu Sepiemher, but you must not ci'-'i'^e plant now and force it

into growth. Keep it in a cool greenhouse, and rather dry at the roots

during the winter. In spring you may repot, loosenmg the sides of the ba 1,

and early in June set the plant out of doors in a sheltered and slightly

shaded position, watering so as to keep the soil moist. About the middh, o

August you will know, bv the forwardness of the buds, if it is hkely to bloom

at the time you wish. If too forward, place the plant under a north waU; or

ilit be, as we expect, swelhng its buds, set it in a greenhouse or, it not

in a house witb brisk heat. You may, however, bloom it without this last by

removing it to the greenhouse in time.

Clcb Root oh Lioht Soil (G. C.).—The heavy manuring you mention

having given your farden is very Ukely tbe cause of the club you complain of ;

and al ^om- soil is Ugbt, approaching what is called hungry, hlieralmauuriugs

wUl be necessary to maintain vigorous growth. But it is advisauie, ii

nraoticable, to change the character of tbe manure, and if possible get some

•pond mud or road or ditch scrapings in addition to the dung, aud what is more

important, give all tbe portions of your garden intended to grow anything

tin the Cabbage way a good dres.-ing of either soot, or Ume, or both. Lime at

the rate of 12 tons per acre will not be too much, but it had better be put on

at twice, a Blight covering with soil bemg all that is wanted tbe second time

if the land is in crop. It is more difficult to specify the quantity of soot

mecessary, but if it is put on tbe naked ground, about as niuch as will partly

cover it very thinly may be used, repeating the dose when the crop has

made some progress, but of course long before it arrives at maturity. We

telieve nitrate of soda is also a good antidote to the club, but we have not had

much experience of it, and some speak weU of common salt. As your land is

light you might try all these remedies on different portions, and the issue

will point out which is tbe best.

PlANT Stand (J. Atkinson).—We should have along the front the entire

Jencth of vonr house, a shelf 3 feet wide, and 2 feet 3 inches from the floor,

which wili give you about 2 feet 3 inches to the glass of the roof in iront.

This shelf may be of laths U inch wide by IJ inch thick, on cross pieces or

iiearers S inches bv 2 inches, narrow edge upwards, the bearers d feet apart.

Against the back wall we should have a stage, aud with lattice shelves rising

from the walk next the shell in front, the first shelf level with that on the

front, and 1 foot wide; the next shelf 1 foot 6 inches wide, and i) inches

above the first ; the third shelf 2 feet wide, and 1 foot higher than the second

shelf; and the fourth shelf 3 feet wide, and 1 foot above the third sbelf, the

ahelvea formed of laths suuilar to the front shelf. Your house will by this

arrani'ement have a3-feet shelf in front, a2-feot-6-inoh rathway, and staaing

7 feet"6 inches wide at back, affording height for plants of varied sizes.

Peaches for Back Wall of Vinerv (I.icm).—If your Vines arc planted

less than 4 feet apart they will so shade the back waU as to render it useless

•lor Peaches. We do not advise them, especially as you give 40 to 5U as the

minimum temperature in winter. If the Viues, however, are over rather

than under 4 feet apart you may grow Peaches fairly on the back wall, and

the kinds we advise are Royal George, Noblesse, and Grosse Mignonne. They

should be dwarfs f»n-trained. Our correspondent wishes to know where he

can get a Rose named Jean d'Esprit.

Camellia not Growing iA. B. Y. Z.).—The plant must be in very bad

iealth. We should turn it out of the pot in February, remoyo aU the old

noil carefully from the roots, wash them, then dust or sprinkle them with

silver sand, and repot in a size of pot that will hold the roots nicely, using

turf from a pasture where the soil is a light sandy loam, pared-off not more

than an inch thick, torn in pieces about au inch square. Of this use three

narts, one part sandv fibrous peat, and a sixth part of sUver sand. Drain the

pot well, and in porting work the soil carefully amongst the r,x.ts, pot firm,

and finish-off with the finer parts of the soil, keeping the neck of the plant

high in the centre of the pots. Water moderately until the plant begins to

grow, then abimdantly until the growth is made and the buds set, afterwards

water less freely. , .,. , _,.,.

Pern Pottiijo (Hem).—The frond of Fern is that of Lastrea Filix-mas in

a young state. It is quite hardy. Place singly in small pots now, or better

in March. . , , « ii

EnciLyPTns GLonon-a (O. B.).—You can procure plants from any of the

chief nurserymen who advertise in our columns.

Names of Fruits iIg>wmmM).—l, Forge Apple; 2. Autumn Poaimam;

8, Dutch Mignonne.

Names of Plants (H. G.).—e, Stellaria Holostea ; F, Capsella bursa-pas-

foris- G, Sonchus oleracaus; H, Ballota nigra; l, Centaurea nigra. Car-

mvcle" is a misprint for "Carmvle" or "Carmylia," a northnin name for

Orobus tubeiosus. in'. B.).-l, Pteris tremula; 2 Nepbrolepis tuberosa;

:l Centaurea candidissima? ( W. B., No.2l.—l.DavaU.a canarieusis; 2, Pteris

cre'ica var. albo-lineata; 3, Adiantum tethiopicum ; 0, A. bispidulum
; 4, A3-

Blenium flaccidum ; 6, Pteris serrulata, var. cristata. {Fibx..—!. Asplemum

bulhiferum; 2, Pelljea rotundifolia ; S, Nephiolepis eiallata; 4, Aspulium

caijonse (IF T., Biinieti.—1, Gratiola officinalis? 2, Dabcecia polifdia.

(Wiime raisiairf).—Bupleumm fruticosum and Eupatorium Weismannianum

.

POULTET, BEE, AND PIQEON OERONIOLE.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
There is a history m a condensed form on the cover of this

year's catalogue—" the twenty-fifth annual Exhibition. A
quarter of a century. Its infancy was not without its troubles

aud its struggles. Its manhood had its storms, and now in a

trrfen and prosperous old age, so far as we can judge, it has

fallen on halcyon times and is in smooth water. It has become

a need to the poultry world, and fills a space that would other-

wise be a sad blank. The success is deserved. It is the result

of much labour, much thought, and, above all, perseverance. If

the merit of a show could be judged by the numbers of entries,

and no pains had been taken to check them, the whole of Bingley

Hall would be required now. The Council have shown them-

selves equal to their work. Years since the amateur who wanted

a Dorking cock was compeUed to buy a pencontaimng fcjur birds

in order to secure one. The Committee when appealed to at

once met the difficulty by adding classes for single cocks. That

was a popular change, and was then followed by classes for two

hens or two pullets. This year even more has been done-four

prizes have been given in each of two classes one for single

cocks the other for two hens or pullets ; in the former case the

price not to exceed thirty shillings, in the .l'^"";.'^"
S^'f/JJ";, ;.^

But amateurship is not the only light in which to view this

auestion The scarcity of food and the great increase of the

nrice of it have caused more interest to be taken m everything

?hat tends to add to the supply. It is not to be disposed of by

savins noultrv is a luxury. It is meat for the human being, and

mus? be viewed as such?^ Much has been done in the last two

vears and more is being done. Lectures on cookery open a new

field and when a mo?e advanced knowledge of this science

shall show that there is no part or description °f P°"1'7' °°'

even the worn-out old cock or hen. Goose, Duck °': Tu^''^/, '1^*'

will not supply a succulent, nourishing, and del cious d sh, it

w give ne'^ vigour to the pursuit. It wiU then be seen that a

™bsfanti,al good^was being done while amateurs were competing

for the di£ferent breeds in which weight is one of the chief de-

siderata From 4 to 6 lbs. have been added to every Goose, the

amet'TurLeys ; a large addition to every fow and this by no

sacrifice of quality. On the contrary, a knowledge of the ht-

ne„s of som\ breeds for certain climates and locahties has

enabled those who keep them to ensure at once a 1 the elements

o"success The question has been how to get the largest amount

of food in return for that consumed.
„,^„ii„,,f Bntriea

The DorUnqs furnished very numerous and excellent entries,

fimng ^urt^en classes with birds of high mer. .
Oi-dinary birds

were so much the exception that we are hardly c^aHed "Pon for

any particular mention. We may, however, say tl^^t ^"^g^
there was no great increase, yet the heavy average ^eights of

Lstvelr were well supported, while bumble-feet and crooked

breastTweTe rarlexcepUons. We may also remark that m these

as in most other breeds, there were many new names among the

Tivi^ptakers showing increased interest in the pursuit.
'^

The Coc/,';! classes were excellent with the exception of the

Bro^ and Partridge feathered, which were not so good as uuaL

The White were very good. It we indulged in the habit oi

findiu" faiat7wbich comes so readUy on these oceasions we

should say we looked in vain for the bright lemon-coloured

recen introduction, but it treads on the heels of its darker

bret^iren, in proof of which we may mention upwards of foity

PTtfaf^a'br^edXf was^'inhigh favour many years ago has

made a stride towards regaining its old position. We allude to

^Tualay,. They brought thirty-four pens, many of them

'"T'lelum^lerstd -quality of the Crc..-C.«« showed it wise

tn "ive them a class, while the improvement consequent on

accfimatisatron was manifest in their size and their startling
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condition. This is another of the breeds that are indeed food-
producers. The samemay be said of the ffdurfani. These two
breeds showed sixty-nine pens. The La FVche, introduced at
the same time, have proved themselves worthless, and they have
returned whence they came, to the Any other variety class.
We were very glad to note an improvement in the Spanish.

These old favourites have of late years seemed to lose merit and
popularity. It would be a pity they should do so, as they are
not only exceptionally good egg-producers, but they are hardy
birds.

Hamburgha mastered strongly with good birds in every class.
The Blacks were beautiful ; tne Golden-pencilled as good as we
have ever seen ; the Silver-pencilled much imjjroved. The
Spangled held their own, but, as we have often had occasion to
remark, the Golden pleased us more than the Silver. These
were among the most attractive classes in the Show.
There were thirty-eight pens of exceUeut Polands. We can

note for this breed the continuance of high quality ; we are sorry
we cannot see an increase in their numbers. The Silvers and
the Black with white crests were unusually good.
The Varieties mustered as usual useful and nondescript birds,

but there was nothing to call for especial notice.
There were 296 pens of Game; and notwithstanding that now

and then a stilty bird was seen, and here and there the evidences
of a m-salliaiice were visible in the Malay characteristics, yet
we do not know that we have ever seen so good a show. The
cup bird was perfect, and so was the Duckwing that achieved
the same distinction : indeed we thought the Duckwing classes
showed a great improvement. The Blacks, Brassy-winged,
Piles, and Whites hardly hold their own against the others.
The same may be said of the Sebright Bantams, poor in

numbers and not remarkable in quality. The White were also
badly represented. The Blacks were very good, and showed
more numerously. There were some good Japanese, good
Booted, and Cuckoo in the Varieties. The Game Bantams
were a very large class, and many of the birds highly meri-
torious. Exhibitors have now learned that a Game Bantam
should be a Game cock in miniatm-e, and that both must be
judged by the same rules. The increase in these birds is great,
and they bid fair to swamp the other classes.
Ducks must have reached the extreme weight. Formerly the

palm was always to the Aylesburys, now the Ronens take the
lead in numbers, weight, and condition. There were many
drakes in this class heavier than the Geese were some years ago

;

we mean, of coarse, in a country market—average birds. The
new class in the Dorkings was repeated here, and prizes offered
in a Selling cla-is in which the pair of birds must not exceed
two guineas in price. The Black East Indian were superb

;

their colours surpassed anything we ever saw, but some of them
were rather large. The Mandarins and Carolinas were mar-
vellously beautiful—so faultless it was difficult to decide be-
tween them. We were disappointed in the Call Ducks, not
in quality but in numbers. The ornamental varieties were
Bahamas, Kasarkas, and Whistling Ducks.
The Oecse were very good and very heavy, but they do not

increase in numbers. Wonderful Turkeys; and here again a
transformation has taken place. The hens now weigh as much
as the cocks did some time ago. They showed in good numbers.

JUSTICE NEEDED AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
In 1371 the rules seated that birds must be in the Palace on

the Monday night ; but being wishful to have my birds as fresh
as possible, I wrote to ask the Secretaries if they would be taken
in on the Tuesday morning (the day of judging). The reply was
they must be in on the Monday, otherwise they might be ex-
cluded However, from information received, as the police
reports say, I decided to take the risk, and presented myself
with my birds along with a brother exhibitor on the Tuesday
morning, and after a great deal of difficulty managed to get
admitted with my birds, and found a London exhibitor, not on
the Committee, busily sponging away at his birds and looking,
I thought, rather surprised to find that some one else had been
as wide-awake as himself. Last year I presented myself with
my birds at the proper time according to rule, and was again
refused admission ; but happening to be accompanied by a poultry
judge, who was also a Pigeon exhibitor, we sent in our names,
and once more I managed to get in, probably through the in-
fluence of my companion. Again I found an exhibitor penning
his own birds. This year I took the birds in on the Saturday
according to rule, accompanied by Mr. Hedley, who had charge
of Mr. Walker's birds. We were refused a!dmission, and on
appealing to Mr. Howard, who happened to be near, he politely
but firmly declined to admit ns, saying, " I have no authority
to admit anybody." At the same moment I believe one exhi-
bitor at least was inside penning his birds ; at any rate I have it

on what I believe. t.i be good authority that certain birds were
Senncd liy their owners, and if this is not left-handed justice I
o not know what is. I do not complain about tho exhibitors

getting inside ; what I complain about is that there should not

be even-handed justice aU round. And I put it now to the au-
thorities whether it is fair to bring country exhibitors hundreds
of miles from their homes and then say, " You can't come in,"
but to allow exhibitors who live on the ground, so to speak, th©
privilege denied to us ?

If I am wrongly informed I shall be glad to be corrected, but,
in any case this is a matter which demands a reply from the
Secretaries, and if my facts are correct I want to be informed
on what principle of justice they explain the difference of treat-
ment.

I have been careful to avoid the needless mention of names,
not wishing to hurt anybody's feelings.—J. Fieth, Webster Hill,
Deicsbury.

POULTRY JUDGES.
While poultry shows are increasing on every side—so much

so, indeed, that almost every post brings a fresh schedule—the
number of qualified judges seems to diminish, and fears appear
to be entertained that a work of some importance and difliculty
is likely to fall into the hands of incompetent men. Even as it

is, the most experienced judges—if some of the criticisms we
read have any foundation in fact—make mistakes, how much
more those who are new to the work ! There are many who
are quite competent to decide the merits of one or two ciasses,
and yet who could not be expected to form a judgment of any
value upon the remainder; so that in the majority of shows,
where one judge only can be engaged, their services would be of
no avail. In short, the number of persons really capable of
judging every class in a show of any pretensions must always b©
limited—so limited, indeed, that I shall not apologise for naming
one person who, I am persuaded, would make an admirable
judge.
My friend, and I might almost add my neighbour, Matthew

Leno (who has given me permission to use his name) knows aa
much about poultry, I believe, as most of our judges. An
enthusiast as a fancier from bis youth, he has succeeded in one
class of fowls so as to be absolutely unapproachable, while there
is scarcely any kind or sort in which he has not had some expe-
rience and some success. Recommendations are proverbially
dangerous ; nevertheless, after some years' acquaintance, I ven-
ture to mention his name as one who, I believe, would make an
upright, conscientious, and most competent judge.—E . BartiiuMj
Berkhamsted, Herts.

CRYSTAL PALACE EXHIBITIONS IN 1874.

1. Grand Show of Pigeons by the members
of the Peristeronic Society 2nd Tuesday in Jan.

2. Cage Bird Show Feb. 14th to 19th.

3. Mule and Donkey Show April 28th to 30th.

4. Spring Flower Show May 16th.

5. Dog Show June 9th to 12th.

6. Great Rose Show June 20th.

7. Autumn Fruit and Flower Show Sept. 8th to 10th.

8. Cat Show Sept. 26th to 29th.

9. Poultry Show Nov. 16th to 19th.

Mr. F. W. Wilson is the Superintendent of the Shows, except-

ing that of dogs, of which the Secretary is Mr. W. Roue; and
of poultry, of which the Secretaries are Messrs. Howard and
Nicholls.

CLEVELAND POULTRY SHOW.
[The following remarks were omitted last week from want of

space.]

Dorkings were a very good lot, and all of the Dark variety
Coc/ii)W (Buff), also proved a grand lot, but the Whites were poor
Spanish were of moderate quality. In Brahmas the winners
were all Dark ; the first, old birds, very large but not so good in

colour as the second, which were young. Ga7«e (Reds), Brown
Red chickens were first, and Black Beds second and third, tho
latter being somewhat lighter in bone than is desirable ;

wbilo
the Duckwings, though not so perfect in colour, were large and
firm in flesh. Hamhurghs were all fair classes ; the first-prize

Silver-spangles were a nice even pen, the Silver-pencils com-
prised a grand hen, while many others will improve with age.

Of Bantams the Red Game were poor, if we except the second-

prize cock, which was unfortunately mated to a ben with white
earlobes. In the class for Any other variety of Game Bantams
Duckwings were first and third, and Piles second. Any other
variety contained some good Blacks and Gold-laced, although
many poor pens were shown. In the Variety class were some
very good birds, Black Hambnrghs standing first, and Crdve-
CoDurs second.
Pigeons were heavy classes throughout, and there were somo

good birds in all. Pouters, Blue, stood first; the winners being

all grand birds in both size, style, and colour. In the next class

two Whites were first and second, and Red third, the first being

one of the handsomest Pouters seen of late, closely pressed.
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however, by the Becond, which was somewhat larger, but not in
the same condition. In Carriers there were some fair birds, but
these were not so good classes as the foregoing. In Barbs a
grand Short-faced Yellow cock stood first, and Blacks of heavy
quahty second and third. In Jacobins, Red, were some good
specimens, but many were foul-flighted. In Any ether variety
of Jacobins a nice Yellow cock was first, an excellent White being
second. English Owls were an excellent class, there being little
difference of opinion among the exhibitors here as to what an
English Owl should be. The lot was almost uniform in style of
head and beak ; the first was a grand Silver hen, the second
and third being Blue cocks. Foreign Owls were also a nice lot,
the winners having the proper skulls for Owls, a Blue being
first, and Whites second and third. In Black Magpies there
were some very good birds, but the otherwise best bird in the
class was left out on account of one flight feather being black.
In Any other colour of Magpies, first was a grand little Yellow,
second a good Red, and third a Yellow, but large. Swallows
were not a good class, though a neat little Yellow was first. In
iantails all styles of birds were shown, but the prizes were
awarded to small neat birds of good carriage and well-spread tails.
Pragoons, Blue, were one of the best classes, scarcely one bad
bird being shown, the winners combining all the grand points
of head beak and colour. In the Any other variety class a good
Brown-barred Silver was first. Red second, and White third.Almond Tumblers were scarcely up to our expectations, but the
ctlier bliort-faced birds were very good, especially in head pro-
perties, a Kite being first, Y'eUow second, and Splash third.
Antwerps were two good classes, the Short-faced containing
some fine specimens, first being a Silver Dun, which was helped
to Its place principally by colour ; second a Dark Blue Chequer,
by far the best in head we have ever seen ; and third a good old
Red Dun, rather longer in face. In Long-faced a strong-headed
Klue Chequer was first, and Red Chequers second and third,
ihere were three classes for Long-faced Tumblers, and these
mostly contained good birds, which, however, do not caU for
special notice. In the Variety class, which singularly was
placed before some of the standard varieties, the prizes were
awarded to a Hyacinth, Blondinette, and Ice. The Selling
classes were very large, and many cheap birds were sold. There
were two classes for Trumpeters, but as a rule they were a
Bliaggy lot, many bemg good in rose but lost in feet-feathering.
-In iurbits Red or Yellow, the first and third were Red and
second 1 ellow

; and m the next class Blues stood first aud second,
and Black third. Nuns, Black, were very good, the first being
^""^ *i,'"/'^'^^'*°^™'*'^'^'°f^' ^^*' somewhat larger than the second
and third. Three pens of Yellows were also shown, but these
require improvement.
There were also classes for members' birds of this year, andamong the poultry there were some very good birds, the Dorkings,

Cochins and Game being especially good ; but in the Pigeons
the quality was not up to what we expected.
Altogether the Show was a great success, and we hope it wiU

prove to be the foundation of one on a more extensive scale.

KENT COUNTY POULTEY SHOW.
This was held at Maidstone on the 3rd and 4th inst. There

were upwards of four hundred entries. Mr. R. Teebay made
the awards m the absence of Messrs. Hewitt and Tegetmeier,who were unable to attend.

•wSr ATr?,V:;''°i°"w'*-=~'!,.'''- ''I-
Orecnhill. Ashtord. 2. R. Cheeseman, West

Hnr.n,n„l„ n^'T- ^- """''• Winkland Oaka, Deal. he. J. F. Austin,

Eatrlff£ Wn;„„ '''TJ";r'
.""d 2. K Cheoseman. S, G. W. GreenliUI. he, C

n„,Sfi.iI T?;™"),''' <- ""'"bury (>)
; U, Martin, Ighlham.

hf r nrn,!;~ i''o''"?T?''-~A "?"-• "•'• Cheeseman. s, C. Brown, Maidstone.

G?o7v?,'„'"'ThT "?'n'-~;:.'' h "."^ ^' E- ' ''^- Stratford, Addington Park, he, T.ijroodwin. TnornhiJls. Maidstone.

MaSone
r'°"-^°'' '^'"'""^""-^ """l '. E. Goodwill, Wye. 2, C. M. Stickings,

wluT'Tf:/'^'' ?"." "'"'i^-'-h? S- S. Woodrate, Pembnrv. TanbritiKe

Jic, T Goidwin
*^B""'' Tonbndge. 3, W. C. H. fc'Aetli, 'Wateringbury.

» 'l''p'„'f?.7M'"'i'-7''
"'• T'^""'- Hildenborongh. Chickens.-l, J. Francis.

., J. Keeves, Maidstone. 3. E. J. W. Stratford.

J,nn'!t^*"o;;•''''^''7W•' Harrcy, Jan., ThanninBtnn. 2, F. Lake Sitting-

rord i. '«"?•«;
O. Hepburn, sldcup. rkc, W. B. White Wilmington. Dart-

J p ?.'? A. \\ atohurst, Brompton; Dr. G. A. Angler. ClurkeZ.~l, Mrs.
^\?\^'^i,""i- ^ ""^ '• ^^- •'"""t'' Shepherdswell, Dover, vhc, W. Jacob;sara. J. c. Hepburn, he, E. Gondwin. e, R. Bowen, Rochester.

1 ^i?"i.^'^^'<?'''-r''f-
Mi^Morland. Chislehurst. 2. G. Dowker, •WinghRm.

r'antHH,,!!;,. V, ""VV ,>-''fPl»".''fweU Vicarage, he. Lady Oxenden, Barham,caiUcrbury
;
Mrs. Osborne. (iilluiKham ; E. McMorUnd. Chiekeiij.-l. Cant.

i'-f^^'"<',y"tbcraden Ball. 2 and ,1, Key. F. T. Scott, he, C'apt. W. Saville :Lady Oienden; A. Smith, Gondhurst; G.Dowker.
li. ». oayme,

Jit'^'''Z-Sr'"''i'^'^'' "'"' ""'"' «i-<t'--l and Cnp, J. Jeken, Eltham, 2, F.

r\l^t%. ';"/'',!;""> „^' .•'.*• U^"^a. A.hford. he, W. Foster, Deal.

W F.Sr,;,'^^^'"^,';- 2. J- Jeken. 8, G. H. Fitz-Herbert, SevenoaiiB. he,w.l-oster (-2)
;
T. L. Elliott, Aehford.

rZ-l^f^T^"^ ,""'"' "<tTiety.~l and 2, E. Rice, Sandwich. 3, W. Foster.Cori;8.-l,J. Jeken. 2, G. H Fitzherbert. 3, T. L. ElUott.

,>,^,?^?,("'°.""o~"j'.''','!-"S";''''"'
-' '">'' 2' '^- Brown. 3. F. Cheeaeman. Sili'cr-spangled.-l. 2, and 3, 0. E. Lancaster-Lncas. Maidstone.

''".^'{'"i^'"',^-Gold-pencUled.-l and 2. B. Norton, Town Mailing. 8, J. Chap-.man, ABhford. Sik.cr2>fniM((c/.-l, 2, ami 3. B. Norton.
o.o.i^uap-

HocDANS.-l Cup, and 2. W. Dring. Faversham. 3, M. Snndtord, Martin,DoTer. vhe, W. Dring ; Rev, H. H. Dombrain. he, E. J. W. Stratford.ANv OTHER ViKiF.TV-l,W. Dring. 2, Rev. J. N. Vlieland, Stalistield. S. R.^s. \\oodgute, he. Mrs. S. E. Bacon, River, Dover; A. Kitchin, Dunsdole,WeBterham ; J. Long, Bromley Common.
=»'>:.

BiNTiMS.-Gam«.--l, W. S. Marsh. 2. J. Long. 8, Master M. V. Sandtnrd
Martin, D.iver. he, W, C. Hauree, Canterbury ; Master M. V. Sandtcrd ; W. SMarsh. Ao( r;a»ic.-l, E. s. S. Woodgate. 2, Master G. Ramsden, Ashurst. 8,
J. Ware, b aversham.
D0CKLiNGS.-^i/i«(,uri/.-l and 2, W.Jacobs. 3, F, E, Arter, Barham. he.

J. K. Parton, Maidstone
; M. Sandford ; Rev. T R. Mayhew, Warehorne.

Ashford. JJoueii.-l J Harvey, jun. 2. Mrs, Hall, Piatt, Sevenoaks. 3. FCheeseman, (ic, J. K. Parton ; C. Ralcliffe.
=uaa=. o, i.

DccKs.-^!/Ze»)iur!( or Bouen.-l, J. Harvey, ion. 2, W, Jacob. S, Mrs. Hall.
!£ .: • J

!• ^''" """' vanely.-l, R. s. S. Woodgate. 2 and 3, L. D.Wigan. Maidstone.
Geese.—1,W.»I. Lancaster, Maidstone. 2, Countess of Aylesford.Aylesford.
1 DRKEYS — 1, 2, 3, and ??c, F. Warde.
Selling CLiSS^Cocfcs.-l and 3, F, Warde, 2, Mrs. J. G. Hepburn. I'lic, R.Cheeseman; C. Brown; W Jacob; F. Cheeseman. he, C. Brown 11); W.Dring; E.J. W. Stratford; Col. Hassard.C.B. " l /
Selling CLASs.-Hfns.-l, M. Sandford. 2. F. Cheeseman. S. Rev. F. T.

I^=„„i .'v"5-m'"S™';?'/-i'°^'"'".'°- ''".F.Lake (2); E. McMorland
; J.Francis

;
E. J. W, Strafford : E, Goodwin.

Selling Class.—^ii?/ mimbcrnot exceeding four.—l.yv. Dring. 2, F. Man-
waring, Maidstone. 3, M. Stanford.

b- -. » •
»"*"

PIGEONS.
Caeriess.-I, 2, and ;«•, M. H. Gill, Ramsiiate. 3. Col. Hassard, Sheerness.PoCTERS.-l and 2. M, A, Gill. 3, H. W. Webb. Lower Sydenham.
Fantails.-1, 2. and 3. Q, Mills, he. M, Sandford.
Tdmbi.ers,— 1 aud 2. Mrs. M, H, Gill. 3, Col. Hassard.
Any other Varietv.-I, W. Bryant, Maidstone. 2, H. W. Wehh. 8. C. W.Hammond, Ashford.
Selling Class.—1,T. Holmes, Lower Sydenham. 2, J. Nickols, Ashford. 8.

E. Goodwm.

YOEK POULTEY SHOW.
The Y'orkshire Society's seventeenth annual Exhibition was

held on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th inst., in the Cattle Market, York.
There were, collectively, upwards of five hundred entries of
poultry. Pigeons, and Rabbits. The following are the awards :—
DoRKiNGS.-l, R. W. Richardson, Beverley. 2, J. T. Hingstou, Clifton, York.

Bo?ouShbildge'^-
^'""'^"y- «°"™ ''I''"™-

«. T- P- ^""e'r, Langthorpe'

Spanish.—!, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. 2. Burch & Boulter sbpffletd
Ch,ekem.-1. R. Nesbitt. Epworth, 2, H, Beldon.

Bomter, bheffleld.

Cochin-chinas,- IVdoic or Bu#.-1, \V, G, Urwin, Whitby, 2. D MoulsonBradford 3. C Sidgwick, K.ighley. i, Mrs. E. AUsoip, Worckter. iniTScotour.-I, T M. Derry, Gedney. 2, J. Bell, furkg^fj, Thirsk. 8 and 4, a^Crossley, StiUington, Easingwold. '

^BiuHMA PooTKAs.-l, W. White, Clough, Sheffield. 2, J. Walker, Biratwith,

1?,^.? "''"i?''',''*'''''^'''",'''',?''-
?',''"' lieds.-l. a. Sutton, Bootham, York, 2, J.

^% S'HiiT ^n^^ l^wgWey. Djxckwin^,.-!, J. Watson, Knaresborough.

2:i-ryk?oyd:E^'c.?Sleeds?
°""' -""ety-^.T. Better, Fairdeld, Yofk.'

Ro^bl.haWiwSy'wk':
'''*•''"•"'' '^^ 0™"'"3' Walsden, Todmordea. 2, J.

n,!?.^h"ti°''1r'^"'';'f"''"'''jr') H- Beldon. 2. W. Clayton. Keighley. 8.Bmch & Boulter. »iiivr-j)e,ic,ltei-l and 3, H. Beldon. 2, H. Smith CoWtspaneied.-l, H. Beldon. 2, D. Cartwright, Holmflrth. 3, J. Walker S.7?«r.

P0Li3H,-l, Mrs. Lloyd, Thirsk. 2, O, W. Beothby, Louth.
BANTAll3,-G,mf,-l,W. Adams, Beverley. 2. H.BuUer, Bradford 8 J THmgston. ^nj/ offtcr iYinf(!/.-l, H, Beldon, 2, W, Richardson. York.

6ou.''6°iSggoVscs': Yorr'-
''• ^•'"' Woodmansey, Beverley. 2, Mrs. B. Wilkin.

ThrJeTs'' T- t"^^?; '^"^"e-
Howard- 2. G. Pounder, KirbymoorBide.lUREEYB.— 1, T. M, Dcrry, Gedney. 2. T. P. Carver P.-itJu —1 T ^t.^.....

Stokesley. 2, Mrs. Agar, Brockfleld, York
^''"er. foMh.-l, J, Storry,

ASplet?rto.'
'^'""- '^'™' ^^'''""<!-le-Woods, Chorley. 2, R. Garbutt, Watergate,

1 ?"'vv^>tj;;?''o'?."'3'--;'' "^-F,-
';''•''?.. 2, W. Stonehonae. Whitby. Souen.-

k R. W RfchaJd^Jn
''' '""''°°' ^'''^""''"We. Any other vJiets,.-!^ai

an'd'Bo'ult'er?"'^'"''^
^- Ki'l^a'dBon.

2, Hon. Mrs. E. LaaceUes. 3, Barch

-, _ PISEGNS.
^
CABRiEE.-Coci-s.-I, J. Hawley, Girlington, Bradford. 8, J. Smithera, Shef-

„^^^lfl--^'"'"-^-'^-'^^'<=y-'^^^'^^-
2, J. Hawley. flew.-l, W. Harrey.

Lj,^rff^i^''f-~A"'i"'',-^^'
•' Hawley. 2, G. Linfoot, York. Any other variety,S;uir(../<ir,i(.-l,J. Fielding, jun,. Rochdale, 2, W. Adams, Beverley.

°""'"'''
Fantails -1, G Fletcher, York, 2, J, F, LoVersidge, Newark.Trumpeters.-I and Cup, W. Harvey. 2, J. Hawley
BikB'.—l. J. Hawley. 2, W. Steel, York.
Jacobins.-1, K. W. Richardson. 2, J. Hawley
TURBiTB.-l, J Wharton. 2, W. Croft, KiUmghall, Ripley.
OWLS.-I, H. Leetham, York. 2, J. H4wley,

»"l"ey.

Nuns.—1 and 2, VV. Croft,
Dragoons,-1, J, Stanley, Blackburn, 2, J, Hawley
AntweeP8,--1, J. Hawley, 2, C. H, Sharp, Heworth, York,Any other \ ABiETv,—1, W, C,D.iw8un, utley. 2 W Harrev
bELLiNo Ci.iss,-1, C. H. Sharp. 2, R, Scott, York, s, J. Hawley.

„ „ ,
RABBITS.

Lop-EABED.-ScI/.coIourciJ,-! and 2, F, Banks, Doughty Street, London.Yellow and Whtle^l and 2 G, S. Burton, Beeston Hill, Leeds, To toUeihiu.-1 and a, F, Banks Black and WhUe.-\ and Plate, J, Cranch, St, John'sWood, Loudon, 2,1' Banks, Grey and White or Blue and White.-\.C. Wiu-waril, Bolton. 2, J. Boyle. ]un , Blackburn.
HiMALATAN.-l, H. Swetnam, Fulford, York. 2, J. Bntterworth, Rochdale.Angora.—I, W. Bowes, Elnihurst, Darlington. 2, H, Swetnam
DuTcii.-l, T, Lund, Monk Bar, York, 2, F. Sabbage, Northampton.
Silyeb-Gret.-1 and 2, J. Bovie, jun.
Any other Variety.—I, J. Boyle, jun. 3, F. W. Denison. Hull
Selling Clabs.—1, H. Jackson. 2, W. Dickson.

Judges,—PoH?^)-// ; Mr, T, Dodds, Mount Pleasant, Wakefield;
aud Mr, F, Ferguson, Risby Park, Cottingham, Figeons : Mr. H.
Brown, Walkley, Sheflield ; and Mr. J. Morton, Church Lane,
Hull. Babbits : Mr, M. Millington, CoUiergate, York.

Belfast Obnithological Society.—Its first Exhibition will
be held on January 8th, 9th, and 10th. Entries close on the
20th of the present month. There are eighteen silver cups in
addition to very liberal prizes for poultry, I'igeons, and cage
birds. We are informed that the hall where the Show will be
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held is large, well lighted, and heated. Pens of the most ap-
proved forms will be used.

Bath and West of England Society and Southern Cotn-
riES Association.—At the usual Council meeting last month
the principal matters discussed had reference to the Bristol
meeting in 1S74, the Croydon meeting in 1875, and the Society's
centenary meeting at Bath in 1877. A communication was read
from the Croydon Local Committee, inviting the Society to hold
its meeting in that parish in 1875, and announcing that the
necessary funds had been subscribed and suitable land for the
show-yard and trial-fields provided. As the question at issue
between the Council and the Local Committee was simply one
of detail, a committee was appointed to visit Croydon on an
early day, with power to complete the arrangements. For the
Bristol meeting of 187J, which will commence on Monday,
June 8th, the prize list was finally settled and confirmed.
Prizes to the amount of .i'2070 are offered by the Society in the
several departments of stock, poultry, arts, and Honiton lace,
and the list will be augmented by the offer of £530 by the
Bristol Local Committee, chiefly with the view to the encou-
ragement of horse and cattle breeding, dairy produce, d'c.

CAREOX, STENHOUSEMUIR, AND L.\EBEBT
POULTRY SHOW.

This was held in the Drill Hall, Stenhousemnir, on the 2nd
and 3rd inst. A first-class collection was exhibited, there being
290 pens of poultry, and ninety of Pigeons.
For Spanish the first prize went to a pen than which we have

not seen a better for some time. This was sold to a gentleman
from Oxford for i'2U. The second pen belonged to the same ex-
hibitor. In old DorJcings, any colour, the first prize went to
dark birds, the second to Silver-Greys. In the class for Silver-
Grey chickens the first-prize was good in colour. There were
some really good birds in all the Brahma classes. All the prize
Cochins were good in shape and feather. UamhurgJis might
have been better. There were some good Game, particularly the
first-prize Piles. Scotch-Grei/s formed a good class. There
were some very neat birds among the Bantams. Ducks were
not large. There were some really good birds in the Selling
class.

The Pigeons formed a nice collection, and all the prize birds
were good. There was a very nice display of Canaries. The
feeding was good, and the management very good. There were
about one hundred pens more than last year.

SpiN-rsH.—1 anJ 2, D. M'Beath, Sunnylaw, Bridge of Allan. 3, J. Nerval, Alloa
Park. AUoa. Iw, 3. Walker, KUmarBock. c, W. Armstrong, Plean Mill, Ban-
uockbom ; A. Walker (2).

Dorkings.— 1, P. S>-mon,Errol. 2, J. Malcolm, Langton, Falkirk. 8, J. Tarn-
boU, Caraock Smilhy hr, W. Weir, Larbert ) 2). r, D. Draper, Falkirk.
DoBKiNGs.—ai/yfr-(/rci/.—ChirfccTW,—1, D, Draper, 2. J. Futheringham. 3, J.

UaJcolm. e, S. Bell, Caatleton, Plean. Coloured, ercept Silv^r-arey—Chickens.—1, Mrj. Morrison, Coneypark, Stirling. 2 and 3, J. Tarnbull. he, Mrs. Morri-
son ; J. Tarnball.
BRiHMiS.—Dnri.—1, A- M'Donald. Stirling. 2, P. Symon, Errol. 3, J. B.

Cochrane, St-nhonsamnir. Chiekfnx.—l,}. B. Cochrane. 2, J. Yonog, Slate-
Jord. F.dinborgh. 3, W. Weir, he, 3. Wy«e. Falkirk ; Capt. Lyon. R N., Kirk-
micbael. Dumfries; W. Weir; 3. B. Cochrane, c. D. Macfarlane, Denny ; J.
CarBwell. Larbert; B. Barr, Bnmfoot. Larbert; J. Crawford.
BitAUMAS.— Lt^/if. -1, Mrs. F. Cheshire, Acton. London. 2 and he, J. B.

Cochrane. 3, J. W. Campbell, Allan Park, Stirling, e, Capt. Lyon, E.N. ; J. B.
Cochrane.
Cocntsa.—BuJT nnd Cinnamon.~\, T. Broce. Busby, Glasgow. 2. J. Barron,

Larbert. 3, D. M'Whannell, Maryburgh, Blair Adam. Any other variety.—
1, J, mod 8. J. Wy«c. he. Capt. Lyon, S.N. (i).

Hambuboos.—i'pan^l/(i,—1, J. M. Campbell. Bonnykelly. 2, J. Armour, Dnni.
ace. 3, 9. Bell. e. Miss Armstrong. Picon Mill ; J. Young; R. Taylor, Sten-
louscmuir. PeneiUed —\,\. Bannan, Dunfermline. 2 and e, H. Kussell,
Clackmannan. 3, 3. Ness, Pathbead.
OAME.-Cfcit* and Bnirn fi/aj.-l. J. W. Mitchell, Perth. 2, .T. & A. Blair,

Blairin^onc, Dollar. 3, W. Hepburn, Forfar, he, G. B. Laird, Burnside, Birnam ;

C.Jaraieson, Forfar; A. Stephen, Blairgowrie, c, W. Jamieson, Gargimnock.
Any other eolour.~\, 3. Jamieson. 2, Miss J. Frew, Kirkcaldy 3, G. B. Laird.
c, L. H. Heys, Barrhead.
Scotch Grbts.— I, A. M'Ara, Cnldces, Muthill. 2and3,T. Lawrie, Linlithgow.

k<r, D. Kobertwn. Grahamston, Falkirk ; J. MKonzie, Parkhead. Falkirk; W.
Veir; Simpson & Baillie, Bathgate (2). c, W. Don, Amotdale, Falkirk.
Bawtamh.—Gam'-.— I and 3. W. Robertson, Dunfermline. 2, W. Fisber. Cherrv-

fleld. Dandee. he, W, Hyad, Danformlioe; T. Small, Dunmorc i^uarry : II.

Fairler. Larbert ; Miss B. Frew ; Miss B. Frew, Kirkcaldy ; W. Miller, Falkirk.
c. J. Graham ; L. Fl. Heys. Any other variety.—I, R. H. Asht'in. Mottram. 2,

3. A. Dempster. 8, W. M'Gregor, Stenbousemuir. he, 3. Rutherford, Noch-
DAmfe. e, 3. Norrat.
Docks.—Jvl^jburj/,—land C.J. Weir, Barrhead. 2, J. W. Campbell. 3, Capt.

Lyon.R.S. he,3.K. Dempster, Stirling; A. M'Lellan. Any other vaTiHy.~\,
W. Oilleapie. Larbert, 2, Capt. Lyon. K.N. 3, Miss Baillie, Larbert Station.
e, R. Kennedy, Larbert ; S. Bell.
Am oTUER Variett.—1, A. M'Lellan (Cr.: icCcearsl. 2, A. Wylic, Johnstone

iPoUndsl. 8. D. Draper (Pulandsl. ftc, J. A. Dempster (Polandsl ; R.Taylor
Hondans); W. Carswell. e, 3. W. Campbell (HoudansJ; Miss C. Brace,
ItenlioDae.
Sbllino Class.— Cocfc*. — l J. Buncle, Springfield, Linlithgow. 2, J. B.

Cochrane. 3, G. Meek, Ounipace. he, G. B. I-aird ; D. Couper, Dunipace; J.
Brown: J. Fnthi'ringbam, Stirling (8); W. Weir; J. Waddell. Larbert; W.
Bmce. Falkirk ID; W. Carswell; B.Barr; J. Crawford, Alloa ; S.Bell, c, J.
yoong; T. Laurm; W. Weir.
SlLLlsn Class.-HeiM. -I, J. Fotberlngham. 2, W. Weir. 3, W. Bnghes.

he, J. Bunc'e; J. Fotherioghatn ; D. Draper; J. Weir: J. Tamboll; J.
WaddeU ; J. Carswell.

PIGEONS.
PocTKES.—1 and 3, J. S. 4 A. Robb, Gaberstone, Allon. 2, Miss Shanks,

Hatdawood, Oumy. he, H. Wyse, Bishopbriggs ; J. S. & A Eobb ; J. Duncan,

t

Carron. c. H. Wyse (2) ; J. E. Spcnce, Bi oaghty Ferry ; H. Gibson, .\Uoa
;
C.

J. Draper, Falkirk. ^ ,

Kantails.— 1, J. E. Spence. 2, E. Blair. 3. D. Couper, Dunipncc. e, A.

M'N'eil.Coupar Angus; J. M'Lea^. Perth: G. Meek; R. Barr.

Ti'MBLERS.—Common.—1 and 2, T. MuUion, Perth. 3, A. Diok, Larbsrt. he,

G Meek (2)

Any other Variety. — 1 and 2, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford. S, P. Joyce,

Clackmannan (Carriers), he, F. Bolton, Larbert (Barbs); J. E. Sjience

(lacobinsl; A. C. Wright. St. Ninians (Jacobins); G. Meek (Jacobin*); T. L.

Johnstone, Montrose rfurbits); Miss R. Frew. Sinclairtowu, Ivirkcaldy. c, I.

BoUon (Baldhead Tumblers); P.Joyoe (Jacobins); A. Morrison.

CANARIES.
Yello\v.-CocSs. — I. S. Brown. Glusgow. 2, D. Duncan, Carron. 3. J.

Hallev, Carron. he. W. Munnoch. Eannockburn. Hem —1, r. M Millan,

Wishaw. 2, A. Whitelaw. Edinburgh. 3, J. Paterson, Rutherglen. he, u.

Duncan, e. W. Scotland, Kilsytb. ^ . t. _.,. i .

Burr.-Coeks -1. J. Jlain. Falkirk. 2. D. Duncan. 8, R. Stewart. Perth, lu,

W. M Arthur, Rutherglen. iTiiis,—1 and 2, D. Duncan, 3. 1,\ . Button, LmUth-
gow. /ic, D. Kilgour, Crossgales. c, A. M'Kcnrick, Falkirk.

„ , T^•„v
PiEBiLD.-rcifoui.-Cockj.-l, J. Kyle, Edinburgh. 2, J. Paterson. 3. J. Dick-

son, Leith. he, 3. Miller, stenhousemnir. c, D. Duncan. Hfiis.—1, .1.1 bom-

son, Edinburgh. 2 and c. D. Duncan. 3, J. Morrison, Carron. /ir, J. Miller.

PiEBAi.i).-B«J^.-Co«ti.-l, W. Scotland. 2, J. Ritchie, Selkirk. 3, J. Halley,

Carron. hir, G. Park, Galashiels, c. G. Meek, Denny. Hen.?.- 1, J. Ualley. z,

J. Sime. Grangemouth. 3, H. RuaseU, Clackmannan, he, B.Lec, Lorstorphine.

c, A. Riddell, Car.on.

JvDQEs.—Poultry ani Pigeons : Mr. J. Martin, Worcester.

Canary Birds : Mr. R. Calderwood, KUmamock ; Mr. R. Pater-

son, Howwood, Paisley.

NOTES ON KILMARNOCK SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The Pigeons were a sight in themselves, and we noticed the

pens were sprinkled with rough seeds {Anglice, corn husks)

instead of the usual hurtful sawdust. We confess we were a

little curious to see the work of our first English Judge on

Pigeons, more particularly in the Pouters. When we called on

Mr. Esquilantthe evening before in the " George," he confessed

that he felt the above to be his weak point, and the result

showed he was correct in his opinion of himself. We do not

breed to his standard, and do not intend. The timepiece Blue

cock ought not to have scored in such company as he had, in

fact he could only be tolerated in the stud. Second was a Black,

long in feather, flag-legged, and deficient in style. Pen 408 con-

tained the best bird in the class, and next to him we would

place 398 and 408. Cocks, any other colour, were a good class.

The first prize went to a nice little bird, but completely eclipsed

by Mr. Mitchell's Yellow, the best bird in the Show, which

looked the timepiece all over, though only fourth m his class.

A Red cock stood second in this class ; he had simply nothing to

recommend him. His back view strongly reminded us of a

Green Parrot. Blue or Black hens only an average class.

Mr. Mitchell's highly commended was best by a long way.

The first-prize hen here was again not like it, being coarse,

runtish, and foul in flights. Hens, any other colour, a good

class. The second-prize hen was best, and next to her we

would place an unnoticed Red hen in pen 444. The first-prize

hen in this class was clearly a mistake, having nothing but

colour to recommend her. In the other classes Mr. Esquilant

was more at home.
Carriers, old birds, were a fair lot, but the young very promis-

ing. Mr. Horner's bird which secured first honours was allowed

to be the best ever shown here.
_

Short-faces were an excellent class. Mr. Paton s cock, a

splendid Almond, was reluctantly thrown by Mr. Esquilaut for

a speck in the eye, otherwise he would have led his class. 'The

Kite cock placed first merited his position. Barbs an excellent

class, and well judged. . • , c a
Trumpeters contained some perfect specimens, which figured

in the prize-list. Fantails a very large class. Mr. Loversidga

failed to take a place here, so strong was the competition.

Jacobins also a large class, but we think the cards could have

been better hung. Turbits a large and beautiful class. 'The

first-prize pen here lost the timepiece by non-entrance. Enghsli

Owls were well judged, the mongrels standing no chance.

Tumblers were in great force. The first prize was awarded to

a pair of indifferent Blacks, to whom was also awarded the time-

piece, by an oversight we should think. In Nuns we preferred

Mr. Imrie's pons. The first-prize, though entered at '2Us., found

no purchaser. The Variety class was good ; the Selling class

contained nothing special. ,, m ,_ i, j
Of the poultry, Spanish were the best lot Mr. Teebay had

seen this season. Many preferred the second pen to the first,

being in better condition. Brahmas and Cochins were a prime

lot, the winners meriting their position. Mr. Wise's pens were

rather young, and Mr. Proctor's unnoticed pen was first-class in

everything but colour. Silver-Grey Dorkings had a class to

themselves, and were well represented ; Coloured were an indif-

ferent class. In Game, Brown Reds took the honours south-

wards; the undubbed class was bad. JUamiurpAs appeared to be

considerably improved in aU the classes. Mr. Teebay expressed

hi"h approval of the Golden cockerels iu general, having solilom

seen a better than Mr. Gilmour's Pencilled. The French and

Scotch breeds were only fair. The show of Bantams was mag-

nificent, and the prizes well merited. Better Blacks and Whites
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were never seen here, while the Variety class, as usual, con-
tained capital specimens of the pure-grounded SiWer-lace.
The Ducks were excellent in all the classes ; the Variety

class, BO interesting to visitors, however, was placed in a bad
light. The entries in Gccse, Turkeys, and Babbits were nob
large, but in the Selling class much stock changed hands.
The Canaries, though not so numerous as last year, contained

many birds of great merit. Large prices were given for the
best specimens, for which there seemed to be a demand. We
were pleased to observe that, as on former occasions, the utmost
care was taken of the exhibitors' property in the matters of

food, water, and cleanliness. This Show has earned a reputa-
tion in that respect which we hope it will long maintain.

NORTHERN COUNTIES COLUMBARIAN
SOCIETY.

This Society's annual Show was held at Belle Vue Gardens,
Manchester, on the 6th instant. There never was a prettier
show seen anywhere ; there were upwards of four hundred
entries, and in the friendly rivalry amongst the members nob a
single exhibitor bad cause to complain. The Committee worked
hard and, with the generous support of Messrs. Jennison, the
Exhibition was a decided success. This Society will soon out-
number all other societies if it progress as it has done during
the last two years. Neither Captain Heaton nor Mr. Ridpeth
exhibited this year, but in quality the birds were far superior
to those seen at previous shows held by the Society.

Carriee?.—Biacfc or Dun.—Cock.—1, G. J. Taylor, Hadderafielcl. 9, E. C.
Stretch, Ormakirk. Hen.—i, Vt. WooUey, Banbury. 2, R. Clay, Audenshaw.
Any colour.— YoitJig,~l and 2, Major J. H. Cryer, Southport.
PoDTERs.—Coc^.—1 and 2, G. J. Taylor. £re«.—l, G. J. Taylor. 2, Major J.

H. Cryer.
. Ov.is.—Foreiijn.—l. T. W. Townson. Bowdon. 2, W. Lumb, Rochdale.
SHORT-FaCED TiUMRLEBs —AlrfU)nd.—\,C.E. Duckwortb, Warertree. MoWed.

—1, C. E. Dockworth. Beards or Bald.—!, H. Verdon, Wavertree. Any oilier
variety.—!. H. Verdon, 2, W.Luirb.
Barbs.—B'flcfc or Dun —Pair.—I, G. J. Taylor. 2, A. Mansjnall, Within^on.

Any other colour.— I, W Justice, Salford. Any colour.— Young.—1 and 2, Major
J. H. Crj er. Cock.—l, T. W. Townson. Hen— I and 2, T. W. Townson
jAOOBiHs.-Red.—Pair.—l. Q. J. Taylor. 2, W. Hill, Handforth. Yellow.—

\

and 2, E. E. M. Royds, Roth lale. Black.— I and 2, E. K. M. Koyds. Any colour.
—roH?J(7.-l,E. E M. Royda. 2, W. HiH. Cocfc.-I, E. E. M. Ruyds. 2, R. C.
Stretch. Hf71.—1, W. Hill. 2, R. E. M. Royds.
TVRBiTS.—Blue or t'ilver.—Parr.— 1. A. Mangnall. 2, J. B. Finder, Harpur-

hey. Red, Yellow, or Black.—I, J. B. Pinder. 3, G. J, Tavlor. Any colour.—
Young.—I, J. B. finder. 2, A Mangnall. Cock.—\, T. W. Townson. 2, J. B.
Pinder. Hcn.—\, B. Constei dine. Littleborough. 2, W. HiU.
0\;i.&.—Enoliah.-Blue.—Pair.— \ and 2, R. Clay. 8ilv€r.—\ and 2, R. Clay.

Any colour.— Youno.—\, 3. B Buckley, Ormakii-k. 2, R. 01ay. Coc/:.—1, R. Clay.
2, it. Unawortn, Theadle. Hen.—\ and 2, K. Clay.
Fantails.—Pair.— I, Q. T. Bluhm, Higher Broughton. 2, H. C. Bowman.

Higher Bioughton. lie, W. HiU (2). Cock or Hen.—I, W. HiU. 2, T. W.
Townson.
NuNs.-l and 2, W. Hill.
Trumpeters.- 1, T. W. Townson.
Draqoons.—B^K? or Silver.—I and 2, W. Gamon, Chester. Cock.—l,'W. Hill.

2, J. Holland, Cheetham Hill. Hen.— 1, E. C. Stretch. 2, R. Clay. Any other
colour.—1 and 2, W. Hill. Cock.—l anda, W.Hill. Anij colour.— Yotuvj.-l,
J.Holland. 2, W. Hill. Hen. -1. W. Hill. 2. J. Wricht, Rochdale Road.
Short-faced Antwerps.—Jterf or Blue-chequered.—1 and 2, W, Justice.

Silver or Dun.—\, W. Gamon. 2, W. Justice. AJiy other colour.—1, W.
Gamon. 2. W. Justice. Any colour.—Young.—1, W. Gamon. 2, W. Justice.
Coc/i-.—l, W. Justice. 2. J.Wricht. Hoi.—l, W. Gamon. 2, W. Justice.
'' LoKG-FACED Antwkbps —liidor Blue cheqitcrid.—l,'W. Justice. 2, J. WriRht.
Silrer or Z>itn,—l,W. Justice. 2. R. MarBhall, Lower Brouffhton. Any other
colour.—\, W. Justi e. 2, J. Wright. Any colour.— Youjuj.—l, W. justice.
2, H. C. Bowman. Cock —1, J. Wright. 2, E. A. Grundy, Ramsbottom. Hen.—
1,W. Justice. 2, J. Wright.
Long-faced Tumbi^ers.—Bald.—Blue or Silver.—1 and 2, R. Unsworth. Red

or Yelloio.—l, R. Unsworth. 2, W. R. Haycraft, Lower Broughton. Black.—
1 and 2, R. Unsworth. Beards.—Any colour.— \, C F. Duckworth. 2, W. R.
Haycraft. Mottled —1, W. R. Hayoraft. 2, W. Hill. Self-coloured.—!, E. C.
Stretch.
Any other Vahiett -1, G. J. Taylor. 2, W. HiU.
Selling Class —Pair, price not to exceed 403.—I, J. B. Pinder. 2, W. Lnmb.

Sinyle bird, price not to exceed 3 is.—1, E. C. Stretch. 2, J. B. Pinder.

Judges.—Mr. W. Cannan, and Mr. T. J. Charlton, Bradford.

ULVEKSTON BIRD SHOW.
This Exhibition of Canaries and British cage birds wa3 held

in the Victoria Concert Hall, Ulverston, on December 6th. In
numbers and quality the birds shown (exceptin^^ amons: the
Lizards) in the various classes were well represented. Of the
Belgians many of the birds were remarkable for purity of race,

beauty of plumage, and other standards of excellence. The
silver cups offered by the Association were both carried off by
local exhibitors. The Norwich classes were well forward, both
in natural and unnatural colours, and the Committee foand
several specimens with supplied pinion feathers, also with
drawn feathers from the tail, and the exhibitors richly merited
the disgrace of disqualified cards being affixed to the cages.

The Judges, however, passed over them, and remarked that was
the best way to stamp out such-like exhibitors. Surely the time
wiU come when owners will think twice before risking detection.

The Goldfinch Mules were very fine, especially the Buff class.

Tears may pass by before so good a colleclion may again meet
the public eye, the highest honours falling to a new exhibitor

—

Mr. J. Williams, Whitehaven, with three splendid specimens,
beautifully developed in the markings of the plumage.
Mr. H. Pollett, Failsworth, Manchester, again officiated as

Judge, and his awards were highly approved of by the general
public. To the Hon. Sec. (Mr. T. Cockertou) great credit is due
for the good management of the Show, and for the admirable way
in which the birds were staged, the numbers being 130 specimens.

[We wish our correspondent had mentioned the names and
addresses of the foul exhibitors, for we would have published
them.—Ens.]
Belgian.—Clear Yellow.—1 and 2, W. Bradlev, Ulverston. 3, W. Banks,

Ulveraton. I'hc, T. Cot;karton, Ulverston. he, J. Steel, Ulverston. c, T.
Parker, Ulverston.
Belgian.— CiearBit^.—2, W. Crewdaon, Ulverston. 3, J. Steel, Ulverston.

vhc, T. Croasdale. Cartrael. he, T. Cockerton. c, W. Bowdon, Ulverston.
Norwich.—C/enr Yellow. — 1, Holmes & Doyle, Nottingham. 3, G. & J.

Mackley. Norwich, vhc, R. Stables, Ulverston. he, J. Audley, Leicester,
f. J. iMuffat, Ulverston.
Norwich. — Clear Buff.—I, R. Baynes, Ulverston. 2, G. & J. Maokley,

Norwich. 3 J, Hague. Barrow-in-Furness, vhc, R. htables. he, W. Stones*
Dalton-in-Fuvnes8. c, Huhnes & Doyle.

tioRv.'icn.—Even-marked Yellow.—1, J. Audley, Leicester. 2, Holmes and
Doyle. 3, J. Moffat, t'hc, J. Kailtun, Lancaster, he and c, Eemrose & Orme,
Derby.

^nR^ffICIl.— Even-marked Buff. — l and 2, H. & D. Audley, 8 and vhc,
Bemrose & Orme. he. Holmes tt Dovle. c, J. Moffat.
Goldfinch.- 1, W. Hutton. Leeds. 2, R. Hawman, Middlesbro'. 3, R. Hill,

Gran^eover-Sands. vhc, J. Hague. he, J. Goode, Leicester. c,G. & J.
Mackley.
Goldfinch MvhB.—Clear or Variegated Yellow.—1 and rftc, W. Hutton. 2,

J. Goode. 3 and he, R, Hawman. c, J. Williams, Whitehaven.
Goldfinch MuhR —Clear or Variegated Buff.— I, 2, and vhc. J. 'Williams.

3, T. Hipkiua, Leicester, he, H. & 0. Audley. e, G. & J. Mackley.
Selling Class.— 1, T. Oockerton. 2, R. Hill. 3, H. &D. Audley. vh<:, J

Andiey, Leicester, c, J. Goode,
Cup, for the best Belgian Yellow, awarded to W. Bradley.
Cup, for the best Belgian Buff, awarded to T. Croasdale.

ACTION AGAINST THE SECRETARY OF THE
NORTHERN COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY.

Naldeb v. Dunn.—This was an action of libel before Mr.
Justice Denman and a common jury.

The plaintiff, a brewer at Croydon, ig a •well-known breeder of

Pigeons, and was at one time a member of the Northern Colam-
barian Society. The defendant is the Secretary of that Society^

and the alleged libel appeared in a programme of the Society's

proceedings published by the defendant ; and the part of the
programme complained of stated that the plaintiff had been ex-
pelled from the Society for " trimming," by pulling out of birds

intended to be exhibited, feathers from their thighs. The de-

fendant pleaded that the plaintiff had been expelled ; but it was
proved that no meeting of the Society had been called, and the

Judge justly vituperated the proceeding as irregular, and de-

cided that the plaintiff had not been expelled, the whole pro-

ceediug being carried on by Mr. Dunn and a few others.

Eventually a verdict was taken by consent for the plaintiff

for 40s., aU imputations being withdrawn, his lordship certify-

ing for coats.

AT LAST!
Dablinqton has stultified itself. When I received this year's

schedule a month or two ago I noticed that the promoters of the
Sliow had thought it worth while to go to the expense of printing

and enclosing an " extract from Journal of Horticulture,
November 21st, 1872," in which I had spoken of last year's Show
and the management in terms of praise. I will repeat a portion
of the extract :

" A liberal prize list, and, above all, a manage-
ment in which the public have confidence, are sure to command
a large measure of support, while any shortcoming in either of

these respects is as certainly followed by decline. A pretty

accurate knowledge of the managers and management is soon

arrived at by exhibitors who, ever willing to make a liberal

discount for blunders avoidable and unavoidable, are always
ready to support any committee whose antecedents insure care

and attention to the valuable property entrusted to their charge,

and an earnest desire to procure a clear stage and no favour for

the combatants." And Darlington well deserved such a meed
of praise.

But when Whitby opened the season with its Show, that show
of shows, and the " ISemrose & Orme " collection of Canaries

burst upon the bird-world like meteors, Darlington lost its head
and quite forgot its " earnest desire to procure a clear stage and
no favour" in supplementing its schedule with an addendum
stating that no " unnatural colours " would be staged. Still I

do not altogether blame Darlington. I am afraid it was badly

advised. Jealousy and personal animosity are bad counsellors.

I have observed in a series of articles elsewhere (in reading

which, by the way, I was reminded of one of J5sop's fables, in

which a certain animal envelopes itself in the skin of a nobler

brute, but is at once identified by his music), that the action of

Darlington was approved of as " wise," and that another town
also had become " wise " in its generation and preached virtue ;

of which virtue and its preachers more presently. But I think

this action was moat unwise, begun in haste to be repented of

at leisure, starting from false premises and eventuating in absurd

conclusion. Had DarUngtou adhered to its programme, however

. one-sided, less injustice would have been done than by violating
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its covenant. It pledged itself, on little slips of blue paper and
by public advertisement, that *' no unnatural colours " should

be staged, and on the faith of that pledge received the support
of many exhibitors who would otherwise have stood aloof. But
having taken its stand as the avowed oppouent of pro;^ress, how
does it reward its friends 1 Sicaply by altogether ignoring its

promise and admitting the very class of birds it had pledged
itself to exclude. I remember when I was a lad a village orator

saying, at a parish meeting, ** wm^/na est Veritas et prevalehit,'^

to which one of the other side replied, " Yes, great is the troth,

and will not only prevail a bit but will prevail a great deal !

"

And so it is. Since Whitby, despite the opposition Bemrose
and Orme have met with, in the face of organised attempts to

damage their reputation and the intrinsic value of their high-
bred birds, exhibitors, even unknown to their nearest intimates,

have confessed to themselves how beautiful they are, and the

Derby wizards have hardly been able to supply the many orders

for these gorgeous gems which, for brilliancy of plumage, almost
rival the dazzling beauties of southern climes ; and in almost
every fancier's stud throughout the country is to be found one
or more of these birds which are destined to make the names
of Bemrose & Orme famous, and the year 1873 a landmark in

the history of cage-birds. But notwithstanding this, Darlington,
listening to bad counsel, determined to put its heel on this

onward movement, little dreaming, possibly, how many here
and there had purchased from the Derby aviary; and the
natural outcome of this was that it had either to decimate its

Show or, breaking faith with its supporters, allow these obnoxious
birds to compete. I have no doubt the alternative was disagree-

able, and the awkward position in which it found itself was to its

Committee a matter of regret ; but it was nothing more than
could have been expected from such a miserable time-serving
policy and such a direct departure from its original programme
" a clear stage and no favour !

"

I had been courteously solicited to accept the office of judge
conjointly with Mr. Bamesby, but, for reasons which will be
understood without entering into them here, I declined. This,
of course, was before the prize list was supplemented by the
nnfortanate addendum ; for, apart from any other considerations,
I think I could never so far forget my dignity as a judge as to

consent to officiate as such after any committee had usurped to

itself my functions.

The Darlington Show is, however (my howevers creep in as

anrely as Charles I. on Mr. Dick's kite), a great triumph. And
here let me say, before adverting to that particular triumph,
that the Show, as a show, was an immense success. I spent a
few hours among the birds, and was delighted, and apart from
the contretetyws to which I have adverted, I can again endorse
the opinion I formed last year. It is undoubtedly the winter
show of the north. There are some discordant elements in it

(and where are there not ?) but give it its due—it is essentially

a great show. I will just suggest to the Committee that it

would be better to stage the birds so that the Evenly-marked
and the Crested classes should be on a level with the eye, and
Dot at such an elevation as entirely precludes the possibility of

examining the specimens without lifting the cages, a thing I

never set a bad example by doing, and so was prevented from
arriving at a definite conclusion on some birds I went specially
to see.

But I said the Show was a great triumph. It sets at rest for

ever the " Bemrose & Orme" controversy, and in vindicating
the character of their birds offers some prospective compen-
sation for the annoyance they were subjected to at the Crystal
Palace. There is no doubt that a well organised attempt was
made to have them excluded from Darlington Show for reasons
which must be manifest to everyone. The persistent way in

which they have been elsewhere written down by i'Esop's happy
creation ; the scurrilous way in which the breeders' reputations
have been assailed, in most wretched grammar, alike indicative

of a low order of mind and defective education ; the unmanly,
unprincipled, wicked way in which they have been attacked
from behind a flimsy transparent screen which it requires no
expsrt to remove ; the manifestation of jealousy and vexation

;

the line of conduct, at once unscrupulous and illustrative of the
lowest type of character, which has lain scarcely concealed
beneath the surface, cropping-np at every step in all its de-
formity; all this has had to succumb. I say that Darlington
has set at rest the " Bemrose & Orme" difCcnlty; for Mr. G.
J. Bamesby, who at the last Crystal Palace Show ignored the
claims of the two pioneers of this phalanx of wonders, and not
a month ago attempted to write them down, had at Darlington
to award the highest honours to this identical class of bird.

Before I bring these notes on the deeds and misdeeds of 1873
to a close I would like to ask a question about a statement made
in the report of the "Good Intent" Show, at Northampton, a
week or two ago. The " Good Intent " was the show to which
I referred jast now when I said another town had become
"wise " and preached the beanty of virtue. The resolution of
this virtuous community appeared in the "Letter Box," and
was to the effect that, " Shotild any suspected unnatural-coloured

specimens be sent to our forthcoming show, they will not be
staged under any consideration, but will be immediately removed
from the hall." I have not the circular by me from which this

is an extract, but I shall not err greatly when I say it advertised

the integrity of the Committee as a first-class article which had
been before the public for about twenty years, and there is

something very refreshing in the way in which determination

to watch over the public morals is avowed. The resolution is

signed, among other names, by T. Harwell, and I notice iu tha

same issue of the publication in which the wisdom of the " Good
Intent " was paraded, that the Judges of the Nottingham Show,
Messrs. Tuckwood and BarweU, are spoken of as having " dona
honour to the cause by their previous judging and also vic-

tories as prizetakers." Now, may I ask whether the Barwell
who vmdertakes the custody of public morality at the " Good
Intent " Show and the Barwell who has done " honour to the

cause " by " victories as prizetaker," is or is not a Barwell of

" Barwell & Sons" who exhibited the bond fide painted birds at

this very " Good Intent" Show where the genuine "Bemrose
and Orme " birds were rejected ?—W, A. Blakston.

HOW TO OBTAIN HIGH-COLOURED CANARIES.
We intimated in a previous communication that on some

future occasion we should make known the method of feeding

adopted by us to obtain high colour in Canaries. Our reason

for now departing from that resolution and at once informing
fanciers of the so-called secret is, that having sometime ago
communicated it to a fancier under the pledge of secrecy, wa
now learn that he is turning a dishonest penny by selling it to

various parties. As this is a grave breach of confidence we have
determined at once to make known the method referred to, tind

preserve fanciers from annoyance and save their money.
Those who have so persistently contested the genuineness of

our birds wiU, we are sure, after a fair trial of the recipe have
the candour to admit that we have been honest and truthful

in both our actions and statements. To those committees

who have acted without bias, uninfluenced by the threats of

competing exhibitors, and have given us a fair stige and no
favour, we tender our warm and hearty thanks. Those narrow
and exclusive committees—Nottingham, Northampton, Darling-

ton, Ulverston, to wit—who have endeavoured to burke our

endeavours, who have been a stumbling-block in the way ol

advancement, and who have shielded themselves behind a re-

striction they cannot define, have only to follow another year

the course they have pursued in this to ensure their schedules

being consigned to the oblivion of the waste-paper basket.

—

Bemrose & Obme.
J?ecy)«.—Egg, biscuit, and cayenne pepper. These are the

whole of the ingredients used by us, which have proved so suc-

cessful in producing the high colour so much admired.

DRONE COMB IN SUPERS.
As none of your correspondents has adverted to Mr. Petti-

grew's mode of utilising drone combs in supers, I may be par-

doned pointing out, for the benefit of the novice, that his pro-

cedure would be looked upon as bad practice with us here in tha

north. From the much coarser appearance of supers composed
either wholly or in part of drone comb, they are rated at far less

value, either on the competition-table or the counter of tha

honey merchant. Consequently, instead of inserting it as guide,

or yet for filling in my apiary, as soon as it unfortunately

appears at all iu supers, or in excess in stocks, it is, if noticed iu

time, carefully excised, transferred to the melting-pot, passes

through the embossed wax-sheet machine, and re-appears to do

duty in correct worker form. The novice will also find that a

thoroughly sealed-ont super, as a rule, takes precedence with

both the judge and the merchant, despite your correspondent's

conception that " a few inches of cells half filled and open, give

supers of glass an appearance more artistic and pleasing."

—

A Eenfbewshibe Bee-keepeb.

HONEY-SUPERS AT EXHIBITIONS.
Torn readers have been entertained (or shocked, as the case

may be) at the novel mctliods adopted by certain successful ex-

hibitors this year to fill supers with honey, and so win the prizes

offered. Certainly the ingenuity displayed by the several parties

to attain their object has been as interesting to lookers-on as it

has been clever. I presume that this was not exactly tha

object aimed at by those who offered the prizes, but as they

were not very precise or definite in the wording of their ad-

vertisements, no real fault or deserved blame can attach to those

gentlemen who simply did that which they were in a manner
bribed or tempted to do. Nevertheless we should havo felt

somewhat " sold," and have gone home with our simple faces

looking very blue, had wo been among the less fortunate ex-

hibitors who interpreted the advertisements according to their

spirit rather than the letter, and exhibited supers, if any did so,
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as the result of the honoarable labour of their bees, assisted, it

may be, by the skilled, but still equitable, aid of their scientific
masters. In future, I presume, we shall be all agreed that such
sharp practice should be most carefully guarded against, other-
wise what possible encouragement will be given to legitimate
improvement in bee keeping ? You will but offer prizes to the
artful, and. the rest will cease to trouble themselves with compe-
tition. We happen to know of a great deal of trickery at floral

exhibitions, where prizes are frequently won quite out of all desert.
The question, however, remains—What precautious can be

taken to secure that no super exhibited shall receive a prize,
which is not the bond-fide produce of a stock of bees, unassisted
at the cost of other stocks, although legitimately assisted by the
skill of the master ? And what are to be the limits of such
assistance ? And what is to be understood by legitimate assist-
ance ? I venture to suggest a few thoughts of my own, by way
of helping to frame some rules that may help on our craft with-
out affording premiums to the artful.

1. The honey exhibited shall be tbat collected by the bees of
any given hive from flowers or honeydew during the actual
season, without assistance by feeding of any kind within eight
months of exhibition.

2. The supers, quite empty of comb, shall have been put on the
hives not earlier than the Ist of May, nor shall any comb be
added to the stocks in ekes or otherwise,

3. It shall be lawful to encourage the growth and development
of the stocks by additions to its population the autumn previous,
either by junction of condemned or weak hives, by careful feed-
ing at that time, or by renewal of old or unsuitable combs ; but
there must be no robbing or weakening of other stocks by re-
moval of brood or other addition to population in the year of

exhibition, other than the regular and natural increase of the
stock itself.

4. No super shall receive a prize whose exhibitor cannot pro-
duce a certificate signed by two or three respectable bee-keepera
in his neighbourhood, testifying that he has to their knowledge
complied strictly with the conditions of competition.

5. There shall be no restriction as to size or shape or material
of hive, or as to age of stock.

I venture to throw out these suggestions for the consideration
of managers of flower or other shows where honey is included
in the schedule of prizes, so as to exclude in future all such
doubtful modes of dealing as have occurred this year. Perhaps
some of your correspondents may be able to suggest other rules,

or to improve on those I have suggested above.—B. & W.

FOOD FOE BEES.
It is an axiom in bee-keeping that sugar, not the crystallised

nor the coarse, but the best brown, should form the staple food
for the winter use of our little friends. Diilerent bee-keepers
have different opinions as to the quantity and mode of pre-
paration. Some give it dry, others boil it iuto a syrup with
beer, and others with water. The following method of making
food in my opinion surpasses either, and I find the bees like it

quite as well :—To 2 lbs. of sugar put 1 lb. of oatmeal and a
breakfast-cupful of skim milk, then boil it up into syrup to the
consistence of honey. I should very much like the opinion of
your correspondents on the above preparation. Perhaps " A
Renfrewshire Bee-kekper " could tell us something about the
admixture of oatmeal.—A. T. W., Kidivelly.

bees to your neiglibour'B garden, three miles off, with perfect safety at any
time during the winter. We prefer doinfj it after a frost if possible, when
the weather becomes mild and sunny. Perhaps the best time is early in
February, but it may be done now. No such precautions are necessary in this-

case as in the other about which you consulted us.
Size of Straw Hive (A Straiv Hivc}.~The size of your straw hives-

should depend on the character of your pasturage and the size of the swarm
put into it, also on the time of year when it is peopled. But for May swarms
in a good country, your hives (such as you ask for), may be dome-shaped,
three-fifths of a circle, tightly bound together, and '20 inches in diameter at
the centre everyway. It would thus stand V2 inches high. We should prefer
straight- sided hives with flat tops of wood. If you use supers the hive mnst
have a convenient hole at top, and should, therefore, be flat. Supers may be
smaller by one-third, but otherwise similar. On the whole we think you will
obtain a greater quantity of honey by the use of ekes if you add all they
require, but the quality in the supers will be far superior.
Peice of Bees (O.).—A very good hive of bees at the present time is worth

from SOu. to 40*. Cottagers who keep the small old-faahioned hives sell them
at about 20«. each. By purchasing small hives you could in time put their
swarms iuto larger ones, and thus improve your stocks of bees. If you cannot
fmd thorn in your own neighbourhood, write to Mr. Pettigrew, Sale, Man-
chester. No one can be quite sure of finding a healthy hive without brood
later than the end of January.
Artificial Swarming (Idem).—In artificial swarming it is not necessary

to remove bees to a distance of a mile. By placing the swarm where the old
one stood, and the old one a few feet to the right or left of it, you will succeed,

admirably. By removing the old one 20 yards away, many of the bees would
go to the old place and unite vrith the swarm.
Softening Skins (A. K.).—Soak the skins in a mixture of two quarts

bran and one gallon of waterfor three days, take them out and rub them with
a handful of salt ; if they have hnir or wool on, add powdered alum with the
salt, aud hang up to di'y. Some skins which are as soft as kid were done la
this manner.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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but wilJ, on the contrary, give general satisfaction. The soil

for its successful cultivation is loam and peat in equal parts,

with about one-fourth of sand added. Cuttings taken off early

in spring should be grown-on in the stove, and in autumn
the plants will be fit for any decorative purpose. The plant
attains a height of some 2 or 3 feet, and is shrubby in

habit, with serrated ovate leaves ; the flowers are small, unat-

tractive, and borne in the axils of the leaves, but are suc-

ceeded by large clusters of shining violet-coloured berries,

rendering the plant very ornamental throughout the winter.

When in fruit it may be used for either stove or greenhouse
decoration.

PSYCHOTEIA.

A genus of Ciuchouaceaj, the various members of which, as

far as I am aware, have no claim upon the plant-grower for

the beauty of their flowers ; one species, however, of recent
introduction must not be overlooked, on account of the beauti-

ful berries with which it is adorned during the winter months.
The soil should be composed of loam, leaf mould, peat, and
sand in equal parts. It is best grown from cuttings.

P. CYANococcA.—To the late Dr. Seemann we are indebted
for the introduction of this species. It cannot be said to form
a handsome plant if a seedling is allowed to take its own
coui'se, but I have proved it quite amenable to whatever traiu-

iijg is required. For this purpose the top of a seedling should
be cut off and struck ; when rooted pot it in the above-named
compost, and grow it in the stove. The leaves are ovate,

with crenate edges, and dark green ; the flowers are of no
beauty, but are succeeded by axillary racemes of berries of the
most vivid ultramarine, rendering the plant extremely beau-
tiful.—ExpEKio Ckede.

CLEMATISES.
The Clematis, or " Vine-branch " plant, named from its

known habit of chmbing as Vines do—though it uses its leaves
as tendrils or natural holdfasts, being unhke the Vine in this
essential—has, almost suddenly, become one of the finest and
deservedly most popular plants we possess. Those who, like

the writer, can remember the old Clematis Hendersoni and its

rosy purplish variety ; the old Clematis Flammula in variety
;

and the lovely wild C. Vitalba, so intimately associated with
some of our finest British scenery, and who can also recall to
their memory the pleasure with which the improvements of
1831 in the forms of C. odorata and C. montana were hailed,

will have been more than surprised with the rapid strides which
have been made within the last five years. Nor should we
to-day endeavour to dispense with the old C. montana, as it is

a beautiful, showy, "starry" plant, growing amazingly, and
blooming with a freedom not to be surpassed. The writer has
a solitary plant against a wall planted there only two years
ago, and it is already producing its thousands of blooms.
Not only are Clematises grown and treated as climbing wall

plants, or "pole" and tree climbers, they are also cultivated
at this time extensively, in their several varieties, both as
bedding plants, and especially as pot plants, for the decoration
of our conservatories and show-houses. The way in which
they are best grown for a display in beds is to plant them out
in a richly prepared border, and subsequently place some kind
of trelliswork slightly elevated conically above the soil, training
and tying them out thereon subsequently.
To grow them in pots for flowering there, the pots should be

plunged out of doors, and they may be trained into any shape
that fancy may devise ; or they may be simply allowed to attach
themselves perpendicularly to strings or rustic trellises, *c.,
from which they are readily removed and trained into a more
suitable skeleton form, so as to become the foundation of a bushy
plant aii'ording an abundance of bloom. The original batch of
seedlings, represented by the form of G. Jackmauni, are exceed-
ingly brittle while the growth is young ; indeed this is in some
degree a natural characteristic. The training and tying-out
of the young shoots should be done methodically and by anti-
cipation, if the whole are to be retained for future blooming.
So many and distinct are the named varieties placed in com-
merce by the^ chief growers, each of whom possesses some
distinctly claimed characteristics in their especial batches of
hybrid-seedling plants, and so constantly are seedlings biiag
produced, that I think it would occupy too much space to give
a Ust of them. I may refer all who wish to enter into their
cultivation to two prominent raisers—viz., Messrs. Noble, of
Bagshot, and Messrs. .Jackman, of Woking.

There is one variety I would wish to draw attention to, how-

ever ; not alone because it is a fine-bloojned variety, but more
especially because it is a perpetual bloomer, commencing if

anything earlier than the early C. Jackmauni, and carrying
blooms till December, or beyond if the frost do not come
too severe. It is, moreover, a somewhat original introduc-
tion, with very little hybrid or mixed blood in it. I refer to
Clematis lanuginosa nivea. Note the nivea attached to the
name, as there is a separate form of C. lanuginosa which is

not nearly so good. The especial merit of this variety consists,

however, in its i^erpetual-blooming capacity, as it opens its

first blooms as early as C. montana, and thence, as intimated,
continuing to bloom onward until December, should the season
prove open and no actual frost come to cut off the late growths.
We have, then, here the finest of blooming plants, showy

and free, as they are varied in colour, fitting for almost every
conceivable situation and aspect—whether as growing lowly,
to afford showy beds, to train against walls or on spaces upon
bare palings, to twine round the boles of naked upright trees,

for training on the various faces of artificial rockwork or old
blocks of wood, such as are not alone used to advantage upon
lawns or dressed grounds, but which are a necessary addition
to wilderness walks ; to train on bower-Uke entrances, whether
of iron or of rustic wood, to grow between semi-detached gar-
dens, and especially to afford a front or roof-gai-niture to
rustic and other forms of summer-houses. Indeed there are
few situations, and still fewer aspects, where this delightful
class of plants may not be grown with every prospect of their
doing well. They succeed, besides, in a great variety of soUs.—William Baeley, Valentines.

THE KITCHEN GABDEN.—No. 3.

I DEVOTE this paper to the subjects of shelter and soil, and
in choosing a site for a garden where one of these conditions
occurs in a suitable degree it is difficult to say which should
have the preference, as both are of the utmost importance.
Shelter is necessary, not only because it renders the garden
warmer by retaining the heat concentrated there by the sun's

rays, but also by protecting against cold and cutting winds
which prevail at different times of the year. It is therefore a
valuable safeguard against those sudden fluctuations of tem-
perature so injurious to garden productions.

A garden surrounded by a wall is to some extent sheltered,

but not sufficiently so, for the heat accumulated within the
walls being continually rising is soon dispersed into the atmo-
sphere by the wind, which, of course, in time reduces the tem-
perature of the enclosm-e and places the produce or crops at

the mercy of inclement weather. To obviate this a plantation
of trees and shi'ubs is the remedy most hkely to meet most
cases, and if a spot can be selected where such a thing exists

naturally considerable sacrifice ought to be made in order to

secure it, because both time and money wUl thereby be saved.
An amateur, however, may sometimes place his garden where
the necessary shelter can be borrowed, as it were, from his neigh-
bour's plantations, and others may have the chance, from the
natural position, to make a garden where the most particular

points are sheltered by adjacent residences, so that very Uttle

planting wUl be necessary ; but as these things depend so much
upon the situation, locality, size of garden to be made, and
other circumstances, I can safely leave them to the judgment
of those on the spot. Some situations require much more
shelter than others : a high one, for instance, from its exposure,
necessarily requires more shelter than a low one. My opinion
is that a garden should be sheltered little or much from all

points except the south ; there is no fear of injury from cutting

winds from the latter quarter ; and the rtfreshiug showers
should have no obstruction, neither should anything in the
shape of a tree be placed so near as to hinder the sun's rays

from having full play upon the garden. It is on the north and
east sides that the most shelter is needed, because the very
coldest winds are from those quarters. Then on the west an
effectual shelter is needed, because from this point some of the
most violent winds blow, and if not sheltered much harm is

done to fruit trees and vegetable crops. I think an effectual

shelter would be one that would take a course from the extreme
west round to the extreme east corner of the garden. Assuming
that the aspect is due south, this would enclose aU sides bUit

the south.

I will now say a few words about the arrangement of this

shelter. In the first place it ought to consist of evergreen and
deciduous trees arranged in a belt or plantation, with mostly
evergreen shrubs planted as an undergrowth. The whole, if
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not enclosed within a fence, should have a hedge instead, the
trees to be planted thickly at first, payins due regard to the

placing of those trees that are likely to permanently remain.
These may consist of Elm, Beech, Oak, and perhaps Chestnut,
with a fair quantity of Spruce Fir intermixed for effect. It

will also be as well to plant a few fast-growing trees, such as

Larch, Sycamore, and Poplar. The undergrowth may be com-
posed of common and Portugal Laurels, Evergreen Oaks,
common Yews, Hollies, and Aucubas; and if required to be
made more ornamental, add a few flowering deciduous shrubs,
Laurustinus, and Rhododendrons. As time goes on some of

the trees mast be cut out to allow of the proper development
of others more valuable. At every thinning, however, take

care of those trees most promising for permanent shelter, and
let none of the others interfere with their growth. If there is

room none of these trees should be planted too closely to the

garden, on account of the roots travelling through to the garden
proper and robbing the soU, and especially the trees on the
walls, which are generally planted on both sides. A border

marked oS a certain width for the growth of vegetables would
also be much shaded and reduced in productive value if the
plantation came too close to it. On the north side the trees

may approach nearer, but on the east they ought not to come
so closely as to shade any part of the garden from the morning
sun ; on the west the plantation may come somewhat nearer and
the trees be allowed to grow higher, as from this quarter violent

winds come at times. The undergrowth spoken of will afford

an excellent shelter for the crops growing on the outside border.

Before planting, the ground should be well trenched to the
depth of 2 feet, and 6 inches deeper if the soil will allow of it.

This may appear expensive at first, but it is the only way to

give a good start to a plantation of this kind. I may mention
that in some places where scope of ground is limited, yet

leaving room for a plantation, it is as well to plant a hedge on
the garden side of the plantation, and then cut-out a deep
ditch by the side of it, which will to a great extent prevent the
roots from extending further than that ; then, in this case,

the plantation may be somewhat nearer the garden ; again,

others would find a remedy by surrounding the garden by a

ha-ha wall, which would be more effectual than the former
method, and likewise prevent the possibility of stock intruding
npon the garden.
Having now said sufficient to convince anyone of the neces-

sity of sheltering the gardens, I will proceed to the subject of

soil. I behove it is generally considered that a suitable soil

for a garden is a rather rich, friable, or mellow loam, situated

moderately dry, and if the loam is inclined to a sandy nature
BO that it can be wrought at nearly all seasons of the year,

and from 2 to 4 feet in depth, so much the better ; but I

should consider that individual a fortunate person who can
make such a choice ; it is both time and money saved at once,
and I should be inclined to treat the object of shelter as

subordinate to this excellent qualification. In some localities

where there are two or three totally different soils to be met
with in a space of a few acres it is not so difficult to choose a
good soil or improve an inferior one ; but, generally speaking,
the amateur has very little chance of a choice of soil, and is

thereby forcibly directed to the improvement of such a soil as

he meets with, and nearly all soils are capable of being im-
proved. After a selection is made, the operation which should
precede all others, and which is a sound and commendable
basis upon which to effect farther improvements, is complete
drainage, a subject on which I shall make some remarks in a
future paper.

I have before stated that all soils are capable of being more
or less improved, but it would be well to consider the means
of effecting improvement before finally deciding upon its

adoption, as it is often a question of £ s. d. with the amateur,
and if the necessary materials for the improvement of one sort

of soU cannot be readily obtained, those requued for a soil of

different texture may, perhaps, be had more easily, and by
making choice of such a soil unnecessary expenditure in

labour may be avoided. It is not objectionable, but rather

an advantage, to have two or three different sorts of soil in a
garden.
The depth of a soil, if good, should have an influence over

the selection ; but if the subsoil is bad, the surface soil shallow
and poor, and if there are no reasonable means of adding to

its fertility, it should be abandoned ; but generally there is

that opportunity, and in snch a case earth should be carted-in

to increase the depth of surface soil before any of the subsoil

is turned np. A heavy clay soil is, perinps, one of the most

expensive to improve, and the process is long ; such a soil will

be improved by the addition of chalk, lime rubbish, ashes,

roadside sand, gravel, rotten leaves, and manure, and by
trencliing and exposure- to the atmosphere. Again, a very

light sandy soil is bad, because it is poor and liable to be
parched with heat in summer. Fmit trees, as well as vege-

tables, generally exhibit a stunted appearance in a hot sandy
soil, and the produce seldom possesses a natural flavour ; but
by the addition of good loam, and in some cases a little clay,

as well as manure, a good staple soil is made up. Next we
come to gravelly soils, which generally show a want of fertility.

They also suffer much from drought, as they are incapable of

retaining sufficient moisture for a crop's sustenance; they are,

however, capable of improvement, not so much by the use

of strong manure at first, but by the addition of strong turfy

loam or any good soil ; but, remember, in a gravelly soil, as

weU as that of a sandy nature, all these additions must bo
made in sufficient quantities to form a body capable of sustain-

ing any crop that is put into it, and also the better to retain

moisture when it is applied. Sandy as well as gravelly soils

are generally somewhat warmer than those which are heavy,

and therefore earlier, though not, perhaps, so productive:

nevertheless, they are not to be rejected if there is a chance of

improving them. Plants in sandy or dry soils aro much more
capable of resisting frost than those in heavy or wet soils, and
this is no small recommendation. Light or loose soils can be

materially improved by the addition of substances of an
opposite character ; and even soils of a good or medium
quality are much improved by the addition of good loam, or

any fresh workable soU that has not been previously exhausted

by cropping.

Chalk, when it can be procured, is a good renovator of soils,

and should be put on in the autumn or winter, so that the
weather may pulverise it. From the excavations and digging

for foundations, and other things connected with the erection

of a mansion, forming a garden and other things, all the best

soU should be utUised for garden purposes. The top spit,

however, should be kept separate from the other ; it is gener-

ally the most productive, and suitable also for fruit-tree

borders. In most eases, if the natural soil is not suitable, it

is possible to obtain—if not all at once, by degrees—enough
of the surface soU of a pasture, or any other soil that has not
been much cropped, for the growth of wall trees and Vines. All

soils that have been dug from a greater depth than 1 foot, if

not previously moved, ought to be exposed to the atmosphere
for some time before use, as they are deficient of many of the

properties contained in a surface soil.

—

Thomas Eecord.

TYING AND TRAINING PEACH TEEES.
How frequently in walking through Peach houses in the

autumn, especially where galvanised wire is used for training-

to, will an observant eye fall on shoots nearly cut through by
the tie, and gum oozing from the wound. And how often do
we hear of the wire being blamed for the gumming, when the

fault could in a great many cases be traced to the shoots being

too tightly bound-in from the first. As the tying season has
again arrived, I think it might be of use to say a few words
on the subject to those about commencing the operation.

First, then, for tying with. Never use anything but strips

of matting from a common garden mat, and if that has been
in use for a time and is half worn out so much the better, as

it will break and give way as the branch thickens, sooner than
cut into it. I find .Japan flax and other strong material very

unsuitable for the purpose, as the least pressure wUl at once
cut into, rather than give way to the shoot.

Secondly, Always give the matting a twist once round the

wh-e before tying. This not only keeps the shoot in its proper

place, but also prevents its receiving any injury from pressure

against the wire, and, above all, be particular never to tie-in

too tightly, but always to leave plenty of room for the shoot

to thicken considerably, without a chance of being cut.

Lastly, Keep a careful watch over the trees during their

growths in the summer, and adopt the same precaution with

the tying-in of tho young shoots, as they aro very tender at

that season. By strictly adhering to these simple rules I have
always found cutting-in, or gumming, reduced to a minimum.
—H. Habbis, Naseby WooUeys.

PoLYANTnnsKS.—Mr. Horner (pago 4(i.'>), has rightly divined

the sort of Polyanthus, which from thrum-eyed became pin-

eyed. I put-out a number of seedlings, raised from purchased
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seed, in a shrubbery much too dry for theii- favourable growth.

Amoug the plants there was one which I thought good enough
to be transplanted into the flower garden. It soon felt the

difference, grew vigorously, and gave piu-eyed flowers, for

which offence it was forthwith remitted to prison diet in the

shrubbery. My impression is, though after this lapse of time
I do not feel positive on the subject, that the discarded flowers

again showed the thrum.—G. S.

ABOUT LEAVES AND LEAF SOIL.

Mr. Peakson has recently related his experience of the use

of leaf soil in your pages, and has expressed an opinion ad-

verse to its value as an ingredient in composts for potting, and
thinks very little of it as a fertilising agent applied to land.

Advancing his views in regard to this material with character-

istic candour, he is still unwilling to dogmatise, knowing
pretty weU that in horticultural matters instances of failure or

success restricted to one localitj- must be more or less incon-

clusive, and therefore he invites your correspondents to follow

his example, and give a full and fair opinion of the utility of

decomposed leaves and leaf soO applied to garden soils and
composts for plant-culture. I am quite of opinion with your
correspondent, that a discussion that will expose the objection-

able quaUties belonging to it under certain circumstances, and
show in what way it may be most advantageously employed, is

calculated to establish facts in relation to its use that will

relieve the doubts of many of your amateur readers, and help

to warn all who incautiously employ it.

In suggesting the possibility that the leaves of certain trees,

notably the Oak, owing to certain undefined properties, do
not produce by their decomposition a soil so congenial to

plants as others, Hke the Lime or Poplar, Mr. Pearson opens
up an interesting question, which I do not remember to have
seen fairly worked-out. Leaves, undoubtedly, possess some-
thing of the character and quaUties of the trees that produce
them. The hardness, toughness, and durabUity of Oak leaves

are thoroughly characteristic of the tree. The astringent

character of the bark of the tree is well known, and this is

shared in a certain degree by the leaves. Oak leaves are espe-

cially liable to the attacks of the gall flies, and the resulting

galls, particularly the common form of spangle, in some seasons
completely cover the under side of the leaves, and secreting

tannic acid may produce a definite effect, when they are largely

mixed-up with the fallen leaves. The durability of Oak leaves

when thrown together may give fungi an opportunity of

spreading through the mass ; the mycelium of several kinds
of fungi find suitable pabulum in rotting wood and leaves,

and leave it like an exhausted Mushroom bed with little that

is fertilising in it.

These are possible causes which may help to explain the
negative value of decayed Oak leaves or the injurious effects

resulting from their use ; but as some of the instances ad-
duced are of partial and irregular occurrence, they may be
regarded as insufficient to base a general conclusion upon. The
suggestion of then- existence may be of use. I am disposed
to give much more importance to the manner and condition
in which the leaves are stacked than is generally assigned to

the operation ; if in a wet state, bruised, or intermixed with
snow when thrown together, putrefactive decomposition goes
slowly on, rottenness utimately ensues, and the result is a

sour unwholesome soil, in which it would be dangerous to

place any plant but a nettle. But leaves collected in a com-
paratively dry state, as they may have been this year, and
placed together in a considerable body, undergo a wholesome
fermentative action, which promotes the decay of the fibre of

the leaves, and in two years a mass thus treated, after being
turned over and exposed to atmospheric action, may be em-
ployed m almost any potting compost.

It may be remarked that the character of leaf soil is in-

fluenced in some degree by the soil on which the leaves fall, and
from which they are collected. In raking them together there

is always more or less adhering soU after the leaves have
rested for awhile on the ground, and when rolled down this

will be seen. Leaf mould from clay soil always shows a resi-

duum of strong soU, and calcareous soil has a similai' influence.

Ferruginous laud again marks its leaves even more particularly.

Leaf soil for American plants is best prepared by spreading
leaves on the smface of the ground about a foot in thickness,

but not in a mass suflicient to induce fermentation. The
decay of Lime, Horse Chestnut, and Poplar leaves is much
more rapid than in the case of the harder leaves of Oak,

Beech, or Spanish Chestnut, and I am disposed to think that

the softer leaves produce the best soil for garden purposes.
I do not value or employ leaf soil as a dressing for any kitchen-

garden crop, except Asparagus ; in fact, with the exception I

have named, I rather avoid its use in vegetable and fruit-

culture. As an ingredient in a compost for trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous plants it is often eminently useful, and it is an ex-

cellent thing to apply to newly-planted shrubs. Properly pre-

pared and sweetened, I have found it useful in nearly all

mixtures prepared for softwooded plants. The leaves I use
are of Oak, Beech, Lime, Elm, and Spanish Chestnut, and a
mingled mass of leaves makes the best soU, though not so

enduring a hotbed as Oak leaves exclusively.—W. Ingkam,
Eclvoir.

"EOSES WILL BLOOM, NOE WANT
BEHOLDEES."

" I GRANT indeed it hath not appeared, and your suspicion

is not without wit and judgment."
To Mr. George F. Barrell's accusation (see page 417), I plead

guilty ; and when I read it I felt

" That in mine ear I durst not stick a Rose,
Lest men should say. Look where three-farthinga goes.'*

I did enter to show at Spalding, fully intending to show;
but He Who rules the storm willed it otherwise, for on the eve

of the Show
" Loud roared the dreadful thunder.
The rain in deluge showers ;"

and down, down to the bottom of my boots went all my heart's

hopes for the morrow ! Yet, in spite of all, I was up in the
" grey of dawn " next morning, and cut part of a stand of

blooms. The dark Roses would have passed muster, but where
were my light Eoses ? Echo, in the shape of spuits damped
and hopes deferred, answered, " There they are !

" But heart,

and body, and soul ahve ! what a plight they were in !—bruised,

stained, streaked, and utterly spoiled !—the sight of which sent

me to bed again in a state of mind not to be envied. Who
was to blame ? Surely not I. True, I might have telegraphed,

as the letter I wrote no doubt reached its destination too late

to be of service ; but I always thought it was an understood
thing, that when one made an entry it was with the provision

that weather and other uncontrollable matters should be con-

siderations and exceptions. I have entered thus fuUy into the

matter, in hopes that we may get some sort of understanding

as to how we stand in regai'd to obligations when we make an
entry to show on a certain day ; and I am yet inclined to think

it must stand as it is, with the proviso " If lean," for who can
tell what the morrow may bring forth ?

Now there are but two things I don't quite like when show-
ing. One is, that although I don't mind paying—mark you
well—parcels rate for the carriage of my boxes of blooms when
going to a show, it " kinder raises my bile " when I am charged
the same rate for my empty boxes on my return home. When
I am so charged I grant it is an exception, and " my don't

likes " in my previous letter are, I am proud to say, exceptions
;

and although we cannot possibly do away with exceptions, yet

let us do what we can to alleviate the evil thereof. My other

and last grumble is, that the tickets of admission given us at

flower shows as, I presume, a sort of encouragement to come
and come again, are almost always of no use ! Take the Rose
Show at the Palace for instance, although it is the same with

the other large shows. On showing for such a prize one is

entitled to and receives so many tickets ; and unless one is

quite certain (impossible) of showing-up and taking one's

friends with one, the tickets are of no use. I have posted tickets

at 8 A.M. at the Palace, and they have reached their destination

in London on the evening of the same day.

Now, if it could be done, I would suggest that when an exhi-

bitor enters to show, that he be allowed, if he wish, to have
the tickets he is entitled to some time before the day of the

Show, on depositing the money value of such tickets with the

Secretary of the Society, such money to be returned if the

exhibitor keep his engagement or do not use the tickets—
easily arranged, I think, and much benefit and convenience

ensured. Please do not conceive that 1 regard present arrange-

ments as evUs—no such thing. I merely wish to draw the

attention of committees of management to things that might
be made better and more agreeable to all parties. I should be

sorry indeed to hurt the feelings of anyone ; and should I in

this or my previous letter have trodden on the tender part of
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any individual I beg his pardon, although there is a little secret

feeling in my heart that says

—

" WTiy, let the stricken Jeer go weep,
The hart unpolled play

;

For Bome must watch while some mnst sleep.

So runs the world away."

And now I should like to say just a few words on the " need-

less fasting," as " P." puts it, at the Palace and elsewhere.

I see " P." used to fast, although iu his latter days he got

eggs and bacon, <S:c. I wish once and for all to say I, nor any

one that I know, desires a breakfast on the free-ticket system,

and I am glad to find others bear me out in regard to the want

of so substantial and necessary a part of the day's pleasures.

Here is a suggestion : Cannot we exhibitors and friends gene-

rally have a jolly breakfast all together ? There's visions of a

glorious union for you ! See, we should by that means get to

know each other when the ordinary course of introduction

fails ! How I should have liked to have known Mr. E. N. G.

Baker— (I feel almost glad that he, too, could get no breakfast

;

it will help to realise my suggestion)—when he clean beat

everybody in the amateur classes last June at the Palace. I

had a sort of introduction by taking second rank to him for

the forty-eight. I am sure the management will gladly meet

our wishes if we but ask them to provide breakfast for a certain

number. The few times I have shown at the Palace I have

always received the very greatest courtesy from all and every-

one i have ever had occasion to ask a favour of, be it ever so

small. I know nothiug, except to take first for 48's, that I

should look forward to with so much pleasure as the rosarian

breakfast at the Palace once a-year. As for the Horticultural

at Kensington, why, you have to walk a mile there before you

can get water to wash with or bread to eat. At the Fioyal

Botanic it is better, although a little rough.

In the all-absorbing cause (Tichborne be blowed) of Manetti

and Briar I say, Go it Manetti, even though you have so strong

and staunch a pleader on the other side as the Eev. S. Eey-

nolds Hole ; and right pleased am I to see so many good men
and true on our side, whoever wins.

'* Dear Rose, thy joy "s tmdimmed

;

Thy cap is ruby-rimmed,
Thy cup's heart nectar-brimmed."

—'W. Fabren", Cambridge,

P.S.—I and some Bose-Ioving friends are anxiously desirous

of getting-up an association of Eose-growers and showers in

this county or district—I care not whether it be " The Cam-
bridgeshire and Isle of Ely Eose Society," or " The Eastern

Counties Rose Association "—to embrace, say, Cambridge, Nor-

folk, and Suffolk. Names and suggestions to give it a start

will oblige.—^W. Fabbex, Cambridge.

THE PATENT GLASS-CUTTEB.
Meesbs. Dick Eadclvffe & Co. have sent us an implement

for cutting glass, of which the annexed woodcut is a repre-

sentation. It " consists of a stem or handle, in which is

mounted a small revolving steel cutter, especially prepared

and hardened, which cuts or fractures the glass as it rolls over

its surface." 'We have used the patent glass-cutter, and have

found it to work well. It cuts the glass most thoroughly—

quite as well as a diamond, and the only question about it is

as to its durability. It appears it can be " made equal to new
for the email charge of 6(2."

THE MANETTI STOCK.
I HAVE budded on the seedling Briar for seven years. I quite

agree with Mr. Baker that the best stock for Hybrid Per-

petual Roses is the Manetti. The Briar is a bad mover, and

very subject to mildew. Manettis are at home on any soil,

and if treated kindly after being well established they will then

do their duty. I find Roses on their own roots do well with

me. I put-in my cuttings in the open ground in September,

and a good average take root, and they make fine plants for

pot-culture in the following season.—J. Ma^o, Oxford.

were very bad—in fact quite uneatable. This year I put them
into light sandy loam—they of course did not grow to so large

a size—but without any better result , for, no matter how they are

boiled, they remain the same. I think the word " flour " might

be omitted, and soap substituted.—J. Atkinson, Co. Connaught

THE OXLIP.
I uAVE read with great interest the papers upon Primroses,

and especially admire the figures of the Polyanthuses. As to

the Oxlip, there is a little misapprehension as to what is in-

tended under that name. Two very distinct sets of plants at

least are included under it ; the first set embracing the various

hybrids between the Cowslip and the Primrose, and also the

caulescent varieties of the last-named species ; and the second

containing the true Primula elatior of Jacquin, which used to

be known among botanists as the " Bardfleld OxUp." Many
of the so-called hybrids are simply Primroses, in which the

umbel is elevated upon a scape instead of being hidden among
the leaves, as is usually the case, for the Primrose is always

truly umbellate, though not obviously so. My object, how-
ever, in writing this note is not to enter upon a botanical dis-

quisition, but to draw the attention of horticultm'ists to the

true or Bardfleld Oxlip, which is scarcely ever seen in cul-

tivation. I have introduced it to one or two of my friends,

who speak very highly of its value. One of these has now
had it for four or five years in his garden in Cheshire, where

it forms large and handsome clumps, and flowers and seeds

freely.

It is not easy to define the differences between the true and
the hybrid Oxlip, although no one who has seen the two grow-

ing would ever confuse them. My Cheshhe friend is firmly

convinced of the distinctness of the Bardfleld plant, although

before he had it in cultivation he was inclined to look on it aa

a hybrid. The more villous calyx, paler flowers, and the

absence of folds at the mouth of the coroUa are the technical

characters given in separating the true Oxlip from the hybrid,

and to these may be added many more obvious, if less de-

scribable, characteristics, such as the peculiar and rather dis-

agreeable odour, resembling that of the Starch Hyacinth, the

comparative uprightness of the leaves, the greater height of

the scapes (which I have seen nearly '2 feet high in cultivation)

,

the more compact form of the umbel, and the more drooping

flowers. It remains in blossom for a much longer period than

other Oxlips, and begins to flower later. This species is found

in meadows and copses in Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, and Essex,

especially in the north of the last-named county ; it takes its

English name from Bardfleld in this county. The botanical

interest of this Oxlip if very great, but need not be gone into

here, my desire being merely to draw attention to the plant,

and to advocate its cultivation.—J. B. Q.

Bid-skin Floubdall Potato.—I tried it during 187'2 in

heavy soil, in which it grew tubers to a very large size, but they

AEEANGING FLOWERS FOK BOUQUETS.
It is an art requiring no small degree of taste and skill to

arrange cut flowers so as to form an attractive bouquet for the

vase or basket. It is something, too, which comes to one

intuitively, and it can hardly bo described in words. However,
it may be said in general that the more loosely and unconfused

flower.s are arranged the better. Crowding is especially to be

avoided, and to accomphsh this a good base of green of different

varieties is needed to keep the flowers apart. This flUing-up

is a very important part iu bouquet-making, and the neglect

of it is the greatest stumbling-block to the uninitiated. Spikes

and drooping flowers, with branches and sprays of delicate

green, are of absolute necessity in giving grace and beauty to

a vase bouquet. Flowers of similar size, form, and colour

ought never to be placed together. Small flowers should never

'De massed together. Largo flowers, with green leaves or

branches, may be used to advantage alone, but a judicious

contrast of forms is most effective.

Avoid anything like formality or stiffness. A bright tendril

or spray of Vine can be used with good effect if allowed to

wander over and around the vase as it will. Certain flowers

assort well only in famihes, and are injured by mixing. Of
these are Balsams, Hollyhocks, Sweet Peas, &c. The former

produce a very pretty effect if placed upon a shallow oval

dish upon the centre table. No ornament is so appropriate

for the dinner-table or mautlepiece as a vase of flowers ; and if

you expect visitors, by all means cut the fluest bouquet your

garden will produce, and place it in the room they are to

occupy. It will tell of your regard and affectionate thought-
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fulness in a more forcible and appropriate manner than yon

conld find words to express. If a small quantity of spirits of

camphor is placed in the water contained in the vase, the

colour and freshness of the Howers will remain for a much
longer period. Thus prepared, we have had flowers keep a

week, and at the end look quite fresh and bright.

—

{Maine

Farmer.)

NEGLECTED BEDDING PLANTS.—No. 2.

Polemoniiim cieritleum varictjatum.—It is to be regretted that

this fine-looking plant cannot be depended on to do well every-

where, for although it has been known a dozen years or more,

it is far from plentiful yet. The positions suited to its growth

are few, and in the south of England, especially, are somewhat
capriciously placed. My own experience with it has not been

satisfactory, for with the treatment given to similar plants I

have on more than one occasion lost my whole stock, and I

find others have been Ukewise unfortunate. It appears to me
that the plant requires more moisture than it receives in a

natiiral way in the south of England ; but even apart from
that it has some peculiarities which I am unable to under-

stand. The original form of the plant is hardy enough—in

fact, it is found wild in some places, as in the north of England,

but not very plentiful-, and, to the best of my recullection, on a

rather stiff soil ; I therefore cannot account for the variegated

form succeeding so well in certain soils' of a widely different

character. Where it is found in good condition no variegated

plant whatever excels it in appearance. I remember seeing it

many years ago at Archerfield in the best possible condition,

likewise thriving in other places in the north, also in Derby-

shii-e and the western counties, where rain falls more fre-

quently than in the south-eastern districts. It is much to be

regretted that so ornamental a plant should not grow every-

where, for its Fern-like neatly-pinnated foliage and compact
habit make it a general favourite. I am no advocate for any
plant requiring special treatment, for as most plants used for

ornamental purposes are grown along with others, the treat-

meLt one receives must in a great measure be the same as

that given to the rest.

Salvia .^plendens.—This fine plant can hardly be classed as

a bedder, for no skill that has hitherto been directed to its

cultivation has been able to make it flower early enough in the

season to afford anything like the display that is wanted at

the present day ; but for a late-blooming plant I know of

nothirg handsomer, and as its fl.owers endure any amount of

rain without injury, it is well worth a place in the mixed
border, especially where there is a likelihood of its escaping

the early autumn frosts, for no plant is more tender than this.

We usually plant a number out of doors in May, and take

them up in September for use in-doors. I know of no plant

that bears transplanting better ; but as a bedding plant it

ought not to have a place, except as an adjunct to Chrysanthe-

mums, which it, however, precedes by a fortnight or more.

Auhrielia purpurea variegata.—This neat, dwarf, variegated

plant is not so much grown as it deserves to be ;
for, like the

Polemonium, it is quite hardy—in fact, more so than it, and
more ornamental in midwinter. At all times it has a neat and
compact appearance, and but seldom runs into the green condi-

tion. It is an excellent winter plant, and also deserves notice

as a summer-growing one, especially in the mixed border or as a

permanent edging, in which case it contrasts well with the turf

by which it may be surrounded, and in every other sense is a

highly deserving plant. It is equally good in a dry season as

in a wet one, and a hard winter makes no impression on it.

Golden Feather Pyrcthrum.—It is needless to say a word in

favour of this highly popular and useful plant, unless it be to

pay the introducer of it a justly merited compliment for sup-

plying one of the easiest cultivated, as well as one of the most
ornamental, plants that have been added to the flower garden
of late years. A plant that does duty all the year round car-

ries its own recommendation with it. I only wish we had
some other plants equally accommodating, with foliage of a

different hue, as its form, in my opinion, far exceeds that of

the much-vaunted Coleus.

Verbena venosa.—This old species thirty years ago was toler-

ably plentiful and much grown until the more showy varieties,

which claims V. Melindres as a parent, came into vogue, but
venosa promises to see the latter out, as there never was a

time at which it was so popular as it is just now. To grow
Verbena venosa well it ought to have a good-sized bed or space
to itself, for it cannot so well be pegged down as the other

kind, neither does it look so well when submitted to this

ordeal. We have several beds of it here, some of them mor©
than half-a-dozen years old, and the centres of two of our
largest ribbon borders were planted with this Verbena in 1870
and have flowered well ever since, forming a mass from '2 to

3 feet wide every year and quite 2 feet high by the end of the
season. We usually plant a row of Calceolarias or other light-

looking plants in a line by the side of it, and it invariably

looks well. This Verbena is easily obtained from seed, which,
however, is long in vegetating, but the plants flower quickly

when once up. It may also be propagated by cuttings of the
roots, but I like seedlings better.

Verbena puldiella.—Like V. venosa this is also much neg-
lected, but it is hkely to be called upon more hereafter as the
more showy Verbenas are so uncertain whilst this is always to

be depended on. I would give something for a good scarlet

variety of this species ; a dull yellow or sulphur-coloured one
was common some years ago, now and then a sort of creamy
white is to be seen, and we all know the variegated form
named Imperatrice Elizabeth. May I ask if anyone has been
able to make anything of Verbena miniata, a species related

to V. pulchella but more robust ? There is also another Ver-
bena of still more robust growth but resembling the once
popular class having large deeply-cut leaves ; it is V. teucrioides,

white, easily raised from seed, somewhat coarse in its habit,

but of rapid and robust growth, and not so liable to mildew as

the florists' varieties.

Fuclisia Eiccartoni.—This, perhaps, is of too robust growth
to be retained in the list of bedding plants, but it may take

its place in the shrubbery border, and is well deserving of

notice for its neat foliage, abundance of bloom, and general

hardiness. Plants here that are fully exposed have stood

several years without their stems being killed in winter, but

there is not so much advantage in this as might be expected,

for they do not flower earlier, or but very little earlier, than
those that have been cut down by the winter's frost and have
grown again. We have several bushes quite 6 feet high and
about 8 feet through, which look the picture of health and
whoso tips afford quantities of cut twigs for bouquet making.

It would be easy to extend this list by taking-in some plants

that are now no longer retained on the lists of bedding plants.

The double white Pyrethrum Parthenium is pretty in its way
and for a time looks well, and a bed of the blue Anagallis is

also sometimes very good. It was a popular bedding plant at

one time, but like the Petunia not so easy to retain through

the winter from cuttings as it used to be. Cuphea platycentra

and C. strigillosa seem also to be neglected now, the former as

hardly showy enough, and the latter too late to meet the re-

quirements of the time. Other old-fashioned plants have like-

wise fallen into neglect, some deservedly so, but some may
still have a place assigned them, as no ornamental garden is

complete without its mixed border, and in such a place there

are a great many useful plants that ought to find a home that

is denied them in the parterre.—J. Bobson.

LEAP MOULD.
It may be interesting to some of yom' readers to know that

I have grown Ferns in a compost of nothing but leaf soU and
silver sand, and have always been able to cut good fronds

from very good plants, especially Adiantum cuneatum, which
I have always found succeeded admirably. I have also grown
Azaleas in the same compost, and, with but few exceptions, they

have succeeded very well, making good firm wood well set

with buds. I do not, as a rule, recommend it for Azaleas,

but some of your readers may be placed, as I have been, where

no peat was to be had without going to the expense of bring-

ing it a long way by rail.

I am not particiilar about keeping Oak leaves separate for

the purpose of making leaf mould; all the rakings of the

pleasure grounds and lawns are harrowed together and used

in the same manner, as mentioned in your number of Decem-
ber 4th by Mr. Meacock. I also find leaf soil very useful in

the spring as a compost for cuttings and seed-sowing.

I may also mention here that I quite agree with Mr. Mea-
cock regarding the value of manure from old Mushroom beds,

I always have it saved for use in potting Pelargoniums, Ukewise

for many plants in the stove.—t'. M. B.

Hessea spiralis.—Under the name of Heseea spiralis I re-

ceived Carpolyza spiralis (Salisbury Parad. Lond. and Herbert).

The name of Hessea was given by some authors to this plant,

but is now appUed to an allied genus. It is a rather pretty
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Kttle bulb, umbellate, with from two to three white starry

flowers tipped with green and rosy outside ; leaves filiform

and spiral. The flowers open iu succession, and last a long

while. Strumaria, Hessea, and Imhofia are allied genera.

These names are to be found every now and then iu the nursery-

men's catalogues. One of the smaller Serines, undulata or

flexuDsa, however, does duty for them in their absence, and
comes regularly to hand when any of them are ordered.

—

E. Tbevoe C1.ABKE.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Would yon be good enough to print the enclosed note

which 1 have received from my namesake, though no relation,

at Leeds? It may have the effect of causing his excellent

suggestions to be acted upon iu other parts of the country.

Mr. Thomas Wilson when sanctioning his note being printed

added, "I take iu two gardening papers. It was from letters

and leading articles in them that I became aware of what was

in agitation for the formation of a real horticultural society.

I cannot think that if the attention of the public is called to

the question, there can be any difficulty in finding five or sis

thousand subscribers of a guinea each, to support a society

whose sole object shall be the promotion of horticulture in all

its branches." A lady Fellow writes me, " I feel it is a dis-

grace that wealthy England, full of people priding themselves

on their parks, arboretums, and gardens with acres of glass,

cannot support a Eoyal Horticultural Society, and nobly. I,

myself, know several of such like, who do not belong to it, and

when I have expressed surprise, say they do not care for it,

quite indifferent." We have hopes of many lady subscribers

to the renovated Society; the garden is their province. Is

there in Nature a, more beautiful object than a fair woman with

taste arranging her garden, or showing the flowers she has

carefully watched over? Even the thought just now is refresh-

ing, as it takes back to a time when horticulture was carried on
without squabbling.

I believe the reason why "wealthy England" does not

join the Eoyal Horticultural Society is, that it looks upon it

as a part of South Kensington, and not a horticultural society

representing the whole nation. As even wealthy England likes

paying a guinea better than two or four guineas and an ad-

mission fee, we may hope for some of it joining, as another of

our most eminent horticulturists, the Kev. Harpur Crewe, has

to-day shown in one of your contemporaries. He says, " Most
cordially do I sympathise with the remarks of Mr. Ellaoombe,

and Mr. Elwes, on the proposals with respect to the re-

organisation of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, and most

thoroughly glad shall I be to become a member if they are

carried out. I have repeatedly been solicited to allow my name
to be proposed as a Fellow, but have always refused, because

I could see no corresponding advantage," &c. I have only to

add that competent horticulturists in London, are engaged in

the work of reconstruction, and that in proportion to the

degree in which the country continues to make its voice heard,

will their task be easy or difficult.

I shall be happy for the present to receive communications,

and to see that any likely suggestions are considered by the

proper authorities ; but having alieady much correspondence,

any answer must probably be in print. It will be understood

that any communication may be printed, unless the oontrary

is stated.

—

Geobos F. Wilson.

" 3, Bilary Place, Leeds. Sfh Dec, 1873.
" Sir,—As one who would be glad to see a purely horticultural

society worthy of England formed in London, I shall be happy
to become a subscriber to your proposed scheme, and to canvass

others in this neighbourhood to join it. I think if local com-
mittees were formed there would be no difficulty in getting a

sufficient number of persons to join, who, though they might
not, on account of their distance from London, be able person-

ally to attend the meetings of the Society, would bs glad to

assist in establishing a real central Society of horticulture. May
I Bu^cest, if the movement goes forward, the formation of local

committees to canvass for sabscribera ?—Yours faithfully,
" G. F. Wilaon, Esq." (Signed) " Thomas Wilson.

I read the oii'cular I felt convinced that the persons who signed

after the first three intended only to support the sixth para-

graph—I'.c, the general proposition that it would be better for

both parties if the connei^tion between the Royal Horticultural

Society and the Commissioners of 1851 should cease. The
Council denies the assertions of the circular, the Horticultural

Defence Committee ignores it, the Horticultural Club knows it

not. Dr. Denny repudiates it, Mr. Turner is sorry he signed it,

and Mr. George Wilson believes in it. Who, then, wrote it?

Mr. George Wilson forgets to inform your readers that the

Eoyal Horticultural Society has spent over .-£80,000 upon the

gai'dens. This at 5 per cent, represents a rental of £1000 per

annum ; or, taking the value of the lease of thirty-one years

and allowing for the £15,000 debentures for which the Com-
missioners would be responsible, it would, according to the usual

mode of computation, represent a rental of nearly £0000 per

annum. To this must be added the sum of £500 per annum
which the Eoyal Horticultural Society is bound to pay to the

Commissioners.
The pubho always understood that the Commissioners of

1851 were established for the improvement of science (horti-

cultural included) and art, and not for building speculations

;

but Mr. Wilson may be right. If the Eoyal Horticultural

Society is moved from South Kensington on the strength of Mr.
Wilson's argument, how wiU it fare with the Eoyal Botanic and
Zoological, and other learned Societies? As a four-guinea

Fellow who for more than six years resided entirely in the

country, I would point out to those who support the one-guinea

fellowship that many country Fellows will naturally take ad-

vantage of the change and pay one guinea instead of two, as

at present. The proposed power of voting by proxy woiHd be

not only inconsistent with the present Charter, but might, and
probably would, be used to render the Council of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society a self-elected body. For that reason

the horticulturists should most strongly oppose it.—A Life

Fellow, E.H.S.

Ton must permit me to reply to Mr. Wilson's letter in your

Journal of the 11th inst., recording my repudiation of the

appeal contained in the circular issued by Mr. Wilson, and
Sir Daniel Cooper. Mr. Wilson states, " that he thought I

read through the circular before signing it," ignoring the fact

of my distinctly stating at the meeting on the 3rd December,

that I did not do so. Mr. Wilson further says, " that I most

certainly signed it with the utmost willingness," which is per-

fectly correct, for when requested by Mr. Veitch to sign it, who
iu reply to my questions, informed me that its purport was
simply an appeal to the Fellows to express their opinions upon
the desirableness of the Society giving up the lease of the South

Kensington gardens to Her Majesty's Commissioners, provided

they would take upon themselves the Society's debenture debt,

and come to satisfactory arrangements with us for holding our

Shows and Committee Meetings there, as well as an assurance

from Mr. Veitph (who as Honorary Secretary to the Defence

Committee, I considered its organ), that the circular had been

discussed and^pproved of by the Defence Committee—I did

upon the good faith of all this most wilUngly sign it. But to

my surprise when I read in print the text of the circular in

question, I found it to contain in addition to that which I un-

derstood it simply embodied, several statements which appeared

to mo to reflect upon the present Council, statements, too, that

if not directly false, certaiuly implied by insinuation what was

palpably incorrect, for the present Council cannot be answer-

able for a state of things therein pourtrayod, due to acts of

former Councils, of which Mr. Wilson was a member. Mr.

Wilson's kind consideration for Mr. Turner being in the same
penitent state of mind as myself, should have been extended

to Mr. Cutbush, and others, also, who have expressed their

regret at having been induced to sign it. Mr. Wilson, more-

over, suggests as the reason for my withdrawal, " that I

appear to have changed my mind." I beg to assure Mr. Wilson

that such is not the case, I am still of opinion that if some

such arrangement could be come to with Her Majesty's Com-
missioners as was intimated to me by Mr. Veitch, it would ba

most desirable.

—

John Dennv, Stoke Ncwinrjlon,

Is justice to those Fellows of the Eoyal Horticultural So-

ciety who have been obliged to search out for themselves the „ ^r, a xTT^Tr'^vT tttc!
inaccuracies in Sir D. Cooper's circular, Mr. George Wilson THA.JUb GRANDU'ULiUS.
should make known the name of the person who is responsible Me. Thomas Meeiian exhibited a flower of Bletia Tanker-

lor that specimen of " special pleading." By special pleading
|
villiffi (Phajus granlifolius of some authors), in which the

we usually understand suppresains! that which is true, and 1 dorsal sepal, or, as some autljors contend, petal, had united

suggesting that which is false. From the first moment that , with the column, and had be.-n much retarded iu its develop-
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ment accordiugly. He said that he had several dozen of

flowers produced in this way this winter, all however confined

to separate spikes from those which bore the perfect flowers.

In some cases flowers were produced which had two of the

exterior petals united together perfectly, in which case they

formed a hood over the apex of the column. As changes of a

similar character were not uncommon in orchidaceous plants,

it was likely this form of changed structure had been seen

before, though not falling within his own observation. It was
usual to pass over these appearances as " monstrosities," but

in truth the whole Orchid structure was little less than a

monstrosity. If we except the character of the position of the

seeds in the capsule, there was little to divide an Orchid from

an Iris, beyond the power of combining organs which are free

in the Iris—the power which produced the " monstrosity " we
see. The stamens were entirely coherent with the pistil in

orchidaceous plants, and free in the iridaceous. He had seen

in a "monstrous" Habenaria the lip so transformed, that

the whole flower had as regular an appearance as a Sisyrin-

chium in the Iridaceje.

He did not think as much had been made out of the changes

of structure in Orchids in the study of evolution as might be,

in consequence of the impression that these abnormal forms,

as they were termed, were monstrosities, or the result of culti-

vation. There had been already on record accounts of changes

in wild Orchids more remarkable than many much dwelt on
by modern writers on development. Sir K. Schomburgk de-

scribed and figured forty years ago in the " Linnnsan Trans-

actions" (15th vol.), three distinct genera — Catasetum,

Machranthus, and Myrauthus—all growing out of one plant in

Demerara ; and seed which he took from one of these, and
scattered on a piece of rotten wood, produced plants with

flowers of one of the other genera. All these facts showed
that the power of cohesion of one organ with another was one

of the leading forces at work in forming the orchidaceous

structure ; and, as we saw in the specimen exhibited, this

power could be readily obstructed, so as to produce many
variations, it could hardly be said that genera were founded on
any absolute law.

He further remarked that, in examining closely the flowers

of Bletia Tankervilhai early in the morning, he found on the

outside, at the base of the three exterior petals, a liquid exu-

dation from a small gland. It was highly probable that these

glands were rudimentary spurs, and that, if the course of

nutrition which sustained the cohering power of an Orchid
could in any way be diverted before the final direction of form,

each of these outer petals might take on some of the labellate

character with its attendant spur, which gave such a peculiar

appearance to so many orchidaceous plants.

At a subsequent meeting Mr. Meehan observed that, by the

mere cohesion of one of the dorsal petals with the column, a

flower differing very much from the general condition was the

result ; and that it was evidently the direction of nutrition

towards the production of a spur, which resulted in the forma-
tion of the labellate petal which gave such a distinguishing

character to the general Orchideaj flower. At that time he had
observed that very early in the morning a very small secretion,

from what appeared to be incipient glands, might be seen at

the exterior base of the outer petals, and that there was no
improbability that in time an Orchid would be produced which
would have, from these glands, three spurs and their petals,

giving the flower the appearance of an Aquilegia. Since that

time Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, in the April 12th issue of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, notices the receipt of a Phajus Wallichii

in which there had been produced three spurs and regular

petals, looking. Dr. Masters says, rather hke those of a Gladiolus

than of an Orchid. This confirmation of the views, suggested
in the observations referred to, indicate that we were on the
right track as regards idea of the floral structure.

—

{Proceed-

ings of the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUB GARDENS.—No. 12.

Many persons strongly object to having Ivy growing upon a

dwelling-house, resting their dislike to the plant mainly upon
the assertion that it harbours insects, which cannot well be
denied, though there is not much evidence that from the Ivy
on the wall these insects transfer themselves to the interior of

the domicile. Others will add the dictum that " the smell is

unwholesome," which one rather inchnes to meet with a flat

denial. Gardeners share, in Bome cases, with those indivi-

duals this dislike to a plant which, in several of its varieties,

is an ornamental, and may be at times even a useful inmate
of the garden. Certainly no one admires what is not unfre-

quently to be seen in suburban gardens, a wall skirting a
flower bed, the said wall being raggedly clothed with Ivy, with
occasional tendrils drooping in a languishing manner on the
soil, or grasping some shrub in an awkward embrace.
Flowering late, the Ivy serves to sustain life in many

creatures of the insect race, for its green and rather peniUar
blossoms are rich in honey. The swarms of bees and flies

besetting it on sunny days are particularly noticeable, and this

fact possibly leads some to look upon the Ivy as a great pro-

ducer of insects, whereas it is simply a source of food to

insects bred elsewhere. And a very slight amount of cbserva-

tion would show anyone that few of the insects resorting

to Ivy bloom in October and November are enemies to the
gardener. Such moths, it is true, as the Gamma (Plusia

Gamma) and the Angle-shades (Phlogophera meticulcsa) are to

be seen at it now and then. The eagerness with wMch some
species of insects resort to this is to be explained by the sup-
position that it is often their last resort ere they go in the
state of hybernation. Certain species, especially of the Hy-
menopterous order, will at times be observed actuaUy biting the
not yet expanded blossoms in their search for food. The
berries of the Xew have a Uke fascination in autumn.

Phlogophora meticulosa. ^

Many of the autumn moths die-off under the influence of a
frost in November or December, though some reappear in the
spring. Gardens and outbuildings afford shelter in the winter
months to a proportion of these, and it by no means follows

of necessity that all the moths the horticulturist in his " clear-

ing-up times " dislodges from various nooks and corners_mu8t
all be next year the parents of broods of caterpillars that will

work him injury.

The Green-brindled Crescent (M. Oxyacantha;) is a moth
common about our London suburbs, occurring in some seasons
late in the autumn. Though not, perhaps, often observed bj«

gardeners in its preparatory stages, the species is found
throughout these islands, often passing its whole existence

about or in cultivated ground, as the chief, if not the only,

food of the caterpUlar is the Hawthorn. But it has never yet
been so far abundant in our Hawthorn hedges as to be deemed
a hurtful insect. This is a handsome moth, though not of

large dimensions, the wings only about IJ inch. The general
colour of the forewings is reddish brown, but over the surface

there are diffused a number of scales of a metallic green, there

are several black streaks and dashes, and parallel with the
hind margin a broad pale band, and at the extremity of this,

near the inner margin, there is a white crescent. A variety ra

sometimes taken in which nearly the whole of the wings are

of a dull brown. Some old entomologist was so charmed with
this moth that he designated it the " EaJing Glory," probably

from the locality in which ho took some ; but as this name was
open to question, and might apply to some splendid young
lady of that district, an appellation taken from the peculiarity

of the markings has been substituted by modern WTiters. The
Latin name is, appropriately enough, taken from the food-

plant.

The larva exhibits nothing strildng ; unlike most of the

Noctuffi, it is a day-feeder. Its body is humped slightly on
the twelfth segment, and dotted with white, the general colour

being a dark brown, the legs and claspcrs contrasting with this,

as they are green. The eggs are in all probability invariably

deposited on the twigs of the Hawthorn in autumn, the young
caterpillars hatching-out in AprU, and feeding during that

month and the following. Descending to the surface of the
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earth, they there spin cocoons of silk, interwoven with frag-

ments of leaves and particles of inouIil,aucl the moth emerges
about foxir months after. M. Oxyacauthic may be seen at

evening, not only on I\-t.-, but hovering about flower-beds and
greenhouses ; and should a by-passer shake tho bush in which
it is reposing by day, the moth comes tardily forth and flies a
short distance to enter some covert again.

A yet more beautiful moth (also autumnal) belongs to the
same family as the preceding, and it is one of our few green
Lcpidoptera. The MerveUle-du-Jour, as it is called, bearing
French words as its vernacular title, also known as Agriopis
Aprilina, has the head, thorax, and forewiugs pale green, tho
latter also ornamented with black and white markings that
sometimes gather themselves into an indistinct band ; tho
hindwings are smoky black, with marginal wliite spots, and
the abdomen is of the same dark hue. This moth has a par-
tiality for sweets, that draws it from the fields and woods
towards the flower garden, and it forms one of the troop that

seek Ivy bloom on mild evenings in November. Vt'o have
records of its capture in nearly every county in England or

Scotland, though now, to appearance, uncommon in tbo
vicinity of the metropolis. No doubt, when extensive Oak
forests surrounded London, A. ApriUna was more plentiful

than it will ever be again in these suburban districts. The
caterpillar' of the species is stout and very smooth, remarkable
for having a dark mark like the letter X on tho head, which is

greenish ; the body is a little deeper in colour, with lozenge-

shaped markings along the back, and having a pale stripe, or
sometimes a series of white spots, above the feet. During the
day this caterpillar conceals itself, when it can, in crevices of

the bark of trees ; it is, I believe, rarely found upon sapUngs,
and sometimes ascends the Oak to a good height, thus escap-

ing the eye of the entomologist. In June the insect is pre-

pared to undergo its transformation to the chrysalis state, for

which purpose the caterpillar goes deeply into the earth,

making, however, only a slight cocoon. The specific name,
Aprilina, points to a spring emergence, as well as an autumn
one, at least when the insect was first recognised by natm-alists

;

and it is a notable and rather a curious fact that some species

have changed their habits, more or less, in the course of the

last fifty years consequent upon alterations in our climate, or
through their having taken to a different food-plant than they
formerly resorted to. It might also be noticed, en jiassant, that
the diminution of our woods has forced some insects to take

up their abodes in our gardens.

The pretty little moth, the Sallow (Xanthia cerago), may be
knocked-out of garden hedges in the autumn when there are

scarcely any leaves left. I have not observed it at sugar or Ivy
bloom, but others have so taken it. If a bush is shaken in

which an individual of tho species is resting, the moth gener-
ally falls with legs folded, as it dead. Tho forewings are of a

delicate yellow, the two customary spots known as the discoidal

spots are brown, and there are other brown markings slightly

pnrplish in most individuals. The thorax is bright yellow and
crested. The hindwings are silvery white. On the Continent
specimens are taken occasionally with all the surface of the
forewings yellow, save one central spot. It is only of lato

years that tho transfonnations of the species have been ob-

served in England, the caterpillar lurking in the buds of the
Sallow during spring. This is dull brown and striped,

sharpened towards tho head. After it is about half-grown it

generally quits the tree, and betakes itself to low plants, not
being particular as to species.

The Gem (Camptogramma fluviata) is a near relative of the
excessively abundant moth (C. bilineata), of which every
hedgerow in June and July furnishes its scores. In size

C. fluviata is inferior ; it occurs later in the year, even in mUd
Boasona, towards the close of autumn. It is a tact in the
history of this species (which seems to bo more common near
London than elsewhere), that the two sexes present such
differences that they were once supposed to be distinct. The
fctaalc insect is tho more handsome, having forewings of a
pnrplish brown, with a very clearly-defined white spot, and
grey hindwings marked with waved lines. In the male the
forewings are clay-coloured or brown, with a darker band, in

which is enclosed a light spot similar to that seen in the
female. There are also a few white lines in some individuals

of both sexes. What is also not so easily explained is that
there are two varieties of the caterpillar of C. flnWata, but
these do not devclopo respectively into males and females, as

might be snpposed. Ono of these is yellowish green, and tho
other rather greyish ; both have been taken feeding on tho

common Persicaria and the Groundsel, yet not, we may sup-

pose, limited to these. I have found the perfect insect sitting

on garden walls ; it is also addicted to immolating itself at

gas-lamps. From its ratjier retired habits in general we may
conjecture that in some counties its being unknown arises from
its being overlooked, and not actually absent.—J. K. S. C.

KEEPING GRAPES IN WINTER.
\Ve have recently received letters from various localities,

stating that Grapes" that should have hung in good condition

on the Vines for a long time have moulded and dropped from

their stalks. In one case, the whole crop of Muscats was

literally lost. Considering the general dampness and want of

sunshine which characterised the Grape-riponing months of

August and September, and the heavy rainfall, it is not by any

means surprising that Grapes should, in many instances, not

keep well. There cannot bo a doubt that the successful keep-

ing of Grapes throughout the winter depends very much on

tbo circumstances under which they are ripened. At the same

time, very much depends on the way in which they are managed
after they are ripe, especially from the middle of October up to

the time that the Vines shed their leaves and become com-

paratively inactive. We know, from tho loss that has occurred

to several, that this is a subject that may be discussed with

profit to some of our readers; and, after opening the subject

with a few remarks, we shall be very glad to have the experience

and ideas of our correspondents.

Glancing first at the difference which certain treatment in

the ripening of Grapes makes to their hanging for a length of

time after they are ripe, with the greatest possible freshness

and the least possible loss from damping and decay, we con-

sider it of great importance that they should be grown and

ripened under the influence of as much light as possible, and

freely subjected to a circulation of dry warm air. The cha-

racter of Grapes grown under the influence of a moist, steamy

atmosphere, with a less amount of ventilation, is very different

to those managed on the drier and more airy system. There

is not only a flabbiness and dropsical character produced in

the whole growth of Vines under close moist treatment, but

the fruit, as aU experienced Grape-growers know, partakes of

this characteristic. The berries may perhaps be larger, but

they will be less fleshy and more tender-skinned. In short, a

predisposition to ferment and rot when the trying season

comes is imparted to them. On the other hand, when culti-

vated on the dry and airy system, the berries are firmer, and

tho whole system of the Vine gets into a more matured or

ripened state. We consider it of much importance that Grape

crops—especially those in the northern parts of our kingdoai

—should be completely ripe by the first week of October, and

finished, too, under the influence of a circulation of dry warm
air, produced, if the season render it necessary, by fire heat.

Unless Grapes are thoroughly ripened, and the sugary matter

in them well developed, they are much more likely to ferment

under the influence of too much moisture at the roots of the

Vines or in the air of the vinery. Grapes ripened in a light

and large au-y vinery are much more likely to be ripened off in

that condition which not only constitutes them better Grapes,

but also much easier of keeping well after they are ripe.

Turning now to the leading points of management in keep-

ing Grapes after they are quite ripe : there can be no doubt

that the most disastrous failures have occurred from the want

of studying the laws of heat and moisture in their relation to

tho Grapes. It water stagnates about tbo roots of Vines in

winter, that alone is enough to cause tho Grapes to mould and

decay. But the more general cause of failure arises from

moisture settlhig on the bunches. Tho drainage of the border

should be thorough. Not only so, but, in wet localities especi-

ally, it will be an advantage to throw heavy rains off the border

by means of wooden shutters or tarpauling, after tho middle of

October at the latest. Still, and although this precaution of

protection from rains is desirable, wc could point to many
cases of the most perfect success where such protection was

never adopted, but where the borders were well drained.

The chief secret of success lies in tho ventilation and firing

of the vinery; and when these points are judiciously carried

out, (Irapes often keep well, while other matters may only be

second-rate. First, it is necessary that tho berries be more
severely thinned than for summer Grapes, so that the air can

circulate about the whole of the berries ; for it is damp settling

I
on the berries that produces the mischief, and, as a conse-

' qucnce, this is the thing by all means to avoid : hence the too
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common practice of ventilating freely on damp foggy days is a

great mistake. This is simply drawing a volume of air sur-

charged with moisture thi-ough the vinery, to be condensed on
the hunches and Vines. Fire heat in conjunction with venti-

lation on such days does not mend the matter ; it rather in-

creases it, by causing a more rapid current of damp air to pass

through the -s-inery. The thing to do is to keep the house
close, especially at the front, during foggy damp weather ; to

keep the temperature about 45", and just a chink of air at the

top, bat, if possible, in such a manner that damp does not fall

into the house : hence the value of wet-weather ventilation, as

it is called. The time to fire and ventilate Vines freely is on
bright dry days, when it is certain that in the circulation more
damp can be expelled than there is admitted, and always

dropping the heat to the minimum of 4.5' to 50" before night.

All inside surfaces should be dry after the 1st of October, and
never moistened, and a low stagnant temperature should be
avoided. The result of having the air and Grapes inside the

vinery as cold as the external atmosphere, or nearly so, is,

that the moisture that is admitted with the air from the out-

side condenses immediately on the surface of the berries

;

whereas, when they are warmer than the external air, they do
not act as condensers. This law of heat and moisture is very

strikingly exemplified by walking into a moist stove with a

piece of smooth cold wood or slate, or, in fact, any cold, hard,

smooth substance. The result is, that it is immediately
covered with dewdrops. The cold substance has condensed
the particles of moisture in the warm ah-—and just so the

Grapes act to their own destruction. The temperature should
therefore be kept steadily above that of the external air, to

prevent this destructive result. We know of a whole vinery

full of Grapes being lost last year by an amateur, simply by
his keeping the front and top ventilation always open in the

dampest weather, and so subjecting the Grapes to a cold

vapour bath.

There is one particularly ticklish time or stage when
Grapes are the most difficult to keep, and that is, just as the

foliage begins to change to the " sere and yellow leaf." Some
varieties of Crrapes are then very subject to go wrong under
the best treatment. Small white stars of decay, cutting into

the skins and radiating from a centre Uke a star, first appear,

and soon the whole berry goes wrong. The first signs of this

should incite to more vigilance. The affected berries should
be at once removed, and all the laterals where there are any

;

and where there are not, a portion of the foliage should be

removed, so as to let light and air play more freely about the

bunches. Wo have known the progress of decay arrested by
removing part of the leaves while they were comparatively

fresh. No doubt the removal of part of the foliage helps to

paralyse the roots, and prevent their pumping up a super-

abundant supply of sap to the Ih'apes in a crude state ; at all

events, it admits a freer circulation of air, and a stagnant

atmosphere is an evil. We have kept Grapes this season till

very lately in a low sunk pit under obscured glass, and, we
may say, under a constant downpour of rain, by simply keep-

ing the pipes constantly warm, and surfaces perfectly dry, so

that the Grapes were always too warm to condense moisture.

Out of three hundred bunches under such conditions, not 2 lb.

were lost by decay ; while if the fire heat had not been con-

stant, and a cold stagnant air allowed, we are certain the result

would have been the very reverse.

—

{The Gardener.)

SOWING.
We certainly were surprised to receive a letter from " A. F.,

So}}icrset," asking " whether seed might not be sown very deep

so as to avoid the need for earthing-up :'" In reply we will

quote what we wrote " long, long ago." " Every kind of seed

has a particular depth below the surface at which it germinates

most vigorously, as securing to it the most appropriate degree

of moisture, of oxygen gas, and of warmth. From a quai'ter

of an inch to 2 inches beneath the surface, appear to be the

limits for the seeds of plants usually the objects of cultivation
;

these, however, must vary for the same seeds in diiferent

grounds and countries. It must be the least in aluminous
soils and dry climates. In general, sowing should be performed

in dry weather, especially on hea^'y soils, not only because of

the greater saving of labour, but because it prevents the seed

being enveloped with a coat of earth impermeable by the air,

' which,' says Sir 11. Davy, ' is one cause of the unproductive-

ness of cold clayey soils.' Perhaps the time at which any
ground may be raked with the greatest facility is as good a

practical criterion as any to judge when it is most fit for sow-

ing. In general, if clay does not predominate in its constitu-

tion, a soil rakes best just after it has been turned up with the

spade. If clay does predominate, it usually rakes with most
facility after it has been dug two or three days, and then im-

mediately after a gentle rain. But it is certain that the sooner

seed is sown after the soil is dug for its reception, the earlier

it germinates. In the droughts of summer water is often

required to newly-sown beds. Such appUcation must not be

very limited or transitory ; for if the soil is only moistened at

the immediate time of sowing it induces the projection of the

rootlet, which, in very parching weather and in clayey caking

soil, we have known wither away, and the crop consequently

lost from the want of a continued supply of moisture."

But " A. F., Somerset," goes on to observe, " I prefer broad-

cast sowing, because I can sow thinly or thickly as I think

desirable." To which we reply we always sow in drills, not

only because it enables us to sow thickly or thinly, but because

it enables the plants to be thinned and kept free from weeds

most readily. We were pleased, therefore, to see the following

in the Caiiuda Farmer—" The usual method of sowing seeds

is to scatter them in shallow drills. We give an engraving

showing the most convenient form of an implement for making
these marks or drills. There are two sets of teeth, one on

each side of the main bar, one set 12 inches apart, the other

set inches apart. It is used by first stretching a line tightly

across the bed, then set the outer tooth against the line and

draw the marker steadily along the line. Having drawn it

once across the bed, the outside mark will now receive the

outer tor)th, and the instrument be drawn back to the opposite

side of the bed. It wiU be at once seen that with such an in-

strument seeds may be sown in drills either 9, or 12, or IS, or
24 inches apart, as cii'cumstances require."

CHRISTMAS EOSE.
I ENCLOSE a variety of Christmas Eose which I received some

years ago from a nurseryman in Brittany. Its pecuUaiity is

having a bud as well as a bloom on each stalk (the common
Christmas Eose, Helleborus niger, having only the single

bloom), as well as the length of the stalk, and the magnificent

leaf, so different also from the common variety. I have several

clumps of them in borders round and adjoining tho house, and
the effect is most beautiful, the buds all having a rosy tinge

outside ; and for ladies' hair they, the large blooms, are

exquisite, looking like Water Lilies.

—

Centurion.

[It is HeUeborus niger var. major. It is very fine and not
common.

—

Eds.]

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The first meeting of this Society for the present season was

held on the 17th November at Burlington House, Piccadilly, in

the new rooms of the Linnean Society, to whom a vote of thanks
was proposed by the President, Professor Westwood, for their

kind permission to occupy their apartments during the present

term. An extensive series of entomological publications received

dirring the past vacation were laid upon the table of the meeting-
room, and thanks ordered to be given to the various donors,

including most of the Natural History Societies of England and
abroad.
Mr. Higgins exhibited some splendid specimens of the Spurge

and Pine Hawk Moths, Sphinx Euphorbifp and Pinastri, reared

from larva- found near Harwich in June, la72. Mr. Champion
exhibited I'achnobia aJpina and species of Anisotoma, Leiosoma,
and Harpalus, new to this country, taken near Brtumar. Mr.
Boyd exhibited living specimens of the larva> of Brachycentrua
subuubilus (a species of Trichoptera), residing in curiously

formed quadrangular cases amongst Pondweeds, itc, which had
been reared from the egg state. Mr. Albert MiiUer exhibited
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specimena of the Wingless Gall-fly, Cynips aptera, ordiuarily

bred from galls at the roots of the Oak, but which Mr. Masters

had. obtained from galls of the Deodar, being an interesting

instance of acquired diversity of habit. Mr. Smith stated that

he had also obtained it from Horse Chestnut root-L,'alls. Mr.
George W. Bh-d exhibited reared specimens of the rare Moth
Chilo gigantellas from Horning Fen, and Mr. Vaughan speci-

mens of Pempelia Davisella reared from the common Ulex in

the Isle of Wight. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited some rare Lepi-

dopteta recently captured on the south coast, including a singular

variety of Hipparchia Galathea, Leucania L-album, Cerastia

erythrocephala, Acontia Solaris, &c.

A paper by 5Ir. J. P. Weales was read, entitled " Notes on the

habits of Papilio Merope, with a description of its larva and
papa;" also a paper entitled "Observations on Papilio Merope,
with an account of the various known forms of that Butterfly,"

by Mr. Trimen. This is a swallow-taUed Butterfly common in

Africa and Madagascar; the females in the latter island re-

sembled the tailed males ; but on the African continent the

females are tail-less and quite unUke the males, as they also

differ from each other, having been described under several

names and regarded as several quite distinct species. Mr. Miakin
also sent some notes on Mynes Gueriniof Wallace, from Queens-
land, which he considered to be identical with the type species,

M. Geoffroyi. He also described the curious habits of the chry-

salids, which are suspended close together in little groups of

three or four individual': united at the tails.

The December meeting of the Society was held on the lat of

the present month, N. T. Staiuton, Esq., being in the chair.

Mr. Bond exhibited a hybrid specimen between Clostera cur-

tala and C. reclusa. Mr. Weir exhibited a number of specimens
of a minute Hymenopterous insect which he had observed in

the mouth of June last on a Pear leaf in his garden. They were
congregated together on the leaf like a swarm of bees, though
the object of their so congregating did not appear.
Mr. Dunning read some portion of a letter which he h.ad re-

ceived from a Mr. Thomas Nottidge, enclosing the eighth annual
report of the Canterbury (New Zealand) Acclimatisation Society,

and stating that the Red Clover had been introduced into the

colony, bnt that they had no humble bees to fertilise the plant

;

also that certain Lepidopterous insects had been accidentally

imported into the island, but that the corresponding Ichneu-
mons were wanted to keep down their numbers. He would be

glad of any suggestions as to the best mode of introducing both
humble bees and Ichneumons into the colony as might be
requisite.

Mr. Baly communicated a paper on the Phytophagous Coleo-

ptdra of Japan, being a continuation of the paper contained in

the Transactions of this Society for 1873, page G'J.

Mr. Bates communicated a paper on the Longicorn Beetles

recently brought home by Mr. Thomas Belt from Chontales,

Nicaragua, being supplementary to that published in the Trans-
actions for 1872, page IG'i. The additional species amounted to

tliirty-seven, which, with those enumerated in the former paper,

brought up the total number to :iO'J. Mr. Bates remarked that

a work by Mr. Belt would shortly be published on Nicaragua,

which he thought would be of great interest to entomologists.

A paper was communicated by Mr. W. H. Miskin, of (Jjueens-

land, containing strictures on a catalogue of the described species

of diurnal Lepidoptera of Austraha by Mr. George Masters, of

the Sydney Museum. Mr. Miskin made observations on the

synonymy adopted by Mr. Masters, showing that in his opinion

important errors e.xisted, and also that many species known to

inhabit Au.stralia, as well as other reputed species, were entirely

omitted in the catalogue.
A fourth portion of the " Catalogue of British Insects," pub-

lished by the Society, was on the table. It contained the

Hymenoptera (Oxyura), compiled by Kev. T. A. Marshall,

liLA., F.L.S., ice.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At a recent mooting of the Edinburgh Botanical Society the

Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens delivered an .address

OH THE cBANOE OF CLIM.^TF. north of the Tweed. It appears

that "Caledonia stern and wild" has witnessed much dimi-

nution of the summer heat during the last fifty years. From
this cause, fmits of the Plum tribe cannot bo ripened in the

open air to the same perfection as formerly, while Tomatoes,
Asparagus, and Mushrooms are gradually disappearing. The
Rock Rose and the common >[yrtle are now rarely seen, and
the iVlmonJ, which formerly flowered freely, will not set its

flower buds. The Larch, iu spite of vast quantities of seed

imported, is declining in vigour, and there is a talk of sub-

stituting for it the Wellingtonia as a nursery-tree. Forty

years ago tlio Esperan Grape, the Mulberry, and the Fig

ripened on the southern exposure in Edinburgh as well as

in London, kut now flue fires are an essential condition to

their attaining maturity. With this modification of climate,

alterations have been noted iu the types of disease, but au-

thenticated data are lacking as to the extent to which this

has taken place. Mr. MoNab's proposal that a committee

should be appointed to investigate the whole subject of the

change of climate in Scotland, will, it is hoped, he carried iuto

effect.

—

[Eniilish Mechanic.)

G.iRDENERs' Royal Benevolent Institution.—In the

Times of the 5th inst. there is an announcement that the late

Mr. Andrew Bamett, of Macclesfield, has left to the Gardeners'

Benevolent Institution £1000, payable on the death of his

widow. The deceased gentleman was not a subscriber.—

•

EllW. R. CUTLEB.

DBAYCOT,
The Seat op Earl Cowley.

Some four miles from Chippenham, a quiet old borough and
a market town greatly resorted to for cheese and cattle, is

Drayoot, which forms the subject of our present notice. Of
its history before the Conquest we can give no outline, but

from then to the present time it has always formed part of the

possessions of a family of importance.
When Domesday Book was compiled the manor was held by

the warlike Bishop Geoffroy, of Coutauces, who, " by his

advice, prayers, and arms," aided William the Conqueror,

who in return gave him this and more than four hundred
other English manors. It passed to the family of Cerne, and
from them the village was distinguished from other villages of

the same name by being called Draycot Cerne. It was held by
them of the Crown by Petit Serjeantie, their service being

acting as marshal at the coronation.

From the Cernes it passed, by marriage, to the Longs, of

WraxhaU. We will mention but few of this family. Sir

Walter Long, in the reign of James I., was the intimate

friend of Sir Walter Raleigh, and through him obtained

tobacco and introduced it into North Wiltshire. " In those

days," says Aubrey, the antiquarian, who, it is believed, was
buried at Draycot, " the gentry had silver pipes. The or-

dinary sort used a walnut-shell and a straw. I have heard

my grandfather Lyte say one pipe was handed from man to

man round the table. It was sold then for its weight iu sUver.

I have heard some of our old yeomen neighbours say that

when they went to Malmesbury or Chippenham they culled

their biggest shillings to put in the scale against the tobacco."

In 1735 one of the Longs married the eldest daughter of

Child, Earl Tilney. The family then became known as the

Tiluey Longs, and the estates devolving to a female, Catherine

Tilney Long, she married, in 1812, William Wellesley Pole,

who changed his name to William Pole Tilney Long Wellesley,

from whom it passed to the present branch of the Wellesleys,

Earl Cowley.
The mansion, of which the accompanying illustration gives

a faithful view of the east front, is of Bath stone; part of it is

three hundred years old, but the rest is more modern, a portion

having been added a hundred years ago, and some of it is of

quite recent date. Nestled close beside it is the church, dating

from the beginning of the thirteenth century, and in which is

the tomb of the founder. Sir Edward Cerne, besides other

interesting memorials of the past, including many of the

Long family, whose descendants have held tlie estates about

four hundred years, and one of whom, in tlie CivU War,
raised a regiment of horse in support of the royal cause.

Standing on the terrace at the cast front, with the church

on our right, the graceful sweep of the approach road is sin-

gularly pleasing, and iu approaching the mansion there is

nothing to distract the eye from the building and the green

turf save two circular beds of Rhododendrons, a remarkably

fine Larch and Alder, and large Beech trees. The south front

overlooks a lake crossed by a bridge, and the west a small

flower garden of simple desii'u in two panels sunk iu grass,

each having a largo raised circular bed for its centre, sur-

rounded by four corner beds of less size, with their inner

sides curved so as to corresjiond with the circumference of the

circle. This flower garden, however, is of very limited extent

compared to the importance of the mansion, and we believe it

is intended ultimately to extend it by clearing away to the

level the terrace which forms its western boundary, and which

at present is studded with standard Rhododendrons and Por-

tugal Laurels. Passing round the house to the north, on that

side we find a noble Cedar of Lebanon, 100 foot or more high,

but, unlike the grand trees at Stratfieldsaye, not forming a
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single stem but branching near the ground, and these branches
again subdividing.

Altogether tlie pleasure grounds cover fourteen or fifteen

acres, and though, aa will be seen from this statement, not

nearly so extensive as those at some other places which we
have had occasion to notice, they are agreeably and not pre-

tentiously laid out, and at various parts present us with tine

Poplars, Planes, Copper Beech, old Yews, and there are,

besides, numerous promising Conifers, but these are mostly
very young. The beds at the sides of a walk leading eastward
near the boundary of the pleasure grounds are planted as a

winter garden, and a number of Thujas, Deodars, Picea

Pinsapo, &c., are also here introduced. A slice has likewise

been taken out of the park, and planted with shrubs, but

these are of no considerable size at present. We may also

mention that the old kitchen garden has been done away
with and turned into pleasure ground, and a new one formed,
connected by winding walks passing over rustic bridges across

the lake, at the head of which the waste water is carried away
to the Avon by waterfalls, one of which looks very pretty when
the water is dancing in the sunlight over its rubbly bed]

In close connection with the pleasure grounds is the park

;

this is between two and three hundred acres in extent, and
! has an undulating surface weU clothed with trees, chiefly Oaks
and Elms, with some Spruce and Scotch Firs, and Chestnuts.

From a spring in one part of it the mansion caube abundantly
supplied, in case of need, with water carried through pijjes by
gravitation, but the ordinary source of supply is from two

springs in the pleasure grounds whence the water is elevated
by an hydraulic ram.
The kitchen garden, as already remarked, is entirely new,

having been formed only three years ago; accordingly the
12-feet walls enclosing it, with one exception stone faced with
brick, and jirovided with a broad stone coping, are as yet far

from covered. The total extent, including the outside slips,

is about four acres. There are two defects in its aiTangement

:

the one that there is a less extent of wall with a south aspect
than of any other exposure ; the other that the glass structures
run across the middle of the garden, and present their backs to

the visitor entering from the pleasure grounds. This could
be altered by erecting an entirely new range, which is much
wanted ; but the other defect could only bo remedied by
extending the garden from east to west, or by introducing a
cross wall running in the same direction. The soil is a light
hazel loam on a gravelly subsoil, which naturally is at no great
distance from the surface, but its depth has been increased
to between 2 and 2^ feet; all kitchen garden crops do well in
it, but Pears on the Quince stock, we are informed, do not
thrive, and from what we saw of it in another place we should
conclude that neither Apples nor Pears would reach any great
age, or prove very productive. The walks are edged with a
double row of rough pieces of stone, stuck in edgewise, and it

is intended to plant Irish Ivy between so as to form a neat
evergreen edging.
The glass houses are neither numerous nor largo. The first

we entered was a vinery 35 feet long by 16 feet wide, the Vines
that had borne their crop laid down outside, and the brick bed
in the middle devoted to forcing Koses, especially the Tea-

scented kinds as Safrano and Souvenir d'uu Ami. Among the

larger plants were several excellent specimens. Dracajuas,

which are required in great numbers for the decoration of the

house and other purposes, sweet-scented Geraniums, and
Gardenias were the principal of the other occupants. In the

stove, which is of about the same dimensions as the preceding

house, two plants of Stephnnotis floribunda are the most
noticeable feature, covering the whole roof, too densely indeed,

and as many as IGOO flowers have been cut from them in

one day. Beneath were Alocasias, Dieft'enbachias, Begonias,

both ornamental-leaved and those cultivated for their flowers.

Euphorbia jacquiniajflora and splendens two of the most
ornamental of winter-blooming plants. Palms, and some
Ferns. In the greenhouse again were two plants of Stephan-

otis, one of which was in flower and in fruit as well, but they

cause too much shade for the success of many plants. Chinese

Primulas, Cyclamens, Imantopbyllum miuiatum, Justicia pur-

purea, and some other subjects, however, contributed to keep up

a gay appearance. The Muscat house is flue-heated and that,

it would appear, not sufticieutly for the proper setting of that

variety. There is likewise a conservative house for Camellias

and Orange trees. In pits wo noticed Neapolitan Violets in

quantity (and Violets are also grown by the thoufaml out of

doors), Roses, Azrdeaa, Stephanotis, Lily of tlie Valley, and
Gardenias. The last are especial favourites, and a whole range

of pits is devoted to them alone. G. florida is the species

preferred, but G. Fortunei, radicans, and radicans major are

also favourites. Blooms are cut all the year round, and in

what numbers may bo judged from the following register of

the numbers cut in the present year, which Mr. Green, the
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obliging gardener, has kindly placed at our dis])osal :—January,
1j ; J'tbruary, oO ; JIarcli, 315; April, 2.51?; May, 8331-
jn-ft. 1290; July, 2842; August, 2502; September, 1088

';

p*'...ber, 814 ; November, 534 ; December 117—total, 15,3y0.
lu coucluding tbis notice we have to tender our thanks to

".rr. Green for his pains in pointing out all that was note-
worthy, and to the Rev. C. R. Awdry for much information
relative to the history of the church, but which would be of
more interest to the antiquarian than to the gardening reader.

WOKK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEX.

While frost continues wheeling may be more expeditiously
and cheaply carried on than when the surface of the ground is
soft. Cover Cclerij witli dry litter to protect it from frost ; and
Cauliflowers planted under hand-lights or iu frames should be
guarded from damp by admitting air on every favourable oppor-
tunity, aud a slight protection from frost will be necessary,
particularly where the plants have not been properly hardened.
Enilitf aui Lettuce iu cold pits wiU require protection from
frost, and air to dispel damp whenever coverings have been
used. Continue to pay attention to Ci(cu)iibers in houses, and
above aU things keep them free from insects, as on this depends
in a great measure their well-doing. At tbis season take care
that they are not over watered, if they have a good body of soil
to grow in they will want but very little- /Icris may be takeu-
np and planted iu boxes or pots, and introduced into a forcing
house as wanted for use. Horse droppings should now be saved
for spring Mushi-oom beds. This is the best season for saving
them, as horses usually have more dry food than during the sum-
mer. Also see to the keepiug-up a supply of DwarfKidney Beans
by making frequent sowings under favourable circumstances.
These are generally gi-owu in pots placed iu viueries or plant
houses, but their hab'iUty to the attacks of red spider renders
them dangerous inmates of such sti-uctures, aud where it can
possibly be done they .should be planted in lines in the bed of a
pit devoted to their culture. Attend to keeping-up a supply of
Sea-kale, lihuhaih, Asparai/us, &,a., according to the demand
and convenience by introducing quantities of the roots into heat
at intervals of about a fortnight.

FRUIT GARDEN,
Wheel dung upon Tacant ground, remove old decayed borders,

and drive good fresh loam to form new ones. Mulch all fresh-
planted frmt trees, protect with fern branches, &c., the tops of
those tlie wood of which is properly ripened. Clean old shreds
not too much wasted for use by boihng them, and cut plenty of
fresh ones. Deprive nails that have been used of adherinr-
mortar, i'c., by putting them red hot in an iron vessel, aud to
prevent them from rusting immerse them in oil before they
cool, .\noint all wall trees and bushes that are pruned with a
mixture of equal parts cow duug, clay, soot, and Hme made to
the consistency of paint with strong soapsuds, urine, or the
rich draimngs of the duughill, and if you prune .at all in such
weather let the wound be immediately daubcd-up with a thick
composition of the same.

FLOWER OAHDEN.
Take advantage of the present state of the weather to wheel

fresh soils or manures upon the flower beds and borders. Shrub-
beries may abio be thinned, where this involves only the cut-
ting-ont of overgrown plants, or lopping deciduous trees, but
where evergreens generally require pruning, that is best donem March for although when the winter proves mild, such workmay safely be performed at any time, it is uev^r safe to depend
upon this, ^hen the hands cannot be profitably employed at
out-door work, get a good stock of pegs. Dahlia stakes, tallies,
brooms, and such-like things prepared and stored away iu an
orderly manner, so as to be ready for use when wanted. Should
he weather continue frosty little can be done amongst florists-
lowers, still there is always fuU employment even in unpropi-
t.oiis weather like the present. I last week stated that Car-
nation compost, or turf, as the case may be, shoiUd be fre-
quently turned. \\'hen the outside of the heap is frozen it may
be removed so that another layer of soil may be exposed to the
action of the frost. Should the hard weather continue, this inuke maimer may be removed, and each successive crust turned
.-.enly tiU the whole heap has been frozen. This has a highly
beneUcial effect on the soil, and is the means of destrnj-mg the
et'gs ana larvie of many injurious insects. Auriculas when
liealthy will bear frost with impunity. I have known thesou in Auncnla pots to be frozen as hard as marble without any
apparent injanoua effect on the plants.

•nn -1 /
OREENHOUSK AND COSSEIIVATORY.

i. 1
™''' weather continues be satisfied with as low anight tempera;uM in all pUut hoises as it will be safe to ke,-p,

taking advantage of bright days to increase the heat, and
u^uig a little fire heat in order to be able to admit fresh air

,
^"Pel damp. The proper night temperature for conserva-

loriea very much depends upon the kind of plants they contain.

Where Camellias, Epacrises, Heaths, and other winter-blooming
plants form the princip.al inmates 4U° will be sutliciently high,
aud with a dry atmosphere it may safely be allowed to sink a
few dcgiees ou i.ard ni:-,'ht-s, but in cases where the hardier kinds
of winter-flowering stove plants are brought iu while in bloom
45° should be considered the proper night temperature. Let
whatever watering may be required be done early in the day so
as to allow advantage to be takeu of sunshine, whenever such
may occur, to give air for the purpose of drying the foliage, &c.
Many persons appear to eutertam an opinion that very little
attention is needed to supply plants with water at this season,
and they only look over their stock at intervals of several days.
We would, however, caution young gardeners against this mis-
take and advise them to examine every plant at least every
other diiy, deferring the application of water until it is really
required, aud then giving a liberal soaking. Attend daily to
the removal of dead aud decaying leaves, and directly any of
the flowering specimens become shabby remove them to some
of the out-way places, taking care that they are put in proper
circumstances as to temperature, &c., according to their wants,
aud supplying their places with others iu full beauty. "Where
necessary, the leaves of plants should be sponged over and tho-
roughly cleaned, and twiners pruned, trimmed, and put into
proper order for the spring. Soils, crocks, and charcoal, and
whatever else may be necessary for potting should be got into
readiness for use when wanted.

COLD PITS.
Where the stock of bedding plants has to be wintered in

structures of this description the present will be found a trying
time, and the utmost vigilance and care will be required to
preserve the plants from harm. Apply sutlicient covering to
the glass aud also to the walls of the pits or frames to ward-off
the effects of the most severe frosts, and take advantage of every
chance of admitting fresh ah- and removing decaying leaves, iii

order to prevent damp aud mould. Too Uttle water can hardly
be given at present to plants in cold pits, and when it becomes
necessary to give any let it be done iu the morning, freely
adrnitting air afterwards in order to dry-up all superabundant
moisture before evening. Plants when covered-up for several
days should not be suddenly exposed to bright sunshine, but
should be partially shaded for a few hours, admitting air in the
meantime if the state of the external atmosphere will admit of
it; this will dispel damp, fee.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
PKUIT AND KITCHEN OjlRDEN.

We take advantage of suitable weather to forward pruning
and nailing fruit trees. In some districts it is desirable not to
prune the smaller fruit trees, such as Gooseberry bushes, before
the buds are considerably advanced, as the birds are very de-
structive to them. We do not suffer from their attacks, and
can prune any time during the winter.
In many gardens Gooseberrij and Currayit hushes are treated

with neglect, aud very little attention is bestowed upou them
at the time of pruning. We prefer the bush form for both,
each bu.sh to have a clear stem of about (5 inches ; the wood
sliould be well thinned-out in the centre, otherwise if this is

allowed to become crowded very little fruit will be produced
ou that part, and it will be of inferior quality. Both sorts of

fruit should be growm ou moderately rich soil, or fruit of the best
quality will not be produced ; but with some sorts of Gooseberries
this causes au over-abundance of youug wood ; all that is not
required of tbis must bo cut close back to the old wood, the
shoots that are allowed to remain being shortened a little.

Cutting close back would only cause another thicket of wood to
be produced the following season. Brauches that are trailing
on the ground should also be cut-off. Red Currants require
rather difl'erent treatment ; nearly all the fruit is produced from
old sjiurs, so that if the bushes are as large as it is desirable
they should be, nearly all the young wood may be cut back, and
any leading growths which may be reciuircd shortened to 3 or
4 inclies. I31ack Currants do not require much pruning, but it

is necessary to look over the bushes once a-year, aud to thin-out
any where they are crowded.
Owing to frosts, accompanied by the densest fogs we have had

for many years, little has been done amongst hardy vegetables.
Before the frosts aet-in wo planted Jernsalcm Artichokes. Whei-e
this vegetable is esteemed a change of soil, well working the
ground, and manuring heavily are desiralde. In our case but
very few dishes are required in the course of the year, and the
same out-of-the-way corner grows our supply year after year.
The ground, of course, is deeply worked and manured. When
the tubers are dug-up the best are selected aud stored for cook-
ing, those that remain being used for sets, and a pjlentiful supply
is always obtained.

A mulching of moderately-dry decayed manure was ])laccd

round the hand-lights iu which the Cauliflowers are planted
;

this keeps the frosc out of the giound and protects the plants
The ground was getting too hard to be trenched, but some
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littery manure placed on the surface prevented any more frost
from getting to it, so that the work was not stopped.

FBUIT .\ND FOltCING HOUSES.
Cucumhers now require careful management; it is easy enough

to maintain a sufficiently high temperature to keep the plants
growing, but this cannot make up for the want of sun ; indeed
too much excitement now is injurious to the plants and weakens
the growths. In very cold nights it is better for the health of
the plants to let the temperature fall below 0.f than to have it up
to 70 by overheating the pipes. No insect pests should be
allowed in the house, and the plaoita being free from red spider,
it is better not to use the syringe.

Strnioherries in pots are throwing-up strong trusses of flowers.
The variety we use for early work is Black Prince ; no other is

so certain, and the fruit produced though only medium-sized is

always of a good colour. The plants are thoroughly syringed
every forenoon, which keeps red spider in check. They are in
.'i-iuch pots, and these are packed quite full of roots, so that
copious supplies of water are necessary to maintain a vigorous
growth, and every alternate watering should be of weak liquid
manure. The composition of this is of some importance ; the
best we have tried is of cow and horse manure in equal pro-
portions steeped in water, two good handfuls of soot to be
added to each bushel of the manure. The whole is soaked in a
cask that holds thirty-six gallons of water, and after it has
stood twenty-four hours it is ready for use, and will be strong
enough if dUuted with three times the quantity of rain water.
The manure water should be used as soon as the flower trusses
appear.

COOL STOVE AND GREENHOHSE.
In the cool stove, where the temperature is kept at from 50°

to .0.5" as a minimum, many of the choice Palms, Orchids, Ferns,
itc, thrive better than they do in the warmer house. Amongst
Orchids Odontoglossum crispum (Alexan(h-ie), blooms coutiuu-
ously throughout the winter months. In our small collection
quite a dozen spikes are in various stages of development.
Slugs and green fly are very troublesome to them, and must
both be destroyed as soon as any trace of them is observed. We
have fumigated for the fly, but have sometimes foimd the cure
more disastrous to the plants than the fly would have been.
The best and safest way to destroy it is to wash vhe plants with
a sponge dipped in water in which soft soap has been dissolved.
This must be done very carefully, and no water should be
allowed to run into the hearts of the plants. Slugs must be
watched for at night with a light. We have found most of
them about ten o'clock. East Indian and Brazilian Orchids wiU
not long continue in good health, such as Vandas, Aerides,
Cattleyas, itc, if they have not a season of rest ; but the New
Grenadan Odontoglots, MasdevaUias, &c., seem never to be at
rest.

^
If the pots are allowed to become dry the plants suffer,

and in all our experience with Orchids requiring copious sup-
plies of water, they certainly do best in small pots. The treat-
ment required is of the simplest description, fill the pots three-
parts full of clean potsherds, over this place a layer of sphagnum,
then pot the plants in a compost of equal parts fibrous peat,
sphagnum, and broken crocks. A dressing of fresh sphagnum
is then placed over the surface. This is dewed over as often as
it is necessai-y to do so with a fine syringe, using raiu water
that has been standing for some time near the hot-water pipes.
If surrounding circumstances are favourable, the plants will
very soon after being potted throw-out thick fleshy roots
amongst the moist, growing sphagnum. The house should he
ventilated every day, but extreme caution is necessary ; tlie
plants must on no account be in a draught, which is very in-
jurious ; the top ventilators only should be opened.

(GREENHOUSE.
Tying and training specimen jjlants has occupied our time.

If on looking over hardwooded specunens mildew can be de-
tected, dusting with flowers of sulphur is a siife and effectual
remedy. During such dull cold weather as we have had recently
flowers have not opened well, and it has been necessary to re-
move a few plants of tree Carnations, Cyclamens, etc., into a
house where they could have a higher temperature. This ought
not to exceed 5.5°, otherwise the flowers are iuferior in quality
and wanting in colour. Chinese Primulas also make a good
show, and well repay us for the little attention they require
during the summer months. They require an open compost
moderately rich, one part of well-rotted leaf mould to three parts
of good turfy loam, with a little rotted manure and sand, grows
them well

; and until the flower-trusses liave considerably ad-
vanced the plants must be kept near the glass, and the house in
which they are grown freely ventilated. At the present time
they are very liable to become mouldy round the neck, especially
where old leaves have been removed, causing a wound; this, if
not attended to in tune, will very soon destroy the plant. If a
little dry lime is applied to the wound it wiU prevent the mould
from appearing, or will check its progress and save the plant if
it has not gone too far.

Bouvardias come in useful aa a variety in'^the greenhouse, but
it IS best to grow the plaats to the flowering stage in a tempera-

ture of 55' ; they wiU remain in bloom a long time in the green-
house, and the ilowers will continue to open. B. Vreelandii is

the most useful. B. longiflora is pretty as a plant, but the
flowers will not stand so well after being cut. Ciittiugs struck in

the previous spring or early summer throw-up the best trusses.

FLO\\'EB GARDEN.
Little can be done here except to keep the grass and borders

tidy. We make it a rule to brush-up, and, if there is time, to

roll the gi'ass ouce a-week, but not if the grass is frozen. Flower
roots, such as Gladiolus and Dahlias, must be noticed in severe
weather. We have seen bulbs of the former and tubers of the
latter much injured through not being stored in a proper place.

A dry room from which frost is excluded is the best place. If

there is too much heat they are excited into growth before the
j)roper time. The Gladiolus are best packed away in a box after

being wrapped-up in paper, each sort by itself.—J. Douglas.

TEADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Dickson & Robertson, 23, Market Place, Manchester.

—

Cata-
logue of Select Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids,
Palms, tic.—Catalogue of Select Bases.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
' , * We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Bank op Roses [Namr Lost].—There is no Rose of a pale pink colour that
would lio as a match against your house with Gloire de Dijou, except it is

Apolline (Bourbon), which is only a shy bloomer. We advise you to try a
good plant of Maivchal Niel budded on the Manetti stock, and planted 3 inches
below the junction of the scion aud bud. The aspect ought to suit it, aud in

very severe weather it might be protected with a few spru e branches fastened
over the plant. It does not matter about getting your Roses from nursei7meu
who have the same kind of soil as yours. Yours being a sand is as bad for

Roses as anything can be. There are not four different kinds of China

—

white, pale pink, deep pink, and red. The nearest approacli would be

—

Wli ite

and Liijht Blush, Madame Eosauquet ; Pink, Common China; Salmon Pink,
La France; Kcd, Cramoisie Supirieure. Plant 2 feet Ij inches apor-t. Clara
.Sylvaiu is a pure white but a weak grower, aud has no substance of petal.

Potato Blight and Creosote.—It is veiy important to ascertain all the
particulars respecting the experiments that have been made for the de-

struction of the spores of the fungus causmg the Potato blight. Perhaps the
Rev. J. Crawford could inlorm us at what period of the growth of the eye of

the seed Potato he applied the creosote
;
probably the safest time would be be-

fore the eye began to he developed, as when dormant it would be most likely to
resist the effects of the creosote, if used undiluted. I have heard of its being
used with wafer at the rate of only live percent, of creosote, but then the seed
PotatODS were steeped in the mixture. AVhat creosote did Mr. Crawford use,
and did he grow hia crop on infected soil, or on fresh ground ?

—

Observer.

Best Earlv and Late Potatoes (J. Elliott).—Kidiit'if-slufjR'il : Ross's
Early and Fluke. Round : Fcnn's Ouwards aud Rector of Woodstock.

Rating Nurseryman's Greenhouses iJoUn Carter).—In our opinion
they are not rateable, but if you refer to our No. 622, page 183, yon will see a
jeugtheued notice.

Roses in Pots [D. Murraii).—If you enclose five postage stamps with yom-
address, aud order "Florists' Flowers" to be sent you by post, you will in that
little pamphlet find fuller details than we can spare room for.

Peach Trees on Wall and in Lean-to (Fun).—Those on the wall will

continue to have blistered leaves, and rarely bear unless a glass shelter be
put over them. Those in the house would be injured by burning chai-coal in

a brazier. The leaves would turn yellow.

Net-m.akinCi Machine.—I saw some time ago a question asked if there

were any netting machines. AVe have seventeen at work making herring-

nets, weaving on an average 20 yards per day, of fifteen aud eighteen score

meshes broad. This rather beats your subscriber, whose winter work was
only 10 yards, and I suppose perhaps only forty meshes deep. Old herring-

nets are most desii'able for Strawberries or for fruit trees of every description.

I shall be glad to have an order either for such or new pieces.—D. Mdruay,
Cellm-dijke, N.B.

Early Grapes for Ground Vineries (Spero).—The best eaily Grapes
you can have for a gi-ound vinery are Madeleine Royale, Early White Mal-
vasia, and Eai-ly Ascot Frontignan. AU of these wiR ripen early and well.

Asphalt Flooring [B. H. H).—The asphalt cemented over as you pro-
pose doing will not injure the plants.

BuLR Catalogue (Waudfrlnri Willie).—Write to two or three of the chief

florists who advertise in oar colimins, and ask each to scud a catalogue.

Fruit-border Management [F. J.).—We only hoe our fruit borders
when it is necessaiy to destroy weeds. All sorts of stone fruits, .\pples.

Pears, and Vines like a hard surface. If the sui'face of the bordei-.s is cracked,
we would also run the hoe over them.

Propagating Chrysanthemums (
T. M. H.).—The best mode of propaga-

tion is by short stiff cuttings about 3 inches in length, inserted singly in
siuall pot.s, aud kept in a house or frame safe from frost daring the winter.
Suckers taken off with " a little root " are also good, the main point being to

have them stiff and short-jointed.

Propagating Primulas, Cinerarias, and Calceolarias (Idan).—Except
the double aud a few other kinds of Primulas, we have given up the propaga-
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tion of the Primula, Cineraria, and Calceolaria otliorwiso than by seed, as the

flowers of seedlings are now so much improved, aud so uniformly j,'Ood, and
the plants are of so mach bettor conf^titution than those from suckers or

oattingt^. As soon as the plants have tlowered they aio discarded, and fresh

ones are raised from seed annually. Our Primulas this year are almost all

doable, and the seedling Cinerarias completely eclipsed our named kinds both
in size and form of flower, as well as in brightness of colour.

FRriT-TREE Planting (An Irish Subf^cribfr).—We have often seen con-

siderable expense incurred to excavate borders for fniit trees, to be filled-up

with prepared soil, when it would have boon better to have trusted to the

natural soil of tlie garden. Wo advise you to trench your border 2 feet deep,

adding a little manure; rotted frame manure is good for the purpose, but too

much of it causes a gross growth. If you have x-otted tm-fy loam, place a
barrowload to the roots of each tree. This will cause a mass of fibrous roots

to be formed, which will give the trees a good start the following season.

De5TRo\'INO Red Spider (Anxintt.<t Inquirer).—There were live red spiders

on the leaves of the Strawberries you sent us, and a great many dead ones.

Placing sulphur upon a hot plate and so burning it would prove more or

less injurious to Azaleas, according as the fumes were weak or strong;

if the latter, it is likely the plants will be killed, though they may be only

experiencing the annual fall of their leaves, but quite as likely these have

fallen from the fumes of the sulphur. We do not think the Peach trees

have suffered, as they were leafless, but we do not adWeiO your continuing

the burning of sulphur in the house. It will not do the trees any good,

and the red spider may bo destroyed by dipping the leaves of the Strawberries

in a soft-soap solution, 4 ozs. to the gallon.

CoMHRKTUM GR.\ST>irr,ORr:M NOT FLO^\•EIlIXG (.4 Constant 7^o^/T).—Pro-
bably the plaBt does not flower, owing to the position being shaded, so that

the wood is not thoroughly ripened. The wood of the previous year should

be well ripened, growth being encouraged at the early part of the year, and
vhea this is complete apply leas water—in fact, keep the plant dry, so as not

to cause the leaves to Hag, and in winter it needs to be diy at the roots, hut

not dust dry. In February, or when the buds begin to swell, it should be

pruned ; we cut-in the side shoots to two eyes, and shorten those required

for extension to the extent of one or two-thirds of their length, according to

the strength and ripeness of the wood. The plant is encouraged to break by
keeping it moist, sprinkling overhead twice daily, but only keeping the soil

moist ; and when the young shoots are an inch or two long repot, removing
the soil coming away freely from the roots, and giving a moderate shift. A
lO-inch pot is much too small for a plant six years old. Place it in spring in

an 11 or 12-inch pot, using eijual parts of fibrous loam and sandy peat, with a

fourth of leaf soil, and a fifth part, in equal proportions, of pieces of charcoal,

from the size of a pea to that of a hazel nut, crocks broken up rather small,

and silver sand. It will not flower against the back wall if it be shaded by
plants in front or climbers on the roof. It requires light.

DioGixG-iN A Cnop {An Old Subscriber).—Your ground would, especially

if it has been under garden crops some years, be improved by taking-oflE a

f^rase crop, and this wc ad\ise, sowing Italian Rye-;;rass in April, at the rate

of three or four bushels per acre. The grass should be dug under before it

iteeda, or from the middle to the end of June, which will bu as soon as you
will need the ground for the Broccoli, &c. It will need to be well dug
under. We should have liked it better had you sown the grass in September.
It would have made better routs, but as it mvst be now sown in April it will

bo a fertiliser, and a good rotation for the Cabbage tribe. A crop of this

kind is much wanted in gardens. If they were oftener cropped in this way,
we think club would not be so prevalent as it is.

Heating-up Bett"rn Pipes (Idrm).—We apprehend you have no valves

on the return as well as the flow pipes, and when this is the case the water
heats-up the return pipe, and often as far round as the valve on the flow pipe,

but the heat is not nearly so great as when the flow-pipe valve is open. The
water in the return pipes, when the valve in the flow pipe is shut, is liable

to be heated to the same temperature as the water in the boiler where the

rotnm pipe Joins, the whole water in time being heated, as in a kettle, to

a uniform temi>erature. The valves may not shut the water off completely,

but, as you say, the heated water backs-up the return pipe, and is as hot as

in pipes that have the valves open, we think they do. Your remedy will be

to have valves on the return as well as the flow pipes, in which case the

heated water can only flow to the valve on the flow, and not back-up farther

than the valve on the return pipe. We have screw valves in the flow as in

the return pipes of every house, and so can admit or dispense with the beat

at will.

Clematises yor South Vkrandah (TT.).—Lucie Lcmoine, Jackmanni,
Standishi, Mrs. Jameti Batcman, Star of India, and Henryi.

STRAwnEitatES NOT SWELLING (J. D.).—The forced Strawberries which
net the fruit weU, hot do not swell to their full size, are probably notsuftl-

cicntly watered, tm, after they begin to swell, if a proper supply of water is

neglected, and the plants are exposed to flerce sun, the surface of the soil is

dried, and the berries do not swell afterwards. Never aUow the plants to

want water. Standing the pota on a cool bottom, and keeping-up a suitable

amount of moisture ia the house, will, we think, cause the fruit to swell

fully.

Lifting Vines (/<^ml.—Having materials to cover the border with, both
for warding-ofl heavy rains and frosts, we consider that Juiit as the leaves

have fallen, or say in November, is as good a time as any other to lift Vines,

quite as good as in spring, though the latter time is to be preferred when the

border must remain all the winter exposed to wet and cold. To lift the roots

in autumn in the latter case is only to bring them more surely to feel the

effects of the cold and wet. The soil you mixed with the border will answer
walh

Climblrs JOE Veiundah and Wall (F. L. i'.).—Of the plants you namci
the two Roses Fohcitr Porp'-tnt- and Amadis, Clematis montana, Flammula,
Standishi, -Jackmanni, Prince of Wales, lannginoya, and rubro-violacea;

Loniccra brachypoda, flexuona, and grata, wUl be suitable for the east

Terandah and for the west wall as weU, on which you may have the Wistaria
sinensis, but it would be better of a south wall, and so would Bignooia cadi-

cans major.

SHRtrns YOfi ANOTHER SEASON—Shhuhs foR Scueen {W. 75.).—It is a

capital idea to procoro the trees and shrubs you intend planting in their

final qnartcrsnoxt autumn, and plant them in squares In the kitchen garden,

lifting thrni with balls next year. They would become acclimatised, and in

the nicintimc the ground coul<l bo thorouglily preparc<l for their rtxcplum.
Considering that your wall is only 7 feet higli, we nhould not have the

Austrian X'incsi the X'ortugal and common Laurel, Follic», and Laurudtinus,

.^c, would bo suflicient. If you wish to shut out the view beyond tho wall,

then by all means have tho Austrian and Corsican Pines at back. Unless
tUo old forest trees are thin on tho ground Ithododeudrons will not succeed,
as they grow up long and spindling, and have tho leaves perforated by tho
caterpillars of some insect. Auci^bas do well; common Laurel good, also tree
Box. The best kind of Rhododendron for planting under trees is R. ponticum.

GAS-HEATiNr. GREENHOfSE (71.).—By all moans heat with gas; but though
admiring your ingenuity, we do not approve of the boiler and pipes being of
tin or zinc, which, although answering well, only endure a short time, those
materials being soon corroded tlirough, and having to be repbiced by a more
enduring metal. We advise you to Imvo a gas hot-water boiler and y-inuh

u'on pipes, one of which, up two sides and across one end, \vill ho suiliijieut

to exclude frost. ^Vhilstyou are building, would it not be advisable to have
your house wider? Five-feet in width would almost all bo swallowod-up by
the path, leaving you very little room for plants. We sliould have at least as

great a breadth of sta^^ng or shelves for plants on each side of tho path as

the path is wide : iu fact, say a 2-feot-6-ioch pathway, and stages or shelves

2 feet G inches, or bettor '3 feet wide. This would give you a very much better

house, and whilst you are about ih, it would not cost very much more. In
this case you would need two 2-inch pipes along two sides and one end—i.e.,

a flow and return. Write to the manufacturers of gas-heated hot-water
boilers who advertise in our pages, stating what you require, and asking for

an estimate.

aiANURiNG Rhododendrons (Edward B.).—Cow dimg is the best manure
for Rhododendrons, and it should be applied as a top-dressing; bnt as your
land is very stiff, wet, and clayey, and witli a clay subsoil, wo fear tho plants

will not grow satisfactorily. In moist ground Rhododendrons will thrive,

providing water docs not lodge, but they like an open surface soil, with tho
subsoil free of stagnant water. Draiu tho ground, therefore, etliciently, and
top-dress with cow dung, sandy turf, and even sand, not disturbing tho
surface, only it would he well to do so now, as the surface may be close and
firm.

Bratlsfokd's Vermin Traps (F. P.).—Write to Mr. Brailsford, Prcscot,
Lancashire.

Names of Frttits (W. Saiuttj).—Fonia.nte de Malines, given as a syno-

nym of Winter Nelis in the " Fruit Manual," is incorrect. It is a perfectly

distinct fruit, and yours is connect. The Crassane d'Hiver of Bruneau is also

correct, but it Ls a worthless variety, and that is the reason it is not in tho
"Fruit Manual." (T. V.).—1, Blenheim Pippin; 2, Dutch Mignonno;
3, Boston Russet. {A. 7*., JJ.s/ur).—Alfriston. {IV. B. B.).—Nonsuch. IJ. F.
Co/^nH)-—No. 2, Kentish FilJbaskct; y, Winter Greening. (S.).—1, Royal
Russet ; y, Pile's Russet ; 4, Hall Door ; 5, Golden Keinetto ; ti, Margil.

N-uiEs OF Plants {W. B. B.).—We cannot name plants from such speci-

mens. (A Constant Suhs^criber).—Cuphea strigillosa. It is a native of

Mexico, found there by Hartweg.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

COMMENDATIONS AT POULTRY SHOWS.
I DO not advocate the awarding of a greater number of liigbly

commendeds and commendeds. From my own observatiou I

think judges are much too lavish of thoae cheap distinctions,

and that, in fact, they would benefit the poultry fancy by with-

holding prizes where there is insufficient merit, for you fre-

quently see birds unnoticed at Birmingham that have been
awarded prizes and even cups at small shows. I know these

highly commendeds flatter the vanity of some exhibitors, and
luring them on bring " grist to the mill," and also that it is

with that object that the judges are sometimes requested to

affix them, but it is an unworthy, not to say dishonest motive.

I have made a calculation of the probable amount paid for

entry fees, and I find that it exceeds the amount offered in

prizes and cups by about £'200. Under these circumstances I

think the Council might be more liberal to the Malays, who
have, at least, on this occasion paid their way well, and will, in

point of numbers, compare favourably with some other classes

that have received more encouragement. Surely from an eco-

nomic point of view, they are as well worthy of encouragement
as Bantams, and more worthy of it than ornamental waterfowl.
—0. P. H. Z.

LIGHT BBAHMAS.
Havino paid a visit to the late Birmingham Show, I was

pleased to see such a display of Light Brahmas. No doubt this

is a noble breed if kept-up to the proper standard of merit,

but one finds breeders going-in for points which bring Light
Brahmas too near the Cochin. It is my opinion that .some of

the prize birds at this Show have been crossed with the White
Cochin. I think they ought to be judged by a higher Brahma
standard than mere size and heavy-feathering of legs, the latter

Eoint one finds carried too far, many birds shown being vulture-

ocked ; another fault is that many prize birds are very yellow

and exhibit the Cochin tail. I would insist on haviug prize

birds as follows :—Blue whiteness of feathers, proper pencilling

of hackle, white side stripe in the two top feathers of the tail of

both cock and hen, plenty of fluff, cushion, and size, a perfect

pea conib, symmetry of frame, heavy feathering of the legs, but

clear hocks. These points, I think, with the exception of a

striped saddle, which I do not care to see, are generally under-

stood by all Light Bralmia breeders to constitute perfection. If

this is not insisted upon it makes it a very easy matter for

breeders to put a pair of large, Loavy-featherod, or vulture-
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hocked birds together and breed a mimber of birds, and then
picli out tho best and advertise the others by the hundred. It
makes the art of breeding a matter of chance with no honour
attending it, and disgusts buyers who have a taste for poultry
breeding. Ancestral likeness is one of the strangest freaks o"f

reproduction, and often the young birds bear a greater likeness
to their grandfather or grandmother than to their immediate
progenitors

: so that where a cross with the Cochin is seen in
this breed the birds ought to be disqualified, to protect the
amateur and uphold the purity of the breed.—William Fohd.

LEEDS SMITHFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This Show was held on the Oth and three following days.

Under the able management of Mr. Swales, the Secretary, the
staff of attendants carried out all the arrangements well, and
the birds were efficiently attended to. Although the system of
showing a cock and two hens in one pen is still carried out, the
entries were very good, and if this were abandoned, and the
light and ornamental pens of Turner, of Sheffield, were used,
there is every reason to believe Leeds Show would prove the
largest north of Birmingham. In single Game cocks the first
prize and cup went to a fine Brown Red, good in style and
hand, a Brown Red also coming to the front in cockerels, the
same, we beUeve, that took the first prize at Birmingham.
Game pullets were a fine lot, the first prize being taken by a
nice pair of Brown Reds. For a cock and hen. Black-breasted
Reds, first came a very stylish pair; second good; third mid-
dling. The chickens wero only moderate. In adult Brown
Reda we thought the prizes well placed. In chickens the
cockerel was a splendid bird, except that his head was after the
Malay type. Second and third were fair samples. Old Duck-
wings were only a moderate lot, and we preferred the second to
the first. The Pile classes mustered well in both old and young,
and there were some grandly moulded birds among them'. Old
Dorkinga had five entries, the first being a grand pen, although
the gems of this section were the first-prize chickens. Spanish,
both old and young, were, as classes, only moderate, although
we noticed some fine birds among the winners. Cochins
were very good, especially the old Buffs and first-prize Buff
chickens ; but in old Bralimas only one pen was cf high quality.
Tho prize chickens were very good. The Hamhurghs were ex-
traordinary classes, and among them were some as good as we
have ever seen, the cup being awarded to capital Silver-spau^led,
while the young Gold-spangled and Pencilled and Blacks were
among the most noteworthy, but the light was so bad during
the judging that birds were left out that would have stood
differently had it been good. Polands were good. Gold being
first. Silvers second, and Blacks third. In Bantams the entries
were very large, all the classes containing good specimens, there
being thirty birds in the single Game cock class. The first
prize went to an old bird, hard and gamey in appearance ; the
second to a bird a little short-legged, but otherwise good; and
the third to an old but very good cock. A small even pen of
Black Red chickens won the cup for this section, one pullet
being about perfect. Blacks were good, and the first-prize Whites
were one of the best pens ever seen. In the Any other variety
class good Silver Sebrights were first and third, and Gold
second.
The Geese and TiirJcei/s were -very good classes. Aylesbury

Ducks were good, as also Rouen ; and in the Variety class the
prizes were all carried off by one exhibitor with "Mandarin,
Carolina, and Kasarkas.
In Pigeons only two prizes were given in each class, but the

entries were pretty good, although of Carriers there were but
three entries, the first-prize Blacks being a weU-developed pair,
the second being only young. All the Pouters were good, and
the winners Blue, the first-prize pair, which were most perfect
in all the gi-and characteristics of the breed, winning the cup
for the best pair in the Show. Tumblers, Short-faced, were
very poor, while the Long-faces were a very good lot, Red
Mottles being first and Blue Balds second. Only the first in
Owls were what are required, and these were Silver English,
while a fair pair of Foreign Blues were second. Fantails were
very good, but the pens too small for a proper display, and
Barbs such as are rarely seen. Turbits were a good lot, and
numerous

; Blues took first, and Silvers second. In Jacobins
only the winners were of high merit, but these were very fine,
the first being an exquisite pair of Reds, and the second Yellows
Trumpeters were good, and Nuns a good honest lot, while the
Dragoons contained some perfect specimens, the first being
Yellows, second Blues, which varied a little in colour on the
thighs. In Antwerps a nice pair of Short-faced Duns were
first, and a good useful pair of Red Chequers of the lon^-distance
variety second. In Magpies, Yellows were first, and Red second

;and in the Variety class a pair of splendid Pigmy Pouters were
first, and spangled Ice Pigeons second. In the Selling class
Blue EngUsh Owls stood first, and Red Dragoons second, and
these, with many others, were very readily sold.
Tho Lop-eared liabbils were a display such as is rarely seen,

the first-prize doe, to which the cup was awarded, combining
all the grand properties of the breed, and an exhibition in
herself, the second going to a Sooty Fawn buck, good in aU
points. Angoras were very good, but some were very dirty •

Himalayan of fair quality, and the Silver-Greys very good ; but
the gem of these classes was the Blue-and-^\Tiite Dutch doe
that won the first prize—neatness, form, and activity, all com-
bined with the most perfect marking. The second award was
for a Belgian Hare, but not good in fur. Both Pigeons and Rab-
bits were well placed as regarded light.
Gkilis—Cock.—I, B. Aykroyil, EccIeshUI. 2, T. E. Satterthlvaitp Caatlenowarrl 3. T. Mason, Lancaster. Cockacl.-l. T. MaZ! 2, E 1:vkrov l!

3. T. Bottomley, Shelf, Halifax. Pullets—1, T. Dvaon. Halifax 2 H Butler
Bradford. ,S, J. Mason, Worcester.

.
.i- l'.^ao^, namax. A u. Butler.

Game.—B(ac».--6re(i.stei iffrf.—l, W. Fell. Adwalton. ". T. Bottomlev q T

3 jTason! '
'*^""'^- ^''''''""-^- « I'"=l"=>-. Stkpleton. ", E Aykroyd;

GiUE.—Broum-brcmted nnd other Bed, except Blnek.—^,^E Aykrovd 8 T
^f W- T,\L^'"%'''Sr'%- ^"if'-f'"-T"'

^'- Ormer„d.\valsdenrTodmorden:
2. J. W. TIioTutnn.Br.idford. S, E. Lnnd, Cowhouse, Binsley
(iA^lE.—Duekieinas.-l. H. H. Slayelev, Driffield. 2, F. Swales .1 .T IMaqon

Haiifa""''"
' ^ Hodgson, HaUfax. 2, E. Aykroyd. 3. J. F.'m. ^1?^;

Gi.yiF..-Amj other variel,l.-l, R. V*-alkcr. Wood Nook. Gomcrsal. 2, H CMason, Dnshlmston. 3, W. J. Mason, Di-iihliurton. Chioliem.-i, Furnessand Sndall, Eawtcnstall. 2, E. Walker. 3. W. J. Mason.
i> rurness

poHKixc,s.--l, J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton. 2. T. E. Kell WothcrlivClucken^.-l T K. Kell. 2, J. White. 3. R. W. Kiohaidson. Bevellev.
'^"

Knl^™",?'".''/';™,,"'' ,* *"i",4-, ^' '• Po^'^'l. Barkerwell, Bradford. 3, H.

Barb™'sk°pton^ ^ ^^ ^^' '^'"''''<'"'-~^ ""' 2. J. Powell. 3, H. Wilkinson;

CocHiN-CHlxi.--l and 2. W. A. Taylor, Manchester. S.T.Aspden Chni-ohCtnclcens.-l, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 2. W. A. Taylor. 3. H. Beldon
^°'"°''-

BHjHMiPooTRAs.—1, D. Moulson, Bradford. 2. W.A.Taylor Chickenn —I.J.Lyon, St. Helen's. 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, H. Wilkinson. '^
Oliickeim.-

Tf5^?w''°?'T'6'','?-
""^ Sih-er-pcj,e,Ued.-l. H. Beldon. 2, W. Driver,Kei(rhle>% 3, J. Rollmson, Lmdlev. Otley. r,old,!)rncilled.-Chickem.-l J

?"wr,;, 1 H Sn,^!S'°J; 7
H. Beldon .3...J Rollinson. Silvcr-pe^eilUd-

Wol1r-?m'"f%~n'''i
'"•'i.StlrPr-simnoted.-i, Ashton & Booth. Broadhottom.Mottram. 2, T. Dean, keiihloy. 3, J. Walker. Gold-s,,„„nle,I.^Chi,ken^

-

H:P'J?,'™- 2. J. Hatl.staeksteaas. Manchester. S, M. H. firoadhcad. Holm-

*B'a'i'idoi""l,T^;;S™f""'""-'' " J*""-- ' "• K""'—. Westgate.

H.«lBnEC.HS - B/nr/'.-I and 2. H. Beldon. 3, T. Walker, inn Denton

Beldon"'"
' °''"^''' E""*'"'- " W- Tate,'cottin|ley, BiSgiey. s! hJ

l.'^?ir,f.-2U°i3d?n.t'w°\ l-a'^iof
"''^' '''^"- '''^»"^- '^"'''''^^-

wlsU.y."'?,S"MouT8OT?-
''""""' S'-'ikport. 2. E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Ob-

<=.?'"'rff'^*f,''*"^-~'''"''"',';;''J^-
Wal'o'', HomcIifTe. EawtenstaU. 2, G. Noble.Staincliffe, Dewsbury. 3, W. Baskerville. Manchester.

-,u.i-ioDie,

BAXTi3is.-<;nm,-.-l, A. Suuden, Swinby. Cleekheaton. 2. .1. Blamires Great

gafrx. rofrohll.- %. Sr^-^r"^'-
'^""-^"—

'- I-- sVeele,Xn^;-S,t

Tr',; '/v7'";"'^Vb''-°''"<"iJ'"''''- 2- E. Walton!^?. H.Seldon!^
S,IwairenRoc-hd,ll""-"''°'

^'""'''- =''"''"' '• T- P- Carver. Langthcrpe.

ington!"^'"''
''' ^'''"'"-

-• P- E- Kawson. 3, J. B. Braithwaite, North Otler-

VvcKS.-Ai/lcsburij.-l. T. P. Carver. », W. Stonehouse, Whitby 3 J
JT;l''r„-o7^°r"-~,V

'• Walker. 2. J. Newl'on. Silsden. S.R GladslMe.lan.:Liverpool. Any other variety.—1, 2. and S, W. Binns, Pudeey.

, , „. PIGEONS.
B.^,™'^"'*-';'',;,- T''"™l"on, Bingley. 2, E. Horner. Havewnod.
t'Jm,,; ,?;r ' jy- "%''^'='; Sheffield. 2, J. E. Crofts, BIyth, Worksop.

o»T,. T,^/ ,t~'? "'H>'";;''rfv'^-
^":""'- -• W. & F. Pickaid, Thorner. Amj

o(/it) ra/ii/i/—l,and2, D. Kiddiouffh. iun., Braafoi-d.
Dwi.s.—1, W. Einns. 2, E. Homer.
FAMTiii.s -1 E. Horner. 2. J. F. Loversidge, Newark.BiEBs.-l and 2. J. Firth. Dewsbury.
Tdhbits.—1 and 2. W. frolt. KillinC'hall. Kipley.
.Jacobins.—1 and 2. J. Thompson.
TRmiPETEss.-l, W. Harvey. 2. J. Ledercr, Bootle, Livei pool.Nuns.—1, E. Horner. 2. W. Croft.
Deagoons.— I, R. W. Richardson. 2. W. Ellis, Idle
ANxn-ERPS.-L J. Crossland. Jan., Wakefield 2 W Fllis
Magpies.-1. Mcrchell & Battye, Bramlev. 2. .l'. E.'cioftiAny other Vabietv.—1, W. Harvey. 3.'j. E. Crofts

LoweS Ci-'SH'-Silver Medal. W. Binns. Bronze Medal, A. W. Wren,

, „ , ,
E.4.BBITS.

Lop.EAHED.—I and 2. F. Banks. London.
ANOOE.A.-1, S. Ball. Bradford. 2. G. C. Hutton. Bradford.
Himalayan.—1 and 2. J. Butterworth, Rochdale.
Sibvee-Gbev -1, .J. Mason, Lowgate. Hull. 2. R. H. Olew, Wakefield.Any oti.ee Vaeiety -I. J. Mason. 2. J. Royle. Blackhurn.

Hallas.'Hl.dtosfleTd!""''
'""""' ""• ''• '^'"'"°-'- "^'°^''- ^""'"' «'"'"• "'

JvDGEs.—Poiiltrg : Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; Mr. J.
H. Smith, Skelton, York. Pigeons andBabbits: Mr. E. Hutton,
Garden House, Pudaey.

ASHFOKD POULTRY SHOW.
This, the East Kent Poultry Show, was held on the I5th and

16th iust. The following are the awards :—
DoEKisGs.—Coloured.-ff«i.s.—1. E. Cheeseman. WcstwcU. 2, Mrs. Brnssev.

Normanliursl Court, he. C. EatcUiTe, Wouienswold, Canterbury : J. NonvooSMersham (2). Cock.-l, G. W. GreenhiU. Ashford. 2, E. Cheeseman. he. MrsBrassey. c. E. Rice. Dane Court. Sandwich. "

'Domasc,3.—Coloiirrd.-Ptillcla.—\, ». W. Greinhill. 2. .1. H. Pntnoy, Dorking.
»'.^,? "c"!?'^- /"• ^.;. '".'"'•. Co,-A.vrf(.-I, C. Eateliffe. 2. R. Chees«man.
> jj- .

• "a ^i lY*,t!"-
Tenterden. c, F. Murton, Smeeth ; E. W. Stratford.Addmgton Park, Malhng.

DonKiyo^-Silrer.Orc!i.-Hen!.-h F Cheeseman, Chart Court, Ashford,
7 S' SJ^nf

'''^''•, '""uK<"X- ^- E. Cato. Wye Vicarage. Cock.-l, Eev. T. E. Cato.
2, .1. B. Plimiptre. Goodneatone, Winghani.
DoEKiNas.-P«(fcte.-l and 2. Key. T. E. Cato. 3, T. Perkins, he, E. Green-

hill, c, c. Brown, Maidstone; F. Cheeseman; A. Gardner, Ash; J. Scott,
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Elmstcad. Cockerel.—1. Kev. T. E. Cato. 2, F. Clieegcman. 8, E. Greenhill.
c, C. Brown: F. Checsemen.
SPiNlsH.— I, J. Francis, Hildenboronrfi. 2, E. W. Stratrord. Chickens—1, E.

W.Stratford. 2, J. Francis, ftr, Mrs. Brassey.
CocHLN Chinas.— 1, R. S. S. Woodgate. Fembury, Tnnbridge Wells. 3, Capt.

F. G. Coleridge, Wargrave. Chicktiu.—l, G. Dowli, r. 2. K. S. S. Woodgate.
c, Capt F. G. Ccleridce ; Rev. W. C. H. H. D'Aeth. Wateringbviry.
Bkauua }^oOTBi.—Dark.—1, H. W. Castle, Kensington. '2, J. Harvey, jnn.,

Thaniugton. 3, Mrs. Brassey. he. Dr. Beet, Aslifora ; Key. J. G. Knight, Oan-
bury ; W. White, Canterbury; J. Harvey, jun. Li'jht.—\, Mrs. F. Cheshire,
Acton. 2, R. Perry, Beckley. 3, J. Long, Bromley Common, /ic, E. Mannooch,
Pinntr; Lady Oxendeo, Barham ; Rev. F. T. iScolt, Shepherdswell ; Capt. W.
Savill, Wye (2). e, HiSB Hales, Canterbury ; Rev. F. T. Scott.
ijjiiiB.-Btack'breaited or other Reds.~\, J. Sniithwaite, .\shford, 2, G.

Brabam. he, J. A. Harms, Ashford : J. Jeken, EUham; G. Chffoid, Aehford.
Cliiekt iM.— 1, F. Warde, West Farlejgh. 2, W. Foster. Hippie House, Deal. 3,

J. A. Harms, he, K. Murton ; J. Jeken : G. H. Filzherbert. Sevenoaks i2).

Game.—^ny odfr rariety.—l, C. J. Plumptre. Ite, n. Barton, Dover ; C. J.
Plumptre; E. Rice. CUickens.—l and 2, J. Chittenden, Wiilesborough, Lees.
Ac, E. Kica (2). c H. Loe. Chilbam ; G. U. Fitzhcrbert.
Gajie.—Cocfc.—1, H. H. Stickings, Ashford. 2, T. G. Ledger.Folkestone. he,

G. Braham ; H. Loe ; F. Warde. e. T. Kennett, Wye .Mills.

HAilBVRGas.— GoUien-fjjaJUJled.-l, W. K. Tickner. Ipswich, 2 and he, C.
Brown. ,Si/rcr.jip!iHj7(«tl—1, U. H. btickings. 2, J. Chapman, .\shford. GoUi-
veneilled.—\, G. J. Lenny, Lewes. 2, W. K- Tickner. lie, J. Chapman ; C. .1.

Plumptre, Wingham. c, j. Chapman (21; H. H. Thompson, Coleshill; C. J.
Plumptre,
Polish —1, Capt. F. G. Coleridge, he, E. J, Reeves, Haywards Heath ; Mrs.

Nickel, Leeds, Maidstone.
CREvE-CoiUH.- 1, W. Dring, Faversham. he, R. J. Foster, Epsom ; T. G.

Ledger.
HoniiS.—l W. Bring. Jic, Mrs. C. Hill ; E. W. Stratford (2). Chiekem.—l

and 2. W. Dring. he, W. Perkins, Brabourne, Ashford ; Mrs. C. HiU; E. W.
Stratford.
Bantams.—G<im<'.—L W. Adams, Ipswich. 2, G. Garrod, Islington. 3, W. S.

Marsh, Winkhind Oaks, Deal. he.i. Long; W. S. Marsh; W. Adams; E. T.
Hughes. Plockley ; J. Walsh, Forest Hill. Any rarietu —1. R. S. S. Woodgate.
2, Mrs. Lister, Walton, Sandwich, ho, Mrs. S. £. Bacon, River, Dover. C.Mrs.
Brassey.
Dicks —.Ji/fcitkurj/.—I and 2, C. S. Hardy, Chilham Castle, he, F. E. Arter,

Barbam. e, J. Han, Lympne ; E. Greenhill (2) : Kev. T. R. Mayhew, Ware-
home Rectory. jRoucn.-!, J. Harvey, jun. 2, E. GreenhilL he, T. L. Elliott,

Ashford; F. E. Arter; C, Rlttcblfe ; F, Cheeseman ; J. Harvey, jun. c,'X. G.
Ledger.
Geese.-EmfcdcH.—1, B. Plumptre. Any other variety.—I and he, T. Powell,

East Lenham. c, W. U. Mold, Bethersden.
Tlkkeys.—I, F. Warde. 2, C. J. Plumptre. /ic, C. S. Hardy ; Mrs. Brassey ;

C. J. Pluini)tre ; J. Foord. Poults.—\, G. Dowker. 2, C. J. Plumptre. he, Mrs.
Brassey ; W. H. Mold ; F. Warde (2) ; C. J. Plumptre. c. Dowager Countess of
Aylesford, Aylesford.
Any i.THEH Variety.—1, Mrs. C. HiU (La FWchcl. 2. R. S. Woodgate. fie, J.

Body, Lloyd's Green iSpanish): Mrs. S. E. Bacon (La FKche); E. W. Stratford
Dorkings) ; A. Warde (Leghorns).

PIGEONS.
Cariuebs.-1 and 2, M. H, Gill, Ramsgate.
PoCTESs.—1 and ftc. M. H. Gill.
TCMBLEBS.-1 and he, M. H. GUL
FANTAii.9.—L J. E. Loversidge, Newark, he, G. W. Greenhill.
Any otheb Variety.—1, T. G. Ledger (Red Jacobins). 2, J. Bedy (Runts).
Selling Class.—1, R. B. Cartels. 2, F. Cheesman. 3. J. A. Harms, fie. Dr.

Beet; J. Body (21; T.L.Elliott; C. Browne; G. Wise; C. Katcbfle ; F. Chees-
man (2): G. Dowker; A. Gardner; R. B. Curteis ; E. Greenhill; G. H. titz-
herbert ; CoL Groves, Charing (2( ; R, Cheesman ; T. Perkins ; F. Murton.

Extra.-Ac, C. S. Hardy (Gold and Silver Pheasants l ; C. Andrews (2).

Judges,—Mr. J, Martin and Mr. F. Esqiiilant.

CANTEEBUEY POULTEY SHOW.
This Exhibition was held at the Music HaU, on the 12th and

13th. The competition was confined to the counties of Kent,
Soasex, Surrey, and Middlesex, and considering the very
limited accommodation the Music Hall offered for a Show of

this description, we think it would have been wiser to have
restricted the competition to one county only, or to have made
a less number of classes, as it is very important both for the
comfort of the visitors and the birds, that the organisers of

a show should carefully consider the space they have at their

command. The classes made for many of the varieties might
under the circumstances have been very judiciously curtailed.

For example, we had four classes of Coloured Dorkings, cock

and hen, cockerel and pullet, a class for single cocks or

cockerels, and another for a pair of pullets. These birds could

with advantage have been placed in two classes. The entries,

possibly, might have been a few less, but many really good birds

which were lost to sight, would have obtained a better position.

As it was, 921 pens of poultry. Pigeons, and Canaries were
huddled into a space barely sufficient to accommodate half the

number. They were arranged in three tiers, the first being on
the ground, and as the Ught was all obtained from windows on
one side of the building the result was, that only the rows
facing the windows on one side, and perhaps a few on the top
row on the other, could possibly be seen, and we had great fears

that some of the birds would hardly find their food.

The Dorkings were a fine lot. In the chicken class the
second-prize bird was very tender on the feet. In the cock
and cockerel class the first-prize bird was very superior. In the
class for pallets, three pens competed for three prizes ; they
were only moderate birds. In the Silver-Greys the most notice-

able feature was crooked breasts. The first-prize bird in the
cock or cockerel class was the most perfect in this respect. In
Whites, the first-prize pen were nice birds, the others very
poor. In Spanish, the old birds were generally out of condition.

In the young some tolerably fine specimens might be found,

Mr. Brown was justly first. The second-prize cockerel was a

good open-lobed bird ; but the third-prize pen contained the
best birds, and had they been properly prepared they must have

secured the first prize. The Cochins, with but two exceptions,
were a miserable collection. The BraJima classes contained
many pens of merit. The first-prize pen in the old contained a
stout cock with many good points. In the yoting class the first-

prize bird was neat but deficient in leg-feathering. The third-
prize bird was small but pretty, and had a small comb nicely
placed upon his head ; hie companion was not so good. In this

class Mr. Fetter showed a good cock (Feu 142). Had he been
better matched we have little doubt he would have secured a
place among the winners. The Light old birds were poor. The
cockerel and pullet class was much better. The first and second
were neat birds, good in colour, tolerably feathered, and well
matched. Pen 170, highly commended, also deserved notice.

The Game classes followed. In the old Black Heds, the first

was a very superior bird. Mr. Foster also showed a good pen
(183), very highly commended, which we thought should have
been in the prize list in this class. We were at a loss to under-
stand why pen 191 was highly commended, the hen scarcely

bigger than a Bantam. In the young class the first was a.

sprightly bird. The other Game classes and the Hamburghs
were in such a bad position for light, that we could not venture
an opinion with regard to their merits. The French fowls caught
our attention earlier in the day, they were not numerous. In
the Houdau class, Mr. Dring took the first and second prizes.

Here the Judge reversed his Maidstone decisions, the position
of the first and second-prize birds being transposed. We liked

the second-prize hen best. The CrcveCceur class contained two
or three nice pens. The first-prize hen was a grand bird.

Bantams (Reds), secured as large an entry as usual, but with the
exception of the first and second-prize pens, we could find no
birds worthy of mention. The first-prize cock was fine in
colour, a good shape, but a little too long in the wing. Any
variety Game Bantams, with the exception of the first and
secon(i-prize pens, was so poor that we thought the third prize

might have been properly withheld.
The Ducks and Geese quite surprised us, and fully deserved

the admiration they received. In some large Selling classes

were to be found a few bargains.
In the cock and hen class, the first-prize birds, a pair of

Cuckoo Dorkings, we thought the finest of this variety we re-

member to have seen at any show for a long time.
In Pigeons, the Carrier classes were all well filled. The old

classes were both good. In the young the first prize went to a
very handsome pen, well matched, and good in colour. Some
exception was taken to the cock on account of his gullet, but in

other points he was so superior that we quite approved of the
decision of the Judge. In the Pouters a few good birds might
be found. In the class for cocks, a White belonging to Sir.

Coombes stood clear away from all. Of Barbs, the first-prize

birds were moderate, the others very inferior. Dragoons, with
the exception of the first-prize pen, a pair of Yellows—the cock
here being of a magnificent colour, the hen not so good—were not
better than the Barbs. The Homing class of Antwerps was a

large one, but from the opinion we heard expressed by many of

the exhibitors, we think they would rather have their birds' pro-

perties practically tested than leave their merits to the opinion
of a Judge. In the Selling class for Pigeons, the first prize was
awarded to a pen containing a single bird, certainly the best,

but as the class was for a cock and hen, this must have been a

mistake.
The Canaries followed and obtained a large share of the at-

tention of lady visitors, who were very numerous.
Dorkings.— Coloured.—1, R. Cheeseman, Westwell, Ashford. 3, E. Rico,

Sandw ich. 8, Mrs. Brassey, Normanhurst Court. ChiekertJi.—l, R. Cheesemaa.
2 and 3, C. Katchff, Canterbury.
UoRKltiOS.— Coloured.— Cock or Cockerel.—1,^. S. Marsh, Winkland Oaks,

Deal. 2, W. J. Russell, South Norwood HiU. 8, R. Cheeseman. fie, K. Cheese-
man ; H. U. Young, btapleton, Dorking ; J. Gray, TUmanstone. I'ulUts.—l, £.
Rice, a, M. Sandford. 3. VV. Reeves, Chittenden.
Dobkinos.—ai(('er-(7rc!/.—1, Rev. T. E. Cato, Wye Rectory. 2, B. Plumptre,

Wingham. 3, J. D. Simmons, fie, J. Sutton, Womanswold ; O. E. Cresswell,

Early Wood, Bagahot.
Dorkings.-Srirer-trrey.- 1, F. Cheeseman. 2 and fie, Rev. T, E. Cato. 3, C,

Batcliffe.
DoBKlNos.—Sill.'er-(?rei/.—Cocfc or Cockerel—I, J. Boulding, Pethara. 2, J.

Scott, HUl St. Elmsted. Ashford. S, F. Cheeseman. fie. Miss M. I'lummer,
Canterbury, e, II. Page, Walmcr Court. I'uHels.—], G. Court, ChiUingdeD.

2, Kev. T. E. Cato. S.J.Scott, fie, F. Beard. Horton, Canterbury ; H.Pago.
Dorkings.-^»1/ other variety.—1,0. E. CrebSweU. 2, S. F. Jackson. 8, E.

W. Stratford.
Spanish. -1, J. Francis. 2, H. Brown. 8, E. W. Stratford, Addington Park,

Mailing. Cfiic/cc7W.—l, H. Brown. 2, J. Francis. 3, Mrs. Brassey. fie, E. W.
Stratford.
CocinN-CiiiNAs.-ZJtiiTor Cinnamon.—I and 3, W. Wliite, Canterbury. 2, H,

Kennett, Canterbury. Cfiiefceiw.—1, SirS. LaUeman,Birchinglon. % W. Whito.

3, M. Bourne, Sheerness.
CocuinChina.—.-Ini/ offier variety.—\,t: . W. Anns, Clapham. 2. Mrs. Brassey.

ChieKcns.—\, R. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridgo WeUs. 2, Sir S. Lakoman.
3, Mm. Brassey.
Bbaiiua Pootra.— i><irfc. — I, H. C. Castle. 2 and e, F. Lake, Sitting-

bourne. 3, J. Harvey, jun., Thunningten. fie, Kev. F. T. Sc(,Lt; Mrs. Brassey.

Cfiicfiriu— l,Sir S.Lakeman. '2,J. Harvey, jun. 8, W.Jacob, Shcpherdswell,

Dover, fie, U. Kennett; J. Harvey, jun.; M. Sandford; E. Goodwin; G, W.
Petter, Norwood (2).

Bkauma Pootka.—/.I'Dfif.—I, Kev. F. T. Scott. 2, J. Long, Bromley Common.
3, G. Hardy, Shepherds Bush, fie, Mrs. Brassey. c, Miss K. A. Wiuter, Plum-
stead. Cfiie/cciw.—l and 2. Mrs. F. Cheshire, Aeton. 8, J. Long. Jic, Capt. W.
SaviUe, Wye ; Rev. F. T. Scott (2); R. Perry, Blckley ; G. Dowker, Wingham ;

Miss Hales, Canterbury (*.i) ; Mrs. F. Cheshire.
fHas.—Black-l/raMcd or other Reda.-i, J. Jeken, Eltham. 2, M, Sandford.
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lic,C. J. Plamptre; G. Braham, Ashford. Chiekem.—l.F. Warde, West Fai^
leigh. 2. W. Foster, Dual. S, T. L. Elliott, vhc, J. Jeken. he, J. Jekcn ; G.
H. Fltzherberl.
Game.—black-breasted or other Bcds.—Coclc or Cockerel.—1, J. Jeken. 2, H.C hutton, Canterbury. 3, F. Warde. he, G. H. Fitzherbert.
Gjme —Anil oilier variety —\ and 2, E. Kice. 8, C. J. Pluniptre. Chiekens.—

1 and S, E. Kice. 2, H. L"e. Chilham.
HAMiiuKGHS—<VoZd or Stiye?--spa7i£7itY7,—l,H.Stickens, Ashford. 2. J. Chaplin,

Canterbury. Chlekens —I, J. W. C. Braddon, Blaidstone. 2, F. Cheeseman.
3, W. G. Blackman, Ashford. he, C. Brown.
Hambukghs.— Goid or t>ilver-penciUed.—\,3. Chapman. Ashford. 2, T. Marsh,

Tunbridfe Wells. 8, Mrs. Brassey. Chickens.—I, G. J. Lenny. 2, C. J. Plumptre.
S, W. H. Birch. c. J. Blackman.
Polish.— 1, E.J. Reeves, Havwards Heath. 2, Mrs. S. C.Bacon, River, Dover.

3, Mrs. Nickel. Leeds. Maidstone. *
HoL'DANs.—1 and 2, W. Dring. Faversham. 3, Miss Chesshvre. Barton Court.

nc. Sir O. Honvwood, Chatham; Rev. H. H. Dombrain. Westwell, Ashford

;

W. Bouteher, NotlinR Hill; E. W. Stratford. Chickens.—I and 3, W. Dring.
2, Rev. H. H. Dombrain. he, E. W. Stratford.

CREiTiCffiCEs.—1 and 2, W. Dring. 8, J. Walton, Creydon. I'Jtc, J. Hugman,
-Gantei bury.
BL^.^t^^s—Black-breasted or other Berh.—I, W. S. Marsh. 2. W. C. Hanree,

Canterbury, vhc, W. S. Marsh ; E. Hodges. Bridge, Canterbury ; J. Long ; W.
Bouteher. he, W. S. Marsh : J. Walsh. Forest Hill.
Bantams.—Game—.4nj/ other variety.—\, T. W. Anns. 2, Master Sandford.

3, W. Bouteher.
Bantams.—^)!!/ other variety.—I, R. S. Woodgate. 2, Mrs. W. V. Lister,

Walton Eastry. 3, G. P. Ladd. he. Lady Oxenden, Canterbury; Mrs. S. C.
Bacon ; J. Ware ; G. Ladd, Canterbury (3) ; Mrs. Brassey.
Anyotheb Vakiety.—1, S. H. fimitli. 2, K. S. Woodgate. 3, J. Long. hc.C.

S. Hardy ; R. S Woodgate ; Mrs. S. C. Bacon ; W. A. Winter, Canterbury.
Ddcks —Aylesbury.— I, W. Jacob. 2, C. S. Hariy. 3, W. Jacob. 11)11;, C. S.

Hardy; A. Hctighill. lie,T M. Sandford.
Ddciis.—JJoucn.-1, W. F. Harvey. 2, F. Cheeseman. 8, F. E. Arler. vhc,

3J. Sandford; G. Wise, lie, C. Ratoliff.
DvcKs.—Any other variety —1, W. Bouteher. 2, Miss M. Plummer. S, R.

o. Woodgate. vhc. C. S. Hardy.
Geese.—1, B. Plumptre. 2, Mrs. Brassev. S. J. Ratcliff.
TuHEEYs.—1, C. J. Plumptre. 2, F. Warde. 3, Miss M. Plummer. vhc, C. S.

Hardy, /ic, C. J. Plumptre ; J.Martin, Chilham; M. Sandford. Poults.—1,¥.
Ward. 2, O. J. Plumptre. 3, G. D.iwker; (if, T. W. Jude ; G. Dowker.
Guinea Fowl.—1, G.Dovvker. 2, 0. E. Oresswell. 3, R. S. Woodgate.
PaEASANTS.-Goirf or bilver.-l and 2, C. S. Hardy. 3, J. H. Ferrier. he, W.

H. Liuom, Canterbury.
Selling Class.—^«?/ variety, any afje, any nvmber.—J, E. Noble, Canter-

bury. 2, Miss Hales. 3, H. Kennett. Jic. J. Austen ; Miss Chessyre ; J. Har-
vey, jun.; J Boulding; W. R. Philpott; J. Hugman; Miss Hales; J.Martin;
H. Page; W. Hutchinson, Canterbury
Selling Class -Coek.-l, G. Court. 2, Col. F. Hassard. C.B.. Sheemess.

\- %; W- Petter. vhe. J Harvey, jun. he. Capt. W. Savill (21 ; J. Harvey, jun.

;

J. Bouldmg: W. Jarvis, Petham ; R. Cheeseman ; E. S. Woodgate : J. Sleep,
-King William street. London; J. Bateman, Canterbury; R. C. Bear; Miss
Hales. Canterbuiy (j); Miss M.Hilton. Canter! mr; G. Dowker; Mrs. Hake,
Canterbury; W. J. Russell; Dr. Augier. Tonbriiige; J. Jenner, Battle; G.
Court

; E. BoweD, Rochester. Hum.— 1, E. Eice. 2, G. Dowker. S, Miss M.
Hilton, he, Lady Oxenden ; J. H^rvev, jun. : J. Francis.
Extea Phizes,—HouffBiKi.-l. Mrs- Vallnnce. Sitlingbonrne. 2, M. Sandford.

he, K.B. Neame. Faversham; F. Lake; B. Plumptre (2). Barn-door or other
<Jross-bred Fowls.—1, Rev. A. W. Ward. 2, Withheld.

PIGEONS.
CAEBiEBs.-Coe/c—I, J.Baker, Kew Bridge. 2, Col. F. Hassard, C.B. vhc,

M. H. GUI, Eamsgate. he, H. C. Sutton; M. H. Gill. Ben.—l, M. H. Gill. 2,
M. Manm. •i>Ji<-, J. Baker, (ic, H. H. Gill; Col. F. H.asHard, C.B. rou;!;;.-
Ji J. Baker. 2, Col. F. Hassard. ii/ic, M. H. Gill ; M. Marl in.

PoDTEES.— Cocfc— 1, D. Combe, New Cross. 2 and he, J. Baker. Ben.—l, M.
H. GUI. 2, D. Combe, he, J. Baker, young.—1, M. H. Gill. 2, M. Martin,
Canterbury.
Barbs —1, J Baker. S.M.Martin.
Dragoons.—1, J. Baker. 2 and he, M. Martin.
ToMBLERs.- 1. M. Martin. 2, Mrs. M. H. GiU. he. Col. F. Hassard.
ANTn-ERPS.—Ho)7iin<7 —1. 2, and 3, J. J. Sparrow, London, vhc, W. S. Marsh.

ne, G. J. Lenny; J. H. Crothall; M. .^andtord; C. N. Hammond; Col. P.
Hassard ; A. A. Vander Meerseli. Lower Tooting : M. Martin ; J.J. Sparrow.
Fantails.-], J. Baker. 2, M. Martin, he, G. Mills ; M. Martin.
Any other Variety.-1. J. Bowes. 2 and 3, M. Martin. 4 and vhc, J. Baker.

fie, A. A. Vander Meerscb ; M. Martin (8) : J. Baker.
SELLING Class—l.H. C. Sutton. 2, A. A. Vander Mecrsch. 3, Col. F. Has-

sard. 4 and vhc. M. Mnrlin. he. W. H. Castle ; G. MiUs, Dover; A. A. Vander
Meerscb ; G. Gunner, Canterbury ; M. Martin (6).

CANARIES.
Nonwicn,—Clear Yellow.—1 and 2, R. B. Newsom, Bromlev. 3. C. Sendell.

3 extra. J. Capbn. 7tc, E. Rice: R. J. Pope, Brighton (2). c, E'. J. Pope. Wear
Buff.—I, J. Bateman. 2 and 3. J. Caplin.
Norwich.- Fariei/ated or Marked Yellow.—I and S, J. Caplin. 2. R. B.

Newsom. lie. J. Caplin; S. T. Deakin, Cantei-bury. Varieaated or Marked
JBu#.—1 and S. J. Caplin. 2. R. P. Newsom. he, W. C. Selkirk', Dover, c, T. M.
Pellingham, Brighton ; R. B. Newsom.
Norwich.- Crfstni Yellow or Bug.—l, 3, and he, J. Caplin. 2, J. Bateman.

1>hc. W. C. Selkirk.
C1NNA.M0N.—1, T. M. Fellingham. 2, Rev. V. Ward, Hythe. 3, W. C. Selkirk.

2 extra. W. Cordon, Dartford. he, Eey. V. Ward; F. M. Fellingham; W. C.
Selkirk, c, J. Caplin ; R B. Newsom.
'LTZ\KOs.—Golden-spav(jled.—1, Eev. V. Ward. 2. T. W. Fairbraes. 3, J.

Bateman. he. Rev. V. Ward ; T. W. Fairbrass ; J. Bateman. Bilver-spaiialed.
—1. 2. 3. and c. T. W. Fairbrass. Canterhiirv. 3 extra aud he. Rev. V. Ward.
Mules —Any varietii.—\. W. C. Selkirk. 2, Dr. G. F. Head, Margate. 8,

Rev. V Ward. nhc. B. Coleman, Canterbury. ;ic, W. C. Selkirk; E.Akhurat,
Tilmanstone, Sandwich, c, T. W. Fairbrass.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 3, J. Caplin. 2 and c, W. C. Selkirk.
British and Foreign Birds.- 1 and c, W. Coveney, Petham. 2, J. Caplin.

3, Mrs. S. C. Bacon.
Selling Class.—lie, J. Caplin (8). c, T. M. Fellingham (2) ; J. Bateman (SI;

X. Anderson.

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons : Mr. B. Teebay and Mr. F.
Ssquilant. Canaries : Mr. G. BiUett.

Williamson, .il Is.; Mr. Haines, 10s. 6;?.; Mrs. Popham, 10s.;
the Eev. N. J. Ridley, 10s. ; Mr. J. Chisman, 5s. ; Mr. H. Liag-
wood, 10s. (Jil. ; Mr. Rayner, 5s. ; Eev. J. M. Rice, 10s. Gd. ; Major
Macleay, 10s. ; Mrs. Hill, 5s. ; Miss Eyton, 5s. ; Mr. H. Hoare,
5s. ; Mr. Creroe, 6s. ; Mr. J. Long, 5s. ; Mrs. Young, .5s. ; Mrs.
Turner Turner, 10s. Gd. ; Mrs. Turner, 13s. For a Game cup
Rev. G. S. Cruwys subscribes £2 2s.

Eedfobdseibe and Herts Poultky Snow.—We are informed
that prizes will be given for Dragoons, single birds. Three
classes—Blue and Silver, Yellow or Bed, and White. The first

firize £2 aud secoud prize £1 in each.

WATFORD POULTRY SHOW.
The annual Exhibition of the West Herts Agricultural So-

ciety was held on December 15th and 16th, in the Agricultural
Hall, Watford, a building of recent construction, admirably
adapted for the purpose. The prizes included several £5 5s.

cups, offered by various gentlemen in the neighbourhood, and in
this way exhibitors who might have competed elsewhere were
induced to rest content witli the substantial honours of a Show
which is confined to those living within a certain area.

In Dorkings the Rev. E. Bartrum won the cup with a pen
which would be hard to beat. The cock, we believe, was a
winner at the Crystal Palace, and the hens have already been
honourably mentioned in this Journal. Curiously enough,
although the Show is essentially an agricultural one, and the
number of Dorkings exhibited is large, there is no Dorking
class open to Silvers or Cuckoos. The Cochins were numerous,
but very few pens were noticed. The Brahnias were not so

large a class as they ought to be. Some Japanese Bantams
attracted much attention. The Selling class (a cock and two
hens at a price not exceeding £2), with a first x>riz6 of .£3, con-
tained a number of excellent birds, Lord Chesham wirming
with a capital pen of Dorkings. The Geese and Turkei/s con-
stituted two of the best classes in the Show, nearly every pea
being noticed.

Dorkings.-Coloitrerf.-1,2. and Cup, Rev. E. Bartrum, Berkhametead. he,
C. A. Bames, Chorleywood ; j. H. James, Watford ; W. J. Loyd, Watford, c,

T. Kingsley, Tring. White.—I. D. Carnegie, Wattord.
Cochins.-Partrirfic— 1 and Cup, Lord Chesham, Chesham. 2. C. A. Bames.

Any other variety.—1, T. Clutterbuck, Rickmansworth. 2, C. F. HoUingsworth,
St. Alban's.
Brahma Pootra.—Darfc.—1, Mrs. G. S. Vigor, Ushridge. 2, W, A. Peel,

Wattord. Li<7li(.— 1, 2. and he, R. Horsfall, Watford.
Game.— 1 and 2, T. Paraiuor. Aldenham.
Hamburghs.-1. T. Clutterbuck. 2. A. J. Copeland. Watford.
Bantams.—Gnmfc'.—l, Lord Chesham. 2, J. M. Hughes, Chenies. c, S. M.

White. St. Alban's. Any other variety.—\, he, and c. W. J. Loyi. 2. E. Horsfall.
Creve-Cct:ur8 akd Houdans.—1 and c, C. A. Barnes. 2, W. A. Peel.
.\N-y other Variety.-1. T. Clutterbuck. 2, C. A. Barnes.
Any Variety.— I, Lord Chesham. 2. C. Snowing. Watford, he, C. A. Bames

;

W. J. Jervis, Pinner (3). c, C. A. Bames. Coek.—l, W. J. Jervis. 2, C. F.
HoUingsworth. lie, C. Snewing (3).

TtvcK^.—Aylesbury.—I and Cup. Lord Chesham. 2, T. Kingsley. Rouen.—
1, 2, and he. C. A. Barnes. Any other variety.—I and 2, T. Clutterbuck.
Geese.—1, 2, and Cup, C. A. Barnes, he, T. Kingsley. c, T. Kingsley ; T.

Paramor.
Turkeys.—1 and Cup. W. Field, Hemel Hempstead. 2, A. H. Longman,

Hemel Hempstead. /(C, Lord Chesham; T.lvingsley; A. H. Longman; W.J.
Loyd ; T. Paramor. e, C. A. Barnes (2) ; Lord Chesham ; W. Field.

Judge.—Mr. J. Douglas, The Aviaries, Worksop.

PoETSMouTH POULTRY Show.—The following subscriptions
liave been collected by Mrs. Turner Turner for two five-guinea
cups for competition at the above Show, on the 6th of January
next. Mr. S. P. Broad, £Z 2s.; Mr. Maynard, £1 Is.; Mrs.

CAMBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
The following are the awards made at the third annual Show,

held in the Corn Exchange on the 10th and 11th inst. :

—

Dorkings.-.Ihi/ variety.— Cut^ and 1, H. Lingwood, Barking. 2, F. Parlett,

Great Baddow. 3, Rev. C. H. Crosse, Cambridge. Chickena.-l. T. C.
Burnell, Stratton. 2, T. Atterton. Heath and Reach. 3, H. Lingwood. he, W.
Bateman, jun. ; T. & H. Heath ; W. H. Denison.
Cochin-Uhinas.—Cn;f(amoft or B«#.—Cup aud 1. W. A. Burnell, Notts,

2, Mrs. A. Tindal. Aylesbui-y. 3, W. Mansfield, Cambridge, vhc, J. Everett.
c. G. F. Bentley ; H. Ling«'ood.
Cochin-Chinas.—Jfiy other variety.—1, R. W. Beachey, Finder. South Devon.

2, T. M. Derry, Gedney. Wisbech. 3, J. Sleep. North Kingsland, London.
he, J. L. Nash. Chickens.—\, 3. R. Fowler, Aylesbury. 2, W. A. Bumell. S,

R. W. Beaohev. he, H. Lingwood; Major Bignold; T. Atterton; W. Mans-
field (2): Mrs. E. Pryor ; C. Sanders, c, H. J. Gunnell (21.

Brahmas.—Lijlif—1, Horace Lingwood. Greeting. 2. T. A. Dean, Harden.
3, Mrs. Peet, Sharnbrook. he, H. M. Maynard ; Mrs. A. Tmdal ; W. Whiteley.
e, P. Haines.
llKAHMAs.-Darfc.—Cup and 1, Horace Lingwood. 2, E. Pritchard. Tetten-

hall. 3, H. W. Eeville, London, vhe, J G. B. Knight; Mrs. A. Tindal; J.

Walts, he, Dr. Homes; Rev. J. Richardson; T. F. AnsdeU. Chickens.--^,

Horace Lingwood. 2, Rev. J. Richardson, Sandv. 3, W. Mansfield, ivic, W.
Brunton; E. Pritchaid; T. Sear, he, Mrs. Peet; Dr. Hohnes; G. Jones (2);

E. Haines : Mrs. E. Prvor. ^„ -^ .

G.KMS.- Black or Brown Beds.—1, S. Matthew. Stowmarket. 2, W. Foster,

Deal. 3, E. Hall, Cambridge, /ic. Miss Nelson ; H. B. Martin.
Game.—.4;!!/ other variety.—I, S. Matthew. 2, H. P. Price, Brecon, Soutli

Wales. S.W.Foster, fcc, E. W. Southwood; R. Hall. Chiekens.-i, S. Field,

Ambrosden. Bicester. 2, R. Hall. 3, S. J. F. Stafford, Great Yarmouth.
lie, a. E. Martin. ; E Hall. . . , ,

Hamborghs —Golii and liilverS2mnnled.—Cas< and 1.— Hide. Hurst. Ashlon-
under-Lyne. 2. Ashton & Booth, Broadbottoro, Mottram. 3, T. Walker, jun ,

Denton, tilic. T. Blakeman. Jic, J. Gee; H. R.Plattin, juu. c, J. Winship; E.
Hills ; J. ¥. MiUer. . „ _
Hajiburohs.— Go!rf or Silvcr-l>encilled.—l, W. Speakman, Cheshire. 2, K.

Newb.tt, Bpwnrth. 8. J. C. N. Row, Melford. he, J. B. Lugar ; E, Ncwbut;A.
SUver. c, E. W. Robibson.

, , „ , t
French.-.4ni( iiarifti;.—Cup. I. and 3, W. Cutlaek. .inn., Littlepnrt. 2. J. J.

Maiden, BiggleBwade Ac, Rev. T. Beaslev ; H. Feast; G. W. Hibbert; U.

Marshall ; W. Cutlaok, jun. (il ; Mrs. A. Tindal ; Miss G. A. Patchett.

Any other Variety except Bantams.—1. G. W. Boothby. Louth. 2, K.

Newbitt. 3, T. A. Wright. Great Yarmuuth. vhe, T. Walker, juu. ; Rev. N. J.

Ridley, lie. J. G. B. Knight ; J. K. Fowler ; J. P. Case. ,, _.,
Bantams.-Game—Cup. 1, and 2, Miss M. J. Nelson. Cocksham, Nortn-

iimberland. 8. J. Eaton. Grantham, vlic. R. Newbitt. he, D. Warren; G. E.

Porter; S. Salter; W. B. JelTeries; W. .\dams: A. Ashley, c, T. Holton ; F.

Bennett.
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Bastxvs.—Bl/ick or TT/itfe'.—Medal ancl 1, W. H. Shtickleton, Bradford.
2, C Heed, Cftmbiidgo. 3.F. Tearle, (iazeley. Xewmarket. he, i;. H. Ashtou;
H. M. Maynard ; T. K. Thirtle.
liAyTAMs.—Any othrr varUty.—1 and 2. M. Leno, Bedfordshire (Laced). 3,

T. J.C. Kackham. Cotton. Norfolk i Silver-laced bebrighls). /ic,T. J.O. Hack-
ham. c, A. Strmfffield; J. W. Pountney.
Selling Classes.— ainif(e Cocic or Cockerel.—l, E. Smith, Maiden (Dark

Brahma). 2. \V. A. Barneil (White Cochin). S, F. Parlett (Dorking). hc,G.
ftluDders; T. M. Derry; W. Brauiun ; O.K. Cres3well; U. Marshall; C. Barber;
W. Cutlack.JuD.; J. J. Maldt-n iiii; M. Lmo ; Kev. J. U. Crosse (31 : H. Vowera;
T.Sear; \V. H. Deoisun ; C. zanders; S. Salter; W. A. Burntll, c, Rev.J.
Richardson ; E. Pritchatd ; J. Freer. Pair of Beiu or Pitllets.^Cup and 1,

W. A. Burnell (White Cochin f. 2, W. Manstield (Dark BraUmas). 3, Major
Barlow, Cauibrid^^e i Uoudausj. vhc, K. VV. Beachey. he, .Mrs. Feet ; T. Alter-
ton : F. Pariett: W. Cutlack, jun.ci) : A. F. Faulkner; Rev. O. H. Cross; H.
Powers; W. Kayner. c, T. ^ear. oinole Drake.— \, W. H. Deniaon, Wubarn-
Sanda. 2, S. Waliis, Cambritlge. 3, F. Parlelt. Ac.F. F. Upsber ; J. F. Fetch ;

H. Dowsett : J. Hedges ; J. J. Maiden, c, J. King, jnu. ; J. K. Fowler. Pair of
Ducks.—I, W. H. Denison, 2, J. N. Waite, Yarmouih. 3, T. F. Upaher, Sutton.
ftc, H. Duwset> : J. Hedges.
DccKa.—.^ny niritfy.— 1, T. Holton.Buckinghain. 2, J. K. Fowler. 3, T. F.

Upsher. r/i(.\ 1'. J. c. Kackham. ftc, H.Cooper; S.WaUia; Miss M.J. Nelson-
H. Dowsett; Hon. Mrs. Vernon; Major J. S. Hall; J. Maiden.
TvRKE-rs.-Any varieti/.—l, fc. Arnold, Wiitleaford. 2, U. J. Gnnnell, Mil

too. 3, Major G. S. Uali, Ely.
Geese.—Jny varietu.—l. Capt. Anvon, Chorloy. 2, T. M. Derry. S, J. N.

Waite. Ac, M. A. ThomhiU (2| ; D. Harvey; J. K. Fowler.

PIGEONS.
Carwers.—Cocit.—1 and 3,W. G. Hammuck,nford. 2, W. W. Minson, St.

Ives, he, F. W. Metcalfe; R. Cant. Htn.~Cnp and 1, W. Miuson. 2 and 3,

W. G. Hammock. YoHng.-l, F. W. Metcalfe, Cambri<lge. 2. MaatorJ. W.
Massey, Spalding. 3. W. Bainier. he, C. U, Clarke; \V. G. Hammock; J.

Ford; S. Salter (il; J.C. Or.1 ; F.W.Metcalfe.
CAHRtBBS.--Blue.-l, F. W. Metoalfe. 2 and 3, W. G. Hammock, he. Master

G.W. Massey; C. E. Duckworth; G Kempton. Vounj?.—Medal and I, W. G.
HamraoclE. :i, A. £. Douglaa, Hoonslow. 3, J. Ord, i*imhco, London, he, G,
Kempton.
PocTKRS.—CocA-.—Cup and 1, H. Pratt, Knowle. 2 and S, W. R. Rose, North-

ampton»faire. he, C. Martin ; C. H. Byford; L. Watkin ; F. Greabam. Hen —
3. Miss Ladd, Coine. 2 and 3, F. Gresham, Shefford. he, R. Ashion ; C. Martin

;

F. W. Metcalfe.
Tvyini.KR9.—Almond.—1, W. G. Hammock. 2, J. Ford, London. 3, W. R.

Pratt, Oxford, he, R. Cant. Any ottier variety.—l. W. G. Hanunook (AgateJ.
9, W. D. Bruwii, Cambridi^e (Kite). 3. A. B. Douglas (Black Mottled), he, W,
D. Bro\ra ; K. Barrttt; J. Ford; J. Watts.
Barb?*.—Cup and 1. H. Yardley. Birmingham. 2. H. M. Mnvnard, Holme-

wood. Hyde, Isle of Wijibt. 3. E. Wild, Hyde, Manchester, he, G. Mann.
.Iac^jbiss.— 1, C. Mariin, Kettering. 2, G. Mann. 3, W. Larkins, Henlow.
DRAGuo.sa.— 1 and.2, F. Graham, siouth Birkenhead. 3, W. L-arkins. he, S.

Salter; W. Larkuis ; U. Vardley.
Fantailb.-I, J. F. Loversedge. Newark. 2, J. W. Wright. S, Withheld.
TcBniTs.—1 and 2. s. S titer. 3, J. E. Smrthe, Caxton, ttoyson.
AxTWEkPS.-iVior(-/ac^(/.—Cup and 1, O. F. Copeman, birmingham. 2, H.

Yardloy. 3, W, Gamun, Chester. Homino.~i, F. W. Metcalfe. 2, K. Hall.
8. J. Robertshaw, Thornton, he, J. Mantel; Sparrow &, Cotton. Any other
varUtu.—l,F. Wild (Blue OwIs». 3. L. Alien, Soathwark (Black Beardb). 3,

M^orG. S. Hall (White Owlsf. he, R. S. Everleigh; J. Robertshaw : E. M. L.
Cocksedge. e, J. Mann.
Sklli.vo Class,— 1, F. W. Metcalfe. 2, S. Sater. 8, Master J. W. Massey.

hc,J.Ford(2); W. U. B^ker; C. Keed; W. H. James, f, — Townsend.

Rabbits.-Aop-far^/f.—Cop and 1, J. Cranch, St. John's Wood, London. 2,

and S, F. Banks, London. Any oth^r variety.—l, J. Tebbutt. Northampton.
2, T. Garner, KingHthorpe. 3, Mrs. Passingham, Milton. acUing Chiss.—i, F.
Doggett, Cambridge. 2. E. Everett, Cotteuham. 3, T. M. Nash.

Local pRizF.s.—DorSrinij*.—Plate, Rev. C. H. Crosse. Coc/inw.—Plate, W.
Mansdeld. Drahnuu.—piate, W. Mansfield. Game.-Plato, K. Ha)l. Ham-
burghs.—PlAio. F.. Hills. Beat Pen of Fowls.—Pla.ti;, W. Cutlack, jun. Bantams.
—Plate. C. C. R-ed. Ducfc*.—Plate, F. F. Upsher. Cfirritrs.—Plate, F. W.
Metcalfe. Pou(cr«.—Plate, Major G. S. Hall. Best Pen of Pi'jeoiis.-Pl&te.

W. D. Brown ; F. W. MetcaUe. Babbits.—tlv^te, F. Do«gett.

KEIGATE POULTRY SHOW.
This, the twelfth annual Exhibition, -was held in conjunction

with the Agricultural Show, on the 9th and 10th insfc.

DoBSXNOs.-1, J. Ivery 4 Son. Heigate. 2, J. R. Corbett, Betchworth. 3, F*
May, Keigate. }u-, G. Elli^, Betchworth. e, Mrs. E. chandler, Buckland.
Chicketvt.—l, G. Kllis. 2 and 3, F. May. h<-. J. W. Taylor. Keigate.
Dorkings.- It /ii/'-.— 1, W. Chandler. Buckland. 2, P. Hanbui-y. Chickens,—

1, J. Ridoat, Woodhatch. 2, W. Chandler.
CocHi.v OB Biuiiui.— I, J. Ahlberry. he, S. P. Broad, Harewood.
Hambukohs.— I, J. N'nrris, BU-tchingly. he, S. P. Broad.
Uamf. — 1. P. nanbury. 2, A. J. W. Uen, Hedhi;L he, b. P. Broad. Chickens,—1, P. Hanbury. 2, J. Mew, Uedhill. c, J. Gill, Gatton.
BASTAMa.- fJ.imc-1 and he, P. Hanbury. 2. J. Mew.
PoLLTs.— 1 and he, O, sitap»on, Wray Park. 2, Miss A. Sclmes, Bletchingly.

C,W. Chandler.
GosM.NOS.— I, J. W. Ta>lor, Reicatc. he, J. Clutton.
'Dvc'R^.—AyUHbury.—x, \V. B. Watcrlow. 2, Mrs. E. Chandler, he, S. W.

Boyca, Chii/^ted. iiouen —i, J. W. Taylor. 2, G. Simpaon. he, Capt. C.
Smith, i;pi>tr liatton; J. R. Corbett Mallardand iriW.—l, P. Hanbury. Any
hreed.—\, J. Clulion. 2, W. B. Wattrlow.
Guinea Fowls.—1,P, Hanbury.
Opes to all V.sai.\sii.—Dorkin'j,Xirahnui,Cochin,Uoudan,orCT'-ve-CcRur.

—Cnp. K. 9. S. Woodgate, lunbndge Wells, he, J. Cleft, Dorking; K. May,
Dorkiilff: J. Long, bromlcy Common, e, H. U. Young, Dorking, Turkeyn,
Phea$anU, Guinea i'uwU, ur Toy Fowls, suck cw iJa/UuHWt.—Cup and he, S. P.
Broad.

RABBiTfl.—J>nj7fh of ear.-l and 2, J. ElUa. Black-aTuI'T:MiHe or Blue-and-
WJnte.-l and 2, J. Ellis. Qrey-antlWhite or Yctlow-and-White.-l, J. PiUis.

2, O. Fincb, Keigate. Self-coloured.— }, J. Ellis. 2. P. Hanbnry. Forei{in.—l.

J. Ellla. 2, a. W. Boyes. Special prize for best Rabbit in the Show—J. Rid-
ont, Woodhatch.

Judges.—MeeBra. Hedley and Wood.

Hanley Poultby Show.—The Committee have made several

additional classes for poultry, Rabbits, Cats, &c., also added i;100

more in money and extra prizes making a total of ilGOO for com-
petition.

AnEBnEEN Poultry and Pigeon Show.—This is likely to be
excellent. Owing to the Glasgow Show being a close one for

yonng birds this season, many of the Pouter breeders will

exhibit at Aberdeen where there are twenty-two classes and
four silver cups for Pouters iilone. It is in the hands of highly
respectable parties Ukely to carry it out in an honourable
manner in every respect. There are fifteen pieces of plate for
poultry.

BUBSLEM POULTRY SHOW.
The first Show at Burslem of poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits, and

Cage Birds was held ou the lOth and 11th iust. For a first

attempt the prize list was pretty good, and though there were
no cups or extras, the entries were satisfactory. Turner's pens
were used, but the Society was unfortunate in the selection of
a place for the poultry, the butchers' shambles being brought
into requisition for the purpose, proviug very dingy and
damp, and altogether a wretched place, but in other respects the
Show was well managed; and the Town Hall, in which were the
Pigeons and Cage Birds, was. on the contrary, a most excellent
place, roomy, well-lighted, and comfortable, and the birds
shown were a credit to the place.

In poultry the S2:>anlsh was a good class and large, and the
Dorkings very good, but not numerous. lu the Variety class

of Dorkings good Silver-Greys were first, and Whites second.
Buff Cochitis were also a good lot, but the Whites shown by
Mr. Whitworth by far the best in the Cochin classes. BrahmaSf
Dark, good and numerous, and the winners all old birds. Light
also a good lot, Mr. Leno first, Mr. A. 0. Worthiugton second,
and Mr. T. A. Deane third. Polish were poor, while, as might be
expected so near Uttoxeter, the Frefick were very fine; Creve-
Cosurs first, Houdans second. La Fleche third. In Game were
some good birds, but these were the exception, the best being
the first-prize single Brown Red cock, and the first-prize Black
and Brown Red hens. Black Kamburghs were perfect. Game
Bantams were but of ordinary quality, but the Blacks, and
Whites, and varieties proved good. In the latter class Pekins
were first, Gold-laced second, and Booted Japanese third. The
Selling class was very large and good, the winners proving o£"

more than ordinary merit. In Turkegs and aquatic birds Mr.
Walker had the lion's share of the prizes, winning all the first

prizes with capital stock.

In the Pigeons we noticed among the Pouters a grand White
cock and Blue hen, and in Jacobins a most handsome pair of
Yellows were placed first, and Reds second. Carriers were good
in all classes, and the Dragoons a show in themselves, while the
Fantails were a grand display.

Spanibh.— 1, R. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, J. F. Sillitoe, Wolverhampton. S, E.
Jackson, Finchtield, Wolverhampton.
Dorkings.—Coioure<i. —1, J. Walker. 2, J. Watts. 3, J. Robinson, Garatang.

Ayiy other variety.—l. Wren & Page, Loweatott. 2, Mrs, E. Williams.
Cochins.—Cinnamon and Buff.— I, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, H. Good-

fellow, Madeley, Newcastle, a, W. Bninlon, 13ast Dereliam, Any other
variety.—1 and 3, W. Whitworth, Longsight. 2, E. Kendnck, Jan., Lichfield.
Brahmas.—DrtW:. — 1, W. H. Crabtreo, Levenahulmo. 2, T. F. Ansdell,

St. Helen's. Light.—I, M. Leno, Dunstable. 2, A. O. Worthington, Burton. 3^
T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford.
PoLANDs.—1, J. Robinson. 2, P. Unsworth, Newton-le-Willows,
French.—1, R. B. Wood. 2, W. H. Crabtreo.
GA'ME.—Biaek-brcnsled Eeds.—Cocks.—l, G. Bagnall, Draycott. 2, E. Kay>

Tunstall. Hcns.—l, Duke of Sutherland, Trenthaui Hall. 2, E. Bell, Horning-
low. S, A. Greenwood, Burslem.
Oame.—Brown Beds.—Cocks.-I, W. Watson, Audlem. 2, G. F. Ward, Wren-

bury. 3, J. Jones, Nantwich. Henn.—i, Duke of Sutherland. 2, W. Watson.
3. G. F. Ward.
Game.—^«y variety.—l, G. F. Ward. 2, W. Church. Nantwich. 3, E. Bell.
Hambubobs. -Black.—1, Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Burnell. 2. H. Maskery^

Leek. 3, W. Marlor. Denton.
HKTiiBVBGBS.-Goldensiiangled.-l, Duke of Sutherland, 2, J. Webster^

Colne. 3, T. Boulton, Uauford. Gola€n-pcncilled.—l, Duke of Sutherland. 2,
W. i?peakman, Nantwich.
UAHBURaHs.—Silver-simnffled.-l and 2, Duke of Sutherland. 3, J. Webster,

Silver-pi-nrilled.—l, J. Wehster. 2, Duke of Sutherland.
HAMuimoHS—-Diy variety.—% A, H. Rooth, Chesterfield. 8, G. E. Sandon,

Sutton Crusa Hills.
HxiiTx^^.- Biackbrcastcd Bed GaJne.—^, J. Hewitt. Prescot. 2, W. T,

Everard, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. Other rarieties, Game.-l, V. Mailland. Red Hill,
Worcester. 2, A. Ashby. Red Hill. Worcester. 3, G. D. .lubb. Nantwich.
Bantams.—C/ur A: or H7if (t-.—1. W. H. ShiCltlcton, Bradford. 2. T. E. Thurtle^

Lowestoft. 3, E. Walton, Kawtenatall. Any otltcr variety not Oamc.—i, H, B.
Smitb, Broughton. 2, M. Leoo. 3, Rev. W. Serj-antson.
Selling Class.-1, J. H, Law. 2, R. Ford, Newcastle. 3, R. Nesbitt.
DtcKS.—JioMCrt.—1. J. Walker. 2, Duke of Sutherland. 8. P. Unsworth.
Ducklings.—], J. Walker. 2, Rev. W. hierjcantsou. S, Mrs. H. J. Birley.
DvcKH— White AylesburyK.—l, J. Walker. 3, W. H. Crcwc. Rtwail. Any other

variety.—1,3. Walker, a, H. B. Smitb. 3, T. J. Maiden. Biagleswade.
Geese.—1, J. Walker. 2, Mrs. H. J. Birley, KoBedalo, Tenbury. 8, W. H.

Crewe.
TORKEyB.—1, J. Walker. 2, E. Kendrick, jun. 8, F. E. Richardaon, Bramshall

,

LOCAL CLASSES.
Hamdceohs.—1, Mrs. Flynn, Church Lawton. 2, T. Boulton. 8, E. Eardley^

TuustaU.
Bantams.—1, A. Heath, Cobridgc. 2. E. Maitland, Hanley.
Any VARiBTf.—1, H. CartiedgG, Burslom. 2, H. Lowe, Wolstanton. 3, J.

Brunt, Cdbridge.
A Silver-plated Coffee Service, offered by Mr. R. Borrington for the beat

local Bantam, was won by Mr. Heath.

PIGEONS.
First prizes were awarded to the following exhibitors :—E. Homer, Leeda

(01; H. Pratt, Knowle; U. Yardley, Bimiitigbam ; J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale;
W. Hill. Uandforth; J. Fiaher, Borrow-in-l- umoss: J. Thompson. BiuRley; F.
Wild, Hyde ; Kev. W. Serjeautaon; J. Walker {i); F Graham. Birkenhead ; W.
Gamoi), Cheater ; G. E. .sandon; L. Wren, Lowestoft; K. White, Manchester;
R. Hart, Newcastle; W. TomkinhOn, Smallthorne.
The following exhibitors carried off second prizea:—H. Yardloy (3); J.

Taylor, Crewe; E. Horaca (C); Owen A Pearson. Kettering; T. Cbanibera,
Northampton ; J. Thompson ; J. F- Lovcrsidge, Newark W. Gaiuon.(2); W
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Hill, Handforth (2) ; R. Wildblood. Bnrslem ; R. White, Manchester ; F. Beech,
Buralem; J.Walter; J. Dabhs, Hauley ; W. Tomkmson, Smallthorne.

CAGE BIRDS.
First prizes were awarded to the following exhibitors of Canaries and other

Song Birds:—Bunting & Keyes, Derby : J. Shatwell, IVlauclealield
; W. Bramraer,

Banley; Bemrose & Orme, Derby (ii; W. Watson, jun., Darlington (i); B
Pointun, Ohl Bassford, Notts ; J. N. Harrison, Belper ; H. Unwin, Etruria ; J.

Brought Lougport.
The following exhibitors of Song Birds received second prizes:—J. N.

Harrison; J.Johnson, Burslem; J. Adams, Coventry; W.Watson; Bemrose
and Orme ; B. Pomton ; E. Williams ; J. Brough.

UiMBiTB.—Lop-eared.—I, F. Banks, London. 2, S. Butterworth, Rochdale.
Any variety.—l, P. H. Dows, Boston. 2, Owen & Pearson, Kettering.

The Judges were

—

Poultry and Babbits : Mr. E. Hutton.
Pigeons : Mr. Holt; and Cage Birds : Mr. Barnesby.

EDINBURGH CHRISTMAS CLUB POULTRY
SHOW.

We are indebted to The Scotsman for the following notes :

—

A larger Show has never been seen north of the Tweed, and the
Judges averred that it excelled any on either side of the border
this year for the quality of the birds. Special mention in the
outset must be made of the improved arrangements for showing
the poultry—the pens from the Royal Gymnasium enabling
fanciers and the general public properly to see the carriage and
build of the birds.

Spanish.—All of the classes of this breed were very good.
The first-prize young cock's wrinkled face, which was otherwise
of undoubted quality, found disfavour in the eyes of many
judges. The second prize went to a fine strong-boned cock,

with a pure white face. There was not a great deal to choose
between the three prize pens of hens, all of them being clean in

the white. The old cocks were not a large but an excellent
class. Mrs. Gracie again headed the list with a bird whose
wonderful length of face and purity of colour commanded the
admiration of all. The old hens were a fair lot. Twenty-seven
Coloured -DorA;i;i(7 cockerels were penned, and it is seldom that
one sees such a splendid array of young cocks. The first prize
and the cup in the section went to a young bird of great size

and style, while the second-prize cock had perhaps abetter head
than the cup bird, althougli he is not so wide in the frame.
Equally meritorious were the young hens, although their num-
bers are not so great. The first-prize in the old cock class was
a grandly-framed bird, whose head, comb, and hackle are
perfect. Not much inferior was the second-prize bird—loug-
breasted and shoit-legged. The first-prize peu of old hens were
beauties, topping all the others in size. The best class of

Dorkings were the Silver cockerels, of which no fewer than
thirty-six came under the eye of the Judges. The first-prize

was a big bird of his age, pure in colour, and jaunty in style.

The second-i:)rize bird was a very excellent cockerel, nicely
marked, and strong framed. There were vei-y few inferior birds
in the class. Although the pullets were less numerous, the
quality was also first-class. The first were a pair of beautifully-
pencilled hens, large in bone, and of neat carriage. In the old
cock class the first-prize was a bird more stylish in head and
comb, but otherwise not much superior to the second aud third.
Cochin-Chinas were a splendid section. In the cockerel class
the first was Buff, which has never been beaten. It has immense
breadth, is very shortly coupled between head aud tail, aud is

perfect iu the covering of his legs. The second-prize was the
same style of bird, but not so broad iu the frame. The third
ticket went to a Partridge-feathered, strong-boned cock. The
first for the pullets was a pen of Buffs, extremely rich iu coloui-,

having the fluff far down the leg, aud great thighs. There were
few old cocks, aud the lead was a Buff, whose legs were beauti-
fully-feathered, and frame of great breadth. The only White
Cochin placed was in this class, but he is not up to the style of the
first bird. The old hens were a very nice lot, but not superior.
An excellent show of Brahmas commanded considerable atten-
tion. The cockerels were a large class, numbering thirty-five,
and the superiority of the lot is shown by the numerous com-
mendation tickets. The first-prize was a beautiful ten-month-
old cock, square iu body, with a capital head, aud perfect fluff

on the legs. The pullets were an excellent class, and among
the old cocks there were a number of splendid birds. Perhaps
the finest section, everything considered, was that of Game birds.
It was the largest, aud would appear to be gaining favour in Scot-
land. Among the thirty-one Black-breasted Red cockerels there
was not a bad bird, aud the same may be said of the twenty-
nine pullets. The old cock class produced the best bird in the
Show, to which was awarded, besides the cup of its section, the
champion seven-guinea cup. It is said to be the finest bird of
the breed exhibited for many years, whether quality, colour, or
substance be considered. He has the snake head so much de-
siderated by fanciers of the Game breed, grand symmetry, and
splendid feather, and "is quite fit to fight for his life," as was
admiringly said by one of the Judges. The Eamhurghs—
Golden and Silver-spangled and Pencilled varieties, were not
placed in separate classes. In the class of Spangled cocks, the

three prizetakers—all Silver—were magnificent birds. The
Spangled hens were also a capital class, althougli not so nume-
rously represented as iu previous years. Of the Pencilled birds,
both cocks and hens, the quality was above the average, although
there were no thoroughly fine birds. It was a happy thought to
place all the Bantams iu a special enclosure, aud this depart-
ment wag throughout the day a source of great attraction. Aa
usual the largest classes of these diminutive poultry were the
Game. The cup in the section and the first prize was the Duck-
wiug gem which secured similar honours at the Crystal Palace
and Birmingham Shows. As to the hens, with the exception of
the pair of wheaten birds, there was not much merit in the class.

The Other variety classes were of fair quality. Scotch-Greys
were few iu number, but the prize birds first rate ; and there
was nothing startlingly novel in the Any other distinct breed.
The Ducks, both Itouens and Aylesburys, were a splendid

show—the birds being large in size and excellent in quality.
Tnrkejjs were but indifferent, and Geese the worst section.

Spahish.—Cockerels.—1 and 3, Mrs. Gracie, CoUington. 2. &.. Walker, Kilmar-
nock. Pallets.—1, W. Houldaworth. 2, Mrs. Ridpath, Peffermill, Libertun.
8, A. Walker.
SPANISH.— Cocfcs.—l, Mrs. Gracie. 2, W. Wallace, Mauchline. 8, W. Ruther,

ford, Edinburgh. Bens.—l, Mrs. Ridpath. 2, W. Kutheriord. S, W. Paterson-
Lan^holm.
DnRKiaos.—Coloured.—Cockerels.—I, Mrs. Morrison, Stirling. 2, T. Raines,

Stirling. 3. Mrs. Dickie, Alloa. Pitlhts.—l, D. Gellatly, Meigle. 2, T. Raines.
3, J. E. Armitstead, Incbmartin, Inebture.
DoBKitiG8.—Coloured.-Cocks.—l, Mrs. A. Bruce, Airlie, Meiple. 2, G. S. Robb,

Leslie. S, T. Raines. He?is.—1 and 2. D. Gellatly. 3, P. Symon, Errul.
Dorkings —Silver.— Cockerels.—l,D. Anna.n,MooQzie. Cupar Fife. 2 and 3,

Duke of Buccleuch. Dalkeith. Pullets —1, T. Raineg. 2, D. Draper, jun.. Fal-
kirk. 8, J. Fotheringbam, Plean, Stirling.
T>OB.KisGS—Silver. —Cocks.—I, T. Raines. 2, D. Draper, Jan., 3, J. Maloolm,

Lan^ton. Hens.— I. J. Malcolm. 2, T. Kainea. S, D. Draper, jun.
Cocni'ss.— Cockerels.—1, .T. Drinnan, Airdrie. 2, W. Jagga, Blyth. S, W,

Smith, East Newport. Pullets.—1, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, J. Drinnan. 3,

J. Wyse, Falkirk.
CocHixa.—CocArs.—1, T. Bruce, Bushby. 2. H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. 3, G.

H Procter. Hens—1. G. H. Procter. 2, H. White, Dundee. 3. H. Lacy.
BRiHiii PooTRKS.—Cockerels.—l.T. Raines. 2, J. Stuart, Helensburgh. 3,

J. Young. Pullets.—1, J. Young. 2 and 3, J. Stuart.
BttAHMA PooTRAS.

—

Cocks.—1, H. Wyse. 2, J. Mitchell, Broughty Ferry. 8,

H. Lacy. Hens.—I, H. Lacy. 2, T. Rainea. 3, D. Annan.
Game.—Black-breasted or other Reds.—Cockerels.—1, W. Allan, Musselburgh.

2, Mrs. R. Frew, Kirkcaldy. 3, J. Wiahart, Links, Kirkcaldy. Pullets.—1, J.
Stark, Morpeth. 2, R. Stewart, Blair Adam. 3, W. Chambers, Leslie.
GkUE.—Black-breasted or other Reds.—Cocks.—1, J. Anderson. 2. D. Harley,

Edinburgh. 3, C. Jamieson, Forfar. Hens.—1,R. Stewart. 2, J. Wiahart. 3,

D. Harley.
Game.—x4Hy other variety.—Cockerels.—1, J. A. Mather, Nithside, Closeburn.

2, C. Jamieson. 8, W. A. Swan, Leslie, Fife. Pullets.—1, J. Crombie, Leslie.
2 and 3, E. Woodburn, Ulverston.
Game.—.-I'n/ other variety.—Cocks.— 1 and 3, D. Harley. 2, C. Jamieson.

Hens.—l, D. iiarley. 2, C. Jamieson. 3, A. S. Brewster, Edinburgh.
Hamburghs. — (joW or Silver-spangled.- Cocks.- 1, W. K. Park, Abbots-

meadow. Melrose. 2, J. M, Campbell, Bonny Kelly. 3, G. Stalker, West Sleek-
burn. Hciis.-l, J. M. Campbell. 2, W. R. Park. 3, W. Mackintosh, Blair-
gowrie.
Hamburghs.— frOifZ OT Silver'pencHled.—Cocks.—'l, G. Laing. 2, Mrs. W.

Chalmers, Hallyburtou, Coupar Angus. 3. G. Roberts, jun., Ettrich Haugh.
Hens.—l, W. Wallace. 2. G. Roberts, jun. 3, J. Neas, Patbead, Hie.
Bantams, — G(("(f. — Coi'A:.s.—l, R. Brownlie, To\vnsend, Kii'kcaldy. 2, D.

Whitelaw, Dalrymple Loan, Musselburgh. 3, T. Raines. Heiis.—l, B. P. Frew,
2, A. Frew. 3, R. Brownlie.
Bantams.-.^Hf/ other variety.—Cocks.—\, J. Neabam, West Sleekbum. 2, J.

Rutherford, Nocbnarie, Auchtermuchty. 3, W. J. Houldsworth.
Bantams.—.^ny other variety.—Cocks.—I, 3. M. Frew. 2, A. Robertson, Kil-

marnock. 3, R. H. AshtOQ. Mottram.
Scotch Greys.— 1, J. R. Cochrane, Stenhousemuii*. 2, J. Young. 3, T. Baillie

,

Bathgate.
Any other VARiETr.—], G. Thomson, Pathhead. 2, W. R. Park. 3, Mias

Trotter, Libertou.
HvcKs.—Aylesbury.—I and 2, A. Robertson. 3, J. R. Cochrane. Rouen,—I,

A. Robertson. 2. Lady G. Montgomery, Stobo Castle. 3. Col. C. Rice, Edenwood.
Any other variety. — 1, W. Binns, Pudsey. 2, G. H. Nlcholl, West Ferry,
Dundee. 3, A. Robertson.
SELLiNr. Class,— Cot' /i-.< —1, J. Wise. 2, Mrs. Ridpath. 3, Col. Rico.
Tdkkeys.—1, W. J. Houldsworth. 2, R. Fnllarton, Luana, Troon. PouZ/s.—1,

W. H. Tb*.mson. 2. D. Ainslie, Costerton, Blackshiels. 3, VV. J. Houldsworth,
Geese.—1 and 3, Lord Kiunaird, Kosaie Priory, i?, Miss K. Douglas, Liberlon.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Cap for the beat pen of poultry in the Show—J. Anderson.
Cup for the best pen of Spanish—Mrs. Gracie.
Cup for tho best pen of Dorkinys-Mrs. Morrison.
Cup for the best pen of Cochin-China3 or Brahma Pootraa-J. Drinnan.
Cup for the best pen o( Game—J. Anderson.
Cup for the best pt-n of Hamburghs—W. Park.
Cup for the best pen of BantamB— R. Brownlie.
Cup for the best pen of Scotch-Greys or other breeds—J. R. Cochrane.
Cup for the best pen of Duck—A. Robertson.
Cup for the best pen of Turkeys or Geese—W. H. Thomson.

The Judges were Mr. Douglas, Clumber; Mr. Stratton, Edin-
burgh; and Mr. Paterson, Airdrie.

MONTHOSE POULTKY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on tho

5th and 6th inst. :

—

DoRKiNCs.—1, Mrs. W, Chalmers, Hallyburton. 2, R. Boyle, Carnonstie. 8,

D. Gellatly, Meigle. he, A. Burnett, Montrose, r, D. Gracie. Stonehaven.
Spanish.-Cup, 1,2,3, and he, Mrs. W. Stereus, Montrose, c, G. Stewart,

Forfar.
Cochins.—1, 2, and Cup, A. Burnett. 3 and he, Mrs. Armitstead, Inchmartine.

c, Mrs. W. ChalnuTs.
Brahmas.— 1 and Cup, A. Burnett. 2 and c, J. Smart, Carnoustie. 8, W. G.

Duncan, Dundee, he, Mrs. W. .-^teven.

Game.-1 and Cup, Mrs. Tosh, Forfar. 2, J. Guild, Forfar. 3, A. Burnett
he, J. Reoch, Forfar, c, J. Mackay, Lunan.
PoLANDS.—1. 3, Cup, and he, J. Taylor, Montrose. 2, Mrs, C. B. Taylor

Montrose.
B.AMBcRQB.s.—Silver-9panokd.—l, 2, and Cup, J, M. Campbell, Bonnykelly.
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3. J. Mackar. ''. L- Andrew. Carnoustie, e, H. Gibson. Marylon. Golden-
tpangU-d.—l, H. Gibson. 2, J. Forbes. Stonehaven. 3, J. Low, Carnoustie.

C-, J. Taylor. GoUl or Silrer-penciUed.—\, Mrs. W. Chalmers. 'J, G. Caithness,

Carnoustie. 3, J. Taylor, he, A. Gourlay, Old Chance Inn. c, A. Smart,
Kedcoiitle.

. „ .

HoUDiss.—I, W. C. King, Alerdeen. 2. Mrs. C. B. Taylor. 3, A. Robertson,
CamouBtie. he, W. Crabb, Montrose, c. Mrs. Davidson, Gilrivie.

Asy OTHER ViRiETV.—1 and2,J. Smart. 3, W. Crabb. /ic. Miss Arklay, Dun-
ninald. c, R. Ross, Montrose.
Game B\NrAMs.— 1, W. Fisher, Dunlee. 2. T. Ritchie, Arbroath. 8, D. Kerr,

Wauk Mills, he. W. Gray, e, 1. Scott, Broughty Ferry.
BiSTAMS.— S<-6rii;ft(.—1 and Cnp, J. Dallas, Montrose, 2, 3, and /ic, J. Mar-

shall, Montrose, c. J. Taylor. „ ,, „
Bastams.—Jtiy other variety,—!, 2, and he, J. Taylor. 8, G. J. Bell, Dundee.

C,J. Marshall. ,
SELLixa CLASS.-1, Mrs. C. B. Taylor. 2, A. Lowson, Forfar. 3, J. Marahall.

he, W. G. Duncan. Dundee, e, J. Taylor.
Di-csa.—.l!/l<3(iur!/.— 1 and 3, A. liurnett. 2, Miss Falconer, Bogendollo.

e, Mrs. Lindsay. Dunninald.
DvcKs.—Any other variety —I, M. Garland, Caimton. 2, Miss L. K. Tailyour,

Dubton. 3, Mrs. Mitchell. Burnton. /ic. Mrs. C. B. Taylor.
Geksf..—1, Mrs. CroU. SpearmiU. 2, Miss M. Garland, Caimton.
TOBKEIS.— 1, Mrs. MitcheU. 2, A. J. Lyall, Old Montrose. 3, Mrs. W. H. K.

Erakinc. he. Mrs. CroU. c, Mrs. Lindsay.
Rabuits.—3. D. Uorward.

PIGEONS.
PotjTERS,— ro.-;c.— 1, M'G. Skinner, Edinburch. 2, J. C. Lyall. Momflcth.

3, J. E. K. Spcnce. Broughty Ferrv. he. J. MuUins, Perth, o, F. M'Crae. Aber-

deen. Hen.—1. M'G. Skinner. 2, T.L.Johnston, Montrose. Sand c.H.Gibaon,
Marylon. he, F. U'Crae.
Carkiers.—1, F. M'Crae.

, „
TvMULKKS.— S'iorf-rn<-f((.—1, M'G. Skinner. 2, A. M'JJeil, Coupar-Angus. 8,

W. i R. Davidson. Montrose, he. Rev. W. J. Steven, Montrose, c. J. C. Lyall.

Common.— 1 W. 4 R. Davidson. 2, J. M. Rodgers, Montrose. 3, G. Smith,

Montrose, ftc, J. Butchart. Montrose, c, J. Smart.
Barus.-1 and Medal, A. C. M-Neil. 2. J. Day, Edinburgh. 3, M'G. Skinner.

he, W. ,t R. Davidson, e. Rev. W. J. Steven. „ „ „ ,

FiXTAll-s.—1 and e, A. Smith, Broughty Ferry. 2, J. E. Spence. 3, W. Hendry,
Aberdeen, he, G. Halkett. Montrose. „ , ^ ^Jv (DIN'S.— Vci/jic or R.-,/— 1,2. and Medal. W. 4 R.Davidson. S.J. E. Spence.

he. D. Mitchell, Burnton. e.G. Halkett. IDiitf or Blacl'.-l, T.L.Johnston.
TRUMPErERS.— 1, 2. and 3, T. L. Johnston, he, 3. Smart, c, A. G. M'Neil.

TURBirs—land e, T. L. Johnston. 2, G. Low, Montrose. 3, W.Hendry.
he, C. B. Taylor, Montrose.
OWLS.- 1 and 2, Rev. W. J. Steven. 3. W. i R. Davidson.
Ness.—1. 2. 3, and he, .K. Duthie. Montrose, e. 3. Brown, Ahercaimey.
Magpies.— l.G. Halkett. 2, J. Dav. 3. D. Mitchell, he, J. Crabb, Montrose.
Axr OTHER Vaeieti' —l.T. L. Johnston. '2. J. M. Rodgers.
SlLtlxo Class.-I, W. 4 R. Davidson. 2. J. E. Spence. S, T. L. Johnston.

C.\GE BIRDS.
, „

Scotch FAScnr.—r<lloir.—Cocfc.—Medal. W. & R. Davidson. 1 and Medal. D,

:tI'Donald. Forlar. 2, J. Shanks, Arbroath. 3. D. Stewart, Forfar. Hen.—1, J.

Shanks. 2. A. Dunn. Montrose. 8, D. M'Hardy, Montrose.
Scotch FANCv.-iJu#-—Coct.-1, W. Clyne, Forfar. 2, J. Kerr, Forfar. 3, F.

Batchelor, Dundee. Hen.—l.T. Leslie, Arbroath. 2, J. Shanks. 3, «. Fergu-

son. Forfar. „ ^ ,.

Scotch F.i>'cr.—Green.—1, J Boath, Forfar. 2, D. Clync. 3, T. Leslie.

Scotch Fanxv.-Pie6aliis.—rciloie.—Coet. — 1, D. Watson, Brechin. 2, .J.

Shanks. 3, F. Batchelor. Hen.—1, J. Beith. 2, W. Hutcheon, Brechm. 3, J.

Scotch Fasct.-PiebaMji.-Bujr.-CoeJ:.—I, R. M'Inroy, Dundee. 2, J.Boath.

3, J. Adam. Arbroath. Hen —1, J. Adam. 2, D. M'Donald. 3, W. Ferguson.

Belgun.—Coefc.- 1, W. Ferrier, Brechin. 2, W. M'Leod, Aberdeen. 3, D.

Welch, Brechin. Hen.— I and 2. W. M'Leod. .

FocL-FEATHEEED. OF FfREOoiNu CLASSES.— Coefc.—l, J. Kcrr. 2, ^\ . bmilh,

Brechin. S.T.Leslie. Hen.-l, G. Stewart, Forfar. 2, W. Smith. S.A.Dunn.
Selluno Class. — Cock — 1, A. Dunn. 2, W. Clyne. 3, D. Langlands,

Montrose. Hen.—1, J. Smith, jun , Montrose. 2, W. Huteheon. 8, A. Dunn.
CoMJios.— Vedou;.-Cocfc.—1, W. Sc R. Davidson. 2. W. Gray. Lunan.
CoMMos.—Bu^'.-Cocl'-l, J. Monro, Montrose. 2, W. Scott, Montrose. S,

D. Clyne. MonUose. Hen.—1 and S, J. Dorward, Montrose. 2, W. Peters,

Montrose.
Common-.-PiebaW.—Coet.—1. A. Craik, Montrose. 2, D. Welch, Brechin. 3,

J. Monro. Hen.— I, W. Smith, Brechin. 2, W. Gray. 3. \V. Head, Montrose.

CoMMox.—Green.—CocAr.-l, W. Smith. 2, W. Peters. 3, D. Clyne. Hen.—
1, W. Smith. 2, D. Clyne. 3. A Harris, Montrose.
Goldfinch.—CoeJr.—l and 2. W. M'Leod, Aberdeen. 8, J. Dorward.
Goldfinch Mcle.—Coet.— 1. D. Bcattie. Montrose. 2, 1>. Wilkie, Montrose.
Bullfinch.— Coet.—l and 3. D. Clyne. 2, J. Taylor. Montrose.
SisKEN.—C'oc*.—1, Miss K. Bumesa, Seatou of Uaan. 3, B. Mills, Montrose.

3, W. Bumess.
SiSKBN MCLE.—Coel-.-1, 2, and 3, W. Anderson. Montrose.
Linnet.-Coefc —1. J. Dorward. 2. J. Smart, Montrose. 3, J. Taylor.

LlNNETMCLE.-Coet.—l.G. Low, Montrose. 2. J. Smart. S.J.Taylor.
PuiRoTS.— 1, R. L»ndsay, Montrose. 2. Mrs. J. Smith, Montrose.
PjlBRoqCETS.- 1. W. Johnstone. Montrose. 2, Mrs. Htighes, Montrose.
Starlino.—Coelt.—1, J. Milne, Montrose. 2, J. Clark, MonUoae. 3, P. Dnff,

Montrose.
Lark.—2. D. Middleton, Montrose.
Collection OF BiBDs.—l, J. Monro. 2, J. Dorward. 3, D. Beattio.

BOYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S POULTRY AND
PIGEON SHOW.

This -was held on the flthinst. and following three days in the

Society's .Agricultural Hall. The entries were extremely nume-
rous, and many birds of high merit wore exhibited.

DoBKiNOfi.-Sifuer.Grey.— 1 , G. N. Purdon, Lisnabin, Kitlucan. 2, S. Mow-
bray, he. Miss A. M. Warburton. Kill, StratTran ; G. N. Pardon. Chiekcm.—l,
W. G. Mulligan. Springfield, Belfast. 2, S. Mowbray, he, 3. C. Cooper; Miss
A. M. Warbnrton {:•). e. Miss A. M. Warbnrton ; G. N. Purdon.
Dr.RKiNOs.— Other CohjuTed.—X, G. A. Stephens, Dublin. 2, Hon. J. Massey.

he. J. C. Cooper; S. Mowbrav; Hon. J. Massey, Limfrick; Mrs. E. Green.
Chickem.—l, W. G. Mulligan.' 2, G. A. Stephens, he, S. Mowbray, c, 3. C.
Cooper.
SPANISH. — 1. E. P. Williams, Glaslinn, Clontarf. 2, W. O. Mulligan.

ChiekenM.~-\, W. O. Mulligan. 2, J. C. Cooper, Limerick.
Brammas.- /.'i;hf.— 1, J. O'Brien, Kingstown. 2 and he, Capt. Downman,

Beechgrove, Kingstown. ChiefcenA.— 1 and Cnp, J. Forrest, Milton. 2, Hon. J.

M«-sey. The, O. A. Stephens, he, L. F. Pcrrin. c, Mrs. Taaffe, Tulsk; D.
Sullivan, Binekrock ; L. F. Perrin.
Brahmah.-/>irfc.—1 and Cup. G. A. Stephens. 2. Mrs. R. Sargint, Cahir. he,

Mrs. Taade ; J. C. Cooper. Chi'ejtenji.-l, J. C. Cooper. 2. G. A. Stephens, he,

W.G. Mulligan (21; T. Mallinson, Gaeshlll (2). c, .I. Barlow ; L.F.Pcrrin
Cochins— /(i/iT no'f Cinnrtmon.-Cup. J. C. Cooper. 2, D. Sullivan, Black-

rock. Chieiten*.- 1. M. Mahony, Baldoyle. 2, Mrs. Taaffe. vhe, V. Robert-
Bon, Belfast, he. Mrs. Taaffe ; Mrs. Taylor. Balbrlggan.
Cochins.—Par(riff;/e and Brown.—\ and Cup, J. K. MiUncr, BLackrock. 2, 0.

A. Stephens. Chiefcens.-l, M. Mahony, Baldoyle. 3, K. P. Williams, Glas-

linn, Clontarf.
, . , ,„...,. a

Cochins. -ij;<iet.—l, 2, and Cup. Mrs. Taaffe. Chjeteii.s.—1, T. A. Bond,
Londonderry. 2. R. A. Maedonald, Ballyarnett, Londonderry.
Game.—Black or Brou-n-breasted.-l, E. J. Poer, Limerick. 2, J. 0. Cooper,

he, G. A. Perrin. Chicteiw.—l, J. C. Cooper. „ ,„
Game.—.4)11/ rmiefi/.—1. G. A. Perrin. 2. 1. C. Cooper, he, E. J. Poer, Lime-

rick. Chieiens.— I.J. C. Cooper. 2, E. J. Poor.
, , „ ,

HAMBCEoas. — Penciiie<(. — 1, W. G. Mulligan. Chiefcen«.-1, J. Barlow,
Castleknock. 2. W. G. Mulligan.

. „. . . . ,

HAMBURGHS.-Sjxinslcd.—l, J. C.Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray. Chictens.—1 and

" PoLis'ii.-'ffoiii or Silfcr.-\ ande, R. P. Williams. 2, J. K. MiUner. he. Capt'

Downman, Kmgslown. Chiekens.—\, J. K. Millner. 2, M. Barlow, castleknock.

La Fleohe.-1,G. A.Stephens, Dublin. 2, J. C. Cooper. Chickens.—1, G.

A. Stephens. 2. J. C. Cooper.
. „ , tt ^

HouoANs.—1, G. A. Stephens. 2, J. C. Cooper, he, E. J. Hendman, Stra-

bane; E. Morrison, Parson&town ; L. A. Beamish, Co. Cork. Chickens.—1, J. C.

Cooper. 2. L. A. Beamish, he, G. A. Stephens, c, E. T. Hardman.
CREVE-CoiUE.-l, J. C. Cooper. 2, G. A. Stephens, he, T. Mallison. Chickens.

1, G. A. Stephens. 2, J. C. Cooper. „ „ „.
Any other Vabiett.- 1 and he, R. A. Maedonald, Den'y. 2. S. Mowbray.

Chickens —1. W.G. Mulligan. 2, S. Mowbray, Killiany, ivlountratb.

Selling Class.—Price not to exceed £2.-1, M. Mahony. -2.3. Barlow, Castle-

knock. 3, Mrs. Marmion. he. M. Mahony ; J. K. Millner ; Miss A. M. Warbur-
ton. e, E. J. Poer. Coeks.-Pnec not to exceed i 1 10«.— 1, Mrs. Taaffe. 2, J. C.

Cooper. 3, G. N. Purdon. he, G. A. Stephens ('i) ; J. C. Cooper; Hon. J.

Massey : D. SulUvan ; G. N. Purdon ; H. P. Garde. Kathangan.
Fat Fowls.—1, Miss M. HlUiard, Clontarf. 2, K. P. ^Villiams. c, 3. K.

Millner ; S. Mowbray.
Capons.—1, T. M. Hilliard, Clontarf.

. „. , , „ ,
Bantams.—Game.— 1, G. Knaggs, Rathmines. 2, G. A. Stephens, he, t. J.

Poer; J. K. Millner; G. Knaggs; J. C. Cooper, e, Mrs. Gillrap, Dundrum.
Ami other variety.-l, G. A. Stephens. 2. Master M. Hilhuid, llinilatf.

Turkeys.-1, J. C.Cooper. 2, C. M. Dodd. CastlemHat,. Cli«hran, Drum-
condra. he, S. Mowbray; A. S. Deane, Oldtown, Co. Dublin; .Wiss L. King,

Gaeshlll (2). Poults.— 1, 3. C.Cooper. 2, Miss L. Kmg. he. Miss L. King;

Miss H. M'Craith, Cahir (2). Cock.—l, S. Mowbray. 2, J. C. Cooper.

Geese.-Eni/j.icn.- 1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Hon. J. Massey. lie, S. Moivbray.

r(iulou.«e.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2. R. P. Williams. Anil other hrced.—l. R. P.

Williams, he, W. G. Mulligan ; C. M. Dodd. Any other Ijrcfd.-l and 2, R. P.

WilUams. Gotlings.-l and Cup, S. Mowbray. 2. J. C. Cooper. Fa(.-1, b.

Mowbray. 2, R. P. WiUiams. he, 3. C. Cooper. Fcit.-l, R. P. Williams. 2, S.

DiiCKs.-^Eoiien.-1, R. P. Williams. 2. Mrs. Taaffe. he, Mrs. Taaffe; G. A.

Stephens; J. C. Cooper; S. Mowbray : W. G. Mulligan ; E.J. Poer. Aylesbury.

—1, R. P. Williams. 2, W. G. MuUigan. he, P. Wation : S. Mowbray. A<''""!7

Class for Drakes.—Price not to exceed £1.-1, R. P. WUliams. 2, Mrs. Taaffe.

8, J. C. Cooper.
Fancy, Ornamental, or Water Fowl.-I and 2, R. P. Williams, he, Hon.

J. Massey.
PIGEONS. „ ,, .

PovTERS.-Coek.—1, F. W. Zurhorst, Donnybrook. 2, F. Robertson, Belfast,

he, W. G. Henry, Sandvmount; F. W. Zurhorst; E. A. Seale. Kilgobbm,

Co. Dublin. Hen.-l and Cup, F. W. Zurhorst. 2. J. Hawley, Bradford, he,

W. G. Henry ; F. W. Zurhorst ; E. A. Seale (2). yoiinf7.-l and 2. K. A. Seale.

CABRIERS.-Coek.-I and Cup, J. Hawley. 2, F. W. Zurhorst. he, J. Stanley,

Blackburn ; J. Frame, Comber. Co. Down. Hen.-l, J. Stanley. 2, G^A. Wher.
laud, Cork, he, J. T. Purdon, Belfast ; J. Hawley. Younr/.—l, G. A. Wherland.

"
Tumblers!—1 and 2, E. A. Seale. he, 3. Frame ; E. A. Scale, c, 3. Haivley.

Baebs.—I, J. Hawley. 2, J. Stanley, he, J. Dowling; J.lrame ; G. A. Wher-
land. Vonn;;.-1 and e, J. Dowlmg. 2. J. Hawley. „ „ „ ,„, tj a
Fantails.-I and 2, E. A. Seale. he, 3. K. Milhier; W. G. Henry (2) ;

E. A.

Seale ; J. Waters, Belfast. „ . , , t ,. —
jAcoBiNS.-iied or il'clloii'.-l, 3. Hawley. 2, E. A. Scale. I'hc. J. Frame.

Any other colour.—1 and 2, E. A. Seale. he, R. W. Smith, Cahir (21 ; E. A. Seaje.

Tcebits.—iJtee or .Siioer.—1 and 2, E. A. Seale. he. 3. Dowling; W. G.

Henry; E. A. Seale. -dni/ oiher colour.— 1, J. Hawley. 2 and he, E. A. Seale.

Tkumpetees.-I, J. Hawley. 2, J. Frame, he, 3. Dowlmg; J. Waters,

Belfast. , „
Owls.-1, J. Hawley. 2, J. Dowling. he. E. J. Poer.

Homing.- 1, F. W. Zurhorst. 2, J. Hawley. he, J. K. Millner; ^V. G.

Henry (2); F.W. Zurhorst CJI; J. Stanley (2); J. Hawley.
o,„,„,,

Deagoons.-I, J. Stanley. '^ J. Dowling. he. J. K. Millner; E. C. Stretch,

Ormskirk ; W. G. Henry (2). c, W. G. Henry ; J. Hawley.
Nuns.—1, J. K. MUmer. 2, E. A. Seale. he, E. A. Sea e ; J. Hawley.
Any OTHER VABtETV.—l, E. A. Scale. 2, J. Hawley. he, J. K. Millner; L. A.

Seale; E.J. Poer. „ „
Magpies.- 1, J. Dowling. 2, J. Hawley. he, R. Cowman.
Selling Class.-I and S, E. A. Seale. 2, M. O'ReiUy, Dundalk. he, 3. K,

Millner; E. A. Seale (2); J. Hawley (2).

Judges.—Mr. C. F. Staunton, Sandymount, and Mr. W. G.

Merrj', Besinton.

{From a Correspondent.)

Pigeons.—Though only two cups wore offered for competition

yet 1.51 pens were shown, and in quality the birds greatly sur-

passed those shown under the "limitation system" in April.

Very few faults could be found in the awards, which do Mr.

Staunton the greatest credit, as be had to judge over 350 pens of

poultry before he looked at the Pigeons, and this in December
may, indeed, be called " cruelty to judges."

In Pouter cocks a badly-shaped White was first, with a good-

coloured Black-pied second. A very fair Blue-pied hen took

first and cup, with a nice little Black-pied hen second. Mr.

Seale was almost unopposed for his own cnp for young Pouters,

and so took first, cup, and second. The cup Carrier cock was a

medium bird with uneven eyes, and the only unnoticed bird in

the class (pen a'J9) was the pick of the lot. Only four poor

Carrier hens were exhibited, and if the .ludge had disqualified

all the young (?) Carriers no one could have lilamod the decision.

In old Barbs a good pair of Duns were first, Blacks second.

Young Yellow Barbs, very sound in colour, beat a neat pair of

Blacks. There were nine pairs of Whito and ono jiair of Blue

Fantails ; the Whites took first and second and the Blues were

highly commended. One of the only two unnoticed puns in this

class contained the cup birds of April last, so your correspon-

dent's opinion of them then was now practically endorsed by

Mr. Staunton himself. The winning .Jacobins were Rods, and,

though large, were good in all points; an unnoticed pen of
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Yellows (438) should have been second instead of a badly-
matched pair of Beds. There were six pairs of Black Jacobins ;

the winners were rather mousey-faced but otherwise first-rate
;

one of the highly commended pens was very short-faced and
well matched, and should have been placed nest to the winners.
The winning Bine Turbits were shell-crowned. In the Turbits,
Any other colour, shell-crowned Blacks, clean and thick headed,
were first, and rather coarse peak-headed Yellows second. The
winning Trumpeters were Black-mottled, and the cock is prob-
ably the best bird ever seen in Ireland. In the Homing class a
real short-faced show Antwerp, with a rubbishy hen, took first,

but a far better pair were in pen 483. The flyers shown in this
class did not look like workmen, almost all of them having
narrow flights and heads. Except being a trifle long the winning
Blue Dragoons were perfection

;
good-coloured Yellows were

second, but the cock was of the heavy and the hen of the light
variety. Nuns were poor, and the hen in the winning pen was
about the worst in the class. Short-faced Tumblers were nothing
particular, whole-coloured Yellows first, and all five pens badly
matched. The Any other variety class was the worst in the
Show, Eunts first, German Toys second. The winning Magpies
were black-beaked Blacks, good Eeds second. Some of the birds
in the Selling class were cheap enough, but the quality was
rather poor. Last and least, in the Owls, White foreigners were
first and second, and a lovely little Blue hen in the highly com-
mended pen.

TEEDEGAE POULTET SHOW.
This was held on the ICth and 17th inst., at Newport, Mon-

mouthshire. Appended is the prize list, but we must defer a
further report till next week.
Game.—B!ncA: or Broitn-treasted Sedi.—l, J. W. Jones, Malpas, Neirport-

2, G. S. Cole, Llanelly. i-lic, H. Brown, St. Anstell; G. S. Cole. Chickens.—
1, "W. T. Loreriug, Caprera. 2, E. Winwood, Worcester, he, E. S. GoodseU,
Stroud, c, D. Jones, Bhnwddaer, Cardiff.
Ga^i-e—Any oflur variclij.—l, H. Browne. 2, J. P. Moses, Llandaff. he,

B. Winwood. Chickens—I, 'E. Viin-wooi. 2, H. Browne, t'ftc and c, D. W.
J. Thomas, Brecon.
Spanish.—1 and 2, T. Moore, Cardiff, he, H. EUis, Bristol, c, H. P.

Wells, Tredegar. C* i<;J:ois.—Plate and ti;ii-, T. Moore. 2, Mis. E. Allsopp,
he, H. Sheppai-d, Blaenavon.
DoRKTSos.— Ore;/ or Coloured.—1, E. Hooper, Calne. 2, J. Watts, King's

Heath, Birmingham, fe-, E. Leyshon, Bridgend, c, W. Bevan, Swansea ; H.
Feast, Swansea. Chickens.—1, .T. Watts. 2, J. Kitchen, Cardiff, he, E.
Ponting, Frome. e, J. McConneU, Ewyas Harold, Hereford ; Mrs. Sonier-
viJIe, Chink ; H. Parfltt, Cwmbran. Newport.
Cochin-China.— 1, H. Feast. 2, E. Ellis, Chepstow. 3, Mrs. E. Allsopp.

he, H. Tomlinson, Bumingham: T. A. Dean, Harden; W. Morris, Boss.
Chtekens.—l, C. Bloodworth. 2, Mrs. E. <Ulsopp. 3, J. Watts, rhc. Lady
C. Moreton, Tortworth Conrt, Falfield ; Mrs. Bon-ington, Pant-y-Goitre (2) ; C.
Taylor, he, J. Woodcock, Eastington, Stonehouse; P. Charles, Maesd'yr Hat,
Neath.
Beahha Pootea.—iififtt.—1 and 2, T. A. Dean, he, J. Watts ; Mrs. E.

Evans. Chiekens.—Tla.te, T. A. Dean. 2, ,T. Watts, he, Mrs. Potter,
Cheltenham; H. K. Jordan, Coychurch, Bridgend, e, J. Dyer, Pcncoed,
Bridgend.
Brahma Pootba.-Dni-i-.—1, E. Ensor, Bristol. 2, H. Feast, rhc J

Watts, he, T. A. Dean ; T. W. Williams, Brecon : H. B. Morrell, Cffimawr,
Clyro, Hay. e, W. W. Cunnicll, LlaLfaes, Brecon (2) ; G. Domford, Bryn
Hafod, Llandaff, Cai-diff. Chickens.—1, 3. Watts. 2, G. Jones, Wolverhamp-
ton, rhc, H. B. Morrell. he, H. Feast; E. Ensor (2); T. A. Dean; Mrs.
Potter, Cheltenham

; J. Evans, Meadowvillo, Keynsham, Bristol, e, W. W.
Cnnuick; W. Morris, Ross; Rev. J. Eowen ; J. Evans; H. B. MorreU.
Pii»r(s.—1,H. B. Morrell. /ic, G. Jones, Wolverhampton : H. Feast, e, 3.
A. White.
Hametjrohs.— Go(*pen«'Hc<J.—1, Mrs. Rolls, Momnonth. 2, P. Hanson,

Eastington, Stonehouse. he, H. Moore, Weston-snper-More (21 ; C. Blood-
worth

; W. Speakman, Nantwich. c, H. Feast. Sih-cr-pcnciUed.—l, 3. Can-
2, H. Feast.

S.AiiBVRons.—aold-spanrilcd.-l, T. Blakeman, Tettenhall. 2, T. A. Dean.
Silvcr-spangled.-l, J. Can-. 2, Mrs. Rolls, he, H. Feast.
PoLANDs.—Plate, C. Bloodworth. 2, H. Feast. 8, Mi-s. F. Hopkins,

Llanarth. Raglan.
French.-1, H. Feast. 2, D. Lane, Hardwick. S, W. Han-is, Penyfai,

Bridgend, he. Miss Mortimer, Hudhall ; Mrs. Llewellyn, Bridgend.
Bantams.—Onmr.—l and 8, J. Mayo, GloucCBter. 2, E. Payne, Cardiff.

he, R. Wmgfield, Worcester; Rev. J. J. Evans, Canticff Rectory, Brecon,
r, J. Tanner, Colmall, Malvern; E.Payne. Bliick or White.— Clean-teggcd.—Plate, R. H. Ashtou, Manchester. 2, B. F. Pan-ot, Bristol, he, J. Mayo;
J. Watts; n. Feast. Swansea. Any other variety.—1, J. W. Lloyd, Kington
2, H. Feast. 8. J. Watts.
Any other VARrETT.—1, Mrs. Llewellyn, Conrt Colman, Bridgend. 2. Mrs

Williams, Henllys Berriow. 3, Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury, he, D. Lane,
Hardwick. e, G. Domford, Llandaff.
GriNEA Fo^^^,3.—1, Mrs. Rolls, Monmouth. 2, Col. F. C. Morgan, Euperra

Castle, Newport.
VvcKS.—Ayleshury.—l, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Eosedale. 2, J. ^^'heeIer and

Sons, Long Compton. 3, E. Ponting, Eodden Down, Frome. he, E. Walters,
Eedwick

;
T. Moore, Cardiff, e. A. L. Pope, Christchiu-ch Vicara"e, Newport •

Miss M. Skinner, Caetleon. Bouen.-1, Kev. J. J. Evans. 2, E. Ponting. 8,Lord Tredegar, Tredegar Park, Newport, ehc, S. Homfrav, Glen Usk. he,
W. Cooper, Abergaveony

; J. Watts, ^n;/ o(/io- i;aric(u.—l,'j. Watts. 2, Mrs.
H. J. Bailey, he, T. Moore.
Geese.—1 and 3. Mrs. H. J. Bailey. 2, R. ReeB, Abergavenny, he. Miss M.

Skinner; T.Edwards, Straet; R.Rees.
ToRKEVs—1, J. A. Lync, Brynhytrid. 2, Mrs. Rolls. 3, Lord Tredegar.

he, Miss J. Millward, Newton St. Loe ; J. Lloyd.
Selling Class.—Foic(s.—1 and 3, C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham. 2, T. A.

Dean, Harden. 4, W. Harris, Penyfai, Bridgend, he, E. Ellis, Chepstow;
H. J. Daniel, Brynderwen, Newport ; T. W. Williams, Brecon, c, W. H.

Gayton, Newport ; J. A. Phillips, Newport ; 3. McConneU, Ewyas Harold (2)*

E.Ellis; J. C. L. Rocke, Ashton-on-C!un; E. Esp, Newport; J. Dyer, Pen
coed. Bridgend ; Mrs. W. Lyon, Newbury ; J. A. Lyne.
Selling Class.—Ducks.—1, E. Ponting. 3, Miss M. Skinner. 3, J. Har-

rison, Ne-(vport. hCf D. Jenkins, Maindee. c, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

PIGEONS.
Oaehiees.—1 and 2, S. D. Baddeley, Hereford, he, H. IJaidley; T. A.

Dean, e, Powell v*y: Crane, Oxford ; W. G. Davles, Swansea.
Pouters.-1, H. Yardley. 2, T. A. Dean, c, W. G. Davies.
Jacobins.—1, H. Yai-dley. 2, W. G. Davies. c, T. F. Phelps, EoBS ; Miss

J. Milward.
TuMELEES.—1, H. Yardley. 2, H. Eailton, Newport, he, W. G. Davies.

e, W. Fletcher, Gloucester; T. Evans, Newport.
Fantatls.—1 and 2, W. H. Tomlinson, Newark-on-Tl-ent. vhe, MisB J.

Milward. he, W. Fletcher ; W. G. Davies ; J. F. Loversidge, Newark.
TEcaiPETERS.—1, J. Ledcrer, Liverpool. 2, T. A. Dean.
Any otiiee Vaeiety.—1, IT. Yardley. 2, T. A. Dean. 3 and 4, J. Watts.

vhe, C. F. Henieff, Banbury ; H. Yardley. lie, H. Draycott, Leicester; C. F.
Herrieff ; T. F. Phelps ; W. Morris, Boss ; E. L. Lister, Cefn Ua, Usk ; A.
Damarall, Eseter (2) ; Wheeler & Sons ; D. Lane ; T. A. Dean ; W. G. Davies

;

T.F.Phelps (2). r, H. Draycott ; A. J. Barnes, Gloucester; A. C. Phillips,

Newport ; A. Waldron, Llandaff ; J. Wheeler & Sons (2).

Cup for gi-eatest number of points—H. Yardley.

Judges.—Poultry and Pigeons : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey,
Leeds ; and Mr. E. H. Nicholas, Newport.

LIVEEPOOL CANAEY SHOW.
This was held on the 12th and 13th inst. The Belgians were

the finest collection I ever saw. The Norwich I think scarcely
first-class ; some of them brought out under the new feeding
system did not obtain any prize in either class, and this
caused a little dissatisfaction. The Lizards were a really fine

collection, the wiuners in this class and in both Clear Bel-
gian classes having taken many first prizes in this district.

—

J. H. EOGEES.
Belgian.—clear Yellow.—1, W. Huyton, Ormskirk. 2, F. Turner, Liverpool

3, 1. Coward, Liverpool, vhe, J. H. Rogers, Liverpool : I. Peet, Ormtkirk. he
3. McGregor, Livei-pool. e, T. Hensbaw, Liverpool. Clear Buff.—1 ande, J
H.Rogers. 2, T. Turner. 3, 1. Coward, vltc, P. Barnes, Kuncorn ; W. Huyton
lie, T. Barnes. Wigan.
Belgian.— TicA-crf Yellow.—\,U. Foster, Liverpool. 2, W. H. Jacobs, Liver-

pool. 3, — Knowles, Widneas. 2*tcfccrf iJHi?'.—l and 2, J. Smith, Ormskirk. 3,

J. Hughes, Liverpool.
Norwich.— Clear Yellow.—1, J. Grice. Liverpool. 2, J. H. Rogers. 3, F. Bar-

bone, Liverpool. /(C, J. McGregor, r, J. Hoolev, Liverpool. Clear Buff,—1,J.
Gi-icc. 2, J. McGregor. 3, F. Barbone. he', J. H. Rogers, c, — Proctor,
Liverpool.
hi7.i.ti-DS.—Oolden-si>anoled.—l, 3. H. Rogers. 2 .ind he, — Hardie, St. Helen's.

3, J. McGregor, c, — Lawton, Liverpool. Si(rer-S2)a«i;lfri.—1, J. McGregor. 2.

J. H. Rogers. 3, — Lawton. he and c, — Hardie.

TESTIMONIAL TO MESSES. BEMEOSE AND
OEME.

I AM sure that all Canary fanciers and breeders will hail with
immense satisfaction a proposal which has come to me from
several quarters, to present Messrs. Bemrose & Orme -with a
substantial testimonial of their appreciation of the value of

their discovery, and the frank way in which they have made it

public after running the gauntlet of public opinion, and assert-

ing their integrity in the face of so much opposition.
^
I feel

satisfied that even their bitterest opponents will now join^ in

the common expression of admiration at the manner in which
they have come out of the severe ordeal to which it may be, in

some directions, a well-intentioned opposition has subjected

them. It was, perhaps, too much to expect that such a re-

volution could be effected quietly. Now that such an impetus
has been given to Canary breeding by their announcement of

last week, and competition, which has been almost paralysed,

will flow in a broader channel than ever, it can require no argu-

ment of mine to influence fanciers, one and all, in uniting to

present Messrs. Bemrose & Orme with a mark of their esteem.

If I may suggest any scheme, I should like to receive the
names of representative fanciers in the various towns and dis-

tricts where the Canary finds a home, who will undertake to

collect subscriptions from the clubs to which they may belong, or

from the fanciers in their neighbourhood, and if the Editors of

the " Journal " will kindly undertake the office of Treasurers,

I am sure there will be a full stream of subscriptions flowing

into their coffers. Meanwhile I shall be glad to receive the

names of all willing to co-operate in this matter with any sug-

gestions for the effectual carrying-out of the object, and wiU be
only too happy to act as Secretary pro. tern.—W. A. Blakstoa',

5, Douro Terrace, Sunderland.

BEES IN PEACH HOUSES.
A YoEKSHiBE BEE-KEEPER, " L. A. H.", secks advjce on this

point, or rather asks, Is it desirable to winter bees under glass ?

For the sake of experiment I am trying to winter an exceedingly
weak stock of bees in a vinery. The great difficulty in such an
experiment is to accustom the bees to live in confinement. On
rising on the -wing they fly against the glass, become quite
bewildered, and seldom returc to the hive. They perish on
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the sills and sashes by hundreds and thousands. I therefore

advise "L. A. H." to let his stocks remain in the garden.

Being anxions to preserve his bees he should not expose them
to the danger of confinement in a greenhouse.

StiU bees can be preserved under glass. Some years ago I

visited the Earl of Ellesmere's gardens, at Worsley Hall, and
there found a weak stock standing in an early Peach house, and
the bees busy at work impregnating the flowers of the Peach
and Nectarine trees. The gardener said that they never failed

to set the fruit on his Peach trees, and that " a small hive of bees

was worth more for this work than ten men with camel-hair
brushes." I saw the bees go straight from their hive to the
blossoms and return with their loads in the same way. As I

had no flowers in my vinery for the bees to work on I took the
precaution to place about 8 lbs. of broken honeycombs in front

of the hive before the bees came out in the morning. As soon
as they came out they smelt the honey and began at once to

carry it home. They were so few in numbers that, though the

honeycomb was within 6 feet of their own door, they took three

weeks to carry it home to their hive. They were thus trained

to work under glass and return to their hive whenever they
came out. A plant of Tropaeolum and another of Chrysanthe-
mum in flower were placed in the vinery. The little bees were
soon at work on the flowers, I presume in search of poUen.
The queen began to lay and two patches of brood about the size

of a watch were hatched. I now think it will survive the winter
and do well. It will be placed out of doors about the middle of

March. As I generally have a pet hive in my numerous family

I will let this nursling have the place of honour nest spring.

—

A. Pettigbew.

THE ART OF SUPEEING.—No. 4.

I HAVE now come to the concluding chapter of this subject.

Owing to a desire to make it comprehensive I may have been
somewhat tedious, yet one gentleman asks for a fuller descrip-

tion of the " process of putting one hive under another for the
bees to carry the honey up to the super of the top hive ; and if

it is necessary to unseal the combs in the bottom hive." He
adds, " I consider this method exceedingly valuable, and an
€asy one of storing honey from old hives without the great
trouble of breaking-up combs and draining." In answer, I have
to say that I have a common floor-board, with nine large holes
through it. This board is placed over and on the honey hive,

and the hive of bees is placed on it. A strong swarm will soon
empty the bottom hive. If I wish to preserve the combs in the
bottom hive I let the bees do all the work of unsealing, but
when the combs are not to be used again they are generally
broken-np a little with a table knife. If the combs in the
bottom liive be sweet and perfect in form the bees may adopt it

as an additional wing to their mansion. When they do this

they are not in a hurry to carry the honey in it aloft. It is of

importance to get the bees to do this work rapidly. I have
sometimes placed large dishfuls of broken combs and impure
honey in the bottom hive. Without any pretensions to accuracy,
T should say that a strong swarm will carry up about 12 lbs. in

twenty-four hours if it has room for it in its own hive. Much
depends on the strength of the swarm and the number of empty
combs. Such is our mode of administering surplus honey for

supers. But the honey hive placed side by side with the
supored hive, and a good roadway open between them, will, I

daresay, answer quite as well. Bees are great burglars.
On a visit to my native place some years ago I explained to

some intelligent bee-keepers there the modes I had adopted of

filling supers rapidly. They were acquainted with glass supers
and open lids. I advised them to try what I then intended to

try myself—viz., to put large second swarms or turn-outs into
empty hives with large crown holes, and large lids to cover them

;

the lids to have bits of guide-comb fastened to them, and the
hives to have no cross sticks. In about three days such swarms
will have suspended from the crowns combs enough to fill a
moderate-sized super. By lifting the lids gently up with
combs and bees, and dropping all gently into glass supers on
other hives, the bees would thus have the supers full of combs
to begin with. In favourable weather the supers would be fUlod
with honey before the queens would begin to lay ; and in un-
favourable weather artificial feeding might be applied as already
described. I have never carried my resolution into execution

;

bnt we have no doabt as to its practicability, and therefore
mention it hern.

.\3 I am now beyond the border-land of my own practice, I
may here moot another point or question pertinent to the
Bubject, and which I intend to put to the test some day—viz.,

whether bees will fill a super on a hive in which the queen is

ca;;ed and confined with so much brood comb beside her. The
wires of the cage thus to be employed to be wide enough for the
bees to go in and out. This experiment will enable me to ascer-
tain also if the bees would take the eggs from the inside of the
cage and set them in combs on the outside.
The other day I received a letter from a gentleman in Scot-

land informing me that he " has had glasses of honeycomb

worked to the pattern of flowers on the inside," and adds that
*' it is easily done and of little value." On reading this I could
not buC think that the Thistle is in advance oi the Rose ; or that
Scotchmen " beat us hoUow " in the art of bee-keeping. If
flowers are to be copied in honeycomb the reader should leave
my elementary school and go to a higher-class one. I think it

would be an easy task to induce a swarm to write " God Save
the Queen " in honeycomb in a shallow wood super about 22 or
24 inches wide. By placing pieces of wood in certain positions
in such a super, so as to jform these words by the cavities or
interstices between the wood, the bees could be induced to build
their combs in the cavities. Of course the wood would have to
be removed, leaving the inscription written by the bees in beau-
tifxil virgin honeycomb. Such a super would be worth a place
in the British Museum, or even in Buckingham Palace. Will
some of our young lady apiarians attempt the accomplishment
of this feat ?

Supers should be cut from their hives by a piece of brass wire

.

If the wire cut through any honeycomb the supers should bo
raised about half an inch by wedges, and left in this position
for about one or two hours, to let the bees lick the honey from
the broken cells, and make all clean and dry. I have had, in
thirty years, only three supers that had brood in them when cut
oS. I cut out the brood and placed honeycomb in its place,

replaced the supers on their hives for two or three days, and
when finally taken ofi, the patchwork could not be discovered.
The only question now is how to drive the bees out of the

super down into the hive. I generally succeed by blowing
smoke from fustian rags into the top hole of the super with all

my might. If this is suddenly and vigorously done the bees
run helter-skelter out of the super into the hive in a very short
time. In cold weather they are more difficult to drive. Some-
times I have had some difficulty to get them to run by using
fustian smoke only, but when I have placed a small bit of

brimstone rag amongst the fustian I have never failed. Let me
warn the reader of the danger of using brimstone in this work,
for the fumes of sulphur are destructive to bee life if not given
in the smallest possible doses. The smallest taste of it is

enough to make them run for their lives. There are slower
methods of driving bees out of supers, and I am sure that the
ingenuity of your readers will not fail them in this work.
In conclusion, let me say that in going through my task I

have found the subject inexhaustible by reason of its expansi-
bility. I have simply tried to imprint on the mind of the
reader my own practice. It gave me a surprise to see that my
friend Mr. Breen came forward to object to my methods, and I

am sorry he has so far forgotten himself as to say that I have
taken two of his ideas, for no statement could be more incorrect.

When the excitement of his success shall have subsided, I am
sure that Mr. Breen, more than anybody else, will regret the
discourtesy of his conduct in this matter.—A. Pettigkew.

BEE FARMING.
I HAVE been very much pleased and instructed lately with the

articles appearing in your bee corner, and feel somewhat tempted
to relate my experience and ask a few questions on bee farming.

In 1870 I was passing a friend's house, about three and a half

miles from home, when I was informed there was hanging in a
plum tree a second swarm of bees, which I might have, as the

owners had no hive to put it in. I came home and borrowed a

hive of a neighbour (for I had none, and never thought of keep-

ing bees at that time), and went and brought it home, placing it

on a slate slab on a single post in the old-fashioned way. During
the winter I happened to meet with the " Hand-book on Bees,"

and was so struck with the plain common sense of the practical

part of it that I read it through and through again, and was
very anxious for spring to arrive that I might begin to try

experiments in artificial swarming, &c. Nothing of the kind

was known about here or had been heard of before, and the old

bee-keepers said it would not answer at all.

May, 1871, came, and I commenced blowing-in smoke and
making examinations. Early in June the hive became full of

bees, so on the 16th I tried my hand at artificial swarming for the

first time, and had quite a success. On the 30th the hive cast-off

a second swarm, and both did pretty well. I bought two swarms
at 10s. each, and put them in l(i-inch straw hives, resolving never

to use a less size. With one of these swarms I had the mis-

fortune to loosen the combs, and though tho bees appeared to

work very hard all tho summer, they did not gain much in

weight. In September I found out what had occurred, but too

late to amend it, so I drove them out and united them to another

stock. The other purchased swarm gathered mo 28J lbs. of

honey, which I sold at Is. j>er lb.

I had a second swarm given me on the 19th of July. Two
friends offered to give me their bees that they were going to

destroy (it being tho custom here to destroy the bees when
taking honey) if I liked to take them, so on the 22nd of Sep-

tember I took three swarms, and united them in one empty hive

and commenced sugar-feeding. The hive took in fourteen days
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30 lbs. of sugar boiled in 30 pints of water, which wintered
it first-rate, and on the 5th of October I put four swarms in

another hive, this one taking 28 lbs. of sugar in sixteen days

—

these two sugar-fed stocks being equal to any I had, so that I

had five good stocks to winter and commence 1872 with. These
five stocks I artificially swarmed—one on June 7th, one on the
14th, and three on the 2Sth. I took them to the moors on
August 13th, and fetched them back on the 14th of September,
when I obtained from those five swarms and one old stock

—

one glass super, 7 lbs. nett ; run honey, 271 lbs.
;
pressed honey,

40 lbs.= 318 lbs. of honey, and 10^ lbs. of wax, out of sis 16-inch

straw hives, and the only feeding had been about 2 or 3 lbs. of

sugar each at swarming time. I united my driven bees into

three sugar-fed stocks, as in 1871, which, with four old ones,

gave me seven stocks to commence 1873 with. I would like

to ask Mr. Breen and all the wranglers for wood hives if they
had equal success with a like number of wooden hives in 1872.

I am afraid if I went through the eventful season of 1873 it

would make my letter too long ; I will therefore leave it to a
future opportunity. In the meantime I shall be glad if, through
your columns, Mr. Breen will give his reasons for selecting a
straw hive to endeavour to win the first prize in Class A at the
International Exhibition at Manchester, if he had such un-
bounded confidence in wood, and if he wiU also favour us with
his balance-sheet for 1873 showing a profit of i'lO on seven
hives, also stating where he purchased his honey^«r ct simple^
and how much he gave to his famous wood hive that yielded
irim such a grand super, for it reaUy was the grandest I ever
saw.

—

Thomas Bagshaw, LongnoVj near Buxton,

Balds, Be^oids, and Mottles.—I have read the letters of
*' "Wiltshire Rectqu," " Would-be Exhibitor," " Turkey
Quill," and " Secretary," and I beg most respectfully to differ

from them all. If committees do not think fit to have classes

for these birds, as at Birmingham, X shall keep mine at home.

—

W. WooDHOUSE, King's Lynn*

best and most economical fencing. You asfe for the smallest space and we
give it. If you can increase it the fowls will do better.

Brahjia CofKEREL DEFICIENT IN Fluff {R. 5.}.—Where a cock is de-
ficient you should choose hens or pullets possessing largely the points lacking
in the cock. Thus to the bird you mention, you should put heavily-feathered
hens, but avoid vulture hocks. "We never recommend dealers. Look at our
advertisements. There is a sale at Stevens's, 38, King Street, Covent harden,
every alternate Tuesday. They will send you a catalogue on application.

Choice of Brahma Cockerels {L, J. F. C).—We have no hesitation in
deciding in favour of the second.

Name of Bird.—'^ Naturalist'^ asks for the name of a bird which comes
in the autumn and stays during the winter months: same size as the Chaf-
finch, and like one when feeding with them, only the breast is a much
brighter colour; the head is marked with black and a bluish grey. Instead
of the white feathers in the wing it has yellow or gold colour. Its call note
is the same as a Canary or Linnet. It is called by some the French Chaffinch.

Wax Moths (G. W. D.).—We do not know any plan to prevent moths
entering hives. In summer nights, an hoar or two after sunset, many moths
may be seen flying about the doors of hives, and sometimes going into the
hives when the watchmen are off their guard. We have never found moths
do harm in a healthy hive.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Galashiels Show (T. F.).—It was a local show not advertised.

Egg-protecting Nest (B. Barrett).—It is in Vol. XVII., new series, page
427.

Light Bhahmas {Suhscriher).—The Brahmas differ only in colour. In
quality one is as good as the other.

White Bantams Dirty (H.).—Yon may wash your fowls with soap ani
water, using apiece of flannel for the operation. Wipe the feathers downwards
gently. It is only the surface of the feather that is dirty. When cleansed,
the feathers should be wiped as dry as possible with a clean flannel, and the
bh-d put in an open basket filled vdth. soft straw, and placed before a good fire.

Ulcerated Livers (Nemo).—The only explanation we can offer is, that
moulting is a trying time to a fowl and a drain on the strength. Much is

taken out of a bird in the formation of new plumage, and an extra supply of
food of a nourishing character should be freely given. We are not friendly
to maize at that time, and the best food we know is ground oats given night
and morning, slaked with milk if possible, if not, with water

;
good heavy

barley being the midday meal, varied witli table scraps. Where fowls are
underfed or improperly fed, at moulting or in gi-eat changes of weather, they
sicken, and always suffer fi'om liver complaints. At such times avoid stimu-
lating or spiced foods.

Marking Fowls (T. H. E.).—You may mark your Brahmas by cutting off

one wing feather half way down. The feather will remain till the moulting
season. You may mark different broods by cutting different feathers, each
brood having the same feather cut. Thus : First brood, second featlier in
right wing; second brood third feather, and so on. Or you may sew a piece
of coloured cloth round the leg, the different broods being denoted by different
colours. Or tou may make a small steel rod red hot and perforate the web of
the wing, different perforations or devices marking the different breeds. If
you use the cloth it must be removed before they are exhibited, as any out-
ward mark is a disqualification.

Crossing Dorkings and Brahmas (Linda).—The first cross is the best
and should be made with a Brahma cock and Dorking hens. The cock used
should always be pure.

Vdlture-hocked Brahma (C. J. ilf.).—Vulture hocks are a great disadvan-
tage, and often a disqualification. They are always hereditary, and we strongly
fldviae you to have nothing to do with such a bird as a stock-getter. We
never recommend dealers, and wo advise you to consult our columns for
persons to whom you can apply for a proper bird.

Goose Dying Suddenly (G. ill. iJ.).—We cannot in any way account for
the death of the Goose. It did not die from the fasting. They, like other
things, sometimes die suddenly without any appai-ent cause.

Aylesbury Duck Points (J. D.).—An Aylesbury Duck should be perfectly
white in plumage, have orange legs and flesh-white bill. It is desirable the
head should be large and the bill broad. We fear there is nothing to be done
with your Spanish chicken. It is overgrown, weakly, and deficient in con-
stitution. Leg-weakness is a new but a very bad disorder. Fowls that were
up fattening were always subject to it, being forced by cramming, but it was
not general as it is now.

Brahmas Roosting (Inquirer).—There is no objection to your Brahmas,
roosting on the ground. We keep large numbers : some roost on the ground,
some on perches—all do well alike. Where they roost on the ground you will
have fewer crooked breasts. The only way to make them perch is to go in at
night and put them on the perches.

Space for Twelve Fowls (Smallest Spnce).—The least you can allow
will be 3t) feet by ^0, and then you must supply them artificially with green
food, such as growing grass, also with road grit. Wire-netting will be the

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 61° 32^ 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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coke, will in the future, as at present, be the great heating
power, and on these I shall remark separately as they appear
suited or otherwise for the heating of horticultural structures.

Coal.—The heating power of this not being equal to gas or

coke, though it is contended by some that " coke is but coal

minus its virtue "

—

i.e., gas ; and because coal is used in the
furnaces of locomotive and stationary engines, as weU as for

other purposes for which coke was only a few years ago em-
ployed, from its being considered to have a greater heating
power, it has been concluded that as it is used for pur-
poses for which coke was formerly employed, coal must neces-

sarily be superior. It seems to he altogether overlooked that

coal is cheaper from being the material from which coke is

made, therefore entailing no cost of manufacture, and owing
to its taking up less room being easier of transit. Besides,

coal as used in most engine furnaces is so consumed that the
smoke is also burnt, the gas not wasted, and therefore in this

case coal may have a gi-eater heating power than coke. It is

entirely different with our hotwater boilers. None that I

know are smoke and gas consuming, or, at least, a portion
only of the gas is consumed, the rest escaping with the smoke
up the chimney. Coal as used in hot-water boiler furnaces is

not so efficient nor so economical as coke; such, at least, has
been my experience. When coal is used the surface of the
boiler soon becomes coated with soot, and this forms one of

the worst barriers to keep the heat of the fire from the water
in the boiler. How it would be were the smoke consumed is

another matter. Hot-water boilers, as well as those for the

generation of steam, ought to consume in their furnaces the
smoke resulting from the combustion of coal or other fuel.

Until this is the case, the fire acting directly instead of, as at

present, indirectly through a coating of soot on the boiler

surfaces, I cannot admit coal, with its " virtne," to be so

great in heating power as coke, especially as experience has
shown me the contrary. Besides, it is absurd to have the
chaicosl of coal—that is, coke, of less heating power than coal,

charcoal having more than double the heating power of wood,
and turf charcoal double that of the turf from which it has
been produced.
A boiler that will consume coal, coke, or wood may be a

desideratum with some. I have not seen a boiler furnace that

would not consume any or all of these substances, but they do
not do so with the same result. Some, as the upright tubular-

boiler furnaces, are not suitable for consuming small or slack

coal, though they burn a mixture of small coal and coke, or

cinder, very well. The horizontal boilers, or rather their

furnaces, will consume anything, and I have often put their

capacities in this respect to the test ; but then boilers which
consume all kinds of fuel are, as a rule, possessed of no great

heating power, and as an exception to the general nm of

boilers, may safely be excluded as calling for any special

remarks, for all boilers ought to have sufHoient draught which
can be regulated to consume every description of combustible
matter.

Coke is in most instances a superior fuel to coal, but as
some of our boiler-furnaces are constructed, and so ill-pro-

vided for insuring a draught, they do not hold a sufficient

quantity of it nor of air to insure free ignition and thorough
combustion ; but where they are properly constructed I have
not found coal equal to coke in heating power, nor so economical.
Coke does not give-off smoke, the surfaces of the boiler do not
become coated with soot, the heat of the fire has consequently
full play on the boiler's surface ; the heat does not pass along
the flues to the chimney, but is absorbed by the water inside,

and is, in fact, all heat ; whilst coal has a black surface for

a long time after feeding, and the smoke and the gas
liberated along with it are often not consumed. If the gas be
not consumed (and when the fire has a dull surface it is not,

as it cannot be ignited without contact with flame or great
heat), it must be lost, and on this account I contend it would
be more economical to take from coal its gas, employing it

with coke, but separately, for the same heating purposes as coal

now is, and I am sanguine enough to consider that the heating
power would be doubled, or, in other words, double the heat
would be obtained that is at present secured.—G. Abbey,

PANSY BLUE KING.
In your issue of the 4th inst. there is a descriptive list of

bedding Pansies by Mr. Shenton, where he describes Blue
King as of " rather a straggling habit, a late bloomer, and a
variety that will not stand the sun well.'' The Blue King of

Hale Farm Nurseries must be a very different and much in-
ferior variety to the Blue King of Stanstead Park Nurseries
(the true Blue King), as here it begins flowering very early in
the season, and continues to bloom profusely throughout the
spring and summer months, and very late into the autumn—in
fact, it is almost perpetually in bloom, having commenced
flowering at the beginning of last March and continued in
flower ever since (it is in bloom now). It is a splendid blue,
of good substance, and as a mass there is no other blue bedding
Pansy to compai'e with it. Mr. Shenton has evidently grown
a spurious variety.—E. B. Weight.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.—No. 13.

Almost all kinds of trees and shrubs may be removed with
much less risk of failure than would otherwise be the case,

and become more quickly established, by a judicious use of

the pruning knife, sometimes to the roots, and sometimes
to the branches—to the roots when the tree has remained
stationaiy sufficiently long for them to become " lusty, stout,

and strong," with very few fibres near the bole. It is there-

fore necessary to cut asunder all the large roots one year before

the removal, putting sufficient rich goU about the whole of

them to induce the formation of abundant fibres, staying the

tree with wires to prevent its being blown over; then, when
it is lifted in the following season, the ball is one mass of

hungry mouths that quickly seize upon the fresh soU, spread-

ing in it with surprising vigour and rapidity. The knife may
be used to the branches at the time of removal, in order to

shorten all long, slender, or immatm'e growth so as to check
excessive evaporation, and to lessen that strain upon the system
which so frequently proves fatal.

This pruning of both kinds is so important and invariably

beneficial that it may be well to explain somewhat more fully

why it is so. Although our present knowledge of the meanings
and uses of the various organs in vegetable physiology is

imperfect, yet we do know that the vitality of a tree principally

depends upon a healthy and vigorous root action. When a

shrub is transplanted it sustains a certain shock or check, the

effects of which are precisely in proportion to the plant's fit-

ness for and the manner of its removal. As has been already

stated this fitness consists in its having numerous rootlets and
fibres upon the roots that are nearest the stem, so that as

many of them may be retained as possible, and the chief aim
of the planter is to transplant it so carefully that the roots as

well as the branches may sustain no damage. Then when the

soft temperature of spring induces fresh growth nothing is

wrong in the economy of the plant, no wasted growth nor
exhausted tissue ensues, but all is in readiness for its natural

requirements during the season of growth—the roots very

frequently being already spreading in the fresh soil, thus the

sap out of which every part of it is formed is abundantly
supplied to every swelling bud, and brauchlet, and leaf, and it

is to insure this that the tips of any long branches are pruned
off. But this is not always necessary, and when there is no
risk of drooping or exhaustion, it is generally best to retain

them intact.

The treatment of the roots cannot be too tender, no turf or

flowers should be suffered to exhaust the soil near them for the

first two or three years, nor should it be subjected to the effects

of drought, or frost, or even become water-logged.

A word or two more in reference to the plan of a portion of

shrubbery border in page 19. The shrubs in the front row
should be G feet apart, increasing the distance to 9 feet for

those of larger growth in the next row, and to 1'2 feet for the

occupants of the third row, which last distance would be

ample for the trees of the sheltering belt behind.

—

Edwaed
LUCKHUEST.

PEIMEOSES AND POLYANTHUSES.
I HAVE more than once had my attention drawn to the fact

that thrum-eyed Polyanthuses do sometimes change to pin-

eyed. This I have only found in seedlings of the first year

;

but I have no recollection of an established flower changing

its character in that respect. Two or three times last season

I was especially puzzled by some plants of Pantaloon Polyan-

thus, which were labelled the previous year as being thrum-

eyed, proving to be pin-eyed and vice versa. This winter a

fine large-flowered common Primrose which I took from the

woods, and which has been labelled thrum-eyed for the last

two years, has just flowered with a pin-eyed flower. I can
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hardly imagine that I can have made a mistake in all these

instances, so closely as I have kept an eve on every plant in

mv collection.

I wonld take it very kind if " J. B. Q." or any other reader

would obUge me with a plant of the true BarJfield Oxlip, to

compare with that which is not unfrequently found in Sussex,

and which is very different from a caulescent rrimiose.

—

Phtlanihos.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE.
Many say that they cannot make this queen of Adiantums

grow, and that instead of its growing larger it becomes smaller,

yet not the slightest difficulty is experienced in producing a

free healthy growth, while with others success seems impos-

sible. I am sure, however, that it will always be a rare plant,

and my reasons for thinking so are—first, as far as I have

noticed, it does not produce spores, and therefore cannot be

raised from seed ; secondly, many who buy it have not a proper

house for it, and consequently it soon dies. No doubt, as

" Old Fbiend " says, propagation has been conducted under

high pressure, and the plants are in some places kept in green-

houses, at others in Cucumber houses, and at others, again, it

is planted-out in the fernery. It is very seldom to be seen iu

perfection in such places, for it is truly a stove Fern, and one

that will not be played with—no draughts, no syringe, no hot

dry pipes, and it does not like to bo taken into the house for

decoration ; for although it may not be noticed that the plant

has been injured by being taken from its proper home, still a

good gardener can soon see that his plant has received a check

which it will take some time for it to recover. These are my
reasons for thinking that Adiantum farleyense mil always be

a rare and choice plant.

Another piece of advice is very good—viz., to have slate for

the plants to stand on ; and if anyone is under the necessity of

having open wood stages, let them be covered with common
roofing slate or a layer of cocoa-nut fibre refuse ; for if hot

pipes are beneath, it will be worse than the bottom heat " Ou)
Feiexd " speaks of.

Another good hint is that with respect to potting, which
I find to be quite true. I have two plants in 2i pots ; one

is potted rather high, and it produces large strong fronds, and
has quite a crown or stool ; the other, which is potted low,

has the fronds much smaller and is spreading fast towards the

rim of the pot. Your correspondent's remarks on watering

are likewise truly practical—•" Careful, thoughtful watering is

the secret of success with other plants besides Ferns."

I win here give a lew hints which must be strictly acted

upon if success is expected. Be sure and crock your pots well

;

let there be no worms in the soil ; be careful not to over-

water your plants, for if your drainage is defective your pots

will become waterlogged. If there bo worms in the soil they

will soon stop the drainage, and the soil will become sour.

Water should always be given by the same person ; for a man
becomes acquainted with the wants of all plants under his

care. I am certain that the treatment recominended by your

correspondent for farleyense cannot be beaten for all Adiantums.
There are also a few other Adiantums which when grown to

perfection are really magnificent.

I wish that "Old Friend" would give us a little advice

respecting Pteris tricolor ; it is so seldom that we see a good
plant of it, but when it is so it is fit to shine in any collection.

—Jauxs R. Pocock, The Garden, BromhoruuQh Hall, Cheshire.

JUDGING EOSES.
Mr. Camu has brought this subject forcibly before your

readers, page 4.5y. As he justly states, hardly any two judges

ever agree as to the value of a certain number of Teas amongst
the Hybrid Perpetuals on the exhibit stands, and when we
hear that the stands would be made up differently to meet the

views of different judges, who should be such men as Keynes,
Paul, Cant, or Turner, the answer to his question comes
readily. This certainly should not bo. But how is it to bo

altered ? Mr. Camm's idea of a perfect box is to have a Tea in

each row (as I suppose) of a twenty-four stand, and no one
would surely question the enhanced beauty of the same by
their insertion. But it seems to me that in judging Hoses
taste in the arrangement of the stands should be the last

point considered. The object of Rose shows is, I take it, to

encourage the production of the finest possible individual

blooms. When, therefore, snch authorities as Mr. Camm

quotes, are likely to have different opinions about the presence

or absence of Teas, I should agree with him in preferring to

see them excluded from the stands of Hybrid Perpetuals al-

together. It is certain, however, that we cannot lose these

most lovely of Eoses from the exhibition table, and now that

the varieties of Teas and Noisettes are so multiplied, would it

not be better for committees of Rose shows to offer separate

prizes for them ? Such an arrangement would very much
simplify the work of judges, and would also prevent the loud

questioning of their decisions, so frequently heard in the after-

noons of show days, oftentimes to the annoyance of visitors.

This plan would also be likely to encourage the cultivation

of these classes of Eoses, as well as the production of new va-

rieties of better quality, so that in a few years we might have

our Tea Charles Lefebvres, Alfred Colombs, &c., in quantity.

The more the merrier.—F. W. Coopek, Huntingdon.

Mr. Camu has started what ought to prove a very interesting

discussion. Many of your exhibiting readers will have felt the

same difficulty. Dare I venture a Tea Rose in that box or no?
It is to be hoped some of the leading judges will favour us

with some remarks on his article. On the whole I incline

against inserting Tea Roses amongst Perpetuals. One of the

most approved canons of judging gives substance, colour, size,

distinctness, and novelty, as the five principal points. A Tea
Hose could hardly help failing by comparison in substance and
size. Marechal Niel, Gloire do Dijon, and, perhaps, Devo-

niensis, being exceptions. But, indeed, it is almost impossible

to compare Tea Roses with Hybrid Perpetuals. It is something

like the old mathematical puzzle of having to multiply the

poker and tongs together, and then divide by the shovel. As
Mr. Camm remarks, they are infinitely the most difficult to

grow and to show, I incline to think that varying the situation

would best meet his second difficulty. Marechal Niel for ex-

ample on an eastern or western wall would be likely to come
in later than those on the south. I cannot but consider it a

subject of regret that there is not more opportunity for show-

ing Tea Eoses at the Crystal Palace Show. Except as Yellow

Roses they have but little opportunity of coming to the front.

—Alan Cheales, Brochham Vicanuje.

FAILURE OF PEACH CROPS IN UNHEATED
HOUSES.

Sevekal cases of the failure of Peach crops in unhealed
houses have come under our notice this season. Considering

the very sunless summer, and especially autumn, of 1872, in a

great many districts such a failure is just what might have
been predicted ; and any gardener who had it not in his power
to apply artificial heat to his Peach trees in the October of

1872, cannot reasonably be blamed for the want of fruit this

year. Under such circumstances, the fruit buds never get

properly developed, nor the wood ripened. The foliage clung

to the tree unnaturally late; and when the time of blossoming

arrived, not only were the blooms and their sexual organs weak,

but the whole trees were in such a condition that the blooms
were thrown entirely off before they set. This result is none
the less likely to occur to Peaches in spring, on account of

their being enclosed in a glass case, but the reverse. Hence
in come cases there were outdoor crops, while in unhealed
cases there were none or next to none. Trees under glass

are, from the effects of bright suns, more likely to be excited

at a pace which outdoor trees are not subject to
;
and the more

violent the flow of sap, the wood-buds are more likely to take

the flow and start into growth, while as a consequence, and
at the same time, the flower-buds are actually thrown off

altogether, and the crops are thus lost. In the northern parts

of England and Scotland, where there aro less chances of

thorough ripening, late Peach-cases should have some meaus
of being artificially warmed, in order to ripen the wood in such

autumns as 1872, and of this year also, when we have had such

sunless and wet seasons. It does not matter how healthy tho

trees may be ; no power at the command of the gardener can

insure a crop if the buds and the wood are not, to say the

least, moderately well ripened. We saw several houses near

tho very centre of England, where strong-growing Peach trees

had not produced any fruit, and from no other cause than

that of the want of applying or having the power to apply,

fire heat to ripen the wood and "plump up" the buds. Aud
after the very sunless aud wet season wo have this year cx-

1 perienced over a great breadth of tho kingdom, if Uke results
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follow, employers shonld not blame their gardeners unless it be
where they have the means of firing the trees in autumn and
have neglected to do so. Peach-cases should all be heated, to

enable gardeners to cope with the effects ut a dull season in the

case of the Peach crop, as well as render such structures avail-

able for wintering hall-hardy plants, in many cases where such
accommodation is of the worst description.— (T/tc Gardener.)

THE KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BATH, 1873.

Statement of lieceipts and Expenditure.

Dr. £ s.

To Sale of tickets 1368 16
Cash taken at gates 2108
Special prize fund 1101

d.

7 6
Veitch Memorial prizes
Royalties for printing, supply of re-

freshments, &c
Space for implement department .

.

Advertisements
Special donations
Sale of pii^e and sundry receipts .

.

Interest allowed by bank

30

118
293
22 13 6
17 12
16 9 3
29 18 6

5106 5 5

£5106 5 5

To balance brought down £1248 17 3

Cr.

By Laying out and restoring exhibition
gi'ouud

Fencing ground and erecting glass

pavilion
Kent of ground
Prizes and medals
Judges' fees

Hire of tents
Police
Printing and stationary
Advertising
Bill posting
Bands
Secretary's remuneration and agents'

commission on sale of tickets .

.

Travelling expenses, board, lodging,
wages, &c. ; the London Council
and Society's staff, itc

Judges' and exhibitors' luncheon
and breakfasts ; refreshments for

police, Sec

Carriage of tents, parcels, &c
Postages and telegrams
Microscopical soiree
Painting
Law costs and auditor's fee

Hu'e of chairs, photograph of

ground, Abbey bell-ringers, and
incidental expenses

Balance carried down ....

£ s.
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in this instance is fingle-flowered. The dorsal sepal is large

and broad, the upper portion pure white, purplish brown at

the basal part with longitudinal streaks of a deeper shade

;

petals standing at right angles, oblong, furnished on the upper
edge with numerous black-bearded wart-like protuberances,

and purpUsh brown in colour ; labellnm a large dark browu
pouch, resembUng the toe of a shoe. It blooms from AprU to

the end of July, and continues nearly two months in beauty.

Kativo of Malacca.
C. Loflii.—This fine species is a native of Borneo. The

leaves are somewhat thick, carinate below, from 12 to 18 inches

long, and 2 inches broad. The scape usually bears three

flowers, but I have seen as many as sis ; this, however, is very

onusual ; dorsal sepal large, pale green
;

petals oblong, the

CTpripedium Lowii,

basal portion greenish, with purple spots, the ends wholly
rich purple, with ciHated edges. Lip large, light brown, suf-

fused with purple. It blooms at various seasons, and con-

tinues a long time in fall beauty.

C. niKsuTissiMUM.—In this species the foliage somewhat
resembles that of the fine old wintei -blooming kind, C.insigne.

The leaves are from 10 to 15 inches in length, and about
1 inch in breadth, of a uniform dark green, saving at the base,

where they are slightly stained with dull purple. The scape

is erect ; flowers soUtary ; sepals greenish brown
;

petals of

the same colour at the base, but the upper half is whoUy
purple. The lip is moderate-sized, greenish brown, but having
in addition a faint tinge of purple. It blooms during spring

and early summer. Native of the East Indies.

C. BCPEBBiENS.—This truly beautiful species is the last I

shall introduce into this enumeration. The leaves are from
C to 10 inches in length, about 2 inches in breadth

;
ground

colour light yellowish green, being reticulated with mottlings

of dark green, rendering it very handsome and distinct.

Scape erect, bearing only a single flower, but that is a very
large one ; dorsal sepal large, white, streaked with fine lines

of greenish brown; petals broad, ground colour white, spotted
and Uned with purplish brown on the edges ; lip large, shining
brown, with just a tinge of rose. It blooms from May to July,

and continues in full perfection a very long time. Native of

the Indian Archipelago.
cinsis.

This is a small genus of plants, most of which well deserve
the attention of the amateur, and the species here iutrodaced

is quite indispensable to even a small collection. They are

distinguished by their thick fleshy pseudobulbs, which are

covered with membranous sheaths, and by their lateral spikes

of thick waxy flowers, which are furnished with eight poUeu
masses. The species of Chysis are easily grown ; indeed, so

are most plants when an interested party has charge of them.
They should bo potted upon a cone of peat and sphaguum,
and elevated above the rim of the pot. Daring the growing
season give them plenty of heat and moisture, but when at

rest place them in a cool house and keep dry. Their thick

fleshy pseudobulbs enabling them to withstand a long season

of drought with impunity.

C. BRACTESCENS.—Thls is the only species I can introduce

here. The pseudobulbs are from 6 to 12 inches long, covered

with scaly sheaths, and bearing thin, ribbed, light green leaves,

which fall away during the period of rest after growth is com-
plete. The spike comes up in spring with the young growth,

and bears five or six flowers, which measure nearly 3 inches

in diameter ; sepals and petals broad, thick, waxy, and pure

white ; lip also white, stained in the centre with lemon or

light yellow. It blooms in April and May. Native of Guate-

mala.—ExPEKro Crede.

THE ROYAL HOETICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
In answer to your anonymous correspondent, " A Life

Fellow, E.H.S.," his first paragraph should have run thus

:

" The old Council was caused to retire by a very small number
of votes, and most of them local ones." I believe that there

is great writing power in the new Council (it is one comfort
that we shall have no slovenly papers), and expect that the

forthcoming report will be a masterpiece, putting the very

best possible face on a bad case ; but that the Council can
pay £2400 a-year reut, according to the Charter (and rent has
a way of coming duo), and pay their way without starving

horticulture, is, I beliuve, beyond the power of man to show,

even on paper. I wish I coiiJd think otherwise ; it would give

a hope that our country show-fund money has not been spent

after all.

I do not see how the large sum spent on the gardens aflectg

either my argument or myself. Though on the Council eight

years ago, it was spent long before my time, and I fear its

results would now be only considered as a tenant's improve-

ments at their value for the purposes of the present time, and
therefore as worth nothing hke the £6000 a-year suggested

by "A LiB-E Fellow." He is mistaken in supposing that I

suggested that Her Majesty's Commissioners should make
building land of the garden. What I said was that either the

garden should be made of more use to the public, or, if it

were to be kept private, as at present, that the rich neighbour-

hood should pay its value, about five times the present rent

;

this sum to be applied to public purposes.

If " A Life P'ellow " inquires, he will find that the two
Societies he names are on a totally different footing from ours.

The Crown is, I believe, the great landlord in the Itegent's

Park. I do not know what rent the two gardens pay directly;

they pay a very large one indirectly, as the beauty of the

garden at the Botanic, and the continuous show and other

attractions at the Zoological, must greatly add to the rental of

the vast number of houses owned by the Crown in their

neighbourhood. In answer to the next objection, what I sug-

gested was that a guinea should be our subscription, and that

this should admit only to the Show and Meeting part of the

gardens. For the recreation part, those interested would
make their own terms with the Commissioners.
From " A Life Fellow's " point of view he is right in op-

posing proxies. If the Kensingtouian rule is to be kept up,

cliijuo voting must be continued, and the country still pre-

vented from expressing its opinion. Seeing through my hor-

ticultural spectacles, I warmly advocate voting by proxy.

In answer to Dr. Denny, I have only to say tliat he is mis-

taken in supposing that the Society's difficulties are due to

the " acts of former Councils, of which Mr. Wilson was a

member." Dr. Denny is rather a now Fellow of the Society.

If he inquires of an " old Fellow," he wiU find that the source

of the difliculties was long before my time, and that the Council

I joined about eight years ago inherited them as the new
Council has. I hope that Dr. Denny will stick to the opinion

contained in his last paragraph, that it is wise to give up the

lease of the gardens for a fair consideration. I wish every

horticulturist could be brought to feel as strongly as 1 do, that

as long as our home is in Egypt we shall be in bondage ; as
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long as we are more than lodgers at Kensington for rooms and

space for committee and otlier meetings and shows, we shall

never have, what the country is in want of, a free and inde-

pendent purely horticultural Society ; and that the only way
to make a reaUy successful national Society is to bring in

Fellows all over the country by reduction of the subscription

to a guinea.

It has been said, upon seemingly good authority, that the

new Council is negotiating with H.M. Commissioners for the

admission of Exhibition visitors, if not for giving up the lease;

or in the language which was lately fashionable, is trying its

hand at " selling the Society to the Commissioners." I doubt
any body of gentlemen so soon doing that for which they so

loudly condemned the late Council, and which they were placed

in office to jireveut.

—

Geosge F. Wilson.

BELGIAN HORTICULTURE.—No. 5.

M. LOUIS VA^" HOUTTE'S XUHSEE1.

As well as memory enables me I will venture an outline

description of the last and greatest trade establishment visited

a little more than a year ago. I think I may well call it the
" last," as being the last visited and the last to describe, and
if I am correctly informed it is the latest-established of the

principal nursery businesses in Belgium ; and certainly, so far

as I saw, is not only the greatest, but larger than all the
others put together

—

i.e., than the four previously described.

It is, in fact, a monument of perseverance, ability, and enter-

prise of the energetic head whose name and fame as a hor-

ticulturist is a household word in all civilised nations. This
is no mere figure of speech, as M. Van Houtte's business con-

nections reach not only to every nation in Europe, but also to

North and South America, China, and Japan. This sounds,

perhaps, rather grand, and readers may possibly imagine the

place grand too—a place of imposing approach and noble
entrance, a place where some grand external is provided to

represent its internal importance ; a place where glass struc-

tures call up crystal palaces ornate with domes and minarets
glistening in the sun, and attractive by elaborate ornamental
architectural appendages telling us "how rich it is." But no.

Think of nothing of the kind. It is not common for a
healthy-minded man to parade his wealth, or a thoroughly
able man to proclaim his knowledge from the house-tops.

Well, at Van Houtte's there is no dazzling show—no fang-

dangs. There are no palaces of glass, nothing, in this

respect, out of the ordinary way except, perhaps, one like a
railway tunnel and another like a hand-light highly magnified.
Yet it men of great acquirements do not revel in display they
work in every legitimate way to achieve success with indomi-
table perseverance, and with skilful planning take care, above
all things, that what they have for the world the world shall

know about. " Of what use," said a successful florist to me,
" is my having this good thing if the world does not know
about it ?—it is my duty to let all know." He was then a small
gardener, he is now fast rising to be a large and esteemed
nurseryman. But the simple making known is not enough.
There must be honesty and faithfulness governing all, or suc-

C'.'ss will be flickering and transient. It is necessary, to realise

substantial and lasting fame, to do as did Hugh Miller's stone-

mason, who " put his conscience into every stone that he laid."

"And what," I ventured to ask M. Van Houtte, "what is

your governing principle in conducting so large a business?"
"My plan, Mr. Wright, is this: I do the best lean for my
friends abroad, and the best I can for my friends at home and
my men in my nursery, and when I do the best I can for all

these I do the best for myself." That is a liberal, honourable,
and right principle and such as our best firms at home act

upon or they would not have become great as they are. Having
no idea that the distance from here was two miles we—self and
protcffc — rushed through the cab line intending to find our
rendezvous on foot in about ten minutes. But lauding in the
middle of the street and taking our bearings we were the next
moment in a state of siege, fourteen or fifteen men in blouses
— commissionaires—clustering round us, assailing us with such
incomprehensible jabber that my friend could only answer by
a fit of laughter. This was the signal for losing his bag and a
dozen fellows wrangling over it like a pack of hounds at a fox.

It was only by the expressive interpretation of a stout walking-
stick that the bag was recovered, when we took refuge in an
" estaminet " (having learned what that meant) and holding-
up two fingers and uttering the solitary word " cognac," when
about two thimblefuls were put before us, and we were entitled

to " rest and be thankful." The next step was to write the
address of M. Van Houtte by way of seeking direction, but
they could make nothing of it. Deciding that their education
was in fault the same words were printed in round characters,
which resulted to our mutual satisfaction, and a guide was at

once procured.

After walking about half an hour with nothing at all in-

viting on either side we turned into what looked like a bye-
lane to the left, we came to a group of tall Poplars through
which the glass shimmered, and this we found to be Van
Houtte's celebrated nursery. Judging it by comparison with
our great home establishments—as Veitch's, Williams's, the
"Pine Apple," &c., first impressions were not favourable.

There was no semblance of attempt made to strike the mind
and give effect at once, but, what was to us of more moment,
there was a porter at the gate who could speak English.
Before leaving home I was repeatedly told by friends, who-
thought they knew all about it, " Oh ! when you get there you
will find almost everybody able to understand you." Never
was a greater mistake. Certainly there is plenty—too much

—

of the "vulgar" tongue on the quay at Antwerp. In first-

class hotels and at railway stations a" one language" traveller

has no difficulty, but out of these not one person in five hun-
dred can understand you or you him. It is as well just to
mention this fact for the information of gardeners, like myself,

who have not quite reached the degree of professors of lan-

guages, and who may venture from home a wee. At the left

of the entrance to the nursery is the porter's lodge, and on
the right the spacious and comfortable-looking residence of

the proprietor. Awaiting an answer to " the Dr.'s " kind
letter I was taking stock of the immediate surroundings. I
could see on my left a vast array of glass houses, or more
properly, perhaps, brick pits, for nearly all have brick sides,

are span roofed, and have slightly sunken pathways. They
are erected for use and not ornament. The outer walls ara
coated with ship-tar and for years together need no repairs as

to painting. Over these the English and Belgian flags were
flying, it being about the time of the volunteer fetes, and a
" royal nursery " minus the " royal flags," at such a time,
would have been a misnomer. On the right is arranged a
long line of buildings as offices, printing house, packing

shfds, etc. Straight ahead is the nursery with a group of

choice Conifers at the entrance, standing hke sentries or the
advanced guard of the greater army beyond. In the line of
vision is the bulb warehouse. Above wire—hues of wire from
all directions converging into a corner of the dwelling, which
at this point resembles nothing so much as a telegraph ter-

minus, which I suppose it is, M. Van Houtte being able to
communicate to any part of his establishment without leaving

his bureau or even, I beheve, his chair. Not that he is indolent

as— as will be clearly seen^few men work harder than he.

But the answer comes that M. Van Houtte will see me in an
hour, and meanwhile an English-speaking guide is provided to
conduct us through the houses. It was a rush through from
house to house, a glance at everything yet seeing nothing. At
length, wilh watch in hand, the guide intimated that it was-
within two minutes of M. Van Houtte's time, and to the

second, perhaps, the door opened and the renowned horticul

turist stepped out with tottering step to welcome us. It was
not, however, a tottering welcome but, on the contrary, so
robust as not only to make a man at home in a minute but to
startle him by its earnestness.

" Mr. Wright I have heard of you, and am glad to see you.

Come into my house. All good gardeners are welcome here.

Let us refresh and talk ; then you dine with us, you sleep with
us, you go into my nursery and house when you like, you have
all you want. My son, who speaks English like you, will

attend to you, and I go and attend to my business. You stay

as long as you like, you and your friend," and then with definite

emphasis, "you stay a month." That was enough and to
spare, for instead of a month I could only afford a twentieth

part, or a day and a half.

What I saw during this short visit I will attempt to narrate.

But first I should like to describe the man and his mode of

business. Pen-and-ink sketches of those who are not strangers

in name have in someway a relish to most people. We hear
of them, we read about them, we almost seem to know them,
yet we have never seen them. "What sort of a man is he?
Is he old, young, genial, communicative, or what is he?" is a
very common query relative to representative men who, by
their position, works, and ways have made themselves moi'O

than private individuals.
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M. Tan Hoatte is a gentleman who has evidently turned the

leaf of three score years but is not yet grey -with time, and if

his step has lost its spring it is due to a sUght atlliction common
to sedentary habits rather than innate physical weakness. He
is of robust physique and vigorous intellect, and subjected to

his penetrating vision a nervous man might feel himself the
subject of stock-taking and being read all through. He has
not much time for polished ceremony or to press courtesy to

an unpleasant extreme. Lite many another eminent man he
is a great listener and seems content for his friends around
him to do the conventional talk, himself sifting and speaking
only to the point. His characteristic is soon seen to be
matter-of-fact exactitude, which is one of the greatest acquisi-

•tions any man can inherit or acquii-e, and which, in the end,
will serve him the best. Van Houtte's is a house of work. Each
•one has his or her duties in conducting this great business.

Even the daughters of the household— of charming manners
and genial—have their share in foreign correspondence, theii'

maternal parent being chief cashier. Van Houtte spends his

whole time in his business bureau. He has not been all round
his nursery for three years, yet is cognisant of evei-ything in

every part of it. From five to eight every morning is occupied
in arrangements with different foremen, and if it is never seen

there the governing head is felt in every corner of the estab-

lishment. Surrounded by a large staff of clerks every detail

of management is arranged here, the chief himself com-
mencing work between one and two o'clock every morning and
working incessantly until 8 r.M. with less than one hour's

intermission. And this not at any particular season but con-

stantly from one year's end to another. 1 have the best

authority for this extraordinary fact and wUl frankly confess

felt myself humiliated thereby. What a lesson it teaches

that there is no royal road to success, aud is one more example
that those who have won have worked—worked with rare zeal

and perseverance irresistible in pressing to the goal of success.

So it has ever been, so it will ever be.—J. 'Wkighi.

VINTAGE IN HUNGAEY.
By looking at a book of comparative statistics you will find

that, after France, Austria-Hungary is the greatest wine-pro-
ducing country in Europe ; and again, that to the wine-pro-

duction of Austria-Hungary, which is estimated to reach in

a good year above three hundred million imperial gallons,

Hungary contributes about five-eighths. These figures alone,

without any further comment, show the importance of this

branch of agriculture for the country. It is, therefore, natural

that the vintage should constitute quite an event, and be

looked forward to with almost as much interest as the harvest
itself. If a good vintage can never quite make up for a bad
harvest, it may go far to mitigate the evil, for the 070,000
Austrian acres, equal to about one million English acres, on
which the Vine is cultivated are more or less spread all over

the country, so that, with the exception of the higher mountain
regions in the north and east, there is scarcely a county which
does not in some measure participate in the production. It is

above all, however, round those isolated heights which rise up
at various points of the alluvial basin which constitutes Hun-
gary that the Vine is cultivated, forming a series of wine dis-

tricts and regions more different in the character of their pro-

duce than almost any other country can show. Thus, the dis-

trict of Rusth in the west, that of Carlovitz in the south, that

of il<;nes in the south-east, produce wines allied in flavour and
strength to the wines of Spain and Portugal ; the hills of

'Villany in the south, the slopes of the Matra range at Visonta,

and the mountain slopes round Bada yield wines which even a
connoisseur might take for Burgundy ; again, the hills along-

side Cater Balatar, the environs of the isolated hiU of Somlo
in the west, the valley of KiikiilKJ, in Transylvania, and many
others, produce wines having all the characteristics of Rhino
wines, only with more body, while the detached range at the
foot of the Carpathians boasts of its Tokay, with its own dis-

tinctive bouquet, and a combination of mellowness and strength
which is probably unrivalled.

Of course, with such a variety of Grapes as is implied by the
Tariety of wines, the vintage extends over a consideroble
period, so that while with the lighter sorts it begins towards
the end of September, the gatbering-in of stronger sorts rarely
begins before the middle of October, and the owners of the
vineyards of Tokay wait for the first hoar frosts in November,
which are deemed essential to develops fully the flavour and
that tmaaaai quantity of sugar and alcohol which distiugmshes

their wiues. It may seem strange in a free country that the
period of vintage in each district is not left to the discretion of

the owners of the vineyards, but it is the local authorities who
fix not only the beginning, but actually the period within
which everyone must have finished his vintage. This is an
old custom, which arose at the time when most of the vine-

yards in the country were not the freehold property of those
who cultivated them, but had to pay tithes to the landlord who
owned the soil. As, however, the tithes have been redeemed
by the State, and the cultivator has become likewise the free

owner of the vineyards, this restriction is not Ukelyto be main-
tained much longer. Indeed, this very year, the small wine-
producers in the district of Buda, who wanted the vintage

earlier than the time fixed by the authorities, remonstrated
and carried their point. It will not be to their advantage,
most of the large wine-producers say, for the weather has been
unusually hot, aud a week or ten days longer would have made
a notable difference in the quality. You will say. Those who
thought so might have waited, and thus shamed theh' foolish

neighbours ; but this is more diflicnlt than may seem at first

sight, for they would thereby have been exposed to the inroads
of self-constituted tithe-gatherers. Like game, fruit of every
kind, but above all, Grapes, have somehow or other in the eyes

of the people the character of a res nullius. No one would
think of taking even one '\\'heat-ear. Potato bulb, or head of

Indian Corn from his neighbour's field, but somehow or other
the orchard or vineyard, although protected by ditch or hedge,
is not considered as sacred. As soon, therefore, as the Grapes
begin to ripen a number of special guardians are set over the
vineyards by the authorities. They have theii- elevated stands
from which they watch by day, while at night they prowl
about, keeping up a communication between each other by the
sound of horns with which they are provided. In some of the
small towns—for instance, the one I am writing from—there is

a special functionary, usually himself the owner of a vineyard,

who manages this vineyard police. His sign of office is a horn
larger than the others, with which he is supposed to call occa-

sionally, so as to keep alive the attention of his subordinates,

who have to answer the call. Well, this improvised police

ceases when the period fixed for the vintage is over, so that

everyone, whether he thinks the Grapes ripe or not, must
finish his vintage within that period, unless, indeed, he likes

to establish a police of his own.
With the burgher of SzSkes-Fehorviir (whence this is written)

the vineyard forms, as it were, a necessary part of his existence

and position. To possess a bit of vineyard is the ambition,

therefore, of everyone, and he would rather deprive himself of

many other things than resolve to sell it. Almost as much aa

the vineyard itself, some sort of building on it is equally a
social necessity of any man of standing. With those of

humbler fortunes it is, indeed, only a cell and a shed of some
kind for the wine press ; but in many instances it has grown
into a snug rustic building, where not only fi'iends may be
received, but where a night, or may be some weeks, may be
passed without too much inconvenience. The vintage, and,
indeed, the whole cultivation, is a work of love which everyone
likes to superintend himself ; so whatever may be the stress of

business in the shop in the town, especially on the two weekly
market days, when the country people all around come in to

make their purchases, the master or the good wife always con-

trives to find time to look after the vineyard. If nothing else,

it is an occasion for an outing, even if it be at the sacrifice of

a walk of a couple of miles.

But when once the vintage itself approaches it engrosses aU
attention. There is first a good deal to do before it begins

;

there are thevats to be cleaned, as well as the casks; the press

must be set all right and cleaned of the dust of a twelvemonth ;

then vintagers are to be procured—men who squeeze the drape
by trampling upon it in the old fashion with their heavy boots.

Nor are the cares of the mistress of tho house smaller. All

these people have to be fed while the work lasts, besides pre-

parations made to keep open house during the time. Im-
patiently as everyone has waited for the day fixed for tho

opening of the vintage, on tho first morning a regular emigra-
tion sets in from tho town, and all is alive and astir in the

vineyards. Much, of course, depends on tho weather, for if by
chance the autumn rains should begin just then, tho vintage

becomes a misery rather than a pleasure. Tho dusty road is

converted into a quagmire, the few hackney coaches are aU
bespoken and almost intractable ; while that open-air amuse-
ment, visiting of neighbours, dispensing of hospitality, and the

many other pleasures connected with this sort of gipsy life, are
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msured. WlioeTer wonld take advantage of one of the few ro-

maining occasions for seeing old Hungarian hospitality must
come here for the vintage. I have been told of an cfticer who
arrived with a transport of recruits to pass the night. He
found the town quite empty ; it was vintage time, and his com-
rade, who was on guard bemoaning his own fate, advised the
new comer to go and amuse himself. On the observation of

the latter that he knew no one, he was told to go in at the first

vineyard where he saw a light and heard the sound of music.

He did so, was warmly welcomed, and danced till morning.
Some people complain that of late the old free and easy way of

going and coming is rather on the decline, and that set visits

are becoming the fashion more and more ; but from all I saw,
I think strangers would not fare worse now than formerly.

You can scarcely pass a house where you are not asked to step

in, and where every pains is not taken to show that you are

welcome ; but I should not advise foreigners to go there unless
they are blessed with a strong constitution and unlimited
powers of imbibing.
As the period fixed for the vintage is usually a week, there

must be a Sunday in it, and this is really the grand day. Not
a soul, young or old, rich or jDoor, who can in anyway contrive

it, will remain then in the town, so that you may pass a
muster of the whole population in the open air. E%'ery house
in the vineyards down to the poorest is full of friends who
come out for the early dinner at 1 p.m., and spend the after-

noon and evening there tOl late in the night, winding up with
supper, dancing, fireworks, singing, flirting, and all sorts of

other pastimes for young and old.

—

(Times.)

POETEAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

Passifloba (Tacsonia) iNsiGNis. A'n(. or<f., Passiflorie. Linn.,
Monadelphia Pentandria.—Native of Pen;. " T. insignia ia

without question the finest species of the genus, whether in
foliage or flower, owing to the bright glossy deep green of the
rugose upper surface of the leaf, and the gigantic size of the
flower, the sepals of which are violet crimson, and the petals
of a deeper and redder hue. Dr. Masters observes that it

belongs to the section Poggendorffia of Passiflora, characterised
by the filamentous corona. Its affinity with T. Vau-Volxemi
(tab. 5571), T. quitensis (tab. 587C), T. eriantha (tab. 5750),
and T. moUissima (tab. 4187), is evident ; but in all these the
corona is reduced to glands, and the leaves are lobed."

—

(Bot.

Mag., t. 6069.)
Uaultheeia iNSiriDA. Nat. ord., Ericaceje. Linn., Octan-

dria ilonogynia.—" A pretty little laalf-hardy shrub, of which
the old leaves in autumn assume a most beautiful rich red-
brown or claret colour on the upper surface, and which bears,
at the same time, a profusion of pearl-like white fruits, each
with five crimson spots on the crown, answering to the lobes
of the baccate calyx, which are scarlet in flower. It is appa-
rently a common plant in the Andes of Ecuador and New
Grenada. It was discovered by Colonel Hall at 7000 feet ele-

vation, near Camino Pveal in the valley of Loa. Professor
Jameson next sent it from woods on Pilzhum and Pichincha,
at elevations of tl-10,000 feet. Goudot gathered it on the peak
of Tolima, to the westward of Santa Fe de Bogota, in New
Grenada; Hartweg, near Quito ; and WcddeU, in the province
of Pasto. The above localities embrace a range of nearly eight
hundred miles of the Andes. The fruit is described as eatable,
but tasteless."— (/6id., t. 6070.)
Aloe (Apicea) DELTOiDEA. Nat. ord., hiliacem. Ltjm.,Hex-

andria Monogynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers greenish
white. " This singular succulent belongs to the same section
of Aloe with A. foliolosa (tab. nost. 1352), pentagonia (tab.

nost. 1.338), spirella, imbricata (tab. nost. 1445), spiralis, &c.,
of Haworth, which are all closely allied, having 5-fariousIy
densely imbricating leaves, that clothe the stem throughout,
and terminal racemes of erect flowers, with an oblong tube and
short segments. It differs from the first-named of these chiefly
in size, and in the leaves not being spirally disposed except on
the young shoots, though I should much doubt this character
being of any value. It has long been cultivated in the Boyal
Gardens, where there is no record of its introduction. The
perfect regularity with which the leaves are superposed in five

series, and the columnar stem, render it a very striking object
in the greenhouse. It flowers in May, and is easOy propagated
by offshoots from the base of the stem."

—

(Ibid., t. 0071.)
Syeingodea rcLcnELLA. Nat. ord., Iridaceie. Linn , Tri-

andria Monogynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers Ulac.

" Syringodea pulchella is one of Mr. Harry Bolus' interesting
discoveries, and was found in plains amongst the Sneeuwberg
mountains at an elevation of 4600 feet above the sea, flowering
in April. He sent bulbs to Kew, which flowered in September
of the present year. The name is derived from syringodes,
fistular, in aUusion to the slender perianth-tube."

—

(Ibid.,

t. C072.)

Aqdilec.ia leptoceeas var. cheysantha. Nat. ord., Ra-
nunculacea?. Linn., Polyandria Pentagynia.—Native of New
Mexico. Flowers pale yellow.

—

(Ihid., t. 6073.)
Cheekies—Early liivers and Monstrous Heart.—The first

was some time since described by Mr. Rivers in this Journal.
"For some years he has been engaged in endeavouring to
raise early Cherries which would supersede the old Early Purple
Gean, which is notoriously a bad one to propagate, and in
addition has a bad constitution. The early quality is, how-
ever, so well developed in this variety, that Mi-. Pavers selected
it as a basis on which to work, and after many attempts he
raised a seedling from it, which combined its early-ripening
habit with a hardier constitution.

" The Monstrous Heart Cherry, or Biriarreau Gros Cccuret,

is a very old variety of Cherry, having been described by
Duhamel, Mayer, Kraft, and all the noted pomologists of the
last century. Its great size, fine colour, excellent flavour, and
generally handsome appearance commend it as a variety worthy
of general cultivation. The tree bears abundantly, and grows
to a large size, with a spreading habit. The sort is admirably
adapted for orchard planting, where the fruit is sent some
distance to market, as it bears carriage well, and will keep
fresh for several days, provided it is gathered dry. The fruit

is of a large size, as broad as high, of a regular heart-shape,
and marked with a well-defined suture, which is rather deep
towards the stalk, but shallow and faint at the apex, where it

is marked with a distinct style-point, which is rather promi-
nent. The stalk is greenish, from 2 inches to 2J inches long,

set in a wide but not deep cavity. Skin rather thick and
membranous, adhering closely to the flesh, smooth and shining,
changing as it ripens from yellowish white to golden yellow,
splashed and streaked with bright red. Flesh firm, crackling,

yellowish white, with a few faint stains of red next the stone

;

juicy and richly flavoured. It is ripe in the middle of July."— (Florist mid Pomologist, 3 s., vi., 265.)

HOLLY, IVY, AND MISTLETOE IN THE
LONDON MAEKETS.

Towards Christmas, Covent Garden, and other markets of the
metropolis, are glutted with Christmas evergreens for the de-
coration of the three-mUlion-peopled city. " The boughs with
clustered berries bright," and the Laurel, Ivy, and Box, can be
had for the asking in rural and less populous places, suddenly
become in London important articles of commerce, and the
poorest households are willing to pay in coin for a spray of
Holly and Mistletoe to welcome Christmas. Dark as it is on
a December morning, long before daybreak Covent Garden and
the adjacent streets and approaches to the market are thronged
with heavy waggons, some from the railways and some from
the eounti7 turnpike roads, and all laden with Slistletoe, Laurel,
Ivy, Box, and Spruce Firs for Christmas trees. Here are

waggons, piled up with the festive evergreens. Many laden
with at least a ton. The procession is at a standstill, for the
market ia already fuU. Every market morning for more than
a fortnight this is the aspect of Covent Garden ; and Covent
Garden is only one of the great markets at which Christmas
evergreens are received, in order that they may be retailed in

all the squares, streets, lanes, and alleys of London. Where
does this vast supply come from ? These waggons of Mistletoe

are not from the turnpike roads, but from the railway sta-

tions—from the South-Western and Great Western termini.

English Mistletoe for the London market comes almost
exclusively from the cider and perry counties—from the Apple
and Pear orchards of Worcestershire, Herefordshire, and Glou-
cestershire. The Apple, and not the Oak, is the tree which
yields the Mistletoe in abundance. In the western and south-

western counties of England, where a moist climate and a
warm summer produce the juicy fruit for making cider, not
unfrequently 50 per cent, of the Apple trees are infested with
the Mistletoe. So important a commodity has the Mistletoe

become, that the quantity despatched from Hereford alone every

December has been estimated by Dr. Bull to exceed 100 tons.

From Worcester even a greater quantity is supplied. The Lon-
don supply is despatched from Gloucester, whilst the northern
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towns receive their proportion from Hereford and Worcester.

The orchards of Normandy and Brittany, too, supply large

quantities of Mistletoe to the London markets at Christmas
time. Large tracts of country in western Franco, as in western

England, are devoted to Apple-growing. In Normandy alone,

the tree which the Mistletoe most delights in has been so

widely cultivated, that as many as five hundred varieties of

the acid or Bitter Apple are known in the district. The French
Mistletoe finds its way to St. Malo, and is thence shipped to

England by steamer. From the Channel Islands, too. Mistle-

toe is shipped for England, although orchard culture in Guern-
sey and Jersey has of late years been decreasing.

Arrived at Covent Garden or its precincts, the Mistletoe is

offered for sale in bulk or in small lots. Even in the off-streets,

too, where the cargo can get no farther on its way to the head-

quarters of the market, the sales begin and are often com-
pleted on the spot. The waggon is converted into a shop,

and the sales are legally effected, for they take place within

the market precincts, and the dues are collected as though the

transactions had occurred in the Piazzas of the market itself.

As we stand here. Mistletoe is selling all around us from Is. iUl.

a branch to £5 and £(i a-ton. But, great as are the quantities

of Mistletoe which find their way to the London markets at

Christmas time, the various kinds of Holly are still more
plentifully supplied. Holly, however, is not so peculiarly the

growth of certain districts as Mistletoe, and the sources of its

supply are more various, and perhaps at the same time more
questionable as regards the law of mrum and liium. All around
London the festive season is one of uneasiness and trepidation

to the owners of evergreen gardens and shrubberies, and not

seldom it is regularly signalised in such cases by the employ-
ment of watchmen, night and day, to protect the grounds
against marauders. A considerable quantity of the Holly

which finds its way to the London markets is come by in a

casual but not necessarily dishonest manner. Here, for in-

stance, are several loads which have been brought in rail-

way vans from the Bricklayers' Arms Station. We learn that

some railway works in progress in Surrey are being carried

through a thick jungle of wild Holly and underwood. The
Holly becomes the perquisite of the ganger and his men, and
is found to be well worth transport to Covent Garden Market.

Many other consignments have a history which tells of the

exceptional character of the trade.

Much of the evergreen supply for Christmas purposes is

offered by itinerants, who may or may not have contracted for

the goods they possess, and it is hardly doubted in Covent

Garden, Spitalfields, the Borough, and Farringdon Street that

many a load of Holly, which looks as honest as its neighbours,

has been obtained surreptitiously. But the great Holly supply

of the London markets comes-in in the form of consignments

to order from well-known business clients in the country.

Stewards of great estates are wont to sanction the chpping of

the plantations at Christmas time, and some valuable patronage

of this kind is freely exercised. Gardeners at gentlemen's

seats, too, are allowed to lop the evergreens and to treat the

spoil as their perquisites, or they sub-let the privilege to the

local market-gardener, who well knows where to find a customer

for his wares. Nor must it be forgotten that the Holly still

maintains its aboriginal hold on the common lands of Surrej',

Hampshire, and other counties near enough to London to

repay the expense of carriage and yield a profit to the vendor,

besides putting an honest penny in the way of the villager far

away. Homo of our finest native HolUes are found in the New
Forest, but Sevenoaks and Cobham and Holmwood are equally

well known to the purveyors of Christmas evergreens. We
find, too, that it even pays to bring HoUy from Shropshire, and
that large quantities are being brought from the environs of

Shrewsbury year by year. At Covent Garden it is sold to the

retailers in bundles from fxl. upwards, whilst the same quantity

of variegated Holly often fetches from Sn. to Cm. and upwards.

A load of well-berried variegated Holly sometimes fetches as

flauch as £20. So at Covent Garden, before daylight on a De-

cember morning, the trade goes on in gUstening broad-leaved

Laurel ; Ivy, glossy and black-berried ; UoUy, " with its thorny

leaves and berries like crimson drops," as the symbolical writers

love to describe it; and round toppling bashes of the white

-

berried Mistletoe.

—

{Leiture Uo'ir.)

Gabdbhbbs' Royal Beskvolest Isstitbtion.—We ask sub-

scribers to consider the case of Mrs. Edlington, widow of the

late John Edlington, who died in October last, leaving her

and six children, three of whom are totally unprovided for.

The wife hasl[suffcred'for twenty years from disease of the

heart, which has not only prevented her doing any kind of

hard work, but also necessitated the husband's earnings being

spent in medical and oth^r attendance, and she is now quite

incapable of earning her own living. Mr. Edlington was at

the time of his death gardener to Sir M. Cholmeley, Bart.,

Eastou Hall, Grantham, and previously he had lived with the

Earl of Strafford, Wrotham Park, Barnet, the Earl of Erne,

etc. He was a staunch supporter of the Institution, having

been seven years a subscriber, and never having lost an op-

portunitj' of advocating its claims amongst his friends.

THE CATHCAKT PRIZE ESSAYS ON THE
POTATO DISEASE.

Messrs. Chaeles Whitehead, John Algernon Clarke, William

Carruthers, and H. M. Jenkins, the Judges appointed by the

Royal Agricultural Society to examine the essays competing

for the £100 prize offered by Lord Cathcart for the best essay

on " The Potato Disease and its Prevention," presented then-

report at the last meeting of the Society's Council. Among
ninety-four essays not one has been found worthy of an award

;

in fact, had anybody really succeeded in combating the disease,

he would probably have done better with his discovery than
by describing the modus operandi for £100. The causes most
frequently set forth in the manuscripts were degeneration of

the tuber, fungus on the tuber, superabundant moisture and
wet weather, Peronospora iufestaus attacking the leaves and
stems of the plant, electrical action, and unhealthy condition

of the plant, induced by the use of certain manures. The
principal remedies recommended were the cultivation of new
varieties, use of disease-proof sorts, employment of lightning-

conductors, application of lime as a manure, avoidance of speci-

fied manures, steeping or kiln-drying the tuber before planting,

dressing the haulm with sulphur, chlorine, Ac, cutting off the

tops on the first appearance of disease, growing the Potatoes

in small clumps or hillocks, bending down the haulm so as not

to drip over the roots, and tying up the haulm to stakes, or

cultivating sorts having erect stalks. Evidence in some essays

contradicted in nearly all cases alleged results stated in others.

The Judges have recommended the Society to grant a hand-

some sum of money for the purpose of inducing some compe-

tent mycologist to undertake an investigation of the life-history

of the'Potato fungus (Peronospora infestans) in the interval

between the injury to the Potato plant and the reappearance of

the fungus in the following year. Also that valuable prizes

should be offered for the best disease-proof early and late Po-

tatoes, the awards to be made after testing the competing sorts

and their produce during three seasons.

Death of Mk. Charles Lawson.—We regret to have to an-

nounce the death of Mr. Charles Lawson, head of the late firm

of Peter Lawson & Son, of Edinburgh, and lately Lord Provo;ji,

of the city, which took place on Sunday night, the 21st inst. _

THE YEW AT CEOWHDRST, IN SUSSEX.
Camden observes that " in times past the whole country

(Sussex) throughout, by reason of the woods, was hardly

passable, for the wood Andradswald took up in this quarter a

hundred and twenty miles in length, and thirty in breadth."

Evidence of this remains in the number of places in the

names of which the Anglo-Saxon word hurst, a wood, was

applied, and is still retained. Within ten miles round Hast-

ings are Hurst Wood, Cowhurst, Maplehurst, Coghurst, Crow-

hurst, Piddlehurst, Penhurst, and Bathurst. Other parts of the

county are similarly characterised. Wadhurst, Bricklehurst,

Hawkhurst, Ticehurst, Bellhurst, Salehurst, Hurst Green, and

Ewhurst, are all in close vicinity to the South-Eastern Rail-

way between London and Hastings. With the exception of

the Yews, all the trees of the Anglo-Saxon days have passed

away, but of the Yews many are still existing. I know no

county in so many of the churchyards of which ancient Yews

are remaining as in Sussex.

Ray, the botanist, I believe, was correct in considering that

our forefathers so placed them because, being evergreen, they

symbolised the immortality that triumphs over the grave.

The peasants of Ireland wear sprigs of Tew in their hats

during Eastertide, the season that commemor.ates the assur-

ance of immortality; and Evelyn tells that in his days the

Yew sprigs were called " Pahus." The durability of the wood
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of the Yew, even when dead, is so prolonged, that the men of

the New Forest in Hampshire say " a post of Yew will outlast

a post of iron." Some have thought that the Yew was planted
in each parish churchyard to furnish bow-staves for our
archers, but foreign wood was preferred for the purpose, and
no ancient Yew I ever saw shows any trace of being lopped.

One of these giants in age, durability, and size is in the
churchyard of Crowhurst, in Sussex, about five miles from
Hastings, and fully realises Wordsworth's verse, being

*' Of vast circiunference, and gloom profooxid,

This solitary tree I A living thing
Produced too slowly ever to decay,
Of form and aspect too magnijicent
To be destroyed."

r I measured its clustered trunk a few weets since, and found

it, as Mr. Cater Rand states it was in 1735, " 33 feet in cir-

cumference at the ground, and 27 feet at 4 feet from the base."

At about 7 feet from the ground the trunk divides into four

main limbs, and these have produced branches, covering a

circle full 00 feet in diameter. The trunk is hollow, and to

prevent the leverage of the side branches breaking down its

sides, strong bands of iron have been apphed to hold the

trunk together. The extremities of the branches are dead,

and the highest of the top are stag-headed. De Candolle ad-

judged its brother tree at a village similarly named in Surrey

to be fourteen centuries and a half old, and if so, which I see

no reason to doubt—Mr. Lower says some think its age is

3000 years !—then 'William the Conqueror may have rested

beneath its branches, for when he landed at Bulverhythe it

was six hundred years old, and he must have passed near it

\7hen advancing to plant his standard on Telham Hill, just

b?yond.on the eve of that battle in which Harold, his rival,

fell. That brave and rash rival also must have been beneath
the branches of this Yew tree, for Domesday Book tells us

that Crowhurst was his domain, and by the Normans was
devastated, " vaftutuvifuit."

In course of time Crowhurst passed into the possession of

Sir .John Pelham, and his crest, known as " the Pelham
buckle," is still remaining in the church tower. That buckle

is said to have been assigned him by heralds as indicative of

his aiding in the capture of John, King of France, at the

battle of Poictiers. That he did so aid is certain, but we think
that the crest was assigned in acknowledgment of his general
title to such a distinction, for heraldic authorities tell that

the buckle was intended to represent power, fidelity, and firm-

nefs. Near the church, on the south side, are the remains of

Court Lodge, the manor house ; they are only a pointed

arched window and part of the walls of the east gable. The
Papillons, connected with the Pelhams by marriage, now re-

side in Crowhurst Place.—G.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
jrrrcHEN oakden.

DcNO should be prepared for forcing the various culinary
Tegetables which are required early ; a considerable quantity of
leaves may be used with it. If the autumn sowing of CauU-
Aowers failed, it will be advisable to sow in a box, which may
De placed in a forcing house, and when the plants are of a suffi-

cient size prick them out in a frame on a slight hotbed. Celery
trenches may now be dug out, so that they may receive the
benefit of the frost ; in the spring Cauliflowers may be planted in
them, and dwarf Peas or Lettuce between, which will be off by
the time the trenches are wanted. A seed bed should now be
made to raise young C"^wm/jfr plants for the hotbeds; a one-
light box is generally of sufficient size for this purpose. After
the bed is made and the heat is up the dung should be forked-up
to the depth of a foot every other morning until the burning heat
has subsided. Earth-up X)^•ar/"A''I'(Zn?yi?ea7^s as they advance in
growth : never allow them to grow to too great a height before
this is done ; water them before doing it if they are at all dry.
If young Potatoes are wanted very early, some Early Frame,
or any of its varieties, may be planted on a slight hotbed. If
it is not convenient to plant them immediately, they may be
laid in a forcing house till they begin to shont. A second crop
of liadishes may now be sown in a similar situation to the last
—that is, on a slight hotbed.

PBCIT GVItDEN.
As there is, comparatively, not much of importance to attend

to at this season, a good opportunity is afforded for renovating
old borders and forming new ones. The first thing to be
attended to, alter removing unfavourable soil, is to render the
border dry by forming a drain in front, the top of the drain
being deeper than the bottom of the border, giving that bottom

a good inclination from back to front, and then rendering it im-
pervious to the roots of trees by any of the methods usually
employed, of which we would prefer grouting willi lime and
gravel, as the best and cheapest. The forming of this hard
bottom might be dispensed with in favourable circumstances,
particularly if there was no necessity for cropping the borders,
and then by mulching the surface the roots would be encouraged
to rise to the top. From If to 2 feet would be depth enough of
good soil where healthy fruitful trees, in opposition to mere
luxuriance, were the object, giving the greater depth to Pears,
Plums, Vines, itc, and the less depth to Peaches and Nec-
tarines. The next thing is obtaining a good supply of hazel-
colo\ired loam, if it can oe procured, which will answer admir-
ably by itself for Apples and Pears ; for Plums if kept somewhat
adhesive; for Cherries if sand or road-grit be added for the
tender sorts ; for Peaches and Nectarines, with the addition of
about one-third of road drift or sandy matter, and a little leaf

mould if the soil is naturally adhesive ; and for Ajtricots, with less

sand than for Peaches, and of a gi-eater depth. For Figs it will
be advisable to restrain the extension of the roots, to keep the
tree growing from one stem instead of suckers, and to supply
necessary nourishment by mulching. For Vines the same soil

will suit well, but it must be incorporated with calcareous matter,
such as lime rubbish, &c., and well manured with broken and
bruised bones in preference to hotbed or other manure, as being
more lasting in their effects, and because the latter, when buried
deep, becomes effete for all useful purposes by being placed be-
yond the decomposing influence of atmospheric agency. The
addition of brickbats and large lumps of porous sandstone,
interspersed in the border so as to keep it open, will be an ad-
vantage.

FLOWER G.UiDEN.
'Where any of the beds or borders require a dressing of fresh

soil this should be provided in order to have it in readiness to
wheel on while this favourable weather lasts. Fresh soil iu
most cases is preferable as a dressing for flower beds to manure,
which is apt to cause too luxuriant a growth for a first-rate

display of flowers. On soils that are naturally poor, however,
and where neither fresh mould nor decayed leaves can be had, a
moderate dressing of well-rotted farmyard manure will be use-
ful ; but this should be well mixed with the mould the full

depth of the bed, and not carelessly turued-in and left in lumps
near the surface, for in this case a gross habit of gi-owth would
be promoted early in the season, and as the principal part of
the roots would be near the surface in the manure, the plants
would soon feel the effects of dry weather ; whereas if the ma-
nure is well-incorporated with the soil to the depth of about
1^ inches, no ordinary amount of dry weather will injure the
plants after they once get fairly established. After the severe
frost we have had, the cultivators of Carnations will be able to
appreciate the advice we have so earnestly endeavoured to in-

culcate, that of the paramount importance of potting layers
early, so that they may withstand frosts like the one we have
had without the frame-lights being constantly closed. Take
care that Auriculas get no drip, and that the covering, whether
glass or prepared calico, is perfectly water-tight. Tulips will
now each succeeding week be getting nearer the surface, some
shght protection will be necessary where they are gi*owu for
exhibition in order to prevent all possibility of injury to the
embryo bloom. Pinks may be sheltered with small pieces of
spruce fir boughs round the beds.

STOVE.
If there is any prospect of a scarcity of plants next May, a

portion of the Gloxinias and Achimenes which have been the
longest at rest may be started at once, as also a few Cleroden-
drons. The latter should be cut back to the lowest eyes so as
to secure having bushy specimens and the pots covered with
foliage, and when they fairly start into growth the balls should
be reduced sufliciently to allow of giving a good shift of fresh
soil without increasing the size of the pots. A few AUamandas
may also be pruned and placed in heat provided the wood is

well ripened. 'Where there is not a house that can be kept at a
rather high temperature for such plants as it is desirable to
push into growth at this early season, they should be placed in
a bottom heat of Sl)° or H5°, which will encourage the roots and
render a high atmospheric temperature, or overdriving the other
inmates of the house, less necessary.

oheenhouse and conservatory.
Any specimens in pots of the more valuable liardwooded

plants which it may be necessary to winter in the conservatory,
should be frequently examined, turning them partly round
every week to expose the foliage equally to light ; when in un-
suitable quarters they are sure to suffer from the slightest neg-
lect. Let Cytisuses and other carly-flowcring greenhouse plants
occupy the coolest part of the house, where air can be admitted
on favourable opportunities. Early-forced bulbs should now bo
introduced to take the place of Chrysanthemums. These will

make a fine show until tlie forced shrubs are in bloom. 'Watch
for the appearance of green fly, and as soon as observed smoke
the house.
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PITS AND FRAMES.
If any dampness is observed among the plants go over them

and remove all dead leaves, moss, and everything likely to cause

damp. Give water very sparingly.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
FBUIT AND KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Although we have had a few frosty days, the weather, so far,

has been mild, and many trees and roots are in a forward state.

On uncovering a large " clamp " of Potatoes of the Regent
second early class, the whole was a mass of growths from 1 to

3 inches in length. The crop was extensively diseased at the

time of lifting, and it has been sug^jested that this is the cause

of such an early growth. Though quite half of them were
diseased when the crop was taken up, nearly half of those that

remain are also bad, and from accounts sent from Scotland it

appears that in many cases quite half of what have been stored

by some farmers for the winter are also diseased. Those who
have the lari^est portion of their winter supply stored in "clamps"
(or pits, as it is called in some parts) should look them over, so

that the diseased portions may be removed, and also the growths
from those that have sprouted.

Celery has kept better with us this year than it has usually

done ; many sorts have been tried in our kitchen garden. Major
Clarke's Solid Red was planted this year for the first time, and
seems to be the best keeping red sort. For several years the

ridges have been slightly thatched with wheat straw ; this is

merely laid on the top of the ridge, and bent down on each side,

BO that nearly all the rain that falls on the straw is carried down
between the ridges, when the straw can be removed in fine

weather to allow the ridges to dry. It is a most efiioient pro-

tection both from rain and frost.

We have had the utmost difficulty to keep the ground free

from weeds; Dutch hoeing was of no use whatever, as, instead of

destroying, it only transplanted them. Loam which contained

grass seeds was used to place round the roots of the young
Strawberry plants, and not approving of digging amongst the

roots, it was necessary to haudpick the beds ; this was done
during mild weather.

It is highly necessary for those who have the management
of gardens to select a time when the weather is most suitable

for the different operations. Men wiU make but little progress

at hand-weeding or nailing wall trees if the thermometer is not

much above the freezing-point. Digging should also be done
when the surface is comparatively dry. Trenching may be

reserved for a time of frost, or when the ground is too wet for

the surface to be dug with advantage.
We have been digging between the rows of a plantation of

Ranpberries. This fruit delights in rich, deep, moist soil.

Before planting, the ground should be deeply trenched, working-
in a good dressing of farmyard manure ; and when the pl.auts

are in full bearing a liberal dressing of manure is essential

every year. A plantation, when well managed, will continue
in full bearing for very many years. A large proportion of the

active rootlets are near the surface, and not far removed from
the base of the stool, so that in digging a little manure may be

worked-in over the roots by slightly moving the surface, but on
no account should the roots be damaged. If stout sticks have
been used to support the plants, they must be examined to

ascertain if any are unsound, so that they may be replaced.

Nailing has also been forwarded. This is an operation

wherein our amateur friends who manage their own gardens do
not excel as a rule, and even in large gardens the young men
do not take so much pride in their trees as used to be the case

in the old times. But this may be all the better for the trees.

We would rather see a shoot not quite straight, than that it and
the wall should be damaged to get it into a line. Our rule is to

drive as few nails into the wall as possible, and to avoid much
sti-ain upon the shreds by pulling the shoots into their place.

Supposiug a tree trained on the fan-system has to be nailed to

the wall, all the main shoots should be nailed-in first at the

proper distances apart, the intermediate spaces to be filled-in

with the smaller fruit-bearing wood. The method of training

one shoot will suffice for all. Begin at the base of the shoot by
doubling a shred round it, and driving the nail so that there
will be ample room for the wood to swell. The next shred
should be doubled the opposite way, and .so that the shoot is

gently pulled into its place. This is continued all through until

the tree is in its place. Trees that have been managed as de-

scribed in previous "Doings" will require but little pruning.
Sliould any growths be too much crowded they may be cut out,

it is always better to have too few than too many. All wood
that shows traces of gumming should be removed.

FRUIT ANn FORCINfl HOU.SES.

In early vineries, owing to the mild weather, we have been
enabled to maintain a sufficiently high temperature without
much artificial heat. Keeping-up a plentiful supply of moisture
in the atmosphere is necessary to cause the Vines to break
regularly. A bed of leaves in the house throws out a steady

moist heat, which is wholesome to tender plants. Stable ma-
nure heats more violently, and will throw-out steam which will
be injurious to the leaves of plants. This may be avoided by
mixing it with old manure. Roses, Lily of the Valley, or, in-

deed, all sorts of early-flowering shrubs and roots may be forced
on such beds. The bottom heat promotes root action, and the
gradually increasing temperature requisite for the Vines suits

them well. In the late vineries all the leaves have been re-

moved so that the Grapes will keep better. We do not remem-
ber a worse season for them than this has been ; all that can be
done is to have good fires in the day, and ventilate whenever
the weather is fine. The bunches require looking over twice
a-week. Removed another batch of Black Prince Strawberries
to the forcing house. Those so far advanced that the trusses

can be readily observed, are removed to a temperature of about
60" at night, or 65° in fine weather. Abundant syringing and
copious supphes of water are necessary to vigorous development.
The batch which has been removed from a cold pit has been
placed in a house where there is very little artificial heat.

The orchard house has been cleared-out for the reception of

trees in pots. Strawl)erries have been removed from cold
frames to shelves near the glass in the same structure. Straw-
berries in pots plunged in cold frames do not succeed nearly so
well as they do in an airy house, but damp is so destructive to-

the Chrysanthemum blooms that it is not desirable to have
more pots to water than absolutely necessary.

The recent dense fogs have been most destructive to flowers

and fruit, and owing to the filth which was held in suspen-
sion for three or four days, the roofs of our glass houses are
covered with a black substance resembling a mixture of soot

and grease. This has been washed-off Cucumber houses and
places where much light is necessary. Our country friends

have no such infliction as this to deal with.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
It was curious to notice the effect of the fogs on all delicate

hothouse flowers, such as the different species of Orchids. We
have usually during the winter months had Phalwnopsis grandi-
flora in flower. There were two spikes of P. amabiUs with
flowers wholly and partially expanded. As the fog increased

the sepals collapsed as if the flowers had been impregmated, and
before the fog cleared-off all the flowers were shrivelled-up.

The same effect was produced on LseUa autumnalis in > cool

house.
In the greenhouse department the seeds of mould have been

sown, so that Cyclamens and other subjects that are densely
covered with flowers and foliage has been carefully examined
and all decaying parts removed.

FLOWER GARDEN .\ND bHIlUBBEKV.
The weather has been suitable both for digging herbaceons

borders and amongst shrubs, and advantage was taken of it to

have soma of the work forwarded in this department. In
digging herbaceous borders great care is necessary in order that
none of the more delicate species which are as yet underground
may be injured by the digging-fork—a spade shoidd not be used.
All labels that have the writing defaced should be replaced with
new ones. We find wooden labels which have been covei'ed

with two coats of white paint the best for our purpose. Terra-
cotta was tried, but the paint peeled-off the first year, and many
of the labels are broken and useless.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
James Vick, Rochester, New York.— Vick's Floral Guide for

1874.
F. C. Heiuemann, Erfurt, Prussia.

—

Special Trade List of
Flower Seeds.
W. Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

—Gatalorjue of Ornamental Plants, Fruit Trees, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books iW. B. D.).—" The Amateur's Eosarium," by the Bov. R. W. Thom-
son. It is an excellent book, too little known, pnblifihed in London by-

Hamilton, Adams, i Co. " The Canary," by Brent, which you can bare free

by post from our office it you enclose Is. 7d. in postage stamps with your

address. {J. S.).—" Pearson on the Vine " will suit you. It may be had free

by post from our office if you enclose Is. Id. with your address.

Grapes SuRn-ELLiNG {O. B. U.).—The portion of a bunch of Mrs. Pinoe

Grape was smashed tlat in coming through the post, but there were a few

berries left to show how good the sample is. We do not detect any shrivel-

Ung, and we doubt much if there is any. Is it not that they are withering

through want of moisture? as being planted Inside a house "on a high

position and abundantly drained," they may recittire water. Frttit will "flag,"

as well as leaves, through a lack of moisture.

Calasthe VEiTcun (JJfi.ts C. TTin^o/c).—Your Uowcr is a garden hybrid

Orchid, for which plant-growers have to thank Mr. Dorainy. It is undoubtedly

one of the very finest of winter-blooming plants, added to which its cultiva-

tion is of the simplest. It enjoyB a good heat when growing, but when ut rest

may without injury be placed in the drawing-room. In potting drain well
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and nso a compost consisting of peat, loam, leaf mould, and dry cow mannre
in eqaal parts, and while growing give abundance of water. Do not pot them
upon a cone of soil, but a little below the rim, as with ordinary plants. It may
be propagated by breaking the old pseudobulbs into two or three pieces, when
each 'n'ill make a shoot.

Cyclamens Worm-eaten (A Youri'j Bt-ginncr].—The creatmes sent, which
you say are destroying your Cyclamens, are a small white species of hair-

worm, and not the larvie of some small gnat. They generally attack the roots

of plants already in a state ol decay, and are not the cause of the disease.

—I, O. W.
CCRRANT-SHOOT GRCB AND GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR (J. M. S.).—We

repeat what we have before often published. Every one acquainted with old
gardens must have frequently noticed that one or more of the branches of the
Currant trees tenanting them have suddenly withered and died witLout any
apparent cause. In such cases, if the wood of the branch be split down the
ceutrt', the pith will be found all consumed, the tube where it had been
blackened, and nothing remaining but the excrements of a caterpillar, which
may also he caught at bi? work of destruction if the examination is made so
soon as the branch first shows symptoms of withering. Thistateriiillarit;tleshy,

Whitish, with four ycUowiyh-brown spots near its head. It ia the larva of the

Currant (Sphinx tipuliformis, Sesia, or J-'geria, or Bombecia tipuUformis.

The parent moth is beautiful, and may bo seen at the end uf May and early in

Jano during hot sunshine, either settled on the leaves of the Currant, or

flying aroond the flowers of the Syringa and Lilac. It is about three-quarters

of an inch across the wings when these are quite opened ; tbe prevailing

colour is bluish black, with various parts yellow; the autenn.T black; the

breast with a yellow line on each side; the abdomen, or lower part of the

body, has three yellow rings round it in the females, and four in the males
;

the fore wings are barred and veined with black ; it has a brush of fine scales

at the end of its abdomen, which fan it can expand as it pleases. The Red,
White, and Black Currant, and, we think, the Gooseberry are all liable to its

attacks. It lays its eggs in April in openings of the bark of a young
shoot, and the caterpillar immediately it is hatched penetrates to its pith,

and eats its way down this until it reaches the pith of the main branch. The
only secnritive measures are to kill the moth whenever seen, and to split open
the withered branches and serve the caterpillars similarly. The green cater-

pillars which so soon strip off a Gooseberry-bush's leaves, aie the larva? of a
Saw-fly. The cross lines show the natural size of this Saw-fly. This insect,

which has been named by entomologists Kematus trimacalatus, Nematus
Bibesii. Tcnthredo Groesuloriflc, and Tenthredo ventricosa, comes forth in the
coarse of April. Its body is yellowish-brown ; its autennic nine-jointed and
brown ; the crown of the head, eyes, three largo spots divided by a lij^ht line on
the back, and a large spot on the breast, are all black ; the body, or belly, is

orange; the wings reflect the colours of the rainbow; and their nerves, with a

large 9pot on the front edge of the fore wings, are brown; the legR aro brown
also. Tbe female lavs her eggs along the principal nerves on the underside
of the Gooseberry leaves, and less frcqnently on those of the Red and White
Corrant. The eggs are hatched within ten days ; and the arrival of the cater-

pillars may be known from the leaves being eaten through into numerous
small bolefi. These caterpillars are pale green, with one ring at each end
yellow; the head, tail, feet, and rowsof spots on their sidcti, being black. Suc-
ccesional broods are hatched from the beginning of May until October, but it

Is daring May and Jane (hat they are usually most abundant and destructive.

Some of theee descend into the earth from cocoons, and bring forth fretih flics

at the end of the summer; but the later broods of caterpillars remain in

their coconn.<4 throughout tbe winter, and give birth to the earliebt spring-

ffwarm of Saw-flietfr.

Peach Trees Kepottino (Itob Jtoy).—The Peach trees in 18-inch pots we
Bhoald not repot, at least not now, nor remove the surface soil until the fruit

is set and begins to swell ; then top-dress with equal parts of turfy loam and
Ireah sheep's droppings, removing only the loose old surface soil. If (ho
sheep's droppingB cannot bo bad horse droppings may bo substituted. The
top-dresdinif may be repeated after the fruit is stoned. Potting is beat done
when the leavi^s are beginning to fall. We should not increase the size of pot,
bat reduce the ball, and lepot in tbe same size. Bather turfy loam two parts

' half a part each rotten manure and marl, are a good potting compost for the
Peach.

Orchids Repotting {IfftJ/i).—Keep them in the pots as they are, rather
ilry, until March, and then repot^them, using clean pots extra well drained,

and a compost of librous brown peat and rctugh or lumpy chopped sphagnum
and broken pots; of these materials employ equal paits, with a sixth part of

pieces of charcoal, and alike proportion of silver saud. Pot firmly, keeping
the idants high in the centre of tho pots. All do well in pots except the
Stanliopeas, which should have a basket.

Winter Treatment of Snow Pansies (J. S.).—The plants ought to have
been potted, and placed on, or better plunged in coal ashes in a cold frame. This
we should do now, admitting air freely in mild weather, but shielding from
heavy rains, when the light should be tilted at the back, and in frosty weather
have the protection of mats over the lights. It will not do to place them in

the greenhouse. If you have no frame, protect them where they are in severe

weather with mats on sticks arched over tho bed. The kinds mentioned in

our paper were bedding ones, yours aro show varieties.

Vegetables for Sowing now—Melon and Cucumber {Petite).—Beyond
Peas and Broad Beans the present is not a suitable time for sowing the seeda
of vegetables. Blue Peter and Dillistone's Early Peas, Early Long-pod, ami
Beck's Dwarf Green Gem Beans. Sow them on a warm border. It is too
early to bow Kidney Beans. The middle of April is quite soon enough. Sow
Carrots early ia that month. Read's Kow Hybrid Melon, scarlet-fleshed, and
Blue Gown Cucumber will suit you.

Pines not Fruiting (A Sutsex Subscriber).—Yoor plants which were
suckers last December have done very well. The bottom heat is rather
high, 85'' should bo the maximum, and 75' to 80° would be tho highest we
should give at this time of year. The plants would have hoen bettor potted

early in August instead of September. All they wont ia time, and they wiU
probably show for fruit early in spring.

Kidney Bean Leaves Spotted (Jjncs).—The leaves sent aro spotted from
being kept in a close, moist atmosphere, and too low a temperature. Give a
temperature of 55" to 60^ at night, and 65" to 75^ by day, admitting air freely,

and they will do well, the pods not faUing oft but swelling freely. December
and January are the worst two months in tho year for Kidney Beau growing.

Pruning Vine Rods {H. H.).—The canes having reached the top of tho
house they should be cut back two-thirds tho lengtli of the rafter, which on
15 feet of rafter will be to 5 feet. From the rod at the bottom of the rafter

you will need to train-up another shoot, and take it up alongside the last

year's cane, and it ought not to bo stopped until it has grown 6 feet, and take

another cane from tho main or centre one to the top of the house. The otbes

eyes will give shoots that are to carry the crop of nest year. Next autumn
tho centre rod is to he cut hack one- third its length, or one-half the growth of

the current year, and tho side rod shortened to 5 feet. Tho year following, on
the other side, you will need to lot a shoot gi"ow, not stopping it until it has
grown 6 feet, and this is to be cut back to 5 feet. Your Vine will then he

formed; the centre canowill bear one-third its length at tlie top, the first side

cane will hear the middle third part, and the cane on the other side will bea:/

on the lower third part of the length of the rafter. This is the long-rod

system ; in the short-rod system the canes are annually shortened to sis

eyes. Neither system we consider suited for Vines in a greenhouse. Spur-

pruning is much preferable, and in this case we should shorten the canes to

BIS or eight eyes from the bottom of tho rafter or trellis, and so on annually

until the top of the house is gained.

Tree Violets.—Can any of your readers tell me where to procure pots of

tree Violets, either double Neapolitan or any other kinds ? A lady, a friend

of mine, is in want of some.—C. P. Peach.

Chicory Forcing (J. S.).—The roots should he taken-up now, or better in

November, and have the tops cut off to within an inch or so of tho roots.

When wanted to force they should be placed in soil level with tho crown, and
set in a Mushroom house or other dark place having a temperature of 55-'' to

G0°. The roots may be potted and corered with an inverted flower-pot

having tho hole in the bottom stopped with moss to exclude aii* and light,

and placed in a house with tho temperature named. They also do well in a
cellar. A fresh lot of roots should be introduced at intervals of ten days or ft

fortnight so as to keep-up a succession of blanched leaves for salads.

Heating a Small Greenhouse {Arimtcut).—A gas-stove and hot-water
pipes 1 inch in diameter would not give sufficient heat. A large Shrowsbui-y's

apparatus might, but the fumes of the gas must bo convoyed into tho open air-

Grate Cracking (Consfatit Readier).—In all probability your Grape is

ChasBt'las Musqui'. It cracks just as you say. We know no such Grape as
Tokay Frontignan. To prevent cracking, the border where tho roots are

should be moderately dry at tho time of ripening; preserve also a dry atmo-
sphere in the house; and as a further precaution cut a notch on tho branch
to which the bunch is attached, between the bunch and the main stem, this

will check the flow of sap to the berries. Plant the old Ash-leaved Kidney
Potato at once and force gently at first.

Planting Waxl Fruit (Welby).—On the east wall plant Apricots and
Pears. On the west aspect Plums and Cherries. The following is a good
selection. Apricota.—Hemskerk, Moor Park, and Peach. Pf (ivs.—Bergamotte

d'Esperen, Gansel's Bergaraot, Beurn'' Bosc, Beurrc Diel, Easter Beurrc,
Beurrr Hardy, Wilhams's Bon Chr-'tien, DoyennO du Cornice, Glou Morrcau,
Marie Louise. Ourrien.—Archduke, Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Tartarian,

Elton, Knight's Early Black. P/itms.-Blue Gage, Coo's Golden Drop, Golden
Espercn, Green Gage, Guthrie's Late Green, Jefferson, Transparent Gage,
Victoria (Denver's), and Washington. Maiden trees of the above would cost

from 9(/. to 1«. M. each. Now ia the best time to plant, but they will succeed
if planted at the end of February or beginning of March. Wall trees may be
planted 15 foot apart.

Vine Management {K. /f.).—Plant out your Vino in the usual way, but do
not coil any part of tho stem in tho ground. Prune tbe young wood back to

two eyoB. We have destroyed scale on the old branches of fruit trees by
dressing them with boiled oil.

Pear Trees not Beabing (Kenilworth).—As your trees blossom freely and
produce no frnit your climato must be too cold for the sorts you have. Every
district has its special sorts which succeed bettor there than they do at other

places. Could you not obtain grafts of the sorts that nuccoed host in your
neighbonrs' gardens ? With us Mario Louise is a moderately free bearing
sort. Mario Louise d'TTccIe bears freely. Williams's Bon ChrL-tion, Louise
Bonno of Jersey, Triomphe do Jodoigne, Napoleon, Beum- d'Aremborg, Beurro
Bosc, Madame Treyve.BcurrO d'Amanlia, Winter Nelis, and Ztpbirin Gr»-goiro

are amoDget tbe most certain bearers. Wo once erected a framework of wood
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around some of our trees and threw some frigi dome over them, but it was not

satisfactory. "We get the best fruit of Louise Bonne of Jersey from trees

worked on the Quince. Did you plant your trees deep enough ? They ought

to have the union of the stock with the scion just covered with soil.

Stobing Ice (Q. M.).—Store it while freezing.

Names of Fbuits (Centurion).—!, Pennington's Seedling; 2, Gravenstein;

3, Duke of DevonBhire ; 4, Not known; 5, Franklin's Golden Pippin; 6, Beurrt-

4'Aremberg.

Names of Plants (Leno).—The Strawberry Tree, Arbutus Unedo. (H. C. N.,

Sathi~Al\ Adiantum Capillus Veneris. (£. D.).—l, Pellaea hastata; 2, As-

pidium falcatum ; 3 or 5, Aspidium angulare, var. : 4, AJthemanthera ; 5 or 3,

Tradescantia sp.; 6, SantoUna or Achillea. (F. W. P.I.—A, Polypodium
Phymatodes, or a close ally; b, Pteris cretica; c, Nephrolepis cordifolia

;

s>, Pteris quadriaurita; Ej specimen insufficient ; f, Aspidium Lonchitis.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

MUSEUM OF STANDARD SPECIMENS
OF POULTRY.

I HAVE been reading with considerable interest the controversy
an our Journal on Judges v. Poultry Standards, itc. I really

had intended to select a breed of fowls and try my band at prize-

iaking, but the insight I have thus obtained has knocked my
intention on the head. It is all very easy for a man to write a

description of a fowl, and append a catalogue of English and
Yankee points, but it is next to impossible for me, by my fire-

side, to see (in my mind's eye) the bird he has described. What
living man can write "shape?" Who can write "colour to a

shade " so that I can fancy it ? From what I gather poultry
breeding is left a great deal to the imagination of the breeder.

He breeds to his standard, his fowls are judged according to

another man's standard, and that judge's awards are commented
on in the papers by half-a-dozen correspondents, each possessing

a private standard of his own ! The whole, in my inexperienced
eyes, is a tangled network of crotchets and fancies from begiu-
ning to end, and the winner has more luck than good judgment
to contend against.

I wish to breed for showing but cannot. I have plenty of

time on my hands but cannot spare a day to attend a show,
though if I did I should be as wise as ever. The standard, in

any humble opinion, ought to be settled—but not on paper. Let
a good bird of every kind be purchased, let him or her be scien-

tifically killed, stuffed, coloiired if necessary, and made perfect.

I would gladly give a crown to go over an exhibition like that,

and would find the time to do so. I should then know what a
perfect bird ought to be. I should do my best to breed birds as

good in shape and colour and to excel it, if possible, in that
aiameless grace, elegance, and carriage which one perfect bird
possesses over another perfect bird, and which is akin to that
gentlemanly bearing which raises a man so much above his

fellows.
Perhaps some one with more experience will point oiit a way

of organising an exhibition of stuffed perfect birds, which would
possess far more charms in the eyes of true fanciers than the
best exhibition ever did.

—

Gallus.

of the late H. D. Barclay, Eaatwick Park. Any other colour.—I and 2,0. E.
CresBW*"!!. }ic. O. J. Webber, Wonerah (2).

Eraiimas —Dark.—l and 2, O. E. Cresawell. Light.—l, 3. Pares. 2, Mrs.
Wiilsher, Guildford, he, J. Bradshaw, Cranleigh. c, Mre. M. MarBhali.
Gatse.—Black-breasted or other Beds —1, J. T. Kenton, Wonersh. 2, Rev. J.

Mfrrim^tn. (ranleigh. Any other varicty.—liW. Balcbin, Famham. 2, R. B.
Balier. TytiuR.
Hamecrgos.—], J.W. Trowbridcre. 2 and c, O. E. Cresswell.
Bantams.—Gamf.—l. T. Randall, Jan., Guildford. 2 and r/jc, Rev G. Chilton

Guildford. Any other rariety.—l and 2. J. Pares, he, O. E. Cresawell.
DvcKS—Aiilesbury.—l, Executors of the lute H, D. Barclay. 2, Mrs. M,

Marshall. Houcn.— i, Mrs. M. Marshall. 2, R. Harrison. East Clandon. c, E,
Hilder, Woking; J. Pares; R. Harria&n. Any other furitiy.—l. Withheld. 2,
E. Hildcr.
Geesb.—1, E. Hilder. 2, J. Colee, Hatchlanda. c, O. E. Cresawell. Go«lings,

—1, W. Messenger, Wonersh. 2, Rev. J. Merriman, Crauleigh. he, W.
Messenger.
Turrets.—1, G. H. Langford, Albury. 2. W. Messcncer. he. Countess of

Lovdace ; R. Harrison. Poults.—1, R. Harrison. 2 and he, W. Messenger, c,

G. H. PiuekRrd; Countess of Lovelace.
Any other Variety. — ], T. Moore. Petersfield (Silver Dorkings). 2, A,

Alderton, Herbham (Malays), he. Rev. G. Chilton (Crevp-C(Bur) ; O. E. Cress-
well (Japanese Silkies), c, W. O. Hodges, Bagshot (Golden Polands); T.
Moore (Silver Dorkince).
Extra Stock.—e, W. Ward, Weylea (White Angora Rabbit); G. Johnson,

Branjley (Spanish Rabbit); J. Coles, Hatcblands (Turkeys).

Ji'DGE.—Mr. p. H. Jones, Fulham.

MINGLING VARIETIES.
Black fowls—r.cd fowls—
"White fowls and Grey

—

Winylo fowls—mingle all,

Mingle while you may.

Having received a present from Birmingliam of a splendid
Dark Red Game cock I want to know what to do with it. I have
two yards of fowls, one contains two thoroughbred Dorking
cocks with twenty-eight Dorking hens and one Brahma cock.

Yard No. 2 contains Golden-spangled hens. Cuckoo Dorkings,
Minorca, and CreveCoeurs, with a Creve-Cceur cock. I have
sent my Game cock to yard No. 2, Is this right ?—J. S.

[The only place where you can put your Game cock will he in
yard No. 1. He will do you good among the Dorkings as you
do not care for pure-bred birds. His blood will make them
hardier. He would be worse than useless in yard 2. We should
be curious to see some of the chickens bred there. It is always
a mistake to put sitters and non-sitters together, yon cannot
improve either and may lessen the good properties of both.

—

Eds.]

GUILDFORD POULTEY SHOW.
This was held on the 15th and IGth inst.

Dorkings —Grey.—l, H. Mills, DnrkinET. 2. J. H Putney. Dorkinfr. 3. E. May,
"DorkiDC. Chir1;cv/i.—1, C. Pannell, Oatlanf^ePork. 2, .I.Ivpry & Son, Dorking.
5. -T. n. Putnpv. he, O. E. Cresswell, Bagshot; Mrs. Mayo, Dorking, c, G. U.
Rnckard, Chiddineford.
Dmukings.— H'/n(c.—1, O. E. Cresswell. 2. G. Cnbitt, Denbies. Blue.—1 and

9, W. Mpsspneor, Wonersh. c, R. Gammon, Dorking; Mrs. Mayo; H. H.
Younp. Dorking.
Spanish.—J, J. W. Trowbridge. Dorking. 2, VT. Balchin. Fnrnham.
CocnuiB.—Buff and Cinnamon.~l and c, J. Pares, Chilworth. 2, Executors

SELKIRK POULTEY SHOW.
Volunteer drill halls in all parts of the country are well

adapted for ornithological shows, and that at Selkirk proved
sufittciently commodious for the Exhibition held on the 17th and
18th, although the entries were much larger than at any pre-
vious show. The arrangements, with one exception, were good

;

the Bantams being exhibited in bell-shaped pens were in fvill

view of each other, and the Game did not show to advantage.
No birds were ever better fed or attended to, the Pigeons, espe-
cially, being provided with a great variety of food.
The winning Spanish were fair, as also the Dorkings, but in

the adult class a grand Silver-Grey cock was mated with a dark
Grey hen, and in consequence left out. The chickens were well
shown and very good, as also the Cochins, the winners in which
were Buff. Only the first-prize Brahmas were of note, but
these, an old cock and a pullet, were good in all respects. Sam-
bui-ghs were very good in all except the Silver-pencils, and
many of the pens were noticed. In adult Grt?HP a very perfect

pair of Black Reds stood first, with good Brown Reds second.

Brown Reds were first among chickens, and Black Reds second.
There were but four entries in the cottagers' class, but these
were all noticed. The Any other variety class was one of the
best; Golden Polands were first. Silvers second, and Cambridge
Turkeys third. The Selling class was poor. Aylesbury Ducks
very good, but the Rouena were even better. Red Game
i?a7i^am5 formed a very large class, and the quality was close

throughout, the winners being about perfect ; the second-prize
pen contained the best pullet we ever saw. In the next class

capital Piles stood first, Duckwings second, and Piles third;

while in single cocks a Duckwing was first and a Pile second,
with a Black Rose-combed third. In the Variety class only the
two first-named pens were of any quality.

Pigeons were a much larger show than has ever heen seen at

Selkirk, and among the specimens were many of the highest
quality. In Tumblers Almonds won the prizes, but the best

pair came too late for competition ; in fact, the whole of Mr.
Rule's birds only arrived after the adjudication. Fantails were
very good, also the Pouters, Blues being first and Whites second.

Nuns were good; while English Owls were one of the best

classes. Blues being first and third, and Powdered Blues second.

Turbits seem to be well understood here, the class being a good
one. Blue, Silver, and Blue winning respectively. In the Variety

class Barbs were first. Black Letz second, and Red Magpies
third. The SelUng class for Pigeons was much better than that

of the poultry.

There was also an excellent show of Canaries, where the

Scotch fancies prevailed.

Spanish. -1. H. Wilkinson, Earby. Skipton. 2, W. Paterson, Langholm. 3, J •

Cairns, Galashiels, he, G. F. Statter, Broomhall, Carlisle.

Dorkings.— 1 and S. E. Keid. Hollmhirst. Canonbie. 2. W. Reekie, Carlerhangh,

Selkirk. C/iicit«i3.—l, W. Harvey, Sheffleld. 2, A. MKie, Hawick. S, G. Amos,
Melrose, c, R. Reid. ^ ^ , ,. ,

Cochin-china—l.W. Harvey. 2, G. F. Statter. 8, W. E. Park. Melrose, c,

H. S. Stephenson, Tillycraig, Whitebouse : f. C. Brui-e, Edinburgh.

BR4HM\ Pootra —1, E. Brownlie. Townsend, Kirkcaldy. 2. G. H. Plummer,
Dalkeith. 8. T. Barker, Hi lend, Burnley, the, Lieut. Col. Rice, Cupar-Fife,

c. E.Keid; H. S. Stethenson. „ „. , „,,.,„..
UAMBiROiia.—GoWcnjifnciilfti.-1. R. Dickson. Selkirk. 2. Lady M. Scott,

Bowhill. Selkirk. 3. W. R. Park, rlie, G. Roberts, juu.. Ettrickbangh, S^clkiik.

G. Dodd, Park Milton, Carlisle. SiiverpciieHled.—i, 3. Stephenson, Airdrie.

8, A. Stoddart, Soiliitk. „ ,, . , „ , „ ., o. „
HAMDDRGHS.-(JoWfJi-sj)an(7!ed.—1, R- Dickson, Selkirk, 2 and 3. G. Stalker,

West Sleekburn, Bedlingtuu. vhc, R. Cunnineham. Stewaiton, Silver-si>angU-a.

— 1 W R Park. 2, R, Cameron, Stewaiton. 3, (5. I. Campbell, Tillinamalt,

New Pitsligo. rhe, J. M. Campbell, Bonny Kelly, New Bljth, Turiff; G.

Stalker.
Game*.— I, W. Yonnghusband, Darlington. 2. J. Nelson, Cochshaw, Hexham.

8 J A. Mather, Nitbside, Clo^eburn. rlo-, J. Brouph. Carlisle. /(C, T. Young,

Bebside. Morpeth. Chickens—1, G. C. Wilson, lUlnthorpe. 2, J. A. Mather.

8, J. Nelson vhc, J. Brough. .,-.,„ „ ,

Cottagers' Class-— /I'ly variety —1, R. Dickson, Selkirk. 2, G. Walker, bel-

kirk. 3. W. Coutts, Selkirk. 4, R. Linton, Selkirk.

Ant other Variety.— 1. W. Harvey, a. J. Nelson. S, H. S. Stephenson
(Turkeys), tthe. A. Wylie, Johnston (Polands); J. T. Proud, Binchester, Bishop

Auckland ( Polish).
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Selling Class.— Coffc and Hens or Drtikr- nnil Diicks.—l, G. Parker. Eiddell

(Dorkioga). a. J. SliAW, UaDabriiljje, .Milnthorpi! (Brawn Red ciame). 3, W.
Liutuu. rhc, W. FaJrbairn, WUitiuuir, Stilkirk iDurkiugs); F. L. liay, Nent-
hom, Kelso (Black Ked Bautaius and Dark Brabraas); K. Dickaou lUolden-
pencilled Hamburglis) ; \V. Lintuii. c", li. Dryden, Selkirk ; G. btalker ; F. L.
Roy (Silver-spaDgWd ll^mborsli^'.
Ducks.— H'/iiff AyUsbury.—l aud 2. G. Dryden. 3, J. Griergon. Camptown,

Jcdburgb. vhc, P. C. Bruce, Edinburgh, c, G. Amos, Melrose. ZtoiitfH.— 1, G.
F. Stattcr. 2, J. Xel&on. 3. J. A. Mather. i-Uc, H. S. Stepbenson.
Bantams.— Grtnir. Black or Broti-ti lieu.—I, B. Butler. Bradford. 3, E. Newbitt.

Epworlh. 3, W. .Atkiuaon. Kendal, yftc. J. Nelson, /ic, T. Barker ; l-*. L, Koy

;

B. Browiilie. e. Miss B. P. Frew. Sinclairtown, Kirkcaldy.
BA.NTAils.- ^(imc\ auy other raricfy.-1, T. Barker. 2,. Master .\. Frew, Kirk-

Oaldy. 3. R Irviop. Kirkhouse, Milton. I /jc, R. Brownlie. ytc, J. C. Steedmau,
Jedbur^'b ; J. Scott, .ledburgb.
BA^TAMs —Jinj i\trtfti/ other than Game.—i and 2. P. n. Ashton, Moltrnin.

3, W. H. Sbackleton, Br.idford. tic, Miss.J. M. Frew, Kirkcaldy, c, W. Harvey.
Bantams.—.inu r{iric;i/.— Cocfc.—I, A. Hutcbiusen. Grahamstooe, Falkirk.

2, E. Kewbit*. 3. R. H. Asbtou. i-/u-, W. .\lkinson. Kendal, ttc, T. Barker : F.
L. Roy: G. M'ilillan, Jedourgh. c, J. Paterson, Selkirk; Mrs. U. Frew, Slu-

clairtoVn, Kirkcaldy.
PIGEONS.

TtTMBLEBS.-1, W. Harrev, Shefflold. 2 and 3, W. Brydone, Longtown Mams,
Danse. he, S. D. Baddeley. Hereford; J. Gardener, Preston : M'Oiil Skinner,
Edinburgb. c, J. Cockburn, Selkirk ; J. Day, Edinburgb ; W. & K. Davidson,
Montrose.
Fastails.—1, J. F. Loversid^e, Newark. 2, A. Crosbie, Abbotsmeadow, Mel-

rose. S, A. Smith, Broiiflhtyferrv. he, W. Barvey.
PocTEEs.— 1. MT.ill Skinner. 3. J. Dve, Hexham. 3, W. Brydone. he, W.

Rutherford, Edmburch 12 1 : M'Gill Skmner; W.Harvey. c.J.Day.
Jacobin-s.—1, W. Brvjone. 2 and 3, .1. Lambie, Pathhead, New Cumnock.

7i«, W. Brydone ; W. iK. Uavidtou. c, J. W. Watson, Ihomgarth, Leeds ; \V.

Uarrey.
Nuns.—I, A. H Imri». Ayr. 2. J. Lederer, Bootle, Liverpool. 3, J. Lambie.

c, R. Lawne, Melrose (2); s Ireland, Meln»se.
0\\L3.- English— i, R. Lawrie. 2, J. W. Watson, Leeds. 3, W. Leithead,

Tianis, Selkirk, vhc, J. Dye. tie. .t. Gardener, Preston; W. .t R. Davidaon :

M'Gill skinner, c, A. Leithead, Hartwoodmyres, Selkirk ; "W. Brydone ; A.
Crosbie.
TuBBiTS.—l, R. Lawrie. 2, W. Brydone. 3, G. Cutler, Crooks Moor, Sheffield.

vhc, A. Crosbie. Ac, J. Smith, Selk-rk: J. Gardener; W. Harvey; R. Lawrie.
c,3. Nash, Walsall; A. C. Lane. Selkirk (2).

Ant orHEB Vahietv.-1, s D.Biddeley. 2, A. Crosbie (Letz). S.S.Ireland.
Ac, J. Day, Edinburgh (Barbs); J. Dye; J.Gard-ner; A. crosbie (Swallows).
Any Vabiet^-.—1, J. Dav (Pouters). 2, ^. D. Baddeley. 3, J. Dye (Blue

Torbils). he, M'GiU Skinner, c, A. Leithead (lurbits); J. Dyo (Pouters);
Misa J. M. I-'rew ; A. Crosbie.

CANARIES.
Ybllow. — Cocit. — I, R. Hunter, Kirkbrae, Galashiels. 2, G. Laidla-w,

Galashiels. 3, T. Darli:]g, llawijk. Hen. — I, R. Hunter, 2, J, Hnrdio.
8, T. Darling.
BiEE.—Coci-.—1, R. Hunter. 2, J. Hardie, Galashiels. S, J. Heatlie, Selkirk.

IZfn.—1,.A. Mason, Gala.hicls. 2, R. Hunter. S.P.Marshall.
Flecked Yellow.—Cocit.—l, T. Hawkins, Galashiels. 2, T. Darling. 3, J,

Hardie. Hen.—1, R. Hunter. 2 and 3, G. Park.
Flecked Bcir.- Cocit — 1, G. Park. 2, G. Ritchie, Selkirk. S, W. Mirtle,

Galashiels. Hen.—1, .1, Hardie. 2, R. Hunter. 3, A. Armstrong, Hawick.
Mules.—I and 2. G. Spiers. Selkirk. 3. T. Hope, Selkirk.
Native Bikds.—1, a. Fowler, Selkirk. 3. W. Turnbull. 3. J. Heatlie, Selkirk.

A Sweepstakes of Is. each for the best Cage of Birds, containing not less
than four.—1, P. Marshal], Selkirk. 2, T. Ewart, Selkirk.

Judges.—PouWri/ and Pigeotvi : Mr. E.Hutton, Paclsey, Leeds.
CatMries : Mr. Robertson, Burntisland.

BURTON-ON-TEENT POULTRY SHOW.
As excellent little Show, which was more of an experiment in

connection with the Canary Show, was held in St. George's Hall

on the 19th and 20th inst. This Hall is well lighted and showed
the birds to advantage, and with a large schedtile of prizes we
think the Committee would find it pay.
Dorkings were poor but the I3uff Cochins proved good, as also

did the first-prize pen of Partridge. Of Light Brahmas the

entries were large, a two-guinea cup having been offered by
Mr. A. O. Worthiugton. The first and second prizes went to

old birds, and tho third to chickens. Dark Brahmas were
also ntimerous, the winners being well formed and good in

colour and pencilling. French were of fair quality. Black or

Brown Red Gatne proved a very irregular class, many pens con-

taining one good bird with a bad one. Brown Reds were first

and Black Reds second. Tho gems of the Game classes were
the first-prize Pile chickens, which were stylish, hard, and close-

feathered, the second being good Duckwiugs. The winners in

pencilled Hamburtjhs were first Gold and second Silver; aud in

spangled Gold won the prizes, all the winners being really good.

Bantams, Game, were poor, except the winners, which were
Black Reds, the same remark applying to the Variety class,

where only the Blacks were good ; and in the Variety class for

large fowls a pair of Spanish were first, and a good pair, but the

hen (a dangerous cannibal) had to be parted from the cock, which
she had half eaten. Handsome Malaya were second, and very
good Black Hamburghs highly commended.
DoHKreGS.—1, J. Watts. Birmingham. 2, W. H. Crewe, Etwall.
CoclilNB.-Cinnamon or }iuff.-l, Mrs. AUsopp. Worcester. 2, H. Tomllnson,

Birmingham, he, T. hogern, WhIbhII. Any vttier variety.—I, T. Rogers. 2,

W. B. Denton O'oncesler. he. W. Wbitclcy, Sheffield.

BBAHMAs.-liodl.-l, A. O. Worthingt.n. Burl.ni-on-Trcnt. 2, H. Chawner,
]uo.. L'ttoieter. 3, C. Graves, Chcslerlleld. vhc. W. Whitcley. he, A. 0.
WorthingUm ; Mrs. A. W. Burhan, Leek; J. T. Hincks, Humberstone ;

H. Chawner, jun. : J. F. Smi'.h. Sheflleld ; W. Ford, Unraberstono it}, e, G.
Wall, Burton^m Trent ; Bev. N. J. Ridley ; Mrs. A Isopp. Darlt.-I, J. Watts.
2, Dr. Holmes, Cheaterfleld. lic,E. pritch*rd, Wolverhampton ; J. Widdowhon,
Derby; Dr. Homes; W. Whitcley; H. c bawner. Jmi.(2). c. Miss A.Francis,
Birmingham; W. J. Cooper, Burton-on-Trent; T. Hogers.
F««»cn.— 1. G W. Uibben, Manchester. 2, Bev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury.

he, W. Tong, Burtmnn-Treiit ; .1. French, Melton Mowbray, e, J. T. Hincks.
Oam».— iJlo,-* or Uroirn Rr<tt.—\. .1. Lane, Bnrton<.ii-Trcnl. 3, D. Ilulme.

Alrewaa. »<:. E. Be'l. Burton on-Tronl ; E. Clavey. Burton-on. front i2); Lord
HanohiiD, Derby; Mrs. Allsopp; -I. Tyler, Loughborou,?h; J. Andrews, Wor-
ccsler, c, J, Tyler. Any ottier rariely.—l, Mrs. Allsopp. 2 and 8, E, Bell.

he. S.Matthews, Barton-on-Trent ; .T. Wilmot, Burton-on-Trent ; T. Everard
Ashbv-ilela-Zouch; H. H. Staveley, DriHleld; J. Andrews ; J. Lane.
HAMUCKons,— (Vo/if or Silrcr-pencilleil.~\. a.ad 2, Dr. Hall. Burton-on-Trent.

lie. W. Speakman, Nantwich. c, W. N. Staton, Burtou-ou-Trent (2) ; J. Lowe»
Burton-on-Trent. Gold or iiilver-!flianghd.—\. C. Dawes, burton-on-Trent. 2,
J. Ward. Ashby-deda-Zoueh. he, 4i. Hewlett. Melton Mowbray; J. Watts ; T.
Newbold, Burton-on-Trent. e. .1. Muijiyatoii. Bui t,in-iju-Trent.

Bantams.— G.iiiic.—I, R. WingUeld. Worcester. 2, J. Lane. he. Lord Manchlin ;

J. W. Oro by, Walsall; C. H. Kjte, Notlmghain. An;/ variety iiut Come.—
I, K. H. Ashton. Manchester. 2, R. WingUeld. c, Mrs. A. O. Worlbinglon ; W.
H. Crewe ; J. T. Hincks ; J. Watts.
Any other Vakiett,— 1, Mrs. Allsopp. 2, J. S. Rooth, Chesterfield, vhc. Dr.

Hull. (iC, E. Crange, Burton-on-Trent ; N. J. Ridley ; J. Watts. c.J.Eardley
Burton-on-Trent ; W. Jones, Walsall 12).

CANARIES AND OTHER CAGF, BIRDS.
NoBwicn.— Cfcar Yellow.—J, T. Newbold. 2, W. Jackson, S, A. Cul-tis

C/f«r Bi/#.— I. C. Pratt. 2, A. Curtis. 3, W. Jackson.
NoRwicH.-a/(irfce<i I'fHoic—1, W. Holmes. 2, T. Bates. 3, W. Port. Jlfarfcca

Diiff—l, W. Holmes. 2. T. Bates. S, W. Rice. „
Norwich.— rnn"ci;a(f(i JV»oic.—l, W. Holmes. 2, W. Port. 3. W. Gretton,

Burton-ou-Trent. Foric<7a(ediiu#.—1, W. Jackson. 2, A. Cunis. 3, W.Gretton.
Norwich.—erecn.—iJuir or rciloic—1, T. Newbold. 2, W. Gretton. 3, W.

Holmes.
NoRWicii.-Crt-«(,-if Tellou-.-J, A. Curtis. Cmted Buff.-\, T. Bales. 2, W.

Holmes. 3, F. A. Parker.
Goldfinches.-1, A. Cui'tis. 2, F. A. Parker, he, S. Hayns, Burton-on-

Trent; T. Newbold.
Goldfinch Mules.—1. A. Curtis. 2, W. Holmes. 8, W. Gretton.
British Birds.-Jih/ variety.—\, H. Heath, Burton-omTrent (Jay birds). 2,

Mrs. b'ogff, Burton.on-Trent (Thrush). Iw, J. Cowley, Burton-on-Trent (Bull-

ttncb); W.Elson, Burton-on-Trent (Thrush).
PiKROTa.-Grc!/.—I.W.Austin, Burlon-on-Tront. 2, T. Pegg, Burlon-on-Trent.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Belgians.—Cf^ar Buff.—\, R. Cowley, Burton-on-Trent.
Norwich.—Cicar rcHoii).—I, T. Newbold. 2, R. Heath. Burton-on-Trent. 3,

B.Cowley. Cicar Bu#.—1, W. Jackson, Burton-on-Trent. 2, R. Cowley. 3, T.

Newbold. _ , „ „ , ,3
Norwich.-.Varfccd Yellow.—1, W. Holmes, Burton-on-Trent. 2, T. Newbold.

3, W. .laokson. Afurfcerf, Biijr.-l, T. Newbold. 2, W. Port. 3, W. Rice.

Norwich.— rai(C(7a(erf i'citoui.-1, W. Port. Burton-on-Trent. 2, K Cowley.
3. W. Holmes. Variegated Buff.—i, W. Jackson. 2, J. Foaro, Burton-on-
Trent. 3. T. Newbold.
Norwich.—Oreen.-Bujr.-l, W. Jackson. 2, J. Fearn.
Norwich.— Cr,'s(irf IViioic—I, W. Holmes. 2, A. Curtis,Borlon-on-Trent. S.

W Port. Crested B«ff.—1, T. Bates. Burtonon-Trent. 2, A. Curtis. 3, R. Cowley.
NonwicH.-Heaci(!/-rarif|7a(i(i iVIioic—1, W. Jackson. 2, W. Port. 3, G.

Barnes, Burton-on-Trent. Hfaiiili/ caritgiltdcf Buif.-l, W. Jackson. 2, A,
Curtis. 3, W. Rice, Burton-on-Trent. ,_ , ,

l.iZARDB.-Go/cfcii-siinnsJoif.-l, J. Lacey, Burton-on-Trent. 2, W. Jackson.
8itver-spanaled.—l. W. Jackson. 2, J. Lacey.
CiNXAiio.vs.—Bw^.—1, F. A. Parker, Burton-on-Trent.
Goldfinch Mules.—,/0H*3ue.—l, A. Curtis. Mealy.— I, A. Curtis.

Moles.—.4ny raricfj/.—1, A Curtis. „ ,. „ ,

Breeding Birds.-1, T. Newbold. 2, W. Jackson. 8, C. Pratt, Burton-on-

Trent.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. E. Lowe, Combeiford, and Mr. E.
Hutton, Pudsey. Cage Birds : Mr. J. G. Barnesby, Derby.

TREDEGAR POULTRY SHOW.
This annual Show was held at Newport, Monmouthshire, iri

one of the sheds of the extensive Cattle Market. On this occa-

sion Turner's pens were used in place of the wickerwork baskets

heretofore in use, and this was a great improvement. An excel-

lent staff of attendants was present, and the fowls entrusted to

their care could be little the worse for their two days' detention.

In Red Game fowl some of the birds were good, but there was
not a really good pair in the lot except the winners, the first of

which were Brown and the second Black Reds. In old Game
of Any other variety, first were Duckwing and second Pile,

but this order was reversed in chickens where a perfect pair of

Yellow-legged Piles stood first. Spanish were good in both
classes, and the cup for the section was awarded to the chickens.

Old Dorkings had mostly bad feet, but the chickens were very

pood in size, feet, and colour. Old Cochins were a good lot,

the winners being of high quality, but the chickens fairly beat

them, the colour, shape, and size being superb in all thewiiiners,

which were Buffs. Light Brahmas, old birds, were a fair lot,

the winners being very good, but as a class the chickens were
Bomevvhat faulty, still the winners very good in both shape and
marking and the section prize was awarded here. Brahmas,
Dark, old birds were a heavy lot, some grand cocks heingamong
them ; the hens being also well developed birds and good in.

pencilling. Chickens were very fine and many birds were
noticed, the wiimers being very good in all respects. A prize of

Hi was offered by L. H. .\rkwright, Esq., of Hampton Court,

for the best three Dark Brahma pullets, but with the exception

of the first these were not up to the previous classes in point of

quality, Hamburghs, as a section, were inferior to some we
have seen at this Show, but the first-prize and plate winners in

Silver. spangled were just perfection, and tho Gold-spangled

were very good, and Polands very fine. French were also of fair

quahty, tho first-prize Cieve-Cccurs being good. Bantams,
Game, were moderate, if we except the firet-prize Black Red*
and second-prize Duckwiugs, the latter, however, being too

bronzy on tail and wing. Bantams, Black, were some of tho

best we have ever seen, tho first-prize pair beiug perfection,

the second being old birds and also good. In the Any other

variety. Silver Sobrights were first and Japanese second, and iri

the general Variety class of fowls Sultans were first. White
Dorkings second, and White Leghorns third. Aylesbury Ducks
were an improvement upon previous years, tho Rouens wero

also good, and though tho Gccsc and Turkeys were not in large
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numbers yet they were of gi-eat size and good in feather and
condition. In both S i-lling classes were large entries, and there
were some good cheap bircla.

For Pigeons there were but six classes but some of these were
very well filled and the birds were mostly noticed. In Carriers
good Blacks were first and Duns second ; the first in Pouters
White and good, but the rest poor. In Jacobins, Reds stood
first with Yellows second, and the first in Tumblers were a nice
pair of Almonds. Fantails were a good class, and Trumpeters
moderate, but the Variety class a most extraordinary one. Black
Barbs being placed first, Nuns second. Yellow Dragoons third,
and Blondinettes fourth. The point cup for Pigeons was won
ty Mr. Yardley.

i "We iHiblished the prize list last week.

BIRMINGHAM PHILOPERISTEKON SOCIETY.
Fob eleven years this Society has held its annual exhibitions!

and the continuol^s and increasing success of these meetings, are
conclusive proof of the estimation in which the Society is held by
the most noted of our breeders of Pigeons. On the eve of this year's
Show (held on the ISth inst.), consignments from very distant
parts of the kingdom were received by rail, but the majority of
the birds were sent in early on the morning of the Show. The
arrangements were most effective, and nothing could be more
energetic than the attention paid to the birds by the executive
Committee. An especial ajniount of interest is excited from the
fact that at this Show the majority of the best young fancy
Pigeons bred during the season are first exhibited ; and a care-
ful examination of the birds proves how difficult, even with the
best strains, it is to breed entire perfection. With so much on
all sides richly deserving unqualified approval, it somewhat
forcibly struck us that some few of the specimens shown as the
produce of 1873 looked a little antiquated. An unquestionable
cock Pigeon was entered for a hen, and several Mottles among
the flying Tumblers had been reduced to " Eosewings " by the
careful application of scissors ; but as these birds failed to secure
any position, we presume the Judges were not to be imposed
upon.
Of 266 pens shown eighty-one were birds of this year, and

collectively were perhaps as fine a lot as could be wished for.

Dragoons and Antwerps, the especial favourites of the neigh-
boiu'hood, mustered very strongly ; and the colours were of
unusually good quality both as to the Blues and Y'ellows of the
Dragoons, and again as to both plain and Chequers of the latter
variety. Tumblers of all kinds were of the highest quality.
A very handsome silver cup, the gift for competition of Mr.
Mapplebeck, was won by the donor with sis remarkably fine
muff-legged Pigeons. Jacks were exceedingly good, the cup,
first, and second prizes being secured by Mr. lloyda, of Roch-
dale, who unfortunately lost another very valuable Jacobin by
being smothered through careless packing when on transit to
the Show.

SINGLE YOUNG BIRDS.
CiRRlEBS.—BZrtcfc.—1, 2, and he. G. F. Whitehouse, King's Heath, Binning-

liam. Diui.—l and 2, G. F. Whitehouse.
Fantails.—1, J. W, Edee, Erdington, Birmingham. 2, No competition.
BARB9.— 1 and 2, J. Peace, Burton on-Treut.
Almonds.—1 and 2, H- Adams, Beverley.
Balds and liEARDS.-1 and 2. W. Woodhonse.
SnoRT-KACED.—-'I»y other varicty.—l and 2. H. Adams.
Ov:i.3.—English,~\ and 2, J. W. Edge.
TuRniTS.-i, J W. Edge. 2, No competition.
Jacobins.- 1 and 2, R. G. Sanders, Leven. Beverley.
Dragoons.—B/h^.—Cup, 1, and 2, W. Gamon, Chester. 3 and 4, W. T.

S-Iicholds, Northfield. 5, W. H. Mitchell, Moseley. he, J. Peace ; C. Mug",
BromsgTove. lV?/o)r.—l. F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2, W. H. Mitchell. Whiie.
—1, F. Graham. 2, No competition. Any other colour.—I, F. Graham. 2, W.
tiamon.
ANTWERpg.—Dun.—1 and S, C. Mogp. 2 and c, 3. F. While, Birmingham.

Dun-chequered.—\ and 2. C. Mugg. Blue.—I, J. F. "While. 2, W. Gamon.
Iilue-chcquered.~\, J. F. While. 2. W. Gamon.
TrMHLEHs. — Muff-legged. — Black Badges. — 1, Withheld. 2, F. Bowker,

Balsall Heath. Saddles.—Prize, J. W. Edge. Rosewin{is and Redbreaste.—
Prize. W. Tedd, Erdington. Ani/ other variety —1 and 2, W. Tedd.

TolilBi.r:n%.—Clear-legged.—Balds and Beards. — Prize, J. F, While. Any
other variety.—Prizo, J. \V. Edge.

SINGLE BIRDS OF ANY AGE.
Carriers.—Z??rtc^-.—Coffc*.—Cup, 1, 2, and he, G. F. Whltebonae. Bim.—l

and 2. G. F. Whitehouse.
Pouters.—1, J. Walker, Newark. 2, No competition.
Fantails.—Cup and 1, J. Walker. 2. G. While, ftc, J. Walker; J. W. Edge.
Almonds.—Cap, 1, ani he, H. Adams. 2, J. Peace.
Balds and Beards.— 1. 2. and he, W. Woodhouse.
Suort-faced.—.4;ii/ other variety.—I and 2, H. Adams.
O-n-La.-English.-l, W. Woodhouse. 2 and e, J. W. Edge. S, W. Tedd. he,

W. T. Nioholds.
Tdrbits.—flfii or Yellow.—1 and e, J. W. Edge. 2, W. T. Nicholds. 8, J.

Peace. Any other colour.—1,J. W. Edge. 2. No competition.
JAC0BINS.-L7(icfc—Cup, 1. and 2. E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Red.—\, E. E.

M. Royds. 2 and he, R. G. Sanders. Any other colour.—1, R. G. Sanders. 2,
E. E. M. Royds.
Trumpeters.—1, R. G. Sanders. 2, No competition.
Dragoons.—Biiie.-l, 2, and 3. W. H. Mitchell. 4. W. Gamon. he, G. F.

1\*hitehouse : F.Graham. ytW/oH'.-Cup.l. and 3. F. Graham. 2and/ic, W. H.
Mitchell. n'Mte.—l, W. H. Mitchell. 2, G. F. Whitehouse. Tic, F. Graham.
Ami other cohjur.—}, F. Graham. 2. \V. H. Mitchell, he, W. Gamon.
Antwerps.-/J/»c —I and 2, W. Gamon. he, G. Whiie. Vun.—l and 3, W.

Gamon. 2, J. F. While, he, C. Mugg. Blue-ehequcred.—l, W. Gamon. 2 and
fie, J. F. "While. Chequered, any other colour.—Cup, 1, and 2, W. Gamon. he,
C. Mugg.
Magpies.—1, J. Walker. 2, No competition,
S»-Ai.u)W8.—1 and 2, W. Tedd.

Tu-^BhER^.-Miiff legged.—Any colour Badges.—1,S. and 5. G. While. 2 and
4, W B. Mapplebeck jun., Maydeld, Moselev." Birmingham, tj. F. Bowker. Any
colour Saddles.—I, 2, 3, and 4. J. W. Edge. Black Mottles.—Cup. 1, and 2, W. B.
Mapplebeck, jnu. 3, F. Bowker. Boseutims.—}, 2. and S. F. Bowker. Red-
breasts.—1 and 2. G. While. Any other variety.—1, T. Seal, Birmingham. 2, W.
B. Mapplebeck, jun. Any variety.—Pair.—Cup, 1, and 2, T. Seal. 3, W. B.
Mapplebeck, jun.
TvyiBLERS.—Clear-leriged.—Balds and Beat ds.—l and 2, J. W. Edge. Mottles

of any colour.— I, J. W. Edge. 2, W.B. Mapplebeck, jun. Any other colour.—I,
Withheld. 2, J. W. Edge.
Sellino CI.&SS.—Carrier, Pouter.Barb, or Short-faced Tumbler.—Cup and 1,

G. F. Whitehouse (Carrier). 2, J. Peace (Barb). 3, H. Adams (Tumbler).
Any other Variety.—1, 5, and he, J. W. Edge (Jacobin. Turbit. and Fantail).

2. J. Peace (Trumpeter). 3, J. F. "VVhile (White Trumpeter). 4, C. Mugg (Red-
chequered Antwerp).
Mr. Mapplebeck, the Silver Cnp for the six best Ba£f-legged Tumblers in the

Show.

The Judges for the whole of the Fancy Pigeons were Messrs.
E. He-witt, H. Yardley, and H. AUsopp ; and for the flying
Tumblers, Messrs. W. Beardmore and E. D. Careless.

LEWES POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Exhibition of poultry. Pigeons, and Rab-

bits was held at the Corn Exchange, Lewes, a building admir-
ably adapted for the purpose, on Thursday and Friday last.

"Well-managed shows are sure to be supported, and the admir-
able way in which the first Show was conducted no doubt in-

duced many breeders to send their birds on this occasion, for

there was a large increase in the number of entries.

In Dorking cocks Mr. Cheeseman showed a very fine speci-

men, but very much out of condition, and consequently only
secured the second place. We should not have complained had
the Judge passed him entirely, as the bird would have been
better at home, and it is a pity to see a specimen of this descrip-
tion risked for the chance of winning a prize. The classes for

hens contained some good birds, the first-prize pair taking the
cup from the cocks. The White Dorkings, with the exception
of the first-prize pen, were poor. The Brahma classes were
the best in the Show. Among the Dark variety six or eight

pens all worthy of a prize could have been found. The cup
pen, belonging to Mr. Lingwood, contained a very fine Black-
breasted cock, matched with a hen of clear pencilling and plenty
of leg feathers ; the second-prize bkds were rightly placed.

Pens 62 and 65 were also good. In pen 58, v.h.c, a very superior

hen was to be seen, and in 52 another was to be found, but the
cock in this pen was very faulty in comb, consequently they
were not noticed. The Light class, though not equal to the

Dark, was much above the average. Mr. Maynard was an easy
first, the second-prize pen a good one, and the third pretty but
small. In Cochins the Buffs were a miserable collection ; at the

Crystal Palace they were much below our expectations, and we
have not seen a decently-filled class at any of the shows in the
south-eastern counties since. What is becoming of them ? The
Any variety class was a much superior one. The Partridge
cock that won the cup at the Palace, mated with a hen not quite

equal to him, was first, and obtained the cup. Some very hand-
some "Whites were second and third. The Hamhurghs were
moderate, and not great in numbers. The Spanish class was a

peculiar one. The best-faced cock, matched with a grand pullet,

was found to be crooked-toed, otherwise they were far superior

to everything else. The second-prize hen "n-as up in the back,

a perfect deformity; this must have escaped the notice of the

Judges, as it is more important than the crooked toes. The
first-prize pen was good and in fine condition ; we thought
pen 163 should have been second. Game—in the class for Reds,
the first-prize pen, which also obtained the cup, contained a

very large Brown Red cock with many good points, but we
thought him coarse, and think we should have preferred the

second-prize pen. The Any other variety was a poor class. The
French class was good, Creve-Co3urs winning ; and a splendid

pair of Houdans were second. The Any other variety was very

interesting, and was remarkable for the absence of the usual

rubbish which is generally exhibited in this very comprehensive
class. The Bantam classes were large ones, but we could find

no very remarkable birds. The SeUing classes were alao large,

and contained some bargains.

The class for " residents in Sussex " was deserving of special

attention, and reflects the greatest credit on the breeders in the

county. Here we found—if we said the best pen of Buil

Cochins in the Show it would not be a great compliment—but
here we found one of the most promising cockerels we have
seen this year, beautiful throughout in colour, good tail, well

feathered, a trifle too much comb, but generally so good that a

rush was made after him by many exi;)erienced breeders at

£10 10s. Many other fine specimens were also entered in this

class.

The Duclc classes were satisfactory ; among the Blacks Mr.
Kelleway's pen was decidedly best.

The Pigeon classes were not so well filled as those for poultrj-,

but the competition was in many cases very close. In Carriers

Mr. Maynard had all the honours for a number of very superior

birds. The classes for Pouters and Tumblers were not great.

In Barbs Mr. Maynard repeated his Carrier victories, The Dra-
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goon class we thonght the best of the Pigeons, and the distri-

bution of the prizes could not have fallen into better hands
than those of Mr. Percivall ; Yellows were first, a beautiful pair,

and Blues second. In Jacobins an extraordinarily pretty pair of
Whites were first, but we lilied a highly-commended pair better
than the second pen. In Fantails the first-prize pen was in
superb condition, and here we liked a highly-commended pen
better than the second pen, but the difference was not great.
The classes for working Antwerps were large ones, the Brighton
and County of Sussex Pigeon Club contributing a great number
of entries. The "objectionable" point cup, over which we
hear such a variety of opinions, went to Mr. Vander Meersch,
he beating Mr. ilaynard by three points.
Three classes for Babbits completed a most pleasing Exhibi-

tion, which was well arranged, and promises, under the super-
intendence of Mr. Lenny, to be one of the most interesting
Shows in the south of England.
DoEHixas.—Jni/ variely except White.—Cock or Cockerel.—I, H. Lisgwood.

9, K, CheeEcman. 8, K. Parlett. l-hc, Viscount Tnmour. he, Mrs. Shaw : R.
Cheeseman. Hen^ or Pullets.—Cnp, H. Ljngwood. 2, Mrs. Brassey. S, O. E.
CressweU. lie, H. Steed.
Dop.Kisos.— n'ftiff.—1, O. E. CressweU. 2, Mrs. E. Williams. S, LaJy A.

Nevill. /if. Rev A. Lee.
BRAHMAa.—ZJrtrfr.—Cop. H. Lingwood. 2, Rev. L. Van Straubenzee. 3, Rot.

J. D. Peake. r/ic Mrs. Brassey: Rev. T. Cochrane; H. W. KeviUo; Mrs. J.
G. Hepburn, he. Mrs. E. Pryor : Mrs. J. G. Hepburn, e. T. Harris.
Brahmas.— Lii7/i/.— I. H. M. Maynard. 2, M. Leno. 3, J. Bradshaw. /(c. W.

H. Garnish ; Mrs. T. Tumour ; G. CarviU ; M. Leno.
Cochins.—Cinntiwion or Bujf.—Cock or Hen.—1, C. M. Stickinprs. 2, O. J.

Lennv. 3, H. Liiiffwood. .4Hy u(/icr rariffy.— 1 and Cup, O. shrimpton. 2, R.
W. Beachey. 3,1). E. I'resswell. hc,S. S. S. Woodj-ate; Rev. A. W. Warde;
Mrs. Brassey; Capt. F. G. Coleridge.

iii.yiBVRona.—Gol'len-penciUetl.—CnT?, W. Speakmnn. 2, G. J. Lenny. 8, H.
n. Thompson. Silx'er-prneilleti.—l, M. Leno. 2 and 3, B. Norton.

Ilxiiu\:RGns.—Spatifiteil. — Cup. S'. Marlor. 2, W. R. Tickner. 3, H. H.
Stckings. B(a<.i-.-l, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, N. Marlor. 8, W. Cutlack, jun.
fie, J. Foster.
Spanish.—Cup, F. James. 2, Mrs. Tonkin. 3, H.Brown, ftc, Miss E. Brown.
Polish.— J, J. Horton. 2, Capt. F. G. Coleridge. 3, T. Dean, he, E. J.

Beeves.
Qi^K.—Black and other Beds.—I and Cup. H. Ritchie. 2, F. Warde. 3. J.

Jekcn. he. W. Foster; K. Hall; G. H. Fitzherbert; Harris & Elliott. Any
other 1 oriel!/.—1, W. Foster. 2 and 3. R. Hall.
French.— 1 and Cop. Rev. C. C. Ewbank. 2 and 3, "W. Dering. vhc, J.

Walton ; G. W. Hibbert. he, J. Walton ; Kev. N. J. Ridley.
Ant other Variety except Bantams.—1. Rev. A. G. Brooke. 2, W. Wildey.

3, K. S. S. Woodgate. 4, J. Hinton. vhc. Miss P. L. Bjencowo; A. Ward, he,
E. Branfoid; J. P. Poyer; T. H. Smith; S. P. Broad; O. E. CressweU; J.
Walls.
Game BiSTAVS.—Dlaek and other Reds.—I and Cup, W. Boutcher. 2, G.

Ganod. 3, W. C. Hanree. hCj T. Randall, jun. ; E. H. B. Smith ; F. James ;

W. S. Marsh. Any other variety.—I, T. W. Anns. 2, R. J. Symonds. 3, B.
MoUett. Ar, R. Hall.
Bantams.-.^riu variety except Game.—l, M. Leno. 2, J. E. Thirtle. 3. R. S.

S. Woodgate. vhc, M. Leno ; Lady S. Turnour. he, J. O. Pearson, c, Mrs. J.
G. Hepburn.
Ski^lino Cla^s.- Cocfc or Cockerel.— 1, C. Howard. 2, R. Cheeseman. 3, G.

Shrimpton. *, Rev. G. ChUton. vhc, M. Leno; J. HUl. he, T. Gates; H.
Hompbrey ; F. Harris ; E. Hampton; G.J.Lenny; 0. E. CressweU ; Capt. F.
O. Coleridge ; J. Jeken. e, T. Brown.
StixiNO Class.—Hen* or Pullets.—i, R. W. Beachey. 2, Viscount Tnmour.

3, M. Leno. 4. G. J. Lenny, vhc, G. EUis; T. Gates: R. Perry. he,C.
Thomas ; P. Ogilvic ; Mrs. Hey ; G. CarviU ; M. Leno ; Capt, F. G. Coleridge ;

E. H. B. Smith.
Selling Class.—Cocfc and Hen.—} and Cup. Rev. T. Cochrane. 2, H. S.

Fraser. 3, C. Howell. 4, J. R. Lauther. he. Viscount Tumour: Rev. J. D.
Peake : P. OgUvie : W. H. Garnish ; C. HoweU ; G. J. Lenny ; R. W. Beachey ;

N. Edgill ; J. Maries ; Rev. G. Chilton.
Ant VAhtETV.—Exhibited by a resident in Sussex.—}, C. H. Matthews. 2,

Viscount Turnour. 3. E. J. Reeves, ftc. C. Cork ; T. Brown ; G. J. Lenny ; Mrs.
Brassey. Exhibited by a resident in Leiees.-I, C. Beard. 2 and 8, Q. J. Lenny.
he, A. Hooker.
DvcKa.~Rouen and Ayleibury.—l, J. Harvey, Jan. 2, T. W. Cowan. 3, F.

Harris, vhc, T. E. Arter. he, P. Ogilvie ; M. Leno; Rev. T. Cochrane; N.
EdghiU. Any other variety.~l. J. W. Kelleway. 2, J. W. Boutcher. 3, M.
Leno. vhc, J. W. Kelleway; G. S. Sainsbury. he, Mrs. W. Beeny; J. W.
Taylar ; M. Leno.

PIGEONS.
Cabbiebs.—1. a. and r,. H. M. Maynard.
Pot;TEBs.—1, H. Steed. 2, Mrs Ladd. 3. H. Yardlcy. he, R. T. Barrett.
TCKBLIRS.-I, R. Pratt. 2. J. Ford. 3, H. Yardley.
Barbs.- 1, 2, and 3. H. M. Ma>-nard. vhc, A. Vander Meersch.
Dbaooons.— 1 and 2, F. Graham. 3, H. DweUy, he, F. Graham; F. G.

Moore ; A. Vander Miersch ; J. PhUpott.
Antwerps.— 1, E. F. WUson. 2, Capt. G. Edwardes. he, H. Yardley ; A.

Vander Meersch ; J. T. Theobold : Capt. G. Edwardes.
Jacouins.—I and 3, A. Yonder Meersch. he, T, G. Ledger ; H. M. Maynard

;

G. Roper.
Fantails.-1, J. F. Loveraidge. 2, A. Vander Meersch, he, J. Walker; A.

Vander Meersch ; H. M. Maynard.
Anv oturb Vabiety.—1, U. Yardley. 2 and 3. A. Vander Meersch. he, E. F.

WUaon ; Rev. W. R. Tomlinson ; E. W. Van Senden ; C. Koper ; A. Vander
Ucervcb.
AxT yLstETT.-Sinole Bird.—I, O. J. Lenny. 2, H. Dwelly. 3, E. F. WUson.

^, a. J. Lenny ; Mrs. Ladd ; W. Gamble ; J. Read ; H. DweUy.
Sellino Class.—),2. and 3, E.F. WUson. (ic, C.Cork; J.Ford; J. D. Boss;

W. Gamble ; C. Leggatt.
Antwerps.—Four Workina.—Judged irretpeetive of colour or sex, exhibited

by a resident in Sussex or hent.— I, C^V'. a. EiwaxiM. 2, O. J. Lenny. 8, W.
Kenedy. 4. E. F. Wilson, he, J. Longhurst: S. J. Ridley ; A. Stenning ; C.
Thomas; W. Kenedy; W. S. Marnh. Judaed irrespective of colour or sex.
fzhibiled Im a Member of the Briohlon and County of Sussex United Pigeon
Flying Ctub.-l, E. F. Wilson. 2. Ciipt. O. Edwardes. 8 and 4, G. J. Lenny.
he, J. OUver ; J. Woodhams ; W. Atkinson ; Capt. G. Edwardea ; O. J. Lenny,

RABBITS.
Lop-EABEn.— 1. J. Crtnch. 2, F. Banks. 3, F. Purser 4 W. J. MoyclL he, F.

Bonks, F. Purser A W. J. Moyell. c, C. King.
ANt OTHRR yAEir.Tv.-l, T. Oomer. 2, J. P. 4 R. Haekelt. 8, J. ElUs. he.

J. P. 4 R. Hackett ; H. Hancock, c, T. W. Cowon ; C. King.
SELLpin Class.-I. J. E. EUis. 2. C. King. 3, J. Quick, he. F. Bonks.

Smith 4 SImmonds
: J. Comford ; H. Honcock. c, J. Gomer; P. U. Dows ; F.

Parser 4 W. J. MayeU : Miss F. C. BIcncowe.

Messrs. Teebay and Martin judged the poultry, Mr. Percivall
the Pigeotu, and Mr. Billett tho Babbits.

THE NORTH BRITISH COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY'S
GK;iXD ANNUAL SHOW AT GLASGOW.

A JOURNEY from London to Scotland is a solemn thing now-a-
days, not to be undertaken without divers serious misgi\-iugs,
and an insurance ticket, while one's better-half insists upon a
telegram the very moment of arrival, with an earnestness never
known before. As to the journey itself, that is how you take it.

^Yeary and long it, of course, must be any way, and to catch the
morning express from Eustou, one has to get up, if living in the
suburbs, somewhere about the middle of the night, when one
can eat no breakfast, and feels badly prepared for the fatigues
of a long day, during which little time for food, and less for
recreation, is allowed to the victim by the thoughtftil directors
of the North-Western Railway. Such was our case. Among
the numerous errors of our long and eminently useful life, no
one, we honestly believe, can justly charge us with ever having
"got up early"—voluntarily. Well has our great humorist
pourtrayed the nameless horrors of that fearful piece of humbug,
so falsely called a virtue. Well has he described the starting
from sleep to see " if it is time to get up ;

" the gloomy miseries
of the cold-bath by candlelight, the wretchedness of dressing,
the hurried breakfast, the foar of losing the train, the stealing
from one's house like a thief in the night (our suburb has no
cabs), and numberless other minor miseries which need not be
told. It makes us feel that Charles Dickens was, indeed, a man
and a brother. But it had to be done, and we did it, for poultry
and Pigeon fancy alike expect every man to do his duty. And
there were alleviations. On a journey like that a man may pull
the trigger of his pocket-pistol, not shamefacedly as at other
times, but with dignified and open candovir—we did. Then
there was an interesting speculation as we neared every great
junction, as to whose particular coal-waggons were shunting
out of our way, and a fearful joy as each in turn was safely
passed. There was the deep and almost personal interest with
which the fatal Wigau points wore approached, and a curious
observation of the precise amount of oscillation as they were
passed over (they are in good order now). There was the country
—much of it beautiful country too. The game which could at
times be descried from the train ; and what we never remember
to have seen from a train before, a big barn-owl slowly flapping
his way along within easy pistol-shot. Night was coming-ou
now, and as it fell we entered the country of pig-iron, and were
struck, as on our last visit to Glasgow, with the grandeur of the
glowing furnaces on either side. Out into the night shone those
yawning gulfs of fire with a brilliancy the eye could not bear,
suggesting many an image from many a poet, and especially soma
which tell of horrid German legends, and of nameless deeda
done by the rude forgemen of the Harz mountains. And so

—

even an express train must come in at last—we get to Glasgow,
and are taken charge-of by oux old friend, the Vice-President of
the Society.
Next day at six o'clock was the dinner. Scotchmen like a

dinner as well as their southern brethren. Of what passed at
this one we shall say but little. At the head of the table, of

course, was Mr. Montgomery's genial face, flanked on either
side by Mr. Jones (one of the Judges), and Mr. Wallace. What
we ate and what we drank ; how various toasts led to various
other toasts ; how Mr. Buchanan (the Secretary), being called
on for a song, delivered one which purported to record the ex-
periences of an unhappy wight who partook of a bottle of the
best Day & Martin under the impression that he was imbibing
soda water ; how Mr. Jones being similarly pressed, did favour
US with one which must have been specially written for a Pigeon
or poultry judge, since it consisted of divers encouragements to

" Do one's duty manfuUy,
And never mind the rest ;"

how Mr. Huie, being struck with the fine quality of Mr. Ful-
ton's tenor voice, did indite a message to the President, and
pass it to him by the very hands of that unsuspecting brother
Scot, which resulted in " Bob " being next called upon ; and
how the said Bob, after carefully adjusting the tension of hia

waistcoat, sung a medley, which terminated with the inevitable

" Should auld aciiuaintance be forgot

And never brou^jht to mind "i

"

and what followed thereupon ;—all this will live in our memory^
but need not be repeated here. We need only say that Mr.
Matthew Stuart, the Treasurer, reported a strong hst of mem-
bers, and a most satisfactory financial condition, and added,
that if every member would during the next year introduce
another member, the Society and the cash in hand would be
better still. The astounding character of this latter piece of

information naturally caused it to be received with enthusiasm.
If anybody think that was the finish, however, he is much
mistaken. The Show was at least two miles off, but we " loaded-
up " a tram—they have trams in Glasgow—and adjourned to

the birds for an hour's " private view," till at ten o'clock we were
turned out. They would not separate even yet. Back to the
hotel went we, and into the small liours sat and talked of

X'igeous, poultry, and other matters dear to the fancier—of the
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awards—of the Show itself ; and of the prospects of attendance
next day.

" And so the "Wednesday night
Saw Thursday morning bom."

We have always admired Glasgow. It is a grand city, and the
Scots have a good right to be proud of it. Miles and miles of

streets which rival Oxford Street are there, and nowhere do the
shops present such a high average of appearance. Far away to

the west end, at the end of the noble City Eoad,are the Botanic
Gardens, in which stands the "Kibble Crystal Art Palace," in

which, again, is held this year the far-famed Pigeon Show of

the north, and, indeed, of the whole kingdom. We think the
name a mistake. Mr. Kibble is deservedly respected in Glasgow,
but it does not sound grand, and a simple " Crystal Palace "

would be better every way. But the building itself surpasses
for its size every place we have ever seen as the site for an ex-
hibition. It is all glass, the light unobstructed from a single
square foot. Fancy a noble dome, or rotunda, 1.50 feet in di-

ameter, connected by a corridor, also glass, 36 feet long by
25 feet wide, with a second smaller hall some 65 feet in diameter,
and you have all that bare words can give of it. But the effect

words cannot give. We have never seen anything equal to it.

In the smaller haJl is a cool fountain surrounded by shrubs and
moss, and leading-out of one side is what they call a " mossery,"
or a series of arches and bowers covered with bright-green moss,
surrounding miniature pools of water. Bound the large hall
are plaster casts of the most celebrated sculptures—one or two,
perhaps, rather questionable in taste—intermingled with shrubs,
and in this large hall were the Pigeons, not so numerous as at
the London Crystal Palace, but in many classes even superior
in quality, many winners there having now to retire before
more perfect specimens. As a Pigeon Show it was simply
perfection.
With all this the place was almost empty, and it was really

painful to see such a Show so little cared for. We were not al-

together surprised, for all through Glasgow, so far as we went,
we saw nothing whatever to acquaint the public there was such
a thing. A very small advertisement in the daily papers was
all, and this very advertisement was a curiosity in its way,
informing the public that the celebrated "English Letter-
Carriers "

(!) would be on view. No large bills about ; nothing
at the stations ; nothing on the omnibuses—failm-e was inevit-
able. We question if, even had it been advertised, a Pigeon
Show alone would ever attract a numerous public ; but if the
Glasgow folks could see their way to get-up a poultry show of
equal rank with theu' Pigeon collection (for which there is ample
room in the great hall), and add, perhaps, a show of Canaries
and cage birds in the smaller hall, which seems, with its foun-
tain and its moss, as if designed for the very pxirpose, the total
would form an exhibition impossible to surpass, and which we
can hardly think would pass unheeded if well advertised and
carried through. With these observations we may proceed to
our remarks on the collection of Pigeons itself.

It will be remembered that the London Committee had invited
two of the best Scotch fanciers to judge at the Crystal Palace,
and the North British Committee returned the compliment by
requesting the services of Mr. Jones, who acted with Mr.
Charlton. We are pleased to say that these gentlemen gave
very general— even marked—satisfaction. Exceptions to their
awards were taken, and we shall state such as general opinion
pointed out—but such must always be the case. Critics have
time—that all-important item in judging; many birds, too, wUi
not show when first put into the pens ; and some classes were
terrible work to judge. In spite of all such exceptions, the
general verdict was as we have stated.
The first fourteen classes, of some eighty odd entries, were

confined to members of the Columbariau Society. The first

class, for Blue Pouter cocks, contained nothing very extra, the
cup bird being rather thick. The Black cocks, though only
three entries, were better, first prize going to a bird 7| in limb
and raven black, but rather heavy-limbed. The third prize
went to the bird first at the Palace, rather bad in colour, but a
splendid Pouter. The three Red cocks were all a poor colour,
and in Yellows there were no entries. Both first and second
White cocks were splendid birds, with as little to choose between
them as could well be ; third was but middling. In the Blue
hens the cup was a splendid bird ; very young, but will be almost
perfect when grown. In the Black hens the first-prize was
nothing particular, and second-prize was most decidedly the
best in all essential points. Red hens had but two entries

;

first-prize being a neat little bird, but decidedly small, and
second very middling all round. Yellow hens were but three

—

moderate in quality and well judged. White hens were a better
class of nine, most of the birds being mentioned. In this class
we consider second-prize should have been first, both second and
third being half an inch longer in limb than the first prize bird.
In the Carrier and Barb society classes both sexes competed.
Black Carriers were an extra class, nearly all the birds being
really good. The prize birds were well placed, but a very young
very highly commended bird (pen 02) was in our opinion the

most promising of the whole lot. Duns were also a good class,
and well judged, the first-prize being a very young but in every
respect magnificent cock. Second was a good bird, but rather
down-faced ; third a grand hen. Mr. Massey's birds were fairly
distanced. The class for Blue cocks or hens contained four birds,
and the prizes were well placed; the third-prize was a Silver
Dun hen, and undoubtedly the best Carrier in the whole class,
but not being the standard colour could not win ; it is indeed a
question if she should have had her third prize, the class being
for Blues, but it was hard to pass such a bird over. Barbs were
rather middling, the cup bird only being reaUy good.

The open classes formed the real strength of the Show. Not
so numerous as at London, there were many more really first-

class birds, which made many classes a rare treat to fanciers
and the reverse to the Judges. First came Blue Pouter cocks

—

not so numerous as last year, but a grand class. The first-prize

was the Palace winner, and showed the same grand form he did
then. Second was a mistake, pen 92 being worth half a dozen
of him, though it must be said that it was very diflicult to get
this bird to show. Pen 95 contained a bird decidedly bad in
colour, but one of the very best Pouters in the class, and which
we believe took first at Birmingham. Pen 94, also, was a bird
which would be invaluable for stock. In Black cocks the Palace
cup bird was here discarded for his bad colour, the first-prize

being a raven black, but not so good a Pouter. Second-priza
was also a good colour, and the Judges are evidently " going
in " for this quality, which has been so much neglected hitherto
in this splendid variety. Red cocks were mostly wanting in
colour too, an unnoticed pen, 110, being about the only genuine
red, though bad in other points. In all else, however, Mr. Huie's
first-prize bird left scarcely anything to desire, and deservedly
took the cup for the best Pouter in the Show. Second was also
a gorgeous bird.. Y^ellows were a small class of three, and well
judged. The cup White cock was a good bird enough, second
prize going to the first-prize bu'd at Newcastle. Third was the
largest bird in the class, and also longest in feather and limb,
but too stout. A highly commended pen, 124, belonging to Mr.
Rose, ought by rights to have been either first or second ; but it

is merely right to say that he only arrived just before the judging
of the class was completed, and got no fair chance, as he coidd
not be induced to " show." As soon as he had fairly picked
himself up it was nothing to choose between him and the winner.
Blue hens were a grand class—very hard to judge (nearly all

were mentioned), and the awards could hardly be deemed correct
after a mature scrutiny. Mr. Fulton's cup bird was no doubt
fine, but not slender enough in girth ; and either Mr. Gresham'a
highly commended pen 140 or Mr. Wallace's 145 ought, we think,
to have had her position, 140 being a very extra bird indeed in
all essential points. In Black hens Mr. Wallace's first and
second were about equal, first being superior in colour (though
both were lovely in this respect), while second was a httle heavy
in limb. In Red hens the judging was at fault ; first-prize being
a fine long bird, but deficient both in crop and colour. Mr.
Fulton's second was on the whole better ; but the best bird was
" Bob's " highly commended pen 1G4, which was first at the
Palace, and ought to have been first here. Yellow hens were
uncommonly good and well placed, Mr. Huie again coming to
the front. White hens were an extraordinary class—one of the
best in the Show. Mr. Montgomery was first and third, but
third-prize was the best and should have been first. Second
has been a fine bird, but is now getting rather too matronly for
a strong competition, and should have been displaced, giving in
our opinion first and second to Mr. Montgomery's third and
first, and third prize to a very highly commended pen, 173, be-
longing to Mrs. Ladd. It must, however, be said that the whole
class was unusually even for one of Pouter hens.

In Black Carrier Cocks Mr. Montgomery won with a bird
tremendously wattled, but rather heavy in neck. The winner
at Birmingham was here third, being gone quite out of order,
and apparently cankered. Both these birds were " prodigious"
for the stated ages of one year, which were probably intended
in a strictly parliamentary sense. Mr. Stuart's bird No. 190
wants age, but had this been allowed for by the catalogue, in
real earnest, must have won : the stated ages in Carriers have
always been a standing mystery to us. In Dun Cocks, the cup
was of course won by Mr. Montgomery's champion bird (again
entered as " one year"), which is too well known now to need
description : the same gentleman took third, Mr. Fulton winning
second with a cock uncommonly good all round. The Any
other colour cocks were well judged,the prizes of coui'se going to
Blues. In Black hens, Mr. Fulton won with a bird known as
the best black hen out : second was a hen of capital shape, but
very bad in wattle and too much trimmed : third was good, but
we thought the same gentleman's pen 213 better, had she not
been out of condition ; but for tliis we would have put her
second in fact. The cup Dun hen was an all but perfect model
in beak, wattle, eye, gullet, and skull : second also a fine bird,
though some way behind, and we question, taking points all

round, if Mr. Fulton's third-prize, which would have looked
nearly perfect but for the cup bird, should not have changed
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with her. The Any colour hens were all Blues, and well placed,

the first and second only being firat-rate.

The Almond Tumbler cocks would haTC puzzled any judge,

there not being one bad bird in the whole class : it was indeed
the remark both of Judges and fanciers generally,that the whole
collection of Short-faces was the best ever seen together, the
average quality being truly extraordinary. Mr. Yardley won
fairly, but by no means easily. Hens, too, were a wonderful
class, all three prizes going to Deptford. Mr. Stuart's pen 243

was, however, the best head and beak of the lot, and only wants
age. The Any other colour especially bore out our remark, such
a collection never having been seen in the memory of auyone
present. The gem of the whole lot was, however, the first-prize

bird in the hen class, both Judges remarking that they had
never seen a more perfect short-faced bird than this exquisite
Kite hen at any time. We were pleased to see Mr. Stuart " come
out" so strong in his old character of a Short-face fancier.

All three prizes in Black Barb cocks went to Mr. Firth, the
cap being acknowledged to be the best Barb in the world ; his
width of sknll being extraordinary. In cocks of Any other colour
Mr. Fulton won. Sir. Firth "liein^ only second ; but Mr. Baily
showed a very young bird (293) which held out unusual promise
for a later date. Hens were both grand classes, Mr. Firth again
winning in Blacks, with a bird some way behind the cock, how-
ever : indeed, no fancier can be expected to show two such
birds as the cup-winner.
In Black Trumpeters, first andsecond were imported, and third

a home-bred bird, the difference being very marked. lu hens
all the winners were foreign birds.

lacobins were a wonderful class. One or two of the awards
were perhaps a little doubtful,but both sexes and all colouig com-
peting together, there was much room to differ. The cup bird,

however, was in our opinion well selected.

Fantails were not well judged, the first-prize being decidedly
out of place. The bird liad no motion, and was too large in

body. The first-prize bird at the Palace was here unnoticed,
but ought to have been first again : this opinion was general.

Turbits were very well judged indeed; the cup bird—a Blue
cock—being all that could be desired.
English Owls contained some grand birds, and the awards

met general approval. In the foreign class, first, second, and
third were all known winners and first-class specimens.
Nuns were a poor class as a whole, and trimming was heavy

as usnal.

Dragoons, Any colour, contained some wonderful birds, and
the class was very heavily scored by the Judges. We could not
help being struck with the resembUnce batween he Dragoon,
and the Game fowl of the poultry world, a comparison we have
often heard made by fanciers.
The class for common flying Tumblers was of rare quality,

and many good judges remarked that they had never seen so

many good specimens in one class, which we believe was also

the opinion of the Judges themselves. Several birds were,
however, too near the Short-faced character.
The Any other variety class seemed most attractive to the

ladies, and contained some very rare Bpecimens. The cup went
to a pair erroneously termed " Laced " Fantails, there being
no lacing whatever on the pure white, but the plumage resem-
bling that on the Silky fowl : we think they should be called

Silky Fantails. Mr. Fulton won second with an exquisite pair

of novelties, first imported by Mr. Ludlow, and which won first

at Birmingham; they form the prettiest Toy Pigeon we have
seen a long time, and have received the name of Egyptian Tur-
biteens. Third were Archangels, and a good pair too. We were
sorry to see no Antwerps at the Show. We know Scotch fanciers

do not care for them, but there are plenty who do, and it is a
pity to overlook so popular a Pigeon.
There were two Selling classes, the price in one being linjited

to -t'2 and in the other to £.5. Both contained some really good
specimens, which wo observed were mostly sold. Sales were
rather heavy in the other classes, many birds changing hands at

auch prices as i'lO, Xlo, .£20, and £25.

Taking the Show as a whole, the rare quality of the birds has
perhaps never been equalled. The one drawback is the want of

interest displayed by the public, and we cannot but hope that

by combining other attractions, and jadicioas advertising, this

may be overcome. With such a building available, surely a city

like Glasgow would support a combined show, if rightly managed
as regards the advertising; and with the hope that this may be
the case, and that we may bo there next year to see it, we con-
clude our notes of the North British Columbarian Society's
meeting for 1873.

MEMBERS' (CLASSES.
PoDTBRl!.—BIiw.—Cotffc*.—1 And Cap. J Whit*». Aberdeen. 2 anl B,.T.Wallace,

Ttnrnbank. e. W. Raihcrf.tnl. Eilinbarsh. /7'-rn —1, Cup, and 8, J. Wallace,
2, W, Rnthcrf.ird. c. A. Framn. Idirlihsil : .T. Wallace.
PmrEKa— Bin-It.—Coctt.—l an<l>,J. Wallace S, W. R. Rose, Cransloy Hall,

Kolt.rinu. lli-nM.—l W. R. Roue. ! and «, .1. Wallaje.
PorTBBj.-nfiJ.— Cocli -I. W. Ralhcrrord. J, J. Orant, Ediobargh. >, J.

Wnllicn. i/riK.—I, W. R. Roic. 2, .1. GraBl.
V<fX-iT.n9.— YeHnw.—Hrnv.—\, W. R. Rose. 2 and 8, J. Grant.
eoKltiss.— WhiU.—Coclu.—\ and t, J. White. 3 and c, W. I'.ulhorJord. he.

J. Wallace. Hen.*.—I and c, W. Rutherford. 2 and 3, J. Grant /tc, J. Wiiite

;

J. Grant.
Carriers.— EI(i(-fc.—Ca(:fc or Hrft.—1, Gnu. and 2. J. Mmtffomory. Belfast.

8 auil iift^. M. Stuirt. Ilelensbnrg. he, J. Mml^nmery; W. Masacy. Spiltling.
Vun.—Cock or Uni.—\, M. Stuart, i. 3. lind li'\ J. Montgomery, c, W. Massey.
Blue—Cock or H'-n.—l and c, J. 0. Ord, Punlioo, Loudon. 2, W. G. Hammond,
Ilford. 3, M. Stuart.
Barbs.— I and Cup, J. Montcoraory. 2, H. Paterson, Cambualanff. 3, W.

Massey. c, J. Montgomery; A. Frame.

OPEN CLASSES.
PocTEES.— ;5;iit\—Coi-ts.—1, N. Hill. 2. A. Frame. 3, R. Fulton. New Cross,

Lonilon. (if, .T. Huio, Crnsshill, GUisi;ow(i): R.Fulton, c, J. Mitchell, Glasgow ;

R, Fulton ; T, Rule, Gilessate. Durham. Bern —1 and Cnp. R. Fulton, 2. N.
Hill. 3, M Gill Skinner, Edinburgh, he, F. Gresham, Sheftord ; J. Wallace (3)!

J. Huie; R. Fnltou. r. R Fulton.
Pouters.- B/dc-li: — Coi'fcj.— 1. J. Wallace. 2, R. Fulton. 8, H. Thomson,

Glflsj^ow. he, J. White : J, Wallace, Bejin,—! and 2, J, Wallace. 3, A. Frame.
he, E. Beckwith. Bonnereiield, Sunderland.
PoDTERS,—iif<(.-Cocl-a,-l and Cup J. Huie. 2. J. 'Whito. S, R. Fulton.

vhc, M, H, Gill. Ramapate. hr, W. Nolta'^e, Northampton, c, J. Mitchell.

Hfin.-l, W. Ridley. 2, R. Fulton. 3, J. Huie. ftc. M'GiU Skinner; R. Fulton;
J. Wallace.
PoLiERS.— r.»i)i(>.-Coi--iis.—1. J. Mitchell. 2, W. R. Rose. 3. W. Ridley,

Hexham. Bcns.-l, J. Huie. 2. J. Wallace. 3, N. Hill, he, J. White, c, R.
Fulton.
PocTEns.-IF/ii(<-,—Cocl-s,—1 and Cup.R, Fulton. 2, W. Ridley. 3. J. Wallaoe.

lie, J. White ; W. R Roee ; J. Wallace, c, MGiU Skinner. Hem—I and 3, W.
A. P. Montgomery, Belfast, 2. W, Ridley. I'lu'.Mrs. Ladd, Calne, )iC, M. H.
Gill ; Mrs. Ladd ; J. White ; W. R. R iso ; R. Kultun.
Carriers,— C(iici-—Coctj,—l and 2, J, Montgomery. 8. R, Fulton. Hens.—

1, R. Fulton. 2. W.Siddons, sen., Aston, Birmingham. 3 and /ic, J. Montgomery.
c, M. Stuart ; J. Montgomery.
Carriers,-Dim,—Coc/js,—1, Cup, 3, and he, J. Montgomery. 2, R. Fulton.

Beiu.—l, Cup. and 2, J. Montgomery. 8, R. Fulton, he, R. Fulton ; W. Siddona,
Ben. : J. Montgomery.
Carriers-—.4/ij/ other coiour,-Coct*,—1 and Cup, C. G. Duckworth. Waver-

tree, Liverpool. 2 and c, R, Fulton, 3 and he, W. Siddons, sen. Hens.~l and
c, R. Fulton. 2, C. Duckworth. 3. W. Massey.
Tumblers,— .S/iorf-/acerf JlntORfZs,- Cocfcn —1 and Cup, H. Yardley. 2. R,

Fnlton. 3, J. Ford. ftc. R. Fnlton {21: J. Marquis. Wiehaw Station; J.Ford;
M. Stuart. Hens.—I, 2. and 3, R. Fulton, c, J. Ford.
Tumblers.—-4;)]/ other eolour or Murkino.—Coeks.—l,!!. Adams. Beverley.

2, R. Fulton. 3, W, G, Hamnioek, he, W. Brydone, Dnnae ; W, R * H. O.
Blenkinsop, Newoastle-on-Tyne ; M, Stuart. Beni.—l. M. Stuart. 2, J. Wallace.
S, H. Adams, he, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop : M, Stuart.
Barbs, -Black or Dun.—Cocks,— 1. Cup, 2 and 3, J, Firth, Dewsbury. vhe, R.

FuUon. )i-, R. Fnlton; J. Wallace (21. a,-iu.—1, J, Firth, 2, R, Fulton, 3, W.
A. P. Montgomery, he, W. A. P. Montgomery; J. Baily, jun.. Mount Street,

London ; J. Wallace. , ,,_
Barrs,—/liii/ other colour.—Coeks.—\ uni 3, E. Fnlton. 2. J. Firth. hc,W,

A. P. Montgoiiiety. c, J. Wallace. Hens.—1, H. Yardley. 2 and c, R. Fulton.

3, J. Baily. jnn.
TRCMPKTERfi.—Block.—Coek or Hen.—I. Cup, and 2. R. Fulton. 3, J. Frame.

he J. Baily, jun. Any other eolour.—Cock or Ben.— I, R. Fulton. 2, T. Rule.
S, .I. Lederer. Beetle, Liverpool, ftc. J. Lederer; T. Rule.
JACODINS.-Coctor Bcn—1 and Cup, T. Rule. 2 and c, A. Frame. 8, E.

Fulton, he, R. Fulton (21 ; J. Frame,
Fantails.—Cofl: or Ben.-l and 3, T. Rule. 2, J. Gault, Kdbirmo. he, A.

Smith, Broughty Ferry: R. Blair, Thome, ,lohnstone (2),

Turbits,— C'ocfc or Ben.—I and ('up, W. Croft, Kiihnghall, Ripley. 2, K.
Fulton, 3. ,T, G, Orr, Beith, )ii-, G, Roper. Croydon ; W, Cro't: R, Fulton,

Ov,'L^.—English.—Powdered Blue or Silver, with Bars—Cock or Ben.—I and
Cup, H, Verdim. Liverpool. 2, F. EaqOilant, Brixton. 3, T. W, Townson. he,

J. Wallace : E. Lee, Naniwioh (21, „
Owls.-Fori-iViR, — Coek or fleit, — 1 and Cup, T. W. Townson, Bowdon,

Cheshire. 2 arid 3, R. Fulton, he, J. Bowes, Heme Bay ; T. Rule ; T. W.
Townson.
NuNS.-Cocfc or Hen,—1 and ftc, W. Croft. 2 and 3, A. H. Imrio, Ayr.
Dragoons. -Coek or He?t,—1 and Cup. W. Gamon, Chester. 2, S. C. Betty,

Camden To,vn, London. 3. F. Graham, Birkenhead, he, F. Graham (2) ; S. O.

Betty; R Fulton; F. Esqnilant; J. Wallace; G. South.
Tumblers.—Common Flying, not Sliort faced—Pairs—1 and Cup, R. Fulton.

2, J. Ford, London. 3, J. Glen. Cambuslang, hc,W. M'Kinlay, Kilmarnock ; J.

Ford, c, A. H. Imrie; E. Beckwith; Mias V. J. Baird, Galston ; J. Stuart (2|.

Any other Varietv.—Pairs,- 1 and Cup. J. Wallace (Lace Fantailsl. 2, R.

Fulton. 3. J. Bowes (Archangida). )ie. I. Wallace (Lahores) ; H. Yardley; W.
C. Dawson, Otley (Ice) ; T. W. Townson (Poroelainj). c, O. HoUoway (Pigmy

Selling Class.-Price not ioevcecdifis—CoekorBen.—l, J. Grant (Pouter).

2, J. Frame. Comber, County Down, Ireland. 3, A. Frame, he, R. Fulton

I Carrier! ; W. A, P, Montgomery (Trumpeter) ; J, Frame, c, R. Fulton (Garner)

;

W. Brvdone (Fantail); J, Grant (PoRier),
-, -, .

Selling Class,—Price not to exceed £5,—Puir,—1 and 2, W. A. P. Mont-
gomery (Trumpeters). 3. R, FuUon (Barbs), he. A. Frame; W. A. P. Mont-
gomery (Trumpeters), c, T. Ru'e (Jacobins); R. Pulton (Tumblers); W. Bry-

done (iJlue Fantails) ; W. A. P. Montgomery (Barbs) (2).

Judges.—Mr. J. T. Charlton and Mr. P. H. Jones.

THE LATE DARLINGTON BIRD SHOW.
Darlington has not stultified itself. This direct contradiction

to an assertion made by Mr. W. A. Blakston in Tiif, Journ.il of

HoKTici;r,TUttB, of December lUh, we deem necessary, owing
to the reflections he has cast upon the proceedings of our recent

excellent bird Show, and those who had the management of it.

Mr. Blakston says, " Darlington lost its head, and quite forgot

its ' earnest desire to procure a clear stage and no favour ' iu

supplementing its schedule with an addendum stating that no
' unnatural colours ' would be staged."

The Committee beg to inform Mr. Blakston that they alone

are responsible for the issuing of the slip, and that they were
not " advised," as he asserts by any individual, either directly

or indirectly. He farther remarks, " had Dirliugton adhered

to its programme, however one-sided, less injustice would have
been done than by violating its covenant." That the programme
was adhered to is beyond a doubt ; and as to " loss injustice,"

we challenge Mr. Blakston to name a single instance of injustice

having been done to anyone in the slightest degree. As to any
promise or pledge being made respecting any class of birds, it

is simply untrue. That we issued a slip, and also advertised,

stating that " no unnatural colours woulil be staged," is correct,

and wc are happy to state that the large number of 532 entries
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were the satisfactory result of our endeavours to keep the Show
honest.
As Mr. Blakstou has brought into question the now famous

coloured birds, of which several were exhibited at Darlington,
can Mr. B. assert that any exhibitor of Norwich birds violated
the programme issued, either by exhibiting birds not their
bo7id fide property, or of unnatural colour ? As to us (the
Darlingtou Committee) listening to bad counsel, or that an
"organised attempt was made," we look upon these as unwarrant-
able assertions. We consider ourselves quite equal to the import-
ance of the duties of a bird show, and notwithstanding the re-
proaches of Mr. Blakston, we are happy to say our late Show
was conducted alike satisfactorily to ourselves and exhibitors
generally, and in a manner to encourage us to further exertions.
Before leaving the subject we must assert that the programme

giving " a clear stage and no favour " was strictly maintained,
and that the Judges (of whom Mr. Baraesby has been alluded
to by Mr. Blakston) received the thanks of the Committee.

Messrs. Bemrose & Orme's assertion that " those narrow and
exclusive committees (naming the Darlington as one) who have
endeavoured to burke our endeavours, who have been a stum-
bling-block in the way of advancement, and who have shielded
themselves behind a restriction they cannot define," we (the
Committee) look upon as an untruthful and flimsy vituperation.
Of course, we answer for ourselves, and no doubt other com-
mittees can equally meet the censure so unjustly cast upon
them.
As to a "stumbling-block in the way of advancement," we

.have only to compare the 532 birds entered for Darlington
Show against the number entered for Derby, which amounted
to 109, and of this number Messrs. Bemrose & Orme entered
forty-one. In the first eight classes, Norwich birds, there were
only forty-five entered at Derby, and out of that number Messrs.
Bemrose & Orme exhibited thirty-six ! So much for the asser-
tion of a " stumbling-block in the way of advancement."
Our aim and endeavours on behalf of our recent Show were

to make it worthy of the town of Darlington, not studying the
interests of any individual fancier, but the interests of all who
might patronise us. The issue was left in the hands of the
Judges—men of long practical experience, and who performed
their duties satisfactorily.—W. Watson, jun., W. J. Stew.ibt,
Son. Secretaries.

BEE FOOD.
Feeding bees with weU-sweeteued milk porridge, as recom-

mended by your correspondent "A. T. W.," is something new
even in the north. The most appropriate food for bees, next to
honey, is the best " crush " or loaf sugar, in the proportion of one
breakfast-cupful of pure water to every pound of sugar, boiled
between two and three minutes. Beer, ale, or any farinaceous
additions I have always looked upon as the remains of a former
barbarism, causing the bees extra labour in getting rid of them.
A EENFKEWSHrRE BeE-KEEPEK.

OUR LETTER BOX.
BuRSLEM Show.—The first prize in the Any other variety class waB awarded

to the Rev. A. Brooke, Shrawardine, for Malays.

Feedikg Young Chickens (Don Qit(j-o^-).—The "small boy" is not ab-
solutely necessary. You can feed twice before eight o'clock in the morning.
You can then put before the chickens bread crumbs, bruised wheat on the
frround, some bread and milk in a saucer. Between twelve and one the juve-
nile cau give a little chopped egg and some of the scraps from the luncheon
table chopped fine. They might have some dry food before them as before,
and you could feed on your return at five. This constant care is necessary
only during the first six weeks.

Silver-SPANGLED Hauburghs {H. F. C.).—Hen tails have been out of
date fur years. We would not breed from any bird likely to produce them
The progeny of the cock with the deformed comb would surely take after him.
White legs would disriualify any Hambm-gh fowl, and from your description
we should hardly consider your birds as Spangled Hamburghs.
Fowls' Combs (Coiistant Reader).—The Bingle comb in a Hamburgh is a

fatal defect in exbibition, and, like most other defects, more likely to be
transmitted than any good point. In our experience of breeding we have
hardly ever bred a single comb from double-combed parents. This rule holds
good as to Haraburghs. In Sebright Bantams it is not unusual to have one
or two single-combed chickens. They are generally very well marked, and
for that reason we have sometimes bred from them ; but we always repented,
for the single comb is always reproduced. Dorkings stand alone; they may
have double, single, or cup combs, without even the suspicion of any but the
purest parentage. In Spanish none but a single comb is adiuissible, and a
double one is never seen. The cock's comb must be upright, and the hen'a
drooping. These requirements are easily met by all good breeders. Game
again must have single combs ; they are never seen with double, namburghs*
must be double, and we should not care to breed from any such as you describe.
We should not beUeve they were from good, much more first-rate birds.

Brahma Hen Unable to Stand (£.).— Such appearances sometimes
result from a hen being egg-bound and eometimos from an injury to the back,
causing to the bird some such pain as the human subject feels from a sharp
attack of lumbago. She should at once bo treated with a table- spoonful of
castor oil, and put in a small place on the floor filled with hay or very soft
Btraw. You may repeat the oil every alternate day till there is relief, and give
wormwood water to drink on the intcn-ening days. The latter may be made

by pouring boiling water over the wormwood. Camomile flowers may bo
advoutageously used for the same purpose.

Pullets not Laying—Securing a Constant Egg-scpply [GaJlm).—
Your fowls have been laying badly, but they have, we think, laid more eggs
than you mention. At this time of year you cannot expect continuous laying^
such as you have a right to look for in the spring and summer. We do not
much approve your feeding. The early morning meal should be of ground
oats or barley meal mixed with water, milk, or pot liijuor, the evening meal
should be the same ; at midday you may give some whole corn, or you may
substitute any scraps you have. Eaw potatoes are worthless as food, and
three meals are absolutely necessary at this time of year. Maizo is not food
fur laying fowls, its tendency to fatten is too great. To get eggs from June
to January you must depend on your hens in June, July, and August. After
that you must have pullets arriving at puberty month after month. You will

have to allow a month for weather. Thus, if you expect a piUlet to lay in
November you will do well to choose one that should lay in October, and
so on. Your Ducks will do better on oats than on maize. You should have
named the breed. They will in all probability lay in February.

Poultry Keeping with "Prqtit {A Female Reader}.—You may keep poultry
profitably on the conditions given at length by us a short time since. You
must not spend much on yom* houses, you must not give too much for your
stock, and you must give some personal superintendence not only to the
feeding, but to every matter of outlay. (R. A. S.).—In ail pursuits where it

is sought to make money by the production of food of any kind, it is essen-
tial to produce it at the most remunerative time. For instance, eggs in the
winter, chickens in the spring. From November to the middle of January eggs
should make at least 2d. each. Chickens in May should make 3.s. each. These
would alter your account. All allowancing in food ends in disappointment.
Those who feed should be able to apportion the food, aud it was published,
many years ago, by one of our oldest authorities, that fowls should have food
thrown to them only as long as they run after it. If you have few soft eggs
you do not want the bricklayers' rubbish. If they are kept in first-rate con-
dition on l^d. per week, you have nothing to learn in the way of keeping
poultry. They caunot be kept for less, unless they have faciUties for finding
food. You will see that three eggs per week if they made 6rf., and they might
often make more, would soon pay the cost of keeping for a long time. The
rest might be paid at any time by the same pullet rearing a brood of chickens.
Those who breed fur super-excelleuce in chickens breed from hens with a
young cock, but those who wish to pay their expenses, and realise their profit

as they go on, should keep almost all pullets. They lay earlier than hens but
they are affected by weather, not necessarily frost, but continued damp, east

winds, and absence of sun. They should have three meals per day, ground
food, oats or barley slaked with water or milk, morning and evening, whole
com or kitchen scraps at midday.

The Bird Cause {G. J. S.).—You must write to Mr. Blakston if you need
an explanation. We cannot insert mere personal recriminations and abuse.

High-coloured Canaries ( W. E. ).—There is no need to occupy more space

on the subject. The cause of high colour is now published, and, if it was knowu
before, it seems surprising that no one employed the feeding except Messrs.

Bemrose & Orme.

Embossed-was-sheet Machine [Novice).—I am not aware that plates for

casting embossed was sheets are procurable out of Germany. Those of my
machine were manufactured specially for me by an ingenious private friend

in Scotland, from one of the earliest sheets of embossed wax which found ita

way to this country.—A Renfrewshire Bee-keeper.

METEOROLOaiCAIi OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0'' 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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